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PREFACE.
It is about a generation since the ideas of the selection of species

by natural causes took such form as to constitute a theory. Although

Cluis. Darwin has received the credit of this theory, and no doubt

deserves it, yet the fact is, the theory was in the air as we may say

and was discovering itself to a great many people at the same time.

That is to say, the great body of accumulated natural facts that con-

stituted a part of the environment of all thinking and well-informed

people, impressed itself in a somewhat similar manner upon many at

once and was evolving in their brains similar reactions. A. H. Wallace

was almost as ready as Darwin to announce the theory and would have

done so had he not been anticipated. But if neither of these gentle-

men had been in the way of this idea it would soon have obtained

expression by someone else. So ready was the rationalistic world for it

that it was received with little or no hesitation; its simple announce-

ment and explanation being all that was required.

The history of this theory is itself a good illustration of the Dy-

namic Theory. Things come about naturally and as a matter of course

when due forces become organized to operate on properly organized in-

struments. In this case the facts were the forces and men's brains the

instruments.

The complete acceptance of this theory largely withdrew attention

from the essential facts and causes underlying selection. Some of

these facts incidentally presented themselves in the discussions and ex-

plications of the theory, but usually too little account was taken of them,

the attention being concentrated on the struggle for life between compet-

ing organisms. Unless it is qualified, this expression, "struggle for life,
"

is itself misleading, as it seems to imply that the organism is an original

center of activity and does something of itself.

It is my endeavor in this volume to point out that organisms instead

of being hand-made and purposive, are machine-built machines, ami

operated, when built, by forces outside of themselves. As we are more

interested in ourselves than in other organisms, especial care has been

taken to ascertain the relationship of man to the other animals and to

point out their resemblances and contrasts. To this end I have cited a

large number of jacts that cannot fail to interest every intelligent per-

son whether he agrees with my conclusions or not.

Especial attention is called to mental phenomena and the machinery

for their production. The brain is shown to be the organ of the environ-
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ment and a mind forming instrument. Our ancestors were in the

habit of looking entirely too high for the explanation of the phenomena
of sensation and mind. They never dreamed that these were physical

phenomena, or connected in any way with the motions of material bodies

with which they were familar. The true course of knowledge is not from

above downward, but from below upward, and but little progress is possible

where this principle is ignored. The advancement of the present gen-

eration has been greatly assisted by its partial emancipation from the

dominance of the past with its essentially vicious metaphysical methods.

The study of dynamic agencies and the inferences justified by the in-

ductive method of considering them, furnish us with all the real know-

ledge of causes and effects that we possess. We easily connect these

agencies with the motions that constitute vitality and mentality and

discover that the energies of the environment constitute the antecedents

of specialized function. As these energies build up bodies of dif-

ferent shapes, the forms of the reactions from them correspondingly

change. We have motion before we have locomotion and we have

locomotion before legs; we have circulation before hearts, nerve currents

before nerves, and mental action before brains. Thus function oper-

ates in the modification of organs and by cumulation of modifications

in their re-creation.

The Dynamic Theory, by showing the connection between the ex-

ternal stimulation and its internal sequel in mental action, proves both

of them to belong to the same class of physical motion. A study of

mental action therefore demands and includes an investigation of the re-

lated and antecedent physical phenomena. When these are all considered

together we soon perceive that they belong together. Particularly are

the* phenomena of mentality and vitality seen to be inseparable. In

fact all organic reactions partake of both vital and mental characteris-

tics, and when we consider the more elementary organisms, the two

'merge into each other till it becomes impossible to make any distinction

between them. A similar consideration extended to other branch^ of

physical phenomena show them to be all derived from a common

stock, and that finally we must consider all energy as only one.

Finding ourselves involved in the effects of these various dynamic

agencies, the study of them and the ways in which they affect us, be-

comes a matter of personal interest to everyone; and it is not too much

to say that it is a duty everyone owes to himself to pursue such study

as far as practicable. It is a sort of duty that, like eating, breath-

ing or exercising, cannot be delegated or performed by proxy; and its

neglect involves
x
an abdication not only of power, but of liberty.

The facts I have presented have been drawn from the most reliable

scientific authorities. The following list includes those most quoted:
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Abercrombie, Agassiz, Bain, Barker, Barnard, Bastian, Bernstein,

Bessey, Binet and Fere, Bjerkness, Brown-Sequard, Carpenter, Charcot,

Capt. Clark, Glaus, Combe, J. P. Cooke, Cooke & Berkley, Crookes,

Cuvier, Dana, Darwin, Dawson, Draper, Dubois-Raymond, Dunglison,

Eliot & Storer, Ferrier, Flint, Gage, Geddes & Thomson, Gordon, Asa

Gray, H. Gray, Gurney, Haeckel, Huxley, Landois, Langley, Leckey,

Le Conte, Letourneau, Lewes, Lockyer, Lubbock, Lu}
r

s, Maudsley,

Meyer, Max. Muller, Murdock, Nott & Gliddon, Owen, Packard, Papil-

lon, Pasteur, Pepper, Plante, Pop. Sci. Mo., Quain, Romanes, Roscoe,

Rosenthal, Schiitzenberger, Semper, Dr. Shepherd, Skeat, Spencer, Dr.

Star, B. Stewart, Sully, Isaac Taylor, Tellor, S. P. Thompson, Tyndall

Van Beneden, Velpeau, Vogel, Wagner, Wallace, Warner, Watts, Wild-

er, Wilson, Wurtz, Youmans. Besides the foregoing, from the works of

some of whom copious extracts have been made, man}
7 other authorities

have been quoted whose names are mentioned in the proper connection.

Thus a broad basis of fact has been laid for the conclusions that have

been reached, and it is for the reader to judge whether the facts justify

the conclusions, or to frame others if they do not.

It is not likely that the work has entirely escaped errors of statement,

and if there are any the writer will be glad to have them pointed out to

him.
J. B. A.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

October, 1892.
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DYNAMIC THEORY OF LIFE AND MIND.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

The action of the mind has always appeared to be involved in such

obscurity, to be r-o whimsical and so uncertain, that ordinarily, until lately,

it has been looked upon as something inscrutable and outside of investi-

gation.

The mind itself has generally been regarded as a person ;
one of the

two persons of an animal duality which is commonly supposed to be

made up of a mind and a body. The body has been recognized as being

material, subject to natural law, and liable to accident, disease, decay

and death. The mind has generally been considered as exempt from all

these accidents, especially the last, and to be immaterial, immortal and

indestructible. If it was ever thought to be subject to law, it was no

such law as anybody could find out anything about, and not at all anal-

ogous to laws that govern material things. Although mental diseases

were vaguely spoken of, it was only meant that the body was out of

order, by which the mental action became distorted; and that after death,

when the mind should be rid of the incumbrance of the diseased body,

it would itself be thereafter forever free from disease. The terms used

to designate this part of the supposed dual being are also various as

mind, soul, spirit. Some who use these terms profess to make distinc-

tions in their significance, but generally they are used indiscriminately

to mean the part of the man
(
or animal ) that does the thinking. Not

withstanding this thinking part is thus supposed to be the real mai

while the body is only its tool or instrument, our daily language shows

how vaguely the idea is held, for we speak of a man ' ' making up his

mind," "changing his mind," "altering his judgment," &c., as if the

man were superior to his mind and hail some sort of supervisory control

over it. It is generally held that a man is a free agent and " can do as

he pleases;" that he can change his plans, alter his opinions, and regu-

late his conduct according to his "
will;" and this will is the main sov-

ereign energy of the inscrutable mind, soul or spirit. This will is above
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reason, and may defy all cause and set aside all law. Nevertheless we
are continually talking about bringing influences to bear to change men's

wills, arguments to alter their opinions, and inducements to modify or

regulate their actions. We also seem by our language to expect that

causes will influence the will and alter the actions
;
in such expressions

as "What could have caused that man to act so?" k ' Whatever pos-

sessed him?" "
Knowing as he did, why did he not do thus and so?"

What inducements can we offer ? The vagueness and confusion of the

current ideas on the subject of the mind are clearly traceable to two

impossibilities. The first is the impossibility of conceiving of any being

or thing short of infinite, not subject to the operations of cause and

effect, in short, not subject to law
;
the other is the impossibility of

conceiving of an immaterial being or thing as being subject to any law

or influence whatever
;
not to say the impossibility of conceiving of the

existence of such a being at all.

I believe the present state of knowledge to be sufficiently advanced

to furnish plausible, if not demonstrative, proof that the mind is not a

person or thing at all, but that mental action is a form of physical en-

ergy. This theory would take mental action out of the region of fancy,

whim and caprice, and place it along with everything else in nature,

under the dominion of law which we can learn to watch in its operations

and trace in its certain and inevitable effects.

In stud\*ing man, we shall find that we cannot separate him from his

surroundings, and that to understand him we must understand them.

Moreover, without hesitation we admit the analogy between one man
and another, and expect to find the general characteristics of the race

in every individual. The ancients went this far
;
but modern discovery

enables us to go much further, and confidently to regard every animal

as the analogue of man; so that- we study ourselves when we study

them.

CHAPTER II.

OUR RELATIONS.

The first step in the argument is to show the intimate relationship

existing between man and the rest of animated creation, to prove his

kinship to the other animals, and to demonstrate his origin and develop-

ment to be identical with theirs.

There are many general points of. resemblance between man and other

animals that are patent to the most ordinary observation. Thus he

resembles all in requiring food, in digesting it, in excreting the waste,

in requiring the rest and refreshment of sleep, in growth from infancy

to maturity, n: the reproduction of his kind, in the dcca}
r of old age, and
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finally in death. IVIcn and other mammals are so near alike that they
are subject to the same diseases, such as lung fever, and may be treated

with the same medicines. They catch each other's contagious diseases,

such as hydrophobia, variola, glanders, syphilis, cholera, splenic fever,

milk sickness, herpes, &c.

They are alike subject to periodic influences and cycles, monthly,

weekly, &c.

If we single out the higher orders of animals with which to compare

man, as we go up the scale the more striking and minute the resemblances

become. Compared with mammals we find agreement in the number of

limbs, in the general arrangement of the different parts and organs in

the internal structure, the osseous, nervous, muscular, and circulatory

systems, in the five senses and in the functional offices of the working

parts of the S3
f

stem, as the stomach, heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, brain,

mammar3
T and other glands, &c. And if we make the comparison with

the Catarhine apes the resemblance is seen to be still closer and the

agreement of part with part and function with function to descend to

greater minutiae

Professor Huxley has in the clearest manner shown the anatomical

points of resemblance and the points of difference between the gorilla

and man. In his book, Man's Place in Nature "
(page 87 ) we find the

actual measurements of a gorilla as follows : spine, 27 inches from

upper edge of the atlas to lower end of sacrum
; arm, without the hand,

31 inches
; leg, without the foot, 26 inches

; hand, 9f inches long;

foot, 11J- inches.

The following table shows the proportionate length of limbs, calling

the spinal column 100 :

SPINE
' ARM LEG HAND FOOT.

Gorilla 100 115 96 36 41

Bosjesman, man 100 78 110 26 32

Bosjesman, woman -..100 83 120 26 32

European man 100 80 117 26 35

Adult Chimpanzee, ape 100 96 90 43 39

Orang Outang, ape 100 122 88 48 52

Gibbon (Ilylobates), ape.. .100 173 133 50 45

Indri
(Lerniirine, ape) 100 61 100 30 35

The foregoing table shows a considerable difference in the proportions

of limbs between the highest ape, gorilla, and the lowest man, Bosjes-

111:111. But it also shows great differences between the gorilla and his

brother apes. Thus the arm of the gibbon is as much longer than that

of the gorilla, as the gorilla's is longer than man's, and the gibbon's log

is as much longer than the man's as the man's is longer than the

gorilla's.
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Again, the number of vertebrae in the human backbone is usually 29,

not counting the 3 or 4 bones of the coccyx or rudimentary tail. These

bones are divided into 7 cervical or neck bones, 12 dorsal or rib bones,

5 lumbar bones without ribs, and 5 . united into one called the sacrum.

The gorilla has the coccyx or tail bone same as man. His cervical and

dorsal vertebrae together make 19, same as in man, but the gorilla has

always one more and sometimes two more pairs of ribs than the usual

12 pair in man, the extra ones attached to lumbar vertebrae leaving the

lumbar vertebrae less in number than in man. Occasionally in man the

number of ribs varies from 12 pairs, there being sometimes 13 ribs and

4 lumbar vertebrae. Once 11 ribs and 6 lumbar vertebrae, and often

more than 6 lumbar vertebrae, are said to have been observed. In this

matter, as in the case of the lengths of limbs, the gorilla differs as much
from his brother apes as from man. One orang-utan skeleton is ob-

served to have 12 dorsal and 5 lumbar A^ertebrae same as man, and the

same was observed in a gibbon. Among the lower apes some have 12

dorsal and 6 or 7 lumbar
;
some have 14 dorsal and 8 lumbar and some

have 15 dorsal and 9 lumbar vertebras.

Again comparison is made between the gorilla, the gibbon and man
in the matter of the broad pelvic bones that support the viscera, show-

ing that those of the gorilla, although smaller and less developed than

man's, are more like his than they are like those of the gibbon.

Comparative Table of Vertebra}.

No. neck Dorsal Lumbar Cross Tail Total
vertebrae, vertebra?, vertebrae, or sacral, vertebrae

{
Man 7 12 5 5 4 33

^
I Orang 7 12 5 4 5 33

| |
'

Gorilla 7 13 4 4 5 33

Chimpanzee 7 14 4 4 5 34

Mandrill (Mormon Choras) 7 13 G 3 5 34

Drill (Mormon Leucophaeus). .7 12 7 3 8 37

Rhesus (Innuus rhesus) 7 12 7 2 18 46

I Sphinx (Papio sphinx) 7 13 6 3 24 53

[ Simpai (Semnopithecus Melus). 7 12 7 3 31 60

Next compare brains and skull capacity. The largest human skull

observed by Morton of Philadelphia, had a capacity of 114 cubic

inches
;
the smallest observed by anybody had 62 inches capacity. The

capacity of the gorilla's skull ranges from 24 to 34|- inches. Thus in

cranial capacity there is greater difference amongst men than between

the lowest man and the highest ape. It is also stated that the lower

apes fall below the gorilla in cranial capacity almost as much relatively

as he falls below man.
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In the structure of the brain with the medulla oblongata; cerebellum;

the hemispheres of the cerebrum each with its anterior middle and pos-

terior lobes
;
the lateral ventricle, or cavity, with its anterior, descend-

ing and posterior prongs or "
cornua", and its hippocampus major and

hippocampus minor; and the "corpus callosum
"

;
the man and ape are

alike in kind though of course not identical in degree. In possessing

the posterior lobes of the cerebrum with the posterior cornu of the

lateral ventricle and the hippocampus minor man and the apes are

alone, as these parts of the brain are not possessed to any considerable

degree by any other animals.

Even that part of the brain to which the faculty of speech is due, viz :

the insula or Island of Reil, is common to man and the ape tribes and

is to only a small extent developed in some of the lower mammals.

(
The whole subject of the brain and its functions is quite fully dis-

cussed further on.
)

If we look for an anatomical feature peculiar to man and eminently

distinctive, we shall not find it in the brain, but at the opposite extrem-

ity. Those gracefully rounded prominences on which we sit, composed
of a thick layer of areolar tissue and scientificalty named the nates, are

not possessed by any ape or other mammal. A dog or a monkey may
squat but man alone sits, for he alone is built for sitting.

There are onty two muscles in man not found in any ape. One of

these is the "extensor primi internodii" of the thumb, and is used to

move the thumb backward and outward, the other is the ' '

peroneus ter-

tius
"
of the foot, which bends the foot upward and turns inward the

outer edge. In the absence of these muscles the same movements are

performed by others.

The uvula, a backward appendix of the veil of the palate, is also

common to man and ape and shared by no other mammals.

It is a curious fact that the trend or direction of the hair growing on

the human forearm is upward toward the elbow while that of the upper
arm and of the leg is downward. This peculiarity is shared by the

great apes and by most of the lower monkeys, but not by the quadru-

pedal mammals. Scales, feathers and hair are appendages of the skin,

and differentiated from it as protection from contusion, cold or wet.

The apes being mostly erect and having a habit of protecting their

young, and their own heads with their hands during rain, the arrange-

ment of the hair above: noted is best for shedding the rain.

One other point, of resemblance is to be noted. In natural history

the :i)>es ;ind monkeys have been classilie<l as (,hia<lnimana
"
or four-

handed. As the res) of the mamalia. except iii.ni are four-footed, it

would seem to be an extraordinary break in the natural order to leap

from all feet to all hands. But Prof. Huxley has shown that no such
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leap has been taken. There is a difference in structure between the

human hand and human foot both in the bones and in the muscles. In

the bones the chief difference is between those connecting the hand and

foot with the arm and leg respective!}-. The ' '

carpus,
" which is the

part of the hand connected to the radius bone of the fore-arm, is com-

posed of eight bones in two rows of four each, the upper four being

joined to the radius and the lower four to the metacarpus or the five

bones leading through the palm to the fingers and thumb.

FIG. J .

FIG. 1. Human Land. Above the line
are the eight bones of the carpus or wrist.

From a to 6 are the h've metacarpal or hand
bones. From 6 to c are the linger bones or

digits, each finger containing three sec-
tions or phalanges, and the thumb two.
Compare with hand of gorilla the bones of
which are Ihe same as in man, same with
the chimpanzee," while the carpus of orang
and most other apes lias nine bones instead
of eight.

s

FIG. 2.

FIG 2 Carpus or wristbones.
1. Ulna,
2. Radius.
4. Metacarpal of Thumb.
8.

"
Little linger.

B. Scaphoid.
L. Lnnave (Semilunar).
C. Cuneiform.
P. Pisiform.
Tm. Trapezium.
Ts. Trapezoides.
M. Magnum.
U. Unciform.

the tibia of the l

The "tarsus
"
of the foot joins it to the tibia

bone of the leg and corresponds with the carpus

of the hand. It is composed of seven bones,

however, instead of eight, the lower four of

which connect with the five bones called the

metatarsus which lead down through the foot to

the five toes; of the other three, one projects

backward to form the heel ( os calcis), another

(the scaphoid) is forward of this,- connecting

with the lower four of the tarsal bones, while

the third (the astragalus) is between and over

tllcse two
'

anc<l restmS ll
l
)on them, it supports

The lower bones of hand and foot are alike in

number and kind, differing only in proportional lengths and in the flexi-

bility of some of the joints.
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There .s a No a difference between the hand and foot in the arrange-

ment of some of the muscles. Thus there are three flexor and three

extensor muscle.; reaching from the hand up into the fore-arm. In the

foot there are likewise three principal flexor and three extensor muscles.

Two of each <ro from the toes up into the leg, but the third one of each

is short, extending from the toes only to the sole and back part of the

foot. Another great muscle of the foot called the "
peronoeus longus

"

passes from the root of the first metatarsal bone connecting with big

toe up to the outer side of the leg bone fibula. It is pecular to the

foot, having no counterpart in the hand.

Now in the gorilla the same peculiarities of bone and muscle (except

as stated above) are observed in the "hind hand," so called, as are to

be found in the human foot. The tarsal bones are seven instead of

eight, as they are in his hand, and man's, and they are arranged in prac-

tically the same way as in the man's foot. He also has the "peronoeus

longus
" muscle and the short flexor and extensor in this ".hind hand"

but not in the front one. In short, so far as structure goes, he has two

feet if a man has and his two front hands are also as true hands as a

man's are. It is true there is considerable difference made in the uses

FiG. 4. Foot of Mail.

FIG. 5. Foot of Gorilla.

FIG. G. Foot of Orani,r .

In o.icb fig. above the line; d are the lionos of the tarsus, seven in number, c a calcis
or heel hour. a N ast rajralns, which supports t lit- tibia or le^ hone, .s- < scaphoid.
The four hours which art icu late with t he metatarsalsare, beginning at t lie one next the

great toe: the cuboid, the internal, middle, and external cuneiform hones.

to which the gorilla's foot and the man's foot are put. The gorilla's

great toe is more flexible than the man's and he uses it very like a

thumb. But the human great toe has not unfrequently been used in

the same way. I once saw a man who could do many things, such as

beating a drum, whittling with a knife, cutting paper or cloth with

scissors, &c.
, holding the instruments or articles with his great toes as
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with thumbs. He could also write an excellent hand in the same way.

In the structure of the feet and hands there is a rapid divergence

from the gorilla as we go down the scale of the lower apes. Thus the

carpus of the orang has nine bones instead of eight as in man and the

gorilla. Its foot is wanting an important flexor tendon to its great toe
;

and the bones of the foot generally depart greatly from the shape and

proportions of the same parts in the gorilla, the difference on the

whole being considerably greater than that between the gorilla and man.

All the other apes and monkeys show variations of one sort or an-

other in hand and foot, but in no case does the foot lose its typical

characteristics; namely, the short flexor, short extensor and "peronoeus

longus
" muscles and the peculiarly pedal arrangement of the tarsal

bones. Thus it appears that the ape is wanting in
t
what was supposed

to be sufficiently characteristic of him to give name to his order. He
is not Quadrumanous but Bimanous and Bipedal.

Now this close and minute resemblance between man and the anthro-

poid apes is something more than accidental. Unlike causes might

produce like effects where the effects are single or simple, but where the

effects to be compared are complicated, and the comparison tallies in a

thousand minute points, we cannot avoid the conclusion that they are

produced by the same general causes. In fact, the resemblance is of

the same nature as that which obtains between men and compels us to

admit their common brotherhood.

By the same process as that pursued above, comparisons could be in-

stituted between the apes and other and lower orders of Mammalia, by.

which it could be shown that the resemblances between them are more

remarkable than the differences. And this sort of comparison could be

pursued between the lower mammals and the birds and reptiles, between

these again and the fishes, between these and the mollusks, and so on

until the comparisons should cover the whole of animated nature and

the same conclusion would finally be reached, that all animals must

have come into being by the operation of the same causes.

The theory of evolution is an attempt to show that these causes, what-

ever they are, have acted and continue to act persistently and every-

where
;
and that their effect is to develop forms more complicated from

those less complicated, these from the still less complicated, and finally

those but little complicated from the simple.' According to this theory,

the close resemblances between the different animals argues a common

ancestry and a blood relationship, and the closer the resemblance the

nearer the relationship. The nearer the relationship, the more recently,

in point of time, has the divergence in stock and blood taken place. We
sometimes say of two men "

they are enough alike to bo brothers.
"

If

they are brothers they diverged from ouch other at the beginning of the
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present- generation. Tf they prove to be only first cousins the diver-

gence took place t\vo generations ago. As between a German and ;i

Scandinavian the divergence may have taken place from 100 to 500

gem-rations ago ;
as between a Frenchman and a Chinaman 10 or 20

times as Ion;;- ago. As between the man and the ape; the ape and the

carnivore; the carnivore and the marsupial; the marsupial and themono-

tremc; the monotrcme and the amphibian; the amphibian and the fishes;

the fishes .rind the; tunicate; the tunicate and the worm; the worm and

the zoophyte; the zoophyte and the protozoan the periods when they

diverged from each other to become the ancestors of the present races,

must be reckoned the first by myriads of ages, and the last by those

enormous geological epochs and cycles that bewilder and overpower the

imagination by their vastness.

CHAPTER III.

EMBRYOLOGY.

Among the phenomena that tend to prove the common origin and

blood relationship, the most striking are those concerned in the prenatal

development of the individual. Every animal, including every man,

begins existence as a nucleated cell, or, as it might be called, a nucle-

ated globule of protoplasm. These nucleated cells are extremely

minute, a common size being about the 1-120 of an inch in diameter.

They consist of a bit of protoplasm in which, but not usually in the

center, is the nucleus. In this nucleus is a still more minute dark spot
called the nuclcolus or germ spot. Protoplasm is composed of four

elementary substances : oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon. These

form the binary compounds, carbonic acid, water, ammonia, from which

the protoplasm of plants is formed.

FIG. 7. Moneron (Protamoeba) in act of re-

production.
A. The whole moneron which moves like

the amoeba by expanding
1 and contracting its

jelly like substance.

B. The sumo partly pinched in two.

C. The business accomplished and two new
ones formed from the old one.

FIG. 7.

The higher animals cannot live on carbonic acid, water and ammonia

in their simple condition, although nothing more than these enter into

the composition of many of the simpler forms of animal life, and the}
r

contain the chief elements required for all forms. But from the plants

is obtained the protoplasm from which animal cells are formed. The

simplest animals, the protozoa, consist of only one cell. This cell

grows in size by absorbing protoplasm from some vegetable matter, and

when it reaches maturity it divides into two parts, each part becoming a
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new animal composed of a single cell with its nucleus. All animals of

every grade are composed almost entirely of nucleated cells, and the

most of these cells have the same mode of growth, and increase in num-

ber in the" same manner as the protozoan.

FIG. 8. FIG. 9.

FIG. 8. Amoeba much enlarged "processes" extended as in the act of creeping, nu-
cleus and nucleolus in center.
FIG. 9. Egg cell of chalk sponge (Olyntlms). It moves about within tbe sponge and

is in all respects like the amoeba. (Haeckel.)

The cells of all the higher grades of animals arc' differentiated in

various ways and are not homogeneous as they are in the case of the

lowest animals. Thus, one class of cells composes the skin, another

class the bone, another the blood, another the nerves, another the repro-

ductive eggs, &c. These are ail similar in their fundamental forms

and chemical composition, and yet they are devoted to different ends

and functions.

In the protozoan, the single cell is by turns a stomach, a locomotive

apparatus, and an egg. In the higher animals only one set of cells act

as eggs, while the functions of locomotion, digestion, &c.
,

are per-

formed by organs composed of other classes of cells. The growth of

the eggs and the subsequent development of the emb^o, have been

closely watched, and comparisons have been made, of the mode of this

growth amongst all classes of animals. The comparison between man
and the other mammals, shows that the same principles, with certain

progressive differences of detail, govern the development of the embryo

throughout the whole class, and that the difference in the detail of the

development is only such as might be expected to occur in view of the

different conditions of the lives of the parent animals.

There is no distinction or differentiation of sexes among.the protozo-

ans, and some other grades of simple animals, but each animal unites

the sexual qualities of both sexes in its one cell amongst the other mul-

tifarious qualities of that cell. But in all except the lowest animals

(and plants too) the male and female principles are differentiated and

one set of cells is set apart for the embodiment of the male principle,

and another for the female. And before the emb^o can be formed, a

male and a female cell must coalesce and the two unite their protoplasm
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into one cell. The union of these two cells
:
s called the act of fertiliza-

tion or impregnation. The female egg cell, or ovum, in mammals, is

globular and is surrounded by a covering of transparent matter called

the zona pellucida, or vitelline membrane, on the outside of which is

deposited a coating of mucous albuminous matter. ( These two subse-

quently amalgamate into one membrane called the prochorion, and this

afterwards disappears and is replaced by the clwrion.) The interior

part of this cell is filled with protoplasm enveloping the nucleus or germ.

FIG. 10. Primitive egg cell of

chalk sponge performing amoeboid
movements. Four consecutive posi-

tions.

FIG 11.

FTG. 11. B.-Primitiveeggcell
of Hermit Crab, in 8 positions
assumed by itself.

FIGS. 12 & 13.

FIG. 12. C. Primitive e^g cell of cat, in 5 positions.
FIG. 13. D. Primitive egg of trout. E. Primitive egg of hen. F. Primitive egg of

man.

All the ova or egg cells of mammals, including those of man, are

substantially alike in size, shape, structure, and chemical composition.

The male cell or spermatozoon, as it is called, is much smaller than

the female cell. But it is of the same force value and the samo chem-

ical equivalence. It is somewhat oval or elongated, and from one end

there projects a filament or tail of protoplasm. This tail moves, or vi-

brates, with the restlessness and force characteristic of and innate in

protoplasm, and in consequence of its peculiar shape this vibration

causes a progressive movement to the cell exactly like swimming. It is

this circumstance that caused the first observers to think it was a com-

plete animal in itself and to give it the name spermatozoon (or seed

animal).

When the spermatozoon and ovum are brought into contact with each

other, the former, under the impulse of a powerful attraction, penetrates

the cell walls of the hitter, the two protoplasms are thoroughly mingled
Mild tl)f t\vn inirlcj co-ilcsr-o Mini r<>. fo-m into M IK'W llUelllS Ol' jrcrill Spot,.
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FIG. 14. Sperm cells (male cells).

M. Human.
A.-Ape.
K.-Rabbit.
H. Mouse.

8?

1. Broad side of cells.
2. Edge of cells.
A

1

. Head.
i. Central protoplasm.

s Tail.

FIG, 17. FIG. 18.

FIG. 15. Human egg not impregnated, z. Zona pellucida or egg membrane cover
full of pores, through which the sperm cells penetrate, y. Central part, of egg full of
nutritive protoplasm, n. Nucleus or germ vesicle within which is seen the iiucleolus
or germ spot.

'

FIG. 1C. Fertilized egg cell of mammal (rabbit). Germ vesicle or nucleus lias disap-
peared. Outside membrane is modified, a mucous albuminous layer (In being deposited
on tlie outside of (z) zona pellucida. d. Inside yelk ov protoplasm, s. Supernumerary
disappointed sperm cells.

Fig. 17. Parent cell (cytula) of rabbit, after the formation of the nucleus (&) andnucle-
olus (n),

Fig. 18. First cleavage of the foregoing into two cells, p. Bright cell, mother of the
future skin layer. 1 Dark cell, mother of the future intestinal luye. s. Dead sperm
cells.
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Up to this point, there is no difference in the principles of the forma-

tion of the parent egg amongst all the animals above the protozoans

except in the case of certain insects, such as plant-lice, &c.
,
which

produce in a line of females for a number of generations during a sum-

mer without the help of the male principle, a process that is called

Parthenogenesis or <

'virgin production''*. With these we have nothing
to <lo for the present.

The male and female cells that form the parent cell, as above

described, are in many of the animals all carried in one individual, and

such animals are called Hermaphrodite. Some of the very simple

polypes and sponges, and also many worms, leeches and snails, and the

ascidians, &c.
,
are all hermaphrodite. In the case of the lowest verte-

brate, the little fish, amphioxus, or lancelet, the two kinds of eggs are

carried by separate individuals, the male carrying the male cells, or

spermatozoa, and the female the egg ce] ls or ova. It is significant that

there is no other difference between the male and female lancelet than

that of the separation of the two kinds of cells; all the other organs of

the two are precisely alike.

FIG. 19.

FIG. 19. Egg cleavage and gastrulation of human egg. a. Impregnated parent cell
Ci/iti/u. />. First cleavage into a large bright cell, the mother of the ezoderm, and a
smaller dark one, mother of the entoderm. c. Cleavage into 4 cells, d. Beginning of
the inversion by \vhich the durk cells are unclosed hy the bright ones, e. The process
further advanced. /.Hood gastrula formed. (Haeckel.)

Now to return to the impregnated egg, we will trace its development
as it takes place with the mammals, the class of the vertebrate sub-

kingdom to which man belongs.

After the impregnation a new nucleus is formed, as above stated, and
* This is where one impregnation descends from mother to daughter through several

generations before it wears out.
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takes its position in the middle of the parent egg. Very soon this nu-

cleus separates into two parts which retreat from each other a little

way, and soon the rest of the egg, the protoplasm, also divides into

two parts, each part forming around one of the new nuclei so that in-

stead of one cell there are now two. They are first globular, then oval

in shape, and one is a trifle larger, brighter, and harder, than the other.

These two cells now divide again, each one making two. These all

again divide, and this process is kept up, each cell dividing into two.

This process is called the cleavage of the egg. But the cells are of two

kinds, and unequal in number. Those derived from the harder and

brighter of the first two, partake of the nature of it, and as the division

of those cells goes on with more activity than in the case of the smaller

and darker ones, when the total number 06 is reached, 64 of them are

of the first kind and 32 of the second. The whole mass is in the shape

of a ball, the 32 dark cells being in the middle and the 64 brighter

ones forming the cover of .the ball. At this stage, the embryo is called

a hood gastrula (or amphigastrula). (The name gastrula means "little

stomach,
"
or "little gastrsea.

"
Gastrsea being a name applied to the

primitive intestinal animals, or first animals having stomachs. "Hood"

alludes to the shape. "Amphigastrula" also alludes to the shape,

"amphi" meaning enveloping, or surrounding.)

FIG. 20. FIG. 21.

FIG. 20. Germ vesicle of mammal (rabbit) in tbe stage succeeding gastrulation. a.

External egg membrane, cborion. b. Skin layer (oxoderm). c. Heap of dark cells

forming the entoderm.
FIG. 21. A section of tbe above, d. Hollow space within the germ vesicle. (Haeckel.)

This name is given to distinguish this form of the development of the

egg from three other forms which prevail amongst different types of

animals.

The process of cleavage and the formation (in the mammals) of the

gastrula, as above, takes place, it is said, in the oviduct of the female

on the way from the ovary glands to the uterus. The parent egg, now

gastrula, moves into the uterus, and at about the same time the process

of segmentation continues to go on till it becomes an expanded globe,

the outer cells in a single layer forming the shell as before, and the
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darker int<Tn;il cells now collecting first into a mass and then into a

plate or round disc on one side of the hollow interior. This spot is

called the germ area or germ disc, and when fully formed it consists of

the two single layers of cells, the outer or exoderm cells which go clear

round the globe, and the small inner layer or entoderm, covering only a

fraction of the inner circumference of the globe. The place inside the

globe not occupied by the entoderm cells becomes filled with a bright,

transparent liquid. This process has all gone on within the original egg

covering or zona pellucida with its mucous coating, before mentioned,

and to which the name prochorion is given. This prochorion now in-

creases in size more rapidly than the enclosed egg, thus leaving a space

between the two which becomes filled with fluid. On the outside of the

prochorion there are developed numerous protuberances or sprouts which

mark the places where afterwards the tufted processes or villi appear

which arc to connect the chorion with the uterus.

FIG. 22. Diagrams of develop-
ment of mammal embryo and its
membranes. Longitudinal verti-
cal section.

No. 1. a. Outer germ layer, i.

Inner germ layer, ra. Middle
germ layer, developed from the
other t\vo. kit. Intestinal germ
vesicle or yelk. d Prochorion
with its tufts d'.

No. 2. c. The embryo begin-
ning 1 o be separated from the germ
vesicle ds by the constriction dg.
ks and sx. 1 1- -ad and tail folds of
the outer g- i in layer which are
beginning tl:e formation of the
amnion. rfy.- Yelk duct oropen-
iiig by which t he contents of ds are
conveyed to the growing embryo.
dd. Intestinal glandular layer
forming intest'nal canal, vl. Re-
gion of the I.e. irt.

No. 3. The, head and tail folds
<if the ruuiron have approached
till they touch, leaving only a thin
partiti< n between the spaces on
eaeh s'de, am. -Amnion sac. sh.
-HSerona membrane. ^/.Intes-
tinal fibrous l:iyer. ah. Amnion
cavity, a/. Allantois forming at
hind end of intestine.

No. -i. The amnion cavity-aA-
nas enlarge i and the serous mem-
brane- .sA has been pressed out-
ward and consolidated with the
prochorion. sz Tufts of sumo.
r. Space between the amnion and
Chorion filled with fluid. The em-
bryo has grown and so 1ms its
waste basket, the allantois ai
both at the expense of the yelk-sac
ds which has correspondingly

FIG. L'_'. decreased
No. 5. The embryo now shows the, gill openings and the rudimentary limbs. The

yelk sac OS 18 nearly exhausted. 1 he allantois [<{ in this no. ] has reached the chorion
and is being attached to it, this part of the latter subsequently becoming the placentv

ed .up into a hollow cord, which becomes tinwhile the stem of the allantois is shriveled
nnbiMeal cord having that part of the amnion membrane marked a as its "amnic]
sheath." (Kdlliki-r.)

Now to return to development of the egg.

It consisted (when we left
it)

of a single layer of cells snn<
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globe of liquid and forming its shell, on the interior of which shell an-

other layer of cells had formed itself, covering, however, but a small

part of the whole of the interior surface of the outer layer. The spot
thus formed is called the germ area or germ disc. The outer layer of

cells or shell is called the cxoderm and the inner circular spot is called

the entoderm] the two terms meaning, respectively, the "outer skin" and

the "inner skin.
" These two layers are designated as the "primary

germ layers," because the whole development of the animal proceeds

from them. The outside one, or exoderm, is also called the skin layer

and the animal layer.

The inside one, or entoderm, is also called the intestinal layer, and

the vegetative layer. There is now formed between the entoderm and

the exoderm a third layer called the mcsodmn or "middle skin." This

is somewhat smaller in area than the entoderm. It is supposed to be

formed by cells from both the entoderm and exoderm. At any rate it

soon becomes tuco layers instead of one, and the germ area or germ disc

now consists of 4 cellular skins which are distinct from one another and

could be split apart. They are now called respectively, beginning at

the outside,

1. Skin sensory layer or skin stratum.

2. Skin fibrous layer or flesh stratum.

3. Intestinal fibrous layer or vascular stratum.

4. Intestinal glandular layer or mucous stratum.

In the meantime the entoderm has been increasing it > area and rapidly

extending its cells in a single layer in all directions from the germ disc

until it entirely covers the inner surface of the exoderm, so that except

at the space called the germ disc, the ball of liquid is covered by a

double skin, the original exoderm, and the entoderm.

During the above described formation of the four plates and before

the division of the middle one, other important changes are going on.

The germ disc has changed in shape from circular first to an elliptic

form, then to an oval, and lastl}*, to the shape of a shoe sole or a fiddle.

That is, the oval has lengthened and the sides remain relatively con-

tracted making it narrower in the middle than at either end, but leaving

one end wider th.m the other. It is now called the gvrni shield on ac-

count of its changed form. The middle part of the shield becomes

much thicker and the plates become more distinct, especially the first

and fourth. The shield arches up in the middle and appears to rise

above the central part of the egg. A groove or trench is formed length-

wise through the center of the shield. On each side of tl. is trench the

outside layer or skin stratum folds or doubles up and form* a low ridge.

These ridges continue to increase in height and incline toward each

other until they finally touch each other over the trench where they
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coalesce and then the trench becomes a tube. This is called the medul-

lary tube and it afterwards becomes the seat of the spinal cord. It now
becomes apparent that the future animal lies on its belly upon the cen-

tral part of the egg. Its back is the outside or top of the germ shield,

the wide end of the germ shield is to be the head and the narrow end

the tail. Just under the medullary tube, and running parallel with it

and lengthwise of the shield, another long cylindrical body becomes de-

tached from the skin fibrous la}
rer or flesh stratum. This cylinder is

the notochord or the rudimentary backbone. It occupies the position

afterwards occupied by the transverse processes of the backbone, and

the oblique processes, when they are formed, reach around and enclose

the medullary tube which then becomes the spinal canal. All around

the edges of the germ shield the outside skin stratum together with the

flesh stratum, now begin to form a ridge by a swelling fold of these two

layers. This fold or doubling of these skins continues to rise and

reach over the shield from all sides, but more rapidly over the head and

tail than the sides; until finally the folds touch each other and coalesce

over the back of the shield. (See Fig. 22.^

The edges of doubled membrane, where they meet and touch each

other, form partitions which are soon absorbed in such a way as to

make the space between the upper aud under folds of the skin layer

continuous across the shield, and the shield is left in a cavity canopied

by two continuous and independent sheets of the original skin layer.

This operation, by doubling or folding the skin stratum, causes the part

of it on the inside of the cavity to face toward the shield and leaves the

rest facing as before in the contrary direction toward
.
the prochorion or

original outer shell of the egg. This outward-facing part of the skin

layer now moves away from the other part and the space between them

is filled with fluid. The outside portion is gradually pressed against

the prochorion with which it appears to fuse and so form the permanent
chorion. The other inner part of the skin-fold that roofed over the

cavity above the germ-shield becomes the amnion sac. It becomes filled

with fluid and gradually enlarges and distends itself until later it en-

tirely surrounds the embryo.

While this process is going on above the shield, the skin stratum just

below the edge of the shield, is becoming constricted or drawn in all

around and especially on the sides of the shield, a process which has a

tendency to make another tube or cavity on the underside of the shield

below the notochord and at the same time to separate the shield, or em-

bryo as we ma}' now call it, together with its covering, the amnion sac,

from the lower and larger part of the original egg. This makes a sac

of this larger part which is called the yelk sac. The cavity thus formed

from which the principal part of the yelk sac is thus partly separated, is
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the future ccelom or body cavity. The body is now substantially two

tubes, one outside, composed of the skin stratum and flesh stratum

with their appurtenances, and inside of this, the other and smaller one

composed of the vascular and mucous stratum. The body cavity, the wall

of which is the flesh stratum, is the holder of this intestinal tube with

all its subsequent derivations of heart and blood vessels, liver, lungs,

kidneys, &c.

The fluid contained in the yelk sac is nutritive protoplasm called the

yelk, and is being used by the developing embryo to supply the materials

for all the changes and growths above enumerated as well as those that

follow. The opening or neck between the yelk sac and the cavity of the

body is called yelk duct and it remains wide open until it is closed in

upon by being surrounded by the swelling amnion sac, and until the

bulk of the yelk has been absorbed by the growing embryo.

FIG. 23. FIG. 24.

E. Embryo. A:n.FIG. 23. Human embryo, tbird week. C. Chorion with tufts.

Amnion. Al. Allantois. Y. Yelk sac. (Hseckel.)
FIG. 24. Human embryo, fourth week.

d. Yelk sac torn off. . Allantois. /.Anns, just budU.'iis.
&. Legs, just budding. v. Fore-bruin. z. Twixt-brain.
m. Mid-brain. h. Hind-brain. n. After-brain,
a. Eye. k. Three yi 11 arches. c. Heart.
S. Tail. w. Vertebral column. (Krause.)

The double membranes that form the yelk sac are the two that we

saw were formed from the original entoderrn; viz.
,
the vascular stratum

and the mucous stratum. The constriction of the skin stratum causes

the parts of these layers that remain above tha line of the constriction

to close up in the shape of a tube within the body cavity. This tube is

the rudimentary intestine and is afterward developed into the alimentary

canal, stomach, &c. At first it is nothing but a plain tube closed at

both ends and opening from its middle part into the yelk sac through
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the yelk duct which (latterly) passes through the skin stratum on the

belly side of the cmbiyo.
The yelk sac is early furnished with bloodvessels by which its nutri-

ment is taken up and carried into the heart of the embryo. As the de-

velopment of the embryo advances, this nutriment in the yelk sac is

gradually consumed, and another apparatus is substituted in its place

for supplying the necessary nutrition. This is the allantois or sausage.

It is to be noted that the original use of the allantois was not to nourish,

and in the case of the higher mammals it is simply adapted or modified

to suit that end.

The allantois is at first a little pouch or bladder which is developed
near the rear end of the intestinal tube. It is formed as a continuation

or rather branch or diverticulum of that tube and is composed of the

same layers that form the tube and yelk sac. The first office of the al-

lantois is that of a urinary bladder, and it receives the urine from the

growing embryo. It protrudes from the intestinal tube through the

wall of the body cavit}^ much as the }'elk sac does, and as the yelk sac

decreases in size the allantois gains. It is early supplied With blood

vessels. As it grows it pushes its way until its end comes into contact

with the wall of the chorion. See Fig. 22 No. 5, cl.

The chorion has by this time connected itself by means of its villi or

tufts with the inner wall of the uterus. When the membrane of the al-

lantois reaches the chorion, the blood vessels of the allantois penetrate

through into the hollow tufts on the outside of the chorion. This

brings the blood of the embryo into close proximity to the blood of the

mother, and enables the latter to supply its elaborated nutriment to the

former^ The two bloods do not, however, flow directly into each other,

but that of the embryo absorbs nutrition from the mother's blood through
the walls of the villi or tufts.

The junction of the allantois to the chorion covers a flat area circular

in the human being, and when the embryo is mature it is a thick cake

six or eight inches in diameter. It is called the placenta. The stem

of the allantois then shrivels up into a cord a half inch in diameter, and

which is finally eighteen or twenty inches long, which is then called the

umbilicus. When the yelk sac is exhausted of its nourishment its re-

mains are pinched off from the intestinal tube. After which the belly

wall closes over and no trace of the yelk duct is left, either in the outer

wall of the body cavity or on the intestinal tube. The point, however,

where the umbilicus passes through the wall of the body cavity, leaves

its permanent mark in the "navel," because the wall closes up around

the cord while it is still in active use.

Now return to the development of other parts which has been going

forward at the same time. On the front end of the medullary tul>e, a
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rather long bladder-like swelling takes place, which is the first intima-

tion of a brain. Soon this long bladder brain is partly separated into

three parts by two constrictions. These parts are called the "fore-

FIG. 25 Primitive skull

of human embryo of four

weeks vertical longitud-
inal section through the

middle.

v z m h n The five sec-

tions of the skull cavity

occupied by the five brain
bladders respectively;

viz., the fore-brain, twixt-

brain, mid-brain, hind-

brain and after-brain.

o. Ear vesicle.

a. Eye.
no. Optic nerve.

p. Canal of pituitary

gland.
t Central part of the

crania] basis.

(Kolliker.)

brain," "mid-brain,
" and ' 'hind-brain.

" A little later and a fourth and

a fifth segment of brain bladder is formed by the division of the ' 'fore-

brain" and "hind-brain" into two each. There are, then, five brain

bladders, the first of which in the human subject, develops into the

cerebrum and olfactory lobes, the second into the optic thalamus with

the third ventricle, the third into the corpora quadrigemina or optic

lobes, the fourth into the cerebellum, and the last into the medulla ob-

longata or upper enlargement of the spinal cord.

(See chapters on the brain.)

In the meantime the eyes have been started by a pear-shaped vesicle

pushing out on each side from the third ventricle of the brain, against

the outer skin. These vesicles have each a hollow stalk or stem reach-

ing back to the cavity of the "twixt-brain" bladder of third ventricle.

The outer skin is first protruded by the eye vesicle pushing out. It

thickens up over the eye vesicle, then an indentation from without is

formed in the thickened skin. This deepens into a little cup, the edges

of which contract toward each other until they touch, and so form a ball.

This is the future lens of the eye. The formation of this lens in this

manner has the effect to push in and double back on itself, the front end

of the vesicle forming a double skinned cup, fitting the lens. The in-

side skin of this cup next the lens represents what afterward becomes

the retina. The outer layer of the cup (next the brain) represents the

pigment membrane which gives the eye its dark color. A fold from

the "flesh stratum" now forces its way from below the eye, inside of

the skin stratum, and enters between the lens and retina and forms the

rudiment of the transparent gelatinous body called the vitreous humor

of the eye. A strip of this vitreous body also pushes its way along the

underside of the first formed stem or eye stalk, the rudimentary optic

nerve. This stalk thereupon first collapses 'into a double layered semi-

cylindrical strap. It then folds itself over the strip of vitreous matter

thus forming a new tube, second rudimentary optic nerve, with the vit-
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reous matter as a core. This core afterwards becomes the tissue accom-

pai^ying the central artery of the eye.*

The ear, in the meantime, is developed in connection with the posterior

brain bladder the bladder of the medulla oblongata. The skin oppo-

site this part is first bulged out and thickened. It then becomes in-

dented from without, the indentation increasing till a cup is formed.

This cup is then pinched off from the outside skin, sinks back into the

head and becomes a sac of the shape of a pear, and is filled with a fluid.

It is connected with the brain bladder by a slender pedicle which after-

wards becomes the portio mollis or auditory nerve. The pear shaped
sac is divided into two apartments, the posterior of which is the utriculus

in which the semi-circular canals are subsequently developed, and the

other is the sacculus in which are developed later the cochlea, the stairs,

&c. These two sacs together constitute the labyrinth of the ear. From
the first gill opening, to be described presently, the ear drum and the

eustachian tube leading from the drum to the pharynx, are formed.

Lastly the external canal or meatus from the drum through the skull to

the outside, and the ear flap are developed. The formation of the bones

in the ear drum is also a late development.

FIG. 26. Head of embryo fish show-
ing arrangement of gill arteries.

dc. Junction of front and hind veins.
sv. Venous sinus vein receptacle.
a. Auricle.
v. Main chamber.
abr. Stem of the gill arteries.
s. Gill slits be.tween the arterial

arches.
ad. Aorta supplying purified blood

to the body.
c. Head artery supplying brain, &c.
n. Nose groove.

(Gegenbaur.)
FIG. 26.

Now turn back to the development of the forward part of the body as

it lies, belly down, upon the yelk sac. In front of the yelk sac the exo-

derm, with its skin stratum and flesh stratum, has curved under the

medullary tube from each side and coalesced there forming the outer

casing of the body. It has, however, left four vertical openings on

each side in the skin just under the brain bladders which are called the

gill openings. The skin between these openings forms the gill arches.

They represent the permanent gills of fish and amphibians. In the

mammal embryo they are subsequently diverted and developed into

other forms or entirely obliterated. The first gill slit becomes the

track of the eustachian tube, tympanum, and meatus, of the ear as be-

fore mentioned leading from the mouth through the drum to the outer

opening of the ear.

The first system of arteries includes temporary arterial vessels lying

* S"'> ITi-ckcl's Evolution. 2f>9 2.
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on the inner side of the gill arches after the manner that is permanent
in the primitive fishes. But afterwards, in all the higher vertebrates,

the anterior two of these disappear and the permanent main arteries de-

velop from the posterior three, the lung arteries from the last one.

Fio. 27. The five arterial arches as originally formed in the skulled vertebrates, a.

Arterial stalk, a .Main stem of aorta, c. Head artery (Carotis.) (Eathke;)
FIG. 28. The arterial arches as formed in birds the unshaded parts are rudimentary

and disappear the dark parts remain, a. Arterial stalk, a". Main stem of aorta.
c. Carotis. p. Lung artery, p'. Branches of same, .s. Subclavian arteries. (Rathke)
FIG. 29. The five arterial arches of mammals. The light parts disappear letters as in

last fig. v. Vertebral artery. &. Botallis duct used by the embryo but afterwards
closed. (Rathke.)

Directly after the formation of the medullary tube, notochord, and

intestinal tube, the heart begins to form from the front end of the intes-

tinal tube and in- connection with the blood vessel sj'stem. The first

appearance of a heart is in the form of a straight spindle-shaped organ
without a cavity. (The blood vessels also first appear as cords without

cavity.) Soon, however, a cavity is developed in it, and it takes a

shape approximating that of the letter s. From each end of it two

blood vessels proceed. Those in front passing by the first gill arches,

one on each side, after the manner that is permanent in adult fishes,

unite above the intestine and run thence backward as a single aorta just

below the notochord. It soon divides and sends ramifications first all

over the germ area and then into the yelk sac. The two vessels from

the posterior end of the heart are veins and bring the blood back to the

heart. The heart itself next divides into two cavities, an auricle and a

ventricle. Leading up from the ventricle is a tube from which the

aortal arches spring, and leading into the auricle are the two veins.

The auricle has in the rear, on each side, an appendage called the auri-

cular process. This is permanent in the lower fishes, and the whole

heart, at this stage, is the heart of an adult fish.

Later, the auricle divides into two chambers, and lastly, the ventricle

also divides into two chambers. In the human embryo this stage is

i^o oi, o,i- hv tlift fourth week of embryo life. The lungs, in the mean-
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time, have grown from the front end of the intestine just buck of the

gills. They begin as a single little sac or bladder growing from the

underside of the intestine. This divides into two which take their

place's under and on each side of the intestine. The short connection

that at first joined the lung sac to the upper intestine, first lengthens

and then divides into two branches, one going to each of the two sacs

(after their separation). The upper end of the intestine to which the

lung tube is joined, finally develops into the pharynx, and the lung
tube differentiates at its upper end into the larynx, and at its lower into

the wind pipe, or trachea, while the branches into the lungs are called

the bronchial tubes. The development of the lungs keeps pace with

that of the heart, so 'that by the time the heart has become four cham-

bQred the lung circulation has become complete and separate from the

bod}' circulation.

Very early in the development of the embryo begins the formation of

the primitive kidneys, or wolffian bodies, as they are called. The use

of the kidneys is to absorb and carry out of the arterial blood excessive

quantities of nitrogenous matters and water. The primitive kidneys are

supposed to be developed from the skin sensory layer. At first they
are a mere string of cells set off just under the outside skin of the back

on each side of the rudimentary vertebral column. These strings en-

large and become a pair of tubes reaching from front to rear. During
the development of the embryo, these tubes, or kidney ducts, as they
are now called, are crowded inward and finally bring up on the inner

surface of the body cavity outside of and above the intestine. In the

meantime the}" develop on their inner and under side, a row of short

tubular branches. These receive the blood vessels from which the prim-

itive urine is extracted.

The wolffian bodies disappear in the ninth or tenth week in human

pregnancy, and their functions are assumed by the permanent kidneys

and renal capsules. In the other mammals the wolffian bodies persist

for a longer time, and in the fishes and amphibians they are the per-

manent urinary organs during life.

The posterior end of the kidney tube opens into the rear end of the

Intestine, which then forms a cloaca, or common receptacle, as in the

monotremes, birds, reptiles and fishes. From this cloaca, in the young

embryo, the opening is into the aUantois. The kidney tubes, with

their tubular appendages, extend forward to the region 'of the heart.

From the posterior section of the primitive kidney duct the secondary
or permanent kidney ducts originate at an early period. The secondary

or permanent kidney duct grows out from the primitive kidney duct

near its entrance into the cloaca. It therefore originates from the skin

layer, as does the kidney. It grows forward as ;i lube and g'n'.js rise to
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a number of small branch tubes similar to those described in connection

with the primary kidney duct. The ends of these tubes afterwards re-

ceive the permanent coiled arteries that pass the blood in and out of the

kidneys. The posterior ends of the kidney ducts remain as canals and

become the ureters or tubes for conveying the urine into the bladder.

At first, the ureters discharge into the cloaca through the primitive kid-

ney duct, but later, the connection is with the part of the allantois which

remains within the body cavity after the closing of the body wall, and

which becomes the permanent urinary bladder. The posterior or lower

end only, of the allantois stalk, is used for the bladder, and the remain-

ing part between the bladder and the navel remains shriveled up into a

solid cord called the urachus, no longer of any use. The urinary blad-

der, at first, or course, opens into the intestine where the allantois was

joined to the intestine, but later, in the higher mammals, a transverse

partition is formed, separating the urinal exit from the body from the

intestinal exit.

\f
VT.d M FIG. 30. Diagram of repro-

ductive organs.
Middle fig. is general plan

of reproductive organs. Left
hand is female, and right is

male derivative.

CL Cloaca. R. Rectum.
Bl. Urinary bladder. U-
Ureter. K. Kidney. Uli.

Urethra. G. Genital gland
ovary or testis. W. Wolf-

fian body. Wd. Wolffian
duct . M.-Miillerian duct. Pst.

Prostate gland. Cp. Covv-

rers gland, Csp. Corpus
spongiosmn. Co. Corpus
cavernosum. In female. V.
Vagina. Ut.-Uterus. Fp.~

Fallopian tr.be. Gt. Gaert-
ners duct. W, Wd. Becomes
parovarium. A. Anns. Cc,

Csp. Clitoris. In the male.

Csp, Cc.-Penis. Ut.-Mas-
culine uterus. Vs. Vesicula

seminalis. Vd. Vas deferens.

FIG. 30. (Huxley.)

Inside of and a little below the primitive kidneys are formed the

germ glands or organs for the production of the egg cells. These

glands originate from the boundary line or place of junction of the two

primary germ layers, where they originally unite to form the middle

layer of the embryo shield, near the place from which the primitive kid-

neys were originally differentiated. These spots necessarily keep near

the kidneys as they are gradually pressed to the body cavity by the

formations outside of them.

At an early period of embryonic development, each of the wolffian
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oodics, or primitive kidnc}* ducts, puts forth a branch near the point of

union with the intestine
(or cloaca). This branch runs forward parallel

with the kidney duct and terminates near the egg or germ gland. It is

called the niiillerian duct. This mullerian duct and the wolffian, or prim-
itive kidney duct, are to oecome the seed ducts to convey the germ cells

from the sexual gland.

The sex at this time is not determined, or rather the embryo belongs
to both sexes, and the germ gland is, no doubt, a rudimentary herm-

aphrodite gland. When the sex is determined, (which in the human em-

bryo occurs from the 7th to 10th week) if it is a male the testis is de-

veloped at the upward or forward end of the wolffian ducts, the lower

ends remaining as sperm ducts, while the whole of the mullerian ducts

disappear except a useless rudimentary remnant which receives the

name, male uterus.

If the embryo is a female, the ovaries develop from the upper or for-

ward end of the mullerian duct, while the lower end of the mullerian

duct widens into a pouch which becomes the uterus. At this stage of

the development the female embryo has two uteri, one on each side.

Later, the lower ends of the two uteri unite into one, and those parts of

the ducts leading from its corners to the ovaries, become the fallopian

tubes. The wolffian duct, in the female, is reduced to a useless and

functionless rudiment called the parovarium or supplementary ovary.

The position of these organs changes during the development of the

embryo. From being in the neighborhood of the kidneys they gradu-

ally work their way towards the posterior end of the body. The ovaries-

of the human female finally stop at or in the small pelvis. The male

testes, however, go still further, and passing through the pelvis and the

groin canal, bring up in the fold of the. outer skin, called the scrotum,

quite outside of the body; the scrotum itself consisting of the same

parts which in the female become the greater lips of the pudendum.

At the front end of the body, at an early period, a pair of small

grooves are formed on the under or front side of the head. These are

called the "olfactory grooves." They are simply indentations of the

outer skin layer and do not, at first, at all communicate with the internal

cavity of the body. Just below these is a like indentation in the outer

skin layer, which constantly deepens toward the forward end of the in-

testinal cavity, until it at last joins and becomes continuous with it.

Thus the mouth and nostrils are formed by and lined with the outer skin

layer.

Next trace the development of the osseous system.
The notnrliord, which is the first rudiment of the backbone as already

stated, is separated from the skin fibrous layer at a very early period, as
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a line of distinct cells running lengthwise of the bod}- and just uncle!

the medullaiy tube. On each side of this notochord another parallel

strip of cells is set off from the same skin fibrous layer. These two

strips afterward develop the vertebrae, and they are called the primitive

vertebral cords or layers. These cords begin to differentiate by break-

ing up into short segments which represent the future vertebrae. At

first they become simpty cubical shaped bodies of cartilaginous matter

arranged S3
T

mmetrically on each side of the chorda, and developing pro-

gressively from front to rear. The first of these primitive vertebrae

formed are the first two pairs of neck vertebrae which appear almost

simultaneously. These are followed by the others until all are formed,

the number depending upon the species of animal, those of the tail

being the last to form. In man the total number of pairs is 33 or 34.

In the front end of the embryo the same middle layer without detach-

ing the primitive vertebrae as in the rear, expands into a thin-walled ves-

icle which surrounds the brain and becomes afterward cartilaginous or

membranous in texture and at last bony. The full bone over the top of

the head in the human species is not completed till some months after

birth.

The jaws develop from the first or anterior gill arch. The upper jaw
comes from a process that starts on each side of the face from the front

or anterior part of the gill arch. On the inner side of the gill arch a

cartilage is formed which develops the lower jaw. The cavity of the

mouth is divided into two, an upper and lower, by a horizontal partition

which reaches across from the two side or wing bones of the upper jaw,

forming the palate or roof bone of the mouth. The cavities above and

below the palate unite at the rear in the phaiynx. At the same time a

vertical plate is developed dividing the single cavity above the palate

into two cavities the nostrils. The intermaxillary bone is also formed

from the upper jaw process. It is a bone wedged in between the two

upper maxillary bones. It is permanent in the apes and other mam-

mals and is developed in the human foetus, but is afterward eliminated

and does not exist in the adult man.

The limbs begin as mere buds or knobs, forming from the skin-fibrous

layer covered on the outside by the horn plate or skin layer. The front

ones appear first. They soon assume (in man and the higher verte-

brates) the form of a paddle with a heavy, clumsy blade and a short,

thick stem. Next, the front edge of the blade becomes notched or in-

dented with four indentations which subsequently deepen, leaving the

projections as digits. The digits are at first connected by a thin, web-

like membrane. The embryo is then web-footed, or rather finned.

Meantime the stem of the paddle divides into two sections, the upper

and lower.
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The formation of the l)oncs, muscles, &c., is effected by the differen-

tiation of n-lls of the skin-fibrous layer.

The embryo big toe in man is thumb like, as it is in the adult ape.

The tail is formed simultaneously with the limbs, but at first, more

rapidly, so that in the human and other vertebrate embryo at an earty

stage it is considerably longer than the hind limbs.

The anal opening is formed the same as the mouth, by the indenta-

tion of the skin layer from the outside as a blind sac growing inward

until its end comes into contact with the blind end of the intestine when

the end walls arc absorbed and the two cavities become a continuous one.

FIG. 31. The small fig. represents the human egg the 12th

or 13th day not opened natural size.

The large fig. is the human egg ahout the 21st day, natural

si/.e, opened, showing embryo with its yelk sac within. It

is ftlready attached to the inside coat of the egg hy a short

navel cord, and some of the gill arches, the rudiments of the

fore limbs, and of the ear, eye, and heart, are begun.

(Allen Thompson.)

CHAPTER IV.

COMPARATIVE DEVELOPMENT.

At the end of four weeks, of human embryonic age, the development

has passed through some of the most important stages. Thus the heart

has reached its four chambered stage, the lungs are commenced, the

primitive kidneys in full operation, the liver begun, the intestinal cavity

open from mouth to anus, both of which openings are already formed,

the short, paddle-like limbs are started, the tail is quite prominent, and

the jaw processes and the eye and ear indentations are commenced.

pIG 30 Human embryo 7 weeks. (Magnified about 7 diameters) after Quain.
SS. Indications of vertebrae 1, 2, 3. P.ram bladders, f. (Jill arches for a younger
mbryo c Ear. a, /.Arm and leg. t. Tail. u Umbilical opening.
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At this stage of human development the embryo is in all essential

particulars the counterpart of the embryos of all the higher mammals.

Some of the parts may differ in relative size, but the corresponding es-

sential parts are present in all, and it would require an expert to tell the

difference between the human embryo of four weeks and that of a

horse, ox, dog or rabbit at its corresponding stage of development. If

Fish. Chick. Hog. Man.

FiGS. 33, 34, 35, 36, top row, represent the embryos of fish, chick, hog, and man, at an
early age.
FIGS. 37, 38, 39, 40. Same at a more advanced period, after formation of limbs and

brain bladders, &c., has begnn.
FIGS. 41, 42, 43, 44. A still more advanced as.ro, in which gill openings are lost (except

in the fish) and the limbs more developed. The figures are magnified, the top ones the
most. The allantois, yelk sac and amnion are left off. Letters the same in all.

v. Fore-brain. r. Spinal marrow.
>. Vertebral column.

ra.-Mid
A.-Hind
n. After

a. Eye.
o. Ear.
g. Heart.

{.Fore
limbs.

.-Hind "

s. Tail.
A;. Gill arches.

(After Hxckel.)
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the human embryo, under the age of four weeks, be compared with the

embryos of other animals, the resemblances obtain, not merely with ref-

erence to the higher mammals, but with reference to all vertebrates.

And in its very earliest stages it cannot be distinguished even from cer-

tain of the invertebrate animals. On the other hand, its development

after the age of four weeks gradually separates it from that of all in-

ferior animals. Its resemblance to that of the higher ape tribes, how- .

"ever, continues almost up to the date of birth. It is this remarkable

unity of early embiyonic life amongst the various members of the ani-

mal kingdom that proves the common origin and blood relationship of all.

But there must be degrees of consanguinity between the different ani-

mal tribes, and man cannot be related to all alike.

Assuming provisionally the correctness of the genealogical table con-

structed by Hifickel, we will compare the different members of the genea-

logical tree with each other, and note those points of resemblance be-

tween them in form and development, which are relied upon to prove

their common ancestry. (
See table, chapter 6.

)

As previously mentioned, there are four various modes by which,

amongst different classes of animals, the formation of the embiyo from

the single celled egg proceeds. The distinction between the four pro-

cesses relates to the manner of splitting up the cells, called segmenta-

tion, and to the manner of forming the cells into the plates or layers,

which is called gastrulation.

There are two main divisions of eggs. In one division, called the

'

'holoblastic,
"
the egg is all used up in the procqss of segmentation or

cell cleavage, it being all vitalized or fertilized protoplasm. After its

gastrulation is completed, the further growth and development of the

germ plates depend upon the supply of nourishment from sources out-

side of the egg.

In the other main division, the egg is called ' 'meroblastic.
"

In this

the egg is composed of two parts, the vitalized part, which is subject to

cleavage growth and repeated segmentation, and a yelk or deposit of

nutritive matter which never undergoes cleavage, but is gradually con-

sumed as food or nourishment by the vitalized part.

Kach of these main divisions is subdivided into two. In the first

subdivision of the holoblastic type the segmentation of the original

egg cell proceeds until the embiyonic mass is reduced to a ball com-

posed of cells packed together like the fruity globules of the blackberry

or mulberry, and t this stage it is called the mulberry germ or

"morula,
"

In the further growth and expansion of the ball, the cells

form a splicr'n-il sheath or cover, and the center becomes a hollow filled

with protoplasmic fluid. In this stage the embryo is called a blastuhi.

One half of the cells are dark and the other half bright.
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This bull next undergoes an inverting process called "
invagination,

"

in which the dark side of the ball is in appearance gradually pushed in-

to the interior hollow so as to form a lining for the bright side. The

two layers thus form in succession a cup and a bell. Subsequently the

more rapid growing of the bright or outer layer of cells turns the bell

almost into a globe, having the bright cells for its outside and the dark

ones for its inner wall. From these two layers the body of the future

animal is developed, the outer layer forming the skin and hard parts of

the body, and the inner one, the stomach and internal organs. This

gastrula is called the "bell gastrula" or ( Hellenized) "archigastrula.
"

FIG. 45. FIG. 46.

FIG. 45. The gastrula of a chalk sponge (Olynthus) covered with cilia. An external
view.
FIG. 46. A vertical section of same, o. Mouth (and anus). #. Primitive intestinal

cavity, e. Exoderm or skin layer, i. Entoderm or intestinal layer.

In the second division of the holoblastic eggs, the gastrula is called

the hood gastrula. It is the type from which all mammals, so far as

known, are developed, and has been described already. In it the outer

layer of bright cells grows around into a hollow sphere, and the inner or

dark layer subsequently lines it by growth upon the inside.

In the third subdivision, the cleavage is said to be (

'discoidal,
"
be-

cause when the parent egg undergoes segmentation it does not take the

form of a sphere or ball, but that of a disc or plate, lying on top of the

nutritive yelk, which is comparatively an enormous ball, often many
thousand times greater than the vitalized cell a hen's egg is an exam-

ple. The continued segmentation of the cells of the first plate or disc

results in the production of a second, a third, and finally a fourth plate

or layer, and the various parts of the future animal are derived from

these four plates.

The fourth type of egg cleavage is that called the superficial cleav-

age, forming the <l bladder gastrula." In this the segmentation of the
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parent or germinating cell proceeds in such a manner as to carry the

layer of bright cells quite around the nutritive yelk enclosing it as in a

bladder, from which it is called the "bladder gastrula" or ( Hellenized )

"perigastrula.
'' The formation of the dark layer is effected later, and

inside of the bladder, beginning at one side where the bright membrane

suffers an indentation from which the dark cells spread themselves so

as to line the sphere, gradually consuming part of the }*elk in the pro-

cess.

All the animals in the world that grow from an impregnated egg, pass

through one or another of these four forms of gastrulation. Some of

the protozoa, including the gregarinre and the monera amoeba, and other

rhizopods, do not pass through any type of gastrula, for the reason that

they do not spring from an egg at all. Many of them consist of only

a single cell, and when that cell is grown to maturity by the absorption

of nourishment, it undergoes one single cleavage, and no more, each

half becoming a complete animal with all the powers of the first cell.

There are other animals of minute and simple organization, among
the flagellata and other infusoria, that develop to the form of a bell gas-

trula, but still, according to Huxley, may consist, of only a single cell.

And they continue their species, as all single cell animals must, by the

splitting of the cell into two. The bell animalcule is an example.

There are also other minute and simple animals that rise above the

single cell and develop to some stage between the single cell and the

gastrula or cup form. Some of these stop at a development equal in

value to a morula or mulberry germ.

There are many rhizopods that are in reality associations of simple

cells all alike, and each cell a separate organism, that is, the animal is

an association of single cell animals, each of an equal and homogenous

nature, the whole mass forming an animal called compound, but whose

functions and faculties are not superior to those of any cell composing
it. This sort of an animal is of the structural and functional value of a

germ morula. Hseekel names the "
cystophrys,

"
described by Archer,

and the "
microgromia socialis" and u

labyrinthulae, described by Rich-

ard Hertwig, as special examples in point (see Evolution of Man, 2

58), still other mature and complete animals have substantially the form

and value of the blastula germ, a remarkable example of which is the

flimmer-ball or "
magosphaera planula," as named by Haeckel.

The gastrula stage of animal development, at the present day, is a

correct representation of a mature animal, which Haeckel names the

gastraea, which in very ancient times developed from protozoan or

amoeboid forms.

When we rise into the animal subkingdom wl<iit< r<it<i, we find nu-

merous varieties whose mature development is only equal to a bell gas
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trula.' The ani.jial consists of a double skin in the shape of a bag or

sac. The outside skin is the ectoderm and the inside or lining is called

the entoderm. It propagates by means of ova or female cells impreg-

nated by male or sperm cells.

. FIG. 47.

FIG. 47. Egg cleavage and gastrulation of the ascidian (sea squirt). . Parent egg
(cytula). The natural size is from 1-10 to 1-5 of a millimetre in diameter. In the inte-

rior is the nucleus 1-50 of a mm. in diameter enclosing the nucleolus. 6. Cleavage into

4 cells, c. Germ vesicle or bladder formed after repeated cleavage now called bias-

tula, d The gastrula ( bell gastrula), formed from the blastula by imagination.
Hfeckel.

In some cases both kinds of sexual cells are developed from the ecto-

derm cells. In other cases the sperm cell is an ectoderm cell and the

ovum is from the entoderm. Many of these gastread animals have

some adventitious or incidental appendage of more or less advantage to

them, as cilia or hairs and stems or stalks, by which they are fastened

to some object. But the vital and essential part of the animal when

mature is nothing more nor less than a gastrula of the bell type. The

embryos of the following animal varieties, as given Iry Haeckel, pass

through this form of the bell gastrula, viz: (a) most of the plant ani-

mals, as low sponges, medusae, and corals, hydrapolypes; (I) many low

worms
(sagitta) phoronis, ascidia, many nematodes; (c)

a few mollusca

terebratula, argiope, pisidium; (d) most star animals (echinoderma); (t?)

a few low articulates (some branchiopods, copepods, tardigrades); (/)

skulless vertebrates (amphioxus).

The above list contains no animals of a high order. There is in it

only one vertebrate and that the lowest of all, the amphioxus. Since

they are not viviparous it is clear that they could scarcely survive

through a gastrula form, which depends upon nourishment from with-

out, unless they lived in a fluid element. Therefore, they are all in-

habitants of water or other fluid, or are parasites in moist parts of other
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FI:. -is.- Development of the gastnilaof an niiipiiinxus (huieri.-n.
First Jit,'., parent cell. Third 15k'., mulberry ^TIII. Fourth tit,'., mill-

lierry -cnn in section. Fifth lit;'., invagiuation begun. Sixth fig.,

animals. It would seem that for animals to live upon

liind, u modification of the gastrula would be neces-

sary, or else the parent animal would have to nurse the

eggs till the young animal could be hatched, that is,

the parent would have to be viviparous. And such is

the fact. All the land animals that develop through a

gash-ilia without nutritive yelk, are viviparous, while

all that develop through such a gastrula that are not

viviparous are aquatic. The hood gastrula is certainly

a more complex organism than the bell gastrula, and

it includes the highest grades of animals in its type.

But it also includes some very low forms, a fact sig-

nificant of the genetic relationship connecting the high-

est with the lowest animals. The following are most

important divisions of animals passing through the hood

gastrula stage:

(a)
Numerous plant animals (many sponges, medu-

sae, corals, siphonophores, ctenophorae).

(I) Most worms.

(c) Most mollusca.

(J)
Individual star animals, (viviparous species, and

a few others).

(r) A few articulates (arthropoda) both crustaceans

and tracheates.

(/") Cyclostoma, ganoids, amphibia, mammals.

To the disc gastrula type belong the foliowing:

(c)
Cuttle fish or cephalopods.

(e)
Some articulates, as millipedes, scorpions and others.

(/)
Primitive fishes (sclachii),

osseous fishes, reptiles, birds, (and

monotremes.
)

*

To the last, or bladder gastrula type, belong the great body of the

articulates -(arthropoda) crustaceans, myriapods, spiders and insects,

and probably a few sponges and worms.

Of the four gastrula forms, the bell is certainly the simplest and the

first in point of time. The subsequent modifications from it, though

apparently small involve at last important results, as will bo seen

further on.

The science of embryology has proved that every organized individ-

ual on earth, begins lite as a single celled animal. All organixed indi-

viduals of the hi-'her and more complicated forms, pass from their sim
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FlGS. 49, HO, 51, 52.

FIG 49 --E0101 of cod. a. Germ with nucleus, b. Egg membrane, e. Ball ofnutri-

tive yelk. rf.-Glolmle of fatty matter.

piG. 50 Beginning of segmentation of germ disc (2 cells). Letters same.

FlG 51 .Mulberry germ of disc gastrula. Letters same.

FIG 52 Little fish formed from the disc within the shell.

FIG. 53. FIG. 54.

FIG. 53. Young salmon just out of the egg, surrounding its yelk sac.

FIG. 64. Young salmon three or four days out of the egg swimming: with yelk sac at-

tached.
FIG. 55. Little white fish escaped

from the egg and swimming about with
the nearly exhausted yelk sac c still at-

tached to him. This he does about 60
days after the egg is laid, but his devel-
opment is still very incomplete mouth
is underneath, teeth not formed, fins

have no rays, and the gill covers not yet
formed. Yerk sac diminishes daily and

-p rg
soon disappears.

pie existence as a cell by metamorphosis and modification of the cell

into other forms, and their continued growth to maturity consists sim-

ply of a series of continued metamorphoses and modifications, each one

of which depends upon and is based upon the one that preceded it in

time. Each stage of growth is therefore the stage that preceded it
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plus the modification. This plus is to be taken in the algebraic sense,

since every modification may not involve an increase in the complexity
of the organism or its functions, and the addition of a subtract!ve modi-

fication will produce retrogression, of which instances often occur.

Embryology shows further that although there are animals of every

grade of organic and functional development, every one of them passes

through substantially the same modifications, as far as it goes, as the

rest do. This is the point already shown in the comparison of the em-

bryo germ forms with the mature animals of the protozoan and infuso-

rial types. Every mammal, including man, therefore, while passing

through the germ form morula, is in structure equivalent to a minute

amoeboid or rhizopod animal composed of homogeneous cells, of which

multitudes inhabit all waters. Next, man is a blastula germ, structur-

ally equal to the mature Norwegian flimmer-ball, and substantially equal

also to the blastula germs of many other animals belonging to different

sub-kingdoms, classes and orders, from animals as simple as sponges
and worms, to the more complicated amphibians and mammals.

Amongst some of the simpler animals, as corals, sponges, &c.
,
the em-

bryo, while it is a blastula germ, is of the nature of an independent

animal, and is locomotive and self supporting in this as well as in the

further stages of its development.
When the human germ reaches the disc form, in which it consists

chiefly of the two primary germ layers, its structural value is that of a

large class of simple animals, the zoophyta or plant animals, hydrozoa,

corals, seafirs, jelly fish or medusae, &c. These are, at maturity, com-

posed of only the two skins, the entoderm and exoderm. In these ani-

mals the two skins are differentiated very slightly from each other, the

entoderm acting as the stomach and superintending the personal econ-

omy of the animal, its digestion, nourishment, &c.
,
and the ectoderm,

being on the outside, receives the impressions from the environment and

sustains the relations of the animal to the outside world. The differen-

tiation in many cases, is so slight, however, that the animal may be

turned inside out, and the two skins will readily exchange offices.

From this stage in the human being, the differentiation becomes pro-

nounced, the principle throughout the development of the embryo being

that indicated in the two skinned hydra, the outside skin developing all

the organs that relate to the environment and maintain communication

with it, as, the outside skin, the organs of locomotion, including the

bones and muscles which are necessary to it, the nervous system, brain,

and all the organs of sensation touch, taste, smell, sight and hearing:

while the inside skin maintains the internal economy of the organism
in the development from it of the muchinory of digestion and assimila-

tion the stomach, liver, heart and other blood vessels.
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It is on account of the striking divergence of the functions and out-

growths of these two germ layers that caused Baer to give them the

very appropriate titles of animal layer and vegetative layer, terms indi-

cative of their relationship to each other throughout the animal king-

dom; a relationship founded upon the necessity of every organized being,

of having domestic relations and foreign relations.

In the four layer stage of the human embryo its value is equal to that

of a simple worm. A worm is, it is true, a finished animal, inasmuch

as the plates are closed around making a series of four tubes, one with-

in another, while the closing of the tubes in the human embryo is de-

ferred while additional developments and alterations are being made in

them.

By the time the closing of the four human embryonic layers is accom-

plished, the embryo has passed through several worm stages, including

the simple one of the four plain and scarcely differentiated germ layers

which have their equivalents in the embiyos not only of worms but of

all the vertebrates; the slightly differentiated forms of the bloodless

worms, acoelomi, and the more complex organisms of the blood-bearing

worms or ccelomi. The distinction between the acoalomi and the ccelomi

is, that the former have not, and the latter have, a coelom or body cav-

ity. This body ca\ ity is formed, as already described, by the separa

tion of the outside skin (exoderm) from the inside (entodcrm). When the

two are formed into tubes, while the inside tube or sac fits neatly and

closely into the outside one, there is no room for stowing away the sys-

tem of blood vessels and other machinery for the elaboration and puri-

fying of the nourishment required for the higher grades of animals.

But in the advance of organic structure, as organs become necessary to as-

sist the primitive intestine in elaborating the food, they make room for

themselves by separating the ectoderm from the intestine, and into this

space they are crowded. All animals without this body cavity are

bloodless, that is, have no circulation of the blood.

By the formation of the body cavity and the differentiation of the gill

arches from the front end of the intestine, and by the introduction into

it first of the rudimentary kidney ducts for the excretion of the waste

matters, and the development of the two blood tubes above and below

the intestinal tube, together with the rudimentary system of nerves, the

human embryo attains to the organic value of a higher grade worm,

such, for instance, as the acorn worm, Balanoglossus.

In the acorn worm, and in all other animals with gills, the gills are

at first slits in the front end of the intestine, and also, later, in the out-

side skin or exoderm. The part of the intestine thus sot off to the use

of gills, is called the gill body, and between it and the hind end of the

intestine a constriction is developed, which becomes the oesophagus.
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When the; human embryo develops the notochord, the forerunner of

the backbone, it imitates the appendicularia, and the embryo or larval

form of the seasquirt ascidian, which are the lowest animals pos-

FIG. 56. Balanoglossus, a young acorn worm. (Alex.
Agassiz.) 7. Proboscis, h Collar, k Gill arches and gill
openings of anterior intestine, a tong row on each side. d.
Digestive posterior intestine filling the greater part of the

body cavity, v Intestinal vessel lying between two paral-
lel folds of the skin, a. Anus.

sessing the notochord, although the amphioxus is

reckoned the lowest vertebrate now in existence.

The supposition is that some worm-like animal,

unlike any of these three, and now extinct, was

the original possessor of the notochord, transmit-

ting it to a posterity from which diverging forms

have arisen.

The essential parts of the appendicularia are

the mouth, the gill intestine, the oesophagus, the

stomach and the anus, altogether forming the

opening through the body; a simple tube shaped

heart, some simple knots of nerve ganglia, a

simple ear vesicle, long tail with notochord or

rudimentary backbone, and testes and ovary (her-

maphrodite). The ascidian, another tunicate ani-

mal, has a development similar to that of the

appendicularia. In the larval state the ascidian

is a freely swimming animal, with a tail contain*

ing a notochord like the appendicularia, and a

rudimentary medullary tube, but when it reaches

maturity it loses its tail and notochord, the

medullary tube shrivels up forward into a per-

manent bunch of nerves called the throat gan-

glion, and the animal becomes fixed to a rock, or other stationary object,

by its tunic. This is a wood-like, cellulose case of leathery consistence,

which grows around the animal. In this case the soft animal, instead

of lying or standing at full length, is doubled upon itself so that the

end of the intestine with its anal opening, points upward. Its dis-

charge is into the cavity of the tunic, and the outlet from the tunic

is at its top, near the animal's mouth. So it stands, as it were, up-

on the middle of its intestine. Near this middle is the heart, which

is an organ with a single cavity. From the heart a single blood ves-

sel extends forward or upward to the gill sac, and another, from the

other end, extends upward in the direr! ion of the intestine, which is the

same as backward. The heart has a slow pulsation, contracting first at

one end and then the other, by which movement the colorless blood is
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driven forward toward the gill sac, then backward toward the hind end

of the intestine, so that each blood vessel becomes alternately an artery

and a vein.

There is therefore no circular movement of the blood as in the verte-

brates. Nor is it like the circulation of the worms and insects. For in

FIG. 57. FIG. 58.

FIG. 57. Appendicularia. m. Mouth. A:. Gill intest'iie. <>. Esophagus, v Stom-
ach. . Anus, n. Nerve ganglia (upper throat knots), g. Ear vesicle. /.Ciliated
groove under tlie gill. h. Heart. I. Testes. e. Ovary, c. Notochord. ,s. Tail. (Haeckel.)
FIG. 58. Diagram of asridian larva freely swimming. The notochord 17> is inserted

between the medullary tube * and the intestinal lube d and passes through the long
rudder-like ta 1 t<> its extremity. This tail and notochord are lost when the animal
reaches maturity and settles down on a rock or something and becomes stationary for
life, m. Medullary tube, .sm. Spinal marrow, ch. Notochord. ntp. Muscle plate,
a. Arms, ad. Dorsal wall of intestine, du. Ventral wall of intestine, c. Gill cavity.
(fteckel.)

these the blood moves forward in the dorsal vein to the head, and back

through the body or the ventral vein, if there be one. In the fishes and

other vertebrates, the blood passes backward along the dorsal vessel.

So this ascidian circulation is a transitional stage between that of the

worm and the vertebrate, as the ascidian himself is a connecting link

between the worm and the vertebrate.

The heart of the human ernbiyo is at first just such a one as the as-

cidian heart, but it remains a single heart a very short time, and its

single cavity is soon divided into two by a partition or septum.

In this double cavity form the human emb^onic heart is the same as

that of a fish. And the circulation through it is also essentially fishy.
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The blood passes into the rear or lower cavity of tin- In-art by 1\vo prin-

cipal veins leading from the yelk sac, and passes out from the front

cavity by two aorta 1 that subdivide into five gill blood vessels, which,

passing up by way of the gill arches, unite above and pass backward

above the intestine. In the fishes this arrangement is permanent and is

FIG. 59. Adult ascidian. a. Anus. au. -Eye. e. Gill
cavity, c/. Cloaca! cavity, d. Intestinal tube. e. -Ovary.
hd Testes. hz Heart. i.-Eggs. A;. Gills. lb Liver.
rn. medullary tuue. my Stomach, mt- Mantle, o.

Mouth, q. Cloaca 1 opening, .s/. Seed duct, sin. Open-
ing of seed duct. t.-~Aorta- (dorsal bloodvessel)- u. Side
canals, v. Intestinal vein (ventral blood vessel), w.
Root-like attachments of the mantle, x. Boundary
between gill intestine and stomach intestine, y.
Hypo branchial groove, z. Embryos of the ascidian.

necessary to convey, the blood to the gills, to

be oxydized by contact with the water. But

as it has no such use to the human being,

or other mammals, nor to birds, nor to rep-

tiles, except some amphibians, and reptile

larvae, such as tadpoles; a part of these gill

blood vessels and the gill arches themselves,

are entirely suppressed or else turned to other

use. A part of the vessels persist and are

found in all vertebrates, including man see

figs. 26, 27, 28, 29. The gill leaves are not

developed in the embryo of any amnion

animal.

In connection with this modification of the

fish breathing apparatus in the human embiyo
is the development of the lungs. These oc-

cupy the same place and are formed in the

same way as the swim bladder of fishes, from

the ventral side of the forward end of the in-

testine jnst back of the gills. At first a single

vesicle, it soon divides into two, one left and

one right. All vertebrates have this vesicle

except the amphioxus and the cj'clostomi,

the lowest two orders.

In the adult fishes this vesicle remains permanently filled with air,

the amount of which may be increased or diminished by the action of

the animal. In many fishes the bladder is double. In the mud-fishes,

dipneusta, this swimming bladder first becomes true lungs. In the cer-

atodus, the Australian mud-fish, a low form (but large, being six feet

long), the lung is single. But in the African mud-fish, protopterus,

and the American mud-fish, lepidosnvu. the lungs are double, and so

they are in all the higher vertebrate^, including man.

The heart of the human embryo, after passing through the fish stage,
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develops a septum or partition in the single auricle, which, while it is

unfinished and imperfect, makes it the heart of a lepidosiren, and when
this partition is complete the heart, with its three full cavities two

auricles and one ventricle is the heart of an amphibian. When finally

FIG. 60. Lepidosiren or mud-fish, protopterus, Brazil and Africa, 18 to 20 inches long.

FIG. 61. Ceratodus or barramunda. 3 to 6 feet long, of Queensland, Australia. Thes^
two fishes belong to the order dipnoi or double breathers having both lungs and gills.

They have a persistent notochord and scales, and are a cross between fishes and amphi-
bians.

the ventricle is divided and the heart consists of four cavities, it is the

heart of a monotreme
( platj-pus ).

Still later, when the valves are per-

fected so as to secure the most economical mechanical action, it is like

the heart of a marsupial or pouched animal. Lastly, it assumes the

oblique position, common to the anthropoid apes and also permanent in

the adult man.

So also in the development of the urinary and sexual systems in the

human embryo the different stages are successively equivalent to the

permanent arrangements of those parts in the lamprej's, the primitive

fishes, the dipneusta or dipnoi, the amphibia, the monotremes, the mar-

supials, and the edentates, and at last the}* become permanent in the hu-

man being in the same form as in the higher apes.

Other parts of the vascular system successively reach the permanent

stages, as the same are fixed in the dipneusta, then the amphibia, then

the monotremes, &c. The gill arches are one after another suppressed

or changed to other use. While the last three of these arches are form-

ing in the embryo, the first two disappear. The last three are modified

into the permanent aorta and its branches, except a part that is sup-

pressed, and another piece of the fifth arch that becomes closed and re-

mains as a useless rudimentary organ called ductus venosus.

The blood itself is a progressively developed substance. The first

form of blood is chyme. This, in the vertebrate animal, is simply the

triturated and masticated food mixed with gastric juice. In tlio lowest

animals there is probably little gastric juice in the mixture. Such as it
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is, divine is the only ami permanent blood in the polyps, jelly-fishes,

some jiiollusks and some worms. A second and improved modification

of the blood is produced in (he vertebrates by the mixture with it of the

ferments railed pancreatic juice, and bile. In this form in man it is

called chyle. It is taken from the intestine by the lacteals, and carried

by the thoracic duct and poured yito the left subclavian vein, where it

enters the general circulation and is changed to red blood in the passage

through the lungs. The chyle or white blood is the permanent blood of

insects, crabs and lobsters, most mpllusks and some worms.

Lymph is a colorless fluid composed of nutritive matter of nearly the

same composition as chyle, and in the higher vertebrates is gathered up

by the absorption by the lymphatic vessels from all parts of the body,

and through the skin (in some), and carried into the circulation by way
of the thoracic duct and the right subclavian vein.

This lymph in the vertebrate body is made up largely from surplus

FIG. 02. Lamprey, rock sucker, (petromyzon mavinus) much reduced.
Cyclostoina round mouth seven Rill openings.

nourishment not needed by the tissues. In cases where

some are better supplied than others with nourishment, or,

as in starvation, the non-vital are required to yield their

substance for the supply of the vital, the lymphatics do the

work of absorbing and re-distributing the nourishment.

The first circulation of the mammal embryo is of colorless

blood and is probably the equivalent of this absorbed lymph,
-and i* absorbed largely, at any rate from the fluids of

the mother.

The circulatory fluid of the lower vertebrates and higher in-

vertebrates, is doubtless a mixture of chyle from the di-

gested food and nutrient matter absorbed from without. The

first true differentiated lymphatic vessels occur in the cyclos-

tomi (lampreys, &c.
).
In frogs, and some other animals, large

pulsating lymph organs are developed just under the skin.

They are called lymph hearts, and they propel the tymph

just as the heart does the blood.

In man, and other mammals, there are numerous glands

attached to the lymphatic vessels. The lymph passes through
these and is doubtless modified, and to a certain extent or-

ganized by them although they do not pulsate as do the

lymph hearts. The graded relationship existing between

man and the other animals is well illustrated and indicated

by these circulatory systems.

The brain and nervous system, too, pass through the same

stages.
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Beginning with a mere nervous filament in the lowest organisms, it

appears in the star fishes with additional threads connected together so

that sensation is conve}*ed from one part of the body to another.

In the mollusks are found knots of nervous cells by which the- sensa-

tions are connected with each oilier. Tn the worms, a large knot or

ganglion, placed above the. throat and termed the throat ganglion, is

the equivalent of a brain. In the amphioxus there is a spinal cord

reaching from end to end.

FIG. 63. Amphioxus lanceolatus. It has a pigment spot for an eye
over the front end of spinal cord also a small olfactory pit, no ear. C.
Cirri surrounding the month. KS. Gills. Ov. Ovary. L. Liver. N.
Longitudinal folds supposed to act as kidneys. P. Pore of the gill

cavity. A. Anus. Ch. Notochord. RM. Spinal cord.

In the cycloslomi (lamprey, &c. ) there are five vesi-

cles in a row, constituting a brain. In the development
of vertebrates there are, at an early period, three brain

vesicles, which, as mentioned above, soon form five.

From the three principal parts shown in figs. 64 and

65, all the rest are subsequently formed, the front form-

ing the fore-brain and twixt-brain, which finally become

the cerebrum and optic thalamus with their appendages;
the hind part forming the hind-brain and after-brain,

which, later, become the cerebellum and medulla oblon-

gata, while the mid-brain bladder develops the corpora

quadrigemina, the organs of sight. (See fig. 25.) Dif-

ferent parts of this complicated system of ganglions are

developed in greatly different degrees in different races,

according to their surroundings and habits of life.

The development of the brain in the human embryo,

like the development of the other organs, passes succes-

sively through the various stages that are permanent in

the various types of vertebrates below, and at last the

brain is essentially that of the higher apes, possessing

no organ or part not possessed by the apes. Not that

there is no functional difference between the brains of

men and those of apes, but it may be asserted that the

difference is one of degree exclusively.

But there is not only a very close correspondence of or-

gans and functions in the individuals of ail the multifa-

rious tribes of vertebrates, and a still closer one between

those of the mammal tribes, but the same accessories of

tools, instruments, appliances and temporary scaffolding,

as it were, are used to build these organisms in all cases.

It has been seen how all start from the impregnated

and increase their size by segmentation and the absorption of nouril
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incut, and how all that pass a certain stage of development, continue

fcbcir embryonic growth by feeding upon a bag of nutritive yelk. As-

tonishing as these correspondences are, the employment of the amnion

and Hie placenta in the embryonic development of vast tribes of verte-

brates, is yet more wonderful.

ffm

FIG. G4.

vt,

FIGS. 64, 65. Diagrammatic, vertical and horizontal sections of vertebrate brain.
Mb. Mid-brain vyhat lies in front of this is the fore-brain, that behind, hind-brain.
Lt. Lamina terrninalis. Olf. Olfactory lobes. Hinp. Hemispheres.riM T}1 rii, 1 1,1 T__ mt _ _ i__ - _T I J T* T-k'j '. i t

-ThalameuoephatotL Pn. The pineal gland.
FM. Foramen of Munro. CS. Corpus striatum.
CQ. Corpora quadrigemina. CC. Crura cerebri.
Pv. Pops varolii. MO. Medulla oblongata.
III. Point of exit of the motores oculoruin.
IV. pathetici.
VI.

" " abducentes.
V-XIL Origins of the other cerebral nerves.
1. Olfactory ventricle. 2. Lateral ventricle. 3. 3d ventricle.

. Iter a tertio ad quartum ventriculum, or aqueduct of sylvius.

Py. Pituitary body.
Tli. Optic thalamus.
Cb. Cerebellum.
I. Olfactorii. Il.-Optici.

4. 4th ventricle.

The heavy line in fig. 04. running from PN to Py, is lamina tcrminalis.
The space above the pituitary body or gland, and below fig. 3, is the infundibulum.

(After Huxley.)

The amnion and its manner of growth and use in inclosing and pro-

tecting the delicate embryo, has been described. The embryo of rep-

tiles and birds, as well as of all mammals, are nursed in this amnion

sac. It is impossible to overrate the importance of this astonishing

fact in proving the blood relationship of birds, reptiles and mammals,

and their descent from a common amnion bearing ancestor.

The formation of the placenta from the ancient and primitive urinary

bladder, points out another but later family characteristic.

This primitive urinary sac is a blind sac growing from the front or

belly side of the intestine near its hind end, and first appears as a per-

manent organ in the adult dipncusta ( lepidosiren. &c.), and is an em-

bryonic organ in the amphibia and all mammals* including man. In

all the mammal embyros this urinary sac enlarges into the allantois or
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u
sausage-shaped" bladder. In all the higher mammal embryos those

above the marsupials the allantois grows in length until it comes into

contact with the walls of the uterus of the mother, with which it forms

a partial union, and then it supersedes the }'elk sac and becomes the

vehicle of nourishment from the mother to the growing embryo. This

process has been described. The attachment of the allantois to the

uterus in man, is over a discoidal surface some C or 8 inches in diam-

eter, and the membranes involved in the connection, some of which are

furnished by the emb^o and some by the' mother, become the organ

called the placenta.

While man is related to all the mammals above the marsupials, in the

general fact that the}
r
all have a placenta, he is more nearly related to

some than others, as shown by peculiarities regarding the placenta.

Thus whales, sea cows, horses, cattle, &c.
,
have what is called the in-

deciduate placenta. That is, only those membranes of the placenta

which were contributed by growth from the embryo, are discharged

from the uterus at the time of birth, while the mother retains the part

of the placenta contributed by her. But the placenta of man, of the

elephants, the beasts of prey, the rodents, the edentates, the bats and

apes, is a deciduate placenta, so called because the mother gives up her

own share in the placenta when it is delivered after the birth.

There is still another sub-classification in the shape, of the placenta.

In man, apes and rodents, the placenta is circular or cake-shaped, as

stated heretofore, while in the elephants and in the carnivorous mam-

mals of land and sea, the placenta is girdle-shaped, and is, in fact, a

broad belt or ring of the chorion of the embryo, attached to the decidu-

ate membrane of the uterus of the mother.

In the indeciduate placenta, the chorion tufts of the embryonic mem-

branes, enter the soft vascular mass of the maternal uterus, sheaths of

which form around the chorion tufts. When the birth takes place the

tufts of the chorion pull out of their sheaths, carrying away none of the

maternal uterus, as in the case of the deciduates.

In the case of the indeciduates, the attachments to the uterus are

made upon all sides of the embryo, and the placenta is therefore in the

shape of a hollow sphere. In the indeciduate girdle placenta, the at-

tachment is over an equatorial belt of the spherical egg, the head and

tail, or polar attachments of the sphere, being abolished.

In the discoidal form, the belt is reduced to a circular plate or disc.

These progressive relationships between the different kinds of placenta,

show the unity of the different animal races to which they belong, par-

ticularly, when it is considered that in the development of the chorion

in all cases it is first* covered with the tufts upon all sides in man and

oes as well as cattle and horses. But the man and the ape make no
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Use of a, large part of these tufts and they are all subsequently sup-

pressed, except those covered by the disc. Thus the chorion itself,

which is only a temporary instrument, passes through an embryonic and

rudimentary stage in all the deciduous mammals.

It is interesting to observe the gradual change which takes place in

the period of egg-impregnation, as we ascend the scale of the vertebrate

animals. In most fishes the unimpregnated eggs and spermatozoa are

thrown into the water and allowed to find each other as it may happen.

Millions of eggs are thus born, a vast number of which are never im-

pregnated at all. In the amphibian also, the eggs are born unimpreg-

nated, but the parents take care to bring the elements together so that

impregnation is assured at the moment of the birth. In birds and rep-

tiles the eggs are impregnated before their birth, but in birds, as all

know, only a few hours before, and the entire development of the em-

bryo takes place after its birth. In the marsupial the egg is not only

impregnated but hatched before birth, but the embr}
To is hatched and

born in a very unfinished condition. It is put into the mother's pouch
and carried for a long time, before its development is completed.

Amongst the higher mammals, the period from impregnation to birth,

that is the period of gestation, increases as we go up the scale.

To the question, why does the vertebrate embryo show the gill slits

and other marks of low stages of life, Wilson answers that it is because

they represent those stages, as the actual ancestral stages of the verte-

brate possessing them
; they are legacies from the ancient state of the

ancestral line. I would add, that in. the building of any individual

body, the parts can only be put together after the inherited pattern,

and, therefore, in the inherited sequence. The body is like a Chinese

puzzle, which goes together all right and easily, if the due sequence in

putting the parts in one after another is observed; but if it is not, and

any one is attempted to be placed out of its proper order, it will not fit

nor allow any subsequent piece to fit. If your watch has been stopped

an hour and you propose to set it, as you. do so the hands will rapidly

point, in succession, to each Ininute that they would have indicated in

normal action.

When a man does a thing in a round-about way, just because his

father did and because he learned to do so, we call him " old fogy.
"

But nature does just so in development. She is used to making a man

by making him first a fish, then amphibian, &c. &c, lastly, altering him

into a monkey and a man. It looks like a mere matter of habit with na-

ture, and so we shall see it is, when we properly understand what habit

is a question that is discussed further on.
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CHAPTER V.

RUDIMENTS.

There is further and very striking evidence of the evolution of the

higher forms of life from the lower, in the possession, in all of them, of

rudimentary organs, so called. These are organs which to their pos-

sessors are useless, but which correspond to organs that in other ani-

mals are necessary and functional. They are usually more or less

atrophied or reduced in size, and are totally without function, or be-

come functionless during the life of their owner. The human ear-shell,

for instance, with its muscles, is proved to be totally useless as to the

function of hearing. It was developed in the early mammal races as

an aid to hearing. It is still useful to the most of them, for they have

the power to direct the shell in such a way as to catch a sound more

perfectly. But the human race has, from long disuse of the ear mus-

cles, almost entirety lost the power to contract them, and so the shell is

reduced to a piece of immovable gristle of no use whatever. The ear

muscles, whose use has thus been lost, are attollens aurem or levator

for raising the ear, attraliens for drawing it forward, retrahens-for draw-

ing it backward, helicis major for pulling forward the front of the helix,

FIG. 66. Superficial muscles of head and
face.

1, 2, 3. Oecipitofrontalifi when contracted
it raises the eyebrows and wrinkles the fore-

head.
4. Attollens aurem raises the ear in lower

animals.
5.Retrahens aurem draws it back.
G.Attrahens aurem draws it forward.
7. Tragicus draws forward the tragus or

goat.
8. Superficial part of the masseur pulls up

the jaw in chewing.
9.Zygomatic major) pull up the upper lip

lO.Zygomatic minor ) in laughing.
11. Orbicularis palpebartimn sphincter
around the eye closes the eye (cut oft at the

right to show No. 12).

12.Corrugator superciliiit lies under the

orbicularis&udfrontalis (3); it draws the eye
brows together and wrinkles the skin.

I3.Pyramidalis nasi wrinkles the skin at

the root of the nose, crosswise, and spreads the
nostrils.
14. Compressor narisit either compresses
or dilates the nostrils.

15. Elevator of the lip and wing of the nose.
16. Partly concealed elevator of the corner of the mouth.
17. Elevator of the upper lip also pulls it slightly backward.
l8.Orbiculans oris surrounds the mouth and closes it.

19. Depressor of lower lip.
20. Elevator of chin ; and pushes up the lower lip.
21. Depressor of corner of the mouth. 22. Buccinator Draws back the mouth.
23.Risorius or laugher it lengthens the mouth. It is a branch of the next.

24c.Platysma myoides.
25. Sternocleidomastoid Connects sternum, clavicle and mastoid process.

helicis minor for contracting the fissure in the cartilage opposite the

concha, tragicus for pulling down the tragus or "goat", and the anti-

tragicus belonging to the antitragus. This last muscle is entirely
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wanting in some individuals. Fig. 66 shows the most important of the

ear muscles. Occasionally we meet with a person who can work his

ears. I know one who can throw off his plug hat I suppose with the

attrahens alone; for it is said that while a few can use that muscle and

the retrahens, no one can use any of the rest.

The lower apes as well as the other mammals generally, still use these

muscles. The anthropoid apes, however, do not as a rule.

The anthropoid apes, as a rule, also share with man the round-edged

folded ear shell with its flap. Darwin has shown that the embryo of

some of the anthropoid apes has a long pointed ear, which is rounded

off afterwards. In many cases the faint hint of this point can still be

detected on the upper margin of the human ear. According to Darwin,

the drooping of dog's ears is due to the atrophy of the muscles through

disuse, since their domestication.

The remains of a third eyelid is found in the inside corners of the

eyes of men and apes. It is simpty in them a crescent-shaped fold of

membrane, covering a ver}
r small part of the eye-ball. The fully de-

veloped membrane occurs in the primitive fishes, sharks, and some

other animals. In them it is used to cover and protect the eyeball. The

scrap of it left to man and ape is quite useless and immovable.

The panniculus carnosus consists of a thin muscular sheet immedi-

ately under the skin, which the quadrupeds use for shaking the skin to

drive off flies. In man this muscle has largely disappeared, only three

pieces of it being left, viz.
,
the occipito frontalis, or muscle for moving

the skin of the forehead, the cremaster muscle, and the platysma my-
oidcs or skin muscle, situated on the sides of the neck. We have no

control of this last muscle, the office of which would be, if we could use

it, to wrinkle the skin of the neck transversely. The risorius, however,

which helps us to laugh, is reckoned to be an active part of the other-

wise functionless platysma myoides. (See fig. 66 1, 3, 23, 24.)

The ttiymus gland is a body which is formed near the base of tjie

heart. It is largely developed in the foetus, and it continues to grow
for two or three years after birth. After that time it remains without

change for a period of from 7 to 1-2 years. Fatty degeneration then be-

gins at the outer part of each lobule and proceeds inwards, and the or-

gan loses its activity.

While the organ is functional it appears to be a tymph gland. In

reptiles and amphibians, which do not possess other lymph glands, this

seems to be sufficient in itself, and it remains active through their lives.

It forms colorless corpuscles identical with the colorless corpuscles

found in the blood. Useful in infancy, it is soon outgrown, and be-

comes a mere useless rudiment. It has become superseded by a more

complete apparatus, and is in process of total abolition. It is an inherit-
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ance persisting for a time in each individual, and then succumbing to

adverse competition.

The thyroid gland is an organ, the use of which is a matter of conject-

ure, and in adult life it is commonly regarded as a rudiment. It lies

in the front part of the throat, and is the part affected in the disease

called goitre. It may be of some sort of use in embryo life, probably
in influencing some of the secretions, but it is relatively smaller in the

adult, and although found in the ascidian and among the vertebrates up
to man, it is regarded by many as of no use, though perpetuated through
habit. It is not a true gland since it has no excretory duct, but it has

some sort of life since it has arteries and veins.

Perhaps it is a parasite, like a sort of hereditary tumor reduced to a

definite habit of life and limit of growth. But is not every rudimentary

organ a parasite?

The thyroid gland consists of numerous entirely closed sacs, 0. 04 to

0.1 mm. in diameter, which are embedded in a connective tissue consist-

ing of fibres and cells. The sacs contain a transparent, viscid, album-

inous fluid, and sometimes also colored

blood corpuscles. In the }
T

oung animal

the sacs are lined with a layer of cells.

In the surrounding tissue there are nu-

merous blood vessels and lymphatics. At
an early period the sacs dilate their cell-

ular lining and their contents undergo
colloid degeneration.

The disease goitre consists of an ex-

tensive enlargement of the gland vesi-

cles. This disease sometimes produces
cretinism and so does the extirpation of

the gland. This gland in the tunicates,

is represented by a groove which secretes

a digestive fluid. In vertebrates it is

regarded by some as a blood corpuscle

forming gland, and as a regulator of the

formation of mucous in the body. What-

ever its function in early life, it loses or

totally changes it as age advances.

Another singular rudimentary organ
in man and ape is the (ijfjtriulix rrnni-

formis or worm-like appendage to the cce-

cum or blind intestine. It is the si/u

of a goose quill and from ftiree to six

inches long, In some of the plant-eat-

FIG. 67. Human stomach and intes-

tines.
.1 Stomach.
2. Duodenum.
3. Jejunum.
4. End of the Hewn.
B.C&cum.
Q. Verrmform appendix. ^JgSb

7. Axcemlmy colon.
8. Transverse

"

y.J)cxrrHtli)i.u
"

10. Xifjmoid flexure of the colon.
11. Rectum.
12. Positioo of Kpleen.
(Parts connecting

1

spleen with duo-
Uenuin, &c. are left off.)
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ing animals the appendix is more or less a continuation of the coecum,

giving to that intestine needed additional size, but in man and tin-

apes, whose food is more concentrated, the size is not required, so this

section of intestine is atrophied. In the carnivorous animals, it is also

smaller atrophied. The wombat, a marsupial, has the appendix^ and

it is found in the gibbon, orang, chimpanzee and gorilla. It is a source

of some danger, as occasionally a grape seed, or some such object, gets

into it, producing chronic inflammation with usually a fatal result.

The intermaxillary bone is another rudiment which the human family
inherits from our relations below. It is a "

bony portion wedged in

between the two superior maxillary bones, which supports the upper
incisors. This bone is found in the mammalia

;
and also in the human

foetus.
" * It is permanent in the adult ape, but is eliminated in human

life and does not appear in the adult man.

Among the most remarkable rudiments in the human system, are

those resulting from the ancient forms of the urinary and reproductive

apparatus.

The primitive kidneys, or wolffian ducts, which are early developed
in the mammal embryo, are equivalent to the corresponding organs as

they exist permanently in the non-amnion craniota, cyclostomi (lam-

preys, &c.), fishes, dipneusta (mud fishes), and amphibia.

But to these primitive kidneys are soon added, in the mammal em-

bryo, the permanent kidney and the miillerian duct, after which the

primitive kidney duct is converted in the male, into the testis and

sperm duct, while the miillerian duct becomes the useless rudiment

called the male uterus.
(
See fig. 30.

)

In the female, on the other hand, the primitive kidney duct
(or wolf-

fian duct) is sunk into the useless remnant called the parovarium( "near

the ovary"), while the miillerian duct becomes the fallopian tube and

uterus. The significance of this remarkable development, cannot be

mistaken. It shows that mammals have inherited, and all pass through
the ancient invertebrate condition of hermaphroditism, in which both

testis and ovary are formed in every individual. If all are blood rela-

tions and spring from a common hermaphrodite ancestry, this tempor-

ary possession of the rudiments of both kinds of sexual organs, is ex-

plained us hereditaiy. We have them because our ancestors had them,

back through all the generations of mammal, lower vertebrate and in-

vertebrate.

The forms of the organs have been infinitely varied and modified by

the local and tribal necessities of the myriad races that have borne

them, but the principle has IKM-H infinitely stolid and persistent.

The mii/e mammiUary glands are probably also an outgrowth oi' the

*Dunglison's Medical Dictionary.
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ancient hermaphrodite nature of our prevertebrate ancestors although,
of course, not developed till long after their time. There are frequent

examples, however, of the practical use of the male mammae among
some of the lower mammals and occasionally among men.

Practically, however, the male mammae are rudimentary organs

amongst all the higher mammals, including man.

Instances are given of cases of reversion in which more than one pair

of mammae have been developed. Darwin speaks of 5 cases of men
who had 2 pair of the male rudimentary mammae. Also women have

been known with more than two pair. Two pairs of mammae are nor-

mal with some of the Lemur families. (Descent of Man 37.)

The external organs of reproduction furthermore show in their devel-

opment their sexual differentiation from the hermaphrodite original

phallus or sexual protuberance of the embryo. Whether this phallus

develops the male or female parts, the steps are similar and the parts

are essentially the same in the two sexes, part for part. (
See table

XLIV in Haeckel's Evolution of Man.)
The ductus venosus or venous canal has been mentioned as a deriva-

tive or remnant of the fifth gill arch of the embryo. In the fishes this

arch is permanent, and it is developed and temporarily used in the

mammal foetus, including man. ' ' It extends from the bifurcation or

forking of the umbilical vein to the vena cava inferior, into which it

opens below the diaphragm. At times it ends in one of the infra-he-

patic veins. It pours into the cava a part of the blood which passes

from the placenta by the umbilical vein. After birth it becomes a fibro

cellular cord.
"

(
Medical Dictionary. )

On the human embryo, three or four months before birth, a delicate

woolly covering called the lanuyo, is developed. Shortly before birth,

but in some cases just after birth, this wool disappears and true hair

grows from the same roots as the wool; sometimes the hair differs in

color from the wool. This wool covers all parts of the body except the

palms and soles, as in apes and other mammals.

Human infants have the rudiments of 52 teeth, while adults have

permanently but 32. (Neil's Anatomy.)
The tail is another rudimentary organ. In the human embryo it is

at first developed more rapidly than the limbs, and at one time is twice

as long as the hind limbs. It is then furnished with muscles which are

afterward re-absorbed. It does not after birth project beyond the skin

in man or the higher apes, except in rare cases of reversion. As al-

ready noted, the number of vertebrae in the adult human tail is ordin-

arily four, in the gibbon ( ape ) three, in the chimpanzee, gorilla and

orang, five, and from five to thirty-one in the tailed apes.

These tail bones, which, in the human infant, are separated from
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each other as the rest of the vertebrae are, during youth grow together

and become consolidated into one. This is a process of atrophy and a

sort of acknowledgment on the part of nature that she has built a use-

less organ. In our remote mammalian ancestors, these bones remained

separate during life, preserving the flexibility necessary to allow the

tail to wag. But, although we have long since discontinued the use of

a tail, nature continues patiently and aimlessly to build the stump as

she used to do.

It is not likely that our posterity a million years hence, will be with-

out this reminiscence, but the progressive process of atrophy will cause

the consolidation of the bones to take place earlier in life, so that in

time they will be solid at birth.

The tail is a venerable organ, dating back of the earliest vertebrates,

and it has been of immense service to all the tribes, under its many
modifications of form, as a rudder and propeller, as a fifth leg, as a

switch-about, and as a prehensile organ, as in the case of many mar-

supials and monkeys.
Knox ( Races of Men ) observes that there are man}- people born into

the world with some sort of deformity due to arrest of embr3'onic de-

velopment. Some cannot extend their arms or legs to a proper degree;

some have webbed fingers or toes; some have no arms but merely hands,

like the whale; others, no legs but merely feet; some have hare lip.

< ' On the best formed neck of man or woman, the finest openings may
occasionally be seen the remains of branchial arches or gills, which all

animals, man not excepted, have in their fcetal state."

The occipital condyles in man, consist of two oval or oblong eminences

on the bottom of the skull, one on each side of the great foramen or

bottom opening of the skull. Their surfaces are smooth and convex,

and articulate with two corresponding smooth surfaces on the top of the

atlas the first of the neck vertebrae. The skull, therefore, rests on

these condyles. In the natural erect position of the backbone in man,

these coudyles are level or horizontal. In the lower animals they stand

at an angle with the horizon. In the orang outang this angle is 37; in

the horse it is 90.
* ' In the fcetal head the occiput consists of four pieces. The first

piece, or basi-occipital bone of Owen, is separated from the two lateral

portions by a fissure running through the condyles; this piece remains

permanently separated in the cold blooded vertebrata, and in the African

head also, the basi-occipital bone is frequently retained.
" The condy-

loid process is divided by a transverse ridge or groove into two distinct

articular surfaces, which are often in different planes. This is the case

in 30 out of 81 African skulls in Morton's collection, and in 4 out of

125 Caucasian skulls in the same collection. The condition of these con-
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tlyles and bones indicates the state of development of their owner.

It has been held that the A^alves in the portal veins which exist in

certain animals, do not exist in man but Dr. Bryant, of Worcester,

Mass., has discovered that they do exist in the portal veins of infants

a few weeks old, and disappear in the adult. (The portal veins convey
the black blood from the intestines and the liver.)

Every other animal race as well as the human, has its rudimentary or

atrophied organs. Those of the higher apes are mostly identical with

ours. But in those branches of the animal kingdom that are not in

our line or very nearly related to us, they are, of course, different.

These atrophied organs are often useful in tracing the pedigree of the

animal to which they belong. Thus the frog has on his hind limb, five

digits. But on his fore limb he shows only four. He has, however,

the other in suppressed form, concealed under the skin. The embryo
of the whale has bony teeth, but when it grows up it has only the whale-

bone or baleen, the teeth being absorbed and never cutting the gums.
The Deductor or Caing whale has from nine to thirteen teeth on each

side, above and below, but loses them all with age. Some of the dol-

phin whales have teeth which they lose young, others have teeth which

never cut the gum. The armadillo belongs to the edentates, or so called

toothless tribes, which have, however, back teeth but no front ones.

Its first teeth are covered with enamel like those of the higher mammals.

These are lost, and behind them come up the permanent ones without

enamel. Behind the primitive teeth are small sacs which correspond

with the germs of the permanent teeth of the higher mammalia. (Baird's

Annual 1874 289.) The above facts indicate that the whale has de-

scended from a land mammal, and the armadillo from a diphyodont
mammal stock, and the frog from a five-fingered, tailed amphibian.

The monotremes, ornithorhynchus and echidna are a sort of cross

between birds and mammals. They have bodies like rats, and they
suckle their young through pores in~ the skin leading into the milk

glands, but they are destitute of nipples. Like birds they have no ex-

ternal organs of generation, and are furnished with a cloaca or common

passage as exit for all excrementitious matters. (See fig. 30. ) When

young, the sexes are indistinguishable, both being alike even to the

spurs which sprout oh the hind leg of each. But in the course of

growth, the spur on the female is suppressed while the male spur is

fully developed like that of a rooster, and this constitutes the only sex-

ual mark. They have a bill like that of a duck, and their feet are

both clawed and webbed.

All the lower animals also pass, in their embryonic life, through

stages of development corresponding to the permanent conditions of

their predecessors. For example, the white fish when young bears a
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close resemblance to a cartilaginous fish, such as the sturgeon ( see fig.

55). Its mouth is on the underside of its head, its vertebrae are only

cartilage instead of bone, and its tail is undivided. This is substan-

tially the permanent condition of the sturgeon except that the tail of

the adult sturgeon is unequally divided having a long prong above to

the end of which the cartilaginous spine extends, and a short, finTlikc

branch underneath. When the white fish is grown, its mouth comes to

the front end, its spinal column becomes ossified and the tail more

equally divided, as in the osseous fishes. This proves the sturgeon

type or cartilaginous type of fishes to be older than the osseous.

In some of the carnivora there are rudimentary pouch or marsupial

bones, showing the relationship between these animals and the marsu-

pials. In the latter, these bones are useful to support and protect the

stomach and intestines against the pressure of the young in the pouch
in which the young are carried by the mother. It - is remarkable that

the males of kangaroos and other marsupials also have the marsupial

bones, without any pouch, however.

Probably the marsupial bones are the remains of a pelvic or belly

bone belonging to the pelvic arch, and corresponding to the sternum or

breast bone of the pectoral arch. (See chapter on osseous system. X

The rudimentary tails of men and apes have already been mentioned.

Hoffman's sloth also has the same sort of a rudiment not showing itself

outside of the skin. (Encyclopedia B-821).

In all birds the left ovary produces all the eggs, while the right one

is aborted and becomes a useless rudiment.

According to Haeckel, it is proved by comparative anatomy and other

means, that all dragon-flies, grasshoppers, beetles, bees, bugs, flies,

butterflies, and other insects now living, have originated from a com-

mon ancestry having two pairs of wings and three pairs of legs. But a

great many living insects are destitute of one or both pair of these

wings, or have them in an aborted and functionless condition. Para-

sitic insects, especially, have, in most cases, lost both pair of wings-
evidently because they ceased to use them.

The gill arches of the embryo are a necessary development in fishes,

&c.
,
but not in mammals. The gills in fish ox}

rdize the blood, but they
do not in the mammal embryo. Obviously they cannot and don't need

to. Nature blindly makes these gill arches with their blood vessels and

the blood going through them as if to be oxj'dized, and then in each

case, as if finding out by actual experiment that they will not answer

the purpose, they are torn down and new work substituted. Does this

look much like intelligent design?

The rapidity of these early transitions show first the great frequency

of their occurrence in the past, by which the ancient habits of develop-
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ment have become so persistent, and, second, indicate the manner in

which the short cuts of nature's work are accomplished. Two move-

ments or processes follow each other, at first slowly, then, as facility is

acquired, more rapidly and more rapidly till the two become simul-

taneous, blend into one, and become a compound process as two

sounds may be repeated alternately yet so rapidly as to be confounded

as one to the human sense, and two colors the same
;
so in development,

two or a dozen steps may be taken in such rapid succession as to evade

human sense, or still more rapidly so that the two or dozen are only one.

It is undoubted^ true that five digits is the normal number for the

vertebrates, from the amphibians up to man, but in the great majority
an exception is made by the loss of one or more digits on either the fore

or hind limb.

FIG. 68. Bones offore limb of an amphibian (frog &c).
h. Upper arm, humerus.
r u. Radius and ulna of the forearm.

r
'

u' ceil 234 5. Root bones of the hand,
r. Radial.

u'. Ulnary.
. Intermediate.

FIG. 69. Skeleton of right fore foot or hand of I man, II dog,

IIIpig, I Vox, V tapir, VI horse.

r. Radius
u.Ulna )

Bones of fore-arm.

a. Scaphoid. )

b Semi lunar
I

. Cuneiform

1. Thumb.
2. Index.
3. Middle finger,
4. Ring finger.
5. Little finger.

/Magnum. I <

/. Unciform.
| g

p. Pisiform. J ,a

The horse has lost all his digits except the middle finger, on

which he walks. The ox has two, the pig two useful and two rudi-

mentary ones. (After Gegenbauer.)

d. Trapezium l+*

e Trapezoid. f

FIG. 68.

FIG. 69.

Originally the five-toed animal was a plantigrade, the entire hand or

foot being placed on the ground in walking. But in the struggle for
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existence, speed, either in escape or pursuit, must always have proved
a winning quality, and consequently a subject of selection. Those ani-

mals which raise themselves off their heels and run on their toes, in-

crease the length of their legs and consequently their speed. The

changes brought on by the adaptive stimulation of the environment and

natural selection, gradually raised the heel higher and higher, and at the

same time brought (he longer middle toes into more exclusive use, de-

veloping them excessively, and tending to abolish the shorter outside

ones by depriving them of functional activity. Fig. 69 shows the loss

of one digit, the thumb, in the case of the pig, while two others, the

2nd and 5th, are of no use and have become too short to touch the

ground. The ox has lost his thumb. His index and his little finger

are reduced to little rudiments which hang on behind, and he walks on

his middle finger and "ring finger." The horse has lost all except the

middle finger. The metacarpal bones which formerly supported his in-

dex and ring fingers, have long been useless and have almost disap-

peared, too, but a splinter on each side of the middle carpal bone still

remains as their representative. See further on the histcwy of the horse,

in chapter 13.

In the genus Jin I is of the lizzard famity, there are no fore limbs, and

consequently no use for the shoulder bones. It has, however, rudi-

ments of cartilage, representing the shoulder blade and collar bone,

also a useless cartilaginous breast bone, which does not articulate with

any ribs. This animal has inherited these relics of members which

were in use amongst its remote ancestors, but which the changed habits

of his immediate ancestors and himself have rendered useless. Other

snake-like lizzards, as the blind worm (anguis) and the sheltopusik, are

reduced in the same way.

Squirrels have five toes in the hind but only four in the fore feet

with an additional tubercle representing the thumb. They hold their

nuts between these tubercles when gnawing.
The sharks and rays possess rudiments of the air bladder, showing

their ancestors, the early selachians, to have had it.

Darwin remarks: "rudimentary organs may be compared with the

letters in a word, still retained in the spelling but become useless in the

pronunciation, but which serve for a clew in seeking for its derivation.
"

As we go on we shall have occasion to point out numerous additional

examples of retrograde adaptation and persistent rudiments, the relics

of old time organs now long gone out of fashion.
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CHAPTER VI.

TABULAR REVIEW.

The tables introduced in this chapter are from Hreckel's "Evolution

of .Man." They show in a comprehensive manner the general facts as

to the status of man and the other animals, with relation to each other.

Such tables are very handy to the student, for reference.

The pedigree tables must be regarded as to a certain degree provi-

sional and tentative. But they are not likely ever to be altered in re-

spect to main and essential points. In some minor points, no doubt,

the progress of discovery has already prepared the way for revision.

In Table I we have a revised general classification of the Animal

Kingdom based on their relationships of common derivation; according

to Hseckel. The figures in the right hand column indicate the steps

which are successive as to time, and correspond approximately with the

steps indicated in Table IV. The figures in the middle column descend

to particulars and indicate relationships corresponding with the distance

apart of the numbers. Thus birds and mammals occupy the relation-

ship of cousins; not that of a parent and child.

Table II is a classification of the Vertebrate tribes, according to their

genetic relationships. There are two general divisions, the acrania or

those without skull comprising the single class amphioxida or lance-

lets, and the craniota or skulled animals, embracing all the rest of the

vertebrates. These are again subdivided into those having only one

nostril, embracing the hags and lampreys, and those having two nostrils.

This double nostrilled division is subdivided into six classes, three of

which, the fishes, mud-fishes and amphibians, are non-amnionate, that

is, not nursed in an amnion sac while in embryo, the other three, rep-

tiles, birds and mammals, are amniota, their young being enclosed in

an amnion sac during embryo life.

Table 7/7 is a like classification of Mammals. The lowest two sub-

classes the monotremes and marsupials, while being amnionate are

non-placental, all the higher tribes of the mammalia being placental.

The placentals are seen to be divided into those not deciduate, those

having deciduate girdle placenta and those having deciduate discoid

placenta, distinctions which have been already explained.

In Table IV is given a progressive list of animal stages, from the bot-

tom in monera to the top in man. There are twenty-two stages given.

The differentiation of animal types, one
. from another, has been an in-

finitely slow process, and the steps have been inconceivably small. .An-

imal types have attained their differences by the slow and gradual accu-

mulation of such small differences as we can see between the brothers

and sisters of any family. The tendency to inherit from ancestors, is
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strong lull nut exact. :in<l is satisfied with :i general imitation, nut in-

sisting on nil minuto details. Or, to express it more scientifically, the

law of inheritance tends to, and under //7,v cnmlitinns of environment

always will, produce exact copies, but because the like conditions of en-

vironment never do, and, in the nature of things, never can exist, there-

fore no generation is, or ever can, be an exact copy of its predecessors.

Natural selection intervening, designates whether an}' modification thus

made shall be perpetuated and intensified by further accretions in the

same direction, or be suppressed. The table to be complete should

contain a million terms instead of twenty-two. It is impracticable, of

course, to construct such a table, and. probably always will be. The

stages represented in the table are to be regarded as the centers of wide

districts, the borders of which are not sharp boundary lines, but which

fade from one to another by so gradual a process that no boundary can

be fixed. If we had all the inhabitants of a village collected in a body,

and should then try to select out, by means of their famity resemblances,

those related to each other, we should undoubtedly get things mixed.

If the population were of different races, we could easily enough pick

out the full-blooded Africans from the full-blooded whites. The table

is constructed something on this plan. The great and obvious succes-

sive terms are here; but the filling, which makes one life to extend gen-

eration after generation, individual by individual, from the monera and

away beyond for he is not the beginning of life down to the brainy

Caucassian, is all left out. The column on the right shows the types

now living that most resemble the ancestral stages in the opposite col-

umn. It does not follow from this that the tribes on the right have

stood still ever since our ancestral line was equivalent to what theirs is

now. But supposing them to be subject to modification as we are, it

follows that their ancestors were also ours, say ten million years ago,

and a far lower type than they are now, but that our branch of the

family reached the development in say five million years, the equivalent

of which the other branch has taken the whole ten million for. This

very obvious reflection amply accounts for the fact that some stages,

which our line must have passed through, have no exact counterpart

now living. Thus the fifteenth stage was the first race that developed
the amnion sac. And we feel morally certain that from such a race all

the reptiles, birds and mammals have descended, diverging from each

other through lapse of time and changes of environment. But none of

the descendants now living are exactly like, that common ancestor. It

is no wonder. Philologists assure us that the long list of languages nume< 1

the Tndo-Kuropean, and embracing as general divisions, the Celtic,

(I reek. Latin, Sanscrit. Persian, German, Sclavonic and Scandinavian.

and whose sub divisions run into hundreds of dialects, and are spoken
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by diverse nations and tribes, are all derived from some common ances-

tral tongue. And all admit that that ancient tongue was very different

from any of its surviving descendants as different as they are from

one another.

Language in its changes keeps pace with and is an indication of

changes going on in the race that uses it. So, adopting precisely the

same sort of logic, and with an equally positive assurance, the natural-

ist asserts that a tribe, in form something between a water newt and an

ornithorhynchus, and bearing its embryonic young in a more or less per-

fectly developed amnion sac, existed about the beginning of the second-

ary geological epoch, and from it all the tribes of reptiles, birds -and

mammals have since descended.

Table Fis a general famil}
T tree of the whole Animal Kingdom. There

are two grand divisions the Protozoa, which propagate by fission and

never have eggs, and the Metazoa, which always have eggs. Another

notable point here is that the worm tribe is common parent to the high-

est four great tribes or sub-kingdoms, the echinodermata, articulata,

molluska and vertebrata.

Table VI is a like pedigree of the Vertebrata, beginning with the

worms.

Table VII is the pedigree of Mammals, beginning with the monotrema.

Table F///is the pedigree of the Ape tribes, beginning with the semi-

apes (lemurs, &c. ) and ending with Man. Man is not derived from any

ape tribe now in existence, but from some ancient family of Asiatic

apes which happened to enjoy a condition of life more favorable for ad-

vancement than that possessed by the rest. This family or tribe has

received the title of Alalus or the speechless, which, T take it, is an ex-

tremely inappropriate name. I cannot imagine anything which would

give a tribe or famity more certain and permanent advantage over an-

other one than a better ability b}
T means of language to organize and

"

combine for common and understood purposes. Most animals have a

way of expressing general ideas to each other, and to that extent have a

language. Many of the apes of the present day have very fair ability

in that direction, and I have no doubt that the most distinguished ad-

vantage of the tribe of man-like apes that set up to be ape-like men and

start the human race, was a better gift of language. This ancestor,

then, should be called Eulalos, "good talker," instead of Alalus. His

descendants to-day would be little better off than their cousins the gib-

bons, if they had no better. language than they. Of course this "good
talker" was good only by comparison with his own times, not ours.

In Table AY we have the four general stages of organ development

from the original form in which each organ first occurs in the animal

body, and its subsequent general modifications. Thus the skin system
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begins in the gastreads or sac shaped animals as a simple outside skin

the exoderm. The intestinal system begins with the same animals

as the entoderm, a simple inside lining of the outer sac. In the worms,

however, the outer skin has developed into a double skin, and the inner

skin or lining has also formed itself into two. In the mammals the

outer skin develops hairs and glands. In the chorda animals (ascidians

&c.) the respiratory and digestive apparatus are developed from the en-

toderm. So, also, the nervous system first appears in the primitive

worms as a throat ganglion. In the chorda animals it becomes a sim-

ple medullary tube, while in the monorhina, such as lampreys, hag fish,

&c.
,

it expands to a brain and spinal marrow. The blood and lymph
vascular system first occurs as a simple space or coelom between the in-

ner skin and the outer skin in the scolecida or soft worms. In the

worms the dorsal and ventral blood vessels are differentiated in this

body cavity one above and the other below the primitive intestinal

tube, &c.
,
&c.

Table X shows the origin of the chief organ systems as they occur in

the human body, which is, of course, typical of the mammalian class.

The column on the right indicates the particular layers of the germ
shield involved in the production of the organ opposite. Thus it can

be seen at a glance that the "skin sensory layer" forms the epidermis,

and is involved in the development of the brain and spinal marrow and

brain nerves, all the organs of sense, touch, taste, smell, sight, and

hearing ;
the genitals and probably the kidneys. The skin fibrous layer,

or second membrane, is concerned in the leather skin, brain, spinal and

intestinal nerves, the sense organs, the muscles and skeleton, the blood

vessels, kidneys and reproductive organs. The third or intestinal

fibrous la}'er is concerned in the formation of the sympathetic nerves,

the digestive and respiratory systems, the vascular system and heart,

the urinary bladder and the ovary. The fourth or intestinal glandular

layer is concerned in the production of the intestinal tube and its appur-

tenances the digestive and respiratory organs, the urinary bladder and

probably the ovary.



CABLE I. Systematic Survey of the Phylogenotic System of the Animal Kingdom founded on the
Gastraea Theory and the Homology of the Germ Layers.
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TABLE V. Monophyletic Pedigree of the Animal Kingdom founded on the Gastrjea Theory and the
Homology of the Germ Layers.

Jliss

mi

VERTEBRATES. Articulates. Mollnsks. Echinoderms.

'

5 3; CcKLOMATI ( Worms with both/ caritt/). Flat Worms.

H3U
'

ft
Kll=* ! 531

ACCELOMI.

PKOTHELMIS.

GASTK^A BILATERALIS (Crawling}.

Sponges. Sea Nettles < Acalcphx).

Protascus.

Gastraea radialis (Stationary).

GASTR^iA Gaxtrtda.

PLA-s&AVABlastula.

SVNAMO3BA (Aforula).

Acineta. Ciliata.

Infusoria. Gregarinse.

Amoebina.

AMCBBA Cytula.

Mox E R AAfonerula.

TABLE VI. Pedigree of Vertebrates.

MAMMALS (Mammalia).

AMMON ANIMALS (Amniota).

BATRACHIANS (Amphibia).

MUD FISH (Dipneusta).

PRIMITIVE FISHES (Selachii).

DOUBLE NOSTRILLED.

SKULLED-SINGLE NOSTRILLED.

SKULL-LESS (Acrania).

VERTEBRATES.

CHORDA ANIMALS (Chordonia).

WORMS (Vermes)

Birds (Aves).

Reptiles (Kept ilia).

Mud "Fish ( Protopteri).

Osseous Fishes (Teleostei).

Ganoids.

Lampreys Hagfish.

Round-Mouths (Cyclostoma).

Tube-hearted (Leptocardia).

Ascidians. Sea-barrels.

Tunicates.
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TABLE VII. Pe.i >r the Mammals.

MAN (Homo).

MANLIKE APES (Mw-
thropoHlt's).

3 I

1 I
tf W

Si-a Beasts of IMvy

Land Beasts of Prey
C. x r^

NARROW NOSED APES False Hoofed (Chelo- .&*>'% (Carmtvora).
(Catarhina). pliora). ** .3 f

Gnawing Animals (flo- > j? S .
Insect Eaters (/*v

APES. dent ia). I I tirora).

SEMI APES (Prosimix)

DK< iDrors ANIMALS Deciduata),

Whales (Cetacea)

Sea Cows (Sirenia).

Whale Family.

Hoofed Animals (Ungulates) (Indeciduata).

]'L.\CKNTAI. ANIMALS (J>l(l<-eill<tli<() .

POUCHED ANIMALS (.V/^r.s- >/j>ia /.<). Beaked Animals (Ornitltostoma).

PP.IMITIVK MAMMALS.

CLOACAL ANIMALS (M

TAHLK VIII. Pedigree of the Apes.

MAX (Homo). ,

APE-LI KK MAN (Alnlus).

ASIATIC MAN-LIKE APES.

Gibbo Orang (Satynts). Gorilla. Chimpanzee.

Afr'can Man-Like Apes.

MAN-I.IK K APES (Antlu-oiioulrx). Sea Cat Tall Ape Nose Ape Baboon
( Ctercopdtbecut). ( Semaojntheettt). ( .\'<t*<tlix) . ( ( 'ytiocepkal** > .

TAII.KI. AI-KS (Jfe

NAi:i:<n' N<SKI> (

APES ! Simii

SEMI-APES.

Silk Apes i

//,ii>n/i,tn). (Mutch TaiN i Lutiid

Flap Tails (Aphi/orercx).

Flat Xosed (/'//////////:- 1.
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TAHT.K IX. Schedule of Most Important Animal Parts, with the Tribes in which they Probably
Firs! Appeared, in the Column on the Right.

3

1
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CHAPTER VII.

TESTIMONY OF GEOLOGY.

It will now be profitable to take a brief glance into geological history

and see what that science has to reveal in regard to the relations of ani-

mals to their environment and to each other in the past. Two impor-

tant questions come up in this connection. One is, has there been time

enough in the past history of the earth for the evolution of the higher

organic forms, as they are now, from the lower? The other is, do the

geological records support the assumption that the lower forms have

been succeeded, instead of preceded, by the higher?

It is generally conceded that the earth was formerly a melted mass,

which has now become cool on the outside, but that the crust is as }
Tet

only a few miles thick. Since the crust began to form, the watery vapor

which composed a part of the earth's mass has become condensed into

water and run down into the lowest parts. The parts above water have

been constant!}" exposed to the action of winds and rains, and in some

parts to that of frost and ice, and in others to melting heat from the in-

side. These agencies have wrought great changes, especially in the

erosion of the land and carrying it down to the sea where it has been

spread out into strata. The cooling of the crust has been accompanied

by changes in its form, due to unequal contractions, so that what has

been sea at one time becomes land at another, and vice versa. So, ma-

terial which in one age is torn from the land and piled away in the sea,

may, in another age, be moved again to another place. The number of

alternations between sea and land which have taken place in some parts

of the world are very numerous. The crust of the earth is in constant

movement, although it is on the whole exceedingl}
7 small. It is said

there is an earthquake somewhere every day.

The expression, "everlasting hills," which we sometimes use, indi-

cates our sense of the extreme slowness with which the hills are worn

down and carried off b}" various dynamic agencies at work on them.

If now we try to realize that these hills ( if stratified ) were made of other

hills by a process as slow as that which is now at work, and reflect that

this business has been going on long enough to carry away a total thick-

ness of hills equal to about twenty miles, if we suppose them all in one

place, we shall then begin to have some conception of the ''everlasting"

length of time.

The tables on pages 68 and GO are intended to show the relative posi-

tion and ago of the different formations, together with their oruanic
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remains. These are named in the first period in which they occur.

The period of the extinction of some of them is also given. The great-

est thickness of the strata is given, and there is an attempt to estimate

the geological times in years. Dana estimates that the deposition of lime-

stones as the remains of calcareous shells requires at least five times as

long as the deposition of sedimentary rocks. On this basis the relative

times of the Tertiary Mesozoic and Paleozoic would be nearly in the ratio

of 1, 2, 4. The Mesozoic of Germany is composed as follows : Triassic,

1,000 feet limestone and 2,400 of sedimentary deposits, Jurassic,

1,000 feet limestone, 4,200 of sediments, Cretaceous, 1,200 feet lime-

stone and 1,200 feet sediments. Multiplying the limestone by five in each

case and adding the sediments to the products we get for the Triassic,

7,400, Jurassic, 9,200, Cretaceous, 7,200. These figures, therefore, rep-

resent the beds as if the}' were all sedimentary. From calculations based

on the amount of sediment carried off by the Mississippi river, it is esti-

mated that it denudes its whole basin at the rate of one foot in five

thousand years. If it be assumed that the sediments are deposited over

an area one-fourth as great as that from which they are taken, and that

the erosion of the Mississippi valley is a fair average, it follows that rocks

are built at the average rate of one foot in 1,250 years. Applying this

rate to the Mesozoic of Germany we get nine and one-fourth millions

years for the Triassic, eleven and one-half for the Jurassic and nine for

the Cretaceous, or as stated in even numbers in the table, nine, twelve

. and nine millions respectively. The other ages are figured from this ac-

cording to proportions above. The thickness of the Eozoic in Bohemia

is 90,000 feet. Its age is estimated by the same rule in the table. The

Canadian Eozoic is about 49,000 feet thick, but separated by a period of

elevation, erosion and depression which would probably make its age as

great as the European. The Quarternary time is assumed at half the

Tertiary by some geologists, and so it is in the table. The Quarternary

is an age of erosion, and such estimates as there are, have to be founded

on the phenomena of denudation and erosion mostly. The formation .of

the great canyons and gorges in the Pacific states and western territories,

and of the Mississippi and Niagara rivers, is all recent or Tertiary. It

is estimated by Lyell that the Niagara gorge forms at the rate of one foot

per annum. Desor put it at three feet in a century. Dana suggests

one inch per annum which is doubtless nearer the truth than either of the

other estimates. At this rate the formation of the gorge has already

occupied 380,000 years. Now the grand canyon of the Colorado is on

an average thirteen times as deep and it is about forty-three times as long

as the Niagara gorge, and if the conditions of erosion were equal, the

Colorado canyon would be 212,420,000 years old if the Niagara is

380,000. But the conditions seem to have been in favor of the Niagara,
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for the quantity of water in the Colorado is less, the rock is much harder

and the fall per mile is much less. Moreover, Powell shows that the

river runs across the anticlinal ridges and synclinal valleys, which proves

that the elevation of these ridges was so slow that the river had time to

cut its way across them faster than they rose. Otherwise it would have

been diverted from its course and compelled to traverse one of the syn-

clinal valleys. This cutting has been very slow and the work began a

ver}^ long time ago. And yet it certainly began since the Jurassic times,

and probably since the Cretaceous. Since the estimates of the table are

only one-ninth to one-sixth as much as this canyon gives, they may be

considered moderate. The proofs of age drawn from other gorges,

and from continental erosions are equally conclusive.

The spaces between man}' of the formations indicate pause in rock

building, ordinarily accompanied with oscillations or changes of level,

often of the most radical character and consuming vast periods of time.

No correct idea of geological history or of the history of evolution can

be got without some understanding of these pauses. Their duration is

largety conjectural, but can sometimes be reduced within probable lim-

its. Where one series of rocks rests upon another in unconformity, it

proves that the lower series has been tilted up, more or less eroded and

then sunk below the sea to receive the top series, because when first laid

down, all sedimentary rocks are practically level. If the number of

feet of erosion can in any case be estimated, the table multiplies that

number by 5,000, as the number of years required to erode one foot,

using the Mississippi again as the average, and taking no account of the

time occupied in bringing the lower series to the top of the water after

its first accumulations cease, or sinking it below the water before its

second accumulations commence.

These tables make the time since the beginning of the Laurentian,

289,500,000 years. The estimate, I have no doubt, is many times too

conservative. That of Volger is 648,000,000.

Time is long: and enough lias elapsed for all the requirements of the

construction of plants and animals from the mineral materials.
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__
Long

Strata Organic History

period of disturbance during which the Appalachian and other regions were elevated, largelj
denuded and some of them sunk again to receive the Mesozoic deposits.

End of Trilohites, Gonia
tites, Eurypterids and Pro-

ductus
Proterosaurns.

Labyrinthodonts Liniuloids

Sauroid Fishes Macrou-
Scaled Amphib- runs

ians Insects

Hybodont Sharks Orthop-
Snails ters and
Myriapods Arachnids
Ferns Conifers Lycopodia
Uncouforruabliity

Cestraciont Sharks (Clado-
dus, frc.)

Reptile Tracks (Amphibian)
End of all the old genera of

Trilobites

1JKK) Feet Denudation 5,000,000 Years

Catskill

Cheimmg

Hamilton

1.1

Corniferous

Oriskany

Heklerberg

Salina

Niagara

Holoptychius (Ganoid)

Tderpeton

Salamandroid Amphibian
No Vertebrates
Few New Shell Fish
Noeggerathia (Sea Weed)
Calamites

Insects (Neuropters), Gonia-
tites (Ammonites), (No Ver-
tebrates), Lepidodeudron

and Sigifiaria

Ptericthys (Ganoid), Sela-
chians.Ganoids.Pentremites
(Crinoids), Productus, Caucla
Galli (Sea Weeds) Desmids

New Species
End of Cystids

Euryi)terus remipes (Cms
tacean)

Tentaculites

Few New Species

Bnchlopod Pentamerus (Or-
moceras ends). New Fucoid
Rusophycus Bilobatus

~ Period of elevation and denudation to the amount of 2,000 feet, requiring 10,000,000 years.

,|
2,250 species become extinct.

Hudson

Trenton

Potsdam

New Species of Those Below

Nautilus, Cryptoceras, Star-
fish. Ormoceras, Cyrtoceras,
Cystids, Corals, Maclurea

Bryozoans, Conchifers, Os-
tracoids, Orthis, Khynconel-
la, Lituites, Orthoceras, Tri-

lobite, Marine Gasteropod,
Lingnla Pteropods, Worms,
Discina, Crinids, Graptolites
Sponges and Rhizopods
Fucoid Sea Weed

uterval, in which the Eozoic rocks were raised slowly out of the water, planed off 6,000 feet, and
sunk again to receive the Silurian deposits. (6,000x5,000) 30,000,000 years.

Huronian

Laurentian

Graphite

Eozoon

Iron Ore Deposits

Algae

FIGURE 70,
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Terrace

Clianiplah

(Jlacial

Man, Ass, Dog

Bison, Stag, Beaver

Equus, Elephant, Hog

Racoon, Wolf, Ac.

During the Tertiary a further elevation and denudation of Utah and Rocky Mountain region, and
further sinking of Pacific Ocean, both coining to the present time. Great sheets of lava flowed
from the Sierras, covering 150,000 square miles, some places 4,000 feet thick, at the end of the

Tertiary and during Pliocene.

Pliocene

Miocene

Eocene

Pliohippus, Oreodou

Pithecus Semnopithecus,
Phoca (Seal)

Protohippus, Hipparion

Great Lava Flow. Forma-
tion of Pacific Coast Chain

All Orders of Insects
Monkeys, Rhinoceros
Hippopotamus
Mesohippus, Tiger
Amphistegina replaces

Nuinmelites

Placental Mammals, Tapir

Lemur, Marmosets, Ele-
phant and Mammoth-like
Animals, Bear, Camel

Cetaceans

Eohippus, the First Horse

Snakes Oak, Fig, Palm, Ac.

Bats, Opossums
Nuinmelites (Rhizopods)

Elevation of the Korky and \Vahsatch Mountains above water. Elevation of the Mississippi Valley,
abolishment of the inter:. al sea of North Ameriea.and formation of lakes in the West. Nospecies
have survived this age of oscillation. Unconformity in Europe. Time (3,000x5,000), 15,000,000 years.

Cretaceous

End of Aninmnit iil;e

Wading Birds with Teeth

Teliost Fishes, Ganoids, ho-
mocercal

Angiosperms and Endogens
begin

1,

Klevation of Sierra and Cascade Ranges probably simultaneous with the formation of the
Cretaceous period. Sinking of the bed of the Pacific.

Jurassic

Trlassi.

More Marsupials
More Insects
Great, Marine. Land and

Flying Saurians
Bqualodont Sharks. Tier.,
dactvlans. Belemniles, Am-
monites, More Marsupials.
First Mammal, a Marsupial

Ceratodus

Bird-like Amphibians

Beaked Saurians, Larertiai.s

( 'erat it es ( Ammonitida)

C\c:nls

Fieuaa 71
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CHAPTER VIII.

EOZOIC AGE.

PROTOPHYTES FIRST PLANTS. ~\

v SUB-KINGDOMS.

PROTOZOA FIRST ANIMALS. )

The lowest of animal forms is embraced under the title of Sub-King-
dom Protozoa, meaning First Life.

Some of the protozoans are fresh water and others sea water animals,

and the}' may be found in moist places on land. Fig. 7 represents a

moneron, and fig. 8 an amoeba. The first is the simplest as it appears
to be without a nucleus. The last is simply a minute mass of jelly in

which there is a minute granule or nucleus, and it is enclosed in a sack

called the ecdosarc or outside skin. This skin has about the consistency
of a soap-bubble, and like it can be pierced without being destroyed.

The animal gets its food, which consists of minute vegetables, such as

diatoms and desmids, through this ecdosarc which closes up and repairs

the breach. Effete matters are discharged in the same way. The ani-

mal is nothing but protoplasm, the outside of which is slightly differen-

tiated into the ecdosnrc, and it is without organs of any kind, not even

a mouth or an alimentary canal. They propagate by fission. Their

locomotion is by the expansion or pushing out of the edge of the body,

first on one side then on another, and the contraction of the rest of the

body toward the part pushed out. One side or end is just as good as

the other for this purpose.

Another of these amceba-like animals is the actinophrys. This is a

more defined and constant body than amoeba, in this, that the same end

generally goes first, and that the same certain parts of his body are

likely to be moved to accomplish his locomotion. Otherwise he is ap-

parently of as simple an organism as the amoeba. Although such an

animal, consisting of a bit of slightly modified vegetable protoplasm,
was the first to exist, it is obvious that so soft and perishable a body*
could not be preserved as fossil.

The lowest fossils are, however, animals of a .type but little, if any,

higher than the amoeba or actinophrys. They are called foraminifera

or rhizopods, eozoa, &c. Each animal is a single cell covered with a

thin shell of calcareous matter, which* it deposits on its outside, and
which remains after the soft parts of the animal have disappeared.

Through this shell are minute holes (foramina) through which a part of

the animal protrudes in minute waving fibres which are called "pseudo-

podia" false feet. Sometimes these shells are attached together in

masses of various shapes, each cell, however, remaining the house of a

single simple animal.
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The 00/0:1 arc the earliest forms of forarainiferous animals found

fossil. Dr. Dawson shows that the eoxoa grew in large masses and in

various forms, in the upper part of the Lower Laurentian series of rocks.

And he calls attention to the fact that far below the strata in which the

eoxoon is found, are vast beds of ruetamorphic limestone, in which the

traces of animal life are destroyed, but which, without doubt, were en-

tirely made up of the calcareous shells of these simple animals.

The Lower Laurentian rocks of Canada are about 35,000 feet in ag-

gregate thickness, of which three limestone beds amount to 3,500 in

thickness. There are also large quantities in some places amounting
to 20 to 30 feet in thickness of carbon in the form of graphite all of

which, without doubt, is the product of vegetation, and shows that for

untold ages before the beginning of the Silurian era the first era cred-

ited with organic life, by the early geologists simple forms of both an-

imal and vegetable life flourished in immense abundance. In fact the

world was an old world at the beginning of the Silurian age.

The total thickness of the series of metamorphic or Eoxoic rocks of

Canada, is not less than six miles, and in some places may reach nine.

The same S3*stem, in some parts of Europe, has a thickness of 90,000
feet or seventeen miles.

Dr. Dawson' s conclusions relating to the eozoon fossils, have been

disputed in some quarters, it being held that the present state of the

fossils is such that on account of the great heat they were subjected to in

metamorphic times, no certain conclusion as to their origin is war-

rantable. Well, granting that the fossil itself is not sufficiently well

preserved to be identified with certainty, there are those vast laj'ers of

limestone and graphite to be accounted for.

Dawson holds that there is no possible origin for the graphite except

through vegetation, that there is no agenc}' except plants that will disen-

gage the oxygen from the carbonic acid. Dana holds the same view

practically. In regard to the formation of the limestone strata Dana

says there is only one way in which limestones can be formed in water,

and that is by the wear and accumulation of shells of animals. The

limestones of the Silurian and later ages have nearly ail been made from

crinoids, corals and the calcareous relics of other animals. He cites

strata of the Silurian period, which are presumed to be composed of the

remains of microscopic cells of rhixopod animals. If the limestones of

the Silurian and later ages were made from shells, there is equal reason

for supposing them to have originated in the same way in the earlier ages.

The rhixopod is of the same organic value as the eoxoon of Dr.

Dawson, and is, in fact, nothing more than a microscopial bit of proto-

plasm surrounded with a minute shell of limestone perforated with holes,

through which the animal projects slender processes of his protoplasm,
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and by means of which his accretions and excretions take place. He
has no mouth, stomach or permanent members. Sometimes these ani-

mals live in families or communities, their shells being massed together

in various forms, but in all cases each shell or cell contains a single

simple one-celled animal. It is from the accumulations of the remains

of this kind of animals that we are to presume the limestone beds of

the Laurentian were formed, in all, two-thirds of a mile in depth. It is

not probable that any orders of animals of much higher organization

than these existed in America before the Silurian times.

The plants to which the origin of the graphite is attributed, were also

of very simple organization. They were all algae or sea weeds and of

the lowest order. But they must have existed in immense quantities

to form an amount of graphite equal to thirty feet in thickness. Dana

estimates that a bed of bituminous coal requires for its formation not

less than eight times its bulk of compact vegetable debris. And an-

thracite requires twelve times its bulk. Graphite would require much

more still. So that it is safe enough to estimate that the remains of

five hundred feet in depth of solid vegetable matter is represented in

the Laurentian formations, beside what was turned back into carbonic

acid in the fearful scorchings of the metamorphic ages which in all

reason must have been an enormous amount. It is assumed that all

this vegetation consisted of algae, for the reason that these plants are

the simplest on earth, and that they are the only sort of vegetation to

be found in the long Silurian ages following the Laurentian. They are

the most versatile and hardy of all plants, can live on the rankest and

rawest of mineral compositions and in the greatest variety and extremes

of temperature. As these algae, no doubt, furnish us with the earliest

examples of plant life that we are acquainted with, it may be well to

describe some of them. The simplest forms are the protoplrytes, the

diatomaceae and desmidiaceae, or, for short, diatoms and desmids.

These have but a single cell and are microscopical. Their mode of

propagation is by fission. In the mature plant a partition is formed,

the protoplasm contained in the case of the cell dividing into two parts,

each part growing into a complete cell, when they become detached.

The protococcus is of another order of algae, and while only single

celled like the diatom, differs in function. It has red coloring matter

in it, and reproduces by its internal colored protoplasm forming into

several separate spheres or spores. As these grow, in a few hours they

burst the shell and escape. Many of these spores are carried every-

where by the air. They grow on rocks and in the snow in Greenland

and Sweden, giving the snow a red color. They also grow in the Red

Sea and give it its color. It is likely that these infinitesimal plants,

through their very rapid reproduction, may have contributed toward
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forming the carbon beds of the Laurentian times. Some of the diatoms

surround themselves with shells of siliceous material, which are known
to furnish a sufficient accumulation in places, to form layers of flint}-

stone. Nullipores and Corallines are simple plants that also form de-

posits of calcareous matter, which are known to contribute to the forma-

tion of limestone beds. There are many large forms of algae, all, how-

ever, of very simple organic structure, some of which, chiefly fucoids,

a leathery variety, are found in the Potsdam period. We are at liberty

to conclude that the simplest forms of both animal and vegetable life

existed for many long ages before the beginning of Silurian times.

CHAPTER IX.

SILURIAN-AGE OF MOLLUSKS.

LOWER SILURIAN AGE.

The lowest or earliest part of this age is called the Potsdam period.

The only plant life in this age that made any record, consists of several

varieties of the fucoid algae. These are round stems, some thin, others

as much as half an inch in diameter. The latest of them are branched

varieties, yet they are all very simple in structure. They have no roots

or leaves, but absorb their nourishment through their cell walls. No
land plants are found and probably there were none But there must
have been immense quantities of the sea-weed, because there were im-

mense numbers of sea animals that depended upon it for support.

This animal life was, within certain limits, greatly varied. Of zoo-

phytes there were sponges, graptolites and sertularians, and in the lat-

ter part of the period, corals. All these animals are single celled, liv-

ing in aggregations or communities, and attaching cell to cell, after a

pattern peculiar to each species. Most of them are like bushes or trees

of various patterns.

Of worms there were a good many. The bodies of soft worms would

obviously not be of easy preservation, and it may be taken for granted
that many existed of which no vestige is left. ' '

Impressions of long
marine worms have been reported from some of the shales. Besides

these, there are worm-holes in the Potsdam sandstones though now
filled with rock which are referred to burrowing worms of the Arenicola

family ( so called from the Latin arena, sand, and incola, inhabitant).

They penetrate the rock vertically, and are often in pairs, as is now the

habit of such worms. The most common kind in the Potsdam sand-

stone is called scolithus linearis."
(
Dana 185.)

There were great numbers of brachiopods. These are a bivalve shell

fish, classed generally as the lowest order of the mollusks, and are called

molluscoids by some. In Hseckel's classification they are the spiro-
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branchia. This little animal has a shell on its back and another on its

bell}', in which respect it differs from the clam tribes which have the

shells on their flanks.

The shells of the brachiopod are not hinged, but at the hinge edge,

which is the one opposite the mouth, a fleshy peduncle or stem pro-

trudes between the edges of the shells or through a hole in one of them,

by which the animal is fixed to a rock, mouth up.

The brachiopods are so called from their two spiral or coiled arm-like

feet, which are attached at the sides of the mouth and can be protruded

to collect food, and also act as gills. These arms are, in some families,

furnished with fringes. Sometimes inside the shell there are loops or

coils of calcified matter for the . arms to rest in. They have a single

nerve ganglion which probably acts to correlate the sense of touch in

the arms. White blood circulates in the body cavity or coelom. There

are ten families of brachiopods. Two of these families, the Discina and

Lingula, have representatives in the Potsdam period, and what is re-

markable, one genus or another of each of these families, is to be found

in all the great geological periods from that day to this, and they are

still extant. New species and genera have constant!}
7 arisen as the old

ones have died out, but the family type still persists.

There are two other families represented, the Orthis or Strophomena,
and the Rhynchonella families. The former became extinct in the Lias,

while some species of the latter still exist.

Of mollusks proper we have, in the Potsdam, first, Pteropods ( wing-

footed animals). They are minute in size, generally in a conical, spiral

or two plated dorsal and ventral shell, though sometimes naked. They
have a more or less distinct head, on each side of which is a wing-like

appendage which operates like a fin, by which the animal swims. They
are permanently just what the sea snails are in their larval state, from

which it may be inferred that the sea snails are descended from the

Pteropods. The Pteropods, under Haeckel's new classification, would

come under class Cochlides.

The next division of Mollusks represented in the upper part of the

Potsdam, viz., the Calciferous epoch", is the Gasteropod (or belly foot),

so called because he projects his ventral muscle and moves on it some-

thing like a foot. This class, and the Pteropods just spoken of, are

designated as CepTialates or those having heads. They are divided into

two sections: those breathing by means of gills, and those breathing air

by means of lungs. Snails and slugs are examples of the latter. The

fossil Gasteropods from the Potsdam formations, are, of course, of the

gill-bearing section. Inside the shell the animal is enclosed in a man-

tle or loose skin, which is sometimes prolonged into a tube or siphon in

front. The shell is generally spiral, like that of the snail. In some,
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however, the shell is not all in one solid piece, but in eight transverse

segments. Beginning at the front end, each'segment is grown to the

pallium or mantle by its forward margin, while its hinder margin laps

over the segment or plate behind it. The Gasteropod had a toothed

tongue and a heart. The heart may have only one chamber, a ventricle,

which is the case with the Natica, one of the families represented in the

upper Potsdam, or it may have two cavities, an auricle and a ventricle,

sometimes near together, but often in different parts of the circulatory

system, of which the}- constitute merely swellings or enlargements of

the vessels.

The Turbinidse, a family related to the Natica, is represented by the

Trocus genus in the Potsdam. The Gasteropods also belong to Hseckel's

Cochlides.

Next, and highest of the Mollusks, are the Cephalopods. To this

class belong the modern Sepia or cuttle fishes, the Octopus or Devil fish,

the Nautilus, and Loligo or squid. The Orthoceratidse, the Belemnitidae,

and the Ammonitidse are fossil and extinct. The Orthoceratidee began
in the Potsdam period, and disappeared in the Triassic. Some of the

Nautilus family are also extinct, some beginning and ending in the Silu-

rian age. The Orthoceras is like a straight horn, hence the name. It

was a straight C3'lindrical or rather tapering shell, divided internally by
cross partitions into a series of segments. A tube or siphuncle passed

through all these partitions, from end to end of the animal. This

siphuncle is, in some species, in the center, in others, dorsal or nearer

the back, in others, ventral or in the lower part. The animal was com-

posed of metamera, or sections, which were connected with each other

through the siphuncle.

The modern cephalopoda have eight or ten arms or tentacles arranged
around the mouth, they have two or four plume-like gills within the

"mantle, they have an orifice in front under the mouth called the funnel

( infundibiilmn), through which the effete matters are voided in their

water respiration. They are all naked except some specjes of the Nau-

tilus, but some have a calcareous or flexible, horny skeleton of simple

structure, inside. They have e3
res and nervous throat ganglia with nerve

filaments running to the organs. Their circulation is kept up by the

action of two or three contractile chambers connected with, or part of,

the blood vessels hearts.

It is impossible to determine just how much of this internal machinery
was possessed by the ancient ortheceras and his relations. His circula-

tory and nervous systems, at least, were much simpler. His relatives

of the family of the ()rthoccr:iti<l;e differed from him chiefly in their

external form, as they were curved like a horn in the Tyi-tot-eras. curved

into a disc or flat scroll in the Gyroceras. These variations of form are,
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doubtless, of minor signification. Their sizes are greatlj
r varied. Some

specimens in the Trenton period were fifteen feet long and nearly a foot

in diameter.

There is one other class of Mollusks; viz.
,

the Lamellibranchiata

( plate gilled) or conchifers. They are also called acephals or headless

mollusks, which only means the head is not distinct aad separate, and

the3
T are also commonly known as bivalves. They are divided, by Car-

penter, into twenty-one families. Living and dead, the species will run

up into the thousands. The}" include the oysters, cockles, mussels, scal-

lops, clams, &c. The mouth of the bivalve is at one end of the shell the

short end, the posterior part of the animal is at the long end, the shells

are right and left, his back is against the hinge, and his belly at the

open edge. On this side is his tough muscle, called the foot, on which

he stands and by which he shoves himself along.'
* A description of afresh water mussel, Anodonta C3

T

gnea, will answer

as a type of the Lamellibranch. The mantle or pallium almost envelops

the rest of the body. Inside the mantle, on each side of the body
toward the rear, are two gills (four in all). Between the gills, but for-

ward of them, is the muscular foot. Above the foot, near the hinge,

are the heart, stomach and other intestines. There is an orifice at the

bottom, when the shell is open, called the inhalent siphon, into which

water, laden with diatoms and other food, enters and passes on to the

space about the gills. From there the water, after contact with the

gills, passes out through the exhalent siphon, another orifice at the

rear, while the food matters are swept forward to the mouth by cilia,

which line the cavity. There is a gullet, a stomach, a long intestine

which is coiled and doubled up a good deal, and passes through the

pericardium and heart and finally reaches the rectum and anus.

The blood is colorless and contains colorless corpuscles which resem-

ble those of man, and present the same amoebiform movements. There

is a nervous system with three pairs of yellow ganglia one in the head,

one in the foot and the other on the posterior of the two adductor mus-

cles, which are used to hold the shells shut. In the foot are developed

auditory vesicles ears.

The sexes are distinct. The ova of the female are conveyed, when

mature, to her gills and there lodged. The male spermatozoa, which

are minute, rod-like bodies, are thrown off into the water and may
chance to fall into a current that will bring them to the feminine gills,

where they meet and impregnate the ova, which are spherical with a

tubular opening at one end. When hatched, the embryo has a bivalve

triangular shell, a hinge along one side, and the opposite points open
and curved in toward each other. When these young Glochtdia, as they

* Huxley's Biology.
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\\crc once called, are turned out for themselves, they dig their points of

shells into something often the tail of a fish and pinch on. Then

the gills are developed, the foot grows and the auditory vesicles are de-

veloped in it, the young Anodonta drops off into the mud and sets up

for himself. Here is a tolerably high development. It is the highest

in the Lamellibranchiate class. The oyster is much lower. He has a

shorter head, that is, there is less of him in front of the hinge and more

buck of it. He has but one adductor muscle instead of two, and no

foot, or almost none, no respiratory siphons.

Dana reports the shell of a conocardium found in the topmost layer

of the Calciferous division of the Potsdam. This belongs to the upper

or siphon division of the Lamellibranchs, but in the salt water section of

the same, and though of high organization, it is not the highest.

There is a considerable expansion in the numbers of species and indi-

viduals of the Lamellibranchs in the later epochs of the Silurian age.

There also appeared in the Lower Silurian, an Echinoderm the Cysti-

dean. This is the lower of two tribes of Crinoids, the other being the

Crinidea or Encrinites. They consisted of a stem with a bulbous head,

from the center of the top of which, in some cases, two or more arms

proceeded. This animal had a great run, taking on a great diversity

of details in form, and expiring in the early part of the Devonian age.

It is the forerunning type of the Crinids and Pentremites, and is proba-

bly an antecedent relative of the star fishes, some of which occur in the

upper part of the Lower Silurian.

There is also the little animal in a bivalve shell, called the Ostracoid,

from its resemblance to the oysters,' but it is a crustacean in reality. It

was generally very minute in size from one-fortieth to one-thirtieth of

an inch in diameter, but occasionally became as much as one-fourth of

nil inch. It very closely resembles in structure the young of the tribe

which includes the cirripeds (
Barnacles and Anatifas), which did not

appear till long after. There are genera of ostracoids still extant, but

probably not much like those of the Potsdam. But the most remark-

able animal of the age was the Crustacean Trilobite. He appears to con-

sist essentially of a worm composed of segments or somites arranged
one behind the other, as in the articulate worms, and diminishing in

diameter from front to rear. On each side, each of these segments is

extended, terminating in an edge or point. The effect is to produce a

lole on each side of the worm-like central part. The limbs, if there

were any, were attached to the underside of the segments. The front

or head segment was widened like the rest, and covered with a crust,

and contained eyes, stationary and compound, like the articulate e}'e of

the present day. In general, each segment was covered with a strip of

the shell or crust, terminating in a point turned down at each flank of
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the animal. In length, they varied from a few inches to two feet.

There were, first and last, nearly 1
,
GOO species of them. They became

extinct in the beginning of the Carboniferous age. They belong to the

lower division of the crustaceans, viz., the Enlomostracans. They are

ver}
r like the larvae of the King crabs and other crustaceans, and are,

very probably, also the antecedent relatives of the Eurypterus, an ad-

vanced entomostracan, which came in during the last period of the Silu-

rian age.

The life of the upper part of the Lower Silurian, requires no special

mention.

The shales of the Hudson period contain a great amount of carbon-

aceous material, which was quite certainly derived originally from the

plants, although the animal remains, doubtless, directly contributed to

them. This is evidence of the growing amount of organic matter on

the earth both animal and vegetable. The rocks, too, attest many
variations in minor details of animal development. Species and genera
are constantly becoming extinct, and new ones are being introduced,

yet the general types remain more or less constant. The new species

are, as a rule, more complicated in structure the shells of more intri-

cate pattern than their predecessors. Among the new Gasteropods,

that came at that time and have staid to the present time, is the Limpet
or Patella family. Two other families, the Haliotidae, embracing the

Pleutomaria and Murchisonia, and the Atlantidae family, including the

Bellerophon and Cyrtolites, came in at this time also, but became extinct

in the Carboniferous era. ' ' A whole family, in the case of the Grap-

tolites, approaches its extinction." "Nearly all the genera of the Cys-

tideans also became extinct." This singular type of Crinoids had its

climax in the Lower Silurian, though not its final extinction
;
after this

its species were few, while there is a great increase of Crinideans. *

UPPER SILURIAN.

Now passing into the upper silurian we have a continuation of the

same story.

A crustacean, which might be taken for a cross between a worm and

a cray-fish, made its appearance about the close of the Upper Silurian. It

is called Eurypterus remipes.
" The range of animal life was, in its grander divisions, the same as in

the later part of the Lower Silurian." Nevertheless, great changes are

constantly going on through the disappearance of many species, genera
and even families, and the introduction of others. The details of fam-

ily life are entirely remodeled, while the general structures remain.
' ' Not a species existed in the latter half of the Upper Silurian that was

alive in the latter half of the Lower Silurian. Less than a dozen species
* Dana 225.
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are continued into the Devonian, and these disappear long before the

close of that age.
" The number of species thus extinguished from the

latter half of the Lower Silurian to the Devonian, is estimated at 880. t

These are species, not families or orders. This general extermination

extends, however, by the close of the Upper Silurian era to many of the

genera as well as their species. Moreover,
' ' To the list of existing ,

genera no additions are made in the course of the Upper Silurian. All

but the few before enumerated, viz.
, || Lingida, \\ Discina, \ Nautilus, || Rhyn-

conella, IPleurotomaria, and
|| Crania, become extinct."

This is American history; but the European is much like it. Many
genera are common to both continents. ' ' Similar genera make their

appearance and others their exit. In neither have we any evidence

that the progress had reached to the introduction of land or fresh water

species of animals, and no relic of a land plant has yet been discovered

in the Silurian strata of Europe or Britain, except in the uppermost
beds." The number of European species was also large in the Upper

Silurian, reaching over 2,000 in Bohemia. The Upper Silurian "was an

era of small areas of dr}
r

land, of continents mostly submerged, though
not necessarily at great depths, of warm waters to the poles, of marine

life, of Mollusks and inferior Crustaceans as the higher life of the seas,

and the flower-like Corals and Crinoids as the inferior life, and of Sea-

weeds as the vegetation." (Dana 265.)

Table of whole number of Silurian species, according to Barrande, up to 1872.
Sponges, and other Protozoans, 153
Corals 718
Echinoderms 588
Worms 185
Tri lobi tes 1,579
OtherCrustaceans 348
Bryozoans ( polyzoa) 478
Brachiopods 1,567
Lamellibranchs -

1,086
Heteropods ) oq ft

Pteropods I

'

Gasteropoda 1,306
Cephalopods 1,622
Fishes 40 .

Uncertain 14
Total 10,074

All the species of the Silurian age are now extinct, probably half of

them became extinct during the Silurian age itself.

Classification of Plants.

I. Cryptoyams (have no seeds only spores).
1. Thalloycnti wholly cellular, (1) AlflTCB, (2) Lichens.
2. Anof/rits wholly cellular, .short stems, (Musci) Mosses, Liverworts.
3. Acroyens (1) Ferns, (_>) Lycopodia or Ground Pine, (3) Equiseta horse-tails, scouring

rushes (many coal genera).
II Phtenogwru (distinct flowers and seed).

1. Gi/nninttprrmx flowers very simple, and the seed naked, the seed being ordinarily
on the inner surface of the scales of cones. Exogenous rings of growth, Pine, Spruce,
Hemloek.&c. [ncludes(l) Conifers, (2) (Cycads), (3) Sigillarids woody tibre without ducts.

2. Anffioffiermtt Dicotyledons &ea of two lobes. Regular (lowers and covered seed,
K.\'ogenous hark and rings, Mnple, Klin, Apple, Rose, and shrubs and trees generally.
3. EndoyeHs Monocotylcdmix seed not divided flowers and seed growing inside,

annual rings no bark, new fibres formed among the old ones Palms, Rattan, Heed. ('annual rings-
Grasses, Lily.

no
Corn

tThis estimate is now known to be much too low. tA Gasteropod. A Cephalo-

pod. II Brachiopod families.
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CHAPTER X.

DEVONIAN AGE OF FISHES.

In this age we come to new general forms of life. The lower Period

is called the Oriskany. The strata are sandstone, in some places several

hundred feet thick. Their organic remains are in great profusion, but

all are of the families represented back in the Silurian, Brachiopods,

Gasteropoda, Trilobites, Orthocerata, Crinoids and Cystids, &c. Old

forms but new genera and species. The next Epoch is the Cauda Galli.

This is so called from the abundant remains of a peculiar sea-weed of

the Fucoid Algae family,' shaped like the tail of a rooster.

There are also beds composed of Protophite Algae Desmids and Dia-

toms. They are very abundant, but very minute, running from one-

five-hundredth down to one-five-thousandth of an inch in diameter.

In the Upper Helderberg period, we find a new Brachiopod family, the

Productus, which expires in the Permian period. There are also new

species of Trilobites and Mollusks. But the most interesting are the

Vertebrate remains.

These consist of the remains of fishes belonging to two of the three

general orders of fishes, viz.
,
the Ganoids and the Selachii or Placoids.

They are found in the Schoharie grit about the middle of the Corniferous

period of New York, and the corresponding strata in Ohio, Indiana and

elsewhere. The remains are very abundant and some of the specimens

are very large as much as fifteen to twenty feet in length.

On top of the Corniferous strata come the Hamilton, 1,200 feet thick,

and the Chemung, 1,400 feet thick. The first insects yet found are in

New Brunswick, in strata corresponding to Hamilton or Chemung of

New York. They are Neuropters insects ' '

having four similar mem-

branous reticulated wings, as the. species of Dragon-fly or Libelluln,

Termes, Phryganea, Ephemera." Those of the Devonian seem to be

Ephemera. Their presence is evidence of the existence of dry land mid

land vegetation.

In the Hamilton beds are the first undoubted specimens of land plants

in America. They consisted of Sigillaria and Lepidodendron, both sup-

posed to be related to the Ground Pine family. This period also pro-

duced a large new Cephalopod the Goniatites; an advance genus of the

Ammonites, a family that had a very large representation in Mesozoic

times. But there were no vertebrates in the Hamilton, nor were there

any in the Chemung period, although marine life was there as well rep

resented as anywhere below. There was a great difference in the
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species between the Chemung and the Humilton. Land plants multi-

ply, and the marine shell-fish show progress in forms.

The Catskill period, the top of the Devonian, shows more remains of

Selachian and Ganoid fishes. This period lasted long enough to lay

down strata to a depth of about 6,000 feet. The roclTs of this period

have but few animal remains, and their species differ greatly from those

of the earlier periods. The plants are of the same character as those

of the Chemung. It thus appears that the fishes occur only in the mid-

dle and top formations of the great Devonian age in America, and that

there was an enormous duration of its time before any fish came to

America; that afterward they left, and another vast period elapsed be-

fore any more came.

In the European Devonian, or " Old Red Sandstone," as the British

call it, the case is similar. In Scotland, the age is divided into seven

sub-divisions. The second from the bottom contains the Diptcrus, Pt< /-

ic/if/iys, Cocosteut, &c.
;
the fourth contains the Cephalaspis, &c.

,
and

the top, the seventh, contains the Holoptychitts, &c. All those named

here belong to sub-divisions of the Ganoid fishes. This tribe is now

represented by the Polypterus, the Lepidosteus or Gar-fish, the Amia and

the Sturgeon. The Ganoids have a cartilaginous skeleton, instead of a

bony one as the Tdeostci have. Their skull and lower jaw are some-

what bony, and there is a clavicle in the pectoral arch. The heart has

two lobes, an auricle and a ventricle. The spine extends to the end .of

one branch of the tail, which is heterocercal or unequally divided.

These fishes are, on the whole, inferior to the Teliosts or bony fishes,

which order comprises all the common fishes, such as the Eel, Herring,

Pike, Carp, Salmon, Trout, Cod, Perch, Mackerel, and many others.

The skeleton of the Tcliost is well ossified, including skull, jaw, clav-

icle, &c. His spine ends at the root of the tail fin, which is equally

divided or not divided at all. His optic nerves dri-nxsufc or cross

each other. That he is later in time than the Ganoid, is proved

by embryology, since the embryo of the Teliost is the equivalent of the

adult Ganoid (See fig. 55). The Teliost does not occur in the Geological

strata till the Cretaceous times many long ages after the Devonian.

The Selachian or Placoid is inferior in many respects to either the Teli-

ost or the Ganoid. His skeleton is generally wholly cartilaginous. His

skull is a cartilaginous box without sutures. He has no clavicle, or

collar bone. His gills are not covered by a lid or operculum as in other

fishes. His mouth is on the under side of his head. His heart is two-

lobed. To this order belong the Rays and Sharks. It is to some sub-

divisions of these two orders, Placoid or Selachian and (lanoid. that the

remains, found in the Devonian strata, belong. The Placoids are all of

three orders of the Shark tribes. While it is quite certain that the os-
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seous fishes are derived from an ancestor that was also ancestor to the

Ganoid, and more remotely from an ancestor that was ancestor to the

Selachian, yet it is very evident that after the separation of these fam-

ilies from the Teliosts, both of them took on characteristics that after-

wards appeared fh the Reptiles. It would indicate that the original

stock also contained the reptile element, and that the Reptile is a branch

taken off the main stem, close to its junction with the Placoid. The

features alluded to are these: The eggs of some of the Sharks of the

present time are impregnated in the ovary of the mother. They are

few in number, large and well covered, like those of some reptiles and

birds. Other Sharks hatch the eggs and bring forth the young alive, as

some reptiles do. ' ' In some cases there is even an attachment between

the yolk sac of the internally hatched young and the oviduct of the

mother, somewhat similar to that of the placenta to the uterus of the

mammal. The 3*011ng of Placoids, also, at first have a kind of external

branchiae
( gills ) like those of amphibian reptiles.

"
(
LeConte's Geology

331.) The Ganoids, on the other hand, possess the armor teeth, swim-

bladder, paired fins and tail fin of the lower reptiles.

CHAPTER XL

CARBONIFEROUS COAL AGE.

This age is distinguished by the luxuriance of its vegetation, which

it laid down in vast strata in many places, and the consolidation of

which, under pressure, gives us our coal. The age is classed as Paleo-

zoic, by the geologists, because its features, of both animal and vegeta-

ble life, remain, in general, the same as of old, and distinguish this and

preceding ages from those which follow.

By this time a considerable portion of the earth's crust had become

raised above the water, and land plants had an opportunity to flourish.

The vegetation became rank and large compared with that of the same

families of the present time in the same latitudes. There is a continua-

tion of the sea-weeds. The land plants represented were chiefly Aero-

gens Ferns, Lycopodia or Ground Pines, Equiseta and Calamites.

These are of a low order Botanically, but they made up in size what

they lacked in organization. The ferns we see now are only three or

four feet high. But then they sometimes grew in the United States as

they do now in the tropics, a bunch of leaves on the- top of a tree stock

many feet high. The Lycopodia were then sixt3
r to eighty feet high,

now the3
T are mere shrubs. The common scouring rush is a modern

Equisetum, but in the Carboniferous age the Culamite, which has been

classed by some as an Equisetum, was thirty feet high and two feet in
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diameter. It hns been doubted if it belongs with the Kquiseta, which,

in the tropics, now grow thirty feet high but very slender. The an-

cient calami te had whorls of scale-like or thread-like leaves at the joints,

which, however, the Equiseta have also. Yet from their size and their

appearance of having exogenous woody tissue, LeConte proposes to

class them as a cross or connecting link between the Equiseta and

Conifers.

The Lepidodendron (scale tree) grew to the height of forty to sixty

feet, with wide spreading roots. The surface of the trunk and branches

. was scarred or marked all over in rhomboidal patterns and covered with

scale-like or spine-like or needle-like leaves, the branches terminating in

a club-shaped extremity, like the club mosses. And like the club

mosses, too, they propagated by double spores the microspore and the

macrospore answering to stamens and pistils. They are classed as

Lycopods, with some characteristics of Conifers.

The Sigillaria was sometimes sixty to one hundred feet tall, gradually

tapering, and fluted vertically, like a Corinthian column. It had wide

spreading roots for the soft ground where it grew. In the flutings were

series of seal-like impressions on the bark. These trees are related to

the Lepidodendrids on the one side, and have also characteristics of the

Cycads, which made their appearance in' the Triassic.

In addition to these there are logs, stumps, fruit and leaves of trees

that are classed as belonging to Conifers. Some of them resemble

tropical Conifers of the present time. < < Their nearest living congeners
seem to be among the tropical family Araucarise ( Norfolk Island

pine),
or among the broad-leaved Conifers, like the Salisburia of China and
the curious Welwitschia of South Africa. This last anomalous Conifer,
with a trunk three or four feet in diameter and only one foot high, bears

but two strap-shaped leaves, (the original cotyledons) of great size

(two or three feet wide and six feet long ),
which last during its whole

life of 100 years." Other forms are equally odd. These descriptions
are of representative forms. The whole number of species is over a

thousand in America and Europe, of which about one hundred and

fifty are common to both continents. In this list there are no Angio-

sperms, such as the maple, elm, apple, &c.
,
and no Endogens grasses,

cereals, reeds, palm-. &c. The appearance of these more highly organ-
ixed plants occurs much later, viz., in the Cretaceous period. A few
mushrooms uppiar.

As to animal life there is the same general changing of genera and

species among the mollusks, corals and crinoids. IJut there are some

quite important innovations. Dry land led to new possibilities, and we
now have forms impossible before. Among the Articulates ( Arthro-

~"*TxTConte 347.
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poda,)
there aro centipedes, also insects of the cockroach family. An air-

breathing (r.'isU'ropod ( Pupa, the land Snail), the Cyclas, a fresh water

bivalve, and the Cypris, a little Ostracoid Crustacean bivalve, make
their appearance.

The Marine Vertebrates are of the same families of Selachians and

Ganoids, with many new and advancing forms, but there is an animal,

supposed to be a swimming lizzaid, apparently foreshadowing the

Ichthyosaurus of the coming Jurassic period. Other remains are of

Batrachians and of a Salamandroid land animal or Amphibian, sup-

posed to be two and a half feet long.
' < The body was covered with

scales, and the whole surface of the cranium was sculptured. Dawson

regards it, therefore, as most nearly related to the Labyrinthodont.
" *

The amphibians are a type in advance of the fishes, and appear to

connect them on the one side, with the mammals, reptiles and birds on

the other. The Urodela, or tailed amphibians, represented by the Newt

(Triton), Salamander, Mud-eel
(Siren),

Axolotl (Siredon), and Giant Sal-

amanders, are more or less fish-like. They all have gills to begin with,

and some retain them through life, others retain the gill openings but

lose the gills, while still others lose both and breathe through lungs.

The Anoura, or "tailless," include the frogs, toads, &c. They are an

advance on the tailed amphibians, and are, undoubtedly, derived from

them. In an extinct group of the tailed amphibians, there are scales,

which would indicate their fishy relationship.

The embryo frog, while still within the egg, assumes the form of a

minute fish, devoid of limbs and with only rudiments of gills. After it

is hatched it gets three pairs of external gills, then these are covered

up, and internal gills grow from them. Then the lungs are developed,

and, for a time, the tadpole breathes through both lungs and gills.

The heart, at first, has two chambers. When mature the frog is devoid

of tail. His heart becomes three lobed, consisting of one ventricle and

two auricles. His lungs are in two lobes, right and left. He has kid-

neys, pancreas, spleen and liver, and a bilobed urinary bladder. He
has a brain with cerebral hemispheres, olfactory lobes and olfactory

nerves. He has a tympanic membrane, behind which is a tympanic

cavity connecting with the mouth by means of eustachian recess and

posterior nostril. But there is no external ear shell. Skull is partly

bony and partly cartilaginous. The tibia and fibula bones are fused

together, coracoid bone joins sternum and clavicle. He has a premax-
"

illary jaw bone. The duodenum forms a loop with the stomach. The

digestive, urinary and generative organs all discharge into a common

cloaca, which has one external opening. He is therefore monotrem-

atous, like the bird and ornithorhynchus. The fore limbs have four

* An Amphibian. Dana 351.
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fingers besides a rudimentary thumb concealed under the skin. The

hind limbs have five digits.

The Amphibian performs in his own person the passage of his ances-

tors, from the fish type to the reptilian type.

The Labyrinthodont, mentioned above, constitutes an extinct order

of Amphibians that ranged from the Carboniferous into the Trias. It

was a frog with salamandriform body, weak limbs and long tail. Its

size was three feet long and two feet wide. On each of its limbs there

was a hand with four fingers and a thumb. It was partly covered with

bony scales over the body, and there were bony plates over the head.

It had strong jaws and conical teeth like those of the Ganoid fishes. A
cross-section of one of these teeth shows a remarkably complicated fold-

ing and plaiting of the dentine and enamel composing the tooth. The

same thing is observable in the tooth of the ganoid fish, except that the

convolutions are simple and comparatively plain. A great many species

of these animals have been found thirty-four species of seventeen

genera, in Ohio representing characteristics connecting them with the

ganoid fishes and with snakes, lizzards, and other reptiles.

The coal producing era in America, was brought to an end not sud-

denly, however by the wrinkling up of the Appalachian ranges of

mountains.

CHAPTER XII.

MESOZOIC REPTILIAN AGE.

The Mesozoic or Reptilian Age is divided into three periods in

Europe Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous. The names are retained in

America, but the first two are not very definitely separated.

We still have in the Triassic advancing forms of conifers, also ferns,

and a new form of gymnosperm, the cycad, which had its forerunner in

Carboniferous times in the sigillaria. The Calamite and Lepidodendron

have disappeared.

The Cycas was then sometimes thirty feet high. It still grows to

that size in the tropics. Another genus of cycads is the Zamia, which

occurs fossil and which still exists. It was ver}' short, not more than

three or four feet high and two or three feet in diameter. The cycad

family is the predominant plant during the Triassic and Jurassic

periods. No Grasses nor Mosses.

Animal life shows change and progress. The Echinoderm Cystids

are gone, but there is a greater abundance of the Crinids, including the

beautiful lilly Kncrinitcs. As to the Ophalopods, the Orthocoras and
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Goniatites are gone, and the Ammonites and Ceratites succeed them.

The long race of the Trilobites is ended, and the Eurypterids, the fore-

runners of the Cra}
r

fish, are gone too, to be superseded by species of

Macrouran (long-tailed) forms, more like the lobster and schrimp of the

present. There are not yet any teliost fishes, but the ganoid type

changes in that direction, and the tails are less heterocercal and in some

cases quite homocercal, or equally divided, the spine ending at the tail

tin. The Ceratodus, Australian mudfish, is supposed to commence here.

See Fig. 61. Amphibians are strongly represented in the Labyrintho-

donts and other forms. There are also animals of the Lizzard type

approaching true reptiles, and others that appear to walk chiefly on

their hind feet. There was one, the Otozoum Moodii, that thus walked on

his hind feet, occasionally putting down the fore ones. The hind feet

were twenty inches long and the fore feet about ten. They had four

toes each (and probably a rudimentary thumb). Others had but three

toes behind and four in front. The tracks made tend to become those

of the toes (or fingers) instead of the whole hand as with the first of the

Amphibians. Many three-toed tracks of this period formerly ascribed

to birds are now generally admitted to belong to these quasi-amphibians

taking on bird characteristics. The beaked Saurians, also called Anomo-

donts (lawless-toothed), are peculiar to this period. The most extra-

ordinary of this remarkable group is the Dicynodon (two-canine-toothed).

This was a saurian with the head and nipping horny beak of a tortoise

and with two long, curved, overhanging canine teeth from the upper

jaw. Several' species have been found, in one of which (the tigriceps)

the head was ,20 inches long and 18 inches wide. They have been

found only in the fresh water Triassic of South Africa (Karoo

beds). Several other genera of the same order (Anomodonts) have been

found in the same localit}*. The Oudenodon had a nipping horny beak

without teeth of any kind. According to Prof. Owen, this remarkable

order combined the characters of crocodiles, tortoises and lizzards.

There has also been found what is supposed to be a part of a Ptero--

dactyl, a singular compound which becomes familiar in the Jurassic

period. In the upper part of the Triassic is found the first Mammal,

only one or two specimens consisting of the jaw bones. They are classi-

fied as Marsupials related to the non-placental Banded ant-eater family

Myrmecobius.
*

The Marsupials of the present day are all found in Australia and the

neighboring islands, except the Opossum group in North and South

America. The opossum is as large as a cat and has a long, round,

partly nuked prehensile tail. The Myrmecobius has a buslry tail and

*Prof. Blainville and Dr. Grant hold that these jaw bones belong to an extinct reptile
of higher organization than any now living, and are therefore not mammals. But the
current opinion seems to be the other way. See Cuvier, page 90.
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somewhat resembles a squirrel in size and appearance. The Kangaroo
is the largest of the order and is sometimes six feet high. Some of the

order are carnivorous, some herbiverous (as the Kangaroo), and others

are omniverous.

The Marsupial brain is devoid of a corpus callosum and the hemi-

spheres of the cerebrum are relatively very small. As in Birds and

Reptiles, the venous blood is returned to the heart by two principal

veins. As in the Batrachians, the pieces of the skull are not united by

permanent sutures. The female in some genera has a double uterus, or

rather two small uteri, each of which is simply an enlargement of the

oviduct and communicates separately with the vagina. See fig. 80.

Correspondingly, the male organ, in all except the Kangaroo and Pro-

toros, is bifurcated or two pronged, and it has a backward direction,

the scrotum being in front of it. The females of all the genera have

mammary glands with nipples, and a more or less complete pouch
formed by a fold of skin, which encloses the nipples. There is also a

bone on each side projecting forward from the pelvis, which serves to

protect the intestines from pressure when the young are in the pouch.
These are the marsupial bones and are found in the male as well as

the female, although the male has no pouch. The young are born in a

ver}
T immature condition, and fasten themselves upon the teats in the

pouch, where they remain fixed till able to care for themselves. The

young of the Opossum are born after a period of 20 days uterine ges-

tation. They are sometimes 10 in number, blind and nearly shapeless

and weigh only a grain each.* They stick to the nipple for about 50

days, when their eyes are completed, and they are as large as a mouse

and in the condition of new born mammalian infants. They continue

to inhabit the pouch till as large as rats. The young Kangaroo when

discharged from the uterus is only about an ittch long.

FIG. 72. New born Kunyamo (and tet?< f
About equal to a human embryo of seven weeks. Compare
with Fig. 32.

The Marsupials are called ovoviviparous and

non-placental, because they discharge the live

fo3tus from the egg, and do not attach it to the

uterus by means of the placenta, as the higher
mammals do.

The Monotremata are so called because, like the birds, they possess
but a single orifice for the discharge of excrementitious and reproduc-
tive matters. There are two genera and they are found only in Aus-

tralia, viz. . the Echidna, which has a long slender snout and feeds on

ants, and the Ornithorhyncus, or Platypus.

*Cuvier, page 90.
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They arc further related to the birds in having an additional clavicle,

something like the furcula or forked wish-bone of the birds, and also

webbed feet
;
beside which the males have a spur on each hind leg, and

the muzzle of the Ornithorhyncus is flat and projecting like the bill of

the duck. Nevertheless they are mammals possessing milk glands

without nipples, the young drawing their nourishment through pores or

ducts in the skin. The Monotremes have the pouch bones, or marsupial

bones, but they have no pouch. The young are probabty left in their

burrows instead of being carried about. They have no external ear.

The Echidna has no teeth but some horny spines instead. The Platypus
has in each jaw four back teeth, set in the flesh without roots.

The animal is covered with fur and is aquatic in its habits.

The Jurassic Period rather emphasizes what has been said of the

Triassic.

The Cycad and its conifer congeners formed the heaviest part of the

vegetation. Le Conte says this might be called the Age of Gymno-

sperms,* as the Carboniferous Age is called that of Acrogens. As to

animals, the Ammonite family becomes very abundant. They vary in

diameter from half an inch to three feet. The genus Ammonite musters

about 500 species during the Mesozoic Age. Large Belemnites, the

ancestors of the squid, are found. They flourish during this and the

Cretaceous period and then become extinct. The Placoidean family,

the sharks, now take on their modern teeth and become Squalodont, or

shark-toothed (Squalus, a shark).

The Jurassic is remarkable for its development of odd and anoma-

lous reptile forms, some of thein huge and terrible. These are divided

into three sections, the marine Saurians ( Enaliosaurs ), the land Sauri-

ans (Dinosaurs) and the flying Saurians (Pterosaurs).

In the first section is the Ichthyosaurus (fish Saurian). He was

something like an alligator in appearance from 10 to 40 feet long, 4

paddles something like those of a whale, head large, mouth long, set

with sharp, conical, striated teeth, sometimes 200 in number, tail long
and expanded vertically into a fin, eyes immense 12 to 15 inches in

diameter. The vertebral joints were bi-concave like the fishes, instead

of having the ball and socket attachment as with the living reptiles. He
was carnivorous. Over 30 species of this chap have been found. The

Plesiosaurus was another. His neck was long and tail short. His pad-

dles were long. His total length was from 25 to 30 feet.

Pliosaur was another marine Saurian 30 to 40 feet long, something
like the other, but more on the lizzard order. The land section Dino-

saur contained the Megalosaurus, a carnivorous Saurian 30 feet long.

*This word means having naked seeds ; and they comprise the Pine, Hemlock, Spruce,

Cypress, Yew, Juniper, Arbor Vitse, &c,
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"Unlike all other reptiles the Sacrum corresponded to five combined

vertebra 1 as in the higher mammals."' The haunch bone was prolonged
backward :is in l>inls, the hind legs were much more developed than the

fore legs, and possessed only three fully developed toeSj and the limb

bones were hollow like the bird's. "It seems certain that all the

Dinosaurs walked with free steps like quadrupeds instead of crawling
like reptiles, and some, if not all of them, had the power of standing

and icalking on their hind legs alone like birds. The backward elonga-

tion of the ischiatic bones seems evidently connected with the erection of

the bod}' on the hind legs, "f The Iguanodon was an herbiverous

Dinosaur some 30 feet long with habits like a river horse. The Ceteo-

saur was also herbiverous 10 feet high when standing, and 60 feet long.

His thigh bone was C4 inches long and 9 thick. This is the largest

land an i mill ever discovered. There was another, very like a bird with

long tail, long hind legs upon which he habitually walked, long neck

and small head, with carniverous teeth. It is called the Compsognathus.
The Pterosaurs were represented chiefly by the Pterodactyl. This

animal had a short body, and short spinal prolongation, large head with

sharp conical teeth in a long Saurian mouth. His hind limbs were

small, the fore limbs long and stout, with 5 digits on each. The outer

digit was immensely prolonged to sustain the large membranous wing,

as with the bat, leaving the other four free for grasping and clawing.

The bones were hollow. In size they run in different species from 2 to

20 feet from tip to tip of wings. They became extinct in the Cretaceous

period.

Besides these bird-like Saurians the Jurassic period furnished the first

fossil bird with feathers but a very Saurian-like bird. It .had a long
vertebrate tail containing twenty vertebrae, with a pair of long feathers

for each vertebra, and jaws with reptilian teeth. The hand had four

fingers all separate and two of them terminated with claws. This bird

was found in the Jurassic of Solenhofen. Its whole length was 18

inches of which the tail was half. It was named the Archeopteryx
Macrurus. Including the two or three specimens found in the Triassic,

the number of mammals discovered previous to the Cretaceous amounts

to about 20 species. They are all small marsupials and all insectiverous

except one. The opossum and kangaroo tribes, pouched rats, etc., are

the modern marsupials. ( See tables. )

There is a considerable advance in insect life in the Jurassic and most

of the general orders are represented as follows :

The Neuroptcrs by the Dragon fly and Termes (white ant). The

Orthopters ( Locust family, etc. ) by the Blatta Acheta, etc.
;
the ( '<>-

'rs ( Beetle tribes) by the Carabaeus, Buprestis, Coccinella, etc.
;

tlte

Dana 4;VJ. t Le Conte 431.
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Hemipters by the Cicada
;

the Lepidopters ( Butterfly, etc. ) by the

Tineites, Sphinx ;
the Dipters ( House fly, etc.

) by the Culex, Chirono-

raus, Musca, etc.; the Hymenopters (Wasp tribes) by Apiaria.* The

Crustaceans of the Jurassic make an advance toward the Brachyouran
or ( short tail ) true crabs, by the broadening of the front end, the

thorax, and shortening the abdominal region of the Macrouran or lob-

ster forms.

THE CRETACEOUS PERIOD.

This period takes its name from the chalk beds of Europe. Chalk is

pure carbonate of lime, and is shown to be composed of the shells of

minute Protozoans, Bhizopods, Coccoliths, Coccospheres, etc., all

which are carbonate of lime. Interspersed among these are the sili-

ceous shells of the Protophyte Algae, Desmids and Diatoms, which by
a chemical process aggregate themselves into nodules of flint. Chalk is

being thus formed in the deep sea now. Chalk covers about 800,000

square miles in middle Europe to a depth of 1,000 feet in places. But

there is none in America. The time was occupied in America in the

formation of other strata which geologists can identify.

.The organic life of the Cretaceous shows important advances. In

plants we have at least both Angiosperms and Endogens. The former

include in Europe the Willow, Walnut, Maple and Holly, and in

America most of the modern genera, Oak, Maple, Sassafras, Dogwood,

Beech, Poplar, Laurel, Walnut, Scyamore, Hickory, &c. A few

Palms have been found in Vancouver Island.

Some of the genera of the Cretaceous existed in greater variety of

species than they do now. ' ' For example, there are now only two spe-

cies of Sassafras, one species of Plane tree, one of Liriodendron, and

one of Liquid Amber. These are evidently the remnants of an extinct

flora." (Le Conte 459.)

Besides the Protozoans named as being found in the Chalk, and as in

fact furnishing the material for it, 100 species of sponges have been

found. The Crinoids, which gradually supplanted the C}'stids, almost

run out in the Cretaceous. Thus EXana reports over 500 species as

belonging to the Palaeozoic, 75 to the Jurassic, and only 15 to the

Cretaceous. The free Echinoids are abundant in the Cretaceous and

many of them are similar to those yet found in the deep sea.

The bivalves (Lamellibranchs) are now in excess of the Brachiopods
and of nearly all the modern types.

The Teliost fishes also come to the front. There are still plenty of

the Ganoids and Placoids. But the Placoids (sharks) develop in the

new squalodont characteristics sharp, knife-like, smooth-margined,

lancet-shaped teeth.

* Dana 461.
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The Teliost fishes represented in the Cretaceous period include

about 50 species, and belong to the Salmon, Herring and Perch fami-

lies, &c.

The great Reptile tribes of the Jurassic are still represented in the

Cretaceous, especially in America. "
According to Cope, 147 species

of reptiles have been described from the Cretaceous of North America.
"

1

Of these 50 are Mososaurs. "These reptiles tire supposed to have

been web-footed and aquatic in habit, while, at the same time, Carnivor-

ous. The tail was flattened, long and powerful, and thus fitted for

sculling through the water. The New Jersey species was 24 feet long.
' 3

Other species were more snakelike, and 60 or 70 feet long. The}- are

related to the Monitor of the Nile. Forty-eight species belong to

the turtle family. One found in New Jersey was almost 30 feet

long and 15 wide. Its flattened ribs were not coalesced together to

form the shell as in the adult turtles now. Eighteen species were

Dinosaurs, and some of them were immense. One had thigh bones six

feet long. The thigh bones of another were eight feet two inches long.

''The animal itself, if its proportions were at all similar to those of a

crocodile, must have been 115 feet long.''
3 There were six species of

Pterosaurs. These flying reptiles were toothless and their jaws were

probably sheathed with horn, like the birds. One of them had tooth-

less jaws four feet long and was 22 feet from tip to tip of wings.

Some of the European Jurassic reptiles are also found in the Creta-

ceous. In 1870 and 1871, Marsh discovered in New Jersey and Kansas

five wading birds, five swimmers, and six species with teeth. The jaws
of three of the species were long and slender, the teeth were sharp,

conical and set in sockets, and numbered probably 40 in each jaw.

These birds were about the size of a pigeon and were probably flying

birds. The other three were five or six feet high but not flyers.

No Mammals have been found in the Cretaceous formations.

CHAPTER XIII.

TERTIARY AGE OF MAMMALS.
The Tertiary Period is divided into the Eocene (the oldest), Miocene

(the middle), and Pliocene (the latest). Epochs. Of plants nearly all

the genera of Angiosperms ( Dicotyledonous plants and common trees)

and of Endogens ( Monocotyledonous plants including grasses, cereals,

Palm trees, &c. ) were in existence that we now have, but the species

were almost all different. The climate of Europe and America was

vastly warmer than now. Sequoias, Magnolias, Cedars and Cypress

*Le Conte, 470. 2 Dana, 473. 3 Le Conte, 468.
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flourished in Greenland and Northern Europe in the Miocene. There

were local causes also favoring the growth of protophyte algae Diatoms

in certain places.

These minute plants have left their Siliceous shell remains in great

beds. One in Bohemia is fourteen feet thick < ' and every inch of the

material according to Ehrenberg contains 40,000,000,000 shells."*

Another bed in Virginia is 30 feet thick and many miles in extent.

Another deposit in California is 50 feet thick. These deposits were in

part or wholly, fresh water deposits.

The animal genera of the Tertiary period are also chiefly those of the

present, although species have greatly changed. Protozoa had a great

representation. Nummulites, a Rhizopod family, built by the accumu-

lation of their calcareous shells, limestone strata many thousand feet

thick during the Eocene epoch in central and southern Europe, Asia

and the central part of the United States.

Of insects all the orders were represented in the Miocene. In Swit/-

erland 100 species of winged ants have been found none appearing

wingless. Le Conte judiciously observes that this must have been be-

fore the time when the female and neuter ants developed their present

peculiarities, and both sexes remained winged alike during life. They
were more numerous than now in Europe and were of tropical species.

' < There are crabs and insects of nearly all the modern tribes except-

ing the higher group among the crabs, viz., the Maioid or Triangular."
5

"Teleosts were first introduced in the Cretaceous, but only in the

Tertiary did they become very abundant. Ganoids on the contrary be-

came fewer in number and they sank into their present subordinate po-

sition, f Among the Placoids the Hybodonts are gone, the Cestracionts

are few in number, but the Squalodonts reach their maximum develop-

ment both in number and size."'

The great Saurians, Enalio-Saurs, Dino-Saurs, Moso-Saurs and Ptero-

Saurs all became extinct in the Jurassic and Cretaceous. The represen-

tative reptiles of the Tertiary are crocodiles, turtles and snakes. There

are some large Salamandroid Amphibians, one of which was four feet

long. In none of these orders did the present characteristics prevail in

the Tertiary, but they have been more or less differentiated and finished

up since. (All the Tertiary species of vertebrates including Fishes,

Reptiles, Birds and Mammals are now extinct and we have other species

in their places )

The same sort of changes go on with reference to the birds. There

were birds of strong reptilian characteristics and some wading birds in

the Cretaceous era. In the Tertiary great improvements appear in

4 Le Conte 484. r> Dana 514. t The modern Ganoids are fresh water fish only.
*Le Conte 491.
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these. The reptilian teeth and vertebrated tail disappear and birds

become birds instead of flying reptiles.

The Tertiary birds of the United States were such birds as we yet

have, woodpeckers, eagles, owls, etc. But in Europe, the birds, like

the plants, were in part tropical parrots, trogons, adjutants, &c.
,
be-

sides cranes, swallows, pheasants, owls, vultures, &c. But the crown-

ing fact of the Tertiary was the existence of the placental mammals. In

the first epoch of the Tertiary they are found in large numbers in the

western part of the United States. "Marsh finds 150 species of verte-

brates of which the larger number are mammals, some herbivora, some

camivora and some Lemurine monkeys. The same species do not con-

tinue through the Tertiary. On the contrary the mammalian fauna

changes completely several times in the course of that period."
6 The

greater number of the mammals are herbivores, and the predominant

type is that of the Tapir. But nearly all the types are of a general and

connecting nature combining characteristics that are now specialized and

and divided among several types. There are 40 species of Tapir-Hkr.

animals in 1-Yance in the Eocene none of them Tapirs. The Palaeotho-

rium was ;i cross between the Tapir and the Horse of the present. It

had three hoofed toes on each foot. The Tapir now has three on his

hind feet and four on his front feet. The Paleothere had a long ncrk

and high head and long legs, in which respects lie more resembled the

Horse than Tapir.

Another, the Anoplothere, had a long tail and two toes on each foot

and was devoid of u snout. He is thought to be a connecting link be-

tween the Tapir and the Ruminants. In the American Eocene seventy or

eighty species of mammals have been found (in the Green River Basin

fresh water deposits S. W. Colorado). The most of them are more or

less Tapir-like. Another, the Binoceras, was elephantine in size, had

six horns, two tusks and probably a trunk or snout, and five toed feet.

The Tillotherium combined characteristics of the bear and rodent with

the general features of the Ungulates. TheOreodonof the Miocene of

Nebraska combined features of the hog, the deer and the camel and

ranged from Nebraska to Oregon. There are also many species related

to the camel and horse.

Then; was u marked improvement between the Eocene and Miocene,

(lie same species becoming larger, and the new orders and genera being

of the greater and more bulky types. The Dinotherium of the Miocene

of India, an immense brute, "combined in the structure of its head the

cliaraeters of Elephant, Hippopotamus, Tapir and Dugong ;
but it :il-o

had affinities with Marsupials" for it possessed the
J>OH<-/, fmntx. 1 The

Sivatherinm from the same quarter, an enormous Antelope with four

LeCoute496. 7 Le Cout<? 498-
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our Figures of Horses' Left Feet, tt'-c.
, Showing Dc-

94

Fi(i. 73. Twenty-f<

vlopment from the Eocene to the Qunrternary ami Recent Periods.

VI

mal toes and fingers.

I. Orohippus Middle Eocene.
II. Mesohippus Lower Miocene.
Ill Miohippus Miocene.
IV. Protohippus Lower Pliocene.
V. PI iohippus Pliocene.
VI. Eqnus Qnarternary and Recent.

<t -Fore foot.

6 -Hi iid foot.

(-Fore arm, Radius and Ulna separated
in the lowest but gradually fused together
as we ascend.

cZ-Sl-ank bone or tibia. The fibula which
is fully formed in Orohippus, is gradually
reduced to a mere splint as we ascend.

horns two heavy palmate ones in

the usual place and two short ones

pointing straight out from the fore-

head with the feet and legs of a

ruminant and probably a snout,

was a compromise between a rumi-

nant r.ml a pachyderm. There

were many other such combina-

tions too numerous to mention.

The general advance and speciali-

zation of the times in regard to

mammal life is shown in the brain

development of someof these larger

types, the later ones showing cere-

bral lobes of twice the bulk rela-

tively to the cerebellum, that the

corresponding earlier ones show.

. Some remarkable facts in this

direction constitute the history of

the horse. There were 35 or

40 species of the horse in the

United States ranging through

Tertiary times. The development

is in part a reverting one as

relates to the limbs at least, which

are improved for the use of the

animal by the addition of minus

or subtractive values. It is quite

certain that five is the typical or

original normal number of mam-

For the sake of speed or lightness of step, or to
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add to the height of the body, various tribes have taken to walking on

their tip-toes ;
that is, have become digitigrade. In the case of the

horse, he has, in addition, discontinued the use of one toe after an-

other, thereby losing the use of them, till only one toe is left. The

radius and ulna of the forearm were gradually coalesced into one bone

in the course of development, and the fibula of the hind leg was by de^

gives aborted, the tibia acquiring greater size and doing the work of both.

The most ancient horse in America is from the Eocene of the Greet

river basin in southwestern Colorado, and was named Eoliippus b)

Marsh, who made the discovery. This horse was no bigger than a fox.

The bones of the leg and forearm were entirely distinct, as in man.

On the fore foot he had four serviceable toes and a rudimentary 01

parti}' aborted fifth one. On the hind feet were three toes. Another

horse, same size, in the Middle Eocene, had quite dropped the rudimentary

toe of tin 4 fore feet. In other respects he resembled the first. He

is named Orohippm. In the Lower Miocene another horse much the

same as the first, had dropped the use of the fourth toe, which was

reduced to a rudimentary splint. That is the Mesohippus. The Mio-

hipl>us is found in the Miocene also. He was about the size of a sheep.

In him the ulna and radius are pretty well consolidated and the fibula

reduced to a rudiment He has three toes on each foot, beside a faint

rudiment of the fourth on the fore feet. In the Lower Pliocene is found

the Protohippus of America and its equivalent, the Hipparion of

Eiiropc. It was about as large as an ass. Three toes all around and no

nidimen t of the fourth left.

Higher in the Pliocene is another, the Pliohippus, who has but one

toe on each foot, the other two appearing on either side as rudimentary

splints. The consolidation of the two bones of the fore arm is nearly

complete, and the rudiment of the fibula diminished.

The Eqtius, or horse, of the Quartenary and the present is an improve-

ment on this animal in the shape of the head, size of the brain, propor-

tions of the body and limbs, style of the teeth and various details,

which together make a vast difference iu the functional value of the

animal. 8 The Eoliippus named here is certainly not the first of the

horse famity. He was undoubtedly an immigrant to this country.

His ancestors in Asia, or wherever they began to diverge from the

(
1

:iniivorous and Omnivorous tribes were five-toed.

The history of the Camel is similar to that of the horse. He came to

this country in Miocene times, and during tl at and the Pliocene

became modified into the modern camel form.

8 See Le Conte Geology, 610.
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CHAPTER XIV.

QUARTERNARY OR POST-TERTIARY PERIOD.

This period is divided by American geologists into the (1)

Epoch, during which the Northern parts of America and Europe were

elevated one or two thousand feet, and the temperature so lowered as to

produce an accumulation of ice from the pole to latitude 40 North in

America, and to 50 in Europe.

(2) The Champlain Epoch, in which there was a gradual depression

of the same regions until they were 500 to 1,000 feet lower than now,

bringing large tracts under the sea.

(3) The Terrace Epoch, in which there was a series of slow elevations

interrupted by occasional pauses bringing geological history to the

present or recent times.

The plants and marine shell animals of the Glacial Epoch are such as

now live in an arctic climate. They flourished along the southern edge of

the ice cap and emigrated North as that edge retreated at the closing of

the epoch. The same progress in Mammal development that was

noticed in the Tertiary period is continued into the Quartenary. The

advance southward of the cold would drive most of the species south

and modify all of them. On the return of a favorable climate, the

living representatives of the old tribes came back, and new ones with

them. All the species seem to be at their best, and the remains of

Mastodons, Elephants, Bisons, Horses, Stags, Beavers, are all called

1 <

gigantic
"
of their kind. There were Tapirs, of course, and Pecca-

ries and Edentates from South America. There were two species of

Bear and one of the Lion. The climate during the Champlain Epoch,

in which the greater part of Mississippi valley was down almost to the

level of the sea and much of it submerged under the warm waters of

the Gulf, was very favorable^ to the support of very populous tribes.

But the gradual elevation of the continent during the Terrace times

brought unfavorabe conditions. In addition to this, I suspect that one

of the most unfavorable circumstances was the advent of MAN upon the

scene soon after the close of the Glacial Epoch. It is pretty certain he

came before the extinction of the great Mammals, an event to which he

certainly contributed. There is evidence of his presence both in Europe
and in this country, on the Pacific slope. Probabty he came into the

Mississippi valley later, and it is probable that the great Mammals

were there to a comparatively late date.

The European Quarternary has a history quite like the American.
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The remains of Man accompany those of UK* Klephant. and Hippopota-

mus, and are contcnijtoraiieous with the Cave Hear. 1 1 vena, &c. Similar

associations have been found in South America in bone caverns and

also in India. In all cases he appears as an emigrant with the other

Mammals and alread}* living at their expense.

The following is from a Newspaper: "Prof. E. I). Cope, of Philadel-

phia, has secured the skull of an extinct monkey which seems to fulfill

in a remarkable degree the condition of the missing link between man
and the lower animals. It is not larger than the skull of a small

grounfl-squirrel, and belongs to a species of marmoset. It was found

in the valley of the Big Horn river, Wyoming territory. The professor

says :

< This skull is remarkably similar in miniature, of course to

the human skull. The brain space is remarkably large, and is, in fact,

several times larger than the brain space of any of the skeletons of

animals of the same period of time. The characteristics of the forma-

tion of the human skull are clearly defined so clearly as to be re-

markable. The teeth are almost the same as human teeth, while the

jaw has many strong points of similarity. I consider this skull as the

earliest indication of the existence of man. It is a new species of a

familiar class, and has hitherto been unknown to scientists. The con-

nection between man and this animal, it seems to me, must have been

very close, although, of course, nine men out of every ten would raise

a dispute. No animal at that time, except this peculiar species, has a

head like that of a human being, and the brain space, contrasted with

the brain space of other animals, or even of the monkeys of to-day,

shows a vast superiority of intelligence."

CHAPTER XV.

THE GEOLOGICAL LESSON.

From the foregoing hasty survej- of the Geological history of organic

life it is evident that there has been general progress in the tj'pes of life

from the beginning to the end.

The Silurian age, the first that gives us positive information as to its

organic life, was the age of Mollusks. These are lower than ^he Ver-

tebrates. It was also the age of Algae, the lowest of the plants. In

the Devonian, Fishes, the first of the vertebrates, are the dominant t}
T

pe.

In the Carboniferous, Acrogens are the best type of vegetation and

Amphibians of animal life. The Mesozoic or Secondary is the age of

Reptiles. It also saw the advance of vegetation from Acrogens to the

higher classes, Angiosperms and Endogens. The Tertiary age estab-
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lished the Mammal as the highest animal type and perfected the de-

velopment of Endogens grasses and cereals necessary to sustain that

high type.

Thus Geology shows in general an advance in life from age to age

both in the animal and vegetable kingdoms. Yet there are many

changes which are not advances. Genera, tribes and races by the thou-

sand have gone down hill and hav-e finally disappeared. But the flexi-

bility of organisms has always permitted their environing influences to

alter and adapt some of them to every new condition as it has arisen.

The theory of evolution requires that organic life should begin with the

simplest forms, and in the nature of things, no kind of differentiation

can take place in the simple without producing the complex. But when

a degree of complexit}^ has been reached it does not follow that further

differentiation will increase the complexity. It may diminish it. A
son may be inferior to his father. This point has been alluded to be-

fore.

Personal development or individual growth part by part from the em-

bryonic germ as we have seen, is by way of a series of steps or stages,

each one of which is the equivalent of the permanent value of the same

part in an ancestor. But this general truth is more literally and

minutely true in the case of the lower types than in the higher. We
have good reason to believe that in the embryonic development of the

highest types many cut-offs or short cuts are taken, and steps are

skipped, or two or three steps condensed into one. All along the Mis-

sissippi river there are bayous and lagoons. These are sections of river

bed which the stream has abandoned. They are usually in the shape of

a circuitous bend, across the isthmus of which the river has cut a new

connection. And they remain there like atrophied rudiments. In the

course of time they become filled up and obliterated, while new ones

form elsewhere. This is something like the action in embryonic and

race development. The rudiments which we see left behind after the

embryo is complete are really but a small proportion of the whole num-

ber
;
the majority having been aborted and obliterated during the devel-

opment. As in the course of race evolution these steps increase in

number they are crowded together, till finally many of them become

quasi simultaneous that were originally consecutive. And the growth

proceeds across the isthmus and the bend is not constructed at all.

This modification of the track or path of development is the expres-

sion of new adaptations of organs and parts, which adaptations may be

reversions or degradations instead of advances. Thus the legs of a

mammal have been developed from the fins of fishes. The flippers of

the whale have in turn been developed from the legs of the mammal.

It would probably be less work to turn fins directly into flippers, than
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first into legs and legs into flippers. So that the leg stage of the pro-

cess would gradually be eliminated and more or less of a cut-off be .

made, and while it is an advantageous modification or adaptation, it is

nevertheless a retrogression.

In applying evolution to the details of animal advance as we find it

in geology, it is necessary to keep this consideration in view
;
because

frequently the first species we "happen to find of a new type or family is

not the lowest or least developed of that family. Thus no Ornithorhyn-

chus or Echidna has been found fossil, although they belong to the low-

est order of the mammalia. But this animal may be descended from an

ancestor common to himself and the Marsupials, and while he has be-

come adapted to an inferior mode of life, the Marsupial has diverged in

the other direction. They both have Marsupial" bones which are prob-

ably the remains of a posterior sternum possessed by the common an-

cestor, and which have been turned to use in the kangaroo, &c.
,
in sup- -

porting the marsupium or pouch.

In like manner the Edentates are first found in the Miocene, while

both herbivores and carnivores, superior to them in organic structure,

appeared in the epoch before. But the Edentates do have teeth at first

which are good enameled mammal teeth
;
but ihey lose them and get

others of an inferior development in their place. They are thus shown

to be degenerated from the higher mammals and so ought to come later.

There are no doubt many other such cases in which the later inferior

species are descended from superior by retrogressive adaptation.

Again, Snakes do not appear till the Lower Tertiary, while their

superiors, the Turtles and Lizzards, occur in the Triassic. But Snakes

ma}
r be a later off-shoot of the Amphibian Salamanders, as the Saurians

were an earlier, or they too may be degenerate amphibians. The Sala-

manders continued to be Salamanders after they diverged from the

lleptiles and it is not improbable that when land appeared suitable for a

new form of reptile, a family of Salamanders might become modified by
it into the snake form.

Many of the Snake tribes have rudimentary limbs, which in some

cases appear outside of the skin as small hooks, in other cases do not

cut through the skin, and are only insignificant rudiments or vestiges.

The lungs in most species are more or less aborted
;
that is, one of

them is reduced while the other is full sized. These are marks of -retro-

gressive adaptation and show the Snake to be a modified form of

Amphibian reduced in respect to limbs and lungs. On the other hand,

their reproductive apparatus and process arc very superior, to the

Amphibian, since they reproduce by eggs internally impregnated, and in

the case of the vipers, the eggs are internally hatched and the young
born alive

j
while the Amphibian eggs are first laid anil impregnated
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afterward. In this respect the snakes show improvement since their

separation.

Again, Dana remarks that the Trilobite, which was among the first

Crustaceans, was superior to the Barnacle, which did not appear till the

middle of the Reptilian Age. But the origin of the Barnacle was very

probably by development from the Ostracoids, and a late off-shoot.

The Ostracoids have run from the Silurian to the present time, under

varying genera, and may have developed more than one articulate off-

shoot.

Dana observes further that Mosses and Lichens appear after the

Acrogens of the Carboniferous era.

This may be accounted for in more than one way. Both Mosses and

Acrogens are derived originally from the great Algae family. There

are many different forms of Algye, and one form may have been the

ancestor of a Moss and another of the Acrogen. Placed under different

influences their evolution might have advanced at very different rates,

and the conditions necessary for one development have been retarded

ages behind the other. A fungus like a mushroom is of the simplest

form and the most limited function, yet it is of comparatively recent ori-

gin, because, having no powers of its own for the manufacture of food

from the mineral kingdom, its life could begin only after better equipped

organisms had existed and prepared food for it. See chapter on

Fungi.

Another remarkable circumstance is that sometimes the first animals

of a family or order that appear are too different from that family

which went before to warrant the belief that the last could have been

derived from the first by modification or development.

Thus the Trilobite appears in the Lower Silurian, with no remains of

immediate relations to show his lineage and connections. He was

undoubtedly originally from the worms, and possibly his immediate

ancestors may have lived in the same seas, but like the other worms

have been destitute of an organization that could be preserved. But I think

it more probable that he was an immigrant where found in this country
and Europe. Between the end of the Laurentian and the beginning of

the Silurian time there was a vast lapse of time in which nothing in the

way of rock building was done on these two continents. The rocks of

the early Laurentian times were being slowly raised and tipped up dur-

ing a period of some millions of years, then held out of water exposed
to the erosion of the elements till they were robbed of a mile or two of

their accumulations. They were then in part sunk ng:iin slowly into

the sea,- and the work of building the Potsdam formations on them was

commenced as the}' went down. The time during which this movement

was going on is entirely unrecorded in any strata that are accessible to
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us. The Potsdam lies directly on the upturned edges of the Lauren-

tian rocks, although the seam between the two probably represents 30,-

000,000 years as estimated in the table, or quite as likely ten times that

figure. During this long period the Trilobite becomes differentiated from

some of the worm tribes in some foreign sea, and emigrates to America

and Europe during the deposition of the Silurian rocks, leaving behind

him his immediate relations and the "
connecting links" that would in-

dicate his pedigree.

The same consideration applies to all the life of the Silurian times. It

is not likely that any of the tribes originated on the spot. Life had

begun on earth probably 100,000,000 of years before that time, and

and only spread itself into the west as the conditions for it became pos-

sible. When the species become established, there is no difficulty in

tracing much of the gradual modification of forms that the varying con-

ditions of climate, &c.
,
worked in them during the long comparatively

peaceful ages of the Palaeozoic times. In such cases the blood relation-

ship of the modified forms to the old families on the ground is clear

enough. But where a type differing materially from the old forms

makes its appearance we may be sure it is an emigrant.

This is certainly true of the first fishes that appeared in America and

Europe as mentioned above. They arrived in America and multiplied

rapidly during the Corniferous period of the Lower Devonian age. But

the changes in the next period were unfavorable to them and their colo-

nies died out and it was probably half a million years before a perma-
nent settlement was effected during the Catskill period. This is like

the history of human colonization too. Many of the first efforts to colo-

nize America by civilized Europeans were failures.

All through geological history the tribes and families were going and

coming. While they remained here we can trace the changes stamped
on the species from period to period. While they were in foreign parts

the modifications went on in their structure, habits, &c.
,
all the same,

but we have not in all cases found the detailed record. But when they
return to our strata the sum of all the changes they have experienced

through many generations of their foreign life is stamped on them and

to the first geologists it seemed like a new creation.

Our first mammals both in America and Europe were little marsupials

which appeared in the Triassic and continued to flourish through that

and the Jurassic period. At the close of that period the lower rocks

were tilted up and subjected during a long period to various oscillations

and elevations and in some places denudation, after which they were

again sunk beneath the sea and during !).0()0,(M)() years more, from half

a mile to
I-5-J

miles of Cretaceous rocks \vere piled on them. During all

this time the mammal marsupial lias disappeared from this part of the
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world. But he was not exterminated from the earth, for the Opossum
existed in Europe in Miocene times, and he exists at this day in the

United States besides many relative marsupials in other countries.

At the end of the Cretaceous period the table estimates a space of 15,-

000,000 years during which the European strata were repeatedly tilted

up and pared off, and the mountain ranges in western North America

were shoved up. The northern regions of both continents were sub-

jected to repeated oscillations keeping them both pretty well elevated

much of the time and at last leaving them above the sea as now.

In the Rock}
T Mountain region in western United States the Cretaceous

beds are now from 4,500 to 7,000 feet above the ocean. This eleva-

tion has all taken place since the beds were formed under the sea and

the most of it before the fresh water deposits of the Eocene could take

place. So that although in America there is not the unconformability

of strata that exists in Europe, yet the time which makes up the inter-

regnum between .the Mesozoic and Tertiary may have been equally long

while more orderly. Yet it is not improbable that a part of the Creta-

ceous layers of America were put down during the disturbances in

Europe and that the real halt between the periods of rock building was

less here than there.

But during this long period from the end of the Jurassic to the be-

ginning of the Eocene, which the table estimates at 24,000,000 years, in

some primitive continent which might perhaps have occupied the site of

the Indian ocean and South Pacific, with connection to Asia and South

America and from North Asia to North America, mammal types had

developed from the marsupials, and as the Asiatic, European and Amer-

ican continents became suited to their needs they spread themselves over

them. America was probably invaded from the southwest or north-

west, and Europe from the southeast. The species in the two conti-

nents in Tertiary times are nearly enough related to indicate a common

origin, but not near enough to show that one was necessarily derived

from the other. As shown above in the cases of the horse and camel,

the first that came to America were already differentiated in an impor-

tant manner from their original marsupial ancestors
;
a differentiation

that certainly took place before the families diverged from each other

in the primitive continent. After reaching America the modifications

forced upon them here are easily visible running through say 15,000,-

000 years as estimated by the table. It is indeed not impossible that

during much of this time there was land all the way from western

Europe eastwardly across Asia and the North Pacific to North America.

But even if a single species were distributed across this whole belt, it

would not be long before the varying conditions of climate and food

along this belt would modify the various sections of the species into new
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species. Although the horse in America was developed from a four

and five-toed animal no lugger than a fox to a single-toed animal the

size of an ass, it, may In- doubted whether this animal emigrated back to

Asia, and if he did not, the horse must have had in Asia a development

parallel to that in America. At any rate after the separation of the

continents and the changes in climate during the Quarternary, the horse

and camel became extinct in America but not in Asia. The same is

true of the lion, the elephant, the lemurs, the tapirs.

Thus admitting that advanced life originated in some one spot, received

its most rapid development and diversification there and spread thence to

all other parts of the world, many of the phenomena admit of easy ex-

planation. Some of the early geologists observing that the first repre-

sentatives of a new type where first observed in Europe or America were

frequently not the lowest members of that type but that they foreshad-

owed forms inferior to themselves as well as superior, gave these repre-

sentatives the title of Comprehensive types. They appear to have im-

agined that they were introduced by supernatural power and placed on

exhibition as it were
;
as a sort of sample average specimen of what

was to be expected next. At the same time they are constantly show-

ing how the oscillations of the land, the changes of continental outline

causing variations of climate and vegetal productions, also affect animal

life, causing changes of habit, action and food, and these reacting on

the organism cause gradual changes in its physical structure. They
show how it was impossible for land plants or animals to exist before

land, and how the marine species became extinct when the sea bottom

was elevated into dry land. Dana says there were 500 species of Trilo

bites, 900 species of the Ammonite group, 450 of the Nautilus, and 700

of Ganoid fishes, and of all animals nearly 40, 000 species have been

gathered from the rocks. * In many cases these species graduate into

each other in such a way that only an expert can separate them. Think

of 900 species in one family. All the above are extinct destroyed not

by supernatural interference but by adverse natural conditions. As we
can see the gradual development and general improvement of the species

in the strata accessible to us, we have no reason to doubt that similar

changes are recorded in the strata that have been sunk beneath the sea,

or buried below the impenetrable deposits of other continents. Prob-

ably during nearly half the time that elapsed between the close of the

Laurentian age and the beginning of the Tertiary our rocks were sub-

jected to a process of denudation, and the materials torn off were piled

away in the surrounding ocean. Such periods would be unfavorable for

the preservation of land animals or vegetation in situ, and if any were

preserved they are buried under the ocean, and marine remains would

* Daua 601. More species are now known.
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be there too, of course. If these records could be reached it might ap-

pear that the larger mammals existed in America before the Eocene.

At any rate we have no more reason to doubt that they existed on some

other continent before the Eocene than we have to doubt that the mar-

supials were living somewhere else than America and Europe during the

Cretaceous.

Le Conte suggests that there may be periods of extraordinary devel-

opment; when changes in the environment of organic life are rapid

enough to impose great and rapid differentiations on the organisms, but

not so rapid as to kill them. No doubt there are such periods, but we

must remember that the most rapid development is an exceedingly slow

process. It is improbable that the mammals found in the Eocene of

America could have been developed during that period from any animals

here before that time. But the theory of emigration from a Primitive

Continent gives all the time from the end of the Carboniferous to the

beginning of the Tertiary for the development on that continent of the

mammals from their oviparous ancestor by way of ovoviviparous mono-

tremes and marsupials a period estimated by the table at 55,000,000

years.

On the whole it appears that the geological record as we have it so

far, is a largely mutilated volume. Alternate chapters have been torn

out as it were, and while we easily catch the general drift of the history,

details here and there have escaped us.

Another important consideration regarding geological historj
7 is still

to be mentioned
;
and that is, that geological times of the same name in

different parts of the world are not necessarily synchronous. The only

way to identify strata laid down in remotely ancient times in different

regions is by the identitj^ or equivalence of their organic remains. If

the theory that organic beings have peopled the different parts largely

by successive waves of emigration from an original center, or a shifting

succession of centers
;

it would naturally follow that the same families

and genera would arrive at different localities in successive periods of

time. There would be modifications in the character of the species dur-

ing the migration, so that when installed in a new land some ages after

leaving an ancient hive, the original family is represented by a new

species, but because the family characteristics are retained, ttie age in

the two cases is regarded geologically as the same.
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CHAPTER XVI.

NATURAL, SELECTION OF SPECIES.

Geological history shows and human observation during historical

times agrees that there is a constant modification of the species of

plants and animals. As one generation dies its heirs and successors are

certain to differ in some respect from it, and the accumulations of dif-

ferences repeated and added to each other finally amount to enough to

justify the distinction of specific names.

It is not difficult to point out general causes that would tend to pro-

duce changes in organization, although it is not often possible of course

to designate in detail the action of these causes in particular cases.

Animal life depends on plant life. Certain kinds of animals require

herbage of a bulky and abundant kind. Our American Bison swarmed

in great herds over the prairies of the west because among other things

it had a vast abundance of nutritious grass. Wolves likewise were

abundant there because the casualties among the Bisons furnished them

with plenty of animal food. The grass in its turn depended on the

quality of the soil and the amount of the rainfall.

The rainfall depends on the topography of the country. A different

arrangement of mountain ranges and plains might have rendered the

region rainless and barren like Sahara or Gobi, or subject to occasional

protracted drouths fatal to herds depending on grass. The topography
of the country in turn was determined by dynamical causes that were in

action probably hundreds of millions of years ago, by which certain

parts of the earth's crust became wrinkled into ridges and mountain

chains and other parts elevated above the sea as plains. These dynami-
cal forces in turn are traceable at last to the simple affections of ele-

mentary matter, of which gravitation is the first, if not the representa-

tive of all. Gravitation produced the motion of matter toward the

common centers of systems, resulting in its accumulation in the form of

globes, and in the evolution of heat, light and magnetism, if not chem-

ical activity also. At any rate these causes, primar}' and secondary,

have made the world as it is with seas, lakes, rivers, mountains, plat-

eaus, low-lands and marshes, and established upon it every variety of

temperature and many degrees of moisture.

Now without going into details it is plain that these general aspects

of nature must possess an influence over the organisms within their

reach. The diminution of heat on the approach of winter allows the

polar cap of snow to spread itself 25 degrees towards the equator, and

imposes upon the vegetable and animal kingdoms in these latitudes
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enormous changes and preparations. The growth of vegetation in gen-

eral ceases, and plants reduce themselves to the smallest compass by

shedding their leaves, or even their stems and every part above ground.

Some animals prepare themselves by constructing warm retreats, into

which they convey stores of food, or in which they hibernate in a torpid

and inactive state. All change their clothing whether it be natural or

artificial, and vast multitudes migrate to more congenial latitudes. All

this is caused by the fact that the axis of the earth is not perpendicular

to the plane of its orbit. The plants and animals of the polar regions

are very different from those of the equatorial regions, those of moun-

tains and high plateaus differ from those of low plains and marshes,

they of dry and barren countries are not in general like them of moist

and productive regions, the inhabitants of the sea are not like those of

the land. There is in all these cases obvious adaptation of the organism

to its surroundings ;
the fish to the water, the quadruped to the land,

the amphibian to both, the bird to the air, &c. These adaptations are

not all equally perfect. If we could imagine that they ever were, it is

certain they could not remain so for the reason that the surroundings or

environment of the organisms is forever subject to change. Geological

history is full of proofs of this, as we have seen. The same spot has

been successively a deep saltwater sea, a dry plain, a fresh water marsh,

a lake and a high mountain.

Its temperature in these several states may have varied from the heat

of boiling water to arctic coldness
;
and from being azoic at one time it

may have afforded at other times conditions for the support of shell fish

and sea weeds, or tropical jungles and hideous reptiles, or herbiverous

mammals and prowling carnivores. While these changes occur, and we

are to remember they are occuring to-day as much as ever they were,

two things happen ;
one is the migration of a part of the population and

the other is the modification of the rest. The migrations of plants and

many lower animal forms is effected slowly and gradually by the birth

of the new generations on that margin of the habitat which remains

most favorable for its life, and the cessation of such births on the un-

favorable margin. Plants whose seeds are carried by winds or currents

of water may thus move many rods or even miles in a generation.

Shell fish with small locomotion may move but a few yards in a genera-

tion. Vertebrate animals are equipped for more rapid migration.

It scarcely need be argued that animals or plants remaining in a

changing environment will be modified by it, provided the change is not

too rapid. If it is too rapid they will die.

Different species of the same genus are to be found in both very hot

and very cold countries
;

all of which are nearly related by blood, and

yet an exchange of habitat between them if made suddenly would prove
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fatal to them. This proves that these species have received modifica-

tions which adapt them to the climate of their habitat. Every species

is known to do better in its own climate, and if transferred will either

die or become changed. The first apple trees introduced from the east

into Illinois refused to bear, and the results after years of experiment
were so discouraging that Horace Greeley, in an oration at an agricul-

tural fair, advised the Illinois farmers to abandon the attempt to raise

apples and attend exclusively to their reliable cereals. This advice

being disregarded, as is usual in such cases, Illinois now produces ap-

ples equal to any in the country and in abundance. But they are all of

different varieties from the stocks introduced from the east. The same

thing is happening in Minnesota. A number of excellent varieties have

been obtained totally different from anything to be found elsewhere and

yet related to those of other localities. In like manner the corn of Vir-

ginia or Tennessee will not ripen in Canada, but can by degrees be mod-

ified into a variety of corn that will. The Nasturtium is said to be

originally a native of Peru, where it is perennial. But introduced into

the United States, different varieties grow wild as annual or biennial and

rarely as perennial herbs.

In the case of animal modifications the influences of climate are

equally potent, but are frequently or generally exercised indirectly by

modifying the habit of the animal. Thus it is said bees taken from the

United States to the Sandwich islands, after one or two seasons, finding

they could work the year round, ceased to store up honey in the hive.

The woolly Elephants of Siberia were undoubtedly related to the

naked ones of Southern Asia, which was a case of simple climatic modi-

fication. But the modification of limbs and sense organs must gener-

ally be due to active habit, which is in turn determined by the circum-

stances of the environment including climate.

Darwin gives many examples. The- fish and other animals in caves

are often blind from disuse of their eyes. "In some of the crabs the

foot stalk for the eye remains though the eye is gone.
" " The eyes of

moles and some burrowing rodents are rudimentary in size and in some

cases quite covered up by skin and fur," due no doubt to gradual dis-

use. There are several kinds of birds that cannot fly, as Ostriches, Cas-

sowaries, the Loggerheaded Duck of South America and the Apteryx.

This last is modified from the ordinary bird type, also, in having a com-

plete diaphragm, in not having abdominal air cells, and in the circum-

stance of its bones not being hollow. These modifications obviously go

along with the discontinuance of flight, since the lightness of bone and

extra aeration of the blood are no longer required.

The effects of disuse in reducing useful organs to rudiments has al-

ready been incidentally mentioned in speaking of those rudiments which
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abound in every animal and which have become functionless by disuse.

Every one can recall examples of modifications of the functional power

of organs by disuse or by greater use of them. Skill in the performance

of any action depends upon practice or use. The. eye of the Dakota

Indian hunter is quicker to discern distant objects than is that of an or-

dinary watchmaker or tailor. The ear of a musician will detect an in-

harmony quicker than that of the Dakota. The hand of the blacksmith

is not generally well adapted for fingering a piano, nor that of the parlor

belle for shoeing a horse. Now it is always admitted that such differ-

ences in functional value are brought about by habit and use
;
but it is

assumed that the organs are essentially the same. This assumption is

incorrect. A full appreciation of the structural differences caused by
habit goes a long way toward an understanding of evolution. The fact

is that every movement of an organism implies waste of tissue, the re-

pair of which depends on the environment. This process of the waste

and repair of infinitessimal parts is incessant throughout life. The new

parts that are incorporated in the system are in every case in some de-

gree different from the old parts that the}
T

replace. Habit or use deter-

mines the parts in which the greater amount of waste and repair shall

take place. No animal is precisely the same for two days in succession

and it is chiefly the nature of his activity, in short his habit, that deter-

mines his modification. This point will be insisted upon further on.

Habit is determined in its turn directly by the necessities of the en-

vironment the climate, soil, vicissitudes of heat and cold, dryness and

moisture, light and darkness, and indirectly by these same necessities in

their influence on the food supply as to quality and quantity, and yet

more indirectly by their influence in the production of competitive

races of animal and vegetable organisms. And when we come to speak
of competition we must see at once not only that such competition nec-

essarily exists between different races, but also between individuals of

the same race. Most animals and all vegetables produce a large num-

ber of germs and seeds. If it were possible for all these to live and

continue to reproduce without check, the world would long since have

become too small to hold them.

The human race under favorable conditions will double in numbers

every twenty years. Let the present population of the earth be esti-

mated at 1,200,000,000, the total amount of land on earth at 52,000,-

000 square miles, and the increase of population to be a doubling once

in fifty years. On these conditions in one thousand }
r

ears, or in A. D.

2892, there will be people enough to cover the entire land area and al-

low each one a space of only twelve by fourteen inches to stand and

make their living on. If they could be conceived to stand thus and live

on air and continue to increase, the succeeding generations arranged
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in tiers or stories above the first allowing five feet two inches to the

story, in the year 3392 there will be 1,024 stories aggregating a mile in

height occupying all the land on earth, every story having a human being

on each space of twelve by fourteen inches. For a much longer time than

necessary for results like those of the foregoing calculation, the condi-

tions of life have been about as they now are, and yet the population of

the earth could stand to-day on two Minnesota townships and each individ-

ual have a space twelve by twenty inches to stand on. Similar calculations

are possible concerning other animal races. Unrestricted, any one of

them ought soon to cover the whole earth. Marine life is more prolific

than land life. Almost any mollusk or fish increases fast enough to fill

the ocean in a few centuries from top to bottom and side to side and

crowd the water out of its bed till it covers every continent. And yet

we know there is plenty of room in the ocean. The causes that limit

the indefinite expansion of the various forms of life have- been in part

alluded to. First, the soil and climate which directly limit the range

and production of vegetation and indirectly the range of the animal life

that depends upon that vegetation. It is further obvious that if two

tribes of animals depend upon the same sort ot vegetation for food, it is

only a question of time when the two tribes will compete with each other

for that food in consequence of their natural increase in numbers. If

this competition shall become a struggle for existence the stronger race

will exterminate the weaker. The competition is then transferred to

varieties and individuals of the surviving race, and the struggle must

result in the continued elimination of the weaker members of that race.

It is not possible to conceive of any mode of active existence exempt
from causes of limitation and consequent struggle for existence. Even

the extravagant conception of the human race living on air and building

itself above the earth in layers must be limited by the extent of that

air. B}' an extension of the calculation we find that in 1,800 years

from now the race would cover the land to a hight of sixty-four miles,

which is far above any practical atmosphere, and long before the attain-

ment of that limit the struggle for life would have to begin even though
life depended on nothing but air. But when we consider how many
conditions are necessary to any kind of organic life, and how man}' or-

ganisms are struggling for the possession of these various conditions, it

becomes easy to account for the enormous inroads which are ma<s C

the production of each variety by the competition of the rest. Darwin

relates that on a piece of ground three feet by two, dug up for the ex-

periment, 357 weeds came up, of which 295 were destroj'ed chiefly by

slugs and insects. On another spot three feet by four, twenty species

of weeds came up, of which nine species were choked out and destroyed

by the too rapid growth of the others. Again he estimated that the
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winter of 1854-55 destroyed four-fifths of the birds in his grounds.

The winter of 1880-81 was as destructive as that upon the antelope in

Dakota, the snow being too deep to allow them to graze.

All this struggling, whether it be against the elements of - nature or

against other organisms, is certain to have a selective tendency. In a

contest between two, the strongest is generally the victor and secures the

spoils of the victory ;
and these spoils are generally of some advantage

to the victor and by so much a loss to the conquered. Where plants

crowd and smother each other, those having the most vigorous growth

monopolize the light and air with their spreading leaves and the juices

of the soil by their spreading roots, and they become more vigorous by
their accession, and what is very much to the point, transmit this su-

perior vigor to their successors. The feeble plants, on the other hand, by

being compelled to put up with what is left, which may be insufficient

for their needs, become still more stinted and feeble and transmit a re-

duced constitution to their posterity. It is easy to see how in a few

generations this process might cause one class to become greatly im-

proved and the other to be exterminated. But the conquered generally

have another alternative presented to them and that is a modification

which amounts to a structural or habitual difference, which may or may
not be an elevation of the type, but must at all events be a better

adaptation to circumstances. The North American Indians have in

some cases saved themselves from extermination by the whites by adopt-

ing civilized modes of life and each contenting himself with a quarter

section of land, whereas in a state of barbarism he required several

square miles. His resources are reduced on one 'side, but on the other

he has adopted such a modification of habits as more than compensates
for his losses, so that on the whole he is better off than before. But the

Digger Indian of the Pacific Slope, who used to live in good houses and

raise corn and weave blankets, when defeated and plundered on all sides

by rapacious and vigorous savages, at last obtained immunity by the

adoption of a vagabond life and a poverty too abject to excite the cupid-

ity of even a savage.* This selection is the rule in civilized life as well

as savage. To save himself from starvation a man will change his oc-

cupation from one thing to another, and if disappointment follows him

too persistently he may change his habits of industry into those of va-

grancy, and become a tramp or a thief. Or if he be unduly prosperous

new habits of vicious idleness and a pampered way of life may be fast-

ened on him. And whatever change of habit or characteristic is ef-

fected in one generation it is certain to affect and differentiate the suc-

ceeding generation. Whether a temporary habit or new anatomical con-

dition which is transmitted by heredity shall become a fixed character-

* The Digger is said to be a degenerate relative of the civilized Aztecs.
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istic of the breed will depend on whether the habit be continued or the

new anatomical condition be useful and used by the offspring. A con-

tinuance of the conditions through succeeding generations are necessary

to fix any new characteristic. It is constantly remarked by naturalists

that the latest modifications of type in any race are more liable to varia-

tion than the older ones. In the human race the latest anatomical

modifications are to be found in the relative lengths of the legs and

arms, formation and amplitude of their muscles and particularly in the

organs of speech and the development of the cerebral hemispheres. So

I think we will find more cases of congenital reversion or arrest, as well

as more cases of superior development to relate to these parts than to

the parts which we possess more in common with the lower animals.

Many cases of idiocy and imbecility are on record, which have resulted

from the transmission of temporary cerebral debility on the part of par-

ents. One case is cited of an idiot born to parents who were both

drunk when he was begotten, but who were ordinarily intelligent when

sober. Another case is given of an imbecile born so in consequence of

a strong mental disturbance of the mother from seeing an idiot during
the period of gestation. "A medical practitioner of Douglas in the Isle

of Man, mentions the following case : A man's first child was of sound

mind
;
afterwards he had a fall from his horse by which his head was

much injured. His next two children proved to be both idiots. After

this he was trepanned and had other children and the}' turned out to be

of sound mind." 1 It is often observed that children born to foreign

parents of the working classes after their immigration to this country
are brighter and more intelligent than the children of the same parents

born before they left Europe.

Childhood is said to be the impressible age. Lessons learned and

habits formed in childhood are more fixed than those of later date. But

the embryonic or prenatal state is far more plastic than childhood, and

it is while in this state that all the essential parental characteristics are

impressed upon it, whether such characteristics be permanent or only

temporary to the parents. The plasticity of the embryonic stage is es-

pecially observable in fish culture, the natural conditions not being pre-

cisely imitated in artificial hatching. The number of malformations

among the embryo of the artificially hatched salmon, trout, whitefish,

&c.
,

is sometimes so great as to make serious inroads on the profits of

the business. A very common monstrosity consists in having two heads,

another of having a double backbone and spinal cord. In some cases

the sense organs or the locomotive organs are defective, in others there

is an anomalous development of the intestinal s}
Tstem. Such malforma-

tions are common ninong carp and still more so among gold fish; and

'Combs
1

Constitution of Man, 100.
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the Chinese hiking advantage by selection of these freaks have man-

aged to develop a number of special races, among which are some hav-

ing an extra number of tails.
2 These facts illustrate well the possibility

of life inhering in anomalous and unusual forms. Yet these forms

would not in a state of usual conditions be able to maintain themselves

and perpetuate their peculiarities in a posterity. If left to themselves

'they sooner or later succumb in the struggle for existence." But

when proper conditions are artificially supplied almost any sort of mon-

strosity is able to propagate itself. In an ordinary state of nature it is

obvious that one generation cannot be allowed to vary greatly from its

predecessor, because its environment is so similar to that of its prede-

cessor that any freaks or departures from the ancestral type, if too great,

become a burden instead of a help, and the individuals who happen to

labor under such burden fail in the struggle for existence and so do not

perpetuate their peculiarities.

But on the other hand, it is obvious that any peculiarity or variation

from the ancestral type that is advantageous to its possessor, and better

fits it for making its way against competition, will make it stronger also

to perpetuate such peculiarity in its posterity. Because use confirms

and crystallizes habit, and it is habit or constant functional activity

that first modifies and finally fixes and consolidates a peculiarity of

form
;
and when any peculiarity of form becomes fixed it becomes regu-

larly and normally transmissable, and from being an individual mon-

strosity becomes at length a specific or race peculiarity. But most of

the variations from a family or race type that occur in individuals are

of an extremely slight description and from the uniformity and wide ex-

tent of similar causes are apt to be alike in many individuals at the

same time
;
and from the persistence of the causes the variations are apt

to be continuously supplemented by additions in the same direction,

making the tendency not only to confirm the variations but to increase

them.

As an example, suppose a certain island to be inhabited by a nice of

rabbits that browse upon the herbage, and a pack of wolves whose only

resource for a livelihood consists of the rabbits which they hunt. The

process of hunting calls into play certain activities a keen sense of

sight to quickly spy the prey, and quick senses of hearing and smell to

detect the prey when not in sight ; speed of limb to enable the hunter to

catch the prey, and sagacity to cause the hunter to place himself be-

tween the prey and his burrow or safe retreat, or to place himself on the

leeward side of his intended victim, or to reduce his distance from him

bv silently creeping up under cover. No individual can exercise these

several "faculties without strengthening them, any more than he can suf-

2
Harper's Amiual, 1874, 294.
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fer them to fall into disuse without their deterioration and decay. So

we may suppose that all the wolves by reason of their hunting the rab-

bits would become possessed of keener organs of sight, smell and hear-

ing, more vigorous legs, and larger cerebral hemispheres than they had

at first. On the other hand, the rabbits, by the exercise of like faculties

for their self preservation, develop their organs of sense, locomotion,

liiid reflection. The reproductive qualities of the rabbits are very great.

Their numbers double at least every three months and if unchecked

they would soon reach the limit of their food supply on our island. But

of course their increase is checked by the inroads of the wolves. Every
<lav the wolves select certain of the rabbits for their dinner, a selection

governed by the inexorable laws of necessity. For each wolf takes

such rabbit as he can get, and the captured ones will obviously be those

least alert, those having the dullest senses, those least active of limb,

those most debilitated b}
T disease or worn out by age, and those most

conspicuous by reason of their color or their odor. This daily selection

of the weak and inferior to die is also a selection of the strongest and

best to live and transmit their superior qualities to their heirs and suc-

cessors. Thus the selection by the wolves tends to improve the stock of

rabbits, just as the limit of their food supply would tend to improve

them if there were no wolves. For as soon as the limit of the food sup-

ply were approached there would be a struggle among the rabbits them-

selves for their food, the strongest and most active obtaining it and

leaving the weaker to succumb to want.

A rabbit pursued by hounds has been known to transfer the pursuit

to another rabbit. He would lead the chase near the retreat of. rabbit

number two, and suddenly leaping upon his seat would crowd No. 2 off

and compel him to take flight before the dogs, while No. 1 remained

unobserved on the usurped seat.

Notwithstanding the rapidity with which rabbits increase it is not

great enough to allow for the unchecked increase of wolves. Say the

latter double every year while the rabbits increase eight fold. But a

wolf must have at least 100 rabbits a year or starve
;
so for each new

wolf there should be 100 new rabbits, and there are only one-twelfth

that n umber. The result of the struggle among the wolves for this

limited food supply must result in the same way as among the rabbits,

in selecting the most wily, alert, observing and active wolves for sur-

vival and the transmission of their qualities, while the hindermost must

always be the ones to succumb. The details of the struggle for exist-

ence are of various kinds. Those that fail to secure food starve out-

right. Others are killed in contests to maintain the ownership of what

they have obtained. Others are reduced to a condition incompatible

with the production of vigorous offspring and so run out.
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The law of organic existence necessarily involves a perpetual selective

struggle. The existence of no organism is possible except on condition

of the destruction of some other organism or the repression of some

other organic possibility. The selection made necessary by the nature

of things is influenced by every circumstance in the environment either

directly or indirectly. The slightest difference between two animals

might determine the question of the survival of one or the other, such

for example as the thickness and warmth of the hair or fur covering,

which in an unusually cold winter might in one case be just sufficient to

save its owner from freezing, in the other, not. A shade or two differ-

ence in color might operate the same way, since the least conspicuous of

two beasts of prey could get nearer to his victim without being observed.

And on the other hand the most conspicuous victim would be the first

to be caught.

Darwin observes that while it is easy to tame an animal it is exceed-

ingly difficult to get it to breed under confinement. This is especially

true of carnivorous birds. The same rule holds with regard to plants.

Taken from a natural state and subjected to cultivation, at first although

they grow with vigor, they refuse to bear seed. "When civilization is

too suddenly imposed upon savages we see the same effect in the reduc-

tion of their breeding powers. The Sandwich Islanders and native New
Zealanders are conspicuous examples, and are being rapidly civilized

out of existence. It has been assumed sometimes that the decrease of

these populations was due to the introduction and prevalence of civilized

diseases and vices which carry them off but better information shows

it to be due to the decrease of the birth rate.

The imposition of so-called "culture" upon civilized communities ap-

pears to have the same effect of reducing fertility and lowering the birth

rate in the cultured class
;
so much so that its perpetuation depends on

constant reinforcements from the ranks of the uncultured classes. In

these cases there are introduced into the environment new stimuli which

do not find in the organization any corresponding anatomical ( including
cerebral ) differentiation from which these stimuli are reflected as a mat-

ter of use and habit. Consequently these stimuli act by exercising an

unusual degree of differentiating or developing influence, causing a con-

tinuous growth in the organism. It will be shown hereafter that a

checking or cessation of growth more or less complete in other direc-

tions is essential to the precipitation of vital energy in the form of re-

productive force. It further illustrates what has already been men-
tioned that every new feature of a changed environment begins to work
out new features in the organism and where worked out too fast tends

to exterminate that organism.
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CHAPTER XVII.

SEXUAL AND ARTIFICIAL SELECTION.
It has been stated that the prevertebrate t}

r

pes in the ancestral line

to which our race belongs were hermaphrodite. The first differentia-

tion into male and female occurred in an animal equivalent to the Am-

phioxus, and consisted of a differentiation of the reproductive organs

only, which being internal left the male and female indistinguishable.

The female ova and the male spermatozoa being thrown into the water

found each other without care or intervention from the parents. But in

the course of evolution there came about a condition of things in which

greater certainty in the impregnation of the ova became essential, the

number of the ova diminishing with the increase in the race develop-

ment and with the certainty of the impregnation and safety of egg

when impregnated. When the impregnation of the ova became internal

in the body of the female, as in reptiles and mammals, a choice or se-

lection of males became possible. Especially is that the case when the

services of the male are not required in the care of the young, for then

polygamy is possible and a single male may mate with several females

to the exclusion of several males. The selection of this single mate is

sometimes made by the females interested, but more often is settled by
contest among the males, the largest, most vigorous and active usually

coming out ahead, and becoming the father of the next generation.

Tnis sort of selection will tend to the general improvement of the race

in both sexes, since the qualities of both parents are transmitted to both

the male and female offspring. Nevertheless there are qualities which

transmissible through either sex, only appear and are developed in one.

Obviously the exclusively male qualities will appear only in the male

offspring and the female in female offspring. But along with these are

collateral and parallel developments that follow sex more or less closely

and only appear in the proper sex. This law of collateral development
will be mentioned further on. By it the qualities of courage and pug-

nacity, and the accompanying size, strength and anatomical peculiarities

by which the males are selected to be parents, are inherited by the male

offspring. The infinite repetition of this selective process accumulating
masculine advantages, without a parallel competition among the females,

amply accounts for the difference in size and strength between the two

sexes throughout the mammalian class, especially the polygamists of the

class
;
also for the superior development in the males of such weapons,

of war as spurs and horns, and such aids to defense as the mane of the

male lion and the shoulder pad of the boar. According to Darwin the

male alligator and salmon contend for the possession of the female.
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Among the most remarkable examples of sexual selection are the

seals, in most of which there is great disproportion in the size of the

sexes. In the Falkland Otary or Fur Seal of commerce the full grown

male according to Weddell measures six feet, nine inches in length and

the female only three feet, six inches. ''It is polygamous in the pro -

portion of one male to twenty females.''
1 The Inia, a Cetacean mam-

mal is also remarkable for the disparit}- of sexes, a female measuring

about seven feet in length and a male about fourteen. 2 The female

orang is smaller and the female gorilla is much smaller than the male.

The disparity of the sexes in our own race is due in the first instance to

the practice of polygamy just as in the case of other mammals.

Among some animals the females exercise an elective power over the

males based upon the attractive personal qualities of the latter. This is

true especially of birds, and no doubt the peculiar and generally superior

plumage and singing qualities of the male over the female birds is due

to the infinite accumulations of feminine preferences. The inequalit}' be-

tween the sexes is therefore a necessary consequence of that division of

labor by which the ovary and its products were assigned to the keeping

of one individual and the testis and its products to another. And such

division of labor and the differentiation of parts to suit its performance

is as we shall see, the sum and essence of evolution.

Different races of animals exercise upon one another very considerable

powers of selection. Geology shows that there has alwa}
rs been some

one dominant race at the head of the animal kingdom. The dominant

race has been superior to the others in power, has exterminated those of

them that were rivals, fed upon others suitable for food and caused all

with which it came into contact to assume new modes of defense and

habits of life. The accession to power of 'a new dominant race has al-

ways been followed by a dwindling in the number and generally in the

size, power and importance of the preceding dominant race. Thus the

accession of the Cephalopod Orthoceras in the Silurian times was fol-

lowed by the dwindling and disappearance of the Trilobite, which had

been the ruling race. The Orthoceras retired and took a subordinate

place when the vertebrate Selachians came upon the scene.

In Mesozoic times the great Saurian reptiles became the dominating

types and the seat of the dominion of the earth was graduall}- transferred

from the sea to the land. The great Saurians retired on the accession

of the land mammals, the Elephant, the Stag, the Bison, and the great

Carnivores, and these in turn have given way before man. Aside from

or in addition to the primary action of the general forces of nature in

developing these new types and in giving a backset to the old ones this

secondary action of the types upon one another is of very great import-

1 Cuvier Animal Kingdom, P. 87. 2 Guvier 136.
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ance. The disappearance of an old dominant type is hastened not only

by the adverse effects of new climatic and food conditions, but by the

natural hostility of the incoming new t3
r

pe. If the old one is good for

food it will be eaten
;

if it uses the same sort of food it will be in competi-

tion with the new comer and if less vigorous will be rapidly destroyed,

and in the process the victorious party will itself undergo modification.

If a race of animals suitable for the food of another is entirely consumed

and exterminated by it, the survivors must adopt a new bill of fare,

which may tend to still further modification of themselves.

The action of man upon other animal races is probably more effectual

than that of any dominant type that has gone before, although in the

same direction. He has exterminated or contributed to the extermina-

tion of almost all the great herbivores and carnivores that ranged over

Europe and America in Tertiary times, and it is only a question of time

when he will do the same in Asia and Africa. But lie has selected for

survival a great number of tribes that he finds he can make useful to

himself the Horse, Ass, Camel, Elephant, Dog, Lama, Deer, Sheep,

Goat, Hog, Buffalo, Ox, Cat, Chicken, Goose, Pea-fowl, Guinea-fowl,

Turkey, Duck, Pigeon, Rabbit, Ferret, Falcon, Cormorant, &c.
,
have all

been domesticated wholly or partially, and made to contribute to the

needs of the dominant race. Many of these have been subjected to ar-

tificial differentiating causes, and then to repeated and long continued

selection, by which numerous varieties and breeds have been produced,

differing greatl}
T from their original stocks and from each other. The

art of breeding cattle, horses, sheep, dogs and various fowls has been

known and practiced from time immemorial. The patriarch Jacob un-

derstood both the causes of variation and the theory of selection ac-

cording to Genesis, chapter thirty more than 3600 years ago. Great

stimulus has been given within the present century to artificial selection,

and rapid progress has been made both in actual results and in the

theory of it. It is now said that a breeder of sheep, for example, ma}
T

chalk out on a wall such form as he prefers, and may, by selection, in a

few generations, copy the pattern in the form of his animals. Of

pigeons a skillful breeder said he could produce any given feather in

three years, and a given form of head or beak in six years. Darwin as-

serts that there are not less than twenty varieties of domestic pigeons

which if wild would be classed as so many species, which have all been

artificially differentiated by selection from the single species of Rock-

pigeon Columba livia. The variations from the original stock are

very great, extending to form, size, color, habits, and anatomical struc-

ture. The Fantail has thirty or forty tail feathers, while the original

number is twelve or fourteen. "The Jacobin has the feathers so much
reversed along tho back of the neck that they form a hood." The
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Pouter has a much elongated body, wings and legs, and an enormously

developed crop, which it puffs out with air. The Tumblers haAre a

habit of flying in a compact flock high in the air, and there tumbling

heels over head in their flight. The Carrier, the Runt, the Barb and

others, all differ from each other in various ways.

The differences in the skeletons of pigeons changed by artificial selec-

tion and cultivation, are of the most marked sort. There is great dif-

ference "in the number of vertebrae and ribs, in the size and shape of

the gaps in the breast-bones," and in the clavicles or wish-bone, in the

head and facial bones, the lower jaw, &c. In the Fantail, which carries

its tail feathers erect and even curved forward so as to touch the head,

the oil gland is quite aborted. These radical anatomical differences are

proofs of the formative action of habit on the organism.

A new species of rabbit has arisen on the island of Porto Santo, near

Madeira, since the year 1419, at which time a few tame Spanish rabbits

were left there. They are extraordinarily wild, of a rat-like shape, and

peculiar color, nocturnal in habit and will not breed with the European

species from which they were derived.

The same effects are seen not only in the selective action upon the

domestic animals but upon plants. Almost all the cultivated fruits and

other vegetation have been greatly altered from their originals by re-

peated selection. This selection has been accomplished generally with-

out any well defined or highly scientific ideas or plan, but simply by

planting the seeds of the most satisfactory plants an obvious thing,

even to savages.

This artificial selection, with its accompanying improvement of plants

and animals, is made by man for his own advantage. It shows the

flexibility of the conditions of life, and how there may be a constant ac-

cumulation of variations in one direction, amounting to specific distinc-

tions at first and generic distinctions at last.

Artificial operations are, it is true, only a subdivision of natural ope-

rations, but artificial selection differs from the other natural selection in

the fact that, in the latter, the changes in the form of the organism are

made exclusively for its own benefit, while in the former, changes are

made for its benefit so as to include man's benefit. In the latter, the

organism maintains its struggle with its environment alone, in the

former, man constitutes a part of its environment and a very advan-

tageous and important part. For without doubt none of the proteges of

man would be the same without his help, but would speedily revert to-

ward the condition from which he has developed them. Witness the

hogs of Missouri, turned out to make their own living in the woods.

Long of limb, tail, ears, and snout, they are sinewy, enterprising, ac-

tive and nardy, able to climb an eight rail fence or crawl through a four
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inch crack. A pampered Berkshire or China pig would stand no show

in an unaided competition with these "razor backs." Natural selection

must invariably encourage and increase those characteristics and pecu-

liarities that are of advantage to the individual in preserving it and per-

petuating its breed. When a hog is under human domestication, the

points tending to its preservation are perfect digestion and assimilation,

an ability to get fat quickly, and a form upon which the flesh can be

packed with the greatest economy of room, and which is least adapted
for those activities which convert food into motion instead of flesh. In

short, very different qualities are required to preserve the hog while in

domestication from those which best preserve him while in the wild

state, but the principle of the selection is the same in each case; and

those animals having points which best adapt them to live, all the con-

ditions of their environment considered, are the ones most likely to sur-

vive as a race, and transmit their qualities to a posterity. Artificial

selection, therefore, is only one form of natural selection and does not

in any sense subvert or suspend the law of competition and struggle for

life and the survival of the fittest.

By the term fittest must be understood not necessarily the highest in

development, but having the best adaptation to the environment, and as

before stated the alterations sometimes

naturally selected for the preservation of

a race actually reduce the race in its

anatomy and function to a lower plane.

For example, the Penguin whose wing
is re'duced to a fin-like rudiment useless

for flying but valuable in swimming and

covered with feathers that are but little

better than scales, and whose feet can

only push him along the ground on his

belly not carry him and whose bones

are filled with marrow instead of air, is

probably a degenerated bird partly re-

verted to the Reptilian type. (Fig. 74.)

In the Madeira Islands are about 550

species of beetles. The wings of 200

species of these are so far aborted as to

be useless for flight. All the species of

twenty-three out of the twenty-nine gen-

rra found there are in this condition.
Ki s .74. -JKnaPcnflTM/nofPata^niiA.

|).,,.win plausibly traces t he cause of this

remarkable I'act to selection liv the wind which tends to blow out to sea

those which were most addicted to Hying, thus gradually reducing the
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numbers of the ftycrs and preserving those having defective wings, or

disinclination to fly and so producing species with reduced and useless

wings. On the other hand, those beetles which must fly in order to live,

as those feeding on flowers, have been improved in their wings, since in

their case those having the feeblest wings have been blown out to sea

and perished and the strongest selected to live. ( Selection of Species,

124.)

It is difficult in this as in most cases to determine how much is due to

the direct action of dynamical causes and how much to their indirect

agency thi'ough habit use or disuse. The wind would cause the beetles

to disuse their wings as much as they could. The ground feeding

beetles could live without using wings at all, and as the wind made their

wings a burden, disuse would in time reduce them to rudiments, selec-

tion picking out for survival those most reduced.

Amongst the human races the savage and the civilized are largely in

each other's way usually to the great grief of the former. The com-

petition of individuals in civil life is largely compensated by cooperation

and mutual help in procuring what they all want. But when a differ-

entiation takes place which destroys cooperation without destroying

competition, the result must be a struggle in which the weaker party

will perish. The only ways in which inferior races have managed to

live upon the earth are either to become useful to the superior, to amal-

gamate with them and thus become superior or to get entirely out of

their way. For examples in point consult the history of the Magyars,

the Basques, Laps, Africans, &c. We may reasonably suppose that

many "connecting links" have been disposed of by superior races, and

made to entirely disappear either by annihilation or amalgamation or a

combination of the two.

The theory of selection is curiously confirmed by facts in relation to

what is called mimicry, and the protection which various animals derive

from their color or form. As a general thing, those that are the most

gay, attractive or conspicuous are provided with some means of defense,

as a crustaceous shell or armor, a sting, an offensive odor, as in many in-

sects, the skunk, &c. Those that are not conspicuous and depend upon

that circumstance in whole or in large part for their security are as a

rule not provided with other means of defense. The theory of this is, of

course, that not being seen they have not been attacked and not there-

fore defending themselves, no weapons of defense have been differ-

entiated and selected in their case, while those that have succumbed to

such pursuit as they may have been exposed to have been the most con-

spicuous of their tribe, the least conspicuous being thus constantly se-

lected for survival. Thus the constant tendency is for animals as a

part or perhaps the whole of their defense to become colored like the
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locality the}' most inhabit, as in the case of quails, rabbits, deer, &c.,

as well as many insects. But it is still more remarkable that many
creatures imitate not the color merely but the form of others having bet-

ter modes of defense. Real wasps are quite conspicuous, but have a

weapon in their tail which is a good defense. Species of the Sesia

Aegeriidea have no sting, but the}
7 resemble small wasps so closely that

everybody is afraid of them. The Butterfly Heliconia is avoided on

account of its bad smell. Three other species which do not enjoy the

ownership of a bad odor, viz., the Leptalis, Erycina and Ithonia are

very like it in appearance, a circumstance which causes them to be

avoided by mistake. (Semper.) Such cases of imitation are extremely

numerous among insects.

There are many cases in which insects, such as locusts and grasshop-

pers, so closely resemble in color and form the green leaves of the trees

they inhabit as generally to escape notice. There are also a good many
cases of protective resemblances among the vertebrates, where harmless

snakes look like poisonous ones, and certain harmless birds look like

birds of prey. No doubt there are cases of resemblance in animals

arising from causes no way related or dependent on each other, and

which may be called accidental resemblances, but it is evident that

"protective resemblances" however small will sometimes preserve their

possessors, and this constitutes a mode of selection.

CHAPTER XVIII.

PERIODICITY.

The only distinct phenomenon attending vitality which seems to sepa-

rate it from other forms of motion and chemism, is its power of going

on, of continuing its essential qualities under varying forms an egg,

embryo, child, man, egg thus in four terms completing a cycle of

forms each of which in disappearing gives rise to its successor. This

uniformity of recurrence is the only thing about it that is characteristic.

Growth is not exclusively characteristic of live organisms. Crystalliza-

tions, dendritic formations, chemical unions, electrolysis all chemical

reactions are examples of growth, which is the quasi spontaneous aggre-

gation of matter under its varying affinities and their vaiying degrees of

power.

But here is a periodicity a going on in one form for a time which

is more or less definite, then a change and another period of definite

duration, &c. Periodicity goes with everything organic, and is evi-

dently originally derived from and dependent on the general periodicity

of the great molar movements of the general universe. The growth is
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due to molecular motion, its periodicity to molar or motion in the mass

planetary motions. The most obvious of these is the alternation of

night and day by the periodic revolution of the earth on its axis. The

effect of this on plants is to periodize the action of light upon Chloro-

phyll. All green leafed plants, or plants containing chlorophyll, in the

day time decompose carbonic acid and form starch to be carried into

their tissues. But in the night the sunlight, which really does this work

for the plant, being absent, the process of making starch is suspended.

Daylight is used by the plant to procure the means of livelihood and

during the night the material secured is turned into tissue. The same

is the case with the animal, although not in the same proportion. On
account of his constant movements "and work done in the day time he

constantly consumes his tissues and gives them off to the air in the

shape of carbonic dioxide. But the greater part of this waste is due to

the external work he does, while the waste which takes place in the

night is due to the internal work of repair, just as it is in plants.

All work is done at the expense of tissue. External work is generally
done during consciousness, but whether it all is or not, at any rate con-

sciousness itself is work (as will be shown elsewhere). It follows

therefore that repairs cannot go on so well during consciousness as dur-

ing unconsciousness. Therefore under the law of selection, there would

be a tendency to reduce animals to unconsciousness during repairs.

Hence we have sleep, or the state of unconsciousness which is necessary
to the discontinuance of work, whereby the general energy of the organ-
ism is devoted to the repairs of wasted tissue. The causes that fix

night as the general time for sleep are as obvious in the case of animal

life as in that of vegetable, although not precisely the same, except per-

haps to a limited extent. The exceptions are all accounted for in ac-

cordance with the law, which is that light is productive of work, proven
in the case of plants being awake at night in presence of artificial light

and sleeping in the day time when confined in artificial darkness.

The revolution of the earth around the sun, which coupled with the

inclination of the polar axis produces the alternations of the seasons, is

another periodical movement no less momentous than the first. By this,

in the temperate zones a period is reached every year in which the tem-

perature is too low to allow of the chemical reactions required for

growth, viz.
,
the decomposition by light of carbon dioxide and the de-

composition of starch and sugar by diastase in the tissues of plants.

During the warm months, therefore, myriads of herbs pass entirely

through the terms of their cycle of existence, beginning with seed, con-

tinuing through germination, growth, fertilization and maturation of

the new seed. These are called annual plants. Others are biennial,

growing one season, stopping during winter and forming their seeds the
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second season. Others last a term of years, producing leaves and seeds

each season, which drop off leaving only the stems and roots or perhaps

only the roots to retain the vital principle of the individual through the

term of years. We can easily see how the limit of annual herbs is com-

passed, and how in fact cessation of growth of the leaves and seeds

must take place, and how they must fall from the plant in the end of

the summer.

Animals, too, are required to become newly adapted to the change in

temperature every fall and spring. Many animals hibernate, or go into

a winter sleep, becoming more or less torpid in the winter, in which con-

dition their tissues undergo comparatively slow waste, their respiration

being much less rapid than in summer. Frogs in winter suspend a large

share of their vital activity. Their blood has been proved by experi-

ment to be destitute in winter of the diastasic ferment or digestive juice

which it has in summer. Its waste and repair are both reduced to a

minimum during the cold season.

In some tropical countries alligators burrow in the mud during the

dry season, remaining some months in a state of torpidity or summer

sleep, and emerge at the approach of the rainy season. The annual mi-

grations of birds, fishes and other animals is also due to the annual

periodicity of climatic changes. The necessity of the germination of

seeds in the spring is obviously because they need the coming summer

for growth and maturation, and this necessity selects such as can do

this. The same necessity selects the spring and early summer as the

best season for the mating and sexual pairing of many of the animals.

Birds by laying their eggs in spring and rearing their young during the

summer bring them to a self-supporting condition by winter, so that they

can provide for their own wants or are able to migrate to a milder cli-

mate with their ciders. The duration of gestation with many of the

larger mammals is such from 7 to 11 months that by the pairing in

early summer the birth of the young is brought about in the following

spring, and the young' animal has its youthful nursing days in the time

of year most favorable for its strong and vigorous nourishment. Such

an advantage as this would be cause for selection.

Menstruation is another periodical phenomenon monthly in man as

the term implies, and connected with the development of ova. The

females of the Cynomorpha (Doucs and Baboons) are subject to the

menstrual hemorrhage. According to Buffon this is common among the

Ape tribes. Both Apes and men have, however, outgrown the domina-

tion of the seasons in respect to the birth of the offspring, as in all the

tribes they arc born at all times of the year.

But with birds the season appears to he omnipotent, even t<> the reg-

ulating of their physiological condition sexually wilh great precision in
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respect to time. The testes of birds tire situated internally above the

kidneys near the lungs. During the mating season they attain an ex-

traordinary and enormous development.
* FIG. 75. Testes ofHouse Sparroiv at different periods.

e ^
I. January.
II. Middle of February.

g* III. Beginning of March.
IV. Latter end of March.

O V.-Middle of April.

(After J. F. Brandt.)

The testes of the house sparrow which are one-twelfth

_.. of an inch in diameter in January become one-half an

inch in April, or 216 times as large.

During the mating season the testes of Rodents come

down into the groin. The Shrews ( Tnsectivora ) have a

peculiar gland on each side just under the skin which at

the same season has an activity peculiar to itself in ex-

uding an odorous fluid. The hand of the frog has four

fingers and one of these it uses as a thumb. This thumb

in the male is furnished with a spongy swelling which en-

larges during, the breeding season to aid in grasping the

female. The down on the breasts of female birds disap-

pears during the season of incubation is not plucked out

but drops automatically to allow the bare warm skin of the mother to

come in contact with the eggs. Ordinarily ducks arid drakes differ

from each other in color, but immediately after the breeding season the

coloring of the drake changes to resemble that of the duck. This

change is not accompanied with the loss of the feathers which occurs at

another time the moulting season.

The feathers of birds are in general renewed in autumn only, but in

some cases in the spring also. About the commencement of the breed-

ing season some birds undergo a change of color without moulting.

When this takes place as in certain G-ambets, an arctic bird (Totanus),

the coloring matter is often entirely absorbed previously to the autumnal

change of feather, and in some double moulting species, as the Golden

Plover, it commonly happens in spring that the coloring secretion tinges

the old feathers that are loose and ready to drop off, thus proving that

a circulation obtains in the pores of the feathers even up to the period

of their being naturally cast. ( Cuvier, P. 146.) There are many
other cases of special phenomena attending animal reproduction, the

periodical recurrence of which had its origin in the periodical recurrence

of the seasons and the movements of the planetary bodies. For the

reason that the seasons are different from ours on all the other planets it

is not possible that animal life on them should be like what it is here;

and as our own climates change, life will continue to be changed in the

future as it has been in the past.
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CHAPTER XIX.

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE.

The effect of heat and cold on organisms was alluded to in connec-

tion with what was said on periodicity. The periodic recurrence of

changes in temperature induce periodic changes in organic habits of

both vegetables and animals. Some further inquiry will show the

proximate causes. [

Temperature expresses the degree of molecular vi-

bration going on in the constituent particles of a body. The higher the

degree of temperature the greater isthe molecular activity of the parti-

cles, and the further apart are the molecules separated from each other.

Hence a heated body expands, and the attraction of the molecules of

which it is composed, for each other, is either lost or neutralized by an

opposing force. The molecules of all bodies require to be thus shaken

from each other's embraces before they can be brought into new combi-

nations with other bodies. The degree of temperature at which the

chemistry of the vital functions can be carried on depends on the com-

plexity of the molecular constitution of the organs in which the function

is performed, and which differs greatly in different organisms, and

within bounds largely on habit, as between those organisms which ap-

pear to bo identical in structure. Again some of the functions neces-

sary to a continuance and reproduction of vitality may be carried on at

a temperature that causes a suspension of others. The general limits

of life are between the freezing and the boiling points of water, and

100 centigrade or <>2 and 212 Fahrenheit. But no organism can carry
on all its functions very near either of those limits. There are certain

organic germs, however, that it requires more than boiling heat to

destroy, and the eggs of some fish and insects, crustaceans, bryozoans
and sponges, are not destroyed by a temperature below freezing. But

in both cases probably the temperature of the organism is not changed

quite to that of its medium.

Both animal and vegetable protoplasm is killed at from 40 to 50 C.
,

but some crustaceans and the larvae of insects and some algae live in

water from ,")<" to GO (J. Infusoria possess in the interior of their bit of

protoplasm a contractile vesicle which contracts and dilates with some reg-

ularity at its normal temperature, which is between 15 and 30 C. At
1 ")" the pulsations were observed to be fifteen per minute, and the num-

ber Increased with the temperature. l>ut at- 10 the pulsations were re-

duced to from 2 to !> pei
p minute, the different species of these little.

t

' Many of I lie I'.i-'ts mentioned iu this chapter ami tin- nrxt 1 have cullnl from Karl
Scmpcr's "Animal Life."
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creatures having different powers of resistance. At 5 their pulsations

still continued, but at 2 or 3 all movement ceased. These animals

have two kinds of Cilia, those which produce a rotary motion and are

involuntary, and those which move backward and forward and are vol-

untary or subject to the will. The involuntary movements continue up
to a temperature of 42 to 45 C.

,
but the voluntary movements cease at

40 and become wild and purposeless at 35. From the torpor pro-

duced by 5 C. these specks of vitality will recover if it be not too pro-

longed. The pond snail Lymnaea Stagnalis will not die in a tempera-

ture close to freezing, but will not assimilate food and grow below a

temperature of 12, the normal temperature being 25 C. If raised in a

low temperature they are dwarfed in size but not injured in their repro-

ductive powers. In fact, the best temperature for reproduction is much

lower than for growth, and the spermatozoa and ova do not seem to be

formed till the growth of the other tissues is checked, which occurs in

the winter and early spring, when the reproduction takes place. Cold

as a rule has a tendency to dwarf all organic growth, both vegetable and

animal, the degree of temperature to be called colJ, however, being very
different in different organisms. But the checking of growth affects

some tissues sooner than others. The reproductive powers for obvious

reasons are usuall}
7

among the last to suffer from a decline of vitality.

Reproduction is the great Conservative function, appearing, as the cul-

mination of all the rest, and when they receive their first check or halt

in development. The check in general development caused by the cold

of winter is followed in a great many cases by the formation of repro-

ductive germs. The eggs of frogs and snails are formed in the ovaries

in the winter at a time when the animals eat little or nothing and while

their temperature is too low to assimilate food. They are not spawned,

however, till the temperature begins to rise in the spring. But even

the immature young or larvae of many animals are able to reproduce if

their growth be checked. It is to be observed that the exhaustive ef-

fects of excessive heat are similar to those of excessive cold. Growth

and development may be stinted and checked by one equally with the

other. Accordingly we find that half grown land snails will reproduce

when their growth is checked by cold, and the}' will also reproduce

when their growth is checked at the age of six months by intense heat.

Then after the summer is over, on the approach of cold weather, the

animal being nearly or quite grown, another deposit of eggs takes place.

This reproduction by stinted youngsters is by no means rare
;

it happens
to the larvae of worms, Ascidians, Mollusks and even vertebrates, as in

the case of the Axolotl.

Among crustaceans, insects, rotatoria and others there are many
species that lay two sets of eggs, one in summer and the other in
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autumn, designated respectively summer and winter eggs, and these two

kinds of eggs when hatched turn out animals quite unlike each other.

The history of the plant louse Aphis is also very remarkable. Tin-

eggs hatched in the spring produce only females. These females lay

eggs without male impregnation which likewise hatch out only females,

and this parthenogenetic process continues till the cool weather of fall.

Fourteen generations of unmarried females have been produced thus in

one summer. The cool weather of autumn causes some of the eggs to

hatch males, and the last batches of eggs are fertilized by these males.

These are called winter eggs. They endure the vicissitudes of the win-

ter and are hatched in the spring to repeat the process. This partheno-

genetic process can be kept up indefinitely. Reaumur produced over

fifty generations thus without males in the course of three or four years

by supplying artificial warmth in winter, with proper food.

It is known that the checking of plant growth, which happens to some

by the heat of summer and to others by the cold of autumn, is followed

by the formation of the seeds and the pushing forward of the buds for

the next year.

The very general mating of animals in the spring in the temperate zones,

is, no doubt, very largely due to the effect of the preceding cold of win-

ter, in checking the general growth and diverting the vital energies into

the channel of reproduction; so that, when upon the rising temperature
of spring there is a renewal of activity, it first takes that form.

This inference is strongly confirmed by the fact that the periodicity

of reproduction is quite lost amongst men and some of the domestic

animals who are artificially secured against the effects of climatic

changes. And it does not obtain in latitudes of even climate the }^ear

round.

In the Phillipine Islands Semper cotfld at all times, summer and

winter, find eggs, larvae and propagating individuals of the land mol-

lusca, insects and other land animals. In man sexual maturity is at-

tained earlier in the tropics. In Egypt and Cuba girls are mature at

twelve. Swine also mature early; a boar at Manilla being capable of

reproduction at the age of three weeks. It appears to me more proba-

ble that this early maturity is not due to the shock or check of sudden

heat, such as might and does take place in the temperate zones upon

every change from spring to summer. The climate is even and gener-

ally prolific, and pushes all sorts of organic bodies to rapid completion,
since the}' can grow both winter and summer, and this maturity of the

reproductive powers comes here as elsewhere on the heels of the others

and after they cease to absorb all the vital energy; but in this case be-

cause they arc mature, while in the other cases it is because they are

checked while yet immature.
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The animal functions and activities, including consciousness and all

the conscious actions, are supplementary, in the animal economy, to

the vegetative functions, and are, consequent!}', of secondary importance.

The normal remedy of nature for vital exhaustion is the suspension

of these animal functions temporarily. This is done every day in sleep.

During sleep the waste of brain, nerve and muscle tissue is largely sus-

pended, and whatever surplus remains to the vegetative organs after

their own nourishment is secured, is transferred to the repairs of the

animal organs. But if during sleep there is no surplus of food and

energy above what is required for the vegetative parts of the organism,

the animal parts may remain univnevved indefinitely, or until their func-

tions are required to assist in securing a new suppl}' of food for the

vegetative parts. But as long as the vegetative functions can run with-

out the animal functions they will do it, and the sleep will continue.

When the organic system is subjected to a temperature either above or

below the normal, more or less exhaustion ensues, and the tendency is

to curtail expenses by cutting short the supply to the animal functions.

So we find lethargy and sleep induced by both the cold of winter and

the heat of summer. Everybody can testify to experimental knowledge
of this, although the human race has become largely independent of

the weather. Exposure to the cold of a chilly day is succeeded by
drowsiness. A slight lowering of the temperature in the tropics makes

the natives sleepy. All the warm blooded animals are made sleepy by
the cold, and many of them sleep most of the winter in the temperate

climates among these are the Bear, and most other Plantigrades, Bat,

Hedgehog, Zizil, Marmot, Dormouse, Hamster, Ground-squirrel, &c.

In some, the temperature is reduced almost to freezing, as in the

Zizil and Marmot, whose temperature goes as low as 43 F.
,
the waking

temperature being 101 to 103a F.

Nearly all the cold blooded land animals, as Snakes, Toads, Lizzards,

&c.
,
also Turtles, Eels and Insects, are rendered torpid by the cold,

their temperature generally keeping near that of the air. Reptiles and

Amphibians at best live very low and slow, their respiration and diges-

tion being very inactive. In the winter sleep both are reduced to a

minimum.

All of us can likewise testify to the drowsy effect of summer heat.

Our fellow creatures are affected in the same way, and man}' of them

make a season of it by going into a summer sleep. The Tenrec of Mad-

agascar, a relative of the Hedgehog, does this, and so do numerous in-

sects, spiders, snails, toads and lizzards, the Crocodile in some coun-

tries, and most of the land Mollusks around the Mediterranean Sea.

Exhaustion of tissue may proceed from two causes: overwork, and

under-feeding of the tissue. When the system is contending against
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a large part of the food innsl, be simply burnt up to keep the heat

of the body up to tin temperature necessary for tin- chemical reactions

of digestion, respiration, A:c. Consequently more food is eaten ill cold

than in warm weather. If the digestive.' organs have not the capacity
to digest food enough to more than warm the blood, the tissues remain

unfed and torpor results. Under the influence of excessive heat the

first effects are very different. None of the food is required for fuel,

but it becomes fuel notwithstanding; for every process of organic action

that includes the formation of carbonic acid gives out heat, so that

whatever is done, even the digestion of food, tends to increase the al-

ready abnormal heat. The greater the heat the more rapidly are the

tissues torn down, and therefore the greater the waste, since more of

the energy developed by the combustion goes to make useless heat that

must be got rid of, and less is left to be converted into work in the

muscles and brain. It is like burning fuel in a stove instead of the en-

gine furnace; it makes heat that cannot be converted into work, or jt is

like burning it in a defective furnace that allows the heat to escape into

the air instead of turning the water into steam. The fuel is burnt up
too fast to be utilized and reduced to work in the system. Add to this,

that a large part of the energy that is turned to work, must be expended
in efforts to reduce and rid the system of the surplus heat. Evapora-

tion is a cooling process that goes into operation wherever there is water

in contact with air, unless the air is already saturated. It requires force

to push apart the particles of water so as to form them into vapor, and

when there is heat in the water it constitutes such force.

The moisture at the surface of the animal body is always evaporating,

with a tendency to carry off more or less of the heat of the bod}* or

stated more precisely, the heat at the surface of the body, whether in

the water or the contiguous tissues or the surrounding air, is constantly

evaporating the water, and taking itself off in the vapor. The drying

and cooling process at the surface makes room for more hot and moist

particles from the inside, and the sweat glands become so many canals

of hot water running to the surface and emptying into the air. This

moisture must be extracted from the food and carried to the sweat

glands by the blood. The animal imbibes large quantities of water to

meet the extra demand. While in the case of cold the force of the cir-

culation is expended in carrying fuel to keep up the fire, in this case it

is expended in carrying water to put it out. The result is a perversion

of work and an underfeeding and exhaustion of the animal tissues, fol-

lowed by drowsiness and torpor.

The limits of vital activities, so far as temperature is concerned, are

tixed. and not very far apart, by the mechanical (or chemical
)
constitu-

tion of the elements that share in these activities. Within these limits.
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however, habit and use have produced a wonderful variety of adapta-

tions. The process of acclimation sometimes requires several genera-

tions, and in reality the anatomical differentiation must be considerable

in many cases in which it is not externally apparent. In Germany the

Amphibians come out of their winter sleep when the temperature gets

up to freezing point, but in Cuba, where they have become habituated

to a normal temperature much higher, they cannot keep awake at a tem-

perature of 7 C. and some of them go to sleep at 24 C. In the Phil-

ippine Islands snakes succumb to 16 to 18 C. or 61 to 64 F.

Bayard Taylor, after spending a winter in Lapland, found the tempera-

ture of freezing point oppressively warm. It is said that animals in

the Arctic Ocean will die if exposed to a temperature of 30 C. ( 86 F.)

in the rays of the sun. The change of color which takes place in some

animals on the approach of cold weather, appears to be another effect

connected with the same causes that produce drowsiness. Brown weas-

els and some gray rabbits turn white on the approach of winter. It is

easy to see that this is an advantage in the snowy regions of the tem-

perate zones, in making the animals less conspicuous, and must there-

fore be a cause of selection. But the cause of the modification appears

to be the same underfeeding which is due to cold and which, instead of

being shared by the various tissues and producing sleep, is concentrated

chiefly on the skin, cutting down its function of secreting and conserv-

ing the coloring matters. The white color is the best reflector of lumin-

ous heat rays, so that an animal having a white coat will get less heat

from the sun, which is probably a disadvantage in a cold climate; while

the white coat will radiate his own obscure heat as readily as a colored

one. The tropical black probably arises also from defective color func-

tion at the other extreme, because black being a bad reflector of lumin-

ous heal, it must be regarded as an unfavorable color in a hot, sunny
climate.

In one of these extremes it would appear that the tone of the system
was unequal to the task of secreting the proper amount of coloring mat-

ter, in the other it was unable to get rid of a superabundance of it.

Albinos present an example of the defect. They are said to be common

among the black races. The bleaching of "the hair in age is another ex-

ample of the letting down of the function, by degrees. In the bleach-

ing which sometimes follows excessive fright, it is dropped suddenly.

An anomaly or freak, which at first occurs as an accident of an or-

ganism, if repeated often enough through the persistence of the cause,

will become habitual to that organism; and if afterward the original

cause that brought it about shall disappear the habit of the organism

may still be perpetuated. Sooner or later, however, these habits will

disappear, and the anatomical peculiarity which may have been caused
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by them will remain as a rudiment. The causes that brought about the

color of the skin in very many individuals, if not nations, certainly do

not now exist, and the diversity of colors is, in many cases, kept up by
the ancient inherited habit.

Quick results in the color of the products of the epidermis are some-

times obtained in the lower animals by change of food. Thus, it is

stated by Semper, that the green of the feathers of the Brazilian Parrot

can be changed to yellow or red by feeding the bird on the fat of cer-

tain fishes; that the Bullfinch turns black when fed on hemp seed; and

that the colors of certain Canary birds, of -the Indian bird Lori Rajah,

and of butterflies, depend on the quality of their food. There is nothing

at all incredible in this statement, in view of what we know of the ef-

fects of food in other things both directly and indirectly. It is well

known how bees develop their queen from the larva of what would

otherwise become a sterile female, by food of a peculiar sort.

" The larvae of a moth Acronycta entirely lose the habit of spin-

ning a cocoon before assuming the pupa state, when their food is insuf-

ficient, and both the pupa and moths are then smaller.
"

Semper, in

experimenting with the Mexican Axolotl, an amphibian which is now

known to be the larval or incomplete stage of the Amblystoma, but

which can and constantly does reproduce in its larval state, kept eight

of them for two years without breeding by stinting them in their food.

He kept them in a small aquarium destitute of plants and sand. After-

ward he removed them to a large aquarium supplied with plants and

sand, pebbles, &c.
,
and in the course of fifty hours they deposited about

1,000 eggs. This is another illustration of the fact that reproduction

is preceded by a check in general development, and is parallel to the

statement in regard to the frog, &c.
,

it answering the same end,

whether the pause in development is caused by defective temperature or

inadequate food.

CHAPTER XX.

VARIOUS MODIFYING AGENCIES.

In the foregoing, many examples are given to show that changes in

animal organisms arc caused by changes in their mode of life. Changes
in the mode of life, or lutln't, never can occur as long as the conditions

remain the same. The same stimulations must invariably produce the

same reactions. This is axiomatic in theory, and receives a nryriad il-

lustrations every day. But if the stimulation changes it will beget

change in the reaction.

Sonue further illustration of the ehYcts of altered stimuli on organisms
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will be found in the action of water with respect to its saltncss or fresh-

ness. There are many animals that inhabit salt water only, many that

live in fresh water only, while still others are so constituted that they

can swim from one into the other with impunity. There are many that

inhabit the salt water and would die if transferred to fresh water, that

nevertheless have relatives not easily distinguishable from themselves,

that live in fresh water and would die in salt water.

The amount of salt in sea-water is from 3^ to 4 per cent. Its effect

on animals is due probably to their different facilities of endosrnose, or

the passage of fluid through the skin. A Crocodile is not affected by a

change as its tissues are protected from the absorption of salt by its im-

pervious hide. The Medusa, which is a very soft gelatinous animal,

whose tissues are thoroughly impregnated by and differentiated to salt,

will die almost instantaneously in fresh water. Experiments with

frogs, in which their head and mouth were kept out of the water and

their skin only allowed to come in contact with it, showed that they

would absorb, by endosmose, enough salt to kill in two and a half hours

in a medium holding 5 per cent, of salt; in three hours in water holding

3 per cent.
;
in seven hours in 2 per cent.

,
and in twenty-four hours in

1^ per cent, while they could endure with impunity water holding only

one per cent. From this it is evident that while any amount of salt is

injurious to a frog, and 2 per cent, would kill him, yet the injury of

one per cent, would not be vital, and consequently he could become

habituated to it, and when he did, that amount of salt in the water

would suit him better than none, and two per cent, would suit as well

as none. If he be allowed time, therefore, to become habituated to

each step before being compelled to take another, he could, no doubt,

be made to flourish in sea-water.

The injurious effects of a transfer from fresh to sea water, or vice

versa, are of various kinds. Some animals are killed, some are checked

in the deposit of their eggs, and some are checked in their growth.

There are numerous cases going to show that animals have transferred

themselves by a gradual migration from salt to fresh water. Since

1860 (Semper states)
a certain Polyp, the Cordylopliora lacustns,

which formerl}
7
" was found only in brackish water near the mouths of

rivers, has migrated up the Seine as far as Paris, up the Elbe to Ham-

burg, and also into English and Belgian streams. At Hamburg it

made itself troublesome by infesting the city water pipes.

Several fresh water animals, as Bivalve Shell-fish, the Water Louse,

&c.
,
have artificially been gradually adapted to salt water till they were

made to live and breed in the sea. Of course it must be held that the

Intimate molecular structure of an animal that has undergone such a

change must have also been altered, even when not discoverable, but
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there are further examples in whieh this fact is verified by an accom-

panying visible change in external morphology.
The fresh water crustacean Branchipus Stagnalis is very much like a

salt water species, the Artemia Salina. But the two are placed by
naturalists in different genera. The difference is chiefly in the shape of

the antennae of the male and the number and form of the posterior seg-

ments of the body, there being nine of these segments in the Branchi-

pus while the Artemia has but eight. "There is another salt water

species of Artemia, the Artemia Milhausenii, which differs considerably

from the A. Salina.

The naturalist Schmankewitsch experimented with these, and by

raising several generations of the A. Salina in water, the saltness of

which was increased gradually from 4 to 25 Beaume's scale, the

descendants of the A. Salina became genuine A. Milhausenii. At the

same time by reversing the process beginning with the A. Milhausenii

and gradually freshening the water its descendants became A. Salina.

FIG. 76. Transformation of the

tail of the crustacean, Artemia Sa-

lina to that of Artemia Milhau-

XX M^ I \ Tail lobe of A - Salina.

b, c, d,e. Gradual changes as they
breed in water of increasing salt-

ness.

/.Tail lobe of A. Milhausenii.

[From Semper after Schmanke
witsch.]

The two species cannot possibly live together in the same kind of

water, but the proof is beyond question that they are related by blood

and have been differentiated by the action of salt. Schmankewitsch

furnishes figures of the gill and tail lobe, showing the steps taken by

the animals in this curious transformation. There are six stages in the

tail development, each onq inconsiderable, but amounting in the sum to

a sufficient difference to justify the specific distinction made.

But the naturalist went still further, and by gradually freshening the

saline water in which the Artemia Salina flourishes, he caused the de-

scendants of that, in the course of a few generations, to become true

fresh water Branchipi.

It would appear, then, that the stimulus of the addition of a little salt to

the water surrounding the Branchipus, finds expression in subtracting one

joint from his tail. From the foregoing results it is easy to understand

why marine and fresh water species can be related while neither could

be abrupt.lv transferred to the medium <>!' tin* other. The /'itlcmon is a

fresh water Crusta<-e;m round often in mountain streams. All of his

relatives are marine. In his ^ill cavities he supports a parasite, one

Bopyrus, and all the relatives of the parasite are likewise marine, inhab-
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iting the gill cavities of marine fish. So the Palemon, in migrating
from salt to fresh water, took along his faithful parasite and both were

modified to suit their new surroundings. Cowries, a marine univalve

mollusk, have migrated up the Niger as far as Timbuctoo. In Min-

dinao, one of the Phillipine Islands, Semper found oysters in water

which at low tide is quite fresh, and never very salty. Likewise the

American Manatus or Sea-cow, a marine animal, has gone up some of

the South American rivers, and a species of the Dolphin is found 600

miles up the Irawady river, but considerably modified from its relatives

in the Indian Ocean. According to Cuvier there is another Dolphin,

the Soosoo, living in the Ganges. There are numerous other cases of

migrations with such modifications as their new surroundings have im-

posed of snakes, worms, fish, and mollusks.

Another curious fact, developed also by Semper, is that the volume of

water in which animals grow has an effect, within certain limits, on

their size. The pond snail Lymnea stag nails was experimented upon.

As fast as the animals were hatched from a certain mass of ova, they

were separated into two lots, one of which was divided equally and

placed in unequal bodies of water, and the other divided unequally and

placed in equal bodies of water. After a period of sixty-five days it

was ascertained that those animals that had an average of 100 cubic

centimetres of water, had attained a length of six millimetres, those

having 250 parts of water were nine mm., those having 600 were 12

mm. and those having 2,000 were 18 mm. By working out these

lengths into cubical bulks, I find that the relative sizes of the animals

were as 1, 3, 8 and 27. These numbers divided into the quantity of

water each had,, shows that while 100 cu. centimetres gave its bulk to

the first one, 74 or 75 cu. centimetres was sufficient to give the same bulk

to the larger ones. In 5,000 cu. centimetres the snail would, in about a

year, attain its greatest growth of 24 mm., or 95-100 of an inch. Any
more water would make no difference. As the snail breathes air, and

abundant food was supplied to all, the result shows that the water must

supply in proportion to its bulk between the limits of 100 and 5,000 cu.

centimetres, something else besides mere wetness and a potential some-

thing, too. A parallel effect to the above is seen in nature in the fact

that Salmon, Trout, and other kinds of fish, are always larger in larger

streams, and it is not improbable that the mere volume of water may
supply the cause, as in the case of the snail.

When such causes as the saltness or volume of water can effect the

anatom}' of animals, many changes in the natural history of the past

are accounted for. A change in the size of a pond or lake, a diminu-

tion in the rainfall, by which a lake may cease to have an outlet as in

the case of the Utah Salt Luke, and the Devil's Lake in Dakota a cir-
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cmnstaucc which would cause the water to become suited, would inevit-

ably chancy all the animal life involved, or perhaps destroy it entirely

of both of which Geology furnishes many examples.

Mechanical Effect of W<itcr.

When \ve come to diseuss the osseous structure of vertebrates, we
shall sec how habitual strains develop particular parts. We have an

illustration of this in the development of organs in flowing currents.

Currents constantly cause involuntarj' migration in very many aquatic

animals, sweeping them into new environments, where they are either

destroyed or modified to suit their new environment. This happens

particularly to animals without organs. On the other hand, all animals

with swimming organs have them developed or adapted to contending

against the currents. An organ used for beating against the water will

naturally tend to take the form of a fin, since that form combines light-

ness, strength and flexibility, with a minimum of friction and maximum
of surface. Natural selection would inevitably pick out such an organ
for swimming. And no matter whatT shape the organ may be, if it be

put to work in the water it begins to assume the character of a fin.

There can be no doubt that the first limbs were of the nature of fins,

which were modified from folds or ridges of the integument, on the

back, belh', tail and sides. From fins the limbs of reptiles and land

vertebrates were gradually modified, and whenever any land vertebrate

has found it advantageous to again have recourse to the water, his limbs

have been modified backward toward the model of the fins. Ducks,

Cormorants, &c.
,
use their wings both for flying and swimming. But

the Penguin uses his for swimming only, and so they have actually been

modified from wings into fins not yet as complete ,or as shapely as those

of fishes but still quite effectual. The feathers have become very like

scales
(
See fig. 74

). Crocodiles, Turtles, the Oraithorhynchus, Otter,

&c.
,
have webbed feet. The limbs and hind end of the bodies of the ma-

rine mammalia, Whales, Seals, Dolphins, Dugongs, &c.
,

have all been

modified from the forms of land mammals toward those of fish. That

such modification has taken place, is unquestionable, and it is both proof
and illustration of the sort of reaction which is provoked in the vertebrate

organism by the dynamic agency of water. The limbs of those insects,

crustaceans and worms which ha\e become aquatic, are modified and

adapted more or less completely for swimming. And all these swim-

mers are in a constant struggle, in maintaining themselves against cur-

rents or in moving themselves in pursuit or retreat, the weaker con-

stantly lost in the struggle and the strong becoming stronger from gen-

eration to generation.

A great many marine animals that are sedentary in their habits, have

organs for holding on to some rock or other object, so as to keep from
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being washed about by currents, as the Crinoids, the Lingula, and other

Brachiopod Mollusks, the Tunicates, &c. In many cases it is known

that such clinging organs have been modified from organs of active loco-

motion. This is the case with the Anatifa and the Barnacle, as mentioned

further on
;
the clinging stem of which is modified from the fore limbs,

with which it swims while in the naupliiis or early infant stage.

Among the curious examples of the morphological adaptation of an

organ is that of the evident modification by which the univalve Grastero-

pod Namcella has been developed from the Neritina. There is prac-

tically no difference between them except in the form of the foot and its

cover or operculum. The Neritina when alarmed instantly draws into

its shell, pulling its foot after it. And the operculum, like a hoof, closes

up the mouth of the shell snug and tight. But with such a habit he

can live only in comparatively still water, or he would be carried off or

dashed to pieces when he loosened his foot-hold. The Navicella, on

the contrary, when alarmed does not let go, but hugs down upon the

object he happens to be on all the harder, covering his foot under him

with his shell over his back. He has come to do this by a habit of liv-

ing in a current where it was unsafe to let go, and those of his kindred

who did were probably selected out of existence. But by thus keeping

this foot always extended and the operculum always open, the foot has

grown to such a form that it can no longer pull the operculum s^iut, and

if it could, the cover has grown so distorted by disuse that it would no

longer fit or nearly cover the opening, so it is, in fact, reduced to a use-

less rudiment.

Dessication.

Among the curious habits to which animals may become differentiated,

is that of dessication. This dessication takes place in the egg and

among invertebrates only. The eggs of the following animals may be

dried and kept, some of them for years, and then moistened and

hatched a great number of infusoria, sponges and worms
;
and of

Crustaceans, the Apus, Branchipus, Brine Shrimps (Artemia), Water-

flea ( Cypris ),
Branched-horn Water-flea

( Daphnia ), Cypridina, Limna-

dia, Estheria and many Copepods (Cyclops ). Some of these eggs are

very small, so that when dry they can be carried about by the wind.

They have attained the ability to stand this drouth by living in places

subject to being dried up in the summer. The mud containing them

can be kept for years, and the eggs then hatched by moisture at a

proper temperature. But the most curious feature connected with it is

that the habit of dessication is so fixed as a part of their development,

that some of them, for example those of the Apus, never will hatch out

till they have been dried, and lain for a certain time in the dry mud.

Reptiles do not incubate their eggs. In the snakes the young are
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partly formed when the eggs are laid
;
and it is possible to compel a

snake to become viviparous artificially. This has been done by M.

Geoffroy by depriving a common snake of water. In this case the eggs
could not be laid by the snake but were retained until they were

hatched internally. The development of the lizzard, Axolotl, into its

adult and final form, called the Amblystoma, is effected by depriving

the former of water.

There are over twent}
T

species of Amblystomas in America, some of

which in their development stop at the Axolotl stage, while others go
on to become Amblystomas. The difference between the two is much

the same as between their Amphibian relations, the tadpole and the

frog. Like the tadpole the Axolotl breathes in the water by means of

gills, and like it acquires lungs, but unlike it does not always drop the

gills and pass into an air-breather exclusively. As an Axolotl, with

both gills and lungs, it may live, reproduce Axolotls and die without

further development. But according to experiments with them in sev-

eral places in Europe, when the Axolotls are about six months old their

lungs are so far developed that they can almost live without using their

gills at all. If they are then placed where they can choose between

land and water, they will spend part of the time on land, and by grad-

ually diminishing the water till it is all gone, their gills will become

dessicated and shrivel, and the whole of the respiration then becomes

aerial. In eight days after finally leaving the water, their gill slits are

entirely obliterated, the skin is moulted, the dorsal crest or fin is shriv-

elled up, the tail becomes more rounded, and the adult form of the

Amblystoma is reached, the whole process taking place within nine

months of birth. Undoubtedly this is precisely the process by which

this curious development is brought about in a state of nature. These

animals inhabit ponds that, in the drouthy districts of Mexico and

Western United States, are apt to dry up in summer, and they have, by

hereditary habit, gradually come to adopt aerial breathing and to rely

upon it exclusively when necessary. But we may conclude that the

habit is of comparatively recent origin, because the gills require to be

mechanically shrivelled by the dry air, and if the animal has plenty of

water, he may remain in it and not shed his gills at all. In the case of

the Frog, the habit has become a necessary link in the chain of its devel-

opment, and the gills are shed at a certain stage regardless of moisture.

But there is another case arising from the same cause that has gone

further.

The black Salamander of the Alps, is exclusively a lung breather,

and does not inhabit the water at all. Nevertheless, the embryos, which

are retained within the body of the female to be hatched and developed,

have complete gills which they shed before they are born. If these
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young Salamanders are taken out of the mother at a certain time and

placed in the water, they will breathe by their gills, their development
will continue and they will finally become land Salamanders. Their de-

velopment in the matrix of the female is much more rapid than when

they are thus taken out, a fact recalling the compression, within this

short space of time, of the adult lives of the ancestral forms, which takes

place more or less distinctly in all embryonic ^development. (Wilson's

Evolution, 244.)
The history of this Salamander is, no doubt, in the same direction as

that of the Axolotl, and indicates that its modification has been caused

by an increasing habit of living without the water. It has either

climbed the mountains, leaving the water behind it, or the mountains,

in being elevated in ancient times, carried it upward and gradually the

water disappeared, and the amphibian was modified to suit. The fact

that the embryonic gills of this animal are real and capable of perform,

ing functions which, nevertheless, in a state of nature they are never

called upon to perform, is exceedingly curious and instructive. It

points conclusively to a time in the past, not very remote, relatively, in

which the young Salamander was born before he parted with his gills,

and habitually used them in aquatic respiration. And it illustrates the

point so much insisted upon by evolution, that the development of every

individual involves the imitation of every successive stage in his ances-

tral line, all the stages but the present being compressed into the short

period of his antenatal life.

The fact is, that ever}
r vital process is a matter of habit. Every

form is an outgrowth of its predecessor, and, consequently, cannot ap-

pear till its predecessor has appeared. It is the endless repetition of

this succession of forms that has given it the facility that constitutes

habit. The older stages have been repeated oftener than the later ones,

consequently they are passed over more rapidly. Every generation

compresses into the last moments of its prenatal life the essence of the

modifications that took place in the preceding generation. The course

of this prenatal development is under the influence of the environment,

but that influence has a much less modifying effect upon the earlier

than upon the later stages, because the earlier are more firmly fixed in

the line of habit. It is on this account that the larval stages of the in-

vertebrates and lower vertebrates, which answer to the later prenatal

stages of the higher vertebrates, are, to so great an extent, subject to the

influences of the environment heat and cold, moisture and dessication,

quality and quantity of food, &c.

The fact that such larval forms as the Axolotl, are *able to reproduce,

shows how exactly the later of its ancestors, in their adult form, are

imitated, in its now larval form, so exactly that all the essential vital

functions of the ancient adult are copied by this infant.
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Food.

As examples of direct anatomical modification by food-habit, may be

mentioned the conversion of the gizzard or hard stomach of birds into a

soft stomach, and vice versa. The gizzard of the Pigeon is changed to

a soft stomach by a continuous diet of flesh
;
while the soft stomach of

a Sea-gull has been changed to a tough, gristly gizzard, by feeding on

grain for a year. The Herring-gull in winter lives on fish, and has then

a soft stomach, but in summer it lives on grain and its stomach changes
to a gizzard, it has also been observed in a Raven and a species of Owl,
that the internal coats of the stomach change twice a year to suit their

food. The habits of some animals have been fixed for so many genera-

tions, and their anatomical structure has become so conformed to the

habits, that to change radically from their accustomed food would be

death to them. But food is food, and, if time enough be given, any

change can be wrought. The lion could, in the course of generations,

be made to eat straw like an ox, and the horse to relish fried oysters.

As it now is, the various animals are habituated to special lines of diet,

which, in certain cases, are very narrow. Some live on a particular ar-

ticle of animal food or vegetable food, others on a general class of ani-

>1 or vegetable food, and siill others on a mixed diet.

Jhe food has acted upon the animal structure, that it has habitually

nourished, directl}", in forming and fixing anatomical peculiarities, and

at the same time establishing the mental characteristics corresponding
to them. The character of the food first affects the stomach, an example
of which is given in the case of the modification made in birds by

changing from flesh to grain. The stomachs of animals in general dif-

fer from each other and correspond in form with the demands of the

digestive function, whatever that may be.

The herbiverous animals, as a rule, have larger stomachs and longer

intestines than the carnivorous, because the quantity of vegetable food

required is much greater, as a rule, than that of animal food to produce
the same amount of tissue nourishment or heat. The ruminants, or

cud-chewers, eat enormous quantities of bulky grass, and have stomach

capacity to correspond. In fact, they have four stomachs; viz., paunch,

honeycomb, manyplies and rennet. The food goes in part into the

honeycomb, but mostly into the paunch, which, in the adult animal,

is an immense bag. It is relatively small in the young, and is only

developed by the bulk of food it receives. From the paunch the food

goes into the honeycomb or reticulum, and passes back and forth from

one to the other, and between them is macerated into a semi-fluid mass,
mixed with saliva. It is carried up from there in boluses back to the

mouth to be farther chewed nnd salivated. On its return, it flows over

the more solid, loss fluid, michcwed portions into the manyplies, and
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thence into the fourth stomach where it is mixed with the gastric juice.

The reticulum is lined with ridges which cross each other in such a way
as to form the honeycomb-shaped sections. The manyplies has a lining

of plates, like the leaves of a book, which serve to strain the food and

keep back the coarser, unchewed portions for further reduction.

FIG. 77.

FIG. 77. Stomach of a sheep. (Huxley, Vertebrate Anatomy.)
A.-Esophagus ( gullet). E. Pylorus ( or gateway).
B. Reticulum ( or Honeycomb). F. Abomasum (or Rennet stomach).
0. Psalterium ( or Manyplies). G. Opening from the Rumen to theReticulum.
D. Duodenum ( small intestine). R. Rumen ( or Paunch.)

The intestine and the coecum of ruminants are both long. ( For coe-

cum see fig. 67.) The rodents, or gnawing animals, likewise feed on

bulky food, often wood and the bark of trees. Their intestines are very

long, and their ccecum also extremely large.

The edentates, that feed chiefly on leaves of trees, as the Sloth (Bra-

dypus), have stomachs of enormous size, and divided into four com-

partments, while their relatives, the Armadillos and Ant-eaters, have

small, simple stomachs. The Bats, whose food is chiefly animal,

have small intestines without coecum, while their relative, the Gale-

opithecus, that lives on leaves and fruit, has a large coecum. The In-

sectivora, living on concentrated food, are without a coecum. The

small, but ferocious and blood-thirsty Weasels, Martens, Skunks, Otters,

&c.
,
are also without a coecum. The second division of the Carnivores,

including the Dog, and Cat tribes, Fox, Lion, Tiger, Hyena, &c.
,
have

small coecum. The Pachydermata, which are all vegetable eaters, have

large stomachs, with long intestines and immense coecums. They in-

clude the Horse, Elephant, Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, Tapir, &c. In

the case of the Hippopotamus the stomach is divided into several sacs.

The coecums of the Elephant and Horse are enormous.

The herbivorous cetacea have a stomach divided into four sacs, and

their coecum is large. They are the Manatus, Dugong, &c. The Dol-

phin tribes of the cetacea are more carnivorous, and do not possess a

coecum, although they and the rest of the ordinary whale tribes have

complicated stomachs divided into several sacs, and they have several

spleens. It thus appears to be a common rule that a coecum goes with

a vegetarian diet, or at least a bulky vegetarian diet. While those ani-

mals which are carnivorous, or at least whose diet is small in bulk, have
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none. The Bears appear to be an exception, for although they are

placed among the carnaria, in (
1

iivicr's classification, their dentition is

almost frugivorous, and the preferences of mast of the species are for

wild fruits with honey, &c. When these fail they will catch fish or

small mammals, such as pigs. Even the Polar Bear, which habitually

lives on fish and seals, can be made to subsist on a vegetable diet. Yet

these plantigrade animals, in common with the insectivorous planti-

grades (Hedgehogs, Shrews, Tenrecs, &c.) and the semi-plantigrade

Weasels and Martens, possess no ccecum.

These animals are perhaps derived from a carnivorous ancestry, and

have not as yet made a sufficiently radical change in their diet, or have

not been subject to the change long enough to work much change in

their alimentary system, or the change may have taken the form of an

increased length of intestine. Cuvier remarks that the length of the

intestine of the domestic cat is much greater than that of the wild cat,

obviously owing to the less carnivorous and concentrated nature of its diet.

The subdivision of the stomach into several sacs appears to be supple-

mentary to an imperfect mastication, and is supplied to animals that

bolt their food without chewing it, as in the case of the ruminants, and

also the whale tribes who swallow their food " in oceans
" and never

chew it.

The indirect effect of food upon the animal, besides its influence on

the nervous system through the peculiarities of its various chemical re-

actions, whereby the mentality, temperament, &c.
,
are largely formed,

consists in developing the habits necessary for its procurement. If the

food has a habit of growing at the top of a tree, the animal must adopt

the habit of climbing after it. If the food grows at the surface of the

ground, the head of the animal must be bent down to reach it. If it is

under ground he must learn to dig for it, if under water, to dive for it.

All the ten thousand acts required from one or another to procure their

food, tend to modify, to a greater or less extent, the organs that are

brought into requisition for the purpose ; constantly improving them by
the practice that makes perfect, while heredity clinches every modifica-

tion that survives the test of utility and the competition of the struggle

for life.

//'ml and Tail.

Among tin' first and most obvious differentiations in the animal body,

as already observed, is that by which the inside is distinguished

from the outside. Next and equally obvious and automatic is that sub-

division of the outside by which, in all vertebrate animals at least, a top

and bottom become recognized as the dorsal and ventral sides
; flanking

these two other aspects become the right and left, and the two poles

become the fore end and hind end or head and tail.
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It was observed that among the zoophites, or plant animals, as sponges,

corals, etc., the animal has but one orifice opening into his bag-like

stomach, and this serves both for ingress and egress. In animals of

somewhat higher development we find the single external orifice replaced

by two
;
but they are not far apart. It is as if a partition reaching not

quite to the bottom of the original cavity had been inserted so as to form

a continuous U shaped canal with an opening at each end, one for

ingress and one for egress. As an important condition of animal life is

to have a steady income of food, whatever organs were developed for its

procurement would obviously be located near the entrance. Accordingly
we find the parts around the mouth becoming modified into cilia, flagella,

tentacles, and finally jaws, &c.
,
and this modification is accompanied by

a corresponding development of nervous machinery. All this finally

promotes the part about the mouth, and including it, to the position of

head.

By reference to table V in Chap. VI it is seen that the Gastrsea, or sac-

like animal, is a common parent of two diverging stocks; viz.
,
radiate ani-

mals and bilateral animals. There is a certain degree of bilateralism even

in the radiate animals, and whether the rays are of even number, four or

six, or of odd number, five, the mechanical requirements of locomotion

will invariably tend to make the animal two sided in action, and action,

reacting upon the parts engaged, tend to make them over and better

adapt them for locomotion. Those animals which remain radiate in

structure are usually sedentary in their habits, many of them becoming
fixed and stationary for life. True bilateral locomotion begins with the

worms. There is almost conclusive evidence that the original worm is

simply a co-operating colony of Gastrsead or sac animals strung along

in a row one behind the other. These pieces are called somites
(bodies),

FIG. 78. A Chsetopoda worm. (The Grubea fusifera.)

Segmented worm.
ph. pharynx, d. alimentary canal. /.tentacle,
c. cirrus. ( Glaus after Quatrefages.)

or sometimes segments, and originally they must have

been of equal value from one end to the other. But

in the interest of economy differentiations would soon

take place. One mouth, one set of tentacles, &c.,

would answer for all the somites, and so all the others

might be dispensed with. In such worms as the

Polychaeta, Chaetopoda, &c.
,

the segments are each

provided with a pair of limbs which all work in unison

to carry the animal forward. But the two end seg-

ments are different from the rest. The one in front
'

FIG. 78. containing the principal sense organs, mouth, &c.
,
is

called the peristomium, or "part around the mouth." In locomotion
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it pilots the way. The one at the other end is called "
pygidium," which

means simply a "little buttock," and might as well be called the tail.

It possesses sensitive cirri or feelers which project toward the rear and

give warning of hostile demonstrations from that direction. The build-

ing of a single body out of a consecutive series of sac-like animals,

would require a particular pattern that could be fitted together and

made to cooperate. Obviousl}
r

,
those having the U-shaped intestine

would not do.

The segments of a worm of the simpler sort have an alimentary

canal running straight through from end to end, each of the composing

segments being perforated at each extremity. In the higher grades,

much complication and twisting occurs in this organ, and the somites

gradually lose their identity. Various viscera may be constructed in

some of the segments which do not extend to the others, though serv-

ing all. The exit of the alimentary canal, which should be in the ex-

treme segment, becomes located further forward, and the tail segment

becomes specialized for work.

The kind of work it first became fitted to do was locomotive. To an

animal living in the water, a tail is a vast acquisition. This is proved

by the fact that when the land mammals, with good limbs for getting

around on land, and with diminished tails, took to the water and

adopted an aquatic life, their limbs became modified backward toward

the type of fins, and their tails and hind quarters gradually became

powerful propellers. As the worm became modified into the vertebrate

type, the segmental limbs became eclipsed by the great progress of the

tail as the main propeller. The Amphioxus ( Lancelet ), the lowest ver-

tebrate now living, has no vestige of bilateral limbs, and those which

were afterwards developed in the vertebrate, arose from folds of the

skin along the sides, back and belly of the animal, as assistants to the

main propeller, the tail.

The tail of the early fish is straight and tapering to a point ;
but in the

bony fishes this tail is greatly improved. Width is added to it by the

development of a fin on the underside, which at first gives the tail the

appearance of being forked unequally, but as this underpart continues

to increase, the tail becomes symmetrical. This is accomplished at the

expense of much alteration and unseemly distortion of the rear end of

the ancient backbone of the old cartilaginous fishes. But new habits

of activity required the alteration, and made it. A superiority of the

tail as a propeller made locomotion easier and opened the way for a

larger energy to go towards improvement in other directions. The

head and tail are complemental of each other, and the differentiation of

the tail from the rest of the body at one end means also the differentia-

tion of the head from the other end. As long as the tail remains an ac-
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tive organ, it constantly, by its reactions, contributes to the building

of the brain and sense organs ;
and the reaction of these again stimu-

lates further locomotive development, which finally takes the form of

fins. These rather at first serve to give greater steadiness and accuracy

to the motion and a better control of the animal by his brain. As long

as the animal remains in the water, a good tail is an index of high

standing. But on land it is different.

When the fish took to living part of the time on land, his fins came

into play as feet
;
not very good ones at first

;
but getting better genera-

tion after generation.

The tail reaches its culmination as to size, among the reptiles whose

lives are spent principally in the water. Those living chieity on land

no longer need the tail as a propeller. The limbs increase in impor-

tance and in the completeness of their adaptation to the life followed by
their owner, and in the same proportion the tail is on the wane. The

epitome of his race history is repeated before our eyes every spring, in

the development of the tailless frog through the form of its tailed in-

fancy. The larval frog, swimming in the water by means of its tail,

and breathing like a fish through its gills, gradually puts. forth limbs

and develops lungs, while tail and gills as gradually become suppressed.

For a short space he uses gills and lungs, tail and legs ;
but soon the

gills and tail are eliminated, and lungs and legs remain in full force.

On land the tail is of no value as a propeller, and sooner or later takes

a back seat. On its way to final extermination it makes itself useful to*

some tribes in a much reduced capacity. To a monkey its function of

holding on is the exact opposite of that which sends the fish through the

water like an arrow. The horse, ox, &c.
,
make a mild use of their

much-diminished tails as fly-brushes.

Those enormous reptiles, the Deinosaurs, which inhabited the land in

the Jurassic times, must have found their enormous tails a burden, as

any useless appendage always is, and, consequent! 3-,
until their descend-

ants got rid of it they would be hampered in the struggle for existence.

In a much later age we find the great, sloth-like Megatherium using

his massive tail as a third hind leg, the three forming a solid tripod, on

which he could sit while he reached for the upper branches of a tree.

The early birds, which were only modified reptiles, inherited their heavy

tails. The ancient bird of Solenhofen, the Archceopteryx, had a tail con-

taining twenty vertebrae. The tail of the modern bird, which is a de-

scendant of such forms, is now a mere stump, having generally nine

vertebra, three of which are fused into one the coccyx. The ancestor

of the present 7>mr/^/o/mm, or short-tailed crab, was the M<ic.r<nirnn, or

long-tailed crab. In all mammals, whether it is of aii}
T uso or not, the

tail is, comparatively speaking, a rudiment. In certain breeds of sheep

up
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it is reduced to a mere button hidden in a muss of fat. In the .Manx

^ Cat, in the higher Apes, and in .Man, it is a subcutaneous rudiment

which never penetrates the skin, except in some rare cases of reversion

or arrested development.

CHAPTER XXL

BILATERALISM.

Bilateralism, or the possession of two complementaiy sides, which

has reached a considerable degree of perfection among the vertebrates,

is a subject of development as much as the differentiation of an inside

from an outside. Many of the lowest invertebrates are not bilateral, as

Hydra-polyps, Bryozoa, Medusae, Star animals, Kchinoderms, &c. Lo-

comotion in these animals, where there is an}', is by means of limbs ra-

diating at equal angles from a common center the mouth or stomach.

Most mollasks are, in part, bilateral, as are all the articulated animals,

including insects, worms and vertebrates. The development of comple-
inental sides seems a most obvious mechanical necessity and result,

when we consider the nature of locomotion. The muscles of the tail of

a fish, for example, must be able to flap the tail as much to the left side

as to the right, or else what motion the fish would have would be ex-

t'.vmely one-sided and impracticable. All locomotion depends upon the

exertion of muscles, that is, their alternate contraction and relaxation

a;> stimulation reaches them or ceases to do so. Such stimulus causing

contraction of the muscle fibres on one side of a worm, for example,
v,-ouhl cause that side to move, but it could not'go far without the other

fide and the motion would tend to be in a circle and without purpose.
till the other side should receive like stimulus. Then a definite locomo-

tive progression becomes possible. To this necessarily alternate reac-

tion of the right and left sides against the stimulus of the contact of the

outside environment (which to the earliest organism was water) is,

without doubt, to be attributed first, the differentiation from the gen-
eral sensibility of the organism, the sense of touch or contact; followed

by the further differentiation of tlie other sense organs from it
;
and

contemporaneously the differentiation from the general contractility of

the organism, of a special and superior contractility to be thenceforward

located in the muscles of the sides. Under the special stimulus thus

directed to localized points, the muscle fibre has received its peculiar

properties and at the same time in connection with the muscle the nerve

fibres have hern spcciali/cd by use for more perfectly conveying the

stimulation from a part in direct contact with the stimulus to a remote

part 11. >t in such direct contact. Any peculiarity in the application of
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the stimulus causing a peculiarity in the reaction of the muscle, tends

obviously to the setting apart or differentiation of certain muscle fibres

to certain forms of movement, and finally to new anatomical structure,

and hence limbs or locomotive organs on each side. The development
of the organs of the vertebrates being thus traceable to the bilateral ac-

tion of the original stimulus to motion and sensation, it is not strange

that the organs exist in pairs to so large an extent, especially those of

locomotion and sense. The two limbs on each side, the eyes and ears

in pairs, the double hemispheres of the brain, these are to be expected.

But the mouth and intestine is single from the highest to the lowest,

and that any of the products of either should be double is remarkable,

but may be explainable as the effects of later reaction of the outside of

the body upon the inside. The double parts, of internal origin, are the

kidneys, the ovaries and testes, and, later, the liver, lungs, double-

uterus, double male organ, and double nostril. The history of the de-

velopment of bilateralism is exceedingly curious, and its results to our

race are extremely important, as will appear.

Some organs, after occurring as double in the lower animals, become

consolidated, or tend that way, in the higher. On the other hand,

some, which in some of the inferior forms are single, finally become

double in the superior. The cerebrum, which in. man is the principal

FIG. 79. FIG. 80.

FIG. 79. Female generative organs of Ornithorhynchus.
OV. Ovary. Kl. Cloaca.
X. Non-functional right ovary. D. Intestine running down behind S and
T. Oviduct. opening into the cloaca.
U. Uterus double. Ur. Ureter.
M. Mouth of uterus. F. Opening of ureter.

S.Urogenital sinus or receptacle. H.Urinarv bladder. (Owen.)

FIG. 80. Female organs of a Kangaroo lialmaturus.
Ov. Ovary. T. Oviduct.
U U. Uterus. o o. Mouth of utrnis.
B. Coecum of vagina a pouch closed H. Urinary bladder opening into S.

below. S. Urogenital sinus. ( (Jegenbauer.)
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part of the brain, is double, right and left, in all the higher vertebrates,

while it is undivided in the lowest. The lungs start from the air blad-

der of fishes, which is at first a single sac, but later is found double.

In the Ceratodus and Lepidosiren these bladders become true double

lungs. In the Cyclostomi the nose is a single tube, but in the early

fishes ( Selachians ) this is divided into two, remaining such in the higher

animals. In the Cyclostomi the sexual glands, ovaries and testes, are

paired, but no supplemental organs are required as the impregnation

takes place after the eggs are laid or thrown off.

The same is true of the Amphibians. But in the Monotremes, Or-

nithorhynchus, &c.
,
with which the impregnation is internal, additional

organs became essential, and these were developed in pairs. Each

ovary of the female was supplemented by a uterus, and each testis of

the male by a penis. These double organs persist, more or less com-

pletely, in the most of the genera of the Marsupials, as the Opossum,

Wombat, Kangaroo, &c. From the Kangaroos up, these double organs

have become partly united to form single ones. In the Lemurs the

two uteri are united at their lower ends, leaving the upper ends still

free. In the Apes and Man they are consolidated into one, and the only

suggestion of their duplex nature remaining to these races, is in the two

fallopian tubes entering the upper opposite corners
;
the representatives

of the upper ends of the ancient Miillerian ducts
;

the united uteri

with their outlet representing the lower ends of those ducts. But the

organs all still retain marks of their duplex origin.

In some of the ganoid fishes as the Amia calva the urinary bladder

is a double organ, one bladder being developed in connection with each

kidney by the dilation of the ureter. In the Selachian fishes the ureters,

or ducts leading from the kidneys, are dilated, but not to the extent of

bladders, while in the Cyclostomi Lampreys and Myxine there are

simply the two ureters opening behind the rectum. On the other hand,

in the bony fishes ( Teleosteans } the two urinary bladders of the ganoids

are consolidated into one bladder which receives the two ureters, and

which still opens behind the rectum. In all the higher vertebrata the

single urinary bladder prevails, but the natural original position of the

external openings is reversed with reference to each other, the urogen-

ital opening being in front instead of behind the anal. In this case,

then, it would seem that the organs beginning as duplex have tended to

a consolidation into one. And the same may be said of the reproduc-

tive organs, some of which have thus become consolidated from two in-

to one, while others still remain in duplicate. Some further examples

may be mentioned. In many genera of the Rodents, as the Rabbits,

for example, the uterus of the female is still completely two, each of

which opens separately into the vagina. The male Rabbits have two
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scrotal sacs. The males of several genera of Reptiles have a forked or

double organ of generation corresponding with the double ovaiy and

two oviducts of the female. In some cases, these two male organs arc

so far separated from each other that one appears on each side of the

cloaca contained in a sac. Some reptiles of the lizzard kind possess

double reproductive organs. The uteri of seals are partly consolidated,

but still divided by a partition or septum.

In many animals the tongue is double. This is the case with snakes

in genera], and some lizzards. The tongue of the seal is also split at its

extremity. The upper lip of the rabbit is double, being cleft in the

middle, and so is that of the camel. The human deformity called

"
hare-lip

"
is such a cleft in the middle of the upper lip, and is often

accompanied by "wolf's-jaw," which is a corresponding cleft or fissure

in upper jaw-bone and of the palate. This deformity is caused in em-

bryonic development by the failure of the tube of the body to close at

this particular part of the median line of closure along the belly side of

the body, and is, in a certain sense, a reversion.

Mention has heretofore been made of the intermaxillary bone, which

occupies the front center of the upper jaw in apes and in the human em-

bryo. In most of the vertebrates, except the monkey and ape tribes,

there are two bones instead of one. They are called the premaxillaries,

and are usually joined to each other in front by a median suture, and

are joined at the sides by sutures to the maxillaries. This arrangement
is the rule throughout the vertebrate tribes fishes, amphibians, birds,

and mammals. There are some exceptions, however, among the rep-

tiles, the two bones being soldered together in some of the snakes and

turtles. In some of the bats they are reduced to rudiments in size.

But their transition development is most remarkable in the monkey and

ape tribes. These animals are born with the two bones. But at some

period of their lives the suture between, the bones disappears and the}
T

become one. In the Cebus ( Platyrhine Monkey of high organization )

this happens in early life. Among the Baboons and Mandrils
( Cyno-

morpha ) the median suture does not disappear till late, occasionally

not at all. In the Chimpanzee it disappears when the milk teeth fall

out, but in the other man-like apes, not till after the second dentition is

accomplished. ( Huxley, Vertebrate Anatomy. )

Thus, most of the higher monke}rs and all the man-like apes, possess,

in adult life, the single intermaxillary bone. As before mentioned, it

is developed in the human embryo, but about the time of birth, or soon

after, it is absorbed, and the two sutures, which connect it on each side

with the maxillaries, are gradually brought together till they become

one the bone between them quite disappearing. The double gills of

worms mid fishes seem to be the result of direct correlation of respira-
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try organs with i|,,. bilateral activities, and must have been double

from the start. With the lungs, however, the case is different. The

embryological development of the vertebrate lun^ is from a single air

sac. whieh divides into two, each of which becomes a lung. Without

doubt this was the order of the tribe development .of that organ. The

original of that single air sac is illustrated by the single air bladder of

the bony fishes, while the original of the double sac stage has an illus-

tration in the double air bladders of the ganoid fishes, as the Polypterus.

The modification of such air sacs into lungs, and the change from

breathing the air in the water to breathing the air directly from the at-

mosphere are much less violent than one would naturally suppose, as

we shall see further on. Among other double organs that may be

named, are the thym us and thyroid glands, which have been explained

in Chap. V. These are organs concerned in the nutrition of the lower

races and the young of higher races, including Man, but which become

functionless in the adult Man. The two lobes of the thyroid are joined

by a narrowing called the isthmus. The tear glands are paired to cor-

respond with the eyes. The salivary glands are in pairs, three or four

on each side of the mouth and jaws. The milk glands are in pairs,

usually one on each side, but not unfrequently two or three on a side.

The foregoing examples appear to point to the following generaliza-

tion : that, as a rule, organs developed directly from the outer tube of

the body are, from the first, in duplicate, while those developed from

the inner tube alone are at first single. The subsequent modification of

single into double organs is due to the more or less independent action

of the two sides each of which establishes relations with a definite half

of the single organ, the neutral or inactive tract, between which two

halves will first become fixed membranous tissue crystallizing into a

septum, and finally a double one, making a permanent division of the two.

The subsequent modification by which two primary organs tend to

become consolidated into one may arise from more than one cause.

First, where the bilateral action is entirely cooperative and not antago-

nistical, or in cases where the bilateral functions have ceased, as, for

example, in the urinary bladder, which, starting as mere dilations of

the two ureters, becomes single by the absorption of the walls between

the two.

The function of the bladders, as mere receptacles of the waste, is

chiefly a passive function, and economy of room and material, both of

which are important instruments of selection, will tend, in the course of

time, to the elimination of the useless wall and the establishment of the

economical, spherical or ovoid shape. The same considerations apply
to the development of the single from the double uterus.

A second cause of the reduction of duplicate organs from two to one
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arises from the sufficiency of one to do the work and the consequent

uselessness of the other. This happens in cases where after periods of

activity in which high development is reached, a tribe is forced into

inactivity. As a prosperous citizen with twelve children builds a house

with fifteen rooms. But when the children are married and gone he

and his old dame have use for only three. As seen under the subject

of rudimentary organs, the vertebrate body is full of these super-

numerary and useless, because unused, parts. Other examples will be

given presently. The external tube of the vertebrate body therefore is

like the union of two individuals, necessary to each other, yet antago-

nistical and in severe competition and, like two animals, both depend-
ent on the common vegetative internal tube for nourishment.

It is to be expected that the two sides of this bilateral body should

be so joined by nerve connections as that each side being influenced by
the action of the other side, the two should act in some degree of har-

mony or correspondence. Accordingly we find that each segment in

worms and the vertebral segments in the vertebrates are supplied with

nerves, so that the limbs and organs on one side are always automatically

co-ordinated with those on the other, and this co-ordination is further

carried from end to end by the spinal cord. The spinal cord originating

from the two-sided body is itself duplex, and what may be called its

extensions and additions, constituting the brain; viz., the medulla ob-

longata, the cerebellum and the optic lobes, the optic thalami, the cor-

pora striata and the cerebrum, are all likewise double.

Under the universal law that habit and use increase and strengthen a

part or organ, while disuse has the contrary effect, to diminish and

abort it, when either side possesses activities not shared or balanced by
activities of the other side, the two will become unequally developed
and there will be, to a certain extent, a Want of Symmetry between them.

Our habit of using the right hand more than the left has been followed

by its greater development in size and dexterity, and by sympathy the

greater size and dexterity of the right leg and foot. And this differ-

ence in the bilateral activities of the exterior, react upon the internal

anatomy, causing asymmetry in bilateral organs there. Thus the two

lungs, which are very directly connected with and essential to external

activity, differ materially from each other, the right lung being the

largest and divided into three lobes, the left smaller and divided into two.

The right lobe of the liver is also much larger than the left. The

brain also is very directly involved in external activities, the cerebral

hemispheres being devoted to the correlation of the conscious and intel-

ligent movements. In consequence of the crossing of the nerves in the

medulla oblongata, the left hemisphere becomes the organ of the right

side of the body and the right hemisphere that of the left side. Ac-
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cordingly, in all right Intmlcd persons the left hemisphere of the brain is

the largest, weighing, on an average, one-eighth of an ounce the most,

and very often it presides over the faculty of speech, becoming spokes-

man for both sides, to the exclusion of the right lobe. The two sides

of the several segments of the brain are connected with each other by
cross fibers called commissures, and, ordinarily, there is more or less

cooperation and correlation between the opposite sides of the brain.

But the two sides may and do differ in activity and function, as the two

hands differ. The actions of the individual m&y be governed by the

strong side exclusively, or by the two alternately. One side may be

authority in some departments, the other in other departments, so that

in case of disease to one side the individual may be all right on some

subjects and quite insane on others. The eyes also often differ from

each other in size and in focal adjustment.

Notwithstanding the mutual dependence of the two active sides of the

vertebrate body, there is, at the same time, a certain degree of inde-

pendence. In general, wherever the organs are double the animal func-

tions can be performed and life sustained for a time with one. Either

of the external senses may be active with only one eye or ear or nostril,

respiration may go on with a single lung or even less, reproduction with

ji single ovary and testis, and mental action with a single cerebral hem-

isphere.

One whole side of the body may be paralyzed, including one-half the

bruin, without the total destruction of any function.

The curious human habit of preferring the right hand to the left and

its consequences are paralleled by similar circumstances among other

vertebrates. A remarkable example is the Flat Fish family. They have

a habit of swimming near the bottom and on one side instead of the

belly. As this position brings one eye on the underside looking toward

the bottom, it is useless, and the fish from the habit of twisting the

head and neck to bring this eye into a useful position on top, has after

many generations of effort, assisted by the hereditary transmission of

each Mccumulation of deformity, succeeded in bringing his optics around

almost the quarter of a circle. To do this the bones of the cranium and

face are twisted over and the median line, instead of being straight as in

most, fishes, is distorted and crooked. This want of sj'mmetiy is often

shared by the backbone and limbs, one fin being larger than its mate.

The Mouochirus, a member of this family resembling the Sole, has

only one small pectoral fin on the same side with the eyes which is the

right side in this genus the opposite I'm being aborted. Some of the

genera of the Flat fishes usually lie on the right, others on the left side,

and the e}'es are on tire; top side, whichever that is.

In the Soles the eves are on the right side, the mouth is twisted
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toward the left, with teeth opposite the eyes only. The flat fishes are

whitish on the under side and dark-colored on the upper side. The

upper side also possesses the "Chromatic function," or the power to

change color, which the under side does not. Sometimes, however, an

individual is colored alike on both sides and is called a Double. The

dark side is doubled oftener than the light side.

Occasionally an individual is "
reversed," that is, lies and swims and

has his eyes, &c.
,
on the side opposite the one his species usually

affect.

The embryo flat fish is straight and symmetrical, with eyes in the

normal place, but the young one soon begins to assume the sequences of

distorted forms that the habits of his ancestors have bequeathed to his

race and ends by being as crooked as the rest. This embryonic develop-

ment is indicative of the race development and proves the flat fishes to

be derived from a symmetrical ancestry and modified subsequently into

crookedness.

Thus the flat fish is a good example of the effects of an unequal
stimulus

;
that is, the stimulus on one side differing from that on the

other, as, with the bottom of the ocean on one side and the upper world

on the other, it obviously does.

The occasional "doubles" and "reversions" illustrate the fact

noticed elsewhere that the latest variations from a former type are

themselves liable to vary.
Fig. 81.

Brain of Halibut, a Flat Fish.

A Top view.

B Bottom.

c Optic nerve from left eye.

d - Optic nerve from right eye.

e Right optic lobe of brain in connection

with left optic nerve and left eye.

/Left optic lobe of brain connecting

with right eye.

g gr The hypoaria the right one the larg-

est.

a Cerebellum below which is the taper-

ing Medulla oblongata and upper end

of spinal cord. (Owen.)

The difference of strain or attention, exertion and activity forced up-

on opposite sides of the body, and especially the eyes, has wrought a

great difference in the size of the eyes and of the optic nerves, and even

of the parts of the brain relating to the eyes. This is shown in Fig. 81.

In this case the left eye is the most active, and the optic nerve leading

from it to the brain is far the larger; and in like manner the correspond-
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ing parts of the brain, viz., the optic lobe <>n UK* upper side and the

hypoaria on the lower, are much larger than their fellows which are in

connection with the right eye.

The Hut fishes ;uv destitute of an air bladder so that they remain near

the bottom without effort. They are sly and cunning and quickly con-

ceal themselves <by burrowing in the sand or mud on the bottom, so that

their eyes alone remain uncovered. Both the loss of the bladder and

the acquisition of the cunning qualities are due to the habits that their

pursuit of happiness
"
impelled them to adopt. Finding their best

supply of food near the bottom they seldom needed to inflate their blad-

der, and so it. became atrophied. Concealment in the mud not only af-

forded security for themselves, but deceived the caution of their in-

tended prey. Their human adversaries, however, set their wit at

naught by plowing for them with a sort of hooked tool, like a long

handled sickle. But when they lay there concealed by mud and the

dark pigment which covers their upper side, if any small fish comes in-

cautiously close enough they will dart out and seize it. To watch for

their prey they need all their eyes, and so the one which would have

been buried in the mud on the underside, has been resurrected and

brought to the top. It is easy to imagine how, generation after genera-

tion, this twisting process would go on pari passu with the constantly

changing position of the fish from his original perpendicular, in his ef-

forts to get nearer the bottom
;
and how the pigments in his skin origin-

ally, no doubt, on his back and half way down his sides, as in the

Perch, Salmon, &c.
,
shifted over with his eyes to occupy the top side,

selection interfering constantly to preserve for survival those best con-

cealed, that is, those in which the deformity had made the most progress
and which were able to lie the flattest on the bottom. Of the flat fishes

(or Pleuronectida? ) the Plaice, Flounder, Dab, Laminder, Halibut,

Sole, Monochirus and Achirus are Rights, that is, have the right side

up; while the Turbot, Brill, Topknot, Whiff, Scarlet fish, &c., are Lefts.

I conjecture that both the "doubles" and the reverted individuals

may be hybrids or crosses. l

The question might be asked why or how such a distinction as that

between the right hand and the left could occur
; why the one should

take the lead and the other always accept a subordinate position. At

first sight it would seem that the external stimulus ought to act alike on

each and that one would naturally be as dextrous as the other. But

reflection shows it' to be impossible. Suppose the external stimulus

resolved, self-co-ordinated and equilibrated in the balances of the brain,

requires the driving of a nail. It is a single stimulus but it is made up
1 An article in l'ip. Sri. Maura/ino, Vol. 27, published since the above was \\ rittf!i,takes

much the same view of the nal fish as that ^ivm l-m-, and adds that the flat fish ia de-
rived ii'oiii tli' C..d family.
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of details, and the reaction must be in corresponding detail. There

must be repeated blows with the hammer, and the nail must be held in

position till started. One hand must hold the nail and the other the

hammer. If this is the first mechanical work of the two hands and

they are absolutely alike in dexterity, or the want of it, yet the necessity

for choice of one of them to hold the hammer and the other the nail is

equally absolute. This choice is one of the details of the stimulus and

will determine itself possibly by a very small majority one way or the

other
; possibly by the fact that one hand is nearer the hammer and tlie

other nearer the nail. Which ever gets the hammer is thenceforward

the dexter hand and that of the nail the sinister. I say thenceforward,

because the moment the first nail is driven the two hands are no longer

alike, they have become differentiated. And on a repetition of the

stimulus it will find one more ready to respond to the hammer part of it

and the other the nail part of it. Where the stimuli are of a simple

nature confined to causing such reactions as locomotion merely, or sensa-

tion, they affect each side more nearly alike than where the movement

in reaction is complicated and detailed. From all which it is easy to

see that while the two sides must be developed into a complementary

resemblance, j'et they cannot possibly be precisely alike. It being

settled that one side shall take precedence of the other, the social habits

of man coupled with the economic advantages of uniformity, the choice

has generally fallen upon the same one, by chance the right side,

although we read of an ancient tribe of barbarians that unanimously

gave preference to the left.

A writer in the American Analyst ascribes the preference given to the

right hand to the fact that the heart is situated on the left side, and

that the early man, in his combats with his fellows for the purpose

chiefly of settling who should be the head of the family and boss of the

harem, would instinctively guard that most vulnerable spot with his left

arm, which habit would devolve all the active fighting on the right hand and

arm. Having become dextrous in fighting it would be also dextrous for

work. Such habit would at least be contributory. But our ape ances-

tors used their hands to grasp and fight with before the heart had

assumed its present exposed position, and we might conjecture that the

already dextrous right hand was not passive enough to do its share in

guarding the heart, which in consequence shifted over to the shelter of

the left, under ^ie law of selection. At any rate there is evidence that

the heart has been influenced by the unequal activities of the right and

left sides, because while there are usually three cardiac or heart nerves

on the right side, called the superior, middle and inferior, there are sel-

dom more than tiro on the Ifft] viz., the superior and middle, the infe-

rior being left out. This want of symmetry must have been brought
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about since the race began to make more use of the right hand than the

left. Occasionally the whole six nerves are developed, a circumstance

due to arrested development.

The Narwhal, a cetacean mammal which grows to be twenty or thirty

feet long, has in infancy the germs of two horns, one from each inter-

maxillary bone. As a rule, however, one of these the right one is

suppressed, its gelatinous core being supplanted and smothered by a

growth of ivory. The left one, however, is developed into a straight

horn from six to ten feet long, grooved spirally.

Certain others of the Cetacea the Cachelots are unsymmetrical.

They have only one blow hole, the left one, instead of the usual two,

and the left e}'e is often much smaller than the right, so that whalers

always try to attack that blind side. Many snakes possess but one

lung. In some cases where there are two, one is large and useful and

the other rudimentary and functionless. This obviously retrograde

character of these organs is, as might be expected, associated with

degeneracy of the bilateral limbs. One genus of the Orvets (Pseudo-

pus) has no visible limbs except two little bones which form small

prominences where the thigh bones should be. But under the skin they

have pelvis and shoulder bones. Their lungs are double, but one is one-

fourth shorter than the other. Others of this family have no vestige of

outer limbs, a circumstance accompanied by a still greater disparity in

the lungs. The ear also appears to follow the gradations of the lungs.

In the best developed, the tympanum lies upon the outside, but in the

most retrograde it is sunk in the head and permanently covered with

skin. Other serpents have rudimentary limbs under the skin, and in

sonic, small hook-like hind limbs project outside the skin. In these the

lungs are very unequal in size and in many there is only one lung.

In most of the Amphibians the lungs are equal in size, but in the

members of the snake-like group Gyinnophiona, the right lung is much

reduced and these animals are destitute of limbs. The same character-

istics extend into the snake-like genera of the saurian reptiles. The

Seps, the Dipodes, Chalcides and Chirotes are all mutilated in their

limbs, and some of them are destitute of hind limbs, others of fore

limbs. In some the organ of hearing is retrogressive. In all, the lungs

are irregular and unequal, and in some one lung is reduced to a mere

rudiment. It appears from this that the loss of the bilateral limbs is

accompanied with the loss of the bilateral quality of the lungs and con-

firms the position taken above that the conversion of single internal

organs into double ones is due to the action of the two-sided activities of

limbs, fec., in the first place.

The case of the Chameleon shows still another peculiar relationship.

This reptile has only one lung, and it is an immensely large one. but it
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has four limbs, and two large eyes. Its ears are covered under the

skin, or wanting. But notwithstanding its apparent external anatomical

symmetry tne effects of a want of correlation are apparent in its func-

tions. The two sides of the animal seem to be, to a great extent, inde-

pendent of each other. One side may be asleep when the other is

awake. One eye may look in one direction and the other in another at

the same time. The tongue is single and exceedingly quick, the only

quick organ it has, for the limbs are exceedingly slow, and ' < unlike

most other animals, the Chameleon is totally unable to swim, from the

incapabilit}
7 of its limbs of acting in due concert" (Cuvier). The

large, single lung appears to relate chiefly to the active, single tongue,

and the activity of the animal is chiefly median instead of bilateral.

Mention is made elsewhere of the case of a female Deer possessing a

single horn in correlation with an aborted ovary. The case illustrates

the degree of independence which may exist between the two sides of

the bilateral body, and also the fact of the individuality and self suffi-

ciency of one side by itself. This is also illustrated, and better, by the

fact that among birds generally, although the female has two ovaries

with oviducts, only one of each is developed into a useful organ, one

ovary and one oviduct being reduced to mere rudiments. Same is true

of the Ornithorhynchus, as shown above, Fig. 79.

CHAPTER XXII.

OSSEOUS SYSTEM.

The mechanical strains put upon an animal body when it is made to

move, are of two kinds, tension strains and compression strains, or

strains of pulling and strains of pushing. The simplest spec of proto-

plasmic life that moves is under obligation to this mechanical law or

necessity equally with the most elaborate vertebrate animal. The parts

of the body upon which each of these two classes of strains falls is de-

termined by the direction from which it is assailed by the external stim-

ulus. Whenever a muscle is stimulated it contracts lengthwise, pulling

the ends together. This is a tension strain. When the muscles on the

right side of a fish are irritated they contract and shorten that side,

causing the head and tail to approach each other, and giving a concave

shape to that side. An irritation on the left produces a converse effect.

But notwithstanding alternate vigorous pulls of the head toward the

tail, the fish is not shortened because these tension strains are thrown

primarily upon the backbone, a rigid strut that cannot be compressed

longitudinally. So the energy of the tension strain is transferred to

motion in the direction of the least resistance
;
viz.

,
a deflection of the
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head and tail alternately towards one side and the other, which being
transferred in part to the water, ends in the progressive movement of

the fish. It is manifest that the first effect of every muscular tension

is a compression, or at least a compression strain, on some other part.

In the fish, even if it had no backbone, the compression strain would

necessarily come where the backbone is, since the tension being neces-

sarily bilateral, oscillatory and alternate, the muscles of the opposite

sides would alternately pull down upon that middle axis like playing at

see-saw. If that middle axis were muscle instead of bone, from its

very position it could never be called upon to perform the work of a

muscle, that is, contract, because its contraction could add nothing to

the locomotion of the fish. It would therefore remain rigid and func-

tionless as muscle, and, in time, lose its power of contraction. Every-

body knows the indurating effect of pressure upon the skin in the horn}'

hands of laborers, the soles of people who go bare-footed, the callosities

of monkeys and cavalry-men, and the thick necks of the working oxen.

Tissue formed under pressure must of necessity differ in texture from

that thrown together without pressure. The difference between the

hard, compact muscles of a laboring man and the soft, flabby muscles

of the man who does nothing, is caused by the packing of many cells

of muscle tissue in a small space when exercise causes the frequent and

vigorous contractions of the muscle fibres. Every installment of blood

drawn b}" the irritation to the excited tract, deposits fresh particles of

nutrient matter, and every contraction of the muscle fibres packs them

down, as it were. Tendons and ligaments are bands of dense fibres of

that connective tissue which fills the spaces between the muscles and

surrounds the bones. There can be no reasonable doubt that the con-

stant tension strain upon the tendons, coupled with the rigidity and fix-

edness of their position, has, mechanically packed their fibres together.

The ligaments are subjected to both tension and compression strains.

The connective tissue also grades into gristle or cartilage possessing

some elasticity, and subjected chiefly to compression strains. Bones are

formed by the deposit of phosphate and carbonate of lime among the

organic cells of cartilage, subverting the greater part of its elasticity

and giving greater density and rigidity to its structure. Cartilage is,

therefore, the incipient stage of bone. In the young or larval Ascidian,

the Amphioxus and the Selachian fishes (Sharks, Dog-fishes, &c.) the

osseous system remains in the cartilaginous stage. But in all the other

vertebrates most of the skeleton becomes ossified, although there re-

main in all of them some parts which never do.

In the embryos of all vertebrates the skeleton begins as gelatinous

cartilage, and the ossification of the ditl'erent parts takes place at differ-

ent times. At birth, the bones of human infants are soft and flexible)
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there are six fontanelles or spaces between the edges of the skull bones

covered by cartilaginous membranes instead of bone 1
,
and the innomina-

tum, or hip bone, is then in three pieces, the ilium, ischium and pubis.

The fontanelles close up with bone during infancy, and during child-

hood the three bones of the innominatum are consolidated into one.

The sternum in youth is also in three pieces, which are consolidated in

advanced life.

The coccyx, or tail bones, four in number, are separate from each

other in infancy but generally consolidate with age. As age advances,

the bones become harder and less elastic, and ossification is liable to ex-

tend to cartilages, especially in the ribs and larynx.

The whole development of cartilage consists in a gradual packing and

hardening of tissue, brought about by mechanical compression under

stimulus and work, the habit of growth of each age tending to perpetu-

ate itself by hereditaiy transmission.

The first cartilaginous formation in the body is that of the seven neck

or cervical vertebrae. But the first ossification in the body is that of

the clavicle, or collar bone.

FIG. 82. Human Pectoral Arch.

A Sternum (breast bone).
~BScapu/a (sboulder blade).
C Clavicle (collar bone).
D Upper part of back bone.
~R-Ribs.
lAcromion process of shoulder blade articulating with clavicle.
2,Glenoid Cavity. Place where the arm is attached.
3Coracoid process of the shoulder blade (or raven's beak).

1 The skull of Selachian fishes retains the fontanelles during life.
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In sonic of the lower vcrleh rates parts remain cartilaginous which are

ossified in the higher. In some of the teleostean fishes, as well as the

cartilaginous, some bones of the skull are not ossified hut remain carti-

laginous. This is also true of the frogs, the bones of the head being

only partly ossified, even in the adult. But the bones of the limbs of

the frog indicate the activity of the animal especially the hind limbs,

in which the tibia and fibula are fused together into one, as in the

horses, while the fore limbs are braced apart by very strong coracoids.

The backbone of the Ganoid fishes remains always cartilaginous, while

some of the ribs may become ossified.

The position of bones in the body of the vertebrate must therefore

indicate the points where, in the working of the machine, the compression

strains finally bring up. The comparative anatomy of the shoulder and

pelvis bones, which furnish support to the limbs, illustrate this.

The pectoral arch consists in man of the scapula or shoulder blade,

the clavicle or collar bone, and the sternum or breast bone the first two

paired, the last one single, five in all. The clavicle is attached at one

end to the outer angle of the spine of the scapula to what is called its

acromion process, at the tip and rear of the shoulder, and extends from

there to the breast bone with which it articulates. The effect of these

clavicles is to hold the shoulders apart and the longer they are the

greater is the breadth across the shoulders. The}' resist the compres-

sion strains that are generated by most of the movements of the arms.

The heaviest work of civilized man, which is lifting, generally tends to

pull the shoulders together, thus throwing a compression strain on the

clavicles. Swinging by the hands, as is the practice of the ape and

monkey tribes, and such movements as swimming, pushing sideways,

and, in short, nearly all our movements involve a strain of compression

often alternating with one of tension, upon the members of the pectoral

arch. There is a stout ridge of bone running diagonal!}' across the

back of the shoulder blade to which large muscles are attached. This is

called the spine of the scapula, and the outer and front end of it forms

the acromion process mentioned above.

Just inside of and to the front of this is another "
process

"
of the

shoulder blade, projecting forward, which is called the coracoid process.

It serves in man, apes, &c.
,
as a place for the attachment of some mus-

cles and ligaments.

But this is a piece of bone with a history. On comparison with other

animals it is found that this coracoid process is a remnant of a bone

which, in some erf our vertebrate cousins, extends from the scapula to the

sternum nearly parallel with the clavicle, and serving the same general

purpose, except that the strain it sustains is further down the chest, as

its articulations at the ends arc both lower than those of the clavicle.
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Whenever the fore limbs are pulled forward over the head or across

the chest, or at any angle between the two, a compression strain is

thrown upon the parts occupied by these bones; but when the limbs are

pushed in the contrary direction the compression strain is thrown upon
the scapula. It is obvious, therefore, that the movements of the front

limbs in swimming, flying and climbing, or swinging by the hands, will

tend to develop either the clavicle or coracoid, or both, while walking
on the fore limbs will develop only the scapula. The cartilaginous

fishes, Sharks, Rays, Chimera, &c.
,

furnish a sample of one of the

earliest forms of the pectoral arch. The bones are not ossified and the

three bones on each side are represented by a single piece of cartilage.

These two lateral cartilages are joined together in the middle line in

front. The}
T therefore occupy the territory and serve the same pur-

poses that are accomplished better in the more advanced development of

the parts. In the Teleostean, or bony fishes, the divisions of the pec-

toral arch are, in general, fairly established, and the scapula coracoid

and clavicle are distinct from each other. There is, however, more or

less variation in forms, often some additions and membranous append-

ages, and often the clavicle is not ossified but remains a membrane bone.

In the mud-fishes ( Lepidosiren ) the pectoral arch is chiefly cartilagi-

nous, but the different parts practically represent the same pieces as the}
r

occur in the other fishes. ( Their fins are long and thread-like. )

The Amphibians ( frogs )
also have all the parts, but the coracoid is

much more largely developed than the clavicle. It is, in fact, a broad,

SS6
FIG. 83. Sternum and Pectoral arch

of Frog, as seen from ahnrc, the left

supra scapula removed.
.sc. Scapula.
.sw. Supra scapula.

p.sc. Prescapular process.

CT. Coracoid.

ccr. Epicoracoid.

erf. Coracoid fontanelle.

pcrc. Precoracoid with clavicle,

ost. Omosternum.
'/.s-f.Xiphisternum a sword shaped
cartilaginous appendage to sternum.

yl. Glenoid cavity, place of attach-

ment of arms.

triangular plate with its base on the median line of the chest and its

apex articulating with the scapula. It contains a fontanelle or open

space at a point obviously free from strain, and its anterior edge is

bounded by the clavicle.

The Lizzards generally posses* well developed clavicles and coracoids,

but the Crocodiles have only the eoraeoids, and are devoid of clavicles.
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FIG. 84. Sternum and Pectoral
Arch and right arm of Bird Pen-

guin Aptenodytes .

1 1, Scapula.
2 2. Coracoid.
3 3, Clavicles.
4, Glenoid Cavity.
6, Humerus (Upper Arm).
6, 7, Radius and Ulna,
8, 9. Metacarpals (Hand bones).
10, Phalanges (or rudimentary fingers).
11, Sternum.
12, Keel of Sternum.

In birds the furcula, or "merry thought
"

or "wish bone," is formed of the two

clavicles joined together in front instead of

being separately articulated with the sternum.

The scapula and coracoid together form the L-shaped bone on each

side of the neck, the coracoid part being the stout heavy end which is

joined to the sternum in front and serves, with the clavicle, to keep the

shoulders apart against the powerful compression strain caused by the

action of flying. The flat, blade-like end of the L is the Scapula, or

shoulder blade. Parrots, however, have a weak furcula or clavicle, and

some paroquets none at all, while those of the Toucans are not connected

in front, but subsist as a pair of straight and sharp practically useless

rudiments. But in these birds the coracoids are well developed. In

the extinct Pterodactyls, the parts are similar to those of the Parrot,

&c.
,
in having no clavicles, but possessing the coracoid.

The Monotremes, Echidna and Ornitliorhynclius, which possess so

many bird and reptilian characters, resemble the birds, amphibians and

lizzards in the form of the pectoral arch, the coracoid being large and

articulating with the sternum, and also possessing the attachment found

in Amphibia known as the epicoracoid. Their clavicles also are peculiar

in being articulated in front to a T-shaped inter-clavicle, which is found

in no other mammals but which is a reptilian feature, and is represented

in the skeleton of the extinct reptile Ichthyosaurus.

In none of the rest of the mammals does the coracoid articulate with

the sternum, but where there is any at all it appears as only a remnant

attached as a process to the scapula. The only strut left between the

scapula and the sternum is, then, the clavicle, and in many tribes even

that is discontinued. In the Marsupials (Kangaroo, &c.), the coracoid

is a considerable rudiment but does not come near the sternum.

Of the Edentates some of the species possess clavicles, for example,
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the climbing Cyclothurus didactylus, South American Ant-eater, \vhile

other species do not have any.

FIG. 85. Part of Skeleton of

Ichthyosaurus (Extinct Gi-

gantic Saurian. (After Hux-
ley.)

A Pectoral Arch,
co, Coracoid.
sc., Scapula.

cl, Clavicle.

id, Inter-clavicle or Epi-
sterinim.

B-Pelvic Arch.

il, Ilium.

is, Ischium.

pb, Pubis.

The rodents, Squirrels, &c., "generally possess clavicles, but the

Guinea-pig is an exception.

Clavicles are completely developed in all the Insectivora except Pota-

mogale. In the Moles they are very strong.

In the cheiroptera, Bats, &c.
,
the clavicles are remarkably long and

strong, and the broad scapula has a strong spine.

The Apes and Man possess clavicles and the coracoid rudiment. In

all the cases cited above of animals possessing coracoids or clavicles or

both, the fore feet or hands are used for other purposes besides walk-

ing as swimming, flying, climbing, digging, grasping, etc.

But now, coming to animals whose chief use of the fore limbs is in

walking, we find things different. In all the carnivorous animals the

clavicle is incomplete. In the dog it is represented by a gristle.

In the carnivores, generally, the clavicles are more or less rudimen-

tary, and when ossified at all are simply suspended in the muscles and

not articulated to the sternum. This family includes the Bears, Rac-

coons, Badgers, Weasels, Martens, Otters, Skunks, &c.
,
as well as the

Dogs, Wolves, Foxes, Hyaenas, Cats, Lynxes, Lions, Tigers, Panthers,

&c. Some of these animals do more or less digging and burrowing,

while others are fair climbers. Yet the burrowing of most of them ex-

tends no further than the excavating of one or two holes during a life-

time, and their climbing, to an occasional dash up a tree
;
not compara-

ble, in the first case, to the life-long tunnelling of the Mole for his daily

bread, or, in the second, to the perennial leaping and swinging of the

Apes from branch to branch.

The case of the Ungulates, or hoofed animals, is much more pro-

nounced, for they do not, in any case, possess clavicles. These animals

are divided into the Pachyderms, which include the Elephant, Pig, Hip-
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popotamus, Rhinoceros, Peccary, Wart-hog, Tapir, Horse, Zebra, &c.,

and the ruminants which embrace the Camel, Lama, Musk, Deer, Stag,

Antelope, Sheep, Goat, Buffalo, Giraffe, domestic Ox, &c. As their

fore feet are used for walking exclusively, and constantly support the

weight of the animal, the compression strains are thrown upon the scap-

ula, which is developed in all, and a tension strain is thrown upon the

part usually occupied by the clavicles. The Horse, Pig, Hippopota-

mus, and Tapir ( and doubtless others ) possess a remnant of the cora-

coid reduced to a mere tubercle. The Hippopotamus also has a short

acromion process or prolongation of the spine of the scapula, to which

the clavicle would be articulated, if there were one. Related to the un-

gulata are the herbivorous sea mammals, the Manatus or Mermaid, and

the Dugong or Siren. These are destitute of clavicles like the rest of

the ungulates, but their scapula possesses a spine.

The Cetacea
( Dolphins, Porpoises, Whales, &c. ) sea mammals

are also destitute of clavicles, but some of them have straight and flat-

tened coracoids. These animals are descended from land mammals,
vfhich probably did not possess coracoids, but having again taken on a

habit of swimming, they are, doubtless, in process of reacquiring these

parts anciently developed in the lower vertebrates by that habit.

In examinations of this kind it is not always practicable to determine

how much of a given characteristic is due to the habit as practiced by
the present generation, and how much to a different habit practiced by
its remote predecessors. An individual may now have a habit that is

in antagonism to the habits of his ancestors, and, therefore, is tending

to undo the anatomical development which
"

they built up. When we

find a fish on land, walking across the country on its fins, we will not

conclude that the fins have been differentiated into their present shape

by walking. On the contrary, we should suppose that such habit in

the fish is a new one not indulged in by the "ancestors in whom the fins

were developed, and that, if persisted in during a sufficient number of

thousands of generations, might be expected to have a modifying effect

on the shape and functional value of the fins. Many of such points can

be settled by comparative anatomy. We should hardly have been able

to discover that our " coracoid process
" was a remnant, which for some

millions of years has been on its road to extinction, if we had not been

able to see a perfect original in our lower vertebrate cousins. We might
have supposed, in the absence of such testimony, that our present hab-

its were such as to develop such a "process" up from the scapula.

But now we know that it is the other way, and that the coracoid has

been developed down to become the "process."

The future of comparative anatomy is destined to make us acquainted

with our anatomical history in detail, to point out the relationship and
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pedigree of every bone, muscle and nerve, and at the same time disclose

not only the general habits of our variously formed ancestors, but de-

termine the exact nature of the stimulus to which each part has been

subjected, and reduce it to its mechanical value, even as an engineer

constructs a strain sheet for a truss bridge. As yet, we can only catch

FIG. 86. Diagram of Arm of Man.

h Humerus. r u Radius and Ulna. t Triceps muscle. 3 Its tendon. 6 Biceps
muscle. 1 Its attachment to the shoulder. 2 Its attachment to the ulna.

While the biceps is rigid the weight puts a tension upon it and a compression strain on
the hurnerus. When the biceps contracts the weight is raised.

on to a few of the most obvious points, but still enough to give a very
certain clew to the principle of differentiation, which we may safely as-

sert to be habit.

And habit may be denned to be a monotonous repetition of identical

reactions against the same constantly recurring stimulus. The stimulus

is the cause of the habit, and it must be constant over a considerable

/6<-feel
ad. 4- Tons x>t,->- Pa.ne.1.

FIG. 87. Strain Diagram of a Bridge.

The broken lines are the parts subjected to tension strains they are the muscles of the
bridge. The unbroken lines receive the thrusting or compression strains and are its

bones. The,figures indicate the amount of strain in tons on each member. (Trautwine.)

e i, 4 tons. i d, 2.8 tons.

di, 6.5
"

j c, 8.39
"

ck, 11.5
"

kb, 13.98
"

6 /, 16.5
"

I a, 19.01
"

period of time in order to produce permanent perceptible anatomical

effects.

When there is a change in the stimulus. 'habits change rapidly to suit,

and we may be. sure that the effect on anatomical structure likewise

begins at- once. But much molecular change may take place before it

becomes apparent to our senses or even to scientific tests,

a b or I k, 8.5 tons.
be "

kj, 14.75
"

c d "
j i, 18.50

"

dc 19.75
"
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It is possible that a habit may not appear to agree precisely with the;

present structure of the individual, and if it does not, it is evidently

working a change in such structure. It is to habit under stimulus,

therefore, that we look for the origin and cause of all differentiation. The

history of differentiation is, therefore, the history of habit, and the his-

tory of habit is the history of stimulus. This statement appears obvi-

ous on its face, but it may not be readily realized how much it implies

and how far it leads, which will appear, however, as we go on, with fur-

ther illustrations.

FIG. 88. Skeleton of Gorilla engena.

1 Acromion process of Scapula.
2 Scapula.
3 Clavicle,

Coracoid process.
5 Humerus.
6 Sternum.
7 Spine.
8 Ilium.
9 Sacrum.
H)Piibis.
llIschium.
12 Ulna.
13-Radiu8.
14 Carpal bones.
15Metacarpals (hand).
16 Phalanges (fingers).
17 Femur (thigh).
18 Patella (knee pan).
19 Tibia.
20 Fibula.
2lTarsal bones.
22Afetatarsals.
23 Phalanges (toes).

24rCcUcaneum os calcis (heel bone).
25 Astragalus.

If the pelvic arch, including the

hip bones, &c.
,
had always affected

the same habits as the pectoral

arch, we should find it possessing

the same construction. At the

outset the two were much alike in

function, and, consequently, in

form. In the Selachian, or carti-

laginous fishes, the pelvic arch

consists of a pair of cartilaginous

plates much like those of the pec-

toral arch. They are, in some

cases, joined together in the ab-

dominal front, and, like those of

the pectoral arch, they support the

fins. When, in the osseous fishes,

the rartilnii'inous :ircli becomes

broken up into parts, these parts

correspond with those in the pec-

Fio.88. torul tuvh, the ilium answering to
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the scapula, the isehium to the coracoid, and the pubis to the anterior

coracoid, or clavicle
;
the parts being thus arranged from front to rear,

in the same order at each end of the animal, as if precisely the same

muscular movements were required and the same sort of strains im-

posed at each end. But that divergencies should take place between

the two ends was as inevitable as that they could not possibly be al-

ways subject to the same sort of stimulation. Like the fore wheels of

a wagon, the fore limbs of the vertebrate must steer the animal, exert-

ing their muscular force in many various ways to give the head new

directions, while the duties of the hind limbs are much more monoto-

nous. The skeleton of the fossil ancient reptile Ichthyosaurus shows

how far such divergence was carried in a . class of animals whose chief

movements were connected with swimming. But in the land verte-

brates, whose habits require such different services from the limbs at

either end of the body, we find the greatest divergence of structure, a

divergence caused, however, in much the greatest degree by alterations

in the pectoral arch. For throughout the class there is a striking same-

ness in the number and character of the pelvic bones. They vary in

size and strength in relation to the strain put upon them.

In the enormous fossil Megatherium, which is supposed to have had

the habit of throwing its whole weight upon the hind legs while secur-

ing its food from the branches of trees, the pelvic arch is proportionally

very strong and wide. It is also strong and large in the Kangaroo
which stands upon and leaps with its hind limbs. The same is true of

most of the rodents ( Squirrels, Rabbits, &c. ), animals that run by

springing from their hind feet, rather than by creeping. In the erect

Apes, and still better in Man, the pelvic bones form a basin, as the

name implies, very well adapted to receive the falling viscera of a four-

legged animal assuming an erect position.
FIG. 89. Ribs of Ichthyosaurus.
(7. Centrum of backbone.
rr. Ribs.
vo. Ventral Ossifications.

The common Sloth, (an Edentate), lives up-

on trees, suspended on the underside of branches

around which he clasps his hind legs and feet,

and one of his fore legs or arms. With the

other arm he reaches the leaves on which he

feeds. In consequence of this habit the pel-

vis is large, and the thighs are directed out-

ward, so that the knees cannot be brought to-

gether. The arms are very much longer than

^e leSs - ^e *s extremely slow and awkward

anywhere but in the trees in which he lives, but is extremely well fit-

ted for his habit of life.
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Tin- first ribs of the chameleons ure joined in front to the sternum,

but the rest are joined each to its antagonist, so that each pair forms a

hoop.

In the crocodiles there are the ordinary true ribs which articulate in

the ventral (front) side of the animal with the sternum, and the false

ribs which are connected (on each side) with each other at their extrem-

ity by cartilage, and besides these are others which protect the abdomen

by being buried in the muscles across the ventral parts but do not

extend to the spine at either end. "They appear to be produced by
the ossification of the tendinous extremities of the straight muscles."

(Cuvier, Animal Kingdom, p. 261.) It would appear that animals,

whose abdomen rests more or less completely on the ground, by such

habits differentiate muscle fibre into rigid bony tissue capable of resist-

ing pressure. And that they should take the shape of transverse ribs

instead of plates, is obviously a consequence of the lateral oscillation of

the body from side to side in turning and bending, by which the mate-

rials of the tissues are compressed into transverse creases of varying

density and again stretched with varying elasticity ;
a process which

consigns certain tissues to an abnormal molecular activit}
r
, by which the

usual nutrition of muscle tissue is prevented or suspended, and a dis-

eased or unusual deposit of organic or mineral matter introduced. It

may seem strange to class a new and useful differentiation as a disease
;

but any change by which a hereditary race stritcture is in any degree
subverted must be classed as abnormal and therefore a disease. But

the question of its usefulness, which cannot be predetermined, is settled

subsequently by that process of actim? experiment called natural selec-

tion. If the disease proves a useful innovation by which the animal

reacts more readily than before against the stimuli of his environment,

he lives and transmits his peculiarity which thereafter becomes the nor-

mal property of the race. Otherwise it may be fatal to its possessor

and die with him, or if not a vital matter and yet not useful it will be

discouraged by a habit contrary to that which developed it, and so dis-

appear after a generation or two. This view finds support in the medi-

cal theory of tumors and other abnormal formations. Tumors are held

to be caused by the growth of dormant embryo cells in spots where the

normal activity and nutrition of the tissues is suspended. And such

growth may become hereditary, and children born generation after

generation with tumors in the same locality.
1

Cartilage from a foetus

may be artificially transplanted into the tissues of a mature animal and

there grow into a cartilaginous tumor. Cancer is the growth of an epi-

thelial tissue in places where from some habit of the body the usual

tissue nutriment is not supplied, perhaps not required.

1 Pepper's System of Medicine, 10G.
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Gout consists chiefi}
T of a deposit of urate of soda in and about the

joints, and sometimes other parts of the system. The small amount of

urate of soda produced in the system in ordinary health is constantly

carried off in the excretions. But the quantity generated in persons in-

dulging in high living is greatly increased. If this increase is accom-

panied by a diminution of exercise, by which certain parts cease to be

wasted, and so cease to receive their quota of proper nutriment and

thereby become centres of inactivity, the foreign matters are excreted

upon these parts instead of out of the body. They become a receptacle

of garbage a sort of dumping ground. This disease is often heredi-

tary and occurs in young persons when inherited, but is not acquired

before the age 35 when not hereditary.

These facts show that new formations even malformations may

possess vital and reproductive functions. And it is not to be predicted

whether such new formations shall continue or not. That point is set-

tled by the subsequent action of the environment, and the sort of habits

it puts upon the organism.

The calcareous shells of marine animals, and the pearls found in cer-

tain bivalves, are composed of excremental substances. The matter

composing the shells is deposited in the space under the skin, a place

of deposit that, proving of service in the preservation of the animal, has

become hereditary and normal.

The abnormal deposit of the matter composing the pearls, is no ad-

vantage to the animal, but rather a disadvantage, since they are hunted

for its sake. Nevertheless, certain tribes are more or less subject to

the disease, and it is, doubtless, more or less hereditary. Pearl-diving

is as if some superior race should swoop down on our planet for the

purpose of securing human beings possessed of the most beautiful

cancers.

It appears to me no violent assumption to suppose that the deposit of

gelatinous and of inorganic matters in parts of muscular and other tis-

sue, in which the normal activities and renewals of such tissue had be-

come suspended, was the origin of the osseous system. And that such

primary abnormal deposit being subsequently subjected to the utilita-

rian test and not found wanting, was selected by natural causes as a

permanent feature of the organism. All subsequent modifications

caused by modified habits whereby the system has been extended or

curtailed, have originated as deformities or diseases, have been likewise

subjected to the test of natural selection, and have survived only be-

cause useful to their owner.

The pelvic arch has, in certain animals, a remarkable modification in

the possession of what are called the marsupial bones. These are two

long, blade-like bones that articulate with the pubis in front and run
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forward so as to support the contents of the abdomen and protect them

from outside pressure. They appear to answer the same purpose to

the abdomen that the sternum does to the thorax. These bones are de-

veloped in the Monotremes
( Ornithorhynchus, Echidna, &c.) and in the

Marsupials, or pouched animals, and rudiments of them are found in

some of the carnivores.

These bones are \ery ancient, as they are found in the great Dino-

therium in the middle Tertiary formations of India. It is reasonable

to conclude that they are the remains of pelvic plates which originated

in the crawling reptiles and were formed at that end of the animal, as

the breast bone was at the other end. Probably when they were at their

highest point of development, the lumbar ribs articulated with them (or

it, if it was all in one) as the dorsal ribs do with the sternum. But

when the descendants of that crawling animal ceased to press their bel-

lies to the ground, and began to walk, supported by their legs, the

compression strain was taken off that part of the body and the pelvic,

sternum and lumbar ribs became reduced, and in man}*" cases obliter-

ated. The relics of this pelvic plate retained by the Marsupials, is of

service to them as they are subject to an exceptional pressure upon that

part arising from the marsupium, or pouch containing the young. Yet

the male Marsupial has no pouch, although he possesses the bones.-

The bones cannot be essentially marsupial bones, since animals without

a pouch possess them. On the other hand, there are other animals be-

side the Marsupials that have a pouch for sheltering their young ;
viz.

,

the male pipe fish (Syngnathus) and some female Amphibians (Noto-

delpliys, Pipa).
That the first mammals have these bones is very suggestive of the

origin of the mammal tribes from reptiles that pressed their bellies to

the ground.

The fact that those mammals which do not need the coracoids, the

clavicles or the marsupial bones, still possess remnants of them, proves

them to be derived from a line of ancestry in which they have been use-

ful, and, in short, is one of the many facts that establish the common

origin and blood relationship of all mammal life. And it also proves

that since they all started from a common anatomical structure and

habits, and afterwards parts of the structure became rudimentary with

a change of habit, therefore the change of habit was the cause of the

retrogressive change of structure. The other alternative to this posi-

tion would be that functionless and useless rudiments are created by

supernatural intelligence, which is an absurd conclusion even, from the

argument that a fitness implies a designer.

The flying squirrels luivc on each of their flanks a wide expansion of

the skin which extends from the fore to the hind leg. This is covered
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with hair and appears to be simply a fold of their ordinary skin project-

ing from each side. This arrangement makes the little animal nearly

three times as wide, and enables him to make long flying leaps.

On their feet they have long bony appendages which assist in support-

ing these expansions of skin.

There can be no doubt that this flying apparatus, including the bony

supports, have been developed by the leaping habits of the animal. In

much the same way were the side and median folds of the skin in fishes

developed, which subsequently became specialized into dorsal, ventral,

lateral and tail fins.

The development of limbs was therefore independent of the backbone,

and their attachment to it was a later arrangement. In fact, the scap-

ula and pectoral arch with the fore limbs do not directly articulate with

the spine, although the pelvic bones usually do.

In fishes, however, the pelvis bones with hind limb are seldom

attached to the spine, but are often placed in advance of the belly and

attached to the bones of the shoulders. Sometimes the pectoral fins are

absent and then the bones of the pectoral arch are rudimentary and of

little or no use.

In tortoises the development of the carapace or shell made an excep-

tional arrangement of the bones possible. So the coracoid is wanting

and the shoulder blade reaches from the carapace to the sternum. That

is, there was sufficient rigidity without the coracoid, and so it became

obliterated. The scapula and clavicle appear to be fused together. In

the true Serpent, on the other hand, there is no shoulder blade, clavicle,

coracoid nor sternum. This animal moves without limbs by means of

the alternate expansion and contraction of its belly muscles. Such

motion as that would be prohibited by such rigid pieces as the sternum,

the marsupial bones and ventral plates.

This animal, as well as the Mammal, is a descendant of reptiles with

limbs. But while one branch of such reptile stock advanced by using

its limbs to lift it from the earth, the other took the retrograde track

and suppressed its limbs in its endeavors to hug the earth still closer.

The advance of the one would compel the retrogression of the other,

whose only safety remained in its becoming inconspicuous, unaggres-

sive, cautious and sly, in the same ratio in which the advancing branch

became active, enterprising and aggressive. It is so in human society,

too. One wing cannot advance greatly beyond the average without

entailing a retrogressive movement on another one. And so the snakes,

by the compulsory disuse of their limbs, have lost them.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM.

All vital activities are carried on at the expense of animal tissue,

some of which is broken down with every movement, accompanied with

the production of heat. Food is the raw material from which new tis-

sue is formed, and it must be constantly supplied to every animal body
in order to keep it running. The force with which an animal moves or

which in the shape of heat keeps up the working temperature of his

body, is the same force which was consumed in putting together the

minerals of which his food was formed. This force was originally the

sunlight which, acting through the chlorophyl of plant leaves, extracted

carbon from the carbonic dioxide of the atmosphere and packed it away
in the tissues of plants. When in the chemistry of the vital processes the

carbon is sufficiently reduced to regain its affinity for oxygen, the two

are again united to form again carbonic dioxide, and the same amount

of force which the sun originally expended in separating the two, is now

given up to move and heat the animal.

This union in the animal of oxygen and carbon is, therefore, abso.

lutely essential to its continued activity and even its life. The carbon is

furnished by the tissues, the blood and the food, in process of diges-

tion, and the oxygen is furnished by the atmosphere; It is essential,

therefore, that the air should be brought into contact with the interior

parts of the body. This contact is called respiration, and it is accom-

plished in every living organism, high or low.

In the lowest organisms, such as the amo3ba, in which there is no dif-

ferentiation of parts, the whole body respires, each particle of the sur-

face being in contact with the ox3
r

gen of the air. In the more highly

developed, some special parts are differentiated and adapted to the spe-

cial function of admitting the air to contact with the working parts of the

body. Most insects have tubes called tracheae, which extend inward

from the surface, to convey the air. Animals that are aquatic must in

general depend for their respiration on the small amount of air which is

enclosed in the water. This air is brought into contact with the blood

by means of cilia in some cases, but generally by gills of one form or

another. In some marine worms the gills are in little tufts on each

side, one pair attached to each segment composing the articulated body.
In others the gills are reduced in number and made more effective, and

in the higher worms and fishes are placed near the head. In all cases

they are a middle ground, a meeting point for the oxygen of the air and

the carbon of the blood, and the principal blood vessels are made to run
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by them so as to allow of the transfer of tli elements by osmosis

through the delicate membranes of the vessels. The difference between

aquatic and aerial respiration is one of degree only, the essential princi-

ples and end being precisely the same. But it is obvious that an

animal breathing air directly will obtain more oxygen than one breath-

ing it through water, and that since the energy liberated for the heat

and activity of the animal is in proportion to the amount of carbon oxi-

dized, it follows that the air-breather will be superior in force and activity

to the water-breather, other things being equal. And conversely those

animals which are compelled b}^ their environment to use greater activity

will of necessity seek the more abundant supply of oxygen furnished by
the atmosphere. Hence we find in every class of gill-breathing animals,

some members of the class whose gills are modified to enable them to

take in air directly, instead of depending on the water alone as a me-

dium. This modification in general consists of an enlargement of the gill

cavities, and the lining or filling the enlargement with folds of mucous

membrane]; the new parts being adapted to direct contact with the air,

while the gill cavities with the old fashioned gills for water-breathing

still remain. This process of enlargement is really nothing more than

a continuation of the original modification by which gills were first

formed, they being nothing more than folds of the skin subjected to the

special function of respiration. The animal possessing the supplement-

ary air-breathing caAdty is in reality an amphibian. The transitional

stage between those having water gills and those having these additional

air spaces is found in the gilled animals that can live where it is damp
merely. In their case the moisture in the air is sufficient to keep the

gills in proper mechanical condition to absorb the air. The land leeches

of India are examples of skin-breathing animals that by reason of the

moisture of the climate can live on land. Their whole skin is a respira-

tory surface and ordinarily they are aquatic, but they are extremely
numerous on land in India and on the Indian islands, where the skin is

kept moist by the saturated atmosphere. They are very numerous on

the trees, and drop down upon every thing passing under, so that other

animal life is impossible there. (Semper.) The Planarians and Nemer-

teans, aquatic worms that are also skin-breathers, are likewise able

to live in moist places on land. It is well known that many kinds of

fish can be carried about and kept alive on land for days if only care be

taken to keep their gills moist. The Neretina, a gasteropod aquatic

shell mollusk, has species that live mostly on land. Their gill cavities

contain a network of blood vessels which are united into one, that com-

municates with the auricle of the heart, an arrangement equivalent to

lungs for air breathing. In addition to this it has gills which it uses in

the water, where it goes to lay its eggs. Some species of Snails also
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have the double organs -a lung cavity and a >/\\\ cavitv, which arc used

alternately or as required. In the case of those mollusks that live

chiefly on land and breathe exclusively air, viz., the various Slugs, pond
and land Snails, and the operculated C}

T

clostomi, &c., the respiratory

cavity occupies the same position as in the aquatic and amphibian spe-

cies, but the modification of its structure has now turned it into a true

pulmonary chamber or lung.

There are several species of Crabs that inhabit' the land, partly or ex-

clusive]}', whose gill cavities are all more or less modified for breathing

air. The gill cavity of the land Palm Crab ( Birgus-latro )
is divided

into two, the upper one, a true lung, never containing anything but air,

which there comes into contact with both veins and arteries. The pond
snail ( Limnea ) proves, in its own development, the modification of gill

cavity into lung, because when it is first hatched, for a time it breathes

only water, but afterwards it changes to air breathing exclusively.

Prof. Forel, however, found Limneans in 130 fathoms of water in Lake

Geneva, that, of course, breathed only water all their lives, but on be-

ing brought to the surface they filled their respiratory cavities with air,

and discarded the water breathing. This shows how nearly alike water

breathing and air breathing may be after all. At any rate, it proves

how easily air breathing ma}r succeed water breathing by the same ap-

paratus on the principle of a greater including a less, since if the ap-

paratus could get sufficient free oxygen from the water, which contains

but little, it need not be astonishing that it could get it from air which

contains much.

There are several genera of fishes belonging to several different fam-

ilies, that possess the double breathing apparatus. These fish are called

Labyrinthici, a term suggested by the peculiarity of their gill cavities.

These cavities are very large, and are only parti}' filled by the gills, the

rest of the space being occupied by folds and doublings of the mucous

membrane more or less complicated. These folds increase the surface

of membrane that is exposed to the action of the air which is admitted

to the cavity, and which there, by endosmose, oxydizes the blood on

the opposite side of the membrane. It is plain how fishes provided

with this air-breathing apparatus might be able to live out of water, and

so we find several kinds that spend much of their time on land, and

sonic make long journeys across the country, using the spines on their

tins and gill covers as organs of locomotion. There are two genera of

of the (Joby family notable for their partiality to land life. It is a mat-

ter of conjecture not merely, but of plain certaint}-, that if left to them-

selves for some ages the descendants of the Gobies would be represented

by animals having tolerable sort of feet attached to their gill covers and

side fins, and well developed lungs at the sides of the neck. But the
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competition between different breathing apparatus has awarded the pre-

ference to another locality as the best place for a lung. That locality

is the interior cavity of the body. It is essential that every -cell that

goes to help make up the various tissues of the body should respire,

but it is impossible in a large body that every cell should have direct

communication with the air. The air must be conve}
Ted at second hand

to a great majority of them. The blood, in every animal that has

blood, acts as the medium of this conveyance. An}
T

specially differen-

tiated aerating apparatus must and does, therefore, have reference

chiefly to getting air into contact with the blood. As the blood vessels

lie in the body cavity between the intestinal tube and the outside skin

layer, the air must reach them by passing through either the outside

skin or the membranes of the stomach. The gills are a section of the

former, the internal lungs a section of the latter. There can be no

doubt that the air bladder of all fishes that possess it, contributes more

or less toward the aeration of the blood, whatever other service it may
perform in regulating the specific gravity of the body. It may be ad-

mitted that in those fishes in which there is no air duct connecting the

bladder with the esophagus, the bladder receiving its air by osmosis,

the service of aeration by the bladder is comparatively inconsiderable.

But wherever the bladder is connected with the gullet by an air duct,

its respiratory function is increased. Almost all the more active fishes

get part of their respiration through this air bladder, and they are

therefore obliged to have recourse to the surface of the water in order

to renew the air. If they are prevented from doing this b}
7 ice or if a

net be stretched across an aquarium just under the surface of the water

so as to prevent the fish from reaching the air, the}
7 will die of suffoca-

tion. According- to Semper, if the air duct to the bladder of certain

Brazilian fishes viz.
,

the Sudis-gigas, Erytlirinus taeniatus and Ery-
thrinus Braziliensis be ligatured so as to prevent the inhalation of air,

suffocation is the result. (Semper 190.) The gills are insufficient for

the oxidation of all the blood and are reinforced by the bladder, which

is, therefore, to these fish a true lung and an essential organ of respira-

tion. The Ganoid fishes, including the Amia, Sturgeon, Gar-pike and

Polypterus of Africa, all possess the bladder connected with the throat

by a tube.

In some of them the bladder is double, and in some, especially the

Polypterus, it has a cellular or divided structure internally composed of

folds of the mucous membrane, and giving a greater surface of exposure
to the air.

There is no air bladder in the Blennies, Flatfishes, Sand-eels, Lorica-

rini, S3
T

mbranchii, and some members of other families. But all that

have the bladder have also in embryo life a duct leading to it from the intes-
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tine. This indicates the origin of the bladder to be, as Huxley slates it,

a mere " diverticulum
"

of the intestine. In the Herring, Carp, &c.
,

as well as the Ganoids, this tube is useful and persistent through life,

while in the Cod and Perch, the tube becomes obliterated and the blad-

der remains a closed sac. There are several indications of retrograde

development in certain particulars in some of the Teleostean fishes and

this appears to be one.

The Dipneusta, including the Lepidosiren and Ceratodus, constitute

the connecting link between the Ganoid fishes and the Amphibians.

Like the Ganoids below them they are in one sense Amphibians. In

them the swim bladder is a double organ and cellular and connects with

the throat by a tube -for breathing. It is the full equivalent of the

lung. Yet the animals retain the gills, and both organs are used. In

some of the Amphibians the gills only are used in the youthful stage

and the lungs only in the adult stage. In all the vertebrates above the

Amphibians the gills are developed in the embryo stage, and the blood

vessels run to them as if to receive their respiration there as of old, but

the lungs are also developed in the embryo, and before birth the gill

arches are turned to other use and after birth the lungs alone are de-

pended on. It may be observed that in connection with the complete

development of the swim bladder into lungs in the Lepidosiren, the

nasal cavity is opened back into the throat so that air can get into the

lung without the necessity of the mouth being opened, as the case is

with other fishes.

It is to habit and use therefore that we must attribute the building up
of the lungs or other breathing apparatus, as well as the specialization

of the various parts of the system, limbs, &c.
,
as pointed out above.

First his environment driving the aquatic animal to greater activity

whereby his system undergoes greater exhaustion, he automatically

offers a greater amount of the carbon of his wasted tissues to the chem-

ism of oxygen. The animal learns by experience that the sensation of

uneasiness caused by suffocation is relieved at the surface of the water.

Accordingly he goes there and exposes himself to the action of the air,

some of which reaches his gills and some his stomach. The oftener

this is done the more active will the fish become, and conversely the

more active he is the oftener will he repeat the habit. The oftener the

habit is repeated the more specialized will the part become which is

exposed to the chemical interchange between the 'two elements. The

intimate and ultimate nature of what is called habit will be discussed

further on. In the meantime we are learning that use and habit are the

immediate potent factors in building up organisms and effecting the spe-

cialization of organs and parts, while disuse and inertion are negative fac-

tors permitting the subversion and gradual atrophy of parts once built up.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

CHLOROPHYL.

Mention has been made of chlorophyl. This substance, like proto-

plasm, in general, is composed of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and car-

bon, to which is added iron. Under the influence of sunlight it becomes

green. In the lower cellular plants it appears to be diffused throughout

the mass of the protoplasm of the cell, coloring it all more or less.

In the higher vascular plants, however, the chlorophyl protoplasm

is separated from the rest
;
a differentiation has taken place, and the

chloroplryl appears in the form of individually organized particles, or

granules from 1-1000 to 5-1000 of a millimeter in diameter. These or-

ganisms grow under proper conditions of nourishment and solar stimu-

lus, and at maturity reproduce and multiply by fission, each adult parti-

cle becoming two. These zoospores, under the influence of heat and

light, move about in the cells of the leaves of the plant. At night, and

FIG. 90. Chlorophyl Cells.

A. Part of a green leaf.

d. Chlorophyl cells containing green
protoplasm and granules of starch,

e. Protoplasm of the leaf cells.

FIG. 90.

B. Old Chlorophyl cells.

C. Chlorophyl cell in act of dividing, or
reproduction.

/.Beginning of the process. .(/.Ending.

as the temperature decreases, they huddle together in the center of the

cells, but in daylight, and under increasing temperature, move out to-

ward the cell walls. Their color, when light is withdrawn, becomes

pale and yellowish, and if the light is withdrawn too long the organism

loses its power of growth and its substance is redissolved back into the

mass protoplasm of the plant Although the body of the chlorophyl-

lian zoospore does not contain either potassium chlorate or potassium

nitrate }'et one of these bodies must be present in the sap of the plant

in order thut the functions of the clilorophyl may proceed properly.

We are reminded of the extreme sensibility to light, shown by these
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siihstnnces, in the practice of photography. As has been mentioned

elsewhere, the peculiar function of chiorophyl is to extract the carbon

from the carbonic acid of the air, retaining a portion for its own growth
and renewal, and forming the rest into starch which is composed of

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, but is destitute of nitrogen. Starch is

to be regarded as the surplus store of carbon, above the immediate

needs of the chiorophyl organism, and is something akin to surplus fat

Colorless Blood Corimsdes of Young Stay increasing by
self-divison.

a Original cells with kernel or nucleus.

The kernel first separates into two pieces and after-

wards the protoplasm divides into two, each one taking
one of the kernels with it, b, <>, d, e being progressive

stages in the process. (After Frcy.)

/Division complete.

The Colorless Corpuscles are formed in the colorless

blood or lymph, and carried thence into the red blood,
where their cell walls are broken tip and their nuclei
liberated to become the red corpuscles of the blood.

FIG. 01.

in an animal body. Exposed to the action of the juices of the plants,

this starch is subjected to fermentation, converted into sugar and

carried into the various tissues. Letourneau (Biology, p. 97) draws a

parallel between the chiorophyl organisms and the haematoglobuline, or

red globules, of the blood. These red globules are the active zoospores
of the blood. They incessantly imbibe oxygen from the air, and con-

stantly give it up to the other tissues of the body, receiving in exchange

FIG. 92.

Colorless Blood Corpuscle* of the Xal<ed Sea Snail Thetis much magnified
. They move, absorb matter, both fluid and solid; eat in fact just like

Amoebae.

carbonic acid which is readily given up to the air in exchange for pure

oxygen.

There is, indeed, a parallel between the chiorophyl zoospore and the

red blood corpuscle, but it appears to me to be an inverted parallel,

since the one is constantly undoing what the other docs. The chioro-

phyl body conveys the cnrbon from the air to tin* cell of the plant and

leaves it there. The ml corpuscle loads up with oxygen from the air
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and carries it into the inner parts of the body among the combustible

cells built largely of carbon like an incendiary carrying a torch into a

shop full of shavings. All the iron in the blood is contained in the red

corpuscles and this iron, no doubt, contributes very largely to the

capacity of the corpuscles for carrying oxygen. For oxides of iron

greedily absorb oxygen, which, however, they readily give up to organic
substances. And the blood has much greater capacity for oxygen gas
than the same quantity of mere water. The business of the red corpus-
cle then is to burn up the starch which the chlorophyl cell has gathered
from the air.

The size of the red globules is from T^ to T^ of a mm. in

the adult man. Their shape is disc-like with the sides depressed
toward each other. These depressions partly disappear when the globule
is charged with oxygen, the sides swelling out, but when the blood takes

up carbonic acid they shrink. They are without nucleus, in which

respect as well as in shape they resemble the chlorophyl zoospores.

FIG. 93.

Red Corpuscles of Blood. They are disc-like, de

pressed in the middle, and tend at times to pile them-
selves together like dinner plates.

But they are unlike the chlorophyl in this

respect that their functions do not directly

depend on the light, but go on day and night.

FlG 93 In the night, or in the continued absence of

light, the chlorophyl ceases to decompose carbonic acid and to form

starch. On the contrary, some of the carbon of its own tissues is

absorbed by the oxygen of the air arid carbonic acid is thus formed at

its expense. Thus it was estimated that a certain square decimeter of

green surface lost by consumption ^^ of a gramme of the car-

bon of its tissues during twelve hours of darkness, while in a like period

of light it gained 3^^ grammes. The latter figure is named as

the amount of the assimilation, but it is only the net assimilation. The

daily expenditure must be much greater than the nightly, and the total

assimilation much more than the amount named. The functions of

chlorophyl are performed under the stimulus of all colors of light, but

the yellow rays are the most energetic in such stimulation, and under

their influence starch is formed most rapidly. The yellow rays, too,

are much the most active in the differentiation of the chlorophyl from

the rest of the protoplasm in the first place, and of developing in it the

molecular structure that reflects the green rays. The upper surface of

the green leaves is by far the most active in the decomposition of car-

bonic acid, for the reason that .being ordinarily the most exposed to

sunlight it contains the greater number of the chlorophyl zoospores. If
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(i leaf be artificially restrained in an inverted position it will twist its

stem in an apparent effort to right itself and expose the right side to the

light. But if prevented from turning, in the course of time the carbonic

action may cease in some leaves entirety.

The rays below the visible spectrum that is, the exclusively heat

rtlys have nothing to do with the chlorophyl function of starch mak-

ing. A proper temperature is essential, but no amount of dark heat

alone will produce the effect. To get a conception of the mechanical

process involved here we must consider the ptrysical difference between

a ray of dark heat and a ray of yellow light. As explained in Chap.

40, they are both waves of the same material medium, and both ad-

vance with the same rapidity. But the yellow waves are
ioo

2

000
of

an inch in length, and strike an opposing object at the rate of 543

trillions in a second, while the dark rays are composed of waves sev-

eral times longer and several times fewer per second. What is said in

Chapters 39 and 40 of the fundamental tone or note of vibrating bodies

will help us to comprehend how waves of a certain particular swing or

vibration are essential to the setting up a vibration in any ponderable

body. Now, knowing by experiment that the ether waves of a particu-

lar time and movement are able to set up such a vibration in the min-

eral gas, carbonic acid, that the affinity of its two elements for each

other is neutralized, and at the same time to set up such an activity in

the organized chlorophyl zoospore that new combinations between the

elements of the mineral and those of the organism are possible, we con-

clude that the fundamental note in both bodies has been vibrated and

that they are tuned in unison with each other. But more than that,

the organism, at least, has been brought into tune by the action of the

ethereal radiant energy. If we consider the exceedingly fickle and mo-

bile constitution of every compound containing nitrogen, it will appear

how easily the protoplasmic compound may be influenced and molecu-

larly rearranged. It is not necessary to suppose that the action set up
in the organism by the vibrating medium is a vibration of its atoms in

the time or at the rate of the original vibrating medium. No organic

body could stand such a rate of motion without disintegration and de-

struction. But there is a rearrangement of the molecules of the plastic

organism by the vibratory force, and, consequently, a new S3
rstem of

intermolecular spacing. It is the form of the intermolecular spaces

that gives the fundamental note, because it is through these spaces that

the movement of the vibrating ether is propagated, and it depends on

the form of these spaces what the length of the waves shall be that get

through them. Thus the fundamental tone of a body played upon by

light as well as the tone of sound in a resonator, depends on the form

of the internal spaces into which the vibration is introduced, and the
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vibration is tho movement of the ether within the intermolecular spaces.

As we shall see, both mineral and organic bodies are subject to this re-

arrangement of molecules and of intermolecnlar spaces b}
r the action of

ether waves of one length or another. But we may reasonably expect
that the effects are more rapid and effectual in the case of the plastic

organic bodies, and observed facts bear out the expectation.

This will be better understood after reading Chapters 39 and 40.

We must distinguish between the function of the chlorophyl bodies

and the growth of the roots, deposit of nourishment and repair in the

woody stems of plants, also the growth of the flowers and fruits. All

these latter processes consume oxygen and form carbonic acid, entirely

reversing the action of the chlorophyl bodies. In this, they imitate ani-

mal life, and the growth of the fungi Among the lower cellular plants

the Algae, &c. the function of gathering the carbon from the air

appertains to all the parts of the plant alike, and the surplus starch is

not removed but remains near among the cells where made. But in the

higher plants the differentiation of the chlorophyl organisms is accom-

panied by the differentiation of places of deposit for the surplus products

of their action, and of machinery for the removal and deposition of

these products and of their erection into various tissues and organs all

which operations require work or are work, and are accompanied by the

consumption of carbon and the exhalation of carbonic acid. Night and

day, during growth, this exhalation from these parts goes on. In the

night it goes on from the green chlorophyl bodies themselves, because

during that time the tissues of these organisms are being repaired, and

the matters wasted by daily work are being replaced.

Chlorophyl has been spoken of all along as green. But there is also

red chlorophyl. This occurs in the red protococsus, a minute alga

which gives color to the waters of the Red Sea and to the red snow of

Greenland.

There is also yellow chlorophyl and blue chlorophyl called, respec-

tively, Xanthophyl and Cyanoplryl. Chlorophyl has been separated

and shown to be made up of these two, as green color generally can be

formed by the combination of yellow and blue. It is questionable to

what extent these yellow and blue protoplasms may be concerned sepa-

rately in the formation of starch. The probabilit}^ it seems to me, is

that the first action of light upon the mass protoplasm of the young

growing plant is the formation of the yellow colored bodies, and that they

are possessed of limited power in the absorption of carbon, subsequently

they are reinforced by the later development under stronger light of the

blue matter, the mixture with which produces the green color. The

chlorophyl is reduced to its yellow skeleton by the withdrawal of sun-

light, or the proper amount of 'moisture, or the proper amount of heat,
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MS in the autumnal change in deciduous leaves. It is well known that

plants will germinate in the <l;irk, and will continue to grow until the

starch, deposited in the seed, is used up, after which if the}' receive

some light they form the yellow coloring matter, and continue to grow
in a sickly, ineffectual way, but finally take on the healthy green when

exposed to full light.
< ' A writer mentions a forest upon which the sun

had not shown for twenty days. The leaves, during this period, were

expanded to their full size, but were almost white. One forenoon the

sun began to shine in full brightness ;
the color of the forest absolutely

changed so fast that we could perceive its progress. By the middle of

the afternoon the whole of this extensive forest, many miles in length,

presented its usual summer dress." *

Diffused light will not start the starch making action of the chloro-

phyl cells of water plants, but will keep it up after "it has been started,

by direct radiation, f As mentioned, the action stops at night. And to

prove how completely it is due to the action of light, observation has shown

that in water-plants it is checked by a shadow from a passing cloud.

The colors of flowers of course depend on the action of light. In

man}
r cases these colors change from one tint to another, under such ac-

tion. Some are white at first, and afterwards yellow or purple. Some

change from one day to the next, others during a day. One of the

Rose Mallows opens out white in the morning and becomes red during

the day.

By artificially preventing the action of the light, the change of color

in flowers can be prevented in some cases. The tints of fruits are also

dependent on the action of light, and in this case the molecular change

goes below the surface, for the odor and taste of fruit alters greatly un-

der the influence of light.

Certain mechanical movements of plants are due to the action of light.

All plants seek to expose themselves to the light. The action of the

Sunflower in twisting about to receive the rays of the sun, is familiar.

Payer experimented with the young stems of common garden cresses,

grown on damp cotton in the dark. The stems curve quickly toward

the side in which light is admitted, the top of the stem, being the most

flexible, turning first, and the lower part afterwards. He also sowed

turnips, and while the plants were small exposed them to the divers

rays of the solar spectrum. They all bowed toward the blue from

both sides of it, showing that the blue rays influence this action more

than the others.

Darwin concluded that the light affected the action of twining plants.

In one case a growing twining plant in a window was observed to grow
around an entire turn of its spiral twist in five hours and twenty min-

* Youman's Chein., 241. P:ipiM>ii, 105.
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utes, but the half of the turn growing from the light required nearly

four and a half hours, while the other half growing towards the light

was accomplished in less than one hour.

Everyone has observed that solitar}
7 trees are more bushy, and put out

branches lower down their stocks than those growing in a forest, be-

cause the light has better access to their lower parts.

It is a curious and significant fact that certain of the lower animal or-

ganisms possess chlorophyl.

Semper raises the question whether these chlorophyl bodies may not

be separate organisms living with the little animals as commensals or

messmates, and yet not having anything to do with the vital economy
of the animal. It has been shown that in some, at least, of the animal

organisms the vortex viridis, for example the chlorophyl cells in-

crease and divide spontaneously, like other animal cells, zoospores, &c.

If the chlorophyl cells act in the animal organism as they do in the

vegetable, they not only support themselves, but manufacture a large

surplus of starch which they do not need. It is extremely unlikely, in-

deed impossible, that the animal organism in contact with this starch,

in fact having it mingled with its own tissues, should not absorb and

make use of it. It is evidently one of those cases of reciprocation of

offices between mutually dependent organisms, which constitutes all

vegetable and animal organization above that of the single celled organ-

ism. In this case, probably the chlorophyl cell is formed from the

protoplasm of the animal by the action of light, just as it is formed

from the protoplasm of the plant. It then proceeds to digest carbonic

acid and form starch, the surplus of which goes to the support of its

animal host a clear case of a mutually profitable reciprocity. The

animal here is so close to the vegetable kingdom, that in fact both king-

doms are represented in the single organism. Throughout the animal

kingdom there is the same dependence on the chlorophyl cell for its

surplus products, and without them the animal kingdom could never

have come into existence.

But the development of locomotive organs in the animal, making it

possible for him to go to the vegetable for his food, has rid him of the

necessity of retaining the chlorophyl cell in his own organization, and

so all animals, except some of the very lowest, have lost the chlorophyl-

lian function. In a primitive state of society, each family ground its

grist at home, but a division of labor enabled them to go to mill.

Semper gives the following list of animals possessing chlorophyl, xanthophyl, &c.
Protozoa. Euglena yiridis.

Stentor viridis.
Almast all Radiolaria. (Two families excepted.)

Spongilla viridis.

Cffilenterata Hydra viridis.
Annuloida. Vortex viridis, a Tm-bellarian worm.
Also the decomposition of carbonic acid has been proved to be a function of the green

Turbellarian worm, Convohita Schultzii.
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CHAPTER XXV.
PARASITISM AND SOCIAL RECIPROCITY.

The term Parasite, made up of two Greek words, Para, alongside,

and Sitos, food, may be freely translated to mean one who partakes of

the food of another. The Tapeworm is a most complete example of a

parasite in this literal arid original sense, because he intrudes himself

into the "
very kitchen

"
of his host and helps himself to the victuals as

fast as they are prepared, often not even leaving enough to keep his

host from starvation. But the use of the term has been extended to

include those who do not eat with the host exactly but eat A?'m, or at

least such parts of him as can be spared without fatal results, and also

still others that neither eat their host nor his food but manage to get a

good living out of the refuse of his food, the excreta of wasted tissues,

and the accidental dirt that sticks to him.

A host is necessary to a parasite, and in a great many instances a

parasite is necessary to the host. The relationships of these two, the

extent to which they reach and the mutual inter-dependence which these

relationships have established between the various mundane organisms,

are of much greater consequence than one might suppose. To the ex-

tent that a host becomes dependent upon the parasite it may be said to be

itself parasitical. And if we charge parasitism upon every organism
that avails itself, of the labors of others, we shall find such a mutual

dependence running through the whole animal kindgdom and crossing

over into the vegetable kingdom, that we will have to set down all the

animals and a large part of the vegetables in the list of parasites. This

mutual dependence grades all the way from that which is- essential to

existence itself, to that in which the mutual offices are simply helpful,

but which could be got along without. It is evident that the develop-

ment of parasitism must have begun at the last end of this grade, the

partial end, and the beginning must have been made in the vegetable

kingdom. The first organisms got their living directly from the mineral

kingdom, and when any of them began to live to any extent upon their

fellow organisms it was not a vital necessity, but only n convenience to

do so.

But as their living upon others rendered it unnecessary to use certain of

their own powers that had been developed in their struggle with the min-

eral kingdom, these powers dwindled with disuse and became aborted,

while others better adapting them to profit by their new relationships

became developed. So that to-day but very few vegetables exist that

would remain Miiything like what they are if transplanted to such an

original mineral soil, devoid of all organic matter, as gave sustenance
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to the protophyte alga of Laurentian days. Plants now live largely pn
the remains of their dead ancestors, and finding so much work done by
those ancestors in subduing the mineral soil of the earth and impregnat-

ing it with organized materials more easy of assimilation by the tissues of

plants, those now living are endowed with a less vigorous and rugged
constitution, that is, have lost certain functions possessed by their

ancestors. Tn most cases they have gained .other functions of a higher

order than those lost, and with them a new and more complicated mor-

phology. This leads to the observation that while the organism strug-

gles directly with the rugged and incult forces of nature, its own devel-

opment must be limited and its functions must remain simple in corres-

pondence with the simplicity of the forces of the environment. But the

reactions of the organism change the conditions of the environment not

only by work done, but both in the case of plants and animals, but par-

ticularly plants, their own remains contribute to place the environment

under different conditions at the end of every generation, so that suc-

ceeding generations are by their means placed under new stimuli, and,

getting the benefit of the lives of those gone before, are able to attain a

different development. The roughest work having been done they do

not have it still to do.

Such language as this must not mislead us into a conception of or-

ganisms doing something ;
the real fact being that the forces of the en-

vironment having, by the creation and destruction of a generation of

organisms and the addition of their reactions, and the reaction of their

remains to the environment, changed it by so much, these forces are en-

abled to produce a new generation different from the first, and having
functions fitted for a new state of things. As a bricklayer may lay an

upper course only after he has laid a lower one.

The very same principles govern the action of contemporaneous or-

ganisms upon one another. A certain organism requires to have cer-

tain work done for it. If this essential work can be done by another

organism ( or, rather, through it ), organism number one may rest from

that labor or may do something else, but if he does, his ability to per-

form that labor will be diminished. He may acquire some other ability

in its place, or in some way render an equivalent or partial compensa-
tion for the work thus done for him. Thus man puts upon a horse a

great deal of work he would otherwise have to do himself, but he re-

turns some of his own work in furnishing the horse a sheltered stall and

a secure supply of food. Man's relations with his domestic animals are

akin to a mutual parasitism with the inevitable effects of parasitism in

reducing some of the personal functions. Our ape-like ancestors were

endowed with a hairy covering which, no doubt, sufficed to preserve a

sufficient warmth for ordinary comfort. But a luxurious habit of sup-
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plemenling this natural coal with the cloihinir of his fellow animals

from whatever motive or whim at first, came later to be desirable and at

last to hr necessary to his comfort, and in all but torrid countries essen-

tial to his existence, since by the disuse of his own natural clothing he

has lost almost the whole of it. In personal prowess, strength of limb,

claw and jaw, the man of flocks and herds is no match for a gorilla.

The domestic animals have likewise largely lost the power of self help

by having so long been wards, and it would go hard with many of them

if they were left to their own resources to get their living. They have

all been carefully selected and improved by man in the qualities useful

to him, but those useful to themselves in a state of nature have been

largely lost.

The parasitic habit of the Cuckoo of laying her eggs always in the

nest of another bird, has probably reacted on the tribe in destroying

their faculty for building nests. The Molothra, a variety of the Troopial,

is another bird that has this habit.

The English Cuckoo is described as a "
discontented, ill-conditioned,

passionate, in short, decidedly unamiable bird." They are unsociable,

and migrate alone. The males predominate, being five times as numer-

ous as the females, and, according to some authors, more than that.

They are very greedy, selfish, and of a gluttonous appetite. The males

and females do not pair or mate, in the sense of keeping company,

though in the breeding season the males are passionate. -The female

when adult cannot be distinguished externally from the male. The re-

productive organs of both sexes are very small for the size of the bird.

The parturition is sluggish, intervals of six or eight days intervening

between the laying of the eggs. The eggs are small and are deposited

in the nests of insectivorous birds, usualty one in each foster nest, but

occasionally two. After the }
T

oung cuckoo is hatched it shows the

greedy and selfish disposition of its race by often ousting its foster

brothers and sisters from the nest, and monopolizing all the food, and

it grows remarkably fast. There is occasional reversion of the English

Cuckoo to " ancestral habits, even, in some cases, to apparent affection

for the young."
The American Cuckoo is only occasionally parasitic, but is usually

not so careful of and interested in its young as other birds. To work for

another begets affection for him.

It is evident that the parasitic habit is an acquired one, the ancestors

of the Cuckoo having, at one time, had the maternal instincts of other

birds. The shirking of the maternal function of building the nest, then

of oaring for the young, &o.
, undoubtedly was the cause of the decline

of the maternal instincts in the race, the preponderance of the males,

their greedy and selfish disposition, the similarity between the sexes,
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the reduction of the reproductive organs, and of the eggs, the sluggish

parturition, the absence of mating, the rapid growth of the young, and,

in general, the development of individualistic and egoistic qualities, and

the suppression of the altruistic, the breaking up of the family and the

loosening of all the bonds of the society.

The parasitic Bees mentioned by Darwin (Sel. of species, 194) are

another example. There are many varieties of them that deposit their

eggs in the nests of other Bees, and they thus escape the work of col-

lecting pollen to store the nests. But in shirking out of this work they

have not only lost the art of performing it but have even lost the appa-

ratus necessary to do it, and must depend on other bees to rear their

young.

The history of the slave-making ants, related by Cuvier and Darwin,
is to the same effect. Some of the tribes are fierce and enterprising,

making long journe3
r
s to the nests of others to carry off their pupae.

These they rear in their own nests to become their household servants,

where they are compelled to build and arrange the nest and care for the

young. In other cases the slaves are likewise field servants and sol-

diers and assist their masters in defending the nest or in cariying the

larvae and pupae out of danger. But the most extreme case is that of

the Formica Polyergcs rufescens. Ants generally are divided into three

sexes masculine, feminine and neuter. The neuters, like the workers

among the bees, are females with undeveloped and functionless ovaries.

And these neuters, in some varieties, do all the work, the males and

females doing nothing after the eggs are laid. Cuvier even says the

neuters drive out the others in some cases. But in the tribe above

mentioned, in which the males and females have shirked out of all work

and even forgotten how to do it, the neuters, too, have adopted shiftless

habits
; for, having taken up the practice, of making slaves, they have

put all the work upon them. The neuters are very fierce and enterpris-

ing in capturing the larvae and pupae of the Formica fusca, which they

rear in their nests into neuter slaves. But they do nothing else what-

ever. These slaves not only build and open and close the nests, but

they feed their masters, both old young, who would all starve to death

before they would feed themselves.

To observe the extreme effects of parasitism, we must go to such ani-

mals as the Sacculina and the Entoconcha mirabilis. The sacculina is

a crustacean parasite on a brother crustacean, the Hermit Crab. The

young sacculina is hatched from an egg, and is an oval body possessing

three pairs of legs and usually a single eye in the middle of the head,

but no mouth or digestive system. It is able by means of its limbs to

swim. The animal in this stage is called a nauplius, and it closely

resembles the nauplius of those other curious crustaceans, the Barnacles
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and the water flea, Cypns. Its second stage is called the pupa stage.

Here it is much like a corresponding stage in the Cypris, while the Bar-

nacle at that stage shows signs of divergence. In the pupa state it is

invested with a shell which is a bivalve with a hinge along the axis of

the back. In this it resembles both the c}
T

pris and the barnacle pupa.

Next the two front limbs become modified into feelers, or organs of

attachment, and the four hinder limbs are cast off and are succeeded by
six pairs of forked swimming feet. In these two particulars it imitates

the development of the Barnacle. But here they diverge. With the

help of his swimming feet and under the direction of his one eye, he

hunts a " host
" and a square meal. This host is usually a hermit crab.

Into the intestines and among the liver tubes of this " host" the feelers

of the sacculina feel their wa}' by means of numerous root-like ramifying

appendages, which are developed on them and through
'

which the

digested nutriment is conveyed into the tissues of the sacculina. The

latter now having no further use for swimming organs nor eye nor sem-

blance of head, these are all aborted, and the parasite remains nothing

but a sac, shaped like a sausage or a discoidal bag, or perhaps like an

unsymmetrical lump. It receives and expels water through a wide orifice

b}' which its tissues are oxidized, a process of quasi respiration ;
but

beside this it has no other function than to mature the eggs for the next

generation.

When this function is completed the sac drops off, leaving its root-like

feelers still in the host where they continue to live for some time totally

functionless, their occupation entirely gone. This animal never has a

stomach and never digests any food, but absorbing it from the tissues or

digestive organs of the host, by endosmose, it does nothing but assimi-

late it in its own tissues. Its youth is more noble than its old age, for

in youth it possesses at least two sense organs, sight and touch
;

it has

the power of locomotion and some power of nervous co-ordination, a

will and choice. But it loses all these at maturity, and in old age it

has no more sense or sensibility than a turnip.

The history of the Sacculina was observed to run parallel at first with

that of the Barnacle in many respects. The Barnacle, however, has at

first a mouth and stomach, and does some vigorous feeding in the Xau-

plius stage. Later, however, in the Pupa stage, this mouth is closed,

and it does not feed during the time occupied in finding a suitable place

of attachment, and in this stage it is very like the pupa of sacculina,

having, however, two eyes instead of one. But its subsequent life is

altogether different, for fixing itself to a log or ship, or some other 111:111

imate object, it has to feed itself and digest its own food. So its mouth

is reopened, and stomach put in running order. Its l'<>iv legs, which

became feelers, as iu the Sacrulin:i, now become prehensile organs to
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make its attachment to the log, the two eyes are degenerated into a sin-

gle minute eye spot, and the swimming legs now act to paddle the cur-

rent, with what food it ma}- contain, toward the mouth. Both these

animals show the degradation brought about by the disuse of organs.

They are both related to the Cypris, and other branches of the very an-

cient Ostracoid family, some of whose members we found away back in

Silurian times. Their different degrees of degradation are brought

about by different degrees of disuse the old Barnacle being willing to

earn his living at a sedentary employment, while the Sacculina is un-

willing and, in fact, now unable to even digest its food, much less to

work for it.

There is a large number of Crustaceans, some of them related to the

Sacculina, that lead such a life of parasitism as it does. A notable

case is the Lernean, one of the numerous tribe of fish-lice. It is at first

a six-legged Nauplius with a single eye, and lively habits, but fastening

upon the gill of a fish it settles down to parasitism and loses its shape,

its limbs and all its activities and functions, except to bear and mature

the eggs for the next generation. There are also many tribes that im-

itate the life of the Barnacle, beginning as lively and active animals,

with a well-developed nervous system, locomotive and sense organs,

they spend their young da}
rs in seeing the world, then settle down upon

some fixed object, lose their activity and everything superfluous in the

way of organs or senses, and merely vegetate during the rest of their

lives. The Balani, or Sea Acorns, live such a life. They are Crusta-

ceans and related to the Barnacles. The Ascidians, or Sea Squirts, are

another and a remarkable example (see Figs. 58 and 59). For the free

swimming tadpole-like larva possesses, along with other advanced marks

of development, a veritable notochord or rudiment of a backbone, such

as all vertebrate embryos develop at first. In the sedentary state which

follows this free life this notochord is abolished and with it a large part

of the nervous system, locomotive organ, &c.
, proving the sea squirt to

be a degenerate family from a stock possessing a notochord and preserv-

ing their activity to the end of their days like our modern Amphioxus.
To this ancient stock, through which all vertebrates must trace their

pedigree, Haeckel has given the name Chordonia, or chorda animals.

This mode of life in which the 3
7outh is locomotive, active and sensi-

tive, and the old age fixed, motionless and stolid, with a greater or less

abortion and degradation of organs and senses, is extremely common

amongst the mollusks and the plant animals, and is the rule among
the plants themselves, seeds generally possessing more or less ability to

be moved
;
some having organs specially fitted to aid in their movable-

ness, as the wings of maple seed and the down of thistles and cotton-

wood, while others, as the' spores of the protococcus, alga, &c.
,
have
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vibratile cilia by which they propel themselves through the water after

the manner of an animal.

The case of the molluscous parasite Entoconcha Mircibilis, is even

more remarkable than the crustacean parasites named. The larva

of this mollusk has an oval shell with an operculum, or cover, to fit the

mouth
;

it has a "velum,'' or sail, or organ for swimming such as pos-

sessed by man}' similar larva of the univalve mollusks
;

it has a gill cav-

ity and intestines, an auditory organ and a correlating nerve ganglion,

and, in short, is equipped exact!}' to all appearance like the larvae of

those univalve mollusks that remain free all their lives. But this one

becomes a parasite in a Holothurian (sea-slug), and as he matures here

lie loses everything his shell and cover, his swimming organ, his ear

and his piece of Urain, and, in short, he is converted into a mere para-

sitic pouch, saving nothing but the hermaphrodite male and female

glands and rearing the embryos of the next generation.

The same food is not appropriate for all the stages of the life of an ani-

mal, as a general rule. In the case of mammals, the young for a year or

two live on milk and later become adapted to their adult food of grass,

grain, fruit, meat, &c. In the case of the young parasites, in order to

obtain the progressive food supply, the animal must migrate, since its

parents from their extremely shiftless habits are very poor providers.

It is this necessity of going to the food, since the food cannot be

brought to them, that develops the activity and enterprise of the young
of parasites and scdentaries, as such animals as the Barnacle may be

called, while the infants of active parents are relatively helpless, as in

the case of mammals, especially the primates. This necessity is further

illustrated in the case of the entoparasites or those living within the

body of the host. The Trichina Spiralis, a nematode worm, gains en-

trance into the body of an animal a pig, for instance by being eaten.

In the stomach of the pig the Trichinae are set free from the muscle in

which they had been confined as the muscle is being disintegrated in the

process of digesMon. In the space of three days the Trichinae grow to

maturity and become sexual, the females being more numerous than the

males. They possess a mouth and intestine and sexual glands. The

females then lay a prodigious number of eggs, from each of which is

hail-lied a microscopic young Trichina. These bore through the walls of

the stomach or intestines and find their way to the muscles of their host,

where they take up their lodgings, each one coiled up in a minute cavity

or cyst formed between the fibres of the muscle. There their journey
and their activities erase. They cannot lay their eggs in the muscle,

neither can they go laek to the stomach they came from to finish their

growth and lay their eggs there. They may remain alive ten years

where they are, but will be entirely inactive until the muscle containing
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them is introduced into another stomach a man's, for example, by

being eaten raw (cooking kills them) when the operation is repeated.

When they are too numerous they produce disease, often fatal.

"Leuckart counted 700,000 trichinae in a pound of the flesh of a man,
and Zeuker speaks of even five millions in a similar quantity of human
flesh.

"* Trichinae of one variety or another may inhabit any warm-

blooded animal. (In some, however, they do not bore into the muscles

and become encysted, but pass out with the feces, and by becoming
attached to some article of food are taken into another stomach and fin- ,

ish their development. ) The mouse harbors one which gets into a cat

when the cat eats the mouse. In the stomach of the cat it deposits its

young, which pass back to a mouse by becoming attached to some of its

food. It bores into the muscles of the mouse and is there encysted

ready to be eaten by another cat. Another parasite passes its life

between a mouse and a meal worm. The meal worm is the larva of the

Tenebrio Molitor, a coleopterous insect. It eats the feces of the mouse
and the eggs of the nematode parasite, which may chance to be enclosed

therein. These eggs hatch in the meal worm and bore through the

intestine into the layers of fat that surround it, and remain there while

the meal worm goes through his metamorphoses into the insect, which is

finally gobbled up by a mouse, in whose stomach the parasite lays its

eggs, and the cycle is complete. (Van Beneden, 247.)

FIG. 94. Young Nematode Worm,

A single intestine from one end to the other.

o Mouth.
e Widening which may he called an esophagus.
p Pharynx.
d Middle intestine.
a Anus.

The Cestodes, or flat ribbon worms, differ from the

Ncmatodes, round worms or thread worms, notably in

\-<l this : that while the individuals of the Nematodes are

always separate and independent from each other, the

Cestode individuals remain attached to each other and to

the mother that gave them birth. What is commonly
called a tapeworm, consisting of a head and a great

number of segments linked one after the other, is, in

reality, a colony, the head being a complete animal and

giving birth to each segment, one after another. These

segments grow and in each one a great quantity of eggs

are formed. The segment at the extremity opposite the

FIG. 94. head is the oldest and comes to maturity first. When

mature it is detached and escapes from the stomach of the host

in the feces. It is then nothing but a bag of eggs. The sarcode,

* Van Beneden, Parasites, 245.
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or contractile skin of this bag, has no other function than to hold

these eggs, and when it is eaten, or when it breaks up, as it commonly
docs upon exposure to the air, the eggs escape and are scattered upon
the grass or in water, or are liberated in the stomach of a host. In any
event they must get into a stomach again in order to continue their ex-

istence. And the}' may reach the stomachs of cattle, rabbits, sheep,

&c.
, by being swallowed with the grass. A pig ma}' get them from

various sources, and man may get them from water into which they

have been washed or discharged. In the stomach the egg, which is al-

ways enclosed in a strong and nearly impenetrable shell, is hatched, or

at least liberated from the shell, the latter being dissolved or digested

by the gastric juice, or otherwise, and the worm thus liberated starts to

bore through the walls of the intestines and the tissues till it reaches a

proper shelter in the cavity of a muscle or other organ, where it remains

till the organ is eaten and they are introduced a second time into a

stomach. Then, being liberated from the tissue that they are enclosed

in, they attach themselves to the coat'of the stomach and begin to grow
one segment after another of the sarcode bags described above, in which

the eggs are formed and encysted in their strong shell. It is necessary

to carefully distinguish between the eggs, as they are when thrown off

in the feces of an animal with a tapeworm in the stomach, and the

cysticercus, which is the name given to the animal after it has bored

from the stomach into a muscle and become encysted there.

The egg always produces the cysticercus before it can grow into a

tapeworm. The formation of the cysticerci is often attended by dis-

ease when they are numerous. In the pig the disease is called the

measles. In the sheep the disease called the "gid" is caused by the

embryos of teniae encysted in the brain. In man the presence of these

cysticerci in the brain has caused mental derangement. But in all

cases where the cysticerci get into the stomach after having been devel-

oped and embedded in muscle or other tissue, the tapeworm is the re-

sult. There are many different varieties of these teniae, depending on

the difference in the animals they frequent. The one that forms its

segments and eggs in the stomach of man, and its cysticerci in the mus-

cles of the pig is the Tcenia Solium. The Tcenia Serrata rotates through
the stomach of dog or wolf and the muscles of rabbit. The Tcenia Me-

dio-canellata uses the stomach of man and the muscles, lungs, &c.
,
of

beef cattle, and has been confounded with the T. Solium, which it re-

sembles. The one which lodges in the brain of the sheep and develops

into a taenia in the stomach of the dog or wolf is called the Ccenuruz, a

name given before its nature was fully known. There are many others

of which Van Beneden has given ample account.

From what was said in last chapter it appears that the relationship of
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the Chlorophyl organism to its plant (
or animal

)
is one of mutual de-

pendence and helpfulness. The eell of the plant is the shelter, bed-

room and workshop of the active Chlorophyl body which amply pays

for its lodging in starch. There is another party belonging to this com-

bination one Diastase a ferment and an organism, which will be de-

scribed further on, which is an equall}' valuable member of the firm and

which the plant could not get along without, since it takes the insoluble

starch and makes it into sugar. These mutually cooperative organisms

of the vegetable have their counterparts in every animal, which is, in-

deed, after all only a locomotive vegetable. The different sorts of cells

which compose the animal body may be regarded as a cooperative com-

munity of separate organisms, each living its own life and in some way

helping the rest, yet dependent upon the rest for its existence and pre-

servation. In this partnership there are blood corpuscles, the cells

composing the various tissues, muscle, bone, nerve, skin, &c.
,
and a

dozen different kinds of ferments which inhabit special parts called

glands. The relations and mutual adaptations of these several organ-

isms toward each other have come about through their habit of living

together and acting upon each other through an infinite series of genera-

tions. As long as they are properly nourished and not interfered with

by strange and adventitious organisms from the outside, the bod}- which

they compose remains in a healthy and normal condition. But the

nourishment that is good for the cells and ferments that belong to the

body is also good for the many strange organisms that infest the air,

the water and the ground, and are always ready to get a foothold in the

body and compete with the normal* household for a share. They not

only do this but they compete with one another. One species of para-

site or, in some cases, even one individual, may be an antidote against

all others, keeping the others away by some sort of competition, as rats

keep away mice, or as vaccine keeps off small-pox.

There are many species of the Bopyridse, a Crustacean family, that is

parasitic on other Crustaceans, as crabs, or tailed Crustaceans, living in

their branchial or gill cavities. But the first comer that establishes him-

self in the cavity on one side is a bar to the intrusion of any more either

in that side or in the other (Semper). This is singular, but is proved

by many examples. Why is this? One theorj" is that the first parasite

exhausts the peculiar food necessary for their support so there is not

enough for the second. A second is that the first parasite occupies the

avenues of approach to the food supply in the host, so that while the

food is there it is inaccessible to a new comer, as Kentucky Blue-grass

will root out sand- burrs, not by exhausting the soil but by occupying

its whole surface and cutting off access to it. I suggest a third, which

is that the action of the first parasite changes the nature of the secre-
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tions of the host and so alters the intimate character and constitution of

the tissues themselves or causes fermentation of the blood, that a new

life and unnatural energy are infused into the cells composing them, by
which they consume all the nutriment appropriate to the growth of the

parasite, and so exclude it. We are to remember that every tissue cell

of the body is a separate animal in precisely the same sense in which a

germ or spore of vaccine or small-pox is, or even a tape worm or a sac- .

culina, the only difference consisting in the degree of degradation to

which they have severally come by reason of the disuse of functions.

The competition then comes between the normal tissue cell stimulated

to preternatural energy and the adventitious parasitic cell. During its

season of stimulated activity the parasite is unable to gain a footing.

This season of the repellant energy of the tissue cell is of a definite du-

ration, after which the cell relapses to its original mode of unstimulated

life. As against small-pox it is said to last seven years, usually, but is

good against measles for a whole lifetime.

The fact that we "outgrow" tendencies to various certain sorts of

disease appears to countenance this theory, for this "outgrowing" can

be nothing more than such change in the constitution of the cells of the

body as to give them a more pronounced individuality and aggressive

self-assertion, consolidation of texture and vigor of vitality, by which

they are able to draw for their own support, to the exclusion of parasitic

disease-producing germs or other functional disturbance. Parasitic life

may therefore be called a struggle between two modes of vitality

through two sets of organic cells, the one adventitious and hungry, and

the other normal to the place and conservative, both so far degenerated
as to be unable to elaborate for themselves a supply of food, and

depending upon a supply to be furnished by a third agency of cells,

which being a definite and limited suppl}', may prove insufficient for

both. This is obviously true in the case of the tape worm, which ab-

sorbs an immense proportion of the nutritive matter required by the

general tissues of the body. In many cases the parasite draws upon

special parts and selects special nutriment to the damage of a special

function of the host.

When the Rhizocephala (saculinas) infest the hermit crab (Pagurus),
the female germ glands are never developed in the host. The' growth
of the host is not stopped but its breeding powers are. The larvae of

Trematoda, boring worms, infest the water snail, L}'mnea stagnalis, and,

in like manner, destroy its fertility without apparently affecting its gen-

eral health in other respects. This is very curious when it is considered

that the plundered nutriment goes almost exclusively to the support and

development of the eggs and young of the parasite, which thus perpetu-

ates his own worthless stock by the very means that should give a prog-
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eny to his host. It is not less, remarkable that the larva of a certain fty,

the "Ciitcrclim cmasfuhtfnr. in very numerous instances, destroys the

testes of various American species of squirrel without affecting the other

vital functions.
"

(Semper. )

The cause of the degradation and loss of functions in parasites and

co-operatives is and can be due to nothing else than disuse. If one

organ can become reduced to a rudimentary state by disuse, so may any
other or even all providing some means survives for the performance of

their functions, or so much of the functions as are necessary to the

growth of the animal to maturity, and the formation of the eggs and

embryos for the next generation. It is related by Caleb Wright that in

India there have been many religious devotees who have rendered one

arm, and in some cases both arms, perfectly rigid and functionless by

holding them aloft in one position for a number of years. At first it is

necessary to lash the arms in the upright position, as it is not possible

to keep them so voluntarily, but in a short' time the muscles and sinews

become rigid and beyond voluntary control. Of course, a person so

situated is unable to help himself to food or otherwise, and must be

served by others as gullible though less devoted than himself. If we

should imagine the process of self-disuse carried somewhat further, and

the subject, instead of taking his food in the usual way, to receive a

perpetual transfusion of blood from another person of sufficient health

and strength, then the digestive apparatus of the recipient might lie dor-

mant all his life, and his stomach, with its appendages, and the respira.

tory machinery, might become rudimentary. Extravagant as this seems

it is just what takes place in the case of the Khizocephala and some

other crustacean parasites. However sweeping the degradation and

elimination or substitution of functions, the reproductive organs are al-

ways excepted. These obviously can never be superseded by proxy or
"

substitution, and never are or can be aborted without the extinction of

the race. All the activities of life refer to the preservation of this

thread of vitality from generation to generation. And the machinery
for the preservation of this thread is the only thing which is absolutely

essential in anatomical structure, and in cases of degradation, nature

will sometimes let everything go but that senses, brains, muscles,

stomach and intestines. An animal race in the condition of these para-

sites has returned to first principles. The long process or selection by
which with differentiation and heredity it acquired and maintained a

complicated anatomy and functions has all been undone, unraveled, as

it were. Every accessory and subordinate function has been lost
; only

the two great principles of animal existence, viz.
,
accretion and repro-

duction, remain in their simplest form the two principles which

include all the necessary functions of existence from which and within
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which they were all differentiated, to which they are all subordinated,

and back into which they have now subsided.

The history of parasitic and sedentary animals includes a youthful or

larval stage invariably more or less active, in which the animal possesses

some animal functions, at least locomotion and the necessary organs for

it, and a mature stage in which it only vegetates in the interest of repro-

duction, and in which a part and sometimes all the animal functions

are lost. The larval history of a parasite must indicate the race history

of the tribe to which he belongs, with greater or less fidelity, and so we
are bound to suppose that the ancestors of every parasite and sedentary

tribe were active and self-supporting and not at first parasites. We
have a few examples of partial and unfinished parasitism which confirm

this view.

Semper mentions that some crustacean parasites, whose present mode

of life requires no organ of locomotion, still possess their swimming

legs.

There are a great many parasites infesting various animals, especially

marine animals, both inside and outside
;
and it often happens that the

endo parasites are of the same species as their friends on the outside,

the ecto parasites, but in almost every case there is a greater or less

degradation of structure in the one on the inside as compared with the

other. Among the many parasites infesting the Holothuriae (sea-slugs)

is the Eulima, a mollusk that lives on the skin of the sea-slug. It also

is -found on the star fishes. It is in all particulars a univalve mollusk

except that it has lost its organ for gnawing and masticating its food,

an organ that is common to all univalves but now useless to the Eulima,

which lives on the slimy secretion of the host which it takes up by suc-

tion.

Another Eulima inhabits the inside of the Holothurian, differing but

little from the outside one and destitute only of the masticating jaw or

rachis. There is another species of Eulima parasitic on the Holothu-

rian, fixed immovably on the outside, and having his jaw developed into

a trunk or proboscis which is inserted through the hide of the host and

sucks up all the nourishment required. The proboscis performs the

function of anchoring the parasite, an office usually performed by the

foot. But the foot is thus rendered useless and is now aborted. Loco-

motion not being indulged in, eyes are not necessary, and they, too,

are aborted. On the other hand, the much-imposed-upon sea-slug enter-

tains a number of endoparasites free, which roam about his intestines

and appropriate whatever they fancy. Some of these are Trematode

worms, others small Crustaceans belonging to the Copepods, Cyclops,

&c. They are probably comparatively new at this sort of life or lire

subject to frequent disturbance because they are not mutilated as yet
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but still retain their organs, locomotive, digestive, &c. Among the

most curious cases of parasitism is that of one sex on the other in the

same species. The differentiation by which hermaphrodite or bisexual

animals were succeeded by the unisexual, must have been a gradual

process, as all natural processes are, and, doubtless, required a great

number of generations, and the first results of it must have been ani-

mals that differed from each other in no respect whatever, excepting a

better development of male glands and a corresponding suppression of

female glands in one, and a better development of female and a corres-

ponding suppression of male glands in some other. As mentioned be-

fore, the Amphioxus, the lowest vertebrate, is in this condition of sex-

ual equality. This sexual differentiation is by no means a unique phe-

nomenon. It has taken place independently in very many lines of ani-

mal development, in various families of Insects, Worms and Mollusks,

and also in plants. But subsequent to this primitive equality circum-

stances have, in a great many cases, sprung up to create and widen dis-

tinction between the sexes. The offices assumed by the sexes are usu-

ally complementary of each other, so that each in laying down a func-

tion has taken up another, and what is laid down by one is taken up by
the other. For example, whilst among monogamous mammals it might
be possible for the male to suckle the young equally with the female,

among the polygamous ones it is manifestly impracticable as a rule,

and so the male mammae are generally rudimentary. But as a rule the

polygamous males, in consigning the young to the care of the females,

have taken upon themselves the common defense of the family, and

anatomical structure following this division of functions, the female has

become possessed of the well developed mammae and the broad pelvis,

while the male has the heavy shoulders, narrow pelvis and rudimentary

mammae. In this, as in all cases of differentiation, the assumption of a

new function or the intensifying of an old one, is necessarily accom-

panied by and, in some sense, dependent on a corresponding abandon-

ment and consequent suppression of another function. Parasitism be-

ing always followed by a deterioration of function, the result is not al-

tered by a mutuality of parasitism. Everyone loses the power to do

for himself that which he habitually puts upon another to do for him,

regardless of what he may do in return for that other. In one thing

the sexes were at the beginning, and in the very nature of things are

always bound to r&main, mutualists and equals, that is, in the essential

organs and functions of reproduction. But in everything supplemen-

tary to this, one sex or the other may assume or shirk out of all duties

and correspondingly increase or dimmish its structure and function.

The female tooth and nail may be sufficient for the family defense, or

her industry suilicieiit to supply the family larder, in which case ttie
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demand for masculine exertions may decrease, and a shrinkage of mas-

culine force ma}
r follow. This happens in a great many cases.

Among the parasitic Lerneans described above there is often a great

disparity in the sexes. Since both male and female are parasitic on

some third party, the male need not do a thing to support the family,

and so he has acquired the most remarkably shiftless habits and reduced

anatomy. He generally retains his sense and locomotive organs, while

the female loses hers, but the latter obtains a size from ten to one hun-

dred times that of the male. And it often even happens that the male be-

comes attached as a parasite to his big partner, establishing himself upon
her sexual organs. The same state of things occurs among the nematode

SpJioerularice. In some species the sexes do not greatly differ. In

others the female is three times as large as the male, while in still

others the male worms, vastly reduced in size but retaining their form,

occupy the female matrix aud remain parasites of their partners in that

position ; and, lastl}', there are cases in which the males, parasitic in

their females, are reduced in structure so far that little or nothing

remains of them except the organs of reproduction. It might bethought
that parasitism and its accompanying anatomical degradation could'

scarcely go further with safety to the main chance, which in every race

is its reproduction and perpetuation, but here .is a worse case.

The rat entertains a nematode parasite which sports the name Trichoso-

mum Ci-ttsxicfinda. The female is 2. 5 millimetres long and the male one-

fifteenth as much. The male lives in the uterus of the female, and has no

complete digestive apparatus of its own but has to be fed by the female.

Sometimes live of these males are found in one female.* There are a

good many crustaceans and insects of which the females alone are para-

sitical, while the males remain free and take care of themselves. The

two sexes, therefore, differ greatly in form, the female being hatched as

a parasite, and remaining during her whole life close to the spot in

which she was born, while the male in the case of some of the insects

assumes wings and has a gay and varied existence.

Not less remarkable than the foregoing is the history of the Diplo-
:.<><ni. This was at first thought to be a worm with two heads and two

tails. But it was subsequently found to be two worms soldered together.

They are said to be hermaphrodite from the time they are hatched from

tlie erg till toward maturity. In their youthful days they are furnished

with cilia for producing locomotion, and with a pair of eyes, and also a

small ventral sucker and a dorsal teat or papilla. At maturity they
settle in pairs on a host, preferring the gills of a fresh-water fish, each

pair crossed like the letter X and t':rst.cncd together by the teat and sucker,

in which position they become soldered together and remain so for life.

*Van Beueden, 251, on the Authority of Lc-uchart,
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FIG. 95. FIG. 96.

Fig. 95. Two young Diporpa (or two buckles) beginning to attach themselves to-

gether.
O Mouth. Z Papilla. G Sucker.
Fig. 96. Process complete, the animal being now called Diplozoon (double animal).

(After E. Zeller.)

They each lay eggs which are deposited on the gill of the fish and

hatched there.

These worms are hermaphrodites, but, as is common amongst this

class, they are probably not self-fertilizing but require to be paired, each

being female to the other. This peculiar sort of marriage takes place

"with the Lymnece staynalis, or pond snail. Each individual is both

male and female, but the position of the organs is such as to render solf-

fertilization impossible, so each one becomes a male to a second party

and a female to a third at the same time
;
from which peculiarity the}'

are sometimes observed joined together in a long string. The separation

of the sexes is among the early differentiations by which a loss by one

half of a race of one half of its sexual functions and by the other half of

the race of the other half of such functions, brings compensation in the

establishment of co-operation between individuals, followed by family

and social relations.

Fig. 97. A Trematode worm, Distomum hsematobium ; a

parasite in the veins of man. Male and female together, the
latter contained in the gynecophorus, or wife-holder.

o-Male.

Female,

s Sucker.

Fig. 97 is a trematode which makes its home in human veins-

the male the larger in this case, and provided with a sort of

pouch for holding his partner.

There is a parasitic nematode worm called Synga-
mus tracheal is, which is developed in the tracheal

artery of fowls. These worms are sexual and they

are soldered together in pairs a male and a female.

Van Beneden has a chapter on ' '

parasites that

are free when old." These he calls parasitic in

youth instead of old age. The examples he gives

are such as the Ichneumon fly and other hymenop-Fio. 97.
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tennis insects of which there are thousands of species that deposit

their eggs in a caterpillar or other larva, or, as in the case of the sphox.
after depositing their eggs in a hole or nest, paralyze another insect or

worm and place it in the cell with the egg to be food for the young one

as soon as hatched. The young deposited in the bodies of others, as

soon as hatched, feed on the abdominal juices of the tissues by which

they are surrounded, and often entirely consume their host.

While this is another phase of parasitism I do not regard it as con-

trad ictoiy to the principle announced above, that parasitism comes

from the disuse of functions once possessed', and therefore culminates in

old age. The disuse of organs in a parasite and their consequent sup-

pression or abortion is precisely the same process as that by which the

rudimentary organs are formed in all the animals. Wherever we find a

rudiment in a vertebrate (or an invertebrate) that rudiment is either

functional or comes nearer being so in the embryo or youthful stage
than in the adult. In all cases the suppression of the organ proceeds
as the animal grows older.

The infants of all animals are helpless in the first moments of exis-

tence, and must receive food or other attention from some quarter. In

the case of mammals the parents take care of their young, and develop

a natural supply of food for them. In the case of the lowest marine

invertebrates the water, into which they are born, carries food directly

to them. If a human mother should feed her baby on cow's milk in-

stead of her own, the mother would become, in one sense, a parasite on

the cow, and it would correspond with a loss of lacteal function on the

mother's part. The child is not parasitic any more b}
r

getting its milk

from the cow than if it subsisted in the usual way. It is simply an un-

developed dependent in either case. The young of the Ichneumon and

Sphex are likewise helpless infants, in whose reach food is placed by
the precaution of the parents. The adults, in levying on their fellow

creatures for the sustenance of their young ones, are like their human

brothers, who go to the butcher shop, the dairy, the bee-hive and the

hen-house for food to support their young ( and themselves, as well ).

The whole of both proceedings only exemplifies the general fact spoken
of above, that in animal life such co-operation of tribes as enables a tribe

to supersede and get rid of some of its functions by having them per-

formed by others, is an essential means of progress. It tears down

some old structure which can be got along without, thereby making
room for something else. It does not furnish the new function which

is now within the possible capacity of the tribe
;
the other stimuli of the

surrounding environment must do that if it be done at all. In the

case of the favored races, as Man and the Ichneumon, the environment

finds stimuli to build new functions or intensif}" the old that are left,
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and so the animal is more or less active, and keeps his wits about him

to the end of his days. But the Sacculina andthe Tse nia are like me-

chanics whose work is done by machinery better than they could do it

themselves. They are deprived of their function, and if another is not

developed they are forced to become parasites or tramps.

CHAPTER XXVI.

FUNGI.

In order to understand more fully the relationships between the ani-

mal and vegetable kingdoms and the intimate nature of the dependence
of the former on the latter, a stucty of parasitic vegetation, especially of

fungi and ferments, is essential. Vegetable parasites, like the animal

parasites, exist in every degree of dependence on their host, and with

every degree of reduced or lost functions and anatomical structure.

The parts of a complete plant are such as should enable it to take its

nourishment direct from the mineral kingdom and elaborate it into

food, or have it done in its own organism. These parts, in terrestrial

plants, consist of roots to take up moisture, with carbonic acid, am-

monia and various minerals
;
of stems with variously formed cells and

ducts for the passage and storage of juices and nutriment
;
of leaves

furnished with pores for the exhalation and inhalation of moisture, and

with chlorophyl cells for the decomposition of carbon dioxide. The

root also by its penetration into the soil makes a firm support to the

structure, and gives it a local habitation. The essential normal activ-

ities of such plants are chiefly to take from the carbonic acid of the air

its carbon, which is elaborated into starch in the chlorophyllian cells of

the leaves, and sent thence into the roots and stem to be further modi-

fied, digested and assimilated, and to draw moisture and nitrogen ized

matters through the roots. There are many plants not possessed of

either roots or leaves but which nevertheless accomplish substantially

the same purpose with simple substitutes for those organs. But there

are likewise many plants in which some of these essential parts are

wanting, and which nevertheless have no substitute for them. These

are the true parasites, and they depend upon other plants to perform
for them the functions that they are unable to perform for themselves.

Like the animal parasites they never lose their reproductive functions.

On the contraiy, their parasitism taking off the burdens of the elabora-

tion and digestion of food, and the formation of the organs necessan*

for those functions, nearly the whole of the stolen resources of the para-

sites may be devoted to their reproduction. Consequent! 3"
we find that

the reproductive spores of fungi are inconceivably numerous.
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Fungi arc frequently colored, but in no case do they possess the

green chlorophyl cells. Their organs, which chiefly relate to the repro-

ductive function, are often curious and elaborate. They have neither

leaves nor roots. Instead of roots they have fibrous organs like suckers,

which penetrate into the tissues of the host to receive and convey the

nutrient fluids. These fibres are collectively called the Mycelium.
Where the Mycelium penetrates the soil it still does not take up min-

eral matters as a plant does, but only juices of decaying vegetable or

other organic products.

The fungi, or Mushrooms, belong to that series of the Vegetable

Kingdom called the Cryptogamic. This series rhcludes, besides the

Mushrooms, the Mosses, Lichens, Liverworts, Sea-weeds, or Algae, and

Ferns or Brakes. The Mushrooms are divided into six families, and

these are subdivided into orders to the number of thirt}
r-two in all,* and

these again into a great number of genera and species, all bearing

names of a size out of all proportion to themselves, but generally sig-

nificant of some function or structure.

In the first family (the Hymenomycetes )
are found the Agarics,

which are known to everybody as the umbrella-shaped mushrooms and

toad-stools. The slender fibres of their Mycelium traverses the fat soil,

and there is a thick stem surmounted by the cap or pileus. On the un-

derside of the pileus are suspended the gills, or lamella, like little cur-

tains hung by one edge and distributed like rays or spokes running

from the center to the edge. There is a delicate membrane spread over

the under surface of the pileus following the indentations made by the

gills, and covering their sides so that it appears in shape like a folded

fan. This is the hymeneum or spore-bearing membrane, and the spores

drop out of it when ripe. The difference between a spore and a seed

proper, is this: A spore is a simple cell formed by the union of a male

and female germ containing ( probably undifferentiated protoplasm, but)

no starch or sugar. A seed is a more advanced and differentiated struc-

ture, because beginning as a cell formed by the union of the male and

female elements, its development and differentiation has begun, and by
the time the seed is ripe the embryo of the new plant is formed within

it, and about the embryo is deposited a quantity of starchy or other nu-

tritive matter, which is to be consumed by the young plant after it be-

gins to germinate. The spore cannot have this deposit because its

parents have no machinery for its elaboration they eat, but parasite-

like save nothing besides the spore don't need it, for its destiny is to

feed where the table is already spread with organic food a seed feeds

on minerals after it is weaned. A spore never does.

*This is according to M. Cooke, from whose work on fuugi many of the facts in this

chapter are derived.
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Some of the orders of the Hymenomycetes, instead of having gills or

curtains on the underside of the pileus, have tubes or pores, others have

warts or spines, others are nearly smooth, the hymeneum in each case

covering all and developing the spores.

Another order, Clavariei, is club-shaped, or cylindrical, and the hy-

meneum covers the outside all round. In the sixth order of this family,

Trcmellini, the fungus is folded and lobed like the convolutions of a

brain, and is of a gelatinous appearance. Throughout the gelatinous

mass there are filaments or threads, the ends of which, coming to the

surface, bear the spores, which are dropped on the surface of the Tre-

mella like fine white dust. The color of this fungus is a fine, golden

yellow. The spores are from . 006 to . 008 of a millimetre in diameter,

about ^^ part of ^in inch.

The second family is named the Gasteromycetes, and are mushrooms

with an internal cavity or belly in which the spores are generated.

Some of them are subterranean. The puff-ball, Lycoperdon, belongs to

an order of this family. Everybody has seen them when ripe, kicked

and blown about, distributing their spores like dust everywhere. One

of these balls has been known to attain the diameter of a foot. Some

of this family, when ripe, attract water from the air and deliquesce (like

some mineral crystals) and liquify. Others, as the Nidulariacei, when

ripe burst open at the top, showing the spores on infinitesimal stems or

spicules, like little eggs in a nest, as the name implies. There are sev-

eral subterranean genera connected with this family.

The third famliy is Coniomycetes, or dust mushrooms, so called because

they develop mostly into spores and, in many cases, are without any

mycelium (roots) or stems. Some of them get into crevices of the bark

of dead trees, form their spores under a little cap or perithecium, and

when mature drive them out at an orifice at its apex. Others, as the

Melanconiei, "black dust," have a network of mycelium, very fine and

close, covered with a sort of cuticle. The spores are formed between

the two and expelled through the latter.

The Torulacei constitute an order in this family. They consist of

nothing but chains of spores linked together ;
sometimes the spores are

simple, in other cases are divided by cross partitions, which finally sepa-

rate the parts into so many spores, and sometimes a simple thread or

elongated cell is subdivided by the septa or partitions into spores.

There are three other orders in this famil}
T

,
all of whose genera are para-

sitic on live plants. A sub-order entitled the Ustilagines includes the

smuts and bunts of grain plants, and another sub-order, the Uredines,

includes the red rusts of wheat and grasses.

The fourth family is the Ilyplm-mycetes (woven or ivebled mushrooms).

These include the moulds, some of which are of microscopic dimensions
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but of great beauty and elegance. In some the spores are formed on

threads which are united so as to form a compound stem. The DtiiKit!* i

(black moulds) and the Mucedines (white moulds) belong to this family.

The threads or stems of the Dcmntici have an investing or cortical layer

like bark, which may be peeled off, and both the threads and spores are

generally more or less colored a dull, dark color, as if charred or

scorched. In many cases the spores are large and elongated, and sub.

divided by several cross-partitions or septa, the protoplasm of each

apartment containing a nucleus. The HelmintJiosporium constitutes a

numerous genus of the black moulds, and is found in patches like velvet

on decaying herbs and old wood. The spores are produced on upright
stems or threads shooting up from the matted n^celium, and grow out

of the top or sides. The cortex or bark of the stem adds to their stiff-

ness. Under the microscope these stems appear jointed like canes in a

cane-brake.

The most important genus of the Mucedines is the Peronospora. The

various species of this genus are parasites on living vegetables, and one

of them is the cause of the potatato disease, which has played such

havoc with the Irish potato. In this genus there is a delicate mycelium
which penetrates the intercellular passages of living plants, giving rise

to erect branch threads which bear, at the tips of their outermost twigs,

oval or' spherical-shaped spores called conidia. There is no cortex on

them. Deeply seated on the mycelium within the substance of the fos-

ter plant other reproductive bodies called oogonia originate. These are

spherical, more or less warted and brownish, the contents of which

become differentiated into vivacious zoospores capable,, when expelled,

of moving in water by the aid of \ibratile cilia. A similar structure is

found in Cystopus c<ni<li'<Ins, a genus of the Uredines. We shall find

some of the algae with active spores also.

The fifth family is that of the Physomycetes. In these the spores are

produced inside of little sacs called sporangia. These sporangia are

borne upon threads, and each contains a number of the spores. When

ripe the sporangium bursts and scatters the spores. One genus grows
in the form of a blackened felt incrusting old wine bottles in cellars.

But the most interesting of this family are the Mucors (Mucorini).

These resemble the mucedines but differ in the method of producing the

spores. In some species the sporangium appears to be the result of a

"conjugation," or sexual union between two of the upright threads.

The Mucors are not parasitic on live vegetation, but only on that which

is dead or deca}
r

ing. The Mucor Mucedo grows spontaneous!}' in fresh

horse-manure if the latter be confined in a damp atmosphere under a

bell-glass for a few days, and will cover it all over with an ' ' immense

white mildew.
"

Growing out of the mycelium, which is spread out, are
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numerous white filaments, each of which bears a sporangium on top.

The spores can be sown and produce mycelium in a solution of sugar

or other nourishing fluid if excluded from the air.

The sixth family is called the Ascomycetes. In these the sporangia

are themselves contained for a longer or shorter time in larger sacs

called asci. In some the asci soon disappear, leaving the sporangia

free
;

in others they persist till the spores are mature, when they

burst and liberate them. Some are found chiefly on animal sub-

stances. Others occur on living plants. The order called Perisporiacei

contains many destructive genera, as the Hop Mildew, Pea Mildew,

Hose Mildew, &c. They cover the surface of leaves &c.
,
with a thick,

white coating.

In some of these organisms several different kinds of fruit are pro.

duced from the same n^celium, sometimes as man}7 as five or six.

They call to mind the alternate generation of some low animal forms.

There is an order of underground bulbous fungi belonging to this

family. They are called the Tuberacei, the most important genus being

the edible delicacy called the truffle.

Many of the fungi are self luminous, probably from phosphorus con-

tained in their tissues. One example cited by Cooke was reported by a

traveler in Australia. A large specimen of an Agaric, sixteen inches in

diameter, was found and hung up in a sitting room, where it gave light

for four or five nights till it dried up. All parts of the Agaric, ex-

cept the top of the cap, give this light of a pale greenish tint. Cer-

tain species, the Boletus luridus and others, on being cut or bruised

exhibit an intense and, in some cases, a vivid blue. This color is taken

on very quickly, almost instantaneously. This is attributed to a rapid

change in the molecular constitution of the plant on exposure of the

tissues to the air. Many of the fungi contain a milky juice, and when

the flesh is cut or bruised and this juice exposed to the air its color

turns to a dull livid green.

Fungi are generally strongly odorous, and disagreeably so. Most of

the fleshy forms smell of nitrogen while decaying.
li-Peziza Venosce"

when fresh has a strong odor like aqua fortis ( nitric acid ). The

growth and decay of fungi are both extremely rapid. A puff-ball or a

toad-stool will grow enormously in a night, and in the same length of

time a mass of paste may be covered with mould. < ' In a few hours a

gelatinous mass of reticularia will pass into a bladder of dust, or a

coprinus will be dripping into decay." These facts point clearly to the

delicacy of the molecular constitution of these fungi, and the extreme

fickleness of their constituents. Nitrogen, which appears to be largely

concerned, forms always exceedingly unstable compounds.
The spores of fungi are disseminated through the air like dust, and
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:m> entirely impalpable and invisible singly, the largest of them requir-

ing to be magnified 360 diameters under the microscope before they be-

come visible. Their number is inconceivably great, and whenever any

spot furnishes the proper conditions of temperature, moisture and or-

ganic matter, whose chemical bonds are not too strong or have been

loosened by decay, some of them are sure to find it speedily. Certain

species are so abundant in the air that it is almost impossible to keep
them out of even closed vessels, especial!}- such as the common moulds

cupergillua and penicillium,.

Gardeners often raise agarics by simply making a bed of mixed horse

and cow ordure, in which the spores are expected to find lodgment and

germinate. It may be assumed, in some cases, that the spores have

been eaten and have passed through the stomach unhurt and not only

so, but it is even supposed that the germinating powers of the spores

are only brought out better by the process.

There is variety both in the mode of producing the spore or seed and

in the manner of its development into the plant. On the supposition

that the fungi are degenerate plants that have lost the chlorophyl or-

gans, we might expect to find some trace of their ancient relationships

in their mode of development. In some cases observers have been able

to do this.

The development of the Conio-Mycetes is proved to be an alternate

generation. That is, the spore does not grow at once into the full fun-

gus conio-mycetes, but produces what is called a pro-mycelium. This is

a long tube of thin membrane, and into it the protoplasm of the spore

enters, doubtless dilated by the absorption of water. The tube takes a

curved shape and is rounded club-like at the end. On the end and

sides of this tube, or promycelium, four spicules, or small projections,

are formed, and on the ends of these are developed a second set of

spores called sporules, and these then germinate and proceed to develop

the true mycelium for the full grown plants. The first set of spores,

those that develop the pronrycelium of the coniomycetes, are called

pseudospores to distinguish them from the last ones. This mode of de-

velopment by alternate spores is quite common among these fungi.

Now we will compare this with the development of the Bracken Fern.

This is classed as a cryptogamic plant. When the Fern is mature it de-

velops sporangia on the underside of the leaf stems. In these sporan-

gia the spores are developed by a fissive asexual process. When the

spores are set free they germinate and sprout into a small cellular plant

which is called a prothallus (
first twig ). The protoplasm of this pro-

thallus becomes differentiated into male and female. An antheridium

containing active antherozooids
(
or male cells ) being formed above and

an embryo cell below. The antherozooids move down a canal by means
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of cilia, and impregnate the embryo cell, which thereupon germinates,

sending roots into the soil and growing above into a fern. The juices

of the prothallus furnish nourishment to the Fern till its roots are able

to sustain it independently. ( Huxley's Biology.) Thus the Fern

represents in its development two forms of reproduction, the first asex-

ual by fission, or the repeated subdivision of a single cell, the second

sexual, or the reunion of previously differentiated positive and negative,

or female and male, cells. Moreover the prothallus is a cellular plant,

while the stems of the Fern are vascular, and the fern is the lowest of

the vascular plants. The development of the coniomycetes, as above

described, appears curiously imitative, in a degenerate sort of way, of

.
that of the Fern. Its pseudospore answers to the spore of the Fern,

the promycelium represents the prothallus, the mycelium stands for the

roots of the mature Fern, the little spicules may be the remains of an-

theridia, and the sporules the impregnated embryonic cells resulting

from an internal cryptogamic union of sexual elements.

Since it is absolutely certain that the fungus is a degenerated organ-

ism in the sense of having lost functions, the foregoing coincidences

point very suggestively to an ancestry having much in common with

the ancestry,of the Bracken Fern.

The Cystopus, one of the Uredines or rusts mentioned above as a

sub-order of Coniomycetes, also has an interesting history. It has two

kinds of reproductive organs, Conidia, which are formed in chains on

- the surface of the plant, bursting through the cuticle, and Oogonia,

which are spherical bodies developed on the roots of the mycelium down

among the tissues of the plant on which the Cystopus makes its home

and its living. These last are called the "resting," or "
winterspores,

"

and are the ones that survive the winter and germinate in the spring,

the others being killed.

When the conidia are placed in water they absorb moisture and swell

and the protoplasm inside of them is developed into zoospores, five to

eight of them in each conidium, from one end of which they are expelled

one by one. At first they remain attached around the mouth of the

conidium, but afterwards become free and develop two tails or vibratile

cilia, by means of which they swim around in the water like the zoo-

spores of algae. The development of these zoospores is accomplished

within three hours after the conidium is put into the water. In nature,

the water from rains lodging on the leaves in damp and shaded locali-

ties causes their germination, aud they go on producing mycelium till

stopped by dessication or winter.

The development of the oogonia produces zoospores in just the same

way but in greater number. After their expulsion they enjoy their free-

dom in locomotive activity for two or three hours, then their movements
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abate
;

their cilia disappear, the spore becomes immovable and takes a

globular form and becomes covered with a cellulose membrane. "After-

wards the spore emits from anj- point whatever of its surface a thin,

straight or flex-nous tube, which attains a length of from two to ten times

the diameter of the spore. The protoplasm enters this tube and on

growing plants the tube forces its way into a stoma, or pore, of the leaf

of its victim, and spreads its branches, forming the mycelium in the

intercellular passages. These oogonia are matured on dried leaves during

winter, which kills the rest of the plant.

By some, the Peronospora the potato fungus is thought to be

related to this Cystopus, although it is generally classed with the Muce-
dines. It has the two modes of reproduction, by summer, Conidia, and

the winter Oogonia, the same as described above. There are some
other genera in which this mode prevails. Among the Physomycetes
and Ascomycetes, fifth and sixth families above, there are also two

modes of reproduction ;
one >y the sporangia, and the other by the

conjugation of two stems and the resulting development of zygospores

literally "yoke-spores." The process, in the case of Mucor phycomy-
ces, is thus described. Two slender threads lean up against each other

and are in close contact for a considerable part of their length, the sur-

face of contact becoming uneven by parts of each protruding into the

other. Then the two ends arch back and over towards each other, the

tips touching. These then enlarge and unite into a single globular

spore, finally covered with warts or prominences when ripe.

Another of the Mucors, the Rhizopus-nigricans, produces a zygospore
in a manner somewhat similar. First cylindrical processes are formed

on two threads, which then grow toward each other and unite their ends,

which become cemented into one mass which swells into an ovoid body.
A stricture is formed* on each side of the swelling which, growing

deeper by the time the zygospore is mature, cuts it off and drops it.

The sexual impregnation that takes place in the species of the Sapro-

legnici, one of the orders of the Physomycetes, is also very remarkable.

An oogonium is first formed on^top of a short stem which grows from

the mycelium, and it appears to be the receptacle of female cells, a sort

of uterus, in fact. Now, below the oogonium and from the stem on

which it is perched, a tube is developed, which, growing out of the stem,

curves upward and back toward the oogonium, until its end touches it

and penetrates its shell. Protoplasm then passes into the oogonium
from the tube, accompanied with granulations and some very lively

corpuscles, which are supposed, with probability, to be spermatozooids.

The male tube is called an antheridium, it evidently answering the same

end as the anther of flowering plants. It occurs in some form in a

great many species besides those named here.
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Like many of the parasitic worms, certain Fungi, possess alternate

forms of reproduction; form a, for example, producing spores that

sprout into form
l>, quite different from a. But the spores produced by

b will, upon germination, develop into a, &c. Sometimes there "are

three or four terms instead of two. The red rust of wheat and grasses

reproduces the corn mildew.

Again, many species possess several forms of reproductive organs
and several sorts of fruit, apparently from the same mycelium, and in

some cases it is pretty well proved. In all these particulars low forms

of animal life are found to imitate these fungi.

There are some fungi that do not propagate by means of spores.

Their entire structure consists of similar cells, and they reproduce by

fission, or the division of cells, and so never develop by the metagenesis
or alternate generation (

for such it is
)
of seeds or spores. Such a plant

is the Torula.

A singular feature of the Fungi is their choice in the matter of the

host they shall patronize, the same kinds of fungus having become dif-

ferentiated to the same mode of life and the same food. Several differ-

ent kinds live on wheat and the grasses. One, Puccinia, specialty favors

Indian corn, another attacks celery, and a third plum leaves. The

Peronospora infestans is the potato fungus, while other varieties of the

same affect spinach, onions, lucerne, &c. One, Oidium, attacks grape-

vines, while another attends to hop-vines. The Ascomyces deformans

lives on peach leaves
;
a Bullatus on pear leaves

;
a Juglandis on walnut

leaves
;
a Pruni on plum fruits. Some species live on the cotton plants

of India, while one, Torula, confines itself to the unripe pods. In short,

scarcely a plant can be named that does not have its favorite mould, rust

or mildew. But the fungi do not confine their operations to plants, liv-

ing or dead. They are found at times on bone, horn, leather, &e.
,
and

many varieties find a living on live animals of all sorts. A white

mould is very destructive to the common house-fly. Another envelops
with its growth, spiders, wasps, moths and butterflies, and many dead

insects are found covered with mould under circumstances that indicate

the mould as the cause of their death. Many diseases of man and other

animals arise from these vegetable parasites. The water-brash plant,

Sarcina Ventriculi, found in the fluid of that disease, is an example.
Tetter and ringworm are due to a fungus, and so it is supposed is the

disease of the hair called Plica Polonica. The so-called germ diseases

belong to the same class ( see Chap. 31 ).

On the other hand, the fungi furnish food to a good many little ani-

mals of various kinds. And again, a certain section of them, under the

name of Ferments, render service to man that could not be dispensed
with. It is a question how far the various sources of living affected bv
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the vnri~us fungi may react to modify them, but they are no more ex-

empt from such influences than the higher organisms, and it may safely

be assumed that the differences between them are, in many cases, due to

their different food and habit of life.

There is much reason for believing that many of the fungi are simply

degenerated algae. The algae are cellular
;
some of them consist of only

a root-like body, some of only a branching naked stem, some of just an

expanded leaf, while some of the most complex may have all these

parts. Those algae that have something like a root do not get any nour-

ishment through it. It serves to hold on by, but is not a genuine root,

and many have no root of any sort. The fucoid seaweeds are some-

times 30 or 40 feet long, and the algae grade all the way down from that

to a microscopical size. These minute algae belong to several orders, as

the Desmids, Diatoms and Palmellaceae. They consist of a single spheri-

cal cell each. At maturity this cell is divided by a partition across the

middle
;
each half becomes developed into a single-celled plant like the

first, in the case of the Diatoms and Desmids generally, but it may be

divided into four parts, as in the case of some of the Palmellaceae.

Protococcus is the name of a genus of the last order. Its coloring

matter is often red mixed with the green of its chlorophyl. It is found

everywhere, from the snows of Greenland to the hot water of the Red

Sea, and flourishes equally well in either. Growing with surprising

rapidity, it scatters its cells so thickly through the snow or water as to

give its color to either. The cells may become dry and will not lose their

germinating power in several years. They are carried everywhere by the

winds, and may be found in the mud of roof gutters and in rain water

cisterns. According to Huxley, the cell wall is tough, transparent and

structureless, composed chiefly of cellulose colored green, or red and

green. Inside the, cell is viscid and granular protoplasm. Its size

ranges from ~~ to ^j of an inch in diameter. It cannot grow in the

dark, as does the fungus Torula. In daylight it decomposes carbonic

acid gas, appropriating the carbon and setting the oxygen free. This

power of getting carbon from carbonic dioxide is what chiefly dis-

tinguishes this and all plants containing chlorophyl from Torulae and

the other fungi. In the dark, Protococcus, like all other living things,

undergoes oxidation and gives off carbonic anhydride (C 2).

Sometimes the cell wall vanishes and the naked protoplasm swims

about and may nmdergo division and multiplication in this state. There

are many species of these small organisms that produce spores for

propagation in addition to their other method of reproduction by fission.

The spores are produced thus : Two individuals approach each other and

develop a little tubercle at one end of each. These come into contact,

the walls between them disappear, and they are cemented into one, form-
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ing a tube connecting the two cavities. The fluids from the two cells

meet and mix in the tube and form the spores. The old cells then drop

off, leaving the spore tube or sporangium, as it is called, to mature and

discharge the spores. This recalls the performance of the Ascomycetes
in the production of the zygospores. Some species of Desmids and

Diatoms produce spores without the conjugation of two individuals.

They may be called hermaphrodites. The protoplasm of a single

individual becomes granulated and turns to spores, which, from their

active and restless movements in the cell and after they burst it open
and escape, are called zoospores. In some cases cilia are developed from

their shells, which have a forward and backward movement like micro-

scopic oars, by which they move in various directions and spin around.

They pause from apparent exhaustion, rest, and begin again.

They recall the zoospores of numerous fungi mentioned above.

Where there is reproduction b^ both fission and spores, the latter,

may be regarded as specially differentiated organs in which the neces-

sary morphology and arrangement of molecules for going on is com-

pleted, but the function of which is arrested, to be renewed at a

future time, while the former fission is to be regarded as simply the

continuous growth of the same individual. Any organism grows by the

continued segmentation or fission of the cells composing it, provided the

cells remain attached to each other after the division. A man's hand is

larger than a child's because the cells, after their repeated fission,

remain together under the same roof of skin. In the case of the Des-

mid or Protococcus, the two or four pieces of cell after fission grow to

maturity of size and shape, but instead of remaining together to form a

compound organism, fly apart to remain simple. The cells that result

from fission in those organisms that have the spores aZso, may therefore

not be able to renew the growth of the organism after it has once been

stopped. They are to be compared with the cells in the leaf of a

deciduous tree, that keep on subdividing and multiplying all summer,
but die in the fall, and they recall the summer growth and production

of summer mycelium and summer spores in the conidia, of the C3
T

stopus,

and other Uredines as related above. And the zoospores of the Desmid

are to be compared with the "resting," or "winter spores," of cysto-

pus the products of the oogonia and equivalent to the seeds of the

higher organisms. In those species of the Protococcus, Diatom and

Desmid among the algae, and the Torulse among the fungi, that never

have any spores, no differentiation of reproductive functions and organs
has taken place. The one cell contains the possibility of continuous

growth by repeated division as long as the conditions of such growth

endure, and on the termination of such conditions, the vital energ}
r

barred and deflected from going forward in ordinary growth is brought
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to a halt in winding up the organism, as it were, leaving it in a state of

tension or erethism, ready to unwind and start off again upon the

renewal of the proper conditions, or, in other words, this undifferentiated

cell must by turns grow and rest, unwind and wind up, become the leaf

cell and the seed.

When an organism, as a Desmid, for example, comes to have spores,

we may conclude that a differentiation has taken place by which the

growing by the continuous division and multiplication is exclusively

confined to one set of cells, while the function of reproduction or of the

renewal of growing after it has been stopped is transferred exclusively

to another set. There is probably an intermediate stage in which there

are cells exercising either function, as compelled by circumstances.

We thus find a strong parallelism between the Fungi and the lower

algae in morphology and modes of reproduction. The resemblance is

sometimes so strong between them that naturalists do not agree on

which side of the line to place some of them. One order of the Phy-

somycetes; viz., the saprolegniei, is claimed to be algae, by some authors.

Where the difference is pronounced,' it consists almost, if not entirely,

on the fact of the presence of chlorophyl in the Alga, and its absence in

the Fungus. And there are the intermediate organisms in which, while

chlorophyl in limited amount is present, it is yet doubtful whether it is

the sole dependence of the organism for obtaining food. It is eas}
T to

see how such a plant having a case through which, by endosmose, it is

capable of taking up fluid saturated with already elaborated vegetable

matter, and also chlorophyl organs, of limited capacity, for seizing car-

bon from the atmosphere, might be placed under conditions in which it

would get a better supply of food already elaborated than it could

elaborate for itself. The very fact that any food could be got without

the use of the chlorophyl function, would, to a greater or less extent,

supersede and discourage its use, and such discontinuance of the use of

the function must result, as in all such cases, in its final extinction, fol-

lowed by the loss of the organ. The Fungus has unquestionably passed

through this experience, and in thus quitting hard work and taking up

easy work it illustrates the materialistic economy which governs the pro-

cesses of differentiation. That is, whenever there is more than one way
of. accomplishing a vital end, the differentiations favor the cheapest way.

It must occur to everyone that essentially there is much in common
between the Fungus and animal life. Especially is the animal parasite

essentially like the Fungus parasite-on-an-animal, even to the food he

consumes and the functions he performs. But in its dependence on

getting food ready prepared into proteids and amyloids, in its inability

to make starch, or decompose carbonic acid gas, and in its requirement

of free oxygen, the Fungus is like all animals. We are very close here
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to the boundary line between the vegetable and animal kingdom if>

indeed, we are not on the animal side of it. The difference between a

Monera, or an Amoeba, and one of the lower fungi, is not such as dis-

tinguish an animal from a vegetable, but, rather, one animal from an-

other. The Amoeba is locomotive, which the Fungus is not, except as

a zoospore. The Amoeba takes into his system with his food mineral

matter, which he cannot assimilate and which he subsequently excretes.

The Fungi also take in unnecessary and unassimilable mineral matters

with the juices they absorb, and they remain in their tissues. Both ex-

crete carbonic acid in respiration. The Amoeba takes some of his food

solid and some by endosmose through his ectosark. The Fungus gets

all by endosmose in the simpler species, and by suction and absorption

( which is much the same thing )
in the differentiated species..

It has been stated that at times some of the Protococci float about in

the water without their usual cellulose cover, and as formless protoplasm

are still able to proceed with their functions of growth and division.

This is a chlorophyl plant, and is supposed to live on carbon extracted

from carbonic acid. But in this shape evidently it may come into con-

tact with food particles and receive nourishment, as the Monera does,

and thus be saved some work. And a frequent repetition of such ex-

perience would tend to establish a habit of going naked and absorbing

the more liberal supply of ready-made food. It is extremely probable

that this is precisely what happens in such cases as that of the naked

Protococcus, as we know it does in the Monera which does not possess

chlorophyl. But the fact that simple organisms live so close to the

boundary line between the animal and vegetable kingdoms as to be

able to wander back and forth across it, does not depend altogether on

the foregoing inference, although it lacks but little of being a demon-

stration. Botanists can tell by spectrum analysis, and otherwise,

whether coloring is due to pigment simply or to chlorophyl, and it is

generally conceded that the green coloring of all plants is due to chloro-

phyl. But, as mentioned in Chap. 24, therfe are also green animals in

abundance, and it has been asserted that this green is due to chlorophyl,

in the case of the Euglena, Stentor, man}r Radiolarians and fresh water

sponges among the Protozoa, in the polyp hydra of the Coelenterata, and

in the Turbellarian worms. In the latter the decomposition of carbonic

acid gas has been proved to take place. This is precisely what we

should expect. These little animals, originating from a vegetable an-

cestry and not sufficiently differentiated to be always in reach of pre-

pared food, have so often had nothing to eat that their chlorophyllian

apparatus has been brought into requisition often enough to prevent its

decay.

From the foregoing it becomes perfectly plain how an organism, by a
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change of habit, and a loss of an important organ and an important

function, could pass from a vegetable to an animal mode of life; in

short, how the animal kingdom has been derived and developed from

the vegetable kingdom.
The Myxomycetes, or slime moulds, are masses of naked vegetable

protoplasm. They may be obtained on the surfaces of decayed logs,

leaves and other vegetable matter, or on grass, &c.
,
near decaying veg-

etation. They are subject to movements called streaming, in which

currents are observed to run in one direction awhile, then to reverse and

run back. Sometimes this movement, by being more forcible in one

direction than the other, results in slowly conveying the whole mass

bodily.

These slime moulds, according to Prof. Bessey, are the counterparts of

the Monera. He says it is not improbable
< ' that in the Myxomycetes

we have the terrestrial phase, and in the Monera the aquatic phase of a

common group of organisms. The two are alike in structure and proba-

bly also in their affinities, and all the difference between them may,
with probability, be referred to the difference of habit, the terrestrial of

the Monera and the aquatic of the Myxomycetes. (Bessey's Botany,

p. 207.) The slime mould being destitute of chlorophyl, although it is

only vegetable protoplasm, cannot be distinguished from the animal

Moneron, and the animal and vegetable kingdoms here occupy the same

ground. The Protomyxa is an organism formed from this protoplasm,

which, passing through several stages of development, returns again to

protoplasm. (See Chap. 33.)

CHAPTER XXVII.

ORGANIC FERMENTS.

Beer yeast or alcoholic ferment is a minute, single cell organism
which will live and grow in a variety of solutions. It is called Saccharo-

myces Cerevisice, literally, sugar mushroom of beer.

Brewers use two varieties of yeast in brewing beer. One is the surface

variety and the other the sedimentary.

In the process of "working," the former comes to the top and the

latter settles to the bottom. The temperature required is from 53 to

65 Fahrenheit, the surface variety requiring the highest temperature.

The surface variety is also the more active; fermentation, when it is

used, requiring but two or three days, while with the sedimentary kind

it takes from eight to ten days. The increase of the yeast during the

process is seven or eight fold. After the sedimentary fermentation the

yeast found at the bottom of the vat is composed almost entirely of cells of a
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single species of alcoholic ferment, Succharomyces Cerevisiae, and along

with it microscopical quantities of lupuliii, crystals of calcium oxalate,

spores and mold. This deposit is of the consistence of a paste of

yellowish white or yellow ochre color. The cells are round or oval,

from 5- to of a millimetre {
^j to 3 of an inclrj in "their

1OOO 100O V 100000 10OOOO /

greatest diameter. They are formed of a thin and elastic membrane of

colorless cellulose and of a protoplasm, also colorless, sometimes homo-

geneous, sometimes composed of small granulations.

FIG. 98. aSaccharomyces Cerevisise. Yeast of sedimentary beer.

b Same budding. X 400

There are in the cells one or two vacuoles containing cellular juice.

The cells are separate, or united two by two. They multiply b}' budding.

A swelling appears usually on the side but sometimes on the end of a

parent cell. The swelling increases by the withdrawal of protoplasm

from the parent cell, the vacated space in the parent appearing as one or

more vacuoles.

If the conditions are favorable the same cell is able to produce several

generations of cells, but by degrees it loses all its protoplasm, which at

last unites in granules swimming in the midst of superabundant cellular

juice. The cell then ceases to reproduce and even to live, the mem-

brane is ruptured and the granular contents are diffused in the liquid.

When the saccharomyces cerevisiae is not in contact with a fermentable

liquid it may remain for some time without becoming modified. In-

crease of temperature may increase the size of the cells from one-third

FIG. 99. -Surface yeast of beer at rest.

d Same budding.

to one-half. The surface variety buds much more quickly than the

sedimentary kind. In this variety also, the cells remain to some extent
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united; as many as a dozen remaining connected in one brmeh. The

principal difference between the two kinds is in the time taken for bud-

ding.

The surface or high fermentation is the cheapest and quickest, but in

sedimentary, or low fermentation, the temperature is so much lower

that the adventitious germs that set up the vicious fermentations that

constitute the diseases of beer are rendered inactive, and as long as the

beer is kept cool it will retain its quality. Hops in beer are also used to

defend it against the parasitism of Bacteria, which are killed by them.

As long as yeast is in contact with a fermentable liquid it grows only by budding, the

new buds carrying the line of vitality, while the old ones are being gradually disinte-

grated. But if this budding process is arrested without destroying vitality, under certain

conditions the organism goes to seed that is, forms spores, so called. This operation

can be brought about artificially by suddenly depriving the plant of nourishment, es-

pecially saccharine, and exposing it in a damp atmosphere or on a moist substance.

Rees obtained spores in 15 or 16 days by washing the yeast in clean water several times

during successive days, then decanting the water and drawing off all that was liberated

from the mass, day after day.

Engel fixed up a contrivance, consisting of a mass of plaster of Paris, which he placed
in a dishjof corresponding shape- The t">p of the plaster he covered with yeast, fresh

and free as possible from all fermentable fluid. In the dish around the plaster he poured
water till it came within a centimetre (.39 in.) of covering the plaster. Over all he

placed a glass cover to keep off the spores of the air. (The plaster was to suck up and

supply steady moisture.) The vital energy of the yeast, now unable to construct any
more buds, expends itself in forming spores. The oldest cells and those most impover-
ished in protoplasm

"
perish and breakup." The more vigorous increase in size, their

lacunae (vacuoles)
"
disappear and the protoplasm is diffused uniformly in the cellular

juice."
1 In from G to ]0 hours from two to four "small islets" appear surrounded by

fine granulations. These islets are bright and dense and gradually assume a spherical

form. Twelve to 24 hours later each of these spherules is
"
invested with a membrane, very

thin at lirst but which thickens by degrees and then shows a double outline when mag-
nified 600 diameters." "The spore is then ripe. The mother cell thus contains from
two to four spores." During their evolution the spores touch each other, forming plane
surfaces at the point of contact. If there are only two spores each has a flat side; if

there are three, each has two flat sides at an angle of 120 to each other ; if there are four

each has three llat sides if they are piled up ; or only two at right angles to each other,

if the four cells lie in the same plane. "When the spores ripen the thecae( cases or

sheath^ > are moulded on them and thus assume their various forms. The theca of the

dyads is elliptical, that of the triads is triangular with rounded angles, that of the tetrads

in the shape <>!' a cros;," (i. e., in one plane ) "is in the form of adiamond with rounded

angles: in the tetnuls, piled upon eacli other, the theca is tetrahedral.
" When in com-

plete maturity the, membrane of the sporecase, or mother cell, which has become a

fruit, is torn and allows the spores to escape. The theca3 themselves vary from .01 to

.015 of a millimetre ( .OO039 to .00047 of an inch ), and the spores from .004 to .005

of a millimetre ( .00015 to .00019 of an inch") This going to seed, or production of

spores, cannot take placein the absence of atmospheric or free oxygen. All the other

functions of yeast, including its growth by budding, are carried on at the expense of the

oxygen contained in the sugar of the infusion in which it works.

The foregoing is :in account of Saccharomyces Cerevisiae, but some

oilier ferments will affect the alcoholic fermentation of glucose. Sao

c/Kirinui/crx Minnr is the name given to the ferment obtained from leaven

of Hour (Kn.u-el).

Tin 1 fermeiilafmn of a saccharine medium by this is slower than by
beer yeast. Spores enclosed in theeje are produced in this variety.

1The quotations are from Schut /en herder, on Fermentation.
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Other varieties of these organisms are as follows :

Saccharomyces Ellipsoideus (Rees), Saccharomyces Pastorianus, S.

Exiguus, S. Conglomerate, S. Reesii, S. Mycoderma.
These are all species of the same genus and differ only in minor

points. The Ellipsoideus and Pastorianus are possibly identical and are

peculiarly adapted for wine fermentation.

FIG. 100. e Saccharomyces Ellipsoideus. Alcoholic ferment of wine and juices of
fruits.

/The same developing spores. The cells are .000118 x .000098 of an inch in size.

The Exiguus occurs in the juice of fermented fruits.

The Conglomerates is found in the must of wine near the end of

fermentation.

The Reesii is found in the must of red wine. It has cells of peculiar

elongated shape.

The Mycoderma appears in alcoholic liquids exposed to the air after

the fermentation has become languid. It grows rapidly, covering the

surface of the liquid with a thin whitish .or yellowish pellicle. Engle
estimated that one cell would in 48 hours produce 35,378 cells. The

cells are variously shaped ovoid, ellipsoidal and cylindrical, with

rounded extremities.

S

FIG. 101. Different forms taken by Saccharomyces Mycoderma.

It occurs in all fermentations exposed to the air. Some suppose it to be modified
from the beer yeast. It differs greatly according to treatment and takes different
forms. It is competent to produce 35,378 cells from one in 48 hours.

The Apiculated ferment (Carpozyma} does not belong to the genus

Saccharomyces. It is the most abundant alcoholic ferment. It is on

all kinds .of fruit, especially berries and stone fruit, and in most musts

of wine. This variet}- has a small nib, or little apex, at the end of the

cell.

"According to Engel, the apiculate ferment is a Protomyces, a fungus
of the Ascomycetes family, without a mycelium. Its thecae are spheri-

cal, covered with a peritheca, and are hibernating. The development of

the spores is very slow and the spores numerous."
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"The Mncor Mu,-,Jn and the Mncor Ran'mnsiis possess the property,

when immersed in a solution of sugar and protected from the access of

oxygen, of transforming or dividing their mycelium into joints having

the form of balls. These balls are multiplied by budding and excite

alcoholic fermentation in sugar as long as they are placed under these

iihnnrniftl conditions."

' ' We see, in fact, the Mucor Racemosus completely change its mode

FIG. 102. FIG. 103.

Fig. 102. gCarpozyma or Apiculated ferment the most abundant alcoholic ferment ;

met with on all kinds of fruit, especially on berries and stone fruits, and most wines
in process of fermentation. Also, sometimes in beer. Magi tied six hundred diameters.
The longest way they are 00023G of an inch, and one-half that the short diameter.

Fig. 103. k Mucor racemosus& fungus converted into an alcoholic ferment and
taking on a new form.

of reproduction when it is placed without access of oxygen in a saccha-

rine medium. Analogous facts are known to be produced in the case

of other organisms.
"

This goes to show the modifying power of the environment over

organizations, greater as in this case where the organism is simple,

but extending, as we know, to the highest types of vegetable and animal

life.

' ' These various kinds of ferments have been found not only in the

must derived from fruits, but also on the surface of their pericarps, to

whicli the}' remain fixed in a state of repose until by the concurrence of

suitable circumstances they are placed in contact with the saccacharine

fluid contained in the cell. From this moment they begin to develop

by buds and set up at the same time alcoholic fermentation.
"

(Must is fresh pressed unfermented juice of fruit or fresh juice of malt. )

Some of these ferments propagate by alternate generations. First, pseu-

dospores are produced ;
these produce the true zoospores, and these in

turn develop the cells. In this the}" imitate certain fungi, and also

certain animal forms.

The action of the ferment on any liquid containing sugar results in

the decomposition of the saccharine matter, chiefly into two substances;

viz.
,
alcohol and carbonic acid gas (or carbon dioxide). There are also

other substances obtained at the same time in limited quantity; viz.,

glycerine, succinic acid, and acetic acid.
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Of the acetic acid there is, according to some, usually five per cent,

of the original quantity of the sugar, provided the fermentation is

stopped as soon as the sugar is all transformed. Otherwise the quantity

is increased, a part of the yeast itself, perhaps, being converted into the

acid. Other acids are also apt to result, as Lactic acid, but when that

happens it is due to another ferment which may get into the liquid from

the air.

According to Pasteur, 100 parts of cane sugar, which corresponds to 105.26 parts of

grape sugar, yields in consequence of fermentation :

Alcohol - 51.11

Carbon Dioxide 49.42

Succinic Acid - - .67

Glycerine 3.16

Matter united with ferment - - .90 105.26

The first operation which beer yeast performs on cane sugar is to
"
alter it

"
by separat-

ing it into two isomeric parts called glucose and levulose This is affected by the

zymase accompanying the yeast. Of it we shall hear again. Caiie sugar, or saccharose,
turns polarized light to the right. After alteration into the two parts, which are of equal
weight ; while they remain together the rotary polarization is to the left 25n

. The rotary
twist in the glucose alone is to the right with a power expressed by +57.8, from which
it is also called dextrose. While the other sugar, called levulose, when alone has a left

polarization expressed by 106 (hence its name). (For Polarization, see Chap. 41 )

The chemical formula of these sugars is thus expressed :

Saccharose. Water. Glucose. Levulose.
C 12 H 22 On + H2

= C H12 + CH12 (;

The addition of the molecule of water to the molecule of saccharose, forms a molecule

composed of atoms, even in number, of each of the elements concerned, so that it is pos-

sible to split it into two parts, each containing the same elements in equal amount ; Sac-

charose, after the water is added, having this formula: C12 H24 O]2 . When split the two
resulting molecules have the same formula C6 Hi 2 O6 . The chemical analysis of these
two then would make them precisely alike. But when looked at through polarized light

they are proved to be mechanically different.

This separation, or alteration, is necessary before the further disintegration into alco-

hol and carbon dioxide cin be effected by the ferment. The alteration can, however,
be accomplished by other means by simply boiling the cane sugar dissolved in water,
or by the use of acids, or by exposing it to the light, or even by the mere pulverizing of

the sugar.
Glucose ( grape sugar "or starch sugar), levulose (same as the sugar of acid fruits),

maltose, or the sugar of male formed by the action of diastase on dextrine, and lactose,

or sugar derived from sugar of milk (lactine), by the action of acids; all have the same
formula: Cr, H12 Cv They all act almost exactly alike in the presence of the ferments-
splitting up into alcohol and carbon dioxide without undergoing any previous transform-
ation.

" The rotary power of a solution of glucose diminishes in proportion to the quan-
tity of alcohol produced."
"
Glucose mixed with levulose ferments sooner than the latter does by itself." The

glucose disappears before the levulose, which last of all undergoes alcoholic decomposi-
tion. Dubrunfant has given this phenomenon the name of elective fermentation. The
sugars whose composition is represented by the same formula as cane sugar (Ci2 H22 On ).

can be fermented only on condition of being first hydrated, that is, having a molecule
of water, H2 O, added chemically to each molecule of sugar. This may be accomplished
as above stated, by an acid, or light, or water alone, or the action of the ferment. Glu-
cose crystallizes while levulose remains uncrystallizable.

Meletizose, melitose and lactine, or sugar of milk, like cane sugar, must be hydrated
before fermentation can proceed. Only half of melitose "

is decomposed into alcohol
and carbon dioxide, the other is transformed into a compound, isomeric with glucose;
namely, eucalin, which is not fermentable." "All bodies capable of producing glucose
and its congeners by hydration, belong to the class of indirectly fermentable substances,
such as starch, dextrine, gum, glycogerc, and the various glucosides which are found
in vegetable tissues." ( SohfitzenbfcTger, 33.) It is necessary that the ferment be in di-

rect and immediate contact with the elements to be fermented in order that the action
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may go on. Dumas proved,
"
that saccharine liquids are not influenced by ferment

through even the shortest columns of liquid, or the thinnest membranes;" arid that

sonorous vibrations have no influence on fermentation. Many experiments have IK-CM

made to imitate organic fermentation by chemical action without success. Electricity

1 roni a machine or an inductive coil of the galvanic battery is without effect on the

movement. It is slower in the dark and slower in a vacuum, but will goon in either.

It does not, therefore, require free oxygen, or oxygen as contained in air.

The chemical composition of the yeast plant differs under different circumstances.

One analysis of surface yeast, which may be given as a specimen, is as follows: Carbon

49.0, Hydrogen 06, Nitrogen 12.1, Oxygen 31.4, Ashes 2.5. Analysis of the ash shows

Phosphoric Acid 53.9, Potassium 39.8, Magnesia 6.0, Lime 1.0. Yeast is similar in com-

position to the cells of larger plants and of fungi, except that it is richer in nitrogen.

If fresh yeast be diffused in iirterial red blood, or hsemaglobin satu-

rated with oxygen, the tint will change rapidly from red to dark blue or

black. ' ' A simple agitation of the blood with air is sufficient to restore

its ruddy color
;
then the phenomena of deoxidation recommence. The

same experiment may be repeated a great number of times, especially

with fresh and washed yeast.
"

In this case the yeast takes the oxygen from the blood (instead of

from sugar), and the air restores it.

This experiment exactly imitates the process by which the blood as it

circulates in the animal body is oxidized and deoxidized. The cells of

the different tissues, muscular, areolar, epithelial, nervous, glandular,

&c., act just like the yeast in absorbing the oxygen from the plasm of

the blood to which it is diffused from the red globules. On the return of

the blood to the lungs, the ox}
T

gen of the air passes through the walls of

the air chambers and again enters and oxidizes the blood.

To make the experiment with the yeast a complete imitation of this

process, red blood was made to pass through tubes composed of gold-

beater's skin partly immersed in a solution containing yeast. The yeast

cells absorbed the oxygen from the blood through the skin, thus turning

the blood black. This process constitutes restoration, and it is shown

that the respiration of }
reast has a vigor superior to that of a cold-blooded

animal like a fish.

When j'east is kept in a damp state without nourishment, experiments

show that it lives at the expense of growing poor. That is, it consumes

its own tissues like a starving animal living on its own fat.

\Yhen a considerable amount of yeast is set to ferment a small amount of sugar, after

;ill the sugar is consumed the yeast continues "to react on its tissues and its hydroc;ir

bons with extraordinary energy and rapidity, proceeding more and more slowly as the

process goes on." This will happen also if merely water be mixed with the yeast, the

vital activity continuing, and carbonic dioxide and alcohol being made at the expense
of the substance of theorganism itself. If 100 parts of yeast be dried it will be reduced

to 30 parts, of which 22 parts constitute the cells of theorganism and cannot be dissolved,

while H parts are soluble and can be washed out. But if the same \ . -:ist be kept in a

warm place in the form of a damp paste, for a couple of days, the soluble matter will be

found to have doubled, its quantity having increased obviously at t he expense of the

organ i/ed cells of the yeast. This soluble matter contains a variety of substances,

ainongwhich.it is extremely important to observe, is /.I/IHUW, ;\ f<rnu/it . a .W///< ; < fer-

liient , which^iccom panics the yeaM and to which some of the most important phenomena
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are due. We shall hear-a good deal more of it. The substances extracted from the sol-

uble debris of the yeast are similar to those obtained from animal tissues.

Yeast subjected to the process mentioned above is really digested by its ferment.

Similar action resulting in similar products is obtained by placing warm, diluted sul-

phuric acid, or such alkalies as potash and barytes, in contact with proteids, gluten, al-

bumen, &c., under certain conditions; a fact which, to my mind, proves the ultimate

identity between, or, at least, common parentage of, cbemical and vital processes.

Yeast, like other organic bodies, is subject to the effects of poisons, some of which act

by coagulating the albumen and thus disorganizing the tissues. Among these are nitrate

of silver, chlorine, iodine, soluble iron, tannin, creosote, chloroform, alcohol when
above 20 per cent., &c. Yeast is always acid, and if the acidity be neutralized by lime

water it will soon reappear.

The action of the fungus mucors in a fermentable solution is similar

to that of the saccharomyces family. They grow at the expense of the

infusion and promote alcoholic fermentation, though not with the same

facility. The mucor racemosus produces 100 parts of alcohol to 123. 1

of carbonic acid, while the ordinary yeast produces 100 parts alcohol

to 96.3 carbon dioxide, which shows the mucor to be a more vigorous

eater of carbon ( sugar ) for the work it does.

When growing on horse manure the mucor produces, from a spread-

ing mycelium, numerous strong filaments the thickness of a hair, on

the top of each of which a little round head is developed, which be-

comes the bearer of spores. But if these spores are sown in a ferment-

able solution their mode of life undergoes a radical change.
' ' Either

short germinating utricles shoot forth, which soon form themselves into

rows of gemules, or the spores swell to large round bladders filled

with protoplasm and shoot forth on various parts of their surface in-

numerable protuberances which, fixing themselves with a narrow basis,

soon become round vesiculate cells, and on which the same kind of

sprouts which caused their production are repeated formations which

remind us of the fungus of fermentation called globular yeast.
"

(
Cooke.

)

A number of fungoid aud parasitic organisms will live in a fermentable

fluid in which, however, . they do not set up alcoholic fermentation,

which shows, I think, that they are not associated with a zymase, or

ferment of the right genus.

To sum up, in relation to yeast, its congeners and imitators : They
are complete organisms having everything within themselves necessary

to lead a parasitic existence, like an animal or vegetable parasitic cell.

They are accompanied, in some if not all cases, by an accessory fer-

ment, zymase, which assists them in the digestion of insoluble food.

They respire by the absorption, from the solution in which they live, of

oxygen, which they exhale with the carbon of their own tissues, form-

ing carbonic dioxide, C
2

. Yeast sets up alcoholic fermentation in a

solution of pure sugar in the absence of all trace of ( free ) oxygen, but

without developing ;
that is, the yeast, or its zymase, does the work of

splitting the sugar without growing itself.
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A molecule of glucose being C
6
H

12 6 ,
if we conceived it being

halved, each half molecule will be C
3
H

6 3
. ( That is also a molecule

of lactic acid. They are therefore isomeric.) If from this a mole-

cule of carbonic acid be taken
; viz., C

2 ,
there will be left C

2
H

6 O,

which is a molecule of common (or Ethylic) alcohol. Such a split evi-

dently occurs in fermentation.

x After glucose and cane sugar have been "
altered," they are liable to

a fermentation called Viscous or Mannitic. It transforms them into

carbonic dioxide, mannite and gum. This sort of fermentation occurs

in certain wines, in the sugary juices of plants, such as beets, carrots,

onions, &c.
,
and in solutions containing sugar and nitrogenous matter.

The organisms concerned in this fermentation are small globules united

together, the diameter of which varies from .0012 mm. (or .000047 of

an inch ) to . 0014 mm. ( or . 000055 of an
inch). ( See Fig. 104, I)

FIG, 104.

FIG. 104.^. Viscous ferment of wine. m. Lactic ferment.
a,. Vinegar ferment. ( Mycoderma Aceti.)

This ferment sown in 100 parts dissolved sugar give Mannite 51.09,

Gum 45.48, Carbonic dioxide 6.18.

Lactic Fermentation.

Tliis consists in the transformation of certain sugars, as sugar of

milk and grape sugar, into an acid, sirupy and soluble in water, called

lactic acid. A molecule of lactic acid is only a half molecule of sugar

and the process appears to be simply the splitting of the molecule

thus :

C 6 H12 O6 2 C 3 H 6 :{

Sugar 1 molecule. Lactic acid 2 molecules.

Lactic acid exists in sour skimmed milk, the water of fermentation of

peas and l
; rench beans, in the sour water of baker's yeast, in the sour

water of starch manufacturers, and in sour kraut.

Lactic fermentation requires the presence of nitrogenous albuminous

matter in process of decomposition. A mass of lactic ferment germs
has much the appearance of ordinary yeast drained of water and pressed.

(See Fig. 104, m.
)

It is rather viscid and of a gray color. Lactic

fermentation sets itself up spontaneously in the proper medium and is

more rapid often than alcoholic fermentation. Best temperature is 35

C. (95F.) Lactic ferment often occurs along side of alcoholic in the

same mixiiisv. if it is favorable -sometimes occurs with beer yeast fer-

mentation. In general, the. sugars which are most easily fermented by

alcoholic i'ermentatioii are lite most, dillicult to lactic, and vice versa.
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Mijcoderma Aceti and Mycoderma Vini are two more fermenting or-

ganisms. Their work is done on alcohol, which they reduce to acetic

acid and water. The first is developed on the surface of any aqueous

liquid containing two per cent, alcohol, a little vinegar and traces of

alkaline and alkaline earthy phosphates. The second appears in wine,

making it acid and weak. The Mycoderma Aceti, a bacterium, grows
over the surface of the solution forming a membrane by the interlac-

ing of strings of cells. The cells are from ~^to -^^ of a mm. in

diameter. They are generally united in chains, and increase by cross

divisions fission. (See Fig. 104, n.)

In order that the change of alcohol of the liquid into vinegar should take place, this

Mycoderma must be in contact with the air and the alcohol also. The alcohol is oxi-

dized through the Mycoderma; that is, I should say, the plant first, or while imprisoning
the alcohol in the fluid under its impervious film of cells or during that operation
rather takes up the alcohol into its cells, where it comes into contact with the oxy.
gen which the cell has absorbed from the air, and thus a new compound is formed of

oxgen and alcohol; viz., acetic acid. The alcohol is first dehydrogenated, losing one-

third of its hydrogen, when it is called Aldehyde, which then absorbs one atom of

oxgen, forming acetic acid. Or it may form direct by adding two atoms of oxygen and
losing tire elements of a molecule of water.

The use of shavings in vinegar making was once supposed to furnish

a catalytic medium on account of their porousness, but it was demon-

strated by Pasteur that the shavings were covered with thin pellicles of

mycoderma, to which the oxidation was due.

The action of the Mycoderma Vini is much the same as Mycoderma

Aceti, but under its influence the combustion of the alcohol is complete,

accompanied by the production of water and carbonic acid.

These ferments act in a manner analogous to yeast, carbon in the

alcohol being to them the food that the carbon of the saccharine matters

is to the yeast.

Another fermenting agency is called Ammoniacal ferment. Its cells

are much smaller than those of beer yeast. They are spherical, without

internal granulations, and appear to develop by budding. Their size is

fr m sooo
t

f5*ooo
^ a mm> This ferment acts upon Urea, which is the

chief constituent of urine and the principal vehicle for the discharge of

surplus nitrogen from the body. The urea is transformed into ammo-
nium carbonate and carbonic dioxide.

The ferment also acts upon hippuric acid, a constituent of the urine

of herbivorous mammals, separating it by hydration into benzoic acid

and glycocol. The ferment does not previously exist in the urine, but is

introduced by germs from the air, or it may be artificially sown. In

some cases of disease it has been found in the bladder, supposed to

have entered by way of the urethra. In one case it was thought to have

been introduced by a catheter.

Butyric ferment is said to be an animal organism or infusorium of the

genus Vibrio. They are little cylindrical rods rounded at the extrerni-
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ties, usurdly straight, cither isolated or united in a chain of two to four

joints or more. Their diameter is gnu-rally 1()

v

m|
of :> nun.. ;ui<l length

from ?- to 20- of mm.
IIKIO 1000

They move by a sort of sliding motion, during which the body
remains rigid or undulates slightly. They may spin round, balance

themselves on one end and vibrate their extremities, and they often

assume a bent position. They reproduce by fission. This organism lives

and produces butyric fermentation if placed in a solution of sugar con-

taining phosphates and ammoniacal salts. The result of its operations

is butyric add C
4
II

g 2 ,
which is the acid of rancid butter, and is also

formed in many other organic compounds. In solutions of sugar the

viscous, or mannitie ferment, is usually the first to appear, next the lactic,

and lastly the butyric.

Putrefaction is another mode of fermentation, and, like the others, is

promoted by an active organism. Putrescible substances are albumi-

noids and their allies, the constituents of vital organisms, which in the

open air are usually unstable, because unless boiled they contain germs
or become inoculated after a time from the air.

The active agent in putrefaction is the animal organism called vibrio.

This vibrio, according to Pasteur and others, is killed by contact with

free oxygen and can live only in a medium sheltered from air. In

general, therefore, a solution does not show any signs of vibrios until

the solution is covered with a illm or pellicle formed by the action of

Bacteria and Monas crepusculum, which require free ox}*gen and cannot

live without it. Under this film the vibrios develop, and their growth
and reproduction effect a separation of the albuminoid matters into

more simple products, while the bacteria and m'ucors of the pellicle pro-

duce a still further splitting up of these products, reducing them to

water, ammonia and carbonic acid.

Various opinions as to the intimate nature of fermentation have been

entertained. Leibig believed it to be a species of decomposition

which gradually spread by a sort of contagion from one particle to

another of the solution in consequence of the ferment; a mechanical

effect.

Berzelius and Mitscherlich thought fermentation to be a chemical

action caused by the presence of the ferment as a mere catalytic agent.

This view is disproved by the fact that the ferment greatly increases in

quantity during the action, while in true catalysis the catalytic agent

undergoes no change in itself, simply inducing change in the other ele-

ments.

Pasteur has expressed the opinion that fermentation goes along with

and depends upon a vital act the living and growing of the organism

called ferment, and that it begins and ends with that vital act.
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According to the opinion of others,
"
Yeast, like every living organ-

ism, shows phenomena of two kinds," assimilation and disassirnilation.

The first is the appropriation of food in nutrition, and is necessarily

carried on simultaneously with the last, which is simply the rejection of

the surplus and the waste. The various constituents of the solution,

viz.
, sugar, nitrogenous compounds and mineral salts, penetrate the

cases of the yeast cells by endosmose, undergo there suitable transform-

ations and are, in part, converted into tissues to form the new buds and

repair the old ones. The transformatory process converts the constit-

uent elements, which are not appropriated to the growth, repair and re-

production of cells, into alcohol and carbonic dioxide, neither of which

can be appropriated to the vital needs of the cells, and, consequently,

are eliminated. The above is, in effect, the view of M. Bechamp.
As defined by Cornil and Babes, fermentations are " chemical pro-

cesses undergone by substances broken up under the influence of organ-

isms without chlorophyl, which develop and live in the liquid which

ferments." This last definition does not contradict the preceding one,

although it is noncommittal as to whether the constituents are broken

up inside the cells or broken up outside of them by the abstraction of

such molecules as the cells require for their use; which abstraction

might be regarded as depriving the constituents of a bond necessary to

their union -a sort of keystone which, being pulled out, allows the

structure to fall into pieces, which thereupon employ their liberty in

the formation of the new compounds, alcohol and carbonic dioxide.

Schiitzenberger's view is practically the same as that of Cornil and

Babes. It may therefore be concluded that the general opinion is that

yeast and other organic ferments are fungi of the simplest kind. Each

cell constitutes an independent individual competent to put forth new

cells by budding, or end its own existence in the production of two to

four reproductive spores. Some years ago yeast was classed as a Tor-

ula, but as Torulse never have spores that classification is abandoned,

and yeast is placed in a family of its own, Saccliaromyces. The cells of

yeast and of fungi generally are, in many respects, similar in function

and anatomical equivalence to those cells in plants which do not possess

chlorophyl. All such cells, as we have seen, are, of necessity, para-

sitic and dependent, directly or indirectly, on the chlorophyl cells.

These latter secure the carbon from the atmosphere and pass it into the

parasitic cellular tissues of the plant in the shape of an insoluble starchy

substance, or as saccharose.
f
These substances are unassimilable in the

tissues of the plants until they undergo alteration the same process

that is practiced on the saccharine elements in yeast fermentation as the

first step in that fermentation. This alteration thus forms glucosides,

that are assimilable. It is because of this unassimilability that these
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starchy and saccharose matters can be accumulated in the cells of plant*,

as it is in the roots of the beet and maple, and in the Stem of sugar
cane and sorghum, &<., and in seeds. At a certain period the ferment-

ing organism, xymase or diastase, becomes active and decomposes the

starch into assimilable constituents, which are then consumed in build-

ing up the tissues of the plant.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

SOLUBLE FERMENTS DIGESTION.

It was mentioned in the last chapter that the organized cells of yeast
and other forms of organic ferments are accompanied by another princi-

ple, which is called a zymase. This word simply means a ferment, and

is often used as a synonym of diastase. The yeast plant is called an

organic ferment, and an insoluble ferment, while the zymase is a soluble

ferment.

The yeast plant evidently owes its ability to live on sugar to its asso-

ciation with this zymase. In fact, not only the yeast plant but every
other plant and animal requires the association and co-operation of a

zymase, or perhaps more than one, in order to have the materials

required for its growth and repair put in such shape that they can be

assimilated, just as it is essential that the brickmaker, the quarryman,
the sawmill man, &c.

,
shall prepare materials for the bricklayer, the

stone cutter and the carpenter to work into the several parts of a build-

ing.

The fermentations which take place in the animal body and which

result in the splitting up of the food into such shapes that the pieces

will fit the various tissues of the body, are spoken of under the general

term digestion. Some of the processes of digestion may be imitated by
the chemist in his laboratory.

Thus the hydration of starch, by which it is resolved into glucose
and dextrine, and the further resolution of dextrine into maltose, all

which is accomplished by the digestive ferment in the natural state, may
also be performed by the chemist with dilute sulphuric acid. There is a

ferment in the body which turns the fats of the food into soap. The

soap maker does this, too, by boiling the fats with an alkali.

The following is a general list of food-producing substances upon which the zymases
act in tlic ordinary processes of digestion.

1. Proteid* (or albuminoids). Containing Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen and Nitrogen,
and sometimes ,v///////.^r and Phos}>/i<irnx ; (,'lnli'ii. of Hour, vegetable librin, Albtinn n of

the white of egg and blood serum; /'//>//// of the blood; Fi/ntoiiiii, chief constituent
of musele and flesh; Caw/n, rind' constituent of ehcr-- ; ],, ij/n/iin, vegetable casein;
Gelatin from connective tissue, and C/nni<lrin from cartilage.
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2. Fats. Composed of Carbon, Hydrogen and Oxygen only, and containing more
hydrogen than sufficient to form water if united with the oxgen which they possess.

They include all oils, and vegetable and animal fatty matters.

3. Amyloids, or starchy substances composed of Carbon, Hydrogen&nd Oxygen only, but
with hydrogen and oxygen in just the same proportion as they occur in water. Starch,
Dextrin, Sugar, Gum, Glycogena,n animal starch formed in the liver.

In addition to the Proteids, Fats and Amyloids, which are derived from organized

bodies, there are water, salts, earths, and some metals required, which are obtained

either from organisms or from the mineral kingdom.
The composition of Proteid, or albuminoid substances albumen, fibrin, casein, gluten,

syntbnin, legumin, &c. is almost exactly the same for all, and they are probably iso-

ineric, that is, composed of the same materials put together in molecules of different

forms. Their constituents are as follows: Carbon, 53. 5 parts; Hydrogen, 7.1; Nitrogen,

15.6; Oxygen, with some sulphur, 23.5, and small amounts of other minerals.

These food materials are all split up by the different sorts of soluble ferments.

Among the soluble ferments enlisted in the process of animal diges-

tion are pt}
T
al in, gastric juice, pepsin, pancreatic juice, &c.

,
which will

now be mentioned more in detail. They differ in their offices, having

power to affect different kinds of food. As a rule, each has power to

cause a split in some class of compounds.

Ptyalin is a ferment found in the saliva, a secretion which comes

into the mouth chiefly from the salivary glands, of which there are four

pairs in human anatomy; one pair just in front of the ears called the

parotid, one pair in the floor of the mouth under the front part of the

tongue called the sublingual, one pair back of the last, in a fold of the

mucous membrane, called the lingual, and one pair on either side of

these, called the submaxillary. The ducts of these all open into the

mouth, and the glands, when stimulated b}
r the action of mastication,

pour in their secretions to be mingled with the food. The action of the

ptyalin is to split starchy and saccharose matters amyloids separat-

ing them into glucoses.

The Gastric Juice is secreted by a number of small branching glands

which open upon the surface of the mucous membrane which line the

stomach. These are called pep tic glands. The gastric juice is a thin

fluid containing lactic or hydrochloric acid and a ferment called pepsin.

Pepsin acts only on albuminoids, all of which it splits up and reduces

to a pulp the consistency of pea soup, which is then called a peptone.

In the process of this digestion the fibrin, and other albuminoids, are

first reduced to syntonin, and afterwards, by prolonged digestion, into

the peptone. A considerable part of the peptone is fit for assimilation

by the tissues of the body without any further digestion, and, therefore,

much of it is taken through the membranes of the stomach directly into

the blood circulation. The parts of the food that have escaped chemi-

cal reduction by the ptyalin of the saliva or the pepsin of the gastric

juice, will nevertheless be found to be dissolved by the gastric acids and

by the mechanical movements of the stomach. The name given the

food in this condition is chyme. After a time this chyme passes through

the lower gate of the stomach, called the pylorus, into the upper part
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of the small intestine, called the duodenum. Opening into the duo-

denum, not far from its middle, are two ducts, one from the liver and

the other from the pancreas. When the chyme from the stomach is

poured into the duodenum it is met by a fluid from each of these ducts.

That from the liver is called the bile and the alkali contained in it neu-

tralizes the acid of the chyme and permits the resumption of the fer-

mentation of the starch and sugars, which, on account of acidity, is

suspended in the stomach. The fluid from the pancreas contains, it is

supposed, three several ferments. One of these has the property of
'

ptyalin, of splitting up starch into glucoses, one has the quality of gas-

tric juice, of disintegrating the albuminoids, and the third is an emulsive

ferment, able to dissolve the fatty bodies, a process called saponification.

The action of the Emulsive ferment causes the mechanical division of

the fats of the food, separating them into innumerable globules fit for

absorption into the tissues. Milk is naturally in this state of prepared-

ness for absorption, and it is believed by some to possess this same

emulsive ferment by which this state is constantly brought about.

The process of emulsion in the duodenum is instantaneous. The ac-

tion of the three pancreatic ferments upon the three general classes of

food products converts them into a milky substance, in which are sus-

pended a vast number of fatty particles. It is called chyle, and as it is

crowded along the intestines it receives further contributions from little

glands situated within the mucous membrane of the intestines. The

secretion from these glands is called intestinal juice, and its functions

are supposed to be similar to those of the pancreatic j uice.

There are three sorts of glands in the small intestines. One set,

called Lieberkiihns, glands, consist of "fine capillar}
r blind sacs, the

openings of which are from
J

to -^^ part of an inch in diameter, so

closely packed over the whole of the small intestine as to give the mu-

cous membrane a general sieve-like or perforated appearance.
"

( Med.

Die.) These glands secrete the intestinal juice. Another set, called

the solitary glands or follicles, are situated between the mucous and

muscular coats of the intestine. They ;are also sometimes called Brun-

ner's glands, though the latter name is usually confined to similar ones

situated in the stomach and duodenum. Their business is said to be

the secretion of mucus. The third set are found mostly in the lower

part of the small intestine the ileum. They are called Peyers glands.

As they are clustered together like a honeycomb they are sometimes de-

nominated "
patches.

"
They are small cells or bags tying under the mu-

cous or villous coat of the intestine, and are without ducts, their secretions,

whatever they are, passing through the pores of the membrane. Their

functions are not well known. These ' '

patches
" and the solitary follicles

become involved in typhoid fever, undergoing ulceration in that disease.
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Even in the large intestine and in the rectum itself, there is reason to

believe, still further digestion takes place, or at any rate from these

parts of the intestinal tube such digested matters as may still remain

in the food, are absorbed and carried into the blood. Food injected

into the rectum will be absorbed into the circulation and afford effectual

nourishment to the tissues. But the greater part of the absorption of

the nutritive matters from the reduced and fermented food takes place

through special organs in the mucous membrane of the small intestines.

This membrane is full of transverse corrugations or folds by which its

surface is increased, and upon this surface are set numerous small pro-

jections called viUij each of which contains a vein and an artery from

the general system, and also the blind end of a lacteal vessel which con-

nects with the general Lymphatic system. The chyle is in large part

absorbed by these lacteal vessels perhaps in part by the blood vessels

themselves and thus directly or indirectly gets into the circulation.

The ferments are in part re-absorbed and soon find their way back to

the organs from which they were derived, but in part they remain with

the products of their fermentation, and pass with them into the circula-

tion and follow it to distant parts of the system. Thus pepsin has been

found in the blood, in the muscles, and in the urine.

In like manner the Emulsion, after penetrating the lacteal vessels,

continues to experience the effects of the ferment, which undoubtedly

goes along with it, producing the so-called saponification even in the

tissues of the system. This "saponification" consists of "resolution

of trimargarin, triolein, tristearin, &c.
, by hydration into glycerine and

fatty acids. (Schutzenberger.}
Trioline

-j- water is split into Glycerine -j- Oleic Acid.

Tristearine
-j-

water is split into Glycerine -f- Stearic Acid.

Tributerine
-j- water is split into Glycerine -|- Butyric Acid.

The emulsive ferment possesses the property of casein, of being pre-

cipitated in the cold by magnesium sulphate. It is coagulated by heat.

The effects of the emulsive ferment can be obtained from the extract of

the pancreatic gland itself.

There are said to be three substances concerned in the production of fibrin. These
are ftbrinogen, which exists in the blood; paraglobulin, a fibrinoplastic substance

which is formed by the disintegration of white blood corpuscles and other cells; and
third, is the fibrin-ferment, also formed from white blood corpuscles and perhaps
other cells. The coagulum, or fibrin, is formed by the union of the first two, which
takes place in the presence of th fibrin ferment. The latter does not enter into the

combination itself, but enables the other two to do so by causing some sort of chemi-
cal action.probably a preliminary split in one or both, enabling the parts to enter into anew
combination. (Flint.)

The liver is an organ competent to form glycogen from the blood pass-

ing through it. And its tissues are themselves apparently composed of

it in part, at least. Glycogen is an amyloid substance resembling
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"starch, dextrine and gum in chemical compositions, consisting as it

does of carbon united with hydrogen and oxygen, the latter being in the

same proportions as in water.
"

If the liver be extracted from an ani-

mal, and all the blood washed out, and it be then left to itself in a

moderate temperature, it will soon be found to contain a quantity of

sugar. Moreover, glycogen can be extracted from such a liver, by

proper methods. It is also found to contain or secrete a ferment com-

petent to split up this glycogen into soluble glucoses. (See Huxley and

Youman's Physiology. ) The ferments possessed by the animal organ-

ism are, no doubt, the result of a transfer or migration from the vege-

table kingdom as is the animal himself.

Some more of the ferments found in plants may be mentioned. The

Emulsin of almonds is an exceedingly vigorous ferment. It is also

called synaptase and is extracted from both bitter and sweet almonds.

The bitter almonds also contain, in separate cells, a product called

amygdalin. This may be extracted in the shape of a crystalline pow-
der. If a weak solution of this powder be made, the emulsin has power
to split it up into oil of bitter almonds and hydrocyanic acid ( or prus-

sic acid
),

a deadly poison. The same may be obtained from cherry,

laurel, leaves of peach tree, kernels of fruit, apple seeds, &c.

A like emulsive ferment is found with plants having oleaginous seeds.

If such seeds are steeped in water the extract is split into glycerine and

a fatty acid.

There is a ferment contained in Mustard, called Myrosin. It re-

solves a substance, which is present in black mustard and is called potas-

sium myronate, into glucose and two or three other compounds. There

is a ferment in Madder, called Erythrozyme. There is a ferment in

. Buckthorne. In the bark of the Aspen there is a glucoside or starchy

substance called populin, and in the bark of the Philtyrea latifolia, an

evergreen shrub of Southern Europe, there is another called phillyrin.

The glucose is separated from either of these by the lactic ferment.

In gall nuts there is a ferment which operates upon an infusion of

the nuts, if left to itself, and causes the tannin to be resolved into glu-

cose, and gallic and ellagic acids.

Pectose is accompanied by a soluble ferment which transforms pec-

tose and pectin into pectic and metapectic acids, successively. It oc-

curs in various vegetables and fruits and helps the transformation of

their natural juices into jellies.

The soluble ferments all contain carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen. But tbeir

reactions are different from tbose of the albuminoid substances tbey are associated with.
The soluble ferment is not precipitated with tamrn and corrosive sublimate, nor colored

by iodine and nitric acid as tin-so substances arc. These ferments are associated with

lying organisms, but their actions arc their own and in Icpendent of that of the organ.
ism. and they can l>e separated from it.

Soluble indirect ferments, or zymases, when dry are amorphous, colorless, pulverulent
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matter. They are usually made into precipitates from their aqueous solutions by aico-

hoi, corrosive sublimate, and neutral or basic lead acetate. They can be again made to

restore their specific properties by decomposition by sulphurretted hydrogen. They are

almost always accompanied by more or less albuminoid matter.
"
If the sublimate pre-

cipitates them from liquids extracted from the organism, it is rather by mechanical ac-

tion than by the fact of a chemical combination,
" for

"
soluble ferments, when deprived

of albuminous principles, are not precipitated by the sublimate."

Pure pepsin is extracted from natural or artificial gastric juice. It is

obtained from the mucous membrane of the stomach, which is cut up
and placed in water containing 5 per cent, of phosphoric acid, at a tem-

perature of 95 F. This is precipitated and further treated chemically.

Pureptyalin, salivary diastase, is obtained from saliva.

There are various methods employed by chemists for separating these

ferments from the vegetable or animal organs which contain them.

Von Wittich's method is to cut up the organ containing the ferment

into pieces, clear it from blood, if necessary, and leave it under alcohol

for twenty-four hours. It is then ' ' dried in the air, pulverized and

sifted. The powder is diffused in glycerine and this glycerine solution is

precipitated by alcohol. By repeating this operation several times,

solution in glycerine and precipitation by alcohol, an active powder, free

from albuminoid matter, is obtained.
"

The ferment of plants, which has the power to turn starch into dex-

trine and glucose, usually goes by the name of Diastase. An active ar-

tificial diastase, or, rather, a preparation of a natural diastase, is made

in the following manner : One part of germinated barley is powdered
and added to two parts of water. After steeping for an hour the water

is squeezed out and to it is added an equal quantity of alcohol at 176 F.

It is then filtered, and to the filtered liquid an equal volume of alcohol

is again added. Then it is filtered a second time, and the precipitate

remaining on the paper filter this time is dried slowly and the paper is

ready to be used as a ferment, and can be kept for any length of time.

This diastase of germinated barley is practically identical with the

salivary ferment 'ptyalin. Either of these ferments, and several others,

are competent to cause the alteration of starch, sugar, the glycogen
matter of animal tissues, &c.

,
in a few minutes by hydration. The

process of the change in starch is shown thus:

2
(
C

6
HM O.) + H, = C

6
H

10 5 + C
6
H

13 6

2 Starch -j- Water= Dextrine -f- Glucose.

That is, the diastase causes two molecules of starch to take up a mole-

cule of water, and then fall apart into a dextrine molecule isomeric with

the original starch molecules, and a glucose molecule the same as a

starch molecule with the addition of the molecule of water. It is evi-

dent that the effect here of the diastase is to rearrange the atoms com-

posing these molecules so as to give them new shapes and new polar-

ities. In short, the action is purely magnetic,
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If the diastase were associated with yeast in the above action on the

starch, the dextrine molecule would become glucose also, and all of them

would by the action of the yeast become alcohol and carbonic dioxide.

The diastasic ferment in the pancreatic juice is very powerful, being

practically instantaneous.

The presence of the ferment in germinating seeds has been mentioned.

It shows itself IE the spring in the potato, dissolving the starch. The

ferment follows the formation of glycogen in the liver as mentioned

above.

But there is a curious exception in the case of animals that undergo

metamorphoses. The larva of the house fly is stuffed full of starch

or glycogen, which is not turned to sugar while the fly remains in that

state. But when the fly passes from the larval to the chrysalis stage

the ferment appears and the glycogen is dissolved and used up in the

construction of new tissues. According to Bernard, something like this

happens in the foatal life of mammals. A time arrives wh,en deposits

of glycogen, which have previously been made, are required to promote

rapid growth of certain parts, when this material is suddenly converted

into sugar and used up.

The frog, something like the fly and the plant, appears to be influ-

enced by the season in the secretion or activity of his diastase. This

ferment exists in the blood in its veins during the spring and summer,
so that if dextrine be injected into the veins it is turned to sugar ;

but

if it be injected in winter, the dextrine will pass through the veins and

be carried off in the urine without change.

The diastase has been found in the digestive tube of the silk worm by
Balbini. In short, it is found in all animals and plants that use

starchy substances for food
;

if it were not, such substances would not

be food at all.

It thus appears that the vegetative economy of the human and other

animal organisms includes as a necessary part of their machinery a

number of vegetable ferments or zymases ;
the counterparts of which

are to be found in various plants. Furthermore, the cells of many of the

tissues themselves are able to disintegrate appropriate food stuff and

select out of it what they need. Thus if meat be introduced into a

subcutaneous wound it will become digested as in the stomach. But

starch or cane sugar in the same locality would remain unchanged and

pass through the blood and be eliminated as an excretion. The soluble

ferments of vegetables become necessary to them because the sort of

food prepared for them by the action of sunlight upon chlorophyl is the

insoluble unassimilable starch. Furthermore, it is plain that a sub-

stance which could not be made soluble when wanted by the plant

would not answer for its food in a climate where the active growth is -
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necessarity suspended half the year. During this suspension the food

must be in a condition to escape being dissolved and wasted. So that

starch is an essential sort of food for plants, and diastase is an essen-

tial sort of an agency for breaking it up when it is needed.

It would appear that the soluble ferments cannot be regarded as true

organisms, although they are organic in their composition and always
found in nature in association with organisms. As already mentioned,

their action is imitated by various chemical agents acids or alkalies.

A small quantity of sulphuric acid will act to alter a great quantity of

fermentable matter, and the acid will continue to act indefinitely with-

out diminution. In like manner a small amount of the natural ferment

can modify a vastly greater quantity of starch. According to experi-

ments of Payen and Persoz, 2000 parts of starch can be altered and

turned to sugar by one part of diastase, and if the glucose be removed as

it is formed, the process may continue apparently indefinitely, although

there appears to be a slight deterioration in the force of the diastase

after prolonged service. The yeast plant, mucors and other parasitic

organic ferments grow at the expense of the fermentable matters in

which they act and which they alter, but it is not so with the diastases.

Their presence merely is all that is required. This fact, together with

the great rapidity of their action, often, as it is said, instantaneous,

shows that the results they bring about are not due to their growth or

consumption of a part of the materials. One diastase may be able to

act upon several different sorts of glucosides or fermentable matters,

producing quite different sets of results. Thus emulsin or synaptase,

the ferment contained in almonds, acts upon amygdalin, resolving it

into glucose, benzoyl hydride, and prussic acid.
;

it resolves salicin into

glucose and saligenin ;
helicin into glucose and salicylic hydride ;

arbu-

tin into glucose and hydroquinone ; phlorizin into glucose and phlore-

tin
;
esculin into glucose and esculetin

; daphnin into glucose and daph-

uetin
;
and several others. The origin of the diastase appears to be in

the permanent glandular organs of the plants or animals where it is

found, and it is a manufactured product of such an organism. It fur-

ther appears when manufactured, in some cases at least, to become

incorporated in the tissues of the gland where it originates, so that to

get the diastase we have only to chop up the gland. The use of the

rennet stomach of a calf in curdling milk in cheese-making illustrates

this, the organ itself possessing the diastase. The same is proved b}
T

the facts in relation to the conversion of gtycogen into sugar in the

liver, also by the preparation of diastase ,from germinated barley men-

tioned above.

The manner in which the diastase acts is not clear. But it seems tol-

erably certain that the diastase itself does not enter into combination
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with the substance it appears to affect. It may, in the process of diges-

tion, mingle with it and accompany it in its movements through parts of

the organized body, but still it retains its identity and, in some cases,

appears to return to the organ in which it originated. Since its effects

cannot be attributed to giving up its own materials or to receiving any,

they must be due in some way to its mere presence. And this, I think,

is the fact.

The diastase is merely a catalytic agent inducing, by its influence, a

union between a molecule of starch and a molecule of water, and I sup-

pose it does this merely by modifying the shape of one or other of the

molecules without otherwise changing the amount or kind of substance

it contains. It is the same sort of phenomenon that occurs when sul-

phurous acid gas (S 2)
and air or oxj^gen are mixed together and then

brought into contact with hot platinum sponge. Without loss or

change to the sponge, the sulphurous acid gas is made to take up enough
of the oxygen to form sulphuric acid (.S 3).

Other substances, such as

olay, pumice-stone, and the oxides of copper, chromium, and iron, will

perform the same service as the platinum sponge in this case. Their

mere presence causes the union.

Every particle or body of matter is subject to electrical movement or

electrical tension, the manner, direction or position of which depends

upon the polarities of the body, which in turn depend upon the relative

position of its molecules and atoms. The introduction of any body into

the environment of any other will disturb its electrical condition
;
and it

may disturb it to the point of dissolution of the body, or it may cause

such new arrangement of its component atoms as to give it new polari-

ties and new affinities. This last is what appears to be done in the case

of catalysis, and in the operation of the diastase. The production of

the ferment in plants and in some cold-blooded animals, takes place at

certain seasons only, and this proves that it is regulated in some way

by influences outside of the organism. Evidently the rise in tempera-

ture which takes place in spring furnishes the force by which the diasta-

sic molecule is shaped in, and detached from, its mother gland.

In the warm-blooded animals which do not hibernate, and in the

perpetually growing plants of the tropics, heat is always present and the

ferment is always in stock.

The diastase may be regarded as a cross between a mineral compound
and an organism. It is not a full fledged organism because it has not

the power of reproduction or self perpetuation. There are many qual-

ities in common between it and the yeast plant which alwa}
r
s has it in

companionship, and there are some contrasts. The organic ferment, by
its organization, appears to be able to resist certain influences to which

the diastase succumbs
;
for example, its activity is not prohibited by
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citric acid, tartaric acid or borax, while either of these will put a stop

to the operations of a diastase. On the other hand, compressed oxy-

gen, which will, in the course of time, destroy the organic ferment, does

not hurt the diastase. Prussic acid, the mercurial salts, alcohol, ether,

chloroform, and the essences of cloves, turpentine, lemon, mustard, &c.
,

will prevent the action of the organic ferment, while they do not disturb

that of the soluble diastase.

The organic ferment eats and grows. It cannot do this until its

friend the diastase has broken up the starchy matters containing its

food. Let the two ferments get into an organic compound ;
the dias-

tase at once splits up by h}
Tdration the insoluble starches. After this

the various kinds of organic ferments get in their work, some in one

kind of compound and some in another
;

those most available being, in

general, the glucoses, albuminoid matters, alcohol, urea, and various

acids, such as citric, malic, lactic, tartaric, &c.

Watts gives the name ' ' Invertin
"
to the soluble ferment accompany-

ing yeast saccharomyces, and says that it is manufactured by the cells

of the yeast. In like manner, he says, Bacteria convert starch into a

sugar capable of reducing cupric oxide by means of a ferment which

they secrete. This ferment is soluble and can be precipitated by alco-

hol. It acts on starch in the absence of oxygen and is secreted by Bac-

teria in a neutral starch solution. It does not possess peptonizing

properties, but the same Bacteria can, under proper conditions, produce
a ferment that will. ( Watts' Chem. Dictionary, 2-540.)

From a physical standpoint it is inaccurate to speak of a soluble fer-

ment as amorphous, for its ultimate particles, either as cells or mole-

cules, must certainly possess a definite characteristic molecular or

atomic constitution and form, giving position to its magnetic poles and

direction to its currents. And it is only when its disintegration has

gone so far as to subvert this ultimate constitution of its particles, that

the ferment is dead, amorphous and functionless. Mere mechanical

grinding up cannot accomplish such disintegration, as it does in the case

of the organic ferment
;
it can be done only through chemical or other

dynamic agencies which destroy the molecule by the seduction or dis-

persion of its atoms. _

CHAPTER XXIX.

REPRODUCTION OP VEGETAL CELLS.

There are various opinions as to the manner in which life originates

or comes into view in a mass of apparently dead matter. Examine any
summer puddle of a few days' duration and it will be found teeming
with lively and active organisms. The question that has been a subject
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of much discussion and experiment is, do these live organisms arise

from matter previously non-vital, or have they merely inherited their

vital functions from organized predecessors? If we affirm the latter

alternative it means merely that we have not yet reached the ground

upon which the question of the origin of life is to be settled and must

look further. Famous scientists have worked at this problem. Their

method of procedure has usually been to seclude from contamination

with germs which might be in the air, mineral and organic solutions

and infusions which were previously boiled to kill any germs they might
contain. I shall quote freely from Prof. Tyndall's work on ' '

Floating

Matter in the Air," in which he discusses the question. He takes the

ground that no infusion or solution of organic or mineral matters has

yet been made in which animal or plant life will originate, provided all

living germs have been excluded therefrom, even though such infusion

were competent to nourish such organisms when
.
sown in it. He con-

cluded that boiling five hours would render such infusion forever incom-

petent to originate life. He may be correct, but the difficulty of prov-

ing a negative is so great that I doubt if his proofs can be regarded as

conclusive. But whether he has proved it or not the point is by no

means a conclusive one, one way or another. We are morally certain

that the vegetable kingdom originated from the mineral the important

question is how. Suppose it to be proved that life will not originate from a

boiled hay infusion
;
that is something to be sure, but not much to the

point. Suppose the contrary be proved, still the question remains un-

answered, for we know very well that nature did not have a hay infu-

sion to work with before there was any life. In the experiments of

Pasteur, Tyndall and others, in which they boiled the infusions with

which they worked, in order to destroy adventitious germs, it is evident

that they also destroyed by that process whatever organization there

might be in the protoplasm of the infusion. That is to say, their pre-

cautions insured them not only against the germination of any spores,

seeds or germs, either from the air or in the infusion, but it stopped

any possible development of life which might otherwise arise as a con-

sequence of the organization of the protoplasm. The protoplasm of the

infusion may be compared to a watch that has run down. If the works

are not injured, when force is put into the watch again by winding it up,

it will again show signs of life. So the protoplasm is a machine or

many machines together and as long as the cells are uninjured they

are liable to the motion we call vitality when the force is applied to

them. But if before winding the watch we pull out the main-spring,

hair-spring and two or three wheels, we render it tolerably certain that

no application of force will give any sort of vital action to the watch
;

and in like manner the destruction of the organization of the protoplasm
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totally disqualifies it from being operated upon in such a wa}
T as to

show vital reactions. It is true that the intention of the experimenters

was to thoroughly disorganize the infusion so as to see whether it would

become reorganized again. Nothing can be more obvious than that if

they had supplied to their infusions the necessary force under the neces-

sary conditions, thej
r would have effected their reorganization into vital

organisms. If they failed in this result it is simply evidence that they
failed to supply the conditions. It is by no means certain that if the

conditions were thoroughly known it would be possible to fill them.

Something more than the mere aggregation of the materials is essential.

An organism does not construct itself any more than a house does. A
drop of water constitutes the material of a crystal of snow

;
but a drop

of water, carefully boiled and then sealed up in an air-tight flask, will

never make itself into a crystal of snow. Consider that an organism is

a machine built up by energies outside of itself, then grant that we have

a general idea of what these energies are, still we must admit that the

chances of being able to marshall them at the right time, in the right

place, in the right proportion, strength and sequence, are, to say the

least, rather slim. Knowing that it takes nothing more to hatch a

hen's egg than a temperature of so many degrees, applied steadily for

three weeks, the force is so simple anyone can fill the condition. But

it would be a very different problem if we were to boil the egg, as a pre-

liminary step. The conditions of life among the protozoa are not so

complicated as among beings of higher organization, and it does not

antecedently appear so very improbable that experimenters might some-

time stumble upon the combination of materials and energies necessary

to the production of a single celled organism. Some experimenters,

among whom is Dr. Bastian, claim that this has already been done.

If it has not been done, it is only, as I said before, because all the

conditions have not been supplied, and it is only a question of time

when they will be. The deficiency, if there be any, is probably not in

the materials required, but in the application of the polar energy neces-

sary to arrange them in the positions essential to fuse them into a coher-

ent organism.

It is not essential to my purpose to assume the question to be decided

one way or another. But the discussion has brought out some interest-

ing and important facts which it will be useful to call attention to.
*

The cells of fruit are competent to act in the same way as the cells of

the Torula, Saccharomyces and other ferments. The condition required

being that the cells be alive, which, I believe, means only that they be

whole and uninjured.
" The yeast plant is an assemblage of living cells

;

(*The quotations following are from Prof. Tyndall's work cited above unless otherwise

specified.)
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but so at bottom, as shown by Schleiden and Schwann, are all living

organisms. Cherries, apples, peaches, pears, plums and grapes, for

example, are composed of cells, each of which is a living unit.
" "In

1821, the celebrated French chemist, Berard, established the important

fact that all ripening fruits exposed to the free atmosphere absorb the

oxygen of the atmosphere, and liberate an approximately equal volume

of carbonic acid. He also found that when ripe fruits are placed in a con-

fined atmosphere, the oxygen of the atmosphere was first absorbed and an

equal volume of carbonic acid given out. But the process did not end here.

After the oxygen had vanished, carbonic acid in considerable quantities

continued to be exhaled by the fruits, which at the same time lost a

portion of their sugar, becoming more acid to the taste, though the

absolute quantity of the acid was not augmented." Here is a process

which imitates fermentation to this extent, that the cells of the fruit

respire, as do the cells of yeast, but being at first in contact with the

atmosphere they get their oxygen from it, and exhale it with carbon

derived from their own decaying tissues. When the amount of this free

oxygen, or oxygen from the open air, is limited by the fruit being shut

up in some close receptacle, as, for example, an air-tight barrel, the

cells will proceed to breathe up all the free oxygen in the barrel,

replacing it with carbonic acid
;
and when it is all gone they will not

die but they will continue their respiration by extracting the oxygen
in the sugar of the juices by which they are surrounded in the fruit.

This last operation is the same as that performed by the yeast plant

from the first. It gets its oxygen from the sugar in the wort and does

not breathe the free oxygen at all. It was finally proved by Lechartier

and Bellamy that the last action of fruit cells, after deprivation of free

oxygen, produced alcohol. Pasteur confirmed this discovery by fur-

ther experiments. He placed grapes in an atmosphere of carbonic

acid,
' ' and they produced alcohol and carbonic acid by the continued

life of their own cells.
" Then he tried it on plums. Twenty-four were

placed under a bell-jar filled with carbonic acid, and twenty-four similar

plums were placed outside the jar uncovered. "At the end of eight

days he removed the plums from the jar and compared them with the

others. The difference was extraordinary. The uncovered fruits had

become soft, watery and very sweet
;
the others were firm and hard,

their fleshy portions not being at all watery. They had moreover lost a

considerable quantity of their sugar. They were afterwards bruised and

the juice was distilled. It yielded six and a half grammes of alcohol,

or one per cent, of the total weight of the plums. Neither in these

plums nor in the grapes first experimented on by Pasteur could any
trace of the ordinary alcoholic leaven be found. As previously proved

by Lechartier and Bellamy, the fermentation was the work of the living
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cells of the fruit itself after air had been denied to them. When,

moreover, the cells were destroyed by bruising, no fermentation en-

sued. The fermentation was the correlative of a vital act and it ceased

when life was extinguished. Ludersdorf was the first to show by this

method that the yeast had acted not as Liebig had assumed in virtue of

its organic, but in virtue of its organized character. He destroyed the

cells of yeast by rubbing them on a ground glass plate, and found that

with the destruction of the organism, though its chemical constituents

remained, the power to act as a ferment totally disappeared.
"

We thus perceive that the cells of fruit are alive in the same sense that

the cells of yeast are, at least to the extent of breathing, and like yeast

and certain other parasitic cells, can take the oxygen required for their

respiration from a carbon compound when they cannot get it free.

These cells are probably reproductive by fission or germination so long as

nourishment is supplied to them, that is during the growth of the fruit.

This is practically the principal mode of growth by both Torula and

Saccharomyces, although this mode is supplemented in the latter by the

power to form spores also, under proper conditions. If the cells of

fruit or yeast be broken up by mechanical means, or by too much heat,

they are killed and cease to breath or to grow and bud.

We are indebted to Prof. Tyndall's book for the description of the

mode of making
< ' That fiery and intoxicating spirit known in commerce

as Kirsch or Kirschwasser.
"

A cask with a very large bung-hole is nearly filled with cherries. The

bung-hole is closed tightly and the cherries left for fourteen days. At
the end of this time the bung being removed, the air in the space above

the cherries is found to be converted into carbonic acid gas. The con-

tents of the cask are emptied into a copper still and evaporated by heat;

the vapor passing through a cooled pipe and being condensed into the

alcoholic liquor
" Kirsch.

" No ferment is put into these cherries but

they are expected to furnish their own ferment, and they always do.

The fermentation of wine is also automatic. The wine maker depends

on the grape juice to furnish its own ferment, and has done so for 3,000

years without disappointment. In the fermentation of wine ( and I sup-

pose of the "Kirsch" too, though it is not definitely so stated) the

Torula
(
or rather Saccharomyces )

is invariably the active agent. In

answering the question, where does it come from, Tyndall states on the

authority of Pasteur, that " at the time of the vintage microscopic par-

ticles are observed adherent both to the outer surface of the grape and

to the twigs which support the grape.
" Some of these seen through a

microscope look like "organized cells." If they are brushed off and

put into the pure inert juice of the grape they will produce fermentation

in forty-eight hours, and "our familiar Torula is observed budding and
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sprouting.
" He draws the inference that the adherent particles are the

ferment. * ' The ferment of the grape clings like a parasite to the sur-

face of the grape.
"

But how about beer? If the beer-wort is exposed to the air it

' ' sooner or later ferments; but the chances are that the produce of that

fermentation instead of being agreeable would be disgusting to the

taste. By a rare accident we might get true alcoholic fermentation, but

the odds against obtaining it would be enormous. Pure air acting upon
a lifeless liquid will never provoke fermentation, but our ordinary air

is the vehicle of numberless germs which act as ferments; when they fall

into appropriate infusions, some of them produce acidity, some putre-

faction. The germs of our yeast plant are also in the air but so spar-

ingly distributed that an infusion like beer-wort exposed to the air is al-

most sure to be taken possession of by foreign organisms. In fact, the

maladies of beer are wholly due to the admixture of these objectionable

ferments whose forms and modes of nutrition differ materially from

those of the true leaven.
"

Thus we understand Prof. Tyndall that the germs of the yeast plant

are scarce in the air. Yet they are so abundant on the skins and stems

of grapes that they invariably set up the true alcoholic fermentation.

They evidently, then, must be far too numerous on the skins and stems

of grapes to have been derived merely from the air
;
for we are to con-

clude that they are on all grapes ;
since fermentation will take place

in all. If the supply comes to the grape from the air why not also to

the beer-wort? Has the grape some peculiar attraction for these para-

sites? Are these germs just as thick on every other object as upon the

grapes? If not, why not? It is decidedly improbable that they are on

all objects in such abundance as they appear to be on the grapes.

There are many localities in which a vineyard, an acre in extent, may
be surrounded by fifty square miles destitute of vines. Must we sup-

pose all such districts to be thickly sowed year after year with yeast

germs which never sprout but are nipped by the frosts of every autumn?

Whence comes this annual supply in such enormous and wasteful abun-

dance? Bacteria germs we might reasonably expect to be tolerably

plentiful, for they would become exposed to the winds on the drying

margins ol every ditch and pond during the summer months. But the

yeast plant is far more dainty. It does not live in ponds and ditches

nor flourish in filth. In clear water it lives on its own tissues till it is

self consumed. It must have the rich carbonaceous compound to draw

its sustenance from. Almost the sole supply of such compounds and

infusions as the yeast plant affects are those formed by human agency,

in beer and wine vats. These are tolerably plenty in Europe, but they

are scarce in the western states and territories of America. But every-
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where the same processes of brewing and wine making are pursued.

The grape, which is fermented without being scalded, furnishes the yeast

germs, while the beer-wort, which is scalded and which is thus prevented

from furnishing the live germs of its own rearing, and which, on ac-

count of their scarcity in the air, cannot get them from that source,

must be supplied artificially. Schutzenberger mentions the great

scarcit}
T of yeast germs in the air, and reports that among the various

germs and minute organisms, caught by Pasteur in the air, he never ob-

tained any of the genuine, alcoholic ferment. We also have Pouchet's

testimony to the same effect. Besides, if these organisms "breed true"

in an unalterable line, as I infer from Tyndall's language is the theory

held by that school of scientists, we have to suppose that the various

species of alcoholic ferments, of which there are many kinds, are al-

wa}*s to be found in the air. They, in many cases, affect a peculiar

mode of life and a particular medium for their propagation. One sort

is always on hand to start fermentation. Two or three others wait till

the first have altered the infusion before they can get in their work.

One kind appears to be peculiar to red wine, &c. All these must be

present in the air everywhere and all the time if the theory of ' ' true

breeding" is true, and all hands agree they are scarce in the air. Prof.

Tyndall relates the following experiment conducted by him at the Bel

Alp hotel, 7,000 feet above the sea level. He left England with sixty

sealed flasks of boiled infusions. Six were broken on the way and be-

came "muddy" with bacteria which, we infer, were packed in the

box with the flasks in England. Four more of the flasks were accident-

ally broken. The fifty remaining ones are carried to a hay loft, and

there the sealed ends of twenty-three of the glass flasks are snipped off.

' ' Each snipping off is, of course, followed by an inrush of air into the

flask. We now carry our twenty-seven flasks, our pliers, and a spirit

lamp to a ledge overlooking the Aletsch glacier, about 200 feet above

the hay loft, from which ledge the mountain falls almost precipitously

to the northeast for about a thousand feet. A gentle wind blows to-

wards us from the northeast, that is, across the crests and snow fields of

the Oberland mountains. We are therefore bathed by air which must

have been for a good while out of practical contact with either animal

or vegetable life." These flasks were opened here and the whole fifty

then hung up in the kitchen in a temperature between 50 and 90 F.

' ' In three days we find twenty-one out of the twenty-three flasks opened

on the hay loft, invaded by organisms two only of the group remaining

free from them. After three weeks' exposure to precisely the same con-

ditions not one of the 27 flasks opened in free air had giccn way." The

shape of the necks of the flasks prevented the germs from the kitchen

ascending to the liquid. Prof. Tyndall draws from this the inference
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that anybody else would draw
;
that the germs that wen; sucked into the

2o llasks were in the dust of the hay loft. Everybody is familiar with

that dust. And everybod}' supposes the hay furnishes the dust. We

ought to have been told where the hay was grown. Hay will grow
much above 7,000 feet elevation. Suppose it to have grown in the

neighborhood of the loft, let us ask how the germs got into the hay.

Would the wind, in that supposed pure elevation, have brought germs

b}' the ten millions and deposited them on the hay and nowhere else?

If the currents of air up there are practically free from germs, the sup-

position is ridiculous on its face. I venture to assert that there is not a

hay loft in the world in which the same experiment would not have re-

sulted in the same way. The laborator}^ of the Ro3*al Institution in

London appears to be a dusty place. "Of a number of flasks opened

there in 1876, 42 per cent, were smitten while 58 per cent, escaped.

In 1877 the proportion, in the same laborator}
T

,
was 68 per cent, smitten

to 32 intact. The greater mortality, so to speak, of the infusions in

1877 was due to the presence of hay, which diffused its germinal dust

in the laboratory air,, causing it to approximate, as regards
infective vir-

ulence, to the air of the Alpine loft." The inference I draw from these

facts is that the germs originate with the hay that is, a certain sort of

germs. Another sort originate with the grape, and another with fruits of

different kinds. The}
1

may, under favorable circumstances, be carried

about in the air just as the fertilizing pollen of plants is carried about

in summer. If we should plant a female persimmon tree, miles away
from a male, we would not expect the air to furnish those "unknown

things
"
necessary to start the young persimmons, but if the two trees

are near each other " the air" will furnish the u unknown things
"
with-

out fail. When the brewer boils his wort he kills all the germs that

may have clung to the original barley, and so is obliged to freshly sow

it. The wine maker and the kirsch maker are not under this

necessity since they do not destroy the germs adhering to their fruits.

Schtitzenberger, too, observes that other organisms besides the cells of

Saceharoniyces can excite alcoholic fermentation of sugar; for example,

the "
elementary cells of larger plants such as are found in fruits,

leaves,
"

etc. " The elementary organs of plants in general areendowed,

though in a less degree than the cells of yeast, with the property of ex-

citing alcoholic fermentation." M. Fremy has examined the parenchyma
of fruits before and after their fermentation and has " found an innu-

merable quantity of corpuscles which have all the appearance of organic

ferments." Schiitzenberger thinks such fermentation due to a second

set of cells, begotten in some: way alongside the living fruit cells. Pas-

teur's opinion, quoted elsewhere, is that , the cells of the living fruit them-

selves are competent to set up alcoholic fermentation, but in addition to
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these he found, on the outside of the skins and on the stems of grapes,

organic corpuscles which also produce alcoholic fermentation. There

is no inconsistency in supposing both these views to be correct. Cells of

various kinds are formed in the same organism, whether animal or vege-

table. The corpuscles found on the outside of grapes are the true

saccharomyces or at least breed the saccharomyces in the must of wine.

Of those found on the pericarps and petals of fruits, some, at least,

also appear to belong to the saccharomyces family.

I think it is in harmony with the foregoing facts to conclude that

these fermenting corpuscles are perverted fruit cells developed from the

same supply of protoplasm, but outside of the usual conditions of

fruit cells, and so appearing in a different form and with somewhat dif-

ferent but essentially equivalent functions
; something resembling in a

remote degree the formation of a tumor or cancer on the animal bod}',

nourished from the same protoplasm that furnishes sustenance to the

normal tissues, in fact itself composed of normal tissue out of place.

If the normal fruit cell under the shelter of skin can produce fermen-

tation, what violence to probability is there in supposing that other cells

begotten of the same organism attached to the outside of the fruit, or

leaf, or stem, possess the same function. Such cells as these might
be regarded as somewhat of the nature of spores. The spores of yeast

are formed, as shown elsewhere, by the buds or body cells when placed

in contact with the oxygen, and cut off from further access of nutrient

protoplasm. Something analogous to this appears to be the origin of the

adventitious spores of fruit. At an early period of the development of

the fruit, while the young integuments are tender and porous, a cell of

fruit or parenchyma finds itself exuded and lodged on the outside of the

pellicle exposed to free oxygen, and reduced to limited rations of nutri-

ment, conditions discouraging to the fission or budding which goes on

under the skin of the fruit and the bark of the stem, but favorable to

the arrest of the cell growth and its cr}'stallization in the shape of a

spore. Precisely analogous, I conceive, is the production of the '

'super-

ficial cellular bodies" that stud the surface of the Begonia leaf, which

also possess reproductive powers. That spores produced outside of the

fruit case are reproductive of their own kind under conditions affording

opportunity for budding, is quite paralleled by the processes of trans-

planting animal and vegetable tissue generally ;
as for example in

grafting bone cells ( marrow ) on the back of a dog where they will re-

produce and maintain vitality for a season. Their power of fermenta-

tion is analogous to that of the cells of the fruit.

The action of the various elements furnished by hay, fruits, etc.
,

which are nble to set up fermentation in different kinds of infusions

and juices, results in a variety of products, which differ in different in-
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fusions. But those of hay, turnip and other vegetables, and of meat,

almost always produce Iln-h r! at fust, and after the infusion becomes

older, other organisms present themselves. It was the presence of in-

numerable Bacteria in Prof. Tyndall's infusions that made them

"muddy." As Bacteria resulted from the dust of the hay-loft in the

experiment on the Alps, we must conclude that the dust or spores or

germs furnished by the ha}
r were somehow or other responsible for the

Bacteria. As remarked above there is not the slightest probability that

these Bacteria were carried up there by the air and lodged exclusively

in the hay. If they had been they would have been in the air too. I

think we must conclude that the spores or germs begotten on the stalks,

leaves, or fruit of the hay or grass, developed into the rod-like Bacteria

when put into the infusion. This conclusion involves the further theory

that these germs do not reproduce themselves or something like them

selves, but an organism very different. And this I think is the im-

portant lesson taught by these experiments that those organisms which

are elementary in their nature are liable to great variation in their devel-

opment. The environment which includes the dynamic agencies that

operate in their development, has as much or more to do with the direc-

tion it takes than any tendency resulting from their origin. If this is

true, similar infusions might develop similar organisms from germs of

different origin. Bacteria similar in appearance might arise from spores

or organic dust from many different sources. But on the other hand,

when the infusions are different, different sorts of development may be

expected in germs having the same origin. This theory saves us from

the necessity of peopling the air with some hundreds of species of

vagrant germs nearly all destitute of any visible means of support, yet

tenaciously holding to an impossible cast-iron pedigree. If the facts

cited are not sufficient to support this theory, we shall have some more

in the next chapter.

CHAPTER XXX.

CELLULAR PLANTS, INFUSORIA AND THEIR TRANSMUTATIONS.
"The opinion seems to be pretty common that Vibriones are higher

organisms than Bacteria, and that Torula? are higher than either. Both

these views, however, must be received with certain qualifications."*

Bastian claims " that Bacteria and Torulae merely represent two of the

most prevalent forms which specks of new born living matter are prone to

assume." From the same liquid may be developed, indifferently, Bac-

* Tliis quotation, and most of those which follow, are from Dr. Bastian's
"
Beginnings

of Life."
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tcvia, largo and small, Vibriones and Lcptothrix filaments, Vibrioncs

and Spirillum, and sometimes Torulse. The conditions must vary

somewhat to develop the different organisms, the variation of tempera-

FIG. 1 05.

FIG. 105. -Development of Torulse ( Saccharomyces) found in Cider.
Fig. illustrates the irregular mode of growth and self division of the fungus in this ele-

ment and the casting off of conidiaor spores. (Compare with Figs. 98, 99, &e.) (Pouchet.)

ture alone being often all that is required. However, it has been ob-

served "that Torulse are most apt to present themselves in slightly acid

solutions. Again, whilst the most putrescible solutions almost invari-

ably yield Bacteria, the same fluids, after their fermentability has been

impaired by the influence of heat, may engender nothing but Torulse.
"

In most solutions these may be planted and produce their kind. Bas-

tian thinks they both sometimes originate in the same fluid. He and

M. Trecul agree that Torulse in cider will form mycelium and conidia.

He claims that "representatives of various kinds of simpler fungi

are produced from different Torulae with the greatest ease. Through-

out all the stages of their development there is merely a modified repeti-

tion of the simple processes which are ever taking place amongst Bac-

teria and Torulse during their more familiar discontinuous growth."
1

Chiefly on account of the extraordinary and uncertain "sporting" of

these low organisms, naturalists are often puzzled in regard to their

classification. For example, finding a plant exhibiting a quality sup-

posed to be peculiar to some particular species, it is labeled accordingly.

Another observer finding the same plant in another phase of its possible

metamorphoses, will assign it to a different classification. Further in-

vestigation showing an identical plant, under different aspects, the two

distinctive names are supplemented by a third, which is intended to su-

persede and abolish the others, but -which may end by simply adding

to the confusion and contributing to the general perplexity.

1 By "discontinuous" he means broken by reproductive processes as distinguished
from the formation of a crystal which is "continuous," and does not naturally periodi-
cally break up to begin again. He calls the first a dynamical and the last a statical

condition.
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Bastian claims the transitions from fungi ( without chlorophyl ) to

algae ( possessing chlorophyl ) to be real and gradual. Out of 200 ex-

periments with solutions in flasks, five furnished green tinted organisms.

These he reckoned as being one of the forms of Protococcus (Alga), while

from the same infusion were also derived examples of Toruhe. The

mixture contained some salts of iron and was exposed to sunlight.

"Our experiments tend to show definitely that there is no radical differ-

ence between Fungi and Algae, but that the evolution of the one or the

other is regulated in part by the mere presence or absence of certain

constituents. Where no iron is present, new-born specks of living matter

may develop into Bacteria or Torulae, and gradually unfold into fungus

forms, but if iron be present such new-born specks may incorporate this

element, develop green protoplasm, and assume the form of Protococcus,

with tendencies which may enable it ultimately to unfold into one or

the other of the filamentous Algae.''
1

While the Fungi thus run into the Algae in one direction, they grade

into the Lichens in another. Professor Lindley and Dr. Lindsay, us

well as Rev. M. J. Berkeley, are quoted as saying that there is no

definite boundary between the two, and there is a large group in which

characteristics of both are so blended that their relationships cannot be

exclusively established. Furthermore, Algae and Lichens grade into

and develop into each other in the most complicated and bewildering

manner. < ' Green corpuscles ( gonidia ) thrown off from a single Lichen

have been seen by Dr. Hicks to assume the forms and mode of growth
characteristic of no less than twentj^-three supposed species of Algae.

On the other hand, gonidia thrown off from an Alga or from a Moss are

capable of going through any similar number of modes of growth, ac-

cording as the conditions to which they are subjected undergo varia-

tions.
" As a rule heat and drouth favor development into Lichens,

while dampness appears to direct the development of some into Algae,

and others into different forms of Mosses.

Variability among the lowest animal forms is as common as with the

vegetables. Difference in the infusions from which they are derived,

in quantity, quality or temperature, causes difference in the organisms.

This is the testimony of all naturalists in these specialties.
" M.

Pouchet, moreover, says he has continually seen new forms arise in solu-

tions which never again presented themselves to his observation even in

the course of j'ears.
" He says,

u In a maceration of some fragments
of human bone which I had brought from the Catacombs of Thebes, and

which had remained three months in water, I saw the greater number of

the Vorticellae, of our French fauna, present themselves at once, and in

1 The figure which iron appears to cut in the distinctions hetween the Fungus and the

Alga, recall its influence in the differentiation of /<>/ ln>m ir/ntc blood corpuscles.
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addition a great number of other forms which, I think, have never been

represented. It was quite a now world.
"

Ehrenberg was convinced that

twelve species, described by 0. F. Miiller as belonging to the genus Vur-

t-iceHa, were only different modifications of one and the same species.

And jet these twelve forms were so different that "Lamark :m<l Bory de

Saint Vincent ranged them under several different genera."

All these organisms seem to be destitute of any settled scheme of de-

velopment. In their modes of reproduction the variations are " almost

innumerable," and they have no hereditary bent to dictate an}
T

special

line of development. There appears to be one impulse behind them all

an impulse to grow. But the details of the growth depend exclu-

sively on the environment, including the nature of the infusion, tem-

perature, &c. Remembering that heredity is the habit of ancestors

handed down to their descendants, and that the older it is the more

firmly it is fixed
;
these loose habits in these little organisms tend to

prove a short line of ancestry. It is true that the elementary nature of

these organisms makes 'them indifferent to the source of their food sup-

ply, and more susceptible to its reactive influence upon themselves.

M. Pouchet has adopted an experiment to prove that the ciliated in-

fusoria come from the pellicle which forms on top of the infusion. He

takes a wide, flat dish, and in its center he places a tall one of small

diameter. Into each he puts an equal quantity of filtered organic solu-

tion, and covers both under one large glass bell, thus placing both un-

der.the same conditions except as to shape. With a temperature of 68

F. a thick proligerous pellicle is formed in the tall glass and in it plenty

of the ciliated infusoria. But when the conditions are reversed, by

making the liquid deeper in the shallow vessel than in the tall one, the

pellicle becomes thicker and the infusoria abundant in the shallow vessel,

while in the tall one the pellicle is thin and the organic product confined

to Bacteria. The thickness of the pellicle is necessarily greater over

the deeper liquid.

In solutions containing Bacteria under favorable conditions, according

to Bastian, who not only relates his own observations, but cites M.

Pineau, M. Pouchet and others in confirmation, processes of a synthetic

nature take place by which the Bacteria are consolidated into more com-

plex organisms. The scum that forms on the surface of vegetable and

other infusions is the seat of these developments. Small tracts of this scum

or pellicle become bounded by irregular narrow lines of cleared space,

outside of which sometimes there is a border of more densel}' packed

particles which are said to be altered Bacteria. Inside of this bound-

ary there occur fewer of the granulations than beyond the border, but in

their place a quantity of jelh*-like matter makes its appearance. Next,

this enclosure becomes marked off by lines crossing in various directions
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These subdivisions become rounded or ovoid

bodies about * of an inch in diameter, the whole mass aggregating

about -* of an inch in diameter. Each of these subdivisions bounded
3OO

FIG. 10G.

Showing gradual enlargement of the Corpuscles
of an Infusion and conversion of one into an Am-
oebaMagnified 800 ti mes. ( After Kantian. )

FIG. 10G.

by a slightly condensed pellicle of its own, contains in its body of jell}'

from four to eight of the granules of altered Bacteria. It often happens

that this development goes no further, but breaks up and is resolved

back to motionless Bacteria.

FIG. 107.

a. Group of Vorticellse.

b. Single Vorticella more
highly magnified.

c.KoIpoda,
d.Paramec turn.

e-Enchelyx.
(After Bastion.)

Fio* 107. Ciliated Infusoria.

But at other times it goes forward and each of the subdivisions or

corpuscles becomes an active Amoeba and in some cases it may become

a flagellated or tailed Monad. These Monads are formed with surprising

rapidity, developing at times a tail or whip at each end. After Amoebae

are formed they frequently fuse together, several smaller ones becoming
a large one.

The infusorium called the Enchelys by its discoverer Dujardin, is an

intermediate'organism between the flagellated Monad and the ciliated

infusoria Paramecium and Kolpoda. These last two are much alike and

do not differ in any essential particular. There can be little doubt that

these infusoria will develop from the organic matter contained in a cold

infusior of hay. A temperature of only 120 F. seems to destroy the

organism of the protoplasm. Like the other simple organisms named

above, they take their rise in the "
pellicle" or scum on top of the in-

fusion, and their development is somewhat as follows: This pellicle is

formed, as he fore stated, of organic matter in granular form, made up
of Bacteria or their aggregated remains. Some of these granules be-

come concentrated into a small, roundish mass, surrounding which is

formed a clear, transparent cover which calls to mind the " zona i*(tfn-

<!<!
"
of the higher animals. Inside of this, which soon becomes a well

defined membrane, the granular matter, after being first dispersed

throughout the fluid matter contained in the cell, is formed into an em-
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bryo Parameciam, or it may become segmented into two parts, each of

which becomes an embryo, or these two may subdivide each into two,

thus forming four segments, each of which becomes a }'oung Paramecium

inside the cell. After a short time these embryos become active and

tumble over each other, and finally rupture the membrane enclosing

them and swim out into open liquid. The stages through which

they pass are essentially those of the Monads and Amoebae. Their

shape when grown is ' '

obovate, slight!}' compressed, ends obtuse, the

anterior attenuated and slightly bent like a hook.
"

Their diameter is

about^ of an inch. They are ciliated and contain one or more

vacuoles like Monad and Amoeba.

The reproduction of the infusorial animalcules is various. In some

instances it has been observed to take place by fission, the parent split-

ting into two, a slow process said to cover many hours, or even days.

In other cases it is by means of ova or germs, which are produced by
the conjugation, contact or coupling of two individuals (in certain spe-

cies ). This is likewise a slow process, the conjugation sometimes last-

ing a week, and the ova appearing two or three days thereafter. This

would appear to be a truly sexual conjugation, although there are no

sexual organs or parts. We may suppose one of these animal specks

to be positive to the other negative, and coupled together by this ' '

polar

force" be compelled to mingle their constituents in the production of a

third body.

Another mode of reproduction, which may be a supplement to or mod-

ification of the last, is one in which the germ develops inside of and ap-

parently at the expense of the parent. Sometimes there are two or

three of these germs, and their development causes the death of the

parent, and their birth its rupture and dissolution.
(
See also the same

process in the development of the white blood corpuscles. )

As to the manner of the development of these little organisms I pro-

pose the following theory : By the process of macerating the hay in

cool water, the protoplasm of the hay is soaked out without injury to its

vitality ; by which I mean its molecular constitution, by virtue of which,

while the hay was green and the protoplasm a fluid, it coursed its way

up and down the stalks, like blood pulsating through the veins of an an-

imal. When the hay was dried, the constituents of the protoplasm were

retained in its tissues entire, minus merely the greater part of its water.

In the process of maceration, this water is restored and the protoplasm,

freed, floats to the top of the liquid. It is in a new element, but its

molecular polarity must be regarded as capable of controlling its aggre-

gation of particles into masses, more or less definite in size and shape.

While these masses take, in the vascular tissues of the hay when alive,

such shape and action as their environment there imposes upon them, it
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could not be predicted what sort of an effect a change of environment

might have on them
;
nor could any reason i>c antecedently assigned

los. Development <

pellicle formed on an

FIG 108

FIG,

from

days.

, b, c. Quiescent stages of development.
d. Flagellum vibratile and Monad active. (Mag-

nified 1800 diameters.)

The size of the Monads d is 1-2500 of an inch.

(After Pouchet.)

why these masses, so active in the cells of

the plant, should not be active in another

medium, giving equal or greater freedom

to their movements. I do not regard this

as a case of "
spontaneous generation," or

generation de novo, but simply a transfer

of living from one environment to another,

and a new development appropriate to and in consequence of the new

conditions. The same theory applies to most of the life development
from infusions of organic elements. New habits of life are imposed

upfon old organic materials. The theory accounts for the development of

many of the numerous forms of low life that follow upon the death of

any highly developed organism. The air may carry occasional germs of

live, or dead, green or dry ferments, that may at times originate develop-

ment in infusions, but it is incredible that the air is everywhere burdened

with the germs of thousands of species and varieties of organic life.

FIG. 109. Dust from the Air.

Collected by Pasteur, and

found to contain Organic mat-

ter, Germs, &c. ( Greatly mag-

nified.)

a. Collected June, 1860.

&.
"

January. 1861.

On this subject M. Pasteur says :
" In conclusion, we see that ordi-

nary air contains only here and there, and with no continuity, the neces-

sary condition for the initiation of the so-called spontaneous generation.

Here there are germs, whilst in immediately adjoining portions of the

atmosphere there are none. Further on there are other kinds of germs,
and there are few or many of them, according to the nature of the lo-

cality.''

M. Pouchet also examined the air b}' the most approved methods,

and found large quantities of debris, both mineral and organic. He
found granules of starch abundantly scattered about, plenty of epi-

dermic tissue and particles of chlorophyl. Of spores of fungoid bodies
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and the single celled algae, protococcus, &c.
,
a limited number were in-

tercepted, but of the infusorial animalcules, or their spores, ova re-

mains, or products, he never found one, in the course of observations

reaching into the hundreds. The larger infusoria are -^ of an inch in

diameter, and their smallest spores |L_ of an inch. The fungus spores
run from ^^ to ^^ of an inch. Starch particles from the air run

from ^ of an inch down. It follows, therefore, that the infusorial

products were big enough to be seen when the others were. Of the

whole of the dust products filtered from the air, only from one-half to

one-third (of one) per cent, are of organic origin.

FIG. 110- Development of Euglena from
cells of a Confervoid Alga. ( Dr. Gros.)

a. Unaltered cells of the Alga.
b. Aggregation of the cell contents, first

stage toward forming the individual.

c. Individuals assuming form of Euglena.
$. Several cells thrown together by the oh-

literation of the partitions.

Within the walls of a cell of a confervoid Alga after being sometime in

water, Dr. Gros has seen the protoplasm gradually assume the form and

characteristics of the Euglena, which is a green plastic vesicle that gen-

erally moves about with the help of a long anterior flagellum or tail in

front. Astasia is another variety hardly distinguishable from Euglena.

They have chlorophyl in their interior, and like vegetable products do

not take visible food, animal in form but physiologically apparently

vegetable. Bastian also claims to have seen Euglenae formed in the

small cells composing the submerged leaves of the Potamogeton ( Pond

weed). Euglenae there formed were as mobile as Amoebae, moving
about within the cell walls. They were bright green, the whole of the

chlorophyl and protoplasm having been absorbed in the creation of a

Euglena. Observations of Prof. A. M. Edwards are to the same effect.

Bastian states on the authority of M. Nicolet, that under proper con-

ditions the protoplasm of the confervoid Alga, Chara, after being placed

in pure water, gives birth to a multitude of living organisms which,

after a time, undergo further modification into various forms of infusoria,

passing in 15 or 20 days through various stages into Monads, Amoebae,

Keronae, Yorticellae, Actinophrys and Rotifers. M. Nicolet says : "A
vessel prepared on the 29th of April and containing a single cell of

Chara ( a single internode ) yielded on the 15th of May following, in

addition to an incalculable number of (smaller) infusoria, 137 specimens
of the common Rotifer, two-thirds of which had been produced by re-

production.
"

It was the opinion of Louis Agassiz that the ciliated infusoria as a

rule are to be regarded as elemental or larval forms of other animals,
" most of them "

(he says) far from being perfect animals, are only
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in tin early stage of development. The family of the Vorticella

exhibits so close a relation with Biyozoa, and especially with the genus

a/

FIG. ill.

Transformation of Chlorophyl Corpuscles ( x 600 ) ( Itaxtian ).'

a.- Pale nnaltared Chlorophyl Corpuscles of Nitella (coufervoid alga).
b Others alongside of first, larger, of darker green and slightly granular.
c. Others more discolored, a few green granules still remaining.
d. Similar Corpuscles with motionless rays and vacuole.
c.- Similar ones formed into sluggish Artinophrys.
/.First stage in forming some of the Actinophrys into Amoebae, g, and others into

Monads, h.
j. Organisms like Enchelys, probably developed from the Monads or Amoebae.
These transmutations took place in an internode of Nitella, 2% inches long, after being

corked up 6 weeks with water in a test tube.

Pedicellina, that I have no doubt that wherever Bryozoa should be

placed, Vorticella should follow and be ranked in the same division with

them. The last group of Infusoria, Bursaria, Paramecium and the like, are

as I have satisfied myself by direct investigation, germs of fresh water

worms, some of which I have seen hatched from eggs of Planaria laid

under my eyes.
" No better proof need be required of the origin of the

Molluscoid Bryozoan with its tentacular arms, from the Infusorium with

its vibratile cilia. We have here an organism arising in two apparently
different ways ;

one by evolution of the organism from an inferior form,

and the other by birth or reproduction from a superior form. For ex-

ample, an Infusorium arises by development from an infusion, and

another just like it comes from the egg of a Worm. This history re-

peats itself in the development of the higher animals including Man as

we have seen
;
the larval or embryo form of every one being at dif-

ferent stages like the mature forms of inferior animals. In the case of

the infusorium and worm, the imitation is more exact than in that of

higher organisms, that is all. Bastian is of the opinion that the gre-

gnriini> which are formed in the bodies of lower animals, may be derived

from the white blood corpuscles. While the white corpuscles are them-

selves developed from globules of lymph or chyle. Bacteria are formed

in many blind cavities of the animal body, the liver, brain, etc. M.

Trecul discovered within the cells and lactiferous vessels of certain

"Annals ol'Nat. Hist., ltffo, vol. vi, p. 150,
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plants, great numbers of bacteria. Observing their development to be

accompanied by a production or deposition of starch}
7

matter, he named

them Amylobacteria, or starch bacteria. There exists, he says, in the

bark of the common Elder and in that of plants belonging to the Night-

shade and Orpine families, a number of cells which are filled with little

tetahedrons having slightly unequal sides. It is these little tetahedrons

which he has seen converted by development into the starch bearing or-

ganisms. The tetahedron becomes elongated at one of its angles, and

produces a cylindrical outgrowth, the body of the tetahedron itself,

either retaining its shape or becoming rounded, remains as a bulb.

This growth all takes place within cell walls, it sometimes happening,

however, that the walls of two or more cells become ruptured and the

cells thrown together, forming a larger cavity ( Bastian ).

The instability of the lowest forms of animal and vegetal life is

much greater than in the highest. The organism that is old is supposed

to be more conservative and fixed. This is undoubtedly true in the

main. The most recently acquired function or anatomical adjust-

ment is more easily lost or perverted than an older one.

So Bastian argues that the extremely various forms taken by the

most minute and simple of both animal and vegetable organisms is

proof that they are recent in origin from the mineral kingdom and not

necessarily descended from the first organisms of their t}
r

pes that ever

came into existence. He says, "That some Moulds, Amoebae, and

other lowest organisms, should have lived in unbroken continuity

through pre-Silurian epochs amidst all the changes of the Carboniferous,

Triassic, Oolitic, Cretaceous, and more recent geologic ages, with that

mutability as an essential characteristic which they are now seen to dis-

play, and yet that they should have undergone little or no alteration,

seems to me almost too incredible to be seriously entertained.
"

This

point is well taken. It is extremely unlikely that Moulds, Amoebae, or

any other fungoid or parasitic forms now extant, depend for their

origin on an ancient ancestry like themselves. In fact, as has been

shown elsewhere, many of these parasitic forms are degenerate and

backsliding descendants of more or less ancient stock. They them-

selves may be, and probably are, comparatively recent in their present

condition. This condition is the result of new habits induced long after

the stock first originated. The organisms having these new habits of

parasitism and getting their living from other organisms, are in no ne-

cessity to be constant and stable in any particular except that of eating

and reproducing. As their eating is merely the absorption of food al-

read}
r

prepared for assimilation, and as the food is prepared through a

great variety of sources, from any of which the parasitic organism could

get it almost equally well, it follows that the organism may adopt vari-
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ous details of vagrancy without jeopardy of the main chance. Such

change of habits might make a difference in various ways, including the

general morphology of such parts as the locomotive, absorptive and re-

productive. These are held in every mode of life subservient to the

question of sustenance.

On the other hand, however, it is not necessary to admit that there

are not now to be found on earth conditions for living, almost precisely

like what might have been found in every age since the Silurian. We
have genera of Molluscoids and Crustaceans that have come down to us

with very little alteration from the earliest geological times. The Lin-

gula, a most conservative little Mollusk, who remains during life an-

chored by his stem to the bottom of the sea, has representatives buried

in the strata of every age from the Silurian up. While great changes

have taken place on earth, we are bound to perceive that there have al-

ways been tracts of sea water neither too hot nor too cold and furnished

with enough food to support the Lingula without requiring any great

change in the functions of his life. These spots have sometimes been

in one place and sometimes in another, and the wide distribution of the

animal has been effectual in alwaj^s placing some of his tribe in an en-

vironment so congenial to his ancient hereditary habits as to require

little or no adaptive change in him. If one of his haunts was raised by
the slow oscillations of the earth's crust, and turned into dry land, its

very slowness gave him time to transfer his plantations into the deep

water.

The small crustacean Ostracoids have likewise survived without much

change, and so have several others, and for the like reason, that there

has been a uniform submarine climate extending throughout the geol-

ogic ages, slowly shifting from one tract, or series of tracts, to another,

and transferring its animal and vegetable life with it.

While this view shows how it is possible that a conservative t}
r

pe

might be perpetuated indefinitely with little change, it also shows that

substantial!}' the same conditions which ma}
r be supposed to have been

necessary to originate organic forms in the first place, have never

ceased to exist, and are to be found on earth to-day. There appears no

reason why the process of the development of organic life from the min-

eral kingdom may not be going on to-day.

On many accounts the present must be fully as favorable for the de-

velopment of animal life from vegetable as any preceding age. Vege-
tables exist in great abundance, and in greater variety and higher de-

velopment than ever before. I have shown elsewhere how vegetable

protoplasm might, beeome separated from its natural resources of food

supply in its native vegetable, and by receiving its supply from foreign

sources become an animal or a parasitic fungus. The opportunities for
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such transformations are probably greater now than ever before. Bas-

tian's claim that he has been able constantly to evolve animal or fungus
vital organisms from mixtures containing vegetable infusions but desti-

tute of germs, is not at all unreasonable. But, on the other hand, in a

state of nature, new and unsettled forms of life, whether vegetable or

animal, have a much smaller chance for survival in the struggle for life

now than they would have had in the very early times, because there

are so many more higher organisms that depend on these lower ones for

their food supply, and, therefore, gobble them up as soon as formed.

CHAPTER XXXI.

ZYMOTIC AND GERM DISEASES.

Modern discovery has established the fact that the animal body af-

fords very good conditions for the subsistence of hordes of invisible

parasitic organisms. No animal body, big or little, is exempt from con-

tributions levied by some of these organisms. The fact was suspected

by our ancestors before the use of the microscope had enabled them to

learn its true nature. They reasoned from what they could see with the

unaided eye. They could see insects. I believe it was Dean Swift who
formulated the idea thus :

"
Big fleas have little fleas, and these have less to hite 'em,
These lesser, have still smaller fleas, so on ad infinitum."

The reality was much worse than they suspected. The terrible plagues
that devastated Europe during the middle ages, were due to parasites
far worse than fleas. The blood, lymph, and other rich juices of the

animal body, are as good food for the single celled bacteria, vibrios, mi-

crococci and such like, as they are for the cells of the legitimate tissues

of the body. When these adventitious germs enter the body, they

proceed to live on this food, and a struggle for life ensues between the

old settlers and the new comers. In some cases, however, there is

enough for all, and it often happens that we are the unsuspecting resi-

dences of tribes of bacteria on whose account we are apparently none the

worse. These presumably live on what the normal cells of our tissues

can spare ;
in some cases, perhaps, on what they excrete.

There are others which, by dint of numbers and insatiable greed,
consume so much of the food supply as to impoverish and starve the

normal tissue cells
;
and others still which so destroy and pervert the

secretions and nutritive fluids, that they are no longer fit for the use of

the legitimate tissues.

There is a certain degree of defmiteness and constancy in the organi-
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zation of the different tribes of these bacteria, which renders it possible

to cultivate and study them separately. This has been, and is being

done, to the incalculable advantage of the human race, by many such

men as Pasteur and Koch Nature's Nobility. Like causes always pro-

duce like effects, and the cultivation of microbes or the propagation of

a disease wit/umf <-li<inge in their 'character, depends upon the mainte-

nance of it/cut leu/ cnmlitlons. Professor Tyndall in speaking of the work

of Pasteur in the cultivation of unmixed races of these "germs
"
says :

"By teaching us how to cultivate each ferment in its purity, in other

words, by teaching us how to rear the individual organism apart from

all others, Pasteur has enabled us to avoid all these errors. And
where this isolation of a particular organism has been duly effected, it

grows and multiplies indefinitely, but no change of it into another or-

ganism is ever observed. In Pasteur's researches the Bacterium re-

mained a Bacterium, the Vibrio a Vibrio, the Penicillium a Penicillium

and the Torula a Torula. Sow any of these in a state of purity in an

appropriate liquid ; you get it, and it alone in the subsequent crop. In

like manner sow small-pox in the human bod3
r

, }*our crop is small-pox.

Sow there scarletina, and }
Tour crop is scarletina. Sow t}'phoid virus,

your crop is typhoid; cholera, your crop is cholera." This statement is

true
;
the first part of it literally so. But we must not get from it an

impression that there is absolute and invariable constancy in the repro-

duction of these organisms, because it certainly cannot be main-

tained that they are any more constant or breed "truer" than other and

higher organisms, visible and tangible.

Prof. Tyndall provides that they be sown in an appropriate liquid ;

and this is the saving clause, for if it be not appropriate we can

depend upon it the organism will be more or less perverted. It is cer-

tainly a fact that these small organisms are far more at the mercy of their

environment and subject to far greater changes from it in proportion to

their size, than are larger and more complex organisms. Organic chem-

istry informs us, that the alteration of an atom in a body consisting of a

single molecule, may make a totally different thing of it. The action

of its environment upon every organism, big or little, produces in it

atomic alterations. Everj
r movement of an organism involves atomic or

molecular displacement and changes the organism by that much, and it will

remain changed unless its virility and individualism enables it to recover.

Papillon remarks that the yeast cells which produce alcohol in differ-

ent fruits are slightly different in form from one another, and from those

of grape, must or beer-wort, these variations being due to the medium

acted upon as the different fungi, will grow in any one of the media.

If putrid matter containing vibrios be injected under the skin of a

dog, they will grow in the blood, reproducing with great rapidity until
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the animal is poisoned, unless very healthy and vigorous. They mul-

tiply like }
reast in barley-wort. The blood from such dog, if injected

into another animal, will be found more poisonous than the first injec-

tion
;
and each subsequent injection, and further remove from the first

inoculation is more virulent than the previous one. From this it is evident

the vibrios have undergone a change. Those from the last dog are different

from thosefrom the first. They have become acclimated and newly adapted
to a new environment. In such cases as these the change of environment

from that which is '

'appropriate" is not great, and the change in the organ-

ism is correspondingly small; but we must be prepared to expect that great

changes in the organism will follow important changes in the environment.

I have shown elsewhere how easily organisms of a high order are af-

fected while in their earliest embryonic condition, that is, their unicellu-

lar condition, or within a few removes from it. In fish hatching, when

the appropriate conditions are followed as closely as possible, the nor-

mal egg may produce such an abnormal fish as one possessed of two

tails, or two heads, or two backbones. Those organisms which unicellu-

lar to begin with never get much beyond that, are fully as liable, in

an inappropriate environment, to get a crooked start, and to reproduce

something different from themselves. Nor is this the assertion of a

new or exceptional doctrine. It is simpl}- the fundamental doctrine of

evolution that the organism is subject to its environment, changing
when it changes. I object to the term spontaneous especially spon-

taneous generation. There is no such thing. When an organism

"sports" and reproduces something different from itself, it is in conse-

quence of being under the influence of an environment different from

that which produced it. And conversely if the environment is differ-

ent the organism is bound to sport. The change may be great or little,

perceptible or imperceptible, but there is a change. But it follows fur-

ther, that if all the conditions are precisely the same, the organism will

" breed true.
" And it was the ability to preserve uniform conditions

that enabled Pasteur, and many others after him, to cultivate and breed

different races of Bacteria.

Of Contagious Diseases there appear to be two kinds, and they are

comparable in every respect to the two kinds of fermentation. The first answering to

the fermentation caused by active vital organisms, is likewise caused by vital organisms
which, starting either from the germ or from the mature organism, grow and reproduce
in the blood and tissues of the victim as parasites. The second sort acts like the soluble

ferments, and may be communicated by the living cell or by its remains or products.
A consideration of some of these diseases will show that they come under the laws

governing organized bodies, and are subject to the same struggle for existence, and the

same development and modification by their variations of environment and habit. I

have, in chapter 25, given the history of several disease breeding parasites such as

Trichinae which are easy to be discovered. But those mentioned in this chapter were
not suspected to exist until comparatively lately, though of their effects sad experience
has long been had.
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<S/>/o//V /' //>* is n virulent and fatal <lis<>asc which attacks not only
the human race hut also horses, cattle and sheep. Tyndall says that in Xovo<rorod, a dis-

trict of Russia, from the year 18G7 to 1870, lifty-six t housand horses, rows and sheep, and
live hundred and twenty-eightmen and women were destroyed hy this disease. And
large numbers have perished in other parts of Europe. This disease is caused by a para-

sitic organism, the nature and habits of which were finally made known by the investi-

gations of Dr. Koch. Beginning as a spore this organism, in an appropriate liuid, in a few
hours develops into a rod-like body wliich subsequently grows by adding to its length till

that is several hundred times greater than its diameter. Inside of this filament there

soon appear a series of dots, which develop into ovoid bodies occupying the entire inside

of the tilament, like peas in a pod. These are the spores. Later, the filament dissolves,

leaving the spores in a long row ready to repeat the operation. These spores may be

dried and kept for years without losing any of their malignant virtue. In order to give
the disease of Splenic Fever they must be taken into the blood, where they produce the

morbid alteration and degradation which soon disqualifies it for the nutrition of the tis-

sues, and ends by the death of the victim. Mice whose blood was inoculated with these

spores soon died. But a mouse might eat a diseased tissue and so take the virus into the

stomach with impunity. The name of this parasite is Bacillus A nthracis. It is singular

that it will not propagate in the blood of dogs, partridges or sparrows ; but flourishes in

the blood of mice, guinea pigs and rabbits. The immunity of the birds appears to be due
to the higli temperature of their blood, which is about 109" F. against 98" as the temper-
ature in man.

The disease among the silk worms of France, known as Pchrine, is

caused by a vibrio called Psorospermia, which pervades all the tissues of the body, and
is always fatal. The discovery of the nature and cause of this disease is due to Pasteur.

Psora vulgarly called itch, scratch, Scotch fiddle, &c.
,

is well known
to be caused by a small insect, which can be communicated from one to another by con-

tact. It is more annoying than dangerous.

Mascardine A disease existing among silk worms in France 50 years
ago, was caused by a fungus which grew in the blood of the living animal, and which made
its appearance on the outside of the body after death. The disease could be conveyed to

other worms and to other species of Lepidoptera by inoculation, and it could also be pro-
duced in otherwise healthy and untainted Silkworms, or other insects, by feeding them
for a time in close, damp bottles or boxes,, Once developed, by whatever means, it be-

came contagious, and very fatal.

Septicaemia and Pycemia Blood poisoning which sometimes super-
venes upon wounds, are accompanied and supposed to be caused by bacilli or micrococci.

Bacteria have been found during life in the blood of septicaemic patients, and they are

usually observed after death. Inoculation of healthy animals by septicaemic blood from
an animal of the same or a nearly relative species, will convey the same disease.

Septicaemia induced in mice by the experiments of Koch, were accompanied by rod-

like bacteria, while in that produced in rabbits the organisms were oval shaped. These
diseases could not be transferred by inoculation from either to the other. It would ap-

pear from these facts that the organisms in blood poisoning are from the air and fall into

the exposed wounds where they set up fermentation accompanied by their own growth
and reproduction like torula in a saccharose sortition. Blood poisoning is fatal in a

majority of cases.

There are two kinds of small-pox ;
viz.

,
Variola and Varioloid. The

latter is merely a milder type of the former, and is the form the disease takes when it is

communicated to a person who has had small-pox or cow-pox, or when small-pox is com-
municated to a fresh patient by inoculation instead of the ordinary miasmatic contagion.

\Vhen the blood is inoculated with thesmall-pox virus the disease develops in a shorter

time, by several days, than otherwise. In the disease following this inoculation the erup-
tion is slight, the porks rarely exceed 100, and many do not suppurate. The mortality
in this disease,When it was cultivated artificially,was from one-half of one to three percent.

"Transferring the virus from persons successively inoculated, the disease becomes pro-

gressively more and more modified until at length, as a rule, to which there are excep-
tions, the eruption consists only of the one pustule formed at the point of inoculation,
with a few pustules developed around this mother pustule."

1 As a rule, a person who

*
1 suppose this is the same disease called " blood

"
by Dr. Bastian.

1 Flint's Medicine, 1*. 1011.
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has had yarioloid never has the small-pox thereafter, hut if a person not protected (as by
vaccination ) be exposed to the contagion of varioloid, however mild it be, he is in the

same danger of regular small-pox as he would he from exposure to small-pox itself. So
that the disease is different only as the condition of the victims is different. As is well

known both sorts of small-pox are extremely contagious and portable by means of cloth-

ing or otherwise. The epidermic excreta of this disease, as well as those thrown out of

the system by the breath, are carried into the air and set up the disease in others by be-

ing swallowed or taken into the mouth, and then penetrating to the blood through an

epthelium or mucous membrane. It is remarkable that the disease taken in this the

natural way should be so much more severe and fatal than when taken by inoculation.

Taken in the natural way the mortality is from 10 to 33 per cent. Small-pox prevents its

own return, as a general rule. It is accompanied by the round bacteria, or micrococci,

which are found in blood vessels of the skin, and sometimes in the blood vessels of the

liver, spleen, lymphatic glands and kidneys.

Vaccinia, or cow-pox, is a disease of cattle, which bears some resem-
blance to the human small-pox. The lymph of cow-pox contains micrococci, which are

similar to, if not identical with, those in the lymph from the small-pox vesicles. Cow-
pox is transferable to the horse, in which animal it is called greaxe. It appears in the

horse as an inflammation affecting the skin of the heels. Inoculation with matter from
the grease produces in man the disease called grease-pox ( variola equinse) which, in

the prevention of small-pox, has precisely the same effect as cow-pox. There is also an

epizootic, or contagious disease, called mun\ which affects sheep the French call it

clavelee which is analagous to, if not identical with, cow-pox. Cow-pox is contagious

among cattle, spreading rapidly at times through several herds, at other times spreading

slowly. It is not dangerous ; fatal cases being extremely rare. Men have 'caught the dis-

ease from cows while milking them. I should suppose the milk of diseased cows would
communicate it, but have no authority for it. This disease is so nearly like small-pox
that it prevents small-pox in the same way in which that disease is a bar against its own
return. However, its influence wears out and inoculation must be repeated after a term
of years variously stated from three to twenty. . Cows may be inoculated with human
small-pox and be affected by the symptoms of cow-pox only. But vaccination of a hu-

man subject by virus from such cow-pox may communicate the disease of genuine small-

pox. Vaccination is almost as effectual against a recurrence of small-pox as small-pox
itself. And when it does return after either, it is in the form of the comparatively mild
varioloid. It is not settled what constitutes the contagium of these diseases.

" The ex-

periments of Chauveau have rendered it probable that the contagiurn is a molecular

substance, and is not dissolved in the lymph." (Flint.) I think the facts warrant the

conclusion that all these diseases have had a common origin, and have received slight

modifications from long habit in slightly differing environments; and that they are due
to either an organic or soluble ferment, or both together.

Varicella or chicken-pox. This is another eruptive disease which
prevails chiefly among children, but sometimes is experienced by adults. It is conta-

gious among children, but seldom so with adults. It is characterized by the formation

of small vesicles on the skin filled with a liquid, which finally dry up without leavuig pits.

The symptoms so much resemble those of varioloid as to lead often to erroneous diag-

nosis. But it is not known to develop^ into variola or varioloid, and may prevail in the

absence of either. It is no protection against either of the other diseases. Where the

miasm is originally generated, or what causes it, is not known ; bu
1

"- it is contagious and
sometimes epidemic. It is comparatively harmless and cuYes of itself if let alone.

Scarletina or Scarlet fever is a contagious eruptive disease more com-
mon in children three or four years old than in adults. As a rule it is only experienced
once. It is accompanied by high fever, scarlet redness, and eruptions of the skin, vio-

lent inflammation of the jaws and pharynx, often extending along the eustachian tube

into the drum of the ear, and is followed by desquamation or a peeling off of the epider-

mis. The contagium of this disease is contained in the exhalations of the breath, and
those from the skin, thrown into the air, and are often carried in the clothes of attendants

for long distances, and infected garments, furniture, &c., may be able to communicate
the disease long after they receive the contagium. The disease often follows surgical

operations. No vital organism has been observed in connection with scarletina.

Another eruptive, cantagious disease is the well known Measles or
Rubeola. It is often of an epi'demic nature. It is portable, being carried from one place
to another by persons who have been near it. It is in general characterized by fever,

watery eyes, serous discharges from the mucous membrane of the nose cavities and ad-
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jacent sinuses, inflammation of the pharynx, eruptions over the surface of the body of a

dul), red color, and a peeling or desquamation over a greater or less extent of the body.

It is very rarely that the disease makes a second attack on the same victim. This disease

by itself is not usually dangerous, but it is often complicated with other diseases and be-

comes serious, the fatalities at times reaching five per cent, or more.

Roseola or rose-rash is an eruptive disease which resembles scarlet

fever in some of its symptoms so as to be sometimes mistaken for it. It is in reality, how-
ever. :. faint imitation of scarlet fever and is comparatively harmless. It is not followed

by desquamation and may come a second time. Yet, by some it is claimed to be conta-

gious. It is often epidemic.
A disease called German Measles, or by the Germans, Rotheln, very closely resembles

a mild form of measles, and is said to be mistaken for it. This disease is epidemic, and

may attack the same person more than once. Both these diseases are supposed to de-

pend on a
"
special cause " or contagium.

Another disease of the eruptive sort has occurred in the Southern
States and other warm parts of both America and the eastern hemisphere. It is called

Dengue* Its symptoms are extremely violent, but seldom fatal. In 1828 it is said that

10,000 people had this disease in the city of Charleston, S. C., at one time. There is gen-

erally fever and an eruption, sometimes hemorrhage from the nose, mouth or bowels,

sometimes discharges of serous matter from the mucous membrane of the nose. Some
claim it to be contagious and that it prevents its own return. It runs its regular course

in about eight days. No medical treatment has any other than a palliative effect.

Diphtheria f is a disease that has been known from the most ancient
times. The name, which means skinny or membranous, and has been given to it during
this century, alludes to one of the peculiarly dangerous and characteristic symptoms of

the disease; namely, the formation in various parts of a false membrane. This membrane
is formed by exudation of certain fibrinous matters through the mucous membranes,
which matters remain as coatings upon the mucous membranes and form thereon this

false layer. The fibrinous material forming this false membrane Flint says,
"
consists in

part of tibrillated fibrin and in part of epithelial cells, pus and connective tissue cells,

which have undergone the peculiar metamorphosis called coagulation-necrosis.

Bacteria, both rod shaped and in the form of micrococci, or according to Klebs, of Mon-
ads, are often found as colonies in the false membranes." Itisnot proven that these organ-

isms have any special agency in the production of the disease or the membrane. They
are similar in appearance to others found in decomposing substances. The false mem-
brane is the same in diphtheria that it is in membranous croup ("Laryngitis with fibrous

exudations") including the presence of the bacteria, &c. In some cases the false mem-
brane rests loosely'on the mucous membrane below, and may be stripped off more or less

easily; in oilier rases it is connected by infiltration of fibrous matter with the mucous
membrane below which also contains fibrinous matter, so that the two are with diffculty

separated until after a period of three or four days, when the separation becomes easy.

The former or loose false membrane is called the croupous, while the latter is called the

diphtheritic. Both sorts of the false membranes are, however, apt to occur both in croup
and in diphtheria.
In most eases of diphtheria the parts primarily affected and from which the fibrinous

exudations take place and upon which the false membrane is formed, are the pharynx
and parts communicating with it, as the tonsils, the soft palate, and the pillars of the

velum of the palate. But it often goes further, and the larynx, the trachea, and bronchi,

may become involved, or the disease may spread up the eustachian tubes into the ear

drums, or into the nasal cavities, or upon the mucous membrane of the gums, cheeks
and base of the tongue. But not only this, "the lips, the arms, the vulva, the vagina, and
the prepuce are sometimes effected." Flint 1075. The greatest danger from this disease,

as from croup, is the slopping up of the air passages by the growth of the false membrane,
although if the patient escapes this there are numerous other chances of the disease

making away with him. The disease does not often occur sporadically. It is epidemic
and it is contagious to the extent of being easily portable. There are many examples of

this disease starting under circumstances which seem to prove it to have originated
afresh ; that is, it was not communicated from any previous human patient. It is be-

lieved to have originated from the exhalations of the partly dried beds of ponds, from
offensive cess-pools, from the use of foul water, &c. It is true such places might possibly
be nurseries, in which germs are caught and bred, ami at favorable moments sent forth

* Pronounced Deng-ga. In the British West Indies it was called "Dandy
"
fever,

t Also called Cynauche, malignant sore-throat, &c,
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upon the air. But it is extremely probable that in such places many kinds of microbes,

bacteria, &c., are developed, or rather perverted from the disintegrating tissues of or-

ganized materials.

Typhoid Fever. The first effect of this disease is an altered state of
the blood, accompanied by a reduction of its fibrin and increase of its white globules,

which means failure to turn the white globules into red ones. This deterioration of the

blood soon communicates derangement and degeneration to many of the working parts

especially to the Peyers glands or
"
patches" and follicles of Lieberkiihn, situated in the

lo\ver part of the small intestine. These become inflamed and swollen, then congested
and perhaps ulcerated and sloughed off. The ulceration may extend to the outside coat

of the intestine and eat holes through it, the effect of which is speedily fatal. The ulcer-

ations may heal and the patient recover. The intestinal ulcerations are always accom-

panied by more or less enlargement of the mesenteric glands, especially those in most
immediate connection with the intestinal glands. This enlargement is due to an ab-

normal increase of cells like the normal ones of the glands.

The spleen is generally enlarged to two or three times its normal size. There are de-

generations of the substance of various parts, as the liver, the kidneys, the glands of the

stomach, and some of the muscles. There are changes in the lungs, including conges-
tion and inflammation of the mucous membrane of the bronchial tubes, and ulcerations

of the larynx are not uncommon. There is generally an eruption over the body of iso-

lated pimples Ya of an inch long, of ovoid shape. Several observers have found in the

ulcerated organs in the intestine, colonies of the ovoid micrococci, while others have
found the rod-shaped bacilli in the laryngeal ulcerations. Emanations from the bodies

or breaths of typhoid patients thrown into the air do not, as a rule, communicate this

disease. If they contain a contagium it is not at first active. Flint suggests that
"
they

may become infecting agents after certain modifications or developments have taken

place under conditions which pertain to decomposing human excrement." The infec-

tion of the disease, at all events, in some way gets into drinking water and is commu-
nicated by that means in a vast number of cases. The disease frequently breaks out and
affects all in a neighborhood who use the water of a particular well, which, when exam-

ined, is found to be liable to contamination from some cess-pool, privy or drain. Flint

relates that a gentleman left his house in town shut up during the summer which he
and his family spent in the country. On the return of the family in September all the

members of the family between the ages of 7 and 22, iseven in number, became sick, one
child with a fever arid vomiting, not typhoid, and the other six with typhoid fever.

One died.
" On examination of the premises the waste pipe in the cellar was found to

be defective, and at times a bad odor from it had been perceived." "The disease was
not prevailing in the neighborhood." This case appears to have arisen from the accu-

mulation of a miasm in the confined atmosphere of the cellar. And its infectiousness

depended upon its accumulation and density. Doubtless if the cellar had been venti-

lated the infection would have been so dissipated and attenuated as to be harmless. It

seems clearly not to have come from a typhoid patient directly or remotely. Many
cases might be cited in which the origin of the disease is free from any suspicion of the

agency of any previous typhoid disease, but none in which the agency of corrupt and

fermenting matters cannot be traced.

Mountain Fever is a disease arising from the use of the water of mountain springs and

rivulets, which has been contaminated by the excretions of sheep, cattle, &c. It is the

same as typhoid, and occurs in the stock ranges of our western mountain districts.

Typhoid fever is so called from its resemblance to Typhus fever.'
Typhus fever has been called also Ship fever, from its being landed in America from

emigrant ships. It closely resembles typhoid fever in most of its symptoms, the most
notable difference being its exemption from the intestinal lesions and ulcerations which
characterize typhoid fever. It is more contagious than typhoid. Patients, especially

when many are together, as in a hospital, are apt to give their disease to their nurses

and attendants, their emanations being sufficient without modification or development
to convey the infection. A single'patient in a large, well ventilated room does not often

give the disease to others, but many together in the wards of a hospital, if ill ventilated

and small, pack the air with the infectious miasm. The disease can also be carried in

the clothes, &c., when they have been well saturated with the miasm. " The disease

sometimes appears to be developed as a consequence of overcrowding and deficient ven-

tilation ;
in other words, the concentrated emanations from the bodies of healthy persons,

apparently suffice for the generation of typhus germs. Outbreaks in jails, hospitals,

workhouses, ships, and unventilated tenement houses crammed with occupants are thus
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accounted for in some instances irrespective of contagion." (Flint. ) It appears from the

foregoing that typli<>i<l and typhus fevers are due to one or more zymases or soluble fer-

ments which arc engendered in dead tissues and excretions of men and other animals.

The baccilli micrococci, &c., probably arise from the perversion of tissue cells in the

body, and are a consequence of the disease, rather than its cause.

Mumps or Pa rot id it is is another of the contagious and infectious

diseases, which often, if not generally, appears as an epidemic. It never occurs more
than once to the same person. The principal feature of the disease is usually the inflam-

mation and swelling of the parotid salivary glands, just below the ear. Sometimes the

swelling also attacks the other salivary glands, the submaxillary and sublingual. In the

case of males over the age of puberty, there is one chance in four of the disease being
transferred to one of the testes, and then there are four chances in ten that this gland
may become atrophied. In females, too, the disease may be transferred to a mammary
gland and an ovary. The transfer of this disease to another set of glands is curious and
not satisfactorily accounted for. It appears to be due to a ferment which somehow alters

certain secretions.

Whooping Cough, a familiar, but none the less remarkable disease,
is another of the contagious or infectious diseases, which is never known to originate ex-

cept by a contagium which very few escape, which very few ever have a second time, but
which very seldom destroys life. The disease consists of these essential elements: 1,

inflammation of the lining membrane of the bronchial tubes or bronchitis: 2, fever,

and 3, an affection of the nervous system which brings on the spasm in coughing and

whooping. These three constitute the disease. The disease may last from six weeks to

several months, and begins from one to two weeks after exposure to the infection. This

infection consists of the emanations of breath and body carried about in the air which

probably have the effect of a zymase in the alteration of some secretion of the body.

Relapsing Fever. This disease is apt to prevail with typhus fever,
but is independent of it. Neither disease ever communicates the other, though each is in

its own way infectious. In this disease, generally, the spleen is enlarged and softened, due
to congestion and hyperplasia (excess of fibrin) of its lymphoid contents (Flint). The
liver is enlarged, its tissues becoming degenerated, and the kidneys are swollen. The
heart is liable to become degenerated, and granular fatty cells, and white blood corpus-

cles are apt to accumulate in the blood. The blood also contains a spiral shaped bacter-

ium, called the Spirillum of Obermeier from the discoverer, a physician of Berlin. The
parasites occur in no other fluid besides the blood, and in no disease except relapsing

fever. They are lively and active during the active stages of the fever, but disappear

during the relapses or intermissions. The diameter of the spirillum is about that of the

finest iibri Is of fibrin, and its length from one and a half to six times the diameter of a
red blood corpuscle. Efforts to cultivate the organism artificially have failed. It re-

sembles a spiral organism found by Colin in the mucous of the mouth, another discovered

by Eh renberg in water, another found in fluid from noma or aquatic cancer, and still

another from a cyst in one of the nasal cavities (the antrum highmorianum). The at-

tack from this disease is sudden and the fever runs high, usually continuing from five to

seven days. Then there is a sudden cessation or "relapse" lasting from three to five

days generally, then another paroxysm of fever and another relapse of eight or nine days,

a third paroxysm of three days, the whole lasting perhaps twenty-five days. The symp-
toms are not invariable, but differ in different epidemics of the disease. Some think the

disease is caused by the spirillum, and the periods of relapse are its sporing seasons. If

that were true, ought not the relapses to be all of the same length to correspond with
the time required f<r the metamorphoses of the organism? The mortality in this disease*

considering its fierceness, is low, running from two to eleven per cent, of those affected.

It is communicated from the sick to the well. The contagium requires to be concentrated

like that of the typhus, in order to insure its communication to others. A single patient
in a well ventilated room does not usually give the disease, as a number of patients to-

gether in small wards are apt to do. The disease may disappear as it did in London for

14 years, then suddenly come on as an epidemic. It goes with famine, destitution, crowd-

ing and dirt. It is some times called
" famine fever " and "

hunger pest."

7V.rWx (\ttt]( l<\ n r. This is cnntrnctcd by the Texas onttlo along the
strip bordering on flic < Julf of Mexico and within .".<)<> miles of the gulf. It results from
crowding together in a malarious region. The form of the disease is not very violent, as

it affects the Texas cattle tliemsel \ es, but when t hcse are driven north, and come into

contact with the northern cattle, they -.ye to the latter a form of the disease that is very-

fatal. It is communicated only through the dung and urine, which saturating the grass
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of pasturage, is taken into the stomach. It is always characterized hy enlargement of

the spleen. It does not appear to be communicated from one northern animal to another.

Frost at once destroys liability to communicate the disease. (Teller, Diseases of

Animals.)

Rinderpest is an infectious disease which, originating on the plains
of Asiatic Russia, travels west into Europe. It attacks chiefly cattle, but also sometimes

sheep, goats and deer. It is the most fatal of all cattle diseases. The contagium is thrown
off into the air hy the suffering animal, and it may be carried by a healthy animal from
an infected district to a healthy one and start the disease in the latter place. It is char-

acterized by high temperature and by pimples on the mucous membrane of nose, mouth-

vagina, &c. Death usually occurs on the 7th day after the manifestation of the presence

of the disease. ( Teller.)

Epizootic, also called Pink-eye, is a horse disease, contracted from a

contagium spreading through the air. It is characterized by discharges from the nostrils

accompanied by cough. It is often fatal. In the epidemic which spread through the

country in 1872, it is said that the deaths of horses reached 10,000 a month in the Atlan-

tic states.

Pleuro Pneumonia, is a cpntagious lung fever which affects cattle.

Sometimes the contagium reaches one lung only ; at other times both. In the latter case

the disease is fatal.

Consumption is now reckoned as one of the germ diseases and several

physicians, among whom is the celebrated Dr. Koch, claim the distinction of having dis-

covered the organism that does the mischief. The disease may be conveyed from one

to another, there is little doubt, by means of the debris of the broken down, diseased

tissues.

Another highly contagious, but rarely fatal febrile disease, is an
Epizootic which attacks cattle and sheep, and is sometimes communicated to pigs and
man. It is characterized by an eruption of small blisters in the mouth, between the

clefts of the hoof and along its upper margin at the coronet. It is dependent on a specific

cause, claimed by some to be a vegetable organism, by others an animal. It generally
terminates favorably after a run of one or two weeks.

Glanders or Equinia : A disease very contagious to horses, asses and
mules. When they are put into a stable in which the disease has been, they are likely to

take it even when the stable has been thoroughly cleaned, aired and whitewashed. It

also originates with horses when their general vitality is reduced by overwork, foul

air, and filthy stables. It is also liable to be generated by putting horses into new stables

whose walls are not dry, and it is a frequent sequel of diabetes, influenza, the epizootic

disease, and other exhausting complaints. This disease is communicated to man by in-'

oculationin the blood as when a person having cuts or sores allows the discharged
matter from ulcerations of glanders to come into contact with them and so get into the

blood. Thus taken, a fatal termination is rarely or never escaped. The disease is in-

curable and as soon as a horse is known to have it he is summarily killed.

Yellow Fever. This disease is acutely infectious. But it is thought
by most observers to be not contagious. Every year at New Orleans there are some cases

of it sporadic which are accounted for by the supposition that some germs are always
lurking concealed in clothing packed away in out of the way places, which are liable to

turn up any time and produce a greater or less number of cases. At times when some
peculiar state of air or water, or both, co-operate with an unusual accumulation of

sewage, or other decaying and fermenting: organic matters, the disease may become epi-

demic, and be disseminated to considerable distances. It can be carried in clothing and
otherwise, and along river and railroad thoroughfares. Frost kills the germs and stops
the disease. It prevails in the cities along the coast in the hot parts of the United States,
but not often in rural situations. During epidemics of the disease in cities, multitudes

always run away to the country and generally escape the disease.

In this disease there are liable to be morbid changes in the liver, the stomach, the in-

testine and the kidneys. The liver takes on a condition of fatty degeneration, indicated

by the presence, both in the cells arid the interstitial tissue, of drops of fat which also

impart to the organ, in many cases, an abnormal yellowish color. The mucous mem-
brane of the stomach is usually swollen, softened and congested, and this condition ex-

tends some distance down the small intestine. The kidneys are generally enlarged and
undo- go legeneration of the parenchyma. The spleen appears not to be disturbed, and
no changes have been observed in the blood uot seen in other fevers. Dr. Flint says no
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organism, which could lie supposed to be concerned .with this disease, has been found in

the blood or any of the tissues. The period of ''incubation," or the time elapsing from
the time of exposure to the disease to that in which the disease is developed in a patient.

is frequently but two days, but generally somewhat more, sometimes the period is aa

much as lf days. Theattack is generally abrupt, and after a preliminary chill, fever

sets in and the temperature soon reaches from 102 to 110" F. This stage of the disease

lasts from a fe\v hours to three days. After the cessation of the fever the disease may
last from ] 2 hours to three or four days. The mortality ranges from ten to seventy-five

per cent., differing greatly in different epidemics. The general average is estimated at

4:; I"
1

'' cent. An epidemic generally terminates within 60 or 70 days, the general aver-

age being stated at 58 1A. The contagium of the disease is certainly to be considered as

being an infectious miasm. Hence persons may be near patients affected by the disease

without taking it, while others secluded completely may still get the disease. The de-

jecta are supposed to furnish germs to the air more abundantly than the gaseous emana-
tions from the body, if indeed the latter are not entirely harmless.

Epidemic Cholera. This disease is said to be indigenous and endemic
in India. There are two opinions in regard to its relationship to sporadic cholera, or

cholera morbus, as it is called in this country, and to cholerine or diarrhea. In some
cases, during a cholera epidemic, persons are affected by the diarrhea, and their symp-
toms end with that. It is adjudged often that such persons have had the cholera, be-

cause cholera begins with such symptoms and usually passes on to the more violent and
serious symptoms, unless suppressed -by proper treatment. It is therefore held by some
authorities that these diarrheas always represent a simple form of endemic cholera

which, under proper conditioHS. might expand into epidemics.
Mr. McNamara, of Calcutta, is quoted by Dr. Bastian as saying that

"
Cholerine is

simply a modified form of Asiatic Cholera, and is capable of engendering this more
deadly form of the disease in other people by means of the dejecta." The Asiatic Chol-

era after becoming epidemic is apt to extend into other countries. It reached the United
States in 1832, again in 1834, was here again in 1849, and was not got rid of till 1852.

It came again in 1866 and remained during that year and the next; and lastly came in

1873. Notwithstanding its migratory character it is said not to be contagious after the

nianner of typhus or small-pox, but, like yellow fever, to supply the germs for dissemina-

tion in air from its dejecta both the matter vomited and purged. This matter while
fresh is not capable of producing the disease. But as soon as voided, fermentation pro-

ceeds from the action of germs which were developed in the fluids before their evacua-
tion from the alimentary canal, the conditions of this fermentation involving several

days time and hot weather. It is favored by being mingled with quantities of the fer-

mentable and putrifiable filth of sewers, cess-pools and stagnant water. This theory is

fortified by .the fact that the fresh excretions have failed to produce the disease even
when taken into the stomach or by inoculation, or any kind of exposure to them or to

the sick. This theory is held by many doctors. "It is supposed that these germs are

produced within the alimentary canal, not only in the cases of fully developed or well

marked cholera but in cases of so-called cholerine, the latter as well as the former affec-

tion being caused thereby." ( Flint.) If the virus of the excretions from cholera patients
is allowed to set up fermentation in any sort of reservoirs, or accumulations of stagnant
filth, these become breeders of the miasm, which, taken up by the air, may be carried

many miles and produce the disease in localities free from any suspicion of contagium.
This miasm is likewise transportable in clothing, &c., and frequently travels along the

great public thoroughfares of river or rail. An obvious way to get clear of the disease

is to clear away all the possible nesting and breeding places, and to burn up the excre-

tions from the patients. The cremation of the victims would do no hurt. Many low
vegetable organisms have been found in the dejecta of cholera patients, as sarpinae and
bacteria, both ovoid and rod-shaped, but none of them have been shown to be character-

istic of this disease or have anything to do with its cause. The same forms of organisms
may occur in ordinary diarrhea. From this it seems as reasonable to suppose these organ-
isms may be begotten from broken down tissue cells in the body, as in an organic infu-

sion out of it.

AY//.s//;'/".s, or St. Anthony's fire, consists of "a superficial inflamma-
tion o!'the skin, with general fever, tension and swelling of the part; pain and heat
more or less acrid ;" accompanied at times with small vesicles upon the inflamed part,
which dry up and scale off. (Dunglison.) It is sometimes a merely local affection con-
tined to one spot, often the head. At other times it is accompanied by a continued fever,

to which the name Erysipelatous fever is given. This is sometimes sporadic ; at other
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times it becomes epidemic. This last, the epidemic disease, is a dangerous one. It if?

called also "black tongue," from the occasional appearance of the tongue. It appears
in isolated places at the same time, its miasm or infection doubtless being conveyed in

the air. It is not directly contagious, but rather infectious-miasmatic.

Puerperal Fever arises from inflammation of the peritoneum, which
may attack a woman after the birtli of a child. The disease is infectious and has been
known to go through a whole hospital. It has often been observed that during epidem-
ics of Erysipelatous fever, Puerperal fever becomes much more prevalent ; and this has
led to the opinion that the erysipelatous infection is- able to set up the latter disease in

subjects who have been reduced in health and strength in certain organs. In other

words, the same "germ" or
"
ferment," if that is it, produces a different growth in dif-

ferent soils.

Epidemic Bronchitis or Influenza. This disease is remarkably epi-
demical, being very extensively and rapidly diffused, and affecting a great number of

people at the same time. It affects the mucous membrane of the nasal passages, and of

the frontal sinus and other cavities connecting with them ; also the eustachian tube, the

conjunctiva,* and the tear ducts. These affections are accompanied by a fever. It is an
infectious disease communicated by means of the air which carries the miasm. An at-

tack of this disease lasts from three to six days and is rarely or never fatal unless accom-

panied by other diseases or the weakness of infancy or old age. It has been observed that

other diseases are more severe during the prevalence of influenza.

Another epidemic disease is Ophthalmia. There are several varieties,
some of which are contagious. One of severity and danger is called Egyptian Ophthal-
mia. It consists of inflammation seated chiefly in the coats of the eyeball, and extends
in some degree to the eyelids. Another variety is a contagious granular conjunctivitis
or inflammation of the conjunctiva. This is also epidemic and contagious, and very com-
mon in some of the middle portions of the U. S. It may be

"
caught

" by a person wiping
his eyes on a napkin or towel used by another who has sore eyes.

Hydrophobia or Rabies. This disease arises in certain seasons and in

certain localities in dogs, foxes, wolves and cats
"
spontaneously." From them it is com-

municated to other animals including man, by blood inoculation. The virus of the disease

is contained exclusively in the fluids of the mouth ; viz., the saliva and mucous from the

throat and bronchi. There is no proof that other fluids of the body are competent to

communicate the disease. The inoculation takes place wiien by a bite the rabid animal

impregnates with its venomous saliva the nerve tissues of the victim. The disease does
not make its appearance till 30 or 40 days after the inoculation. A great many who are

bitten are not inoculated, and many who are inoculated do not take the disease. Some
say, that of those bitten not over one in twenty contracts the disease. In many cases the

saliva is wiped off the teeth by the clothing, &c. After the development of the disease

death usually follows within five days. The treatment is usually to cut out the muti-

lated part as quickly as possible and cauterize it. Animals who do not naturally bite, do
not communicate it, although they may have it. The seat of the disease is said by Dr.

Duboue, of Pau, to be in the brain and spinal marrow. The virus is not in the blood, but
is carried by the nerve and nervous fibers. This accounts for the delirum which attends

the disease and for its long period of incubation, which would probably be much shorter

if the inoculation were through the blood.

Endemic Diseases. There is a class of diseases which depend on local

causes. In a certain place, or class of places, a person may be liable to take a certain

kind of disease which he would not be liable to in another locality, perhaps not far away.
These are called endemics. The causes are miasmatic emanations from the soil or

water, or from decaying organic matters in the locality producing the disease. Many of

such diseases after being started by local miasm, or contamination of some kind, are

thereafter infectious, as for example milk sickness. But in the same way is not almost

every disease infectious? We reject the flesh of all animals that have died a natural

death, regardless of the cause, and the butcher who kills a diseased animal and oilers to

sell it is regarded as a criminal.

Among the endemic diseases, one of the most common and well known
is Fcrc.r and Ague, or chill-fever, or intermittent fever ; a disease which has been greatly
lessened in this country by the improvements incidental to the settlement and cultiva-

tion of the country; such as the drainage of marshes and swamps, the clearing away of

tliiekets or underbrush, and turning over the rich soil so as to allow the penetration of air

* Conjunctiva is the mucous membrane of the eyelids and outside of the eyeball; it

connects the ball and the lids.
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and sunlight. Tin- exhalations ami emanations arising from the new soil which must
consist chiefly of organic matters in various stages of decomposition, and, what is more
to the point, of recoin position, all go under the general title of malaria or miasm. There
must be, however, different varieties of malaria. At any rate there are different forms
of fevers which depend on malaria for their exciting

1 cause. Some of these may be due
to modification of and development from intermittent fever. What is called pernicious
or iiHtliiintnit intermittent fever prevails at times in malarial districts and is apparently
an intensified form of the intermittent. In plain intermittent there is frequently an en-

largement of the spleen, and sometimes in prolonged cases this becomes permanent
and so prominent that it can be felt from the outside of the body. It is called ague cake.
In the pernicious type of the fever the spleen is liable to become enlarged, and occasion-

ally a black pigment is found in the blood. Another form or derivative of the intermit-

tent, is the Remittent fever. In intermittent fever there are cessations or intermissions
in which there is no fever. In the remittent the fever doesnot stop, but only slackens up
and becomes less intense.

These two are said to be mutually convertible into each other. Simple remittent fever
is not usually dangerous. It is characterized by pigment granules in the blood and in the

spleen, liver, and marrow of the bones. In the mild form of the disease there is but little

of this pigment, but it is present in quantities in the violent forms. In some cases the
coloring matter is found in the brain, especially in the gray matter. The pigment of

Me/tuiicm/n, as this blood coloring is called, it is agreed by physicians, is formed out of

the coloring matter of the red blood-corpuscles (Flint). Typhoid fever may be present
with remittent at the same time in the same patient, and it preserves its characteristic

symptoms of intestinal ulcerations, &c. When the disease is complicated thus, it is

called typho- malarial fever.

Milk sickness. This disease has been prevalent in many districts in
the states between the Alleghany mountains and the Mississippi river, and I suppose is

still occasionally experienced. It originates with cattle, horses and sheep which graze
in some particular localities; especially from grazing in them at night. But what they
eat that gives it to them no one has ever found out. While one particular hillside, bot-

tom or meadow may originate the disease, another locality close by may be quite free

from it. As a general rule, plowing, cultivating and raising crops on an infected spot
has banished the noxious element, whatever it is. Cows giving milk usually escape but
the milk is so poisoned that their calves, and any other animals using the milk, includ-

ing man, are liable to the disease. Likewise a slut giving milk may escape, while her

pups will contract the disease. Carnivorous animals, and man, acquire the disease by
eating the milk, butter, cheese or flesh of diseased animals, which they may do quite
unwittingly. The hides of animals which die from the disease are specially poisonous,
and when nibbled by rats and mice are as fatal to them as ratsbane. The infectiousness
of the flesh is not destroyed by boiling, nor does the water in which it is boiled become
affected showing that it is not a soluble poison.

The mortality among men in this disease is about forty per cent.
"
After death the

spleen is found dark and congested, the brain softened and the blood uncoagulated."
"The disease appears to be a modified form of cerebro spinal meningitis, the only differ-

ence being the less strongly marked cerebral manifestations and the more diffluent

blood." ( Neil and Smith, Practice of Medicine.)

Dysentery, as a sporadic disease, is tolerably well known to almost
everyone. It consists of inflammation of the mucous membrane of the large intestine,

particularly the colon and rectum, with fever, and mucous or bloody discharges from the
bowels. The discharges often contain fragments of mucous membrane, rotten and gan-
grenous ; and also large numbers of bacteria. The disease occurs chiefly in the summer
and fall, and oftener in warm climates than cold. Its cause is thought to be miasmatic.

Sporadic cases are generally manageable, but the disease may become epidemic and it

is then more malignant. The intestinal ulcerations may cause perforation of the intes-

tinal walls. It is apt to become epidemic in armies, and other crowded bodies of men,
in hot weather. As an epidemic it is infectious, and the characteristic inflammations
are caused by an agent from without. Emanations from the dejections no doubt assist

in the propagation and continuance of the disease when started. Large numbers of bac-

teria, and sometimes infusoria and fungus spores, are found in the excrementitious mat-
ters. But these organisms are found in so many states of disease, and even health, that
it is not safe to predicate anything upon them. They may have something to do with
the propagation of the disease, or the\ may l>e only an effect of it. Some doctors have
supposed that the intestinal excreta contain a virus, by means of which the disease may
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be communicated. And it 'is rendered pretty certain that it is conveyed by means o*

clothing, &c. (Flint.)

Dysentery usually begins as a plain diarrhea. Vigorous remedies of the proper sort, if

applied in time may arrest the disease in that stage, so that the subsequent stages are

omitted. It has even been arrested in the stage of dysentery which follows.

Goitre or Bronchoctle is a disease which is rare in any other than a
mountainous region. It is most frequent at the base of high mountains in every part of

the world. It consists of an enlargement of the thyroid yland, which sometimes becomes

very large. After a long time it becomes hardened into a cartilaginous condition, in

which state it is incurable.

Leprosy or Lepra exists in three species. In one of these the skin is

covered with scales, in another it is covered with crusts or scabs, in the third witli tuber-

cles. These forms of Lepra are said to be endemic in Egypt, in Java, and certain parts of

Norway and Sweden. Elephantiasis, a disease similar to Lepra, generally attacks the

feet and legs, which swell to a large size. There are several varieties of this disease,

some of which are hereditary and contagious and incurable. In one variety the disease

affects the lymphatic glands and the areolar tissue under the skin. The disease exists

in Barbadoes Island, and others of tiie Antilles, in Arabia, in Cayenne ( S. A.), in India

and in Java. There are a few lepers in Louisiana and Colonies in the Sandwich Islands

and Mexico. In each locality the disease appears to have taken on habits due to peculiar-

ities of the place.

It is evident that there is an evolution in many diseases, as in other

organic existences. Take any of the contagious or infectious diseases enumerated
above, except splenic fever, pebrine and some others, and we see a development in the

exciting cause. The "
exciting cause " of a disease lurking about some swamp, or other

locality, having the proper breeding conditions, develops sporadic or scattered cases; a

greater intensity of the exciting cause produces a greater number of cases, and then it is

an endemic ; another addition to the intensity of the exciting cause and the disease be-

comes epidemic and infectious. In passing through these experiences the exciting
cause evidently undergoes modification. There can be little doubt that in many cases

this exciting cause is at the beginning some sort of an organic cell capable of expansion
and multiplication by the budding process, or fission, when under the stimulus of heat
and in the presence of an abundance of nutritive organic matters. As before observed,
it is well known that many varieties of parasites have taken the liberty to make their

homes in various quarters of the human and other mammal bodies. Some of these have
been mentioned. Some of them give us no trouble, and we are often not aware of their

presence. Others annoy us but not dangerously; while still others are more or less in-

jurious, and some fatal. Of these parasites some are of a considerable degree of organ-
ization and of large size, often inhabiting the larger cavities of the body. Others are

microscopical in size, extremely elementary in organization, and live upon the blood or

some special secretion. To this last class belong some that are quite harmless, and of

whose existence we are generally unconscious. But a great many also belong to this

class whose presence is a cause of disease more or less serious. Of the harmless kind

may be mentioned the Leptolhrix buccalis, which consists of a thread-like process or

mycelium, and is almost always present in the mouth. The cells and spores of the mi-

croscopical Algoid plant, called Palmella, are sometimes found in the secretions and
mucous expectorations of healthy persons, in places not malarial. ( Flint.)

The nature of the cells which constitute the miasm from which endemic diseases

originate, is largely a matter of analogical inference from their effects. They may be

surviving cells of tissues of plants that have become dissolved and disintegrated by
water soaking. Or they may be diverted cell growths, in which cells, composed of the
normal protoplasm of some tissue, are formed outside of the walls of the tissue in some
such manner as we have found fruit cells formed outside of the skins of fruits. Or,

finally, they may constitute new modes of organic growth originating from a recom-
bination of protoplasm disengaged from disintegrating plant or animal tissues.

In any event when taken into the system these cells find in the fluids of the body suit-

able conditions for their multiplication, and their mischievous action on the human
body will produce a certain type of disease. But they themselves receive modifications

in the process of their development, because the conditions under which they are placed
in the animal body are different from the conditions under which they are supposed to

have been originally produced. Now if the cell, as changed by a generation of existence
in the human body, is taken into another body, it will be found to live in a somewhat
different manner and produce a modified type of the disease. And so on during several

generations or transmigrations of cell life.
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In many cases the virility of the race of disease-producing cells seems to reach a cul-

mination and then decline, becoming' less and less vigorous, the epidemic declining liotli

in the number of people affected and in the violence of the disease, till it finally dies

out as if of old age. And that, I take it, is precisely the case. Otherwise, why should it

ever stop? It must be that the repeated modifications of the disease cells brought about

by the constant or repeated reactions against them of the united cell organization of the

body , finally alters them into a condition in which they can be either assimilated or

ejected, or in which they are at any rate harmless.

The investigators who have given the subject of fermentation the most put lent atten-

tion, and who ought to know, regard the soluble ferments as inorganic, that is, while

they are products of organisms, they are only manufactured articles, which by virtue of

their composition and make up, produce certain effects upon infusions and animal fluids,

but which do not reproduce their kind by a gemmation or fission. If the theory in dis-

eases, of fermentation, or of "germs," "bacilli," "vibrios," "microbes," or anything of

the sort, or all of them is to be adopted, it seems consistent to include an insoluble zymase
as the product and companion of the self-reproductive organism, as it is of thesaccha-

romyces, &c. Where the two go together, it is easy to see their possible competence to

achieve the mischiefs of contagion, &c. But there is also this probability; that the

zymase may become separated from the organism which produces it, and carried through
the air to work alterations in such suitable fluids as it may meet .with. For example,
suppose the organic juices of a rich swamp to be the home of organisms, like the Torula

or other microscopic plants which give rise to their corresponding zymases. After awhile

the swamp dries up partly, and great numbers of the organisms become dessicated and

perhaps disintegrated. But the disintegration of an organized plant does not destroy its

zymase ; it only liberates it and allows it to be carried off by the air. I think many en-

demic zymotic diseases may be accounted for in this way. But if when the swamp dries

up, the organism itself is blown about, we get a regular germ disease. A disease arising:

from a zymase alone might be infectious because the zymase being a catalytic agent is

not supposed to lose much, at any rate not for a long time ; so after having
"
altered " the

blood of one victim it may be transferred to another in the dejecta and come to the

second attack with but slightly impaired powers.
The circumstance that these diseases become reduced and finally die out, recall the

action of the soluble ferments. As shown elsewhere, if consecutive generations of these

ferment cells be cultivated in the same sort of a medium, after a time they become less

virile and active. In order to renew their vitality and activity it is necessary to trans-

plant them to another medium. The true theory of this phenomenon is without doubt

that the reaction of the medium in which the ferment cell is raised, modifies the cell it-

self and finally neutralizes its activity.

The kind of cell, therefore, which lies at the basis of the malarial diseases, and some
others, is one which sets up an alteration in the blood or some other fluid. In consequence
of such alteration, the proper functions of such fluid are ill performed or not performed
at all. The different sorts of disease ferments, as they might be called, affect different

parts, as the secretions of the salivary glands in mumps, the secretions of the intestinal

glands in typhoid fever, the secretions of the pituitary or schneideriau membrane in in-

fluenza, the blood in several diseases causing fibrinous exudations in one part or another.

The elective quality on the part of these disease ferments is analogous to that ex-

hibited by vegetable and mineral poisons; thus "alcohol and opium exert their effects on
the brain, arsenic on the intestinal tract, strychnia on the spinal cord, mercury on the

mouth, phosphorus on the liver, aconite on the heart, &c.'' (Dr. Flint.) Different

lengths of time are required for the "incubation" of different sorts of these ferments,

some only a few hours, and some a number of days, or even weeks, just as different kinds

of yeast are a long or short time in leavening a batch of bread. But I suppose also some
of the tissue cells and fluids of the body are more easily disorganized than others, a fact

which may contribute to this difference.

During the progress of an epidemic of a certain class, the fermenta-
tion is evidently communicated to deposits and collections of organic matter, such as

ponds of stagnant water, cess-pools, sewers, &c. Thus the sewers of Memphis had the

yellow fever during the two years in which that disease played such havoc with that

city. In the following season after they had taken measures to keep the miasm of the

sewers out of the houses, and had thoroughly cleaned and disinfected the sewers, al-

though the disease, was still prevalent along the Mississippi river, they escaped. From
this it would appeal- that the miasm of the disease pervading the air was deficient either

in the number of the disease cells or germs, or in their virility to produce an epidemic,
till these cells were reinforced by a fresh crop raised in the sewer,.
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A remarkable example of epidemic cholera attacking a mass of putrifying organic
matter, and being communicated from it, is given by Dr. Carpenter in his Physiology.
It occurred at the Almshouse, situated two miles from Baltimore, Md., in the summer of

1849. The inmates of the establishment numbered 032, of whom 99 died in about a month.
The causes of the presence of the disease were discovered to be a mass of putrefying mat-
ter from cess-pools, drains, and pig-sties, which had been allowed to rind its own way to a
drain back of the establishment, but which covered considerable ground on its way
thither and had become concealed by a growth of weeds. This stuff was ditched off to

the drain, followed by drenching with water; the saturated soil was covered with lime
and over that a thick layer of earth. The day after this was done the number of cases of

cholera in the almshouse dropped from eleven to three and within two weeks the dis-

ease entirely disappeared. The cases were nearly all in the parts of the buildings on the
north side, exposed toward this infected ground, and to the wind which generally blew
from that direction. Certain rooms on that side which were shielded by nothing more
than a barrier of trees escaped.

CHAPTER XXXII.

DIFFERENTIATION.

The term differentiation implies that a homogeneous or mixed whole

is divided into two parts which are unlike, as skim-milk and cream.

Air is composed of two unlike gases, oxygen and nitrogen, and its

properties are the sum of the properties of these components. The an-

alysis of air by which the parts are separated from each other, each

part taking off from the compound the .properties peculiar to itself, is

analogous to organic differentiation. The low forms of animal life as

the Monera, &c.
,

x consist of protoplasm, each particle of which is indis-

tinguishable from any other particle, and possesses the same properties

that any other particle has. It is composed chiefly of carbon, hydro-

gen, nitrogen and oxygen, and it has what may be called its positive or

native properties, which are the resultant outcome of the properties of

the several elements which are included in its make up. Besides these

it has other susceptibilities which might be called its negative proper-

ties. These consist of its pliability and susceptibility to the influences

and movements of the surrounding environment, as touch and pressure,

and such forms of energy as heat, light and electricity. It is to the

impulses of these outside energies upon the animal that all his move-

ments are traceable. His movements are, in fact, only the movements

of his environment, diverted, reflected, refracted and reinforced by the

chemical forces or positive properties residing in himself. For exam-

ple, a certain degree of heat is necessary to enable any sort of move-

ment on the part of the animal. If the temperature should sink to

within 5 or 6, centigrade, his power of motion would cease. What may
be called the muscular movements of the Moneron are performed by the

extension and contraction of one part or another of its mass of proto-

1 As a mutter of strict fact the Mom>yn nvo already more or less differentiated,but as the
differentiations have not gone too far it serves as an illustration.
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plasm. Contraction of muscle is tiro result in general of electrical

stimulus, and the necessary amount of electrical energy for the purpose
of this contraction may be generated by any one of several other forms

of energy, such as light, heat, or touch, or pressure by another body>

when such forms of energy are applied to the muscle. Further on we

shall see how these various forms of energy are interconvertible into

each other, but here it is enough to state that the structure of muscular

protoplasm, if not of all protoplasm, is of sufficient sensibility to be af-

fected by the electrical energy generated by even a touch, a ray of

light, a beam of heat, or a sudden compression of the air or vibration

of the water in which it may happen to be. Even vegetable protoplasm

is contractile under electrical stimulus.

Now, in the Moneron the differentiation of parts has not gone far

enough to exempt any of its protoplasm from this contractility ; any

part stimulated will act as a muscle, contracting at one point and

thereby necessarily pushing out at another. In one sense, therefore,

the whole animal is a muscle. A particle of foreign matter suitable for

its food, coming adventitiously into contact with it, excites a different

sort of reaction. In the process of muscular contraction certain mole-

cules composing the organism have become disrupted by the tearing out

of the carbon atoms. The elements about the voids thus left remain

with unsaturated affinities, or, in other words, are hungry. They are

therefore all impelled alike towards such accidental atoms of carbon as

are available for new combinations, and so the" food is surrounded, and

the animal, after first becoming all mouth, is next, for the time being,

all stomach. The atoms suitable for assimilation being extracted from

the food particle, the several elements of the animal shrink from the

unassimilable remains of the repast, and so, by their common movement,
an act of excretion is accomplished. Respiration is a process by which

ox}
T

gen from the air is brought into contact with the atoms of carbon in

the tissues of the animal. Without it no sort of animal movement can

take place. In the Moneron each molecule of its protoplasm must come

into direct contact with the air and so allow the oxidation of its carbon.

Probably intermolecular movements of the protoplasm alternately bring

the interior molecules to the surface. So the lungs of the animal may
be said to be coextensive with its body. It is all lungs. According to

the statement above, that external stimuli arrested by the tissues of the

animal are converted into quasi electrical vibrations, it follows that these

vibrations must traverse the mass passing from one molecule to another;

from those more exposed to the direct influence of the stimuli, to those

less exposed. For in even a Moneron we are bound to suppose top, ,

bottom and sides, even though the parts are continually exchanging po-

sitions. Each molecule is therefore to be considered a vehicle for the
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conveyance of the electrical stimulus to its neighbor molecules, and the

whole together as forming a sort of nervous system. Furthermore, it

must be conceded that an electrical stimulus propagated throughout the

mass of elements composing the animal would tend to establish a cor-

relation and correspondence of action between the different elements,

so that the movement of one would of necessity influence the rest.

Such correlation and redistribution of stimuli is the function of gan-

glions, and is in reality the elementary form of purpose or will. A
multitude of ganglions constitute a brain. The Moneron, as a whole,

therefore, must be considered not as having but as being a nervous sys-

tem, and the correlation of stimuli by which definite and co-operative

movement is assigned to his various parts, must be regarded as his men-

tal action.

The reproduction of the animal is accomplished by his simple divi-

sion into two pieces fission. When the animal reaches its adult stage

it suffers a constriction across the middle, which, gradually deepening,

finally becomes a bisection, and the one adult is thus reduced to two

infants, each to begin life over again and repeat the experience of the

parent.

We find, therefore, that in this simple animal are produced the phe-

nomena of eating, digesting, assimilating, growing, and reproducing its

kind, also respiration, contractility and the movement of parts, suscep-

tibility to the influence of touch and radiant energy, and finally nervous

co-ordination.

Formidable as this list of powers appears, we should find it difficult to

conceive how any animal not a parasite could exist with fewer, and in

truth there is none that does. On the other hand, what animal pos-

sesses more ? Expanded, developed, differentiated in a thousand ways
and a hundred thousand fold they may be and are, yet, after all the ex-

pansions and differentiations, their powers are still comprehended under

the general terms that describe the powers of this humble animal. The

proofs and illustrations of this statement will appear as we advance. In

the mean time, assuming it to be proved that, as shown in previous

chapters, habit or use has the power to cause the organs concerned in it

to maintain or assume such particular conformations and pliabilities as

will render them easily responsive to the habitual stimulus, it follows

that every new habit
(
or stimulus

),
when it is first exercised upon an

organ, must be able to move that organ and do something through it in

order that an}
T differentiation or change in the organ can ever take place.

In other words, if the organ cannot perform the function at all in some

sort of a way to begin with, inadequately, indifferently, or badly, it can

not be differentiated by the habit at all. Every function must therefore

be first badly or inadequately performed by (or upon) an imperfect or-
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gan badly adapted for its performance, in order that there may be a dif-

ferentiation of the organ in favor of such function.

Applying this deduction to the case of the Moneron, it follows that in

this animal every function is performed in some sort of wa}-, good, bad or

indifferent, that is performed by its immediate progeny or descendants.

The same can be said of these descendants in reference to their descendants.

And the same is to be said of every organ which becomes in one gen-

eration different from its predecessor of the generation before, or which

undergoes modification or diversion during its own individual existence.

But differentiation is not only the modification of organs from an adapt-

ability for one function to an adaptability for another. All sorts of

stimuli that influence organisms are of a compound or composite nature.

Under the term pressure, we include pressures of many degrees of in-

tensity ;
and touch is used to express the contact of many different sorts

of objects. The impact of aerial vibrations that gives us the sensation

of sound, may be infinitely varied in force and qualit}
r
. The ethereal

vibrations that represent the radiant energy or sunlight are likewise in

great variety of length and amplitude. So the process of alimentation is

a compound one involving a number of steps. Now a differentiation by
which one part of an animal is habitually subjected to one sort of stim-

ulus, and thus erected into an organ, implies that before such differen-

tation. the part out of which the organ was constructed had been under

the influence of that stimulus, and had responded or reacted against such

stimulus in the performance of a function. Thus the first organ of

hearing must have arisen on a part of the body which had previously

become more sensitive to the vibrations of air than any other part, pre-

sumably a part more exposed to the impact of such vibrations, as the

foot in the case of some of the Mollusks that expose no other part of

the body, but generally the head, which in most animals is the most ex-

posed part. The organ thus differentiated from an already sensitive

part of the body would be itself subject to still further differentiation,

s\nce each tone of sound that strikes it would produce a different effect

upon it. Some vibrations having a more acute effect on some fibres of

the organ than on others, such fibres would gradual!}' become the pro-

perty of such vibrations, and finally be sensitive to such tones only.

This as we shall see is actually the case in the vertebrate ear
;
the fibres

of corti, to the number of some thousands, forming a progressive series

of strings, each capable of being stimulated only by its sympathetic

note. On the other hand, it could not be assumed that any one part of

the body of a simple animal could in the first instance become respon-

sive to the impact of sonorous waves, more than any other part. Origi-

nally all parts must have been alike, therefore all must have been sensitive

to those vibrations which in the higher organisms create the sensation of
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sound. I am not claiming that the simple animal possesses the faculty of

hearing in the sense that a mammal does, but that the aerial vibrations that

cause a responsive vibration in the fibres of the mammal ear also cause a

molecular vibration through the cell of the simple animal. This vibration

may be called by any name we like a jar, a shock, a shudder, a thrill,

a stimulus, or a sense. The essential fact is that in the simple undif-

ferentiated animal this jar or shock may affect any or all its molecules

alike. But the first differentiation of this stimulus is that by which one

part of the animal receives the brunt of the shock and the rest of the

animal is not shocked at all, or is shocked at second hand by a propa-

gation of the stimulus through the intermediate molecules of the animal.

Such differentiation as this would begin only in an animal having al-

ready a considerable development, and just as soon as the habits of the

animal caused one part of the body to be constantly exposed and the

rest to be constantly protected from the direct impact of the stimulus.

And by the laws of habit the effect would be to increase the sensitive-

ness of the exposed part to the direct impact, to decrease the sensitive-

ness of the non exposed parts to the direct impact, but to make
such parts more sensitive to a vibration conveyed through the inter-

mediate molecules, and finalty to cause these intermediate molecules to

become more supple and pliant in the reception and conveyance of the

vibratory stimulus. This process of differentiation would result in an

auditory sense organ, an auditory nerve, and a ganglion.

But more than this. The stimulating vibration could not stop at the

ganglion, but would necessarily pass on to the extremities of the body,

through the medium of another set of intermediate molecules. Thus

the muscles of the extremities would receive their stimulus at third

hand, and the path of such stimulus from the ganglion to the extremity

would, b}
7
habit, become differentiated into an efferent nerve. Now, in

each of these cases of supposed differentiation, all the parts are re-

moved from the direct effect of the original stimulus or shock except

the one sense organ. The sensibility of that is constantly increased,

but the sensibility of the other parts for the external stimulus is ren-

dered entirely latent and ineffectual, or is perverted into a sensibility

for the stimulus at second and third hand. Stated in general terms,

the development of a new function in any organ or part has a tendency

to obscure and render abortive any old function, and any differentiation

by which one part acquires greater efficiency in any function, entails at

the same time an equivalent loss of such efficiency on the other parts,

by causing in them a discontinuance of the habit of performing such

function. The ear of a vertebrate cannot be stimulated by a flash of

light, nor the eye by a wave of sound. If the optic nerve could be con-

nected with the tympanum of the ear, every sonorous vibration would
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lc conveyed to those bruin cells Unit have been differentiated for seeing

only, and the noise would be to them only a flash of light. Any acci-

dental blow about the head that gives a violent jar to the optic nerve is

falsely reported to the brain cells as flashing ligltts or stars, as most

people know by experience.

On the other hand, where the differentiations have not gone too far

the original habits of the parts may be easily renewed. Thus the dif-

ferentiation of the Hydra Polyp from a simple animal has gone far

enough to give him a distinct inside and a distinct outside. He con-

sists essentially of two skin bags, one inside the other
;
the inner one

acting as stomach and the outer one being the skin. The differentiation

of these two skins is so slight that if the animal be turned wrong side

out they will readily exchange offices, the outside skin being well able

to digest a dinner if required. This is not only an illustration of the

process but is proof of the fact of the differentiation of unlike parts

from a homogeneous original. Differentiations proper, as distinguished

from diversions, cannot take place except where a stimulus is of a com-

pound nature, and where the organ or part to be differentiated is sus-

ceptible of division into parts. For example, the function of the di-

gestion of food is quite a simple affair with the Hydra. The entrance

to his sac-like stomach is surrounded with little arms called tentacles.

By the rapid motion of these, when any particle of food strays within

their reach, it is whirled into the bag. There it stays till all the nutri-

tious matter is absorbed from it, when the remnant is ejected along the

road by which it came in. In the Worms great differentiations have

taken place. The original bag-like interior has become a tube, and is

cut up into several apartments opening from one to another, through
which the food is driven backward, comminuted, macerated, digested

and absorbed on the way. These several operations are more or less

separated, and performed in different parts of the internal tube, and the

processes are more completely and perfectly performed. Yet all the

functions are but the subdivisions of one function, and all the organs
differentiated parts of one organ.

Differentiation implies division. Division implies previous addition

or accretion. Obviously there could be no division of organs in a one-

celled animal, but when there are two, one may become unlike the other.

When the protoplasm of a Moneron has become so differentiated in

his descendant of the one- hundred-thousandth generation as to present

to us a sense organ, a ganglion and some nerves, we, of course, no

longer call it Moneron. In its original shape the Moneron could not

possess these parts, and the differentiations which have supplied them

have altered him out of recognition, but it is the .*<mu- line of life, and

he and his descendants are one family, whatever their names or their shapes.
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From the first existence of the simplest organism it is liable to be as-

sailed by those forces to the action of which we are to trace the differ-

entiation of the functions of sense and their organs. Among the first

of these are contact, or touch, and molecular heat, or body warmth.

Contact being the most aggressive and forcible form of stimulus, it de-

velops the first organs of sense that show themselves in the simple an-

imal. The sense of touch is first distributed, in a greater or less degree,

to the whole skin or ectoderm of the animal, since it is all more or less

exposed to the stimulus of external contact. The infusoria continually

batter themselves against the sides of their environment, and against

each other, by the stimulation of which process, first, an ectosarc is dif-

ferentiated on the outside of their protoplasm, and, second, vibratile

cilia become set off from that. Next, the vibratile cilia especially, and

the ectosarc generally, may be presumed to be rendered more and more

sensitive through the molecular excitement. This appears to produce
results in the order Flagellata, which are possessed of one or two

flagella or long bristles. When we ascend to the Hydra, or fresh water

Polyp, the sensitiveness of the tentacles ( into which the cilia may be

said to have now grown )
is well pronounced. They draw in at the first

alarm. Smell and taste must be regarded as subdivisions of the tactile

sense. They are chemical sensations made by the contact of finely

comminuted particles on a part of the mucous epithelium, or invagin-

ated ectoderm. These senses are both of comparatively late origin.

But in the lower vertebrates the olfactory ganglia are relatively very

large. The sense is also extremely delicate in most of the mammals
and in the birds. In the mammals, however, the relative importance
of the olfactory lobes decreases as the hemispheres and the optic lobes

gain greater importance.

Taste, also developed in connection with touch, is still later than smell.

Among the birds there is little or none of it, and many genera of mam-

mals possess but a faint development of it, while it is not known that

the sense is developed at all among the invertebrates. Yet the intimacy

existing between taste and smell is such that it is difficult to say with

certainty where one ends and the other begins, and it is safe to affirm

that one may make up for the partial deficiency of the other. ( We
will have to revert to these -matters further on. )

From the experiments and observations cited in former chapters, we
are at liberty to conclude that such Protozoa as Monera, Amoebae, &c.

,

consist merely of a union of two vegetable elements or principles. One
is the active protoplasm of the plant liberated from the plant cell, and the

other is the co-operative fungus or diastase which in the plant appears

to be inseparable from the protoplasm, and which is equally necessary

to assist in the digestion of starchy food in the animal. The protoplasm
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of the plant thus set free to become an animal has this chance only for

a livelihood
; viz., since it has cut loose from the plant where it was as-

sociated with Chlorophyl cells which had the power to gather all the

starch required for the protoplasm of the plant, it must now meet with

starch which has accidentally become separated from the leaves of plants,

or with juices or particles more or less digested and now lying around
'

loose. If it fail to find this food ready made it must starve to death,

for it is nothing but an adventurer, a tramp. If it meet with such food

it crawls over it, and while thus in contact with it, the diastase separates

it into the glucoses which are then taken up by the hungry and ex-

hausted molecules composing the animal. The case would be some-

what different if the escaped protoplasm should have some cells of

chlorophyl in partnership with it, for then it would have the same re-

source as the stationary plant has of getting its starch from the carbonic

dioxide of the air. It would have two resources, that of the chloro-

phyl, and also the chance of meeting ready made food. As stated at

the end of Chapter 24, there are a number of animals thus equipped
with the Chlorophyl cells and so having the double resource. The de-

pendence upon ready made food involves one of two contingencies ;
the

food must either be brought to the animal or he must go to it. If he

gets enough food by either means, or both, the necessity to use the

chlorophyl function will be obviated, and falling into disuse will after

a time become aborted and the cells will disappear. If the condition of

the food supply requires the animal to habitually move to it, his locomo-

tive powers will be improved and locomotive organs finally differentiated.

We are not to suppose that there is any preconceived purpose in the

locomotion of a protozoan any more than in the movement of sap in the

stem of a weed. Heat and light constitute the motive force in the

movement of the protoplasm of the plant, and so they continue to do

after the protoplasm is liberated from the plant. The matter of meet-

ing with food in its perambulations, however important to the Amoeba,
is purely incidental. But having met with it, if there be unsatisfied

chemical affinities in any of its molecules, the food will be absorbed.

As soon as the chemical affinity is satisfied by the introduction of the

food, the oxygen of the air proceeds to disturb it again by seducing
atoms of carbon from the molecules of the organism, burning them up
and forming carbonic dioxide as an excretion. The heat thus developed
in the organism becomes the electrical energy which contracts the pro-

toplasm and causes it again to move. No doubt both the light and heat

of the sun also contribute directly to this end as well as indirectly.

Thus the protoplasm of the amoeba constitutes a machine capable of be-

ing moved by forces outside of itself. If it be not in contact with nu-

tritive substances, or if it lose the association of chlorophyl, this quality
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of locomotion becomes essential to it and must be constantly put in

practice, and as a necessary consequence become gradually improved and

developed. Observe that what the Amoeba appears to do automatically,

it is in reality merely an instrument for doing, the real agent being out-

side of itself. Even the polarities of its constituent atoms and molecules

by which they are caused to fasten themselves to each other and to new

atoms in growth and renewal of tissue, are made to become operative
*

by heat furnished directly or indirectly from the outside. Withdraw

the heat till the temperature falls to freezing point and the movements

of the animal are no longer possible ;
its affinities are no longer in

operation. The principle of differentiation seems much less miraculous

when it is viewed as the work of a competent external energy, than

when thought of* as spontaneous. The development of a limb or a sense

organ then is not a spontaneous operation. What chance indeed is there

for spontaneity in a speck of protoplasm ? What could be meant by
such an expression ? If it means that the protoplasm has innate origi-

nal energy of its own, then it would have to be admitted that such

energy is in definite quantity and very small quantity at that. Con-

sequently any activity of the organism would soon exhaust its energy

and then it would be dead. According to the axioms of physics, some-

thing cannot come from nothing, nor can power originate from no-

power. A mill-pond may seem to supply the water that runs the mill,

but the pond would soon be dr}
7 if a stream did not constantly run into

it, and but for the stream, there would have been no pond to begin with.

So of the organism ;
what stock of force it may have by virtue of its

organization was left there by the energy which organized it, and it

would be exhausted by the first instant of activity if that energy did not

every instant reinforce it. The form of energy concerned in putting to-

gether atoms, molecules and cells, is usually called Polar Energy; for

the reason that its activity appears to be especially directed and concen-

trated with reference to particular points or poles of the units operated

with. These poles are supposed to be the points at which the attach-

ments between molecules, &c.
,
are formed. There can be no doubt, in

fact it is proved that the form of a mass of matter determines the posi-

tion of its poles, and consequently the manner in which the polar energy

shall affect it. The action of the polar currents by attaching new par-

ticles to a mass, changes its shape, and this in turn changes the direc-

tion and effect of the polar energy ; just as a stream of water by en-

croachments upon its banks throws down materials which react to

obstruct and deflect the current, and pave the way for further encroach-

ments in another place. The movement of ethereal matter which con-

stitutes the polar current, like the movement of water, always takes the

direction of the least resistance, and the attachment of new particles to
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a mass already* formed, will be in the direction of the currents. This

direction of least resistance is along the most habitual route, because

along that route the molecules by way of which the current travels, are

kept by it in proper position as to the direction of their poles, their

axes remaining in line and not getting crosswise. Such habitual tracks

of polar currents finally become differentiated into nerves in which the

molecules are always better pathways than are furnished by undifferen-

tiated tissue. The selection of the termini of such route governs the

location of the line. Those points on the outside edges of the body of

the organism, which come most into contact with the environment and

are therefore the seats of activity or stimulation, become the termini.

In an Amoeba such points are not fixed, but are temporarily established

each time a contact is formed. When some point happens to enjoy a

greater amount of stimulation than others, the route leading from it

across the bodj
7 of the organism becomes a track of less resistance

;

and in an advanced descendant becomes the seat of a nerve fibre, while

the terminal point develops a sense organ. When the Amoeba becomes

differentiated with organs, he is no longer an Amoeba. The first sense

organ is an organ of touch and its location is upon the part exposed and

stimulated the most, and which therefore becomes the elementary limb.

This sense usuall}
T remains in connection with a projecting organ as a

flagellum, a tentacle, a ray, as in the star fishes, a tongue, a finger.

Locomotion being an advantage to an animal destitute of chlorophyl,

it becomes a subject of natural selection and constant improvement.

Natural selection, too, would emphasize the facility with which the

terminal sense organ would receive the stimulations of contact, and so

constantly improve it. An organism is thus built up and made loco-

motive and susceptible to stimulation by polar energy. Its constitu-

tion is not very well settled at first, and its locomotion is vague and in-

definite. But, in the course of generations, the constant influence of

this energy finally brings comparative order out of this chaos; most

particles in the body become way stations on some line of communica-

tion, and have their definite and constant relationships with their neigh-

boring particles. If the polar energy were itself uniform and unvary-

ing, perhaps perfectly symmetrical organisms would result from its op-

erations. But while it is to be regarded as one, yet, like a great river,

it is full of eddies and whirlpools, rapids, cataracts, and stretches of

placid and smooth-flowing current. An organism, subjected to the

formative influence of the great agent, is considerably knocked about

before it is finished *or, rather, it never is finished, for it continues to

be harried, overhauled, and operated upon in various ways, till at last it

becomes so clogged up with unassimiluble foreign substances as to die

of old age, or is sooner done for
1)}'

some accident. But the general
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tendency of the operation of the agent in the case of any given organ-
ism is to build such organism as a crystal is built, putting each addi-

tional piece in the place required by the polarities of the parts already

placed. Considerable latitude is possible in doing this, as we shall

see, just as there is in the building of mineral crystals under apparently
uniform conditions. In any given locality where the conditions are not

subject to change, generation after generation is produced without much

variation, except toward the production of more perfect uniformity.

This is seen in the exact resemblance for each other shown by a herd of

buffalo, a flock of sheep, a drove of hogs, a flight of pigeons, a covey
of partridges, a hive of bees, . &c. Even in tribes and nationalities of

men this is shown. It is the same in plant life. Every individual be-

gins life as an organic crystal. Its polar points govern the energy" in

the disposition of its accretions. We have seen how some part of the

embryo goes ahead of the rest in fts development, as if it were in a fa-

vored position. But soon its growth is checked and another part is

brought forward. When the second part has reached a certain stage,

the first is free to go on again. Instead of being a single homogeneous

crystal, the organized body, composed of differentiated parts, appears

rather to be a combination of different sorts of crystals, each increasing

after a fashion of its own, and each, to a certain extent, influencing and

limiting the growth of the rest.

Differentiation, in its more extended meaning, may include all the

variations made in the organism from the hereditary pattern, regard-

less of their cause. But what has been said already would seem to in-

dicate that although all the apparently different causes in reality fall

under one head they may, with -propriety, be placed in two sub-classes,

which are not, however, in strong contrast. One of these relates to the

larval or embryonic period of life in which the organism is passive ;
the

other, to the condition in which the animal is active. In the former,

there are no reactions, or very simple ones, to complicate the direct

formative action of the polar energy in placing the new materials in

building the structure. In the latter, the reactions are so important and

prominent that they are apt to obscure the real force behind them. Be-

fore the birth of a mammal infant such variations as are made in its

structure are due to influences directly upon the mother. After the

birth, the differentiations are chiefly in consequence of peculiar condi-

tions in the environment, which cause peculiar modes of activity in the

animal itself. Before they can operate upon the animal, the various

forms of energy in the environment are all reduced to the polar energ}
r

,

appearing in nerve currents, muscle contractions, and glandular activ-

ities, so that, in reality, the same force operates at every period of exis-

tence. A good many examples of the effect of action in differentiating
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organs, have been given in former chapters, and we shall meet with others.

Some of the other sort will now be given. All our rudiments are

survivals in man of organs or forms which were permanent and of use

in some of our animal ancestors, but useless to us. As seen in chapter

5, we carry a liberal stock of these useless and played-out appendages
about with us. It occasionally happens that the development is ar-

rested in regard to a particular part, but that such part, instead of re-

maining a useless rudiment, proceeds to perfect itself and to become

functional at a lower stage, as it is in some lower animal form. But

there are other classes of phenomena still, some of which fire denom-

inated anomalies, others monstrosities, which are to be explained on a

different principle. If a man should possess a certain organ not con-

structed after the human pattern, but like the corresponding organ in a

cow, and such organ were functional and -served the purpose, it would

be called anomalous, and yet it might not be strictly a case of arrested

development. In the course of embiyonic life we are constantly pass-

ing points at which the embryonic life of some other animal, which thus

far has been identical with ours, diverges from our own and takes a

different development. For example, a portion of the system of blood

vessels of the vertebrates is developed from the original five gill arches.

(See fig. 27.) But in none of the higher animals are all of these arches

utilized, the birds adhering to and developing one part of the original

form, and the mammals another, while the parts not utilized are sup-

pressed. (See figs. 28 and 29.) Different families of mammals differ-

entiate this development still further
;

the normal form of these blood

vessels being different in man from that which obtains in cows or whales.

When in the course of human development the embryo has reached one

of these points of divergence which lead off into the developmental path

of a dog, for example, we may confidently assert that nothing but its

environment with its particular set of influences, makes its further prog-

ress certainly human, and insures it against switching off upon dog

development, as relates to that special part. But the fact is that the

environing influences of the human embryo are so nearly those of the

other mammal embryos that they do not always insure a rigidly human

development, the switching actually does, in a great number of cases,

take place, and the man becomes, so far as the involved parts are con-

cerned, a dog, a whale, or a bat, &c.

All this is readily explainable on the theory that the mammal germ
is a crystalloid, and, when immersed in a proper solution, tends to de-

velop along a particular line of crystallization. But its complexity and

numerous subordinate polarities render subordinate modifications possi-

ble when the environing solution presents slightly modified conditions.

An excellent article by Dr. Francis J, Shepherd, in Popular Science
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Monthly for Oct. 1884, contains a large list of abnormal forms which

are found in human subjects. From this article, by permission of the

Editor of the magazine, I gather some interesting facts. Some of the

abnormalities mentioned will be readily referred to arrested develop-

ment, in which conditions that are usually temporary in the embryo,
have persisted into adult life

;
others belong to the class which we may

call divergent crystallizations, or differentiations. Out of nearly 300

subjects dissected by Dr. Shepherd, he scarcely found one in which there

were no variations from the normal anatomical structure, while many
are very abnormal, having as high as thirty or forty variations in their

bones, muscles or arteries. They occur oftener in Negroes and Indians

than in Europeans. These variations are almost always directly com-

parable with structures permanent in the lower mammals. This is so

generally the case as to lead to the confident inference that the most of

those not thus accounted for will be as soon as comparative anatomy is

better known.

An Epipliyal bone. This bone extends from the temporal bone of

the skull, in many of the lower animals, down along the side of the

neck, and connects or articulates with the hyoid or little tongue bone.

In man this Epiphyal lone does not articulate with the hyoid but is

shortened up to a projecting stick-like bone, half an inch long, called the

styloid process of the temporal bone, and from the end of it to the

hyoid bone there extends a fibrous cord or ligament. Dr. Shepherd has

a human skull of low type in which the styloid process is a true epi-

phyal bone, 3 inches long and which, in life, did articulate with the

hyoid as in the lower animals. This same skull has, on the left side

behind the mastoid process of the temporal bone, a stout, bony spur

more than |- of an inch long, which has a downward direction and artic-

ulates with the first bone of the vertebral column. This is very rare in

the human being, but is regular and normal in most graminivorous and

carnivorous animals, being especially well marked in the horse, pig,

sheep, and goat ;
and in them it gives attachment to strong muscles

which move the head on the trunk. It is called the paramastoid

process.

In Crocodiles, Birds, and the three-toed Sloth, there are always ribs

attached to the cervical, or neck vertebrae, and in Crocodiles, Alligators,

and some other animals, there are always ribs attached to the lumbar

vertebrae. But these are not - normal to man. The human embryo,

however, always has a rib on each side connected with the seventh neck

vertebra. Ordinarily, before the fifth year it becomes blended with the

ordinary transverse process, but occasionally this rudiment goes on de-

veloping till it becomes a more or less perfect cervical rib.

Lumbar ribs are also occasionally found. These supernumerary ribs

are no doubt due to arrested development.
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The supra-condyloid process is another feature belonging normally ir>

most of the carnivores, including the <-:m> hear, l)iit not the rest of the

plantigrades; and to (lie monkeys,, lemurs and sloths. This consists of

FIG. 112.

FIG. 112. 2 Humerus of Man showing the Supra Condyloid process A a rudiment.
1 Lower part enlarged showing A the supra condy1old process, and B the ligament

which completes the foramen in 3 per cent, of human subjects.
3 Bones of fore limb of Cat, showing the foramen in use,
.s Blood vessel and nerve passing through. ( After Struthers . )

a hook-like process of bone on the inner side of the lower end of the

humerus or arm-bone. From the lower point of the projection, a liga-

ment passes on down toward the joint and is attached there to the side

of the bone, thus forming an opening or foramen through which, in the

lower animals mentioned, the great nerve and blood-vessel of the

fore limb pass. This foramen appears in ab~ut three per cent, of

human skeletons, and is of no advantage to man.

In men there are two prominences on the upper part of the thigh bone,

called respectively the greater and less trochanter. They afford attach-

ment to rotator muscles of the thigh. In certain animals there is a third

trochanter, and it gives attachment to the great gluteus muscle. It is

very large in the Horse and Rhinoceros and is found in others. It is

found in a few human skeletons, the per cent, varying in different

countries. Out of 40 skeletons of Swedes 15 had it, of six skeletons of

Laplanders it was possessed by four. But Dr. Shepherd found it in

only one per cent, of Americans.
' ' In the human wrist are eight small bones called carpals and ar-

ranged in two rows
; occasionally between the two rows we have a ninth

bone called the "os centrale.
"

In the human foetus a rudiment of this

bone is always to be found at an early period, but it usually entirely
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disappears by the fourth month of foetal life. The Gorilla and Chim-

panzee ordinarily have only eight carpals as in man, but in the Orang
and most of the lower apes and in some of the Rodents there are always
nine. So that when we have this reversion it is to a type below the

Chimpanzee or Gorilla.

Every naturalist now admits that the various stages of development
of an animal as well as its specialized parts are found to correspond with

permanent conditions of animals lower in the scale. A good illustra-

tion of this is seen in the development of the human heart and blood-

vessels. In the early stages of development we have a heart with a

single cavity connected with a vessel at each end as in ascidians
;

later

on the blood-vessels consist of a series of arches which go to the gills or

bronchial clefts as in fishes and amphibia, while the heart consists of

two chambers separated by valves, and is placed forward in the neck.

The gill arches now partly disappear, and though the circulation still

remains single as in Reptiles, the heart cavities are beginning to be sep-

arated into two distinct systems. Soon a double circulation is required

by a complete separation of the heart into right and left. The right

heart propels the venous, and the left the arterial blood. At this

period the condition is identical with that of birds
;

at last the true

mammalian type of heart and blood-vessels develops and remains per-

manent. The arrangement of the blood-vessels going to and from the

heart varies considerably in different marnmals. In man the rule is for

the great artery, carrying the blood from the heart to the general sys-

FIG. 113. Normal aortic arch in man.
re. Right carotid artery. lc. -Left carotid artery.
rs. Right subclavian artery. Is. Left subclavian artery.

i. Innominate artery.

tern, to give off three main branches, named the

innominate, left carotid and left subclavian.

These are distributed to the head and tUe two

arms
;

the main vessel, or aorta, curves down-

ward and distributes blood to the trunk and lower

extremities. These branches are now known to

be derived from certain of the original gill-arches

which persist, (
See figs. 27, 29 ) and when any

FIQ. 113. variation in their arrangement takes place it al-

ways occurs in the line of some of these gill-arches ;
that is, some of

arches persist which usually are obliterated. Nearly all the variations

occuring in these large vessels in man are found to be the regular con-

dition in animals lower in the scale
;
for instance, sometimes only two

branches are given off instead of three
;
each of these again dividing

into two, one for the head and one for the arm of that side. ( See fig.

114 B. ) This is the usual arrangement in the bat, porpoise and dol-
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pliin. The commonest variation of the aortic arch is where the innomi-

nate gives off the left carotid as well as the right, and so supplies both

FIG. 114. Four specimens of Human Anom-
alous formations of the aortic arch and its

branches.
re, lc. Right and Left carotid arteries, go-

ing to the head.
r.s, /.s. Right and left subclavian arteries,

going to the arms.
i. Innominate artery.

sides of the head ( See Fig. 114 A),
the artery supplying the left arm

coming off as usual. This is the nor-

mal condition in Apes, Bears, Dogs,

and all the feline tribes ( Lion, Tiger,

Cat, Leopard, &c. See fig. 115 D).

In some rare cases in man one branch

only comes off from the aortic arch,

and this
a^ain

divides into the various

arteries supplying the head and arms.

In Horses and other solipeds, we see

this form of aortic arch. (See fig. 114 D and 115 A.) Again, the

branches may all be given off separately from the arch, as is the arrange-

FIG. 114.

FIG. 115.

Fir,. 1 16. Origin of Arteries from Aortic Arch in sonic Mammals. (Owen.)
A.- Ox. B.-Latn;.. C.-ClininV.
I) -Lion. E. Otter. F. Gibbon.
(}. Hedgehog. H. Man. I. Dugong.
a.- Main Aorta, [refcrciiccs same in all.

&.
"
Anterior Aorta " of Veterinarians or

" innominata " of hninan anatomy.
c. Right Carotid artery. c 1 the left.

d. Brachial artery to the right arm ). d 1

V.
' Vertebral artery, or right Thoracic v'

ment in the Walrus.'' ( See Fig. 114 C.
)

"1 have three limes met
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with a rather rare anomaly of the great veins going to the heart from

the upper part of the body. The usual arrangement in man on each

side, is for the great vein of one arm and the corresponding side of the

head to unite and form a single trunk ( bracliio-ceplialic ), so we have

two large venous trunks, one on each side. These two trunks then join to

FIG. lie.

FIG. 116. E. Normal Arrangement of the Vena Cava and branches in the Human

H. Right Auricle of the Heart. vc. Vena Cava.
ji;'. Jugular veins from the head. ss. Subclavian veins from the arms.
vcr. Remnant of the Foeta,] left vena cava.
F. Abnormal arrangement in which the foetal left vena cava, vc, persists through life.

form a single large vessel, called the superior vena cava, which empties

its blood into the right side of the heart. (See Fig. 116 E. ) It oc-

casionally happens that the great venous trunks formed by the veins of

the arm and head of each side do not unite to form the superior vena

cava, but each continues its downward course and opens separately into

the heart. (See Fig. 116 F. ) On studying the development of the

blood-vessels, we find that in early foetal life this condition of affairs

exists, but after a time a transverse branch forms between the two

trunks. This branch gradually enlarges, while the left trunk shrivels up
and at birth is only represented by a fibrous cord. This anomaly of the

veins we find then, is a persistence of a usually transient foetal con-

dition in man, and also that in all birds, and many of the lower mam-

mals, it is the permanent condition."

' ' In man the skin muscles are very feebly developed compared with

those seen in many of the lower animals. The only remnants of these

in man are the muscle which wrinkles the forehead (occipito-frontalis)^

the muscle immediately under the skin covering the side of the neck

(platysma myoides}, and the palmar is l>r< T/.S, a little bundle of muscu-

lar fibres in the palm of the hand." (There is one other piece.) "Not

unfrequently remnants appear abnormally in other situations, as over

the breast, in the arm-pit, on the back, &c. The skin muscles are well
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developed in those of the mammalia which have loose skins, as, for ex-

ample, the hedgehog, porcupine and porpoise. In the hedgehog, when

the muscles contract, the animal becomes rolled up as in a bag of mus-

cles. The sportive gambols of a school of porpoises are effected by an

abundant supply of these skin muscles; in the horse the skin muscle is

called the panniculus carnosus, and everyone who has seen a horse

twitching its skin to get rid of troublesome flies, will easily understand

how serviceable it is to that animal.

' 'In all human beings there is a small muscle going from the coracoid,

a hooked process on the upper end of the shoulder-blade, to the inner

side of the arm-bone, about the junction of its upper and middle third.

Sometimes this muscle is continued down to the lower end of the arm-

bone
; or, again, it may be quite short and attached to the bag of fibrous

tissue covering the shoulder-joint. On referring to the anatomy of the

lower animals it is found that both these varieties exist normally but in

a much more highly developed state
; they are especially well seen in

animals which use their fore-limbs for digging, climbing or swimming.
In them the muscle is of large size and reaches to the inner edge of the

lower extremity of the arm-bone. In man, when it reaches thus far it

is only rudimentary and of no use. Another .muscle, which I have

seen in about three per cent, of human subjects, is a small one which

goes from the breast-bone to the upper end of the shoulder-blade. This

muscle is well developed in animals which have no collar-bones
;
it

reaches its highest development in the horse, pig, hippopotamus and

elephant. It is also seen in the guinea-pig, Norway-rat and wombat.

It is quite rudimentary when it exists in man, and serves no useful

purpose.

"In man, near the elbow-joint and lying close together, are two mus-

cles going from the upper to the lower arm
;
one in front ( brachialis an-

ticus
)
which helps to bend the elbow, and the other to the outer side

(siipuntfor loiigus) which supinates or twists the fore-arm outward. As

a rule these muscles are quite distinct, though they lie side by side
;
but

in about one per cent, of cases they are joined together by muscular

fibres. This is the normal arrangement in apes and monkeys, the

union of these two muscles aiding them greatty in twisting their bodies

when hanging by their fore-limbs to the branches of trees. .Again, in

apes the muscle forming the posterior fold of the arm-pit is always pro-

longed down to the prominence on the back of the elbow. In the long-

armed MIX'S this muscle is especially well developed, and serves to swing
the whole arm rapidly and powerfully forward a, movement which is

of tin- greatest, importance for dexterously grasping remote branches

while in the act of climbing. The same prolongation uf this muscle is

occasionally seen in man, though in a much less developed state, and
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serves to remind him of the arboreal habits of some of his not very re-

mote ancestors." Another muscle always present in the Gorilla, Orang
and Chimpanzee, is found in about three per cent, of human subjects.

It connects the upper neck bones to the collar-bone. It is used to raise

the latter and is called the levator claviculce,. There are other muscles

of large size and important function in the Lion, Deer, and others,

which go from the back of the head to the collar-bone or shoulder-blade,

and are ftsed to pull the shoulder forward. Useless fragments and ru-

diments of these are sometimes found in man.

In the marsupials, Kangaroo, Opossum, &c.
,

a large muscle is at-

tached to the marsupial bone, and running forward is attached at the

other end to muscles in the anterior wall of the abdomen. Its use is to

control the pouch. About one-half of human subjects possess a small

rudiment of this great muscle, and a short spur on the haunch-bone, to

which it is connected, is the rudiment of the marsupial bone. This bone

is also found in other animals beside the marsupials, but is to them of

a different value, if not rudimentary.

In man the origin of the flexor brevis muscle of the foot is normally

upon the heel-bone, and its insertion is by four small tendons in the

four small toes. In a few men and in most apes, (Gorilla not included)

only the part of this muscle which works the second and third toes has

its origin at the heel-bone
-,

the part which flexes the fourth and fifth be-

ing attached to the tendon of the long flexor ( Flexor longus digitorum

pedis).

There are occasional anomalies in the internal organs ;
the liver may

be "degraded," that is, divided into a number of lobes, as in the

Gorilla, while two is the normal number in man. " The spleen is often

deeply notched and multiplied, as in the case of some of the lower ani-

mals.
"

In the human foetus the uterus is double till about the fourth

month, imitating in this respect the adult marsupials and some other

mammals. Occasionally this double uterus, instead of being developed

into a single one, persists into the adult period and through life. ' 'In

the brain of no animal except man and the apes, does the cerebrum en-

tirely cover up the cerebellum. In the horse, and most mammals, the

cerebrum and cerebellum lie in the same plane, the former anterior to

the latter.
"

Dr. Shepherd saw the brain of an idiot, in which the fis-

sures of the cerebrum were of the confluent kind, as in the pig, &c.
,

and the cerebrum did not cover the cerebellum. The weight of this

brain was only sixteen ounces. (Pop. Science Monthly, Oct. 1884.)

From the foregoing we get some idea of the great number of small im-

perfections there are in most, if not all, human crystals and the list is

by no means .exhausted. There are many curious variations in the

formation of various viscera amongst men, and the lower animals as
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well. B}' referring back to fig. 67 the position of the spleen is seen to

l>c indicated at the right of the stomach (the left with reference to the

body), and the duodenum at the left. The pancreas (not shown ) lie

behind the stomach and extend from the spleen to the duodenum. The

position of the liver and gall bladder is above and to the left of the duo-

denum. Each has an outlet duct which unite and form the tube marked

<t in the next fig.

In the birds the pancreas 'are two in number, sometimes three. In

some of the lower mammals there are likewise two or more pieces

rather loosely connected together. All of them empty their secretions

into the duodenum, either by separate ducts or the ducts from the dif-

ferent pancreatic bodies join each other and unite with the duodenum

or with the bile duct from the liver. In man normal!}* the pancreas is

FIG. 117. Four figs, to show anomalies
in the connection of the pftnercff* with
duodenum. ( Owen, after ffyde Halter.)
A. Normal. B, C, I). Anomalies.
a. Bile duct from the liver
b. Duct from the larger or head portion of

the pancreas
c. Duct from the smaller tail end of pan-

creas.
d.~ Duodenum.

only one gland extending from the

spleen to the duodenum, but it is

sometimes divided Into two parts,

as in the lower mammals. In

man, the end of the pancreas next

the duodenum is the larger, and is

called the head
;

the end next the

spleen is the tail. The pancreas

is traversed by two ducts for car-

rying its secretion. In fig. 117,

b and c represent tiiese ducts.

FIG. 117. Normally, these two join each

other, as shown in the fig. marked A, and the one thus formed then

passes on to the side of the bile duct, a. These two run side and side

till well within the several walls of the duodenum, where they unite in a

sort of bulbous chamber called an aiApulla, from which there is a com-

mon opening into the duodenum. In the anomalous case, marked B,

the main pancreatic duct, 6, proceeds as usual in company with the bile

duct, ft, while the duct, c, makes an entirely independent connection with

the duodenum. In the case marked C, which is not so common as B, the

main duct, 1>, after receiving c proceeds to the duodenum independently of

the bile duct a. In the case of D, which is still more rare, the duct, c, be-

sides attending to its own business, receives some of the branch ducts

normally belonging to
>,
thus becoming a tube equal to b in size, and the

two unite and then join a as usual. ( Quain.) The pancreas varies

^k/i>
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greatl}' in size and weight. Its weight will average about 3 ounces, but

it is, in some cases, no more than 1^ ounces, in others as much as 6

ounces. (Owen, Comp. Anatomy,}
The Spleen varies in size more than any other organ in the bod)- ;

and

this not only in different subjects but in the same at different times, as

ascertained by percussion. Its size is from 5x3x1 inch to 5^x4x1^,
in health. Its weight may v^ary from 6 to 12 ounces, but in certain

fevers it is much enlarged, often weighing 18 or 20 pounds.
"
Small,

detached, roundish nodules are occasionally found in the neighborhood
of the spleen, similar to it in substance. These are common!}' named

accessory or supplementary . spleens ( splenculi lienculi ). One or two

most commonly occur, but a greater number, and even up to twenty-

three, have been met with. They are small rounded masses varying

from the size of a pea to that of a walnut. They are usually situated

near the lower end of the spleen, either in the gastro splenic omentum

or in the great omentum." ( Quairis Anatomy, 2-639.)

The proper position of the Kidneys is on either side of the backbone

opposite the lowest dorsal and the highest two or three of the lumbar

vertebrae, the right one a little the lowest. But the}
T

vary in position,

sometimes being found even in the pelvis. They vary in shape, some-

times one being very small and the other proportionally enlarged.
' 'In-

stances are now and then met with in which the two kidneys are joined

by their lower ends across the front of the great blood vessels and ver-

tebral column. The conjunct organ has usually the form of a horse-

shoe. Sometimes two united kidneys are situated on one or other side

of the vertebral column in the lumbar region, or, but much more rarely,

in the cavity of the pelvis.' In other very rare cases three glandular

masses have been found, the supernumerary organ being placed either in

front oron oneside of the vertebral column orin the pelvic cavity. "(Quain.)

Sometimes the development of the Liver is arrested and it retains the

rounded form it has in the foetus, and sometimes it does not divide into

lobes as it should. On the other hand, it is sometimes found divided

into several lobes
;
in one case as many as twelve. Some of the lower

animals have such a liver. < ' A detached portion, forming a sort of ac-

cessory liver, is occasionally found appended to the left extremity of

the liver by a fold of peritoneum containing blood vessels." In some

cases there is no gall bladder, but instead there is a dilation of the liver

duct somewhere along its course, or in the liver itself. In some cases

the gall bladder is irregular in shape, or partly divided, either crosswise

or longitudinally.
' ' Direct communications, by means of small ducts

(named hepato-cystic) passing from the liver to the gall bladder, exist

regularly in various animals
;
and they are sometimes found as an un-

usual formation in the Human subject." (Quain.)
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The Superior Thoracic artery arises from the axillary artery, or some-

times from the acromial a branch of the axillary. It sends numerous

branches to the Pectoralis Major and P. Minor muscles. " In some

subjects there are two or three external superior thoracic arteries.''

( Med. Die.
)

The external mammary arteries vary in number, usually

four, according to Neil and Smith, and they arise singly or together

from the axillary artery. ( They are not particular. )

The mastoid artery (branch of carotid) is irregular and uncertain in

its origin. It supplies the muscles and glands of the neck. Nerves too:

Thus the anterior
(
efferent

)
nerves of the first cervical pair are some-

times absent. In this case there is a supply of fibres from the spinal

accessory or the hypoglossal, or both. ( Carpenter s Physiology, 461-)
Case of deficient brain: The middle part of the fornix and all the

septum lucidum wanting, and the corpus callosum reduced to a mere

rudiment one-fourth of an inch long. The person was defective in fore-

thought, &c.
,
but was as intelligent as the average. ( Carpenter ) (For

description of these parts see chapter on Brain.
)

The carotid nerve

sometimes forms a small gangliform swelling on the under part of the

artery in the cranium, called the ganglion of Laumonier. Accessory of

parotid gland sometimes connected with parotid, sometimes not. Fora-

men ccecum sometimes found in the ethmoid bone and admits a small

vein from the nose. (Neil and Smith, 29 Anatomy.) Ethmoidal ar-

teries are two in number the anterior arises from the ophthalmic ar-

tery, the origin of the other varies.

There are considerable variations in the muscles of the face. (
See fig.

60.
)

The zygomatic minor is often wanting, and its lower terminus, or

insertion in the upper lip, is often abolished and the insertion made in

the fascia of the cheek or in the zygomatic major. Not unfrequently

the muscle is double. The z. major, too, is sometimes double, and in

other cases wanting altogether. The risorius, or laughing muscle, is

also often absent, and so is the pyramidalis, which draws up the skin

of the nose. The variations in these muscles must cause variations in

the expression of the same emotional states.

Supernumerary nipples are of rather frequent occurrence. Their

usual situation is below and toward the middle from the normal nipple,

but sometimes they are above and outside, and occasionally they are

found on the abdomen. As a rule the left breast is more developed
than the right, and the extra nipple, when there is one, occurs on the

left side oftener than the other. This is accounted for from the cir-

cumstance that the left nipple is used more than the other beoause the

child is carried on the left side so as to leave the right hand of the

mother free. Moreover, when a nipple, or mammary gland, is inisiing

or defective, (amastia) it is usually the right one. In 104 females,
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according to Dr. Bruce, 5 had extra nipples, and out of 207 males there

were 19 such cases. The abnormality, it appears, is thus more com-

mon to the male sex. Dr. Dunglison mentions the case of an athletic

man 22 years old, who came in 1849, to the Jefferson Medical college

of Philadelphia, with his left mamma full of milk, for which he could

not account. In 1837 there was a colored man in Maiyland, who was

then 55 years old, and who possessed completely formed large mammae,

projecting fully seven inches from his chest with large and well formed

nipples. He had for several years served as wet nurse in the family of

his mistress. By applying a child to his breasts a supply of milk

could be developed at any time, if he should happen to be ." dry," and

the secretion once started was not easy to be arrested. Yet he was a

perfectly formed male. (Carpenter, 617.} The men of some of the

Pacific islands have large breasts precisely like those of the women, and

foreigners, judging by that mark, have sometimes mistaken them'for

women
;
with amusing results. ( Austin. )

FIG. 118. Double uterns and double
vagina. Human anomaly. Develop-
ment arrested at the Marsupial stage.
Compare with Fig. 80.

FIG. 139. Uterus Bicornis. Human
anomaly. Development arrested at
the Rodent stage.

Velpeau states that cases of double
uteri are so frequent that new exam-
ples are met with every year. A sep-

tum or partition often occurs, starting
at the top and extending downward,
dividing the organ sometimes for only
a short part of its length, at other

times descending as low as the neck of

the uterus, completely dividing the or-

gan into two. A case is cited -by De
Graaf in which the separation includes

the vagina also, the development being
arrested at the stage of the Marsupial
type. Other cases of double vagina
are reported. There is also a case men-
tioned in which there is a short, com-
mon cavity, or "corpus," intervening
between the cornua of the uterus and
the vagina, the development being
that of certain Rodents.* The septum
in the uterus has sometimes an open-

ing in some part of it, allowing com-
munication between the two cavities,

showing an intermediate stage. The
septum in the vagina sometimes gives
it "the appearance of two united cylin-

drical canals, each having a hymen, as

occurred twice to Callisen and once to

Eisenman, or a single opening, as no-

ticed by Bartolin and HalleE, some-

* Arthur Farre Uterus and its ap-
pendages. Cyclopedia of Anatomy

pIG HQ Supplement, 1859.

FIG. 118.
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times it exists only above and below, and allows the two vaginae to communicate with
each other about the middle or near the neck; most frequently, as remarked by Mu.j<>r-

chi, Boehmer, Cassan, and others, it does not reach to the vulva, and, further, it is, in

general, only the continuation of a similar disposition of the womb." ( Velpeau's Mid-

wifery, 1 15.)

The normal and usual change which takes place in the lungs at birth

afford a first-class example of the modifying effect of an environing force

upon an organic machine fitted to be moved by it. Before birth the

lungs, which have been built up by heredit}
r

, according to a certain pat-

tern, weigh one seventieth ( } of the whole body. They are very small,

of a "compact, heavy, granular, yellowish-pink, gland-like substance,"

with specific gravity heavier than water, and absolute weight of about

1 ounces. The admission of air to the lungs immediately changes their

substance into a loose, light, rose-pink, spongy structure, their absolute

weight rises to as much as 2 ounces, and relative to the body JL or JL
f

and the specific gravity sinks to one-third that of water, their size cor-

respondingly expanding. ( Quain. ) The changes wrought by the air

in this organ in a few hours almost equal those of all the previous

months. There appears to be a sort of preparatory adaptation of the

young animal to this sudden exposure to the direct impact of a force

which had before affected it indirectly.

A good many examples of retrogressive adaptation have been given,

enough to prove the influence of the environment in effecting adaptations,

even if it has to cause an " advance backward "
in or-

der to accomplish it. The limb of the Dolphin shown

in fig. 120, is a case in point. The thumb and the

fourth and fifth fingers are relatively greatly reduced,

and so are the arm bones in respect to their length.

This animal is descended from a land mammal and has

become adapted to a sea life. But though reduced as

to legs, the dolphin has a highly developed brain.

FIG. 120. Right fore limb of
Dolphin.
h. Humerus.
r. Radius.
u. Ulna.
1. Thumb.
2, 3, 4, 6. Fingers
p. Pisiform bone. Compare

with fig. 09.
( VanUcnedcn & Gtervaif.)

FIG. 121. Foot of Night-jar
or Gout-milker, showing its tine
comb. The same sort of aii ap-
pendage is developed on the foot
of the common Barn Owl and
the Heron and Bittern species.
These are all /</*// birds, a fact
which suggests the use and
causes of the developmentofthe
instrument. ( After Given. )

FIG. 120. FIG. 121.

The ptsifnrm bone shown in this figure, and several others, is a carpal

bone said to have originally belonged to a sixth finger. We have
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occasional human cases of reversion to hands and feet, having six digits.

No mammal has six digits, so the reversion must be to a type below the

mammals. Ought we not to class the curious de\elopment of the

Groat-sucker's fine comb as a progressive one ? (Fig. 121.)

It is said that Bucephalus, the celebrated war-horse of Alexander the

Great, in addition to having a head like an "ox," by which he got his

name, was a three-toed animal. If so, his feet reverted to the type of

those of the horse of Miocene Times. ( See fig. 73.
)

FIG. 122.

FIG 123.

FTG. 122. Supernumerary Toe. (After Annandale.)
FIG. 12PB. Supernumerary Thumb. (After Anna>n<ale.)
FIG. 124. Webbed (iiir/crs. Arrested development

( After Reeves. )

FIG. 125. Monstrous hand. (After Annandale.)

FIG. 125.

There are many sorts of monstrosities which probably must be re-

ferred to a tendency to crystal-variation. There are monsters in which

some part of the body is wanting or is developed too much. There are

others in which parts which should be separated are coalesced
;
others

in which parts are separated by a fissure which ought to be joined to-

gether; others still in which normal openings never are opened. This
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might bo arrested development. Others in which organs are excessively

developed.

The distinction of Species was, by the old naturalists, thought to be an everlasting and
impassable barrier or fence separating the tribes of animals and forming the limits

within which the children might differ in form from their parents, -and new varieties

thus be set up, but within which the species must forever remain, as they claimed they
always have remained from the day of their creation. This theory contemplates a super-
natural creation of all the animal tribes in pairs, each pair the originator of a species.

This theory is rendered impossible in view of all the facts that have been cited showing
the modifying and selective agencies at work on the organism, and the modifications

that have been actually accomplished by them under human observation. But there is

still another class of facts that may be said to finish the subversion of the ancient theory
of species, and that is the facts of hybridism, or the mixing of species in reproduction.
Hundreds of such mixtures are known to have taken place between animals of various

species, and we are left without the slightest assurance that the blood of any species has,

in a state of nature, remained pure for many generations. The following are some of

the crosses known to have taken place either in a state of nature or in captivity to man :

Cynocephalus Mormon, or mandrill, 1 and Macacus Cynomolgus, or hare-lipped macaque
(baboon); rabbit and hare; tiger and lion; leopard and jaguar; polar bear and
brown bear; masked pig of Africa and domestic Berkshire; dama vulgaris2 and dama
mesopotamica ; equus onager (wild ass) and equus hemipus; Burchells zebra and horse;
Burchells zebra and ass; Burchells zebra and equus hcmionus, or Dzegguetai; polecat
and ferret; wild cat and domestic cat; African leopard3 and black panther of Java; Yak
and common cow ; bison arid common cattle; dog and jackal; dog and wolf; sheep O.

musimon and O. cycloceros; deer, C. Virginianus and C. macrotis; goat and sheep4
;

Meer and sheep; Bactrian two-humped camel, and Arabian one hump dromedary;
modern pigeon and turtle dove ; greenfinch and goldfinch. Different species of ducks
with each other, as the mallard with the pintail ; different species of snakes ; of trout

with carp; many insects, as hawk moths with several kinds of peacock moths, &c. Of
the foregoing many of the hybrid products are in themselves fertile, and would almost

certainly thus originate new species. And, as before said, we have no assurance that

many species have not already arisen so.

'' It is proved that hybrids are not merely copies of their parents, taking some of their

characteristics from one and the rest from the other, but they always, while partaking
of the parental characteristics, also take on others foreign to either parent. The mule
and hinny are almost as unlike each other as are the ass and horse. We may regard the

embryo as a crystalloid body made up of two sets of complemental elements, one set of

which is furnished by each of the parents; and as receiving from the mother the neces-

sary materials for its growth, as the crystal gets the materials for its growth from the

solution in which it is immersed. Obviously in every cross, the crystal being the result

of a new combination of complemental elements, it differs from the accustomed type.

We have seen that different organisms will grow in the same nutritive solution or infu-

sion, but will become more or less modified themselves. There are two possible crosses,

such as the t\vo from which the mule and the hin^y result, so that the union of any two
tribes may produce two hybrids quite different from each other and from their parents.

If these hybrids are fertile, and they often are, in a few generations they might set up
for species with their parent stocks as varieties.

In view of the foregoing it is no surprise to learn that naturalists have great difficulty

to draw close and definite lines between species. They not only grade into each other

until the (list inctions become too slight to justify different names, but the species persist

in crossing back and forth over every line that is drawn; those varieties near the line

possessing qualities on both sides of it, related to a species on this side the line by re-

semblances o! one kind and to a species on the other side by resemblances of another

kind. The Editors of Cuvier say in regard to the classification of the cat tribes
" That it

is quite impossible to subdivide tbe genus /'< 7/x into definite sections, and that every

attempt of this kind hitherto made has consequently proved a complete failure; the

transition into the Lynxes is most gradual, and the spotless species, as the Lion, Puma,
&c., are marked like the rest when young. Those species, however, which affect the

open country, as tbe Lion and Leopard, have the pupil of the eye contracting to a point,

whereas in those which inhabit forests, as tbe T ; ger and domestic Cat, the pupil closes

1 Semper, :;r>:;.
- A rbinoceros tbesi/e of a rabbit.

5 The word Leopard is itself a hybrid ( Leo. //<// ; Pardus,pantA4 />.

Buffou. Noti ,v (iii.ldon. Semper.
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to a vertical line, permitting thus, when least dilated, a full range of vision direc-

tion in which these animals chiefly watch for prey." Observe that the only important
anatomical distinction named is one that crosses the lines of species, and depends on a

habit of the environment common to several species. The same difficulty is found in

settling the boundary between the saurian ( lizzard-like) and ophidian (snake-like) rep-

tiles. A part of Cuvier's sixth family of saurians grade into the first family of ophidians.

And they also grade backwards into the third family of saurians the Iguanas. So that

from the Iguanas (lizzards) to the Orvets (snakes) is an uninterrupted series of graded
transitions. (Cuvier's Animal Kingdom, 267.)

The difficulties of classification are so considerable in many cases that naturalists often

disagree as to the species and even to the genus of an animal. The species and genera
of mollusks, in particular, run into each other in the most perplexing manner. The
same thing is true of plajits. The species may be crossed, and are crossed in many ways,
and have been and continue to be modified constantly by new conditions of soil, climate,

cultivation, &c.

CHAPTER, XXXIII.

ORIGIN OF SEX.

Herbert Spencer has pointed out that in the growth of a cell the neces-

sary nutrition, respiration and excretion must be through the cell walls,

and that the surface of the cell wall is proportionately less in a large

cell than in a small one. The diameter of a sphere being one, its surface

will be 3.14, and its cubical contents 0.52, but if the diameter be 2, its

surface will be 12. 56 and its contents 4. 18; that is, by doubling the diam-

eter, the surface is increased four fold and its contents eight fold. At

this rate the mass of the cell will soon become too great to get its nourish-

ment through the surface, and when that point is reached, growth must

stop or greater surface must be obtained. It is obtained by the division

of the cell into two which is reproduction b}
f fission. Where the cells

after such division remain attached to each other, so as to form a com-

posite body, as in plants, the increase of the body is growth] but where

cells, after division, separate from each other and each piece goes on

growing up to the mature size of the parent cell, it is growth to be sure,

but it is interrupted and disconnected growth, or, as it is usually ex-

pressed, discontinuous growth. But it is also reproduction, for it repro-

duces the parent cells and perpetuates the race. This form of repro-

duction is called asexual. The lower forms of vegetation reproduce asex-

ually by detachable buds or bulbils, or by fission, as some algae, the

liverworts, many ferns, some grasses, &c. Animals which reproduce

by budding, or gemmation, or by fission, are asexual. Most protozoa, such

as the Gregarinae, Monera, Amoebae, some Sponges, &c.
, many Coelenter-

ates, as hydra, corals, sea anemones, and some worms like certain Turb-

ellarians and sea worms, liver flukes, tape worms, &c.
, reproduce asex-

ually. The growing of the different parts of an animal or a vegetable
consists of the division of the cells in the same manner as the asexual

reproduction of the protozoa. The cells, when so produced, however,
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remaining attached together to form a bod}
T or individual. If you take

a piece of grape vine or slip of currant bush and bend it down and cover

with a little earth, it will soon develope roots. Without disconnecting

this slip from its parent root, by a strictly continuous growth, it has be-

come a new bush or vine. But it may be cut off from its parent before

developing new roots, and as a mere slip be sent by mail across the conti-

nent, and then when stuck into the ground will develop roots and grow
as a new plant. Here the growth is discontinuous certainly, and it is

reproduction, but it does not differ in any essential particular from con-

tinuous growth. You may cut a riding whip from a willow tree, and if,

after accomplishing by its help a journey of forty miles, you stick it in

a moist spot of earth, it will grow into a tree. But if you make the ex-

periment with a peach, apple or oak switch it will not work. These

switches will never produce roots. There has been a differentiation in

these trees by which the common branch has lost the power of reproduc-

ing the roots, and this power has become invested in a certain concen-

trated part of arrested growth ; viz, the peach stone, apple seed or acorn.

The limb or twig retains the power of the growth resulting from the

divisions and multiplication of its own cells, and you may take the twig

of the apple or the bud of the peach and stick it into another tree in

such a way that it can get proper nourishment, and it will continue to

reproduce its cells and grow. It is so of the higher animals also. There

has been such a differentiation that, while all the parts continue to grow

by the asexual reproductive process of the cells of their own tissues, the

possibility of reproducing all the tissues in a complete animal is not re-

tained in every cell, but is transferred to certain specialized reproductive

cells. In a Star-fish (as in a Willow ) ,
one limb or ray detached will re-

produce the other four and re-form the animal complete. In an Amphib-
ian the differentiation has proceeded so far that the limb can no longer

reproduce the rest of the animal, but the rest of the animal can repro-

duce it, so that a salamander may have a new tail or a frog a new leg.

In the mammal the differentiation has become still more pronounced,
so much so that it is rare that a lost limb grows on again. But the

power of asexual cell reproduction is still retained by all the separate

tissues. If it were not so there could be no growth except of excretory

matter. This power enables the tissues to repair themselves ( within

certain limits ) like a broken crystal. A finger nail torn off, or hair

plucked out, or a bit of skin stript off will be replaced ;
a -muscle, nerve,

blood-vessel, or bone disrupted will be knit together again. Thus, as

we advance up the scale of organization, we find the differentiation of

the tissues to become so pronounced that the cells of one tissue, while

they reproduce their own kind, cannot reproduce those of another tissue,

and the highly organized body may be likened remotely to a conglom-
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erate rock composed of a number of different sorts of crystals, each in-

dependent of the rest and yet necessary to the integrity of the whole.

The wider the tissues are differentiated from each other, the further are

their constituent cells from the condition of those original cells of universal

function with which the power of the reproduction of all the tissues al-

ways remains
;
and the narrower the limits within which the tissue cells

^nay vary from their normal quality. This being so, I think it neces-

sarily follows that the functions remaining in the reproductive cells are

likewise intensified, and that therefore the higher organisms breed truer

than the lower ones, an inference which I believe observation amply
bears out. The reproductive cells themselves, like the cells which form

the tissues, are subject to growth and division, which in their case, con-

sidered as cells simply, constitutes their asexual reproduction.

Asexual reproduction, which is the rule for the growth, continuous or

discontinuous of the simplest animals, and of the simple tissues of the

complex animals and plants, is superseded for the reproduction of the

body in all the more highly differentiated organisms \)\ sexual reproduc-

tion. Sexuality is a condition of things in which the cells differentiated

to reproduction have undergone a further differentiation, so that one-

half of them have lost one part of the reproductive function which has

been assumed by the other half, in doing which this latter half has lost

another part of the reproductive function, which has in like manner

been assumed by the first half
;
so that the general reproduction of the

organism cannot proceed till two cells having these complemental frac-

tions of function be got together. This differentiation has been a

gradual process, and we find it in various degrees of emphasis and com-

pleteness. In those asexual animals which are only so far differen-

tiated as to have the reproductive cells distinct from those producing

tissues, the reproductive cells are usually to be found together in one

place and developing in connection with a special gland. And when sex

differentiation begins, both kinds of sex cells are at first found develop-

ing in the same gland. Then the two kinds are developed alternately ;

then one kind at one period in the life of the individual, and the other

kind at another time from the same gland. Then there are two glands,

one for the development and keeping of tha female cells, or ova, and

the other for the male cells, or spermatozoa. Both these glands are at

first in one individual and near together ;
later the}

r become separated in

different parts of the same animal; and finally the female cells are found

in one individual and the male cells in another. When both kinds are

found in a single individual, it is called an hermaphrodite ;
when an in-

dividual has but one kind it is unisexual. Amongst both plants and

animals are to be found these three conditions as regards reproduction ;

viz., asexual reproduction, hermaphroditism, unisexuality. Most plants
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thai we ordinarily meet with are hermaphrodites, but a considerable

11 umber are unisexual, one plant bearing the fertilizing pollen, and an-

other, the ovules, which when fertilized grow into the seed. The lowest

plants are asexual like most of the lowest animals. The following com-

prise most of the hermaphrodite animals, those of a lower grade than

these being asexual, and those of higher organization unisexual :

Some Fponoes are Hermaphrodite, others unisexual.
" But among the latter it is not

uncommon to find ( e. g., in Sycandra raphanus) that the production of one set of ele-

ments preponderates over the other, and thus we have hermaphrodites with a distinctly

male or female bias. In other words, thev are verging towards unisexuality." 1

(
'

Ir literates. The members of this class are higher in having the production of the

sex cells more restricted to definite regions, tissues, organs, or even persons. "The highly
active Ctenophores, like Bertie, are all hermaphrodite, and that very closely. On one
side of the meridional branches of the alimentary canal ova arise, on the other side,

spermatozoa." Some sea-anemones and corals are hermaphrodite. In the case of Coral-

Hum ( the red coral )

"
the whole colony may he unisexual, or one branch of the colony,

or only certain individuals on a branch, while genuine hermaphroditism of individual

polyps also occurs. Among hydrozoa ( zoophytes, swimming-bells, jelly-fish) hermaph-
roditism is a rare exception, or we may almost say reversion. The common hydra,
which is a somewhat degenerate type, is hermaphrodite, though at the same time indi-

viduals may be found with only ovary or only testes."

Worms. Among these, the turbellarians are all hermaphrodite except two genera ;

the trematodes or flukes are likewise hermaphrodite, except one or two genera; the ces-

todes, or tape-worms, are all hermaphrodite. These are parasites. Most nemerteans are

unisexual, but some are hermaphrodite; all leeches are hermaphrodite; the thread-

worms, or nematodes, are all hermaphrodite except one genus Angiostomum. This an-

imal has a reproductive gland which first produces spermatozoa and afterwards ova,

which are fertilized by them. Of the higher annelid worms the Protodrilus is herma-

phrodite and so are the earth-worms, but the marine-worms are unisexual except one

genus, the Sagitta. Echinoderms are all unisexual except one brittle star and one genus
of sea-slugs (Synapta). Arthropods. Barnacles are mostly hermaphrodite, but most
crustaceans are unisexual. In the Cymothoidae (Isopods) the sexual organ is male
while the animal is young, but becomes female later in life. Myriopods are unisexual,
and so are insects, with one exception. Mollusks. Oysters, clams, cockles, &c., are her-

maphrodite, but most other bivalves are unisexual. Of snails, or gasteropods, the

Ktreptoneura, or twisted nerves, are of separate sex, but the straight-nerved Euthyneura
are hermaphrodite. Pteropods are hermaphrodite; Scaphopods, or Elepliant's-tooth

shells, are unisexual, and so are the Cuttle fishes.

There are many casual instances of individual hermaphroditism amongst tribes \isu-

ally unisexual. They are doubtless due to arrested development. They are occasional

amongst birds and mammals, such conditions usually resulting in sterility. They ap-

pear to be tolerably common among the amphibians. "Thus Marshall notes that the

testes of a common frog may be associated with genuine ova, or an ovary may occur on
one side, and a testis with an anterior ovarian portion upon the other. Bourne gives the
case of a frog with the ovary well developed on the right side, and opposite this an ovary
anteriorly replaced by testis. One of the toads ( Pelobates fuscus ) seems to be frequently
hermaphrodite, the male being furnished with a rudimentary ovary in front of the tes-

tis. A similar hermaphroditism is not at all infrequent in cod, herring, mackerel, and
many other fishes; while slightly lower down in the series it occurs in the hag-fish

(i1/?///r), sometimes a fish is male on one side, female on the other, or male anteriorly
and female posteriorly." "Among invertebrates the same has been occasionally ob-

served, especially among butterflies, where striking differences hi the coloring of the

wings on the two sides have, in some cases, been found to correspond to an internal co-

existence of ovary and testis." - Lobsters have been found with similar internal arrange-
ment, and something analogous has been observed in a Deer. Traces of hermaphrodit-
ism in man are shown in his rudiment called the male uterus, and in woman in the rudi-

ment called the parovarium. ( See fig. 30.)

Although hermaphrodites possess both the sexual elements in one

1
"
Evolution of Sex," (jexldes and Thomson, 70.

66.
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individual, it is said to be rare that self impregnation occurs. One suf-

ficient reason of this is that usually the production of ova and of sper-

matozoa does not take place simultaneously. There has been such a

differentiation of the sex elements that the same sort of ' '

protoplasmic

rythm," which developes one kind will not develop the other
;

arid as

Geddes & Thomson say, "Antagonistic protoplasmic rythms may rap-

idly alternate, but cannot coexist.
" So that by reason of this alterna-

tion in the production of the sexual elements, they are not to be found

ready for each other in the same individual
;
but in a community, or

tribe, it will always happen that the male elements produced in one in-

dividual, will be simultaneous with the female elements produced by
another. The habitat of most hermaphrodite animals is the water, and

the ova and spermatozoa thrown off into it are drifted about and find

each other by accident, or the spermatozoa are thrown off by one and

find their way to ova in or from the female glands of another. In the

case of hermaphrodite plants the male pollen is carried about in the air,

or by flying insects, and thus reaches the ovules in distant plants which

may be ready for it. In cases where the male elements happen to be

furnished by an exceptionally vigorous individual, and fall upon female

elements of inferior vigor, or vice versa, the result must be organisms
in which the equality of sex function is disturbed, some individuals be-

ing more male than female, and vice versa. This sort of differentiation

carried to an extreme results in the complete establishment of unisex-

uality in which one individual is the exclusive possessor of the male or-

gans and another the female. Embryology proves that this is the pro-

cess that has taken place.

It may be asked why it is that when a cell has reached such a size

that its cover or surface is in just the right proportion to allow the SU!K

stance within to get its proper nourishment and respiration, and get

rid of its waste matters and no more, such cell does not simply stop

growing, and remain an adult indefinitely, instead of breaking up and

starting over again? We can answer this question provided we can an-

swer another, which should have the precedence; viz.
, why did the cell

in the first place take up nourishment and grow at all? A speck of pro-

toplasm, consisting of a chemical [union of four elements, viz.
, oxygen,

hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon, and held together by the polar forces of

chemical affinity, is necessarily in contact with its environment air,

water, earth, light and heat. This direct contact subjecting the out-

side of the body to stimulations different from those assailing the in-

side, develop the coat or cover, and they develop in the body a shifting

and movement of the particles composing it, that entails loss of some of

the molecules. When such loss occurs the cell is said to be hungry,
and if it is in contact with nutritive matter it absorbs some of it to re-
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place that which is lost; that is, in the disruption of the lost molecules

bonds have been broken which remain as attractive poles until satisfied

or neutralized again by the attachment of new particles. The cell is

subject to a normal growth, up to a certain limit, in addition to its re-

pairing operations, which growth is likewise due to the impulse of polar

forces. We must conceive the molecules of the cell to be possessed of

unsatisfied bonds by which they attach the new molecules of nutrient

matter to themselves. See the theory of chemical attraction.

As shown elsewhere, the activities of the forces of the environment

of every body of matter are competent to develop in such body currents

of electrical energy, and establish poles or centers of attraction and re-

pulsion. Organic cells are not exempt from this law, and while every

molecule has its independent current and its poles, the cell, as a whole,

lias its likewise. And so has the nucleus within the cell. Chemical

affinity is regarded as the result of a polar energy. Hunger is the ex-

pression in consciousness of the unsatisfied affinities of the organic

molecules composing our tissues. In the absorption of food by an or-

ganized cell, the cell may be regarded as positive and the food particles

negative. As the cell grows in size by this absorption the poles recede

to a greater distance from each other and each pole gathers about it the

organic elements subject to its sphere of attraction. This is illustrated

in figs. 126 and 127.

FIG. 126. Division of Animal Cell, showing nucleus a
in process of forming two daughter nuclei ; and the pro-
toplasmic network o. (G. and T. from Carnoy.)

This establishment of two poles and two

nuclei with their mutual repulsion involves

the mechanical division of the cell into two.

It seems then that the very energy which com-

pels the building of a cell insures its rupture

when complete. This rupture is essential to

the continuance of vitalit}
T

. Death of an in-

dividual is therefore only an incident of life

of the general sum of organic vitality, of

|

which each race in the first pla';e, and each

individual in the next, becomes a convenient

vehicle, just as a stove is a convenient radi-

ator of heat. But vitality is not an inherent

quality of an organism any more than heat is

an inherent quality of a stove. The phenom-

ena, the sum of which we call vitality, are the effects upon the cell, or

upon the body of cells, of the impact of external energies whose exis-

tence in no wa}
r depends upon the organism, but which, on the contrary,

build up the body, keep it moving as long as -it remains flexible and

FIG. 126.
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mobile, and then tears it down and dissolves it. But usually, as a pre-

liminary to the dissolution of the individual body and as more or less

contributory to it, a portion .of it containing the essential elements of

the whole is transferred to a safe place where it is caused to grow to

maturity and reproduce its parent, thus insuring the perpetuit}
T of the

FIG. 127.

Fio. 127. Diagram illustrating cell division. a.Chrornatin, or essential elements of
nucleus united in the left fig. and drawn apart in the right, in the formation of the
daughter nuclei, c. The polar protoplasmic centers. 6. Protoplasmic threads or fila-

ments, extending from a to c. (G. & T.from Boveri.)

race. If vitality were an inherent quality of the organism we should

have a right to expect that the child would exactly resemble its parent.

But from the fact that the energies which assail the child are not of

precisely the same vibratory rates and force as those which governed

the,parent, the child differs from the parent ;
and this difference accu-

mulating from generation to generation constitutes the evolution of new

species and races. Obviously, then, the conditions which evolve a new

race are unfavorable for the perpetuation of*-,an old one
; or, in other

words, unfavorable for its perpetuation, and the process of changing in-

dividuals from generation to generation effects the change of race. And
thus we see how the reproduction of new individuals involves the disso-

lution of old ones, and the evolution of new races involves the extinc-

tion of their predecessors. The answer, then, to the question why a

cell does not remain stationary when maturity is reached, is that the en-

ergy which built it will not let it alone.

A great many skillful and patient observers have spent a great deal

of time in watching the formation of the two kinds of sexual elements

and their mode of union and development ;
and they have also observed

the growth of the simple asexual organisms from the original asexual

cells. These observers agree in the main as to the facts and processes,

but have not succeeded in framing a satisfactory theory to account for

them. Of the theories that have been framed no doubt several contain

some elements of the truth
; although it is not yet possible to work out

any theory in great detail. Those who have attributed the phenomena
to the activity of polar energy are certainly on the right track. Not

that there is an innate tendency in "vitalized matter "to "
unfold,

"
or
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anything of that sort, but that an adequate force of such current elec-

tricity as operates to form cr3
Tstals also operates to build a cell in a

suitable solution. All that appears to be necessary to start the con-

struction of such a cell is a "germ
"
to serve as a nucleus, or a place of

beginning, and a certain degree of heat. The heat is a mode of energ}
r

,

and, when of a certain degree of intensity, under the conditions named,

part of it takes the form of current motion. While it remains heat, it

is demonstrated to be the vibratory motion of an unseon material sub-

stance, to which the name of ctlier has been given. When it becomes

current, it is reasonably certain that this same ether is moving bodily.

The currents may be gentle and slow or they may be powerful and

rapid. In all the operations of cell building, involving growth and vi-

tality, they are gentle and slow. The shape of a germ or nucleus with-

out doubt determines the direction which the currents shall take in pass-

ing through it, and the position of the poles. And the poles may be

defined as the points of intersection of a large number of lines offorce.

( See chapter 36. )

The currents of ethereal energy are competent to carry with them cer-

tain particles of the plastic matter through which they run, and to dis-

turb and rearrange the rest. This rearrangement, by altering the shape

of the organized mass, also changes its polar centers, and gives new di-

rection to the lines of force, and new places of deposit for such portable

particles as may still be subject to their carrying power. In the con-

struction of a cell in a plastic mass of appropriate matter, therefore, we

find currents carrying materials to the germ, reinforcing and building it

up and continuing through it, arranging them in a definite and orderly

manner. ( The subsequent split calls to mind the action of the diastase

in splitting the sugar into bodies which twist light, one to the right and

the other to the left, and which, by repelling each other, show that they

are differently affected by magnetic currents.
)

These currents do not

originate themselves or spring from nothing, but are "
generated

"
by

the action of some other mode of energy, as heat, or friction, or chem-

ical action, &c.
,
and are developed in connection with seme ponderable

body, as, for example, the organic molecules and cells under considera-

tion. Electrical or magnetic energy, instead of being current may be

restrained in consequence of a lack of a proper conducting medium, and

so be in a state of compression, or tension, as it is called. The points

at which such tension occurs are called poles, one being positive and its

opposite negative. Two bodies, in both of which the tension is alike,

that is, either both positive or both negative, repel each other
;
but if

the tension is positive in one and negative in the other, they attract.

So, two currents flowing near each other and parallel and in the same

direction, attract each other, but if they are moving in contrary direc-
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tions they repel ;
and this applies whether the currents are straight or in

circles or coils. The manner in which currents influence bodies is not

the same for all. A current may form a magnet which will attract cer-

tain bodies and repel others. The same magnet which attracts iron,

nickel, cobalt, manganese, oxygen, &c.
,

will repel antimony, bismuth,

phosphorus, sulphur, sodium, nitrogen, carbonic dioxide, water, starch,

sugar, bread, apple, blood, beef, alcohol, and many others. In addi-

tion to the recognized electrical or magnetic action there is chemical at-

traction, which is regarded by many chemists as a form of polar force

akin to, if not identical with, magnetism.
We see in these various phases of polar energy the ability to com-

municate to the materials which are made to enter into the composition
of the cells, all the movements they make, both before and after their

organization. We see the cells constructed by the aggregation of par-

ticles from without, until a certain size is reached
; presumably a size

which, under the conditions, no longer admits^ of the proper access of

oxygen to the central part of the cell. Thereupon, from some cause or

other, repulsion arises between the two halves of the nucleus, which also

involves the rest of the cell and ends by splitting it in two. The de-

cisiveness and finality of this separation vary greatly in the cases of dif-

ferent classes of cells. In some, the pieces instantly become reattached

and remain together to form a continuous body of skin, muscle or other

tissue, or they may remain separate and form the whole of a simple,

single-celled organism, like a diatom
;

or the pieces resulting from the

split may be incompetent to reunite with each other and so drift about

till they come within the sphere of attraction of a foreign cell with

which they can unite. These last represent the sexual cells. The first

class named are usually alike in size and appearance, and the energy

which operates upon them first augments, then splits, then reunites the

pieces, and then repeats the operation. In the second case, that of

the diatom, there appear to be but two stages ;
the energy augments,

then splits, then repeats. These are two varieties of asexual reproduc-

tion, and the cells created by both varieties are alike in size, and the

first sort are alike in polarity and joined by mutual attraction or united

by a bond of connective protoplasm. The compound body thus formed

may be the whole of a small organism or only one definite part of a

large one. The young diatoms are likewise alike, but they may be sup-

posed to be of a neutral or sluggish magnetic constitution; that is with-

out affinity for each other.

The sexual cells, in their most elementary form, must be alike, as

two diatoms, yet with an attraction for each other more intimate than

that mentioned above, as uniting the cells of a tissue
;
for their union

becomes so intimate as to form a single cell out of two, before any
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division takes place. According to Haeckel the Protomyxa, one of the

slime moulds (myxomycetes) passes through three or four stages of de-

velopment. First, it is seen as a mass of slimy protoplasm ;
then it be-

FlG. 128.

FIG. 128. Metamorphoses of the slime mould Protomyxa. (AJter Hseckel.)
a. Protomyxa encysted.
b. Division of the protoplasm into individuals within the cyst.
c. Bursting of the cyst and liberation of the tailed spores.
d. Transformation of the spores into amoabse, which unite to form the plasmodium.

comes a little ball enclosed in a bladder or cyst, and it is then said to

be encysted. The protoplasm inside the cyst becomes separated into a

number of nuclei, each of which develops into active spores with tails.

When this development is complete the wall of the c}
rst becomes rup-

tured and the spores escape. In a short time these tailed spores become

so many amoebae
;
and finally a lot of these amoebae join together to form

a slimy amoeboid mass called a plasmodium. The fusion of these pro-

toplastic units in the formation of this new body illustrates the union

of the sexual elements, if it is not itself a primitive example of such

union. These units, before the bursting of the cyst, appear to be un-

der an influence that causes them to repel each other. After their liber-

ation they are subjected to an opposite influence and they attract. Such

attraction continues to draw these elements together until a new cyst

is formed, when the force is reversed and the operation is repeated.

The essential elements of sex, then, taking this case as an illustration,

consist of two cells of equivalent value, which are first consolidated by
the predominant energy of their environment into a new body, which

then falls under influences that cause its segmentation into cells in the
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formation of germ la}'ers and the construction of a body. In a hermaph-

rodite worm the development of both the male and female glands may
be traced from a single cell. This cell splits into two, each of which,

by growth and segmentation, becomes a sexual gland one male and

one female. When the animal reaches maturity these glands bear fruit

in the shape of sexual cells, and the reproduction of the animal follows

the union of a cell from one gland with a cell from the other. In the

development of the animal, as soon as the segmentation of the egg and

its division into cells has begun, one cell becomes set off to itself to

form the new sexual glands, while all the rest go on undergoing seg-

mentation and growth into the other parts of the body. If we compare

this process of reproduction with that of the mould Protomyxa, we see

that the part concerned especially in reproduction, imitates the round

taken by the mould. The ovum of the worm answers to the cyst of the

mould. In the ovum, as in the cyst, the contents divide up into sub-

ordinate organisms. In both cases they become liberated. But here a

partial differentiation comes into view. Only two cells, arising from the

organization of the protoplasm of the ovum, persist in making the grand

circuit, while all the rest become enlisted in the formation of the or-

gans which go to make up the body of the animal, and so have no fur-

ther direct concern in reproduction. But these two exceptional cells do

essentially as the liberated tailed spores of the mould do, that is, they

form a plasmodium, or its equivalent, and this becomes encysted in the

form of the impregnated ovum ( cytula ), and the circle is complete.

There is, however, always more ceremony, preparation and delay in the

processes of sexual reproduction than the above comparison would seem

to imply, and the higher the animal the greater the complexity. Thus

it is only in a few simple animals that this special very early separation

of the cells devoted to reproduction from the rest, has been actually ob-

served. According to Geddes and Thomson, the fly, Chironomus, is

the best example, while it has also been observed in other insects; in

the worm Sagitta, in leeches, in nematode or thread worms, in some

crustaceans, in the water-flea Moina, in some spiders, and in other an-

imals. In all cases there is a pause in the development of these sepa-

rated cells
;
that is, they do not immediately proceed with the function

of reproduction, but appear to wait for the body cells to gain a degree

of development first. These last appear to monopolize the plastic ma-

terial in their own development until they approach a certain degree of

completion, when there is a let up in their demand and the material and

energy go toward the support of reproduction. The duration of the in-

terval between the segmentation of a cytula and the formation of a

daughter ovum varies greatly in different animals. Among mammals

it ranges from about two months to twelve years or more, depending on
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tin- size and workmanship of the body. Among some of the protozoa,

the interval is nil where there is no body, and it runs up to days or

weeks or longer where there is one. But all this time, long or short, is

not lost. While the greatest activity appears to pertain to the develop-

ment of the body, there is yet a very important sub-activity in connec-

tion with the reproductive elements. The body itself ( of the next gen-

eration) is to be reproduced, and, therefore, since it cannot reproduce

itself it must be done in connection with the separated sexual elements.

That is, the sexual elements constitute a nucleus the nucleus of aciys-

tal, let us say around which the modifying influences of the body are

thrown. So, while the sexual elements possess their hereditary bent or

crystalline constitution, it is but little if any more than a protozoan con-

stitution, until they receive the reinforcement of body elements and the

directive influence of bod}
r currents which cannot, of course, happen un-

til there is a body. So we may suppose the interval of time under con-

sideration, is employed in reinforcing the semi-protozoan hereditary sex-

ual elements, with the piggish, doggish, cattish or mannish elements of

the body, as the}
T are several!}' growing into their own definite charac-

ters. This modification of the hereditar}
r
stock, by the body, continues

as long as it" lives in such body. When the germ is turned out from an

old body to become the basis of a new one, the modifying elements it

received in the old, unfold in the formation of the tissues of the new.

In connection with the hereditary sexual elements organs called glands

are always formed
;
viz.

,
testes and ovaries.

These organs appear, in the lowest sexual animals, to be formed by the

sexual cells themselves, and when reproduction is to be accomplished, one

cell detached from one such organ is a spermatozoon, and one detached

from another one is an ovum. While, as mentioned above, among many

simple animals the sexual elements are directly hereditary by means of

cells, one generation of cells begetting another, indefinitely, this has

not been observed to be a universal rule. Some biologists think that

although not actually seen and traced it must, nevertheless, be the rule

in all cases. Others hold that the continuity of Hie sexual elements is

through a perpetuation of a germ-plasma. In all probability both par-

ties are right. If we go back to our Protomyxa again for illustration,

we observe that part of the time it is a cyst or cell, and part of the time

it is in the shape of a "
plasmodium," which is entirely comparable with

a "germ-plasma." There is no violence to known facts in the hypoth-

esis that during the preparatory interval discussed above, the sexual

elements are in many cases in the condition of a germ-plasma, and a part

of this material is used to construct the sexual gland. When maturity

is reached the unused part of this plasma serves as a guiding agency in

the molecular arrangement of the elements of new germ-plasm secreted
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through the reactions of the sexual gland, by which agency it is drawn

about nuclei and aggregated into functional cells. These nuclei, both

in the case of the male and the female elements, assimilate nutriment, in-

crease in size, and then divide, as is the usual mode of increase among

elementary organisms, not always equally, however, nor completely, nor

after the same fashion.

FIG. 129.

FIG. 129. Diagram of Development of Reproductive Elements.
1. An Amoeboid Sex-cell which may 5, 6, 7. Sperm Cell undergoing segmen-

give rise to either or both male and female tation into spores,
cells. s. Mature Spermatozoa approaching

2. Ovum with nucleus ( d ). Ovum { 8 ).

3. Ovum extruding first Polar body (a). 9. Male and Female nuclei c. d. ap-
4. Ovum extruding second Polar body proaching each other.

(6). (Geddes & Thomson.)

Division is especially conspicuous with the male elements, spermato-

zoa. But the behavior of the female elements, the ova, is in some cases

peculiar. Instead of the entire egg splitting into two equal halves, the

nucleus only divides equally, but one-half retains the whole or nearly

the whole of the substance of the egg, while the other half, with a very
small accompaniment of protoplasm around

it,, separates, or is "ex-

truded
" from the more bulky part. This process is called the "extru-

sion of the polar globule.
" " Polar globule

"
is correct, but we are not

to suppose that this one is any more polar than the half nucleus left be-

hind. Soon after this first extrusion, in most cases, a second one oc-

curs, the nucleus in the ovum dividing again and sending off polar body
No. 2. These divisions reduce the nucleus of the ovum to one-fourth its

original size. These extruded nuclei frequently hang around the out-

skirts of the ovum, a^d it sometimes happens that they divide, and oc-

cassionally they are joined by a spermatozoon in a union which of course

does not result in any further growth. It is evident that this division

of the ovum is the equivalent of the usual division of elementary cells,

and that the extruded globules are as female as the nucleus which re-

mains in the body of the ovum and differ from it only in their poverty
of equipment in the way of nutritive protoplasm. The difference in

general between the male and female germ cell appears to be that the for-

mer is holollastic, or nearly so, while the latter is merollastic. ( See

page 29. ) The male cell undergoes segmentation until it is all turned

into spermatozoa, each with a small bit of accompanying protoplasm,
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while the female cell seems to form but three nuclei, the greater part of

the cell not undergoing segmentation at all, but remaining with one of

the nuclei, the other two being "extruded." Thus the male elements

are far more numerous and in the same proportion far less certain of be-

coming functional than the female. The case appears to be very similar

to that of the sexual plants, the pollen or male element of which con-

sists of a great multitude of granules which must be transported a

greater or less distance through the air with the certaint}^ that a vast

majority will be lost
;
and the ovules of which answering to the animal

ova, are comparatively few in number, sedentary, secure and surrounded

by stores of nourishment. In their original essential qualities there is

no reasion to doubt that the sexual elements are exactly equal in all re-

spects, except that their polarities are complemental, causing them to

attract each other when they come within a certain distance. After the

division of labor took place, which assigned to one individual the male

and to another the female elements, the necessary difference of habit

imposed upon the two would inevitably lead to a differentiation in the

relative number of the two kinds of elements and the conditions sur-

rounding them. For illustration, suppose the first sexual colony to be

composed of males and females practically equal in numbers, and pro-

ducing spermatozoa and ova equal in number, activity, and capital, in

the way of protoplasm accompanying the nucleus. They are water

animals and cast off these elements to find each other by accident, under

conditions that insure disappointment to the great majority. No equality

of any sort remains constant unless the conditions producing it remain

the same, and they never do. If the first generation in our colony are

equal, the second will not be, for some will have been better fed, and

have had better general opportunities than others. The reproductive

elements of these superior individuals will be more numerous, more

active and better provided for. A larger proportional number of the

spermatozoa of such individuals will find ova and so tend to increase

the number of males producing numerous and active spermatozoa. The

individuals among these most likely to have a history are the most active

ones
;
and these are the ones least encumbered with an excessive

amount of protoplasm, or whose protoplasm becomes active, as in the

case of cilia or flagella. The tendency then would be to develop males

with power to produce a great number of spermatozoa, lightly equipped
with active protoplasm. But since the spermatozoa have become

mobilized by casting off their impedimenta, it is obvious that to make

things even they must reach ova that are well provided, and the most

successful matches would therefore be between the most active and lean

spermatozoa and the best dowered and therefore the least active ova. It

might be said that under the conditions of the Irypothesis the ova should
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become lean, active and numerous as well as the other sex. If they
did they would have to mate with the slow and fat ones of that sex, and

in that case the lines between the sexes would have to be rearranged, be-

cause all the subsequently developed characters of femaleness, neces-

sarily follow the fat element, and if there is no antecedent force to dif-

ferentiate sexual distinctions, this alone would do it. But sex precedes

and consequently determines which shall be the more active party. At

the time of the first separation of a single cell into two halves, each of

which (as in the case of the Sa,gitta, ) may become the foundation of a

sexual gland, one male and the other female, we are to understand that

there has been a polar repulsion between the two pieces, just as if two

magnets had by some force external to themselves been turned so as to

present their positive poles towards each other. It is at this point that

the separation of the sexes takes place, and there is no doubt that the

process is gone through with in every sexual animal including man. In

every one, male or female, the asexual reproductive element, at an early

period of development, is split, and one half forms the beginning of

testes, and the other half the beginning of ovaries. ( As shown in chap.

3, however, the development of
"

the former is subsequently suppressed

in the female, and the latter in the male. See page 24.)

The separation of the asexual cell into the two equal halves, then, is

the beginning of sex differentiation. And here we meet with an ap-

parent paradox, because although we are constrained to affirm that these

moieties are equal, we yet find that they begin very soon to behave in a

different manner. But, again, remember the dextrose and levulose which

are chemically just alike but which are exactly opposite each other in

their reaction on a beam of light, one twisting it 81 to the right and

the other 81 to the left. (See chap. 27.) The}^ are constructed like

two spiral stair-cases, one of which turns to the right and the other to

the left. So we can conceive of the primary sexual halves of an asexual

cell as being equal and yet reacting differentl}' from the same stimula-

tion. If a wire circuit carrying a current of electricity be cut in two,

each of the severed ends will have a tension, one positive and the other

negative. In electrical engraving, explained in chap. 36, it is possible

to use either of these loose ends, but the negative end is better than the

positive. The negative current seems to be the more concentrated and

intense of the two, as if it were narrow while the other is wide. The}'

are both of equal speed and quantity, and are therefore regarded theoret-

ically as equal. When two polar bodies draw near to each other under

the influence of attraction, it is because one is positive and the other

negative, that is, one is pushed along on a positive and the other on a

negative current. Now if in the case of our primary sex cells the nega-

tive current is in any degree more intense than the other, the negative
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cell will be driven with more impetuosity than the other and will there-

fore appear the more active of the two. In the mild currents and ten-

sions which rule in vital activities, the difference between the two is

small, but no doubt is real and persistent, and therefore efficient and

certain. Thus we first trace all the secondary characteristic differentia-

tions of sex back to the difference in activity of the primar}' elements,

the first sexual cells. And next, with reasonable certaint}
7

,
we discover

this difference in activit}
7 to be based on a fundamental difference in the

motions of ether the most elementary form of matter.

Reproduction is a species of growth. There are different directions

in which an individual may grow, . depending upon the part of him to-

ward which the stream of nutritive fluid is directed, a matter which de-

pends upon the habit of his activities. If his brain, his muscles and

his viscera each receive their due share, they will in time reach an ap-

proximate limit of growth and receive a check, in which case a portion

of the nourishment is diverted toward reproduction, or the setting up of

a new individual. A circumstance which diverts nourishment from the

general body of the organism will tend to concentrate it upon the repro-

ductive organs. What is remarkable is that when the total amount of

the nourishment is great it is monopolized by the general body or the

most active part of it, but if the total amount is suddenly reduced, an

adequate portion, or at least a greater proportion, is diverted to the re-

productive function
;
as if nature were satisfied to allow the present

generation to live as long as there is plenty, of food, but the moment

the supply is short it must go towards the perpetuation of the race. In

the spring of 1887, a certain crab-apple tree blossomed out to a degree

I never saw equalled by any other tree, but in a few months all the

tree, except the roots, was dead. The ground on which it stood had

got too dry to support it, and its d}1ng effort went toward reproduction.

Pruning the roots of apple trees has a tendency to increase their fertility

and the yield of fruit. So far as vitality and organization are trans-

ferred from a parent to a child, it is death to the former. The protozoa

are indeed in one sense immortal. Apparently there can be no dissolu-

tion of a one-celll organism. Where there is a body which is com-

posed of single cells, the dissolution of the bonds uniting these cells

constitutes the death of that body even if the cells themselves should

live on separate!}
7
. The protozoon Magosphcera is formed by cell divi-

sion into a many-celled body, which is no sooner complete than it breaks

up, the cells composing it each setting up for itself to repeat the opera-

tion. But there are many such simple organisms, both animal and veg-

etable, which, in maturing and liberating the elements which form the

next generation, end their own existence. Not merely the incipient

multicellular organisms, like the Magosphaera, lose their own identity in
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reproducing the next generation, but that is the rule in some species of

the annelid Polygordius, in which "the mature females break up and

die in liberating their ova. This is approached but suggestively

avoided in a genus of capitellid sea-worms ( Clitmnastus). The ivhole

organism is not sacrificed, but only an abdominal portion of the body.

This is, in fact, one of the key-notes to reproductive differentiation

the sacrifice is lessened and the fatality warded off.
"

( G. & T.)

But, again, we find in some thread-worms, or nematodes, ( e. g. ,
As-

caris dactyluris ) that the young live at the expense of the mother until

she is reduced to a mere husk. Similar sacrifice is noted in the case

of many other of these simple organisms. There are many insects lo-

custs, butterflies, ephemerids, &c.
,
which die a few hours after the pro-

duction of the ova, the exhaustion of the reproduction being fatal to

both female and male. In all such cases the differentiation of the re-

productive cells from those of the rest of the body, or rather the differ-

entiation of the rest of the body from them, has not proceeded so far

FIG. 130. Diagram showing the relation between Reproductive
Cells and the Body. The continuous chain of dotted cells, at the
bottom, represents a succession of Protozoa; further on it repre-
sents the ova, from which the bodies, in more advanced life, are
produced ; the undotted cells and the projections to the right being
the bodies. At each generation a spermatozoon fertilizes the liber-

ated ovum. ( After Geddes & Thomson.)

that the body can live without them. The nearer the

organism is to the protozoa the less important the body
outside of the reproductive department is. See fig. 130.

In the single-celled protozoa it is nil, for the single

cell is body and reproductive organs all in one, or

rather the reproductive cell is all there is of it, and

there is no body. Its disruption upon maturity ends

with two live cells in place of the previous one, and no

dead body, on which account it is said the protozoa

are immortal. It may be said with equal truth that

the reproductive portion of all organisms is immortal.

This is illustrated by fig. 130, which shows the con-

tinuous life of the line of reproductive cells, and from

this, as a single stem is set off at eh generation, the

general mass of the body, which, after surviving its

term of life, suffers dissolution. It is true that the

body exercises a reciprocal formative influence upon
the cells of reproduction, and to that extent shares in

their immortality, but the substance of the latter with-

J out loss is incorporated in the new generation.

FIG 130 1^ appears that between the multiple union of the

amoeboid individuals, which results in the formation of a "plasmo-

dium," as in Protomyxa, and the dual union or sexual union of two
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cells, there are intermediate sorts of union in which a number of cells,

more than two, enter into combination before division either fission or

segmentation can take place. First, in asexual organisms where usu-

ally growth by the absorption of nutritive matter proceeds till a certain

point is reached, when the body splits in two, it sometimes happens
that the preliminary growth is attained by several cells eating each

other, or clubbing together and fusing their protoplasm. Some Algae

and several forms of simple animals have been observed to do this.

Many of the simple Algae produce spores by a preliminary union of the

protoplasm of two individuals which appear to be attracted to each

other, and to come into close contact
;

after which the cell walls be-

tween the two are obliterated and the contents of the cells fuse together.

After a time this mixed protoplasm granulates into spores, and the cell

bursts and sets them free. This is, to all intents and purposes, sexual

reproduction. That is, the two protoplasms are of complemental polar-

ity, and so they attract. In the cases in which three or four spores get

together before they have sufficient capital to divide, the presumption

is that some of them are neutral or indifferent in some way are of in-

complete or defective organization. They recall the indifference of the

spores of Protomyxa when first discharged from the cyst, which soon

after turns to attraction. There is certainly no difference in principle

in the conjugation of cells, be they many or few. But great differenti-

ations arise in the machinery of this conjugation, and in the morphol-

ogy of the cells directly concerned in it. The earliest conjugations are

between cells of similar form and appearance, while those concerned in

the reproduction of higher organisms are more or less dissimilar in form

and size, and between the two extremes there is a regular gradation

without any sudden break. In Algae the series of gradations is stated

by Sachs to be complete
" between the conjugation of similar cells and

the fertilization of oospores by antherozoids.
"

Tu un imals as well as vegetables the difference between the forms of

the sexual organs and the immediate cells themselves has become pro-

nounced. The difference in appearance, size and behavior between the

spermatozoon and ovum has been sufficiently described above, and it

has been sufficiently shown to be in the nature of the differentiation of

accessory qualities and facilities, the essential qualities of sex not being

subjected to differentiation by anything that could happen to it on earth,

since it is founded in the ultimate motions of matter. Geddes and

Thou son adopting Rolfs views have seized upon these Secondary char-

acteristics, and appear to regard them as essential. Thus the female

cell, ovum, is characterized as well nourished, satisfied and quiescent ;

and the female is said to he correspondingly in a nourishing condition

physically. The male cell is on the other hand sui<J to be starved,
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hungry, eager and active, and the male animal correspondingly restless,

unsatisfied, enterprising. They attribute an average longer life to the

female and cite cases of her greater size and power. They use the term

Anabolism to express these alleged general characteristics of the female

and the ovum, and Katabolism, to signify the downward tendency of the

male and the spermatozoon. They generalize from the numerous facts

they cite, that the essential condition of femaleness is anabolic and of

maleness katabolic, and that these distinctions constitute the principal

or only difference between them. I think this generalization is entirely

too sweeping and is not in reality true of the original essential qualities

of sex differentiation, but only of the subsequent incidents and accidents

attending it, and not nearly all of those.

It is true that the ovum or female cell in the higher organisms is

composed of a nucleus surrounded by a comparatively large amount of

nutritive protoplasm. It is more passive and quiescent than the sperma-
tozoon or male cell. The latter is likewise possessed of a nucleus, but

the accompanying protoplasm is in small quantity, and part of it is in

form of a flagellum or tail, by which the cell is locomotive.
'

Both the

male and female cells are chemically organized polar bodies with unsat-

urated affinities, and whenever they are brought within the influence of each

other, these unsaturated affinities draw them together ;
but since by

their physical construction the male cell is more mobile than the female,
the former in many cases moves over the greater part of the space be-

tween them, and since the female nucleus is well within its surrounding
mass of protoplasm, the male nucleus can reach it only by penetrating
this mass. The wiggling of a tail in even a spermatozoon like muscular

exertion in an adult animal causes waste of tissue which is followed by

hunger or an unsatisfied chemism of the molecules of the tissue. This

hunger may be satisfied by the introduction of the spermatozoon to any

highly nutritive fluid for which it appears to have a powerful attraction. 1

But this hunger is not to be confounded with that other unsaturated

affinity which causes the spermatozoon bodily to fuse its nucleus with

that of the ovum, any more than the appetite which causes an adult

male animal to seek the female is to be regarded as the same as that which

causes him to seek his dinner. They are of a similar genus, but not

the same species. So then we are not to regard the activity of the male

cell in reaching the ovum as dictated by famine of the nutritive elements

and a hunger to recruit lost tissue. The hunger for each other is mutual;
the ovum surrounded as its nucleus is by a store of nutritive, protoplasm
is nevertheless as eager for the union as the spermatozoon and though
less active, is not passive.

' ' It frequently rises to meet the sperm in a

small attractive cone.
' '

1 See Geddes & Thomson, p. 125.
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The nuclear elements of the male and female cells are undoubtedly

complemental and equal in their essential functions as they are in ap-

parent size. The difference of bulk between the two is in the proto-

plasm surrounding the nuclei. It is probable that the protoplasm of

the male cell is more differentiated and more animal, while that of the

female cell is less differentiated, more vegetative and more bulky. Why
one cell should have remained passive, quiscent and bulky, while the

other became active, mobile and unhampered, can be accounted for on

principles of physiological economy. If both cells were passive the}
7

might never come within the sphere of each others influence or get to-

gether at all. If both were active they might fly around and still miss

each other. The easiest person to find is one who is always in the same

habitual place. But as I have shown above, the differentiation which

creates sex in the first place, puts upon the male cell a little more activ-

ity of movement, which by differentiating its protoplasm would tend to

increase its mobilit}
T
. And this masculine activity would make unneces-

sary, and by so much discourage, activit}
r on the part of the female cell,

and so render it more quiescent and in better condition to conserve a

store of provisions. But the passivity of the ovum is not to be unduly

exaggerated. In the mammals at the proper moment it is liberated

from the ovary and travels down the fallopian tube into the uterus, in

which place, or on its way thither, it may be met by the spermatozoon

which has traveled a somewhat greater distance to meet it. The union

of these two into a single cell, and the subsequent segmentation of this

cell, and the development of the embryo, are described in chap. 3 }

[ Embryology ]. The protoplasm accompanying the two cells is mingled

to form a common supply for the immediate growth of the embryo. The

mechanical advantage and necessity of the greater bulk of this raw

material remaining with the more conservative ovum, and the more dif-

ferentiated and mobile part with the more active spermatozoon, are ob-

vious. As remarked above, the inequalities of sex, both in the primary

sex cells and in the subsequent development of the individuals, have

arisen from external causes and are not in the essence of sex. It has

been shown elsewhere how parasitism tends to the reduction of the

powers and activities of the individual. Among the true parasities the

female is usualty larger than the male. This difference is in the parts

concerned in reproduction, especially the ovaries, ovisac, &c. The

female being the nurse of the embryos, she becomes the receptacle and

depository of the food
;
but as this food is absorbed from the host she

lives upon, without effort to the parasite and is appropriated directly by
the embryos, the agency of the female is purely passive and negative,

and such " anabolism
"

as appears to accompany the process, belongs

rather to the impregnated ova and the growing embryos than to the
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female. If the sacrifice of the tissue undergone by the male in the

production of spermatozoa is "katabolic," so it is in the corresponding

process of the production of ova by the female.

The case is the same in the higher grades of life. Amongst the mam-
mals the female is the nurse

;
and the habit of nursing has caused her

to be supplied with a quantity of food for her nursling. That it is for

her nursling and not herself is proved by the periodical turgescence, or

menstrual hemorrhage which takes place, when in the absence of the

nursling she gets rid of it. Then, again, the lacteal secretion, which

G-eddes and Thomson point out as an example of the anabolic habit,

is absent, except when there is a progeny to profit by it. The extra

supply of nourishment supplied to the female for nursing purposes, is

drawn through her own food-elaborating economy which is compelled
to do that much more work, and the process must, on the whole, so far

as the mother is concerned, be katabolic. That this extra supply of

nutritive matter to the female is a mere incident of her position and the

duty put upon her of nursing the embryo and the young, is proved by
the fact that it ceases at the termination of the child-bearing 'period,

and by the fact that the milk-giving function is sometimes developed in

the male, and in the case of man at least, might by habit become a

common masculine function. Amongst the mammals and birds the

males are usually the largest, strongest, and most vigorous, but this is

due to habits of exertion put upon them by their social and domestic

relationships and their position as head and defender of the family.

The rule is proved by the occasional exceptions in which the female, by

assuming similar relationship, has succeeded to the corresponding pre-

dominance in size and vigor. As masculine superiority, seen in birds

and mammals, especially among polygamists, is no proof of a sexual

anabolism on their part, so the superiority of females, where it occurs so

commonly amongst invertebrates and more rarely amongst the verte-

brates, is no proof of it on their part. The body is one thing and the

essential qualities of sex quite another.

The essential difference between asexual and sexual reproduction is

in the fact that when the asexual cell is divided the two parts are equal,

and each half is an epitome, in reduced dimensions, of the original whole,

and contains within itself all the conditions necessary to reproduce a

copy of the parent cell
;
while the first differentiation which makes the

two parts unlike, though still equal, necessitates that reunion or splicing

which constitutes the essential feature of sexuality. The succeeding
differentiations constantly exaggerate this first one, making the apparent
distinctions between the moieties which stand in complemental relation-

ship to each other more and more pronounced ; constantly eliminating

whatever elements of " maleness
"

may remain in the ovum, and of

femaleness that may remain in the spermatozoon.
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It was observed above that among the higher hermaphrodites self im-

pregnation is not usual, and in many cases it is not possible, for reasons

stated. Amongst the higher mammals, including man, breeding be-

tween individuals nearly related by blood, is often not possible, and

when it does happen it is apt to result in a deformed progeny. Sexual

unions of this sort constitute a return towards the conditions of her-

maphroditism. True hermaphrodites, that is, individuals possessing

both kinds of sexual glands in working order, are not met with amongst
the higher mammals, or mankind, although partial hermaphrodites, or

those having both sorts in various degrees of development short of func-

tional perfection, are occasionally found, and are to be considered as

cases of arrested development. But a male and a female just alike in

all respects, except that one possesses the male and the other the fe-

male glands, considered together constitute the equivalent of a true her-

maphrodite, because the latter is, to all intents and purposes, such a

pair consolidated into one or rather such a pair not }'et separated into

two. A pair nearly related by blood is apt to, more or less complete^,
fill these conditions

;
the reproductive elements of such a pair are not

complemental and do not supply each other's deficiencies; what one lacks

they both lack.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

HABIT.

If we now pause to take a brief retrospect of the ground thus far

passed over we shall find Habit appearing as the immediate and visible

cause of almost every organic change, whether in development or evolu-

tion. In the development of the embryo the successive changes follow

each other in the order which the habits of nryriads of generations have

established. In the advance by way of these habitual changes the em-

bryo is carried through numerous forms of no permanent use to it
;

forms which are maintained for only a brief space and then modified

and altered out of recognition. No rational account of such an indirect

and wasteful mode of developmental progress can be given, except that

nature possessed no cheaper way, in general, than the way of habit.

Wherever new habits have been introduced, such introduction has been

effected by extremely slow processes, which have invariably consisted in

the gradual modification of old habits a modification so gradual, and

taken on by steps so infinitessimal that every habit is, to a greater <>r

less extent, always an old habit. What lias been said on bilateralism,

on the evolution of the osseous sj'stem, on the effects of food, periodic

ity, temperature, water and dessication, on respiration and parasitism,
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shows how the slow modification of ancient habits have slowly modified

the ancient organic forms. How different degrees and qualities of ac-

tivity between the two sides of the body have conferred dexterity upon
one side at expense of the other, how the periodicity of the molar

movements of the universe have entailed a corresponding periodicity on

organic habits, which has in turn been reflected on habitual organic

forms, how varying habits of respiration have begotten varying forms

of respiratory apparatus, and how, in the cases of animal and vegetable

parasitism, the disuse of functions and habits is followed by the sup-

pression of their characteristic organs.

It is to habit, therefore, the habit -of function or movement that we

must attribute the creation and modification of organs. This is con-

spicuously obvious from the numerous illustrations that have been

given, and from the numerous other illustrations that cannot have failed

to come under the observation of everyone. This induction implies

that the function exists before the organ. It may be asked how a func-

tion can be performed before an organ for its performance has been

created. The answer will be plain enough when we shall have con-

sidered the bottom facts and ultimate nature of differentiation and

habit. As already often observed, the habit of the organism depends

on the impulses of its environment. Some of our illustrations conspic-

uously point this out. Such is the case in "periodicity," in which the

movements of the solar universe entail corresponding effects in the hab-

its of all organic beings. The degree of saltness or freshness in water

has its effect on the organisms within its influence. The force of cur-

rents of water and air has its effect in first causing new uses to be at-

tached to old organs of locomotion, and, second, by this means of new

habits, creating modifications of the organs. Endless argument might
be brought to prove that the organism is made by its environment. To

maintain otherwise is to hold that the organism is originally self exis-

tent, that something may spring from nothing, that the organic being

may create something from nothing, and give more than it receives.

This cannot be. Whatever force or energy an organism manifests,

must have been loaned to it from a source outside of itself.

Fortunately, in the matter under consideration, the original cause of

organic modification may be traced and located beyond the boundaries

of the organic world using the term organic in its accustomed sense,

as distinguished from the mineral or inorganic. All the habits of or-

ganic bodies, whether vegetable or animal, are traceable directly or in-

directly to habits of the motion and affections of matter, which, if not

original and innate, were at least anterior to organisms. The constancy

and persistency of these habits of motion are essential factors in or-

ganic evolution, for without such persistency the work of one age would
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be destroyed in the next. But we have found that as a matter of fact

the work of one age has served for a basis for the work of the succeed-

ing ages, and that by reason of the general persistence of the forces at

work, there has never been a cessation of life on earth since life first be-

gan. Such modifications as ma}' have taken place in any of these con-

ditions as the geological or geographical have been so slow as to en-

able the habits of organic life, as a whole, to become modified corres-

pondingly, while as to that other series of essential factors compre-

hended under the phrase, radiant energy of the sun, they have remained

practically constant and identical ever since life began on earth.

It appears, then, that habit depends upon force applied from without.

In the case of lungs, for example, there are two bodies held apart, or

at least parted, by force
;
viz.

, oxygen and carbon, the first outside of a

skin, the second inside of it. Brought into each other's neighborhood,

the carbon so comminuted by the digestive process as to be subject to

the chemism of the oxygen, the latter penetrates the skin, separating

the two and forms its union, and then as carbonic acid it passes back

through the skin. This is the habit of respiration, and it specializes

the part of the skin thus acted upon, into lung tissue. It is thus that

habit differentiates, and that the function forms the organ, and the

habit is that of the environment first, and after the differentiation the

form of the part is such as to respond to the force that formed it, and to

that force alone, or more readily to it than to any other. This facility

of being acted upon by such energy or force indicates its differentiation,

and the frequency and uniformity with which the action of the energy

takes place constitutes its habit. The energies which act upon us and

drive us to do whatever we do, are so familiar to us, and we have be-

come so nicely adjusted to them through the habits of so many genera-

tions of ancestors, and respond to their influences with such facility,

that we do not realize that our actions are so little our own. From what

has already been said, we must begin to see that the forces of nature

build up and tear down organisms, and that everything vital as well as

everything inorganic constitute the mere playthings of these forces.

From what has been said in former chapters in regard to adaptation,

it is obvious that it is not essentially progressive. The dynamic agen-

cies by which the earth is surrounded, permeated and influenced, keep

up a continual hubbub and movement amongst all its occupants. Races

of organisms, like individuals, have their periods of infancy, growth,

culmination, decline and extinction. After the culmination of a race

its struggle for life is a losing game. In order to adapt it to changing

conditions nature amends, reforms, adds to, subtracts from, patches and

alters until there is no place left for a patch that will do an}' good, then

she abandons it to its fate and turns her attention to a new one. Ex-
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am pies of this may be met with b}
r the myriad. For a few favored

races that appear to thrive and be in the ascendant, hundreds are re-

duced to the verge of a precarious existence. The tendency now ap-

pears to be to eliminate all animal races except our own.

CHAPTER XXXV.

ENERGY.

It is now necessary to make an incursion into the region of physics,

in order to investigate the nature of the physical forces that assail the

organism, impose its habits upon it, and set up in it the movements that

produce the functions of sense and their accompan}
T

ing differentiations.

Bodies possess two obvious modes of motion. One is motion in the

mass or molar motion, as, when a ball is thrown, it moves as a whole,

while its particles or component molecules may retain their position with

relation to each other. The other is molecular motion, or the movement

of the particles or molecules with reference to each other, while the mass

as such may be either in motion or at rest. Molar motion is frequently des-

ignated as "work" by physicists. The distinctions made between the dif-

ferent motions relate to the bodies moved and the manner in which they
move. For example, the movement of a body from above toward the earth

we call falling ;
a body going the other way is said to be rising. One

movement of a horse's legs we call a trot, another a walk, another a kick.

A bird flies, a fish swims. Such motions as these are in scientific parlance

called work. When work is done it is simply an expression of some

sort of energy that went before. Work does not do itself, or spring

from no-work. The work of a steam engine is due immediately to heat
;

and heat has been proved to be a mode of motion of the molecules of

bodies. The heat is created by burning wood or coal, which is chemical

process, also molecular. So we see that work or molar motion may
arise from molecular motion. In fact the motions are in reality only

one energy, driving first the molecules of a body in an invisible manner,
and then going over to another body and driving it in a visible manner

;

just as it is the energy of the same peck of oats that expresses itself in

a trot one minute and a kick the next. The universe consists of matter

in motion. As the matter appears to us in many subordinate forms, its

apparent motions differ to correspond, the form of each determining the

sort of motion it will take when driven. All the distinctive names that

are given are simply for convenience, and not to be understood as de-

scribing different things, but only one thing under different aspects.

That is, the same energ}
r which is called heat in one body, because of

the peculiar way in which it affects it, is called work when transferred
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to another body because of another and a different way in which it af-

fects it. As there are a great many different sorts of motions which are

called work or molar motion, so there are many different sorts denom-

inated molecular motion; Blich as heat, light, chemism, electricity, mag-

netism, sound, gravitation. Any one of these possesses the potentiality

of becoming any other, directly or indirectly. That is, the same energy

ma}' appear in first one form and then another, till it makes the round

and appears in all. Some of these terms express phenomena or the ef-

fect which the motions have on us and not conditions of the motions

themselves, as will be seen further on. When energy appears by the

motion of one body, we know that the same amount of energy has

ceased to operate in some other body, or in some other form in the same

bod}^ ;
and conversely when motion has ceased in one form we know

that it has gone on in some other form, or has done work which when

undone will }
Tield again the same amount of energy. This is the princi-

ple called the conservation of energy, and it means that energy does not

start up from no-energy and cannot end in no-energ}\ Accordingly

then, molar and molecular motions are interchangeable with each other,

and when one ceases, some form of the other must begin. When the

motion of a falling body is arrested by the body striking the earth, the

full energy of the stroke is instantly transferred to the molecules of the

body itself and to the parts of the earth which were involved in the

stroke, these molecules being set to vibrating with more or less violence

according to the force of the blow
;
such vibration being called heat.

Thus when a meteor falls through the air and strikes the earth it is al-

ways found to be hot. As long as it is above the atmosphere it is in-

visible because it is cold and solid mineral matter. As it passes through
the air its motion is retarded by the resistance of the air

;
but this ap-

parently lost motion is not lost
;

it is transferred to the particles of the

air and the particles of the meteor so that the vibrations set up in it,

which at first are heat, may become so rapid as to produce light. We
can then trace the track of the meteor through the air. But when

meteors do not become visible the}
r nevertheless become hot in propor-

tion to that amount of their speed which is arrested, and when they
strike the ground and all the speed is stopped, the heat is increased

still more. So the whole of a molar movement may be converted into

heat. But on the other hand, while it is equally true that when mole-

cular vibration is arrested it gives rise to molar motion (or work), yet_
as a common fact ( in human experience and observation ) the whole of

the vibrations in any given case never are arrested. A part of them

arc, while the rest are communicated to other bodies and continue as

molecular vibrations. Thus when heat is communicated to water, the

expansion of the steam furnishes work, but much heat is necessarily
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dissipated in the steam which is exhausted into the air after the work is

done, in the hot water which never becomes steam, in the heated ma-

chineiy, &c. And after a part of it does become work a considerable

percentage is degraded back to heat by the friction of the machine^.
The best engine utilizes only about^ of the heat in work, yet no part of

the molecular energy is lost. It continues in some form, either molecu-

lar or molar, either heat, light, &c.
,
or work. But an apparent excep-

tion to the foregoing is to be observed when work is done against the

attraction of gravitation. If a bag of wheat be raised fift}
T feet to the

top floor of a mill and left there at rest, there is an end of the work done

to get it there and no increase of heat or other sort of motion to indicate

what has become of the work. But if the bag should drop from the top

floor to the bottom, the heat generated by the concussion, together with

such other results as might happen in splitting the bag and scattering

the grains, &c.
, would, in all, exactly equal the work done in getting it

to the top in the first place. So that while it is above, it is said to oc-

cupy a position of energy. Its energy is potential, but not active. If

it be dragged from one end of the upper floor to another, work is con-

sumed in the operation and passes into heat in the contents of the bag
and the molecules of the floor over which it passes, but the potential

energy is neither increased nor diminished. Work done against chemi-

cal attraction as well as gravity ends in the same way by leaving the

bodies separated by such work in a position of potential energy. The

work done by sunlight in the leaves of plants is a compulsory separation

of oxygen from carbon, the carbon taken from carbonic acid being

packed away in the tissues of the plant, while the oxygen is dismissed

into the atmosphere. Thus separated by force the two occupy a potential

attitude toward each other. When the carbon in the shape of a stick of

wood or a piece of coal is started to vibrate with enough rapidity to

loosen the cohesion of the atoms, as may be done by friction or the appli-

cation of fire, the reunion of the oxygen with the carbon takes place and

the same amount of energy, in the shape of heat, is given off, that was

required to disunite the two in the first place. Work done against

cohesion, however, as when a log or a rock is split with a maul and

wedge, is converted into the molecular energy of heat. It is parallel

with the case of dragging the bag of wheat over the floor. The process

does not alter the potential relations of the parts, but is only a method

of degrading molar into molecular energy.

The two different modes of motion are thus found to be convertible

into each other. But each of these two modes of motion, as before ob-

served, is subdivisible into a number of varieties and phases. Every-
one is familiar with the mechanical contrivances by which molar energy
of one simple kind is caused to take on a great variety of motions.
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The simple weight of water pressing vertically upon a turbine wheel

hung in a vertical tunnel, causes the wheel with its shaft to revolve

horizontally. Bevel gearing attached to the vertical shaft enables the

motion to be transferred to a horizontal shaft, and a crank attached to

this, gives vertical movement to a saw or a gang of saws. Other ad-

justments of gearing slowly push a log endwise against the saws, which,

by tearing out particles of the timber against their cohesion, finally

leave the log split up into boards. The molar motion of the water is

thus transformed from a vertical rush to a horizontal whirl, in a part of

the machinery, then to a vertical roll, then a vertical vibration, 'and is

at last converted from molar movement to molecular motion, in the in-

creased heat of the surrounding atmosphere, and in the machinery, the

boards and the sawdust, and so disappears from observation. In this

example we have several forms of motion, slow and fast, one part of

the machinery going with lightning rapidity, other parts with deliberate

slowness
;
some moving with a rotary vertical, others with a rotary hor-

izontal motion; some with a right line horizontal movement, others with

violent vertical vibrations. The machinery itself is of various materials

arranged in a variety of forms. It is, in fact, obvious that the variety

of forms the motion takes in passing from one part of the machinery to

another is altogether due to these various forms, materials and arrange-

ments of the machinery itself. If the journals were square instead of

round the shafts would never revolve
;

if a single cog were missing
from any of the cog gearing the saw would never go ;

if the saw were

made of wood instead of steel, its work would very speedily terminate;

if the lubricating oil were allowed to disappear from the bearings for a

few hours, the energy arrested and converted into heat at the points of

friction, would probably soon reduce the greater part of the mill to car-

bonic dioxide. The proper result is therefore obtained only by the

operation of the energy upon a machine of particular form and adjust-

ment. From the same shaft that runs the saw, a belt might be made

to convey motive force to a printing press, a loom, a lathe, an electric

dynamo, or any one of a thousand machines of a different form and ac-

complishing a different result. Starting with the water in a position of

potential energy above the mill dam, we trace this energy converted in-

to molar motion in the whirl of shafts and wheels to its final dissipation

in molecular motion mostly heat mostly, but not wholly. In the

case of the dynamo, if it is operated for illuminating, it ought to be

mostly light ;
if the dynamo runs the street cars the energy becomes

work again before it disappears as heat. Some of it reaches us in the

shape o^ sound, in the hum, whirl and crash of the different parts of

the machinery. If we should stand in glass slippers, or even rubber

ones, near one of the rubber driving belts used in the mills for convey-
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ing motion from one shaft to another, we should find ourselves becom-

ing charged with electricity, and we could pass this electricity off in the

shape of a spark from the end of a finger to another object. If that

other object should happen to be the cheek or nose of a bystander, a

further molecular effect would be observed in a slight sting in the re-

ceiving cheek and possibly in the delivering finger. Thus we trace the

energy of the falling water through various forms of motion, which

forms depend on the forms and adjustments of the various movable

pieces of mechanism with which the energy comes into contact. If we

go back to inquire how the water came to be in a position to give off

this energy in the first place, we shall find the energy to begin with the

sun's rays, which, acting upon the water of a tropical sea, sets up a

molecular movement of the water, which results in evaporation. The

same heat rays acting upon the air expands it making it lighter. By
the simple laws of equilibrium colder and heavier air glides under this

light air forcing it upward together with the products of the evapora-

tion, which are thus raised, and then by the winds carried over the land

till they are finally cooled, condensed and precipitated in rain. In this

case molecular energy, set up in two unlike bodies by the same original

force from the sun, but acting in different ways on account of the dif-

ference of the physical forms of the mediums acted upon, ends by be-

coming molar or mechanical energy. Any other form of mechanical

energy, as steam power, horse power, or man power, may be traced

back to molecular motion in the burning of fuel, or the consumption of

food in the first place, and to the solar radiation in the production of

vegetation at last. In short, the most of the forms of energy that we

find on earth are traceable to the solar radiations, and all are, in fact,

at bottom only one. The forms taken are transient and temporary, but

the aggregate amount is constant.

As mentioned above, some of the names of forms of energy are only
the names of phenomena. . Such are heat, light and sound. These are

only sensations of ours
;
that is, pieces of our minds. We feel the heat,

see the light and hear the sound. Most other anirnr.ls do the same, and

most plants are affected by heat and light in a way which forms the

basis of our senses. Indeed, even minerals suffer the effects of what

we, in a loose way, call heat and light, but at any rate these terms

properly apply, only, to a class of motions called mental, and when

molecular vibrations do not end by giving rise to this class of motions,

these terms are inaccurate and are used only because convenient. A
body may be in a condition of violent molecular vibration, but the word

hot does not express this, but only our sensation of it. The same is

true of light and sound.

The motions, as they happen outside of ourselves, are, in the case of
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sound, the vibrations of various elastic bodies. The vibrations are

transferred from one body to another, each body vibrating according to

tys peculiar structure as to shape and materials. In order that we may
hear these vibrations they must strike upon the tympanum of our ear.

They do this by means of the air
; any vibrating body communicating

its vibrations to the air, which in turn communicates them to the ear

drum. The sensation of hearing is, however, in the brain, and it gets

there by the vibrations striking upon the sensitive organs in the internal

ear, and being changed there into nerve currents which flow up to the

brain and agitate certain brain cells. The nervous current is therefore

one of the forms which the energy of vibratory motion takes, or rather

it sets up motion in the nerves and then ceases as vibratory motion of

air. The measurement of the energy involved in molar motion has

been definitely and satisfactorily made by numerous experiments and

calculations. The unit of this measure used by physicists is generally

the Kilogrammetre. The Kilogram, or 1,000 grams, is a French measure

of weight, equal to 15.432^ English grains, or close to two pounds

Avoirdupois, and the metre is a measure of length equal to 39^^
inches. The kilogrammetre is the power necessary to raise the kilo-

gram one metre high, or the power derived from allowing a kilogram
to fall a distance of one metre.

If we raise a kilogram two metres high there will be two kilogram-

metres of energy expended in getting it there
;

if we raise it four metres

high it will take four units of energy to do it. If we raise it 19. 6 metres

(which is equal to 64 feet) we shall have used 19.6 units of energy to

do the work, and if the body should full back it would return that much

energy. In falling that distance it would consume two seconds of time,

and tit the instant of reaching the ground it would be moving at a rate

of 19.6 metres per second. If the operation be reversed, it is obvious

that any force which is used to project the body upward must start it

off with a velocity of 19.6 metres per second. But if the velocity with

which it is thrown up is only half as great, the hight to which it will as-

cend is not the half of 19.6 metres, but only one-fourth of that hight or

4. 9 metres. Consequently to reduce the initial velocity to one-half is to

reduce the energy to one-fourth. We therefore perceive that the energy
is in proportion to the square of the velocity. The following formula

will cover all cases : Let V = the initial velocity in metres per second

and M equal the mass or weight of the body in kilograms. Then the

mass multiplied by the square of the velocity and the product divided

by 11) 6 ( or M V 2 -=- 19. 6 ) will equal the energy in kilogrammetres. And
V* -^ 19. 6 the hight in metres to which it will go if thrown up. It can

be neatly shown how the energy of a body shot upward is changed from

energy of motion to energy of position every instant during its ascent
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Thus suppose a kilogram starts upward with a velocity per second of 19. 6

metres. This speed then represents its energy of motion. At the end

of one second it will have gained an altitude of 14.7 metres and will be,

going only 9.8 metres per second. This 9.8 metres velocity, as shown

above, is good for an additional ascent of 4. 9 metres, so that at the end

of one second the kilogram has an energy of motion equal to 4. 9 kilo-

grammetres and an energy of position of 14.7, or 19.6 in all, just

what it started with. At the end of the second second it has reached a

bight of 19.6 metres and has ceased to move, all its energy being now

energy of position. As stated before, if the body falls down, all the

energy required to raise it up may be converted into heat. Experiments
have shown that if a kilogram were to fall 424 metres the energy de-

veloped would be sufficient to raise one kilogram of water one degree cen-

tigrade in temperature. One heat unit is therefore said to be equal to

424 units of energy or kilogram metres. We thus see that a definite

amount of work or of the motion of a body in a mass is convertible into

an equivalent and equally measurable amount of heat or the motion of

matter by molecules. Heat is likewise convertible into molar or mass

motion, as shown in the expansive force of hot air and steam, &c. The

hight of a body above the point to which it may possibly fall is called

its Potential. Mass x Potential = Work or Energy. The forms of En-

ergy which most affect organic beings will be discussed briefly in chap-

ters to follow, and the manner in which we have been influenced, differ-

entiated, controlled, and operated by them will be pointed out as far as

possible. It is entirely immaterial to my present purpose whether the

current theories of the several forms of energy are correct or not. For

example, it makes no difference whether sound is the vibration of air,

iron, &c.
,
or the vibration of the hypothetical ether of which we shall

hear, or the effect of small particles of matter hurled from a.sonorous

body. In any event it is the result of force of some sort, and a style of

force that has made its mark on animal life. In treating of these forces,

then, it will be best to use the most approved theories, and reserve crit-

icism to a later period.

CHAPTER XXXVL

ELECTRICITY.

If anyone will lay a piece of paper on the table and rub it vigorously

with the dry hand for a few moments, it will be found to be electrified

as well as somewhat heated. If it be- pressed against the wall it will

hang there for some moments from the force of attraction. If it 1,
'

held near any light body, as a bit of cotton-lint or string, it will at-

tract it, and after holding it in contact with itself for a time it will re-
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pel it. This quality, called electricity, has been imparted to the paper

by the rubbing, and is, in fact, a new form of energy derived from the

energy of the rubbing. When the visible motion of the rubbing has

ceased, its equivalent in energy persists in the form of heat and elec-

tricity. Electricity, therefore, as well as heat, is a mode of energy.

And this may, in the case of either, be energy in action or, when re-

strained, simply energy of position. There are several conditions in

which electricity is commonly said to exist, such as current, positive,

negative and neutral. Positive and negative are sometimes spoken of

as two separate "fluids;" and they were also formerly designated as

" vitreous
" and "resinous.

" When a glass rod is rubbed with silk the

vitreous or positive electricity is accumulated on the glass, and the silk

becomes negative. If a stick of sealing wax be rubbed with silk, nega-
tive or resinous electricity accumulates on the sealing wax, while the

silk becomes positive. Electricity becomes current when the body in

which it is generated is connected with the earth or with any neutral

body, the current leaving the body in which it is generated at the posi-

tive and negative ends. An electrical machine, of the frictional kind,

having its prime conductor connected with the earth by a chain, will

give off a constant current of positive electricity while it is being worked.

But it will likewise give off a current of negative electricity flowing to

the ground. If there be no outlet from the prime conductor the posi-

tive electricity is collected upon it in a state of strain or tension, while

the negative is conducted off in a current to the ground. A state of

tension is a condition of potential energy, like a spring wound up.

The mechanical motion which is arrested by the friction of the rubber

on the glass of the machine is the origin of the electrical energy in this

case. There is a strict analogy between the potential of gravitation and

that of magnetism and electricity. As before remarked the potential of

gravitation is the night to which a body is raised, and the potential en-

ergy is measured by the amount of work it would require to raise it to

such hight. "If a common bar magnet be taken in the hand and

moved near a powerful fixed magnet, work will be done. If like poles

an' near each other a force of repulsion is exerted and the muscles are

called upon to do work in bringing the magnet nearer to the fixed mag-

net, moving it against this force." 1 The position to which the magnet
is moved in this way by muscular work, is a position of potential en-

emy. And if the magnet be released (provided it is not allowed to

turn end for end) it will be repelled with an active energy exactly eninrt

to that which was expended in moving it up. The positive poles of two

magnets repel each other, and so do the negative poles but the posi-

tive poles attract, the negative, and viee versa. IT 1'nrce lie used to se|>

'Electricity and Magnetism, -i. !' M unlock.
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arate two attracting poles, the position in which they are left, with refer-

ence to each other after the exertion of such energy, will be a position

of potential energy. In each of these cases the measure of the energy

is the potential position multiplied by the force of the magnet. If the

fixed magnet possess twice the force it will exert twice the energy, the

potential position remaining the same in each case.

The same principles govern in electricity. If a unit of positive elec-

tricity be moved near a larger quantity also positive, it will be repelled,

and if released the unit quantity will fly off, doing work equal to that re-

quired to bring it up. The point to which it is brought is its potential,

and it is evident in this case equally with the other cases, that the en-

ergy with which it will leave this potential will be in proportion to the

quantity of the electricity, two units being repelled with twice the en-

ergy with which one is repelled. When we know the amount of work

required to move a body into a potential position, and the force against

which it is moved, we can find the value of the potential by the follow-

ing formulas :

Gravitation potential= Work weight '

Magnetic potential= Work done in moving mag" etic p le -

Strength of pole.

Electrostatic potential= Work done in

*;"^
of electricity-

Potential is therefore measured by work. At infinite distances all at-

tractions and repulsions cease. If any of them ceases at a finite dis-

tance, that point is a position of a zero potential. The electrostatic po-

tential at any point nearer than the zero point is measured by the work

required to bring a unit quantity of positive electricity to that point

from the zero point.

Potential energy always tends to unwind and run down to zero; a

weight falling to the ground if not prevented, and a magnet pole mov-

ing away into a less potential position if it is near another of the same

name. In any electrified region the direction in which a unit of posi-

tive electricity tends to move shows the direction of lower potential. It

will either move away from a positive electricity or towards a negative

electricity, and work will have to be done to move it towards the former

and to restrain it from going to the latter.

Induction is due to the following facts : 1st, There is around every

magnet, whether a permanent or electro magnet, a field of force, which

is constituted of lines of force or electrical motion. About the perma-
nent magnet these lines of force curve away from the north pole and

make a circuit and return to the south pole. If a bar magnet be covered

with a piece of paper and fine iron filings be sifted over it they will be

arranged in these lines of force so far as that one plane is concerned,

but we are to understand that if the bjir were turned on edge and the
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paper were to be laid 14)011 the ediiv at right angles to its former position,

similar lines of foive would ho obtained then 1
. And the same is true of

a plane at any intermediate angle. If the lines of force could be seen

FIG. 131.

FIG. 131. Linen of Force of a permanent
li<n- Magnet.

FIG. 132. FIG. 133.

FIG. 132 Bar Magnet seen end-on
showing radiating lines of force.

FIG. 133. Whirls of Lines of Fotce around a wire carrying a current seen end-on,

end-on the}
7 would appear to radiate in all directions from the pole of

the magnet. (See fig. 132.) If a piece of paper be peforated in the

center and a wire conducting a current of electricity be passed through
the paper at right angles, fine iron dust sifted upon the paper will take

the form of concentric circles about the wire. ( See fig. 133. )

FIG. 134. Same as 133 seen sidewise.

Around every direct current there is a field of magnetic
whirl something like that shown in fig. 134. There is a re-

ciprocity between the current through the wire and the whirls

of force around it. They belong together and either one be-

gets the other. The direct current gives rise to the whirls which

endure while the current lasts. And conversely if by any means

the whirls can be produced they will give rise to a current

which will continue as long as the whirling can be kept up.

When a wire ring is moved near a magnet across a space in

which there are lines of magnetic force, the resultant of this

motion of the wire upon the lines of force is the magnetic
whirl about the wire itself, and consequently a current in-

duced in the wire. And this current through the wire will

FIG '134 continue as long as the motion of the wire through the field

of force continues. When the wire stops moving the whirls and current

through it stop.

The foregoing statement is on this proviso ;
that the motion of the

wire across the field of force
(
in order to produce the current), must

cross the lines of magnetic force in such a way that the number of these

lines inclosed by the circuit must be constantly on. the increase or de-

crease. If the wire hoop be moved through a uniform field, as in

Figs. 1 35 and 136, in such a way that the number of lines of force pass-

ing through the hoop is neither increased nor diminished, no current will

be induced. In Fig. 137 the ring is supposed to tilt as it moves and

thereby the number of lines enclosed decreases. In that case a current



FIG. 135.
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to IK- due to electric currents flowing around the earth from east to west.

These currents are produced by the variations of temperature, which

take place everywhere daily in consequence of the revolution of the

earth on its axis, showing new parts constantly to the sun. If a mag-
netic needle he brought near a wire carrying a strong current of elec-

tricity, it will tend to place itself at right angles to the current. If an

experimenter should hold the wire in his hands and above the needle,
the current running from left to right, the positive pole of the needle

would point away from the person holding the wire. If the wire were

held under the needle it would point towards the holder. If the cur-

rent ran in the opposite direction the phenomena would be reversed.

The reverse of this experiment is equally true; viz., if the magnet be

tixed and the wire carrying the current be free to move, it will tend to

place itself at right angles to the magnet. Fig. 139 represents an ap-

paratus consisting of a hoop of wire suspended upon points which are

FIG. 140.
A Solenoid.

FIG 139.

inserted into cups containing mercury, so that it Is free to revolve with-

out disturbing the connection. If this hoop be placed so that its plane

coincides with the magnetic meridian of the earth, and then a current of

electricity be passed through it, it will turn on its suspending points

and place itself at right angles to the meridian, and take such position

that the current in the lower part of the hoop will flow from east to

west, the same direction taken by the surface currents of the earth.

Fig. 140 represents a solenoid. This consists of a wire coiled into a

double helix and suspended by points, upon which it can turn. When
a current is passed through the helix it acts in the same way as a mag-
netic needle, taking a north and south position in such a way that the

current in the bottom part of each coil is flowing from east to west, so

that the end marked ( a ) becomes the north pole and points to the north.

Two parallel currents going in the same direction attract each other

bodily, that is, the wires carrying them tend to approach each other.

If the currents are in opposite directions they repel. In two hoops of

wire made to float and convey currents, if both go alike, cither in the

direction of the hands of a watch, or the contrary way, they will move
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toward each other. If the currents go different directions they will

float apart.

From what has gone before it is not difficult to see that a magnet is

simply a body under the influence of electricity. According to Am-

pere's theory, there are currents of electricity flowing around all the ul-

timate molecules of the magnet, in the same direction. Those currents

around molecules in the interior of tlie magnet, neutralize each other so

that the final effect of all the molecular currents is the same as that of

a set of surface currents flowing around the magnet in such direction

that if the magnet be standing with its positive end toward the north,

the current passes toward the west on its underside, and toward the

east on its upper side
;
in other words, in the direction of the hands of

the watch when it stands on edge with its back toward the north.

FIG. 141 Bar of soft iron made
into a temporary magnet by a coiled
current.

'.3.) If a bar or rod of soft iron

M be wrapped with a coil of in-

FIG 141 sulated wire carrying a cur-

rent of electricity, the bar becomes an electro magnet. We have seen

that electric whirls about a wire produce a current in such wire. If the

wire be a short piece not connected at each end so as to allow a current

to pass, it will merely possess tension at each end and will then be a

temporary magnet. A soft iron bar ceases to be a magnet as soon as

the current in its surrounding coil ceases, but if a steel bar be thus mag-
netized by a coil, its magnetism remains permanent. In every maghet or

magnetized body the motion set up in its molecules and its surrounding
field appears to be centifugal in a lateral direction, and centripetal or

contracting in a longitudual direction. ' ' Nairne had observed that me-

tallic wires submitted to discharges of static electricity underwent a

diminution in their length. M. Edmond Becquerel found that this

diminution was inversely proportioned to the cube of the diameter of the

wire.
" 1 After a wire has been brought to incandescence by a persis-

tent current, it is found to have lost 5 or 6 per cent, of its length, the

current having opposed the -cohesion of the metal, and compressed the

molecules of the metal together in a longitudinal direction. (See chap-

ter on muscles. )

The attraction which magnets possess for certain substances is an ex-

emplification and further evidence of the contractile tendency of the

force in certain directions. Bodies are attracted toward either end of

the magnet, so that if a magnet be bent into the shape of ahorse shoe, a

bar may be placed so as to be attracted at one end to the positive pole

of the magnet and at the other end to the negative pole. Such a bar

completes the circuit of the magnet and is called an armature. The
r

l Gaston Plante Storage of Electrical Energy, 243.
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action in a magnet which prepares the w;iy for and which precedes the

the drawing of a body to it, is the creation around such body of the

magnetic whirls and the consequent formation in it of a central line of

force, the ends of which constitute its poles, or tension extremities. And
since positive attracts negative, and vice versa, the negative pole of

the attracted body will be found next the positive pole of the magnet,

* B C
^^Vv ''"' :

i

~~
'""-- - ^+

FIG. 143.

FIG. 142.

FIG. 142. Horse Shoe Electro Magnet. FIG. 143. Illustrating Electrical Induction.
M. Soft-iron bent bar. A. Prime Conductor of an Electrical Ma-
A. Armature. chine.
It is a magnet only while the electric cur- B, C. Cylinder jointed in the middle and
rent passes through the wire with which insulated on glass legs.
the spools are wound.

as in the case of the armature of a horseshoe magnet, the positive pole

will be at the negative end of the magnet. This action of a magnet in

establishing polarity in a separate body is called induction. Induction

takes place whenever an electrified body is brought near a neutral one

and is the preliminary part of attraction. If the prime conductor of an

electrical machine be brought near a metallic cylinder insulated as in fig.

143, the cylinder is instantly rendered polar, the negative tension being

c, Secondary Coil or Conductor,
d. Galvanometer.

FIG. 144.

EIG,
144. Induction by a Battery and Current.

attery.
6. Induction or Primary Coil.

in the end next the positive pole of the machine, and the positive tension

at the further extremity of the cylinder. If the positive end of the cyl-

inder C be drawn away from the other it will be found to represent a

position of potential energy in which the electricity being positive tends

to run down to the level of that of the earth.
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Figure 144 illustrates the production of a current in a coil of wire

called the conductor, by induction from the action of another coil con-

nected with a battery and passing a current. The apparatus is so ar-

ranged that the battery coil can be inserted inside of the spool of the

conductor coil. The current can be suddenly opened or closed by dis-

connecting the wire from the battery or connecting it. Suppose the

primary coil to be near or inside the conductor coil, and the current to

be suddenly made by connecting the wire of the primary coil with the

battery, then a momentary current will pass through the conducting

coil, and this current will go in a direction opposite to that which cir-

culates through the primary. After this there will be no further current

through the conducting coil until the current which has been meanwhile

passing through the primary, or battery coil, is suddenly disconnected

or opened, then there is another momentary shock or current through
the left hand coil, and this time the current is in the same direction as

the one in the right hand one. So when the connection is made in the

right a shock occurs in the left in the contrary direction
;
when it is

broken, shock occurs with current in same direction. The same effect

is produced when the right hand coil is moved towards the left hand

coil, or is pulled away from it. Moving towards produces a contrary

current in the left coil, same as closing or making the current. Moving
from causes the current in the same direction. In this case the current

continues while the motion of the right hand coil is kept up, provided

the two are always so near that the left coil is within the field of force

of the battery coil. The principle upon which the current is produced
in this case is that of the conversion of molar motion into electricity by
the change of position of the left hand coil with reference to the field of

force in the right hand one as explained above. When both coils are

still and the current is suddenly opened or closed, the principle is the

same, the effect being as if the left hand coil were suddenly brought
into the presence of the current and stopped there, or suddenly taken

out of it; the current in the left hand coil continuing onl}
r as long as the

process of starting or stopping the circuit in the battery coil, a very
small fraction of a second. When the primary coil is moved to and

from the secondary one, the more rapidly it is moved the stronger will

be the currents induced in the secondary. If tire primary is inserted in

the secondary and the current generated in the latter by rapidl}* making
and breaking the circuit in the former

,
this can obviously be done much

more rapidly than the primary could be inserted and withdrawn, or

moved in any way bodily near the secondary. As making and breaking
the circuit is the same as moving the coil bodily, the more rapidly it is

made and broken, the more powerful is the generated secondary current.

Hence there have been many contrivances made for this purpose. One
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constructed by Gordon completes the circuit fi,000 times in a second

and breaks it as often. The advantage of the induction apparatus is

that the current of a voltaic battery which has large heating and chem-

ical power with low potential, is exchanged for an electrical current of

low chemical and heating power, but very high potential. So that while

it is possible to get only a short spark from a voltaic circuit, the same

current is able to induce a secondary current which will give a spark

several hundred times as long. Induction machines have been made to

deliver a spark over three feet long. The case of the induction current

is no exception to the rule that energy is required to produce energy.

Because when the coil from the battery is moved toward the conduction

coil, or left hand coil, the current induced in the latter is contrary, and

contrary currents repel bodily, so that as soon as the current is produced
the repulsion commences. In other words, the molar motion of the

coils, or coil, is converted into a repellent current, and the molar motion

is resisted and at the same time heat is developed in the conducting coil. If

a metallic top be set to spinning near two iron* poles which can suddenly
be converted "into the poles of a powerful electro-magnet," when the

poles become magnetic by a current through them the top is soon

brought to rest. The reason is that the magnetic currents in the mag-
net produce in the top which is a conductor alternately, on its revolv-

ing surface approaching and receding from the magnet, a series of sec-

ondary induced currents, which by their repellent power tend to turn the

top backwards, and this effort results in converting the energy of the

currents into heat, the same as if the top were stopped by friction. But

it is observed that if the top in this case were compelled by force to

turn continuously in the presence of this current, and wires contrived

to conduct away the electricity induced in it, we should have a con-

tinuous ( alternating ) current from the top. In fact, we should have

an electric dynamo to all intents and purposes.

A d}
rnamo usually consists essentially of series of bobbins or coils of

wire fastened upon the periphery of a wheel, which is made to revolve

between the poles of powerful magnets. In the earlier machines the

magnets used were strong, permanent, steel magnets. In the later

ones, the magnets are electro-magnets. These electro-magnets were at

first charged by small side dynamos, which revolved in the presence of

permanent steel magnets, and the great currents used for lighting, &c.
,

were generated by the bobbins revolving between the great electro-mag-

nets so charged. But after awhile it was discovered that after the great

electro-magnets were once charged the charge did not entirety leave

them when the current around them was discontinued. So that when

the bobbins were revolved in their presence a slight current was cre-

ated through the bobbins. It was then suggested to run this current

I
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around the great magnets, and thus supply them with additional force,

which being done the current sent off from the bobbins at once greatly

:ncreased. Some of the dynamos now in use adopt this plan, a part of

the current generated in the revolving bobbins being switched off or

"shunted " from the main current and made to run around the electro-

magnets and give them greater force, which greater force reciprocally

acts to increase the main current. The part of the main current not

returned to reinforce the electro-magnet passes on to do the work of

electro lighting, &c.

Two conductors separated by an insulating body in a thin stratum, is

an Electric Accumulator. A Leyden jar, is an example. The two con-

ductors are the electrodes, and the insulator is called a dielectric. Thus

in the Leyden jar, the layers of tin foil are the electrodes, the glass is

the dielectric.

Conductors. The passage of electricity from its potential to a neutral

position is much more rapid in some than in other bodies; the time

elapsing after the discharge before the potential is uniform over the

whole body, being very different in different bodies; this difference in-

dicating difference of resistance. All metals are good conductors, but

not alike. The resistance of lead is 12 times that of copper or silver
;

iron is 6 times that of copper or silver
; mercury is 60 times that of

copper or silver. The higher the temperature of metals the greater is

the resistance. All liquids containing water, and all damp bodies, are

conductors, inferior to metals, and cannot be used for insulators. Gases

at the atmospheric pressure, whether dry or moist, are insulators so

nearly perfect, when the electric tension is small, that there is no evi-

dence, as yet, of electricity passing through them by ordinary conduc-

tion. When electricity passes through gases, it is by disruptive dis-

charge on account of high tension. The electric strength of a dielectric

or insulator, is the value of the electromotive force which can exist in

a dielectric without causing a discharge. The electric strength of air

diminishes as the pressure is reduced from the atmospheric pressure to

that of about three millimetres of mercury.
' When the pressure is

still further reduced, the electric strength rapidly increases, and when

the exhaustion is carried to the highest degree hitherto attained, the

electromotive force required to produce a spark of a quarter of an inch,

is greater than that which will give a spark of eight inches in air at or-

dinary pressure.' (Clerk Maxwell.) The most perfect vacuum yet

formed is an insulator of very great electric strength. The electric

strength of hydrogen is much less than that of air. Cold glass is a

good insulator, but when hot, say 200 F.
,

is a conductor. Gutta-

percha, caoutchouc, vulcanite, paraffin and resins are good insulators,

the resistance of gutta percha at 75 F., being about 6 X 10 19
(ten 19th

\
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power ) times that of copper. In the following list each substance con-

ducts better than any one of higher number :

Good Conductors. Non-conductors or Insulators.

1 Silver. 11 Oils.

2 Copper. 12 Porcelain.

3 Other metals. 13 Wool.

4 Charcoal. 14 Silk.

5 Water. 15 Resin.

16 Gutta-percha.

Partial Conductors. 17 Shellac.

6 The body. 18 Ebonite.

7 Cotton. 19 Paraffin.

8 Dry wood. 20 Glass.

9 Marble. 21 Dry air.

10 Paper. 22 Vacuum.

Ice, crystals, and solidified electrolytes are insulators. Naptha, tur-

pentine and some oils are insulators not the most perfect.

The electric-glow occurs when a conductor terminates in a point, pro-

jecting into air and not near another conductor. The tension compels
a discharge into the air, into which the electricity, spreading in propor-

tion to the square of its distance, soon reaches a point, or rather a sur-

face, of air whose resistance prevents further dispersion, except as the

air itself is driven away, creating an electrical wind. Such passage of

electrified particles is called electrical convection.

The electric brush consists of ramifying discharges into the air from

a blunt point or a small ball. The tension in this case diminishes less

rapidly with distance from the conductor, than in the other case.

Electric tension is the stress or strain in a conductor of accumulated

electricity against an insulator or dielectric which bars its exit.

" Thomson has found that air, at the ordinary pressure and tempera-

ture, can support an electric tension of 9, 600 grains weight per square

foot, before a spark passes." ( Maxwell.)

Induction is the creation of tension and polarity in a medium by
means of an electromotive force in a neighboring body. They both

cease upon the removal of the body in which the electromotive force is

displayed. Notwithstanding the fact mentioned above, that the space

in a vessel completely exhausted of air, is about the most effectual non-

conductor known, the power of induction across such space is not less-

ened a particle. This emphatically points to a " medium "
remaining

in space after all ponderable and visible bodies are removed from it.

This medium is called ether by physicists, and its extension throughout

space is attested by the fact that electrical induction takes place across

the empty space between the sun and earth, a distance of 94, 000, 000
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miles. When a body is at a temperature of 250 degrees C. it may be

called warm
;
500 degrees C. it may be called hot. At 1000 degrees

C. we have the heat rays ;
at 1200 degrees C. we have the orange rays :

at 1300 degrees C. we have the yellow rays; at 1500 degrees C. we

have the blue rays ;
at 1700 degrees C. we have the indigo rays ;

at

2000 degrees C. we have the violet rays. So that any body raised to a

temperature of 2000 C. will give us all the rays of the sun.

Incandescent electric lighting depends on the principle that a bad

conductor becomes heated during the passage of an electric current, and

when heated ( to a sufficient degree ) emits light,
l or rather when the

degree of vibration has become great enough the effect of the extra high

vibratory rate is not heat but light. When a carbon rod, a piece of

platinum wire, or thin iron wire, forms part of a circuit, it glows with

an intensity of light dependent upon the strength of the current and

the resistance offered by the bad conductor. If the bad conductor be

cut in two and the two halves be brought into contact, the current pass-

ing through will give the glow. Now, if the two be slightly separated

the current will pass across the separating space producing what is called

the voltaic arc. The brilliancy of the arc depends upon the strength of

the current, the material composing the electrodes, or points between

which the light is produced, and the atmosphere about it. With potas-

sium or sodium electrodes the light is more brilliant than with plat-

inum or gold. With sodium the color of the arc is yellow, with zinc

and magnesium it is white, while with silver it is green. The 2
spec-

trum of the arc produced between silver and carbon contains only two

green bands, and if other metals be substituted for the silver, the spec-

trum is always "discontinuous
"

being a few color bands separated by
dark spaces. ( The spectra of gas and oil flames are continuous, but

red, orange and yellow are predominant, there being little green, less

blue and still less violet, or none at all. ) In the electric arc, where

both points are carbons, the light from the carbons is white, the same

as sunlight, that is, contains all the colors, while the light of the arc

itself is violet-blue, its spectrum containing an excess of violet, less of

blue, and scarcely any of the colors of the lower end of the spectrum.

The electric light depends for its direct development upon mechanical

energy and not upon combustion, as do gas, oil, &c.' consequently no

carbonic acid gas results from it. The chemical action of the electric

light is the same as that of the sun. It causes the combination of

chlorine with hydrogen, decomposes chloride of silver, and can conse-

quently be utilized in photography, and it imparts phosphorescent

properties to susceptible substances. It takes two and a half times

1 See Paget Higgs Electric Light, p. 55.
2 For spectrum and spectrum analysis sec Chap, on Light.
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longer to take a photograph with it. The electric arc does not heat.

This appears astonishing at first, for all bodies fuse or volatilize when

introduced into the arc.
"

" The voltaic arc is the result of the incandescence of a jet of parti-

cles detached from the electrodes or poles and thrown from one elec-

trode to the other, particularly from the positive pole to the negative

pole. The positive electrode has a temperature much higher than the

other, the negative electrode being barely red when the positive elec-

trode is at a white heat. The positive pole is consumed at double the

rate at which the negative pole disappears when the carbons are equal

in size." When both electrodes are carbon points, the arc is egg-

shaped.
uIt appears as a flickering flame, and brilliant particles are

constantly carried between the two electrodes.
" When there are min-

eral impurities in the carbons, they are fused and appear as melted glob-

ules upon the carbon points. "The voltaic arc behaves precisely as

any other portion of the electric circuit. It is attracted or repelled by

magnets in an exactly similar manner. Indeed the incandescent particles

constitute between the two electrodes a conductor of great mobility ;

and the arc may be regarded as a badly conducting chain of these parti-

cles, raised to incandescence in consequence of the resistance they of-

fer to the passage of the current.
"

We have the following immediate Sources of Electricity: Friction.

Percussion: As when one substance is struck violently by another

one becomes positive, the other negative. Vibration: As of a metal

rod. Disruption and Cleavage: As when a card, a paper collar, &c.
,

is torn asunder, lumps of sugar crunched, sudden cleavage of a sheet of

mica, &c. Crystallization and Solidification: Many substances pass-

ing from a liquid to a solid state as sulphur, chocolate, arsenic acid,

sulphate of copper and potassium give off electrical action. Combus-

tion: As burning charcoal, &c. Evaporation: When evaporation

takes place the vapor takes one electrical state, and the remaining li-

quid the other. ' < A few drops of a solution of sulphate of copper

thrown into a hot platinum crucible produce violent electrification as

they evaporate.
" When water is turned into vapor the vapor becomes

positively electrified, ( hence the charge of positive electricity in the

warm, tropically-originated, summer cloud.) Pressure: Many sub-

stances become electrified when pressed. Cork becomes positive when

pressed against amber, gutta-percha and metals, but negative when

pressed against spars and animal substances. A crystal of calc-spar

pressed along its blunt edges, between the dry fingers, becomes elec-

trical, and remains so for some days. Pyro-electricity is a name given

to electricity developed upon the heating or cooling of certain crystals,

especially Tourmaline, which, when heated, attracts light bodies. Sili-
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cate of zinc or "electric calamine,
"

boracite, cane-sugar, quartz, tar-

trate of potash, sulphate of quinine, and some others are pyro-electric.

Electricity is generated in most if not all animal tissues, and it is

thought vegetable tissues, too. And some animals and some vegeta-

bles possess specially adapted organs for storing electricity. (See

Chap, on Electric Organs. ) Thermo-electricity: Heat applied at the

junction of two dissimilar metals, causes a current across the junction.

FIG. 145,-Thermo Electrical Battery.

A, A, A. Bars of Antimony. H. Heated end of the bars.

B, B, B Bars of Bismuth. C.-Cold end.

The current travels in the direction of the arrows. If the wire
be cut there will be tensions at the ends, shown by the signs +, .

The battery can be made by any two metals arranged as in the fit?.

If the two ends of a crystal of Tourmaline be united by a wire and
the crystal then heated, a current will pass through the wire, and
it becomes a thermo-electric battery.

FIG. 145.

Contact of dissimilar metals produces electricity. In the following

list each metal is positive to those below it, the amount of the differ-

ence of potential being stated in volts:

Diff. in Potential in volts.

+ ?
in<U . .210

Lead
)

'

Tin 069
Iron 313

Copper 146
Platinum 238
Carbon 113

The difference between two not contiguous is obtained by adding to-

gether all between. Thus between zinc and carbon the difference of

potential is 1.089 volts.

There is a difference of potential between two dissimilar liquids when

brought into contact
;
also between a liquid and a metal

;
also between

a hot and a cold piece of the same metal. All chemical action produces

electrical action. In fact, chemical action itself is held by many chem-

ists to be a form of electrical action. Galvanic batteries are contriv-

ances for converting chemical action into current electricity or rather

for gathering up the electricity generated by chemical action and run-

ning it off into a current. To sum up
" the most important agencies

in the production of electrification in bodies, are friction, heat, chemical

action, magnetism, and the contact of dissimilar substances." ( S. P.

Thompson, 71.)

Atmospheric Electricity. Professor Vander Mensbrugghe in a memoir

on the application of thermo-dynamics to the study of the variations of

the potential of liquid surfaces, is led to a conclusion of capital impor-

tance to meteorology. His equations, namely, seem to prove vigorously

that any change in the surface of the liquid gives rise to a change of
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temperature, and if the circuit is closed, to a thermo-electric current.

His experiments show that on the one hand the water of the ocean un-

der the action of the sun being submitted to a continual evaporation

must atl'ect the calorific and the electric state of the earth, and develop

constant thermo-electric currents. On the other hand the enormous

quantity of vapor which is lifted into the atmosphere is there subjected

to incessant variations in respect to the surfaces of contact with the air,

of its vesicles, rain-drops, &c. Its reduction from a state of extreme

and almost molecular tenuity to a state where by sudden condensation

it forms larger rain-drops, enables it to actually produce enormous quan-

tities of electricity until the drops fall in turn upon the surface of the

globe from which they were elevated. Thus we have at once on the one

hand the existence of a constant soured of the thermo electricity circulat-

ing around the earth, and on the other hand a permanent cause of at-

mospheric electricity. ( Harper's Annual Record, 1876.
)

The fact is, there is no sort of motion whatever that is not accom-

panied by electrical action. If there is such a substance as ether per-

vading all space, including the pores and intermolecular openings in

ponderable bodies, certainly when we see the ponderable bodies move

we can easily believe their enclosed ether moves too. That this ether is

the vehicle of heat, light and induction, is as good as proved. That it

is the body which moves in the case of current electricity, and the body
which is on a strain when positive and negative tensions are exhibited,

is at least a reasonable hypothesis. We have seen that no sort of mo-

tion can end partly or wholly without setting up another sort. As the

ether is the most mobile of all bodies, the motion of other bodies is com-

municated to it on all occasions. No ponderable body can move with-

out subjecting its enclosed ether to new conditions as to contact, heat,

pressure, friction, and the different electrical states of the other bodies

in its vicinity. These new conditions react upon the ether enclosed in

such body to produce new conditions, and hence electrical movements

in it.

Glaston Plante considers Electricity to be a purely mechanical motion

of ponderable matter, and its discharges to consist in the extremely rapid

flow or transport of a very small quantity of matter, whether we con-

sider the electric spark the voltaic arc or electrical discharge in general.

The matter discharged, he says, is not electric matter,
" but electrified

matter borrowed both from the substance itself from which it detaches

itself, and from the center ( medium ) through which it passes." This

is without doubt true of many of the visible effects of electric action, as

the flow of fine particles from one pole to another in the arc light, the

electric spark and lightning in the air, the electric glow, electric brush,

&c. But behind these phenomena is the energy which produces them,
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and that is the motion of some substance far more nimble than the me-

tallic particles of the wire conductor.

Electric motions may take the form of gyratory movements, the same

as ( other )
mechanical motion, by an effect from reaction due from the

flowing of matter however small the quantity may be which escapes from

electrified substances. But the phenomenon of electrical motion is not

exclusively a transportation or discharge of electrified matter
;

it may
become a molecular vibratory movement as other mechanical motion

does. This happens when the ponderable matter resulting from the dis-

charge comes in contact with a substance of a peculiar elasticity which

permits the transfer and propagation of the shock throughout the mass

of the substance. ' ' This peculiar elasticity constitutes electric con-

ductibility. There is not in such case an}
7
transport of ponderable mat-

ter throughout the length of the conducting substance, but diffusion by
vibrations analogous to those of the sonorous motion, or the movement

transferred to a series of elastic balls. The phenomenon of the jet of

ponderable matter may be also produced at the extremity of the con-

ductor when there is a break or change in material, as for example the

conducting wire. This transformation into vibratory motion may take

place, to a certain degree, in the electric discharge itself through an im-

perfectly conducting medium, such as ordinary or rarefied air. There

is then both transport and vibratory motion
;
and it is this double effect

which often gives to electric phenomena such complicated appearances.

The phenomena of suction produced by the flow of an electric current

of high tension, are analogous to those which result from the passage

in a narrow tube of a liquid or jet of steam impelled at a great speed

( as in the Giffard Injector ). M. D. Colladon has observed an analogous

suction or reverse action in water-falls. He says,
' ' There may be per-

ceived little sheaves composed of millions of liquid pearls impelled at a

rapidity of motion absolutely incredible, in a contrary direction to the

water of the cascade, and quickly ascending towards the summit.
"

Analogous to this says Plante,
' ' The very rapid movement of ponder-

able matter which constitutes electric discharge produces like the rapid

motion of a fluid a suction or inverse motion in the particles of matter

which receive the electric shock, or of that which forms the center or

medium of the matter traversed by the discharge. From that cause

a double movement occurs in two different directions, consequently a

double transport of ponderable matter. To this double movement are

due the effects produced in electric discharge, which are, by general

consent, called positive and negative electricity. Instead of these ex-

pressions, which seem to infer two sorts of electricity, the terms < ' direct

electric motion
"
and "inverse electric motion" may be substituted.

11 As to the phenomena produced by electricity called static, we consider
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them as due to the vibrator}' state of the molecules at the surface of

electrified substances, accompanied by a more or less abundant emission

of material particles detached from this surface, according to the condi-

rions in which the electrified substances are placed in reference to the

surrounding medium. The phenomenon of the aigrette ( or brush of

down ) is a characteristic manifestation of this emission of ponderable

matter. The aigrette is always produced in a greater or less degree on

different points of a strongly electrified substance
;
the least wrinkle in

the surface will occasion it. This phenomenon then reveals the state of

continual discharge in which a substance may be when charged with

static electricity." "The earlier electricians, principally Boyle and

Hankshee, had already allowed that material effluvium escapes from

electrified substances. This idea appears to us to be still correct at the

present time by adding to it the vibratory molecular motion of the sur-

face of these substances.
" "It may be also said that this emission be-

comes more evident the nearer the electrified substance chances to be to

another substance not electrified, which serves, in some degree, as target

for the projectiles formed by the molecules from the electrified sub-

stance.
" " To sum up in a few words the views herein stated; we

think that electricity may be considered as a movement of ponderable

matter a movement of transport given to a very small mass of matter

impelled to an extreme velocity, when there is a question of electric dis-

charge and a very rapid vibration of the molecules of matter when

touching its transmission to a distance in a dynamic form or its mani-

festation in a static form on the surface of substances.
"

(Gaston Plante. )

There are numerous analogies between the action of electricity and of

other mechanical motion at a high tension, some of which may be men-

tioned. * ' The mechanical calorific and chemic action produced at the

same time by an electric current of a certain tension, on the surface of

Fio. 14:6. Engraving by Electricity.

glass, which has led to engraving on glass by electricity, may be com-

pared with the action exercised" by the "sand blast" on glass, in

which glass is engraved by M very fine jet of sand shot forth under strong

pressure, which has Ix-cn in use for m:my years in this country. The

process of electrical engraving on glass is briefly as follows : The glass
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is laid horizontally in a shallow basin and covered with a concentrated

solution of nitrate of potash, which is poured over it so as to cover it.

Then, in the layer of liquid which covers the glass, and along the edges

of the plate, a horizontal platinum wire is immersed in connection with

the pole of a secondary battery of from 50 to 60 elements, then, hold-

ing in the hand the other electrode, formed of a platinum wire insulated

except at the extremity, the glass covered with the thin layer of saline

solution is touched at the points where the letters or drawing are re-

quired to be engraved. A luminous track appears wherever the elec-

trode touches, and no matter how quickly they are written or drawn the

characters become distinctly engraved on the glass. If one writes or

draws slowly the lines are deeply marked, their breadth depending on

the diameter of the platinum wire serving as electrode
;

if it be pointed

these characters may be extremely fine.
" The engraving may be done

with either electrode, but with the negative one, the engraving is more

distinct and it requires a less powerful current. These results have

been obtained by the use of secondary batteries ( storage batteries ), but

better, or at least more, continuous work, could be got from a Bunsen

battery of a sufficient number of elements, or from
"

a dynamo, or even

an alternating current magneto-electric machine.
' ' The phenomena of attraction and repulsion which seem so charac-

teristic of electricity can be imitated with the aid of a strongly com-

pressed jet of air escaping through an extremely narrow opening. Balls

of different substances, even metal, may be held in equilibrium attracted

or repelled by a jet of air at high pressure according to their distance

from the opening, density, &c. The recent works of M. Bjerknes have

shown the possibility of also obtaining, by other purely mechanical

means, attractions and repulsions similar to those caused by electricity.
"

Perforations in paper by electrical currents resemble those made by pro-

jectiles impelled at a high velocity. "A jet of steam projected under

strong pressure against the slag of blast furnaces divides it into number-

less threads forming it into a kind of mineral wool. In the same way
matter impelled by electric movement sub-divides to an infinite extent

all other matter it finds in its way.
"

Experiments have been made by
Prof. Bjerkness, of Christiania, in which he produced in water, "lines

of force
" which imitate very closely the lines of force produced b}

7
mag-

nets. He used two little drums with India-rubber membranes for heads,

and which he caused to vibrate by means of a pair of air pumps worked

by a crank which rapidly forced air in or sucked it out of the drums.

They could be worked in the same phase, that is, both bulge out or both

cave in at the same instant
;
or they could be worked in opposite phases,

that is, one bulge out while the other caved in. He placed them under

water a little ways apart, and made them vibrate in various ways. He
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had a third body mounted on a stand and supported by an upright rod

of very elastic steel, which was easily swayed by the slightest force.

This he placed under the water and moved about from one part of the

vessel to another, noting the manner in which it was affected by the cur-

rents of the water set up by the vibrations of the drum heads. When a

single drum vibrated, the effect at a little distance was lines of force

radiating from the axis, like the spokes of a wheel, and imitating the

magnetic lines seen end-on as shown in fig. 132. When the two drums

were placed a little wa}
rs apart, in the same line or axis, and vibrated in

opposite phases they acted just like a complete magnet, and the lines

formed in the water currents took the form of the magnetic lines of force

shown in fig. 131. Other experiments showed the same lines which in

magnetism are lines of repulsion and which follow the bringing of two

poles of the same name near each other.- This occurred when the two

drums were operated in the same phase, both bulging out at the same

instant. But the drums instead of repelling, attract each other when

they vibrate in the same phase. Fig. 147 shows the lines of magnetic
force when the north poles of two magnets are brought near each other.

FIG. 147. Showing lines of Repulsion of
Similar Poles of Magnets.
Fro. 148. Showing lines of Attraction of

Unlike Poles of magnets.

^ke same happens if both are south

p les - The lines f f rce b th rush-

ing out to ether meet and deflect each

other- As they tend to straighten

from this compulsory bending, the

effect is repulsion. The lines of force

between the north pole of one magnet
and the south pole of another, as as-

certained by the position taken by
iron filings sifted between them when

they are brought near each other, are

shown in fig. 148. These lines are

closely imitated by the water currents

when the drums are vibrated in opposite phases. In other experiments

Prof. Bjerkness showed in the water the same sort of motions as exhibited

by electricity in the formation of whirls of force such as shown in figs.

133 and 134. The behavior of two electrical currents when near each

other was also imitated
;
and in short about all the known lines of force

emanating from magnetic or electrical agency, can be imitated by water

currents when set in motion by vibrating or pulsating bodies. The at-

traction of the drums for each other takes place when they vibrate in

the same phase, and they repel when they vibrate in opposite phases,

that is, when one is caving in when the other is bulging out.

FIGS. 147 AND 148.
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Mr. Stroh, following the hint given by these experiments in water,

performed a series of similar ones, using air as the fluid to be thrown

into motion, and musical reeds in tubes as instruments for communi-

cating regular vibrations to small drum-heads. He got practically the

same results as those of Prof. Bjerkness. His vibrating drums attracted

each other when vibrating in the same phase, and repelled when vibrat-

ing in opposite phases. He found the lines of force by using a small

gas jet, which could be moved about the field. When two drums were

vibrated in like phase, and this flame held between them, it was repelled

at right angles from their axis. If such flame be held between the dis-

similar poles of a powerful electro-magnet, it will be repelled in the

same way. Mr. Stroh says that if magnetism is due to the vibration of

a medium his experiments lead to the conclusion that the rate of such

vibration must be identical in all magnets, and that this rate, in fact,

constitutes magnetism as distinguished from other electrical phenomena.
That magnetism is a vibration of a medium like ether, he says, is strongly

favored by its analogy with vibrating bodies, although the effects ap-

pear to be inverse throughout. It is quite obvious that if the magnetic
action is due to a motion of a medium, the experiments did not pre-

cisely imitate it.
1

Where a current passes from one pole to another it possesses carrying

powers. This is well shown in electrotyping, in which currents passed

through a solution of sulphate of copper, for example, will pull the cop-

per away from the sulphur and carry it to the negative pole, while the

rest of the compound will be carried to the positive pole. A remark-

able story was told by the papers not long ago, of a thunderbolt which

electro-plated a cat with silver. The cat was sleeping on a sofa, so the

story goes, above which hung an old fashioned, silver hilted sword.

The lightning traversed the partition on which the sword hung, dis-

solved the silver which it carried through the air and left neatly coat-

ing every hair of the cat, while it continued on its way to the ground.
If this be fiction, it is not more remarkable than the truth. The pro-

jection of currents must mean the bodily movement of a physical body

throwing itself into another body of the same substance at rest. The

experiments mentioned above, produced motion in this latter body with-

out taking account of the currents by which the motion is produced, in

the case of magnetism and electricity. It was mentioned above that

heat may produce or become an electrical current. In like manner an

electrical current is, in part, converted into heat, whenever it passes

through a metal, but not to the same extent in any two. The follow-

ing table shows the conducting power of various metals, calling

1 An account of these instructive researches may be found in Gordon's Electricity and
Magnetism,
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silver 100, and their resistance to the passage of a current, calling

silver 1 :

Klectrical Conducting Power of Metals.
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net pole placed at the center. This absolute unit is too large, and in practice is difficult

to be realized. So the practical unit of current, which is called the ampere, is fixed at

one-tenth of the absolute unit ; and the measurement is made by means of the standard

galvanometer. This instrument is essentially a magnetic needle suspended in the mid-

dle of a circular coil of wire, the coil to be set upon edge so that its plane stands parallel

with the magnetic meridian. Its action upon the needle when a current is passed

through the coil, tends to cause the needle to take a position at right angles to the coil.

The magnetism of the earth tends to keep the needle in the Earth's magnetic merid-

ian, while the current of electricity through the coil tends to deflect the needle from the

meridian. The force of the earth's magnetism varies in different localities, so that the

ampere-meter must be different in different localities to suit. The more intense the

magnetic current of the earth is, the closer must the current through the galvanometer
be to the needle, in order to deflect it to the same extent. Hence, where the earth-cur-

rent is weak the diameter of the coil in the instrument is made large. Thus, at London
the intensity of the earth current is .180, and the diameter of the coil is 6.87 inches.

At New Orleans the earth current is .280, and coil 4.42 inches. When the current

through this is just strong enough to deflect the needle 45 its force is that of one am-

pere. The tangent of 45 is the same as the radius. The natural tangents of other de-

grees of deflection in the ampere-meter, indicate amperes directly thus a deflection of

63.30=2 amperes, 71.35 =3 amperes, 76=4 amperes, 78.45' = 5, &c. "A current of

one ampere will cause the deposit in one hour 1.174 grams, or 18.116 grains, of copper in

a copper electrolytic cell. It will in one hour deposit 4.024 grams, or 62.52 grains, of

silver in a silver cell." (Thompson.)
As stated above, every field of magnetic or electric force is such by virtue of lines of

force which are supposed to traverse it, as shown by the manner in which iron filings

are arranged by a magnet. For the sake of convenience it is assumed that each line

represents the force of one dyne, and that the intensity of the field depends on the num-
ber of these lines in a given area or section, say one centimeter. When the magnetic

pull on a unit magnet pole is, say 40 dynes, then, it is said there are 40 lines of force

within a cross section of a square centimeter.

Electromotive force depends upon the number of magnetic lines of force that are "cut"

by a conductor moving in a field of magnetic force. (See fig. 136.) The dyne unit of

magnetic force is an obvious measure of Electromotive force, therefore, and would be

Adopted if it were not far too small for practical work. What has been adopted is a unit

composed of one hundred millions of the aforesaid absolute units. This great unit of

Electromagnetic force is called a Volt. A definition of one volt is, therefore, the electro-

motive force generated by a conductor cutting across a hundred million magnetic lines

per second. This is measured in practice by any cell of constant known force. A Dan-

iell's cell has a force of about 1 1-10 volts. A cell invented by Latimer Clark, is very con-

stant at about 1 4-10 volts. The Ohm, or unit electrical resistance, is made necessary by
the fact of resistance to the passage of a current in every conductor however good.

The actual available current for work is reduced by the resistance of the conductor, and

is the quotient resulting from dividing the electromotive force by the resistance. The

Ohm, or unit of .resistance, is fixed at one thousand millions of C, G, S units. 1 volt

divided by 1 ohm is equal to 1 ampere. An electrical Cfondenser is an apparatus for

holding electricity in a potential condition. A Leydeii jar is a condenser. The capacity

of a condenser is measured by an absolute unit called a Farad. A condenser which

holds one Coulomb at a potential of one Volt, has a capacity of one Farad. This is too

large a measure for practical use, and so the little farad, or Microfarad, is used. It takes

a million Microfarads'to make one Farad.

The amount of work done in one second by an electrical machine is expressed by a unit

called a Watt, which is the same as one volt multiplied by one ampere. Calculation

shows that 746 watts equal one horse-power. If a certain arc lamp has a pressure or po-

tential of 57 volts between the lamp terminals, and the current is ten and a half am-

peres, the power expended is 598 and a half watts, or about eight-tenths of a horse-

power. Another " unit "
is one of 1,000 watts, equal to one and a third horse-power, and

is used to designate the power of dynamos. A machine having the power of 8,000 watts

is an eight "unit " machine.
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

CRYSTALLIZATION.

Since we have got a habit of talking of the 'mineral "kingdom and of

organic kingdoms, we are apt, inadvertently, to get a half impression that

these are independent departments of nature in which the materials

used and the laws governing their movements and arrangements are

different and independent. It is our first duty to rid ourselves of this

false impression, and to come to a realization of the fact that nature is

onl}' one. We may call it all a mineral kingdom if we choose
;

in which

case we are to consider every organic body as a lot of minerals ar-

ranged in a particular form, and therefore liable to a particular set of

reactions. Or we may call it all an organic kingdom, in which case the

so-called minerals become organic bodies of simple constitution.

From very much that has gone before, we have reason to conclude

that organisms are built up, altered and amended, moved and operated

by forces chiefly external to themselves. If we inquire among the

minerals, at the first glimpse, we will be apt to suppose that they are

more independent of their surroundings. They seem to have their likes

and dislikes, their affinity for this, and their indifference to that. Their

affinities appear at first to be absolute and ultimate, belonging to them-

selves and not to be questioned ; theirs, just because they are, and al-

ways have been. But investigation shows that the so-called elementary
bodies are by no means exempt from the influence of energies external

to themselves. Even their very affinities are largely conditional in

fact, I think we may say wholly conditional on the action upon them of

external energy in the shape of heat, light, electricity, &c. We have

seen that the effect of various dynamic agencies upon bodies organized
into machines depends entirely on the form and make-up of the ma-

chines themselves. But every body is organized into a machine. The

atom, which is conceived by the chemist to be the smallest particle of

any element, is never found except in combination with others. There-

fore it is alwa}'s a part of a machine. There is nothing but a series of

machines from atoms to elephants. A molecule, which is the smallest

quantity of a compound that can exist by itself, is composed of at least

two atoms, and may be composed of a great many. So that even a

molecule is a machine whose reaction against any sort of energy de-

pends upon its structure
;
that is, the number and shape of its atoms

and the manner in which they are attached to each other. Since two

bodies may be composed of the same kind of atoms in the same num-

ber, and yrt bo radically different by reason of the manner in which the

component atoms are stuck together, it follows that form alone tnav
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give rise to a divergence of chemical and physical reactions
;
and the

logical sequence of this is, that traced to ultimate conditions, the only

difference between atoms may consist in difference of form. We shall

find many facts which point to such conclusion. If that is the case, it

will follow further that all their supposed properties, affections, affin-

ities, &c.
,
are merely diverted forms of external energy, and come into

existence as such, or go out, according to the manner in which they are

assailed by external energy. This is true of the great artificial machines,

as everyone will admit without argument and it is true of the great or-

ganisms, as can be proved, if need be. What is true of the great may
be equally true of the small. That the influence of form is paramount,

in some cases, at least, is proved by the facts of allotropism and isomer-

ism. The meaning of the first term is " of another habit," and it is

applied in the case of those elementary bodies which show themselves

in more than one form. Some examples of allotropism will be men-

tioned. Oxygen has three habits of existence
;

viz.
,
as oxygen, ozone,

and antozone. Ozone is once and a half as heavy as oxygen, and has

most of the properties of oxygen intensified. It has an odor like sul-

phur. A molecule. of common oxygen has two atoms, while a molecule

of ozone has three. Ozone is formed from oxygen by heat, by light,

and b}
T

electricity, and is often detected in the air after a thunder-storm,

by its odor. At a temperature of 290 it is reconverted into oxygen.

Antozone is formed whenever ozone is, and is changed to oxygen by be-

ing heated. It is a great agent in the formation of fogs and clouds

with water. Thus the difference between these three is very consider-

able, and they have quite different affinities, yet are interconvertible

into one another
;
in fact, are three habits of the same thing made

different by different external conditions.

Phosphorus is an elementary body which without losing its name may
occur in two different allotropic states. In the ordinary state it is called

Alpha Phosphorus. It is colorless and it forms into twelve-sided crys-

FIG. 150.

FIG. 150. Crystals of Sulphur.
1, 2. Alpha sulphur.
3. Beta sulphur.

FIG. 149.
Fia. 14Q. Phosphorus Crystals.

I. Alpha Phosphorus.
2. Beta Phosphorus.

tals, fig. 149, 1. Its specific gravity is 1.83, it melts at 44 and boils

at 290. In the air at 50 it takes fire. It is violent poison. Heat of 250
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in a particular gas converts it into the second variety culled tn-tn phos-

phorus. This is red and forms into acute rhombohedral crystals of a

specific gravity of 2.34. It does not take fire in the air till heated to

iM>0 and it is not poisonous. It melts at 260 and is then reconverted

into the alpha variety.

Sulphur is an element which exists in three distinct forms. In the

first variety, called alpha sulphur, its crystals are forms of orthorhornbic

octahedrons like numbers 1 and 2, fig. 150. Its specific gravity in this

form is 2.05. The beta variety is in monoclinic c^stals like 3, fig. 150.

The specific gravity of this is 1.95. The first variety is soluble in car-

bon di-sulphide, but the second is not. The second tends with the aid of

heat to pass into the first. The third variety or gamma sulphur is formed

into a waxy, sticky amorphous mass by pouring melted sulphur at 250

temperature into cold water. This variety has a specific gravity of 1.95

and like the second is insoluble in carbon disulphide. The third sort

passes slowly into the first. But it passes quickly if heated to 100 and

in doing so becomes ten degrees hotter. Experiments with sulphur gas

show that its molecule at a temperature of 500 contains six atoms while

at 1000 it contains but two.

Different Crystalline forms of Diamond.

FIG. 152.

Graphite Crystal,

Carbon has three allotropic states : diamond, plumbago or graphite,

and charcoal, lamp-black, &c. It is well known that in any of its solid

states, as charcoal, &c.
,
carbon does not unite with oxygen at ordinary

temperatures, and is in fact one of the least oxydizable substances in

nature. It is known to have remained unchanged for 2,000 years. But

when heated it rapidly unites with oxygen forming carbonic dioxide.

Silicon, which next to oxygen is the most abundant substance on

earth, exists in three allotropic states much like those of carbon
;
that

is, it is diamond-like, graphitoidal, or amorphous. The first variety is

in the form of regular octahedral metallic-like crystals with specific grav-

ity of 2. 49. The second variety crystallizes in bright hexagonal plates.

At a very high temperature it passes into the diamond form. The

amorphous variety is a brown powder. At about 2000 temperature it

melts
;
and if mixed with salt at a heat sufficient to vaporize the latter,

it passes into the graphi$oidal sort.

Sr/i 'iiiimi has two or three allotropic states. The first. <ilft
jin, is a

dark, grayish solid, not soluble in carbon di-sulphide ;
with specific
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gravity of 4. 8. The second, beta, is dark, reddish-brown in monoclinic

crystals of a specific gravity of 4. 5, and soluble in carbon di-sulphide.

There is also a third, amorphous, kind with specific gravity of about 4. 3.

At a temperature of 100 the beta variety changes into the alpha sort

giving out heat in doing so.

Boron also exists in two states. In one it is a fine amorphous, green-

ish powder and easily takes fire. A hot summer sun will touch it off.

The other sort crystallizes like diamonds and is nearly as hard
,

is trans-

parent and sometimes colorless. It is difficult to burn this variety even

in oxygen gas.

Antimony. This metal is dimorphous ;
that is, it crystallizes in two

forms of crystals, rhombohedrons and octahedrons. It is bluish-white

with specific gravity of 6. 7. But it is also obtainable in an amorphous
condition by means of electricity, in which form its specific gravity is

5. 8. If this form is gently heated or struck, it passes into the crystalline

form, giving out great heat in doing so.

Chlorine is an elementary gas which exists in two states
;
one active,

the other passive. The activity depends upon light. When it is pre-

pared in darkness it is of a sluggish nature. It may be mixed with

hydrogen, and if kept in darkness the two will remain indifferent to one

another. But if the mixture be exposed to sunlight they will at once

unite with a great explosion.

Isomerism. This word means having equal or similar parts, and it is

used to designate those bodies which are composed of the same elements

in equal quantities, but which are nevertheless possessed of different

properties. It amounts to the same thing as allotropism, but the latter

word is generally applied to elementary bodies, while isomerism is ap-

plied to compound bodies. There are a great many isomeric compounds,
and as mentioned before, the differences between two of the same name is a

difference in the form of their molecules, or in the way in which they are

put together. The dextroses and levuloses mentioned in chapters 27 and

28 are isomeric compounds. Woody fibre and gum are isomeric with

starch, all three containing carbon, hydrogen and oxygen in the same

proportions. There are a great many crystalline bodies whose molecules

are put together in a spiral twist, so that light, in passing through them,

has to bore through like an augur. And as before mentioned, it is obliged

to turn to the left in some bodies and to the right in others. There are

two sorts of Tartaric acid; a solution of one turns the beam of light to

the left, the other to the right. An examination of the crystals of this

compound shows them to be alike in every respect, except that they are

rights and lefts, that is, if one be held- up before a mirror, its image in

the glass will represent the other. The chemical difference between

these two is slight; but it is remarkable that the two may be made to
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combine with each other, and thus form a new body called racemic acid.

(Cooke's Chem.) The salts of sesquioxide of chromium, as well as the

oxide itself, occur in two isomeric conditions, one known as the green
and the other the violet modification. The compounds of the latter

usually crj'stallize readily, while the green compounds do not. If a solu-

tion of the violet salt is heated nearly to the boiling point it is apt to pass
into the green sort and become un-crystallizable. Calcic Carbonate is

formed into two very distinct and different forms of crystals, one of

which is calcite and the other aragonite ;
which differ in densit}

T

,
hard-

ness and other qualities, but are the same chemically. In like manner

there are three natural forms of Titanic Oxide answering to the three

minerals, rutile, brookite and octahedrite.

Ethylic Formate is very different from Methylic Acetate, but they are

composed of the same C EL (X.*
t> D &

Arsenious Acid. AS
2 3

exists in an amorphous glassy state, but

upon contact with air it becomes changed into minute octahedral crys-

tals, opaque and porcelain-like. It also takes a third state, forming in

right rhombic prisms. The amorphous and crystalline varieties differ

in chemical as well as physical properties, but are absolutely identical

as to kinds and numbers of component atoms.

The following essences are composed of exactly the same atoms and

expressed by the same formula, C
10
H

16 ; viz., Lemon, Bergamot, Cu-

bebs, Neroli, Juniper, Lavender, Gilliflower, Pepper.

C
4
H

g
O

2
forms Butyric Acid, which is of rank odor, boils at 156 C.

and does not easily inflame. C
4
H

g 2
also forms Acetic Ether, which

is a clear liquid with a pleasant fruity smell, highly volatile, boiling at

74 C., and inflaming with the greatest ease.

One variety of isomerism is called polymerism, by which it is meant

that a body possesses the same sort of atoms as another body and in the

same proportion, but that the absolute number of atoms is multiplied

two or more times. For example, butyric acid is polymeric with respect

to oxide of ethylene which has a formula of C
2
H

4
0. This is just half

the molecule of butyric acid. Acetic ether is also said to be a polymer
of aldehyde, which has the same molecule as ethylene. Then there is

another compound body called paraldehyde whose molecule is C
6
H

12 3 ,

which is three molecules of aldehyde condensed into one. Compounds
when left to themselves often undergo transformations into other sub-

stances, and these are frequently multiples of the first, the molecules

either doubling, trebling, or halving, &c. Cyanimide, C N2 H2
,
at 150

temperature centigrade is converted into cyanuramide, C
3
N

6
H

6 ,
a mole-

cule multiplied by three. Anhydrous sulphuric acid, S O
3 ,

is a white

substance composed of glistening crystalline fibres and is something like

asbestos. There are two varieties of it which pass into each other, the
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difference between them relating to the temperature at which the}
r can

be melted
;
one variety melting at 18, the other at 100. The first when

left to itself changes slowly into the second, while the second may
be converted into the first by distillation. Many such examples could

be cited. Again it is remarkable what changes in the constitutions of

compound bodies accompany small variations in the atomic structure.

The composition of the petroleums is as follows :

Methylic Hydride C H
4

Gas.

Ethylic .. C
3
H

6

"

Prophylic
" C

s
H

g

"

Butylic
" C

4
H

10
Boils at 32

Amylic
"

Naptha C. H
12

" 86

Hexylic
" and Kerosene, C

6
Hu " 142

Heptylic Kerosene C
7
H

16
194

Octylic
" C

8
H

i8
" 247

Nonylic C
9
H

20
303

The common difference of the progression is C H
2

. ( Eight essences

named above, each C
10
H

16
. )

Composition of Alcohols :

Methylic alcohol, Woodspirit C H
4
(X

Ethylic Common C
2
H

6
O.

Prophylic
" C

3
H

g
0.

Butylic . . . . . C
4
H

10
0.

Amylic Fusel oil C
5
H

12
O.

Hexylic C
6
Hu O.

Heptylic C
7
H

16
O.

Octylic M C
8
H

18
0.

The common difference of the progression is C H
2

.

A glance at the foregoing shows how nearly alike a great many very

different things are. Add to kerosene one atom of oxygen and we have

a powerful alcohol. Simply rearrange the atoms of one essence and we

have another. What could we have antecedently suspected there is in

common between the acid of rancid butter and a*cetie ether ? Yet they

are composed of the same atoms in the same proportions. Eliot and

Storer say "that the widest diversity of properties may coexist with

absolute identity of ultimate chemical constitution. Two allotropic

states of the same element not infrequently present more striking dif-

ference than elements recognized as distinct
;
and among the numerous

compounds of carbon with which organic chemistry deals, there are

many isomeric compounds which are so entirely dissimilar as to lead al-

most irresistibly to the belief that it is of as much consequence how the

atoms of a compound are arranged as to what kind of atoms they are.
"

It is important to observe to how great an extent the allotropic and
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isomeric states of bodies are due to the agency of external energies. A
change from one state to another is always accompanied by a demonstration

of energy in some form heat, light, electricity, a blow, or even a stirring

with a stick. In passing from an amorphous to a crystalline state, it

generally appears that heat is given out. Thus sulphur gives up 10 of

heat in making this transfer. Antimony gives out great heat in doing
it. When arsenious acid of the amorphous glassy sort changes into the

opaque variety heat is given out, and if it is done rapidly a flash of light

goes with it. From this it would appear that the amorphous condition

is a position of potential energy, heat being used to bring it about, which

heat reappears when the body is let down again.

There are two conditions in which different compound bodies appear,

called colloid and crystalloid. Bodies which, when put into water, rap-

idly diffuse through it like sugar or salt, and are capable of crystalliz-

ing, are called crystalloids, while those which are not capable of crys-

tallizing readily, or of diffusing through water, are colloids. The col-

loids are insipid or tasteless, and are apt to form into jellies by com-

bining with water. The word means like glue, and gelatine is a type of

this class of bodies. Among the colloids are silicic acid ( Si 2),
alu-

mina ( A12
O

3 ), starch, gums, caramel, albumen, tannin, gelatine, and

the extractive matters of various animal and vegetable tissues. Crys-
talloids are separated from colloids by dialysis, which is a sort of sift-

ing process through a tray made of parchment paper, which is itself an

insoluble colloid. The tray is laid upon a vessel of water and the solu-

tion to be dialysed is poured on it. The crystalloid passes through the

membrane and diffuses in the water below, leaving the more sluggish
and inert colloid behind. There is no definite boundary between col-

loids and crystalloids, some crystalloid bodies being far more diffusible

than others. But a very significant fact is that a great many bodies

pass from a colloid to a crystalloid state, and vice versa. Thus alu-

mina, ferric oxide, chromic oxide, silicic acid, stannic, metastannic, ti-

tanic, molybdic and tungstic acids, may exist in either condition
;

al-

though they are commonly met with as crystalloids.

It is said that the red globules of blood are often transformed into

oblique rhombic crystals, and chlorophyl has been found in a crystal-

line state by M. Trecul. Myeline also has been known to undergo the

same sort of change. According to Dr. Marcet, the blood contains

phosphoric anhydride and iron in a perfect colloid state, not diffusible.

Dr. Graham is the highest authority on this subject, and both he and

Dr. Marcet assert that there is a constant change in colloidal compounds
back to crystalloids, and from crystalloids to colloids. The difference

between the two appears to depend upon d}
rnamical agencies external

to themselves
; which, by causing a polymeric condensation of the mole-
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cules of a crystalloid, forms it into a colloid. Prof. Graham is inclined

to think that the colloid molecule is constituted by the grouping to-

gether of a number of smaller ciystalloid molecules, and that the basis

of colloidality consists in this composite character of the molecule.

This condensation of molecules is only accomplished by some form of

energy, and generally this energy is given up in the shape of heat, when

the body returns to the crystalloid state. The importance of the rela-

tionship between these two states of bodies, consists in the fact that

vegetable and animal organisms are made up of combinations of the

two. The mass of the tissues are colloidal, but these colloids grade in

the same tissue into materials more or less crystalloid. The fact ap-

pears to be that the materials in the solutions from which nourishment

is drawn, are, in part, crystalloid and diffusible, and when incorporated

into the tissues are promoted to the colloidal state. Their initial dif-

fusibility is a useful and probably an essential quality, because by it

they are able to pass through colloidal membranes and tissues so as to

reach their destinations in the body. Colloids are not able to pass

through other colloids. The reason is found in the comparatively large

size of their molecules
;
the small crystalline molecule getting through

a hole that stops its big brother, the colloid molecule. The difference

between the two, then, is physical, and it allows a variety of physical

reactions. A certain degree of temperature is required in some cases

to retain a constituent in solution, and when the temperature is either

raised or lowered from this normal degree, the constituent separates

from the solution. "Thus, when a hot saturated solution of alum or

nitre is allowed to cool, some of the salts crystallize out of the solution
;

when heat is applied to a solution of lime, some of it becomes precipi-

tated
;
whilst when either heat or cold is applied to a solution of sodic

sulphate, already at a temperature of 33 C.
,
some of this salt separates

from the state of solution."

Many bodies, both simple and compound, crystallize in forms which

belong to two or three different systems of crystallization, or to different

subdivisions of the same system. Such bodies are called dimorphous
and trimorphous, and they differ in their specific gravity, hardness,

color and other properties. The chief cause of these different modes of

crystallization lies in different states of temperature, but sometimes it

depends on the components of the solution from which the crystallizing

body is separated ; thus, arsenious anlrydride crystallizes from water or

hydrochloric acid in regular octahedrons, but from alkaline solutions in

trimetric prisms. A hot solution of saltpetre yields, when slightly

cooled, nothing but prismatic crystals, but at 10 C. prismatic and rhom-

bohedral crystals appear together. Again, if a solution of carbonate of

calcium in water containing carbonic acid be left to evaporate at the or-
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dinary temperature nothing is obtained but calc-spar in microscopical,
and for the most part truncated, primitive rhombohedrons

; if, on the

contrary, the solution be evaporated over the water bath, arragonite is

obtained in small six-sided prisms, mixed with

a few crystals of calc-spar, because the tem-

perature of the solution is lower at first than

it afterwards becomes.
(
Bastian.

)
The polar

tensions of the molecules are, without doubt,

due to the transmutation of heat into polar

energy, and it appears that different phases
of polar energy follow different conditions of

temperature ;
doubtless due to the changing

forms of the molecules and the intermolecular

spaces. The changes which take place in these

transmutations are often spoken of as "sponta-

FIG. 153. Different Crystal- neous.
"

This is because so slight a demonstra-
ble forms assumed by Am- ,. ,. . , ,, , .. .

momo-Magnesic Phosphate, tion of force is required that it is not conspicu-

ous. Watts says "Sometimes an amorphous solid, that is to say one which

has no definite structure, either crystalline or organized, passes spon-

taneously- into the crystalline state without previous liquefaction ;
but

generally speaking it is in the passage of a body from the liquid or gas-

eous to the solid state, that the regular and symmetrical arrangement
of the molecules takes place, which constitutes crystallization. The

vapors of many substances, when they come in contact with cold sur-

faces, pass at once to the state of crystalline solids
;

e. g. , sulphur, io-

dine, benzoic acid, arsenious acid, camphor, &c. It is, however, in

the transition from the liquid to the solid state that crystallization most

frequently takes place. If the body has been brought into the liquid

state by the action of heat alone, it may be made to crystallize by cool-

ing, as bismuth and sulphur, for example." Again,
" The more slowly

the liquified body is brought back to the solid state, and the more the

liquid is kept at rest, the smaller the number and the greater the size

and regularity of the crystals ;
but if the solvent be cooled or separated

quickly, the crystals are numerous but small and ill defined. In the

former case, the particles of the solidifying bod}
T have time to unite

themselves regularly with those which separate first from the fluid and

form nuclei of cr}
Tstallization. If, on the contrary, the crystallization

takes place rapidly, a great number of particles solidify at the same

time, each forming a nucleus to which other portions attach themselves,

and thus we obtain a number of crystals irregularly formed and inter-

lacing eacli other in all directions." The transition between small, ill-

formed crystals and mere amorphous granules is easy to be accounted

for by a still greater rapidity of separation.
*

1 Watts' Chemical Dictionary.
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The polarity of the first molecules forming a nucleus of crystalliza-

tion, determines their position with reference to each other, and as a

cr}*stal is built up, the shape of it tends to constantly remain the same

as the initial nucleus of molecules. If, in a solution of nitre and sul

phate of soda, a crystal of nitre be dropped, all the dissolved nitre crys-

tallizes, the sulphate remaining in solution. But if a crystal of sul-

phate of soda be dropped into the solution, instead of the crystal of

nitre, all the sulphate of soda will become crystallized, leaving the

nitre still dissolved.

" If a portion of a crystal be broken off or filed or dissolved away,

and if then the mutilated crystal be replaced in a solution of the same

salt or of an isomorphous one, the lost part will be replaced, the crystal

will be enlarged, new crystallized matter will be formed on every sur-

face
;
but the quantity formed on the injured part will be greater than

that formed at arty other part and repair will be more active than mere

growth till the proper form of the crystal is regained. Then when the

repair is complete, growth alone will go on and each part of the crystal

if it remain in the same solution will increase in due proportion with the

rest." A crystal once formed in a solution ( or at least every face of

FIG. 154. Alum Crystals.
a. Idealform obtained when the crystal is

constantly turned during its growth so as to

give all sides an equal chance.
b. Distorted by growing in contact with the

side of the vessel.

any set of its faces ) would continue

to grow equally by the deposit of the

same amount of material on every

side But in reality it rarely does,

FIG. 154. because the formation of the crystal

changes the specific gravity of the solution and that changes the

currents in the crystal, so that the deposits on the different faces

become unequal. This is called distortion, and it is also brought

about by the crystal becoming attached to another crystal or to the

side of the vessel. " When new material is very quickly presented

to a growing crystal it is often noticed that the acuter solid angles grow

very rapidly, shooting out long needle-like points, and often other

acicular points will start from along the first, and thus fern-like forms

are produced ;
all such growths are called crystalline skeletons

;
when

the rate of deposit becomes less, the needles almost cease to grow in the

direction of their length, but increase continually in breadth and thick-

ness until they touch each other and the crystal returns to its original

appearance, though often containing a great number of cavities filled

with the mother-liquor, and these cavities will take the general form of
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the crystal. Figure 155 shows dendritic or tree-like crystallizations, due

to polar action in the placing of molecules. The dendrite on the left is

a natural formation from Painted Rock, Montana. The rock is full of

the slightest of checks or cracks made by unequal settling or tilting of

the strata, and into these, water holding minerals in solution has infil-

trated and the particles of the minerals have become arranged according
to their polarities into the most beautiful forms. The silver trees on

the right of the fig. are formed by artificial electric currents in the pro-

cess of electrolysis. The same effects are seen in the frost foliage

formed on our windows in winter, and in the formation of leaves on veg-

etation in summer.

FIG. 165.

FIG. 155. Metallic Crystallization.
a. Natural Dendrite from rocks near Painted Rock station, Montana.
b. Silver tree formed in a weak solution of silver nitrate by means of an electric cur-

rent (with platinum poles).
r.iSame formed in a solution a little stronger.
The "

trees
"
start at the negative pole of the battery (d) arid grow toward the positive (e).

Tin trees can be raised the same way from a solution of tin chloride; and lead trees
from a solution of lead acetate. Crystalline dendritic forms are also produced from
chloride of ammonium, &c.

' ' A solution saturated at a high temperature may, under certain cir-

cumstances, be cooled down several degrees without depositing crystals,

but the introduction of a crystal of the substance causes the whole to

solidify instantly into a crystalline mass. The phenomenon is easily ex-

hibited with Grlauber's-salt.
" That this difference is only one of degree,

however, is shown by the fact that crystallization will take place "spon-

taneously
"

if the temperature be still further lowered. Crystals formed

at one particular temperature and then exposed to another temperature

at which crystals of another kind are produced, often lose their trans-

parency and without alteration of external form become changed into an

jimriv^ite Of small crystals of the latter kind. Examples of this altera-

tion of structure are afforded by sulphur, carbonate of calcium, mercuric

iodide, and many other bodies." Mercuric iodide when sublimated at a

gentle heat forms in scarlet tables belonging to the dimetric system.

But at a higher temperature its sublimate is in yellow rhombic tables of

the monoclinic system. The red crystals turn yellow when heated and

resume their red tint on cooling. The yellow crystals retain their color
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when cool, but on the slightest rubbing or stirring with a pointed in-

strument the part which is touched turns scarlet and this change of color

extends with a slight motion as if the mass were alive throughout the

whole group of crystals as far as they adhere together.
"

(Watts.) There

is a striking analogy in this action with that of fermentation, especially

when the latter is carried on through the agency of the insoluble fer-

ments, which are very rapid in their effects. A change of temperature

FIG. 166.

FIG. 156. Different forms of snow crystals.

occurring during the formation of a crystal is evidently competent to dis-

turb its S3Tnmetry and often does it, and as an example above given shows

is even ableTo rebuild work on a new plan when once completed. Crystals

of Snow, as shown by fig. 156, take a. great number of forms, al-

though it is said that only one form usually occurs in any one storm,

presumably on condition that the electrical status remains the same.

A crystal must be recognized as an organism, and a live one at that, at
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least during growth. It is not so easy as it might appear to find a di.

viding line between crystals and vegetable and animal organisms. Both

of them as a general thing reach a limit of growth, which arises as a

direct consequence of growth. There are apparent exceptions to this,

but not real ones. A tree may continue to grow for a thousand years
and it does not stop as long as it lives. Some reptiles grow as long as

they live. There does not seem to be any reason why such a crystal as

a hail-stone might not continue

growing as long as material is sup-

plied, since the crystals when reg-

ular, as in fig. 157, are placed side

by side. But there is always a

limit. If a tree planted at the

beginning of the Eocene Period had

possessed a monopoly of all the

carbon dioxide on earth, it would

by this time have had all the car-

bon consolidated in its tissues,

and it would have to stop growing
for want of material, just as a

crystal stops when all the material

in the bath is exhausted. But

aside from this there are other limiting causes. Growth is caused by the

deposit of materials in a definite way by polar energies. When a cer-

tain amount is deposited, the crystal gets into shape which changes its

polarity, or some other condition becomes a bar to further growth. A
hail-stone might get to be as big as an iceberg if it could remain in the

air long enough. An animal or vegetable organism is wasted as well as

built up by the energies which operate it, and when the amount wasted

is equal to that used in building up there is a cessation of growth.

Even in the matter of reproduction the principal is the same in crystal

and animal. Jf }
rou wish to start the growth of a crystal, drop into an

appropriate solution a small fragment of crystal as a seed, and the adult

crystal grows from that as a nucleus. As we have seen in chap. 33, it

is a fragment of the parent that becomes the nucleus of the offspring.

The crystal appears to have the advantage in reproduction for it may
start in a solution in which no "'germ

"
of a crystal can be detected.

But the germ is there all the same, for every molecule, infinitesimal as it

is, has its definite form and polarity, and by the polar currents set up in

the solution is impelled toward neighboring molecules, and their ag-

gregation constitutes the finished body. An animal must be regarded as an

aggregation of a number of different sorts of crystals, or the colloid

products of crystals. Each of these different sorts must have its nucleus

FIG. 157.-Section through a Hail-stone
showing its crystalline structure.
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before polar action can begin to reproduce it. Suppose that every sort

or species of tissue in the bocty is represented in the reproductive nu-

cleus or seed by one molecule or group of molecules
;
when the whole

aggregation is immersed in a solution containing materials for all, they
must select and assimilate these materials in the construction of a form

to correspond with their constitution and polarities. So that the differ-

ence between a crystal and a so-called vital organism is one chiefly of

degree, not of principle.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

POLARITY IN ORGANIC ELEMENTS.

The molecules that go to make up the various tissues of the organized

body, all possess form and polarity peculiar to themselves, and the

tissue to which each molecule belongs occupies a relationship to it simi-

lar to that occupied by a mineral crystal to its component molecules.

The tendency of the tissue is, like a crystal, to preserve its shape when

finally formed, and when some of its molecules are disrupted the polar

attractions of the remaining molecules are exerted to win similar particles

from the dissolved organic molecules of the blood to fill up the void and

make the repair. Thus in a healing ulcer the new skin grows from the

edges of the sore in connection with the epidermal cells already there.

In order to hasten the healing process, surgeons sometimes transfer a

small piece of epidermis from some healthy part of the body to the middle

of the sore to be healed, and the new skin then grows from the edges of

this, and it is observed that, as it approaches the margin of the sore, it

stimulates the production of new tissue there if sluggish as it sometimes is.

It is well known that minute fragments cut from a hydra or from a

medusa, when placed in suitable situations, are capable of developing
into perfect organisms similar to those from which they had been de-

rived, just as a mere fragment of a crystal thrown into an almost super-

saturated solution of the same salt will lead to the formatipn of a perfect

crystal. No less than forty perfect polypes have been produced from

the mince meat of a single one. We are told, moreover, by Dr. Hooker,
that there is a species of Begonia, the stalks, leaves and other parts of

which are superficially studded with loosely attached cellular bodies, and

that any one of these bodies, if placed under favorable conditions, will

produce a perfect plant similar to its parent. The power of a part re-

producing the whole is seen daily in the processes adopted and practiced

by fruit growers. A mere stick of a grape cutting, providing it has a

bud, will grow into a complete vine, and the same is true of willow and

many other plants. In root grafting, a piece of root of apple or other

tree, four or five inches long, is split for a distance of an inch and a
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half from the end, and a twig from a branch of some other tree, after

being whittled into the shape of a wedge, is inserted into the split, care

being taken to have the liber of the bark of the twig exactly contiguous

edu'e to edge with the liber of the bark of the root. In budding, the

bark of a young tree or branch is slit vertically for an inch, and the bark

each side of the slit raised from the wood by an appropriate instrument.

The bud to be inserted is taken from its twig with a portion of bark of

oval shape surrounding it. This bark is inserted on each side under

the raised bark of the young tree, leaving the bud projecting from the

center of the slit. The bark is then pressed down and bound with a

band of cloth or a string. In growing, the bud receives the sap from

the stalk and converts it into leaves, limbs and fruit after its kind, while

if left to itself the same sap would have formed these parts after the

pattern of the original tree. The same change in the destination of the

sap occurs in the grafting process.

If a fresh water worm Planaria be cut up into pieces, each piece will

grow into a perfect worm. The process requires four to five days in

summer, and twelve to fifteen in winter. If the rays of a star-fish be

cut off, each ray will reproduce a perfect star, the other four rays grow-

ing from its large or body end. The earth worm will grow from pieces

like the polyp. Many of the reptiles are able to renew such parts as

legs and tail. If either the tail or legs of a Salamander be amputated

they will grow out with bones, nerves and muscles complete. The legs

of a frog will grow again if they are amputated carefully. Bonnet saw

a worm grow twelve heads in succession, a new one coming after each

amputation. The horns and part of the head of a shell snail have been

reproduced after being cut off.

The Gecko is a little animal belonging to the lizzard family. Its tail,

which it sometimes loses, is naturally possessed of circular folds and

tubercles. When the tail grows out again these folds are left off, and

sometimes the tubercles. This circumstance has led some observers to

think they had found a new species. The Triton, and various other

amphibian lizzards, are able to reproduce their tails. A crab is able to

reproduce a claw or even an eye. It is said that even as highly devel-

oped an animal as one of the Dipneusta, the Protopterus annectens, is

able to grow a new tail. Two cases of the kind are cited by Bastion.

The embryo of a tail of a frog being cut off in the egg and put into

water, grew on to its full size and then died. A spleen removed from

certain animals has grown in again. The tail of a lizzard will grow

auain, renewing its external size in two or three months, with the nerves,

muscles, and vessels, but does not recover its tail vertebrae for two

years. A dormouse grew a new tail after one had been cut off. The

antennae of the crawfish grow out in from six weeks to six months, ac-
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cording to its age. The claws and tail plates are also reproduced, but

slower. l ' With crawfish under a year old all the severed limbs grow

again in about 70 days.
"

"Their eyes will also grow again, and in one

case two eyes came in place of one lost." ( Papillon.)

The renewals of tissue are under the same law and process as the

first embryonic development of them. The epidermis, hair and nails are

all the same tissue. The crystalline humor of the eye is also from the

epidermis, and grows again after removal, in the cases of dogs and rab-

bits, in a few months. Cataract of the eye consists in the crystalline

lens becoming filled with opaque matter, and it is relieved only by the

removal of the lens, which has never in human subjects grown again

perhaps because only old people have cataract. Its place is artificially

supplied by very strong glasses, so that the patients can easily read

thereafter. The derma of the skin, the vessels, the tendons and nerves,

all repair their bruises and breaks. If a piece be cut out of a nerve, as

the sciatic, the repair begins by the nerve matter at one of the cut ends

forming into a grayish bunch, and pushing out along the former track of

the nerve till it unites with the opposite end. ' ' This bunch is made

up of laminated tissue and nerve tubes more slender than the original

tubes, but by slow degrees it enlarges, grows whiter, its fibres become

complete, and after a lapse of from four to six months we have a nerve

cord of new formation. Such a cord is reproduced even when a part of

the nerve six centimeters, (2.36 inches,) in length has been removed."

Its functions come gradually as it grows. Also nerves of different

function have been joined cut and crossed over to others they are not

naturally connected with.

Cartilage also has been renewed in two months in dogs and rabbits,

in experiments of Legros. The same man also proved the renewal of

smooth muscle ( i. e.
, involuntary muscle, as intestine ) . Fibrous mus-

cle is also rebuilt by fresh muscle matter. Bone is also renewed. The

periosteum is partly composed of a cartilaginous substance, which is

shown to be bone in process of formation. If this periosteum be car-

ried away from the bone and twisted among the tissues and muscles, it

will turn to bone in the anomalous shape it may happen to be left in.

And in case of fracture of bone this substance is furnished by the peri-

osteum or it may be by the core of the bone itself to form new bone

to fill the fractured crack and cement itself to the two ends.

As examples of what may be called distortion of crystallization in an

organic body, the following from Spencer's Biology may be quoted :

" When the hip-joint has been dislocated, and long delay has made it

impossible to restore the parts to their proper places, the head of the

thigh-bone, imbedded in the surrounding muscles, becomes fixed in its

new position by attachments of fibrous tissue, which afford support
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enough to Dermit a halting walk. But the most remarkable modifica-

tion of this order occurs in un-united fractures. False joints are often

formed joints which rudely simulate the hinge structure, or the ball-

and-socket structure, according as the muscles tend to produce a mo-

tion of flexion and extension, or a motion of rotation. In one case, ac-

cording to Rokitansky, the two ends of the broken bone become smooth

and covered with periosteum and fibrous tissue, and are attached by lig-

aments that allow a certain backward and forward motion
;
and in the

other case, the ends similarly clothed with the appropriate membranes,
become the one convex and the other concave, are enclosed in a cap-

sule, and are even in some cases supplied with synovial fluid.
"

( Biol-

ogy, 1-187.)

Animal Grafting. A graft on a tree is a parasite living on the vital

fluid of its host, yet transforming it to a homogeneity with its own tissues.

The same in animal grafting, a particular tissue transferred to another

person or to another place in the same person, retains its own nature and

may continue to nourish itself and add to its size at the expense of its

host, yet preserving its individuality.
" The cells of the choroid of the

eye placed beneath the skin of an animal preserve their vitality in that

new region, and there they even become the starting point for a more or

less extensive formation of similar cells." Transfusion of blood is the

transfer of red blood cells from the arteries of one animal to those of

another. The blood of a mammal may be transferred to a frog and con-

tinue to live there and remain distinguishable from the others. It is

easy to graft upon the comb of a cock either spurs taken from the same

bird or teeth from a mammal. A periosteal membrane, separated from

the bone and grafted under the skin, will produce a new bone on its

under side even a few cells of the rudimentary layer adhering to that

membrane ({. e. the cartilaginous layer) will grow into bone when

grafted.
' '

Goujon has brought about the production of bone by graft-

ing marrow. " The growth of a small bone was produced in a few months

by inserting a few medullary cells ( marrow cells ) under the skin of a

dog. These bony parasites will, after a time, become re-absorbed be-

cause they have no regular nerve and vascular supplies to keep them

growing and renovated otherwise a new nose might be made of bone.

The growth of teeth is from a little sac or follicle. There are two prin-

ciples involved in the growth, the enamel and the dentine, each of which

consists of cells of its own kind, and neither will produce the other. If

a follicle be removed from a very young puppy, it may be grafted and

grow on the back of an old dog, to a perfect tooth. If the germ of the

dentine or ivory alone be grafted, that will grow and produce ivory,

but the enamel germ alone will not grow. Paul Bert cut off a rat's

tail and grafted it into another part of the body, where it grew success-
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fully. Also by inserting the end of the tail under the skin near the

head, it grew there forming a handle to the animal, afterwards cutting

it in the middle there were two tails, and the new piece continued

thus to grow, and the nerves and vessels accommodated themselves to the

new direction of sensibility and nourishment. Siamese grafting or

joining two animals together was also effected by Bert. A slit is cut

on the side of two animals and the skin partly turned to face out; the

two animals are then sewed together with these strips, face to face. In

a few days the union is complete. Bert kept two white rats thus

joined for two months, but they quarreled so, he separated them. He
also thus joined a white rat to a Norway rat, and a white rat to a Bar-

bary rat. If one of such a brace be poisoned it effects the other like-

wise, showing the union of the circulation. The union of cats with rats,

and rats with guinea-pigs was also partly successful, and interrupted

rather by the uneasiness of the animals than the incongruity of the

tissues.

Renewal of destroyed skin is very successfully accomplished by cov-

ering the part with strips or shreds of skin from other parts of the body
or from another person. Such grafts are generally complete in 24

hours. Even the skin of a guinea-pig has been successfully grafted on

a man. The epidermis in these graftings must be accompanied with

the sub-layer called the malpighian or color layer of the skin, as in the

epidermis alone the cells are too ripe. These facts prove that the es-

sence of vitality "does not depend on an indivisible spirit animating
the body ( mens agitat molem ), but on an activity distributed among
the minute particles that make it up, consubstantial with these particles

and as variable in its characteristics as they themselves are in their

structure. (Papillon.) In other words, "the total life of the individual

is but the sum, the resultant of the lives peculiar to each anatomical

element, the harmonious union of the simultaneous working of myriads

of monads the monads of Leibnitz gifted with life in different degrees

from the bony cell almost inert and mineral, to the nerve cell in which

a strong and fine fire burns unceasingly.
"

Every one of the living cor-

puscles is a complete entity in itself a simple animal reproducing by
fission. The fundamental character, the mark of life, is nutrition and

reproduction of cells.

There can be no doubt of the unlimited susceptibility of modification

of organs and the disposition of the fundamental cells compatible with

life, especially when the modifying cause is applied to the embryo or to

the young. The same anatomical element shows the same composition

in all living species, in the lowest as well as the highest animal, which

is due to the fact that the nutritive materials are the same in all. The

first germs of life coming into contact with matter compatible with their
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increase, grew into such forms as the essential nature of that matter

made necessary. The nature of this nutrient matter and the whole en-

vironment of the life germs, have remained practically the same from

the beginning of life, and the progress of forms consists of the gradual

combination of these elements of nutrition into organic bodies under the

stimulus of the physical forces. It is perfectly safe to affirm that if

the natural forces had been different, and the nutrient matter available

had been different, the forms of life would have been totally different

from what they are. If now these elements be artificially changed,

there is no end to the modification that might be produced, requiring the

time, however, of perhaps many human generations of effort directed to

a definite end. Such modifications might be effected by a different ar-

rangement of the molecules or cells to constitute the organ differently,

or by a fundamental change of the constitution of the cells themselves

by a change of the nutritive food or composition of the cells.

In man and the higher mammals the power of renewal is much re-

duced, and is limited to particular tissues, such as
(
1

)
" Those formed

entirely by nutritive repetition, like the blood and epithelia, (their

germs being continually generated anew in the ordinary condition of the

body). (2) Those of lowest organization, and of lowest chemical

dm meter, as the gelatinous tissues, the areolar and tendinous, and the

bones. ( 3 ) Those which are inserted in other tissues not as essential

to their structure, but as accessories, as connecting or incorporating them

with the other structures of vegetative or animal life, such as nerve

fibres or blood vessels. ( Carpenter's Human Physiology. ) The repair-

ing processes are much more active in the lower than in the higher ani-

mals, and much more active in the young than in the old. Numerous

authorities have been produced to show that there have been cases of

"
spontaneous amputation

"
of limbs in foetal life, and a subsequent

partial renewal of the same,
c ' and it seems probable, from the history

of normal development, that in the cases in which perfect hands and

feet have been present without the corresponding limbs, these hands

and feet have been secondary productions from the stumps of ampu-
tated limbs, since any original defect of development would have af-

fected the hands and feet, rather than the arms and legs." ( Carpenter.)

There is one instance on record ' ' of the twice repeated production of

a supernumerary thumb, after it had been twice completely removed
;

and one case in which the whole of one ramus of the lower jaw having
been lost by disease in a young girl, the jaw had been completely re-

generated, and teeth were developed and occupied their normal situa-

tions in it."

Morbid growths are thought, by Carpenter and others, to be due to

morbid constituents in the blood, which automatically form themselves
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into new tissues ( presumably governed by the peculiarity of the crys-
tallization and polarity of their elementary or "

physiological units. ")

He agrees with Mr. Simon in designating several of the forms of cancer

as a manifestation of the existence in the blood of a peculiar matter ap-

propriate for the construction of such an organic structure. Mr. Simon

styles the cancer a new excretory organ which tends essentially to

acts of eliminative secretion just as distinctly as the healthy liver or the

healthy kidney.
"

This is disputed, and it is said by some physiologists
that the matter of a cancer is composed of epithelial tissue. If this is

true, the cancer is to be regarded as a graft of a foreign
< '

physiological

unit." Papillon says that cysts (bladders) have been found in the

ovary
' '

containing in their inner wall a true skin furnished with papillae,

epidermis, hairy follicles, hairs and perspiratory glands. Teeth even

have been found developing in the abdomen."

In general, the activity of a part is the cause of an extra flow

of nourishment to that part. This is true of muscles and nerves.

After they are properly nourished they cannot be made to increase in-

definitely in size by the mere presentation to them of a superabundance
of food. The superabundance will go to the formation of a substance

having another constitution or mode of aggregation usually fat. But

there are conditions in which growth seems to be limited only by the

supply of food. Dr. John Hunter transplanted the spur of a cock from

its leg to its comb. . In consequence it appears of the superior vascular-

ity of the comb, over the place with which the spur is naturally con-

nected, it receives there an increased amount of nourishment, so that it

continues to grow indefinitely. In one case, a spur thus transplanted

grew in a spiral form till it was six inches long ;
and in another case it

curved downwards and forwards like a horn, so that its end needed to

be often 'cut to allow the bird to bring its beak to the ground in feeding.

The different organized entities, which together form the body of an an-

imal, seem to put upon each other a limit of growth, whereby a certain

relative proportion is preserved between the related or contiguous parts

which have been evolved in connection with each other. The spur on

. the leg used in connection with the leg, and getting its nourishment

from the same sources, has developed in a proportional manner, deter-

mined by these relations. But when the spur is transplanted to an or-

gan with which it has heretofore not been associated and influenced, it

is no longer under such limitation, and may then appropriate all the

food in reach.

The excessive nourishment of a part which causes its undue enlarge-

ment, is called hypertrophy. When there is hypertrophy of the mus-

cles from any cause, the associated bones are also stimulated in growth.

And this is shown not only in the increased size of the bones themselves
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but also in the greater development of the ridges and processes for mus-

cular attachment to them. The bones of the skull also accommodate

themselves to the brain within, growing when required, to make more,

room. Sometimes it appears the growth is not sufficiently rapid from

the edges of the sutures to keep the gaps closed up ;
in which case

there may be an independent growth of small bones inserted in the su-

tures. These are called " wormiana ossa,
" from Wormius who described

them. They are not found in base of the skull, but chiefly in the lamb-

doidal, sagittal and squamous sutures. If the brain decreases in size

the skull accommodatingly thickens on its internal surface by the pro-

cess called " concentric hypertrophy.
"

The excessive development of the involuntary muscles which some-

times takes place is usually, if not always, referable to extra work put

upon them. " Thus an extraordinary Iwpertrophy of the muscular coat

of the urinary bladder is often seen as a consequence of the obstruction

to the exit of the urine in consequence of a stone in the bladder or a

stricture in the urethra, so again hypertrophy of the muscular coat of

the gall bladder may take place in consequence of obstruction of its

duct by a gall-stone. Hypertrophy of the muscular coat of any part of

the alimentary canal may be induced by the existence of a stricture

lower down, and even hypertrophy of the heart is generally, if not al-

ways, attributable to obstruction to the exit of the blood which it pro-

pels, resulting either from stagnation of the pulmonary circulation by
the deficient aeration consequent upon disease of the lungs (

in which

case the hypertrophy is limited to the right side of the heart ), or from

the thickening or induration of the semilunar valves, or from narrowing
of the orfices of the aorta and pulmonary artery." (Carpenter.) All

this extra growth of the parts is due to extra work and strain put upon
them to meet the demands of their accustomed functions.

Tumors are to be considered as due to a species of h3*pertrophy, since

they constitute an excessive formation of matter properly belonging to

the parts to which they are attached. A tumor of the uterus, for ex-

ample, is made up of an excess of its normal ordinary tissues, but form-

ing a new organ out of them. This new organ, not having been devel-

oped in any sort of working relation with the other parts, is not limited

by them as they limit each other. But it may excite the growth or

hypertrophy of the uterus in the same way that its growth is excited

by its normal contents when pregnant, and the uterus may thus acquire

the power, under this stimulus, of sufficient contraction to separate and

expel the tumor, as in an act of parturition.

Atrophy, the opposite of hypertrophy, is caused by want of nourish-

ment supplied to the part, regardless of the cause to .which such del i

cieiicy is due. A certain degree of activity is essential to keep any
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organ in the proper condition to appropriate nourishment. "Without

such activity, therefore, it degenerates, first in its quality or potentiality,

and second, in its size by loosing its degenerated tissue without acquir-

ing new material in its place. The degeneracy of one organ often causes

the disuse of some other with which it is related. If a motor nerve be

paralyzed, the muscle whose movement depends upon it will become

atrophied ;
and conversely, if a muscle be disabled, as in case of hip-joint

disease, or amputation of a limb, not only the nervous connections with

the brain will become atrophied, but so much of the cerebrum itself as

relates to the part will shrivel up and become functionless. Atrophy of

the eye involves the disuse of the optic nerve and certain brain centers

and their consequent atrophy, and vice-versa. When the muscles of a

limb are reduced through disease, the bones are involved also and be-

come lighter, as shown by experiments by Dr. J. Reid. (Carpenter.)
Herbert Spencer raised the question ,

what sort of units form the im-

mediate constituent elements of the different tissues that go to make up
the body ? That is, what are the little crystalline bodies which, by their

polar structure, are fitted to be placed together to form a larger one ?

First, he shows that these units cannot be atoms
(
or molecules ) of

the complicated chemical compounds that enter into the composition of

organic bodies atoms of albumen, fibrine, gelatine, &c.
,
for in that

case there would be nothing to account for the unlikeness of different

organisms "since so many plants and animals are mainly built up of

such atoms." For since the polarities of the atoms determine the forms

they compose, like units in all might be expected to develop all alike,

which they do not. He therefore rejects these chemical units, and he

likewise rejects the "morphological unit" the name he gives the

"cell
"

as the unit sought. The cells it is true, compose tissues gen-

erally, but still they are not universal. < l

Finding that in many cases a

fibrous tissue arises out of a structureless blastema without cell forma-

ation
;
and finding that there are creatures such as Rhizopods which are

not cellular, but nevertheless exhibit vital activities and perpetuate in

their progeny certain specific distinctions
;
we are forbidden to ascribe to

cells this peculiar power of arrangement. Nor, indeed, were cells uni-

versal, would such an hypothesis be acceptable, since the formation of a

cell is, to some extent, a manifestation of this same peculiar power.

If then this organic polarity can be possessed, neither by the chemi-

cal units nor the morphological units, we must conceive it as possessed

by certain intermediate units which we may term physiological. There

seems no alternative but to suppose that the chemical units combine into

units immensely more complex than themselves, complex as they are
;

and that in each organism the physiological units produced by this

further compounding of highly compound atoms (molecules) have a
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more or less distinctive character. We must conclude that in each case

some slight difference of composition in these units leading to some

slight difference in their mutual play of forces, produces a difference in

the form which the aggregate of them assumes." (Spencer.)
" It is well to recollect that an organic particle ^i^ of an inch in

diameter in which our best microscopes may be incompetent to reveal

the slightest differentiation of parts may be made up of 1,000,000 par-

ticles
100

*

000
of an inch in diameter, while the molecules of matter are

probably much less than
roo

*

000
of an inch in diameter. Hence in such

a body there is ample scope for any amount of complexity of molecular

structure." (Huxley Invert Anat. 15. )

A large part of the movement of the early embryo takes the form of

invagination and evagination, an apparent pushing in and out of the

various membranes. The manner in which the entoderm takes the place

as the lining of the ectoderm is direct invagination, most clearly recog-

nized in the case of the Bell-gastrula, from which the human Hood-

gastrula is, however, developed, and in which the process is still really

invagination. If a short stick were to be pressed sidewise against the

side of a soap bubble till it was buried, the membrane of the bubble

coming up on the sides and ends and folding over till the folds touched

on top, the process would resemble the formation of the medullary tube,

the stick being supposed to represent the position of the tube when

formed. The sinkings and swellings of the several parts of the mem-

brane represent alternate imaginations and evaginations. So the for-

mation of many of the other parts is in imitation of the same process.

The optic vesicle evaginated from the brain bladder, the cavity of the

ovo ball and vitreous humor invaginated from the outside, the invagin-

ation of the ear sac, of the mouth opening, the nostrils and the anus,

the evagination of the tail, the limbs, etc.
,
are other examples. And

so are the sinking of the whole embryo down into the amnion sac, and

the sinking of the whole embryo back into the skin layers by which pro-

cess the yelk sac is pinched in two and the body cavity formed. This

pushing in and pushing out, however, are not the real processes', but

only the apparent results of other processes. As we saw in stud}'ing

the segmentation of the parent egg, the segmentation of one set of cells

at first goes on faster than the segmentation of the other. As each cell

duplicates itself it simply spreads and extends the membrane of which

it is a member. As the two membranes are attached to each other and

one growing faster than the other, the only possible result is that the

faster one will soon enclose the other, or invaginate it. But the process

of rapid growth alternates from one set of cells to another. The energy

of growth temporarity exhausting the capacit}
7 of one membrane for ex-

pansion, is transferred to another, while the first one pauses. It is like
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the growth of a tree, or the putting out of leaves in the spring. The

first leaves to grow are those most favored by light or warmth or moist-

ure, and some will be quite formed before others are fairly begun.

Some law, too, limits the growth of each leaf, causing it to continue the

subdividing of the cells at certain places on the edge of the leaf, thus

expanding those portions and forming the projections and inequalities,

serratures and dentations to be found around the edges of the leaves.

Thus we may suppose that while the sap or protoplasm is sufficiently

diluted with moisture so as to be easily portable through the veins and

veinlets, and there is a proper amount of warmth and moisture, the leaf

will be larger, the marginal cells continuing to subdivide for a longer

time and more rapidly while they are at it. But if there is drouth, the

cell walls become hardened into woody tissue and resist subdivision.

As soon as extension in one direction receives a check from any cause

the nutriment is diverted to another direction and so the symmetry of the

pattern maintains itself.

Darwin has called attention to the correspondence or correlation which

prevails between certain parts of an organism ;
one part appearing to in-

fluence the development of another. Very often the reason of these

correlations is obvious, but sometimes it is obscure.

Darwin observes that hairless dogs have imperfect teeth, and long
haired and coarse haired animals are apt to have long or many horns.

Pigeons with feathered feet have skin between their outer toes
; pigeons

with short beaks have small feet, those with long beaks large feet.

Hair, teeth, feathers, horns, claws, nails and beaks are all modifications

and products of the epidermis, and are all through it derived from the

same embryonic outer plate or skin sensory layer. It is possible that

this common origin may have something to do with the parity of devel-

opment in these common products, \,
Some circumstance in the environ-

ment, as a severe climate, might stimulate development of the epider-

mis, which reflected back to the skin sensory layer of the embryo (in

reproduction) would give that layer an extra stimulation, and this in

the next generation might appear in several or all the products of that

layer. The correlation of long beaks with large feet in pigeons, like

that of long neck with long fore legs in the giraffe, might be due to a

mechanical necessity of the animal, supplemented by natural selection.

The longer the beak the greater the variation of the center of gravity,

which would tend to throw greater labor upon the feet with increase in

their development. Parity of parts is a constant subject of selection,

since when one part is subject more or less to another, the failure of one

is at least the partial failure of two. Another c,ase that Darwin cites is

that "cats with blue eyes are invariably deaf," a very curious circum-

stance. Blue eyes are abnormal in a cat, and indicate an unhealthy
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condition of the sensory layer of the skin, which is shown in the abnor-

m:il <>r (li'li'-ifiit deposit of pigment in the eye. Pigment is an important

part of the m:irhineiy for receiving the light and turning it into sensa-

tion in the eye, and it is also thought by some to have a like influence

upon the waves of sound conveyed to the ear. ( Bain.) Whether this

lie true or not, since the senses are all founded upon the same sensory .

l.-iviM
1

,
it appears probable that the defect which shows itself in the sense

of sight might also do the same in another sense. Albinos and white

animals are said to be less sensitive in both sight and smell, owing to

some deficiency in the skin which involves a lack of the requisite pig-

ment. According to Cuvier, the Camel, during the rutting season, ex-

udes a fetid humor from his head. This curious correspondence is

paralleled by the correlation between tfie horns and sexual functions of

deer. Horns are normally developed in the males only, in all the deer

species except reindeer. The rutting season immediately follows their

development, but if the male be emasculated no horns grow.
' ' One

instance is recorded of a doe with a single horn, resembling that of a

three-year-old buck, and on dissection the. ovary of the same side was

found to be scirrous," that is, indurated and functionally destroyed.

It will be remembered that all animals pass through an hermaphro-

dite stage of sexual development in embryo life, both sorts of sexual

organs being started, and one set afterwards suppressed. In the case

of the female deer mentioned above, obviously the female organs on

one side only were brought'forward, while their partial suppression on

the other allowed for a partial development of the male organs, includ-

ing the correlative horn. The possession of horns by the male deer

probably relate to their contentions with each other during the breeding

season, and have arisen by selection with reference to this competition.

This is supported by the fact that "after attaining their maximum of

development the antlers of these animals decrease in old age at each

successive renewal," that is, decrease with decreasing virility. The
" fetid exudation

" from the head of the camel is doubtless the equiv-

alent of what in the other ruminants is hardened into horns, and by se-

lection turned into formidable weapons of defense.

As a fair example of the correlation of interdependent parts may be

mentioned the cranial ridges of some of the anthropoid male Apes,

which are made necessary for the attachment of very large muscles

which work ponderous jaws, in which are set incisor and canine teeth

of extraordinary size. A similar sequence of correlations exists in the

Lion
; beginning with the great teeth each of the other parts follows as

a necessary accompaniment, ending with the cranial bony ridges. Sim-

ilar habits of life in the two animals have developed a similar formation

of parts, and the correlation of the parts is obviously due to their ac-

tion upon each other.
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The following may be named as examples of induced polar action in

bodies which were neutral or whose magnetism was in a state of bal-

anced tension :

First. The action of the induction coil and other magnetic induction.

Second. The building of crystals in a sluggish solution by the intro-

.duction of an active crystal.

Third. The fermentation of saccharine substances, &c.
, by the ac-

tion of ferments and digestion by diastase, ptyaline, gall, pancreatic

juice, gastric juice, bile, &c.

Fourth. Segmentation following the consolidation of the sexual ele-

ments in reproduction.

Fifth. Inoculation and fermentation by zymotic disease germs.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

SOUND.

Sound is the sensation produced in us by the vibrations or pulsations

of the air or other ponderable bodies, liquid or solid, when such vibra-

tions are allowed to agitate the auditory nerve through the ear. Until

these vibrations reach the ear they are simply vibrations, not sound. l

They become sound through the medium of the auditory nerve and the

brain cells with which it connects, just as the rotary motion of a water

wheel becomes transformed into the vertical vibratory motion of a saw.

The movement of the wheel is not sawing, but as such movement is in

rapid sequence transferred to the saw, it becomes sawing in that instru-

ment. It has been settled by experiment that the rapidity of the vibra-

tions that make in us the sensation of sound, ranges from sixteen per

second to about 40,000 per second. These are the extremes; the limits

at both ends vary with different persons. The more rapid the vibrations

the higher the pitch of the sound. If the vibrations are regular and of

even length, the sensation is that of musical sound
;

if uneven and

broken it is merely noise. Vibrations at the rate of 33 per second give

the sound of low C
, sixty-six vibrations give the C of the next octave,

132 of the next, 264 of the fourth, 528 of the fifth, 1,056 of the sixth,

&c.
, doubling for each octave

;
the C at the beginning of the 8th octave

requiring 4, 224 vibrations for its expression. The beginning of the

12th octave requires 67,584 vibrations. But this rate of vibration is

beyond the perception of most human ears, and while it is vibratory

motion it is not sound, for it is not heard. Sounds, or the vibrations

which produce them, are propagated at different rates through different

1 It is important to bear this in mind, although ordinarily the term, sound, is applied
also to the pulsations as they oecur outside of ourselves and so it will be in this chapter.
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mediums. In air sound travels about 1,090 feet per second, in water

4,768 feet, in iron ( at 68 F.) 16.822 feet, &c.

The ratio of the vibrations which constitute our musical scale are as

follows :

c

1

24

d

8

27

8

30

/
?

32

9
3

36 40 45

c
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48

Table Showing Number of Vibrations per second for each letter:
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square of its position multiplied by the number of spokes in the first

globe. Thus, if the first globe has 100, the second will have 400, the

third 900, the fourth 1,600, the fifth 2,500, &c. Now, imagine a blow

at the center of this system that is powerful enough to drive endwise all

the spokes in the first sphere a distance of one inch. The force of the

blow is transferred from the first to the second tier. Each spoke in the

first tier having to move four spokes, in the second it is obvious the

force delivered to each spoke of the second tier will be only % as power-
ful as the original impact on the first spokes, and the distance they will

be moved, therefore, will be only as great, or of an inch. As be-

tween the second and third globes, the force of the movement of four

spokes in the former will be expended in moving nine in the latter, and

their endwise movement will be therefore
-J

as far as that of the second

tier, or i of an inch. Nine spokes of the third tier transfer their en-

ergy of motion to sixteen in the fourth, so that the sixteen move -^ of
|,

or -1- of an inch, &c. The distance that these vibratory spokes thus

move is called the amplitude of the vibration, and this amplitude, trans-

lated in our auditory sense gives the sensation of loudness. It is plain

how this amplitude must become rapidly less as the distance from the

sonorous body increases. In fact, it diminishes in proportion to the

square of the distance, and consequently the loudness of the sound

diminishes in the same ratio, and dies away with distance till the ampli-
tudes are too diminished to produce sensation. Obviously the end of

the spoke next the center will be driven further than the end away
from the center, the elasticity of the material allowing the spoke to

shorten. Thus, in the above example the spokes in the sphere No. 1

would shorten |- of an inch, in No. 2 they would shorten the difference

between ^ and ~ of an inch, or ^ of an inch. In No. 3 they would

shorten 1-^=^ of an inch. In No. 4, JL-=-^, &c.

If the spokes of the sphere should be composed of any other sub-

stance than air as water, wood or iron, or partly of one substance and

partly of another, the same principles govern the propagation of the

vibrations, each substance, however, giving them the length and ampli-

tude due to its peculiar molecular constitution. It is evident that the

amplitude of the sound will be the same at the end of the first spoke in

all conductors, regardless of the material of the conductor. Therefore

a sound will be heard through steel at a distance of 124 feet, as loud

as through air a distance of 8. 3 feet The sound of a blow ( of the

pitch of C
, say ) struck on a railroad track, will be conveyed to a lis-

tener standing beside the track at a distance of say 1090 feet, by two

mediums, the air and the steel rail. The sound by the air will be a

whole second in coming, and will have vibrated 132 times, and the

loudness of the sound will be reduced to
y ] 24 part of what it was at the
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point of origin.
1 The sound by way of the rail will reach the listener

in JL. part of a second in 8. 8 vibrations, and will be about ^ as loud as

when it started on the rail, or 225i times as loud as the* same sound

brought by the air. It is well known that sound may be diverted from

a straight line, as often observed in the echo, where having struck a

solid body -it is reflected back.

It may be reflected at different angles according to the position of the

reflecting body with reference to the source of the sound
; just as a ball is

reflected from a wall in different directions according to whether it is

thrown square against the wall or at an angle. Hence, if the spokes of

sound be hurled against a concave wall they will be reflected in a manner

to make them converge, and so at the point of convergence or focus the

loudness will be greatly increased. Sound is said to move with greater

speed in proportion to the elasticity of the conductor, and to be retarded

in a certain ratio to its density. In passing" through more than one con-

ductor, a sound will consequently travel at different rates, that is, will

have longer spokes in the more elastic medium and shorter ones in the

more dense, although if it pass from one medium to another that is

both more elastic and more dense, the elasticity might offset the density

and the rate remain the same. The shape of the medium through which

the sound passes must of course influence the direction taken by it. If

the sound passes into a denser medium and it is thicker on the left than

on the right, that is, wedged shaped, the spokes of sound will be short-

ened more on the left than on the right, and the spherical surface formed

by their front ends will wheel toward the left, thus taking a new direc-

tion. If the denser medium be the shape of a convex lens or a globe,

the spokes in the middle will be shortened more than those at the edges,

and consequently the outside ones will all be turned toward the middle,

the spherical front becoming flattened, and under proper conditions even

made concave and consequently converging.

Fia. 158. Convergence of Sound by a lens.

Fig. 158 shows how a sound pulse made at A is first flattened and

finally made concave :md converged into greater loudness at B by pass-

ing through a !>l:i<Mcr of carbonic acid gas(C) which is heavier than air.
2

Every body upon being struck is caused to vibrate more or less accord-

1 The speed in cast steel is 16,354 feet per second, at 68 F. a See Gage's Physics.
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ing to its elasticity. If the body is comparatively in-elastic, the vibra-

tion which it communicates to the air is momentary and it is called a

noise. But if the body is elastic, it will give out a number of vibrations

in regular time, atad if the rapidity of them is so great that the impression
made upon our auditory apparatus by one has not time to subside before

it is assailed by the next, and the next, the effect is to produce the continu-

ous sound which we call musical. Thus, noise is a mathematical point
while music is a line. When a clapper strikes a bell a single blow it

knocks it out of its circular form and compels it to take an elliptical

form, with the long diameter in a direction at right angles to the direc-

tion of the blow. The stroke of the hammer creates one sound followed

by the sound communicated to the air by the sudden change in the shape
of the bell. The strained condition of the bell causes it to fly back to-

ward its circular shape, but it flies further and takes an elliptical shape

again with its long diameter at right angles to its first position, and so

it oscillates from one position to the other a great number of times, each

time communicating a vibration to the air. These vibrations follow each

other so rapidly as to seem to our ears a continuous sound. Each

strained position of the bell is a position of potential energy, and the

force with which it descends from one such position is partly consumed

in putting it in another. The part not so consumed is expended in the

strokes upon the air which constitute sound and in work against the

cohesion of the molecules of the bell which disappears as heat. These

two gradually use up the energy of the stroke of the clapper so that the

oscillations become less and less and finally cease. The molecular con-

stitution and form of every elastic body determine the length of the

vibration ( or the pitch of the sound ) it will communicate to the air when
it is struck. Thus if an elastic string be stretched with a certain tension

it will always give a certain sound when vibrated. If the force applied
is strong the tone will be loud, but the pitch will remain the same as

when the vibration is soft. The rapidity of the vibrations per second

then is the same in both cases. The same law governs molecular vibra-

tions that governs the swinging of the pendulum. A pendulum of a

certain length always makes the same number of oscillations per second

regardless ( within limits \ of the length of the arc through which it

swings. When air in a tube or crack or any confined place is caused to

vibrate whether loudly or softly the pitch is always the same for the

same body of air thus confined.

This pitch is called its fundamental tone. Every simple body that

vibrates at all and very few do not has its fundamental tone, which

it emits on being struck. Every piano string, organ pipe, jewsharp,

horn, kettle, pan, key-hole, bar of iron, strip of glass, bell, &c.
,
has its

fundamental note, and it will give only this when struck. A great
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many articles that would hardly be classed as musical instruments, or

even be thought to have any music in them, will often be found to join

in when their note is sounded, showing that they are possessed of a

susceptibility to some sort of vibratory impulse, however they are put

together. Everyone has observed how piano strings, and other deli-

cately adjusted instruments, can be vibrated by the voice, when uttered

in the pitch of the string. This is simply the communication of the

proper vibration from the voice to the air and from the air to the string.

Certain tones of a large church organ will often cause the vibration of

some part of the building or its furniture as the windows, or chande-

liers, or even the pews, and sometimes the people. Whenever an}
T ob-

ject trembles in response to a musical note it is evidence that it has a

more or less perfectly developed fundamental tone. What the tone is

depends on its material, its shape, state of molecular tension, &c.

Bodies of irregular shape and uneven tension have more than one fun-

damental, different parts giving different sounds. When a shock to

such a body sets all its tones in vibration at once, the result is a crash

of discordant noises as in a gong. But after two sounds are compared
and found to agree as to length and amplitude of vibration, or pitch

and loudness, there may still be a great difference between them. Let

a flute, a violin, and a human voice all sound the same note at once,

and though they harmonize perfectly it is easy to pick out each by its

peculiarities. This individuality of sounds is called their timbre. It is

scientifically proved that almost all sounds are composite and are made

up of vibrations of different lengths or pitch in simultaneous action.

When a violin string is vibrated as a whole, the result is the funda-

mental tone of the string ;
but beside the great vibration, the string

divides itself into several parts, each of which sets up a sub-vibration of

its own. It may divide into any number of equal parts, from two to

seven. When it is divided into two the sub-divisions make two vibra-

tions for every one of the whole string," thus giving the voctave of the

fundamental, as well as the fundamental itself. These additional or

super-added tones are called the harmonics. As stated above, the C of

the small octave is formed by 132 vibrations. Its possible harmonics

are those only whose vibrations are multiples of 132. The first is the

C of the second octave with 264 vibrations, the next is G- of second oc-

tave 396 vibrations, then C of third octave 528 vibrations, E 660 vibra-

tions, G 792, and lastly, the seventh harmonic having 924 vibrations

with no representative note in our musical scale. Take the F string as

another example, as follows : F' with 176 vibrations, F' '

352, C 528,

F'" 704, A 880, C 1056, 7th harmonic 1232 with no corresponding

letter. The human voice is rich in harmonics, and the peculiar timbre

and individuality of each voice is due to the variety of the harmonics
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and their varying proportional force. Almost all musical sounds are

the resultants of such mixture of fundamental and harmonic tones, and

very few musical bodies are free from the harmonics. But it is possi-

ble to construct such instruments, and Helmholtz has furnished them in

what he calls the resonators. They consist each of a hollow metallic

globe with a large open neck at one end and a small one at the other.

They are constructed of various sizes and each one has only its funda-

mental tone without harmonics. Whenever the fundamental note of one

of these resonators is sounded by another instrument the air contained

in it is set to vibrating and thus reinforcing the sound, but it is silent

unless its particular note is started. With these instruments the dif-

ferent, simple or pure sounds that go to make a composite note can each

be picked out. It is in this way that the harmonics and accompanying
sounds that go along with almost every fundamental tone have been

sorted out and identified. We cannot fail to note in all phenomena of

sound the paramount influence of the form and constitution of the

mediums through which it is propagated. These mediums have noth-

ing to do with the origination of the energy which finally is resolved

into the sensation of sound. But they happen in its way and are acted

upon by it, made to vibrate and to communicate their vibrations to

the air. As energy acting on machinery of different forms and adjust-

ments furnishes a variety of modes of molar motion, so when the

molar motion is reduced to molecular vibration the form and adjust-

ment of the body moved is all-important in determining the kind of

motion developed in it, the period of the vibration, the length and

amplitude of the waves, the number and pitch of the harmonics and

the accompanying clangs and noises, or whether the vibratory movement

results in any such phenomenon as sound at all. But no body whatever

its form can escape being affected in some way whenever it is reached

by the aerial vibrations. A molecular change of greater or less impor-

tance is inevitably accomplished, and if the body is a sonorous body these

vibrations may pass on through it, exciting its fundamental tone on the

wa}
T

,
and be again delivered to the air for further propagation. If the

body impinged upon be an organized body the molecular vibration set

up in it may be quenched in giving rise to sensation, that is, disappear-

ing as one mode of molecular vibration it reappears as another. It can-

not disappear from the domain of physics, nor be lost as physical energy.

And it follows that if it does really disappear in giving rise to a sensa-

tion in an organism, that sensation is a form of physical energy. This

important point is to be discussed further on.

It has been observed that sound is a vibration in ponderable matter.

Accordingly we find that sound is not transmitted through a vacuum. A
bell suspended by a string and rung in a receiver exhausted of air can-
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not be heard. The molecular vibrations are there of course. The bell

changes its shape, elongating its diameter alternately in directions at

right angles to each other, but no air being there to take up the vibra-

tory movement it is not conveyed to the ear and does not become sound.

The effect of the vibration in this case would appear as heat in the in-

creased temperature of the bell and this increased temperature might be

carried across that vacuum. A small amount of the vibratory motion

might be carried up the string and so out to the air as a faint sound,

but only enough to prove that the absence of air inside is, as far as it is

concerned, a perfect bar to such vibrations as produce sound.

It is important to understand clearly the nature of vibration in order to

comprehend how it is that energy transfers itself from one body to another

without the transfer of the bodies themselves. It is difficult to realize

this without special attention. Let us suppose a clothesline to be

stretched from one post to another. If the line be agitated at one end

by a slight transverse blow, we shall see a wave travel along the line

from that end to the other. It is plain enough that it is the movement

that goes end-wise and not the line as a whole. Each small section of

the line makes a little excursion first to one side then to the other, and

it is these excursions taking place in one section after another in pro-

gressive succession that constitute the movement of the wave. As the

force of the pull is communicated to the first section of the line in caus-

ing its transverse movement, so as the second section is started in motion

hy the first, it receives the energy of the first, transfers it to the third,

&c., so the energy goes with the wave from one end to the other. It

goes with it, neither before it nor behind it. By a properly contrived

connection the energy and the vibration might be transferred at the end

to another line, or to any other sort of elastic body, as a bell for ex-

ample. Notwithstanding the line as a whole cannot be said to move

endwise, yet a little further calculation will show that each particle of

it does not only make a transverse excursion, but also a small endwise

excursion forward and back. As each wave is formed, the section of the

line concerned momently occupies the position of a diagonal or hypot-

enuse in relation to the general direction of the line, and, therefore, for

the time, acquires additional length at the expense of the elasticity of

the line, or what is equivalent in this case, at the expense of its slack.

The same must be true of all sorts of vibration. If a pebble be dropped
into still water the progressive series of concentric waves that results, in

effect stretches the surface of the water by a change in the relative posi-

tion of its molecules, because measured over the corrugations the super-

ficial area is greater than while the water is level. In forming waves,

therefore, the particles of the body in motion must move forward and

back. This being the case a body not elastic could not take a vibratory
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movement. The forward and back movement of particles involved in the

wave motion of liquids is shown to take the form of minute vertical circles.

The particle moves forward or away from the center of agitation on the

upper segment of the circle and returns on the lower segment. In sound

the movement of the particles of the vibrating body is directly away
from and toward the center of agitation in right lines. In radiant heat

and light, the vibrations are at right angles to the direction of advance,

like the waving of the clothesline or the vibration of a fiddle string. It

is in all directions from the central axis or, as it is styled, in every azi-

muth. Every one has some idea of concord and discord. When two

simultaneous sounds are produced we generally notice that the effect of

the blending is a smooth, even sound pleasing to the ear
;
or it may be

harsh, grating, full of loud spots and low spots and generally disagreeable.

The first we characterize as concordant, harmonious, &c.
,
and the last

as discordant and inharmonious. The pleasant or unpleasant effects on

us depend upon the habit or cultivation of our auditory brain, or the in-

herited effects of the habit and cultivation of our ancestors. There are,

in the relationship of sounds, certain actual conditions which make har-

mony and inharmony real and objective in nature, and it is the reflec-

tion of these real conditions, in our brain, that constitutes our cultiva-

tion and habit. The physical basis of this musical sense is found in

the effect of the sonorous pulsations upon each other. A vibration of

a sonorous body consists in its making, under the impulse of a blow, an

excursion to the end of its amplitude and back again. The outward

motion communicated to the air is called a condensed pulse, because the

air is condensed within the limit of the length of the wave, or the

length of the spoke referred to above, ,and this condensation answers to

the shortening of the spoke by the blow on its end. The elasticity of

the air causes it to recover from this condensation, and when it flies

back it leaves behind it a stratum of rarified air for each wave, and this

is called a rarified pulse. It answers to the lengthening of the spoke

after its recovery from the blow of compression. Now, if two similar

sonorous bodies near to each other are set to vibrating in such a way
that the outward or condensed pulse is made by both at once, the re-

sult is an increased amplitude and a greater condensation to the con-

densed pulse, producing greater loudness. If the condensed pulse of

one is made at the same instant as the rarefied pulse of the other, the

two will neutralize each other
,
that is, the air remains still and no

sound results. It is like two bodies running against each other from

opposite directions
; they both stop. This is called interference.

There is often partial interference, in which sounds reduce without

quenching each other. If two sounding bodies are not in unison, that

is, have a different rate of vibration, they will, when sounded together,
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produce an uneven sound. Suppose, for example, one vibrates at the

rate of 100, and the other 101 per second. At first, as the vibrations

run nearly in the same time, they will reinforce and create loudness.

But when the first is making its 50th condensed pulse, the second will

have made 50 and be on the return, or rarified half of its 50th, so that

the pulses will be antagonistic and neutralize each other. From this

point the antagonisms will diminish till the first has finished its 100, and

second its 101 vibrations, when they will again be together, and the

sound will be loud. This rising and falling of the sound is called a

beat, and it takes place whenever two discordant notes are sounded to-

gether. The number of beats in a second, which will occur when any
two notes are sounded, is always equal to the difference in the number

of their vibrations per second. Thus when C and D of the great oc-

tave are sounded together, there will be eight and one-fourth beats.

(See table.
)

In the combination of certain harmonic notes there do

not appear to be any beats. If any letter and its octave be sounded

together, each alternate vibration of the high one will be on the outgo-

ing pulse, while the low one is on an ingoing one, but the regularity and

evenness with which this occurs destroys the effects of beats. The phe-

nomena of interference and the reinforcement of vibrations by each

other, will be met with in discussing light and heat. In our scales from

the note to its octave, is a natural skip, but the filling in between these

two is artificial, and has been different at different times and with differ-

ent peoples. Some account of this is given by Blaserna in his Theory
of Sound.

CHAPTER XL.

HEAT AND LIGHT-GENERAL THEORY OF RADIATION.

Within the last fifty years it has been demonstrated that there is no

such substance as caloric or heat, but that like sound, heat is our sub-

jective sensation of a vibratory motion of the molecules of bodies.

Heat in a body arises in the same way that sound does, by the transfer

to the body of energy from some other body. Whenever work or molar

motion is arrested as such it goes on as molecular motion, a part of

which always appears to us as heat. If the molecular motion were al-

ways the same in the same bodies, of course the effect on our sensations

would be the same. But, as we have seen, sounds vary greatly with

the form and structure of the bodies vibrating, and with the rapidity of

the vibrations in the same body.

So the manner in which we are affected b}
r the forms of motion called

light and heat, depends on the fact that particular sorts of bodies are io
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motion in a particular way. Referring to our table of tonic vibrations,

in the last chapter, we find the Gr of the lowest octave is made by 49

and a half vibrations. If we call this the beginning of octave number

1, the Gr at the beginning of octave No. 2 has 99 vibrations, No. 3 is

produced by 198, No. 4 by 396, &c. The G at the beginning of the

10th octave is formed by 25,344, and the llth by 50,688. But this

rate is too rapid to make any impression on our ears, probably because

each succeeding vibration reaches the drum of the ear before the one

preceding it has had time to produce an effect. The result to the ear is

silence, but the vibrations may go on all the same, doubling in num-

ber for each octave. When the beginning of the 20th octave is reached,

the G- will be formed by 25,952,256 vibrations per second. The 30th

octave takes, in round numbers, 26,575,000,000 vibrations, the 40th

27,212,800,000,000, and the 44th requires 435 and a half trillions at

the beginning and 871,000,000,000,000 at the end, or the beginning of

the 45th octave. These are large figures and difficult to be conceived. In

order to count a million a day a man would have to count nearly 12 per

second for the whole twenty-four hours. Although no one can count more

than half so fast, even at that rate it would take over 2,384,000 }^ears

to count 871 trillions. Yet it is proved by satisfactory demonstration

that this number of vibrations actually takes place in a second.

The G- at the beginning of the 44th octave makes its impression upon
us through the sense of sight, giving the sensation of that color which

a metal takes on when heated to redness. If the heat be increased the

color of the metal will change to bright red, then yellow, and with inti-

mations of greenish and bluish tinges finally become white. In passing

through these phases of color it has, in reality, passed through different

states of vibration, the final white color representing simultaneous vi-

brations of all the notes in the 44th octave, from Gr to Gr. These notes

represent all the colors that are visible to our eyes, and are designated

by the seven names, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet.

In reality, the tones pass from one to another by imperceptible steps

representing a gradually increasing rate of vibration, so that there is no

definite boundary between the red and orange, for example, or between

the green and the blue, &c. These intermediate steps constitute the

tints and shades of color too numerous to be named. Sunlight and

the light of the electric arc contain all the vibrations of this 44th octave,

and some notes both above and below it. By means of a prism these

different tones can be separated from each other. A ray of sunlight

allowed to pass through a slit or hole into a dark chamber, and then

through a prism, and falling at last on a white screen, is analyzed by
the prism, the different parts of the ray being caused to diverge from

each other like the rays of a folding fan. And when the light reaches
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the screen, the image, instead of being the shape of the hole it came

through, is greatly elongated in one direction, forming a band, and is

differently colored in the different parts. One end of this colored band

is red, the other end violet. The red end is nearly in a straight line

produced from the slit through the prism to the screen, this ray being

bent but little in passing through the prism, while all the other colored

rays are bent more than it, in the following order : orange, yellow,

green, blue, indigo and violet
;
the last being deflected the most. This

colored band is called a spectrum. The spectrum of sunlight, when it

is obtained by passing the beam of light through a very narrow slit in-

stead of a large opening, is found to be crossed by numerous dark lines.

These were mapped on the spectrum, and some of them designated by
letters by Fraunhofer, in whose honor they are called Fraunhofer's Lines.

Table showing Wave Lengths of various Colored Light, No. of Waves per inch, and No.

of Undulations per second :

Place in Spectrum.
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existing in an incandescent vaporous state in the atmosphere of the sun.
If any of these bodies heated to an incandescent vaporous state is al-

lowed to form its own spectrum, such spectrum will consist merely of
certain bright or colored cross-bands disconnected from each other in-

stead of the continuous colored spectrum
formed by sunlight or by an incandes-

cent solid or liquid body. The number
and position of the colored cross-bands

of these discontinuous spectra vary
with the bodies forming them, no two

having lines in precisely the same

position on the spectrum. But the

position of all these lines in the

bright spectra of the incandescent vapor-
ous bodies forming them is identical

FIG. 159. Diagram showing Spectrum of Light and Heat rays of the Sun.
All lying to the left of 80 represents the invisible heat rays, that to the right of 80 in-

dicates the visible part of the spectrum. The lines marked A and B are Fraunhofer's
lines in the red part of the spectrum. D is the sodium line in the orange part of the spec-
trum. F is a hydrogen line in the green. H is in the violet. To the right of H and the
left ofA the spectrum fadesinto invisibility. The figures represent the length of the waves
of the radiant energy, and stand for so many hundred thousandths of a millimeter. The
dotted line X represents the surface of the earth and foot of mountains ; Y is the top of
the mountains, and Z the top of the atmosphere. The lines show the kinds of light and
heat which predominate in the respective localities. Blue light is the prevailing light at
the top of the atmosphere. ( After Prof. S. P. Langley. )

with the position of the dark lines formed on the continuous spectrum
of an incandescent solid or liquid when its light passes through such in-

candescenf vaporous bodies. The whole number of these lines in the

solar spectrum in the case of hydrogen is four, of calcium 75, of nickel

33, of manganese 57, of iron 600, &c. l Thus it appears 1st, that an

incandescent solid or liquid body emits waves of all the lengths in the

44th octave, that is, from 435 to 871 trillions per second. (2d.) That

an incandescent vapor or gas emits waves of certain lengths correspond-

ing with only a portion of those emitted by the solid, some of one velocity

and some of another. ( 3d. ) That when the waves from the solid are

absorbed by the vapor, they are reduced to stillness or darkness, their

motion being transferred to other particles in the same body having a

slower rate of vibration or fundamental tone whereby such particles are

caused to vibrate in greater amplitude, thus increasing the degree of

heat. A vapor when non-luminous has just the same effect as when it is

incandescent, quenching light of the same color that it emits when hot.

1 Lockyer 246.
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From the phenomena of incandesence in solids and liquids, we per-

ceive that there exists in the incandescent bod}'' a great variety of fun-

lamental tones while it is in the incandescent state, because its spec-

trum shows a great range in the molecular vibrations, no two rates of

which are or can result from the same molecules or combination of mole-

cules. l If a piece of platinum wire be heated by a voltaic current, and

the effects studied in its spectrum, the first visible effect is red color,

then, as the temperature increases, orange is added to the spectrum,

then yellow, then green, blue, indigo, and lastly violet. But as each

of these colors is added it is not done at the expense of the first ones;

on the contrary, with each addition .the ones already developed are in-

tensified and become more vivid. That is, the amplitude of these lower

tones is increased by the increase of the energy, but not their rapidity

of vibration, because color is pitch, and the pitch and color change onty

by difference in wave length, and the wave length can change only as

the form of the body in vibration is changed. The sounds made on a

flute depend on the vibrations of the column of air contained in it, and

that column is altered in length by the fingering being shortest when

all the finger holes are open, and longest when they are all closed. The

platinum wire when heated is like seven flutes, each sounding a single-

note at one time or, rather, like an indefinite number of flutes pitched

to all the intermediate shades of tones in the octave. Therefore, al-

though platinum is rated as an original element incapable of being an-

alyzed or reduced any further, we are bound to conclude that when

brought to an incandescent condition it undergoes a vast number of

molecular rearrangements which are all maintained at once in its differ-

ent parts, and each of which vibrates in its own fundamental tone.

But more than this
;

if by means of a filter we cut off all the visible

rays we shall find that the platinum is also radiating tones of vibration

in one or more octaves below the visible rays. From what has been

said of harmonics, we may reasonably infer that many of the tones in

the upper octaves are the harmonics of the octaves below, induced by
the increase of the energy of the temperature, in the same way as the

octave is raised on the flute by simply harder blowing. But it appears

to be an unavoidable conclusion that there are, in so-called homogene-
ous and elementary bodies, molecules of different forms. Heating a

solid body to incandescence causes the breaking up of its molecules into

so many forms that waves f all the lengths in the 44th octave appear
to be radiated. But if the body be heated till it becomes a vapor, ra}

rs

of a great many wave lengths are suppressed, and the spectrum, which

before was a solid body, becomes reduced to a mere skeleton, a line

here and there across the spectrum only remaining. This fact must be

1 Draper's experiment.
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interpreted to mean that the molecules of the
( body when In the state

of an incandescent vapor, are more alike in form than when the body

begins to solidify.

Kecurring now to the fact stated above, that while sound does not

pass through a vacuum both heat and light do, it may be asked, what is

the medium through which they are conveyed? In the first instance,

the origin of heat and light appears to be the vibratory movement of

the molecules of bodies under the excitement of energy transferred to

them from some other. The conveyance of this energy through the

molecules of ponderable bodies at least the lower forms of it which we

call heat is obvious enough. But . it is not obvious how any form of

energy passes across a vacuum, or how light passes through a solid

body like glass. But the facts being undeniable that they do, there

are only two ways of accounting for them. One is that impalpable, im-

ponderable, invisible, infinitesimal bodies are emitted and hurled from

the luminous bodies with inconceivable rapidity, from one end of the

universe to the other, and pass with little hindrance through the pores

of transparent solids, such as glass, &c. This is called the emission

theory. The other is that all space, including the pores and intermole-

cular spaces of all bodies, is permeated with an elastic medium almost

incompressible, capable of being set in vibration by the molecular agita-

tion of a hot or luminous body, and that the vibrations of this medium

when thus set going, propagate themselves in diverging rays until ar-

rested by a ponderable body. This medium is called ether, and the the-

ory which adopts it is the undulatory theory. This theory accounts sat-

isfactorily for all the phenomena connected with the transmission of

radiant light and heat, which the emission theory does not, and it is

now universally accepted by physicists. Assuming the correctness of

the theory, mathematicians have, by several various ingenious methods

which verify each other, measured the wave-length of the various

colored rays as they occur in the ethereal medium. The table of wave-

lengths given above, refers, therefore, to the waves in ether. And the

theory is that when a body is subjected to a violent molecular agitation,

the motion is imparted to the surrounding ether and propagated through

it in the form of undulatory vibrations at the rate of 186,000 miles per

second. Light comes from the sun to us in about 8 minutes. In the

case of sound the length of the wave differs according to the medium

through which it passes. So the wave-lengths of light of the same color

are different in different mediums, shorter in the denser mediums, and

longer in the rarer.

The particles of ether enclosed in the intermolecular spaces of glass,

water, mineral crystals, &c.
,
are supposed to exist in a more condensed

state than in the air or above it, so that the light takes a reduced ve-
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locity in going through these transparent bodies, a reduction made by a

reduction of wave-length but not of rapidity of vibration. Refraction is

a consequence of the passage of the vibratory movement from a medium

of one density to that of another. In going from the dense to the rare,

unless it strikes perpendicularly to the surface, the beam of light is bent

or refracted from the normal, or plane perpendicular to the refracting

surface, while in going from the rare to the dense, the refraction is to-

ward the normal.

Fia. 160. Glass Prism showing refraction of
rays in passing through.
The ray from the object, o, upon entering the

prism is Dent and its track through is deflected
toward the normal n n. On leaving, it is again
deflected, this time away from the normal, so
that the eye sees o in the direction of s.

A study of fig. 160 and a comparison

FIG. 160. with fig. 158 will show that the same

principle governs refraction in both light and sound. The waves are

shortened by going through the denser medium, and the greater the dis-

tance through, the more the beam will be shortened. The lower part of a

beam, from o to e, fig. 160, will have a greater length in the glass than

the upper part, and so the lower part will be made shorter, which will

make the beam bend. If another prism were inverted and placed with

its base up against that of the first, the object o would be seen at e by

a ray passing through that prism also, but it would be bent in the op-

posite direction, and the two acting together thus, plainly indicate the

principle of the lens.

The refraction of light in passing through a transparent gas is in-

creased if the gas be condensed in bulk under pressure. In general,

the greater the difference in density between two mediums through
which the light passes, the greater the refraction in the passage from

one to the other. The vibrations of radiant energy ( heat and light )

are at fight angles, or normal, to the direction in which it moves. A
fiddle string in vibrating may fly in any direction from its silent posi-

tion
;

viz.
,
to the right or left, or up or down, or at any angle interme-

diate of these. These various directions are called azimuths. Vibra-

tions of ether must be conceived in like manner to take place alternately

or under varying conditions in any and all azimuths.

CHAPTER XLI.

EFFECT OF BODIES ON LIGHT AND HEAT.

After being assured that light is not a substance, but merely the mo-

tion of a body entirely impalpable and invisible, it is somewhat diffi-

cult to realize that such motion could in any w:iy affect or be affected by

ponderable bodies. But in fact, radiant energy, which term comprises
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light and heat as they come to us from the sun, constitutes the most

powerful dynamic agency. Although it is only motion, it is motion of

a real physical body, which is proved by the fact that it is influenced by
the bodies it comes into contact with, and influences them in return. It

is necessary to study these things in order to understand the manner and

extent of the influence they have had in building up organisms, includ-

ing ourselves, and keeping them in operation after they are built up.

In this chapter there will be recalled some of the effects which are pro-

duced in light and heat by their encounter with ponderable bodies.

Law of Refraction, also called the law of Snellius. It was stated

above that a beam of light is refracted when it passes from a rare to a

denser medium, as from air to water.

P Q, Fig. 161, is a normal- or

perpendicular to a reflecting and re-

fracting surface, M N. AC P,

angle of incidence equal to P C J,

the angle of reflection. The law of

Snellius is; that for the same refracting

substance, the eye being supposed at

A and the object seen really at D,

but appearing to be at B, the line C

JB bears a constant ratio to C D,
without regard to the inclination of

the line A C to the refracting sur-

face M N. Likewise the secants C

Gr and C H are in the same ratio, and

so are the sines of the respective an-

gles A X and D L. But for differ-

FIG. lei. ent substances the angle A C H is

different according to density when other things are equal. The con-

stant ratio found by dividing AX by D L is, in the refraction between

air and water 1 or 1.333; between air and glass it is from about

1.50 to 1.53 according to density ;
between water and glass about 1.14.

(
The index for red light is greater than that for violet, the former being

1.346, air to water, and the latter 1.333
;
this accounts for the colors

of the rainbow. ) The index for diamond is 2. 5
;
for lead chromate 2. 97.

Inflection or Diffraction.
( 'If any very small object be placed in a pencil

of divergent light admitted through a minute aperture into a dark room,

its shadow will appear materially larger than it ought if light passes its

edges in straight lines, and moreover, any opaque object, large or small,

exhibits along the edges of its shadow a border of at least three distinctly

tinted fringes, the brightest and broadest of which is next the shadow.
" x

1 Prof, Barnard in Smithsonian Reports.
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When two minute pencils of light are admitted through apertures very
near to each other, the screen on which the blended pencils fall is streaked

with lines absolutely dark. This is interference. In passing around

corners some parts of the ray need to travel greater distances than other

parts. When such difference amounts to half a wave length the crest

of one wave falls in the hollow of another, and they neutralize and pro-

duce darkness. Various experiments illustrate this principle, as light

admitted through gratings, &c.

Interference takes place in all wave movements when the crest of one

wave falls upon the hollow of another. This is true of the waves of

water, of sound, or of light. Whenever there is interference there is

stillness, which in the case of the luminous vibrations means darkness.

It has been stated that the vibrations of luminous waves are in all az-

imuths. Waves, therefore, occupy such relationship to each other that

the front of some waves is presented to the edges of others. The front

of the wave is in the direction in which its crest and hollow are alter-

nately formed
;
the direction of its azimuth and of its activity. If a

ray strike a mirror edgewise of the ray it cannot be reflected, for it has

no activity or elasticity in the edgewise direction of the vibrations.

Waves cannot interfere, therefore, when the front of one series is pre-

sented to "the edge of another. Interference takes place only between

vibrations which are in the same azimuth, or while they are in the same

azimuth. Waves are naturally of different lengths representing the dif-

ferent pitch or color. If two waves of unequal length undulating in the

same azimuth are traveling the same path, they must interfere at those

points in which the crest of one overtakes the hollow of the other. So

if the lengths of two waves are to each other as six to seven, at every 7th

undulation of the shorter and every ()th undulation of the longer one they

will interfere. As stated above, all light is retarded in passing from a

rare to a dense medium. Now, if by any means a ray of such retarded

light be made to mingle with a ray of the same color or pitch vibrating

in the same azimuth, they will interfere, provided the retardation of the

one has amounted to a half wave length at the point where they mingle.

When such interference takes place there is darkness as to that particu-'

lar color while other colors remain visible. This sort of interference

happens when the two unequally retarded rays passing through a doubly

refracting crystal are brought together again. ( See on Polarization in

tin- ehap. )

The colors of str!(itc<l surfm-fs are din- 1<> interference that destroys a

pail of the colored rays leaving the others to !>e reflected. This happens

in the case of fine scratches on glass ;>r burnished metal. The same

conditions arc realized when mother <-f pearl is cut and polished aen>-x

the edm-s of the very line layers of which the, shell is composed. An
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impression of this shell in black wax will have a like striated surface

and will likewise reflect certain colors, the rest being destroyed by interfer-

ence. Interference in such cases is caused by the reflection of some of

the light from the sides of the fine furrows or troughs in such a way
that it loses position to the extent of a half of its wave-length, and thus

abolishes other rays of the same color not so altered. The colored rings

of Newton are formed by a double convex lens pressed against the plane

side of a piano convex lens. Light reflected from the latter lens will

FIG. 162. Showina rings of Interference.
flaijj)jj7^^)jWwyW)j^jj^jj^ A Piano convex lens on flat surface.

Y///////////////////////////////A B.-Plan of colored rings formed by A.

B Jt^~^ """^ u"^ foi'm of colored rings alternating with

dark ones. They occupy a certain mathemati-

cal relationship with one another, the squares

of the diameters of the colored rings being to

FIG. 162. each other in the ratio of 1, 3, 5, 7, &c., and

the squares of the diameters of the dark rings are as 2, 4, 6, 8, &c.

Beyond the seventh ring the colored and dark rings are so crowded to-

gether as to become practically fused into one, white light resulting.

The colors of the rings beginning at the center are: 1, black, blue,

white, yellow, red
; 2, violet, blue, green, yellow, red

; 3, purple, blue,

green, yellow, red
; 4, green, red

; 5, greenish blue, red
; 6, greenish

blue, pale red
; 7, greenish blue, reddish white. This phenomenon is

explained as the interferences between rays which are reflected from the

first surface encountered by the incident beam
;
and those which pass

through to the second lens and are reflected thence.

Double refraction. A beam of light passing through a crystal not

homogeneous is divided, one ray being refracted according to the law of

Snellius and called from that the ordinary ray, and the other is called

the extraordinary ray. This is notably true in the case of the crystals

of Iceland Spar. These crys-

tals are large and are rhombo-

hedral in shape ;
see fig. 163.

The angles of the Rhomboidal

face A, B, C, D are A and C

101 55' and D and B 78 05'

FIG. iQ3.-Crystal of Iceland Sar. respectively. The angles of in-

clination D F E and C E F are 74 55 ' and 105 05'. The shortest

diagonal A E is the crystallographic axis.

If the angles A and E be truncated perpendicularly to the crystallo-

graphic axis, light passing through the crystal parallel with this axis

will not be doubly refracted. Any such line is also called the optic

axis. Any plane parallel with the optic axis is called a principal plane

or principal section. Any plane at right angles to the optic axis may
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be called a conjugate plane. In every conjugate plane the separation of

the two rays by double refraction is at its maximum. Both rays in

such case have their index of refraction constant ( but different from

each other). The index of the ordinary ray is 1.6543, and 1.4833 for

the extraordinary. This difference of index explains why an object

seen by the ordinary ray appears nearer than by the other. See fig. 161.

The sine D L being shorter, the perpendicular D E is further to the

right nearer the normal, and the point B (or apparent position of the

object D ) is nearer to the point A, the position of the eye. Double re-

fraction is always accompanied by Polarization more or less complete.

In the Iceland spar crystal, truncated perpendicular to the optic axis,

the extraordinary ray is bent further from the normal than the ordinary

(
as if repelled ). ( When the extraordinary index is greater than the

ordinary, the crystal is called positive, when less it is negative. ) In

some other crystals the position of the rays is reversed, the extraor-

dinary one being nearer the optic axis, which is parallel with the nor-

mal. In crystals of Iceland spar all the vibrations are quenched except

in two azimuths, or are reduced to two azimuths, at right angles to

each other, the vibrations of the ordinary ray being in one azimuth

only, and those of the extraordinary ray exclusively in the other. It is

important to get a clear idea of the polarization of light. It has been

stated that a great many bodies are of such molecular structure that

while they allow light to pass through them, they cause it to pass by^

boring through in a spiral manner. This was never known until polar-

ization was found out. Let us illustrate by calling a beam of light a

pine saw-log, which we are to imagine is to be sawed up into boards.

A pine log may be divided into boards by vertical seams, each board

being of even thickness but of different widths, the one in the middle

being the widest and the others diminishing in width on each side.

But with the beam of light it is different. All the boards to be sawed

out of it are of the same width, and all maximum, and they are not

parallel with each other. Only one of them is vertical, right out of the

middle of the beam. Another is horizontal right through the middle of

the beam in that direction and so at right angles to the first. And it is

of equal width with the first. The other boards are to be sawed at all

the various oblique angles between these first two, every board to be

sawed directly in the middle of the log, and to be of the same maximum
width. The waves of the material of this log are supposed to corres-

pond with these different boards, the vibrations being always aeross the

middle of the beam in the plane of some board. Consequently, they
are said to be in all azimuths or directions from the center of the beam.

The waves, as said before, must be conceived to be like those of a

string stretched in the direction of the long axis of the beam.
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If a full round beam of light is allowed to puss through a transparent

body which causes it to twist or rotate as it goes through, there is no

way of discovering that fact. If you roll over a saw-log it still pre-

sents the same appearance. If its grain is twisted from end to end it

will, as a whole, be still the same shape. But if a plank is made to go

through a crack which twists it, the amount of twist is seen upon the

emergence of the plank. Polarization is a process by which a single

plank of a beam of light is cut out of the middle of it and saved for use,

the rest of the beam being thrown away. So the vibrations of plane

polarized light are in only one azimuth, all the rest being cut off. We
may imagine a number of beams polarized side by side, in which case

we should have a number of planks piled together in a uniform manner.

There is more than one wa}^ of obtaining polarized light. As said above,

the light passing through crystals of Iceland spar is polarized in two

azimuths, one at right angles to the other, so that two planks of a beam

get through, all the rest being absorbed by the peculiar construction of

the molecules of the crystal. Tourmaline is a crystal which polarizes

light in only one azimuth cuts a single board out of a beam and re-

duces the rest to heat. If light be presented to a slice of tourmaline,

it allows only a flat board of it to get through, that is, the light is polar-

ized. We can prove this by allowing the light to pass through two

slices of tourmaline. The light which gets through the first will also

pass through the second, provided it is held so that its plane of polar-

ization corresponds with that of the first. But if the second be rotated

to the right or left 00, the crack which allowed the board of light from

the first to pass through, is now turned crosswise, and the board cannot

pass. But if the second crystal be turned another 90 it will be flat-

wise again and the light passes. Both of these crystals are polarizers,

but when used as above the first is called a polarizer and the second an

analyzer. Crystals of agate also have the property of polarizing light,

and so have artificial crystals of iodo-disulphate of quinine. Light can

also be polarized by re/lection from different substances having smooth

or polished surfaces
;
the angle required to produce the effect being dif-

ferent with different substances. When reflected from water the angle

is 52 45 ' from the normal
;

with glass for a reflector the angle is from

54 35 '
to 58. The angle of polarization depends on the refractive

power of the body,
" the index of refraction being tangent to the angle

of polarization." And at the angle of polarization the reflected ray is

perpendicular to the refracted ray. When a ray of common light is

polarized by reflection, the plane of incidence and reflection is the plane

of polarization also.

When polarized light is passed through thin lamina?, or plates of vari-

ous crystals, as mica, selenite, quartz, &c. . ( when placed between a
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polarizer and an analyzer ) the light is colored with the tints of the

spectrum. The analyzer and polarizer used are <i'<r.<Tally two Nicol

jH'Isnis placed n little apart so that a film or lamina of crystalline min-

eral may be inserted between them. A nicol prism has a length three

times its width, and is formed by splitting a rhombohedral crystal of

Iceland spar along its optic axis, then polishing the cut faces and re-

joining them with transparent Canada balsam, fig. KM, AD. TM ac-

FlG. 164.- Nii-nl Pri.

from Crystal <>f Iceland <S
A D. Optic axis.
RE. Path of the extraordinary

ra
^' O G. Path of the ordinary

ray.

tion the prism allows the ex-

traordinary ray to pass

FIG. 164. through from R to E, the or-

dinary ray being refracted to and totally reflected thence toward Gl-

and lost. The other ray is the one used as "polarized light." An an-

alyzer can also be made with a transparent mirror, placed at the polar-

izing angle. The reflected ray being polarized in one plane, it follows

that the refracted ray is made up of all the other planes or azimuths.

If the mirror is not transparent this light is absorbed, if it is trans-

parent this light is transmitted. By passing this through several

plates of glass, "a bundle, "it becomes polarized too. If two nicol

prisms Ije used, the light passing through each is polarized the extra-

ordinary ray in each being transmitted and the other refracted to the

side of the prism. If the prisms be parallel, that is, the plane of the

extraordinary ray in one correspond with that in the other, the light

that gets through the first will also go through the second, but if one is

turned around 45 some light gets through about
-J-

of it. But if it is

turned around 90 so they are at right angles, the light that gets through

the first will be cut off entirely by the second, and extinguished. If,

however, a crystalline plate f tourmaline, for example, or mica, be in-

troduced, having its principal plane at an angle intermediate to that of

the two prisms, the light will pass, on the theory that it is partly turned

in passing from the polarizer into the crystal plate, and finished up in

the passage thence to the analyzer. As stated above, a single tourma-

line plate cut parallel with its optic axis, transmits light in a single

polarized plane. Two such plates together, with their axes parallel,

will still transmit the light, since the azimuth of vibration into which the

movement of the light is turned in the first is also permitted in the

second. But if the plates be crossed, the light passing the first is to-

tally extinguished by the second. But if a third tourmaline or a plate

of mica be interposal with its axis oblique to both, the plane of the

polarized ray from the first is twisted to a position at right angles from

that with which it started.
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A film of a crystal of gypsum, like Iceland spar, reduces the azimuths

of vibration to two which are at right angles to each other. If a pair

of nicol prisms be mounted in front of an electric lamp, and their axes

crossed at right angles, no light passes. If a gypsum film be intro-

duced between them in such position that one of its planes of vibration

is parallel with that of the first nicol the polarizer, its other plane of

vibration will be parallel with the plane of the other nicol the an-

alyzer, and in that position the light is still cut off. But if the gypsum
film be turned 45 in azimuth, its two planes of vibration will be oblique

to both the polarizer and the analyzer, and the light will pass. That is,

the light is polarized in the first nicol, the polarized beam is divided

into two in passing through the doubly refracting gypsum film, and

these two half beams get back together again in passing through the

second nicol, the analyzer. But by the law of double refraction, in

passing through the gypsum one of the half beams is retarded more

than the other, so that when the two are brought together again in the

analyzer, they are found to be vibrating in the same azimuth, but one a

little behind the other. These are conditions of interference, and con-

sequently the waves producing some of the colors in the white light are

quenched, leaving the others to be transmitted. Chromatic effects of

this sort must follow in all cases where plates of doubly refracting crys-

tals of proper thickness are used. If monochromatic light, as red for

example, instead of white light be used, and the crystalline plate be

shaved to a wedge-shape, thinner on one edge than the other, the in-

terferences can abolish only one color, the red, and a system of bands

alternately red and black, is transmitted. If the crystalline plate be

circular and of varying thickness, increasing from the center outwards,

the alternate bands of color and darkness take the form of rings, these

phenomena arise from the unequal retardation of the light waves in the

crystal, thus shortening some of the wave lengths more than others.

Whenever this difference in the shortening amounts to any multiple of

'half-wave lengths they interfere and are reduced to darkness. When
it amounts to whole lengths or their multiples the colors are sustained.

When white light is used it is of course the same as using lights of all

the colors at once. And so the effect is to form a series of colored

rings and dark interference rings for each of the colors contained in the

white. But these various effects are so superposed on each other that

the dark rings of one are covered more or less by colored light of others.

Any solid double refracting substance whatever, whether mineral or or-

ganic, when it is made thin and is sufficiently transparent to allow the

passage of polarized light, will produce chromatic effects of one kind or

another when the separated rays are rejoined by the analyzer, because

such structures produce double refraction on account of the quasi crys-
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talline nature of their construction. Among the organic substances

' < may be named horn, indurated jellies, tortoise shell, gums, resins,

the crystalline lenses of fish or animals, &c." ( Barnard.)

If a difference in the relative position of the molecules of a non-crys-

talline transparent body be brought about, as may be done by pressure,

or strain or tension, it becomes, for the time being, doubly refractive

and chromatic under polarized light. Thus, if a bar of glass be bent,

it is on a strain and the molecules of one side are stretched apart, while

the other side is compressed and the molecules crowded together. Light

passed through the bar edgewise will be decomposed, because the wave

lengths are unevenly shortened and therefore the emerging light will be

colored. The same is true when glass is subjected to pressure, or to

torsion, or to mechanical vibrations, or to uneven expansion by heat.

Grlass can be made chromatic permanently by being heated to the point

of fusion and then cooled so rapidly as to leave the parts on a strain.

Many articles of glassware are so imperfectly annealed after being
formed that they are on such permanent strain, as tubes, and lamp

chimneys, stems of wine glasses, stoppers of bottles, &c.

Rotary Polarization. If a plate of Quartz be cut from the crystal

perpendicular to its axis, it possesses the power of twisting the plane

of vibration to a degree depending on the thickness of the plate. When
such a plate is placed between the polarizer and analyzer, and light

passed through them, there results a single color. If the analyzer be

turned in azimuth, say from left to right like a clock, the colors suc-

cessively change, ascending the chromatic scale as from orange to yellow,

yellow to green, &c. There are some of these quartz crystals, however,

in which the analyzer must be turned the other way, from right to left,

in order to cause the colors to ascend the scale. From this circumstance

these crystals have been named dextrogyre and Icevagyre, or right twisters

and left twisters. If, instead of a nicol prism, a piece of Iceland spar be

used for the analyzer in the experiment with the quartz plate both the

refracted rays will be transmitted, and then it will be seen that the or-

dinary ray is of a certain color and the extraordinary ray is of the com-

plementary color. If this analyzer be now turned the colors in each

ray will progressively change, but each will always remain the comple-
ment of the other. Observe that the crystals that produce this gyratory

progress of the light waves are cut across the optic axis and not parallel

with \\ so that we are to conceive the general direction of th'e light as

with the axis, but its movement as spiral. In amethyst the structure

appears to partake of both right and left gyration so that at the surface,

lines of neutral character are produced. The explanation of this rotary

polarization probably is, that the double refraction that takes place in

the crystals sends two spiral planes of light in the general direction of
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the optic axis, one gyrating to the right and the other to the left, one

answering to the ordinary and the other to the extraordinary ray of re-

fraction. When these two rays are passed through a nicol prism used

as an anatyzer, one of them is refracted out of sight and the other trans-

mitted. When the Iceland spar is used the rays are separated, but not

so greatly but that both are transmitted. If the apparatus be arranged
so that the images of the two rays be superposed, one on the other, the

resultant effect is pure white, which it should be if the colors of the sep-

arated rays are complementary. Another thing remarkable in conse-

quence of its bearing on organic problems, is the fact that many liquids

can produce rotary polarization.
' ' The effect was first observed in oil

of turpentine, but has since been found in most essential oils, in solutions

of sugar, dextrijie, the vegetable alkaloids, camphoric and tartaric acid,

and the tartrates.
" Some are laevogyre and some dextrogyre. Narco-

tine in alcohol and ether, sulphate of quinine in water with sulphuric

acid, and .uncrystallizable cane sugar or molasses are laevogyre. The

solution of crystallizaUe cane sugar, and the solution of grape sugar

when prepared from the juice and before solidification are dextrogyre.

But if dry grape sugar be redissolved it is laevogyre. Crystallizable

cane sugar is made uncrystallizable by heat, and when this is done its

rotary polarization is altered from right to left. The rotary power of

many solutions is reversed by the addition of an acid. If to cane

sugar one-tenth of its volume of hydrochloric acid be added, at 150 tem-

perature, the rotary polarization is reversed. (Refer to page 218 for

rotary polarization in glucose, &c. )

.. "Magnetization of Light." This is the title given to the curious effects

of magnetism discovered by Faraday in 1845. " If any homogeneous

transparent body be placed under the influence of a powerful electro-

magnet, it will possess the property, while the magnetism is maintained,

of turning the plane of a ray of polarized light, traversing it in the di-

rection of a line joining the magnetic poles, in the same manner as such

a ray is turned by quartz or by liquids possessing the power of rotary

polarization." In this experiment a pair of nicol prisms are used, one

for a polarizer and the other an analyzer, with an electric; lamp behind

the polarizer, and between the nicols is placed a piece of homogeneous

glass. The two ends of this glass are connected respectively with the

two poles of an electro-magnet. As long as the planes of the two

nicols are* parallel, the light, polarized in the first will pass on through
the glass and the second nicol. But if the second nicol be turned over

90 it will intercept the light. If now a magnetic current be passed

through the glass the polarized plane of light is twisted over in the glass

so it can pass on through the second nicol. Thus the glass is tempor-

arily rendered either dextrogyre or Isevogyre according to the direction
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of the magnetic current. Another experiment is performed by using in-

stead of the homogeneous glass, a peculiar crystal made by taking pieces

of crystalline quartz plate, one Irevogyre and the other dextrogyre, each

having orie straight edge by which they are cemented together. Such a

crystal placed between the nicols while they are parallel will produce two

different colors, one on each side of the cemented line. But by turning

one of the nicols in azimuth, a position can be reached in which botn

halves of the image transmitted will be of the same color. If now a

magnetic current be passed through the quartz crystal, each half will

give an independent color and the two will be complementary of each

other, as red and green ;
and if the current be reversed by changing the

polar connections, the two halves of the colored image will exchange

places, the red half becoming green and the green half, red. The effect

is to cause a rotar}
T twist in the plane of vibration the same as if the

analyzer were turned in azimuth. These effects of magnetism endure

only while the current is in action.

From what has gone before, it is fair to conclude that it is the variety

of the forms of matter with which the waves of light come into contact

that causes the variety in the phenomena. As in the case of the lower rates

of vibration producing sounds which are modified, reflected or absorbed

according to the form of the body with which the waves come into col-

lision, so these higher tones called light are subject to the same ac-

cidents. When we speak of form, not merely the external configuration

is meant, but the molecular composition also, which has much to do

with the effects whatever be the rate of vibration. This is especially

true of the phenomena of light just considered. Double refraction is

always accompanied by polarization. But double refraction cannot

happen to light passing through a homogeneous medium, and by this

term is meant a medium whose particles are similar in structure and

relative position throughout the mass. There are other crystals whose

molecules are arranged in a symmetrical manner about lines running in

some particular direction only. This is the case with Iceland spar as

stated above. The shortest diagonal of the natural crystal is this "optic
MX is." every line running in that direction, i. e., parallel with the optic

axis, passes through tracts symmetrical on all sides at any one place.

This is also true of ice, the optic axis being perpendicular to the plane

of freezing. Light sent in this direction through ice or any other crys-

tal, passes as if through a homogeneous body and it goes staight with-

out being refracted. It is retarded if the light has come into it from a

rarer medium, but this retardation manifestly can only bend the ray

when it enters the crystal at an angle to the optic axis. In the case of

double refraction the one ray is split into two, one of which is slower

than the other
;
one half meets with a greater resistance than the other.
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But when the ray passes into the crystal parallel with the optic axis,

there is no refraction, and then the retardation of one half the ray be*

ing greater than the other half, one follows the other in the same track.

This is one of the proofs that the vibrations of common light are trans-

verse and in all azimuths, and that the vibrations of these two retarded

rays are in different azimuths, and that the retardation arises from a greater

hampering of the vibration in one azimuth than another
;

otherwise

there is no apparent reason why one half of the ray could have a greater

or less velocity than the other. But unless such difference of velocity

existed there could be no difference in the refraction of the two rays, and

no separation of them as there is when the light enters at an angle to

the optic axis. The peculiarities in the crystallization of the crystals

causing these results have in some cases been detected and pointed out.

Sir John Herschel pointed out the peculiar crystallographic structure in

the quartz that causes the right and left handed rotary polarization.
l

Besides the crystals that possess one optic axis or direction of no re-

fraction, there are a great many that have two such axes. These are

called biaxal in distinction from the uniaxal. Saltpeter is one of the

biaxal crystals, the two axes having an inclination toward each other of

6. Of course the chromatic effects resulting from this peculiarity are

different from those of the other crystals.

Fluorescence. It has been stated that there are tones of vibration of

the ether still higher in pitch than this 44th octave, which has been un-

der discussion. One of the proofs of this is, that when a ray of light is

analyzed by a prism, and a spectrum formed, photographs have been

taken by the invisible rays above the violet of the spectrum. These in-

visible rays being more refrangible than the colored rays, belong, of

course, to one or more octaves above the 44th. These rays were first

named the actinic rays, and it was originally supposed that they alone,

or chiefly, were concerned in the production of chemical changes, be-

cause if a strip of paper, saturated with a solution of nitrate of silver,

be exposed in the spectrum, the greatest change will take place in the

part exposed to the ultra violet rays, and the change will decrease

downwards in the spectrum and be least in the red end. It does not

follow from this, however, that the visible rays have no chemical power.

One set of rays affect one substance, and another set another substance.

The yellow rays are the most effectual in decomposing carbonic acid in

the interest of vegetation.

Prof. Stokes, of Cambridge, England, discovered that certain sub-

stances exposed to the action of the invisible rays, emit light and be-

come visible. He called this property Fluoresence. A number of

bodies possess this property, among them sulphate of quinine, fluor

1 See Smithsonian Report 1863, p. 136.
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spar, uranite, and thallene. Paper prepared with these as by paint-

ing flowers, or other figures, on the paper with the solution sulphate of

quinine, &c.
,
the figures come out in vivid color when exposed to the

invisible rays, while they can scarcely be seen in the common light.
' ' From the experiments of Dr. Bence Jones it would seem that there is

some substance in the human body that resembles the sulphate of qui-

nine, which causes all the tissues of the body to be more or less fluor-

escent. The crystalline lens of the eye exhibits the effect in a very

striking manner. When I plunge my eye into this violet beam I am
conscious of a whitish blue shimmer, filling the space before me. This

is caused by fluorescent light generated in the eye itself
;
looked at

from without, the cr\*stalline lens at the same time gleams vividly."
1

The physical cause of fluorescence is the reduction of the pitch of the

tones of vibration, that is, the reduction of their time or rate of vibra-

tion per second. The reduction of the length of the waves takes place when
the light passes from a rare to a dense medium, which has the effect to reduce

the velocity of the progress of the light, but does not of itself affect the rate

of vibration of the waves, and by consequence the color of the light. But

fluorescence is caused by the reduction of the time or rate of vibration, and

is precisely the same sort of phenomenon as the absorption of light by
black bodies and its reduction to the invisible tones of heat. Almost

all bodies have some such effect upon light. Some absorbing, that is,

reducing, some or all the rays of light from the tones of the 44th oc-

tave to lower octaves. An opaque body that reduces all, appears black,

one that reduces all but the yellow, for example, appears yellow, since

that color alone is reflected and reaches the eye. If the body be trans-

parent all the colors not transmitted are reduced to heat vibrations.

Thus, blue glass is blue because all the rest of the vibrations are re-

duced to heat, and blue alone is transmitted, or transmitted in part and

reflected in part. This leads to the further consideration of these Seat

Tones. If they have the same physical basis as the tones of light, they

ought to be subject to the same phenomena of reflection, refraction,

double refraction, plane and rotary polarization, magnetization, &c.

As the effects of heat cannot be seen, they must be observed by means

of an instrument that can feel. Such an instrument is the thermo-elec-

tric pile. This consists of a galvanometer connected with a thermo-

electric battery, such as that shown in fig. 145. Whenever the ends of

the metals are heated to the slightest degree, a current is generated and

the needle deflected. Experiments with the nicol prisms with non-lu-

minous heat rays, result in the same way as with luminous rays.

When the prisms are crossed, the heat passing the first one is inter-

cepted by the second, and the needle of the pile remains quiet. But if.

1 Tyndall, Six Lectures on Light, 36.
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a plate of mica be interposed between the nicols, the heat instantly gets

through and the needle of the pole is deflected. If, instead of the mica,
a plate of quartz crystal is interposed, the heat rays get through this

also, showing the rotary polarization. The double refraction of heat

in passing through Iceland spar is also shown by placing the pile in the

path of either of the refracted rays. ( Compare these effects with those

of light, mentioned above.
)

As many bodies are transparent to the waves of both light and heat,

so there are some quite transparent to one and not to the other. A
solution of alum in a glass cell, or cell with glass sides, allows all the

light to pass, but effectually stops the heat rays. On the other hand,

those chemical elements that are gases, also the elementaiy liquids, like

bromine, and the liquid solutions of sulphur, phosphorus and iodine, are

very transparent to heat. * When either the heat rays or the light rays

are wanted exclusively, they can be sifted out by the use of a filter made
of the appropriate material.

The resistance which different bodies offer to the passage of radiant

heat through them is not the same for all sources of heat. Melloni experi-

mented with heat from ( 1 ) a lamp, ( 2 ) platinum heated to incandes

cence, (
3 ) copper heated to a temperature of 400 C and ( 4 ) copper at

100 C. The percentage of the heat from a ray of each of these sources

which passed through different bodies as compared with air is shown in

the following table. Each substance was made to be ^ of an inch thick.

1234 1234
Rock salt
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pear to indicate that the higher the pitch of -the radiant energy, the more

of it gets through. Experiments show that the same laws in regard
to the transmission of heat govern in liquids and vapors. The hotter

the source of the heat the more of it gets through. And, a liquid which

can be vaporized behaves in the same way in both states
;
that is, it al-

lows the same relative proportion of the heat to pass through in the

liquid state that it does in the state of vapor. Water is a great absorber

of heat both as a liquid and a vapor. The difference in the transparency
of bodies to the waves of light and heat is due to the difference in their

molecules, or rather in the spaces between the molecules and between the

atoms which constitute the molecules. These "spaces are occupied by
the ether and every space has a fundamental pitch due to its shape, the

same as a resonator has its fundamental for sound. If the ether waves

from a hot body upon reaching another body do not happen to have

periods corresponding to the fundamentals of the spaces in the body,

they wiggle on through, as a sound out of pitch passes through a resona-

tor without setting it in vibration. And these waves represent the

transmitted heat if they be long waves belonging to the lower end of the

44 tli octave and to the octaves below it, or the transmitted light if they

bt'lmig to the upper part of the 44th octave. The undulations that fail

to get through the body are those which vibrate in unison with the fun-

damentals in the body and expend themselves in starting and maintain-

ing by their continuous action, the internal vibrations in the body, which

show themselves in the increased heat of the body or in the work of

placing the molecules on a strain, as will be explained directly. This

heat not transmitted through the body is said to be absorbed.

The mechanical nature of heat has been known for a hundred years.

It has long been understood to be the energy of the vibrating molecules

of a physical body, and the laws of its interconvertibility with other

forms of energy are well understood. Wherever it ceases as heat, it is

to be found as some other form of energy, either in action or potential.

What is called "latent heat," it is now known, is energy expended in

producing a rearrangement of the molecules in the body into which it

has disappeared, and when this rearrangement is allowed to undo itself

the energy consumed in its production again appears as heat. Thus,

after ice has been raised in temperature to 32 F.
,

it will require 143

more of heat to raise its molecular structure from that of ice to that of

water, for after the 143 heat has been expended on it, it becomes water

with a temperature of 32. If now 180 more heat be expended on it,

its temperature will be 212 at which point the water boils. But still

it is water, and now 967 degrees more heat may be expended on it be-

fore it becomes steam, and at that moment its temperature is still just

212. So we know that the work of tearing apart the ice crystals in a
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pound of ice is equal to the energy represented by raising a pound of

water 143, or 143 ft>s. 1, and the work of tearing apart the mole-

cules of water represents the energy required to raise 967 pounds of water

one degree. No two solid bodies at the same temperature contain the

same amount of heat. Or, rather, if two bodies of the same temper-
ature be cooled to a lower but still equal temperature, one will be found

to have given out more heat than the other, and conversely if they both

be raised to a higher but still equal temperature, one will be found to

have absorbed more heat than the other, or, in other words, more heat

is required in one case than the other, to give them the same temper-

ature. It is obvious that the heat thus entering into a body and disap-

pearing, becomes some other form of energy. When a body has any
heat in it whatever, we are simply to understand that its molecules are

being thrust asunder against their attraction of cohesion, and that as a

resultant of the struggle between two opposing forces the molecules re-

ceive an oscillatory motion. We can suppose that the difference in the

constitution of bodies is such, that a greater amount of energy will be

expended in the production of a certain degree of oscillation in one than

in another. And this is proved to be the case in all the solid elements.

At every different degree of temperature their molecules occupy a differ-

ent relationship to each other, and before a new degree of temperature
can be manifested, the preliminary rearrangement of the molecules must

be made, a process requiring the expenditure of a part of the applied

heat in work, or cold motion. A part of the heat thus disappears in

this work, and after the work is done the molecules upon which it has

been expended occupy a position of potential energy toward each other,

as is proved when the body is cooled by its giving out an amount of

heat greater than the degree of fall in its temperature. We are to con-

ceive here two forces at work, one of which is the attraction the parti-

cles have for each other cohesion, and the other this foreign energy
which counteracts cohesion and rolls the particles over into a con-

strained position against their polarity, without increasing the size of the

body, or pushes them bodily asunder, thereby expanding the body as a

mass. The quantity of heat going into a body is thus divided, only a

part of it remaining as heat, and the quantity of heat which is required

to raise the temperature of a body differs in different bodies. The sub-

joined table from Wurtz, gives the relative amount of heat required to

raise the temperature of the different solid elements a given number of

degrees, an equal weight of each element being used, and the heat re-

quired to raise the temperature of water being called 1.00. The quan-

tities got in this way are called specific heats. In the first column of

the table are given the specific heats, water being 1. In the second col-

umn are given the relative weights of the atoms of the bodies, com-
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pared with hydrogen as one, and in the third column is given the pro-

duct of the first two. It is called the atomic heat. The practical iden-

tity of the quantities in the last column proves that the specific heat is

the same for all atoms, regardless of their name or weight. Or, in other

words, it always takes the same amount of heat to raise an atom of any

body one degree in temperature, and this, notwithstanding the fact that

Solid Bodies ( only ).
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Spectrum Analysis. The manner in which the spectrum is produced

by a pr{sm was mentioned in the last chapter. There is another way of

producing a spectrum, and that is by diffraction of light by means of

gratings ruled on glass or on speculum metal. They may be ruled at

the rate of 400 to the inch, and from that up to 20,000 per inch. The

diffraction of the light analyzes it and produces the colors the same as

the prism. They are not so bright as the prismatic colors, because the

gratings produce several spectra which overlap each other. But they

separate the colors in proportion to their several wave lengths, and they

show the greatest heating qualities to be in the yellow and orange rays.

The prism shows them in the invisible part of the spectrum below the

red. It is thought that the prism gives too much dispersion to the

violet and extra-violet rays, and too little to the red and infra-red rays.

According to the prismatic dispersion, if the whole spectrum be divided

into 320 parts, about 120 will belong to the visible portion, while the

other 200 are divided between the infra-red and the extra-violet, giving

the largest moiety to the latter. But by the diffraction spectrum a

much longer proportion represents invisible heat and a much shorter

proportion is above the visible violet. According to Prof. Roscoe, the

total length of the observed spectrum is between three and four octaves,

the visible part being but one.

As said in the last chapter, all incandescent liquid or solid bodies form

continuous spectra, while incandescent vapors or gases form spectra

made up of disconnected bands of color, scattered along in different

parts of the space which would form the spectrum of a solid.

These discontinuous spectra are the signatures of the various alkalies,

metals, gases, &c.
,
when they are raised to an incandescent vapor. And

no two of them make the same sign. The signature of some consists

of only a few bands across the spectrum, others have many iron has

six hundred lines across the spectrum. If a number of substances, say

a dozen or twenty, be mixed together and all vaporized by intense heat,

each one will write its peculiar marks upon the same spectrum, and the

spectroscopist can pick them all out and identify them with perfect ease

and accuracy. There are, in the aggregate, some thousands of these

lines, and yet only six of them are found to belong to more than one

substance. These six belong to two each unless better instruments

with more dispersive power shall show them to be separated by a small

space. Next must be noticed the extreme delicacy of the action of the

spectroscope. Often a quantity of a substance so small that it cannot be

perceived in any other way, will make its mark on the spectrum. The

18 millionth part of a grain of salt if vaporized will mark the D line

across the spectrum. Indeed it is difficult to get a spectrum without

having the D line ( at first ), because there is salt enough in the air
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about the heating apparatus to volunteer to be vaporized and thus make
its mark. A millionth part of a milligram of Lithium is big enough to

write its name in legible characters. This metal was thought to be

very scarce till the spectrum proved it to exist almost everywhere in

many kinds of rocks, in plants and in animal tissues, in milk and in hu-

man blood. Five elements, not known before to exist at all, were dis-

covered by their unexpected writing across the spectrum. They are

Caesium, Kubidium, Thallium, Indium and Gallium. Newton, who first

philosophized on the solar spectrum, was ignorant of the fact that it

was crossed by many dark lines. This fact was discovered in the be-

ginning of this century, by simply allowing the light to fall on the prism

through a narrow slit placed parallel with the refracting edge of the

prism, instead of through a round hole, as Newton had done. The nar-

rower the slit the more distinct are the dark lines. In 1814, Fraunhofer,
a German optician, counted and mapped these lines to the number of

576, and lettered some of them as we now have them. From this cir-

cumstance they are called the Fraunhofer lines. These lines were

found to be fixed and constant in all sunlight, whether obtained direct

from the sun, or by reflection from the moon, or Venus, or any other

planet. It was not, however, till 1849 that it was proved what these

lines were due to. Kirchoff, a German, formed an artificial continuous

spectrum by means of a Drummond or lime light, and allowed this light

to pass through a flame colored by common salt. The result on the

spectrum was the dark line D in the very position in which the same

line is a bright yellow one in the spectrum of salt alone. The same

thing was done with potassium, lithium, calcium, strontium, barium

and copper. Repeated experiments from that day to this have proved

beyond all doubt that the solar spectrum is made up, first, of the contin-

uous colored spectrum which every incandescent solid or liquid body

gives, on top of which are piled, as it were, the discontinuous spectra of

a.great number of substances in a state of incandescent vapor or gas.

It is shown that a vapor has the power of absorbing or quenching such

of the rays that pass into it as have the same wave length as those rays

which it ordinarily emits, while it is transparent to all the other rays.

Consequently, when the light of an incandescent solid or liquid passes

through the light of an incandescent gas, the spectrum of the gas is

turned from a spectrum of colored lines to a spectrum of black lines,

the position of the lines, however, being precisely the same in both

cases. Since Fraunhofer's time many observers have watched and ex-

amined the solar spectrum. Over 2,000 lines have been mapped on

the spectrum, and more than 800 have been identified as belonging to

elements on earth. The following is a table of the elements and num-

ber of lines of each, determined by Prof. A. J. Angstrom, of Upsala :
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No. of Lines. No. of Lines.

Hydrogen 4 Manganese 57

Sodium /9 Chromium 18

Barium 11 Cobalt 19

Calcium 75 Nickel 33

Magnesium 7 Zinc 2

Aluminum 2 Copper 7
Iron 450 Titanium , 118

In addition to these, Lockyer gives cadmium as detected in the solar

spectrum, and Prof. C. A. Young, of Dartmouth College, claims also irid-

ium, sulphur, cerium and strontium. Thus we have 19 at least of our

elements represented in the sun.

It was a theory of some of the English physicists that the sun had no

atmosphere, but was itself a mass of cloud and that the dark spectrum
lines were from gases mixed up in the mass. But at an eclipse in 1870

Prof. Young saw, in the few moments during which the sun was hidden,

the dark lines of the spectrum all change to bright color lines. The

same thing was observed in 1871 by others. This proves that the gases

lie outside of the body of the sun, and when that body is covered up by
the moon, these gases around the outer edge which are not covered by
the moon are able to give their own proper discontinuous spectra of

bright bands. The hight of this solar atmosphere is 400 to 1,000 miles.

In like manner the spectra of many of the stars have .been examined and

carefully mapped. The two large stars, Aldebaran in the constellation

of the Bull, and Betelguese in Orion, are near each other and so, favorable

for comparison. Their spectra show about 70 lines. In that of Alde-

baran there are two hydrogen lines, the sodiun line D, magnesium a few

lines, calcium four lines, iron four lines, bismuth four lines, tellurium

four lines, antimony three lines, mercury four lines. Here we have in

this distant star 9 elements, at least, belonging to our earth
;
four of

which are not found in our sun. Betelguese has the same elements ex-

cept the hydrogen* only one other star has been found destitute of

hydrogen. It must be observed that the small number of lines which

each element registers in these cases is owing to the dimness of the light.

It has been shown that as the amount of the material decreases or the

intensity of light diminishes by increase of distance, the effect is to drop
out lines from the spectrum, but the lines that are left are just as re-

liable as far as they go, and perfectly faithful to their positions. Nearly
all the stars are found to be like our sun in general, though differing in

detail. They all have the continuous colored spectrum crossed by dark

lines, but the lines of no two are just alike. It was a question the tel-

escope could not settle, whether the bodies called nebulae were really

hot, gaseous bodies, or only remote clusters of separate stars. Many
such bodies had by the better and larger instruments been so resolved

into stars, and it was believed by some that all would be in the course
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of time. Over 70 have been examined by the spectroscope, f of which

gave a continuous spectrum showing them to be stars, the other gave
the discontinuous spectra characteristic of gases. Nearly all of them

yield the three lines shown on the diagram for the nebula in the con-

stellation Draco. One of these corresponds with a line of nitrogen, one

with the F line of hydrogen, but the middle one corresponds with no line of

any known element. The reason no more lines are visible of the hydro-

gen and nitrogen, is plain enough when we are told that a sperm candle

of a mile away is 20,000 times as brilliant as the nebula. Comets have

also been examined. They have given the bright lines of the discon-

tinuous or gas spectrum. But what gas, is uncertain, as the spectra are

strange. It is something very light. Brorsen's comet, which is 60, 700

miles in diameter and has a period of 5 years, but which if solid could

probably be put into a flour barrel is, nevertheless, self luminous. The

spectrum of Winnecke's comet was found to correspond exactly with that

of incandescent olefiant gas, from which it is surmised that its bright

lines may be due to carbon.

One of the most wonderful properties of the spectroscope is its ability

to detect movements of bodies towards us or from us. The explanation

is very simple. If a luminous body is approaching us
(
or we it ) the

waves of light coming from it will reach us in greater rapidity than if it

stands still. This will have the same effect as if the waves were short-

ened. Now, as we have seen, the shorter waves are refracted most on

the spectrum, and so the band that represents those shortened waves

will be found to be slightly shifted towards the violet end of the spec-

trum. On the other hand, if the body is receding from us, the waves

will reach us less frequently and the effect will be the same as lengthen-

ing the waves. The corresponding lines on the spectrum then will be

moved a little toward the red end.

Lockyer watching the action about a spot in the sun through his spec-

troscope has seen the hydrogen line F swaying in one part first toward

the red end of the spectrum, then again, after awhile, returning to a

straight position, and in another part it would deviate toward the violet

end. Sometimes it would be a bright line, at others a dark line. His

explanation is, that when the line shifted towards the red end of the

spectrum, the cooled hydrogen from the upper solar atmosphere was

rushingfrom us down upon the sun at a fearful rate, which was in some cases

38 miles per second. In another part of the spot at the same time, hot

hydrogen was rushing up at the same rate, as indicated by the deviation

of the line toward the violet end of the spectrum. Still more remarka-

ble were Lockyer's observations on a C3
rclone on the edge of the sun.

Here the storm was seen edge-wise, one part going from the observer

and the opposite side coming towards him, as shown by the deviation of
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the F line toward the red end in one case and the violet end in the other.

The velocity of these storms is sometimes 100 miles per second. The

hydrogen lines chiefly are affected by these storms, but the sodium, iron

and magnesium lines are sometimes similarly affected. Many of the

"fixed" stars examined by the spectroscope are in the same way found

to be loose. In order to ascertain whether a line, the F line for example,

of the spectrum of a star is out of place, it is necessary to introduce

into the same spectroscope the spectrum of hydrogen, so as to have the

two spectra side by side for comparison. This is done by an ingenious

arrangement, and by these comparisons a great many stars have been

found to be in motion either toward or away from our sun. In most

cases the comparison was made with hydrogen, in one with sodium, and

in several cases with magnesium.
The following are moving away from the sun : Sirius at the rate of

20 miles per second
; Betelgeux, 22 miles per second; Rigel, 15; Cas-

tor, 25; Regulus, 15
;

five stars in the constellation of the Great Bear,

19
;
nine other stars, including Aldebaran, at various rates. The fol-

lowing are approaching the sun : Arcturus, 55 miles per second
; Vega,

50
; Alpha C}

T

gni, 39
; Pollux, 49

; Alpha, in the constellation of the

Great Bear, 53
;
and six others at rates not given. ( Lockyer. )

There are some gases, some liquids and some solid bodies through

which, at their ordinary temperature, it is possible to send a beam of

light. If such beam, after passing through the body, is passed through

a prism and made to form a spectrum, there will be the peculiar dark

lines across the spectrum, due to the absorption of certain ra3*s by the

body. This fact is of great use to the chemist, who can, by that means,

detect the presence of a substance in a compound or a solution, which

it would be difficult to find in any other way. The air, with its con-

tained gases, moisture, &c.
,
has its peculiar lines of absorption which

the astronomer is obliged to take account of. Thus we see there is no

body of matter, big or little, that is exempt from the impact of the en-

ergy of ether in undulation, and there is none, big or little, that fails to

deflect or re-direct, or to modify or re-form the energy and give it a dif-

ferent appearance. It is scarcely possible to conceive of a particle of

matter so small as to be unable to make its mark across the spectrum.

Nor can any imagination realize the distance across space, which is

traversed by a ray that is shot from the sodium vapor of a fixed star to

mark the " D line
"

in the little spectroscope of a mundane astronomer.

Such ray may have received its send-off years before it reached the spec-

troscope. And of the myriads of other rays that started with it, a

great number have fallen upon the earth and been degraded to heat,

while the great majority have missed the earth and will travel on till

intercepted by some other world.
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CHAFTER XLIL

EFFECTS OF HEAT AND LIGHT ON INORGANIC BODIES.

It is a principle of plrysics that action and reaction are equal. There-

fore, we must hold that whenever a form of energy is altered by trans-

fer to and collision with a new body, the amount and value of the alter-

ation is to be found in changes in the body itself. In other words, the

body cannot change the form of the energy without suffering an equal

change from its own former condition.

Having seen some of the changes effected in light by its encounter

with ponderable bodies, we are now prepared for some illustrations of

the way they are affected by it. We have already met with numerous

examples of the effects of heat and light in the study of other topics.

Thus the action of heat is essential in preparing the necessary condi-

tions of temperature for all sorts of chemical reactions and all the phe-

nomena of organic existence. And so is that of light. The service of

light in connection with plant growth and the formation of starch, has

been mentioned. The influence of these agents in bringing about the

several allotropic states to which a number of the so-called original ele-

ments are liable, has also been mentioned. Thus heat at 290 destroys

the molecule of ozone and enables the atoms to re-form themselves into

oxygen. And either light or heat, under certain conditions, may con-

vert oxygen into ozone.

Selenium, arsenic, sulphur, phosphorus and carbon are all changed

by heat or light into their various allotropic states. Amorphous selen-

ium is a non-conductor of electricity, but it is changed by heat into its

crystalline form, in which it is a conductor. Its conductivity is much

greater in the light than in darkness. In an experiment made by Wil-

loughby Smith, the conductivity increased from 15 per cent, to 100 per

cent, under the influence of the light of a common gas burner. It has

been found that the resistance in selenium is in direct ratio to the

square root qf the illuminating power. But the most remarkable fact is

that light shining on a piece of selenium is instantly converted info an

electrical current. This current starts up and stops as rapidly as light

<-:in be turned on and off.

Chlorine also, as mentioned, may exist in two states, in one of which

it is active, in the other passive. When it is prepared in the dark it is

passive ;
and in this condition it may be mixed in a glass jar with an

equal ^volume of hydrogen without a chemical union between the two

taking place. But if the mixture be exposed to sunlight, the chlorine

becomes "
active," and hydrochloric acid is formed by the union of the

two, with an explosion which may break the jar unless it be strong.
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Horn Silver, or silver chloride, which is a native form of silver, is

turned a dark violet by exposure to light for a few minutes. For this

reason it has been much employed in photography. A number of sub.

stances that can be shaken apart by the action of light, are used in pho-

tography and other arts. Some of these will now be mentioned. Lunar

caustic is silver nitrate. Anything smeared with a solution of it will

turn black when exposed to the light. If a piece of paper be smeared

with it and a flat object, like a leaf, be laid upon it and exposed to the

light, all the parts not covered will be turned black, thus making a pro-

file of the leaf. This is called a silhouette. Paper prepared with a so-

lution of Red pruss iate ofpotassa, and citrate of iron and ammonia is

turned blue on exposure to the light. This paper is used for copying

maps and other drawings. A tracing of the drawing is first made on

transparent paper or tracing cloth, and this is laid on the sensitive paper,

secured in a suitable frame and exposed to sunlight. All the parts not

protected by the lines of the drawing are turned blue and become insol-

uble in water. The drawing is then washed, the water carrying off all

the chemicals that were protected by the lines of the drawing, leaving

them the original color of the paper white.

Asphaltum (
or the bitumen of Judea, &c.

, ) "is soluble in ethereal

oils, such as oil of turpentine, oil of lavender, besides petroleum, ether

and others.
"

( Herman Vogel.) A film of this poured over a plate soon

dries, becoming a light brown film of asphaltum. When this is exposed

to light it looses its property of solubility in these ethereal oils. If a

picture be taken on a plate prepared with this, and then the plate cov-

ered with oil of lavender, the oil will dissolve away all the asphaltum
that was not exposed to the light. By taking advantage of this property,

pictures were first taken in the camera in 1826. Copper plate engrav-

ings have been made with the asphaltum process by exposing the plate

to an acid after the lines of the picture had been laid bare through the

film of asphaltum. The acid would eat the lines on down into the cop-

per while it has no effect on the parts protected by the asphaltum.

Chloride of silver. Iodide of silver, and Bromide of silver are all very

sensitive to the action of light, and in consequence are of great use in

photography. The action of the light upon these compounds is to shake

them down to hypo-chlorides, hypo-bromides and hypo-iodides, com-

pounds with molecules containing only half the quantity of chlorine,

bromine and iodine
;
and the action is accompanied by a change of color.

The chloride of silver is white, the hypo-chloride violet. Bromide of

silver is light yellow, the hypo-bromide is a yellowish gray. Iodide of

silver is yellow, and hypo-iodide green. These changes of color in-

dicate that a change has taken place in the molecular constitution of the

body, and it may be incidentally remarked that a change of color under
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the same light indicates such molecular change in any body. A glass

plate is prepared with one of the above compounds of silver or a mixture

of them, and on being exposed (
in a camera ) to the light reflected from

some body that is to be "
taken," the brighter rays will most reduce the

silver compound to the hypo-compound, and in some cases the^ part

of a second is long enough to effect the change. This compound being
thus suddenly torn to pieces by the action of the light, its pieces are free

to form new combinations. A " bath
"

is made by mixing a solution of

silver with a diluted solution of green vitrol from which a gray powder
of metallic silver is precipitated. The picture that has been exposed to

the light is immersed in this bath, and the free precipitate of silver finds

its way to the parts of the plate on which the original coating of iodide

of silver, &c.
,
was most decomposed, and forms with it a new com-

pound. The picture is next subjected to a pouring bath of hyposulphite

of soda, which has an affinity for the original iodide of silver, &c.
,
that

composed the original coating of the plate, but which has no power over

the new compound formed of the silver precipitate. All that remains

of the original coating being thus removed, the parts changed by the

light only remain. The picture thus formed is the negative, those parts

which were black in the object taken being represented by naked places

on the glass, while the light colored parts are represented by parts of

the film of corresponding shape remaining on the plate. When this

negative is laid on sensitized paper and exposed to sunlight, of course

the positive picture formed on the paper is reversed, and the dark and

white parts correspond with those of the original object. The paper

used for the positive picture is prepared with white of egg upon which

is formed a film of chloride of silver, by first moistening the paper with

a solution of chloride of sodium, or common salt, and then laying it on

a bath formed of a solution of silver, the silver joins the chlorine and

the coating of silver chloride is formed. The process takes a minute,

and when the paper is dry it is sensitive to light.

' ' Chloride of iron is not sensitive to light, but chloride of iron dis-

solved in ether is sensitive to light because the liberated chlorine unites

at once chemically with the ether.
"

( H. Vogel. ) So iodide of silver

by itself is but little sensitive, but mixed with nitrate of silver it is very

sensitive because the liberated iodine has a body present with which it

can make new combinations. So, in general, bodies which unite readily

with iodine increase the sensitiveness of iodide of silver when mixed

with it.
< ' Among these bodies may be enumerated extract of copper,

extract of tea, morphine, tannin.
"

Ohromate ofpotash is another compound shaken up by light and used

sometimes to make pictures. After paper prepared with it has been ex-

posed to the light, it must be simply washed in clear water which dis-
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solves the salts not affected by the light but leaves the parts that have

been. Observe the mechanical difference effected by the sunlight in

the molecular arrangement of this compound.
Gelatine is an organic product soluble in water, as is well known.

But if it be dissolved with chromate of potash a compound is formed

which when dried and exposed to sunlight is tanned and rendered in-

soluble in water. To take advantage of this property the chromate of

potash and gelatine or glue must be dissolved together in the dark.

Paper or other objects coated with a film of this compound and allowed

to dry, still in the dark, may be used in taking pictures or silhouettes.

The parts of the film which receive the rays of the light are rendered in-

soluble by the union in a new compound, of the gelatine and the chro-

mate of potash, which union does not take place till the latter is torn

apart by the action of the light. As long as they remain in the dark,

although so near each other, they will not unite. The parts of the film

not thus affected by the light are still soluble in water and are washed

away in order to produce a picture. A mixture of acetic acid and nitric

acid, which will eat steel, does not affect this tanned film, so that a pic-

ture made on a steel plate by this process can be eaten into the steel for

engraving purposes.

The susceptibility of chromate of potash to light enables it to be used

with aniline, under the influence of various acids, to produce a variety of

colors. The aniline printing, invented by Willis, depends on the prop-

erties of chromate of potash. A curious use of the insoluble property

of the tanned solution of chromate of potash and glue, was made by the

Germans in 1870. Their army was largely fed on "
pea-sausage,

"
an

article that is stuffed into pigs' intestines for safe keeping. The large

demand for the food caused the supply of the natural cases to give out,

and they resorted to artificial ones. These were made of blotting paper

dipped for a second into sulphuric acid, then washed and dried, a pro-

cess which makes it tough and impervious to water. This paper was

cut into sheets and folded into cylinders, and the edges pasted together

with a paste made from gelatine prepared with chromate of potash, as

mentioned above. After being pasted, when exposed to the action of

light the cement becomes insoluble, and the artificial tube, with its con-

tents, can be boiled without coming to pieces.

One of the processes of photo-lithography, is to cover the stone ( or

zinc plate, in zincography ) by sprinkling with a solution of asphalt in

ether, allowing it to dry in the dark, and then placing a negative over

it and allowing it to be exposed to light. The asphalt becomes insolu-

ble on the exposed places, and is retained upon treating the stone with

ether or benzine. If the stone is then damped, the moisture only pene-

trates where no asphalt covers the stone. On rolling it, after this, with
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oily ink, this is rejected from the damp places and only adheres to the

asphalt that is, to the picture, thus a stone giving impressions is ob-

tained. Another process uses chromium and gelatine.

Chloride of iron is another compound reduced by light to a hypo-

chloride of iron, a bleaching process. If paper be prepared with a

coating of chloride of iron, and exposed to light in a camera, the coat-

ing will be divided into two parts ;
the part affected by the light becom-

ing hypo-chloride of iron. Ked prussiate of potash will enter into com-

bination with this hypo-chloride, while it will not with the chloride, so if

a picture made by this process is immersed in a solution of the red

prussiate of potash, all the light parts of the object taken will be repre-

sented in blue color, which, however, will not stand, but must be altered

chemically to another color. Chloride of copper and chloride of uran-

ium are also reduced by light to t^po-chlorides. The action of light is

thus shown to be very powerful and rapid on certain bodies. On other

bodies the action is more deliberate while not less effectual in the long

run. If the crystals of red sulphuret of arsenic are exposed to the ac-

tion of light for some months, they become disintegrated and fall into

powder. Glass is also sensitive to light, the texture of most kinds be-

ing changed in a few days' exposure. An inscription of brass letters

on a mirror in Berlin, was effaced after having remained some years.

But the texture of the glass under the letters was found to be different

from the rest of it, and yellow marks penetrated too far below the sur-

face to be rubbed off. Glass containing manganese is strongly affected

by the light. Manganese is sometimes made a constituent of glass for

the purpose of discoloring it. But the action of the light undoing some

of the chemical unions in the body of the glass, oxygen and manganese

are left free to form the new combination of dark colored oxide of man-

ganese, which then gives to the glass the dark color. In other minerals

colors are sometimes changed by light. The Siberian Topaz is faded

out from the fine golden yellow color it has in nature. A fine one, six

inches high, in the Berlin mineralogical museum, was spoiled in that

way. (Vogel.)

It is said the reason why bees exclude the light from their hives, is

that honey, exposed to the light, rapidly crystallizes, while it does not

in the dark. Camphor and Iodine crystals are formed, in a glass jar or

bottle, by exposure to light in the same way.

But we are to observe that bodies are susceptible not merely to light

in general, but that the different tone and pitch of the various kinds of

light affect different bodies in different degrees. Indigo waves of light

produce the ;reatost impression on the photograph plates as they are

commonly prepared. Chloride of silver by itself, is most sensitive to

violet, but is little affected by blue. Bromide of silver is affected by
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green, and iodide of silver only by violet and indigo light. Various

judicious mixtures of these compounds of silver of course are variously

affected, and produce various artistic effects. But it is remarkable that

bromide of silver, which by itself is not affected by tones below green,

can be made sensitive to yellow, orange and red by mixing with it sub-

stances that absorb those colors. In this way it has become possible to

take photographs with light of these lower tones. 1

The Fluorescent property of Sulphate of Quinine has been mentioned.

This property may be curiously taken advantage of to photograph invis-

ible pictures. The picture is to be drawn upon paper with a concen-

trated solution of the sulphate of quinine. To the unassisted eye such

picture is nearly invisible. But if photographed the picture "takes "

distinctly black or dark. The reason is, that the rays which affect the

chemicals on the photographic plate are the indigo, violet and ultra-

violet, and that these rays when reflected from the sulphate of quinine

are reduced in wave length and become perhaps green rays, which are

not able to affect the chemicals on the plate. The effect then is just

the same as if the drawing were black, which absorbs these rays ( as

well as all others ). It is obvious that any kind of light that has the

force to shake apart the chemical combination of the minerals on the

plate, will take photographs. Such conditions are found in light from

many different sources. The magnesium light, made by burning a

Magnesium wire; the Drummond light, made by the flame from the oxy-

hydrogen blow pipe blown against a piece of lime
;
the electric light,

and light from an incandescent piece of iron, &c.
,
will do to take pho-

tographs with, because they emit light of all wave lengths, including,

of course, the violet and ultra-violet, so much concerned in this busi-

ness. But those lights emitting an incomplete scale of tones, will not

do unless the tones are those at the top of the scale. The white Ben-

gal light of arsenic, the flames of the blue Bengal light and those of

burning sulphur possess the requisite tones. But the tones of the com-

mon oil lamps, kerosene, and coal gas are too low, belonging to the

red, yellow and orange part of the scale, chiefly. Yet, as before men-

tioned, these are the rays that effect the chief changes required in the

growth of plants, and plants will keep awake and grow in such light.

Light and heat being merely different periods of vibration of the same

ethereal substance, there is no difference in principle between the actions

of the two. When heat is absorbed, it is because waves of a certain

period of vibration have found a place where their vibrations can be

piled on top of each other in the production of heat or work in a body
that is, they become sensible or latent heat in a body. It is the same

with light when it is absorbed it may simply add to the heat of the

1 A discovery of Vogel.
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body absorbing it, or it, may do work in separating the molecules of the

body, the condition being, that the rate of vibration of the light waves
fits the pitch of the interior spaces of the body.

There is a little instrument, which was invented by
Wm. Crookes, that shows how radiant energy can be

converted into the motion of a mill. It is called a

Radiometer. It consists of an air-tight glass globe,

inside of which is a wheel consisting of four arms ra-

diating from an upright shaft standing on a needle

point, which allows it to revolve without friction. To
each arm is attached a little plate of aluminum, which

is black on one side and bright on the other. The air

is almost completely exhausted from the globe. The

light ( with heat ) of even a candle will cause the mill

to turn, a hot sunbeam making it revolve with surpris-

ing rapidity. It goes in the direction indicated by the

arrow in the cut, the bright side of the plates in ad-

vance. There is no way to make a perfect vacuum in

Radiometer. ^e gl^e
5
an^ there is sure to be a quantity of resid-

ual air after the most complete exhaustion practicable. The motion is

due to the action on the plates of this residual air which is set in motion

by the external heat. When the radiometer is exhausted to a certain de-

gree, the mill rotates most freely, but the exhaustion of air can be car-

ried to so great ai; extent that the motion begins to be retarded, which

proves that the action is due to the effect of light or heat on the resid-

ual gas remaining in the glass after exhaustion. "When air in several

radiometers is replaced by oxygen, hydrogen, carbonic acid, &c.
,
and

the globes are all exhausted to the same degree, the mills rotate at dif-

ferent rates, supposed by Carpenter to be due to the different rates of

molecular vibration of the several gases. It is possible to compel the

arms to remain still while the globe rotates. This has been done by

fixing a magnet on the arms of the mill, then floating the radiometer in

an upright position in water. Light then caused the mill to rotate.

Then a strong magnet was brought near and the arms stopped, but the

globe began to slowly rotate in the opposite direction. When the mag-
net was taken away, the mill began at once to go in tfie original direc-

tion, and the glass globe came to rest. The most powerful action of

the radiometer is produced by the red rays those strongest in heating

qualities.
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CHAPTER XLIII.

EFFECTS OF LIGHT AND HEAT ON ORGANISMS.

We will now turn our attention more particularly to the effects of light,

heat and other dynamic agencies upon animal races in general, and our

own in particular, in the production of special phases of development,

in the creation of special functions and the erection by their means of

special organs ;
most notably, organs of sense and organs of reflexion,

whereby the impact of the forces upon the body is caused to reappear in

new forms of motion. As shown in chapter 41, it is the waves that are

pitched in unison with the periods of the fundamentals of the molecular

spaces of the body that set up vibrations in the body and so cause it to

do work. So, the action of those waves not in complete unison, tends to

so differentiate the molecules with which they come into contact as to

perfect the unison, and get the body gradually into a condition to be

easily set in motion by the impact of the waves of force. This is the

essence of the habit that has been insisted upon as the great differentiat-

ing agency in organic development. The organism is a plastic mass

and may within certain limits be moulded to unison with various tones

of the impinging force if only time be given and the force be uniform.

We have seen that both of these conditions have been supplied, and as

a result we see organs differentiated to sympathy with certain vibrations

of ethereal energy. Something has been said of these in former chap-

ters, but they will receive more particular attention in the chapters to

come.

Some of the effects of light on animal organization are of common ob-

servation. Sunstroke is now known to be due to light. It may occur in

the moderate weather of spring and may be caused by electric light. It

is due to the action of the violet and ultra violet rays, and may be pre-

vented by the protection of uranium glass which absorbs these ra}
r
s.

( Papillon. ) Hemicrania, or sun-pain, is a pain of intermittent charac-

ter involving only one side of the head and lasting only while the sun is

above the horizon. But the effects of light go deeper than the skin, af-

fecting the action of all the plastic tissues of the body.
f ' Miners and

others working in the dark are liable to undue preponderance of the

lymphatic system, a susceptibility to catarrh in the mucous membranes,

flaccidity of the soft parts, swellings and distortions of the bony system,
&c.

" On the other hand, people of the tropics who go more or less

naked are seldom deformed. Light gives to all the tissues their proper
stimulus and the body is developed symmetrically. The fact is that a

great part of organic movement is due to the impulses of light. When
there is a cessation of these impulses the movement of organic develop-
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ment will continue for a time trough previously established Jtiihit.

which is the momentum of formei impulses, but will soon become erratic

and in time cease. People living ;Q dark places are unhealthy and their

children are apt to be deformed. * ' Some poor people having taken up
their abode in the cells under the fortifications of Lisle, the proportion

of defective infants produced by them became so great that it was

deemed necessary to issue an order commanding these cells to be shut up.
"

( Robert Chambers. ) In the absence of light, if other conditions are

favorable, tadpoles will continue to grow indefinitely as tadpoles, but

will never undergo their normal metamorphoses into frogs. If they are

exposed to the action of green light alone they cannot undergo their

metamorphoses. Their legs and lungs will not develop, their gills are

retained, and after awhile they die. Green light is the same as dark-

ness to them. It is said that the young of the medusae ( jelly fish ) if

confined in the dark will continue to form others by budding, thus re-

maining only polyps, and will go on in their development to perfect me-

dusae, only when properly exposed to light. The eggs of frogs will not

develop in the dark. Those hatched under dark paper are abortions and

rudimentary. Certain infusoria act under the influence of light in the

same way that the chlorophyl zoospores do, moving into its influence

from a shade.

Light directly affects both the temporary and permanent color of the

different races of men, the habitual effects finally becoming hereditary

and permanent. Many of the same race have been entirely differentiated

from each other in color. Some of the Hindoos of the north are white,

while those of the Deccan are black. The Jews, scattered through all

countries have almost as many shades of color, from the fair white of

the north of Europe to the black of Tunis. The Tuariks of Mt. Atlas

are of a light brown, while those south of the great desert are black.

The Esquimaux are whiter in winter than in summer. " It is believed

that under certain circumstances fair races may become dark, and dark

races light, the cuticle, however, being affected sooner than the hah* or

the iris of the eyes. In the southern, as in the northern, hemisphere, we

we find a zone of lighter colored people running through the temperate

regions. The Caffres of South Africa are not so black as the negroes

of the tropics, and in South America the Patagonians and the Fuegians
are lighter in tint and taller in stature than the races nearer the Equator.

Some of the Araucanians of Chili are almost white The physical

strength and great stature which distinguish the Northern Europeans
are reproduced under similar conditions of climate among the Patagon-

ians.
" l

It cannot be said that the differentiation of pigments in the animal

1 Taylor's Origin of the Aryans, 100.
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organization is due exclusively to light. We have seen that food may
have something to do with it, and we are certain that temperature also

has much to do with it, or at any rate radiant heat has. But there are

abundant proofs that light stimulates the deposition of pigment matter

and that there is a mutual action and reaction between the two. The

probability is that the various sorts of pigments are influenced by va-

rious tones of radiant energy, both heat and light, and also by sound, by
food and by the general vital energy of the organism. From what has

been said of the colors of bodies we conclude that they depend exclu-

sively on the molecular constitution and arrangement of the bodies and,

therefore, whatever tends to alter this molecular constitution may change
the color. As light among other agencies does this or contributes to-

wards it, certain of the organic pigments must be regarded as subject to

its influence. On the other hand no sooner does the new molecular

change take place or the new pigment form than it begins to operate as

a modifying agency upon the light It becomes a barrier to shut it off,

to absorb it and reduce it to heat, or a filter to transmit rays of a certain

tone while it refracts those of another. The ways in which the deposi-

tion of pigments is determined by the action of light, may be, and

doubtless are, various. First, and principal, is the alteration of the molec-

ular constitution, which without change of the constituent elements

gives them a different refractive power on the light waves. This is a

fact similar to that concerning the parallel effect of heat giving a new

isomeric form and refractive power to the body without chemical altera-

tion. Some examples of this effect of heat may be mentioned. Mer-

curic oxide, which is orange yellow, becomes orange red and brown

when heated
;
chromic oxide is green, and when heated becomes }

Tel low;

cinnabar, which is scarlet, changes to puce ;
metaborate of copper is

blue and changes when heated to green and greenish yellow. When
these substances are cooled back to the ordinary temperature they re-

sume their colors. Observing these changes to take place down the

scale from shorter to longer wave lengths, they seem naturally to connect

themselves with the expansion of the intermolecular spaces by the heat,

the more expanded they are (up to the point of self-radiation) the lower

the color. If, while under the influence of heat or of a similar action of

light, the incorporation of foreign mineral substances takes place, a per-

manent change of color is effected. The coloring matter in animals is

quite varied. Copper has been found in the red of the wing of the

Turaeo. Seven different coloring matters have been found in birds' eggs,

several of which are chemically related to those of blood and bile. The

same colors in different animals are not always produced by the same

substances, as proved by the fact that the red wing of the Burnet-moth is

changed to yellow by the action of muriatic acid, while the red of the
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Red-admiral butterfly is not so affected. The colors of the epidermal

products, as the chitinized skin of insects, also hairs and feathers, are

often rich and deep and do not fade away after death. They may be

considered the ripened products of the soft pigment la}
rer below the epi-

dermis. In this la}
yer the colors are lighter and more vivid and usually

fade after death. 1

Green the green of plants, must be the color that solar action alone

would develop in an organism, the other colors, white, black, &c.
,
be-

ing deteriorations from this. Copper-colored people retain the primitive

coloring most nearly, while the yellow races are next. In the white and

black the normal coloring is lost. In black the unassimilated (unburnt)

carbon carried to the sweat glands in the blood and not oxidized there,

leaves the pigment coat- and its products ( hair ) of that color.

CHAPTER XLIV.

CHROMATIC- FUNCTION.

Certain fish, as the fresh water Stickleback, Perch, Salmon, &c.
,

change color to correspond with the color of their surroundings, a cir-

cumstance which makes them harder to be seen, and thus protects them.

The power to make this change is called the chromatic function. The

coloring matter, or pigments, in the skin of these animals, is found to

lie in several strata at different depths. In the epidermis are pigment

cells, which remain always the same size and so do not directly change
the color of the animal. But in the cutis below are usually two or

three layers of pigment cells, the top one immediately under the epider-

mis is a layer of light-colored yellow cells, beneath them red or brown,

and in the deepest layer the black. < < In some spots the pigment cells,

of one kind or the other, may be wholly wanting, sometimes the black

ones form a close mass in one spot, while in others the red or yellow

predominate, but very few spots are devoid of pigment altogether.
"

These pigment cells, like all protoplasm, are endowed with contractility

under stimulus, and it is to this contractility that the change of color is

due. These cells are called chromatophores. If they are all relaxed,

brown or black will predominate. If the light colored ones remain re-

laxed while the dark ones are contracted, the pattern will be lighter, &c.

It is now ascertained that the change of color is effected by the color of

the medium in which the animal is, through the eye and optic nerve.

If tho nniniMl is blind, or the optic nerve is injured, the change of color

does not take place. The irritation causing the contraction of the chro-

matophores is found to proceed from the brain by way of the sympa-

1
Sup. Pop. Sci. Mo., I to VI, p. 630.
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thetic nerves to the cells in the skin. These are two nerves running

longitudinally, close to the vertebral column, which connect with the

brain and spinal nerves, and ramify to all parts of the skin. If these

nerves are cut off at their roots, the chromatic function is destroyed,

although it may go on even with the spinal cord itself cut off just in the

rear of the brain. ( Semper. )

Professor Dewar has shown that the different colors of the spectrum

produce irritations in the retina, which are communicated to the optic

nerve as an electric current, and is denominated the "optic current."

' < The intensity of this current, according to Dewar, is greatest under

yellow light, weakest under purple light, and nil in total darkness.
"

Applying this to the chromatic action of the chromatophores, the an-

imal in darkness, or in dark surroundings, receiving no stimulus and

no resulting optic current, and consequently no contraction of the chro-

matophores, remains dark like his surroundings. Light surroundings,

on the contrary, will develop a current that will contract certain of the

chromatophores, or all of them, giving a corresponding lightness to the

color of the animal. If the light is reflected from colored objects, the

contraction of the brown or black chromatophores will be partial, and

the mixture of the color left in them, with the unchanged light-colored

chromatophores, will produce other and varying shades.

Besides those named, the following possess the chromatic function :

Turbots and Flounders, Frogs, the Chameleon-Shrimp ( Mysis chame-

leon), Lizzards, Iguanas, Anolis, Cuttle fishes, Octopus, &c.
,
and

Chameleons. In many of these animals the function seems to be di-

rectly reflex, the action of light from the surrounding objects setting up
nervous action in a direct path from the eyes to the chromatophores,

without involving the general nervous centers ( brain, &c. ) in the stim-

ulation. But it is possible to excite the stimulation of the chromato-

phores in some of them, especially the chameleon, through the general

brain, by other stimulation than tha,t of light. Thus, if the animal is

at rest, his color simulates the objects with which he is in contact, but

if he be stirred up by some other excitement, as a defense or contest,

the stimulation overflows to the chromatophores, and he assumes all

colors, regardless of their protective quality.

The chrysalis of a certain African butterfly ( Papilio Nireus
)
has the

property of becoming colored to correspond more or less truly with

whatever body it may happen to be attached to. "A number of cater-

pillars were placed in a case with a glass cover, one side of the case be-

ing formed by a red brick wall, the other sides being of yellowish wood.

They were fed on orange leaves, and a bunch of the bottle-bush tree

was also placed in the case. When fully fed, some attached themselves

to the orange twigs, others to the bottle-bush branch, and all these
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changed to green pupae, but each corresponded exactly in tint to the

leaves around it, the one being dark, the other a pale, faded green.

Another attached itself to the wood, and the pupa became of the same

yellowish color
;
while one fixed itself just where the wood and brick

joined, and became one side red, the other side yellow.
" " It is a kind

of natural photography, the particular colored rays to which the fresh

pupa is exposed in its soft, semi-transparent condition effecting such a

chemical change in the organic juices as to produce the same tint in the

hardened skin." The range of colors, however, which can thus be im-

itated, is limited to those which usually occur in nature, in the environ-

ment of the animal
;
a limit doubtless fixed by inherited habit. Thus

they do not become scarlet in any case. ( A. R. Wallace. )

We thus have examples of color marking by direct action of the color

without the intervention of a sense organ. But in those more complete

organisms in which a color sense becomes developed, that sense proves

to be the most available path of access to the organism for the stimuli

of the various colors
;
the color sense being taken from the general tis-

sues and concentrated in a special organ. As long as the light rays act

directly on the undifferentiated eyeless protoplasm, we can understand

that many colors and shades might be developed in it, in an indefinite

and undetermined quantity. But when the influence of the light is

confined to one avenue, the nature and capacity of which can be

learned, and is necessarily a definite quantity, we can understand that

this influence is now measured and bounded by the degree of differen-

tiation of the organ. We might therefore presume that those animals

which are marked through the e3
r

es, would not be highly colored unless

the eye were a good one for distinguishing color. According!}
7

,
we find

that birds are more highly colored than other vertebrates, and they have

the finest color sense. Among the mammals the monkey tribes, next to

man, have the best color sense, and many of them are adorned with

brilliant red, yellow, green and blue sexual colors, whereby they are

more conspicuous or attractive. Nocturnal animals are rarely colored.

Any special distribution of pigments in the organic system, may be-

come so constant in its repetitions as tp become hereditary, like other

habits of organic action. Accordingl}*, we know that colors of the skin

:m<l appendages are largely hereditary as in birds, the tiger, zebra,

and many other mammals. It has been observed that certain pigment
cells thut appear in the cutis of the embryo chick about the fifteenth

day, disappear again by the twenty-third. The embryo mammal is cov-

ered with colored hair, and the coloring of butterflies is developed in

the pupre in the dark. This proves the heredity of color habits. The

extent to which the coloring of animals is affected by their surround-

ings, is apt to escape our notice. It is a fact observed by many nat-
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uralists, that animals are often like their surroundings in color. Thus

the ' l inhabitants of the deserts, the Jerboa, or leaping mice, Foxes of

the desert, Gazelles, Lions, &c.
,
are mostly of a yellow or yellowish-

brown color, like the sand of the desert. The polar animals, which live

surrounded by snow and ice, are white or gray. Many animals change

their color in summer and winter, getting gray or blackish in summer,

and white in winter. Many insects, like plant lice, &c.
, living on green

leaves, are green, others, like butterflies of gay color, hover about

bright colored flowers.

Hseckel also observes that many sea animals are bluish or completely

colorless and transparent, like the water they live in. Certain fish

the Helmicthyidse are so transparent that a book can be read through

their bodies. Then there are, among the mollusks, the finned snails

(Heteropods) and sea butterflies (Pteropods) ; among worms, the Sal-

pae, Alciope, and Sagitta ; among the Crustacea, a great many crabs
;

among the Co3lenterates, the most of the jelly fishes, &c.
,
all of which,

living on or near the surface of the water, are transparent and without

color, while their relatives of close kin, which live at the bottom of the

ocean, are colored and opaque, like animals on land.

Everybody agrees with Darwin, that natural selection has much to do

with the preservation of those animals whose color most tends to make

them inconspicuous, but it does not account for the diversity of color-

ing in the first place. Without doubt the plastic tissues of the organ-

ism are directly affected by the reflections of light from their surround-

ings. In some cases, especially among the lowest, it is a mere matter

of food. A worm consisting of a transparent skin, stuffed with green

food, might easily be green, and a medusa composed of 99 per cent,

clear water, might easily be transparent, while another, living on muddy

water, might have a muddy hue. But the color of the white bear, and

the winter bleaching of rabbits, and other animals, must be due to the

influence of prevailing colors in their environment.

At the same time we must not lose sight of the fact that where the

coloring of the environment consists largely of "color in plants, that cir-

cumstance shows that something in their environment colors them
;
and

we may suppose that what colors them, might also give animals their

color. Of course the animal is plastic as well as the vegetable, and af-

fected by the same phases of energy. The vegetable is, however, first

in point of time and so must contribute to the influences which operate

on the animal. Where all light is excluded, organic tissues are apt to

be white or light colored. Plants raised in the dark are colorless, and

in colored animals those parts which are most sheltered from the rays

of the sun are apt to remain uncolored. This is the case with fish which

are colored on the back but white on the belly ;
also deer and antelope,
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in addition arc also white under their tails. The bleaching of tho skin

of northern races of men may be due in some degree to their wearing
clothes. This conjecture is confirmed by the fact that the protean sala-

manders found in the underground lakes of Carniola, besides being des-

titute of eyes, are nearly white. If exposed to light they seem to suffer,

and their skin seems to become colored. They are undoubtedly from a

colored ancestry and have been bleached by seclusion.

CHAPTER XLV.

TOUCH.

The earliest, most common, indeed the universal sense is the sense of

touch, including under this head the various subdivisions of the sense

that depend on the stimulation of the skin. Every animal in existence,

and some plants, possess this sense, which cannot be said of any other

sense
;
and from it every other sense has been differentiated. It is no

more inevitable that an animal should possess an outside, than that the

outside should constantly come into contact with and be stimulated by

objects external to itself, that is, its environment. It is the essential

characteristic of protoplasm, as well as its products, to become more

yielding and pliant to a stimulus that is able to move it without

violence, the oftener and more habitually the stimulus acts
; while, if the

stimulus is violent without being destructive, excessive tissue is depos-

ited at the stimulated point, the part hardens and its sensitiveness is

lessened. The whole external part of the animal body is constantly in

contact with some object the ground, the air or the water. And in the

course of its locomotion it may meet with and be arrested by many ob-

stacles. The stimulus of gentle contact begets sensitiveness in the parts

stimulated. This is first alike over the whole body in the case of simple

aquatic animals. Later it becomes specialized in the projecting parts of

of the body limbs, tail and head. Later the limbs or their ends may
through excessive stimulation become calloused and finally armed with

nails or hoofs, &c.
,
while the head with its appendages of snout, tongue

or tentacles, &c.
,
becomes more sensitive from the habit of more fre-

quent stimulus of the proper degree of activity and force. Probably
the general skin does not in any animal lose the whole of its sensitive-

ness, but it becomes relatively less in the skin in the ratio in which it is

increased in special organs.

The skin consists of two principal layers. ( 1.) The epidermis, cuti-

cle, or horn-plate, and ( 2 ) the dermis, corium, or true skin. This second

bottom layer rests upon the cellular connective tissue which often con-
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tains fat. It is the heavy part of the skin, that which becomes leather

in the tanning process. The top surface of this layer is composed o'f a

vast number of conical protuberances called papillae and tactile corpus-

cles. They rest on a bed of fibres which is closely interwoven like felt

FIG. 166. Section of skin and subcuta-
neous tissue magnified 20 diameters.

.(Kolliker.)
a. Horny layer ; Epidermis,
&. Malpigian layer or rete muco.sum ;

the pigment layer.
c. Corium or true skin.
d. Panniculus adiposus ( fat layer.)
e. Papillae on the ridges of the conum.
/".Fat cl listers.

g, Sweat glands.
n. Sweat ducts-

{.Openings of sweat ducts.

and of fine texture on the upper
side next the papillae, but coarse

and loose on the under side. Some
of the fibres penetrate below into

the fat and cellular tissue. The

papillae consist of an artery, a vein

and a nerve, and are the termina-

tions of the nerve connections be-

FIG. 166. tween the skin and the brain.

The " tactile corpuscles
"
are formed in certain of the papillae by an

enlargement of the nerve into an oval swelling. The papillae thus mod-

ified are formed only in the parts having the most delicate sense of

FIG. 167. Tactile Papilla from the palm
of the hand.
P.-Papilla.

S
Touch Corpuscle.

.Nerve.
The touch papillae are about 1-100 of an

inch high and 1-250 of an inch in diameter.

FIG. IGS.Pacinian Corpuscle.
a. Neurilemma nerve cover.
6.-Nerve fibril.
c. Capsule.
d. Peculiar fibres.
e. Central cylinder.

( After Leydig.)

touch, as the ends of the fingers, the hand and tip of the tongue, &c.

There is still another class of sensitive bodies attached to some of the skin

nerves. These are called Pacinian corpuscles, and are attached to the

nerves of the sole of the foot and palm of the hand, and are found spar-
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ingly in a dozen other places. In each corpuscle there is the termination

<>f ;i nervous filament. Their uses are not known. ( Med. Dictionary. )

Underneath this sensitive la}
Ter imbedded in thecorium is an abundantnet-

work of arteries, veins, nerves, and lymphatic vessels. These are all pro-

ducts by development of the corium or dermis. Besides these there are

also imbedded in the corium, or below it, the sebaceous follicles (or suet

bags ), the perspiratory glands, the milk glands, the tear glands, the

wax glands (
of the ear) and the hair follicles

;
all of which originate by

development from the epidermis or horn plate. They begin as ingrowths
or projections from the epidermis, and penetrating inward, bury them-

selves in the corium or in some cases below it. In these positions they

develop into their several varieties of glands or follicles and open their

ducts through both layers of the skin to the surface. The ducts of the

sebaceous or oil glands generally open into the hair follicles. The sweat

ducts are very long, and much coiled at their lower ends and open by
pores on the surface.

The epidermis, or horn plate, is composed of nucleated cells, which

are formed at the bottom of the epidermis and in contact with the

blood vessels of the corium, from which they receive their substance,

furnished originally from the general circulation. They fill up the hol-

lows between the papillae. They increase their numbers by fission, and

as they grow they make room by raising the cells above them. As

layer after layer of these is pushed up they become flattened and hard-

ened into scales of horn, which are constantly being worn off the out-

side of the skin. These lower live cells constitute what is sometimes

called the mucous layer. Among these cells are to be found the pig-

ment cells that give color to the skin when it has color, from which cir-

cumstance this layer is sometimes called the color stratum, or pigment layer.

The sense of touch, like every other sense, is the result of active

movements, of some sort, in the environment. Without movement

there is no sense. The movements concerned in this sense are friction,

pressure and temperature. Some authors make a distinction between
" touch

" and "
tact," regarding the former as an active sense residing

in the active touch organs, fingers, tongue, &c.
,
and the latter as a pas-

sive sense. This distinction is hardly proper, since all parts of the

skin are sensitive, in some degree, to friction, temperature and pressure,

and all parts are alike dormant and senseless when not under one or

the other of these stimuli. If we put our hands in water warmed to their

own temperature, and hold them still, we do not have any sense of

touching the water. But if we move them, the friction conveys a sense

of touch. We are not ordinarily conscious of touching the air, but if it

move or we move in it, we feel the friction. If it be warmer or colder

than our skin, we feoi it through the sense of temperature. If our
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clothes fit well and are not heavy, we may become quite unconscious of

their contact with us. But if they press some spot, or cause too much

warmth, we become conscious of the action of the senses of pressure

and temperature. Many of the touch sensations are compound, involv-

ing some two of the three simple ones as friction and pressure, fric-

tion and heat, pressure and heat or all three. A stimulus may ex-

haust itself in the cuticle alone, and be propagated thence, through the

nerves as nervous electricity, to the brain. If the stimulus is exces-

sive, the excess, after exciting the different nerves, is expended on the

papillary layer of the dermis, causing increased secretion from its blood

vessels. Scalding heat causes an effusion of serum, which separates

the dermis from the cuticle and makes a blister. Excessive pressure

produces the same effect. The sensation in such cases is simply one of

pain, which is the only sensation arising from the agitation of the nerves

of the papillae directly they not being the organs of touch, but only

the vehicles of the stimulating current. Gentle pressure, or the press-

ure of a soft body over a great surface of the skin, acting through the

cuticle upon the papillary layer, is not painful unless protracted, but

stimulates the vascular system of the dermis to supply more nourish-

ment to the cells of the mucous layer of the epidermis squeezes out

the juice into the cuticle, as it were, and builds it up more rapidly, and

so erects a barricade between the tender papillary la}
rer and the pressing

force outside. Thus originate the extra thicknesses of epidermis on the

soles and palm, and the callosities formed in chance spots exposed to

protracted pressure.

The different stimuli, friction, heat and pressure, when they are ex-

pended on the epidermis, are converted, in part, into afferent nerve

currents, which affect the brain cells corresponding to touch sensation,

and the rest raises the molecular action of the tissues of the skin and ad-

jacent parts, giving an increase of temperature, which, if strong enough,

also produces a sensation in the brain. Evidently, different sets of

nerve fibres must be devoted to the carrying of the different sorts of

sensations. In the case of the eye we shall see that there are various

sets of rods and cones to convey the stimuli of the various light rays

composing the spectrum, that we can perceive. Radiant heat is gov-

erned by the same laws as light, consisting simply of lower tones of the

same radiant energy. Analogy would lead us to suspect that the or-

gans of heat sensation might be constructed on the same plan a differ-

ent set of organs for different rates of radiant vibration. But it ap-

pears to be not so. For all the rays of heat appear to our conscious-

ness as of the same quality ;
as if the wave lengths were all the same,

and the differences consisted only in amplitude or intensity. But al-

though the energy of the dark radiation, or heat^ of an incandescent
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body is about eight times as great as the heat energy of the visible ra-

diation, the thermo-electric pile shows that in no two spots of the spec-

trum is it the same in energy, and the fact that the length of the invisi-

ble part of the spectrum is almost double that of the colored part, shows

that the wave length of the invisible rays regularly increases, and the

capacity for refraction as regularly decreases with the distance ( down-

ward ) from the red end of the color spectrum. Now, it is evident that

the skin is sensitive to the energy of all the rays of the dark part of the

spectrum, and a good many of those in the color part of it also, regard-

less of their greatly differing refracting capacities.

Each of the minute optic organs situated upon the retina is competent
to receive and transmit a stimulation from only a single radiant ray, but

the sensation produced in the brain by that rendering is inconceivably
different from another rendering of the very same ray which may be

made by the skin. . We find here an illustration of the difference in the

result of the action of an external stimulus upon a completely differen-

tiated organ, as compared with the action of the same stimulus upon an

organ not specialized. The skin is the unspecialized organ, and ac-

cording to the laws of differentiation it responds in an indifferent man-

ner ( comparatively ) to a vast number of phases of radiant stimulation.

The little optic organ is a highly specialized piece of that very skin, dif-

ferentiated to respond to a single one of the many stimuli that con-

stantly beat on the great unspecialized skin. These terms, however, are

only comparative. Our skin is specialized and can be set in motion by
several octaves of radiant energy. It is evident that the various heat

stimuli, striking upon the skin, are elaborated by it, all reduced to a

common form and projected upon the brain as a uniform sensation vary-

ing only in intensity. This quality which I infer resides in the skin,

calls to mind that property of certain substances, which is called fluor-

escence, "by which the high rate vibrations of the rays above the color

spectrum are reduced to rates which render them visible. ( See chap. 41.)

From whatever cause it may come, we are forced to the conclusion that

the skin is the common organ for a wide range of tones of heat, and the

probability that its composition may include constituents able to equalize

these tones, affords a satisfactory explanation. In regard to the other

two methods of stimulation, viz.
,
friction and pressure, it appears prob-

able that separate papillae and nerve connections are devoted to each. The

epidermis is the common organ in which the external stimulus is arrested

and reduced to one of three modes or tones of nervous electrical motion.

Each tone flows to its own differentiated vehicle and reaches its own cor-

responding brain cells, the erethism of which completes the sensation.

That is, the waves of ether arrested by the skin become current motion

up the different nerves to the brain cell, where such motion ceasing, it is
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succeeded by a motion of brain cells called sensation of heat. The

researches of Blix and Goldschneider appear to show that changes

of pressure and of warm and cold temperature are perceived through

different points of the skin. ' 'The feeling of pressure seems to be in-

timately associated with the hairs, which is not the case with sensations

of temperature. These three sets of points indeed are so near together

that the separation had hitherto not been observed, especially as they

are so closely intermixed.
" " Goldschneider experimented with a fine

point which he passed over the skin, thus testing it, sometimes for pres-

sure, sometimes with a warm point for heat, sometimes with a cold

point for cold. Moreover, if he raised the points of skin thus deter-

mined, with a fine needle, and snipped off the fragment of the skin, he

found that the resulting sensation was quite different in the three cases.

If the point removed was a pressure point, the sensation was one for the

moment of pain, while the temperature points gave sensations respectively

of heat or cold. The terminations of the temperature nerves are, according

to Goldschneider, much finer than those of the pressure nerves, and they

are also fewer in number. He cut from his own skin a large number of

sensitive points, but while he found that each corresponded to a nerve

end, he was not able to discover any difference at or in the termina-

tion of the nerves corresponding to these different sensations, though it

may reasonably be expected that such must exist. The question has

arisen whether there are separate nerve endings for pain as apart from

pressure, &c.
,
but the observations of Blix and Goldschneider appear to

show that pain arises merely from the intensification of other impres-

sions and that it does not reside in any special organs."
1

These researches of Blix and Goldschneider seem to show a differen-

tiation of the temperature-points of the skin into two classes one class

FIG. 169. A patch of skin on the back of the
hand showing position of points of sensation.
C P. Points sensitive to cold.W P. Points in same patch sensitive to warmth.

wp H. Position of Hairs, the points sensitive to
pressure. ( After Blix and Goldschneider.

FIG. 169.

sensitive to warm stimulations and the other sensitive to cold stimula-

tions by which I understand stimulations above and below the ordinary

temperature of the body. The three square figures illustrate this, CP
showing the points on a single patch of the back of the hand irritated

by the cold stimuli; WP, those affected by the warm stimuli, while H
shows the position of the hairs on the same patch. It may be that it is

the stimulation of the "cold points" which is transferred to the little

muscles of the hair follicles causing the phenomenon of "
horripilation,"

or goose skin, these points being movable only by the heavy long waves

of very low temperature. ( See chapter on Emotion. )

1 Lubbock Animal Senses, p. 10.
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The scnsibilit}' of the skin in different parts varies greatly, and the

number of the tactile papillae is much greater in some parts than others.

Another peculiar circumstance is, that although every particle of the

surface of the skin can convey to the brain the stimulation of touch, it

does not convey an impression of its exact locality. If a pair of divid-

ers with blunted points, spread apart to a distance of say half an inch,

be applied to certain parts of the skin so that both points touch the skin

at the same time, the person touched will feel the two as only one. The

entire skin may be divided into circles of various sizes within which two

or more simultaneous stimulations of the skin will be felt as only one.

The body has been gauged all over with dividers and the sizes of these

circles determined They are smallest in the tip of the tongue and the

tips of the fingers, the parts most used in touching.

The following is a table of the smallest distances apart of the legs of

the dividers at which they were felt to be distinct from one another.

The figures are lines, twelfths of an inch :

Point of tongue Gums 9

Inner face, middle finger 1 Lower part of forehead 10
" " index " 2 Neck below the jaw 15

Lips, red part 2 Skin over lower back bone ... 18

Palm of hand 3 Top of foot 18

Tip of nose 3 Skin over breast bone 20

Edge and top of tongue 4 Middle of back 30

Cheek 5 " " arm 30

End of big toe 5 " "
thigh. .30

Back of hand 8

Thus it appears that the parts most active in touching are the most

sensitive
; which, of course, was to be expected. The parts least sensi-

tive are those least exposed to touch stimulations
;
and it is curious to

observe the increase of sensitiveness as the chief centers of stimulation

are approached. If the points of the dividers are separated to 6 or 8

lines, and placed on the cheek near the ear, they will be recognized as

being barely distinct. If they are then drawn slowly toward the lips,

they will give the impression that they are getting further apart as they

advance
;
for the reason that they are moving from larger to smaller

circles, that is, into a more sensitive tract. The same sensation is ex-

perienced when the points are placed across the fore-arm and drawn

down the arm and hand to the tips of the fingers. In the middle of the

back the points must be two and a half inches apart before they are

each able to give a sensation independent of the other. We shall see

further on that all parts of the body are represented in the brain. One

portion of the brain receives the stimulations of sight, another of hear-

ing, a third of touch, &c.
,
and every cell of the brain is connected by

a nerve fibre with its own definite part of the body. But it does not

follow that every cell in the body has its corresponding brain cell
;
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there are not enough brain cells to admit of that. J3ut it must be that

in the ease of touch, a single brain cell receives all the stimulations that

are made on a definite portion of the skin, the size of which depends

wholly on the general average amount of the business done. Thus on

the back, which receives but few stimulations, a single brain cell

gathers all that occur in a circle two and a half inches across
;
while the

amount of business at the tip of the tongue is great enough to require

at the rate of 3600 times as many cells for an equivalent area, that is,

the circles served by a single cell are only ^^ as large.

'

When a stim-

ulation is made, the brain can probably locate the circle in which it is

made, but not the particular part of the circle
;
and so, if the tw6 points

both touch at once, it gives the impression of only one. But it is ob-

vious that if the circles are bounded by definite lines, the two points,

when tolerably close together, might straddle a line, and so it would

seem ought to give two impressions, which they do not do. The rea-

son of this is not settled. But it must be that when an impression is

made anywhere on the skin, the stimulation instantly spreads in all di-

rections through the cells of the skin, until a nerve fibre is reached

which leads to the brain. Without doubt, the skin cells are organs, in

which the forms of motion, such as pressure, friction, &c.
,
are changed

to the nervous current, and there are probably no boundaries of circles

so rigidly defined that the stimulation cannot spread through the skin

laterally. Suppose a and &, fig. 170, to be the

two points of the dividers, at a distance apart

less than the diameter of a sensory circle each

point being in a different sensory circle, fthe ir-

ritation spreading from both in all directions,

will overlap and reinforce each other at c. This

FIG. 170. point lies in the same sensory circle as either a

or b, and its stimulation will reinforce that of the point lying in the

same circle. In other words, the stimulation will be made up at last in

favor of the sensory circle in which the most of the stimulation lies,

considering the two stimuli together. But there is a residual fraction

of stimulation left in the other sensory circle, presumably not enough
to excite the brain cell, but which might come to have power to do so

after considerable practice.

Bernstein, in his "Five Senses," says: "Upon the same spot of

skin, the size of a sensory circle not only differs in different people, but

varies considerably in the same person at different times. The most

interesting fact, however, is that constant practice considerably dimin-

ishes the limit within which a single impression is produced in certain

parts of the skin, in those parts, for instance, which are not naturally

very sensitive, and where the sensory circles are large. If, however,
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this practice ceases, the delicacy of the sense of touch will decrease

also." The sensory circles of the blind are also smaller than of other

people due to practice.*

The sense of touch is liable to many illusions which have to be cor-

rected by other senses. But if the oher senses are not available for

the purpose, as in the case of the blind, touch becomes exceedingly in-,

FIG. 171. Illusion of the Sense of Touch.
In the unaccustomed position of the fin-

gers in E, a single ball gives the two sep-
arate stimulations which it requires tioo
balls to give when the fingers are in their
habitual position, as in A.

telligent. The well known illu-

sion resulting from crossing the

fingers and placing a pea, or other

small, round object between the

ends, so that it touches the left

side of one finger and the right

side of the other, is due to the

want of habit in those parts of the

fingers of touching a single object

of that shape simultaneously. It " shows how firmly the representation

of the surface of our body is imprinted upon our brain," for the brain,

receiving its accustomed sensation from the parts, adopts also its accus-

tomed perception of the facts, although false, unless it is modified and

corrected by another sense.

Muscular Sense. Besides the sense or senses belonging to the skin,

there is another, called the muscular sense, which appears to have its

seat and organ in the muscles. This is the sense of resistance to mus-

cular effort. Thus, if a weight is lifted, besides the sense of pressure,

which the skin conveys to us, is that sense of the amount of the weight

which we will have independently of the pressure sense
;
for the press-

ure on the skin of a two-pound weight will be no greater than that of

one pound, if it be shaped to cover double the surface
;
while the mus-

cle will easily feel the difference. The muscular strain may depend on

any other cause as well as gravity, but the principle is the same, and

the strain may be expressed in terms of gravity, as it generally is in

mechanics. Like everything else in organic structure, this sense is in-

creased in mobility by use
;
in other words, improved by habit, and of-

ten becomes very delicate in persons accustomed to handle things and

sell by weight. This sense is not to be confounded with the feeling

of fatigue which follows exhaustive effort, and which is a subjective

sensation, because it furnishes us with no information of objects outside

of ourselves, but only of a state existing within us
;
while a true sense-

is an organ used and operated by an external energy. The sense of
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pressure and the muscular sense almost always accompany each other,

because they are almost always exercised by the same act. The abso-

lute sense of pressure is very vague, because it 'depends so much on the

surface covered by the weight. The body lifted always seems heavier

if the part by which we hold it presses lipon a smaller surface of skin.

E. H. Weber's experiments showed that when both muscle sense and

pressure sense were combined in lifting a weight, a difference could be

felt between 19 and 20 oz., or one fortieth, or the addition of JL. But

where a weight was laid upon the skin so as not to call upon muscular

exertion, only the difference between 1 JrJ and 15 ounces could be per-

ceived, or the addition of ^ ;
the same proportion held for other

weights. The perception of differences depended upon the rapid succes-

sion of their application, one after the other. The memory could not

hold the first weight more than 10 seconds. After 30 seconds between

the application of the weights the sense could not discriminate if the

difference were less than i of the first weight. The sense or memory of

the impression vanishes thus rapidly from the brain. This could, no

doubt, be improved by practice. The sense of pressure does not accom-

pany the delicacy of the sense of touch. The skin of the forehead and

stomach have a delicate sense of pressure, but only a dull sense of localit}
T

.

Our sense of temperature is entirely relative
;
we call a thing warm

which transfers heat to us, and cold which conducts it away. Of two

objects of the same temperature, we call one warm and the other cold.

Weber found that with the finger he could perceive a difference when

it amounted to half a degree Fahrenheit, and this proportion of rela-

tive difference could be discovered up to blood heat. The sensitiveness

of different parts depends largely upon the thickness of the skin, the

thin skin being the most sensitive, for the obvious reason above adverted

to, that the extra thickness of skin is in the horny, nerveless scales of

the epidermis, built in front of the nerve-bearing papillae by excessive

stimuli for their own use the use, that is, of the excessive stimuli. So

that the cuticle in such parts is no longer so easily affected by moder-

ate stimuli. The back of the hand, elbow, eyelids, lips and tongue, are

the most sensitive. Weber found that warm bodies appear lighter than

cold ones. A cold coin placed upon the forehead appeared as heavy as

two warm ones afterward placed on the same spot ;
as if the contraction

or pressing together of the epidermal cells, in consequence of the cold-

ness communicated from one coin, was equal to the pressing together of

the same cells by their weight.

There is probably no animal, however small or simple, that is desti-

tute of the sense of touch. The jelly-fishes, Medusae, have long tenta-

cles, very sensitive, which contract from a slight touch. Some species

have tactile hairs on the margin of their umbrella-like bodies. These
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seem to be specialized organs. Star-fishes and Echinoderms also have

similar tactile organs. Earth-worms are very sensitive to contact, the

FIG. 172. Tactile apparatus from the
skin of larva of Corethra (a two-winged
insect of the gnat form ).

Tb Tactile bristle.
N. Nerve.
G. Ganglion.

whole skin being an organ of

touch. As a rule, the animals

above the worms are all sensi-

tive to touch on the exposed

parts of the body, and gener-

ally they have specialized or-

gans for purposive touch.

Crustaceans and Articulates gen-

erally have long tactile bristles.

When a bristle is touched, it

vibrates down to its roots, where

it connects with a nerve fibre and

Fia. 172. transfers the stimulation to it.

In the Cuttle fishes, Octopus, &c.
,
the long tentacles are very delicate

organs of touch. In the mammals, the snout, including tongue, &c.
,
is

specialized into a touch organ, and many, such as Squirrels, Bears,

Monkeys, &c.
,
have the touch sense specialized in their hands. The wing

of the Bat has become exquisitely sensitive to varying pressure in the

air as shown by its avoidance of obstructions in its rapid flight, even

FIG. 173. Organ of Touch of Onchid-
ium. Diagrammatic section.

( After Semper.)
a a .Two layers of the cuticle.
a. A biconvex thickened portion of

the cuticle.
6. Enlarged epithelial cells.

6'. Ordinary epithelial cells.

c. Cellular body.
d.-Cells.
n. Nerve.

when made blind. There is a

naked mollusk
'

living on the

shores of some tropical seas

called* the Qnchidium, which

possesses some remarkable sense

organs both of touch and sight.

The organ of touch is shown in

fig. 173. It is strikingly like FlG 173

a simple eye and carries a suggestion of an easy possibility of being

developed into one. ( See figs. 183, 184.)

The tactile papillae which are common to the vertebrates are not found

in the invertebrates. In Lizzards they occur under the toes. In. the

chameleons and some ant-eaters the tail is the organ of touch and con-
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tains the papillae. The frog has them for a short time only in the spring

in his swollen thumb. (See page 124.) In birds they are in the toes,

or the web if they be web-footed. In the cat, &c.
, they are at the roots

of the whiskers. In the mole they are on the tip of the snout
;
and in

the elephant and tapir, on the trunk. In monkeys they are in the

hands and sometimes the tail. They are by no means all over the human

body, and many papillae are destitute of nerves, as are even some of

those in the palm of the hand.

CHAPTER XLVI.

SIGHT, AND THE EYE,

In tracing the comparative anatomy of the eye, we find that the first

visible sign of such an organ in the lowest of animal life is a pigment

spot, which is in direct contact with a nerve, and forms through it a

connection with other nerves which control the action of some muscle

or motor organ.

An undifferentiated skin, if such a thing were possible, when subject

to the impact of various tones of energy, is brought into various de-

grees of harmony with them. The tones .of the impacts on all bodies

are in great variety, consisting of all the rates of vibration, from the

very first octave which gives the sensation of sound, up to the fort}
r-

fourth, which gives the sensation of light. It is quite certain that the

constitution of protoplasm is such that some of the tones in every oc-

tave are competent to set its molecules or molecular spaces into vibrar

tion. If a body having a certain fundamental pitch be agitated by a

force tuned in" unison, it will be set to vibrating in tune; but if the agi-

tating force be not in unison, it will simply cause a jar or shock in the

receiving body, and not a rhythmical vibration. The first nine octaves

have found elements in organic protoplasm that can be vibrated in uni-

son with most of the tones in those octaves in the production of sound.

But it would seem that the tones of vibration from the 10th to the 43d,

inclusive, have not yet been able to set up rhythmic vibrations in an ani-

mal bod}'. They fall upon it in a promiscuous and helter skelter fash-

ion, interfering, no doubt, with each other, and producing in the ani-

mal an undifferentiated sensation of heat. If some certain predominant
or specially suited tone of one of these octaves, could have its way with

the animal body without interference from other tones, there is no rea-

son to doubt that the part of the body subject to the impact of such

tone would become differentiated to respond to it .rhythmically, and thus

a new sense be created. If one big dog trots across a light truss

bridge, he will throw it into a vibration in tune with the movement of
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his feet. But if a dozen dogs trot across, they will jar tin- bridge hut

not set up in it a rhythmic vibration, because their untimed movements

neutralize each other.

A ftw of the tones of the 44th octave have been under conditions

which allowed them to produce the rhythmic motion required for this

differentiation, and the result is the sense of sight. The whole of the

skin or outside of animals has been subjected to the many tones of heat

vibrations, and the many sorts of shocks from touch and pressure, until

it has acquired a sensitiveness or aptitude for being shocked and jarred

in a great man}' different ways. This sensitiveness is transmitted by

heredit}
r from one generation to another, and each generation by its

habits produces temporary modifications which imitate differentiated

senses, to a certain degree. An infant gets an abstract sensation by

touching an object, but it requires repeated experience to be able to dis-

tinguish various sorts of touch. But we soon acquire a sense of touch

for glass, another for iron, another for wood, another for cloth, &c.
,

and great refinements of the sense are attained in special directions, as

by the dealers in woolen fabrics in judging the qualities of the goods.

The sense of touch is then a very educable sense, and the skin as its

organ is easily subject to various modifications. Accordingly, we find

that all the sense organs are developed from the skin. The pituitary

membrane of the nose, the organ of smell, and the linings of the ear

sacs, the organs of hearing, are modified portions of the outside skin

punched in by invagination. The retina, the sensitive organ of sight,

is formed in the vertebrates by a portion of brain punched out, but the

brain is itself a derivative of the skin layer, so that tha organ of sight is

no exception to the rule. This derivation is more readily seen in some

of the lower animals in which the development is shorter and more

direct.

The sense of sight, then, is the result of a modification of a portion of

the skin b}
r the impact of the ether waves of the 44th octave. As said

above, the first visible indication that a portion of the skin has under-

gone a special modification, is usually a pigment spot. It is not always
certain what sense is represented in the pigment spot in the lowest

animals, as an o'rgan of hearing or of smell may begin in a similar modi-

fication. But it is settled in very many cases that the pigment spot is

an incipient e}'e. The effect of the light upon the place first alters the

secretions and induces the deposit of the pigment, and this deposit in

turn instantly becomes a factor in selecting the tones of vibration by
which the organism will be chiefly affected. For of course every sort of

pigment has the power to absorb certain tones of the radiant vibration,

and thus to sift and separate the rays, leaving those of suitable pitch free

to get in their influence ou the organism without interference or loss.
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The comparative anatomy of the eye will be discussed in the next chapter.

The human eye is among the best and in some respects is probably
the best developed mammal eye. A general description of this eye will

serve as a basis of comparison for eyes in general. The eyeball is en-

closed on the outside by a tough coat called the sclerotic. The .greater

part of it is white and opaque, but in the front part of the ball it becomes

transparent, and bulges out with a shorter radius than behind and is

therefore more convex. This transparent and more convex part is called

the cornea. Inside the sclerotic, and lining it, is a vascular membrane
called the choroid. The inner la}^er of this membrane is composed of

pigment cells of black color. In the front part of the ball the choroid

coat is puckered into about sixty longitudinal ridges which are called

FIG. 174. Section of Human Eye.
C. Cornea.
lr.~Iris.

Aq. Aqueous Humor.
Cm. Ciliary Muscle.
C P. Ciliary Process of the Choroid
Coat.

C L Crystalline Lens.
V Vitreous Humor.
K. Recti Muscle.
J?. Retina.
c. Anterior limit of Retina
So. Sclerotic Coat.
Ch Choroid Coat.
Jf/. Yel low Spot.
Opt. Optic Nerve.

the ciliary processes. In front

of and lapping over the ciliary

processes as if they belonged to

an outside layer of the choroid,

is a layer of muscular fibres at-

tached in the rear to the choroid

and in front to the inside of the

sclerotic, so that their contraction tends to pull the choroid forward.

Attached to the ciliary process is what is called the ciliary zone or sus-

pensory ligament of the lens. This is in the shape of a ring, the outer

edge being attached to the ciliary processes and the inner edge to the

crystalline lens. In shape the lens is convex both in front and rear,

but more so in the rear. It does not touch the cornea in front, but is

separated from it by a space filled with a transparent albuminous fluid

having a little greater density than water and called the aqueous humor.

Attached to the sclerotic at the margin where that coat merges into the

cornea, and where also the anterior ends of the ciliary process are at-

tached, is the outer margin of the circular curtain or diaphragm called

the iris. This is colored, and gives the eye its blue, brown, gray, black,

&c.
, appearance. It has. a hole in the center called the pupil, which ap-

pears black on account of the background of black pigment in the

choroid coat. The iris automatically contracts or expands in the pres-

Fio. 174.
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ence or absence of light, thereby enlarging or diminishing the pupil.

Inside of and lining the choroid coat of the eye is the third coat called

the Retina. It varies in thickness from ^ to ^ of an inch and con-

sists of nine layers as shown in fig. 176. The center of the eyeball is

C

FIG. 175. Front of Eye Showing Adjustment of Lens for Far and Near Objects.

C. Cornea. L. Lens. Jr. Iris.

N. Adjustment for Near Objects. /''.Adjustment for Far Objects.
C/n.^-Ciliary Muscle or Choroid Stretcher, which by contracting pulls forward the

Choroid and allows the Lens to thicken.
Cp. Ciliary Process of the Choroid.

Iff
FIG. 1 76. Section of Retina greatly

magnified. ( After Max Shultze.)
1. Fine Limitary Membrane- the

FIG. 176.

surface of Retina.
2. Layer of Nerve fibres.

3. Nerve Cells similar to those of the
Brain.

4. Granular Layer; a fine, gray, in-

distinct mass.
5. Granular Layer of round, small

grains.
6. Granular Layer of small grains

mixed with fibres.
7. Outer Granular Layer; like num-

ber five.

8. A Fine Membrane.
9. Layer of transparent Rods and

Cones.
10. Choroid Coat of black pigment.
The light strikes on No. 1 and passes

through all the layers up to No. 9. The
thickness of the whole Retina is from
1-160 to 1-80 of an inch.

filled with a transparent fluid of

albuminous matter something

like the aqueous humor, but

denser. It is bounded in front

by the crystalline lens and on the

sides and rear by the retina.

The aqueous humor is secreted

from a thin membrane which

lines the cornea and which re-

pairs any of its losses. But the

vitreous humor is not so re-

paired and if lost the eye is per-

manently destroyed. The crys-

talline lens is made up of a

series of concentric coats and is more dense than either the fluid in front

or that behind it. In the disease called cataract, an opaque matter is in
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fused into the substance of the lens hardening and making it impervious

to the light. The lens may be removed and if the vitreous humor is not

disturbed, the loss of the lens may be compensated by the use of spec-

tacles of very short focal distance. The convexity of the lens is altered

automatically to adjust its focus to objects at different distances. It is

supposed that the suspensory ligament of the lens habitually pulling it

by the outer edge tends to flatten it against its natural elasticity so that

it is focused ordinarily for long distances. When near objects are to be

seen, the ciliary muscle comes into play, and by its contraction the

choroid is pulled forward and the suspensory ligament with it, by the re-

laxation of which the lens is allowed to draw in its edges and increase

its convexity in front and so shorten its focal distance. ( See fig. 175.)

The retina of the eye is the part in which the wave movements of the

ether are converted into nervous energy and transmitted through the

optic nerve to the interior parts of the body and especially to the brain,

in which alone the sensation of light arises. Of the nine layers of the

retina only one the outside one next the choroid coat appears to be di-

rectly concerned in this process of converting the waves, the other layers

being chiefly accessory parts for the propagation or transmission of the

new nervous stimuli. This outside layer constitutes about one-fourth of

the total thickness of the retina and is called the layer of the rods and

cones. The rods and cones are of the shape implied by their names, and

standing in a dense multitude on the fine membrane marked 8 in Fig.

176, point outward in a direction parallel with the radius of the eye-

ball toward the choroid coat. Beginning at the inner ends of the rods

and cones a great number of delicate nerve fibres pass inward, spread

out into branches and traverse the other layers to the inside limitary

membrane. Next to the limitary membrane is a layer of nerve fibres,

subdivisions of the optic nerve ( No. 2 ). Outside of this is a layer of

ganglionic corpuscles ( No. 3 ) with which the fibres of the optic nerve

freely communicate, as also do the radial fibres from the rods and

cones. Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7 are layers of granular matter of differing

consistencies, 4 and 6 being finely subdivided, while 5 and 7 are of larger

granulations. The blood-vessels of the retina lie between No. 5 and

the limiting membrane.

The light, in passing to the rods and cones, must therefore go through
the tracts holding the fibres of the optic nerve and the blood vessels.

As the rods and cones are the essential organs of sight, they can seethe

blood vessels just in front of them, as may be proved by an experiment
which is performed in a dark room with a dark wall and a single candle.

Look toward the dark wall steadily, and move the light to and fro past

the eyes, and so as to shine into them or one of them obliquely, and

after a little practice it is possible to see the red intersecting lines of the
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olood vessels. This goes to prove that the optic nerve itself is not the

organ of sight, since its fibres are mingled freely with the blood vessels.

But this fact is still better proved by the blind spot. This spot is be-

tween the center of the retina and the nose, and is the place where the

optic nerve passes through the sclerotic and choroid coats of the eye

and the outer la}
Ters of the retina itself. After passing these it spreads

to left and right, ramif}4ng all through the inner laj'ers of the retina, as

stated. An image thrown upon this spot cannot be seen, as a simple

experiment will prove. Thus, fix the right eye on a distant object and

hold the end of the finger, or other small object, in front of the nose ten

inches away. Now move the object to the right three to four inches,

and it will become invisible, but after going further to the right it comes

into view again. This blind spot is the bundle of the optic nerve fibres,

and there are no rods or cones mingled with it in this place.

Directly opposite the pupil on the retina is a round spot called the

macula lutea, or yellow spot, so called from its color. This spot is the

area of the greatest visual power, and whenever exact and clear sight is

required, the eye is automatically turned so that the image of the object

is thrown upon it. It is more densely packed with cones than any other

part of the retina, and they are longer than elsewhere, while the rods

are absent. The other layers over this spot are very thin, and around

it the nerve fibres are very abundant. Outside of the yellow spot the

rods appear among the cones, and increase in number till at the edge
of vision they are three times as numerous as the cones, and the latter

decrease in length as they diminish in number. To Max Shultze be-

longs the credit of having discovered that the function of the rods is

the sensation of light as distinguished from darkness merely, but that

of the cones is the sensation of color, or of one kind of light as distin-

guished from another. In the yellow spot, therefore, all the colors are

perceived. But as objects are passed to one side so as to be seen by
the edge of the retina, the power to distinguish color is lost before the

power of distinguishing forms. First, we become blind to red, later to

green, while yellow and blue are distinguished well out upon the edge
of the retina. On the other hand, it is shown that the region of the

3'ellow spot is not so acute in distinguishing faint light as the tract of

rods outside of it. This can be tested from within a dark room by

turning the eye toward a window that admits a very faint light. The

light will be seen better by the side of the retina than by its center. *

Now, if it is true that the action of light is the cause of the habit by
which the modification and evolution of the eye has taken place, it

would follow that the tissues of the rods and cones must become ex-

1 Henry T. Fink in Lit. Liv. Age, Vol. 144, page 25. Probably this differs with different
individuals.
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hausted and disintegrated by the light, and -renewed by fresh accessions

of organic matter from the blood. The proof of exhaustion of any of

the tissues comes with the fact of such tissues losing their mobility un-

der their usual stimulus. Such mobility is lost for all the rods and

cones after a short exposure to direct sunlight or electric light, and this

means total blindness for the time. A brief period of rest in darkness

allows the blood vessels of the retina to replace the wasted tissues and

restore their mobility. If the eye be allowed to rest upon a colored

spot, as a red wafer, for example, until fatigued, and the vision then

transferred suddenly to a piece of white paper, a spot the size of the

wafer will appear on the paper,, but it will be greenish instead of red.

And generally, when the eye is exhausted by looking at one color, up-

on looking at a white object an image of the same form but of the com-

plementary color will be seen. This proves that some of the cones are

sensitive to one sort of rays, while mingled with them are others sensi-

tive only to other rays. Thus, if all the cones in the tract covered by
the image of the wafer on the retina were alike, they would all be fa-

tigued, and when turned to look at white paper would see a black spot

instead of a green one. But only those sensitive to red being fatigued,

the rest are able to see their several colors reflected from the white"

sheet, the resultant of their mixture being green. Outside of the spot,

all the cones being fresh, all the white will be seen, because each cone is

agitated by its own ray, and the complete union of all the color sensa-

tions is the sensation of white. It is not necessary to infer from this

that there are cones for every possible shade of color, or for eveiy

shade of color that we can recognize. White light can be produced by
the combination of red, green and violet, and by unequal combinations

of these three, or of two of them, every possible shade of color may be

produced. Based on this fact, a theory has been proposed by Thos.

Young, and accepted by Helmholtz and others, that there are three

kinds of cones susceptible to these three colors severally, and that their

agitation in varying degrees produces, when the sensations are inter-

mingled, a sense of some one of the thousand possible shades.

Thus, yellow light shining into the eye would agitate strongly the

cones sensitive to red and green, and slightly those sensitive to violet.

The several agitations thus derived from one ray would produce in the

brain the single sensation of yellow after the reconsolidation and mix-

ture of the three. In whatever manner any shade of color should be

broken up in contact with these three kinds of cones, when the three

sensations caused by them are thrown together they will reproduce some

sort of a sensation of that shade of color. Such sensation would prob-

ably be uniform for each individual, but might not be the same for any
two. Indeed, we have no means of knowing whether the sensation
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formed by a color, or anything else, for that matter, is the same in one

person that it is in another. An individual having received a sensation

which he calls yellow, after the instruction of others, will compare suc-

ceeding sensations with the first, and name them yellow or otherwise,

as they appear to agree or not.

I think, however, if the probable evolution of the cones be considered,

we shall find reason to modify Young's theory somewhat. First, we

must distinguish between a simple color and a compound color, which

may, with propriety, be designated, respectively, a true and a false

color. The first is the objective impression of waves of a particular

and uniform length, and is the color as expressed in the solar spectrum.

The second arises as the resultant of two sensations, one above and the

other below the true color. If an inch be divided into one hundred

million parts, the length of a wave of middle yellow light from the sun

would be represented, according to our table in chapter 40, by 2 172

parts. But the sensation which waves of this length gives, can be ap-

proximately counterfeited by the simultaneous action of the red and

green rays, respective!}', 2441 and 2016 parts long, the average of

these figures being 2228 a dark shade of }*ellow. Now, if we suppose

the cones to be differentiated from the rods by the action of the various

waves, it is conceivable that according to Young's theory we should in-

deed get the sensation of yellow from the joint action of red and green,

because there would be cones susceptible to red, and others susceptible

to green agitations ;
but if a ray of pure solar yellow light should strike

these cones they ought not to be affected, and there being no cones dif-

ferentiated to the action of waves of 2172 parts, the eye would be blind

to this true yellow, while it could see the false or compound. If it be

said that the three kinds of cones can be agitated by the waves of dif-

ferent lengths, then why suppose three sorts of cones? Perhaps there

are onlv two or even only one. But the experiments showing fatigue

by looking at one color, while the eye is fresh for other colors, prove

the cones to be several kinds, and if that is so, each kind must have

been so developed by the action of one simple kind of light. We might

reasonably suppose that the colors most predominant in nature would

be the ones to make their mark on the plastic organism, such as the blue

of the sky and the green of the foliage, &c. The blue of the sky is

probably a simple color, being the refraction from fine particles of mat-

ter suspended in the air, or from the molecules of the air itself, of a di-

ameter equal to the length of blue waves. But, as we have seen, there

is reason to think that the green of chlorophyl is compounded of yellow

and blue, the green seen in foliage, or at least much of it, would tend

to develop in the eye not green seeing cones but yellow and blue ones.

It is said that five per cent, of Europeans and European-Americans are
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color blind. This is a defect that extends to red and green onl}', or

chiefly. Color blind people, as a rule, have no trouble with yellow,

blue and violet. This fact indicates that these latter colors are of

earlier evolution in the race history,- and are therefore faster colors.

As we have observed, of all the parts subject to evolution by habit, the

older the habit, as long as it is active, the less is the liability to rever-

sion and loss of function. Again, if we have but three kinds of cones,

one for violet and the other two for seeing red and green, color blind

people could get no idea at all of yellow ; whereas, the fact is, the

sense of yellow survives when red and green have become reversions.

I have spoken of the rods as having the sensibility to light as contrasted

with darkness.

As the lower octaves of the vibrations of the ether produce upon
animal and vegetable protoplasm and tissue a peculiar molecular move-

ment, and the sensation of heat in degrees of varying intensity, so the

44th octave as a whole produces other peculiar movements, and the

peculiar subjective sensation of light. Some kinds of organic tissues

are more influenced by one part of this octave and some by another.

It is the general influence of the various vibrations of the octave that

together give the sensation of light, and differentiate the rods from

the nervous tissues of the retina to respond to these general mixed

vibrations. By the law of differentiation, as explained elsewhere, organs

or parts subjected to various movements under varying stimuli do not

respond perfectly to an}
r one. As long as the stimulus is compound

the response is imperfect and uncertain, and it is only when the com-

pound stimulus is split up into simple stimuli by the specializing of

organs for and b}
r each one, that the action becomes a regular and

constant specialized function. The rods then as first differentiated are

movable in an indifferent and imperfect way by all the various vibra-

tions of the whole octave, or at any rate by the greater part of them.

And the sensation as far as it goes would be that of dim and ineffectual

colorless light like twilight. The first specialization from this state of

things would be caused by the necessary fact that the retinal tissues

are somewhat more mobile under the stimulus of some special ray of

vibration, and this fact in turn may result from the circumstance that

such special ray is the one most common in the surroundings in which

the organ is environed. That most potent ray is the yellow, because it

is experimentally demonstrated to be the most luminous
;
which is only

another way of saying that it actually has the most powerful effect on

organic tissues and the visual organ ;
and it is proved likewise to be the

most powerful promoter of plant action.

Animals whose visual organs have reached this first differentiation

would see sunlight as yellow instead of white. If now we suppose a
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further modification on top of the yellow specialization, and still fol-

lowing the law of differentiation, we shall have the function of a yellow

seeing cone gradually split into two sub-functions, the two together

equal to yellow, the one above and the other below it, that is to say

green and red. The general law referred to is, that when one part is

specialized to the better performance of a function, the parts not in-

volved in such specialization and from which the one part is separated,

lose in their power to perform such function. That the eye is not

exempt from the law is shown in the fact that the retina, which is an

expansion of the optic nerve, is the only part sensitive to light while the

rest of the nerve is totally blind.

As the rods and finally the cones are the sensitive parts of the retina

we cannot logicall}
T

exempt them from the operation of the law, and

must hold that whenever one of them is altered in its functional nature,

it is reduced to two parts whose functions are complementary of each

other, one above and the other below the original ;
the elevation of one

compensated by the degradation of the other. Thus we derive the

green and red functions from the differentiation of some of the yellow,

and in case of reversion and failure of the derived functions, we may
retain in their place their original, the yellow. How many of the

color functions have been differentiated directly from the rods by
action of particular rays and how many have been specialized as sub-

divisions and sub-sub-divisions of the yellow, I shall not undertake to

determine. But it appears probable that there is at least one other

original center of specialization from the rods
;
viz.

,
the blue.

At any rate if we suppose two or three such original centers all the

other specializations could be derived from these by the repeated sub-

division of function.

The number of sorts of cones we possess, according to this theory, is

limited to the number of spectrum colors we can see. Our sensations

of color are not however limited to these, because the sensations of these

original colors can be so compounded and mingled in the receiving

organs of the brain as to give the impression of an almost unlimited

number of shades and varieties.

The number of cones in the yellow spot is said to be about 1,200,-

000, and the number outside of that is also vast.

It should be observed that, other things equal, the power of perceiving

colors depends on the length of the cones
;
the taller they are the more

acute the perception. So that where they are the most numerous they

are also the largest. They are longer in the yellow spot than in the

rest of the retina.

" The impression produced by the rays of light on the retina seems

to be a kind of photogiaphic action, for Professor Kiihne has found that
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the purple film termed the visual purple, which covers this delicate

membrane, loses its color on exposure to light. He has indeed proved
that it is possible to obtain upon this film a so-called optogram, or

visible image fixed on the retina, of the object to which the eye may
be directed. In the living eye the sensitive surface is quickly being
renewed and consequently the eye constantly recovers its power."

( Koscoe, Spectrum Analysis 32. )

CHAPTER XLVII.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE EYE.

The construction of the mammal e}
re is in a general way essentially

that described above even down to the rods of the retina. But in regard
to the cones there are exceptions. And first, those nocturnal mammals,
such as moles, bats, mice, &c.

,
whose activities are chiefly confined to

twilight, have no cones, and therefore presumably no sense of color.

But they are provided with an immense number of rods, and must be

sensitive to the faintest glimmerings of light. The great mass of the

mammals, however, possess cones distributed among the rods as in man,
and therefore must have a color sense. But with one exception no mam-
mals beside man have the yellow spot. The exception is in the monkey
and ape tribes. The possession of this peculiarity by the monkey, while

separating him from the lower mammals, to an equal degree brings him

nearer to man. In general, among the lower mammals, the proportion

of cones to rods is about as one to three. The peculiar habits of ani-

mals have caused more or less variety of detail in the structure of the eye
as of other parts. Thus, the cat and other animals have in the back part

of the eye behind the retina, and either taking the place of the pigment
coat or mingled with it, a carpet of glittering fibres called the tapetum.

It is a powerful reflector and a very little light gives it a luminous ap-

pearance. It intensifies the stimulus of the light upon the rods and

enables the animal to see with a small amount of light. The pupil of

the eye, as before mentioned, is a mere opening in the curtain called the

iris, and it is changed in size by the expansion and contraction of the

iris. In certain animals, as the cat, fox, &c.
,
the pupil is elliptical in-

stead of round and contracts to a vertical line. This arrangement al-

lows a greater variation in the size of the opening, closing tighter in the

day and opening wider in the darkness, and is a manifest advantage to

night prowlers in the same manner as the tapetum. But some have sup-

posed that the vertical position of the opening, which gives a great ver-

tical range of vision, indicates an animal living in the woods. Thus

the pupil of the Genet, a timber animal, closes to a vertical line, while
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that of its relative, the civet, living in an open country, remains round.

(Cuvier.) The pupil of the sheep's eye is elliptical, but is elongated

sidewise instead of vertically, whereby it is enabled to look far to right

and left without raising its head, an advantage in grazing. The pupil

of the eye acts automatically, contracting as the light increases. Heat

on the other hand expands it. These effects can be produced on eyes

for a considerable time after they are detached from the living body.

It has been shown that birds are related more directly to the reptiles

than to the mammals. Nevertheless the essential features of the eye are

still the same. Many birds whose habits require and cultivate long

range of vision and acute discernment of color, have developed details

that give them superiority over the mammals in these respects.

FIG. 1 77 Eye of Nocturnal Bird of Prey.
Co. Cornea. So. Ossifications of the
L. Lens. Sclerotic Coat.
./ft. Retina. C3f.-Ciliary Muscle.
P. Pecten.
No. Optic Nerve. ( After Wiedersheim.)

Lizzards, crocodiles, birds, and many fishes

have a common property in a pec uliar feature

called the pecten or marsupium. Huxley de-

scribes this as a peculiar vascular membrane

covered with pigment like the choroid, which

projects from near the entrance of the optic

nerve on the outer side of the globe of the eye

FIE 1?7 ( the side away from the nose ) into the vitre-

ous-humor and usually becomes connected with the capsule of the lens.

The number of the cones in the eyes of most birds is greater than in

mammals, the rule being that in birds the cones are three times as

numerous as the rods. They generally have a yellow spot, and in the

case of the Falcon and some others there are two yellow spots. This

enables the Falcon to concentrate his vision on two objects with equal

intensity at one time. Color can be distinguished further than form.

Many birds, and reptiles too, have on the ends of their cones minute

globules of oil. These vary in color and are light and dark green,

yellow, orange, brown, red (carmine), light blue and white. 1 It is sup-

posed these globules act like so many special lenses to concentrate the

action of their respective colors upon the cones, thus intensifying - their

sensation. Each one represents to the bird one prime color, and

it is able to discern not only this but all the shades that the mixtures of

his prime colors will make, when mingled in various proportions and

intensities.

The owl with its nocturnal proclivities manifestly must make small

use of a color sense. He possesses but very few cones while he has ;m

extraordinary number o rods. But his cones are provided with the

1 Henry T. Finck
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oil globules and it is interesting to note that they are of a light yellow
color. ' ' Since yellow disappears in the twilight last of all colors it is

probable that these globules exist for the purpose of collecting or

intensifying the last traces of this color for the benefit of the owl on its

nocturnal expeditions." (Finck.) The existence of these yellow

globules in the owl after those of all other colors have disappeared

through disuse, is strongly confirmatory of the theory advanced in the

last chapter regarding color differentiation that it begins with yellow.

One of the most remarkable and highly developed eyes as to color is

that of the reptile Chameleon. Instead of having a spot like our yel-

low spot covered with color seeing cones, the entire retina of the

Chameleon is covered with such cones, and as they are extremely slender

they are far more numerous than ours in proportion to the space oc-

cupied. Add to this that they are much longer, and we have all the

conditions that are required for excellence. This remarkable eye is

intimately connected with that peculiar characteristic of the Chameleon

by which its color undergoes rapid changes.

FIG.
Ocellus of a

lection of the eye or
Beetle Larva.

CL Corneal Lens.
Gk.-~Hypodermis Cells ; the equiv-

alent of the Vitreous humor.
P. Pigment in the peripheral

eel is of the latter.
Rz Retinal cells.
St. Cuticularrods of the latter.

Opt. Optic Nerve.
(Grenacher & Claus.)

The eyes of insects are of

two kinds. The first is the

Ocellus or Stemma. It con-

sists of a group of pigment
cells under the skin, and con-

nected inside with a nerve-

filament. This simple form

FIG . 178 .
is found in the larva of the

Bot-fly and others. The outside skin over this spot is transparent and

convex, and calls to mind the cornea of mammal eyes. The ocellus

exists in a higher degree of development in many insect tribes. The

cornea becomes very convex and smooth, and under it is a spherical

crystalline lens and beneath that, a body of vitreous humor. This ad-

vanced ocellus is the only sort of eye possessed by the spider and Myria-

pod tribes, with a small exception. And they are the only eyes of the

larvae of many of the six-footed insects. The other sort of eye is the

compound eye. These consist of a great number of simple eyes set

side and side
;
and by their crowding together their corneas or facets

take the form of a hexagon generally, but sometimes a square. These

facets are equivalent to lenses having convex faces, especially in the rear.
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They number in the eye of the ant about 50, while in the eye of the

butterfly as many us 3, 650 have been counted. According to Agassiz
some compound e}-es have 25,000 facets. Behind these facets are

crystalline rods enveloped in pigment connecting with nervous filaments

through a pigment layer. These filaments connect inwardly with a

ganglionary expansion of the optic nerve. A large number of six-

footed insects when adult possess these compound eyes, two in number,

FIG. 179. Diagram of Compound facet-
ed Eye of Libellula (Dragon Fly.}

C'. Cornea.
K. Crystalline Cone.
P. Pigment.
#. Nerve Rods.
A'6. Layer of Fibres.
Gz. Layer of Ganglion Cells.
Rf. Retinal Fibres.
Kfc. Crossing of Fibres.
The faceted Eye occurs in Insects and

Crustaceans ; and enables the animal to
take in a wide field of vision without
moving.

and also three of the ocelli, the ocelli

being situated between and a little

*n a(*vance * tlJe compound eyes.

179
The number three, however, is in-

conclusive. The fact is, that under the influence of bilateralism there

are originally four ocelli. The anterior single ocellus is formed by the

fusion of two original Ocelli as is seen in the development of the pupa
of the bumble-bee (Bombus). Packard holds, that the articulate eyes

are simply modified dermal sense cells. ' ' In the embryos of all the

insects yet examined the eyes are groups of specialized cells of the skin

which grow out on the upper or tergal side of the same segment which

bears the Antenae.
" l

They are not however confined to this segment
in all the Articulates. In the king crab (Limulus) one pair of ocelli

are found on the first segment, and the compound eyes are on the back

of the third segment. Among the worms some, as the Polyophthalmus,
have eyes on every segment, while some of the Planarians have them

scattered irregularly over the body. In Spiders the number is usually

eight and they are in a cluster on the front end of the back. In some

of the Millipedes, the Pill-bugs for example, the eyes are collected in

groups. These are in a sort of transition state between the single

simple eye and the compound eye. In the Nereis, a marine worm, there

are four eyes, of a very simple pattern ; consisting of a black cup-

shaped membrane or choroid which contains a small, white, opaque body
flattened in front and rounded behind, and which is connected with the

optic nerve. In front it is covered with a layer of epithelial cuticle.

The eyes of the Craw-fish are compound like the eyes of insects but are

set up on eye stalks. These are flexible tubes which can be turned in

1 Packard On Insects 19.
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all directions, even backward over the shoulder, and enable the animal

to see behind without turning his body.

Among the animal forms below the articulates we find pigment spots
with nerve attachments as the organs of vision. Some of the Star

fishes have such eyes, similar to those of the Nereis, on the points of

their rays. They are also found in the Sea Urchins, at the margins of

many Medusae, and in some Polypi ;
and they have even been shown to

exist in a large number of infusoria (Agassiz.)

Fro. 180. Euglena Viridis, a Flagellated Infusorian.
S. Red spot sensitive to light; an elementary eye.

Plants and many minute animals destitute

visible organs are observed to move with

FlG 180 reference to light, generally trying to get

more of it. In both plants and the little animals, certain parts are more

or less differentiated to a degree of greater sensibility to the influence of

light. The Euglena Viridis (figure 180) an infusorian which is about

FIG. 181. Diagrammatic Section of the Eye of the Sepia (Cuttle Fish).
C Cornea. Ci. -Ciliary Body. P. Pigment Layer of Retina.
Yi.-Lens. If. Cartilage of Optic Bulb. IF.-White Body.
Jk. Iris Cartilage. V. Vitreous Humor. K K. Cephalic Cartilage.
^.Epithelial Cover. Re Outer Layer of Rods. Go Optic Ganglia.
Ae. External Argentine Ri. Inner Layer of Rods. Opt.Optic Nerve.

[Layer. (After Hensen.)

as much vegetable as animal, is sensitive to light in its anterior, flagel-

lated end. And there it possesses a red pigment spot. Even the moving

zoospores of certain Algae have such a red spot, which Lubbock supposes

to have reference to light. Most of the Mollusks have eyes or eye spots at
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some period of their lives, but as mentioned elsewhere, many of those

tli:it become fixed to a stationary object in the later and sedentary period

of their lives, lose the eyes they possessed while in active youth. Many
of the bivalves have simple eyes or pigment spots scattered along the

edge of the mantle.

The cephalopods have two eyes. In the lower families these are quite

rudimentary, sometimes consisting of mere pigment spots situated over

the oesophagean ganglion, and at the base of the tentacles. But among
the higher families, as the octopus and cuttle-fishes, the eyes attain a

high degree of development. The eye of the Cuttle-fish ( Sepia ) is strik-

ingly like that of the higher vertebrates, in all essential features, and

differing only in details. The fig. 181 shows the lens resting on the

vitreous body behind which is the retina in two layers, with a choroid or

pigment layer between. The optic nerve does not pass through the coats

of the retina and spread its fibres on its inner side as in the vertebrate

FIG. 182. Showing Optic Nerve of Vertebrate
Animals passing through the layers and spread-
ing in front of them.

n. Optic Nerve.
/.Fibrous Layer.
*. Sensory Layer. Rods and Cones.

(Compare with fig. 176.)

Fio. l83.0nchidium of Tonga.
A land mollusk living on sand

beaches on the margins of seas or
marshes; and having eyes on its

back. (After Semper.)

eye, but spreads out on the back part or outside layer of the retina, so

that the coat holding the sensitive crystalline rods is inside next the

vitreous humor. There is therefore no blind spot as in man, the rods

covering the whole of the retina. This would seem to be the direct orig-

inal construction of the eye, while the vertebrate plan is an innovation,

the optic nerve having pushed its way through the center of the layers

and formed the retina wrong side out. The eyes of the gasteropod uni-

valves ( snails, &c.
, ), are at the tips of their tentacles or at their base.

They resemble those of the cephalopod in their essential features, and

differ from those of the vertebrates in the peculiar structure of the retina.

It is an exceedingly remarkable fact that both of these sorts of eyes

are developed in a single animal. That animal is the Onchidium, a

naked gasteropod mollusk. ( Semper. ) In its head are two eyes like

those of the snail with the direct retina without the blind spot. But on
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the back of this animal there is a large number as many as ninety-

eight have been counted in one individual of regular vertebrate eyes

with the inverted retina and consequent blind spot. The arrangement
of the lens and other details are less complicated, but all the essential

features of a useful eye are present, including rods, pigment layer, &c.

FIG. 184. Eye on the back of the Onchidium.
n. Optic Nerve passing through the other layers,

p. Pigment. I Lens.
/.Fibrous layer s. Rods and Cones.

( After Semper.)

It is the only example of such an eye in an in-

vertebrate animal. Semper has found them in

twenty species of this family. They all differ in

arrangement, but are normal in structure, which

leads him to conclude that they originated in this

family. These mollusks live along the sea-shore

or in brackish marshes, hiding under stones or in

clefts of rock. They are very slow and could

hardly get out of the way of anything. They are

Fig. 184. pursued by two rapid and active genera of fishes

called the Periophthalmus. As the Onchidium is out of its shelter

scooping sand into its mouth, which is its way of getting at the particles

of vegetable matter that forms its diet, this enemy sweeps down upon
it and takes it in. Its only defense is from the supposed automatic ac-

tion of these eyes. There are throughout the skin of the back of the

onchidium a great many small glands which secrete a sort of dense fluid

and which, when it is suddenly alarmed by the shadow of its enemy, it

is supposed to suddenly contract and throw the fluid upward in small

globules through the minute pores which form the outlets of the glands,

a performance which may alarm or injure the pursuer in some way. At

any rate there seems to be a mutual relationship between these eyes and

that fish
;
for the mollusk and the fish are found together over a great

extent of the eastern coasts of Africa, Asia, and Australia, and the

Malayan Archipelago, the mollusk having the dorsal eye's.

There are many species of the Onchidium without the dorsal eyes or

the accompanying glands, living in places not frequented by these

Periophthalmi. These are found on the Atlantic coast of France, Eng-
land and North America, the Grallapagos Islands, Ne\v Zealand, &c.

This active fish is therefore a selective agency in destroying those

families of Onchidiums which are not defended by the dorsal eyes,

while they can hold their own where he is not. The sudden contraction

of the integument by which disagreeable matters are discharged, and

which serves for a more or less effectual defense, is characteristic of

several families of mollusks, as the Loligo or Squid, the Sea-squirts,

Ascidians, &c.
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This contraction is in sympathy with either the organs of sight or

touch. But the fish has a stimulating effect on the habits of the

Onchidium tending to develop an alertness - and activity, such as in

some animals shows itself in general muscular movement of limbs, but

in this ( and others ) is shown in molecular changes of the body and the

stimulation and growth of sense. The back of the Onchidium is often

covered with eyes in various stages of development, and they all, even

when no eyes are developed, possess tubercles of various sizes, which

are rounded and smooth. These tubercles or papillae differ greatly in

size, and increase in number with the age of the individual. The smaller

ones show nothing under the outer cuticle except a simple cellular

layer, the epithelium, like all the univalve mollusks, but in the center

of the larger ones a cellular mass is found growing inward and down-

ward from the epidermis. From some masses of this kind the glands
for the secretion of the fluid are formed, and others become granular and

crystalline, refractive and more sensative to light. In still larger papillae

a layer of pigment closes around the differentiated cells, a few of which

are consolidated into a crystalline lens, and a nerve fibre can be detected

communicating with the interior. Thus the sensitive papillae, which in

most animals remain organs of touch, are in this one, converted to a con-

siderable extent into organs of sight. (
See fig. 173.) They thus occur in

Jill stages of development in some individuals, and are in different degrees
of perfection in different species ; being in some quite rudimentary, in

others remarkable for their perfection and utility.
" In the Chitonidaa, a

family of gasteropod mollusks in which dorsal eyes have recently been

1 FIG. 185, Perpendicular section through
the eye-pit of a Limpet Patella,

(After Carriere.)
l.-Epithelial Cells.
2. Retina Cells.
3. Vitreous Body.
This eye consists merely of differentiated

epithelial tissue.

Limpet is a XJasteropod univalve mollusk.
Its eye-pits are placed at the root of the
tentacles and just outside of them.

FIG. 186.

discovered by Mosely, they are even more numerous "
than in the

Onchidium. " Chiton itself indeed has none, but in Schizochiton there

are 300, and in Corephium more than ten thousand ! As in Onchidium

1 1 ic v probably arose as modifications .of the organs of touch and are

supplied by the same nerves. They possess (1) a cornea, (2) a perfectly

transparent and strongly biconvex lens, and (3) the retina" which

presents a layer of short but well defined rods. It is interesting that

they point towards the light and not, as in Onchidium, away from it.
" 1

1 Lubbock Senses of Animals, 144.
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The progressive development of the eye from the sensory skin is

well seen in the Gasteropod Mollusks. Thus the eye of the Limpet,

FIG. 186. Eye of Trochua Magus, a Gas-
teropod Mollusk.
It is a little more developed than the eye

of the Limpet.
G L The Vitreous Body.N Nerve. After Hilger.

(fig, 185,) shows a mere indentation

or partial invagination of the skin

and apparently a modification of

the outer layer of the epidermal

cells into a transparent, glassy sort

of body, the forerunner of the

vitreous humor and crystalline

lens
;

while the under layer be-

comes the sensitive retina.

FIG. 186.

FIG. 187. Eye of Murex brandarts,
a Gasteropod Mollusk.

( After Hilger.)
This eye is an improved modifica-

tion of that of the Tiochus Magus; a
part of the vitreous body having
become set off into a lens.

//.Lens.
;. Vitreous Body.

JV
r.-Nerve.

In the eye of the Trochus

magus, another Gasteropod,

(fig. 186, ) the development
has gone further. The in-

vagination is about completed

and the " vitreous body
"

almost enclosed. The shape

of the vitreous body must

give it the force of an imper-

fect lens, in concentrating

the light. In the eye of the

Murex, another Gasteropod, FIG. 187.

we have a still further advance. Here the vitreous body is not only

fully enclosed, and covered in front by a transparent epidermal layer

grown over from the sides, but a spherical lens has become set off from

the rest of the vitreous humor.

In these "invertebrate eyes," the fibres of the optic nerve, which re-

ceive the impressions of light, lie behind the sensitive layer of the retina

instead of in front of it, as in the human eye ;
and so there is no hole

in the retina made for the passage of the nerve, and consequently no
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blind spot. But now we have a curious compromise between these two
sorts of e}^es, in another mollusk, a bivalve this time, like a scallop and

belonging to the oyster family. It is called the Pecten. In this eye,

FIG. 188. Diagram of the Eye of Pecten, a bivalve
of the Oyster Family. . ( After Hickson.)

a. Cornea.
6. Transparent Basement Membrane supporting

the epithelial cells of the Cornea.
c. The Pigmented Epthelium.
e. Lens. /.Ligament supporting it.

#. Retina, h. The Tapetum.
&. Pigment, m. The Retinal Nerve.
n. Complementary Nerve.
The nerve goes around to the front of the retina in-

stead of the back as in most invertebrate eyes, or in-
stead of piercing the layers as in the vertebrate eye.

fig. 188, the nerve passes around the edge
of the retina and spreads its fibres in front

;

so the light passes through them to reach

the retina as it does in the vertebrates.

The vertebrate eye in the lower orders is almost as rudimentary as in

lower invertebrates. In the Amphioxus and Hag-fish or M}'xine it con-

sists of a rudimentary lens imbedded in the pigment which encloses the

termination of the optic nerve. (Huxley.) The eye of the Myxine is

overgrown with muscles and skin, which seems to imply that it has seen

better days and is falling into decay.

There are some examples among the vertebrates of extraordinary eyes
in unusual places, as well as among the mollusks. Thus there are no

less than eight genera of the Salmon family in which such organs in

greater or less degree of perfection are found. The genera Chauliodus,

Astronesthes and Stomias possess e}
Tes distributed on the belly and tail.

This is agreed to by both Leukart and Semper. Two genera, Sternoptyx

FIG. 189. Section through the Eye of Esox Lucius
(Pike Fish).
Co. Cornea.
L Lens.
Pf. Falciform process a fold of the Choroid Coat.
C H. Campanula Hal leri attached to the Lens.
<&'c. Ossifications of the Sclerotic Coat.
No. Optic Nerve. ( After Glaus.)

and Argyropelicus, have organs in a stage of

development between pigment spots and true

eyes, while the Scopelus, Gonostoma and

Maurolicus have pigment spots in the corres-

ponding parts of the body, which are therefore

supposed to be the incipient stage of the same

organs.

In the fishes the regular paired e}
Tes usually have a rather flat cornea.

This is compensated by the superior concentrating power of the lens,

which is almost spherical. The}' also have a folding of the choroid or

pigment coat called the falciform process, which appears to correspond

frith the pecfeft in the eye of birds. (See fig. 177.) There is also a

CH

FIG. 189.
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peculiarity in the optic nerve of fishes. This nerve instead of being

cylindrical is composed of a number of folds side by side. It is shown

spread out in fig. 190. This will be mentioned again.

FIG. 190. Eye of Kword Fish. ( Owen.)
1. Outside Skin Modified over the Eye into
2. The Cornea.
3. Pupil.
4. Iris and ciliary ligament.
5. Lens.
6. Ossified Capsules of Sclerotic.
7. Retina.
8. Uvea or Pigment Membrane.
9. Vascular Membrane.
10. Argentine Membrane.
8, 9. 10. Together are called the Choroid Tunic,
11. Adipose and Cellular filling.
12. -Choroid Gland.
13. Optic Nerve spread out.
14. Ciliary Process border of the Uvea.
15. Falciform process of the Vascular Mem-

brane of the Choroid, pushed up and attached to

_ ^ the Lens.

FIG. 190.

A good deal has been said to show the loss of function by disuse.

The eye and other features of the organism that are built up by habits

originating in the energy of light, are likewise lost or reduced by disuse

and darkness. Some examples have been given. The Amblyopsis

Speleus is a fish living in Mammoth Cave. It is entirely blind and is

destitute of even the orbital cavity. There is also a craw-fish in the

same cave, viz.
,
the Astacus pellucidus, whose eyes are likewise reduced

to rudiments, the pedicels or tubes remaining, while the facets have

disappeared.

The Proteus of the subterranean lakes of Austria is a blind batrachian

whose connections above ground possess organs of sight. The eye of

the Proteus is reduced to the retina and pigment layer, the crystalline

lens and vitreous humor having disappeared. It is deeply seated in

the head and entirely covered with skin. The eye of the Mole is also

covered with skin. It is very small. It has a simple retina and an

undeveloped lens, but one or both optic nerves are always aborted in the

adults. The embryo, however, always have both optic nerves well

developed. This proves the eye of the adult mole to be a rudiment in

process of atrophy, like the human inter-maxillary bone, or teeth in

the embryo whale, and it proves that the ancestors of the Mole were

possessed of good eyes, and were therefore of different habits. The

Mole inherits good eyes from his ancestors, but his environment is grad-

ually undoing what the enviroment of his ancestors gradually did.

A peculiar family of crabs, the Pinothendse, in their second stage of

existence inhabit the interior of some mollusk. In their first or larval

state they are lively creatures with tail, limbs and well developed eyes,

and swim in the water. In order to develop into their second, mature

stage they manage to gain ingress to some of the branchial cavities of
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the mollusk by means of the ingoing current of water, and their con-

tinued growth to maturity there includes the entire atrophy of their eyes

so that not even a pigment spot is left. There, however, the}
7

reproduce

their larvae with complete eyes, and turn them off into the water to look

out for themselves, which they do by repeating the ancestral example.

( Semper). This case is like that of the mole
;
and if either animal

were forced to finish their whole lives in light, after some generations

they would cease to lose their eyes.

CHAPTER XLVIII.

HEARING, AND THE EAR.

The sense of hearing depends upon the fact, that vibrations of a cer-

tain sort are able when they strike the ear, to set up in it a motion which

it is able to communicate to the auditory nerve in the shape of a nerve

current, which flowing to the brain excites in certain brain cells the

motion we call hearing. Whatever the nature of the motion, after it ag-

itates the ear, the nerve and the cell, it is certain that before it reaches

the ear, it includes vibrations of some ponderable substance, commonly
the air. As stated in chapter 39, the pitch of these vibrations runs

FIG. 191. Ear, natural size.

A Outside ear or conch (or flap ), D Utriculus with Canals.
B. Ear bones. #. Cochlea.
C\ Tympanum drum-head. f . Eustachian tube opening into phar-

ynx. (After Helmholtz.)

from about 33 up to 30,000 or 40,000 per second. The essential part

of the ear, in most animals, is a sac of water which receives the vibra-

tions, and connected with which is the auditory nerve, which conveys

the stimulus to the brain. In very few is the organ confined to this

simplicity of construction. Various appendages 'are found in the ears

of the more highly developed animals, which serve to intensify the sen-

sation, to make it more acute, and finally to make it discriminating,

that is to have a different sensation for different qualities and pitch of

sound. A description of the human ear will serve as a good basis for

study and standard of comparison for others.
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In the first place the external ear, or ear flap, is in man not essential,

or even helpful, to the sense of hearing, but is a mere rudiment. Nor

is the ear flap possessed by birds. The ear flaps with the tube called

the auditory canal, or external meatus, leading in from it, constitute

the external ear. At the inner end of the auditory canal is the t}
Tm-

panic membrane which is stretched across the opening, and forms its in

ner terminus. Inside of the tympanic membrane is the chamber, which

with its contents constitutes the middle ear the tympanum, or drum.

The tympanic membrane is one head of this drum, the one that receives

the original vibrations. On the opposite side of the drum from this

head, are two small membranes, which separate the drum from the in-

ternal ear or third portion. This internal ear is the essential part, and

FIG. 192. Partly Diagrammatic Scheme of the Ear.
M. Meatus or external opening ; arrow pointing in,
Tm. Drum-head or tympanic membrane.
T. Drum or tympanic cavity or middle ear.
JEt. Eustachian tube; arrow pointing to the pharynx.
h. Hammer; a. Anvil; 2. Orbicular bone,
s. Stirrup resting upon o.

o. Fenestra Ovalis oval window.
R. Fenestra Rotunda round window (in profile),
c. Three Semicircular Canals; e. Ampullae.
Ut.-The Utricle.
Sk The Sacculus.
V Vestibule.
vt. Scala Vestibuli,
pt. Tympani, Cochlea.
x. Media,
&. Bone. (After Landois and Stirling.)

like that of the simplest animals, consists primarily and essentially of a

water}' fluid suspended in and around membranes, upon which are ter-

minations of the auditory nerve. The watery fluid, or lymph, as it is

called, is contained in three subdivisions of the internal ear. The sim-

ple sac of the invertebrate ear is in the human ear, represented by
two sacs of very peculiar shape. One of these is called the scala me-

dia, the other the membraneous labyrinth. The two are surrounded by,
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and suspended in a fluid called the perilymph, while the fluid contained

in them is called endolymph. Each of the bags is held in a peculiar

shaped bony cavity, and corresponds to its cavity in shape, but does not

fill it, the spare space being occupied by the perilymph. The membran-

ous labyrinth is above and toward the rear from the scala media, and

consists of three hoop-like cylinders called the semicircular canals,

which communicate with a common chamber below by five openings,

each end of each canal opening into the chamber, except in one case, in

which two come together before entering the common chamber. This

chamber is called the vestibular sac. At their lower ends the canals

are swelled or expanded, such expansions being called ampullae or ' ' bot-

tles," fig. 192, e. The scala media is contained in a bony cavity called

the cochlea. This is situated a little below and forward of the semicir-

cular canals. In shape the cochlea is like a snail shell, and in the hu-

man ear it is coiled two and a half times around the central, bony stem,

which is called the modiolus. The cavity which thus runs in a spiral di-

rection up the cochlea, is divided by two longitudinal partitions, so as to

make three long spiral tubes winding from bottom to top. The lower

and under one is the scala tympani, the upper one the scala vestibuli,

and between these two is the scala media. This, as before stated, is a

membranous sac containing the endolymph. Around its upper end the

other two scalae connect with each other. They are filled with per-

ilymph. The two membranes spoken. of above as separating the ear

drum or tympanum from the cavity of the inner ear, are named respect-

ively the Fenestra Ovalis and the Fenestra Rotunda ( the oval window

and the round window ). The former of these is opposite the vestibular

sac before mentioned, the space between it and the sac being named the

vestibule. The latter is lower and further forward, and forms one end

of the scala tympani. The scala vestibuli at its lower end merges
into the vestibule by a narrow opening called " canalis reuniens.

"

(Fig. 209, cr.)

The vibrations by which the fluids of the inner ear are agitated are

communicated to it by mechanical vibrations upon the membrane of the

fenestra ovalis. When that membrane is compressed or pushed in, the

jar is communicated to the perilymph in the vestibule, and from thence

to that which surrounds the membranous labyrinth in the semicircular

canals, and also from the vestibule up the scala vestibuli around the head

of the scala media, down the scala tympani to the fenestra rotunda, which

is pushed out towards the tympanum, thus acting as a safety valve. Of

course, whenever the perilymph is shaken up it communicates the agita-

tion to the endolymph which is contained in the two sacs above described.

From this it is communicated to the ends of the auditory nerve, and by
it conveyed to the balancing organ in the brain. To go back to the
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tympanic membrane which receives the first agitation from the air or

outside world
;

it is stretched across the inner end of the auditory canal

in a diagonal or oblique direction. The agitation of this membrane is

conveyed across the inner part of the drum to the fenestra ovalis by
means of a chain of small bones, four in number, and peculiarly arranged.

FIG. 193. Bones of the Ear.
A. Incus or anvil.
H. Hammer or Malleus.

Hammer Handle attached to Tympanum.
.Long process.
. Os Orbiculare.

S. Stapes, attached to Fenestra Ovalis.

The one next the tympanic membrane and per-

manently attached to it is the malleus or

hammer. When agitated it jars upon the one

next it which is called the incus or anvil.

Next to the incus and separating it from the

Fia. 193. last bone which is called the stapes or stirrup,

is the very small, round bone called the os-orbiculare. It is frequently

fused with the anvil bone. The head or top part of the stirrup is con-

nected with the orbiculare while its foot is planted directly flat on the

fenestra ovalis. The tympanum is an organ of noise, but not of music.

If it had a single fundamental note we could get no knowledge of any
noise except that of one particular pitch. But the contact of the ham-

mer handle across its disc gives it an uneven and complicated tension,

so that it is jarred by all sounds within certain limits.

FIG. 194. Human Labyrinth and Ear bones
magnified.

a.-^Stapes (stirrup) covering the fenestra
ovalis.

6. Fenestra rotunda ( round window ).

c. The horizontal canal.
d. e. The perpendicular canals.
/.Cochlea (snail).
a. Incus ( anvil ).

ft. The long process of hammer.
i. Head of Malleus (hammer).
i. Manubrium ( handle ).

K Os-orbiculare (the smallest bone in the

/.Junction of canals.
mmm. Ampullae.

The cavity of the drum is thus en-

closed by the tympanic membrane on

the outside and bounded by the mem-

branes of the two fenestras, or win-

dows leading into the two internal sacs,

on the opposite or inner side. It has one opening, however. A canal

called the Eustachian tube leads from the front part of the drum, from a

point between the tympanic membrane and the fenestra rotunda, to the

pharynx (fig. 191, 7^ and 192, Et\ This tube allows air to pass from

the throat to the drum of the ear, and in cases of diseases of the tym-

FlG. 194.
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panic membrane, sounds have been communicated to the fenestra ovalis

by way of the throat and this Kustachian tube. The inside of the two

sacs is lined with epithelium, or the sensitive continuation of the out-

side epidermis or skin, which, as shown elsewhere, is, during the process

of embryonic development, pushed in, or invaginated from the outside,

and afterwards pinched off or detached from the epidermis as sacs. In

the inside of the ampullae, there is a fold or ridge of the epithelium,

which is called the Crista Acustica, or acoustic crest. The fibres of the

FIG. 195. Longitudinal Section of a Human Ampulla through the Crista Acustica.
Semi-diagrammatic.

amp. Cavity of the Ampulla filled with Endolyinph.
v. Crista Acusticati\e> letter marks the lower limit of the auditory epithelium,
aw. Columnar cells of the auditory skin or epithelium.
h Auditoiy hairs projecting into the Cupula.
cup term The Cupula Terminalis.
n. Nerve fibres entering the base of the Crista and passing into the columnar or auditory

The Cupula Terminalis in which the hairs terminate is a soft material of semi-fibrillar
structure. Thus embedded, the ends of the hairs do not vibrate singly, but the agi-
tation of the endolymph must vibrate all. (From Quain After E. A. Schafer.)

auditory nerve penetrate this ridge from the outside, and communicate

through the cells which cover the ridge with a great number of stiff

bristles which stand on the ridge. These bristles extend outward into

the endolymph which fills the ampullae as well as the connecting canals,

and whenever the endolymph is vibrated the motion is communicated to

the hairs and by them transferred to the cells. From the cells it passes,

as a nerve current, up the fibres of the auditory nerve to the brain.

(See fig. 195.) There are some of these auditory hairs also in the body
of the membranous sac with which the canals connect. In this part of

the sac there are also a number of calcareous crystals called otoliths

ear-stones. These are suspended by nerve filaments and intensify the

agitation of the nerves when the fluid is vibrated. The auditory nerve

divides into two principal branches, one of which is called the vesti-
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bular, and distributes its fibres to the vestibule and the ampullae, while

the other runs up the center of the stem of the cochlea and is called the

cochlear nerve. This last sends fibres to receive the agitation of a very re-

markable set of organs found in the sac described above as the scala media.

FIG. 196. Section of Cochlea of foetus of
Calf, from top to bottom, cutting across
the Scala Tympani, Scala Vestibuli and
Scala Media. Modiolus not yet ossified.
Organs of Corti begun.

si. Scala Tympani.
6. Basilar membrane holding Organs

of Corti.
sv. Scala Vestibuli.
v. Membrane separating the S. Media

from the S. Vestibuli.
Scala Media lies between the membranes

6 and v. ( After Kolliker.)

FIG. 196.

This, as before stated, is coiled around the stem of the Cochlea, having
the scala vestibuli above and the scala tympani below it

;
from each of

which it is separated by a membrane. The membrane which forms its

bottom is called the basilar membrane. The inner edge of the basilar

membrane is supported by a bony process which constitutes a portion of

the bony stem or modiolus, the hollow conical pillar around which the

three scalas gyrate like a three story stairway. The width of the basi-

lar membrane increases regularly from the bottom to the top. The
FIG. 197.-Diagram of the Basilar Membrane; theUoorofth

Organs of Corti.
a b d. Lower end of the stairs in which the arches of Corti are

of shorter span.
a b d' Upper end.

(The membrane of an infant, measured by Hensen, was one-
fiftieth of an inch wide at the summit and one three-hundredth
at the lower end.)

membrane is traversed from side to side by cross

fibres, in fact it is composed of cross fibres laid

side by side in vast numbers. The remarkable organs

alluded to are called the organs of Corti. They con-

sist of a series of arches, each arch composed of two

fibres arranged to partly span across the basilar

membrane. The arches stand on, and are parallel FlG 197

with the cross fibres of the membrane, probably one arch on each fibre.

The shape of the arches is shown in fig. 198. The left hand fibre, the

inner one, stands on the inner edge of the membrane next to the modi-

olus, the outer one rests not .far from the middle of the membrane.

The two fibres are joined at the top to form the arch, and then turned

outward into a short prolongation, as shown in the figure. The span of

these arches regularly increases from the bottom to the top of the scala,

so that the upper arches have a greater span, though no greater rise,

than the lower ones. The number of the arches is about 4,000.

The space upon the basilar membrane not occupied by the arches is
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covered by epithelial cells which connect by fibres with the prolongation

of the arch fibres at the top of the arches. A branch of the auditory nerve

runs up the cavity in the center of the modiolus. The central part of

FIG. 198 .A Single pair of the Organs of
Corti.

i, Inner fibre ; next the modiolus.
e. Outer fibre.

t . Connection and prolongation of the
fibres at the top.

FIG. 199 .B Five Organs of Corti as they
stand together on the Basilar mem-
brane.

i and e. Inner and outer fibres.
6. Basilar membrane.

( Bernstein,)

the modiolus is pierced, laterly, by numerous foramina or minute holes,

through which fibers from the nerve penetrate and reach the basilar

membrane and the epithelial cells thereon and the arches.

It is generally admitted that the sensations of noises without regard

to tone are produced through the action of the endolymph in the

labyrinth in connection with the movement of

the otoliths and the filaments on the crista

acustica. These delicate organs respond faith-

fully to the impulses reaching them from with-

FIG. 200. Top view of the Scale showing two arches of
Corti on the right. On the left they are removed and
the arrangement of nerves and cells beneath them is

shown.
a. Inner Fibres of Corti next to the modiolus.
e. Outer Fibres of Corti.
/.Their junction at the top.
i. Their attachment to basilar membrane.
m no and all similar parts of the fig. represent spaces,

and the alternating parts are nervous connecting ele-
'

ments with nerve fibres extending inwards towards
the modiolus.

P Q- Square terminal formations.

out, by peculiar and varied movements in an-

swer to the peculiar nature of the irritating

noise, whether smooth and continuous, inter-

FIG. 200. rupted and jerky, loud or soft. But it is be-

lieved by investigators that it is the office of the organs of the basilar

membrane, including the arches of Corti, to receive the impulses which

give the sensation of pitch and tone.

The arches of corti are like so many resonators, (see chap. 39,) and

when a sound is carried to them through the endolymph of the scala

media, the particular arch susceptible to the agitation accompanying

that sound will be stimulated and transfer its stimulation to its fibre of

the auditory nerve. If the sound is a compound one, as nearly all mu-

sical sounds are, each simple sound and harmonic composing it will find

and agitate the arch corresponding to it, and so when all the stimuli
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Fro. 201. Transverse Section of a turn of the Cochlea.

1. Passage of the Scala Media. 5. Reissners membrane.
2. Vestibuli. 6. Bone of the Modiolus.
3.

'

Tympani. 7. Fibres of the Cochlear nerve to supply
4. Basilar Membrane supporting Organs the Organs of Corti.

of Corti.
Figures on the right Calcareous Otolith Crystals.

FIG. 202. Scheme of the Scala Media and Organs of Corti. ( Landois & Stirling.)

1. Membrane separating the S_cala Media 8. Outer rod of Corti.
9. Basilar membrane.
10. Bony Center of Cochlea or Modiolus.
11. Cells in the sulcus or groove of Modio-

lus.
12. Nerve fibres passing to the hair cells.

e sepa
from the Scala Vestibuli (Membrane of
Reissner).

2. Cavity of Scala Media.
3. Outer wall of the Cochlea.
4. Membrane of Corti covering the rods

and hairs.and hairs. 13. supporting cells-
5. Outer hair cells, in 3 or 4 rows number- 14. Cells filling space near outer wall.

ing 12,000 in all.

6. Inner hair-cells, one row about 4,000.
7. Inner rod of Corti.

15, Reticular membrane.
16. Cochlear Nerve.

reach the brain the compound effect is reproduced there. As there are

about 4,000 of these arches, and seven octaves include about all the

sounds we can distinguish, it follows that we ought to be able to culti-

vate a perception of about 570 intervals in each octave, or over 47 for
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each semitone. Jt is claimed that some of the best musicians can dis-

tinguish or even produce as great a number as that or even greater, in

the three octaves possible to the human voice.

While there can be little or no doubt about the function of the scala

media as a whole, being the reception and transfer of tones of musical

pitch, such function cannot reside exclusively with the fibres of corti,

since perception of pitch is possessed by animals destitute of those

organs. Probably the function first arose from the circumstance that

the sac of the scala media being of different widths at the opposite ends,

it would naturally be of a different fundamental at different parts ;
so

that tones would be selected, one passing through one part, another,

another part. These parts subsequently became the track of the cross

fibres of the basilar membrane, and at last of the arches of corti.

The jarring of the endolymph of the canals and of the scala media

constitutes the last of the mechanical movements of ponderable substan-

ces, which up to this point appear to be the essential concomitants of

sound stimulations. From this point forward the movement is. the

nervous electrical current up the auditory nerve and the polar disturb-

ance of certain brain cells, constituting the sense of hearing.

Since polar disturbances and nerve currents are accidents of Ether, and

since Ether is everywhere, it is reasonably probable that the nerve cur-

rent is a continuation of a previous ethereal movement begun at the body

emitting the sound in the first place, and accompanying the vibrations

of air to the ear drum, and of the bones to the fenestra ovalis and the

endolymph. The form of the motion of the Ether differs with its en-

vironment. In the embrace of pulsating air it is a pulsation, in a nerve

it is a current.

The common quality of the organic matter of which all the classes of

animated nature are composed, is to some extent proved by the fact that

all animal ears have been differentiated by the same octaves. It has

been suggested by an ingenious writer 1 that the hearing of insects is

adapted to the octaves above ours, and their sensation of continuous sound

begins at say 3,000 vibrations per second, while ours ends about there

and begins at 32. He reasons from the size of the hearing organs of

insects. But we are to consider that it is the sounds of the environment,

the sounds to which the animal organism is most exposed, that develop

the sense of hearing. These sounds are such as he makes himself
;

the calls and signals from one to another, the noises by which the

presence of an enemy or the prey is betrayed. A man who can hardly

hear the voices of his fellows is partially deaf and must use an ear

trumpet to help out his defective hearing apparatus. Like him would

be the humble-bee that could not hear a hum, the ericket to which u

1 Mattieu Williams "
Current Discussions iii Science."
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crick is inaudible, the gnat that cannot hear the singing wings of his

brother. Insects are not exempt from the vicissitudes to which the

rest of animated nature is exposed, and there is the same necessity in

their -case, as much as the rest, to know the running water by its mur-

mur, the moving wind by its sighing or its roaring, the storm by its

thunder and the patter of the rain. That insects may possess organs

more easily impressed than ours is not improbable. They may hear

sounds so faint and soft as to be quite unable to agitate our heavier ap-

paratus, but their pitch must include ours substantially.

The hum of a bee produced by the vibration of the wings, while gath-

ering honey is pitched on A '

,
the rate of which is 440 per second. When

tired, however, he comes down to E '

,
330 per second, but when excited

or angry the pitch becomes different.

Beside the sound made by its wings, the fly has a voice produced by
the stigmata of the thorax. This sound can be heard when the wings
and other parts of the body are held still, or even cut away. ( Packard

Study of Insects.) Many insects seem to be endowed with hearing

organs in more than one part of the body. In a great many there are

such organs in the antennae. In the grasshopper tribes and in ants and

some other insects the hearing organs are in the front legs. These hear-

ing organs include a series of vesicles each connected with a nerve fibril,

and each containing an auditory rod. These auditory rods are peculiar

to insects.

FIG. 204. Ear of Rhopalonema, a Jelly-fish.

(Compare with ear of Ontorchis fig. 203.)

FIG. 203. Ear of Ontorchis, a
Medusa or Jelly-fish,

c. Cells,
o. Otoliths (ear-stones).
The body of the organ is an

open pit situated on the margin
of the umbrella. The cells and
otoliths are connected by nerve
fibres which are continued in-
ward to the inner nerve ring.
The number of these organs is

60 to 80; but in some species
there are as many as 600.

( Geyenbauer.)

This ear is developed from a Tentacle.
Me Modified Tentacle.
o. Auditory Organ.
s. Cup-shaped space nearly enclosed.

( After Hertwig.)

The auditory organs of the jelly-fishes are ranged around the margin

of the umbrella, and are very numerous, in some genera running as high

as 600, but in others from 60 to 80. The organ is more complicated in

some than in others. In some it is a mere open pit or vesicle lined with

cells, some of which contain otoliths, while others support auditory
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hairs. Other medusa; 1m vr auditory organs in which the vesicle is

closed and the otoliths reduced in number. In others the organ is a

modified tentacle which is, in some cases, more or less completely en-

closed in a cup-shaped cavity. The organ is supplied with otoliths

situated at its apex. (Lubbock "Senses of animals.") In the crabs,

lobsters and other crustaceans, the hearing organ is furnished with auditory

hairs which are connected with the nerve. In most cases the ear is in

the head at the base of the small antennae, but in the Mysis, a genus

resembling the Shrimp, the ears are in the tail. Hensen found that the

auditory hairs of different length vibrated under the influence of sounds

of different pitch. He ' ' took a mysis and fixed it in such a position

that he could watch particular hairs with a microscope. He then

sounded a scale
;
to most of the notes the hair remained entirely passive,

but to some one it responded so violently and vibrated so rapidly as to

become invisible. When the note ceased the hair became quiet, as soon

as it was resounded the hair at once began to vibrate again. Other hairs

in the same way responded to other notes.
" The vibration of the hairs .

is mechanical and does not depend on the animal being alive. (Lubbock.)
The ear of the crustacean Cray-fish, is placed back of the eyes at

the root of a pair of short branched antennae. There is a cavity with a

small entrance on top, surrounded by hairs, and closed by a mem-

brane. Inside the cavity and nearly filling it is a sac nearly filled with

fluid. In the bottom part of the sac is a little ridge (crista acustica)

from which sprout a number of .vertical hairs. Fine white threads,

fibres from the auditory nerve, ramify on the ridge and communicate

with the roots of the hairs. In comparing this simple auditory organ

with the human ear the sac appears to correspond with our vestibular

sac, the ridge supporting the hairs to our crista acustica. The auditory

fibres begin, in both cases, at the roots of the hairs on the ridge. The

mechanical action of the sense organ terminates in the same place in

both cases and surrenders the stimulus to the afferent nerves. This

point is the essential part of the ear in all cases. The additions made

by long habit and selection to the ear of our inheritance the semi-

circular canals with their ampullae, the cochlea, with its three-story

stairway, the basilar membrane with its keyboard of Cortis arches, the

drum with its bony sounding post, the auditory canal and the ear flap,

are so many improvements, more or less " modern "
by which new and

various properties of sound agitations have succeeded in making them-

selves felt by us, or the old properties more perfectly emphasized.

Among the mollusks the ears are of a simple character. That of the

Unio is shown in fig. 205. Simple as it is, the stone, the hairs, the

cells and the nerve are present. Fig. 206 shows a little more perfect

arrangement, as the ear of a free swimming Gasteropod, the Pterotrachea.
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Here there is a sort of ear-drum covering the cavity in which is the stone,

the hairs, the endolymph and the cells, connecting with the auditory
nerve. This drum answers to our fenestra ovalis.

Fig. 205. Ear of Unio (Fresh water Clam).
a. Nerve. 6. Cells.
c Cilia. d.~Otolith ( or ear stone ).

In the sepia or cuttle-fish ( a cephalopod mollusk )

there is a cavity in the cartilage of the head in which

there is a little membranous sac in which the fibres of

the auditory nerve begin something equivalent to fig.

206. The development of the ear in this animal ap-

pears to be inferior to that of the eye in the same

animal. The amphioxus, the present representative of the lowest type

of the vetebrate, is destitute of ears of any kind.

The ear of the Hag-fish ( myxine ),
of the order of the cyclostomi, con-

sists of a single membranous sac which, however, is shaped like a tube

t
bent into a ring. If we call one part of this tubular ring the vestibule,

the rest of it would represent a semicircular canal. ( The development

FIG. 205.

FIG. 206. Auditory Vesicle in section of a Mollusk Heteropod; Pterotrachea.

a to 6. Receptive sensory cells answering to the drum called Macula Acustica ( hear-
Hz. Cells in the same. Cz. Central cell. [hing spot).

En. Space filled with fluid, Endolymph.
Ot. Otolith suspended in same.
.2V. Auditory nerve. ( Glaus.)

of the semicircular canal as observed in the chick is as follows : From

the original ear sac, a pocket-like process pushes out. In the middle of

this pocket the two side walls opposite each other approach until they

come together and coalesce, forming an island around which the un

coalesced portion of the walls forms a tube, each extremity of which joins

the original sac.) (Haeckel.)
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The Lamprey ( Petromyzon ), a near, but somewhat advanced relative

of the Hag, has two semicircular canals connecting with the vestibular

sac, which no doubt is the remains of the original simple sac. In the

Ra}
T

s, cartilaginous fishes, there are two canals quite circular and con-

nected by ducts with the original sac or vestibule. This seems to be an

unusual arrangement. The shark, a related animal, has the two canals

in the usual form. ( Huxley.)
In the Teleosteans, or ordinary bony fish, there are always three semi-

circular canals, offshoots from the vestibular sac. The sac contains a

prominent crista acustica, and also otoliths, usually two in number, large

and solid. Names have been given to these stones, the larger front one
*

being called the sagitta, and that in the rear, asteriscus. This fish ear

is within the cranium.

FIG. 207. Ear of Salmon,
s. Membranous Sac on the inside of which the Acoustic

Nerve is spread out.
o. Otolith also contained in Sac.
c c c. Semicircular Canals,
a a a. Ampullae.

None of the fishes nor any of the animals be-

low them in the scale of being, possess any tym-

panum, or tympanic membrane, or auditory canal

FIG. 207. (
meatus ), or ear flap, or tympanic bones. The

membrane which covers their ear cavity bears the same relation to the

inner ear that our fenestra ovalis does to ours. But this membrane is

only a continuation of the outside skin of the fish and comes in direct

contact with the water. In the course of the further development of the

ear in the animals above the fishes, this sac, now called the labyrinth,

together with the cavity containing it and the membrane covering the

cavity, sinks deeper into the head
;
bones are built around it and another

membrane built across the mouth of the additional cavity so formed.

This second cavity becomes the tympanum or drum, and a sounding

post of cartilage or bone extends through it from the tympanic mem-

brane to the membrane of the inner cavity, which membrane is now

called the fenestra ovalis. The sounding post which is in one rod-like

piece is called the columella. Where the tympanum is thus enclosed on

the outside, there is a eustachian tube leading from it to the throat.

Such an ear as this, with the tympanum level with the head, is possessed

by most of the Amphibians. The eustachian tube sometimes is single

and median at its entrance into the throat, and further back it forks,

sending a prong to each ear drum. In some of the frog tribes, the high-

est of the Amphibia, there is also a fenestra rotunda, though it is not

settled that they possess a cochlea. The ears of some toads are like

those of the fishes, destitute of tympanum and columella. The ear of

the Salamander ( a batrachian ) is concealed by the flesh and is destitute

of a tympanum and columella, but has a little cartilaginous plate over

the fenestra ovalis.
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Coming up a stop into the class of reptiles we find the second sao

answering to our scala media present in all. But in some, as the

Turtles, it is quite rudimentary while it is not coiled in any of them
;

although it may be slightly bent or twisted. There is also a fenestra

rotunda which implies a scala tympani accompanying the scala media,

the whole constituting a cochlea, except in the feature of the spiral twist,

the circumstance on which the name is based. There is still no auditory

canal or ear flap. The crocodile, however, has a pair of fleshy lips over

his ear drum which are opened and closed at will. A few of the lower

FIG. 208. Ear of a Crocodile.

h Flap of Skin which can be closed down to the opposite fold, it and shut the ear.
<?. Tympanic membrane or ear drum-head.
A;. A gristle representing the Malleus.
/.The columella or ear bone.
/.Fenestra ovalis (or vestibuli ) with foot of the columella resting upon it.

m. Tympanic cavity or drum.
c. Anterior perpendicular Semicircular Canal.
d. Posterior
e. External or horizontal
v. Cochlear division of Auditory Nerve.
a. Apex of cochlea slightly bent.
6. Double cartilaginous partition dividing the cochlea into two compartments, except

at the apex where they unite.
n.A. valve partly closing the opening into the pharynx of the Eustachian tubes for

both ears. Three branches depart from this place p and p' to the left and right respect-
ively, and a middle vertical one o, which sends off a branch q from behind in the median

s s'. Branches of canals from o to a junction with p and p at t. [line.
r r'. Branches of g. (After Owen.)

and retrograde families of the reptiles are destitute of the tympanum

(Ophidia and Amphisboenes ). Others, as Turtles, Chameleons and the

lizzard, Sphenodon, have tympanic cavities covered by the skin. In liz-

zards the tympanic cavities communicate by wide openings with the

pharynx. In Crocodiles and Turtles these are narrowed down to

eustachian tubes. The bone of the ear drum, extending from the fenestra

ovalis to the drum head, or tympanic membrane when there is one, is

simply a Columella ( See fig. 208
).

When there is no tympanic mem-

brane its outer end is buried in the muscles covering the ear.

Birds, being modified forms of reptiles, they possess ears substan-

tially reptilian. There is, however, usually a short auditory passage

outside of the tympanic membrane. The bone of the middle ear is

usually only the columella a single bone. There is no ear flap, but

the ear is surrounded by a circle of feathery of peculiar formation.
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The eustachian tubes of birds in proceeding from the two ear drums,

first join each other, and then open into the pharynx by one median

passage, like some of the

amphibians already men-

tioned. Tlio cochlea* of

FIG. 203.I)i<i!/r<itii* of Audi-
tor// Labyrinth. (Waldeyer.)

I. A Fish.
II A Bird.
III. Mammal and Man.
s. Sacculus.
u. Utriculus.
c. Cochlea.
Cr.Canalis reuniens.
a. Ampullae.
6. Semicircular canals.
R. Acqueduct of the vestibule.

birds is only slightly

twisted like that of the

reptiles. The interior of

FIG. 209. their scala media is much
less complicated than that of the higher mammals and does not possess
the arches of Corti. In fact, these belong to the mammsib ilone. The

other sac, however, the labyrinth, is amply developed m birds, and the

three semicircular canals

are large. The lowest of

the mammals are, like the

birds, derived from reptil-

ian stock. And as they
are close to the point of

separation, in many par-

ticulars they resemble the

birds, as they resemble the
FIG. 210.

A. Ear bones of Perameles, a
Marsupial.

FIG. 211.
Stapes of Kangaroo,

a Marsupial.
reptiles below them. Thus

in the Monotremes the

cochlea is only slightly bent upon itself, not coiled, as in other mammalia.

The stapes bone is similar to the columella of birds. But the additional

FIG. 212. Stapes of Aquatic Mammals.
A. Ornithorhynchus. B. Porpoise. C. Walrus. D. Seal, E. Manutee.

incus and malleus bones are already present, the three bein^ t he .successors

of the ancient reptilian columella. In all the mammals, above the marsupi-
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als, the cochlea is spiral. In the Whale tribes and the Hedghog, the cochlea-

makes one and a half turns. In the Paca ( a rodent) it makes five turns.

In the apes and man it makes two and a half turns. The ear of man,

Fig. 213. -Ear bones of .4. Bat. B Shrew, Stapes or Stirrup bone of
C Mole. D Hedgehog. ^.Marmot. /.Sloth.

Blood vessels running through C and E. The discs at the hottom indicate the shape
of the foot of the stirrup. ( Owen,)

while more discriminating as to musical sounds than that of most other

animals, is far behind many of them in the acuteness of its perception

and its sensitiveness.

The eustachian tube is

the remains of the first

gill slit in the embryo.

In the primitive cartilagi-

nous fishes, this gill slit

remains open, and is a

blow-hole leading from the

back part of the mouth.

In the further develop-

ment of the ear in the

higher vertebrates, the gill

arches, before and behind

this gill slit, namely, the

first and second, originate

the parts of the middle

FIG. 214. Stapes of Ungulate Mammals.
A. Hippopotamus. D. Horse. F. Rhinoceros.
.-Hog. JS.-Tapir. ^.-Elephant.

C'. Musk-ox-

FIG 215. Stapes of Carnivorous Mammals.
A. Seal. B. Otter. a. Bear. D Dog. .E.-Tiger. (Owen.)

and external ear. The tympanic membrane is formed by the coalescence

of the sides of the gill opening at a certain point. Whatever is left of

the opening, outside of the point at which this coalescence takes place,

v\ >>xnes the meatus, or external auditory canal. Of the part left inside
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of this pm.it, the forward end next the mouth becomes the eustachi:in

tube, while the rear end, next the tympanic membrane, is the tympanic

cavity or drum. The hammer and anvil bones are developed from the

first gill arch, the stapes ( stirrup ) from the second.
(
Haeckel. )

The division of the musical scale into seven intervals appears to have

been purely accidental, and has been transmitted with its variations and

growth from the ancients. Our adherence to the present scale, and

especially the readiness with which children take to it, shows the nature

of an instinct to be hereditary acquirement, for it is not founded in any
natural necessity but in a chance habit. (See History of the Scale in

Blaserna's Theory of Sound. ) Octaves are natural chords it is true,

but they are chords in a

geometrical ratio, while

equally true chords go

by arithmetical ratios,

and would be at least as

natural. Vocalization

depends on the auditory

sense. People who

are born deaf are also

FIG. 216. Ear bones of Mon-
keys compared with those

of Man.
A. Lemur.
B. Cebus.
C . Cercopithecus.
D. Man.
Observe the progressive evo-

lution of the
"
process "/

dumb, unless carefully

trained, although their

vocal organs may be all

right. In like manner

the perfection of musi-

cal accomplishments de- FlQ

pends on the quality of the ear. A great many birds not only have one

or more songs of their own, but are able to learn the songs of others,

so that they must be reckoned to possess a discrimination of sounds,

and that without the organs of corti, as stated above. It is probable

that the function of pitch may be connected with the cross fibres of the

basilar membrane (fig. 197), their progressively increasing length from

bottom to top corresponding with a descending musical scale. A num-

ber of other animals besides birds and men possess musical talents. An

ape of the Gibbon family produces an exact octave of musical sounds,

ascending and descending the scale by half tones. A good man}r of the
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rodents, especially mice, have an appreciation of music without being,

able to make it themselves. But there are some possessed of very

respectable musical powers. Mr. Lockwood, in the American Natural-

ist for Dec., 1871, gives an account of a musical vesper mouse, or wood

mouse (Hesperomys Cognatus^ which came into his possession. This little

animal did most of her singing at night, and she had several songs in

the major key of B. u Her soft clear voice falls an octave with all the

precision possible.
" On one occasion she sang continuously for nine

minutes, during which time she performed all her regular tunes, adding
new and beautiful variations. One measure was so silvery and soft that

Mr. L. said to a lady who was listening'that,
' ' a canary able to execute

that would be worth a hundred dollars." Her pauses between the roles

did not, on this occasion, exceed a second. She often kept up her sing-

ing while eating, and while in her revolving wheel. She had a particu-

lar song for the wheel. Mr. L. also mentions a common mouse owned

by a friend of his. which was a rather indifferent singer. He states

that there have been singing rats, and that several varieties of squirrels

are capable of musical sounds. Mr. W. 0. Hiskey, of Minneapolis,

also reported to the American Naturalist for May, 1871, an account of

a musical prairie mouse, Hesperomys Micliiganensis (
as supposed ). He

found him in a closet in an overshoe filled with pop-corn which he had

stolen from a basket near by. He was singing something like a canary
bird. Mr. H. observed him for ten minutes not more than four feet

away.
< ' His song was not a chirp, but a continuous song of musical

tone, a kind of to-wit-to-wee-woo-woo-wee-woo, quite varied in pitch.
"

He did not succeed in capturing the little musician.

CHAPTER XLIX.

SMELL.

The cavities of the nose, mouth, &c
,
which have been formed by in-

vagination or a doubling in from the outside, are lined with a continua-

tion of the outside skin, which in its interior position acquires some

slight modifications and receives the name epithelium. The front end

of the brain rests upon a portion of the skull called the ethmoid or sieve

bone ( or sometimes the cribriform bone, which means the same). This

bone in front is composed of many fragile laminae or plates separated

and forming numerous cavities. It articulates above with the frontal

bone which bounds the front end of the brain and forms the forehead.

The front walls of this bone consist of two layers considerably sepa-

rated from each other, forming two large cavities, one on each side of the

root of the nose, and called frontal sinuses. These open below and con-
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nect with tlio cavities in the ethmoid bone. There is also :m opening in

the upper jaw bone on each side called the, Antrum of Highmore, and

these are connected with the ethmoid cavities and the large cavities of

the nose. Besides these are the lachrymal passages leading from the

nasal passages to the tear glands ;
and lastly the pharynx is reached

from all these cavities through the rear doors of the nasal openings, and

from that, access may be had with the cavity of the mouth and the eu-

stachian tubes leading up to the ears. The walls and projections of all

FIG. 217. Vertical Cross-section of Nose from base of
brain to the palate.

Cr. Cribriform bone on which the base of the brain
rests.

. PL Palate.
Sp Septum or cartilaginous partition between the

two cavities.
T, M T.I T Superior, Middle and Inferior Turbinal

Bones.
An. Antrum ; Cavity in Upper Jaw Bone.
The olfactory nei-ve filaments are distributed to the sur-

face of the septum and upper two turbinal bones.

FIG. 217.

these openings are covered with this epithelium. The cavities on the

two sides of the nose do not directly connect with each other, being sepa-

rated by a cartilaginous wall or septum. The back or upper part of each

of the nasal cavities is divided into three passages (
meatus ) bj* three

scroll-shaped bones called the turbinated bones ( from turbo, a top ).

These are placed one above another, attached to the outer side of the

cavity and presenting a convex side toward the median septum.

IT--

FIG. 218. FlG. 219.

FIG. 218. Vertical section of right nasal cavity showing its outer wall.

FIG. 219. Inner wall of the left nasal cavity or left side of the middle partition of the
nose; references same in both.
/'/.Palate roof of the mouth.
V V V F. Branches <'f the Fifth nerve orTrigeminum.
LTlie Olfactory nerve lying on tov ol the cribriform or ethmoid bone through holes

in which the numerous branches pass to the nasal cavities.

<S7, 3/, /. Superior, Middle and Inferior Turbinal Bones.

The part of the epithelium which lines the nasal cavities is called the

pituitary membrane and sometimes the Schneiderian membrane. The

part of this membrane which covers tiie middle and upper turbinated

bones is the portion which, in man, is differentiated into the organ of
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smell. The ends of the olfactory nerve are distributed to this part of

the membrane only. They come directly down through the roof bone

of the inner nose called the cribriform plate of the ethmoid or sieve

bone, which also at that point forms the base of the skull. On top of

this plate, inside the cranium, lies the olfactory bulb or lobe, which in

man constitutes a large ganglion or expansion of the olfactory nerves.

From the under side of this olfactory lobe the fibres of nerve pass

through the holes of the cribriform plate and spread themselves over

the pituitary membrane.

In the nasal cavities the membrane appears formed of two layers in-

timately united. The one in contact with the bone is fibrous
;
the other

is free at one surface. The latter is a mucous membrane on which there

are to be found small papillae and mucous follicles that open into the

cavity of the nostrils. On penetrating the maxillary, frontal, sphenoidal
and ethmoidal sinuses, the membrane becomes very thin, transparent,

less vascular, and seems reduced to its mucous layer. (Dunglison.)

FIG. 220. Rod-shaped sense cells from the
Organ of Smell.
a. From the Frog.
6. Man.
c.- " "

Pike-fish.
Sz.A supporting cell between two ciliated

rod cells which probably are the active agents
to convey the stimulus to the cells and nerve
fibres below. The top ends in all three are the
parts directly exposed to the irritation of odor-
ous particles. ( Todd & Bowman.)

The inferior meatus or channel be-

low the inferior turbinal bone in each

nostril is an air passage, but not con-

cerned in the olfactory sense. The

mucous membrane in this part of the

nasal cavities is covered with epi-

thelial cells which are furnished with

cilia or minute hairs. In the olfac-

tory part of the cavities the cells of

the membrane present a broad end to

the surface, but become attenuated

FIG. 220. when traced inwards toward the un-

derlying network. Between them we find long, rod-like filaments, which

in their lower part swell out into a nut-shaped expansion and then are

prolonged into a fine fibre toward the interior. ( Bernstein. )
These

fibres are lost in the network of nerve fibres and probably connect with

them and thus with the olfactory nerve. Very fine hairs have been

found upon these rods in some animals. The cells receive the contact

of the odorous substance as the organs of smell, and the nerve fibres are

the vehicles of the irritation as in the other senses.
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The sensation of smell is strongest when the irritation is freshest, an<J
,

it is assisted by "sniffing." Our sensibility in all sensory irritation i*

more acute when the irritation is sudden, either in beginning or ending.

A sound like the hum of a mill when first begun will arouse our atten

tion, but if continued monotonously will make us drowsy. So of smell :

the first irritation awaking attention, while a continuation of it obscures

it. And its revival requires the sudden renewal of sniffing.

Smell is the most delicate of all the senses
;
and we can by it gain a

knowledge of substances that we cannot begin to see, taste or touch.

We can smell three one hundred millionths ( o p o poo ) of a grain of

musk. No chemical reaction, nor even spectrum analysis, can detect

what we can smell, and yet the spectrum can recognize 1 OQQ OOO of a

grain.

The odor of rosemary is perceived at sea off the coast of Spain before

the shore is in sight. A grain of musk will scent a room a year. Haller

kept papers scented 32 }-ears with one grain of amber each square inch

of surface of paper was impregnated with
2 691-^7~ooo Par* ^ a grain

and perfumed besides a stratum of air one foot deep, for 11,600 days or

about 32 years. ( Papillon. )

The delicacy of smell even in our race is often very refined. A cer-

tain woman foretold storms several hours in advance by the sulphurous

odor, probably due to ozone in the air. A deaf mute is on record as be-

ing able to distinguish various plants by the odor alone. But many of

the lower animals are far ahead of us in the delicacy of this sense. A
hound can smell an animal entirely out of sight. Deer, Buffalo and other

game can scent the hunter, if on the windward side, quite beyond rifle

range. A dog can follow his master and pick out his particular odor in

a crowd of men, and he can follow any animal by the odors clinging to

its tracks hours after they are made. Beavers and many other animals

possess similar faculties. The Lemur possesses an excellent smelling

organ. Birds of prey can often smell further than they can see. Crows

will scent a carrion at the distance of a league. Reptiles and fishes have

large olfactory lobes, but since the vehicle of odorous particles in this

case is water, and come in solution instead of a gas, the sense with f-liem

must be somewhat akin to our sense of taste.

We can readily see that our own smell organs would behave very dif-

ferently, perhaps be entirely subverted if immersed continuously in

water, while our taste organs would probably not be at all impaired.

The whale tribes, which are modified from land mammals, have to a great

extent lost the sense of smell. Porpoises have no olfactory nerves at

all and no ttirbinal bones. Walruses have small olfactories.

Many essential oils of plants are agreeable in their odors, the reason

of which is not obvious. They arc combined for use in cologne water, &c.
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Others smell bad many hydrogen compounds, &c. : Sulphuretted

hydrogen, phosphoretted hydrogen, arseniuretted hydrogen, bisulphide

of carbon, and other volatile hydrocarbons ;
also many compound or-

ganic bodies, especially those formed by organic decomposition. In

general, bad smelling things are repugnant to health, although all nox-

ious substances do not give this warning. The gases which have a great

tender :/ to combine and to react rapidl}
r

upon organic tissues are odor-

ous. Sulphuretted hydrogen decomposes the blood, turning it black, and

chlorine, iodine, bromine and ammonia rapidly destroy organic substances.

The vapors, alcohol, ether and chloroform, all rapidly act on organic

tissues. The gases which are not odorous act slowly or not at all chem-

ically on organic tissues, as hydrogen, carbonic acid, oxygen, except

when oxygen is in its active state, ozone, and then it lias an odor. A
great many smells of food, &c.

,
are very agreeable when we are hungry

and not when we are full.
(
Bernstein. )

This sense, like all the others, is subject to hallucinations and illusions

which arise from the fact that the nerves can be stimulated by other

agitations than those coming through the sense organ. The organ itself

can be impressed only by the forces which have differentiated it, or by
some forces closely akin to them. But the conveying nerve fibre ( as

well as the corresponding brain cell ) receives every stimulus as if it

came from its own proper sense organ. If, therefore, an olfactory nerve

fibre, differentiated to convey the smell of wine for example, should be

touched or stimulated at a point between the pituitary membrane and

the brain, the stimulus would pass into the brain as a veritable odor of

wine, and unless some other sense should expose the deceit, the illusion

that wine had actually been smelled would be complete. Disease or in-

juries of the olfactory bulb or of the anterior lobe of the brain have

been known to produce delusion of smell. A case is recorded in which

a man after a fall from a horse always fancied that he smelled a bad

odor. (Neil & Smith.) Sometimes temporary delusion may arise from

a revived memory of an odor. The brain cells devoted to the perception

of that odor become erected abnormally and produce the false percep-

tion. A certain woman smelt the odor of musk whenever she saw a

well dressed woman passing ;
and smelt tobacco when a man went by.

Another could not bear the smell of the rose and became sick upon see-

ing an artificial one, the false sense of the odor being arroused by the

imagination. ( Papillon. )

The mode of action of the sense as generally explained is simple

enough. Odorous substances are those that cast off into the air infi-

nitely minute particles of their substance. These particles passing into

i.he nasal channels with the inhaled oxygen of the air come into contact

with the pituitary membrane and stimulate or excite it. This stimula-
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\ on is there converted into a nervous current which passes along the

olfactory nerve fibres into the brain. It is essential that the body to be

smelt be soluble, so that it can be taken up by the mucous fluid of the

pituitary membrane. The essential action seems to be first the pro-

duction of chemical action in the cells of the pituitary membrane, which

then gives rise to the electro-nervous current.

The sense of smell is a very ancient sense. In some of the T.urbel-

lariae, or Gliding-worms, there are olfactory organs consisting of two

mere indentations or pits above and behind the mouth, but not connected

with it. This arrangement must have in ancient times been persistent

through a long line of animal forms, now extinct, which formed the

connection between worms similar in construction to the present gliding-

worms, and the lower vetebrates of the equivalence of the selachian

fishes. The selachian fishes are by no means the lowest living verte-

brates, but the cyclostomi ( Hags and Lampreys ), the amphioxus and

the ascidian larvae, which constitute lower vertebrate forms, have but a

single olfactoiy organ in the middle, and so the}" would seem to belong,

not to the direct, but to a collateral line. ( The single nostrilled animals

are, however, bilateral as to eyes, ears and gill pouches.)

In the stage of development following that of the selachian fishes, the

olfactory furrows become connected with the mouth, as the organs

appear permanently in some of the higher selachian fishes. There is,

as yet, no closed tube, but an open gutter, one end of which extends

to the corner of the mouth. Later, as the gutter sinks into the face,

the opposite edges reach over the channel towards each other, finally

coalescing and forming a tube, one end of which pierces the lip into the

mouth cavity, while the other is open forward. In this stage the organs

are like those permanent in the mud-fishes
( dipneusta ).

l In most fishes

the nasal organs never become tubes, and are never connected with the

mouth. They are merely superficial sacs lined with the continuation of

the outer skin which is differentiated into sensitive mucous epithelium.

In the progressive evolution of this fish nostril, the membranous lining

becomes wrinkled into folds or ridges, which, in some cases, radiate from

a center, in others are arranged in parallel direction on each side of a

central band. In this way a greater surface of sensitive membrane is

exposed to the action of odorous particles, and those fishes possessing

the greatest complication of these folds have the most acute sense of

smell
( Agassiz). These folds call to mind the membrane covered tur-

binated bones of the human nose, in which the same end is accomplished

in :i very similar wa}
T

. In some fishes the first pair of nostrils are rein-

forced by a second pair, giving. them four in all instead of two. In the

further development of the embryonic nasal cavities, the ends of the

1 The dinneusta are rather in advance of this stage, their nostrils opening somewhat
behind the lips.
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tubes which open into the moum cavity are gradually carried further

j:< .vard, a process which necessarily leaves a constantly increasing plate

or partition between the mouth and the nasal cavities. This separating

plate is the palate or roof of the mouth
;
the nasal cavities opening be-

hind it into the back part of the mouth, and lastly behind the mouth in-

to the pharynx. The different stages of this progressive movement of

the inner ends of the nasal cavities successively represent arrested and

stationary conditions in the amphibia, the reptiles, the early mammals,
and the higher mammals, in the order in which they are here named, at-

taining their complete development in the higher apes and man. The

sense of smell in man is less highly developed than in many lower ani-

mals, and appears to have become, to some extent, reduced and rudi-

mentaiy. In most lower vertebrates, the olfactory lobes are much larger

in proportion to the rest of the brain than in adult man, and this same

is true of the human foetus. The sensative surface of the pituitary

membrane is in man much smaller than the whole membrane. The

large amount of functionless surface in the inner nasal cavities would

seem to indicate that the habits of the animal ancestors of the race dif-

ferentiated and handed down to us a larger olfactory apparatus than we

at present use. The acuteness of the sense can be vastly increased in

anj^one by persistent habit, and, in all probability, if there were any
occasion for it, the race could, by use, become as acute in the sense as

dogs and other higher mammals. It is recorded that persons have be-

come sufficiently sensitive to recognize other persons by their smell, and

in one case a person could pick out his own clothes from among many
others by this sense. (Neil & Smith.)

The eccentricities of the sense are remarkable. One man was insen-

sible to all odors except that of a manure heap or rotten cabbage ;
an-

other could not perceive any smell to vanilla
;
another could not perceive

the scent of mignonette. The effects of odors on different persons are

likewise very different. The scent of apples and roses have been known

to be very disagreeable to some persons. Others, again, are pleased

with assafretida, valerian-root, the scent of old books, or the smell of a

dunghill ( Papillon ). Some people like the odor of musk, which others

detest. Many odors are agreeable or beneficial in a small amount which

are hurtful or disagreeable when very strong ;
and habit often reconciles

the sense to what is at first almost intolerable. Plabit, or use, is indeed

responsible for every modification of the sense of whatever kind. There

is, in fact, the same sort of differen-tation of the epithelial cells into

sensitive organs in this case, that we find in the retina of the eye and

the crista acustica and scala media of the ear. The modified cells and

"rodlike fillaments
"

of the pituitary membrane are the peers of the

11 rods and cones
"
of the eye, and the arches of Corti, and the auditory
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hairs of tho ear. The multitude of volatile particles borne through the

air constitute, with their chemical affinities, a power of the environment,

as able, under proper conditions, to stimulate, and consequently to mod-

ify, organic cells, as those other modes of energy we call light and

sound.

As the different tones of vibration have, in the case of the eye anc]

ear, differentiated a separate organ for each tone, so each odorous stim-

ulus that is perceived by any pituitary membrane, has so altered some

of the cells on that membrane that they are moved and agitated when-

ever assailed b}' that particular stimulus, and become more pliant and

responsive the oftener the stimulus is applied. There must, therefore,

be a separate set of the cells and "rodlike filaments
"
for every single

odor that can be perceived. The number of these is not probably so

great as the number of musical tones and noises that can agitate the ear.

Many of the odors are compound, and each of the composing elements

will seek out the cells and filaments which it is competent to agitate,

and these separate agitations, reunited in the brain cells, will form there

the compound agitation necessary to a perception of the compound odor,

just as the rods and cones of the retina analyze a compound ray of light

and restore it again in the optic cells of the brain. It is generally

agreed that smell is a sensation arising from chemical reaction between

the particles of odorous matter and the mucous fluid of the pituitary

membrane. The agitation caused by this union communicates itself to

the pituitary organs, and is there arrested as chemical action, but con-

tinued along the nerve fibres as nervous electricity. If this chemical

action were able to affect all the cells and filaments alike, there could be

no discrimination of odors but all would be alike. The reason why they

are not all acted upon alike is because the different sorts of chemical

action result in the formation of different sorts of molecules on the

face of the pituitary gland. This cannot well be otherwise. The

following essences all differ in smell, and some of them greatly ; viz.,

Lemon, Bergamot, Neroli, Juniper, Lavender, Cubebs, Pepper and Gilli-

flower. It is not possible, therefore, that they all agitate the same cells

of smell, yet all these essences are chemically precisely alike, their mole-

cules all being composed of ten afoms of carbon and sixteen of

hydrogen ( C10 H16
). These compounds are called isomeric, and chem-

ists account for their differences by assuming that the molecule of each

one has its twenty- six atoms arranged in a different position with regard

to each other, and that, therefore, the only difference consists of dif-

ferent shaped molecules.

Ox}
r

gen exists in more than one state. In its common state, as it is

ordinarily mixed in the air we breath, its molecule is composed of two

atoms, and it is odorless, as all know. But electricity may cause some
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of it to enter another state in which it is called ozone,. In this condition

its molecule is composed of three atoms, and is necessarily of a different

shape, and in this condition it can be smelled, the odor being similar to

that of sulphur. It is therefore established that in this case the shape

of the molecule alone determines the potentiality of the substance to

agitate the pituitary cells. In the other cases as no difference can be

detected or suspected in their molecules except difference of shape, it

seems reasonable to conclude that the shape alone of each molecule in-

volves the quality which is characteristic of its odor.

Sometimes one odor is able to neutralize or disguise another. This is

doubtless due sometimes to the chemical action of the two odors upon
each other and the mucous fluid of the pituitary membrane, the triple

action resulting in a molecule differing from one which might be formed

by the action of any two of the three. At other times each odorous

body might make its separate impression on the brain cells
;
but one of

them of such overpowering intensity as to cause a greater erection of the

brain cells affected by it, and consequently to arouse consciousness ex-

clusively towards it
; just as a person suffering a great pain from one

part of the body may be quite oblivious to a little one coming from

another part. A game-keeper once apologized for the failure of his

hounds to follow the game by declaring that the scent was overpowered

by
' ' them stinking violets.

"
( Punch. )

CHAPTER L.

TASTE.

The organ of taste consists of a portion of the outer skin, which dur-

ing the development of every individual is inverted or invaginated by

being pushed in from the outside, as it were, during the formation of the

mouth. It is therefore simply a specialized or differentiated portion of

some of that part of the external skin which after becoming internal is

called epithelium. In the case of this organ, and that, of smell, there is

no detachment or break in the continuity between the outside skin and

the epithelium, but they grade one into the other. In the case of the

eye and ear organs, they too are equally differentiated from the outside

skin, but in the course of their evolution they have finally become de-

tached from it and are no longer continuous with it, but are isolated sacs.

The tongue is the principal organ of taste. It is covered with the

same epithelium which lines the cavity of the mouth, and the cavities

mentioned in last chapter in connection with the sense of smell. The

tongue is an organ exposed to a very large amount of stimulation and
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consequently excited to a high degree of activity. It has therefore be-

come highly dilFeivntiuted. The tip of it is the most delicate touch or-

gan we have, surpassing even the fingers ;
while a part of the rest of

the surface is also sensitive to taste impressions. The ultimate organs
*

FIG. 221. Human tongue showing the
top or Dorsum.

d. Smooth mucous surface at the root
of the tongue, about half an inch long.

a. Glandular area-
/.Eight fossulate papillae arranged in

chevron form. Sometimes there are ten
in man and sometimes only six or four.

(After H. H. Walter.)

of these functions are called pap-

illae. The number of the papillae

on the surface of the tongue is

very great, and they are of three

or four different sorts. About a

half an inch in length of the root

of the tongue is a smooth mucous

surface covered with follicles for

secreting a mucous fluid which aids

in lubricating the food for swal-

lowing, like the follicles of the

palate lips, &c. In front of this

area and arranged in the form of a

chevron with its apex pointing in

ward, is a row of very large cells,

usually eight in number. Each of

Fia 221 these is surrounded by a ditch, and

on that account they are called circumvallate or fossulate papillae ( see

fig. 222).

A second sort of papillae are those called fungiform. They are scat-

tered about the top and along the edges of the tongue. They are of a

whitish tint and consist of rounded heads on top of short stems like mush-

rooms, hence the name fungiform.

FIG. 222. Section through the Large circumvallate
orfossulate Papilla of the Tongue.

a. Top.

jo. Pedicle through which the nerves and vessels

enter.

6. Ditch.

c. Scolloped margin of same. ,

.-Taste buds.
Fia. 222.

These and the large circumvallate papillae are the main organs of taste.

The third sort of papillae are situated chiefly in the central part of the

tongue. They are conical in shape, and are named the pyramidal or

filiform papillae. Those of the third species are the most numerous.
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The filiform papillae subdivide into at least two varieties which grade
into each other, one sort are conical, as shown in fig. 224, and the other

is cylindrical and has a brush of filaments on top, each of which is cov-

ered with scales. These filaments appear to be something in the nature

FIG. 223. Fungiform Papilla of the
Tongue.

A. Body of one primary papilla cov-
ered with secondary papillae s\ and
epithelium d.

-B. Section of same a artery ; v vein.
FIG. 224. Conical Papillae of the ( Todd and Bowman. )

Tongue.
a. Basal Membrane.
p. Body of the Papilla or "Process"

on which rise the tactile papillae.

/.Superficial layer of epithelium,
e. Lower layer of epithelium.
n. The points from which the filaments

project. ( Hyde Walter.)

of cilia, and are said to be "protective" and

"portative." The conical sort are mainly

organs of touch, while the mushroom or fun-

giform sort, and the large circumvallate ones

are the true organs of taste. The gustatory

branch of the 5th nerve supplies the fungi-

form, conical and filiform papillae, while the

FIG. 226. Two Filiform Ppillfe of the Tongue, one with

epithelium, the Qther without.

p. Body of the papilla.
s. Secondary papillae springing from the primary ones,

e. Epithelium laminated below,
d. Filaments springing from it covered with scales, the

excess of which constitutes the
"
fur" of the tongue,

a Artery. v Vein. ( Todd & Bowman.)

glosso-pharyngeal supplies the fossulate papil-

lae, and the mucous tract behind. (Owen.)

Experiments have shown that animals lose

their discrimination of taste when the glosso-

pharyngeal nerve is cut, for they will then eat

disgusting food which, in their normal condi- pIG> 225.

dition, they would reject. .Very minute investigations into the structure

of the taste papillae by Loven and Schwalbe have shown that in the

epithelium of these papillae there are many bud-like groups of cells with

which the ultimate fibres of the glosso-pharyngeal nerve are connected.

These cells have been termed " taste buds." In man they are shaped

like a flask, in some other animals they are more slender. " In the
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dog they are ~ Q̂
of a millimeter in length and ^ in breadth. In the

pig the number is estimated at 9,500, in the sheep at 9,600, in the rabbit

at 1,500, in the cow at 35,000. In man they almost touch each other

on some parts of the tongue, and their number is very great.
" l Accord-

ing to Landois there are no taste buds in reptiles or birds
;
while they

are numerous in the mouth of the tadpole, and the tongue of the frog

is covered with something like a gustatory epithelium. They are also

to be found in the mouth of the Carp and Ray.

In addition to the tongue, the jaws and soft palate of the mouth are

found to be possessed in some degree of the sense of taste. While this

sense is not so delicate as that of smell it is often extremely fine. We
can distinguish the taste of one part of sulphuric acid in 1,000 parts of

of water. A drop of this solution on the tongue would contain -^^ of

a gramme (
=

-^~ of a grain ). 'Chemical analysis could hardly distin-

guish this. ( Bernstein. )
In very many cases this sense is reinforced

by that of smell. And it often happens that the flavor of an article

cannot be recognized if the nose be closed so as to shut off the co-opera-

tion of the other sense.

FIG. 226. Transverse section through
a circumvallate Papilla from the

tongue of a Calf.
Pc.-Papilla.
Gk. Taste Buds in its side.
JV.-Nerves.

FIG. 227. 6, Isolated Taste Bud
from the lateral Taste Organ of a
Rabbit.

FIG. 228. c, Isolated supporting
cells I)z, and sense cells Sz from
the same.

As in the sense of smell, an

article to be tasted must be sol-

uble, otherwise it is only touch-

ed by the tongue, not tasted.

The taste of anything is very

much intensified if it be moved

over the surface of the tongue.

In this respect this sense resem-

bles both smell and touch;

smell being intensified by
' 'sniff-

PIGS. 226, 227, 228. ing
"

or violently dashing the

odorous particles against the pituitary cells, and the sensation of touch

greatly increased by moving the touch organs over the object. When

the papillae are in action from the presence of a savorous body they be-

come erected and swollen so as to produce a roughness of the surface of

the tongue. Taste is a chemical sense, like smell. The body to be

1 Lubbock Senses and Instincts of Animals, 19.
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tasted, or some of it, must be dissolved by the fluid saliva and mucous

of the mouth, and the molecules of the compound thus formed produce,

by their contact with the taste papillae, an action which is converted into

a nervous electrical movement toward the brain cells. The theory ar-

rived at in the case of smell, that separate organs exist for every odor

whose sense is conveyed to the brain, applies equally in the case of taste

and for the same reason.

According to Papillon the unassisted organs of taste are capable of only
four primitive and original sensations

;
viz.

, sweet, sour, salt and bitter.

If the organs of the sense of smell be out of order or closed up, these

four will constitute the sum of taste. Various mixtures of these would

give a great variety of tastes, and this variety is greatly increased as

well as rendered vastly more refined and delicate by the co-operation of

the sense of smell. If this is correct we need not suppose more than

four kinds of taste buds.

Chemical compounds of very different nature have similar taste.

Acetate of lead is sweet, while sugar, which is also sweet, is composed
of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. On the other hand, quinine, .sulphate

of magnesia and others which differ entirely in their composition have a

bitter taste. Sweet taste is the opposite of sour and bitter, and the two

last may be overcome or smothered by the former either as if the sen-

sations in the brain cells interfered with and mutually destroyed each

other, or as if chemical action of the two substances in the presence of

the saliva of the tongue produced a new molecule having a neutral or a

compromise flavor. A saline taste cannot be mitigated by sweet. After

tasting a bitter or saline substance, pure water seems sweet, because the

water dissolves and removes the cause of the bitter taste substituting a

merely negative taste which by contrast appears the reverse of the posi-

tive taste. It is a subjective sensation existing only in the brain cells.

The acids are generally sour
;

the bases or alkalies, caustic. These

change in combination with other bodies. The acid and alkaline taste

can be produced by the electric current. If the positive pole be placed

on the tip of the tongue and the negative on the nape of the neck a cur-

rent will pass up the tongue from tip to root and will taste sour. Bat

if the current is reversed by placing the negative pole at the end of the

tongue and the positive on the neck, the taste is generally alkaline.

Even weak currents produce the effect. If a piece of zinc plate be

placed on the tongue and a piece of copper under it in such a way that

the metals touch each other over the end of the tongue, a galvanic cur-

rent will be generated and an alkaline taste will be perceived. If the

metals be reversed the copper above the taste will be acid.

The sense of taste is probably the youngest of the specialized senses.

The condition of its nerve connections would indicate this. The optic,
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auditory, and olfactory organs are supplied with heavy nerve trunks,

proceeding from the brain, which are devoted exclusively to the work of

their respective senses. The optic nerve has no branches till it reaches

the retina. The olfactor}
r divides into three branches, all of which enter

the nose and are distributed on the pituitary membrane, the septum,
and the outer walls of the nasal openings, respectively. Only the first

of these divisions ministers to the actual function of smell, but in all

probability they all did in the ancient history of the race, or its ances-

tors, and now represent a function, altered or decayed, through the

M

FIG. 229. Showing Current of Electricity generated by placing
^ie tonsue between two plates, one of Copper and the other of Zinc.

Current passes from the zinc to the copper.

FIG. 229.

changed habit of the race. The auditory nerve beginning in the medulla

oblongate, has no branches till it reaches the ear, where it divides into

two, one going into the cochlea and the other to the vestibule of the

ear. But the nervous functions of the sense of taste appear to be di-

vided between two nerves, neither of which constitute an independent

and exclusive trunk. One of these is one of man}" sub-divisions of the

glosso-pharyngeal ( or 9th pair ). This pair, besides sending some fibres

to the papillae on the posterior part of the tongue, also supplies the mus-

cles of the pharynx and tongue, the mucous glands of the mouth, and

sends numerous connections to other parts. The second taste nerve is

one of fourteen branches of the trifacial, or 5th pair. Other branches of

this nerve go to the eyelids, forehead, nose muscles, eye muscles, upper

and lower teeth, upper lip and cheek, four muscles of the lower jaw,

and to the shell of the ear. These comparatively uninfluential taste

nerve connections, and the heterogeneous compan}' in which they are

found, lead to the suspicion that their adoption of their present func-

tions, has been a comparativel}' recent event, most likely not dating back

of the mammal tribes. In short, these are old afferent nerves of touch,

the functions of which have become changed to afferents of taste with-

out alternation of their anatomical position. In the mammal embryo,

the nerves of taste do not correspond to an isolated part of the brain,

as do the olfactory nerves
( Agassiz ). If, as before suggested, the

lislu's do their t<mt lay chiefly through the nasal grooves and the olfactory

lubes, it would follow that in the mammal families the fish organ of

taste has been modified from a taste organ in the water to a smell organ

in the uir, and such modification, so necessary, obvious, and easy, has

loft its tracks in the remains of taste functions that still appertain to

the sense of smell, as we have it. The tongue of fishes, in such case,

might be anticipated to be destitute of a taste sense, and so, for the most

part, it is. In general, their tongues arc cartilaginous and often covered
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with teeth. They swallow their food without mastication, and will

swallow artificial bait readily enough if natural in appearance. In rep-

tiles and amphibians too, the sense of taste seems to be confined to such

semblance of it as may reside in the nostrils. Those of them that pos-

sess tongues that are extensible, like the snakes, toads, frogs and

chameleons, use them as organs of touch, or weapons for striking and

taking prey. The birds, inheriting from the reptiles, have probably

not retrograded, but they show little or no advance in the sense of taste.

The sense of smell in them is well developed, as an aerial sense. But

their tongues are generally cartilaginous, and they often swallow their

food without mastication. The tongue of the woodpecker is barbed at'

the point, and is simply a weapon for taking prey. Parrots have a

fleshy tongue and are supposed to possess a better sense of taste than

any others. ( Gamer. ) This sense is greatly a creature of habit, and

may become accustomed to the nicest discrimination of flavors, as in

the case of wine tasters and tea drinkers, &c.

CHAPTER LI.

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE MUSCLES.
Contraction in a longitudinal direction results from the magnetization

of certain conductors of yielding constitution. ' ' Let discharges from

a Leyden jar or battery be passed through a platinum wire too thick to

be fused by the discharges and free from constraint, it will be found

that the wire is shortened. It has undergone a molecular change, and ap-

parently been acted on by a force transverse to its length. If the dis-

charges be continued, it gradually gathers up in small irregular bends or

convolutions. So with voltaic electricity. Place a platinum wire in a

trough of porcelain so that when fused it shall retain its position as a

wire, and then ignite it by a voltaic battery. As it reaches the point of

fusion it will snap asunder, showing a contraction in length, and conse-

quently a distension or increase in its transverse dimensions. Perform

the same experiment with a lead wire, which can be more readily kept
in a state of fusion, and follow it as it contracts by the terminal wires

of the battery ;
it will be seen to gather up in nodules which press on

each other like a string of beads of a soft material, which have been

longitudinally compressed.
1

Prof. Owen uses the following language :

2 Amber or steel, when

magnetized, seem to exercise selection
; they do not attract all substances

alike. To the suitable ones, at a due distance, they tend to move, but

through density of constitution cannot outstretch thereto
;
so they draw

1 Correlation of Physical Forces, 95. 2 Aunt, of Vertebrates, Vol. o, 818.
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the attracted substance to themselves. It' the umber he not rubbed, or

the steel bar otherwise ma^neti/ed, the}' are --dead" to such power.
The movement of a i'ree body to a magnet lias always excited interest,

often wonder, from its analogy to the self motion so common and ap-

parently peculiar to life. ... A speck of protogenal jelly or of sarcode,

if alive, shows analogous relations to certain substances, but the soft

yielding tissue allows the part next the attractive matter to move thereto,

and then by retraction, to draw such matter into the sarcodal mass,
which overspreads, dissolves and assimilates it.

We say that the Protogenes, or Amoeba, has extended a *

'pseudopod,
"

has seized its prey, has drawn it in, swallowed and digested it. No "or-

gans,
"
however, are recognizable ;

neither muscle, mouth nor stomach.
' ' If the portion of iron attracted by the magnet, became blended with

the substance of its attractor, the analogy thereto of the act of the

amoeba would be perhaps closer, more just than that other analogy
which is expressed by terms borrowed from the procedure of higher or-

ganisms.
"

When protoplasm is subjected to the influence of a galvanic current,

it contracts as. a lead wire does
;
that is, the energy of the current dis-

poses its atoms after that fashion. Not that the protoplasm does any-

thing, any more than mud does when struck with a stone. It would be

just as correct to say that mud indents when struck, as it is to say that

protoplasm contracts, still there is no harm in using the term with the

understanding and reservation here pointed out. Contractility, then, is

a property of protoplasm, and we see it in action in the Amoeba, the

white blood corpuscle, and all the forms of the most simple protoplastic

organization. Probably the very first differentiations are those which

relate to this quality of contractility, and consist in the rendering of

certain parts, through habit of use, more contractile than other parts.

The Amoebae push out and draw in first one' part and then another, ap-

parently with little or no choice of part, one being about as contractile

as another. But in the Actinophrys and in the Foraminifera the parts

used, the pseudopodia, are more or less constantly the same. They
have acquired greater facility and are more rapid and more varied in

their movements. Around the mouth of the Vorticelli, and other infu-

soria, there is a row of vibratile cilia. These
'

consist of hair-like pro-

cesses which, by their constant motion, create a current of water flow-

ing into the mouth and carrying with it particles of matter. Such of

these particles as are suitable food for the animal are absorbed and the

rest rejected. Others of these low organisms, as, for example, the

spores of the microscopical Algae, &c.
, possess cilia on their outer sur-

faces by the vibrations of which they are caused to rotate in the water

and to move about. Still others are furnished with one or more long
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tails by the waving of which a progressive motion is accomplished ;
for

example, the Monads and other Flagellata. None of these organisms
have any visible nervous system. Even in the Corals, Sea-anemones,

Dead-man's-toes, Sea-pens, &c.
,
in which some of the cilia are developed

and expanded into tentacles or waving arms of considerable size, no

distinct nervous system appears to be differentiated. As we shall see

further on, all muscle tissue is contractile and capable of receiving stim-

ulus either by way of or independent of nervous agency. The nerves

are differentiated fibres set off by habitual use to the conveyance of

stimuli to parts of the organization remote from the point of habitual

stimulation. Before such differentiation, therefore, the muscle for

example, a tentacle itself performs the double office, and receiving the

stimulus at one extremity or upon one side, after being affected by it,

furnishes it conveyance to the other extremity or the other side, which

in turn receives its contracting stimulus.

The most elementary organs of the nature of muscles in the vertebrate,

as well as the invertebrate organism, are the vibratile cilia. These proc-

esses are found in various internal parts of Birds, Reptiles and Mam-
mals. In Man they are found on the mucous membranes lining the

nasal passages, the trachea and its branches, the uterus and its outlet,

and the ventricles or cavities of the brain. Such a membrane is culled

ciliated epithelium, and it is constituted like other epithelium, with a sub-

mucous vascular layer at the bottom supplying nourishment to the layer

of young spherical nucleated cells immediately above
;
above that a

layer of mature nucleated cells squeezed into the shape of so man}^ ver-

tical cylinders standing side and side
;
on the top of each of which are

several waving cilia. The whole calls to mind a colony of monads stand-

ing side by side waving their tails. Their vibrations are constant and

FIG. 230. Vertical Section of Ciliated Epithelium.
a. Sub-layer containing blood-vessels.
b. Layer of the young newly formed epithelial cells,
c. Mature cylindrical cells.
d. Cilia on the fi-ee surface of the epithelium.
(The air passages of the nose and wind-pipe and cavities

of the brain are lined with this sort of epithelium.)

are independent of the nervous system and be-

yond the control of the will. The movement is

probably due to the conversion of friction or heat

into electrical or nervous movement, by which

the cilia are contracted alternately on opposite

FIG 230
sides. The movement will sometimes continue

after the epithelium holding the cilia is detached from the body. This

automatic waving motion of the cilia has the effect of aiding the move-

ment of mucus over the mucous membrane, and generally in the direc-

tion of the outlet to the organ in which it is placed. The palate of the
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frog, however, is covered with ciliated epithelium, the cilia of which

operate to work the food inwards towards the gullet. The evolution or

differentiation of such organs as these minute self-acting muscles, ante-

dates in animal history the differentiation of nerves and muscles proper.

The evolution of muscles is a process which must have begun in the

first animal whose body was big enough to admit of flexibility.

Amongst the lowest animals in which there is a definite nervous sys-

tem, we find also well defined and correlated muscular action of parts.

In the Medusa, or Jelly-fish, which is perhaps the lowest in which a

clearly defined nervous system exists, the shape of the animal being like

an umbrella, the simple ganglia are distributed all around the margin
of the animal

;
and when a stimulus, as a touch, blow or stroke is ap-

plied to any part of this margin, it is instantly conveyed to every other

part, and every muscle is thus stimulated to contraction at once, caus-

ing the closing of the umbrella, the expulsion of the water, and the back-

ward rebound of the animal.

Vegetable protoplasm is contracted by electrical stimulus, and is dif-

ferentiated in some cases to contraction from nervous stimulation gen-

erated in the tissues of the plant. (
See chap. 54. ) It has never been

settled precisely what the nature of the nervous current is. But it seems

to be generally supposed to be something #kin to a galvanic current.

There are many ways in which the movement of ether makes itself ap-

parent ;
and these different modes appear to depend upon the conditions

under which the movement takes place, just as the force of a head of

water may show itself in an unconfined rush over a dam, or may propel

an undershot wheel, an overshot wheel, a turbine or a hydraulic ram,

all exhibiting different forms of movement, arising from the same

source. The ether, like the water, when descending from a position of

potential energy, may do so through various mediums, and so exhibit

itself in various forms. Again, there are waves of different sizes pos-

sible in the same fluid, as water for example. The wave produced by

dropping in a shot is greatly different from that produced by the tum-

bling of an iceberg ;
and the motions possible in a" bucket of water but

little resemble those produced in the sea. So we find that the waves

set up in ether are of different sorts and lengths, depending upon the

nature of the body from which they originate. The waves excited by a

tallow candle differ from those of the arc light. So there is a great dif-

ference in ethereal currents. The electric spark, the direct galvanic

current, the galvanic induction current, the magnetic current, the ther-

mo-electric current, all differ in their origin, and more or less in their

manifestations, but are nevertheless of the same family. There is am-

ple reason to assign a place in the same list to nervous energy. The in-

. timate nature of the difference between the various forms of ethereal en-
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ergy, when current, can only be conjectured. The term current itself

is used in a rather vague way in this connection, and is applied indiffer-

ently to the movement in all sorts of nerves, as it is to the movement

through metallic conductors
;
when the fact may be that the movement

up one nerve may be by a progression of vibrations, like those of light,

while up another it may consist of a succession of pulsations, like those

of sound. It may even consist of a rush of the ether itself along the

conductor. If it should turn out to be either a succession of pulses or

a succession of undulations, we can readily comprehend how it might
occur in different tones or wave-lengths, and how, like sound, light and

heat, it is retarded in its passage through its conductors
;
and how it

gets through some of its nervous conductors more rapidly than through
others. The nerve current cannot be propagated over a nerve that has

been divided by a transverse cut, even when the ends are placed in as

close contact as possible, while magnetism will traverse such a break.

A divided nerve connected by a piece of wire, will convey a current of

electricity but not a nervous current. Moreover, the neurilemma, or en-

veloping sheath of the nerve fibres, is a non-conductor of nervous en-

ergy and serves to insulate the fibres as against that, while it is a con-

ductor of electricity. At the same time, however, nervous energy is in-

terchangeable with the other forms of polar and molecular energy.

The connection between nerves and muscles is extremely intimate,

and what is called the power of contractility of the muscles is never

brought into exercise in the body except upon a stimulation by a nerve

current. The nerves are divided into two general classes. Those which

convey stimulations from the organs of sense to the general nervous

centers, viz.
,
the spinal cord and brain, are called afferent or sensory

nerves; while those which convey stimulations from these centers to the

muscles, causing their contraction, are called efferent or motor nerves.

Sometimes the former are called centripetal, and the latter peripheral
nerves.

Assuming that nervous energy is a form of polar energy of which

electricity is the type, I shall speak of it as electricity and current, be-

cause there are no more convenient terms. To this form of energy,

then, is every other form reduced before it can have any effect upon an

organism through its natural organs. The change is always from a

mode of motion external to the body, to a mode of motion internal.

The external motion, called light, agitates the rods and cones of the

retina, and is reduced by them to the nervous current of the optic

nerve. Those called heat, touch, and pressure, agitate the epithelial

and tactile cells, and are reduced by them to the nervous current of the

skin nerves and epithelial nerves. Those vibrations called sound agi-

tate the auditory organs and are changed by them to the nervous current
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of the auditory nerve. These currents all tend to a common center in

the spinal cord and brain, and are returned thence along the efferent

nerves to the muscles, stimulating them to contraction. The greater

part of the energy of the nervous current is consumed in the work of

muscular contraction that is, disappearing as nervous energy it reap-

pears as work, and so passes on out of the system back into the environ-

ment, which furnished it in the first place.

It will be seen also that tetanus of a muscle, or a continuous strain of

the fibres, causes them to give off an electrical current. Such action is

also accompanied by heat. The physiological change in the muscle

when contracted consists in the elimination from its tissue of some of

the elements, especially some of the carbon composing it, and its union

with oxygen contained in the blood, forming thereby carbonic acid,

which is carried off through the lungs. A part of the heat liberated in

the destruction of the muscle tissue is immediately turned into electric-

ity, and may be conveyed as such by proper appliances and stored in a

Leyden jar. All muscular action produces heat and without doubt elec-

tricity, too.

The number of muscles in the human body is variously reck-

oned as low as 368 and as high as 400. The greater number are

in pairs. A few are azygos
1

,
as the heart, diaphragm, several of the

sphincters
2

,
&c. They are of various shapes : long, broad and short.

They are said to be Simple when the fibres all run parallel with each

other in one body or "
belly,J'

as 3
sartorius,

*

pronator-quadratus, &c
;

Compound, when with one body they are connected with their attach-

ment or insertion by two or more tendons, or when there are several

connected bellies and several tendons, as 5
biceps-flexor-cubiti, *sacro-lum-

lalis, &c.
; Radiated, when the fibres diverge from a common center

like rays, as the 7
diaphragm,

8
iliacus,

9
temporal, &c

;
Pennated or

Pinniform, when their fibres are arranged in two rows which are united

to a tendon in a median line, at an angle, like the feather fibres of a

quill to its central stem; as the palmaris-longus ; Semi-penniform,
when the fibres are oblique but joined on one side of the tendon only,

like one-half of a split quill. Hollow muscles are such as the heart, in-

testines, urinary bladder, &c. They are likewise distinguished as vol-

untary, and striped or striated, and involuntary smooth muscles. The

former are those which ordinarily are, or ina}^ come under control of

Un-yoked, hence not paired.
Muscles in the form of a ring for closing an orifice like the mouth, &c.
Tailors' muscle, used in raising the leg to cross it.

In tin- fore-arm. It rolls the fore-arm and hand inwards.
Hcnds the fore-arm upon the arm.
In lower part of the hack ; straightens the backbone backward.
Partition across the body cavity.
Connects lower part of the trunk with upper part of thigh ; holds the trunk from fall-

ing backwax 1.

9 On side of head ; raises lower jaw.
10 A long muscle in the arm for bending the hand.
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the will. The Smooth muscles consist of elongated, band-like fibres free

from striation. In the intestines which are moved by smooth muscles,

some of the fibres are longitudinal and others transverse or ring-like.

The fibres of the striated muscles are arranged in bundles or fasciculi,

which are enveloped in and bound together by areolar or connective tis-

sue, which also supports the nerves and vessels of the muscles.

FIG. 231. Striated Muscle Fibres.
1. Two fibres cut off at the left and

running into tendons at the right.
2. Cross section of a fibre, showing

ends of fibrilla3 and areolar connective
tissue.

3. Fibre pulled apart forming discs.
4. Fibre split up into its fibrillae at

one end.
5, 6.-Single fibrillae.

There are about 625 fibrillae in a fibre.

Each fibre of the bundle above

described is enveloped in a

sheath called the sarcolemma.

This is a membrane, transparent

and very delicate, but tough and

FlG 231 elastic, and it separates the fi-

bres from each other and from all other tissues. It is not penetrated

by nerves or blood vessels. On account of the pressure of the fibres

upon each other their shape is -polygonal rather than round or cylin-

drical. They will average in diameter about ^ of an inch. Each fibre

is susceptible to a still further subdivision into minute threads called

fibrillce or fibrils. Each of these fibrils is composed of a series of dark-

colored cells, each cell surrounded and enclosed by a pellucid border,

the effect being to give the fibril the appearance of a string of dark-

colored beads separated by light-colored partitions. These light-colored

partitions in any one fibril come directly opposite those in the other

fibrils, which circumstance gives the appearance of the transverse striae

across the fibre above spoken of. If a fibre be pulled apart by a longi-

tudinal strain it is apt to divide in these transverse markings, and so

separate into discs or plates, each disc composed of one cell from each

fibril. (Fig. 231.) When the muscle is relaxed, the beads or cells

which constitute the fibrils are elongated ;
their longitudinal diameter

being greater than the transverse. But when it is contracted, the fibril

cells are squeezed together endwise and the transverse diameter becomes

greater. Each of the ultimate strands or fibrils, therefore, acts under

stimulus in a manner which closely imitates the behavior of the melted

metallic conductors spoken of above. The cells which compose the

fibrils are therefore polarized units, which, by their mutual polar attrac-

tions shorten, and consequently widen when under stimulus, the united

action causing the general shortening and widening of the whole mus-

cle. This also corresponds with the contraction of certain vegetable
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tissue-;, whose movement is known to be caused by M like alteration of

Hie shape of their ultimate cells under stimulus. The fibres are not to

be supposed thrown into xigxag lines since fibres in this state, cannot be

supposed to exercise any force of traction. The very nature of the

strain would tend to straighten the elements if crooked. ( Neil & Smith's

Physiology. )

The blood vessels that supply the nourishment to the muscles, ramify
in the shape of delicate capillaries in the spaces between the fibres, but

do not themselves penetrate the sarcolemma, the nutrient matter being
absorbed by the cells through the membrane of the sarcolemma and

their cell walls, and the waste discharged by the converse process. The

motor nerves also penetrate the areolar tissue between the fibres, and

discharge their stimulus through that coat in a manner explained fur-

ther on. Once inside the sheath the stimulus is propagated along the

cells without again leaving the fibre, the sheath forming a sufficient in-

sulator. When a muscle fibre is stimulated at any point, it begins to

contract at that point, and a wave of contraction passes along the fibre

at the rate of from ten to thirteen feet per second. The pulsating vi-

brations which produce tetanus, do not have an}
T effect if they exceed

about 800 to the second, as the ultra violet waves do not affect the eye.

FIG. 232. a, Smooth-Muscle fibres. Mag-
nified 300 diameters. They are elongated,
spindle-shaped cells, having a nucleus near
the middle.
Some are spirally twisted ( b ).

In the smooth muscle, the fibres

consist of a series of tubes which

do not show any transverse marks

or striae. They cannot be subdi-

vided into fibrils. They are

smaller than the fibres of the vol-

untaiy muscles, and at intervals

along them there are nodules which

are the nuclei of the cells from

which they were originally derived.

Some have pointed ends, which

are sometimes twisted like a cork

screw
;
and they have elongated

FlQ 232 nuclei. They are destitute of the

insulating sheath, or sarcolemma. They do not form separate masses

but occur scattered or arranged in more or less dense layers, or strata.

in almost all organs. These muscles are stimulated in their natural ac-

tion by the direct contact and . friction of substances, such as food ( in

the intestines ), blood ( in the arteries ), &c., and are but little under tSio

influence of the central nervous system. The peristaltic action .
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alimentary canal, including the throat, stomach and intestines, and the

urinary duct, consists in the contraction of the transverse fibres, or those

which run around the tube of the intestines, or other canal
;
such con-

traction beginning in the upper end, and being followed successively by
the contraction of the fibres below

;
the effect being to drive the con-

tents of the organ before the slowly moving wave of contraction. At

the same time the longitudinal muscle fibres, by their contraction, tend

to pull up the tube over its contents, which are carried down with it as

the contraction relaxes. Smooth muscle constitutes the walls of blood

vessels, some of the fibres running parallel with the tube, and others

around, as in the case of the alimentary canal
;
their contractions which,

in the case of arteries, appear to be controlled by some sort of automatic

machinery ( perhaps internal pressure of contents ), tend to diminish the

size of the tube and retard the flow of blood into the capillaries.

When smooth muscle is irritated by electricity, the stimulus spreads

across from one fibre to another, showing no insulation of fibres, but

when the striated fibre is stimulated in the same wa}^, the stimulus with

accompanying contraction confines itself to the fibres receiving the

charge, unless the irritation is very strong, showing the sarcolemma to

be to a certain extent an insulator.

The heart is an involuntary organ, but is peculiar in being composed
of striated muscles which, however, are destitute of sarcolemma, so that

an irritation applied to any part of the organ is spread over and excites

the rest. Another peculiarity is in the fact that the heart muscle fibres

are branched, in which oddity it imitates the muscles of the tongue of

the frog, which are also branched like a tree.
l Striated muscles occur

in tho intestines of the Tench, a fresh-water fish of the carp family.

Du Bois-Raymond is the highest authority on the muscles and his ex-

periments are the oftenest quoted. Experiments with muscles detached

from the body are commonly made with those of the frog, generally

the gastrocnemius or calf muscle of the leg. The frog being cold

blooded his muscles can be kept in the normal state longer than those

of a warm blooded animal.

The muscles of mammals detached from the body lose their

power of contraction in from 20 to 30 minutes. The muscles of frogs,

however, retain their contractile power in some cases as long as forty-

eight hours in an ordinary temperature. At a temperature of to 1 C

(near freezing point) the same muscle might retain its contractility for

eight days. At a temperature of 45 C, 113 F, however, the contractile

power is lost in a few minutes. ( Rosenthal. ) Fresh muscle from the

frog does not shorten spontaneously, but will contract when irritated, as

by pinching with tweezers, or smearing with strong acid, or by electri-

city, &c. These are called irritants.

1-1 Kosenthal Muscles & Nerves, 101.
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Electric shucks arc best applied by induction. (Sec fig. 144. The

coil b is placed inside of t and then the circuit through b and the battery

a is arranged to be opened and closed readily with a key.) The sudden

interruption ( unclosing ) of the current through the active coil
fr, pro-

duces an instantaneous shock through the silent coil c and a sudden con-

traction of the muscle attached to it, another shock and another sud-

den contraction occurs when the current in the coil b is again closed. A
direct current from the battery itself is also capable of acting as an ir-

ritant on muscle, a pulsation generally occurring when the current is in-

terrupted, and again when it is closed or connected. If the current

remains closed, the muscle after the first contraction will partially relax

and remain so during the passage of the current. But by placing a

small ratchet wheel in the line of the current by the turning of which

with a crank the operator can rapidly break and connect the current, the

irritations can be repeated more rapidly than the muscle can recover

from the shocks, so that permanent rigid contraction or tetanus is pro-

duced. Muscular action, therefore, is in the form of a sudden pulsation

or the enduring tetanus
;
which is really a succession of pulsations with-

out sensible interval. Every muscle is capable of accomplishing a cer-

tain amount of work by contraction. The following table shows what

was accomplished by a particular detached muscle before its contractility

was exhausted. The muscle was suspended and weights attached to it.

Weight applied, in grammes ....

Hight raised, in millimetres
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sible heat. It is abundantly obvious in this case that the galvanic bat-

tery which furnishes the irritations, is a substitute for the central

ganglions of the nervous system ;
viz.

,
the spinal cord and brain. In

life the striated muscle contracts only when stimulated from these cen-

ters, and the nature of the stimulation is by these experiments clearly

indicated. When a tetanus or continuous contraction of the muscle oc-

curs, it is the result of a continuous series of rythmically interrupted

pulsations of the nervous current. The experiments show that a single

pulsation of the current results in a single contraction of the muscle, fol-

lowed by its relaxation
; while, if the current is continuous and uninter-

rupted, the contraction takes place suddenly when the current first begins,

which contraction is followed b}
r relaxation not quite complete, leaving

the muscle in a state of partial contraction which continues while the

current passes.

Accompanying the molecular motion of a tetanized muscle is a mu
sical sound. This varies in pitch with the rapidity of the irritations or-

pulsations of the muscle, which depends on the rapidity with which the

ratchet is turned and the current interrupted. The pitch heard during

voluntary contraction of the muscles is C ' or D '

, equal to 32 to 36 vi-

brations per second. Helmholtz thinks this is the first harmonic of the

real tone, which he supposes to be an octave lower, but which is inaudi-

ble to the human ear. When the motor nerve trunk, or spinal cord, of

an animal is irritated by chemical means, the muscle sound has been

found due to 19.5 vibrations. The pitch heard during voluntary con-

traction obviously indicates the .number of pulsations or waves of ether

per second sent from the brain to the muscle. When the muscle is con-

tracted by the artificial irritations of an interrupted galvanic current, the

sound corresponds to the pitch due to the number of interruptions per

second, and may be made to run up as high as 800 to 1,000. The re-

sult is the same whether the irritation is applied to the muscle direct or

to its nerve, except that in the latter case the sound is not so loud.

The sound is due to rapid molecular changes taking place in the mole-

cules of the muscle changes in the density of the muscle, according to

Landois and Stirling.

When the muscle is caused to contract by an irritation delivered from

a nerve, it is apparent that the force of the muscle contraction is very
much greater than that Of the nerve current which starts it. It must

be, then, that the nervous force, when it irritates a muscle, unlocks and

liberates an energy much greater than its own. The energy of the

bod}
7

,
like that of a steam engine, is derived chief!}

7 from the combus-

tion of carbon. This combustion takes place in all parts of the body,

and it consists, as before stated, in the union of oxygen with the differ-

ent tissues of the body, especially the muscles aiid nerves. The oxy-
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gen is conveyed to all parts of the system by the blood, especially by
the red corpuscles. And wherever it is, it must be in close contact

with the oxidizable tissues. But for some reason these two elements,

viz.
,
the oxygen of the blood and the carbon of the tissues, appear to

be unable to unite, hungry as they may be supposed to be for each

other. But this union can take place only on conditions. Carbon, in

some forms, is ver}' slow to unite with oxygen. As charcoal, it maybe
exposed to oxygen a long time without change. Oxygen itself, as we
have seen, may be met with in very different conditions. As ozone, its

intensity and force are very greatly increased, and in that state it is

competent to form unions which it cannot form in its ordinary state.

But an electric current, even a feeble one, is competent to rearrange the

molecules of oxygen into molecules of ozone. According to Draper,
that is what takes place. Wherever the nervous current is sent, the

oxygen in the blood in reach of such current becomes ozone, and then,

by virtue of its more intense combining power, it at once combines with

some of the constituents of muscle, developing heat and electricity. It

can scarcely be doubted that the muscle contraction which follows is

due chiefly, if not entirely, to the sudden magnetization of the muscle

by the electricity thus generated. No doubt the sudden abstraction of

the many molecules of the muscle tissue which then takes place, con-

tributes to the facility and extent of the contraction by enlarging the

molecular spaces in the muscle
;
but the efficient cause of the contrac-

tion is the energy of the contractile electric or magnetic tensions estab-

lished in the muscle. These tensions are exhausted and abolished each

time the muscle contracts, and renewed each time a pulsation or wave
of the current is shot down the nerve from the brain or spinal cord.

Physiologists are not agreed as to the detail of the causes of muscle

contraction, or of the production of ozone in the blood. Antozone as

well as ozone is produced, and it certainly cuts an important figure in

the chemical reactions which take place. ( Landois. ) All the reactions

produce heat and electricity, even when the body is at rest. The move-

ment of the blood even in sleep does this. And it is not improbable
that there is a partial storage of electricity in the muscle fibres accumu-

lating during the process of repair which goes on during periods of rest-

ing. This happens in the case of the electric fishes, and the liberation

of this stored energy is made, in their case, by the voluntary discharges
down the motor nerves from the brain. If there is such a storage in

the case of the voluntary muscles, it is obvious that the current from

the brain down the nerves operates in some analogous way to discharge
the tensions, and permit their conversion into muscle contraction.

The nerve tension is generated in precisely the same way in which the

muscle tension is generated ;
but its tension may become exhausted in
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a current instead of a contraction. As an illustration let us see how a

boy dodges a snow-ball. First, he sees the ball coming. This means

that the light reflected from the ball, decomposes some of the tissues of

his retina and produces electric tension there, which sends a current to

the brain. Dewar has demonstrated that light falling upon the eye has

this effect of setting up an electric current in the optic nerve. There is

in the brain the same state of things that is found in the muscle. The

brain is permeated by fine blood vessels holding oxygen, waiting to be

united to the tissue composing the brain. The current from the eye up
the optic nerve, furnishes the necessary force to enable this union to

take place. And this union, as in the case of the muscle, develops

electrical tension, which instantly relieves itself in a current to certain

muscles. Here a new tension is created, followed by contraction, which

quickly throws the body or head of the boy to one side, and the ball is

dodged.

The average force of the muscle contractions is probably from six to

ten times as powerful as the force of the nerve currents which set them

off. It is ascertained that about one-fifth of the blood of the body goes
to supply the brain. A considerable part of this is consumed in the

production of brain changes which do not result in movement of mus-

cles, but in thought, emotion, &c. The other four- fifths supplies the

work of digestion, secretion and muscle contraction. The lifting power
of the muscle of the fore-arm in man, is at the rate of about 100 pounds

per square inch cross section of muscle fibre. For the muscles of the

feet, calf, &c.
,
the power is considerably less. Of course the contrac-

tions of the muscle are made at the expense of its own tissues, some of

them being used to create the electricity by which the contraction is

produced.

A muscle out of the body will recover from exhaustion partly, but not

completely, of course. Each stimulation uses up' the power of recovery

till it is soon lost. In the living bod}
7

, however, this power of recovery

is continuous while nourishment is supplied to the muscle in the blood,

till it diminishes by the wearing out of the system in age or disease.

During health, exhaustion and recovery of muscle adds to its power, so

that it may recover more than it loses. ( Rosenthal 80. ) It is in conse-

quence of this extremely important fact that exercise of &ny part

strengthens and adds to it. There are many cases in which bodies en-

ter into combination with other bodies with much more energy at the

instant they are disengaged from former combinations. At this instant

they are said to be in a nascent state, that is, just born. Exercise, by

reducing some of the constituents to this fresh condition, allows of this

more complete recombination, and hence an improved condition.

The muscle fibre terminates at each end by a perfect disc, which is
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connected with a fibre of tendon tissue. The tendons connect the nms-

cle with the bones, or other part to be moved. The attachments of the

muscles to the parts to be moved, are generally such that power is sac-

rificed to speed of movement. Thus the biceps muscle of the arm
l

which is attached at its upper end, by two prongs, to the shoulder blade,

and runs down the humerus, is connected with the radius bone of the

fore-arm only about an inch and a half from the joint. (See fig. 86.)

So that a contraction of the muscle amounting to an inch, will move the

hand about ten times as far, with a loss of nine-tenths of the power.

The biceps of the thigh is arranged in an analogous manner.

There are arrangements in some cases which add to the power of mus-

cles. Thus the patella, or knee pan, is a projecting bone to which the

extensor muscles are attached and which add to their power by adding
to their leverage in the straightening of the leg. In the case of the

superior oblique muscle of the eye, the muscle is carried through a car-

tilaginous pully which is attached to the frontal bone, and is doubled

back on itself, so that when it contracts, its point of insertion on the

globe of the eye is moved in a direction contrary to the direction of the

contraction. The muscles in their natural attachments are in a state of

tension so that if one were cut in two it would shrink in length. Muscles

on opposite sides of a limb, as the flexors on the inside of the leg and

the extensors on the outside, have a tendency to draw the bones to-

gether in their sockets. When one of these is contracted its opposite is

stretched.

A muscle being a generator of electricity, it may be made a part of a

circuit, and when out of the circuit shows the positive and negative ten-

sions which are to be observed in the metallic battery. A muscle prism

is a bundle of straight parallel fibres cut off square at both ends. The

i
J TT^Q ^IG ' 233. -.4 bundle of muscle fibres

forming a regular Muscle Prism.

FIG. 233.

surface of this which exposes the sides of the fibres is called the longi-

tudinal section of the prism, while that which shows their ends is the

cross-section. An imaginary line passing around the prism across the

fibres and dividing the prism into two symmetrical halves is called the

equator, because at every point on such a line a higher positive tension

prevails than is to be found on either side of it.

Every point on the equator has a greater positive tension than any

other point on the longitudinal section or the cross-section. The posi-

tive tension decreases along the longitudinal section each way from the

equator, until at the point where the longitudinal meets the cross-section,
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where it is 0. The tension is negative all over the cross-sections, and is

greatest in the center of these, decreasing from these centers to the edges
where the cross-section meets the longitudinal section where it is

l
.

When the shape of the piece of muscle operated with is different, the

tensions are differently distributed. In a rhombus the greatest positive

FIG. 234. Diagram showing the principle
on which current circuits are formed in a reg-

ular muscle prism. The arrow heads show the
direction taken by the current. The tensions

are equal at each end of lines 6, 7 and 8, so
that there is no current in them.

( Rosenthal.)
n_^^^^

FIG. 234.

tension is moved nearer the obtuse angle on the long side, and the neg-

ative nearer the acute angle on the end section. In the calf muscle the

tensions become more complicated. The large end is strongly positive

and the small end strongly negative. (See fig. 235.) The current of

greatest strength in this muscle is very strong. The action of oxidation

of muscle which takes place suddenly when the muscle is irritated, takes

place slowly when it is inactive, which accounts for the currents and

tensions always found in it. But if during the passage of a current

FIG. 235. A Gastrocnemius or calf
muscle of the leg of a frog showing the
direction of the magnetic currents in
it when detached from the body. Its

irregular shape causes the tensions to
be different at almost all points.

generated in the quiescent mus-

cle, the muscle is made to con-

tract, the current is weakened.

This indicates that the current

and the contraction have a common source of power, so that when one

form of movement is in activity there is less power for the other. When
the body is quiescent, the currents generated in the tissues on opposite

sides of the body, neutralize each other on account of its bilateral sym-

metry. But if one side is active, electricity is evolved in greater amount.

This was demonstrated by Du Bois-Ra3^mond, who .formed a circuit com-

posed of his body and a galvanometer, the wires leading from the gal-

vanometer terminating in two cups filled with salt water, in each of

which he inserted a forefinger, thus completing the circuit. A sudden

contraction of the muscles of the right hand and arm sent a current

away from that side toward the left. When the left side was contracted

the current was reversed.

The muscles of all animals, so far as examined, when quiescent, gen-

FiG. 235.

1 The absolute potential is that of the earth ; but any point on the prism to which a
current can be made to How from other points is relatively 0.
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crate electricity, and presumably a much greater quantity when active.

Kvi-n smooth muscles act electrically the same way, but weaker, since

by reason of the absence of the sarcolemimi and the irregularity of the

distribution of the fibres, the influence is scattered and dissipated.

The electric action continues for awhile feebly after the partial death

of the muscle
;
that is, after the cessation of its contractile power, and

ceases entirely upon death stiffening. The nerves which set up action

in the muscles are called motor nerves, and they are directly connected

with the inner or anterior part of the spinal cord, called the anterior

horns or columns. It is shown that if these columns be destroyed or

disabled, or the connecting nerves be severed, the nerves first un-

dergo degeneration and lose their excitability, and after a time the mus-

cles also lose their contractility and degenerate into mere connective

tissue. This happens in acute or chronic anterior polio-myelitis.

(
Ferrier. ) Mere disuse of the muscles while remaining attached to the

spinal cord does not produce so sweeping a degeneration.

The muscles, or at least their membranous covers, are furnished with

a net-work of non-medullated nerves which connect the muscles with the

posterior or .sensory horns or columns of the spinal cord. These are en-

tirely independent of the motor nerves, and are evidently nerves of sense.

No doubt they are the nerves of the muscular sense, and convey to the

brain sensations of the exhaustion or fatigue of the muscle or stimula-

tions of pressure, cramp or electrical irritations. The muscle is there-

fore a sensory organ for these sensations, as the skin is for heat and

cold.. The muscle sheltered under the skin has lost, while the exposed
skin has retained, the sensibility to heat and cold.

CHAPTER LII.

PHYSIOLOGY OF NERVES AND NERVE-CELLS.

The finest nerve fibre is extremely small
; scarcely visible to the naked

eye. It consists, when all parts are present, of a core or axis, which is

usually flat and band-like, and a shell called the medullary sheath or

marrow sheath. These two are further enclosed in another covering

called the neurilemma or nerve coat. The axis, when seen under a

high magnifying power, appears striated longitudinally, as if composed
of still finer fibrillae. The medullary sheath has a crumpled or wrinkled

appearance, as if it were too big, and it contains a fluid which oozes out

of a cut end of it and coagulates. The brain, medulla oblongata, and

spinal cord, constitute the general centers of the nervous system. These

centers are made up of nerve fibres and other bodies called nerve cells.

Ganglia are masses of nerve cells. Nerve fibres, which connect the
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brain with the extremities of the body, are called the peripheric nerves.

All the peripheric nerves do not possess all the parts described above.

Some have no medullary sheath, and consist, therefore, of axis cylin-

ders immediately surrounded by the nerve sheath or neurilemma.

When many nerve fibres are united into a bundle, these marrowless

fibres are gray and more transparent, and are therefore sometimes called

gray nerve fibres. Those nerve fibres which have medullary sheaths,

appear more yellowish white.

FIG. 236. Nerve fibres. ( Shultze & Glaus.)
a. Non-Medullated Sympathetic Fibre.
&. Medullated Fibres, one of which lias com-

menced coagulation of the axis cylinder ( death of
iierve ).

c. Medullated nerve fibre with the sheath of
Schwann.

If the nerves are traced to the peri-

phery, more and more nerve fibres are

continually found to branch off from the

common stem, so that the branches and

branchlets gradually become thinner.

At last, only separate fibres are to be

seen, these being, however, still in ap-

pearance exactly like those constituting

the main stem. Such fibres, as up to

this point have had medullary sheaths,

Fia 236. now frequently lose them, and therefore

become exactly like gray fibres. The axis cylinder, or band itself, then

sometimes separates into smaller parts, so that a nerve fibre, thin as it

is, ramifies over a very large surface. The ends of the nerve fibres are

connected at their outer extremity sometimes with muscles and some-

times with glands, which they excite to action. Such nerves are called

motor nerves. Others are connected at their outer ends with the sense

organs eye, ear, tongue, &c.
,
and these are called sensory nerves. At

their inner ends they are connected with nerve-cells, from which, if they

are motor nerves, they receive their stimulation, and to which, if they

are sensory nerves, they carry it. There are vast numbers of short

nerve fibres which connect the nerve cells with each other in the brain,

spinal cord and ganglions, or cell-knots, in different parts of the body.

The nerves in the brain and spinal cord are in the same variety of con-

ditions as the peripheral nerves, being possessed of all the parts or des-

titute of some one of them. Each ganglion cell is composed of the cell

body, the kernel or nucleus and the nucleolus. Some ganglion cells are

surrounded also by a membrane, which is a continuation of the neuri-

lemma of the nerve fibres that are connected with the cell. ' < The

kernel is finely granulated, and is composed of a protoplasmic mass,"

wnich, in its normal state, is nearly transparent. Some of the ganglion
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cells have processes or branches of the same matter as the cell
;
that is,

finely granulated protoplasm. These processes become finer as they go
from the cells, and branch out into several parts, and the parts from

neighboring cells mingle with each other and connect the different cells

FIG. 237.

(Rosenthal.)FIG. 237.Ganglion cellsfrom Human Brain.
1. A ganglion cell of which one process (a) becomes the axis cylinder of a nerve fibre (6).
2. Two cells, a and b, interconnected.
3. Diagrammatic representation of three connected cells, each of which passes into a

nerve fibre. 4. Ganglion cell partly filled with pigment.

together. But from each cell one or more fibres are sent out,

which, at a little distance from the cell, becomes encased in a medullary

sheath, and thenceforth becomes, in appearance and probably in fact, a

FIG. 238.-Nerve Cells.

?.
Bipolar Ganglion Cell.

.Nerve cell from anterior horn of
human Spinal Cord.
p. Pigment body. ( Gerlach.)

peripheral nerve fibre, or a con-

ductor to another cell. The pe-

ripheral nerves are simply con-

ductors of the nerve electric

fluid or movement. The cen-

tral system is the medium of

all motion and sensation. If

one of the nerves connecting

the central system, and a mus-

cle be irritated, it will cause

pain and also a contraction of

the connected muscle. If the

nerve is cut above the point at

which it is irritated, the muscle

FIG. 238. below will still contract upon

the irritation of the nerve, but the sensation of the pain will be gone.

But if the nerve is cut below the point of irritation aforesaid, the pain
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will be felt, but the muscular contraction or pulsation will not take

place. Under the strongest irritation of a peripheral nerve it is impos-
sible with the strongest microscope to discover the nature of the change
that takes place in it, although, since the irritation passes through the

nerve and irritates the muscle, it stands to reason that a change does

take place in the nerve. If the calf muscle of the frog, with the sci-

atic nerve connecting to it, be used for experiment, the pulsation of the

muscle may be produced by the irritation of the nerve mechanically, by

pressure or constriction with a thread, or by cutting it
;
or chemically,

by putting upon it alkaline matter or an acid, or it may be irritated by

heating, another sort of mechanical irritant
;
or it may be irritated by

electricity. All the chemical and mechanical irritations are abnormal,
and soon destructive of the irritability of the nerve at the point irri-

tated. But the electrical stimulus may be applied repeatedly without

immediately destroying the irritability of the nerve. * ' It therefore ap-

pears that in this respect a nerve acts exactly as does a muscle.
" That

is, it wears better under an electrical stimulus than under any other

sort, showing it to be adapted best to that sort of stimulation, and by

implication, therefore, to have been built up by that sort of a stimula-

tion rather than by physical or mechanical jars. In experimenting with

the cortex 1

of the cerebrum, no sort of mechanical irritation was ever

found to have any effect whatever. It might be subjected to chemical

stimulation, it might be heated or cut or pinched without exciting either

sensation or motion. But the introduction, by Fritsch and Hitzig in

1870, of the galvanic current into their studies of the cerebrum, at once

led to the unlocking of its secrets. The galvanic pile in the hands of

the physiologist, takes the place of the normal will of the individual

owning the brain. The electrodes, or poles, applied to different parts

of the exposed cortex, cause the movement of the different muscles with

which the brain is in connection.

A single inductive shock through a nerve produces a single pulsation

in the muscle, and if a continuous series of shocks is applied, the result

is tetanus in the muscle. The irritation of the nerve must be made at

some distance from the muscle. If the nerve be cut, the effects cease

and it cannot be mended by placing the parts in juxta-position, however

well done, and although the nerve may appear to be uninjured, it wont

work. If a thread is drawn tightly around the nerve it spoils it. After

the thread is removed the crushed spot is an impassable barrier to the

electrical stimulus. But the stimulus may be applied below the injured

spot and the effects will be complete again.

It is proved by experiment on the nerves of frogs that the stimulation

passes along the nerve, so that the longer the nerve the longer it takes

1 The bark or outside surface of the brain.
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to convey a stimulus to a muscle. Helmholtz found the speed of the

propagation of nervous stimulation to be about 78 feet per second. It

is not quite constant, being greater in higher and less in lower tempera-

tures. It is possible to agitate the human nerves through the skin, es-

pecially when they are situated i:ear the surface, since the skin is a fair

conductor. Hclmholtz' experiments on the live human nerve showed a

speed of about 97 feet per second, the higher rate accounted for by the

higher temperature of the warm blooded over the cold blooded animal.

This is the average speed of the propagation of the stimulus. But it is

shown that the progress of the stimulus at first rapid, is gradually re-

tarded, going slower toward the last
;
a fact due to the resistance of the

conductor. If the main stem of a nerve is irritated by electric shocks,

all the fibres composing it, and into which it branches, partake of the

shock, but the insulation of the fibres is such that an irritation, however,

made in a separate fibre, is not communicated to the other, and will ex-

cite only its own tract of muscle. The value of the insulation of a con-

ductor depends largely upon the force of the current. Thus a telegraph

circuit with its heavy out-door wire, its instruments and their light in-

sulated wire connections, is sufficiently insulated to be operated by a

light galvanic current without loss. But the approach of electric clouds

may so charge the circuit as to burn out the instruments and make it

unsafe for the operators. So we may understand that a sufficiently in-

sulated conductor for a nervous current may be constructed of materials

which are not absolutely non-conductors of electricity. The current

takes the direction of least resistance which is along the nerve rather

than across it. The resistance to galvanic conduction across a fibre of

living nerve, is five times as great as the longitudinal resistance, and

across a muscle fibre it is seven times as great as it is lengthwise.

( Landois and Stirling.)

Whatever lack of perfection there may be in the insulation of the

nerves, and particularly their ultimate fibrillae, it is compensated by the

character of the terminal organs themselves, whether muscle fibres, glands,

or nerve or cerebral cells. The character of each of these organs is such

that it is susceptible to onfy a certain quality or pitch of stimulation,

and unless assailed by that particular sort of stimulation will not re-

spond in normal action. This I believe to be especially true of the sen-

sory receptive organs in the brain, which there is reason to believe are

deaf and blind to every tone not exactly pitched to correspond with their

fundamental, or the tone by which their differentiation was effected, as it

is obviously true of the external sensory organs.

Nerves are variable in their facility of excitation one nerve differ-

ing from another in this respect, one part of the same nerve dinVriiuc

from another part, and the same nerve (littering from itself at dill
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times. When by the decay of the motor nerve its excitability is grad-

ualty lost, this loss begins at the upper end, or end nearest the center of

sensation, and gradually passes down toward the muscle and after the

nerve is dead above, it can still be irritated below, till at last when it

is dead throughout its length, the irritation of the muscle can be effected

by direct application of the electrical current to the muscle which con-

tinues alive much longer than the nerve. But when both nerve and

muscle are fresh, the muscle is much more susceptible of irritation

through the nerve than by the direct application of the electrical stim-

ulus. The upper part of a living nerve is more excitable than the lower

part. This has been proved in the case of living frogs and living men.

When a nerve is cut and the excitability of its lower part is tested, the

most excitable point is a little ways from the cut end, at which point

the excitability increases for a short time and remains stationary for a

while before it begins to decline. Both nerves and muscles become

exhausted by over activity and recover somewhat by rest. Evidently
in their normal place in the living body the exhausted tissues are re-

cuperated from the nutritious matters brought in by the blood, and can

be renewed indefinitely and completely, and even more than completely
within limits in that way. But in the case of detached nerve or muscle

when one excited point is exhausted, its recovery must be at the ex-

pense of the other unagitated and unexhausted parts. Each recover}'

of these detached nerves and muscles is feebler and less complete than

the preceding one, till finally there is no further recovery, all the wearing
tissue presumably being consumed.

Nerve dies in 10 or 15 minutes in a temperature of 44 C, and in a

few seconds at 75 C. But at the average temperature of a room the

lower ends of a long sciatic nerve of frog may retain their excitability

for twenty-four hours longer. The more quickly and suddenly a stim-

ulus is applied to a nerve, the greater the excitement. Every sudden pres-

sure on a nerve will produce a stimulation of it, but it is possible by a

gradually increasing pressure on the nerve to entirely crush it without

producing any excitement. It is possible to produce tetanus by gently

tapping the nerve with ajittle hammer. If a nerve attached to one

gastrocnemius (A) of a frog be placed upon another gastrocnemius (B)
so as to touch both a positive and negative point of tension on B, then

if B be irritated a pulsation will take place in A. ( Rosenthal. ) The

heart of a frog continues to beat for some time after it has been ex-

tracted from the body. If the nerve of a muscle is placed on this heart

so as to touch its base and point, the muscle pulsates at every beat of

the heart. This appears clearly to be a case of electrical induction. If

the muscle B is irritated with such rapidity as to produce tetanus in it,

tetanus is also produced in A. Induction takes place through the best
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insulators, so that insulation of the nerve which prevents its normal

current from leaving it is no bar to its influencing or being influenced

by electric action in another body if near enough.

The nerve differs from the muscle in the fact that when it is excited

it simply conveys the excitement to the muscle without itself contract-

ing. But the muscle when excited contracts, thereby doing work.

Each muscle fibre has its corresponding nerve fibre, and it is shown that

the ultimate subdivisions of the nerve fibre, called the fibrillae, penetrate

among the fibres of muscles, and each muscle fibre finally is reached by
FIG. 239. Two Muscle Fibres of a mammal,

showing their connection with nerve fibres.
c, d.ThQ Muscle fibres.

a, 6. The Nerve fibres.
e. The terminal Nerve Plate.
The dotted center of the nerve fibre is the

axis cylinder, next, outside of which is the
medullary sheath, which ends before reaching
the muscle; and outside of all is the Neuri-
lemma, which merges into and combines with
the tiarcolemma of the muscle.

one of these fibrillse, the nerve fibres

dividing and subdividing so as to

make enough to go around. "When
near the muscle fibre, the nerve sud-

denly becomes thinner, loses the me-

dullary sheath, then again thickens,

the neurilemma coalesces with the

sarcolemma of the muscle fibre, and

the axis-cylinder passes directly into

a structure which lies within the sar-

colemma pouch in immediate contact with the actual muscle substance,

and is called the terminal nerve plate." (Fig. 239.) This nerve plate is

like a scab on the bark of the muscle fibre of mammals. In other ani-

mals it is different. In the frog, the nerve fibres penetrate into the sar-

colemma, where they form a network, bringing their materials into di-

rect contact with the matter of the muscle. The nerve fibres, insulated

as they are by the neurilemma, pass among the muscle fibres without

appearing to affect any of them except the ones to which they are di-

rectly connected by the nerve plate, or otherwise.

The poison curare ( or wourali ), which is obtained from the bark of

a species of convolvulus, is used by the Indians of South America for

poisoning their arrows. Its effect is to prevent muscular contraction.

It is shown that neither the power of the nerve trunks to convey stimu-

lus, nor the power of the muscles to contract when stimulated, is in-

jured by this poison. The injury, therefore, consists in depriving the

nerve of the power of delivering the stimulus to the muscle. This is

doubtless due to the fact that near the point where the nerve fibre ex-

pands into the plate or "scab, "above described, it is divested of its

FIG. 239.
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fatty medullary sheath and is more exposed to the contact of the blood

containing the poison. The poisoning at this point, therefore, has the

same effect as cutting the nerve in two. It disconnects the circuit and

breaks the current. The poisons nicotine and conine ( tobacco and hem-

jock ) have the' same effect as curare. The effect of strychnine is to in-

tensify the action of the nerves in converting and transmitting the stim-

ulating action. They become so sensitive to external irritation that the

slightest stimulus, even a breath on the skin, is sufficient to stimulate

into tetanus all the muscles of the body. (Rosenthal.)

The nerves heretofore chiefly considered, are the motor nerves for

moving the muscles. The office of the vaso motor nerves, which act on

the smooth muscles, is similar to that of the motor nerves. They ex-

cite contractions in the muscle fibres whereby the vessels, of which they

are a part, become reduced in diameter. The nerves which enter the

glands produce a different effect
;
and so do the afferent or sensory

nerves which connect the sense organs with the central ganglions of the

brain and spinal cord. Yet there is no anatomical difference peculiar

to any of them, to be discovered between the various nerves, whatever

their office. The effect of irritants on detached nerves, is the same on

all, but the manner in which the organs in which the nerves terminate

are affected, differs according to the nature of such terminal organs.

Nerve fibres, like muscle fibres, are positive in the middle and nega-

tive on the ends. When a nerve is agitated, no perceptible molecular

change takes place, and the only evidence of such agitation, accessible

to the observer, is that which he gets by testing the electric condition

of the nerve. By this means it has been ascertained that when a nerve

is irritated at any point between its ends, the irritation travels in both

directions along such nerve. If a motor nerve be agitated, its proper
muscle will be contracted, and the stimulation will also flow backward

toward the brain, without, however, exciting sensation there. If a sen-

sory nerve, for example one of touch, be stimulated, the action on the

brain will cause a sensation of touching something, but the backward

flow toward the organ of touch will produce no effect in it.

Wier Mitchell says,
" If we faradise 1 the track of the nerves in or

above the stump
"

( after a hand has been amputated ), "we may cause

the lost fingers and thumb to seem to be flexed or extended.
"

. . "In
a case of amputation of the shoulder-joint, in which all consciousness

of the limb had long since vanished, I suddenly faradised the brachial

plexus, when the patient said at once,
< My hand is there again, it is

bent all up and hurts me.'" "Persons who have had an arm ampu-

tated, are frequently able to will a movement of the hand, and appar-

ently to execute it to a greater or less extent. A small number have en-

1 Irritate by galvanic induction current.
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tire and painless freedom of motion, as regards all parts of the hand.

.My hand is now open, or it is shut,' they say.
' I touch the thumb

with the little finger,' &C." 1

Every nerve fibre, while in its normal position in the body, excites in

its receiving organ only one sort of action, no matter how the nerve

may be excited. Thus the irritation of the optic nerve produces the

sensation of light even when it is severed from the eye, provided its at-

tachment to the brain is not disturbed. If a nerve be cut in two, its

conducting power over the cut is gone, even if the two ends of the

nerve are placed together. But a cut or bruise in a nerve is repaired

by the natural healing process. Even if a piece of nerve as long as two

or two and a quarter inches, be removed, it will be renewed. The re-

pair begins by the nerve matter at one of the cut ends, forming into a

grayish bunch and pushing along the former track of the nerve till it

unites with the opposite end. To perfect such repair requires from

four to six months. At first, the connecting section is more slender

than the original, but by degrees it gets its proper size, and peculiar

whitish color. (Papillon.)

According to Landois, the repair of a nerve depends on its connec-

tion with its central ganglion. This is the spinal cord, in the case of

the motor nerves, and the ganglion of the posterior root, in the case of

a spinal sensory nerve. These seem to Be the headquarters for the

nourishment as well as centers of the activities of their respective nerves,

and repairs are propagated ( chiefly ) from them. Nerves have been

diverted and given new connections. This is readily accomplished when

a motor nerve is made to take the place of another motor nerve, or a

sensory nerve of another of the same function
;
and it is held by some

authorities to lie possible even to connect a motor to a sensory nerve.

The size of nerve fibres in different animals, according to Todd's

measurement, is as follows :

Fishes Eel, -^^ of an inch in diameter.

Reptiles Frog, -- to^
Birds

>

Mammals, to

These are for the final fibres which do not divide or branch. ( Owen.)

1 Ferrier, Functions of Brain, 388.
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CHAPTER LIIL

ACTION OF THE HEART.
A study of the comparative development of the heart and vascular

system, shows that they have been built up by the circulation of the

blood. Movement of a nutritive fluid takes place before it can be called

blood, and before there are any vessels for its conveyance. The neces-

sity for the movement of nutritious matter begins as soon as an animal

is so large that some of its cells are interior, that is, when the}
r no longer

form a part of the external surface. As the animal form increases in

size, and habitual activities are put upon it, the courses taken by nutri-

tive fluids to reach the interior parts, become definite and fixed, and are

formed into tubes. The original cause of the movement of the nutri-

tive fluid must be attributed to the chemical attraction of the molecules

of which the tissues are formed, for the new elements contained in the

fluid. This of itself would cause a circulation, the attracted particles

crowding past the discarded effete atoms, and thus pushing them to the

rear. Chemism and electricity are only two forms of one energy, and

when the former is in activity, the latter is invariably developed. In

all probability, the very earliest circulation is stimulated by electric dif-

ferences of potential, because electricity would be generated by differ-

ences of temperature in different parts of the circuit, by the chemical

exchanges, and by the mechanical movement of parts engaged. Elec-

tric tensions would tend to relieve themselves by the mechanical con-

traction of the parts, which would involve the tubes conducting the

fluid, and thus establish pulsations which would become periodic and

rythmical in proportion to the regularity of the habits of the animal.

As the animal increases in size, and the parts to be supplied with nour-

ishment are of greater extent, the rythmical contraction of the vessels

becomes an important and finally a necessary factor in the propulsion

of the current.

In the processes of differentiation, certain parts of the circulatory

canal become more contractile than others, and these parts constitute

the rudimentary form of the heart.

The formation of channels, of greater or less consistency, through por-

ous tissues, takes place very readily. This is seen on a large scale fn

the subsoil drainage of wet land. A subsoil ditch becomes the recep-

tacle of innumerable little underground veins, which are constantly be-

ing extended by water pouring into their inner extremities, and branched

into innumerable ramifications by veinlets pouring into their sides. As
the water percolates from the surface after every shower, it falls into
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these ready made channels and contributes to their enlargement, and

such a soil becomes a network of quite constant veins and capillaries.

Landois says :
' ' Intercellular blood channels of narrow calibre and

without walls, occur in the granulation tissue of healing wounds. At

first, blood plasma alone is found between the formative cells, but after-

ward, the current forces blood corpuscles through the channels. The

first blood vessels in the developing chick, are formed in a similar way
from the formative cells of the mesoblast.

" The arteries which carry

the blood to the tissues from the heart, subdivide repeatedly until they

become reduced to mere capillary threads. The tissues of the body

generally are traversed in all directions by capillary blood vessels which

form an intricate network. The veins also are connected with the cap-

illaries, and drain the blood from the tissues back to the .heart. The

capillaries are from g^- to -^ of an inch in diameter. In many of

them the blood corpuscles which pass through them are obliged to go

single file, as there is not room to go abreast. The capillaries are com-

posed of protoplasm apparently but little differentiated. One authority

describes them as "
protoplasm in tubes." This is their condition es-

pecially in the young animal. The walls of the capillaries are contrac-

tile, especially the nuclei of their cells. The walls are very thin and

delicate, and accommodate themselves to the pressure of the contained

blood. The larger blood vessels are likewise yielding and readily dis-

tended, but persistently regain their accustomed size when the pressure

is taken off. The fibrous cells composing the thick walls of the larger

vessels, like all others, require to be nourished, and so there are little

blood vessels called vasa vasorum, which run through these coats and

bathe all the cells. The coats of all the vessels being composed of cells

which, in their original character, possess the individuality and contrac-

tility of so many amoebae, the general contractility of the organ composed

of them is accounted for as the sum of that of the individual cells ex-

erted under a simultaneous impulse. The impulses are made common

and simultaneous by the nervous system. The foetal heart, like the

other blood vessels, is composed of cells not modified into muscle fibres,

and it beats for a long time before such modification takes place. There

have been cases in embryonic growth, in which no heart was formed,

but in which circulation nevertheless took place, producing a normal de-

velopment of most of the parts of the body, so that contractility and

circulation precede hearts. Furthermore; "It has occasionally been

noticed that a gradual degeneration in the structure of the heart has

taken place during life to such an extent that scarcely any muscular

tissue, could at last be detected in it, but without any such interruption

to the circulation as must have been anticipated if this organ furnished

the sole impelling force.
"

(Carpenter.) And so we perceive that con-
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tractility and circulation may also survive a partial unwinding of heart

development. The heart is primarily only a portion of the system of

vessels, which, from its position in the body, is exposed to more power-
ful or more frequent stimulations than other parts, and so has come to

acquire a more constant habit and a greater facility for contraction,

which has become settled and intensified by ages of use, while the con-

tractility of most the other vessels has, by disuse, remained in a back-

ward condition.

In some .of the mollusks, contractile vesicles are found in different

parts of the circulatory system. The Amphioxus has no heart, but its

blood vessel contracts rythmically, thus propelling the blood. In the

Ascidian, the heart is a dilation of the principal tube containing the

blood, and by its contractions the blood is sent in both directions, a part

going forward to the gills and becoming oxidized, and a part going
backward into the tail end of the body and being deoxidized, the two

bloods meeting in the heart when it dilates, and, to some extent, chang-

ing places for the next pulsation. No doubt the intermingling of these

two, generates the greater part of the electrieity which causes the con-

tractions of the organ. The heart of the fishes is two-chambered, and

the blood flows in at the auricle, which, by its contraction, drives it into

the ventricle, which, in turn, drives it to the gills for oxidation. ( See

fig. 26.) The heart of the frog has three chambers, two auricles and

one ventricle. The blood from all the veins, ( two superior and one in-

ferior venae cavse ) enters the right auricle through an ante-chamber

called the venous sinus. The blood from the lungs enters the left auri-

cle. Both auricles drive their blood into the ventricle, which in turn

drives it out into the aorta through a muscular swelling called the

bulbus arterwsus. A branch of the aorta takes part of the blood to the

lungs, while the rest is conveyed to all parts of the body. There are

three nerve ganglions in this heart, one in the venous sinus and the

others on the auricles. They are connected with each other and with

the central nervous system by way of the vagus nerve. They no doubt

correlate the movements of the different chambers of the heart so as to

preserve the due sequence of contractions, although they were not orig-

inally essential to cause the contractions. Any part of the heart can be

made to pulsate by direct stimulation by pricking with a needle, electric

shocks, &c. The reptile heart has two auricles, one receiving blood

from the body and the other from the lungs. It has one ventricle, but

it is partly divided into two, and the aorta and the lung artery leave

these separately. In the crocodile, the ventricle is fully divided.

The human heart, like that of the birds and mammals, has four fully

formed chambers. The right auricle and ventricle are connected with

each other, but are wholly separated from and independent of the left
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auricle and ventricle. The whole heart of any person is about the size

of his closed fist; according to Huxley. Each of the four cavities has

the same capacity of from four to six cubic inches. Its whole weight
in the adult is 8 to 9 ounces. The blood from the veins of the general

system enters the right auricle, which, as soon as it is full, rontnicts and

Fia. 240. Heart and large vessels seen
from the front.

1. Right ventricle.
2. Left ventricle.
3. Root of pulmonary artery cut short
4, 4 .Arch of the aorta.
4 .The descending aorta.
6. The appendix and front part of right

auricle.
6. Same, of the left auricle.

'

7, 7 .Innominate veins joining to form
the vena cava superior which extends
from 7 downwards to the auricle.

8. Inferior vena cava below the dia-

phragm.
9. One of the large hepatic veins.
-K +. Left coronary artery. The right

coronary artery is seen to emerge from the
aorta between 3 and 5. ( R. Quain.)

FIG. 241. Heart and great vessels seen
from behind.

1. Right ventricle.
2. Left ventricle.
3. Right pulmonary artery.
3'. Its branches passing into the root of

the right lung.
3". Same of the left.

4 .Arch of the aorta.
4". Descending aorta.
5. Right auricle.
6. Is on the division between the right

and left auricles.
7. Superior vena cava.
7 .Left innominate vein.
8. Inferior vena cava.
9. Right hepatic vein.
10, 11, 12. Right pulmonary veins.
13, 14. Left pulmonary veins.
+, +. Branches of right and left coro-

( R. Quain.)nary arteries.

drives the blood Into the right ventricle through a passage way, which is

closed by the tricuspid ( three-pointed ) valve. This valve is composed
of three triangular flaps, the bases of which are attached in a ring to

the inside walls of the heart, while the long pointed ends project into

the ventricle. These points give way before the incoming blood from

the auricle. As soon as the right ventricle is full it contracts, and the

pressure instantly closes the tricuspid valve, which is prevented from

becoming inverted into the auricle by a number of fine, strong, tendi-

nous cords, which connect the points of the flaps with portions of the

walls of the ventricle. They are the chordae tendince. The blood thus

forced out of the right ventricle goes up the pulmonary artery to the

lungs. The ventricle then dilates again, at the same time receiving an-
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other charge from the auricle
;
and the blood just driven up the pul-

monary artery is prevented from coming back into the ventricle by three

fleshy flaps hung to the sides like swinging gates, which are instantly
closed by the weight of the blood falling back toward the ventricle.

These are called semilunar valves, from their half-moon shape. After

FIG. 242. Interior ofthe right auricle and
ventricle, exposed by removal of a part of
their right and anterior walls.

l. Superior vena cava.
2. Inferior vena cava.
2 .Hepatic veins.
3. Septum separating the auricles.
3 .Oval fossa. (In the foetus there is a

hole at this place between the two auri-
cles.) Just below it is the Eustachian valve.
3 .Entrance of the great coronary vein,

with its valve.
+, +. Auriculo Ventricular groove,

with a narrow strip of the adjacent walls
of the auricle and ventricle remaining.

4, 4. On. the septum in the cavity of right
ventricle.
4 .Large anterior papillary muscle to

which chordae tendinae are attached.
5, 5 , 5".Left, right and posterior or sep-

tal segments of tricuspid valve.
6. Inside the pulmonary artery part of

the front wall having been removed. Be-
low the figure is a strip of the wall and the
pulmonary valve.

7. On underside of aortic arch close to
the cord of the ductus arteriosus.

8. Ascending part of the aortic arch
the lower part is covered by the appendix
of the auricle and the pulmonary artery.

9. Placed between the innominate and
left common carotid arteries.

10. Appendix of the left auricle.

11, 11. Left ventricle.
(Allen Thomson.)

passing through the lungs the blood returns down the pulmonary vein

and enters the left auricle. This vessel then contracts and drives the

blood through the mitral valve into the left ventricle. The mitral

valve consists of two triangular flaps, one on each side of the passage ;

and when they fall together the}'' close the way against the return of the

blood into the left auricle upon the contraction of the ventricle, which it

tends to do. The mitral valve is provided with the supporting cords,

like those of the tricuspid. When the left ventricle contracts, the blood

is forced into the aorta, and through the arteries into the general sys-

tem. The ventricle dilates and is filled again from the left auricle,

while the blood in the aorta is barred from returning to the ventricle by
semi-lunar valves, like those in the pulmonary artery.

The heart is composed of muscle fibres, striated like those of the ac-

tive muscles of the limbs, &c. But the fibres are destitute of the sar-

colemma, or sheath, which striated muscles usually have. These fibres

are in layers in the different parts of the heart, some lying in one direc-

tion and some in another. The walls of the different parts vary from

each other in thickness. The average thickness in adult men of the

right auricle is one-twelfth of an inch, or one line. The right ventricle

averages about two lines, the left auricle about one line, and the left ven-
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tide from four to six lines. These different thicknesses indicate the

different degrees of strain they are subjected to. The auricles have

light work in simply filling the empty and unresisting ventricles. The

work of the right ventricle in sending the blood only the comparatively
short distance to the lungs is also light ;

but that of the left ventricle in

driving it to the extremities of the body is much heavier, and it is a cor-

respondingly stouter muscle.

There are nerves and ganglions in the heart which serve to co-ordinate

the contractions. In the frog the dominating center is in the auricles,

or in the septum between them, and while the heart is in running order,

the due rj^thm and sequence of contraction is maintained. In man the two

auricles contract simultaneously, and their contraction is immediately
followed by the simultaneous contractions of the two ventricles. Then

there is a slight pause, when the auricles contract again, and so on.

From the central ganglia of the heart, fibres ramify to all parts of the

heart and are said to connectwith all the muscle fibres. If a frog's heart be

detached from the body it will continue to contract in due rythmic

sequence, but if the auricles be separated from the ventricle, both parts

will continue their beatings, but at different rates. Parts of the heart

which do not contain ganglia, pulsate as well as those which do. These

facts prove that the ganglia only regulate the pulsations. After the

heart of a rabbit is detached from the body, it may, under favorable con-

ditions, pulsate for 36 minutes, and in one instance the last contraction

of the auricle took place 15 hours after death. In a mouse's heart the

last pulsation has been observed 46 hours after death, in a dog's 96

hours, in a frog's heart 60 hours, in that of a human embryo of three

months, four hours. The right auricle is the last part to give up. The

heart, like other muscles, is nourished and kept up by food supplied by
the blood. It is furnished by two arteries, a right and a left, called the

coronary arteries, which leave the aorta near its origin in the left ven-

tricle. They send blood into numerous capillaries which ramify through
the substance of the heart. The coronary vein conveys the blood, ,after

it has done duty in the heart, back into the right auricle where it is

thrown into the general circulation again. When a part of the blood

was cut off from the heart of a large dog by the ligature of a large

branch of a coronary artery, the ventricles ceased to beat in two and a

half minutes, while the auricles continued to pulsate for several minutes

longer. After a mammal heart has ceased to beat from exhaustion, it

may be started up nuain by injecting fresh arterial blood into the coro-

nary arteries. The left coronary artery of a man became plugged up so

as to arrest the flow of blood into the heart, and his pulse fell from

80 to 8 beats per minute. ( Lamlois. )

In order to produce the electrical motive power of any muscle, includ-
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ing the heart, the blood and tissues must be in contact with oxygen and

be burnt up by it. So, a detached frogs heart, which in a vacuum

would beat 20 to 30 minutes, would in pure oxygen beat twelve hours
;

but in carbonic acid it would beat only ten minutes, and in chlorine gas

only two.

The heart, like other muscles, is supplied with the polar energy neces-

sary to cause its contractions by the oxidization of its own tissues and

blood as the above cited facts abundantly prove. It differs from most

muscles in the fact that its contractions are in general rythmical and

continuous, while theirs are occasional, incidental and conditional. The

muscles concerned in respiration are like the heart, ordinarily rythmical

in their action, but may be interfered with and disturbed within narrow

limits. The movements of the muscles concerned in digestion are con-

ditional and casual, and ordinarily get their start from the contact and

pressure of the food, and the force necessary to keep them up comes

from the conversion of the chemical energy of digestion into electrical

energy. Their activities are said to be automatic, and so are the activi-

ties of the heart and respiratory organs.

The heart is automatic to the extent that the force which causes its

ordinary contractions is generated within it. The blood is thrown into

the heart by way of the coronary arteries, and it is the consumption of

the materials supplied by this blood that furnishes the motive power for

the contractions of the heart. But it is these contractions which force

the blood into the coronary arteries
;
so that each contraction makes

provision for the next, and hence the perpetual rythm. There is con-

siderable rythm in the movements of the intestines, which is kept up

during the presence of the food products, but when these are consumed,
the movement stops. But the heart does not stop, because the blood is

never consumed. The force furnished by the blood delivered to the

heart by the coronary arteries, is very much more than enough to run

the heart alone. This is seen in the case of the frog's heart detached

from the body, and so deprived of the blood supply. It then runs by
force obtained by the consumption of its own tissues and the small

amount of blood in them. But it runs light like an empty wagon. In

the body it not only moves itself but propels a great load of blood to all

parts of the system. The blood which is thus sent off to the other

parts of the body, generates in them an amount of force proportional to

that furnished to the heart by the coronal blood. This force is of a

definite average amount in each individual
;
and it depends primarily on

the size and organization of the individual, and secondarily, on the fre-

quency and energy of the stimulations to which he is subjected from

without. It is never enough to run all parts of the body up to their

highest capacity at the same time, so that when there is call for a spe-
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cial exertion of any part, that part must receive an extra or unusual

supply of blood. As the ancient doctors stated it, Wherever there is

stimulation, thither flows the blood. "Ubi irritatio, ibi affluxus.
"

Dur-

ing the activity of an organ the amount of blood in it may be increased

30 per cent.
,
or even 47 per cent

;
and generally the amount of blood in

any part or organ varies to correspond with its condition of activity.

( Landois. ) The extra supply is obtained by an increase in the rate of

pulsation, and this increase appears to be due to two causes. One cause

is, that as soon as a part receives an extra stimulation, a part of the

stimulation is communicated by the nervous system to the heart, caus-

ing extra exertion on its part, accompanied by a larger supply of blood

to it by way of the coronary arteries. The other cause is mechanical,

and results from relief of the pressure of the blood in the arteries.

Whenever a particular part is active, the arterial blood in that place is

more rapidly consumed, and the materials thus abstracted from the ar-

teries, or an equivalent amount in the shape of waste matter, is thrown

into the veins. This, by relieving the pressure against which the heart

works, allows it to work faster. The whole arrangement is very much
like a system of city water works, where the pressure is maintained in

the pipes by the pumps. The pipes are the arteries, and the thousands

of outlet cocks used by consumers, are the fine capillaries or hair-like

tubes into which the arteries subdivide in the tissues of the body ;
the

sewers are the veins. The strokes of the pumps fluctuate with the de-

mand for water. In the night they are slow, faster in the day-time,

fastest if an extraordinary demand arise, as in case of fire. So, the

circulation of the blood and the pulsation of the very pump-like heart

are slow at night, when, in sleep, the activity of the body is reduced to

a minimum. For the ordinary duties of the day the pulsation is

increased, while an extraordinary exertion may almost double it. A
middle aged man may, in a few minutes, by violent exercise, raise the

pulse from 70 to 110, and the respiration from 18 to 28 per minute.

The ordinary pulse steadily declines in rapidity from infancy to old age.

It is most rapid during the period of the relatively most rapid growth

and greatest activity. It is stated by some authorities to be 140 per

minute at birth, at the age of one year, 120, at three years, 100, at

twenty years, 85, in the middle of life, 70, and in old age, 50 to 60.

As mentioned above, the nervous ganglions in the heart are connected

with the general nervous system of the body, by means of which con-

nection the condition of the body has more or less influence on the ac-

tion of the heart. The chief of these connections are a branch of the

pneumogastric or vagus nerve, and branches from the three cervical gan-

glia and the first thoracic ganglia of the great sympathetic nerve. The

first of these is called the inhi'l't<>r>j nerve of the heart, because when it
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is stimulated the first effect is a check or stoppage of the beating of the

heart. The last one is the accelerans, so called because when it is stim-

ulated the heart moves faster. In regard to the inhibitory nerve it ap-

pears that it is not inhibitory in the long run
;

' ' but that it ultimately

improves the condition of the heart as regards force, rate, or regularity

one or all of these
;

"
so G-askell, the best authority on the sub-

ject, regards it as a true "anabolic nerve." The roots of the vagus nerve

are in the medulla oblongata, and here there is a mass of nervous mat-

ter which is a center of sensation for the visceral parts of the body.

The vagus nerve is both motor and sensory, and this center is the organ
for receiving the sensory reports of the state of the viscera and various

other organs, and reflecting them to motor organs with which they are

related, among which is especially the heart. When certain organs

served by the vagus nerve are in a condition to need more blood, the

current up the sensory nerve from such organs to the center in the

medulla is such that it excites the so-called inhibitory nerve, down which

a stimulus goes to the heart. This organ then works a little harder and

so furnishes the lacking aliment. ( It may be that the stimuli used in

the experiments on the inhibitory nerve were too strong for it and dazed

the heart at first, as the eye is dazzled by a too sudden avalanche of sun-

light from which it, however, soon recovers. ) The accelerans nerve prob-

ably acts for some other organs to stimulate the heart in their behalf.

Of these two classes of nerves Dr. Ferrier says :
' ' The inhibitory nerves

may be stimulated and the heart restrained b}
T

powerful irritation of the

sensory nerves of the surface generally, by irritation of the sensory

branches of the fifth in the nostrils, by irritation of the sensory nerves

of the larynx ;
and in particular by irritation of the intestinal sensory

nerves. Thus a smart tap on the intestines of a frog causes the heart to stop,

a fact which serves to explain the danger of blows on the epigastrium,

and the fatal consequences which, in certain conditions of the system,

sometimes follows the sudden shock of a large draught of cold water or

irritant poison on the sensory nerves of the stomach. The accelerator

nerves can be excited reflexly by stimulation, among others, of the af-

ferent nerves of the muscles, a fact which may partly have to do with

the increased rapidity of the heart's action during active muscular

exertion." Dr. Brunton thinks the inhibition is due to the interference

of molecular vibrations by the different nerve currents.

During active muscular exertion it is shown that the blood vessels of

the muscles become distended and have a greater quantity of blood in

them. There is a nerve center in the medulla oblongata called the vaso-

motor center. It is the starting point for the motor nerves which sup-

ply the blood vessels of the arterial system. These vessels are simply

tubular muscles, and when a large number of them are stimulated, their
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contraction miners tin- size of the tube and thus causes increased blood

pressure. Cixler th-'se rireumstanoes the heart is made more active,

the pressure
1

probably forcing more blood into the heart muscles through
the coronary arteries, and thus stimulating and at the same time sup-

plying them with greater power.

CHAPTER LIV.

ACTION OF GLANDS.

The glands are similar to the muscles in many respects though their

structure is different. " A gland of the simplest form is a cavity lined

with cells opening by a longer or shorter passage through the outer

surface of the mucous membrane or the outer skin (corium), which

lies above it. The cavity may be hemispherical, flask shaped, or tubular.

In the latter case the tube is often very long, and is either wound like a

thread or is coiled and is sometimes expanded at its closed end in the

form of a knob. These are all simple glands. Compound glands are

found when several tubular or knob-shaped glands open with a common
mouth.

"
( Rosenthal. }

These glands are variously occupied in secreting from the blood vari-

ous substances sweat, fat, saliva, gastric juice, gall, bile, urine, milk,

tears, &c. When any nerve connected with a gland is irritated the gland

becomes active in its function of secretion. ' '

If, for example, the

nerves which pass into the salivary gland are irritated, the saliva may be

made to ooze' in a stream from the mouth of the gland." The simple

glands, like the muscles, possess regular electric activity. Where a

large number of the simple, bottle-shaped skin glands
' 'occur regularly,

arranged side by side, it is found that the lower surface, that which

forms the base of the glands, is positively electric, while the upper sur-

face, that which forms the exit duct of the gland, is negatively electric.
"

( Rosenthal. ) When glands are irritated and made active the * <

negative

variation, "or decrease of gland current, takes place the same as in the

muscle. That is, electrical tension disappears in work. The mucous

membrane of the stomach and intestinal canal also furnishes electrical

action, according to experiments on the alimentary canal of the frog.

The direction of nervous energy to any of the glands, stimulates their

normal activity. This can often be accomplished by simply directing

attention to the organ, or to some act in which its functions are con-

cerned, for, as will appear further on, mental action may become cur-

rent electricity. Even mere states of feeling may produce effects on

certain glands when there is neither attention nor consciousness of them

or their functions. The secretion of milk in the mammary glands of a
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mother, is often largely stimulated by the anticipation of suckling the

infant, or even thinking about it. The secretion of milk during preg-.

nancy, appears to be due to nervous stimulus S}
rmpathetic with uterine

activity ;
an association dating back to the earliest types of mammal

life, and even beyond. The mental state of the mother has an effect on

the quality as well as the quantity of the milk. .It is affected by a

fretful temper, by fits of anger, by grief, by anxiety of mind, by fear,

by terror, and by excessive indulgence of the passions and appetites.

Examples are given in which infants have been fatally poisoned by milk

which has been changed in the mother's breasts by her violent emotion

*or mental excitement. A case is given of a puppy which was seized

with epileptic convulsions on sucking its mother after she had been in

a fit of rage. ( Carpenter. )

Other secretions are equally subject to nervous stimulus effected

through mental action. Experiments upon dogs and pigs, show that

after they have been kept fasting awhile, a sight of food, which they
are not allowed to eat, provokes a flow of gastric juice into the stomach.

It is familiar to all, that the flow of saliva, the action of the lower in-

testines, the secretion of the kidneys, sexual secretions, tears, &c.
,
are

influenced by mental states. These facts are based on the nervous con-

nection between the secreting glands and the general nervous centers

brain and spinal cord.

The sweat glands are subject to tttfe influence of the nerves, like the

salivary glands. It has been observed, that in amputated limbs, if the

distal ends of the nerves be irritated, a copious exudation of sweat may
occur. The sudoriparous, or sweat glands, have their nervous connec-

tion with the spinal cord corresponding with the nerves of general, sen-

sory and motor innervation. They are reflex, and can be operated when

the spinal cord is severed from the brain
;
and they are also controlled

by mental states. The number of these minute glands is estimated at

two and a half millions, giving a secretory surface of nearly 1080

square meters.

( A number of facts relating to the glands concerned in digestion,

have been mentioned in Chap. 28.)

In general, glands are stimulated to action by the direct contact and

pressure of the substances they operate with, or reflexly through nerv-

ous stimulation coming from other organs with which they are in work-

ing relationship. The development in animals of both muscles and

glands, has been imitated, to a greater or less extent, by corresponding

parts in a few of the plants. Or, perhaps it would be more accurate to

say that the functions of muscles and glands, and even nerves, are per-

formed in certain plants by the cells of plants without any very distinct

specialization of the tissues. Most of the facts in this chapter, relating
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to plant movement, we owe to the researches of Darwin. They prove to

us the easy disposition of protoplasm to be moulded into such organic
structures under certain conditions.

Insectivorous Plants. There are a good many plants that derive more
or less of their nourishment from animal food, and they are fitted out
with some special apparatus by which they are enabled to get its bene-
fit. The Pitcher Plant ( Sarracenia ), which is common in our swamps,
has leaves which are shaped like a deep, narrow cup. These leaves are

usually half full of water, which is pretty sure to contain a lot of

drowned insects. Their juices can hardly fail to be absorbed by the

plant, and so assist in its nourishment. This is rendered the more
probable from the fact that it is well settled that other plants do absorb
the juices of insects.

The Utricularia, or Bladderwort, is usually a plant without roots,

floating in the water, but some land species have also been described,

FIG. 244.

FIG. 243. Branch of Utricularia nealecta, with di-
vided leaves, bearing bladders.

FIG. 244. One of the Bladders of Utricularia neg.
lecta, showing the antennae and entrance underneatn.

having roots by which they are attached

either to the soil or to other plants as

Fia. 243. epiphytes. Asa Gray describes thirteen

American species, some of which are also found in Europe, and there are

many more foreign species. The peculiarity of the plant is the little

bladders ( titriculi ) which grow upon the leaves, generally near the base.

These bladders are translucent, of a greenish color, and when grown are

^ of an inch in diameter in some species, and J. of an inch in others.

At the extremity of the bladder there is an opening or mouth, which is

closed by a valve opening inwards. This valve is a thin, transparent,

elastic flap, which is pushed in by minute crustaceans and infusoria as

they enter, but which immediately closing back against the lip of the

bladder, prevents them from returning. Around the mouth of the

bladder are a number of arms, or processes, resembling antennae, and

together with the general shape of the bladder, giving it the appearance
of a cypris or water-flea. . The interior walls of the bladder are covered

with little arms or processes, which Darwin calls quadrifid processes,
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because they grow in clusters of four. Four arms take root at the same

place, from a short pedicel, and radiate their extremities in four direc-

tions. Just inside the mouth the processes have two arms instead of

four, and they are called bifid processes. Darwin ascertained that these

arms have the power of absorbing some of 'the matters held in solution

in the water inside of the bladder. The little animals getting in there,

die and decay, and are dissolved in the water, and thus furnish subsist-

ence to the plant.

The Butterwort ( Pinguicula vulgaris ), which belongs to the Bladder-

WOrt family, is found in Northern U. S. and Europe, and is another in-

FIG. 245. Two leaves of Pinguicula or Butter-
wort.

a. Eight edge of leaf closing over bits of meat.
6. Left edge closing over flies placed upon it.

sect-catching plant. A grown leaf of

this plant is about 1 inches long and f
inch wide. About eight leaves radiat-

ing from a common center, some lying

flat on the ground and others above them

and standing nearly upright, form, on

the whole, a sort of rosette. The mar-

gins of the leaves are curved inwards.

The upper surfaces of the leaves, ex-

cept the edges, are covered with glands

supported upon pedicels. The glands

secrete a viscid, colorless fluid, which is so sticky as to hold insects

which happen to get on the leaf. This secretion becomes more copious

and is acid when insects are caught. The secretion, when acid,
' ' has

the power of quickly dissolving, that is, of digesting the muscles of in-

sects, meat, cartilage, albumin, fibrin, gelatine and casein, as it exists in

the curds of milk." This secretion is, however, not able to dissolve

starch. The secretion which was caused by depositing a piece of starch

on the leaf, did not become acid. The presence of nitrogenous matters

upon the glands, while causing them to secrete, also causes the margins

of the leaves to infold toward the midrib, so as to inclose the object.

If the object is near the end of the leaf, the edges opposite to it are in-

curved, while the edges further down the leaf are not affected.

The Droseracese, or Sun Dew Family, comprise six genera, all of which

capture insects and digest and appropriate them. Three genera of them,

viz.
, Drosophyttum, Roridula and ByUis, detain the insects solely by

means of a sticky substance which they secrete from the glands upon

their leaves. One genus, the Drosera, also has the viscid secretion upon

which the insects stick, but the leaves are, in addition to this, provided

with flexible filaments or tentacles, which, when an insect is caught,

FIG. 245.
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slowly bond over and hug it to death. Two other genera, the Dionea

and Aldrovanda, have leaves, the two lateral halves- or lobes of which

are united by a sort of hinge or midrib. When either of those is agi-

tated by the pressure of an insect alighting upon it, they suddenly close,

and generally catch the intruder, squeeze it to death, and absorb its sub-

FIG. 246. Aldrovanda Vesiculosa, an aquatic fly-trap.
A. A whorl of leaves floating free. It is destitute ot roots.
a. Lobes of the leaf. B. LraJifcof leaf enlarged and pressed flat

6. Defending bristles.

39. Petiole, or leaf stalk.
r,i Midrib. [open.

Sensitive hairs, Organs of Touch.//. Glands,

stance into the tissues of the plant.

The Aldrovanda is a water plant without roots, and floa.ts freely. The

bi-lobed leaf has, on the part near the midrib or hinge, a large number

of glands, which are supposed to secrete a fluid which contains a fer-

ment for digesting the animal matter squeezed out of the victims. In

the same part of the lobes, and particularly on the midrib itself, are a

large number of long, finel}
T

-pointed hairs, which are organs of touch,

and when touched convey 'a stimulus which closes the lobes together.

The lobes stand apart at a small angle, so they do not have to move far

in shutting.

There is only one genus of the Dionea Muscipula, and it is found in

eastern North Carolina. The common name is the Venus Fly-trap.

FIG. 247.Dionea, or Venus
Fly-trap attending to business.
a." Laying

" for him.
. 6. Got him.

1 * Each leaf bears at its

summit an appendage,

which opens and shuts, in

shape something like a

steel trap, and operating
much like one.

" The two

lobes of this trap open so

as to stand usually at an

FIG 247 angle of about 90 with

each other. Around the outer edges of each lobe, is a row of stiff pro-

jections or spikes. On the inner face of each lobe there are two, three

or four filaments, or hair-like processes i of an inch long, which are
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the organs of touch, for whenever they are touched by an appropriate

object, as the legs or wings of an insect, the lobes of the trap fly shut,

and generally catch the unlucky trespasser. The inner surfaces of the

lobes are covered with small glands of a reddish or purplish color, in

consequence of being composed of cells which are filled with a reddish

fluid. These minute glands stand on very short pedicels. When a cap-

ture is made, these glands secrete a fluid, which is colorless, slightly

mucilaginous, and quite acid. This secretion does not take place unless

the glands are brought into contact with nitrogenous matter. When the

lobes are closed upon an insect, or a bit of albumen or meat, the digest-

ible portion is completely dissolved and absorbed by the plant, which

takes several days for the process. But if the trap is excited to close

itself by an insect which nevertheless makes its escape, or by an arti-

ficial stimulus, which leaves no food to be digested, it opens within 24

hours. The lobes of the trap are about half an inch, or a little more,
in length, and they manage very often

to catch beetles, spiders, &c.
,
half as

long as themselves. The closure of

the lobes together, is due to the con-

traction of the cells on the inner

faces of the lobes, and especially

those near the midrib. The stimula-

tion by which their action is excited,

spreads rapidly from ^,ny one of the

sensitive filaments, so that both lobes

engage in the movement of closing

at the same time. Dr. Burdon San-

derson discovered that there is a < 'nor-

mal
.
electric current in the blade aud

foot-stalk, and that when the leaves are irritated the current is disturbed

in the same manner as takes place during the contraction of the muscle

of an animal." Both lobes of the trap of the Dionea will close when

any one of the six sensory filaments is touched, which shows that the

stimulus spreads in all directions through the cellular tissues of the

plant. And it crosses from one lobe to the other with great rapidity,

for both close at once. Darwin's experiments failed to find any other

organs than the cells themselves, that appear to be concerned in the

transmission of the stimulus. The vessels do not transmit it, or at

least not exclusively. Here then we have nervous transmission through
tissues not yet differentiated into nerves, just as we have it in Coelen-

terate animals. Other observers have agreed with Darwin that the

stimulation passes from cell to cell, not only in the Dionea but in Aldro-

vanda and Drosera as well.
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The Drosera rotundifolia, or round-leafed Sundew, is native both in

this country and Europe. It is a remarkable plant, and has been ex-

haustively described by Darwin. ( Insectivorous Plants. ) The leaves

of this plant are circular, a little over half an inch in diameter, and

they are covered with glands which are set upon stalks or pedicels, a

gland with its stalk being denominated a

tentacle. The average number of these

tentacles is nearly 200 per leaf. The ten-

tacles in the central part of the leaf are

short, and stand upright. They increase

in length going outwards, and incline more

and more outwardly until the margin of

the leaf is reached, where they recline hor-

izontally, and are sometimes nearly of an

inch in length. The stalks of these tenta-

cles are flexible, and contractile, particu-

larly near their base, and under stimula-

tion they bend over toward the center of

the leaf, each carrying the gland on its

Rotundtfo-
summit with it. This gland is less than

!g irb ^ an incu in diameter, and to it ad-

down a piece of meat. ( Darwin.) hereg the drops of vigdd secretion which it

distills, and the glisten of which in the sunlight suggests the name,

sundew. When the tentacles in the central part of the leaf are agi-

tated by being pressed and shaken, as by the struggling of an insect in

the sticky secretion, a stimulation is conveyed to the tentacles on the

margin of the leaf. ' ' The nearer ones are first affected, and slowly

bend toward the center, and then those farther off, until at last all be-

come closely inflected over the object. This takes place in from one

hour to four or five or more hours." The stimulation which travels

from the tentacles which are agitated

by the foreign substance, arouses both

motor action in the stems of the mar-

ginal tentacles b} which they are

bent, and glandular action in causing
Fio. 250. Eight different forms taken

by the protoplasm in a cell of a tentacle the glands to secrete their fluid. This
of Drosera Rotundifolia, during a period
of 15 minutes. (Darwin.) fluid contains a ferment, and is a pep-

tic agent, and, as Darwin discovered, it also has an antiseptic quality,

and prevents animal matter in contact with it becoming putrid. The

tentacles remain clasped over nitrogenous matter much longer than over

other substances, sometimes not re-opening again for seven days. But

if they are stimulated to close by an agitation which affords nothing

they can digest, they open again within 24 hours. The activity of the

protoplasm in the tissues of Drosera, is shown by fig. 250.
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We found in the study of fermentation, that plants possess the means

for the production of one or more digestive diastases or ferments. In

animals, the secretion of such ferments is performed by organs differ-

entiated and adapted to that end. But the plant appears to secrete

these ferments, in many cases, without the intervention of any distin-

guishable organs. There must be cells scattered through the tissues of

plants, which produce these diastasic elements. In animals, these cells

are organized into aggregations or organs. But in the insectivorous

plants, the glands, or some of them, are also thus organized, and of

several sorts, as it appears from the foregoing accounts. Thus, in these

plants there is a beginning of that reciprocity of offices between differ-

entiated parts, that is carried to such a great extent in animals.

CHAPTER LV.

ELECTRIC ORGANS.

The Muscles and Glands discussed above, are organs in which one

mode of physical motion is turned into another
;

viz.
, Electricity into

Work. There is another class of organs in which electricity is accumu-

lated and not converted into work, nor silently discharged, as from or-

dinary muscles, as fast as formed, but in which it is accumulated under

powerful tensions, and liberated in violent shocks at the will of the an-

imal possessing the organs. These are called Electric Organs, and they

are good means of defense to the animals owning them. The principal

electric fishes are the electric ray ( Torpedo electrica and Torpedo mar-

morata ) of the Adriatic and Mediterranean, the Gymnotus electricus, or

electric eel, of the fresh waters of S. America, and the Malapterurus

electricus, or M. beninensis, from the bay of Benin on the west coast of

Africa. The electric organs of all these are essentially alike. ' '

They
FIG. 251. Cross section of Malapte*

rurus Electricus*
A. Skin.
B. Electric Cells.
C. Cellular Tissue.
D. Nerve.
E. Artery.
F.-Vein.
G. Adipose (non-conducting) tis-

H. Muscles. [sue.

( Owen, from Pacini.)

consist of a large number of mi-

nute and delicate plates, which,

arranged side by side and en-

FIG ^SSS2S^
closed in coverings of connective

tissue, form the whole organ. In the Torpedo these organs lie flat on

either side of the vertebral column. In the Gymnotus and the Malap-

terurus they are arranged longitudinally ;
and in the latter they form a
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closed tube in which the animal is concealed, its head and tail, MS It

were, alone projecting. The separate plates of which the organ con-

sists, are arranged horizontally in the Torpedo, vertically in the Gynmo-
tus. Each of these plates consists of an extremely delicate membrane,

which, when the organ is in a state of activity, exhibits positive elec-

tricity on one side and negative on the other. The currents of the nu-

merous plates combine, as in a battery, and thus all together afford a

very powerful current. With each plate is connected a nerve fibre, by
means of which the animal is capable of voluntarily effecting the elec-

tric discharge, just as voluntary muscular contractions can be effected

by means of the nerve. These nerves may also be artificially irritated,

with the result of producing one or more electric shocks, just as irrita-

Tr\

FIG. 262. Torpedo (Electric ray}. Showing Electric Organs. ( Gegenbauer.)
On the right is shown the dorsal surface of the electric organ, on the left the nerves

which go to it are shown.
E 0. Electric organ. J.e. Electric lobe of the brain.
Br Gills on the right they are covered Gr. Gelatinous tubes of the skin (sense

by their muscular layer. canals ).

2V. Trigemiuum, or 6th nerve. V Vagus, or pneumogastric nerve.
O Eye.

tion of a motor nerve elicits one or more muscular contractions. The

analogy of electric organs and of muscle is, in fact, from a physiolo

ical point of view, complete." ( Rosenthal. )
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Besides the fishes named above, the following possess electric organs,

the functions of which are, however, not so strongly developed ;
Mor-

myrus longipinnus, Mormyrus oxyrhynchus, Mormyrus dorsalis, Tri-

chiurus electricus, Gymnarchus niloticus, and Tetraodon electricus. There

are many others, the total number of species being about fifty. The

electric plates of the Torpedo are mostly hexagonal in shape, and be-

ing piled upon each other vertically they form hexagonal prisms, which

extend from the skin of the back to that of the ventral side of the fish.

The plates themselves consist of delicate membranes, and are separated

from each other by flattened cells, each cell consisting of two layers of

epithelium separated by a thin layer of limpid, fluid, albuminous mat-

ter. The hexagonal columns are separated from each other and from

the skin above and below, by a thin envelope of glistening aponeurosis

( a membrane ). Between the epithelium of the flat cells and the apo-

neurotic partitions, is an unorganized layer, in which the nerve fibres

and blood vessels terminate. The nerves form loops as they do in the

muscles. In each of the two electric organs of the Torpedo, there are

about 470 of the prismatic columns. The supply of nervous energy to

these organs is very great, and is conveyed by one branch from the 5th

pair of nerves ( trigeminum ), and four branches from the par vagum
( 10th pair ). Four of these nerves are very large ;

each one exceeding
the spinal cord in thickness. They enter the organs upon their inner

edges, and as they pass through they cut in two some of the prismatic

columns. They subdivide and send fibres to all the partitions between

the prisms. There are enlargements of the olivary and restiforme

bodies at the point where the electric nerves connect with them which

have been, not very properly, denominated electric lobes. They are

made up of the vagal and trigeminal enlargements of those nerves at

their junction with the medulla oblongata. The Torpedo is from one to

two and a half feet long.

In the Gymnotus, as mentioned above, the aponeurotic partitions lie

horizontally, while the plates stand perpendicularly, reaching from one

partition to another. Some of these layers are nearly as long as the

whole animal except the head and tail. The ventral half of the animal

consists of these electric organs, while the dorsal half contains the

spinal column, muscles and air bladder. The -digestive and respiratory

apparatus, and reproductive and excretory organs, heart, &c.
,
as well as

the brain and organs of sense, all lie in front of the electric organs.

The electric organs are four in number, two on each side. The upper
one on each side is separated from the lower by a thin muscle la}

Ter and

membrane. The upper ones are much larger than the lower ones. A
median partition extending lengthwise through the animal divides the

organs of one side from those o the other. This partition branches
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below the air bladder, backbone, and muscle layers, one part extending
to the skin on either side and separating these parts from the electrical

apparatus below. The horizontal aponeurotic layers, before mentioned,

extend from this vertical septum outward on each side to the skin.

FIG 263. Vertical cross section of Gymnotus ( Electrical Eel ). Natural size. (Dr. Knox.)
a. Skin. h. Vertical electrical plates in upper organs.
6. Fin. m Horizontal laminae separating the electrical
c. Muscles. plates.
d Air bladder. i Lower electrical organs.
e. Backbone. k. Aponeurotic partition or septum.

They are as long as the organ, but as that runs to a point at the rear

some of the layers are much longer than others. The vertical plates

extend from the middle partition to the skin, and are therefore as long

as the horizontal layers are wide. They are about half a line high at

their outward ends next the skin, but somewhat less at their inner ends,

as the horizontal membranes approach each other as they go inward.

There are about 240 of these vertical plates to the inch, measured

lengthwise of the fish. The spaces between these vertical plates is occu-

pied by cells and a fluid
;
but their arrangement differs from that of the

cells and fluid in the organs of the Torpedo, for in the Gymnotus the

cells are in a double layer, which occupies the middle of the space be-

tween the vertical plates, the fluid being separated into two parts, one
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before and the other behind the cells. The cells themselves are pyram-

idal, the apices of one half pointing into the precellular fluid, and

those of the other half into the post cellular fluid. The cell layer is

electrically positive, the fluid space in its rear and the vertical plates

are negative. The fluid in front is neutral, and a conductor from one

to couple to another. ' ' The whole represents the ternary type of the

voltaic pile. The Torpedo's structure is according to the binary type.
"

( Owen. ) The nerves running to the electric organs in the Gymnotus
are supplied by branches from the spinal nerves, of which there are

about 200 pairs. Filaments from these run down the middle aponeu-

rotic partition and ramif}' thence upon the horizontal layers. Other fil-

aments from the same nerves pass down the skin and reach the layers

at their outer edges. This is a very different arrangement from that of

the Torpedo, whose electric nerves are all from the encephalic pairs.

But the organs of the Torpedo lie on each side of the head, while those

of the Gymnotus are entirety back of the head and extend to the tail.

In each case, the nerves engaged are those directly opposite the organs

to be supplied. The electric eel is about seven feet long.

The electric organ of the Malapterurus is a hollow cylinder surround-

ing the whole body except the head and fins. Directly inside of the

electric cylinder is another of cellular tissue, in which the nerves and

blood vessels which supply the electric organs, are buried
;
inside of

this cylinder is a third composed of non-conducting, fatty tissue.

Within the fatty layer is the muscle cylinder, bearing the vertebral col-

umn and containing within its cavity the organs of the animal.
( Fig.

251.) The battery cells of the electric organ are lozenge-shaped, about

a third of a line in size, and separated from each other by fine membranes.

The nerves supplying this organ originate from the upper end of the

spinal cord, and run back as an independent system, giving off branches

to the organ.

In the Mormyrus longipinnis the electric organs are on the tail. There

are four of them, two on each side. In each organ there are about 150

membranous partitions running lengthwise of the fish, and placed ^ of

an inch apart, the spaces being filled by an albuminous fluid.
(
Owen's

Comp. Anat.)
Electric organs are quite analogous to a voltaic pile in which elec-

trical energy is accumulated in a state of tension. The nerves which

liberate the discharge, are of the same class as the motor nerves which

run to the muscles and liberate the energy which causes their contrac-

tion. Like those motor nerves, they are connected with the anterior

tracts of the medulla oblonguta, or spinal cord, as the case may be. A
voltaic pile, of the ternaiy type alluded to, maybe made by alteVnate

leaves of silver, zinc and woolen cloth arranged as in
fig. 254. Zinc
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being positive to silver. Hie top of each of the plates becomes positive,

and the bottom negative. The top of the pile is therefore positive, and

a wire connecting it with the bottom will conduct, a current from the top
to the bottom. The woolen cloths must have been saturated with dilute

sulphuric acid (or a solution of sal-ammoniac in water ).

The creation of the current is due to the chemical ac-

tion of the acid upon the metals. It has been proved
that all chemical action develops electricity.

Any irritating agent outside of the body coming into

'w contact with the skin, sends, by way of the sensory
\w nerve to the central ganglion either in the brain or

spinal cord, a stimulation, which, deflected from the

ganglia, returns to the electric organ along the motor

nerves. If these nerves be cut in two and their cut ends

B be irritated, an electrical discharge takes place, the
254 ~ Voltaic electrical organ, in this case, performing its function, as

-sner^Tcloth tlje musc'le does under similar conditions. As before
W.-Moist wool en mention^ these nerves are looped in their terminations

the same as the nerves serving the muscles. The continued or repeated

action of the organs soon exhausts them. The first shock of the Gym-
notus is very formidable, and will easily kill any small animal, as a fish

such as they use for food. Humboldt relates that horses are often killed

by them, these animals being used by the South American Indians in

fishing for the G}Tnnoti ;
the process being to compel the horses to re-

ceive the shocks of the fishes till they are exhausted, when they can be

safely taken by the Indians. Rest and nourishment recuperate their

functions, as in the case of muscles. The effect of strychnine is to

cause involuntary discharges from the electric organs; at the same time

it produces tetanus or violent involuntary contractions in the muscles.

The aponeurotic lamina and partitions which intersect the electric or-

gans, appear to have the quasi insulating properties possessed by the

neurilemma and sarcolemma sheaths of the nerve and muscle fibres
;

because each nerve fibre in the electric organ ministers to a definite

tract, and when such nerve fibre is irritated ( at its cut end ), the electric

discharge takes place only in so much of the organ as it reaches. If

part of the motor nerves suppl}
r

ing the organ be cut, and a stimulus be

applied to the skin of the animal, he is able to discharge the electricity

of the part still in connection with the central ganglia, the brain or

spinal cord, but not the part to which the severed nerves belong.

The shock or discharge from an electric fish is greater when two

points are touched at once, and the farther apart the points are, the

greater the shock. The most powerful shocks from the G3rmnotus are

when the head is grasped by one hand and the tail by the other. But
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the shock is less as the hands touch poiijts nearer together. The skin

of the animal is no doubt a conductor, and the shock felt is the dis-

charge from so much of the organ as communicates its electricity to

the part of the skin between the points touched. The violence of the

effect is thought to be due to
^
the rapidity of the succession of the

shocks. It is said that a single discharge of a Torpedo takes about one-

fourth of a second, and it is composed of about 25 separate shocks.

In the Torpedo, the top of the electric hexagonal prism, before described,

that is, its dorsal end, is positive, while the ventral end is negative. In

the Gymnotus, the head end is positive, the current being from head to

tail. In Professor Faraday's experiments with the Gymnotus,
" needles

were converted into magnets ;
iodine was obtained by polar decomposi-

tion of iodide of potassium ;
and availing himself of this test, Fara-

day showed that any given part of the organ is negative to other parts

before it, and positive to such as are behind it. Finally heat was

evolved and the electric spark obtained." ( Owen, 1-357.)

There are so many points of analogy between the electric organs and

the muscles, as to lead to the inference of a common origin for both.

The electric organs in the Torpedo appear to be modified muscles, the

prism, with its pile of flattened cells, being very like a muscle filament

with its constituent flattened discs. If such flattened discs were fixed

by their edges so that they could not contract under the electric stim-

ulus, they would be constrained to discharge their electricity instead of

turning it into work. They would thus become true electric organs.

The electric cells of the other fishes seem to have undergone greater

modification if we suppose them derived from ancient muscles, never-

theless their position in the animal strongly points to such derivation,

and we can readily perceive that if their attachments did not mechan-

ically restrain their contractility, their electricity instead of being dis-

charged might be employed in the compression of the cells and the

contraction of the organ.

It is observed that a strong discharge from the electrical organ is

sometimes accompanied by muscular contraction. The Torpedo has

one stout muscle, the business of which is to contract the electric or-

gan itself. It has also been observed to retract the eyeball when de-

livering a discharge. There appears to be an intimate relation between

the muscles and the electric organs. Obviously, the more the contrac-

tion of either of the organs, the less the electrical discharges. During

the quiescence of the animal, the development of electricity goes on

from the circulation of the blood and from the chemical reactions pro-

duced in it, and this electricity constantly accumulates in the electric

organs as in an accumulator.

A large amount of electricity is generated in all animals, including
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man, by the action of the muscles, the movement of the blood, pro-

cesses of digestion, &c. A good deal of this production is incidental,

and it is quietly conducted away and wasted, although there is still a

considerable storage of electricity in all the tissues. If it could all be

secured in accumulators, as it is in the electrical fishes, it might equal

or surpass theirs in quantity. If a person wear non-conducting clothes,

like silk and India rubber, the accumulations are often very consider-

able. There is a great difference in this accumulation in different peo-

ple ;
often when certain people pull off their clothes, crackling sparks

follow. The American Journal of Medical Sciences, Jan'y, 1838, men-

tions the case of a lady in whom electricity was so rapidly generated

that whenever she was only slightly insulated by a carpet, or other

feebly conducting medium, sparks would pass from her body to any ob-

ject she happened to be near. Sometimes as many as four sparks a

minute would pass from her finger to the stove, at a distance of \\

inches. It was most abundantly produced at a temperature of 80, and

during tranquilit}
r of mind and social enjoyment. Experiments proved

that it was generated in the body, and not by friction of the dress. It

is said that in man the accumulation is general \y positive, and in woman

negative. People of an irritable disposition and sanguine temperament

generate the greatest quantity. Cats have considerable storage capa-

city for electricity, and a perceptible shock may be given when' it is sud-

denly let off. The same was once observed in regard to a mouse.

Todd Cyclo. Anat.)

There are also Electrical Plants. One of these in Nicaragua is de-

scribed as belonging to the phytolaccacese, or poke-weed family. When

touched, it gives a shock like an electrical machine. It affects a mag-
netic needle at some distance, and when placed in the middle of the

bush the needle takes a gyratory motion. The electrical power is slight

during the night, and reaches its maximum at one or two o'clock p. m.

It is greatly increased in stormy weather, and is much reduced in the

dry season, the plant then remaining in a withered state. Another in

India, also gives a shock on being handled, and it influences a magnetic

needle at a distance of 20 feet. It is strongest about two o'clock, and

weakest at night. Its power is greatty increased in a wind storm, but

lost in rainy weather. It is probably the action of wind, weather and

sun that develops electricity in these plants. It doubtless does in others

also, but these must possess storage facilities like the electric animals.

The aponeurosis in the electric animals, and the sarcolemma of muscles,

and the neurilemma of nerves, are insulators of greater or less perfec-

tion, and probably the cells of the electrical plants are enclosed by some

such membrane.
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CHAPTER LVI.

NERVOUS SYSTEM.

Rhizopods, Amoebae, &c.
,
have no nervous system, the whole of their

substance being contractile, and all possessing nervous properties dif-

fused equally through it, and not differentiated from it. The Hydra, or

fresh water polype, has the power of contracting its parts by very sim-

ple muscles lying between the exoderm and entoderm, or inner and outer

skin layers, and it possesses sensibility or irritability, by means of which

stimulations may cause the movement of all the parts at once, and its

movements are correlated with each other, but yet there is no nervous

system in the animal. The Sea Anemone, or Actinia, another coelenter-

ate animal, possesses a row of sensitive tentacles around the mouth, and

its substance is very contractile, and also quite sensitive to touch and

light irritations. Yet it has no nerves. During bright sunlight its ten-

tacles are spread out like the petals of a flower, but if a cloud passes

over they are folded up and retracted, and the mouth closed. Even the

shadow of a hand will produce this effect. Its excretion of the waste

products of its food materials is usually by way of the mouth by which

they entered
;
but if a piece of bone or shell happens to be a little un-

manageable, it is pushed out through the side of the body wherever it

is most handy, and the rent thus formed is speedily repaired. That an-

imals so little differentiated as that, are still so sensitive to light and

touch, and that the stimulations are able to affect all parts of the body,

even those not directly stimulated, prove that the cells are themselves

sensitive organs, and able like nerves to convey stimulation to other

parts. Among the lowest orders in which a well defined nervous sys-

FIG. 255. Diagram of nervous system of
Starfish.
N. Nerve ring which connects together the

five ambulacral centers or foot ganglions.

tern is found, are the Echinoderms in-

cluding the Encrinites, Starfishes,

Medusae, Sea urchins, Trepangs, &c.

These animals, when adult, are con-

structed on the radiate or star plan,

both muscles in the form of tentacles

or arms, and the accompanying nerves

FIG. 266.

"

radiating from a common center. In

the lower orders of worms ( Scolecida ) we find the nervous system con-

sisting of one or two ganglia, the general protoplasm of the body still

possessing, in some degree, an undifferentiated conducting capability.
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Tape worms, Liver Flukes, Planarians, Ribbon worms, Hair worms,

Nematodes, &c.
,
are examples of this stage of development. Among

those worms which consist of a series of segments joined together one

FIG. 256.^ Turhellarian
worm, Me&ostomum Ehreriber-
gii,

g Paired Ganglia connected
by commissure.

e. Eye spots or pigments.
t. Nerve trunk.
m. Mouth with pharynx.
a. Alimentary canal.
s. Skin covered with cilia.

FIG. 257. Jlrain and anterior
part of the ganylionic chain of
a Tube-toormSerpula.

G. Cerebral ganglion (brain).
C. Esophageal ring.
7#.--Sub-esophageal ganglion.

e.- Nerves to the tentacles and
mouth segment.

a. Nerve chains with gang-
lions at each segment of the
body.

behind the other, and

which are classified under

the sub-kingdom Annu-

losa, we find a pair of Fia. 257.

nervous ganglia accompanying each one of the

segments, and another encircling the neck and

gullet, the whole joined to each other by fibres on

each flank of the body, running from one end to

the other. Thus, as t"he body is increased in the

number of its parts, a harmony of movement and

co-operation of action is secured among them by the balancing of the

stimuli and their mutual reinforcement or partial elimination in the

nervous ganglia.

FIG. 268. Sea-Squirt (Ascidian).
a. Mouth. 6. Vent. c. Nervous system.

d. Muscular sac containing stomach, &c.

The ganglion of the Ascidian, fig. 258, when stimu-

lated causes the contraction of the muscular bag which

envelops its -viscera and suddenly empties it, causing the

'<
squirt," which gives the animal its common name. In

Mollusks, generall}', there are two masses of ganglionic

matter, one above and the other below the esophagus.

These are connected with each other to form a ' < throat

ring," and from them nerve fibres radiate to the muscles,

and such sense organs as they possess. Shell-fish like

the pond Muscles, have n large ganglion and a sense organ in the fleshy

projection called the foot, which is connected to the cerebral ganglion.

The cephalopods (Cuttle fishes, &c.
)

have a central ganglion which

answers to the brain, and possess also an independent ganglion in each

FIG. 256.

FIG. 268.
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sucker. These last may act by reflex stimulation independently of the

central ganglion, or they may be stimulated by the central ganglion, and

so act in harmony with the rest of the body. The central ganglion is

the nervous center of the special sense organs, sight, &c.
,
so that when

FIG. 259. Nervous system of Pond Muscle
(Anodonta).
O.-Mouth.
Og. Cerebral ganglion.
<S'e. Labial palps touch organs.
G. Generative gland.
OK. External opening of kidney.
OCT. Opening of generative gland.
K. Gills ( large-paired organs).
A. Anus.
Vg. Splanchnic ganglion.

Ik P. Foot.
Pg.-Foot ganglion. (After Keber.)

the action is governed by it, the stim-

uli of sight, and other senses, over-

rule the stimulus of touch in the

sucker. The suckers of the Cuttle

fish will act by reflex stimulation when

they are cut off from the rest of the

body, it only being required to place

them in contact with some object.

Among the articulates

there is a central ganglion

at the head end, the stim-

FIG. 260. Segmented worm.
Centipede, showing nervous sys-
tem.

^Byj

%

FiG. 259.

ulation of which is derived from the specialized senses, as

in the Cephalopods, and there are likewise independent cen-

ters placed in each of the segments of the body. These

segments, however, are not arranged around a center, but

are placed in a row, one after the other. ( Fig. 260.) The

segmental ganglions are underneath the cavity of the stom-

ach, one in each segment. Each segment usually supports
two limbs, and the segmental ganglion is the medium of the

reflex action which takes place in them, the central ganglion

being the medium for starting action caused by stimulation

from the special sense organs. The cephalic, or head gang-

lion, is placed above the mouth, thus indicating the position

to be taken by the brain in the vertebrates, of which this

ganglion is undoubtedly the forerunner. Its most impor-
tant stimulating sense is, no doubt, the sense of sight. It is situated

near the eyes, and in size usually bears a direct proportion to them.

This ganglion is connected with the first segmental ganglion, which lies

below it on the underside of the esophagus, or gullet, by a band of

nervous matter on each side, so that the effect is to surround the esoph-

f
FIG. 260.

>v

N

$

J
\
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agus with a nervous ring. From this, bands of nerve fibres pass back-

ward along the ventral side of the bod}
r

, connecting the cephalic gan-

glion with each of the segments, by which the action of all may be con-

trolled in harmony by the sight stimulus. If, while a Centipede is in

motion, its head be cut off, the legs will continue to move, and so carry

the body forward. But the guiding sense of sight being cut off with

the head, there is no avoidance of objects which ma}r happen to be in

the way. The body runs against any obstacle, but if it be lower than

itself it will mount over it and go on, but if it is too high, the body

stops while the legs, not controlled by a guiding sense, will continue to

move as if ever}
r

thing were all right. This motion is caused by the
'

stimulus of the contact of the feet with the ground, and is the so-called

reflex action. This action can be started in the limbs, when the animal

is cut in two or the head cut off, by irritating the cut end of the

nerves. If a middle section of the ventral nerve chain be removed

while the Centipede is alive, the legs opposite that part become motion-

less, but those in front move in co-ordination with the head ganglion,

while those back of the mutilation move by the touch stimulus, but not

in harmony with those in front.

The Praj'ing Mantis, an insect of the grasshopper kind, is another

animal in which the effect of reflex stimuli can be readity observed. It

has six legs, but the front pair are differentiated into a sort of claws,

which are usually held aloft in an attitude which suggests its name, but

is really an attitude of preying instead of praying, for thus it lies in

wait. If the head of this animal be cut off it will still stand holding

up its arms, and if any object be placed between them they will close

upon it as when alive. If the segment to which these arms are at-

tached, be cut off, the insect will continue to stand and resist attempts

to overthrow it, and the wings will perform the same agitated movements

as when the head is present. Moreover, if any object be placed within

the arms attached to the abscinded segment, they will still' grasp it as

before. l These facts prove, as pointed out by Carpenter, that the or-

dinary movements of the insect are prompted by the reflex action of

the ganglia of the ventral cord, such action being the continuance

through the ganglia of the direct stimuli of touch. In life, the general

movement of the body is directed by the stimuli through the eye, while

the desire or impulse to move at all is internal, and comes from the

state of the stomach, nerves from this quarter mingling their stimuli

with those of sense in the optic ganglion, thus making this a real brain,

albeit a very simple one.

The Gyrinus Dytiscus is a water beetle which slides about on the

surface of summer streams. If one of these be beheaded and placed

1 See Carpenter's Mental Physiology.
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upon a dry surface it will remain motionless, but if placed on the

water it will slide about as in life for half an hour. This indicates that

the reflex machinery of this insect is differentiated to stimulus of a pe-

culiar kind. The legs of the Centipede are stimulated by a dry surface,

but this one requires a wet one. Other sorts of stimulation are possi-

ble often to the same organs, causing different sorts of reactions. Thus

the presence of air in the lungs and windpipe stimulate the act of res-

piration, but the presence of some extraneous object, as dust or hairs,

causes a tickling and coughing. So in the case of the headless Centi-

pede, if his breathing pores, which lie along the side, be irritated by
the vapor of ammonia, or something of that kind, the body will bend

away as if to avoid it.

FIG. 261. Nervous system of Crawfish ( Astacusfluvia-
tilis.) ( Huxley.)

a. Antennary nerve.
6. Antemmlary nerve.
c. Circum-esophageal nerve.
es. Esophagus in cross section.
o. Optic nerve.
syn Stomato gastric nerve.
sa. Sternal artery in cross section.
v Vent.
-Z. Supra esophageal ganglion.

6 5th Thoracic "

7.-Last "

13. Last abdominal

We see in the foregoing examples, the ac-

tion of external agencies, especially touch or

contact stimulations, but also light, upon or-

ganisms, with the result of putting them into

motion in various ways. There can be no

mistaking the entirely reflex nature of the ac-

tion of one of these animals with its head off,

meaning by the term reflex that the stim-

ulation, in the form of a motion of a body
outside of the animal, sets up in the animal a

polar current, which passes from the point of

contact to a ganglion, and from thence to the

muscles of the limbs, and causes them to con-

tract and so give motion to the limbs. In

other words, the headless organism is a ma-

chine in the same way that a water-wheel is,

^although a much more complicated one. But

when the head is on, it is still not a whit less

a machine, onty its complexity is greatly in-

creased.

The vertebrate body is constructed on the general plan of a worm,

and, like it, is composed of a series of segments. These segments are

arranged along a longitudinal axis called the spinal column. This is

FIG. 261.
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composed of a series of short bones, called vertebrae, placed end to

end. There is a hole in the posterior or dorsal part of each of the

vertebrae, running parallel with the direction of the body, the effect of

which, taken together, is a tube running the whole length of the spine.

In this tube is the nervous trunk, called the spinal cord, which puts

forth branch nerves in pairs, one pair for every vertebra. To the front

or anterior sides of the vertebrae the ribs are attached. In the lower

vertebrates, a pair of muscles goes with each vertebra, one on each

side, and to each muscle a nerve is sent from the spinal cord. This is

the case with the fishes.

FIG. 262. Nervous System of
Frog, underside.
L- Olfactory lobes.
01 .Olfactory nerves.
a-Eye.

A. Is placed on the crossing of
the Optic Nerves.

Vg. Ganglion of the 5th nerve.
XQ. Ganglion of Vagus or 10th

nerve.
8p 1, Sp 4, &c. Spinal nerves.
K. Great Sympathetic nerves.
tig 1, tig 7, tig 10, &c. The ten

ganglions of the sympathetic nerve.
C. Spinal cord.
Br Brachial nerves (to the

Is. Ischial nerves (to the legs).

(AfterEcker.)

After the development of

limbs, the relationship be-

tween the vertebrae and the

muscles became changed, the

arrangement of the muscles

gradually becoming such as

best to accommodate the lo-

comotive requirements of the

animal. The relation of the

nerves to the vertebrae, how-

ever, remains the same, and

in all there are as many pairs

of spinal nerves as there are

vertebrae. In man, the num-

ber of each is thirty or thir-

ty-one. The nerves are dis-

tributed to all the muscles of

the body and limbs, and to

every part of the skin. The

nerve trunks leaving the

FlG 262 spinal cord have two roots in

the spinal cord called the posterior and anterior, so named from the
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part of the cord in which they are situated. The fibres of these two

roots come together and form a bundle, one on each side of the spinal

cord. Before they join, however, the posterior fibres pass through a

swelling or bunch of gray vesicular matter constituting the ganglion of

the posterior root. After the junction of these two sets of nerves, they
FIG. 263Cerebro-Spinal Axis. ( Quain, after BOUT-

gery.)
/, T, 0. External right side of cerebrum, on the

frontal, temporal and occipital lobes.
C. Cerebellum.
P. On the Pons Varolii. Between P and V is the large

ganglion of the 6th nerve (trigeminum or trifacial).
mo. Opposite and left of Medulla Oblonyata,
ms & m. s. Point to upper and lower extremities of

spinal cord (spinal marrow).
ce. On lowest lumbar vertebral spine marks the cauda

equina (horse tail ). The spinal cord at the bottom di-
vides into a bush of fibres, called by this name.

C/. First Cervical Nerve.

gVIIL
Eighth, or lowest,. cervical nerve.

/.First dorsal nerve.
DXII.LiSiSt dorsal nerve.
LI. First lumbar nerve.
L V. Last lumbar nerve.
SI. First sacral nerve.
S V. Fifth sacral nerve.
Co/, Coccygeal nerve.
S. Left sacral plexus.
The backbone is split down through the middle.

pass on out together towards the skin and

muscles, subdividing into numerous threads as

they go. It has been ascertained that the

fibres which leave ~by the posterior root are af-

ferent or sensory nerves, which connect with

the skin and convey to the spinal cord the

stimuli of touch. Those fibres which leave

by the anterior root are efferent nerves, which

convey the return, or motor, stimulus to the

muscles. A part of the' afferent fibres stop in

the gray vesicles, which constitute a consider-

able part of the interior of the spinal oord,

and so do a part of the motor fibres, so that

some afferent stimuli pass into this gray mat-

FiG~263. ter by the nerves of sense, and, without stop-

ping, pass on out as motor stimuli directly to the muscles, which there-

upon contract. Actions thus simphr and directly brought on, are called

reflex, and involuntary. But a part of the afferent fibres, and of the

motor fibres as well, do not connect with the gray vesicular matter in

the spinal cord, but pass up the cord and do not connect with any gray
matter till they reach the basal ganglia, or the cortex of the brain. Ac-

tions resulting from stimuli passing along these fibres, are apt to be

modified by stimuli from other parts, perhaps delayed or counteracted.

Such actions are said to be either voluntary or sensori-motor.

Thus a pair of nerves, one right and the other left, leaves the spinal
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cord between each two of the vertebrae constituting the backbone. They

are, in man, commonly reckoned as thirty in number; viz., eight pairs

of cervical, twelve pairs of dorsal, five of lumbar and five sacral. Oc-

casionally there are six sacral, when the whole number becomes thirty-

one. Each pair of these nerves is in part motor and in part sensory.

But the only sense of which they are the vehicle is the sense of touch,

including that of pressure and heat, and they are often called the

nerves of general sensibility. The motor part of the cervical nerves

FIG. 264. A portion of the spinal cord from the cervical region, showing connections of
the spinal nerves.
A.- Front view. it. Right side. (7. Cross-section.
D. Underside of nerve-roots, and ganglion of posterior root. References same in all.

1. The anterior median fissure.

2.
"

posterior
3. Antero-lateral impression place of connection of anterior roots, (shown too dis-
4. Postero-lateral groove connection of posterior, afferent roots. [tinclly in fig.)
.'>. Anterior, efferent roots.
>. Anterior root divided and turned up (A).
P. Posterior root, the fibres of which enter 6'.

fi .Ganglion of posterior root.
7. The united or compound nerve.
7 .The posterior primary branch, made up of fibres from both the anterior and pos-

terior roots. ( After Allen Thompson.)

reach the muscles of the neck and occiput, upper part of the chest and

shoulder, "arm and fingers; and a branch goes to the diaphragm ;
while

the sensory portion of these nerves come from the skin of the neck,

shoulders, arms, ears, &c. The motor portion of the first, second and

third pairs of the dorsal nerves, mingle with the cervical in branches to

the muscles of the arms and shoulders. The other pairs reach themus-
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cles of the ribs and abdomen, back and loins. The sensory portion of

the dorsal nerves bring the sensation of touch from the skin of the ab-

domen, chest, loins and back. Of the lumbar nerves, the motor part

connect with muscles in the abdomen, groin, thigh, leg, loins, sacrum,

nates, and scrotum, while the sensory part receive the touch impres-
sions of the skin of the same parts. Of the sacral nerves, the motor

FIG. 265. Brain and Spinal Cord of Human foetus, 3 months. (Kolliker.)
^.Hemispheres of the Cerebrum.
m. Midbrain Corpora Quadrigemiiia.
c. Cerebellum.
4. Fourth Ventricle.
o Medulla Oblongata.
5. Spinal cord.
6. Its enlargement for the Arms.
L Legs, or Lumbar enlargement.

part serve the muscles on the external side of the leg, and

part of the toes and the foot, part of the thigh, the organs

of generation uterus &c.
,
and the bladder, nates, &c. The

sensory part convey the touch stimuli from the skin corres-

ponding to the muscular parts named. The relation be-

tween the spinal nerves, spinal cord and brain, are shown in

figs. 262 & 263.

The nerves of all the senses, except touch, and some nerves of that

sense, too, pass directly into the skull, and there connect with the great

FIG. 265. central nervous system of the body. These nerves of sense, together with

others which pass out from the brain as motor nerves, constitute what are called the

Cranial or Cerebral Nerves. In the vertebrates generally, including man, there are

twelve pairs of them, as follows:

First pair are the olfactory nerves or lobes. They always, among the vertebrates, retain

a connection with the hemispheres of the cerebrum, and often have a cavity in each

which connects with the cavity of the corresponding hemisphere called the lateral ven-

tricle. These olfactory lobes rest upon the ethmoid bone of the skull, through holes in

the bottom of which the nerve fibres pass, connecting the olfactory lobes with the pit-

uitary membrane of the nose. The lobes are to be regarded as parts of the brain, being
real ganglia containing gray vesicular matter. This relationship is more obvious in the

lower vertebrates in which the lobes are relatively more prominent, and the sense of

smell relatively more highly developed. The nerves pass backward from the lobes to

the Optic Thalamus, in which there are additional olfactory ganglia. The olfactory

nerves are exclusively sensory, none of their fibres possessing any motor influence with

any of the muscles.

The second pair are the optic nerves. These likewise start from lobes or ganglions,

viz., the Corpora quad rigem in a, in which each one has two roots, one in the natis and one

in the testis. They pass forward from these ganglions by way of the optic thalamus,
from which they receive large accessions of nerve fibres, which connect with the thala-

mus by two more roots on each side, thence along the base of the brain, each one of the

pair converging toward its fellow. They cross each other, forming the optic chiasm, or

decussation, in front of a grayish tubercle at the base of the brain, called the Tuber

cinereum. After crossing, the nerves pass into the orbits of the eyes, and terminate

upon the retina. They are sensory nerves, but are also closely connected with the third

pair, through fibres of which reflex action is set up in the iris in the contraction of the

pupil. Sneezing is also excited by reflex action of light, through connection with the

fifth pair.

The third pair, the motores occulorum, move the majority of the muscles of the eye.

They divide into two branches, the superior branch going to the rectus superior oculi, or

superior straight muscle of the eyeball, and to the upper eyelid, and the inferior branch

going to the lower and inner straight muscles, and the lesser oblique muscles of the eyeball.

They are motor nerves, but have fibres which are sensory, receiving touch stimuli from

the skin and sensitive surfaces about the eyebu II. These nerves connect with the pedun-

cles of the brain (crura cerebri ) below the corpora albicantia, each one by two roots like
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the spinal nerves. ( Fig. 267, P TIL) They leave tin- cranium through the sphenoidal fis-

sures. (These consist of ;i hole in tin- skull on each side, opening from the hrain

through the sphenoidal hone into the upper back part, of the orbit or eye cavity.)

The fourth pair are the I'athetici, or Pathetic, nerves. This nerve moves the eye ha 11

by its superior oblique muscle. It connects with the brain behind the corpora quaclri-

gemina at the lateral parts of the valve of vieussens. It is both motor and sensory. It

leaves the cranial cavity through the sphenoidal fissure.

FIG. 266. Front riew of ^fr,/>llfa

Oblonffata, POM Vr<>ia. &c., show-
ing nerre roots. (From Quain, with
addition 8.)

On the right side, the convolutions
of the central lobe, or Island of
Reil, have been left; on the left, the
cerebral lobes have all been re-

moved, exposing the Optic Thala-
inus
.Olfactory nerve cut short.

'. I. Optic
'. II. 3d pair Occulo Motor.
V. 4th_pair Pathetic. ( Muscles of
V. 6th Trigem i n a 1 . [ eye.)
d. Motor root of the 5th nerve.
a, b, c.~Divisions of 5th nerve.
VI. 6th nerve (Abducentes) (mus-

cle nerve of eve).eye ).

VII. 7th nerve, Portio Dura, Facial
nerve.

VIII.-Auditory (Portio Mollis).
IX. Glosso Pharyngeal.
X. Par Vagum, or Pneumogastric.
XI. Spinal Accessory of 10th nerve.
XII. Hypoglossal, motor nerve of

tongue.
1. Globe of right eye, perfect.
2. Globe of left eye, sclerotic and

chorpid coats removed.
3. Pituitary body Hypophysis.
4. Optic Chiasm. Jfm"S-
6. Cut surface of left Optic Thala-
6. Tuber cinereum and Iiifundibu-
7. Corpora Albicanti a. [ lum.
8. Locus perforatus posticus.
9. External Corpus Geniculatum.
10. Internal
11 Pons Varolii.
12. Olivary body.
13. Anterior pyramid.
14. Decussation of pyramids.
15. Lateral column of Spinal Cord.
16. Anterior column

17. Anterior median fissure of spinal cord. 20. Locus perforatus anticus.
18.-The flocculus. 21. Island of Reil.
19. Fissure of Sylvius. P. Placed on Cerebral Peduncles.

The fifth pair are also called the Par Trigeminum (also Trifacial ), from the fact that

they divide into three branches each. They are both motor and sensory. The first branch
is the Ophthalmic, which subdivides into three ; viz., one, the lachrymal, to the lachrymal
gland and upper eyelid ; one to the forehead and upper eyelid ; and the third to the eye-

lids, nasal fossae and nose. The second branch is the Superior Maxillary, which has four

subdivisions one to the orbit of the eye ; one to the last three molar teeth and gums ; one
to the front teeth and two lesser molars ; and the fourth to the upper lip, qheek and nose.

The third branch is the Inferior Maxillary, which has seven subdivisions, as follows: to

the temporal muscle ; to the masseter muscle, which moves the lower jaw ; to the inner
surface of the cheek ; to the internal pterygoid muscle, which is also concerned in moving
the lower jaw ; to themucous membrane of the tongue ; to the teeth of the lower jaw and
lower lip; and to the forehead and ear shell. This nerve connects with the brain by two
roots, one motor and the other sensory, like the spinal nerves. The motor root connects
with the posterior edge of the olivary tract of the medulla oblongata, and the sensory root

runs back, or down between the olivary tract and restiform body to the sensory tract of

the medulla. (See fig. 266.) Before joining the motor part of the nerve, d, the sensory parts,

a, &, c, unite in a large nervous ganglion called the Gasserian ganglion. The part of this

nerve which is distributed to the tongue, is the nerve of taste. The ophthalmic branch of

this pair passes through the sphenoidal fissure. The superior maxillary branch leaves

skull through the foramen rotundum. 1 The inferior maxillary branch passes through
the foramen ovale. 2

1 2 Holes in the sphenoid bone of the skull.
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The sixth pair are the Abducentes. This nerve moves the rectus externus, or external

straight muscle of the eyeball, which, by its contraction, rolls the eyeball outward.

This nerve also supplies the nictitating membrane and the retractor bulbi, in those ver-

tebrates which possess those parts. The root of this nerve is in the pyramidal tract of

the medulla oblongata. (See fig. 266.) This nerve leaves the brain through the sphe-

noidal fissure.

St

FIG. 267.

FIG. 267.Showing Island of Reil, Pons Varolii and Medulla Oblongata, with roots oj

the Encephalic or Cranial nerves, right side.

II. Optic Nerve running back to e and i.

Ill to ^//.-Encephalic Nerves. (See fig.
St. Upper surface of Corpus Striatum.
C. Convolutions of the Island of Reil (all

the cerebrum above this has been removed).
Th. Back part of the Optic Thalamus.
e. External Corpus Geniculatum.
1 Internal

"

Sy. Fissure of Sylvius in front of Isle oiR.
p. Pineal Gland.
q. Corpora Quadrigemina.
v Valve of Vieussens origin of 4th nerve.

. Right Corpus Albicans, with Infundibu-
lum and tuber Cinereuin in front.

h Pituitary gland.
P. Cerebral Peduncles.

266.)
y and z. Anterior and Posterior Roots 1st
Cervical Nerve.

Pons. Pons Varolii.

s, ra, in,- Superior, Middle and Inferior Pe-
duncles of the Cerebellum, cut short.

o. Olivary body.
r. Restiform body.
ar. Arciform fibres.

tr Tubercle of Rolando.
pa. Anterior pyramid.
ca, cp, cl. Anterior, Posterior and Lateral
columns of Spinal Cord.

( Quain, after Allen Thompson.)
/.Olfactory tract running past the fissure

of Sylvius.

Seventh pair is the Facial nerve. It is sometimes called the portio dura of the seventh

pair. It supplies the superficial muscles and skin of the face, with branches to the pa-

vilion of the ear, the hyoidean arch and the jaws. It connects with the brain by two

roots, one to the olivary tract, and the other to the corpus restiforme. According to

Carpenter, the portion that goes to the face is motor. The sensory fibres that are found

with it are thought to be derived from the fifth pair and from the cervical nerves, with
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both of which it anastomoses freely. It passes through the skull by way of the stylo-
mastoid foramen, a hole in the temporal bone of the skull.

Eighth pair is the Auditory, sometimes railed the portio mollis of the seventh pair.
t is purely sensory, conveying to the brain those agitations of the organs in the ear tli.it

to make up the sensation of sound. In the ear it divides into two brandies, one oi
which runs up the modiolus of the cochlea and distributes fibres to the four

thousand arches of corti, and the other goes to the vestibule and distributes its terminal
fibres to the semicircular canals, the auditory filaments of the crista acustica, and the
otoliths. (Chapter 48.) This nerve connects with the brain by two roots, which em-
brace the restiform body, and originate in the floor and sides of the fourth ventricle and
in the restiform body.
The ninth pair is the Glosso Pharyngeal. This nerve also originates in the restiform

ganglion. It is sensori motor, but chiefly sensory, sending branches to the tongue, which
convey thence both touch and taste sensations, and also controlling some of the muscles
of that organ. It also has branches to the pharynx, and sensory touch fibres to the ex-

ternal canal of the ear. It leaves the brain by way of the posterior foramen lacerum, a
hole at the junction between the occipital and temporal bones.
Tenth pair is the Pneumogastric, or Par Vagum. It is both sensory and motor. It

arises from the restiform body, near the olivary body, and passes through the jugular
foramen,1 in the base of the skull, in company with the glosso pharyngeal and spinal

accessory, the ninth and eleventh pairs. It runs down the neck, and alongside of the

03sophagus through the diaphragm and into the stomach. Branches go to the pancreas,
liver, gall-bladder, and duodenum, &c. Other branches go to the larynx, pharynx, heart,

and lungs. It anastomoses in the neck with the spinal glosso pharyngeal, hypoglossal
and great sympathetic nerves.

The eleventh pair is the spinal accessory. This nerve does not originate in the skull

at all, but from the spinal cord about the fourth or fifth cervical vertebra, by fibres which
issue from between the anterior and posterior roots of the cervical nerves. It runs up
the cord and into the cranium through the great foramen, and leaves it in company with
the par vagum and the glosso pharyngeal and the jugular vein, through the jugular for-

amen. It is called the accessory of the par vagum, because the two taken together form
a pair resembling a pair of spinal nerves, the par vagum with its ganglion being con-

sidered the posterior, or afferent, and the accessory the anterior or motor. This nerve
loses itself in the trapezius

2 muscle.

Twelfth pair. This is the Lingual or Hypoglossal nerve. It arises by ten or twelve

very fine filaments from the grooves which separate the pyramidal from the olivary

bodies, and some of the filaments are traced from the olivary ganglion. It passes from
the cranium through the anterior condyloid foramen in the base of the occipital bone of

the skull. It furnishes branches to several of the muscles of the neck, and the main
stem gives its filaments to the muscles of the tongue and pharynx. It is a motor nerve.

The Sympathetic System is next to be mentioned. It consists essentially of two great

cords, one on each side in front, or on the inferior side of the spinal column, and extend-

ing from the cranium to the coccyx. (See fig. 262.) These two cords start from a com'
mon point in the ganglion of Ribes, which lies near the corpus callosum in the middle

of the brain, thence they diverge; each one passes with the carotid artery of its side,

through the carotid canal in the temporal bone, and thence on down by the side of the

spine through the neck, forming three neck ganglia, called the superior, the middle, or

thyroid, and the inferior or vertebral ganglion ; thence down the trunk, forming twelve

thoracic ganglia, one for each of the dorsal vertebra ; thence through the loins, forming
five lumbar ganglia; and below these three or four sacral ganglia ; and at the coccyx,

where the pair come together again, is formed a final small ganglion, the coccygeal.

Thus the two homologous sides of the system are united at the two ends, head and tail.

From each of the ganglions above mentioned, a branch connects with the spinal

nerves. There are also branches and some small ganglia connecting with the cranial

fierves. There are three principal plexuses formed in connection with the sympathetic,

which minister to the viscera of the chest and abdomen. These are the cardiac, solar,

and hypogastric plexuses. The great cardiac plexus is situated opposite the third dorsal

vertebra, at the point where the bronchial tubes branch off from the windpipe. It is

formed by the union of the middle and inferior cardiac nerves, which, in turn, are

formed by the convergence and union of fibres from the cervical ganglia. The great

cardiac plexus also receives fibres from the first thoracic ganglion, the pneumogastric

1 Also called the foramen lacerum posterius.
2 A muscle at the posterior part of the neck and shoulder which elevates the shoulder,

depresses it, or sarries it back, according as one or other set of fibres is contracted.
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and the hypoglossal nerves tenth and twelfth pairs cranial nerves. The fibres passing
from the great cardiac plexus, after being concerned in various complications of plex-

uses and ganglions, finally proceed to the heart and the great blood vessels, and follow

the latter throughout the system in all their subdivisions and ramifications.

From the sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth, and sometimes the tenth, thoracic ganglia*

branches start out, descending inwards and uniting into a single trunk to form what is

called the great splanchnic nerve. It enters the abdomen, passes behind the stomach,
and divides into several branches which enter the semilunar ganglion. Thence numer-
ous filaments emerge to form the great solar plexus, which is situated on the vertebral

column,,the aorta, and the pillars of the diaphragm. The nerves issuing from this

plexus follow the aorta and all its branches, supply the liver, spleen, pancreas, kidneys,

testes and ovaries, and the muscular walls of the stomach and intestines. The lesser

splanchnic nerve, or renal nerve, is formed by two branches starting from the tenth and
eleventh thoracic ganglia, passing downward and inward, and uniting at the twelfth

dorsal vertebra into a single cord, which enters the abdomen through the diaphragm,
then divides into two branches, one furnishing fibres to the kidneys through the renal

plexus, and the other anastomosing with the great splanchnic nerve. The hypogastric

plexus is formed by fibres from the sacral ganglia, and by branches from the lumbar and
aortic plexuses. It sends off filaments which accompany the arteries that pass to the

bladder, urethra, vagina, rectum, &c. It is situated near the rectum.

The sj'mpathetic S}'stem is called by plrysiologists, the < ' nervous sys-

tem of the automatic functions,
" and the "nervous system of organic

life,
"

in distinction from the cranio-spinal system, which is called the

animal system. The vegetative, or automatic, functions are not under

the control of the will, and go on in spite of it. All the organs con-

cerned in these functions are reached by nerves from the sympathetic

nerve centers, and many of them have no other supply of nerves. This

is the case with the muscular coats of the small and large intestines,

and the gland ducts connecting with them, also the muscular walls of

the bladder, uterus, ureters, and fallopian tubes, also the greater part of

the glandular apparatus. (Carpenter.) But the heart and stomach, the

lachrymal, mammary, salivary and gastric glands are supplied by branches

from the cerebro spinal system, in- addition to those from the sympa-
thetic system, which are distributed on the walls of their blood vessels.

The influence of the nerves of the animal system on the heart

and glands, has already been noticed. This influence is simply a

modifying influence, and has nothing to do with furnishing the motive

power by which these organs are operated. It has been repeatedly

pointed out that the power which causes the movements of the different

parts of the organized body, is derived from the chemistry of the diges-

tion of its food. The regulation of the movements, so that they may
support instead of antagonize and neutralize each other, depends upon
the influence of the motion of one part being communicated to that of

another part, that is, motion in one part must accelerate or retard the

motion of another with which it is in relation. This mutual influence

of the separated movements upon each other, is seen in animals that

have no nervous system, such as the hydra and actinia, and even the

amoebae. If a hydra be touched with a pin on one side, the effect is

communicated at once to all parts. But the touching with the pin is
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not the power which performs the contraction, it only sets it off. And
likewise the passage of the stimulation from the point touched to other

points at a distance, only touches off a force already there. The track

traversed by the stimulation represents the track of a system of nerves

not yet developed. When they are developed, as we find them in ani-

mals of higher organization, they are still merely the pathways of stim-

ulations which do not furnish the chief power, but simply regulate its

demonstrations. Now this regulation of the movement of an organ

may come from any one of several sources, all of which together con-

stitute its environment. The lungs may be made to move faster by a

strong emotion and also by the will. In either case the path of the

stimulation leads from the brain. They can also be caused to go faster

after violent exertion or by the exhaustion of disease, in which cases

the stimulation is from the viscera by way of the sympathetic system.

Thus, whether the stimulation is from the animal part of the system or

the vegetative ;
whether it is voluntary or involuntar3

r

;
conscious or

unconscious, it is the same, and consists of a nervous current along a

differentiated route between two organs which have been developed in

relation to, and more or less dependent upon, each other. It was early

in animal development that a connection became established between

the animal parts locomotive, prehensile, &c.
,
and the vegetative parts,

stomach, &c. When the stomach is empty, the limbs and jaws must be

subject to its stimulation and be set to work to fill it. When it is full,

the stimulations from it to the animal organs cease, and these then cease

to furnish supplies. The distinction often made between mental and

physical stimulations is for convenience of study, and purely arbitrary.

Regardless of its origin the stimulation is physical only. In a great

many directions the influence of organs upon . each other is carried by
means of the sympathetic system alone, of the animal system alone, or

by means of both, and it is to be observed that the nervous electricity

is generated indifferently in both the animal and vegetative organs, and

that it is conveyed indifferently from the nerves of one system to those

of the other, backwards and forwards. There is no distinction in the

character of the influence which one organ possesses toward another,

no such distinction as mental and physical.

The effect of the numerous ganglions and plexuses into which the

nerves run and convey their various currents, is to allow the modifica-

tion of such currents by their mutual action and reaction in reinforcing

or neutralizing, concentrating or dissipating, each other, &c. A current

coming upon a single nerve from a single organ, may, in a ganglion, be

split into two or more currents passing to as many different organs ; or,

coming from two or more, may be concentrated and continue from the

ganglion as only one. It has been long supposed by physiologists that
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the office of the ganglia on the roots of the spinal nerves, is to " cut

off sensation." (Carpenter.) By this it is meant that these ganglia

dissipate the stimulus of sensation. Thus, if one fibre of a bundle is

the vehicle of a stimulus from a touch upon a part of the skin, it car-

ries its stimulus uncommunicated till it reaches the ganglion on the pos-

terior root. There it is communicated to the vesicular matter of the

ganglion, and by it scattered to many, perhaps all, the fibres of the bun-

dle as they proceed from the ganglion into the spinal cord. The same

principle, says Carpenter, seems to apply to the motor fibres, because,

when such fibres from the cerebro-spinal system pass through the sym-

pathetic ganglia, they do not transmit motor impulses so rapidly or so

surely as in the cases in which they are not so connected. Evidently

the motor stimulus in emerging from the ganglion passes into so man}^

fibres that its power over any one is reduced
;
but its influence is com-

municated wherever these subdivisions of it go, and tends to modify

the action of other stimulations with which it mingles in any cell or

ganglion. These vesicular bodies therefore elaborate the stimuli by

these processes of dispersion and collection.

The movements involved in eating and assimilating food, are neces-

sarily partly animal and partly vegetative functions, with essential co-

operation between the two classes of actions. The muscular movements

of placing the food in the mouth, and wagging the jaws in mastication,

are under the control of the will, but mastication is attended with the

involuntary flow of saliva, which is liberated from the salivary glands,

and is an automatic resultant or accompaniment growing out of and

consequent upon the voluntary animal movement of the jaws. But this

flow of saliva may take place without the actual mastication of food,

the thought of doing so being sufficient to produce the necessary stim-

ulus. The propulsion of food through the pharynx and down the

esophagus, is purely automatic, and is reflex from the stimulus excited

by the presence of the food itself. It is not possible to perform the

operation of swallowing unless there is something to swallow, the direct

stimulus of a body in contact with the parts being essential. The

movement cannot be initiated by thinking about it, nor by an exercise

of the will, although the pharynx is connected with the cranio spinal

nerve centers by means of the glosso pharyngeal nerve, and the esopha-

gus is connected with the same by means of the vagus. These, with

other nerve connections, however, serve to establish co-operation in the

successive contraction of the parts concerned in the action of swallow-

ing, which is therefore purely reflex. The passage of the stimulus

through the cranial nerve centers may or may not arouse consciousness

of the action going on, but at all events consciousness is not essentia

to the performance of the action.
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When the food reaches the stomach it is in a position requiring the

co-operation of the gastric juice which is discharged upon it from the

gastric glands of the stomach. These glands are connected with the

brain by the pneumogastric nerve, and when this nerve is stimulated

there is an increase in the flow of the gastric fluid. Such stimulation

takes place whenever food is taken into the stomach, and perhaps through
the esophagus on its way down

; but, as stated elsewhere, such stimula-

tion may come at second hand, or indirectly, when there is no food to

be digested, it being possible that the gastric glands may be stimulated

by a " mental state," that is, by the action of associated parts of the

brain. Thus, in the case of the hungry dogs, in which the flow of the

gastric juice was provoked by a sight of food which they could not get,

the stimulation took place in consequence of first a stimulation of the

optic lobes of the brain, and next its propagation thence to the pneu-

mogastric nerve, and through it to the stomach. The sensation of sight,

and the aroused memories of gastric action, constitute the ' * mental

state," which forms a part of the chain of stimulation in such case.

The above is a sample of the hundreds of co-operative reactions which

take place in the complicated organic machine, in which the stimulation

of every act is a resultant of influences that come from different parts

of the body, some near and some remote. The differentiation which

finally sdts up one part of the organism to become more sensitive to the

stimulation of external energy than the rest, has made some progress in

the vegetable kingdom. We had some examples of it in chapter 54.

The tops of growing plants are sensitive to light, and the tips of the

roots are sensitive to pressure and moisture. These two extremities are

therefore sense organs, and they have means of nervous communication

with other parts, which may be called motor organs. The bending of

plants toward the light, which we often observe, is caused by the shorten-

ing of the cells on the illuminated side, and if a bending shoot be split

down, that side will bend over still more, while the opposite side will

tend to fly back. This bending will take place after the plant has its

growth, and is not, therefore, in all cases, a growing process. This

1 tending is produced by the blue and violet rays. Leaves also twist on

their stalks in order to present the green surface to the light. The up-

permost part or tip of ( some) seedling plants, is alone sensitive to light,

and it transmits an influence to the lower part, causing it to bend. If,

therefore, the upper part be wholly protected from light, the lower part

may be exposed for hours to it, and yet does not become in the least

bent, although this would have occurred quickly if the upper part had

been excited by light. As the shortening of the cells, spoken of above,

that causes the bending of a stem, takes place at some distance from

the point which receives the stimulation of the light, there must be a
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means of communication, and the passage of an influence from the one

to the other.

The ends of twining stems, such as hop, morning-glory and bean,

sweep around any object suitable for them to cling to, making a turn

every few hours. The touch stimulus is the naturally exciting cause of

this, and its effects are at, and a little above, the point of contact.

Touch stimuli also cause the twining of the tendrils of climbing plants.

But in the case of some varieties of the Virginia creeper, the touch or-

gan takes the form of a disc or button, and sticks like a sucker to the

side of a house or tree. Movements of these plants are also compli-

cated by the influence of light, the tendrils traveling much faster in the

part of the revolution in which they are moving toward the light. The

tendency to twine is, to a certain extent, inherited by some of these

plants, because they, in some cases, perform their revolutions before

they reach a proper support.

Darwin names 86 genera, belonging to many different families of

plants, which go to sleep at night. This they do by some particular dis-

position of the leaves or leaflets, some turning them down in a vertical

position, others raising them upright. The Sensitive Plant turns one on

top of another. This movement is, to some extent, hereditary. The

Sensitive Plant closes up some time before sunset, and opens again be-

fore it is fully light. Yet without doubt the' habit was originally de-

veloped by the action of lighl There are some species which sleep

after a bright day, but not if the day has been dark. Still, in most of

them, the habits are fixed, so that the preparation for night occurs with-

out regard to the change in the amount of light. Many of these plants,

especially the sensitive plant, will, upon being touched or agitated, fold

up their leaves as in sleep. These movements of the leaflets are due to

a change which takes place in their little stalks or petioles, and evi-

dently a stimulus passes through the cells of the leaflet from the point

where it is agitated to the petiole. The petioles of the plants which

make these movements are differentiated in a peculiar manner, as shown

in fig. 268. This differentiated tract is called a pulvinus (ridge). The

cells in this tract are smaller than the ordinary cells of "the leaf and the

rest of the petiole, their development being arrested before they are

grown, and they possess little or no chlorophyl. The more sensitive the

plant, the greater the differentiation of the cells, and the less chlorophyl

do they have. The effect of stimulation is to expand or contract alter-

nately, first one side and then another of the pulvinus, and to cause an

accession of sap and a turgescence and erection of the tissues
;
a pro-

cess which appears .to be analogous to the action of animal erectile tis-

sues. But the point to be especially noted is the transfer, through the

cells of the leaf, of the nervous stimulation necessary to set up this ac-

tion. We have, in fact, a nervous current without nerves.
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Equally remarkable is the action of the rootlets of growing plants.

The radicle of the pea in pushing its way into the ground does not pen-
etrate directly but bores down spirally, a process which is brought about

"Dy the growth of cells progressively around the point of the advancing
FIG. 2G8. Pulvinus of Oxalis Rosea ( a wood sorrel ).

A longitudinal section of the petiole or leaf stalk of a
cotyledon or first formed leaf.

p. The Petiole.

/.Bundle of fibres and vessels.
0. Beginning of the blade of the cotyledon.
c. The cells constituting the Pulvinus or joint, the motor

organ of the leaf. ( Darwin.)

root. The tips of the rootlets are very sensitive,

and when one encounters a little stronger press-

ure on one side than the other, it transmits a

stimulation upward to a part of the root some

little way above. At this place an expansion of

one side, or contraction of the other, bends the

radicle so as to move the tip away from the ob-

FIG. 268. struction which causes the pressure. When the

stimulating agent is moisture, however, the tip is made to turn toward

it by the proper bending of the stem above. The expansion of the cells

is accompanied, perhaps caused, by an extra amount of sap forced into

them, and this results from the nervous stimulation sent up from the

tip of the root. Experiments made by sprouting and growing beans in

a moist air, suspended above the ground, showed that the radicle always
turned toward the earth. If, after a radicle had grown to some length,

the bean were fastened so as to place the radicle in a horizontal posi-

tion, as it continued to grow it would take a downward direction, mak-

ing a right angle turn. So that this tip is not only sensitive to pressure

and moisture, but to the direction down. This last faculty must have

some big name, so it is called geotropism. The sensitiveness of the tip

of the root, is confined to a length of root not more than ^ of an inch.

FIG. 269. Extremity of root of growing Plantlet, greatly enlarged.
B.Its " Brains "

at the tip.

When that much was cut off, the sensitiveness of the root

and its disposition to bend upon being stimulated, was de-

stroyed, and was not restored for about 24 hours. Th

complete regeneration of the tip, in the case of beans, re-

quires about three days. The tips were cut off 29 hori-

zontally extended radicles of common beans ( in a moist

air), and they did not bend toward the earth for 22 to 23

hours, whilst unmutilated radicles bowed downwards in

eight or nine hours. ( Darwin, Movement of Plants. )

FIG 269
Darwin says :

" It is hardly an exaggeration to say that

the Tip of the Radicle thus endowed, and having the power of directing

the movements of the adjoining parts, acts like the brain of one of the
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lower animals
;
the brain being seated within the anterior end of the

body, receiving impressions from the sense organs and directing the

several movements.
"

CHAPTER LYII.

ANATOMY OF THE BRAIN.

The spinal cord, or medulla spinalis, is reckoned to end at the en*

trance of the skull the foramen magnum. The fibres of which it is

1. Great longitudinal fissure.
>ntal lobes of the Cerebrum.

3. Olfactory bulb.
4. Corpus Callosum.
5. Fissure of Sylvius.
6. Pituitary Glaiid.
7. Optic nerve.
X. Optic chiasm.
8. Tuber cinereum.
9. Third nerve Motor oculi.

10. Corpora Albicautia, or mammillary
tubercles.

11. Fourth nerve Pathetic.
12. Fifth nerve Trifacial, motor root.
13. sensory root.
14. Crus cerebri Peduncle.

FIG. 270. Base of the human brain.
15. Sixth nerve Abduceus.
16. Pons Varolii.
17. Seventh nerve Facial.
18. Middle lobe of the Cerebrum.
19. Eighth nerve Auditory.
20. Anterior Pyramid. Crossed fibres in

lower part.
21. Ninth nerve Glosso Pharyngeal.
22. Olivary body.
23. Tenth nerve Pneumogastric. . [gata.
24. Lateral tract of the Medulla Oblon-
25. Eleventh nerve Spinal-accessory.
26. Cerebellum.
27. Twelfth nerve Hypoglossal.
S. Subiculum cornu ammonis (inner an-

terior aspect of uncinate gyms.)
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composed keep right on, however, into the cranium without break, so

that this limit at the great foramen is purely artificial. Nevertheless,

soon after its entrance into the cranium, the body of the cord under-

goes modifications and new arrangement of parts, which justifies a

change in its name, and it is called the medulla oblongata. The front,

or anterior, part of the medulla oblongata rests upon the base or front

part of the occipital bone, which forms part of the base of the skull.

Like the spinal cord, the medulla oblongata is divided into lateral halves

by a front and a dorsal groove, which correspond with, and are continu-

ations of the front and dorsal grooves of the cord. There are, conse-

quently, parts corresponding with the anterior, posterior and lateral col-

umns of the spinal cord, to which, however, new names are given. On
the anterior side of the medulla oblongata, and about midway of its

length, a large proportion of the nervo fibres of the column on the left

of the anterior groove or fissure, cross over the groove to the right side,

and those on the right cross to the left. (Fig. 266.) These anterior

columns are called the anterior pyramids, and this crossing of fibres is

the decussation of the anterior pyramids. The fibres of the pyramids

spread out as they go forward, so that the base of the pyramid is toward

the head end of the bod}
T

. On each side of the anterior pyramids is an

ovoid eminence called, from its shape, the olive or olivary body. Seen

from the posterior side, the posterior columns of the medulla oblongata

appear to subdivide, the fibres on each side next the fissure forming a

distinct bundle, which, spreading out towards the forward end, become

the posterior pyramids. What is left of these posterior columns, to-

gether with the fibres of the lateral columns, constitute what are called

the restiform bodies ( corpora restiforme ), which occupy the sides and

posterior parts of the medulla oblongata, between the posterior pyra-

mids and the olivary bodies. There are some fibres from the anterior

pyramids which pass around the inferior or hind ends of the olivary

bodies toward the restiform bodies, and accompany them forward toward

the cerebellum. These are called arciform fibres. ( Fig. 267- ) There

are other arciform fibres which leave the olivary bodies themselves and

make for the same destination. The functions of the different parts of

the medulla oblongata correspond largety with the functions of the cor-

responding parts of the spinal cord with which they communicate. The

posterior pyramids and the restiform bodies, being chiefly derived from

the posterior half of the spinal cord, are chiefly sensory as it is, while

the anterior pyramids and the fibres of the olivary bodies, derived mostly

from anterior half of the spinal cord, are chiefly motor. These charac-

ters follow the fibres through the medulla into the ganglia beyond it, as

will be seen.

There is a body of gray vesicular or brain matter connected with each
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of the bodies of the medulla oblongata, except the anterior pyramids.

These gray bodies, like the gray matter of the spinal cord, are situated

in the interior and covered by the white, fibrous substance, but are not

diffused through the body of the organ. The ganglion in the center of

each olivary body is called the olivary ganglion, or sometimes the corpus

dentatum. This is the nucleus of the glosso pharyngeal nerve, and also

the lingual branch of the fifth nerve. The ganglion in the restiform

FIG. 271.

FIG. 271. -Section through Brain, showing mesial surface of right hemisphere, and po-
sition of central and basal ganglia. ( After Allen Thompson, slightly altered.}

t>. rmra ventricle, ana position of Kight Uptic malamus.
6. Position of the buried right anterior pillar of Fornix.
7. Section of Pons Varolii. 8. Medulla Oblongata.
9. Cerebellum. 10. Crus Cerebri.
11. In fourth ventricle under and between the peduncles of the cerebellum. The

White band to the right is the posterior cerebellar peduncle.
12. Cprpora Quadrigemina.
13. Pineal gland, its right peduncle reaching forward. To the left of the figure is the
14. Soft commissure. [ posterior commissure.
15. Anterior commissure, and position of Corpus Striatum.
16. Lamina Cinerea.
17. Section of Pituitary body its two lobes.
18. Tuber Cinereum. [ mammillary tubercle.
19. Twist in the anterior pillar of the fornix which forms the Corpus Albicans, or
20. Valve of Vieussens seen edgewise. It covers the right anterior peduncle of the

cerebellum.

body is the ganglion of the tenth pair (vagus, or pneumogastric), and

also of some of the roots of the glosso pharyngeal. This is probably
the sensory ganglion for the visceral parts o*f the body. The ganglion

belonging to the posterior pyramids, is situated on the floor of the fourth

ventricle, a cavity formed by the widening of the posterior fissure of

the medulla oblongata. This ganglion belongs to the auditory nerve.

In man, and the higher mammals, it is small, having been superseded

by other ganglia in the optic thalamus and cerebrum. But in some of

the fishes this is a large and distinct center like the optic lobes. The
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position of this ganglion is the same as that occupied by the ear in

manj' of the invertebrates. That part of the restiform body which is

not concerned in the composition of the peduncles of the cerebrum

crura cerebri is turned backwards at right angles from the medulla ob-

longata at the pons varolii, and accompanies the fibres of the pons into

the cerebellum, and becomes the posterior peduncle of the cerebellum.

There is a heavy band of transverse fibres which passes across the an-

terior face oi the medulla oblongata just above the olivary bodies, which

is called (he pons varolii.
(
See figs. 266, 267, 272.) This band passes

on each side around the upper part of the medulla, and its fibres are

lost on either side in the lobes of the cerebellum. The pons varolii is

the forward boundary of the medulla oblongata, but the fibres which en-

ter into the structure of the medulla pass on and contribute to the forma-

tion of other organs. The anterior pyramids are entirely of fibrous

structure, and pass forward behind the pons varolii, some of the fibres

passing between those of the pons. Beyond the pons they continue in

a large diverging bundle on each side forward toward the cerebral lobes,

and above or anterior to the pons they are denominated the peduncles of
the brain, or the crura cerebri. The peduncles are not, however, made

up exclusively of the fibres from the anterior pyramids which are effer-

ent or motor, but on their posterior part there are afferent or sensory

fibres. These are, in part, derived from the posterior pyramids, and, in

part, from the restiform bodies. The posterior pyramids as they pass

forward diverger from each other, and at the same time approach the an-

terior pyramids, and thus form a layer of sensory fibres on the dorsal

side of the crura cerebri. In this movement they are likewise accom-

panied by a portion of the* fibres from the restiform bodies. As the

posterior pyramids pass through the pons varolii, a portion of their fibres

decussate, crossing from each side to the other.

FIG. 272. Side view of part of
the Brain of the Horse.

1. Medulla Oblongata.
2. Restiform body.
3. Position of Olivary body.
4. anterior pyramid.
5. On the Pons Varoln.
6. Middle peduncle of the cere-
bellum, that part of the figure
above (6) is the cerebellum.

7. Peduncle of the Cerebrum,
or cms cen-bri.

8. Testis, the rear bulb of the

Corpora Quadrigemina, or op-
tic lobes. [same.

9. Natis, the front bulb of the
10. Corpus geniculatum inter-

num of the optic thalamus. [same. 14. Sensory root of the fifth nerve, trigem-
11. Corpus geniculatum externum of the 16. Motor root of the same. [mum.
12. Optic nerve. [band of Reil. 10. Facial nerve, seventh pair.
13. Fourth nerve, pathetic, resting on the 17. Auditory nerve, eighth pair.

This sensoiy layer on the back of the cms cerebri, is called the teg-

mentum
(
cover

).
The anterior or motor portion is called the foot of

the crus. Beneath the corpora quadrigemina the gray matter of the
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crus is much darker than that of any other part of the brain, and it is

here called the locus niger, or black spot. Fibres from this place pro-

ceed to the fornix, the great inferior longitudinal commissure of the

brain. After passing the corpora quadrigemina, the crura cerebri split

up and disappear. A part of the fibres, both motor and sensory, pass into

the lenticular nucleus, or anterior end of the corpus striatum
(fig. 348, 349,

350, 354) ;
a part of the sensory (but none of the motor) tracts pass into

the optic thalamus
;
and the remaining motor and sensory tracts expand

into two thin bodies on the outside of and embracing the optic thalami.

These are called the internal capsules. Beneath the optic thalamus and

lying between it arid the internal capsule, is a group of cells apparently

sustaining to the capsule the same relation which the locus niger does to

the foot of the crus. This group of cells is called the sub thalamic re-

gion. The internal capsule, besides the main body of fibres from the

crus cerebri, receives fibres from this sub thalamic region and from the

thalamus itself. Of the internal capsule thus made up, the anterior

two-thirds consists of motor elements, and the posterior one-third of

sensory tracts embracing paths of sensation, including tactile sensation,

muscular sense, pressure, &c.
,
fibres which come up the spinal cord.

The fibres, after passing through the internal capsule, are joined by
others from the sub thalamic region and from the thalamus, and the

whole form what is called the corona radiata, a radiating crown which

sends its diverging fibres to every part of the cortex of the cerebrum.

FIG. 273. Top view of Medulla and Basal ganglia
of the Horse.

1. Upper end of the fig. shows the restiform bodies
on the posterior part of the medulla oblongata

2. bection of the pons varolii, which becomes the
middle peduncle of the cerebellum (cerebellum is
removed ).

3. Section of the posterior peduncle of the cere-
bellum, which is a continuation of the restiform

4. Anterior peduncle of cerebellum. [ fibres
6. t loor of the fourth ventricle.
6. Valve of vieussens, stretching across between

the two anterior peduncles.
7, 7. The rear bulbs of quadrigemina testes.
8, 8. The anterior bulbs of "

nates.
9, 9. On the optic thalami.
10. Corpus geuiculatum internum of the thalamus.
11. ^ externum "

12. Corpus striatum.
13. Tenia semicircularis.
14. Pineal gland.
16. Its peduncle.
16. Foramen of Munro.
17. Anterior pillars of the Fornix. [ facial.
18. Sensory root of fifth nerve, trigeminum or tri-
19 Facial nerve (7th).
20. Auditory nerve (8th).
21. Glosso pharyngeal.
22. Pneumogastric or vagus nerve ( 10th).

Fia. 273. 23. Spinal accessory (llth).

The peduncles, or crura cerebri, are separated from each other by a

fissure corresponding with the anterior fissure of the medulla oblongata.

It is called the interpeduncular fissure. The surface of the inner sides

of the peduncles is very much perforated by numerous blood vessels
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connected with the overlying pia mater. This has been termed the sub-

stantia pcrforata. It, in part, forms the base of the corpus striatum.

Just in front of the cerebellum, and on top of the cerebral peduncles,

are the corpora quadrigemina. These consist of two bulbs of nervous

matter on each side. The hinder one is the smaller. It has a core of

gray vesicular matter covered by a coat of white substance. It is called

the testis. Joining it in front is the other, called the natis. An oblique

band of nerve fibre passes from the testis outwardly past the natis, and

connects with the corpus geniculatum interimm of the optic thalamus.

The nates are larger than the testes, and composed of gray matter al-

most entirely, the white coat being thin. In the lower part of each one

of the nates is a vesicular nucleus called the red nucleus or nucleus teg-

mentum. These nuclei are the forward terminations of the anterior pe-

duncles of the cerebellum, which pass from the cerebellum under the

testes, and enter these red nuclei. The part of the lateral external face

FlG. 274.

FIG. 274. Frontal cross section of Corpora Quadrigemina of monkey, at the origin of
third nerves. ( Ferrier, after Bevan Lewis.)
C Crusta or foot of cms cerebri. SN. Substautia nigra, or locus niger
FL. Posterior longitudinal fasciculus. ( black place ).

MO Nucleus of motor oculi, or 3rd nerve. V. Aqueduct of sylvius surrounded by
N Nates central gray substance.

RN. Red Nucleus or Nucleus Tegmenti. III. Roots of the 3rd nerve ( motor oculi).

of the cerebral peduncle which lies beneath the testis, forms a triangular

tract called the band of Rcil. On the median line, under the corpora

quadrigemina and above and between the peduncles, is a longitudinal

opening leading from the fourth ventricle in the rear, to the third ven-

tricle in front. It is called the aqueduct of sylvius.

The corpora quadrigemina are the ganglions of sight. The nervous

tissue composing them is intimately connected and confounded with the

substance of the inner sides of the crura or peduncles ;
such connection

giving chiefly sensory stimuli. But besides this, the testes have connec-

tion with the motor tract by means of fibres to the olivary bodies, which
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pass from the posterior side of the crura to the front side, as they pass

through the pons varolii on the road from the testes to the olivary bodies.

The Optic Thalami ( which have been mentioned
)

lie on the posterior

dr motor tracts of the cerebral peduncles immediately in front of the

corpora quadrigemina and separated from them by a curved transverse

groove. They are intimately connected with the tegmentum or sensory

part of the crura cerebri. They are much larger than the corpora quad-

rigemina and are composed entirely of gray vesicular matter. There are

two projections from the thalami on each side
;
the forward one is the

more prominent and is called the corpus geniculatum externum. The

hind one does not project so far and is called the corpus geniculatum

internum. This is connected backward by a band with the testis. The

anterior somewhat rounded end of the Optic Thalamus is called the an-

terior tubercle, and the posterior end is the pulvinar. Under and be-

tween the two sides of the Optic Thalami is a cavity called the third

ventricle. At its rear end this communicates with the aqueduct of sylvius,

and at its front end is an opening called the foramen of Munro ( also

called anterior common foramen ), which opens above the corpora striata

into the lateral ventricles. A band of gray medullary matter that joins

the two lobes of the thalami over the top of the third ventricle is called

the middle commissure of the brain. At the hind end of the optic

thalami is another transverse band, composed of white fibres which are

lost in the body of the thalamus on each side. This is the posterior com-

missure of the brain. It forms the hind terminus of the third ventricle.

Corpora Striata. These bodies form the anterior part of the floor of

the cavities called the lateral ventricles, the optic thalami occupying the

middle part, while the cornu ammonis or hippocampus major passing

over the optic thalamus fills the reflected or descending prong or cornu

of the ventricle, to be further described hereafter. In shape the front

end of the corpus striatum is spherical or bulging, while in the rear it

runs tapering backwards and partly enclosing the sides of the optic

thalamus with a prolongation of medullary matter which terminates at the

deflection of the descending cornu of the lateral ventricle. Each of the

corpora striata is separated from the optic thalamus by a groove in

which lies a narrow medullary strip called the Taenia Semicircularis, or

Tenia Striata. This band running towards the front connects with the

Fornix at the foramen of Munro. At the same point the peduncles of

the Pineal Gland unite with the Fornix.

The posterior ends of the corpora striata practically form the floor of

cavities called the lateral ventricles, of which the cerebral hemispheres

are the roof. They are connected with the motor or anterior fibres of the

crura cerebri, as the optic thalami are with the sensory fibres. These

two ganglionic bodies, therefore, occupy the same relative position to
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each other as that between the front and posterior sides of the spinal

cord. The corpus striaturn is a reddish gray mass of flabby consistence

more friable, and easily lacerated by congestions, than the optic thalamus,

a fact which explains why it is that paratysis of motor power results

from disease oftener than paralysis of sensation. The ends of the motor

or anterior and lateral fibres of the crura cerebri, penetrate the corpus

striatum in all directions in the shape of serpentine filaments. These

antero-lateral bundles of nerve fibres are finally terminated in the yeliow

nucleus which lies in the central and lower or anterior part of the corpus

striatum and is in part within the lateral ventricle, and in part is pressed

out under the edge of the overhanging cerebral hemisphere. This yellow

nucleus is of firmer consistence than the rest and is peculiar!}^ striated.

A large part of the lateral fibres which terminate in the yellow nucleus

are connected backwards with the pednucles of the cerebellum, and ac-

cording to Luys are afferent to the corpus striatum, bringing to it the

condensed co-ordinated stimuli of the cerebellum. The gray matter of

corpus striatum is composed of an infinite number of large polygonal

cells with many prolongations in various directions, their size being
similar to that of the large cells in the cortex of the cerebrum, to be

described. They have the same general character as all other cells,

having the nucleus and nucleolus and the branching prolongations which

rapidly taper away and mix with the similar prolongations of their

neighbors, the result being a dense mass of delicate network. There are

also great numbers of small cells, especially in the yellow nucleus.

They have a large nucleus of yellowish color, and they resemble the

small cells which are scattered among the large ones in the cerebral

cortex, and they are also in substance like the small cells in the cerebel-

lum. They are possessed of a very fine fringe of little roots which are

lost in the network formed by the larger cells. In addition to these

components are the capillaries of the blood vessels which penetrate

among the nerve fibres from below upward. The efferent fibres from

the corpus striatum originate in the plexuses of cells in the gray mass

of the body where they are indistinguishably mixed up with the afferent

fibres from the crura cerebri cerebellum and optic thalamus. From
there they pass downward in bundles isolated from each other, which are

collected into masses and form the anterior columns of the crura cerebri

or peduncles of the brain. These are the motor fibres, the afferent fibres

from the cerebellum being connected with the posterior columns of the

crura cerebri. The motor isolated bundles are distributed to the differ-

ent ganglions of the motor nerves which connect with the medulla ob-

longata and spinal cord, dropping out from the general mass of the

spinal axis one at a time, as the root connections of the several nerve

trunks are reached. Only the posterior end of the corpus striatum is
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visible in the ventricle of the hemisphere. It is the smaller tapering

end and is called the nucleus caudatus or intra-ventricular ganglion. The

anterior end of the corpus striatum lies outside of the ventricle under

the hemisphere of the cerebrum. It is rounding and bulging toward

"the latero-anterior part. It is the principal part and as regards motor

function the final part of the striatum. It is called the nucleus lenticu-

laris, or extra ventricular ganglion. Whatever motor connections the

nucleus caudatus possesses, they are by way of the lenticularis. The

latter has its direct connections with the foot of the cms ( motor ) and

with the tegmentum (sensory). Outside of the anterior parts of the cor-

pus striatum, viz.
,
the nucleus lenticularis, is a thin plate of gray mat-

ter called the claustrum, and outside of this and lying within the fissure

of sylvius is a lobule of convoluted gray matter called by various names,

as the Lobule of the Corpus Striatum, the Intermediate Lobule, the

Lobule of the fissure of Sylvius, and the Insula or Island of Reil. This

lobule and the adjoining convolutions of the cerebrum on the margin
of the fissure of sylvius, are concerned in the faculty of motor speech.

The Island of Reil cannot be seen from the outside of the brain.

It is now desirable to go back and describe other organs connected

with the medulla oblongata, and other parts of the encephalic isthmus.

The Cerebellum. This is a large mass which lies on top of the fourth

ventricle, and in man constitutes | to
|
of the whole brain. In man and

the mammals it consists of three lobes. The middle one, which is

called the vermis, occupies the cavity of the fourth ventricle. In the

lower animals, the vermis is much more prominent than in man, and in

birds it constitutes almost the whole of the cerebellum. It resembles

the dorsal view of a silk worm rolled up, with its extremities concealed

beneath. The middle part of the vermis is, in the higher animals,

broken up and ill defined, but the front and rear are easily seen, and

are called, respectively, the anterior and posterior vermiform process.

To the anterior vermiform process is attached the posterior border of

the valve of vieussens, or valve of the brain, which forms the front

boundary of the fourth ventricle and the hind boundary of the aque-

duct of sylvius. The posterior vermiform process is attached to the

restiform bodies by a membrane of triangular shape, which covers the

hind end of the fourth ventricle. The lateral lobes of the cerebellum

are like two halves of an irregularly-shaped sphere. They are covered

with sulci and fissures running in many windings, and penetrating to

various depths into their substance. Unlike the medulla oblongata and

spinal cord, the gray vesicular matter of the cerebellum is on the out-

side. It is in two layers, separated by a thin layer of white matter.

Both layers contain nerve cells and other small, rounded bodies, the

whole constituting the cortex. This cortex covers the convolutions, and
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follows the fissures and sulci into the interior parts of the lobes. When
a lobe is cut open, the section of these ramifications appear like the

branches of a bush, to which is given the name arbor vitce.

There are no ventricles or cavities in the cerebellum of man, the in-

terior of the lobes being composed of white fibrous matter. In the in-

terior of each, however, imbedded in the white fibres, is a body of gray

vesicular matter, called the corpus dentatum, or the rhomboideum. The

white fibrous matter is continuous with the terminations of the fibres

which compose three several bundles on each side, which, taken collec-

tively, are called the peduncles of the cerebellum ( or crura cerebelli ).

The largest of these bundles is from the pons varolii, the fibres of which

turn up around the sides of the superior end of the medulla oblongata
and take a posterior direction into the lobes of the cerebellum. These

are called the middle peduncles. The posterior peduncles are composed
of a part of the restiform columns, which detaches itself from the rest

and bends backward at right angles to the medulla oblongata, and, at-

taching itself to the middle peduncle, accompanies it into the lobes of

the cerebellum. The anterior peduncle consists of a bundle of fibres

which originates in the cerebellar lobes and proceeds downward along
the inner border of the middle peduncle, then forward towards the cor-

pora quadrigemina. A part of the fibres seem to connect with the

testes, the rest to proceed beneath these bodies in company with the

band of Reil, and so to connect with the lateral part of the crura cere-

bri. This peduncle thus furnishes the communication between the cere-

bellum and cerebrum.

The connection between the pyramids and the peduncles of the cere-

bellum, is a crossed one, the left peduncle being related to the right

pyramid, and the right peduncle to the left pyramid. It is doubtful if

there is any direct connection between the cerebellar peduncles and the

pyramids ;
the connection being formed through the cells in the pons

the nucleus pontis.

The valve of vieussens has been mentioned. It is a thin sheet of

medullary matter, which forms the separation of the fourth ventricle

from the aqueduct of sylvius. By its posterior edge it joins the anterior

vermiform process of the cerebellum. Its anterior edge is joined to the

rear of the testes. Its lateral edges join the right and left anterior

peduncles of the cerebellum, thereby forming a commissure between

these peduncles. Its fibres are mostly tranverse, reaching across from

one peduncle to the other, but these are also mixed with longitudinal fibres.

The pineal gland is a small, conical-shaped mass, of soft consistence

and reddish color, without any cavity. In its substance, in a little heap
at the bottom, are generally found a lot of calcareous granulations. It

is single and median, and of varying size in different tribes of animals,
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and different individuals of the same tribe. In the horse it is placed

over the hind end of the third ventricle, above the corpora thalami, be-

tween the middle and the posterior commissures. In man it covers a

cavity called the common posterior foramen, which communicates down-

ward into the third ventricle. Its base is formed by a circular lamella,

or sheet of medullary matter, which is attached by its edges to the cir-

cumference of the cavity. From the lamella, in front, proceed two nar-

row white bands. These pass along towards the front in the fissure sep-

arating the two thalami, one of the bands being attached to each of the

thalami. When they reach the foramen of munro they become at-

tached to the anterior pillars of the fornix, to be hereafter described.

From the lower floor of the front end of the third ventricle there is a

diverticulum of the ventricular cavity which forms the cavity of a small

gray bulb called the Tuber Cinereum. It is single and median. Under-

neath and in front of the tuber cinereum is a funnel-shaped tube, its

base, or wide end, attached to the tuber cinereum, while its apex, or

small end, is attached to another bulb, the hypophysis or pituitary gland.

This tube is called the infundibulum, or funnel. It is composed of gray

matter, and is very fragile. The hollow of the tuber cinereum is con-

tinued into it and ends there as a blind sac. -The pituitary gland, which

is attached to the little end of the infundibulurn, is composed of matter

almost amorphous, which, in the front part is yellow, and in the hind

part, brown. It is circular in shape, flattened above and below, and

differs in size in different subjects. It contains no cavity. It is at the

very bottom of the brain, and rests in a hollow of the sphenoid bone

called the sella turcica, or Turk's saddle. The front part is called the

anterior lobe, and the rear is the posterior. The former is the larger

and is concave behind, partly embracing the latter. In fishes, and other

low vertebrates, the cells of the walls of the pituitary body develop

into nerve cells and fibres, and it is joined to the Test of the brain as a

part of it, and is called the lobe of the infundibulum. Its function as

part of the active brain, appears to have backslid in man and the

higher vertebrates.

The Cerebrum. This is the largest part of the brain in man and the

higher vertebrates. It is divided into two hemispheres by a deep fis-

sure, which cleaves the ends and the top from front to rear. Into this

fissure dips a fold of the dura mater, which, from its shape, is called

the falx or sickle. It is accompanied by blood vessels. The posterior

end of the hemispheres in man and the apes, rests upon the cerebellum,

from which it is separated by an expansion of the dura mater, called the

tentorium. Each hemisphere is divided into three lobes, the anterior,

middle and posterior. The anterior is separated from the middle lobe

by a deep, transverse cleft called the fissure of Sylvius. In it is lodged
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the middle cerebral arteiy. There -is usually in adults no well marked

separation between the middle and posterior lobes. In the foetus, how-

ever, there is a distinct furrow between them. In the horse, ox, and

oilier mammals, the posterior lobe is rudimentary or wanting ;
the mid-

dle, or mastoid lobe extending back far enough to merely cover the an-

terior bulbs of the corpora quadrigemina, the nntes, while the cerebel-

lum covers the testes. But in man and the apes the posterior lobes ex-

tend to the rear, so as to cover not only the corpora quadrigemina but

the cerebellum itself.

The two hemispheres are connected together by a great band of trans-

verse white fibres, called the corpus callosum. This band extends far

enough back to be above the corpora quadrigemina, and far enough for-

ward to cover the corpora striata. The fibres pass under the falx cere-

bri in crossing from side to side, and turn up into the body of each

hemisphere, mingle with the fibres which constitute the central parts of

the hemispheres, and, without doubt, connect with the gray cells which

make up the cortex. On top of the corpus callosum, in the middle,

are two longitudinal bands of white medullary matter running from the

front to the hind end. They are called the chordae longitudinalis. The

corpus callosum is the great commissure of the hemispheres.

At its anterior extremity the corpus callosum bends downward form-

ing a knee or genu. The posterior end also bends under, the fibres be-

coming mixed up with those of the body of the fornix. This bend is

called the splenium. The fibres from the different parts of the corpus

callosum have been given different names. Those which leave the an-

terior end and curve forwards and inwards to accommodate the anterior

lobe are the Forceps anterior. Those which leave the posterior end and

curve backwards to supply the posterior lobe are the Forceps. While

those which pass directly outward from the same into the middle lobes

are the Tapetum.

Underneath the corpus callosum are the cavities called the lateral ven-

tricles. These cavities are close together in front, where they are sepa-

rated by the partition called the septum lucidum, but they diverge from

each other toward the rear. In the bottom of the front ends of the

cavities lie the corpora striata. The end of each cavity is continued

forward to a point called the anterior cornu or horn. In nearly all the

vertebrates there is a canal opening from the extremity of the anterior

cornu into the olfactory lobe. In man this is closed. The backward

projection of the lateral ventricle is outward from the center, then one

prong passes downward toward the base of the brain with a final turn to

the front ending in the substance of the brain by a blind sac or point.

This is called the descending or middle cornu in man and the apes, and

its location is in the second or middle lobe. In the higher mammals,
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iorse, ox, &c.
,
this cornu is the posterior cornu and its termination is

a the base of the mastoid lobe, which is their second and last lobe. In

man and the apes there is another prong of the lateral ventricle, which

points backward and downward into the posterior lobe. This is called

the posterior cornu. The descending cornu is nearly filled by a process

of brain matter, called from its shape the cornu ammonis or the horn of

Jupiter Ammori. It is also called the Hippocampus Major. It is con-

nected at its superior extremity with a convolution of the brain in the

anterior lobe, called the gyrus fornicatus, the inner face of the temporal

lobe which lies upon the corpus callosum. From its connection with this

body, the Hippocampus Major passes backward in the lateral ventricle,

connects with its fellow of the opposite side above the optic thalamus.

From this point each one passes outward and downward into the de-

scending cornu of its side. The central part of this process of the brain

is gray matter. But it is covered outside by a layer of white which is

furnished as a prolongation from the fornix, to be described. On the

concave or anterior border of the Hippocampus Major in the descending

cornu, this white layer forms into a thin, rather wide, delicate band, called

the corpus firnbriatimi or taenia Hippocampus. Opposite the lower or

anterior end of the descending cornu, the cortex of the temporal lobe is

thickened up into an almond shaped tubercle which is called the nucleus

amygdale.
Fornix ( Arch ). This is the name given to a great longitudinal com-

missure which, by its various connections, unites together from front to

rear, those parts of the brain situated underneath the corpus callosum.

It consists essentially of a flat body of longitudinal fibres lying against

the under side of the corpus callosum on the median line, the extensions

of which, before and behind, constitute its anterior and posterior pillars.

Where it curves down and away from the corpus callosum in front there

is left a wedge shaped space between the two. This space is divided in

the middle by a double vertical curtain of nervous matter from the under

and front parts of the anterior lobes, called the septum lucidum, the up-

per edge of which is attached to the corpus callosum, and the lower to

the fornix, the spaces thus separated being the anterior ends of the

lateral ventricles.

The structure of the fornix will be best understood by accompanying
the description with a diagram, fig. 275. Beginning with the fibres, the

union of which constitute the anterior pillars, we find a bundle on each

side coming from the interior of the optic thalamus ( 5 ) and turning

down between the crura cerebri till they reach the bottom of the crura.

There these bundles make a sudden turn and twist upwards and for-

wards towards the front, forming, by such twist, the two small bulbs

called the corpora albicantia (or mammillary tubercles, 19 ). A few
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fibres ( 22 ) are received at this point from the locus niger of the orura

cerebri ( 10 ). The band then runs forward toward the anterior commis-

sure (15), which apparently, but not really, connects the two corpora

striata, before reaching which it receives fibres from the base of the

brain ( 2 ). Then it bends upward against the anterior commissure with

which it is connected, and forms what are called the anterior columns,

FIG. 276. -Section of Brain to show the relations of the Fornix partly diagramatic.
10. Inner end of cms cerebri.
11. Fourth ventricle.

14. Middle or soft commissure.
15. Anterior commissure.
16. Fibres from Fornix covering hippo-
campus major.

17. Fibres from Fornix covering the pes,
or foot, of the hippocampus major.

18. Third nerve.
19. Corpus Albicans.
20. Valve of Vieussens in profile.
21. Aqueduct of Sylvius.
22. Fibres from the Crus to the Fornix

C C. Corpus callosum.
F Body of the Fornix.
V. -Velum interpositum. 12. One of the corpora quadrigemina.
1. Chordae longitudinales longitudinal 13. Pineal gland,
fibres above the corpus callosum.

2 2. Nerve fibres from the chorda?, cor-

pus callosum and fornix to the front and
base of brain. .

3. Same to posterior lobe.
4. Septum luciduni in same position as
5th ventricle.

5. Optic Thalamus.
C. Anterior pillar of Fornix.
7. Posterior commissure.
8. Medulla oblongata broken off at top.
9. Cerebellum.

or pillars of the fornix ( 6 ). Thence it bends upward and backward

over the foramen of munro. Here it receives the tenia semicircularis

and the peduncles of the pineal gland. Then receiving on its outside

the insertion of the inferior edge of the septum lucidum ( 4 ), the fornix

passes over the inner ends of the cornua ammonis and the optic thalami,

and flattening itself against the underside of the corpus callosum it

forms what is called the body of the fornix ( F ). A part of its fibres

on the median line become confounded with the body of the corpus cal-

losum. At the back part of the brain the fornix again divides into the

posterior pillars, one leaf from each side passing down into the descend-

ing cornu in company with the hippocampus major, or cornu ammonis,
and forming over it a layer of white medullary matter. On the con-

cave border of each descending cornu, this white substance is thickened
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up into a sort of band, the corpus fimbriatum or taenia hippocampi, the

so-called posterior pillar. Other fibres pass backwards into the posterior

lobes ( 3 ), the posterior cornu, and hippocampus minor, while still

others, crossing over the hippocampus major (16) and its "pes" ( 17 ),

connect with the middle lobe. The fornix is white throughout, except
a grayish tint at its summit.

The brain is enclosed by three membranes called the pia mater, the

arachnoid and the dura mater. The pia mater lies next the brain,

is very delicate, full of small blood vessels, and follows all the convo-

lutions and depressions. The arachnoid lies outside the pia mater, and

consists of two layers. They do not follow the pia mater into the sin-

uosities of the convolutions, but the interior layer penetrates to the un-

derside of the hemispheres, and lines the cavities therein. The dura

mater lies outside the arachnoid next the skull. It is pearly white,

semi-transparent, thick, and very strong. These membranes envelop

not only the brain but also the spinal cord. Outside of the brain, be-

neath the arachnoid membrane, is the "
cerebro-spinal fluid," averaging

about two ounces. It serves as a cushion to keep the pressure on the

brain cells equal. If the brain rapidly increases in size by growth of

new tissue, or turgescence, the amount of fluid decreases, while, in case

of atrophy, it has increased to as much as twelve ounces.

The pia mater furnishes to the anterior parts of the brain, appendages
of vascular tissue, which furnish a vehicle for the circulation of the

blood. A leaf of this tissue from the pia mater, called the choroidea

tela, lines the lower surface of the body of the fornix, covers the cor-

pora quadrigemina, the posterior commissure and optic thalamus, sepa-

rating the latter body from the cornu ammonis. Thence a prolongation

of it extends into each descending cornu on the anterior side of the hip-

pocampus major. This appendage is called the choroid plexus. It is

attached by one edge to the tela choroidea, while the other floats loose.

Two veins traverse the tela choroidea, into which most of those about

the lateral ventricles and from the upper part of the cerebellum, the

pineal gland and the corpora quadrigemina, empty. They are called the

vence galeni. These pass backward and often, first uniting into one, pass

on under the splenium of the corpus callosum, into the straight sinus,

&c.
,
the blood finally reaching the ju'gular veins. The silent activities

of the brain are large consumers of blood.

The right and left choroid plexuses are joined together at their an-

terior ends by a cord which passes under the arch of the fornix across

the foramen of Munro.

The Ventricles. Some further description of the ventricles, showing
their connection and relations to each other, is desirable. First, there

is a cylindrical canal of small diameter, which traverses the center of
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the spinal cord from its lower extremity to its upper end, where it merges
into the medulla oblongata. It also continues through this latter sec-

tion till it opens into the Fourth Ventricle. The hind end of this ven-

tricle is a sharp point, made so by the divergence from each other of the

posterior pyramids. From its shape it is called the calamus scriptorius

( or writing pen ). Across the floor of this space are transverse striae,

or lines, which are called the barbs of the calamus scriptorius. The
calamus scriptorius is covered over by a medullary membrane of trian-

gular shape, called the valve of Tarin ( Valvula Tarini). It is fixed by
FIG. 27Q.-'Cast Showing Form and rel-

ative position of Ventricles of the Brain.
( Top view.) ( From Gray's Anatomy, by
permission.)

1, 2. Lateral Ventricles.
3. Third Ventricle.
4.-Fourth Ventricle.
etc. Anterior cornu of lateral ventricles.
joe. Posterior
ic. Inferior or descending cornu of lat-

eral ventricles.
fm. Foramen of Munro.
aq. Aqueduct of Svlvius.
c, . Canal of the Spinal Cord, or sixth

ventricle.

its lateral edges to the restiforme

bodies, and by its third side, or

base, to the posterior vermiform

process of the cerebellum. The

rest of the roof of the fourth ven-

tricle is formed by the cerebellum,

as the greater part of the cavity is

filled by its middle lobe, or vermi-

form process. The lateral walls

are formed by the restiform bodies,

and the floor by the fibres of the

posterior pyramids, which here be-

gin to form the dorsal part of the

crura cerebri. The fourth ventri-

cle is bounded at its front end by the valve of vieussens, beneath which

is the entrance into the next ventricle, the aqueduct of sylvius. This

channel passes underneath the corpora quadrigemina and above the crura

cerebri, and opens at its front end into the Third Ventricle. The third

ventricle has for its rear terminus the posterior commissure of the optic

thalamus, beneath which is the entrance into the aqueduct of sylvius.

Its roof is the middle or gray commissure, and its floor the crura cerebri.

Its sides are the inner surfaces of the optic thalami. Near its front

end, which is wider than the rear, is a depression in the floor and an

opening leading downward into the interior of the tuber cmereum, and

thence to the infundibulum. In front of this, and at the extreme end,

there is a thin lamina of gray matter, called the lamina cinerea. The

FIG. 276.
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edge of this lamina is attached to the optic chiasm, which is under tbe

front end of the ventricle and just in advance of the tuber cinereum.

Above and in advance of the opening into the tuber cinereum, is the

foramen of munro, which is the anterior exit of the third ventricle. The

foramen of munro is bounded in front by the anterior pillars of the for-

nix, which arch over it toward the rear, and the openings to the right

and left under the edges lead from the foramen to the right and left

lateral ventricles. It is Y-shaped, the two prongs connecting above and

to the right and left with the lateral ventricles, while the stem descends

to connect with the third ventricle. The lateral ventricles, which lie

above and to the right and left of the third ventricle, have been

described, and mention has been made of the olfactory ventricle which

exists in the olfactory bulb in most vertebrates below man, with a canal

leading to it from the advanced point of the anterior cornu of the lat-

eral ventricle.

There is one more ventricle to be found in man and monkey, but not

in other vertebrates, which is called the fifth ventricle. This is formed

in the wall of the septum lucidum by the separation of its two lamina

or leaves. It does not connect with the other ventricles, and is sup-

posed by Quain to be derived from the great longitudinal fissure.

Thus this remarkable series of cavities extends from end to end of the

cranio-spinal axis, communicating with each other throughout ( except

the fifth ). They are also all lined with the inner membrane of the

arachnoid, which, extending through the spinal canal, follows the walls

of all the cavities, and finally passes out of the interior of the brain

through an opening under the posterior end of the corpus callosum, to-

gether with the pia mater, and spreads itself over the external surface

of the brain, and the cranial nerves as they leave the cranial cavity.

FIG. 277. Section of convolutions of Posterior
lobe of Cerebrum, showing gray cortex and white
band of fibrous nerve matter peculiar to this lobe.

( Owen.)

Structure of the Cerebrum. The cere-

brum and cerebellum are alike in the fact

that the gray substance is on the outside*

arranged, in a coat over the surface, while

the interior portions of their substance

consist of white fibrous matter. This

white matter consists of nerve tubules

FIG. 277.

~~
in juxtaposition, and almost infinite in

number. They have been described. They are in two series, one of

which may be called the converging fibres, since, like the spokes of a

wheel, they converge from the periphery, or cortex, toward the optic

thalami and internal capsules. The other fibres ore tbe commissural.
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They are those which compose the corpus callosum, and anastomosing
and connecting at their extremities with the converging fibres, they cross

under the falx cerebri from one hemisphere to the other, and tie the two

together. The layer of gray matter on the outside is called the cortex.

This is from ^ to -i of an inch in thickness. By the great number of

its convolutions its surface is greatly increased. The average surface

of an adult cerebrum, counting what is gained by these foldings, is said

to be about 670 square inches. There is a certain general plan in these

If'fTT^ w -4* v ~!T^i>- FIG. 278. Section of Cortex of Cerebrum.
1. Superficial layer with scattered corpuscles.
2.- Layer of small pyramidal corpuscles.
3. l^roader layer of pyramidal corpuscles rendered

partly into columns separated by nerve fibres.
4. Narrow layer of small, irregular corpuscles.
5. Layer of fusiform (spindle-shaped) and irregular

corpuscles in medullary center.
( Quain, after Meynert.)

convolutions due to race inheritance, and there

are certain of the principal ones that are prac-

tically alike in human brains, and some are

common to man and other mammals, but in

the small details they are not alike in any two.

Nor are the two hemispheres in any one brain

precise counterparts of each other, either in

respect to these convolutions or in respect to

weight. The gray matter is more abundant

in the anterior lobes than in the posterior, and

its quantity varies at different ages and in dif-

ferent races. It is greater in races of large

stature. It is darker in the negro than in the

white man. The composition of the gray
matter consists chiefly of cells, with their

nerve fibres and connective tissue, and the cap-

illaries for the circulation of the blood, which,

originating in the pia mater, penetrate down-

ward into the spaces between the cells of the

cortex. From these capillaries, and around

them and attached to them, is the connective

tissue, which, spreading around, fills all the

FIG. 278. areolar space, enclosing and holding all the

cells with their innumerable ciliary fibres and branching nerve fibres.

This is called the nturoglia, and all through it the blood capillaries per-

meate, distributing the vital fluid to the cells and fibres. Around each

of the capillaries is a sheath of areolar tissue, through which the nour-

ishment is strained to the nerve fibres and cells. There is a consider-

able difference in the size of the cells. Those in the bottom layers are
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from two to ten times as large as those in the top la}
T

ers, and those be-

tween are correspondingly of intermediate size. In the upper layers
there are from 100 to 120 cells to one square millimeter of surface, and

of a millimeter in depth. In round numbers this amounts to about

70,000 cells per square inch in the outer layer of gray matter. This,

multiplied by 670, the average number of square inches of the outer

surface of the cerebrum, gives an aggregate of 46,900,000 cells for this

layer, for a depth of JL of a millimetre, or ^ part of an inch, which is

about ^ of the whole thickness of the cortex. It is probably far

within bounds to estimate for all the layers of the cortex an aggregate
of 500,000 per square inch, and it is not unlikely there are nearer a

million, so that we may safely assume that we are possessed of from

300,000,000 to 500,000,000 of these organs in the cerebrum alone.

(For description of the cells see chapter 52.) The shape of the cells

is probably influenced by the manner in which they are crowded to-

gether. Each cell has from one to five fibrous connections. In the

adult the cortical substance is seen to be stratified, and observers make
out five or six layers. .( See fig. 278. ) In addition to the insulation of

the individual cells and fibres, which has been mentioned, there are

groups of related cells which, as groups, are thought to possess more or

less insulation from each other. Luys is of opinion that there is a de-

gree of insulation as between the several layers. The layers are differ-

ently colored, some being white or gray, others yellowish-red.

The white substance of the brain, under the cortex, consists, as al-

ready stated, of the white nerve fibres closely packed together in paral-

lel bundles and masses, yet all insulated from each other by the medul-

lary sheath, as described in chapter 52. By means of these insulated

conductors, a stimulus reaching one mass of gray cells, if strong enough,
is conveyed to another. The fibres which converge to the crura cerebri,

internal capsule, and optic thalamus, keep company with the commissural

fibres belonging to the corpus callosum, from the layers of the cortex

toward the middle of brain, and when they reach the outside edges of

the lateral ventricles, they are seen to separate, the former passing under

the ventricles to their respective ganglia, while the latter pass across to

the opposite hemisphere over the top of the ventricles.

It has already been observed that the sensory and motor functions of

the posterior and anterior columns of the spinal cord are continued into

the same relative parts of the medulla oblongata and the cerebral pedun-
cles. The appendages of the brain directly connected with these parts

partake of their general functions. Accordingly, the corpora quadri-

gemina and optic thalami, being on the sensory tracts, with perhaps
some exceptional connections elsewhere, are regarded as being in the

main sensory ganglia, while the corpora striata being placed on the

motor parts of the peduncles, possess motor functions, that is. the move-
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raent of the stimulus is downward toward the periphery of the body

here, while in the parts pertaining to the sensory tracts it is toward the

center, the cortex of the brain. It is evident, therefore, that there is a

turning point somewhere, a point at which a stimulus ceases to be a

sensor}- stimulus and becomes a motor stimulus. As already remarked,

such points exist in all parts of the spinal cord for the generation of

the so-called reflex actions. These points are made up of cells, some

of which are placed in the posterior columns of the cord and others in

the anterior columns, the former being smaller than the latter. The

course of the reflex stimulus is inward from the periphery of the body

through the ganglion on the posterior nerve root to the small cells of the

posterior columns, thence across to the large cells in the anterior col-

umns, from which it is reflected down and out again to the periphery.

The first half of this course is called the afferent and the sensory, the

last half is the efferent and the motor.

The first deflection of the stimulus is evidently at the posterior cell,

the final one at the larger anterior cell. While the result of these two

deflections amounts to a 'complete reversal of the direction of the stim-

ulus, there is nothing to show any alteration in its nature, the stimulus

in reality moving forward throughout its course
;
the terms afferent

and efferent expressing merely the relative effects on the cells or gan-

glia through which it passes. To each and ever}' cell or ganglion

through which the stimulus moves, it is in reality both afferent and ef-

ferent, as relates to that cell or ganglion.

The course of those stimuli which are not called reflex, but whose re-

sulting actions are denominated voluntary, instead of merely crossing

the spinal cord from the posterior cells to the anterior, pass on up the

posterior columns of the cord and along the sensory or posterior tracts

of the medulla oblongata and crura cerebri to the optic thalamus, and

thence to the small cells in the outer strata of the cortex of the cere-

brum. Although on this course, ganglia and cells, at various points,

may have been aroused and stimulated, the stimulus has been continued

through and past them as an ingoing and afferent stimulus till the small

cortical cells are reached. Any further progress of the stimulus

makes it outgoing, or motor, for having reached the ultimate ganglia

there is nothing left for it but return. Its first return delivery is to the

large cells in the lower strata of the cortex, these cells apparently bear-

ing the same relation to the smaller ones that the large cells in the an-

terior columns of the spinal cord do to the small ones in the posterior

columns. From these large cortical cells the stimulus is continued down-

ward into the anterior parts of the internal capsule, thence on down the

anterior fibres of the crura cerebri, the medulla oblongata and the

spinal cord, to the motor nerves leading to the muscle or gland to be

moved.
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CHAPTER LVIII.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE BRAIN.

The nervous system of the amphioxus is the most simple possessed

by any vertebrate.
(
See fig. 63.

)
The only sense organs this little an-

imal hasare a depression surrounded by cilia, near the front end of the

animal, supposed to be an olfactory organ, and a pigment spot a little

further back, supposed to be an ocellus, or the rudimentary beginning
of an eye. Nerve connections to these from fehe spinal cord are rather

inferred than proved. The medulla spinalis, or spinal cord, extends

from the head to the tail, as in other fishes, and gives off dorsal and

ventral branches at regular intervals, corresponding in number to the

muscular segments. Two pairs, however, appear to have already re-

ceived some degree of specialization. These are the first and second

pairs. The first pair, which are small ones, run to the parts above the

mouth, and may represent the seventh and eighth pair of the higher

vertebrates, of course not yet specialized to the uses to which they are

afterward put. The next pair are supposed to represent the trigeminum,
or fifth pair, and the par vagum or pneumogastric ( tenth pair ). This

nerve, after leaving the spinal cord, sends out a branch upward and

backward, parallel with the spinal cord and connecting with the seg-

mental nerves of the back
;
while the main stem bends down and passes

backward, connecting with the ventral segmental nervos. No part of

the spinal cord of the amphioxus contains any ganglionic masses or en-

largements, and these great nerves must be considered as constituting

its principle condensing organ.

Among the lower vertebrate brains are those of the Hags and Lam-

preys. In these fishes, in common with the Amphioxus, the spinal

cord is "
flattened, opaline, ductile and elastic." In other fishes "it is

inelastic, opaque and cylindrical, or subdepressed.
"

( Owen.) The cere-

bellum of the Lamprey is a mere commissure, or band of fibres, stretch-

ing across the upper end of the fourth ventricle. It is but little better

in the Sturgeon. ( See fig. 281.) But the development of the cerebellum

does not appear to keep pace with the general organization of the ani-

mal, for in the otherwise advanced Lepidosiren, the cerebellum is as ele-

mentary as that of the Lamprey. ( Fig. 290.) Owen shows the devel-

opment of that part of the brain among the fishes to be in accordance

with the activity of the animal. The Sharks and Saw-fish, therefore,

which are among the most active fishes, have a greatly advanced cere-
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bellum. The Tunny has the largest and most highly organized cerebel-

lum of all. This fish is very active, and is also nearly equal to the

warm-blooded animals in some of its physical make-up. In the shark,

e' 6
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FIG. 280.
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FIG. 279. Top view of the Brain of River Lamprey ( Petro-
myzonfluviatiiis.)

FIG. 280. Side view of same.
I. Olfactory nerves. A, . Olfactory lobes.
II. Optic nerves. B, 6. Cerebral hemispheres.
III. Motor oculi nerves. C, c. Thalainencephalon.
IV. Pathetic nerves.

. D,d Optic lobes.
V. Trigeminal nerves. E, e. Medulla oblongata.
VI. Abducens nerve. F,f. Fourth ventricle.
VII. Facial & auditory nerves. 0. A narrow band between F,
VIII. Glosso pharyngeal and / and Z), d is the Cerebellum.

Vagus nerves. G, g Spinal cord.
IX. Hypoglossal nerves. c. Pineal gland.
1,1,2, 2. Sensory and motor roots of the first two spinal nerves.

FIG. 279. ns rgan covers not only the fourth ventricle but

a good share of the optic lobes also. ( See fig. 286.) In the saw-fish it

covers the optic lobes and laps over upon the cerebrum. But in these

active fishes it is not merely largest, it is also the best developed ;
for

. FIG. 281. Brain of Sturgeon.
R. Olfactory lobes.
P. Cerebral hemispheres.
O. Optic lobes.
C. Cerebellum.
A. Fourth ventricle.
TV. Vagal columns origin of

[ Nerves.
the Vagus

FIG. 281.

FIG. 282. Brain of Chimera Monstrosa, a
cartilaginous fish with complete cranial wall.
R. Ol factory lobes.
1. Olfactory nerves.
P. Cerebrum.
O. Optic lobes.
B. Cerebral Crura.
C. Cerebellum.
TV. Trigeminal lobes.
2. Optic nerves they do not decussate.

(Busch.)

its surface is increased by transverse

folds, as seen in fig. 286. It is variously

placed in different fishes, and its shape

greatly varies. In the cod it is flat

and tongue-shaped, and covers the

fourth ventricle. In the amblyopsis
it is a hemispherical bulb, extending
well over the optic lobes which is an

unusual arrangement, owing to the FIG. 282.

small use this animal makes of eyes. There is generally some gray
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matter mixed with the white fibres of the cerebellum
;
and there is usu-

ally a cavity, or ventricle, in the cerebellum of the osseous fishes which

connects with the fourth ventricle. The Eel, Tench and Lepidosteus

( Gar pike ) are, however, destitute of this ventricle, their cerebellum

being solid. There is no arbor vitae in the cerebellum of any fish ex-

cept the Tunny and Shark.

The part of the brain which includes the cerebellum and the medulla

oblongata, with their appendages, is denominated, by Owen and others,

the Epencephalon. The greater part of the nerves controlling the ac-

tive movements of the body, have their roots in this part of the brain.

The great trigeminum and the vagus, or pneumogastric, which are par-

ticularly of great importance to the motor activities, originate near each

other in the restiform tracts of the medulla oblongata. In the fishes,

especially the active ones, these nerves are very large, and in some cases

their roots are swollen into large masses called lobes. Trigeminal lobes

are shown in the Chimera Monstrosa, fig. 282. In the Skate these

lobes are very large and convoluted. In the Torpedo these lobes are

blended with the vagal lobes, and are of vast size. They are, in this

case, called electric lobes. These lobes are not much developed in most

of the osseous fishes. There is a band of fibres stretching across be-

neath the cerebellum, called the restiform commissure. This is very

large in the Carcharias ( Shark ), amounting almost to an additional lobe

of the cerebellum. There cannot be any doubt that the epencephalon
is the condensing and directing apparatus for the physical movements of

FIG. 283. Brain of J^epidosteus Semiradiatus.
I. Top view. e. Optic Lobes.
II. Underside.
a. Olfactory Nerves.
6. Optic Nerves.

3. Optic Lobes.
f. Medulla Oblongata,
g. Cerebellum.
A. Pituitary Gland.

c. Cerebral Hemisphere, i. Hypoaria,
d. Optic Chiasm. Lobes.

.

or Inferior

the animal. The minor appendages depend

for the state of their development upon the

peculiar habits of activity affected by the

animal.

The next division of the vertebrate brain

is often called the mesencephalon. This di-

vision in the fishes includes the optic lobes,

which are built on top, or on the dorsal side,

of the spinal medullary stem, and in most fishes two other bulbs, which

are developed on the opposite or under side, and which are called Hypo-

aria, or lobi inferiores. The hypoaria are well developed in the cod,

fig. 289. They are formed upon the anterior or under side of the an-

terior pyramids. In the cod, and some others, they each have a hollow

inside, or ventricle, called the L^poarian ventricle. Underneath the hy-

poaria is a median and single body, vascular and medullary, called the

FIG. 283.
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:i:rmatosac. It appears to resemble the hypopt^sts, or pituitary gland,

which depends from the third ventricle in front of the optic lobes.

These hypoaria and the haematosac are not found in either the lowest

or highest orders of fishes. In the Myxine, among the lowest, the an-

FIG. 284. Brain of Pike-fish. Top view.
01 Olfactory lobes lying above the Optic nerves, Op.
H. Cerebral hemispheres.
Mb Optic lobes.
Cb . Cerebel 1u in .

terior pyramids swell out into a small protu-

berance beneath the optic lobes, and this is

perhaps an elementary form of the hypoaria.

But the sams thing is seen in the, in many re-

spects, advanced Lepidosiren. (Fig. 290.) It

may be elementary in this animal also, since

from its inactive habits its entire hind brain

is in a backward condition, but more likely in

both this and the Polypterus, which is another

salamandroid fish, these organs are rudimentary
from retrogression. In the Shark these col-

umns swell out laterally and form protuber-

ances on the sides of the crura cerebri, sepa-

rated from each other by the vascular matter forming the infundibulum

on the floor of the third ventricle, in advance of the base of the optic

lobes. These formations are to be regarded as modifications of the

hypoaria, which occur in most of the osseous fishes. Just behind the

nypoaria, in the osseous fishes, there is a band of transverse fibres cou-

rt *

FIG. 284.

FIG. 286.

FIG. 285. Brain of Skate. (Raia.) ( Underside.)
a. Optic Nerves.
b. Cr

FIG. 285.

Jross fibres connecting the same,
c. Hypoaria.

FIG- 286. .Brain, of Shark Carcharias.
R Olfactory Lobes, with olfactory nerves at their extremities.
z Olfactory Crura.

P.-Cerebral hemispheres. X.-Cerebral
'

Crnra.
O Optic Lobes. F-"a3?tf Gland,
a-Cerebellum. /i.-Pituitary Gland.
N.-Lateral bulbs from the anterior pyra- 2. Optic nerves.

mids answering to the Hypoaria of the 5, 7, . Fifth, seventh and eighth pairs of

Cod, &c. nerves.

necting together the two anterior pyramids. It is called the ansulate

commissure, and is to be regarded as the early intimation of the pons
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varolii. The optic lobes are formed upon the posterior parts of the me-

lullary stem, and their function is chiefly, though perhaps not exclu-

sively, the condensation of the stimuli of sight. A part of the roots

>f the optic nerve are found in the optic lobes, and part are to be traced

in the hypoaria. The optic lobes vary greatly in size. In the nearly
blind cave fish, Amblyopsis speleus, both these lobes and the optic
nerves are very small, and less in size than either the cerebellum or

cerebrum. They are likewise smaller than these organs, relatively, in

the chimera and the shark. They exist in the myxine, a blind parasite,

from which circumstance Owen infers that their function relates to

something more than merely sight stimuli. But in this fish perhaps

they are rudimentary. In most fishes they are larger than the cerebral

lobes, in a few, as the polypterus and lepidosiren, they are larger than

the cerebellum but smaller than the cerebrum. In the Sturgeon, Pol-

ypterus, Lepidosiren, Amblyopsis and Loach (Cobitis), the optic lobes

are scarcely separated from each other, but run together. They are

distinct in most osseous fishes, but are connected together by a commis*

FIG. 287. Brain of Amblyopsis, (" obscure-eyed") cave
fish.

c. Cerebellum extending over the optic lobes.
o. Optic lobes. P. Cerebrum.
to. Pineal gland. R. Olfactory lobes.
m. Medulla oblongata. 1. Olfactory nerves.
2. Optic nerves greatly reduced by disuse-
( No pons varolii in fishes, and no lateral lobes to the

cerebellum.

sure, generally the anterior commissure pass-

ing across from one to the other in front of

the entrance to the third ventricle. These

lobes are generally hollow, or contain ventri-

cles, one in each. On the floor of each of

these there are usually one or two bulbs, or

FIG. 287. tubercles, called optic tubercles. In the Cod,

Salmon, Pike and Perch there are four of these, two in each lobe
;

in

the Carp and Herring there is one in each lobe. The Sharks and Rays,
the Sturgeon, Polypterus and Lepidosiren do not possess these tubercles.

Those which do have the tubercles also possess another process inside

the ventricle,"" called the " torus semicircularis.
"

This is a sort of an

elongated tubercle, which is attached to the floor of the ventricle in ad-

vance of the "optic tubercles,
" and arches backward over them to a

greater or less extent. They are large in the Carp. Neither these ven-

tricular tubercles nor the torus are found in any animals besides fishes.

According to Owen, these tori are not to be regarded as homologous
with either the optic thalamus or corpus striatum. The external shell

of the optic lobes is composed of white and gray matter. These are

shown blended upon the surface.

The restiform columns of the medulla oblongata pass into the base
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ami exterior wall of the optic lobes, and into tin- walls of the third ven-

tricle. A small part only, in osseous fishes. are continued past the

third ventricle into the cerebrum. This shows, as will be seen, that a

comparatively small portion of the activities of the fish are governed by
reflection and memory.

The next division of the brain is represented in the embryo by what

Carpenter calls the vesicle of the third ventricle. Huxley denominates

it the Thalamencephalon. Owen includes it with the optic lobes in the

Mesencephalon. The constant parts of this division are the pineal

gland, or conarium, above the third ventricle, and the pituitary gland,

or hypophysis, below it. These glands are to be found in all osseous

fishes, as well as in birds, reptiles and mammals, including man. The

Olj

FIG. 288 Brain of Cod. Top

0//.^Olfactory Lobes.
P. Cerebrum.
G Cerebellum.
Op Optic Lobes. Top of the

left one removed, showing
V. The ventricle and
e. Two of the four interior op-

tic tubercles.

FIG. 289. Brain of Cod. Un-
derside.
P. Cerebrum.
Py Pituitary Gland.
O. Optic Lobes.
n. Hypoarin.
h. Haematosac lying between
the hypoaria.

2. Optic Nerves.
3, 6, 6, 7, 8. Cranial nerves of
corresponding numbers.

( Owen.)

FIG. 289.

optic thalamus itself is either not developed at all

or is extremely elementary in the fishes. The pineal

FIG 288 gland is usually a pyramidal sac joined at its base

to the walls of the third ventricle between the optic and the cerebral

lobes. The apex is attached to the roof of the cranium. It is com-

monly composed of a membranous substance well supplied with blood

vessels. It has this character in the sturgeon, lepidosiren and shark.

In the carp and herring tribes there is medullary matter incorporated in

the membrane, and in some fishes there is gray matter.

The pituitary gland is likewise a very vascular body, at the apex of

un inverted conical, membranous sac, the infundibulum. It is attached,

base upward, to the underside of the crura cerebri, its cavity opening

into the third ventricle.

The fibres of nerve matter from the spinal cord, after forming the

crura cerebri, are continued forward to the bodies called the cerebral

hemispheres, in fishes
;
bodies which, in the higher vertebrates, appear

to constitute only the corpora striata This division of the brain is
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called the Prosencepkalon, and it consists simply of the two bulbs called

the hemispheres. A few of the medullary fibres, which continue into it

from the spinal cord, pass on along its base into the most forward di-

vision of the brain, called the Rhinencephalon, which is composed solely

of the olfactory lobes and the medullary stem, which may connect them

with the cerebral lobes. The cerebral lobes vary greatly in size in dif-

ferent fishes. Thus in the Cod, Carp, G-lobefish, Bream, Perch, Stickle-

back, Gurnard, and Lepidosteus, they are smaller than the optic lobes.

FIG. 290.

FIG. 290. Brain of Lepidosiren (Mudfish.)
(7. Cerebellum. M Medulla Oblongata.
o. Optic Lobes. h. Protuberance of anterior pyramids.
w. Pineal Gland. p. Pituitary Gland.
P. Cerebral Hemispheres. 2. Optic Nerves.
5, Olfactory Lobes. lv. Cross-section of Cerebrum, showing the
1, Olf Olfactory Nerves. lateral ventricles. ( Owen.)

In the Shark (fig. 286 ) they are as large as the cerebellum and optic

lobes together. In the Gar fish, Herring and Lump fish the cerebrum

is smaller, relatively, than in the Cod. In the Myxine it is smallest of

all. In the Polypterus and Lepidosiren it is larger than all the rest of

the brain.

The cerebral lobes of fishes are composed chiefly of gray vascular

nerve matter, through which the white fibres radiate. The surface is

pinkish in color, and nodulated. In the Cod and Amblyopsis there are

two or three convolutions, but as a rule the cerebral hemispheres are

smooth, from the Myxine, in which they are smallest, to the Sharks, in

which they are among the largest, and the Lepidosiren and Polypterus,

which are among the most highly organized fishes. In general, these

lobes are solid, but there are ventricles in those of the Lepidosiren, and

these communicate with ventricles in the olfactory lobes. In the Shark

there is an elementary ventricle in the shape of a fissure in the under

anterior part of the lobe, into which a fold of a vascular membrane, an-

swering to the choroid plexus, is inserted. This fissure also extends

into the olfactory lobe. As a rule, the cerebral lobes of fishes are dis-

tinct from each other, and are connected "by a commissure which is hom-

ologous with the " anterior commissure," which, in more highly devel-

oped animals, connects the two hemispheres. In a few families of

fishes these lobes are not separated at all.

Observing that the ventricles of the cerebral lobes of Lepidosiren and

Sharks are excavated in the body of the lobes themselves, it is doubtful

if these ventricles are the homologues of the lateral ventricles which oc-

cur in higher brains. The ventricles in the cerebellum, the optic lobes
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and olfactory lobes of fishes, become filled in and consolidated in mam-

mals, and it appears that the same thing happens to the cerebral lobes,

the cerebrum of the fish becoming the corpora striata of the mammal,
and forming a floor, over which the cerebral lobes are erected as a super-

structure, the lateral ventricles being entirely above the substance of

the floor and not in it
;
nevertheless the cerebral lobes of the fish are all

to it that the cerebrum is to the mammal, because the composition of

their cortex of mingled nerve fibre and vascular neurine is the same as

that which forms the mammal convolutions.

In the Pleuronectidae ( flat-fish ) neither the cerebral lobes, optic lobes

or hypoaria are symmetrical. ( See fig. 81.) The olfactory lobes are al-

ways distinct in fishes, and never united with each other by commissures.

They are often close together at their points of connection with the

cerebral lobes. Sometimes they do not join the cerebral lobes directly,

but are connected each by a stem of medullary matter called a Cms.

These crura are sometimes so short as to show only an indentation, as

in Lepidosiren (fig. 290 ); in other cases the crura are long, supporting

the olfactory bulbs on their ends, as in Sharks
( fig. 286, z

).
The ol-

factory nerves start from the bulbs in front and form connection with

the organ of smell. There is no gray matter connected with the olfac-

tory nerve (or other nerves of conduction), but there is gray matter

contained in the crura mingled with the white fibres. As a rule, the

olfactory lobes and crura of fishes are solid. Lepidosiren and Shark

are exceptions, as noted above.

The optic nerves and eyes of fishes are generalty large. In Flat

fishes one optic nerve is smaller and shorter than the other. The optic

nerves are connected by filaments with the hypoaria, as well as with the

optic lobes. In ordinary osseous fishes, fibres from the optic nerves can

be traced into the cerebellum also. The optic nerves of fishes decussate,

or cross each other, but each nerve crosses over without giving any of

its fibres to the other, as in the mammals. (Fig. 81.) At the point of

crossing, the nerves are flattened, sometimes one nerve and sometimes

the other being on top. In most osseous fishes, the optic nerve consists

FIG. 291 Plaited Optic Nerve of a Mullet.
a. Optic nerve deprived of its sheath, showing its plaited

disposition.
6. Sclerotic Coat of the Eye, through which the nerve

lISsr<.
c. Retina, in which the nerve terminates.

of a plate composed of membrane and nervous

matter, which is folded into a number of plaits,

a structure which usually prevails throughout the

length of the nerve, from its cerebral attachment

Fia. 291 to the eyeball ;
in some instances the inner sur-

face of the optic lobe is also folded, and in all, the plaits may be ob-
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served to be faintly contained upon the retina, which is formed by the

unfolding of the nerve. ( See fig. 190.)

Other Nerves. The fifth nerve, Trigeminus, is enormous in all fishes.

In the Lancelot the fifth nerve distributes many filaments to the ex-

panded sensitive integument, which represents the head and forms the

sides of the wide mouth, and also supplies the oral tentacles. In the

myxinoids the same nerve supplies both the muscles and the integuments

of the head, the tentacles, the nasal tube, the mucous membrane of the

mouth and tongue, the hyoid and palatal teeth, and the phar}
Tnx. The

trigeminus supplies the same parts in the Lamprey, but by fewer pri-

mary branches. ' ' That which sends filaments to the rectus externus and

rectus inferior of the eyeball, is continued forward beneath the skin,

and resolves itself into a rich plexus, which supplies the thick cirrate

border of the suctorial lip ;
the nerves to the muscular parts of

'

the

jaws and tongue arise distinct from the fifth nerve, and their trunk may
be regarded as a facial nerve. The auditory appears to be a primary

branch of the fifth, in Skate. Swann calls it glosso pharyngeal. In

the Cod, and all fishes above Dermopteri, the auditoiy is a distinct

nerve rising between the fifth pair and the vagus.'
1

There is no spinal accessory (eleventh pair) in fishes or snakes, but

it is to be found in mammals, birds, and all reptiles, except snakes.

The general position of the points of exit from the brain of the nerves,

is practically the same in all the vertebrates in which they exist. The

spinal nerves generally correspond in number with the ribs. They are

in pairs, and pass out on each side through the vertebrae, or between

them.

Reptiles. In a newt weighing 39 grains, the brain weighs of a

grain, and in the large Sirens, Amphiumes and Menopomes the brain is

relatively still smaller. In these reptiles there is a fourth ventricle, as

in fishes. It is bounded at its upper end by a feeble rudiment of a

cerebellum, formed by the confluence and convergence of the sides of

the ventricle. The Axolotl has a long elliptical optic lobe, which gives

off small optic nerves below. It has the pituitary and pineal glands,

the latter large and extending from before the optic lobe upon the rear

of the interspace between the cerebral hemispheres. These cerebral

hemispheres are twice as long and broad as the optic lobe, are smooth

and hollow like Lepidosiren. Olfactoiy lobes are seated upon the fore

and outer part of the hemispheres. Cerebral ventricles continue into

the olfactory lobes. In serpents the cerebellum is smaller than the op-

tic lobes, and the optic lobes are less than one-fourth as large as the

cerebrum. The cerebellum covers the greater part of the fourth ven-

tricle, and is a semicircular lobe somewhat' depressed or flattened. The

optic lobes are hollow, tint I are erossed by u transverse fissure near l-lie
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hind end, as well as divided by a longitudinal median fissure. So there

are four bulbs answering to the quadrigemina, the front ones, answering

to the nates, being much the largest.

( John Anderson.)
O. Olfactory lobes. D Cerebellum.
A Ofiv^lv^ol V AwiiarhVinfaci J5? _V/\m+ti \ i.nt

01

FIG. 292. Brain of Lizzard, top view.
0. Olfactory lobes. D Cerebellum.
A Cerebral hemispheres. ^.Fourth ventricle.
G'. Optic lobes. F. Spinal cord.

The cerebral crura, in advance of the optic lobes, show

slight enlargements like optic thalami
;
after passing which

the fibres of the crura pass into the hemispheres. The hem-

ispheres are hollow, and are separated by the thin wall be-

longing to each. Into each of their ventricles a corpus

striatum projects from the under and outer side. The sep-

tum between the two hemispheres is perforated for the pass-

age of a "choroid plexus." The ventricles are continued

forward into the olfactory lobes, which are very large. In

lizzards the optic lobes are relatively larger than in the

FIG 292 snakes, the eyes being correspondingly more active. They
constitute one pair, however, instead of two, and are hollow. In Tur-

tle ( Chelone ) the cerebellum is an arched body of equal thickness

throughout, covering the upper end of the ventricle. (Fig. 293.) The

rest of the ventricle is covered by a web of vascular matter derived

FIG. 293.

FIG. 293. Side view of Brain of Turtle ( Chelone.)
FIG. 294. Top view of same.
P. Cerebrum.
C'. Cerebellum (in 294 it is raised to show the fourth ven-
A'. Fourth ventricle. [tricle.)
O. -Optic lobes.
V. Ventricle in same.
/?. Olfactory lobes.
x nerves.
/ Ventricle in olfactory lobes.
A'. Ventricle in cerebrum, containing corpus striatum and

communicating with ventricle in olfactory lobe.
W. Space between O and P, covered by pineal gland.
in, nt. Bristle, showing communication between optic

ventricle and fourth ventricle.
a. Optic nerves.
d. Swelling of same in passing over the crura cerebri.

(John Anderson.)

from the sides of the medulla oblongata. The

optic lobes are smooth and hollow, their ventri- FIG. 294.

eles communicating with the third and fourth ventricles. The aqueduct

of sylvius lies below and between them. There is a pituitary glaud bc-

|.\v the third ventricle and the; pine:il ul:m<l above. The cruru
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bend down between the cerebellum and the cerebrum, sinking the optic

lobes to a plane below the other ganglia. (Fig. 293.) The hemispheres

are smooth, but have ventricles, and in them are formed the corpora

striata and choroid plexus. Anterior to the optic lobes are the thalami

optici, formed upon the crura cerebri. The brain of crocodile differs

only in minor matters from that of the turtle. The cerebral lobes are

relatively larger. The cerebellum is gashed by a transverse fissure, 'Oi

fold. The optic lobes have each a ventricle, into which a convex body

projects, something after the manner of the corpus striatum into the

cerebral ventricle. The olfactory lobes at first near the cerebrum, move

off with the growth of the animal, and remain connected by crura.

in

FlG. 298. FIG. 296.

FIG. 295. Side view ofBrain ofLizzard ( Psammosaurus Bengalensis ).

FIG. 296. Top view of same.
FIG. 297. Side view ofBrain of Turkey.
FIG. 298. Top view of same.

Olf Olfactory lobes ( in all ). (76. Cerebellum.
//.Cerebral hemispheres. mo. Medulla oblongata.
pn. Pineal gland. n'. Optic nerve (second nerve).
mb. Optic lobes. iv. Pathetic nerve ( fourth nerve ).

joy. Pituitary gland. vi. Abducens ( sixth nerve ). ( Huxley.)

There is, in reptiles, an anterior commissure, usually small. There is

no pons varolii.

The spinal cord of birds, like that of other vertebrates, expands in

volume opposite the parts related to the limbs wings and legs. The

part of it developed in the tail extremity of the embryo, shrinks up
into a mere filamentary trace of its first condition, and does not fill up
the neural canal. It becomes larger in the sacral region as the legs

grow. The spinal cord becomes more slender in the dorsal region, and

expands again near the base of the neck at the shoulders, where the

nerves of the fore limbs join it. There is a ventral and a dorsal side to

the spinal cord, and a canal through the middle. The ventral side is

nearly split in two by a longitudinal fissure, which cleaves it almost to

the canal. There is also a dorsal fissure not so well marked or deep as
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the ventral fissure. This fissure widens out in the sacrum, forming a

lozenge-shaped gash, or ventricle, which is denominated the sinus rhom-

boidalls. In the medulla oblongata there is another widening of the

fissure forming the fourth ventricle, as in the mammals, including man.

The enlargements of the spinal cord, opposite the fore and hind limbs,

are in proportion to the activity and power of the limbs, as we should

naturally expect. Thus, in flying-birds the enlargement at the part re-

lating to the wings is the larger one, while in the Runners, cursores,

Scratchers, rasores, and others which make much use of their legs, the

posterior enlargement is the greatest.

The optic nerves of birds are usually very large. The^ originate

from the whole outer surface of the optic lobes, and from the optic

thalami as well
;
the fibres from these two origins immediately joining

to form the nerve. A part of the fibres in each nerve remain on the

side on which they originate, and connect with the e}
re on that side,

while the rest "
decussate," crossing over to the opposite side. After

the decussation the nerve is seen to be composed of longitudinal plates

piled one upon another
;
doubtless they are plaits, or folds, of a flat

nerve, as in the fishes.
(
Owen.

)

It is worthy of observation that although birds are now toothless,

there are some, as the anatidce (ducks), and other water fowl, whose

beaks are notched or indented on the edges, and that to each of these

dentations several nerve filaments are distributed. These are from, the

FIG. 299.-gmbryo Chick 8 days.
FIG. 300.

" " 16 "

FIG. 301.
" " 20 "

Letters same in all.

O Olfactory lobes.
A. Henfispheres of Brain.
JB Optic thalamus (fig. 299.

It is covered by the hemi-
spheres in figs. 300 and 301.)

(7. Optic lobes Corpora Bi-
D. Cerebellum. Igemina.
.E. Fourth ventricle.
F Spinal cord.

(John Anderson.)

superior and inferior max-

illary branches of the fifth

pair. There is no gusta-FlG. 299. FIG. 300. FIG. sol.

tory branch to the tongue, that organ being one chiefly of prehension

and not of taste, in birds.
(
Owen. )

The sympathetic nerve system in

birds, partakes, in some particulars, of the character of that of rep-

tiles
;
in others, of mammals.

The brain of the embryo chick at eight days, shows the divergence of

the posterior pyramids and the formation of the fourth ventricle, the

rudimentary cerebellum at its upper end, and the corpora bigemina, or

optic lobes, and the hemispheres well started, and between them the

optic thalami (see fig. 299) lodged upon the crura cerebri. The optic
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lobes are in contact with each other, and are oblong, smooth, white vesi-

cles of nerve matter. These characters, and the rudimentary state of

the cerebellum, are representatives of the permanent condition of the

brain of the adult batrachians. At the end of the sixteenth day, the

brain of the chick has acquired the appearance represented in fig. 300,

and resembles the brain of the Lizzard. (Fig. 292.
)

The cerebellum

has grown over the fourth ventricle
;

its surface is smooth, as in the

Turtle and Crocodile
;
the optic lobes have become spheroidal in shape,

and the hemispheres cover up the optic thalami. About the time of

hatching, the brain has the appearance represented by fig. 301. The

cerebellum has largely increased, grown forward between the corpora

bigemina, pushing them apart, and its surface covered with gray mat-

ter is corrugated by transverse folds. In the mature bird, there is a

rudimentary fissure of sylvius, a mere depression where that fissure ex-

ists in the mammals. The hemispheres are connected together by the

anterior or round commissure. The corpora striata are relatively very

large in birds, and form, in fact, the greater part of the cerebrum, but

they do not possess the alternate striations of white and gray, shown in

the higher mammals. In the latter respect they agree with adult rep-

tiles and the embryo of the mammalia. The lateral ventricles have no

descending cornu. They arc separated from each other by a thin par-

tition of medullary matter. Beneath the posterior part of this wall

there is an orifice by which the two ventricles communicate with each

other and also with the third ventricle. Just above the orifice is a

small projection of medullary matter, which is an undeveloped begin-

ning of the fornix. The optic thalami are small and not connected by
the commissure, as in the Lizzard. The pineal gland is attached be-

hind to the valve of Vieussens, and its peduncles connect it with the

optic thalami. The corpora bigemina, or optic lobes, have ventricles,

which open into the aqueduct of sylvius. The third ventricle opens be-

low into the infundibulum, at the bottom of which is a large pituitary

gland. The cerebellum has but one lobe, the median, which answers

to the vermiform process of the higher mammals, while the lateral lobes

are wanting, or nearly so, and there is no pons varolii. The cerebrum

and cerebellum of Birds are superior in size to those of the Reptiles,

while the cerebellum is superior in structure by reason of its folds.

There is great relative difference in the sizes of the brains of birds, but

it chiefly relates to the optic lobes. The cerebral hemispheres remain

small and unconvoluted in all.
(
Cuvier.

)

Mammals. Owen proposes a classification of mammals, based upon
their brain development. In this classification the monotremes and

marsupials are placed as a sub-class at the bottom of the series, and are

named Lyencephala (loose-brained). The fig. 304 of the brain of the
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Dasyure, a marsupial, shows the olfactoiy and optic lobes exposed from

above as well as the cerebellum. In these brains there is no fully de-

veloped corpus callosum. The cerebral hemispheres are united by a

round commissure, and by a 'lyra' and hippocampal commissure.

This appears to be the forerunner of the corpus callosum, which Is de-

veloped in the higher mammals. In the monotremes the optic lobes are

still a single pair, as in birds.

Owen's Classification of Mammals based on Brain Development. Class Mammalia.

Sub. Class
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In the birds and reptiles the optic lobes are a single pair, and so they

are in the monotremes amongst the mammals. But in the monotremes

the valvula of vieussens becomes thickened at its anterior edge by the

addition of transverse white fibres just back of the optic lobes. This

swelling is the beginning of the second pair of optic bulbs, the testes.

These become well developed in the marsupials, and occur in all the

families above these, the whole four bulbs generally going under the

FlG. 302. Side view of Brain of Ornithorhynchus,
FIG. 303. Bottom view.
1. Anterior pyramids.
2. -Olivary bodies.
3. Corpora trapezoidea ( Arciform fibres in man ).

4. Pons Varolii. FIG. 303.
6. Cerebellum. [large). 7. Third branch of same.
6. Two roots of tbe Trigeminal nerve (very 8. Ganglion in which it originates.

name of the corpora quadrigemina, the original pair being the nates,

and the new pair the testes.

In birds the ventricle of the hemisphere, or lateral ventricle, is al-

most filled by the corpus striatum, and in them there is no hippocampus.
In the mammals, however, the shell of the cerebrum begins to enlarge,

FIG. 304. Brain of Dasyure, or Native Devil (a marsupial),
a.-Olfactory lobes.
&. Cerebrum.

c Optic lobes.
d. Cerebellum.

e Medulla oblongata.

and in doing this commences to form itself into

folds or convolutions. One of the first and most

constant of these is a fold pushed into the ven-

tricle from the inner margin of the temporal

lobe, from the inside wall of each hemisphere,

where the two abut against each other. This

fold of brain matter pushed into the lateral ven-

tricle is called the hippocampus, (hippocampus

mo/or, or cornu ammonis, in Man and the Quad-

rumana) and the crease formed on the external

part of the inner face of the hemisphere, by the

Fro. 304. fold., is called the hippocampal fissure. Longi-

tudinal fibres are developed in connection with the hippocampus, form-

ing a band named the tsenia hippocampi (or corpus fimbriatumin man).

This band, starting at the pes hippocampi at the lower, or posterior, ex-

tremity of the ventricle, runs up to the roof of the ventricle and be-

comes the posterior pillar of the fornix. It then bends forward along
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the roof of the ventricle, above the hippocampus, and converges to-

ward its fellow from the other hemisphere. Their junction constitutes

a union, or commissure, between the two hemispheres. Fibres are con-

tinued forward, radiating from this upon the inner or mesial surface of

the forepart of the hemispheres, while others bend downward, forming
the anterior pillars of the fornix. This common meeting ground con-

stitutes the hippocampal commissure, and it forms the beginning of the

great commissure, the corpus callosum. The two hippocampi are rela-

tively very large in the echidna and the marsupials, and the hippocampal

commissure connecting these becomes, therefore, a correspondingly im-

portant tie between the two hemispheres. This tie is, however, con-

fined to the lower part of the cerebrum, the part above the ventricles

not being directly joined together until the corpus callosum is formed,

in the higher species, the marsupial being in this respect in the same

condition as the monotremes and birds. The anterior commissure is

large in marsupials and monotremes.

( The anterior commissure which appears to connect the two corpora

striata, in reality does not. It is composed of two parts ;
the front

part forms a connection between the olfactory tracts. This division of

the commissure is especially large and well marked in animals with

large olfactories, but is small in man and monkey. The posterior divi-

sion of the commissure passes outwards, downwards and backwards,

under the lenticular portion of the corpus striatum, and goes on to the

hippocampal lobule and the nucleus amygdalae, where its fibres spread

out and terminate. It therefore connects the two opposite hippocampal

lobules, &c. ) (Ferrier. )

In the next advance of brain development, the corpus callosum is

present. There is, however, but little advance in other respects, for

the cerebral hemispheres show no other very marked superiority over

those below. They are relatively larger, however, and grow over the

optic lobes, and also partially conceal the olfactory lobes. The hemi-

spheres are smooth, except a few of the highest in the sub-class. Owen

names this sub-class the Lissencephala. The orders included in this

sub-class are the Bruta, or Edentata, the Cheiroptera, Insectivora, and

Rodentia. These animals still possess some of the characteristics of

birds and reptiles. For example, the three-toed Sloth has cloaca, con-

voluted trachea, supernumerary cervical vertebrae, and floating ribs. l

The Ant-eaters have long, slender, beak-like, toothless jaws, and a giz-

zard. The Pangolins (Manis), of Hindostan and Africa, ( Edentula of

the order Bruta) have both gizzard and gastric glands, like those of the

birds, and have imbricated (or guttered) scales, and they are also tooth-

less. The Armadillos have plates on their back, like the scaly lizzards.

i Almost all mammals have seven cervical vertebrae.
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The Dormouse and Beaver have the '''proventriculus," a little stomach,

which, in birds, is at the lower end of the gullet above the gizzard, ami-

is furnished with the gastric glands. The Porcupine and Hedgehog
have quills. The Rodentia often have disproportionately developed
hind limbs, like the birds. In the Jerboa the three chief metatarsal

bones are fused into one, as in the birds. The Bat has wings, and a

keel on the breast bone, as have the birds. The Cheiroptera, Insectiv-

ora, and some of the Rodents, are apt, like the Reptiles, to fall into a

FIG. 305. Brain of Agouti, a South American animal
resembling a Hare, but larger.

a. Medulla oblongata.
6. Fourth ventricle,
c. Middle lobe of Cerebellum.
d. Lateral lobes of
e. Hemispheres of cerebrum ( without convolutions).
/.Olfactory lobes. ( Owen.)

state of torpidity, accompanied by the circula-

tion of black, or carbonized, blood. The

Zizil ( Arctomys citillus ) has a temperature
in summer of 103. When torpid, it is re-

duced to 80 or 84. The blood of the Mar-

mot ( Arctomys Marmota ) is in summer

101, and when torpid only 43 F. In

the Lissencephala the reproductive testcs

remain in the abdomen or are protruded into

a temporary scrotum only at the breeding

FIG 305. period to be again retracted. In many of

them the squamosal and tympanic plates of the skull bones retain their

primitive condition of distinct bones. The orbits have not an entire

rim of bone. There are two precaval ( vena cavae superior ) veins, as in

birds. (See fig. 116.)

In all the mammals above the marsupials, the corpus callosura is

found more or less complete, its degree of development being indicated

by its length from front to rear of the cerebrum, and the amount of the

inferior deflection of its posterior and anterior extremities called knees.

It is formed by the gradual increase of the transverse fibres, which, orig-

inally passing over the hippocampal commissure, receive additions to

their number at the forward or anterior edge of the lyra, which is the

name given to this body of fibres. The effect of this is to push upward
and backward the original cross-fibres uniting the hippocampi, until,

from a position well in advance, they are crowded back, always forming

the rear end of the corpus callosum. With the increase of the corpus

callosum there is a corresponding decrease in the size of the anterior

commissure.

The development of the hippocampus major and the accompanying

commissures, the longitudinal fornix and the transverse corpus callosum.
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creates LI series of very important distinctions from the brains of birds

and reptiles. Since mammals have certainly been developed from rep-

tiles, it is evident that the steps by which the remarkable transition was

made, were through animals now extinct. It will probably never be

possible to trace these with certainty, sinee the structure of the brain

could never be preserved fossil. Owen observes that if we could exam-

ine the brains of the Dinosaurs we might find the intermediate structures.

This is very likely. These animals belonged to the Mesozoic era. ( See

page 88.) They were reptiles of immense size, and possessed many
mammalian characteristics. The long bones have a medullary cavit}' ;

the feet are short and,, with the exception of the hoofed toes, like those

of pach}
Tderms

;
the sacrum consists of at least five united vertebrae

;

the lower jaw, in some species, has lateral motion for trituration. (Dana.)
The corpus callosum, then, is fairly inaugurated in the Rodents, In-

sectivores, and others of the Lissencephala. In these animals a com-

mencement of the septum lucidum, or wall between the anterior parts

of the lateral ventricles, is introduced also. It is not, however, com-

pleted in this sub-class, but remains elementary. In these animals the

hippocampi and the optic lobes are proportionally large ;
the front ones,

the nates, being larger than the testes. The corpus striatum is small.

The orbits of rodents are not separated from the temporal fossa, except

in the cheiromys ( the aye aye ). The eyes are therefore in the brain

case. Behind the posterior margin of the pons varolii, on the ventral

face of the medulla oblongata, there is, in most of the mammals, a

body of cross fibres on each side, occupying a rectangular area, and

named, from its shape, the corpus trapezoides. They are well defined

in the ornithorhynchus (fig. 302) and in the rabbit; diminish in the

pig and other gyrencephala, and are wanting in the apes and man, their

function being performed by the " arciform fibres
"
described in chapter

57, which are tin* homologues and derivatives of the trapezoidea. The

verrais, or vermiform process, the median lobe of the cerebellum, con-

stitutes the wh<>l<> cerebellum in the Fishes, Birds and Reptiles. In

mammals it is Hanked and reinforced by side lobes,
(fig. 305, d.

)
Rel-

ative to these, it is large in the lower mammals but decreases in size as

we ascend the scale. In the ape and man it is proportionally much re-

duced, and is almost entirely concealed by the overgrowth of the lat-

eral lobes.

The highest of the mammal races, excluding man, are designated,

under Owen's brain classification, as the Gyrencephala, the name signi-

fying
" convoluted brain.

"
It is descriptive of most of the brains in

this sub-class
;
a few, however, of the smaller members of it have smooth

cerebrums. In the animals of this class, excepting the cetacea and the

elephant, the reproductive testes are in an external scrotum Except-
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ing in the case of the elephant, the right and left descending veins are

united into one before discharging into the right auricle. The gyren-

cephalic brain is usually accompanied by a better plrysical development,
either greater size, or strength, or activity. The smaller members of

each family are apt to possess less highly developed cerebrums than

those of the larger members. The difference in the activities of the

mammal cerebrum is indicated by the convolutions and fissures. By
the help of the figures of convolutions, for which we are chiefly in-

debted to Owen, comparison can be easily made. The first fissure de-

veloped on the outer surface of the cerebrum is the great longitudinal

fissure which separates the two hemispheres. This fissure is found in all

the vertebrates except some of the fishes. It is not equally complete in all.

FIG. 306. Inner surface of hemisphere of
Brain of Ornithorhynchus.
#. Olfactory lobe.
(76. Cerebellum,
a. Anterior plliars of the fornix.
o. Comn.iobUi'c of the pillars of the Fornix
p. Posterior pillars of the Fornix. [(Lyra).
4. Hippocampal fissure,
c. Anterior commissure of the brain.

FIG. 306.

In the Ornithorhynchus there is formed for the first time the hippo-

campal fissure, No. 4, which is formed by the pushing in of the hippo-

campus from the inner, or mesial, surface of the hemisphere. Aside

from this, there is little or no break in the smoothness of the cerebrum.

The brain of the echidna is considerably convoluted. Of the regular

convolutions found in the higher families he has beside No. 4, the super

callosal No. 7
'

. Most of the others remain unidentified with those of

the gyrencephala. They are mostly transverse.
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The marsupials add the ectorhinal No. 2 and the sylvian fissure No.

5. In some are also found Nos. 8, 9, 10 and 12, not all well developed,

however. (See fig. 307.
)

In the smaller species of the carnivores,

there are to be found Nos. 2, 5, 8 and 14 on the outside, and on the

mesial face are the hippocampal No. 4, and the callosal No. 7. In some

FIG. 307. Top view of Brain of Kan-
garoo ( Macropus Major).

of the larger genera are to be

found in addition the post syl-

vian No. 9, the lateral 11, and

the coronal 12. The brain of

the seal is one of the most

highly developed among the

carnivores. The part behind

the fissure of sylvius is well de-

veloped, and covers more of

the cerebellum than is covered

in the other carnivora. The

large fissures, 8 and 11, divide

the principal part of the top

surface of the hemisphere into

three grand divisions, marked

e, g, Z, and named the sylvian,

supersylvian, and medial folds. FlG 307
Besides these there are numerous small fissures subdividing the cortex

into many minor folds.

The cetacea possess a high development of brain, and the dolphins

preserve a resemblance to the seal in the three great longitudinal folds,

FIG. 308. Top view of
Brain of Stoat. ( Putor-
m.s.)
FIG. 309.-Top-of Right

hemisphere of Coati.
FIG. 31 O.Same of

Fox.

e, g, I. These, how-

ever, are so inter-

sected by minor fis-

sures that dissection

is required for their

identification
;
the

cleft of the primary
ones being deeper
than that of the min-

or ones. Fig. 31<>

FIG. 308.

FIG. 309. FIG. 310.

shows lateral ventricle of the dolphin with its beginning of a posterior
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cornu now seen for the first time in the ascending animal scale.

Turning now to the ungulates, or hoofed animals, horse, stag, giraffe,

&c.
,
we find the pattern somewhat changed, and one or two significant

additions to the convolutions. Fissures 4, 7, 7',

2, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, are tolerably constant and

common to this group as well as to the carnivores.

The direction those take which lie on the top and

sides of the hemispheres, is, in the ungulates

generally, a diagonal one from behind, forward

and inward, while in the carnivores it is more

nearly parallel with the longitudinal axis of the

brain. In the ungulates fissure 11 appears to

be crowded outwards, and two additional fissures

inserted between it and the mesial face of the

hemisphere. These are the medilateral 10, and

the lambdoidal 13. There appears to be a slight

intimation of the beginning of 13 in the cat.

be the anterior boundary of the posterior lobe. If so, the ungulates

must have the posterior lobe in process of development. It is remark-

able that two diverging branches of the mammal class should, as they

FIG. 312. FIG. 313. FIG. 314.

FIGS. 312, 313, 314. Side view of brains of Coati, Cat and
Fox. ( Owen.}
FIG. 315. Inner surface of hemisphere of Cat.

spread apart take on the same processes of brain de-

velopment, even to details as minute as the general

convolutions.

The posterior lobe hinted at in the carnivora,

FIG. 315. fairly begun in the ungulates, is fully completed in

the apes and man. These animals still possess the principal fissures and

convolutions of the ungulates, as will be observed by comparing the

figures. But there is a remarkable alteration in the direction taken by
those in the upper posterior part of the cerebrum. The enormous growth
of the convolutions marked p, q, q' ,

&c.
,
has had the effect to gyrate

the posterior ends of fissures 8, 11, 10 and 13 outwards, their anterior

ends remaining more or less fixed as pivotal points, as in No. 13, fig.

320. (Cervus.) The same thing has happened, to a cert ;i in extent, in

the anterior lobe, the great growth of which has pushed buck the outer
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extremity of the coronal fissure No. 12, making it almost transverse in-

stead of longitudinal, as seen in the carnivores and some of the ungu-

/ates, figs. 313, 323, &c. The mastoid, or middle lobe, of the ungulates

FIG. 316.

PIG. 316. Horizontal section of the Brain of the Dolphin.
(/.Vermiform process, or middle lobe of L Optic Thalamus.

the Cerebellum. a. Hippocampus Major.
b Corpus Callosum. n. Taenia Hippocampus ( unusually broad ).

c. White fibrous matter. p. Posterior Cornu.
d, &. Corpus Striatum. ( Good's Book of Nature.)

FIG. 317.

FIG. 317. Base of Brain of Dolphin (Delphinns Delphi*.) ( Owen.)
e. Lateral lobes of Cerebellum ( very large /".Oblique lobule or Amygdaloid lobe.

inCetacea). h. Floccus of Reil origin of Auditory nerve

is thus, in these animals, thrown from a diagonal to a nearly transverse

position between the coronal fissure 12 as its anterior boundary, and the

lambdoidal 13 as its posterior limit. In the quadrmr.jma. as in the

other orders of the gyrencephala, the smallest members have brains al
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most destitute of convolutions. The little midas, or marmoset platyr-

rhine, has only one fissure on the outside, No. 5, the sylvian, although
it possesses both the hippocampal and posthippocampal (4 and 4') on

Fia. 318. Top view of Brain of Dolphin.

the septal, or mesial surface, these being the fissures over which are

folded the hippocampus major and hippocampus minor, respectively.

In the callithrix, another platyrrhine (fig. 330), several additional fis-

sures are to be observed, and it is to be noted that these are of the lon-

/4

FIG. 319. FIG. 320. FIG. 321.
FIG. 319. Top of Brain of Tragulus, or Chevrotain, the smallest of Antelopes.
FIG. 320 Top of right half of cerebrum of Stag.
FIG. 321. Same of Giraffe. ( Hoofed mammals.)

gitudinal sort, like the carnivores. In the macacus
(fig. 330), another

platyrrhine, and the chimpanzee, a catarrhine ape, the fissures take on
the transverse position substantially, as in man.

The division of the brain into three lobes appears the most natural,

making fissures 12 and 13 the boundaries
;
but some anatomists count
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five in man, some of them more or less artificial. A part sometimes

called the central lobe is the Island of Reil, situated inside of the fis-

sure of sylvius. It is the organ of speech. In the Dog, the part an-

FlG. 322. FIG. 323.

FIG. 322. Top view of Brain of the Rock Coney; Hyrax.
FIG. 323. Top view of right hemisphere of Horse.
FIG. 324.- Same of Rhinoceros. (Hoofed.)

FIG. 324.

swering to the Island of Reil is quite smooth, and the fissure of sylvius

is short, not extending over half way to the median or interhemispher-

ical fissure. The Island is, however, convoluted in the Porpoise and

in the Apes as well as in Man.

Fia. 325. FIG. 326.

Fia 328.
FIG. 325. Top ofriaht hemisphere of Pig ( Sus).
FIG. 32G. Same of Lama (Auchenia).
FIG. 327. -Right *!!< lint in of Rock Cony (Hyrax).
Fia. 328. Same of Giraffe.

The human brain in its development passes through stages similar to

conditions which are permanent in the quadrumana, as regards the con-

volutions. ( Owen. ) In the brain of a foetus of three months, the fis-

sures 4, 7, 2, 5, 13', 9 and 12 are already indicated, or more or less

developed, and it may be compared with the brain of the cebus. At
seven months the human foetus presents a striking agreement in the de-
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velopment of the convolutions with the catarrhine apes. In those an-

imals which have the greatest number of convolutions, there is a greater

or less want of symmetry between the two hemispheres. In general

terms, the fewer convolutions, the greater the symmetry. Thus the cat

FIG. 329.
'

FIG. 329. External surface of left hemisphere of
A. Midas. C. Gibbon. E. Aye-Aye.
B. Callithrix. D. Human foetus ( 5 mo.). F. Macacus.

and fox have comparatively few convolutions, and are quite symmetrical

as compared with the horse, the dolphin, the ape, or man.

FIG. 330.

FIG. 330. Convolutions of Brains of Monkeys, Apes and Man.
A. Midas. C. Macacus. E. Human foetus, 3 mo. G. Cebus.
B. Callithrix. D- Human foetus, 7 mo. F. Lemur. H. Chimpanzee.

J. Adult Man. ( Owen.)

Owen places man in a separate sub-class, which he calls Archen-

cephala, or "governing brain." If man's works are to be regarded as

a criterion by which to judge the quality of his brain, this class distinc-

tion is justifiable. But, as Cuvierlong ago observed, man's pre-eminence

is due not so much to his individual superiority as to his faculty of coin-
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filiation for mutual assistance and information, :ui advantage due al-

most, if not quite, exclusively to the faculty of speech. A bachelor

ape, driven away from his family and community, will live alone for

years with no other weapons than stones and clubs. Deprive a man of

all knowledge of the appliances and inventions made by his fellows, and

FIG. 331. Inner surface <>f ^**-*""""""" ^"\ i3/
cerebral hemisphere of Aye-
Aye. ( Monkey?)

FIG. 332. Inner or septal
(mesial) surface of the posterior
lobe of the Human Cerebrum.

turn him out into the wil-

derness to shift for him- FIG. 331.

self, and he would succeed no better than an

ape, probably not so well. But by reason of

the faculty of speech, the brain of every man

is stored with the knowledge of the doings

and discoveries of his fellows, near and far FlG 332

away, of the present time and of times long since passed away. The

brain of an average educated man in civilized life, is reinforced by a

hundred, a thousand or a million others. And what his brain cannot

hold of the memories of the discoveries of the others, he can pack awa}'

in a library convenient and accessible whenever wanted. Tho aggregate

FIG. 333. Under surface of
left half of Brain of Macacus
(Ape).
FIG. 334. Same in Man.

of human discovery is

enormous and overwhelm-

ing. The addition made

to the general stock by
anyone is infinitesimal.

But a cerebrum stored

with memories is not en-

titled to a separate classi-

fication any more than :ui

ear that has listened to

th<' symphonies of a mas-

ter, or a li-g that has gy-

rated in tin 1 ma/e of a

complicated dance.

AnioiiLr the "gyren-

eephala
"

\ve find the ape

FIG. 333. Fia.334. and the ho-, between the

structure of whose brains there is a far greater ditt'erenee than between

the ape and man. Compare ivivbnmi of the pig. ii-'. iill, with that of
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the chimpanzee, and we find the latter, relatively to the other parts, far

the larger. Owing to the great development of the anterior and pos-

terior lobes, it entirety covers up the cerebellum behind and the olfac-

tory lobes in front. The convolutions are also far more numerous and

complex. Beside these features of obvious distinction there are others

FIG. 335. Top of Brain of Lemur
(Stenops Tardigradus).
FIG. 336. Base of same.

located internally. In the pig

there is no posterior cornu of

the lateral ventricle, and of

course no hippocampus minor.

In the chimpanzee there are

both, and well developed. There

are no other animals beside men

and apes that possess anything
FIG. 336. FIG. 336. like the posterior cornu, except

the delphinidae ( or dolphin and porpoise family ), which show a mere

beginning of it. (Fig. 316.
)

If the brain of man is to be put into a

separate sub-class from that of the pig, then is the ape entitled to the

same distinction. The Rabbit is placed in the sub-class below the Pig,

FIG. 337. Base of Brain of Ourang
Outang.

1. Olfactory nerve.
2. Optic nerve and chiasm-
3. Pons Varolii.
4. Medulla oblongata.
5. Cerebellum.
O. Post orbital convolution covering

Island of Reil in part.
O'. Mid-orbital Convolution.

8.
Ent-orbital

"'. Ect-orbital

but the difference between their

brains is less than that between

the Pig and the Ape. The

bodily structure of the man-like

Ape also separates him from

the other animals of the sub-

class gyrencephala, and connects

him with man. (See Chap. 2.)

Whatever line of distinction is

drawn between man and the
FIG. 337.

higher apes on account of brain, it is equally proper to draw between

the highest and lowest families of the quadrumana. The brain of the

Lemur, fig. 335, presents more points of anatomical inferiority to that

of the Chimpanzee or Gorilla than theirs do to Man's. The cerebrum

does not nearly cover the cerebellum
;
the convolutions are not numer-

ous
;
the lateral lobes of the cerebellum are not relatively well developed,
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while the posterior lobe of the cerebrum and its contained posterior

cornu and hippocampus minor are more or less rudimentary. In all the

other Apes, Marmosets and Baboons, these parts are all well developed,

FIG. 338. Vertical middle section

of Brain of Orang Outang X %.
1. Superior longitudinal com-
2. Corpus Callqsum. [missure.
3. Septum Lucidum.
4. Fornix.
6. Optic Thalamus.
6. Pituitary gland.
7. Corpora Quadrigemina.
8. Crura Cerebri.
9. Cerebellum. ( Vrolik.)

and in some cases as well or

better than in man. (Huxley. )

There is, in fact, in the

Quadrumana alone sufficient

difference in brain structure Flo 338

to split the family in two and put a part of it among the Lissencephala,

alongside the rodents and insectivores, and promote the rest to a sub-

class separate from the Dog and the Pig, provided the development of

convolutions is made the basis of the classification.

The average weight of brain to the body in fishes is as 1 to 3,000.

In a Chub ( Luciscus Cyprinus ) weighing 842 scruples, the brain, ex-

clusive of olfactory lobes, weighed one scruple. In a Carp (Cyprinus

FIG. j

Orang
). Upper surface of Brain of
Liang. (After Sandifort.)

Carpio) of 11,280 grains

weight, the brain weighed 14

grains. In a Lamprey of 750

grains the brain weighed half a

grain. The brain of the fish

attains its mature size before

the rest of the body. In the

Newt weighing 39 grains, the

brain weighs one-seventh of a

grain, and in the Sirens, Am-

phiumes and Menapomes the

FlG 33g proportion of the brain to the

body is less than in the case of the Newt. The average weight of the

brain to the whole body in the mammalia is said to be as 1 to 186, that

of birds as 1 to 212, reptiles, 1 to 1321, fishes, 1 to 5668. But there

are great differences between the different members of the classes.

Thus the Blue-headed Tit has a brain one-twelfth as heavy as its body,

or three times as heavy as man's brain relatively. The brain of the

Goldfinch is to his body as 1 to 24, that of the field Mouse, a mammal,
as 1 to 31. The relatively large brain of these animals is probably due
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to the larger sensory and other ganglia rather than to the eerebrum.

( Carpenter.) The brain is relatively larger in small or dwarfish ani-

mals than in large ones
; just as it is in the same individual, larger rel-

atively in infancy than in maturity. In the Flying Opossum ( Petaurus ),

a marsupial, the brain is to the body as 1 to 25. In the large marsu-

FIGS. 340, 341, 342. Ex-
ternal surface of Brain of
Rabbit ( top fig.).

Pig ( middle fig.).

Chimpanzee ( bottom fig.).
Ol. Olfactory lobe.
A. Frontal lobe.
B. Occipital lobe.
C. Telnporal

*

fry. Sylvian fissure.
In. island of Reil.
>V. or. Supraorbital.
S/, Mf. If. Superip
and Frontal gyri.

Superior, Middle

Ap. Antero-Parietal gyrus.
Pp. Postero
K. Sulcus of Rolando.
PPL Postero parietal lobule.
OPf. External Perpendicu-

lar, or Occipito Temporal
Sulcus.

An. Angular gyrus.
2, 3, 4. Aimectent gyri.
At, Aft, Pt. Temporal gyrus.
SOc,MOc.IO<: Occipital gy-
Cer. Cerebellum. [rus.

( Huxley.)

pial Kangaroo it is as

1 to 800. In the Har-

vest Mouse it is 1 to

20, while in the Capy-
bara it is 1 to 300. In

the Two-toed Ant-eater

it is 1 to 60, while in

the Great Ant-eater it

is 1 to 500. In the

Porpoise four feet long
it weighs one pound,

but" in the Whale 100

FIGS. 340, 341, 342. feet long and 600 times

heavier, the brain weighs not more than four times as much, or 4 pounds.

In the Chevrotain ( Tragulus pygineus ), a pigmy artiodactyle, the brain

to the body is as 1 to 80, in the Giraffe as 1 to 800. In the Perisso-

dactyle, little Hyrax, it is as 1 to 95, in the Rhinoceros, 1 to 764. In

the carnivore Weasel it is as 1 to 90
;

in the Grizzly Bear, 1 to 500. In

quadrumana, in the Midas, a Marmoset, it is as 1 to 20
;
in Gorilla, 1

to 200. ( Owen.) The large animals appear to lose in weight of brain

relatively to the small animals of the same families
;
but they gain in

its structure. Thus the brain of the Gorilla is possessed of convolu-

tions which are absent in the Midas. The brain of the Kangaroo is su-

perior to that of the Petaurus, or flying opossum, in convolutions and

in the quantity of gray matter in the cortex.
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The weight of the whole brain in adult man runs from 40 to 60 oz.

In woman, from 86 to 50. The maximum of a healthy brain is about

\\\ oz . , the minimum, 31 oz. Idiots sometimes run as low as 16 oz.

In a brain weighing 51 oz.
,
about the average of an adult male, the

weights of the subdivisions would be about as follows : Cerebrum, 42

oz.
; cerebellum, 5 oz.

;
medulla oblongata, optic thalami and corpora

striata, altogether, 3j- oz. The spinal cord would weigh about If oz.

The brain equals about one thirty-seventh of the whole man. ( Carpenter. )

FIGS. 343, 344, 345. TV?" of inner
(mesial) surface of hemisphere of Rob-
bit (top Ha.}; Pia (middle); Chimpan-
zee ( l><>tt<n /?'{/.).

Of. Olfactory lobe.
cc. Corpus callosum.
Ac. Anterior commissure
H. Hippoeampal sulcus.
fin. Uncinate gyrus.
M. Marginal
('. Callosal

Jp. Internal perpendicular.
< 'n. Calcarine sulcus.
( '<>!!. Collateral

"

P. Fornix
/,/. Lamina terminalis. (Huxley.)

The average weight of a

Horse's brain is 22.9 oz., and

of the spinal cord 10.1 oz. The

brain of the Ass weighs 12.7

oz.
,
and the spinal cord 5.3 oz.

;

that of the Ox: 10.9 oz., the

spinal cord 7.8 oz.
;
that of the

Sheep and Goat 4.6, and the

spinal cord 1 . 8. The brain of

the Pig weighs 5. oz.
,
the spi-

nal cord 2.4
;
that of the Dog

0.3, the spinal cord 1.2; that

of the Cat 1.1 oz.
,
and of the

spinal cord 0.3 oz. The brain

of the Chicken weighs 0.1 6 of

an ounce, that of a large whale

SO oz. . that of an elephant, 160 oz.

Nerves. In the Ornithorhynchus the olfactory nerve leaves the olfac-

tory lobe on each side in a single bundle, and without dividing passes

entire through the skull, as in Birds and Lizzards. In all the other

mammals the trunk is subdivided into a greater or less number of nerves,

each one passing through the skull by an orifice of its own. In the

Kdii'lna and the marsupials the number of nerves and the holes in the

cribriform plate through which they pass is very great. The surface of

pituitary membrane is also of great extent. In all the families between

the Ornithorhyiichns and the quadrumana, the number of the olfactory

FIGS. 343, 344, 346.
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nerves is large, except in the cetacea. In those having baleen they are

few and small, but in the other cetacea there are none at all. Thus the

Porpoise, which has a cerebrum highly convoluted, and furnished with

a sylvian fissure, an elementary Isle of Reil, and an elementary posterior

cornu, is nevertheless destitute of olfactory nerves. Its corpus cal-

losum is not large, and the anterior commissure is reduced to a rudi-

ment. Its ectorhinal and basirhinal tracts at the base of the cerebrum

are still preserved. It is from the ' ' basirhinal tract,
" which borders the

outside of the mastoid lobe, that the external root of the stem of the ol-

factory lobe arises. The inner root, which is the shorter one, arises on

the inner face of the hemisphere in front of the optic chiasm. The

Hedgehog, among the insectivora, is remarkable for the number of its

olfactory nerves. All the gyrencephala, except the quadrumana, pos-

sess them in large numbers. In quadrumana the olfactory lobe dimin-

ishes and the number of olfactory nerves decreases up to man, in whom
the number is not often more than twenty ;

less relatively than the

others possess.

As mentioned before, the optic nerves in man are made up of fibres

from both the optic lobes, or corpora quadrigemina, and the optic thai-

ami. Nevertheless it is shown that the corpora quadrigemina are the

sole ganglions of the faculty of vision, and that the optic thalami are

simply the organs for the condensation and transmission of the sight

and other stimuli to the cerebrum. In animals with large eyes the op-

tic nerve and the optic lobes are proportionally large, and vice versa,

while no such correspondence is observed in the thalami. In Moles the

eye, nerve and optic lobe are the smallest among the mammals. In the

Giraffe they are the largest.

The most remarkable peculiarity of the optic nerves is their decussa-

tion, mention of which has been made. In the decussation of the op-

tic nerves of mammals, all the fibres do not cross. As shown in fig. 346.

FIG. 346. Diagram, of the optic chiasm,
f<, a. Ends toward the eyes.
6, 6. Ends toward the brain.

the fibres from b divide
;
those on the outer side

keeping on their own side, and going to the eye of

the same side, the middle ones cross over, going to

the opposite eye, while still others cross over both

before and in the rear, forming a commissure.

Those in the front commissure appear to connect the eyes without going
to the brain, while those in the rear commissure connect the two halves

of the brain without going to the eyes. The commissure fibres in front

are not found in all mammals, but those in the rear are generally present

in those above the rodents.

The optic nerve of mammals begins in the embryo as a flat strap, as
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it is in the embryos of birds, reptiles and fishes. But while in these an-

imals it becomes folded, or laminated, into a pile of plates, as in fig.

291, in man it is doubled over once, and its edges joined together to

form a tube. There appear to be intermediate stages between these two

forms. In cetacea the nerve is a cylinder in which longitudinal parti-

tions are arranged converging toward the center, one edge being fas-

tened to the external sheath, the whole thus forming a bunch of longi-

tudinal triangular chambers. In others, the nerve is composed of lon-

gitudinal canals enclosed within the external sheath of dura mater.

Either of these forms might result from the folding of the optic nerve

of the fish into a cylinder, the circumference of which would retain lon-

gitudinal corrugations. Further modifications of these might convert

them into tubules, or abolish them altogether, leaving the nerve a plain

cylinder, as in man.

There is no decussation of the optic nerves in the case of the hags
and lampreys, but each nerve connects only with the eye on its own side.

In the foetal development of the vertebrates it is the same
;
the nerve at

first connecting the eye with the vesicles of the third ventricle on its

own side
; later, the nerve fibres gradually extend over to the opposite

side of the brain and form the fusion with the opposite nerve. These

facts are sufficient evidence that originally the nerve fibres did not cross,

and that the habit was taken up, from some cause, by the ancestor, or

ancestors, of the present races. That the process was gradual is also

proved by comparative anatomy, because, in different animals there are

different degrees of perfection in the chiasm. Thus it appears that in

the Skate (fig. 285 ) the nerves are connected together by a commissure.

In the teleostean fishes the nerves cross, but there is no commissure or

mingling of the fibres. (See figs. 81 and 289.) In the mammals, how-

ever, there is both a crossing and a fusion. ( Figs. 270, 31 7, 336, 337,

&c. ) If this decussation had not taken place the right eye would have

been in connection with the left side of the body exclusively, because,

on account of the decussation of the fibres of the spinal axis in the

medulla oblongata, the right side of the brain, with which the right eye
was first connected, is the organ of the left side of the body. It is

obvious that while the right eye can help the left side, it is more effec-

tual as a guide to the movements of the right side than of the left
;

and the left eye can better serve the left side than the right. Hence the

economy of the crossing of optic nerves, by which each e}
Te is put into

connection with its own side of the body. That which is a real econ-

omy in the operation of natural energies, is in constant process of adop-
tion in the organic world. The history of differentiation is a history of

short cuts, and the elimination of indirect methods. The necessary

tendency would be, in the case of the eyes, to rectify by a new decussa-
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tion of the optic nerves, the disadvantage imposed upon them by the

first decussation in the medulla oblongata.

The steps through which the second decussation have been brought
about are undoubtedly repeated in the development of the embryo, but

in the mammals and birds it is with such celerity, and is so much short-

ened that it appears not to have been traced. It is reasonable to sup-

pose that in all cases in which there is decussation of the optic nerves

there is also a decussation of fibres somewhere below the optic lobes.

In the clupeidae ( Herring family ) there is a decussation in the anterior

pyramids of the medulla, oblongata, followed by that of the optic nerves.

It must be that this decussation in the medulla is of earlier origin than

that of the optic nerves, and has, in fact, made the latter necessary.

It is difficult to see how a bilateral body could be operated without

nervous connections between the opposite sides, and there are such con-

nections amongst all, even down to the worms. But such general cross-

ing of fibres as takes place in the mammals, by which the chief, if not

the entire, motor nerve service of one side of the body is furnished by
the brain of the other side, must have originated from a state of things
in which the chief activity of the body was transverse. All articulates

possessed of jaws,. work them by a lateral motion instead of a vertical

one. It seems probable that the great crossing of nerves, together witli

that of muscles, originated in connection with these articulate jaws, and

that the arrangement persisted after the original articulate throat gmi-

glia had been supplemented by the great additions that gradually placed
themselves in front of it, forming, in the vertebrates, the optic lobes,

cerebrum, &c.

As to the principal cranial nerves they are generally homologous

throughout the mammal class, and, to a greater or less degree, through-
out the vertebrate sub-kingdom. The spinal nerves generally agree in

number with the vertebrae, and are classified as the cervical, dorsal, lum-

bar, sacral' and caudal. Those supplying the limbs are necessarily
varied somewhat to suit the case, as in the Cetacea the nerves from the

lumbar plexus cannot supply hind limbs as in the other mammals, since

there are none. The anterior, or motor, part of the caudal nerves in

cetacea, form a trunk to suppl}- the strong muscles of the tail.

All the vertebrates above the Hags and Lampreys, have a sympathetic
nerve system. Owen observes that as this sympathetic system begins
in the myxinoids as an addition to an already existing cranio spinal sys-

tem, it is to be regarded as a specialty of the vertebrate sub-kingdom,
and as not having a counterpart in the nervous system of articulates.

The semilunar ganglions and the solar plexus, which are the great cen-

ters of this system, where it is fully developed, are located in the posi-

tions in which the first development of the system is seen in the myx-
inoids and in the embryo of the higher vertebrates.
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CHAPTER LlX.

FUNCTIONS OF THE SPINAL CORD.

Having, in the foregoing chapters, got some idea of the construction

of the rather complicated miichinciy of brain and nerves through which

the animal organism is regulated and 'directed, it will be our next en-

deavor to find out how this machinery works and what runs it.

There are several means by which the functions of the several parts

of the brain and nervous centers are ascertained. One is by compari-

son of the human brain and nervous system with that of the lower ani-

mals, and by observing in connection therewith the contrasts and cor-

respondences of nervous and mental action. Another is by experiments
on the nervous system with direct stimuli. In the case of the lower

animals these experiments are often accompanied by the artificial de-

struction of one part or another of the nervous apparatus, and observa-

tion made of the functions lost to the animal by such destruction. In

man the same end is accomplished when accident or disease injures or

destroys SOUK- function, which postmortem examination subsequently

connects with a lesion of sonic special part of the brain or nervous gan-

glia. In experimenting with animals it is practicable, in many cases,

to cut away the cerebrum, or to sever the spinal cord at any point be-

low the cervical vertebra without immediate destruction of life. Those,

lesions of the spinal cord which result in paralysis, amount temporarily

to the same thing as the severing of the spinal cord. There have been

numerous cases of this kind, from the observation of which it has been

well settled that the spinal cord by itself possesses the necessary ma-

chinery for deflecting a stimulus from the environment back to the mus-

cles of the limbs. And the cord being, for the time, practically discon-

nected from the parts of the upper nervous centers, which are the seat

of sensation and consciousness, these reflected stimuli produce action in

the limbs or muscles without its being felt or perceived by the patient,

or in any way controllable by his will.

Carpenter cites a case of paraplegia, or paralysis of the lower half

of the body, resulting from injury to the spinal cord in the dorsal re-

gion. The lower limits had lost nearly all sensibility and power of vol-

untary motion. But. when a limb was pinched or pricked, it jumped,
the muscles being contracted so as to draw upward the toes and foot,

bend the knee and raise the whole limb. These stimuli might be per-

ceived by the patient, but if the sole of the foot were tickled by a

feather, of which stimulus the patient might be unconscious, the con-

vulsions would be still more violent, and of course unconl rollable. The
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rectum and bladder being likewise out of reach of the voluntary gan-

glionic centers, their movements were subject only to the unrestrained

stimulation which their contents naturally cause, and their evacuations

were uncontrolled by the will, and accompanied by violent convulsions

and spasmodic contractions of the organs. Another case is cited in

which the injury was higher-up, namely, at the lower part of the neck/

The patient at first had no control of the lower limbs, trunk or hands,

but a slight control of the wrists, a little more of the elbows, and still

more of the shoulders, and there was a great reduction of the sensibil-

ity of the hands and feet. At first, tickling one sole caused reflex move-

ment in that limb only ; later, as recovery progressed, tickling one sole

produced movements in both legs, and still later, on the 26th day af-

ter the hurt, such single stimulus caused movements not only in both

legs but in the muscles of the trunk and arms as well. When the pa-

tient began to recover voluntary power over his muscles, so as to put
his feet to the floor, the stimulation of their soles, caused by their con-

tact with the floor, would instantly cause the bending of the knees. ' 'On

the 95th day this effect did not take place till the patient had made a

few steps ;
the legs then had a tendency to bend up, a movement which

he counteracted by rubbing the surface of the belly ;
this rubbing ex-

cited the extensor muscles to action, and the legs became extended with

a jerk. A few more steps were then made, the maneuver was repeated,

and so on." Recovery finally took place in both these cases. (Carpen-
ter's Physiology. )

The action of the spinal cord when disconnected from the brain, is

the same in the lower animals as in man, as has been shown by numer-

ous experiments. If the proper part of the sensitive skin be excited,

the stimulus is instantly reflected back to the limbs, causing their con-

traction. In experiments with a Salamander, in which the spinal cord

had been cut in two, when the feet were irritated, especially by heat,

convulsive movements were set up in the legs and tail. Yet it was

proved that the animal possessed no sensibility, because the trunks of

the same afferent nerves might be severed by cutting off the leg of the

animal without causing it to wince or show any of the signs of pain that

it would have shown had the connection of the spinal cord with the

brain been undisturbed.

It is not to be supposed that the movements of the muscles are

caused by the stimuli acting directly without the medium of the nerves,

for if the nerve trunks are cut between their sensitive ends in the skin,

and their connection with the spinal cord, no movements follow the

stimulation. It is thus shown that the movement of the stimulus is ac-

tually up the afferent trunk to its junction with the spinal cord, and

thence down by the efferent trunk to the muscles of the limbs. It has
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been mentioned elsewhere that during the breeding season the thumb

of the male frog is greatly enlarged by the formation of large papillae

upon it. The spinal cord is, at this season, also subject to much stronger

excitability than at other times. The instinct of the frog at this season,

is to grasp an object, naturally the female, and to hold on indefinitely,

sometimes for weeks. But he will also grasp other objects, and while

he is thus holding on, if he be decapitated, or the brain cut away, the

grasp is not relaxed, which shows that the contraction of the muscles

of these fore limbs is due to reflex action from the stimulus of the

touch of the body in contact with the thumb. If the posterior part of

the bod}
7 be cut away, the grasp of the thumb will continue, but it will

relax immediately when the part of the cord which receives the nerve

trunks from the fore limbs is cut out or disconnected.

Again, if, after the brain is gone or disconnected from the spinal cord,

the skin on the side of the frog be touched with acetic acid, the foot on

the same side will be raised and rubbed against the place as if to rub

off the acid
;
and still more remarkable, if that foot be held so it cannot

be used, the other will, after a time, be extended across the body in an

effort to do the rubbing. ( Huxley. ) To a frog in possession of his

brain, the application of acetic acid to the part indicated, is painful.

But when the stimulus reaches the spinal cord only, and is reflected

from there to the limbs, there is every reason to conclude that sensation

is not aroused. It may be doubted in this case whether the spinal cord

alone was responsible for all these rather complicated muscle combina-

tions. In all probability it was assisted by the centers in the medulla

oblongata. The account is not sufficiently explicit as to the exact point

at which the section of the brain was made. It is not likely that the

frog possesses sensibilities different from those of the salamander, an

amphibian like himself. His consciousness depends, like that of most

other vertebrates, on the more anterior ganglia of the brain. The per-

formance of reflex actions does not, however, depend upon the absence

of consciousness. If, for example, the foot of a ticklish person be

touched with a feather, although the person may be conscious of what

is going on, the foot is withdrawn without any effort of his will, and

even against it. The action is the same in this case as it would be in

the unconsciousness of sleep, for the foot would be withdrawn just the

same. In both cases the movement of the foot is reflex. In the first

one the irritation is strong enough to arouse the consciousness as well
;

in the last one, it is not. Thus it appears that reflex action does not de-

pend one way or another on consciousness, but both the action and the

consciousness depend on the stimulation. In the case of our frog, his

actions in withdrawing his tickled limb, and in attempting to rub off

the acetic acid, are just what they would have been if he had possessed
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his brains. But in the absence of bruin urnl consciousness there is no

possibility that the action could be complicated b}' any other stimulation

than that applied to the particular nerves in question. This irritation

has all its own way, therefore, with the irog, and this much of the

animal is a machine which, whether in consciousness or not, is equally

under the influence of the stimulus, the consciousness, if it is mani-

fested at all, being a secondary matter, not antecedent or necessary to

the effectual operation of the stimulus, nor contributing anything to it,

but arising out of it. In the case of the paralytic patients it must

likewise be maintained that the part disconnected from the brain and its

influence, is a machine worked exclusively by the influence of the ex-

ternal stimuli.

Ferrier says :
< < It is clear, from an examination of the reactions of

the brainless frog, that the movements are not mere muscular contrac-

tions of individual muscles, but muscular combinations of greater or

less complexit}', acting synergically for a definite end. It is obvious,

therefore, that the spinal centers are themselves the co-ordinating cen-

ters of a great variety of adapted movements." When there is local

disease of certain parts of the anterior horn of the spinal cord, certain

synergic or co-operative combinations of muscles become paratyzed;

stimulation of the different motor roots of the spinal cord for the limbs,

according to the experiments of Ferrier and Prof. Yoo, on monkeys,

on the other hand, give rise to the movement of their corresponding

limbs in more or less complicated actions. "Thus, stimulation of the

second dorsal root excites the action of the intrinsic muscles of the

hand, as seen when the animal is resting on a perch ;
the first dorsal

brings into play a great number of muscles, the general result of which

may be compared to plucking a fruit and drawing it towards the trunk
;

the eighth cervical causes a complication of movements, which brings

the tips of the fingers into the position requisite for scratching the but-

tocks, the scalptor ani action
;
the seventh cervical innervates the mus-

cular actions, which, supposing the hands were the fixed point, would

cause the body to raise up, as in mounting a branch or trapeze ;
while

the sixth cervical brings the hand up to the mouth ;" and stimulation of

the fifth cervical causes the arm and hand to be raised upwards and

backwards. Then the stimulation of various lumbar roots effects vari-

ous more or less complicated movements of the legs and toes.

" The experiments of Ward, and also those of Yung, show that in

the cray-fish each segment of the ganglionated cord is the center for the

movements of the corresponding somite. 1 That the same holds good
for the segments of the cord in vertebrates, though perhaps not to the

same degree of independence seen in the cray-fish and other members

1 See Ferrier's Functions of the Brain, 78.
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of the annulosa, is proved by tile experimental determination of the po-

sition for other centers, for actions of a considerable degree of com-

plexity.
" A HIT cutting the spinal cord above the lumbar enlargement,

Goltz and Freusberg found that very complicated functions are per-

formed through this lower nerve center, even when it is thus discon-

nected from the brain, and the animal, therefore, in a state of uncon-

sciousness. Nerves from this center reach the intestines, rectum, blad-

der and reproductive organs. The action of all these parts may be

carried on in a normal manner in dogs of both sexes, when mutilated

in the above manner, even to the production, by appropriate stimulation,

of sexual excitement and impregnation, followed in due time by normal

automatic parturition. On the other hand, the operation of all these

organs is summarily stopped, if this part of the spinal cord is destroyed,

even when all the rest of the nervous system and brain are intact.

When the brain of the animal is in normal connection with the spinal

cord, it is sometimes, but by no means always, the medium or route

through which the stimulus passes from the environment to the cord.

When it is disconnected, as in the case of the above experiments, the

stimulus applied by the operator to the motor roots and nerves, supplies

in some cases, that which the brain should furnish, and demonstrates

the purely mechanical nature of the entire apparatus.

FIG. 347. Transverse section
of spinal cord. Human embryo
at five months. ( From Ferrier.)
ah. Anterior horns of gray sub-
stance.

ph. Posterior horns of gray sub-
stance.

ar. Root zones of efferent (or an-
terior ) nerves.

pr. Root zones of posterior, or
afferent nerves. (Columns of
Burdach).

T.- Columns of Turck.
G. Columns of Goll.
dr. Tracts leading directly to
the cerebellum.

p. Pyramidal fibres of lateral
columns.

c. Commissure between the
two halves of the spinal cord.

As already mentioned,

the nerves which reach the

spinal cord from the various parts of the bod}
r do not all have the same

destination. Some, both afferent and efferent, end at the ganglia and

gray vesicular matter in the spinal cord where they first reach it. Others

continue up the cord and terminate in the medulla oblongata ;
others go

on to the cerebellum
;
and still others go to the optic thalamus without

break of connection. The figure ( 347 ) of a cross-section of the spinal

cord shows the position in the cord of some of these tracts.

The general columns of gray matter in the spinal cord extend its

whole length, but the gray matter is more abundant at the points where

..etc,
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the spinal nerves join the cord. A tract, called Clark's column, of

icular or gray matter is found at the inner side of the base of the pos-

terior horns of the spinal cord. It extends up and down the cord be-

tween the 9th dorsal and 7th cervical nerves, but the vesicles are more

abundant between the 9th dorsal and 3rd lumbar. From these Clark's

vesicles are traced fibres, which run into the cerebellum without break,

and which are called the direct cerebellar tracts ( dc, fig. 347 ). They

pass through the restiform tracts into the superior vermiform process

( middle lobe ) of the cerebellum. These tracts, the posterior root

tracts
( pr ),

and the columns of Goll
(
G-

),
are all afferent, or sensory.

The columns of Goll extend upward to the clavate nuclei in the medulla

oblongata, opposite the calamus scriptorius. In man they begin about

the middle of the dorsal region. In monkeys they commence as low

down as the lumbar region. They increase in size as they ascend.

There are two pyramidal tracts, one direct, the other crossed. The

direct one is continuous with the pyramid in the medulla oblongata on

the same side. It is in the front part of the column next the median

fissure. ( Fig. 347, T.-) They are also called columns of Turck. As

they pass down the cord they finally decussate through the anterior

commissure of the cord by the time they reach the middle of the dorsal

region. The crossed pyramidal tract is a continuation of the opposite

pyramid in the medulla oblongata. It occupies the posterior part of

the lateral column of the cord. (Fig. 347, P.)

CHAPTER LX.

FUNCTIONS OF THE MEDULLA OBLONGATA.

The functions of the medulla oblongata acting alone without the in-

terference of stimuli from the cerebrum, are, like those of the spinal

cord, purely reflex. It, however, is connected with a different set of

nerves, and consequently its specialties are different. All the cranial

nerves, except the first four, viz., the olfactory, optic, rnotores occu-

lorum, and the pathetic, have their roots in the medulla oblongata. The

first four also have more or less direct connection with it, and so have

the nerves of touch by way of the spinal cord. So that the reflex ac-

tions that may be excited through the medulla are much more varied

and complicated than those excited through the spinal cord alone. The

medulla is the center for the nerves controlling respiration and other

vital functions, from which circumstance it happens that the brain may
be removed from above it, and nearly the whole spinal cord from below,

without immediately destroying life. These functions proceed auto-

matically.
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The reflex action of the eyelids in winking, when there is sudden ir-

ritation through the optic nerve and retina by an object coming close,

arises from the return stimulus along the ophthalmic branch of the 5th

pair. The contraction and dilation of the pupil is also automatic and

reflex through the optic nerve and the 3rd pair. The periodical wink-

ing which takes place with all several times a minute, is likewise reflex,

the stimulus probably being a result of the evaporation of the fluid

upon the eyeball. These movements may all take place consciously,

that is, when the attention is not occupied with stimuli of greater force.

But ordinarily they go on without arousing sensation, and they cannot

long be restrained or controlled by those other stimuli which constitute

the will. It is shown in certain cases of disease of the optic nerve cen-

ters, that while the possibility of a sensation of light is destroyed, yet

the pupil contracts through the stimulus of light upon the retina.

Sneezing is another reflex action arising from stimulation of the pituitary

membrane by irritating substances, the vehicle being nerves belonging
to the 5th pair. Coughing, too, is reflex from the stimulation of irri-

tating substances in the air passages ;
the vehicle in this case being

branches of the pneumogastric pair. The act of swallowing is entirely

reflex, and is caused by the stimulation of the food upon the mucous

membrane of the fauces and root of the tongue. This stimulation is

carried to the medulla oblongata chiefly by the glosso pharyngeal, as-

sisted, however, by fibres of the trigeminum, or 5th pair. The return,

or motor, influence is conve}
Ted to the muscles of the pharynx chiefly by

the branches of the pneumogastric ( 1 Oth pair ), assisted by branches

from the facial, the trigeminum and the hypoglossal pairs. The move-

ments in the pharynx may or may not be accompanied by sensation.

When' the food has passed through the pharynx and reached the esoph-

agus, it is propelled along that canal by its peristaltic action, which is

also purel}" reflex and devoid of sensation. Its action is caused by the

stimulation of the food upon its mucous lining, which stimulation is

carried to the ganglion in the mjedulla oblongata and returned to the

muscular layer of the gullet, which thereupon contracts rythmically
from top to bottom, driving the contents along and forcing them through
the cardiac sphincter into the stomach. The nerves concerned in this

action are branches of the pneumogastric.

In vomiting, the action of the esophagus is reversed, the rythmic con-

traction beginning at the bottom instead of the top, the contraction of

the cardiac sphincter is relaxed, the stomach contracts, and its contents

are expelled upward into the gullet. This action is automatic, and is

brought about through the pneumogastric nerves, although not in all

cases caused by direct stimulus upon the mucous coats of the organs

themselves, since it is sometimes provoked through the emotions, as of
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disgust in seeing, smelling or tasting something abominable. It can be

produced by tickling the fauces, or by the subcutaneous injection of tar-

tar emetic, &c.
,
.also by the dizziness arising from swinging, sailing,

riding backwards, &c. All of these stimuli, as well as those directly

disturbing the stomach by their offensive presence in it, appear to over-

flow into the pneumogastric S}
rstem of nerves, and convey through it

the stimulus necessary to relax the cardiac sphincter muscle and allow

the regurgitation of the contents of the stomach. The simple disten-

sion of the stomach by a superabundance is enough to cause this re-

versal in infants and young children. In all these cases the action is

directly reflex, as regards the stomach itself, while as to the gullet it is

a sort of associated reflex action, the state of the stomach constituting
a stimulus which is carried to the nerve center from the stomach, and

back along several of the efferent branches of the pneumogastric at

once, a single stimulus thus affecting a group of motor nerves and pro-

ducing associated movements in several related and co-operating organs.

That the actions are governed from a common center, and are not di-

rectly dependent on each other, is shown by the fact that when vomiting
is caused by injection of tartar emetic into the veins, the reversed peris-

taltic action of the esophagus goes on even if it be separated from the

stomach. ( Carpen ter. )

The act of sucking, by which all mammal infants, including man,

get their early supplies of food, is purely reflex. An infant will suck

anything put into its mouth. And so will a calf or any other mammal

baby. The article in contact with the lips furnishes the stimulation by

touch, and the transmission of the stimulus to the medulla oblongata.

and from it to the various muscles concerned in the act of suction and

swallowing, is shared by several nerve trunks, the trigeminum, facial,

glosso pharyngeal, pneumogastric and hypoglossal, all perhaps having

something to do with it in one direction or the other. All this machin-

ery is set in motion in an unconscious infant. The same thing takes

place in those monstrosities which are sometimes produced, destitute of

cerebrum, which nevertheless breathe, and suck and swallow their food.

So, too, puppies from which the brain had been cut away, would suck

whatever was placed in the mouth. In the case of infant mammals

with all their faculties, it is not long before other stimuli come into

play to assist the one of touch upon the lips. As Carpenter points out,

the infant goes in search of its food, guided by the sense of smell, per

haps, and touch stimuli other than that of the lips. The actions are

still, however, reflex, although in the course of time they are accom-

panied by sensation.

Beside the movements that are reflex from the medulla oblougata

alone, there is a long list in which the medulla is concerned in connec-
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tion with the spinal cord in actions purely reflex, and often quite com-

plicated, and executed as well in the absence of sensation as when it is

aroused. If from a frog the cerebrum be removed, with care not to in-

jure the optic lobes, or any of the nervous system back of them, the

frog may be kept alive and in full bodily vigor for months or even years.

It will not of its own accord move, but sits stationary. It does not

seem to see or hear. It will not feed itself, but will swallow food placed

in its mouth. "On irritation it jumps or walks; if thrown into the

water it swims. If it be put on the hand it sits there crouched per-

fectly quiet, and would sit there forever. If the hand be inclined very

gently and slowly, so that the frog would naturally tend to slip off, the

creature's fore pa,ws are shifted onto the edge of the hand until he can

just prevent himself from falling. If the turning of the hand be slowly

continued, he mounts up with great care and deliberation, putting first

one leg forward and then another, until he balances himself with per-

fect precision upon the edge, and if the turning of the hand is contin-

ued, over he goes, through the needful set of muscular operations, un-

til he comes to be seated in security upon the back of the hand. The

doing of all this requires a delicacy of co-ordination, and a precision of

adjustment of the muscular apparatus of the body, which are only com-

parable to those of a rope dancer.
"

Notwithstanding the animal ap-

pears blind, if he be put upon a table with a book at a little distance,

and between it and the light, and he then be irritated by a touch on the

hind part of the body, he will jump forward, avoiding the book by pass-

ing to the right or left of it.
l It is evident that the frog sees without

having the perception of sight. That is, its sight stimulation effected

through the retina, is transmitted through the sensory ganglia, and co-

ordinated with the stimuli of touch, and has its modifying influence on

the motor action developed, without arousing any sensation, just as the

touch stimuli alone would cause it to jump blindly and without sensa-

tion of the touch. If the brain of the frog be cut away so as to include

the optic lobes in the abscinded part, it is still able to sit in its ordinary

position, and of itself it would not move. But if touched or stimu-

lated in some way it will jump or walk, and if thrown into the water it

will swim. The cerebellum with the medulla oblongata and the spinal

cord, here comprise a complete governing apparatus for the motor ma-

chinery of the frog.

Goltz obtained examples of quasi purposive movements, and nlso ex-

pressions of satisfaction in a decapitated frog, by stimuli applied to it.

The movements of the limbs to rub off acid applied to the skin, have

been mentioned. The quack or croak, expressive of satisfaction. he

elicited by stroking the creature gently on the back, and the movement
1 See Huxley on Automatism. The tirst experiment of this kind was made by Goltz,

and published in 1869.
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of the male to embrace the female, as in reproduction, was produced by

gentle pressure and rubbing, at the proper season, of its breast and the

inside of its arms. 1 We have in the acts of the headless frog, the same

actions which would have followed the same stimuli if his head had

been on. We are at liberty to conclude that such consciousness as the

frog possesses is not an essential link in some of the most important of

his actions.

" The medulla oblongata is a center of facial and of some other

forms of what is usually regarded as emotional expression. Vulpian
has shown that if a young rat be deprived of all the encephalic centers

above the medulla oblongata, pinching of the toes will cause not merely
movement of the limbs, but also a cry as of pain. If the medulla be

now destroyed, pinching the toes will cause reflex movements of the

limbs as before, but no cry will be elicited. The cry as of pain is,

however, no real sign of pain, but only a reflex action of the laryngeal

and expiratory muscles.
"

( Ferrier. )

The foregoing would indicate that the medulla oblongata is the co-or-

dinating center for the production of articulation. A disease known as

bulbar paralysis begins by paralyzing the tongue, then proceeding to

the lips, palate, pharynx and larynx, impairing and finally destroying

the functions of articulation, swallowing, and even the production of

sound. It is found to depend upon degeneration about the roots of the

7th, 9th, 10th and 12th pairs of nerves, in the medulla oblongata.

It scarcely needs to be pointed out that the nature of reflex actions

depends on the habit of the organs operated upon. Most individuals

affect some gesture, movement or mannerism peculiar to themselves. In

unguarded, that is, unconscious, moments, such movements are apt to

exhibit themselves, and we have no hesitation in attributing them to

habit. The accumulation of nervous energy, which is constantly going

on, must needs have occasional escape, and the path it takes is the one

leading in the direction of the least resistance. This, in the absence of

purposive motives, is apt to be in the direction of a useless mannerism,
sometimes a hurtful one. The oftener such movement takes place, the

greater the facility, and the more likely the movement is to take the

same track. It often happens that the excitement generated in the per-

formance of some action, either of brain or muscle, is greater than ne-

cessary for such performance, or from the want of concentrativeness

cannot all be directed toward such performance. In such cases, the

surplus energy goes into the mannerism, trick, or useless habit. It often

happens that the trick so constantly accompanies the performance of a

certain mode of action that it gradually assumes the relation of a neces-

sary companionship, so that the legitimate action cannot bt easily per-

1 Maudsley's Body and Will, 107.
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formed if the companion trick be forcibly restrained. I have some-

where seen an account of the keeper of a Scotch castle who was blind,

and who had a habit of carrying about a key when he conducted people

over the place. When this key was abstracted from him he became so

disconcerted as to lose his way. Fumbling the key was so associated

with his movements about the structure, that the latter could not take

place without the former. The numerous superfluous taps which every

blacksmith gives his anvil, afford another illustration of the reflex course

of undirected energy along the line of habit.

But we are also bound to observe that the very same law governs pur-

posive action as well as reflex action. The energy will operate in the

line of the least resistance, which is still generally the line of habit.

The great majority of all our actions are simpl}* imitations of similar

ones gone before. We find ourselves every morning under an impulse

to do the same things we have done every other morning for years back.

As the day wears on we are assailed by a recurrence of the same suc-

cession of impulses. Our actions are in detail practicall}' the same day
after day, and although we suppose them to be performed in conscious-

ness, we shall find, if we attempt to recall them in memory, that by far

the greater part of them are not. Our steps in walking, the gestures

and movements of our hands and head as they are influenced by the

senses of sight and hearing, are, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred,

unconsciously reflex. The habits of ordinary motion are so well estab-

lished as to excite consciousness in but a slight degree, and generally

not at all.

The relationships of the different kinds of motion to each other are,

in some cases, inconstant and various, and consequently are not habit-

ual. It is therefore these relationships which most frequently arouse

consciousness. We may know why we walk, and the points of depart-

ure and destination, although unable to recount the steps taken, or the

commonplace objects encountered on the way. The motive of which

we are conscious, and which originates in the higher brain centers, has

an effect upon the ganglia of the medulla oblongata in the same way
that those stimuli have which come from the environment direct, or

from the visceral organs and muscles of the body. Whatever the source

of the stimulations which reach the nerve centers of the medulla, these

centers inaugurate actions in the parts which the}
7
control, in manner and

detail entirely machine-like, and independent of the will, so that the

purposive actions which require the co-operation of the centers in the

medulla oblongata, are purposive only as to the end to be attained, and

not the means. The purpose as a stimulus, takes rank alongside of the

other stimuli which are competent to touch off the nerve centers
;
such

as a feather in the throat, or a microbe in the lungs.
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In the medulla oblongata, then, are the centers for the co-ordination

of the movements concerned in respiration, and in the modifications and

interruptions of it, in coughing, vomiting, sneezing, singing, talking,

&c. The hypoglossal, glosso-pharyngeal, facial, and fifth nerves, which

are concerned in the co-ordination necessary for swallowing, either as af-

ferent or efferent, all originate in the gray nuclei in the medulla. The

muscular movements necessary for articulate speech, are co-ordinated in

the medulla oblongata, the nerves concerned being the hypoglossal, the

vagus, accessory, facial, and glosso-pharyngeal. Cries, exclamations,

and other forms of vocal expression, are co-ordinated in the medulla.

The breathing apparatus has its nucleus of co-ordination in the nuclei

of the vagus nerves, near the beak of the calamus scriptorius. The

stimulations which are co-ordinated are those from the lungs themselves,

through the vagus, and also those from the general nervous system, es-

pecially of the head and face. The state of the blood has an effect on

respiration. The end, or object, of respiration, is the oxidation of the

blood, so that if the blood be hyper-o}
r

genated, the movements of res-

piration automatically stop, and if any cause prevents oxidation of the

blood, the automatic efforts to breathe will be greatly stimulated

All these automatic and reflex regulations of the blood pressure, arc

co-ordinated through the medulla oblongata, and they may go on all

right even when all the brain centers above the medulla are abolished.

Respiration, heart-beating, and blood circulation, swallowing food put

into the mouth, digesting it, performing various reflex and even highly

complicated movements of limbs and jaws and throat, involving the ut-

terance of cries, &c.
,
are accomplished through the action of the nerve

centers of the medulla oblongata when the cerebral hemispheres and the

rest of the ganglia are gone. The vaso-motor region, or the centers in-

fluencing the tone of the blood vessels, blood pressure, &c.
,
are in the

anterior portion of the lateral tracts of the medulla.

The interference of the. centers in the medulla with the beating of the

heart, was mentioned in chapter 53. The immediate effect of this in-

terference from some of the centers, is acceleration of heart movement,
and the excitement of these centers, which thus overflows to the heart,

may be aroused by the active exercise of the muscles. When muscular

exertion takes place, nervous energy is evolved, which passes up the af-

ferent muscle nerves to the medulla, and thence down the acceleration

nerves bj
7 way of the first dorsal sympathetic ganglia to the heart, which

thus receives a double stimulation
; viz., first, that habitually made in

its own tissues by the consumption of the blood furnished by its coro-

nar}' arteries
; second, that which is thus casualty furnished by the

blood used up in a distant muscle. The effect of the acceleration is to

furnish more blood to the part at work.
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Another effect on the heart is the inhibitory or retaliatory action

which comes through the vagus nerve. The excitement in the vagus

mieleus, which thus overflows to the heart, may be induced by powerful

irritation of the sensory (afferent) nerves generally, as when a person

suddenly tumbles into cold water
;
or of the sensory branches of the

fifth pair in the nostrils, or of the seinory nerves in the larynx, and

particularly of the intestinal sensory nerves. (See chap. 53.) There

are also "mental states,
"
that is, conditions of the cerebrum which

stimulate the retardatory centers.

The medulla is also a co-ordinating center for the reflex associated

movements of the limbs, and the muscles of different parts which act

together and in harmony for a definite end, when the influence of the

cerebrum is cut off, and the subject, therefore, in a state of insensibil-

ity, and also those movements, such as swallowing, which are constantly

being performed by associated action, without the supervision of the

will, and often in opposition to it. The muscles of the face are also

subject to regulation and control through the medulla oblongata. It is

the various degrees of contraction of the different muscles of the face

that give what is called expression. An action of a certain sort, in the

stomach, for example, sends a current to the medulla, from which^it
overflows to the muscles numbered 12 and 21 (and others) in fig. 66,

and gives what we have learned by observation to be expression of pain.

Another, irritation on the bottom of the foot, as with a feather, sends

up a current which becomes reflected to muscles 9, 22, 23, &c.
, giving

an expression of laughing. Different conditions in various parts of the

body, constantly send up their stimuli to the medulla, from which they

are reflected to muscles not only in the face but in all parts of the body,

causing contractions of the muscles in first one part and then another,

which give rise to the innumerable unconscious movements of the limbs,

and the postures, gestures, tricks, mannerisms, smirks and grimaces,

that we are performing every moment of our waking hours. The power
which runs all this machinery is not generated in the nerve centers, but

only balanced and co-ordinated there.

CHAPTER LXL

FUNCTIONS OF THE CEREBELLUM.

The large amount of vesicular brain matter in the cerebellum, marks

this organ as a great laboratory of nervous stimulation, condensing

many simultaneous stimuli, so that a single resultant motor action may

follow, and dispersing other single stimuli into many channels, by which

us many different motor actions are set up or modified. The cerebellum
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has been sufficiently described. Its connections with the medulla ob-

longata and the spinal cord are especially intimate, and its functions

must therefore be considered as having been developed in relation to

the functions of those parts. It has no direct connection with the cere-

brum, and the natural inference would be that although it may be sub-

ject to a special influence from that organ, and no doubt it is, neverthe-

less it is a complete machine of itself, operated by a set of stimulations

from the sense organs through the medulla oblongata, which are compe-

tent to set up action in it entirely independent of the cerebrum.

Throughout the vertebrate sub-kingdom we find the development of

the cerebellum to correspond with the degree and energy of muscular

co-ordination possessed by the animal. Among the fishes, reptiles and

birds, this organ is relatively large in those having the most diversified

and complicated modes of muscular action, as shown in chap. 58. The

same is shown in the mammals, the cerebellum increasing in relation to

the spinal cord, in the proportion in which the muscular co-ordinations

and activities increase. The cerebellum of birds is larger than that of

the lower mammals. But in those mammals in which the activities in-

volve complicated and co-ordinated movements of the several muscles,

the cerebellum is of corresponding size. The differentiation of the

limbs from mere organs of terrestrial or aquatic locomotion, to organs

adapted to digging, climbing, flying or grasping, involve an increase in

the condensing and distributing power of the cerebellum. All such dif-

ferentiations of limbs involve the fore limbs to a much greater degree

than the hind ones. The latter are generally reserved ( in the land ani-

mals ) for terrestrial locomotion chiefly. But as the fore limbs are grad-

ually developed into greater dexterity, they resign to the hind limbs the

task of locomotion, which involves the maintenance of an upright posi-

tion on those limbs, and calls into use a greater variety of muscles, and

requires a more delicate balancing and constant tension of those mus-
.

cles. Thus compare the turkey with the lizzard, figs. 298, 296. The

cerebellum of the latter is hardly as large as the optic lobes, while that

of the former, is not only very much larger, but is greatly increased in

effectiveness by its numerous transverse convolutions. The chief su-

periority of the brain of the bird over that of the reptile, is in the cere-

bellum. The cerebellum of the bear is likewise superior relatively to

that of the dog, and the former is correspondingly much more handy
with his fore paws in climbing and grasping, and much better able to

use his hind legs in standing and walking in an upright position.

In the man-like apes, there is a great advance in the cerebellum over

that of the inferior mammals. And in their activity, the variety of

their movements, and their ability to sit or stand on their lower extrem-

ities while using their fore limbs as hands and arms, they are far su-
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perior to all other mammals except man. Man is excelled by many
other animals in one form or another of muscular activit}

r

;
a hound can

outrun him, a squirrel can outclimb him, a kangaroo can outjump him,

a fish can outswim him, and he cannot at all compete with a bird in fly-

ing. In the use of his fore limbs, however, he is far in advance of all

of them, and although he cannot fly, the versatilit}
7 of his movements

is much greater than that required for flight. His cerebellar develop-

ment is greatly in excess of that of any other animal. In the human

race, the cerebellum develops with the greatest rapidity during early

childhood, the period in which the greatest number and variety of

muscular combinations are being practiced ;
the period in which our

race most resembles the ape in all these and other particulars.

In all those animals which begin to use their muscular powers as soon

as born, the cerebellum is well developed at birth. A chick only a few

hours old can peck at a June-bug with very accurate aim, and, as shown

in fig. 301, its cerebellum is then well developed.

Experiments on individual animals bear out the theory that co-ordina-

tions of muscular stimuli take place in the cerebellum. It is possible,

in many cases, to remove either the cerebellum or the cerebrum without

immediate destruction of life. When the cerebrum alone is taken away,
the power of muscular movement is not destroyed, as the experiments
with the frogs, mentioned in chap. 60, prove. The same experiments
have been made upon all classes of vertebrates with practically the same

result. A bird deprived of the cerebrum loses its sensibility, or the

most of it, and appears stupid, but does not lose its power of muscular

co-ordination. It will not take food, but if food be placed in its mouth

it will swallow it, and digestion and excretion will go on as in the un-

mutilated animal. It will sit or stand for a long time in one position,

will scratch itself and prune its feathers, if thrown into the air it will

fly, if pushed it will walk. It appears, moreover, to be influenced

through the optic lobes, for if placed in a room partly lighted, it will

move to the best illuminated part of it, and will pass to one side of ob-

stacles lying in its way. A case is mentioned in which a pigeon, de-

prived of its cerebrum, was affected by the light sufficiently to cause the

contraction of the pupils when exposed to it suddenly, after confine-

ment of the bird for a time in a dark place. And when a lighted can-

dle was moved before the eyes of the bird, the head followed the light

by a corresponding movement. A vertiginous movement may be in-

duced in pigeons by simply blinding one eye. ( Carpenter. )

Dr. Ferrier's experiments on the cerebellum prove that it has a con-

trol ( though certainly not an exclusive one ) of the ganglionic centers

of the < l motor nerves of the eye, every kind of movement of the eye-

balls, -even rotation on their antero-posterior axes, being capable of ex-
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citation by stimulating some particular portion of the organ. The lo-

calization of the centers of combined movements of the two eyeballs,

in particular lobules of the cerebellum in the rabbit, was extremely
curious. Thus, when the electrodes were applied to the median lobe at

its forward end, the right eye moved outwards and the left inwards, in

a horizontal plane. When the center and posterior parts of the middle

lobe were irritated, the right eye moved inwards and the left outwards,

on the same horizontal plane. Thus it appears that the middle lobe

regulates those horizontal movements of the eyes which are harmonious

but not symmetrical, and that the upper part of the median lobe and its

middle and lower parts, are in functional antagonism. When the elec-

trodes were applied to the forward part of the left lateral lobe, the right

eye moved downwards and outwards, the left eye upwards and inwards;

and when the corresponding point of the right lateral lobe was stimu-

lated, the right eye moved upwards and inwards, and the left eye down-

wards and outwards, while the conjoint irritation of both lateral points

neutralizes both effects. When the middle division of the left lateral

lobe was irritated, a downward movement of the right eye, and an up-

ward movement of the left eye, were combined with a rotation of each

globe on its antero-posterior axis, the left in the direction of the hands

of a clock, the right in the contrary direction. But when the irritation

was applied to the posterior or lowest division of the left lateral lobe,

the two eyes rotated on their antero-posterior axes in the same direction,

and contrary to the hands of the clock, so that their vertical meridians

retained their parallelism. This last action is what takes place auto-

matically when we fix our gaze at any object, and incline our head to

the right side, the rotation of the eyeballs in the opposite direction

serving to keep the image of the object on tife same spot of the retina,

just as do the automatic movements of the eyeballs in the vertical or

horizontal plane, when the head is moved upwards or downwards, or

from side to side." ( Carpenter.}

These experiments make it evident that one very important function

of the cerebellum is to regulate the movements of the eyes, and to har-

monize these movements with the other general muscular motions of the

body. Dizziness, resulting from swiftly turning, or from crossing run-

ning water, unsteadiness of gait when blindfolded, or in the dark, &c.
,

are due to a failure of this co-ordinization, or harmonizing. The direc-

tion of the vision is changed too rapidly to allow of one adjustment to

be completed before another becomes necessary, or the absence of the

directing vision leaves the muscular movements without any other guid-

ance than they can get from the muscular and auditory senses.

It is not known with certainty by what nerve connections the eves and

the cerebellum are united, but it is thought it is from the pulvinar of
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the left optic thalanius cross! no- over to the right superior peduncle of

the cerebellum, and vice versa, from the right thalamus to the left pedun-

cle. On account of the decussation of the optic nerves, this second de-

cussation puts each eye into relationship chiefly with the part of the

cerebellum on its own side. This accounts for the fact that electrical

irritation of the cerebellum contracts the pupil of the eye on the same

side. Lesions of any part of the tract connecting the eyes with the

cerebellum, as the corpora quadrigemina, optic thalamus, superior pe-

duncles, and their intermediate nervous connections, have the effect to

disturb the functions of equilibrium.

It has been found that ' ' section of the horizontal semicircular canal

in the ear of pigeons, on both sides, induces a rapid, jerking, horizontal

movement of the head from side to side, and a tendency to turn to one

side, which manifests itself whenever the animal attempts to walk for-

wards.
"

If a vertical canal on each side be cut, the movement is ver-

tical and violent. These movements continue for months. Similar re-

sults occur from like operations upon the ears of rabbits. These phe-

nomena indicate that the sense of hearing enters into the combination

of stimuli concerned in certain muscular co-ordinations, and the elim-

ination of a subdivision of this stimulus deranges the habitual normal

balance, and renders the animal dizzy, with an effect similar to that in-

duced by partial blindfolding.

The anterior division of the auditory nerve, which is connected with

the ampullae and the semicircular canals, sends some of its fibres di-

rectly to the cerebrum, while others appear to ascend to the cerebellum

through the restiform tract. Lesions, or diseases of the cerebellum, do

not, however, cause deafness either in man or the other mammals. But

the anatomical connection between the semicircular canals and the cere-

bellum, is no doubt the reason why injury to the canals has the same ef-

fect as injury to the lobes of the cerebellum. Section of the superior

vertical canals causes loss of balance forwards, and so does lesion of

the anterior part of the middle lobe of the cerebellum. Section of the

posterior vertical canals causes a tendency to fall backwards, and so

does injury to the posterior part of the median lobe. Section of the

horizontal canals causes a lateral rotary motion, and so does injury to

the lateral lobes of the cerebellum.

It is clear from these facts that a part of the afferent stimuli, upon

which the functions of the cerebellum are founded, come from the ears,

and are auditory stimulations. Whether it be found that the functions

of the ceivbi'llum include general muscular co-ordinations, or only such

as relate to the preservation of a normal equilibrium, we should con-

sider it antecedently probable that there must be some connection be-

tween it and the eyes. The dizziness caused by whirling around, or by
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looking steadily at a swiftly moving body of water, prove the influence

of optic stimulations in the balancing functions. The dependence is

not mutual, however, for lesions of the cerebellum have no effect upon
the eyesight, never produce blindness.

The sense of feeling, or tactile sense, including heat, pressure and the

muscular sense, is, of -course, a necessary factor in the function of

equilibration and co-ordination. Tactile impressions reach the cere-

bellum by way of the olivary bodies and restiform tracts of the me-

dulla oblongata. Injury to the restiform tracts disturb equilibrium in

the same way in which it is done by injury to the semicircular canals,

with rolling and tumbling motion of the body, and turning of the eyes;

nevertheless the cerebellum has nothing to do with conscious sensation

of touch, and injury to it does not impair tactile sensation. Neither

does section of the restiform tracts, nor of the connected posterior col-

umns
;
the restiform bodies being related with the posterior columns

through the olivary bodies, the restiform of one side being connected

mainly with the posterior column of the opposite side.

The fibres of the pyramidal tracts of the medulla oblongata which

cross each other in the pons varolii, are those which relate to the cere-

bral hemispheres only. Those which form connections with the cere-

bellum are not crossed, so that a stimulation which involves both cere-

brum and cerebellum will affect the right lobe of the cerebellum, and

the left hemisphere of the cerebrum, or vice versa. See fig. 375, which

shows an example of the decay of the cerebellum, following and conse-

quent upon loss of function in the cerebrum, and also shows the normal

subordination or correspondence of the functions ( or some of them ) of

the former to the latter. Ferrier remarks that the < functions of the

cerebellum are outside of the sphere of mind proper, as expressed in

sensation, emotion, volition and intellect.
"

If the peduncles of the cerebellum be divided, the effect is a rolling

motion of the animal sidewise and very rapid. If the peduncle be di-

vided from behind, that is, the portion derived from the restiform col-

umn called the posterior peduncle, the rolling is towards the side on

which the injury is made. ( See figs. 267, 271, 273.) But if the sec-

tion be made in front, in the anterior peduncle, the turning is from that

side towards the other. This difference is supposed to be caused by the

fact that the fibres of the anterior peduncle connect largely with the de-

cussating fibres of the anterior pyramids of the medulla oblongata, so

that the anterior peduncle of one side, and the posterior peduncle of

the other, connect with the same tract of motor nerves. The sever-

ance of the posterior peduncle, or part of it, disconnects the cerebellum

from the afferent stimuli, through the restiform columns, while the sev-

erance of the anterior peduncles cuts off an outgoing stimulus to certain
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muscles, leaving certain others free to effect a twisting of the spinal

column, the balancing influence of the cerebellum being suspended.

The injury to the cerebellum is not usually accompanied by a loss of

sensibility. A bird deprived of its cerebellum can perform any single

reflex muscular movement, such as to kick with its legs, or flutter its

wings, but it cannot stand, balance itself, or walk, since these acts are

compound, and require a combination of muscular movements. It does

not lose the sense of sight, or other senses, or become stupid or affected

with convulsions; effects which follow the loss or injury of the cerebrum.

Inflammation of the membranes covering the cerebellum" does not pro-

duce delirium, and it may be nearly destroyed by softening without en-

tailing a loss of intellect. But almost all sorts of injuries to the cere-

bellum entail a loss of muscular control, unsteadiness of gait, or eccen-

tric muscular movements, none of which effects follow lesions of the

cerebrum.

A girl died of phthisis, at Lancaster, Eng., in 1884, at the age of 15,

whose brain was found to be in the following condition : whole weight

42 oz.
,
cerebrum well developed, corpora quadrigemina of normal size

and appearance, cerebral peduncles all right. But the olivary bodies

of the medulla oblongata, the pons varolii and the left lobe and vermi-

form process of the cerebellum, were nearly obliterated, while the right

lobe, which constituted its main portion, was only a half square inch in

size, and a quarter of an inch thick at the base. This lobe, however,

had the normal laminated appearance and structure. This person had

been somewhat weak in intellect, but was not deficient in ' < her sensory

faculties, general or special, and the only peculiarity observable in her

motor powers was a general muscular weakness, and tremor of the hands

when she was using them ( but this was attributed to the debility asso-

ciated with her phthisical condition ). But she could walk well and

steadily, though she was never known to run." (Ferrier.)

A girl named Alexandrine Labrosse ( reporteH by Combrette )
' < lived

to the age of eleven years, and it was found after death that the cere-

bellum was entirely atrophied, its place being occupied by a cyst con-

taining serum. Physically, she was well developed for her age, but she

was five years of age before she was able to stand, and at the age of

seven she was very insecure on her legs, and often fell. Her intelli-

gence was defective, and her articulation indistinct, but all her sensory

faculties were normal.
"

In cases of congenital deficiency of the cerebellum, like the above,

the centers of muscular movement in the cerebrum, which, as we shall

see, exist independently in that organ, become the chief substitute for

the cerebellum. Such power of muscular combination as was shown in

the foregoing cases, was due to a superior education of the cerebral cen-
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ters, through the force of a necessary habit of work extending over a

long time.

It has been supposed by some that the cerebellum is the seat of the

sexual instinct. If so, it ought to be well developed in proportion to

the intensity of the instinct. But this is not the case in fishes, for

some, having the strongest instinct in this direction, have the smallest

cerebellum, as, for example, the lamprey, whose cerebellum is a mere

transverse band of medullary matter, is nevertheless endowed with a

very intense sexuality. The same is true of other fishes. The rapid

development of the cerebellum at a very early period of life, when such

development can surely have nothing to do with the maturing of sexual

powers, and which anticipates by a long period the maturing of the sex-

ual organs, is a strong fact against the theory.

The brain is subject to the same law of development by use, and loss

or atrophy by disuse, that governs all other organic tissues. Accord-

ing to this law, if the theory in question be true, we ought to find a re-

duction of the cerebellum in those animals in which the sexual function

is destroyed artificially. A series of observations on the brains of

horses, show that early emasculation does not tend to diminish the de-

velopment of the cerebellum.

The following table embodies the results of observations on the brains

of 10 stallions from 9 to 17 years old, 12 mares from 7 to 16 years old,

21 geldings from 7 to 17 years of age. ( Carpenter's Physiology.)
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Some very conclusive experiments in this direction were performed
on dogs, by Luciani. He destroyed the cerebellum of a female dog in

two operations, eleven months apart, and between these two operations

the sigmoid gyri of both hemispheres of the cerebrum were likewise de-

stroyed.
1

Notwithstanding this mutilation the sexual instincts were not

abated, and four months after the complete extirpation of the cerebel-

lum, she became pregnant, and parturition and the subsequent maternal

offices and solicitude for the young, were performed and exercised in the

usual and normal manner. A post mortem examination showed her

destitute of a cerebellum, except a small fragment of the right lobe,

and the sigmoid gyri were missing in both hemispheres.
' ' This animal

was never able to stand or to walk, and could only move from place to

place by butting forward, and proceeding by the force of her falls. The

head also was subject to continual oscillations when she tried to mouth

anything. Though unable to stand up or to walk, she was able to

swim, with, however, some tendenc}' to inclination to one side.
"

This

dog was not injured except in regard to its ability to stand and move

about. Another bitch, from which Luciani removed nearly the whole

of the cerebellum, but not any part of the hemispheres, lived eight

mouths after the operation. She became unsteady and stumbling in

her gait, 'although she could swim as well as ever. She could not "land,
"

however. The swimming, in this case, was probably due to the reflex

stimulation from the touch and pressure of the water by way of the

medulla oblongata.
" The cerebellum would therefore seem to be a complex arrangement

of individually differentiated centers, which, in associated action, regu-

late the various muscular adjustments necessary to maintain equilibrium

and steadiness of the body, each tendency to the displacement of the

equilibrium round a horizontal, vertical or intermediate axis, acting as

a stimulus to the special center, which calls into play the antagonistic

or compensatory action.
"

(Ferrier.) It is like a series of braces hold-

ing the body in position. The anterior part of the median lobe holds

the body from falling forward. The posterior part of the median lobe

holds it from tumbling backward. The lateral lobes contain centers for

various "complex adjustments against lateral combined with diagonal

and rotary displacements to the opposite side.
" Some of these appar-

ently preventing tipping, and others preventing rolling to the opposite side.

Finally, the facts seem to warrant the conclusion that the cerebellum

is necessary to a proper combination of stimuli in the regulation of cer-

tain kinds of muscular movements and adjustments. We have ahvndy
seen that reflex muscular movements of themselves and uncombined,

can be effected through the medulla oblongata, or even the spinal cord

1 See 1,4, 6, fig 369.
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alone. But without the cerebellum they are largely, if not entirely,

unbalanced, and unmodified by each other. The stimuli which are thus

balanced in the cerebellum, include, beside those of touch and heat,

those of sight and hearing, and no doubt also those of smell and taste,

in short, all the sense stimuli, for all are concerned and employed in

the modification of muscular movement.

The cerebellum is the third complete organic machine for the conver-

sion of afferent nervous stimulations into motor and muscular action,

the spinal cord and the medulla oblongata being, respectively, numbers

one and two. It is far more complicated in its operations because these

operations result from the combination of a greater number of stimuli.

The tactile sense, including that of heat and pressure, and the mus-

cular sense, are the only ones which impress themselves on the spinal

cord through the nerves of "general sensibility." The medulla ob-

longata is subject to the impressions of the stimuli from a greater num-

ber of sources, and its resulting reactions are of a correspondingly more

varied and complicated character.

The cerebellum is greatly in advance of the medulla oblongata in the

number of stimuli by which it is competent to be impressed, and per-

haps in the kind of stimuli, too. The medulla contains the detached

nuclei of various encephalic nerves, nuclei which form more or less

complete centers for the conversion of the afferent stimuli of the nerves

into the corresponding motor stimuli of the same, but there is not the

same combination of nuclei and co-ordination of various kinds of stim-

uli that occur in the cerebellum. Each system is independent of the

one below it, and, if not interfered with by the one above it, is compe-
tent to act alone. It is probable, if not certain, that both the motor

and sensory tracts of each is independent of those of the other.

The cerebellum appears to be, in some respects, a cross or intermedi-

ate organ between the medulla oblongata and the cerebrum, possessing

internal nuclei like the former, and a cortex of gray matter like the lat-

ter. It is like the cerebrum in the fact that it cannot be stimulated to

normal action by mechanical or chemical irritations, but does respond

normally to the stimulus of the galvanic induction current.

CHAPTER LXIL

FUNCTIONS OF THE BASAL, GANGLIA.

The Basal Ganglia consist of several ganglia of brain substance lying

under and within the shell of the cerebral hemispheres. They serve

two functions, sensory and motor. The sensory ganglia are the corpora

quadrigemina, optic thalamus, and probably the pineal gland, or cona-

rium. The motor ganglia are the corpora striata.
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The tuber cinereum and the pituitary gland, or hypophysis, lying un-

der the third ventricle, are small bodies of uncertain function.

The optic thalami, corpora quadrigemina and corpora striata are

paired or doubled, the pineal gland, tuber cinereum and pituitary gland
are single, and median in position.

Corpora Quadrigemina. Among the invertebrates, the part of the

brain answering to the corpora quadrigemina, or optic lobes, is rela-

tively more highly developed than in the vertebrates, and bears a direct

proportion to the size of the eyes. Among the lower vertebrates these

ganglions are relatively larger than in the higher; but amongs* the mam-
mals the high development of the other organs of sense and the cere-

brum, causing a corresponding development of their brain ganglia, ren-

ders the optic organs of less relative importance. In birds, the optic

lobes are much larger, in proportion to the cerebrum, than in man and

the higher mammals, and correspondingly the sight stimuli enter more

largely into their activities. In fishes, birds and reptiles, the optic

lobes consist of two lobes or tubercles, one on each side. They are

called the bigemina ;
in the mammals there are four, two on each side,

hence the name "quadrigemina."
In all animals these ganglia, or tubercles, are the organs of sight,

directly sensitive to the light stimuli from the retina. Any injury to

them is a damage to the faculty of seeing, and to those qualities of

mental action which depend upon light. Partial loss of the corpora

quadrigemina on one side, produces partial loss of power and temporary
blindness on the opposite side of the body, without, however, neces-

sarily destroying the mobility of the pupil. But if these ganglia be

totally destroyed on one side, it will cause total and permanent blind-

ness and immobility of the pupil, with temporary muscular weakness,
on the opposite side. Sometimes, when injuries are artificially produced

upon animals under experiment, the destruction of the tubercles of one

side produces a tendency to turn about as if the animal were giddy.
Irritation of one tubercle produces contraction of both pupils. Blind-

ness is, in many cases, caused by disease in one or both tubercles, and

sometimes by disease in the adjoining parts of the crura cerebri. If

the corpora quadrigemina on one side be pricked with a pin, it oauses

convulsions of the eye of the opposite side. The cause of the turnings
and rollings is to be ascribed to convulsive contractions in some of the

muscles on one side of the body. These spasmodic contractions always

accompany the turnings, and their chief cause is irritation of some part
of the governing brain center, which irritation may follow the slightest

puncture. Rolling is merely a more intense result of the contractions

that produce turning.

The stimulation of the corpora quadrigemina ( optic lobes
)
of rabbits
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causes various motions, according to the part operated upon. When
the posterior pair (testes) were stimulated the result was noises of vari-

ous kinds. When the stimulation was applied to the anterior pair

(nates), the muscles of the back were violently contracted, causing a

backward somersault, the jaws were clenched, and the pupils dilated.

These results call to mind those which follow stimulations of the cere-

bellum, and tend to confirm the conclusions reached
;

viz. , that muscu-

lar co-ordinations, and the maintenance of equilibrium, are involved in

the integrity of the organs of sight. It is true that if the optic gan-

glions are entirely destroyed, it is possible that equilibration may be re-

covered through the functions of the muscular, tactile and auditory

senses, but those co-ordinations can of course no longer be effected

which depend upon sight stimuli for their data. It does not appear to

follow that the corpora quadrigemina are of themselves a complete or-

gan for the conversion of its sensory into motor stimulations, ( although
such appears to have been the opinion of some physiologists ). But

these tubercles in connection with the corpora striata and optic thalami,

or with corpora striata alone, do certainly form such a complete ma-

chine, the corpora striata being composed, as will be shown, of motor

ganglions exclusively, and depending entirely on the corpora quadri-

gemina and optic thalami for afferent stimulations to make over into

motor ones.

The optic lobes are probably something more than the 'mere organs of

sight sensations. In them, the single and simple sight sensations are

consolidated and condensed before they are forwarded to the organs of

memory in the cerebrum. The eye is like a photographic instrument.

When it is focused upon an object, every detail of that object reflects

its light as a stimulus upon a cell of the optic lobes. If we look at a

brick house, or a tree, we must see all the bricks and all the leaves that

go to make up the general impression of a house and a tree, although
we cannot recall any particular brick or leaf. All of these details are

for a moment impressed upon the cells of the optic lobes, but are there

probably so far consolidated that when the stimulations are darted for-

ward toward the optic thalamus and the cerebrum, they are generalized

into the single stimuli of house and tree. The same is true, no matter

how small the object under consideration. Thus, if we look at a leaf,

we undoubtedly see all its details of veins and veinlets, serrations,

wrinkles, and various shades of coloring. But all these details may be-

come so far suppressed, or merged into the general image of the leaf,

that they cannot be recalled in the memory cells of the cerebrum, the

general image alone being registered there. Such condensations as

these, 1 take it, are accomplished in the corpora quadrigemina.

Optic Thalamus. This name is inappropriate, because the organ so
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designated is not related to the optic sense exclusively, and is not an

optic organ in any such sense as are the corpora, quadrigemina. The

optic thalami of birds or mammals may be destroyed without destroying

sight or the activity of the pupil, neither does irritation of either of

them produce contraction of the pupil. The optic thalamus is more or

FIG. 348. Horizontal section of the Op-
tic Thalami of the Rabbit, just above the
level of the internal capsule.

1. Median nucleus.
2a. Anterior cell group of Tuberculum

Anterras.
26. Posterior cell group of Tuberculum

Anterius.
3. External nucleus.
4. Cancellated layer.
5. Corpus geniculatum externum.
6. internum.
7. Posterior nucleus of the Optic Thal-

amus.
From Ferrier, after Monakow.

less directly continuous with the

tegmentum or the posterior one-

third, the sensory division of the

crura cerebri
;
and the cutaneous

sensor}
7 tracts of the internal cap- FlG 348

sule are in connection with the optic thalami. The optic tracts, or con-

tinuations of the optic nerves, are connected with the pulvino-geniculate*

portion of the thalamus. The thalamus is also connected, by wa}
r of

the pillars of the fornix, with the centers of smell, tactile sensibility,

and probably taste, in the cortex of the cerebrum. It also connects, by
means of the corona radiata, with the sensory oceipito-temporal portion

of the cortex. (Fig. 366, T4- )
It also connects with the corpora stri-

ata, and is supposed to communicate through the frontal part of the

cortex by fibres ending in the gyrus fornicatus ( fig. 366, Gf. ), and is

connected with the region of the insula, and with the hippocampal re-

gion directly by way of the pillars of the fornix, or indirectly via the

corpora mammillaria.

The optic thalamus is exclusively sensory, and is believed to have no

motor functions at all. The stimuli that are condensed in it are for-

warded to other centers, the corpus striatum, the cerebrum, and prob-

ably the cerebellum, and are, in these organs, transformed into motor

currents. It is especially related to the visual tracts, but also receives

and forwards sense impressions from all the sensory organs. This is

proved by the fact that it is connected with all the sense centers of the

cortex of the hemispheres, to which there can be no doubt it forwards

its condensed and made up sense stimulations. Of the several roots of

the optic nerve in each optic thalamus, the ones originating with the

corpus geniculatum internum are not concerned in the sense of vision,

since they do not undergo atrophy, as the other roots do when the eyes

are destroyed. They are supposed to answer as a commissure. The
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real visual roots are those in the geniculatum externum and pulvinar of

the optic thalamus, and the anterior brachium of the corpora quadri-

gemina. ( Ferrier.)

The optic thalamus, like the other ganglia and the cerebrum, cannot

be normally stimulated by mechanical irritations. These simply injure

but do not cause normal reactions. The galvanic current alone is com-

petent to do this. When the optic thalamus is injured by mechanical

irritations, derangement is at once caused in the centers of muscular co-

ordination and equilibrium, and in the motor centers. A rabbit may
lose its cerebrum and its corpora striata and still be able to maintain

its balance, but if one-half of the optic thalamus be also removed, there

is a loss of sensibility on the opposite side of the body, and the animal

falls over toward that side. If both optic thalami be removed, the sen-

sibility of both sides will be destroj^ed, but after the shock of the lesion

is recovered from, some degree of co-ordination and equilibration will

remain through the influence of the muscular sense, the medulla and

cerebellum. If, without removing the cerebrum, an incision be made

in one of the optic thalami, the animal keeps turning to one side in a

circular manner. According to Schiff, the destruction of the three an-

terior fourths of this organ in rabbits, causes the movement towards

the injured side, and the lesion of the posterior fourth towards the op-

posite side. Extensive disease of the optic thalamus or the corpus stri-

atum of one side, produces hemiplegia, or paralysis of both sensation

and motion on the other side. The same effect is produced usually by
an apoplectic effusion of blood into the substance of either of these

ganglia. ( Carpenter. )

In the higher vertebrates, the optic thalami are condensing organs for

all sense stimulations, which they forward to the cells of the corpus

striatum and the cerebrum, and they therefore receive stimulation from

all the external senses; sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch, and the mus-

cular sense. There are no optic thalami in the lowest of the vertebrates,

and but little development of it in any of the fishes. The function they

perform for the higher mammals is of a far simpler nature in the fishes,

and such as it is, it is performed, we may infer, by the other sensory

ganglia. The corpora quadrigemina, which are largely developed in

these animals, receive the optic stimuli and distribute them to the cor-

pus striatum, the cerebellum and the cerebrum; the route to the latter be-

ing by way of the posterior edge of the crura cerebri, the part upon which,

in the other vertebrates, the optic thalamus is developed. This tract is

also the route to the cerebrum for all the other sense stimuli, unless

the sense of smell be an exception, which, in the fishes, it probably is.

The pituitary and pineal glands, which, with their appendages, are

parts of the thalamencephalon, are already developed in the fishes.
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So there is no reason to doubt that in the thalamencephalon of the

fishes, such co-ordination is accomplished as their cerebral development

requires, in the same way as it is by the optic thalamus of the more ad-

vanced vertebrates.

Monakow concluded, from experiments, that each " nucleus of the

optic thalamus is related to a particular tract of the cerebral cortex. He
concluded that the posterior nucleus ( fig. 348, 7 ) is related to the basal

regions of the hemisphere, the pulviuar and corpus geniculatum ex-

ternum
(fig. 348, 5) to the occipital visual region, the corpus genicu-

latum internum
(fig. 348, 6) to the temporal or auditory region, the ex-

ternal nucleus ( fig. 348, 3 ), and neighboring parts, to the upper and

lower parietal regions, and the anterior tubercle and median nucleus

(fig. 348, 2, 1) to the frontal regions of the hemisphere." It is too

soon to be quite sure of these details. Further investigation and exper-

iment is required. (
Ferrier.

)

According to Luys, the optic thalamus is divisible into four sections,

each of which is related especially to the condensation of a special

class of sensations. The anterior of these centers of sensation, is the

ganglion of the olfactory sense, the second the ganglion of sight, the

third that of touch and general sensation, and perhaps including taste,

and the posterior ganglion that of hearing. There are many facts

which support this subdivision of the optic thalamus. Hunter gives

the case of a young woman, ' ' who in three years successively lost the

senses of smell, sight, hearing and sensation, and who gradually sank,

remaining a stranger to all external impressions.
"

It was found that

the optic thalami alone had been affected, and they had been gradually

destroyed by a fungus haematodes. Dr. Auguste Voisin tells of a case

in which smell on one side was lost, accompanied by degenerations of

the anterior ganglions of the thalamus. Serres reported a case of loss

of sight caused by hemorrhagic effusion of the middle centers, or sec-

ond ganglions. Luys observed two cases of loss of sensation on one

side, accompanied by the destruction of the " median center,
"
third gan-

glion, of the opposite side only ;
also in two cases of deaf mutes he

found the trouble to be located in the posterior ganglions of the optic

thalami, in one case a lesion, in the other an amyloid, or starchy degen-
eration of the parts. Luys is also of the opinion that stimuli reach the

optic thalami from the visceral or vegetative organs, and are co-ordi-

nated there like the stimuli from the senses and the cerebrum. When
the co-ordination of the external stimuli takes place in the optic thala-

mus, without the intermixture of the memory stimuli from the cere-

brum, the result is the automatic or instinctive sensori-motor actions.

In man, this class of actions is not nearly so large relatively as it is in

those animals possessing smaller development of cerebrum. Notwith-
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standing the great influence memory stimuli have in our actions, how-

ever, there are still a good many of these sensori-motor movements, ex-

amples of which are the eyes closing to a sudden dazzling light ;
the

start caused by an unexpected sound
; sneezing, from excitation of the

retina by a dazzling light, and of the pituitary membrane by an irri-

tating substance, such as snuff
; vomiting, produced by a loathsome ob-

ject, a disagreeable smell, or a nauseous taste
;
sea-sickness and nausea,

from swinging, teetering, and riding backwards
; laughter upon tick-

ling ; yawning from uneasiness, arising generally from deficient respira-

tion, but sometimes in the unconscious imitation of others doing the same

thing ; fidgets from an uneas}
7

feeling in the muscles. In disease, es-

pecially nervous disease, there is much of this sensori-motor action. In

hydrophobia, the sight, sound or touch of liquids, or even currents of

air, are liable to excite the muscular contractions, and in many hysteric

subjects the sight of a paroxysm in another is pretty certain to bring

it on themselves. A hysteric case is cited in which a woman was liable

to be thrown into convulsive movements, sometimes accompanied by an

involuntary cry, by the slightest external stimulus of sight or sound, the

shadow on a curtain of a passing bird, flickering of a flame in the fire-

place, displacement of a portion of the wick of a candle, the rustle of

a paper or rattle of a door lock.
( Carpenter. )

* 'It may be affirmed with certainty, that no mental action can be orig-

inally excited save by stimulus of the sensations, and it is the office of

the sensory ganglia to form these out of the impressions brought to

them from the organs of sense, and to transmit such sensorial changes
to the cerebrum. But they have a no less important participation in

the downward action of the cerebrum upon the motor apparatus, for no

voluntary action can be performed without the assistance of a guiding

sensation, as was first pointed out by Sir C. Bell." The full signifi-

cance of this is that our actions are so essentially and rigidly reflex that

no movement of a single muscle can be made by the guidance of the

will, or of the idea motor or cerebral stimuli. A direct and present

sensation or stimulus from the periphery is necessary in every moment
of muscular action. " In the majority of cases the guiding or controlling

sensation is derived fiom the muscles themselves, of whose condition

we are rendered cognizant by the sensory nerves with which they are.

furnished, but there are certain cases in which it is ordinarily derived

from one of the special senses," and in which the muscular sense is not

adequate alone to furnish the necessary stimulation.

It is impossible to make or sustain voluntary efforts without a guiding
sensation of some kind. ( Carpenter. )

< '

Thus, in complete anaesthesia

of the lower extremities without loss of muscular power, the patient is

as completely unable to walk as if the motor nerves had also been para-
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lyzod, unless the deficient sensor! :il guidance ho replaced b}' some other,

:uid in similar affections of the apper extremities, there is a like inabil-

ity to raise a limb, or to sustain a weight. But in such cases the defi-

ciency of the ' muscular sense
'

ma}' be made good by the visual
;
thus

the patient who cannot feel either the contact of his foot with the ground,

or the muscular effort he is making, can manage to stand and walk by

looking at his limbs
;
and the woman who cannot feel the pressure of

her child upon her arms, can }
ret sustain it so long as she keeps her eyes

fixed upon it, but no longer, the muscles ceasing to contract and the

limb dropping powerless the moment that the eyes are withdrawn from

it. Thus it is, too, that when we are about to make a muscular effort

the amount of force
"
used accords with our conception of what will be

required, as indicated by the experience of former sensations. If the

estimate is wrong, we will exert too much or too little effort. The move-

ments of the eyeball are directed by the visual sense ( and not by the

muscular sense ) in the same way that most muscles are directed by their

own muscular sense. When we close our eyes we cannot move them in

an)' required direction without an effort that strongly calls forth the mus-

cular sense.

The auditory sense governs the movement of muscles that are con-

cerned in the production of vocal sounds. People who never heard a

sound, cannot articulate, although the}
7

possess all the necessary mus-

cles in good order. Through the visual sense, however, and long train-

ing, people born deaf have learned to talk imperfectly.

The muscular, tactile and visual senses are combined in the movements

and balancing of the body. If a person be blindfolded he cannot walk

straight toward an object at any considerable distance, because deprived

of the guidance of the visual sense. A blind man can do much better,

because his muscular sense is so much more acute by use, that it in con-

siderable part, supplies the visual deficiency.
" When our vision, how-

ever, instead of aiding and guiding us, brings to the mind sensations of

an untagonistic character, our movements become uncertain from the

loss of that power of guidance and control over them which the har-

mony of the two sensations usually gives.
" A person feels insecure

when looking down a precipice. If he attempts to walk a plank ele-

vated 50 feet in the air, his muscles become almost paralyzed, and he loses

the power of equilibrium, although he could walk the plank with ease

if it were on the ground. He may become dizzy and lose his balance if he

attempts to walk a plank or foot-bridge over a running brook. The

muscular sense alone is more reliable than when it is counteracted and

confused by an unsteady and uneducated visual sense. So, in such sit-

uations, it is safer to look up. and ignore, as far as possible, the inlluowo

of vision. In somnambulism the subject is guided by the muscular
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sense alone, the visual sense being in abeyance, and neither helping nor

counteracting, and yet the somnambulist will often transverse the most

perilous places with safety. The actions of hypnotic subjects are,under

the same guidance. In their case, hearing is not always cut off, but

vision usually is. Yet they will write whole pages with accuracy, going
over them to dot the i's and cross the t's. In this they are guided by
the muscular sense.

The foregoing considerations in regard to the guiding sense, apply to

the actions that are made up in the optic thalamus and the corpora stri-

ata, considered as a single complete machine
;
to the optic thalamus and

the sensory and motor organs of the cerebral cortex, considered as an-

other machine; and to the motor organs of the cerebrum in connection

with the sensory cells of the cortex, and their independent connection

with the external sense organs by way of the posterior one-third of the

internal capsule and the posterior layer of the crura cerebri, considered

as a third machine. For the idea formerly held, that all the sensory

paths to the cortex of the cerebrum were through the optic thalamus,

has been shown to be incorrect. The cortex possesses sensory connec-

tions with the periphery, independent of the optic thalamus, and motor

connections independent of the corpus striatum. Another idea formerly

maintained by some physiologists, was that the optic thalamus, with

perhaps the corpora quadrigemina, constituted the only centers of con-

scious sensation. Observations on the effects of disease and experi-

ment have shown this to be incorrect. (Ferrier. )
Without doubt the

cells of the cortex themselves are the seat of the sensations of the stim-

uli, the impact of which they receive, and, since the cerebral cortex is,

in man, by far the largest and most complicated collection of ganglions,

its importance as a center of consciousness, entirely eclipses all others.

But it does not follow there are no others, and if there are, the optic

thalami will certainly be included. The subject can, however, be dis-

cussed to better advantage further on.

Corpora Striata. The ganglia of the corpora striata are motor, they
receive the afferent stimuli from the optic thalami, and send forth motor

stimulations, which traverse the anterior strands of the crura cerebri,

medulla oblongata and spinal cord, to the limbs, &c. It was formerly

thought that these ganglia were instruments under the control of the

cerebrum, and simply forwarded the motor results of the action of the

hemispheres. But this is now found to be incorrect. The fibres which

enter the corpora striata end there, and do not go on to the cerebrum at

all, so that these ganglia are probably in themselves independent ter-

minal centers, the same as the ganglia of the cerebrum. The motor

strands which pass down from the cortex of the cerebrum, to and through

the internal capsule, do not connect with the corpora striata, but go on
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direct!}
7 to the anterior pyramids of the medulla oblongata, and so on

down the cord, showing the cortex to be independent of the corpora

striata. It would appear, then, that the corpora striata, in conjunction

with the optic thalamus, and perhaps other sensory ganglia, constitutes

a complete brain, just as the sensory and motor ganglia of the cortex

FIG. 349. Vertical transverse sec-

tion through the brain of a Dog, on
a level with the corpora mammil-
laria. (After Carville & Duret,
Ferrier.)
O, O. Optic Thalami.
&, S. Caudate Nuclei of the Cor-

pora Striata.
L, L. The Lenticular Nuclei of the

Corpora Sti'iata.

P, P. Internal Capsule, or pedun-
cular expansion.
A, A. The hippocampi.
X. Section of the posterior part

of the peduncular expansion, caus-
ing hemiaiiesthesia (loss of sensa-
tion ) on opposite side of the body
in Dog or Man.

do, though, of course, of a

far less comprehensive kind.

A 'A

FIG. 349.

A mechanical irritation of the corpora
striata does not produce pain or muscular movement, but when they are

stimulated by the galvanic current, rformal muscular action is the re-

sult. If one of the intraventricular ganglions, the nucleus caudatus,

is electrically irritated, tonic contraction of all the muscles on the oppo-

FIG. 350. Horizontal section of left hemisphere of*._,:. . _ ,...., ....... ,,
---'-''"-vcommissu

( Ferrier.)
Monkey, on a level with the anterior commissure,
(Natural size.)

ac. Anterior commissure.
ca. Cornu ammonis, or hippocampus major.
cl. Claustrum.
CQ. Corpora Quadrigemina.
ec. External Capsule.
ic. Internal
IB Island of Reil.

/.Anterior pillar of Fornix.
/. Ascending fibres vicq d'Azyr's bundle.
Mf. Meynerts fasciculus.
fs. Fissure of Sylvius.
nc. Caudate Nucleus of Corpus Striatum.
nl. Lenticular
or. Optic radiations.
P. Pulvinar.
jo. Posterior Commissure.

site side, is the result. The experiments

appear to prove that the motor connections

of the corpora striata are exclusively with

the decussating strands of the spinal axis,

so that all its motor action is crossed.

FIG. 350 Destructive lesions in the region of the cor-

pus striatum, cause paralysis of motion on the opposite side of the

body, but sensation is not affected. It is evident, however, that the

functions of the corpus striatum, in regard to the motion of the limbs,

in;iy be assumed entirely by the cortex of the hemispheres, because as

long as the cortex and its efferent connections, by way of the anterior

two-thirds of the internal capsule, remain unbroken, lesions of the cor-
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pus striatum alone may be recovered from, and no doubt the entire cor-

pus striatum might be gradually removed by disease, and its functions

assumed by the cortex without serious results. One-sided destruction

of the corpora striata has more striking apparent effect on the lower an-

imals than where both sides are affected alike. In the case of a rabbit,

both of whose lenticular nuclei have been destroyed, the animal is not

distorted or pulled out of shape, as where one side only is affected, but

it will sit motionless and apparently apathetic. It can still leap and

move in obedience to reflex irritation, but appears to have lost volitional

control of its limbs; and this may happen while the cerebral cortex is

entire, and it still possesses intelligence and desire. The animal might
recover from this, however, although the corpora striata are of more

relative value to the rabbit, whose smooth hemispheres have less relative

influence, than to the higher mammals. If the corpora striata of both

sides are removed, together with the front of the cerebrum, the animal

stands in a stupor, quite bereft of ability or inclination to move of it-

self. If the internal capsules, which contain the sensory and motor

tracts between the cortex and periphery, are destroyed, together with

the corpora striata, the paralysis is permanent, and no recovery of vol-

untary motion is possible. The nucleus lenticularis is the larger and

more important portion of the corpus striatum. The fibres from the

nucleus caudatus pass through it, and injuries to it are more permanent
in their effects than those to the nucleus caudatus.

It appears, on the whole, that the basal ganglia constitute a complete
machine competent to run certain departments of the nervous economy

independently of the cortex of the cerebrum. W& have seen that the

spinal cord, with its nerve fibres and ganglions of vesicular matter,

forms a machine competent to turn a simple tactile impression into a

muscular contraction. Its reactions are limited to those called reflex,

and the impressions of sound, light, &c.
,
do not enter into its combina-

tions and co-ordinations. Next, the medulla oblongata appears of it-

self to be another such machine, and the cerebellum is a third. These

two receive and combine a greater number of sensory impressions than

the cord, and convert them into much more varied motor stimulations,

giving rise to complicated, co-operative, muscular adjustments and move-

ments. The basal ganglia constitute the fourth of these machines, and

is of a higher grade than the others, because it is moved by a greater

number and variety of stimulations, not only from the tactile and mus-

cular senses, but from sight and hearing as well. Moreover, it is highly

probable that a certain limited degree of memory enters into the com-

binations which make up the motor stimuli generated in the corpus stri-

atum.

There is still another center, the cerebrum, in whose combinations
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memory, or the stimulations of the past, mingle with those of the pres-

ent in a much larger measure, and constitute it the greatest of the inde-

pendent centers. Each of these centers supplements and, in some

measure, supercedes the one below it, at least so far as the animal func-

tions are concerned, for probably the vegetative functions of the medulla

oblongata are to be excepted.

There is some reason to think that the corpus striatum answers to the

ganglion in fishes, called the cerebrum. If so, it is their memory or-

gan. In birds, too, while there is a cerebrum erected like a dome over

the corpus striatum, it is merely a thin shell, and not nearly as impor-

tant or complete an organ as it is in the mammals, and deprivation of it

leaves the animal in possession of a relatively larger proportion of its

mental faculties. In the mammals the cerebrum has become relatively

greatly predominant, reaching its culmination in man. Its expansion
has been accompanied by a transfer to it of the highest powers of mem-

ory, and it has become furnished with sensory departments relating to

all the senses, and motor departments relating to all the animal func-

tions. In man and monkey, and, to a great extent, in the dog^ most,

if not all, the original functions of the corpus striatum have been as-

sumed by the cerebrum, so that the services of the corpus striatum

could, by these animals, be largely, if not entirely, dispensed with, pro-

vided the organ could be eliminated without too great a shock, as actu-

ally happens occasionally in cases of chronic disease.

The corpus striatum is a much more concentrated or condensed organ

than the cerebral hemisphere, so that the lesion of a very limited area

of the former produces effects (for the time being) equal to the lesion

of an extensive area of the cortex.

The Pineal Gland, or Conarium, which takes its name from its re-

semblance in shape to a pine cone, is, in the human subject, about the

size of a hazel-nut. Its use has long been a puzzle to physiologists,

and it has been the subject of much conjecture. Descartes thought it

to be the " seat of the soul." Its true history has only recently been

discovered through comparative anatomy. It is found universally

amongst the fishes, reptiles, birds and mammals. It lies, in man, on

the posterior commissure, which bridges over the fissure between the

posterior parts of the optic thalami.

The Pineal gland is now shown to be the rudiment of an ancient op-

tic lobe. In many reptiles, such as the lizzards Hatteria and Aurelia,

"the pineal gland is found to be an optic lole united to the nerve stalk of

a true eye, richly supplied with a branched blood vessel and nerve. Al-

though this eye still possesses every essential part of a visual organ,

vet. dcircncralive changes have set in which show that it has been lon^

useless.
"

In Varanus yiganteus the eye has a transparent scale in place
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of a cornea, but beneath it is an accumulation of pigment which makes

it inoperative. In Hatteria the eye appears good, but it is covered by a

thick band of tissue which makes it useless. In both these animals the

rods and cones are developed extraordinarily in some parts.

FIG. 351. Pineal Eye-Scale of small LizzardJCalotis.
C. -Transparent Cornea in the middle, with Eye beneath.

1 In fishes the conarium is commonly only a

vasculo-membranous, p}Tamidal sac .continued

from the third ventricle, the base expanding

from the anterior space between the optic lobes,

and the apex directed forward and attached to

the roof of the cranium. In some fishes there

is medullary matter in the conarium, in some

there is gray matter. In lepidosiren, sturgeon

_fyc '

ff*"
7* and shark it is membranous only. In all it has

FIG. 35i.

an abundance of vessels.

In modern amphibians this eye is joined to the pineal gland during

embryonic life, but is separated in the adult. The eye is greatly de-

generated, and of course functionless. Among the fossil labyrintho-

donts this pineal eye was outside the skull, and connected with the skull

FIG. 352.

FIG. 352. Diagram of vertical section through the Brain and Pineal Eye of a Liz-
zard(Lacerta Viridis).
Pa. Parietal bone. 0. Optic Lobes.
C. Cuticle. CH. Cerebral Hemispheres.
.,>. Epidermis. G. -Pineal Gland.
K. Rete mucosum, pigment layer. No. Nerve leading to the Pineal Eye.
Pig. Pigment. L. Lens of the Eye.

by powerful muscles. < ' The pineal eye was pre-eminently a sense or-

gan of pretertiary periods ;
it has probably never been functional since

these remote ages, and yet its rudiments persist in every human brain.

Moreover, these eyes are of the invertebrate type, pointing back to that

conjectural molluscoid ancestor which was 'transparent and had a me-

dian eye.
"

In the invertebrate eye (as shown elsewhere) the optic

nerve does not pass through the retina and then spread over its anterior

surface, but spreads itself over the back side of the retina, leaving it

1 Hatteria is same as "Rhynchocephalus," a New Zealand Gecko. Varanus is a mon-
itor. The pineal gland is a connection and derivative of the mesencephalon. That and
the pituitary gland are vertical expansions of the third ventricle.

2 Mrs. Bodingtonin Pop. Sci. Mo., Oct. 1888. Also Lubbock Senses and Instincts of An-
imals, p. 127.
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between the nerve and the lens in front. l This sort of an eye is thus

shown to have been the property of the earliest vertebrates, and it was

single and median. It existed in the earlier reptiles, such as the ich-

thyosaurus and plesiosaurus, along with the bilateral eyes, and in the

course of ages it has become superseded by them. This third eye was

no doubt functional in the case of the labyrinthodont, a fossil amphi-

bian, since there is a large orifice in its skull for the passage of the

nerve from the pineal gland to the eye. More or less trace of the

pineal eye is discovered in various reptiles, as iguanas, chameleons, fly-

ing lizzards, geckos, &c. Even in birds there is a rudiment of it, and

a trace is to be found even in mammals. The pineal gland, which was

originally the sensory ganglion of the median or pineal eye, persists

very remarkably in all vertebrates except the very lowest. The pineal

gland is therefore most certainly the remnant of a sense apparatus which

formerly included an eye and a connecting nerve. The question arises,

why, since the eye and the nerve disappeared so long ago, the correspond-

ing piece of brain has not disappeared too. To my mind there is only
one solution, and that is, that this piece of brain has remained func-

tional. Its original office was to receive the sight impressions from the

pineal eye, and in former times it must have constituted a relatively

larger part of the brain than now. But this ganglion is connected with

the rest of the brain, and no doubt undergoes waste and repair the same

as the rest. In short, its function, although changed in detail, must

still, to some extent, subserve a purpose similar to its original one. As
the hand has been gradually modified from a fin by new habit and use,

so I take it a new use has been gradually put upon the pineal gland.

Its position and connections, as well as its pedigree, would indicate that

its functions are sensory. It is single and median, which indicates that

its functions are related to both sides alike. In all probability it is

commissural between the two sides of the sensory tract of the crura

cerebri, and helps to establish sensory equilibrium between the comple-

mentary halves of the corpora quadrigemina and of the optic thalami.

CHAPTER LXIII.

FUNCTIONS OF THE CEREBRUM.
The establishment of the true theory of the functions of the cerebrum

of course necessarily overthrows any false theories which may have been
entertained. Phrenology is one of these theories, and as it has gained
wide acceptance, it may be well enough to point out the error of theory
on which it is based.

The theory of the Phrenologists is, that the brain is the organ of the
1 See fijf. isi.
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mind and that different parts of the brain are the organs of different

iiKMitnl qualities. If any particular organ is large, it indicates that the

faculty of the mind which corresponds with it is powerfully developed.

Thus if the organ of acquisitiveness were large, the disposition would be

to hoard up property, that is to acquire it for its own sake. If destruc-

tiveness were large, the disposition would be to mar and destroy and kill.

If mirthfulness were large, the disposition would be to make fun. If

memory were large, the person would not be forgetful. In short, the

whole surface of the brain was cut up into patches, each patch being the

representative organ of a corresponding faculty of the mind
;
and if any

organ was undeveloped, it indicated that the corresponding faculty of the

mind was deficient or wanting. Thus, if the organ of locality was defi-

cient, the man would easily get lost, would not have the faculty of get-

ting about, could not easily learn geography, &c.

FIG. 353.-Phrenological Chart.
1 Amativeness; A Conjugal love; 2 Philo-

pmgenitiveness ; 4 Inliabitiveness; 3 Friend-
ship; 6 Continuity; 13 Self-esteem; 12 Ap-
probativeness; 14 Firmness; 15 Conscientious
ness; 18 Veneration; 16 Hope; B Sublimity;
19 Benevolence; 17 Spirituality; 22 Imita-
tion; 21 Ideality; C Human nature; D Sua-
vity; 37 Comparison; 36 Causality; 23
Mirthfulness; 32 Memory: 31 Locality; 33
Time; 34 Tune; 24 Individuality: 26 Size;
27 Weight; 28 Color; 29 Order: 30 Calcula-
tion ; 36 Language ; 25 Form ; 20 Constructive-
ness; 8 Alimentiveness; 9 Acquisitiveness;
11 Cautiousness; 10 Secretiveness ; 7 De-
structiveness; * Vitativeness ; 6 Combative-
ness.

The cerebellum was held to be the

organ of amativeness, and although it

is separated from the cerebrum by the

tentorium, just on the other side of

FlG 353 the tentorium is conjugal love. This

faculty depends largely upon amativeness, and on the chart is shown to

be contiguous to it, while the two parts of the brain are anatomically

severed. This appears to be a singular arrangement, but the arrange-

ment of the boundaries of the other organs likewise ignores the geogra-

phy of the convolutions and fissures. Some organs lie in two or more

convolutions and some convolutions are divided by the boundaries of two

or more organs. Of the 42 organs three only are definitely described in

terms of the brain itself, Amativeness being assigned to the cerebellum,

Alimentiveness to the anterior convolution of the middle lobe ( At Fig.

342 ), and Language to the orbital convolutions ( S. or Fig. 342 ). The

rest are mapped out on the skull and it would be difficult to locate them

with precision on the brain itself or on any two brains alike.
(
See fig.

353. )

To generalize, the intellectual faculties were located in the forehead,
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the affections in the lower back-head, the executive powers in the lower

side-head
;
and the moral, spiritual and religious sentiments in the top-

head. This plan ignores the under surface of the cerebrum, and the two

mesial or inner surfaces of the hemispheres, and takes no account of the

brainy processes called the hippocampi which fill up the descending and

posterior horns. ( See Figs. 275, 276, &c.
)

About half of the con-

volutions, therefore, are left without anything to do, and all the business

is assigned to the part that is visible and feelable. This will not do.

The faculties have not been arranged with reference to their accessibility

to the phrenologist's fingers. Among the earliest fissures developed is

the hippocampal, and the inference is unavoidable that its functions are

among the most important and ancient
;
but this system takes no notice

of it at all. There is a certain method in the grouping of the phrenol-

ogical organs by which those of related functions are made to stand near

to each other. Thus we have weight, size and form
; causality and com-

parison ;
human nature and suavity ; ideality and sublimity ;

cautious-

ness and secretiveness
;
combativeness and destructiveness

;
amativeness

and conjugal love
;

time and tune
; locality and memory, &c. This

grouping has a plausible appearance if we do not look beneath the skull.

The list of organs is by no means long enough to accommodate all the

qualities usualty ascribed to the mind. Having an organ for benevolence,

why should we not have one for selfishness, greediness or hoggishness ?

Why should not the organ of hope have its antithesis in an organ
of despair ? Self esteem its self distrust

; mirthfulness, seriousness
;

acquisitiveness, prodigalitj
7 ? Why not oppose an organ of vagrancy to

that of inhabitivness
;
fickleness to firmness

;
bluntness to suavity? Why

not have an organ of practicalness, and another of visionaryness, one of

conservativeness and another of progressiveness ?

Perhaps it will be said that where there is an organ representing a

positive quality, its want of development will indicate the predominance
of its opposite quality ;

as for example if a person have not inhabitivness

he will naturally tend to be a vagrant. That principal might apply in

the case of some of the faculties, as for instance if the organ of form or

that of color were wanting the person is simply destitute of the faculty

of distinguishing details of shape or the shades of color. But a dis-

position to wander is often as positive an instinct as that of attachment

to one spot. There are nomadic tribes both of men and other animals

whose delight it is always to be on the move. A man might be indif-

ferent to his locality and so deficient in inhabitiveness
; yet from the

very necessity of being somewhere he might sta}
r all his life in one place.

So selfishness is a positive quality, not perhaps very compatible with

benevolence, but by no means certain to be present when the latter is

absent. If a fat 300-pound hog be allowed access to a superabundance
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of food, he will stuff himself far beyond the requirements of hunger and

When uncomfortably full will lie down beside his trough. If now a

hungry runt of a shote be admitted to the trough his greedy onslaught on

the food will so stimulate the fat one, that he will with great effort

scramble to his feet again, and regardless of his needs, his appetite or his

comfort, recommence the stuffing process in competition with his lean

rival and eat till exhausted in' capacity and ability for further effort.

This hoggishness is no part of acquisitiveness, but is a quality by itself.

It prompts persons to scramble for that which they do not need and can-

not use, merely to prevent some one else from having it.

Seriousness or gravity, too, appears to be as positive a quality as mirth-

fulness. There are people who delight in being long-faced and sober,

and who regard a joke as a sort of crime. A simple deficiency in mirth-

fulness would result in mere indifference, but the faculty I speak of be-

gets a positive aversion and disgust to levity.

But the fact is, the phrenological system is founded largely upon in-

correct physical principles. It separates the function from its inciden-

tal qualities, and dignifies these qualities with the title of functions.

Qualities are not things, athough they are inseparable from things. We
can say of a stone it has hardness, but we cannot separate the hardness

.from the stone, and keep it in one place and the stone in another. The

phrenologist locates the organ of firmness on top of the head
;
firmness

in what? Firmness is a quality of something. It cannot exist in the

abstract. A post set in the ground may possess firmness
;
there may be

a firmness of muscle tissue or of bone tissue. But the firmness of the

bone cannot occupy a position in the brain while the bone itself is in

the leg.

Firmness is explained to mean "decision, perseverance." Now
this decision must apply to something to be decided, and in order that

decision or perseverance in regard to doing anything, be located in the

particular spot designated for it, the faculty for doing that thing must

be located in the same place. Decision and perseverance are qualities

which attach themselves in a greater or less degree to everything we do.

The phrenological organ of individuality is said to prompt us to " ob-

servation,
" but we cannot observe or investigate, or wish to do so, ex-

cept with some degree of decision and firmness. Firmness, so far as it

relates to the function of observation, either in the simple conscious-

ness of an inclination to observe, or in the motor action necessary to ac-

complish an observation, must be looked for in the organ of individual-

ity itself, if there be such an organ. As the size of a muscle, other

things equal, is supposed to indicate its strength, so the size of an or-

gan ought to show the power, force, decision and perseverance with

which it can be made to act \vh^ ! iio<l by the appropriate motive.
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Again, combativeness is said to be the organ of ' '

resistance, defence.
"

It is as impossible that there should be such an organ, as that there

should be an organ of strength. Men resist some things, and succumb

more or less easily to others. The strength of resistance depends upon
various conditions

;
one is the hopefulness of success. Men will seldom

fight when they are convinced that they will be defeated. This includes

a knowledge of their own strength, and an estimate of the probable

force they are required to overcome. So that the question of resistance

in any given case depends upon action of a varied and complicated kind,

involving a considerable number of intellectual faculties. A man who,
in the presence of the timid and helpless, is an arrogant bully and ty-

rant, is liable in a different and more robust presence to subside into an

arrant poltroon.

Destructiveness, too, is based upon conditions. A hungry lion will

invade a flock of sheep, and taking one for his dinner will slay and eat

it. But he will not wantonly kill the rest just because he has large

"destructiveness." The most timid man or woman would act in the

same way. The motive for killing being the same in the two cases, its

execution will depend upon the ability, in muscular force or cunning, of

the individual, and unless the motive of hunger and the ability reside

in the organ of destructiveness, that organ can be no indication of what

sort of action will result.

An analysis of the so-called mental functions easily shows them to be

composite, and they are all remotely or directly dependent upon physi-

cal conditions. Conjugal love, or a desire for a life union, evidently

depends upon several conditional and supporting propensities, as ama-

tiveness, philoprogenitiveness, inhabitiveness and friendship. If there

are four independent functions such as these, conjugal love and marriage
will necessarily follow, whether there be an organ of conjugal love or not.

Secretiveness or slyness arises only in the case of animals whose weak-

ness requires them to steal that which they are unable to take by force,

or whose slowness prevents them from overtaking their prey in an open
race. Grazing animals are not sly because their food never tries to es-

cape them. Cautiousness is a quality akin to secretiveness. It is de-

veloped in any animals exposed to danger. Plainly, natural selection

must have always operated to eliminate the fool-hardy and the too ven-

turesome, and thus to preserve the cautious and wary.

The faculty of color depends upon the development of the retina

with its rods and cones, and there can be no such faculty in the absence

of a perfect external organ of color. So tune depends upon the per-

fection of the ear, the external organ of sound. Phrenology locates

the organ of form bet worn the eyes, the distance of the eyes from each

other indicating the strength of the faculty. Some writers who oppose
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phrenology, admit that persons whose eyes are far apart have a better

idea of form, but they ascribe it to the fact that such persons possess a

more complete power of seeing around objects after the manner of the

stereoscope, so that the image of an object is more complete and life-

like than it is to others whose eyes are close together.
11
Weight,

"
or the ability to balance and judge of the comparative

weight of objects, depends upon the cultivation of the muscular sense.

All the perceptive faculties depend directly upon the sense organs, and

obviously could not exist without them.

Such a propensity as alimentiveness,
"

appetite, hunger," must origi-

nate in relation to the body to be fed. If alimentiveness is to be re-

garded as the organ of taste its function must depend upon the delicacy

and number of the taste papillae upon the tongue. Where there are no pa-

pillae we have reason to believe there is no perception of taste. But animals

without any delicacy or even perception of taste, nevertheless, have enor-

mous appetites. Such appetite arises from the state of the stomach.

All animals eat, and eat enough, brains or no brains, organs or no organs.

Very important qualities of character depend upon the sexual glands

which are therefore proved to be real organs in the phrenological sense.

The castration of animals reduces their force and renders them compar-

atively mild and gentle, and the same effect is produced on men by this

operation. D'Escayrae de Lauture reported that six adult slaves of the

Kachef of Abouharas in Kordofan were emasculated for having conspired

against their master. They all survived the mutilation, but their char-

acters were completely changed, and all rebellion was effectually taken

out of them. Godard who reports the above adds that according to

Dionis,
1 1 castrated persons are unsociable, liars and rascals, and that

they never seem to practice any human virtue
;
and that according to

Benoit, Moju ennuchs are the vilest class of the human race, cowards

and rascals because they are weak, envious and spiteful because they are

unhappy." Persons born without testes are weak and timid, blush easily,

are easily frightened. ( Luys. )

If we consider the intellectual faculties, we find they are all equally

dependent upon physical bases. The observation of external objects

must be through the sense organs, not indeed by means of anything such

organs do, but by what is done to them by external forces. The per-

ception of objects implies a perception of their relationships to each other,

or at least some of their relationships. The greater the number of these

which make their impression, the greater the intellectual capacity of the

individual. As this capacity is allowed by all, including the phrenologists,

to be in proportion to the number of the brain cells involved in the ac-

tion, it is at least antecedently probable that the intellectual action begun
in the shape of material forces, remains material to the end. At all events
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the dependence of causality and comparison upon external stimuli will not

be denied. They are nothing more than a subdivision of perception.

They are nothing more than the collateral extension of the perception of

single objects, since the perception of one object implies the ability to per-

ceive another and another. The perception of a space or an intermediate

object between two others is the perception of a relationship and by so

much an act of reason. It can be shown that all reason consists merely
of an extension of this simple perception. Causality and comparison

are principal divisions of the general faculty of the perception of things

in their relations to each other. Human nature or the perception

of motives is a special branch of the same faculty. Mirthfulness, the

phrenological name for wit and humor, designates another branch of the

intellectual perceptions. The ability to see the point of a joke involves

comparison.

According to phrenology the organ of memory or eventuality occupies

a comparatively small patch in the middle of the lower part of the fore-

head. When we reflect that not a single mental function can be carried

on without memory, this arrangement which confines memory to an in-

significant area appears unaccountable.

The organ of calculation is placed on the side of the temple in line

between the ear and the eye and near the latter. In order to calculate,

one must use the multiplication .table. As this is simply a series of dry
"

facts,
"

I suppose their memory should be recorded in the organ of

eventuality. But it is easy to show that the whole process of calcula-

tion consists in the revival of the memories of certain various relations

in which numbers stand to each other, which relations have been ascer-

tained in the past. These relationships are matters of fact, and the

principle by which they are remembered cannot differ in any essential

respect from any other memory. Calculation must therefore be an or-

gan of memory or else it is no organ at all. The same reflections ob-

viously apply to every other faculty. They all involve memory except

where they are instinctive and are exercised for the first time. How, for

example, can a person feel the sentiment of benevolence except in con-

nection with some object towards which the feeling is exercised
;
and

how can such object be recognized as such, except by an act of memory?

According to the dynamical theory the sight of the object awakens the

memory, and the memory awakens the feeling ;
so that in realit}

r the or-

gan is an organ of memory and its stimulus originates without and not

within.

It is indeed antecedently probable that certain definite tracts of the

orain are endowed with specific functions, and have their connections

:ind relationships with definite parts of the body. We inherit from our

ancestors definite forms of limbs, muscles, vital organs and organs of
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sense, and with slight variations these parts have been handed down

from remote generations. It is perfectly reasonable to suppose that the

nervous connections between the members and the brain are as definite

and constant as the other parts are, and this probability is confirmed by
the facts of comparative anatomy, as far as they have been ascertained.

Furthermore, it is reasonable to infer that the same parts of the brain

are connected with their same corresponding muscles, glands, sense or-

gans, &c.
,
now as in the generations gone by. The existence of organs

in the brain, therefore, is antecedently probable, but more than that it

is experimentally proved, as will be seen further on. But the nature of

these organs is very different from that assumed by the phrenological

philosophy. As assumed by that system, the brain is the organ of the

Mind
;
as proved by scientific research it is the organ of the Environment.

In the simplest animal forms there is no perceptible nervous system.
The animal is moved by external stimuli directly applied to move the

whole body of the infinitesimal animal, or some part of him. When,

by evolution, the animal attained such a size that a stimulus applied on

one side was too far away to affect the opposite side by direct contact,

the stimulus made for itself a pathway across the bod}
r of the animal.

This pathway constitutes the earliest form of the nervous system, but it

involves the entire principle upon which all the subsequent developments
of it are founded. No matter how extensive and complicated the ner-

vous system becomes, it is never anything more than a pathway between

the body in the environment from which the stimulus is projected, and

the muscle which is adapted to be moved by it. The fact of the im-

mense development of the brain as a part of this pathway, does not al-

ter the principle. The development of the brain has come about by the

great number and variety of the stimuli on one side, and the great num-
ber and variety of the muscular movements possible on the other. The
brain may be compared ( remotely ) with the central office of a city tele-

phone system. If there were but two subscribers to the telephone, no
"central

" would be required. But when there are three, a simple gan-

glion of switches is necessary to shunt the message and enable one to

communicate with either of the others. This shunting arrangement,

acting under the direction of the sender, no matter how many sub-

scribers, never becomes anything more than an inserted adjunct in the

pathway of communication, qualifying the pathway but in no manner

affecting the message. The comparison is general, and is incomplete in

important particulars. The body is a community of parts having gen-
eral identical interests. The stimuli from different parts and from the

environment, meeting in the brain, modify, neutralize and reinforce each

other, so that the stimulus, starting from &ny given source, may reach

a different muscle and accomplish a different motor action from what it
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would have done if the brain had been different or absent. But the

passage of every stimulus into the brain modifies it, and renders it liable

to offer a different reaction against subsequent stimuli. In this respect

the central organ may be compared to a bar formed in the bed of a

river by the deposit of alluvial matters, which thereafter deflects and

arrests the current by which it was created.

There are two crises in the passage of a stimulation from the external

sense organ to a muscle
;
the first, when it reaches the brain, arousing

sensation and encountering the modif}
r

ing action of other stimuli
;
the

second, when the modifications are completed and it reaches the motor

nerve on its way to the muscle. It is evident that with many stimuli

this second crisis is not immediately reached, and perhaps never, but

that the stimulus is neutralized by an opposing one, and reduced to heat,

or expends itself in the modification of cells, which thereafter occupy a

position of potential energy ready to unwind and exert a modifying in-

fluence upon some future action.

Experiments prove that there are real organs in the cortical cells, en-

dowed with the functions of the two crises above mentioned, one set

placed at the functional entrance, as it were, and receiving the first on-

set of the stimulus, and the stamp and modification which it imposes ;

and another set placed at the exit of the stimulus, which leaves upon
them its stamp and the index of its motor destination. All incoming

stimuli, such as sight, sound, touch, taste, &c.
,
affect the first class of

cells, and when they are destroyed, the memories of these various in-

coming sense stimuli are lost. All motor stimuli going out to move a

hand or foot, an eye or the tongue, leave their impressions upon cells of

the second class, and when such cells are destroyed, the memory of

the motor actions registered there, and the ability to repeat them, per-

ish with them. They may be termed, respectively, the Initial and Ter-

minal organs of the Cortex. The existence of these two sorts of or-

gans is ascertained experimentally with a reasonable degree of certainty,

and they are such as we might reasonably expect in view of the source

and nature of the material energies concerned in their differentiation.

Each form of energy modifies a patch of cells in its own peculiar way,
and any subsequent stimulation of such cells renews a sensation of that

particular kind of energy, as light, sound, contact, &c. Such patches

of cells are, respectively, organs of light, sound, contact, &c. These

are the organs of the first class. Those others of the second class are

organs for and preliminary to muscular motion, but they, as well as the

others, are differentiated and operated by the same external energies

now transmuted into new forms by their action upon each other in their

passage through the ganglions.

It is obvious that in every advanced brain between the two classes of
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organs above mentioned, viz.
,
the initial and the terminal, there must be

a vast number of connecting intermedial organs. The energy in its

passage across the brain encounters and differentiates such of these or-

gans as lie in its path, and perhaps is itself entirely absorbed in the

process. It is at least often modified and more or less deflected by its

reactions from such organs.

The intermedial organs constitute the great body of the internal senses,

to be described further on, with the predispositions put upon them by

heredity or habit. And they bear the bulk of the impressions of edu-

cation, experience and reflection; and the reactions from them taken to-

gether constitute the character. These intermedial organs are usually

the immediate modifyers of the motor actions by directing the stimula-

tion upon the terminal or motor cerebral organs. The muscular ex-

pressions, therefore, which are set up through these last, must correspond

generally with the predispositions of the intermedial organs, and if we

can give them a proper interpretation they become an index of the

character. The method of reading character by observation of muscular

expression is common to almost all men and animals. A tree is known

by its fruits, and even a horse or a fish will read a man's character in

part by his actions. But this sort of reading requires time enough to

eee the actions performed. If we could see the organs of the terminal

class, or those from which the muscular actions are immediately stimu-

lated, they would show by their size the amount of work they do, and

consequently the relative activity of the muscl'es subject to their stimu-

lation and we could thus read the character upon the same general prin-

ciple as by watching the effects of the stimulation upon the muscles of

expression over a term of years. We say of a person who laughs readity

that he is jolly. If we do not see him laugh, but could see the cerebral

organ which governs the stimulations of the muscles engaged in laugh-

ter, we should know from their size that they were in frequent activity

and that the man was jolly. Furthermore, if such organ lay on the ex-

ternal part of the brain and underneath a thin portion of the skull, there

is nothing violent in the supposition that there might be a bulge or

prominence in the skull over that organ, which would give a skilful

manipulator an intimation of the relative importance and activity of

such organ. To this extent, then, it is reasonable to say bumpology

might go. Those faculties which have pronounced muscular expression

might be read in brain prominences provided such prominences were ac-

cessible, and provided further, that such expressions were exclusively

the result of such faculties. For example, there are cells which

control the muscles by which a man takes off his hat. Suppose these

.could be found on the external surface of the cerebrum
;
the phrenologist

See Pop. Sci. Mo., Aug., 1890.
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mightannounce that this man takes off his hat
;
but what is there to show

the motive which arises in the intermedial cells ? Is it politeness, or the

force of habit and drill ? or because his head is too warm ?

A study of comparative anatomy shows that the cerebrum is by no

moans one of the original vital organs. It is not possessed by the in-

vetebrates except in a few of the highest which seem to be transitional

between the vertebrates and invetebrates
;
and so it is not to be con-

sidered even as essential to a certain considerable degree of the nervous

co-ordination and condensation which we denominate mentality. It is

likewise very limited in extent and function among the lowest of the ver-

tebrates, in fact, not appearing at all in the amphijxus. It is a com-

paratively latelj' added organ reinforcing and assisting the essential or-

gans that were established before it.

In adult man the cortical or ^ray matter is usually about one-fifth of

an inch thick, varying somewhat at different periods of life. It is

thickest and the fissures are deepest in middle age. In infancy and old

age the fissures are fewer and simpler, and the cortex thinner.

The fibres in the cerebrum, which radiate from the optic thalami and

corpora striata to the cortex, are commissural only, and terminate in

the cells of the cerebrum at one end, and those of the thalami and stri-

ata at the other. They connect in cells and ganglia with other fibres

which continue down the crura cerebri to the periphery of the body.

The anatomical relation which the gray matter of the cerebral cortex

bears to the basal or central ganglia, precisety corresponds with that borne

by the retina, which is only an expansion of the same substance as the

cortex, as shown in the development of the eye; and the radiating fibres

are in the same relation as the optic nerve. In the development of the

embryo, the cortex originates by being detached from the corpora stri-

ata on each side, and the retina by being detached from the optic thal-

amus. Each is gradually pushed away from the place of origin, the

connecting commissural nerve fibres elongating to suit. They are both

sensitive to appropriate stimulations, the retina to those of light, the

cells of the cortex to those originating in the environment, light, sound,

contact, smell, &c.
,
and also those arising from the agitations of other

cortical cells.

The cerebrum, like the other great departments of the ganglionic cen-

tral system, has its sensory connections direct with the external sense

organs, from which it receives directly or indirectly all the stimulations

by which it is moved and operated, and it also has its own direct motor

connections with the various muscles of the bod}', and many of the

glands. It has been shown that the spinal cord is by itself a complete

machine for receiving a stimulus from the external sense organs, and

forwarding it to a muscle, and that the medulla oblongata, the ccivbi-1-
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lum and the basal ganglia, constitute three other such complete ma-

chines. The same is equally true of the cerebrum. Its motive power,
like that of a muscle, is furnished by the consumption of its own tis-

sues, the loss of which is made good by the blood
;
but the stimulations

which come to it from the environment furnish the disturbance which is

_,
J54. Scheme of the Brain.

C <7.-Cortex of Cerebrum.
Cs Corpora Striata.
to. Optic Thalamus.
ril Lenticular Nucleus.
v Corpora Quadrigemina.
Fed. Peduncles, or Crura Cerebri.

. Crusta.
n. Tegmentum.
If. Section of Peduncles (or cord).
vw. Anterior roots.
hw. Posterior

FIG. 354.

2. -Corona radiata of Lenticular Nucleus.
3. Optic Thalamus.
4. Corpora Quadrigemina.
5. Direct fibres from the Cortex. [Tegmentum.
6. Fibres from the Corpora Quadrigemina to the
m. Continuation of these.
8. Fibres from Corpus Striatum and Lenticular

Nucleus to the Crusta of Peduncle.
M. Continuation of these.
ss. Course of sensory fibres.
7 Sensory fibres to optic thalamus.

1 1. Corona radiata of Corpora Striata-

necessary to set this motive power in action, precisely as the same sort

of stimulations set off the reflex action of the spinal cord. Meynert's

diagram, fig. 354, shows very well the relationships of the different

parts of the brain to each other, and the course of the stimulations.

Direct afferent fibres pass from the posterior part of the peduncles of
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the brain, and from the sense organs, direct to the cortex, the Corpora

Quadrigemina, the Optic Thalamus, &c. , and direct efferent fibres run

from the cortex, the corpus striatum, &c. It has been proved by the

experiments of a dozen competent physiologists, that the motor nerve

fibres leading down from the cortex of the brain are special tracks of

stimulation between the cells of the cortex and particular muscles. For

after the cortex has been removed, and the stimulating galvanic elec-

trodes applied to the medullary fibres beneath, the same motor effects

are observed in the muscles of the limbs that would have taken place if

they had been applied to the cortical cells. These nerves ' ' stand to

the cortical matter precisely in the same relation as the anterior spinal

roots do to the anterior horns of the spinal cord." ( Ferrier.) This an-

alogy extends to the effects of disease in the two regions.
' ' When the

anterior horns of the spinal cord are diseased (as in anterior polio-nry-

elitis), or the anterior roots are divided, the motor nerves, in the course

of four or five days, entirely lose their excitability, and undergo com-

plete degeneration.
"

Likewise it was found that 'after the gray mat-

ter of the cortex was removed, the motor medullary fibres which were

at first excitable, in four or five days lost their excitability, and it has

been shown that after destruction of the cortex alone, degeneration

takes place not only in the fibres of the corona radlata, but in their con-

tinuations down the pyramidal tracts of the medulla oblongata and the

spinal cord.

When the motor centers in the cortex of the cerebrum are destroyed,

such destruction is followed by degeneration of the pyramids in the

medulla oblongata, the degeneration taking place above the decussation

of the pyramids on the same side on which the cortical injury has taken

place, and on the opposite side below the decussation. This indicates

that the pyramids contain the motor fibres which carry the stimulations

made up in the cortex, including those constituting the will.

I quote below from Carpenter's comments on the experiments of Dr.

Ferrier in stimulating the action of the brains of live animals by means

of an interrupted galvanic induction current which could be increased

or diminished at pleasure, and which was usually no stronger than could

be borne without much discomfort on the tip of the tongue. It was

commonly necessary to increase the strength of the current after the

partial exhaustion of the nerve fibres by continuous stimulation in any
one spot. But after such exhausted place was allowed to rest awhile it

would recover so that it could be stimulated again. Dogs, cats and

rabbits were operated upon and they were first chloroformed to render

them passive and unconscious. A part of the skull was then removed

so as to expose portions of the brain to view and the electrodes of the

coil were applied directly to the surface of the cortical matter of the
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brain. The first effect of the electrical stimulation is hyperaemia, or an

increase of the blood, supply to the part affected, which is seen in the

swelling of the arteries and the deepening of the color. Second, it is

shown that brain work has been done because there is a profuse flow of

venous blood from the sinuses (large veins), which had been exposed in

the process of uncovering the brain, but which had ceased to bleed be-

fore the application of the galvanic shock. When through continued

hemorrhage the supply of blood was too much reduced to show signs of

continued pulsations, the current however strong failed to stimulate.

When the two electrodes were placed on the cerebrum at some dis-

tance apart, the stimulation resulted in convulsions, and the further

apart they were the more severe the convulsions. These fits were always

preceded by a hyperaemic condition of the cortex of the cerebrum,
" and

not only was there in every case a distinct interval between the applica-

tion of the electrodes and the first convulsive movement, but there was

occasionally a distinct interval of time after the withdrawal of the stim-

ulation, before the condition of the gray matter had reached the pitch of

tension requisite for an explosive discharge. This of itself is sufficient

to show that the effects were not due to conducted currents or direct

stimulation of the motor nerves of the muscles, but to an abnormal ex-

citability or irritability of parts whose function it might be inferred was

to initiate those changes which would result in the normal contraction

of the muscles affected.
"

( Carpenter. )

In other words the galvanic stimulus acted upon the cortical motor

cells in such a way as to take the place of the ordinary stimulus from the

internal senses, or cerebral memory organs. For, as the experiments

prove, a part of the cortex is made up of organs for receiving, and

Others for elaborating or co-ordinating external sensations
;
and these

constitute the organs of the internal senses. Other cortical tracts appear
to be the starting stations for motor stimuli which pass thence down to

the medulla oblongata and on out to the muscles. The stimuli which

start here are made up in the internal sense organs, although their ele-

ments are derived originally from the environment through external

senses. When these same tracts are irritated by an interpolated stimu-

lation at all like that which they are accustomed to, they will react in

the usual way and produce the same motor acts. It has been shown

that the galvanic stimulation applied directly to muscles and to motor

nerves produced normal action, and the inference from all the experi-

ments seems to be warranted that the normal stimulation conveyed by
the sensory nerves is exceedingly like a galvanic interrupted current.

Carpenter observes that the ordinary circulation of the blood is sufficient

" to keep up the tension of the ganglionic centers to the point required

for motorial discharge by automatic or volitional closure of the circuit,"
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while ' ' the higher state of tension induced by hyperaemia is itself suffi-

cient to produce spontaneous motorial discharges.
" What this amounts

to is, that when to the ordinary nervous tension constantly maintained by
the ordinary circulation of the blood is added a conscious motor will, or an

uuconcious automatic stimulus, motor results take place; and so they do

when this ordinary circulation is urtifirally stimulated to become an ex-

traordinary circulation or hyperaemia. And so we find that in the pro-

duction of motor results an extra access of blood acts in the absence of

a will
;
and this leads us to the same conclusion which we shall reach by

other routes, that the action of the will is to create this access of blood,

and that it therefore stands in the same place in the chain of causes as

an automatic stimulus, or as an artificial stimulus like that of Dr. Fer-

rier, and that its office simply is to determine to some special point an

accession of blood
;
that is, to produce a hyperaemia. That the action

is due to hyperaemia and the stimulation of the cells, and not to the di-

rect stimulation of the motor nerves, is proved by the delay in the effects

after the application of the electrodes, and by the persistence of the ef-

fects after the electrodes have been removed. It must be then that the

stimulations of the cerebral cells in these experiments produce in them

the same interaction, resulting in the same motorial discharges that take

place ordinarily in consciousness. The motor actions are by the meta-

physicians usually set down as the expressions of mental states. We
can now sa}

r with confidence that the so called " mental state
"

is pro-

duced by the artificial stimulation of the cerebral cells, while the animal

is stupified by chloroform. The movements which are called forth are

often of the most complicated nature and are frequently those which

particularly indicate strong emotions and ideas.

FIG. 355. Side view of
Brain of Cat-

A. Crucial Sulcus di-

viding anterior convolu-
tions.
B Fissure of Sylvius.
(7. Olfactory Lobe-
D. Cerebellum.
E.-Medulla Oblongata.
The figures indicate

points stimulated by the
induction current in Dr.
Ferrier's experiments.
See text for explanation.

FIG. 355-
"
Thus, in a cat the application of the electrodes, at point 2, fig. 355,

caused the elevation of the shoulder, and adduction of the limb, ex-

actly as when a cat strikes a ball with its paw ;

"
at point 4, immediate

corrugation of the left eyebrow, and drawing downwards and inwards

of the left ear;" at point 5 " the animal exhibits signs of pain, screams,
and kicks with both hind legs, especially the left, at the same time turn-
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ing its head round and looking behind in an astonished manner;" at

point 6,
"
clutching movement of the left paw, with protrusion of the

claws ;" at point 13, "twitching backwards of the left ear, and rota-

tion of the head to the left and slightly upwards, as if the animal were

listening ;

"
at point 17,

"
restlessness, opening of the mouth, and long

continued cries as of rage or pain ;

"
at point 18 (on the underside of

the hemisphere, not shown in the figure) "the animal suddenly starts

up, throws back its head, opens its eyes widely, lashes its tail, pants,

screams and spits, as if in furious rage;
"
at point 20, "sudden con-

traction of the muscles of the front of the chest and neck and of the

depressors of the lower jaw, with panting movement." " Similar re-

sults were so constantly obtained, with variations obviously depending

upon the degree of excitability and the strength of the stimulus, that

the localization of the centers of these and other actions was placed be-

yond doubt
;
the movements of the paws being centralized in the region

between points 1, 2 and 6, those of the eyelids and face between 17 and

8, the lateral movements of the head and ear in the region of points 9

to 14, and the movements of the mouth, tongue and jaws, with certain

associated movements of the neck, being localized in the convolutions

bordering on the fissure of sylvius (B), which marks the division be-

tween the anterior and middle lobes of the cerebrum
;
the center for

opening the mouth being in front of the under part of the fissure, while

that which acts in closure of the jaws is more in the fissure.
" These

deductions in focalizing the centers of muscular movement, cannot be

accepted as conclusive except upon confirmation by facts of a different

kind. Thus, when the animal starts up, throws back its head, opens

its eyes, lashes its tail, pants, screams, spits, &c.
,
when stimulated at

point 18, it does not follow that point 18 is the center for the various

muscular movements of head, eyes, tail, &c., because we know that

there are many localities in the region^ of the internal senses, the agita-

tion of which might lead to motor action. Any purpose is founded, in

greater or less part, upon compounded memories, it maybe of sight,

sound, or some other sense, or upon relationships among external things,

the perceptions of which constitute sensations of intermedial degrees,

and when formed are registered as such in some department of the in-

ternal sense region. It may be that No. 18 is such a point registering

these condensed perceptions. From a point thus agitated the stimulus,

if excessive, would overflow to motor nerves, and muscles would, by
their motion, give "expression" to the agitated state of No. 18, for

example. We commonly say that the screaming and spitting of a cat

indicate rage. Rage, then, is, in essence, the name we give to the

molecular agitation of a certain patch or combination of cortical cells.

We know nothing objectively of rage except by its muscular expres-
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sions, and seldom think of its intimate nature or antecedent cause. If

we should trace these we should find its intimate nature to be the molec-

ular activity of certain cells, and its antecedent cause whatever form of

force stimulates these. And we are at liberty to affirm that the cat, in

Dr. Ferrier's experiment, was as truly in a rage under the influence of

a galvanic stimulus, as when in a state of consciousness it gave vent to

the same "expressions" upon the too near approach of a dog. Since

different objects and combinations of stimuli will produce rage in a cat,

it must be that there are various patches, presumably in different parts

of the cortex, the stimulation of which will produce rage and its motor

expressions, seen in the glaring eyes, erected fur, spitting, and elevated

spine. Experiments many times repeated, and compared with those of

Munk, Ecker, and others, led Ferrier to adopt the conclusions in regard

to cats which are shown in fig. 356. On comparison it will be seen that

there is little or no disagreement between this and fig. 355.

Fio. 367.

FIG. 356.

FIG. 356-Left Side view Brain of Cat.
FIG. 367. Top view Brain of Cat.
I. First external convolution.
II. Second '

}II.

Third or supra sylvian conyolution.
V. Fourth or sylvian convolution.
A. Fissure of sylvius.
B. Crucial sulcus. 15 on theuncinate gyrus.
C. Cerebellum.
O. Cut end of the olfactory tract. [ forward.
1. Governs motor action of hind let? in moving
4.

"
opposite fore leg in

retraction and adduction,rapid,as if striking a ball.
5. Elevation of shoulder, with flexion of fore-

arm and paw.
a, Protrusion of claws and clutching and grasping with paw.
7. Motion of mouth and cheek, with closure of eye.
8. Elevation of angle of mouth. Ear drawn down and forward.
9. Motion of mouth and tongue; exhibition of rage spitting and lashing tail.
13. Eyeballs move to opposite sid<\ also motion of head.
14." Pricking up

"
of ear, sometimes head and eyes move to opposite side.

15. Elevation of hp, and torsion of nostril on same side.
16. Divergence of lips in opening mouth.

From some of the earlier experiments on Dogs the following results

were obtained. " When the electrodes were applied at point 9, fig. 358,
the tail was moved from side to side and ultimately became rigidly
erect." Within the circle 10 the application

" elicited only cries as if

of pain." At point 14 a continued application gave rise to the follow-

ing remarkable series of actions: " It began with wagging of the tail
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and spasmodic twitching of the left ear. After the cessation of the more

violent spasms, the animal held up its head, opened its eyes wide with

the most animated expression and wagged its tail in a fawning manner.

The change was so striking that I and those about me at first thought
that the animal had completely recovered from its stupor. But notwith-

standing all attempts to call its attention by patting it and addressing it

in soothing terms, it looked steadfastly in the distance with the same

expression and continued to wag its tail for a minute or two, after which

it suddenly relapsed into its previous state of narcotic stupor.
"

FIG. 358.

FIG. 358. Side view, of Brain of Dog, showing points stimulated in Ferrier's experi-
ments. For explanation of figures refer to text.

,
c

.ill <T

FIG. 359. Side of Brain of Dog.
I, II, III, IV. First, Second, Third and Fourth Convolutions.
A. Fissure of Sylvius. D. Coronal gyrus.
B. Crucial, or Frontal sulcus, T. Temporal lobe.

8.
Olfactory Lobe. 1, 4, 5. Are on the Sigmoid gyrus.

. Corpnal fissure. 16. ( U ) Uncinate gyrus.
1. Region of motor control of hind leg, advanced in walking.
3. tail, wagging sideways.
4. Center for retraction and adduction of fore leg.
6.

"
shoulder, elevation and forward extension. Directly under 4 011 same,

gyrus is center for flexion of paw.
7, 11'. Centers for muscles for closure of eye.
8.

"
mouth-retraction and elevation of opposite angle.

9. Opening movements of mouth and tongue, also barking.
II. Retraction of angle of mouth.
12. Dilation of pupils and wide opening of eye.
13. Movement of eyeballs to opposite side.
14." Pricking up " or sudden retraction of opposite ear.

15. Torsion of nostril on same side, as from irritation of nostril,
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The application of the electrodes to point 21, produced drawing back

of the head and opening of the mouth, with a feeble attempt at a cry

or growl ( the animal being very much exhausted ). Repeated applica-

cations of the electrodes to this point and its neighborhood, caused

whining and growling noises * ' like those which a dog makes in its sleep

and which are supposed to indicate that it is dreaming.
" The location

of a number of other centers in the brain of the Dog is shown in fig. 359.

The description accompanying this figure sufficiently explains it. The

points made out are only those from which some sort of motor response

could be obtained, when the points were stimulated.

We now come to compare these results with those assigned to mon-

keys and men.

FIG. 360. Brain ofMonkey
(Macaque) showing posi-

tion of convolutions, &c.

( Ferrier.)

1. Fissure of Sylvius.
9.

" Rolando.
13. Parieto Occipital Fis-

F L.~'Frontal Lobe.
P /^.-Parietal

"

O L Occipital
"

TS L Tempero, Sphenoid-
al Lobe.

6. Superior Frontal Con-
volution.

5. Middle Frontal Convol-
ution.

3. Inferior Frontal Con-
volution.

7. Superior Frontal Sul-
cus.

4. Inferior Frontal Sulcus.
2. Antero-parietal Sulcus.
8. Ascending Frontal Convolution.
10.

" Parietal
1 ] .Intra-parietal Sulcus.
23, 22, 21. Superior, Middle and Inferior Tempero-Sphenoidal Convolutions.
19, 20. Superior and Inferior Tempero-Sphenoidal Sulci.
14, 16, 17. Superior, Middle and Inferior Occipital Convolutions.
15, 18. First and Second Occipital Fissures.

FIG. 3G1. Brain of Monkey
(Macaque) showing position of
sensory and motor cortical cen-
ters.

Explanation for figures 361,
362. 363, 364.

I. On Posiero Parietal Lob-
ule; Center for such movements
of the leg and foot of the oppo-
site side as are concerned in lo-

comotion.
2, 3, .-On Convolutions bound-

iini Hi <> itjtner extremity of the
flMUfifl of liolando; Centers for
various complex movements of
arms and legs, as in climbing,
swimming, &c.

5. A t the posterior end of the

,
_ superior frontal convduti

its jii ii<'tiii ii-itli tin' itxr<>itifi')>i/

FIG. 301. frontal. Center for extension
forwards of hand and arm as in putting forth the hand to touch something.

$. On the attendingfrontaljutt behind ///'- ni>)><r </n! of /// posterior extretnitie* of
mifJdlefrontal convolution, ('cuti-r for hand and forearm particularly the biceps muscle
in flexion of forearm and the outward wave in supination.
7 and 8. Centers for the elevator and depressor muscles, respectively, of the angle of

the mouth.

TBL'

FIG. 360.
12. Postero-parietal Lobule.
A G. Angular Gyrus.
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9 and 10. On Brocas Convolution. Center for lips and tongue in articulation. Its
disease causes aphasia. Beneath and a little in front of the figure 9 is the Island of Reil,
Center of speech.
11 Center for the platysma and risorius muscles in the retraction of the angle of the

mouch. ( See fig. 66.)
12. Center for lateral movement for head and eyes with elevation of eyelids and dila-

tion of the pupil.
a, 6, c, d.On ascending parietal convolution. Centers for movement of fingers and

wrist.
13, 13'.On the supra marginal lobule and angular gyrus. Centers of Vision, which

also embrace additional portions of the occipital lobe.
14. On superior tempero-sphenoidal convolution. Centers of Hearing.
15. (Fig. 361.) On exterior aspect of Uncinate Gyrus. Region of Smell. (See fig. 367.)
20. (Fig. 361.) Shaded area in temporal lobe in sympathy with region of smell and

taste. Destruction of this region in the monkey causes loss of smell on the same side,
and also affects the sense of taste.

FIG. 362.

Human Brain. ( References same as for 361.)

A comparison of the figures and descriptions shows that there is a

practical identity between the brains of monkeys and men, as to their

sensory and motor functions. The same parts receive impressions from

the eye, ear, organs of smell, &c.
,
and identical parts are concerned in

despatching the motor stimuli to the various muscular parts. Between

these sensory and motor areas of the brain and aside from them are con-

siderable tracts whose office it is to condense and co-ordinate the differ-

ent sensory stimuli. The more cells there are that are employed in this

business, the more consistent, positive and powerful will the resulting

motor action be. The absence of such cells would leave the individual

subject to each sensory impulse as fast as it came up. Everything
would be done without reflection, and the cerebrum without these inter-

medial condensing and balancing organs, would be such a machine as

the spinal cord or the medulla oblongata.

Of the considerable areas, both in the frontal and the posterior lobes,
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not accounted for in the foregoing charts of the brain, we must probably

assign a part to these intermedial organs formed by the influence of va-

rious stimulations acting and reacting upon the cells after they are for-

warded inwards from the first receiving sensory cells.

FIG. 363. Top view of brain of Monkey,
Macaque.

Fia. 364. Top view of brain of Man.

The large vertical, mesial surfaces of the hemispheres, which are

found next to great vertical middle fissure, are found to contain both

motor and sensory areas, see figs. 365 and 366. The calcarine fissure,

FIG. 365.

FIG. 365. Mesial surface of the right Hemisphere of Monkey.
A. Motor area, Arm and Head. cms. Calloso-marginal fissure.
R Trunk. gf Gyrus fprnicatus.

?Leg.
.s. Sub-parietal Sulcus.

us Callosum. Po. Parieto-occipital fissure.
Ro. Fissure of Rolando.
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oc, fig. 366, marks the position, within, of the hippocampus minor in

the posterior cornu of the lateral ventricle. In the monkey, the cal-

carine fissure joins the hippocampal sulcus, but not in man.

FIG. 366.

FIG. 366. Mesial surface Eight Hemisphere of Human Brain.

CC. Corpus Callosum.
Gf. Gyras Fornicatus

Gyrus Hippocampi.
h. Sulcus Hippocampi.
U. Uncinate gyrus.
cm. Sulcus Calloso-marginalis. [volution.
Fl. Median aspect of the 1st Frontal Con-
C- Terminal portion of the fissure of Ro-
A. Anterior Central Convolution. [ lando.
B. Posterior
02. Cuneus, or internal occipital lobule.
Pi. Precuneus.

Calcarine fissure.
. Upper branch of oc.

. Lower branch of oc.

Descending gyrus.
:

. Fusi form Lobule.
Lingual Lobule.

Gf andH together constitute the Falciform

Po. Parieto-occipital fissure.
O. Transverse occipital sulcus.

Lobe of Broca, and they are the Centers
for Touch.

h is also called the Dentate fissure.
U is also called Hippocampal Lobule, or

Subiculum Cornu Ammonis. It is the
Center for Smell, and near by, but not
well defined, is the Center for Taste.

f
( See figs. 270, 367.)

The sensory tract of the internal capsule comprises its posterior one-

third or more. Lesions of this part in man or dog have the effect to

produce hemianaesthesia, or loss of tactile sensation and the muscular

sense, sensation of heat, pressure-, &c. ( See x fig. 349. ) The fibres from

the outer third of the foot of the crus cerebri diverge from the internal

capsule at the base and radiate outwards and downwards toward the hip-

pocampal region. Lesions of this region Ferrier found to impair tactile

sensation. The region includes the gyrus fornicatus, hippocampus,

hippocampal gyrus and the callosal gyrus. It includes in short the

whole of the falciform lobe, the callosal as well as the hippocampal di-

vision, all lying on or belonging to the mesial surfaces of the hemis-

pheres. The various centers of the cortex are connected anatomically
with definite peripheral organs of sensation and motion, and disorgani-

zation of any part of the complete line leads to atrophy of the rest.

" The occipito angular region ( 13, 13' fig. 362 ) is the cortical expan-
sion of the optic tract in the same sense as the retina is its peripheral ex-

pansion, and the destruction of either expansion leads to atrophy of the

optic nerves.
"

(Ferrier.) The motor parts of the cortex are the cere-
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bral expansion of the pyramidal tracts and the destruction of these parts

alone leads to the degeneration or atrophy of the pyramidal tracts. Each

particular bundle of the pyramidal nerves has its definite corresponding

patch of cortical cells and suffers atrophy only when such definite patch

is destroyed.

FIG. 367. Base of right hemisphere of Monkey.
15. Anterior and inner aspect of Uneinate Gyms

or Subiculum Cornu Ammonis.
This is the motor area of smell in the torsion of the

lip and partial closure of the nostril on same side.

The olfactory tract of nerves coming in

from the olfactory lobe divides into two

branches, the inner and the outer root ( see

fig. 270 ) separated by a triangular space.

The inner root joins the mesial aspect of

the anterior end of the gyrus fornicatus

(fig. 366 Gf). The outer root passes out-

ward to the extremity of the tempero sphe-

noidal lobe where it fuses with the anterior

extremity of the gyrus hippocampi ( under

15 fig. 367, also #fig. 366
).

In the dog
and other acute smelling animals this part

of the hemisphere forms a prominent bulb

(15 fig. 367 ) and is called the natiform protuberance, pyriform lobe, or

hippocampal lobule. This lobule is the cortical organ of smell for the

same side.

Speech. The reference figure 9 in figs. 361 and 362 rests upon a lip

or shell of brain substance beneath which is another layer of brain, hav-

ing in men and monkeys short radiating convolutions called gyri breves.

This portion of brain is called the Island of Reil. Fig. 350 will help to

show its position and fig. 267 its form. This Island of. Reil and the

patch of brain which overlaps it on the outside are concerned in the

motor actions that are involved in the faculty of speech. In this por-

tion of the brain those special combinations of motor stimuli are effected

which are essential to the production of articulation. There are other

centers from which the muscles of the face or those of the jaws, or of the

tongue, of the larynx and of the nose can be worked separately or in

partial combination for various purposes, but the nervous combinations

necessary for uttering definite articulate sounds are made up in this

region.

It is a curious fact in most right-handed persons, the Island of Reil

on the left side only is actively functional, while in left-handed persons

this part of the right side has been observed in many cases to assume

the whole supervision of articulation to the exclusion of the left side.

FIG. 367.
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This patch of brain appears to possess functions of combination in re-

gard to the motor actions concerned in speech, much like those of the

cerebellum in relation to the muscular co-ordinations concerned in tho

common motions of walking, balancing, &c. When Aphasia or loss of

speech is due to the failure of these centers, the subject loses the faculty

of articulation and generally the power of writing his thoughts, although

he can still understand the meaning of spoken and perhaps written

words. That the disease is due to a loss of the combining power of

nervous stimulations and not to the paralysis of the muscles concerned,

is proved by the fact that the same muscles are still employed in chew-

ing, swallowing, &c. The cause of the disease is generally due to em-

bolism, or a plugging up of some of the blood vessels supplying this

part of the brain. This deprives the part of nourishment and finally

causes its softening and destroys its function. The same stoppage is

liable to affect other brain centers supplied by the same arterial trunks

( of the middle cerebral artery ),
and so may cause the destruction ( in

right-handed persons ) of the motor centers governing movements of the

right hand and face, so that paralysis of those parts is apt to accompany

aphasia. After speech has been lost -by lesion of the left motor speech

center, there are cases on record in which it has been reacquired by the

education of the corresponding center on the right side. There is reason

to doubt whether the education of the right speech center is entirely

avoided as often as the physiologists appear to think. There are many
cases of aphasia accompanied by left hemiplegia showing that in such

cases the motor speech center was on the right side and became involved

with the centers for muscular motion on that side. It seems probable

that in many cases both sides are educated, one perhaps more than the

other.

There is another form of aphasia called Amnesia (forgetfulness), or

sensory aphasia. This arises from lesions of the centers of sight or of

hearing. When a certain sight center is impaired, particularly the an-

gular gyrus of the left hemisphere, (see 13, fig. 359
;
A G-, fig. 360

;

13, 13', fig. 362) the person loses the memory of the associated writ-

ten symbol, which belongs to a particular articulate sound
;
that is, hav-

ing the written symbol he cannot translate it into spoken language or

tell what it means, although he can understand spoken language, and

even write from dictation. In the case of failure of the hearing center,

the person cannot understand spoken language or repeat what he hears,

while still able to articulate what he sees written. The auditory center

is the "
superior tempero-sphenoidal convolution.

"
(14, fig. 362.) What

is lost in sensory aphasia is not general vision or hearing, but the asso-

ciation between these senses and articulate sounds and written symbols,

respectively. So it does not necessarily follow in all cases of amnesia,
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that the sight or hearing centers themselves are affected, but the trouble

may be in the connections between these centers and the motor centers

in the speech area. For the motor stimuli are the results of preliminary

sensory stimuli, the latter directly or indirectly giving rise to the for-

mer. The motor action of articulation will therefore fail if the sensory
stimuli are cut off from the co-ordinating speech organ.

Ferrier is of opinion that whatever may be the case with the inverte-

brates, Consciousness in the vertebrates, including man, depends upon
the cerebral hemispheres. According to his view, the mesencephalon,
the ganglia between the cerebral hemispheres and the medulla oblongata,

is subject to impressions from the environment, and to resulting co-or-

dinated movements without conscious sensation
; is, in fact, a complete

reflex unconscious machine. The term sensory, which is so constantly
used with reference to the afferent nerves and ganglions, must be under-

stood to imply only that which is afferent, and not as committing our-

selves to the idea that their activity necessarily involves consciousness.

A lower vertebrate, reptile, fish or bird, deprived of his hemispheres,
but possessing the sensory organs, will perform all actions, even well

co-ordinated ones in obedience to external stimuli, in a purely reflex man-

ner, the element of memory ( and therefore of consciousness, according
to Ferrier ) not entering into the composition of the action, or modify-

ing it at all. A bird thus mutilated can stand, and recover its equili-

brium when pushed over. If placed on its back it can get up on its

feet again; if thrown into the air it will fly. If a fly alight on its head

it will shake it off. If ammonia be held near its nostrils it will start

back. It usually seems asleep, but can be roused, when it will open its

eyes and look up. Sometimes it rouses up, yawns, shakes itself, dresses

its feathers with its beak, moves a little, stops, and stands first on one

foot, then the other. It will not take food, and resists being fed, but

when the food is once in the mouth it is swallowed. Fed artificially it

may live for months, but would never eat if left to itself. Ferrier says,
1 'it is and remains unconscious, and void of sensation.

"

If a fish be deprived of its cerebral hemispheres, it continues to move
in the water as well as ever. It preserves its equilibrium, swimming
straight forward, but turning out to avoid objects placed in its path.

Nevertheless the fish is insane, for it no longer perceives food, or at-

tempts to feed itself, and would starve in the midst of plenty. It is

under an irresistible impulse to go, and it keeps on till physically ex-

hausted, or restrained from without. It acts like the frog deprived of

its hemispheres, that is, it is subject to the direct impulses of the stim-

ulations of the environment through contact. The resistance of the

water affords the stimulation necessary to excite action in the muscles

of tail and fins and cause it to move. If food were put into its mouth
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it would be swallowed and digested, but in order to make an effort to

take food to put into the mouth, there must be a memory of the relation-

ship between the food and the feeling of satisfaction which follows the

eating of it, which memory belongs to the missing hemispheres. In

other words, the track for the stimulations from food not in actual con-

tact with the organs of deglutition to the motor nerves concerned in

appropriating it, is through the cerebrum. The food is doubtless seen,

but it is seen as an obstruction to be avoided, if in the way, or, if out

of the way, as having no relationship whatever to the fish. The sense

of smell is not operative, as the olfactory lobe has direct connections

only with the hemispheres, and this sense is largely concerned in the

fish's quest of food. And here we may again insist upon the hoino-

geneousness existing between the habits upon which are founded the

functions called reflex and those called purposive. In an unmutilated

fish a stimulation going from an object, which may be either an obstruc-

tion or an article of food, passes to the eye and optic lobes. It is di-

vided, the first part going directly to the medulla oblongata, and thence

on to certain muscles and limbs, which are moved in such a manner as

to steer the fish away from the body as from an obstruction
;
the second

part goes to the medulla oblongata by way of the cerebral hemispheres,

and passes on to the very same muscles and limbs, and may steer the

fish toward the body as to an article of food. Now, when the fish is de-

prived of its hemispheres, the influence of the second part of the stim-

ulation is annulled, while that of the first part remains in full force and

effect. In the second case, we are accustomed to say the fish is gov-

erned by a perception of the presence of food. Why have we not as

good reason in the first case to say it is governed by a perception of the

presence of an obstruction? Yet it is demonstrated that the perception

of the obstruction lies, or may lie, exclusively in the optic lobes and

the medulla oblongata ;
and it becomes obvious that while there are two

separate machines for these two perceptions, the only difference between

them is that the one which perceives that the object is food is somewhat

more complicated than the one which only perceives that it is an ob-

struction.

Dr. Ferrier's experiments prove that the action of the cerebrum is re-

flex in the same sense as is the action of the spinal cord, medulla ob-

longata, cerebellum, optic lobes and corpora striata. Actions which

are always recognized as prompted by ideas and emotions, and are the

usual "
expressions

"
of these so-called " mental states," are performed

in utter unconsciousness, and in the absence of any mental state, as

such term is usually understood. The process is exclusively physical;

a form of physical energy communicated to the physical organs which

constitute the cortex of the cerebrum, produce physical demonstrations.
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Those demonstrations, we have been in the habit of saying, indicate

slates of the mind, but it is obvious this does not follow. They indi-

cate physical states, and physical states alone are demonstrably sufficient

to produce the phenomena which we are in the habit of calling mental.

Animals from which the cerebrum has been taken, may still exhibit,

when subjected to the proper stimulations, all the expressions of emo-

tion which would be due to follow these if the animal had its cerebral

hemispheres and its consciousness. "
They start at sounds, flinch at

light thrown in their eyes, or even direct their movements in relation

with retinal impressions ; respond by movements expressive of disgust

or discomfort at unpleasant nasal or gustatory stimuli, and make the

most varied reactions to stimulation of the nerves of common sensation.

Frogs croak as if from pleasure when their backs are gently stroked,

and rabbits scream piteously, and exhibit the various signs of agitation

characteristic of intense pain, if their toes are pinched or any sensory

nerve severely stimulated." (Ferrier. )
Nevertheless there is obviously

no pain, feeling or consciousness whatever. These same expressions,

when they happen during conditions of consciousness, are still reflex,

and are performed without the co-operation of the will, and often in

spite of it.

' ' The phenomena observed in animals deprived of their cerebral

hemispheres, are in all respects analogous to those observed in human

beings under the influence of chloroform. Chloroform, as proved by
actual experiment, first annihilates the excitability of the liemispheres,

a condition coinciding with the abolition of consciousness, but the mes-

encephalio and lower centers retain their excitability long after this

point has been reached. Hence, impressions, which, under normal con-

ditions would excite pain as well as groans, cries, and the other phy-

sical expressions of pain, now merely excite the physical manifestations

without any painful sensation proper." ( Ferrier.)

This is important as showing beyond controversy that the centers

governing ph}*sical demonstrations of emotion, are set going by stimula-

tions coming direct from the environment through the nerves of sensa-

tion, without the co-operation of the will and without involving the cere-

bral organs or consciousness in any way. But we know that these very

same demonstrations of emotion, through the same centers and reaching

the same muscles by way of the same efferent nerves, are also .set in

motion by stimuli which do originate immediately in the cerebrum

among the organs of the internal senses. We are bound to conclude

first, that the stimulation which comes from the cerebral centers is of

the same nature as that which comes from the peripheral senses, and we

are confirmed in the position that the cerebral or internal senses are only

elaborated forms of the peripheral senses, and the stimulations pro-
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ceeding from them are only reverberations of peripheral stimuli
;
and

second, that since these phenomena are thus shown to be of the same

essential nature, and since one set, namely, those manifested through

the medulla oblongata and optic lobes alone, are purely automatic, it fol-

lows that the other set in which the cerebrum is also involved, are like-

wise purely automatic. (This subject will be taken up again.)

What we call the Will arises from action taking place in the cerebrum,

and is therefore to be classed as a function of the cerebrum. Its nature

is discussed in a separate chapter. In man and the monkey, destruction

of the motor areas of the cortex of the cerebrum produce complete paral-

ysis, and nothing can be added to this by the destruction of the corpus

striatum. In the case of the dog the destruction of the cortical motor

areas causes only partial paralysis, but if the corpus striatum and motor

part of internal capsule be also destroyed the paralysis is complete, (
at

least for a time, ) and the dog lies entirely powerless and helpless. In

the case of the rabbit, destruction of neither the cortex nor the corpus

striatum nor of both are able to abolish the animal's power of balancing

or locomotion.

These facts go to show that in Man and Monkey the cerebrum has

superseded the lower centers of sensation and motion to a larger extent

than in the Dog, Rabbit, &c. That is, the motor actions of man per-

formed now are stimulated by the sensory agitations, not only of to-day,

but by those of yesterday, of last week, of last year, or even of last

century ;
the sensory impressions of such agitations remaining in the

cerebrum in a condition to produce memories. In the dog the cerebrum

is relatively smaller, and so, fewer of his actions are due to former sen-

sations and more to present ones, the latter doing their work largely

through the lower centers, while the former do theirs chiefly, if not ex-

clusively, through the cerebrum.

CHAPTER LXIV.

MEMORY.
It was pointed out in chapter 62 that the general cranio-spinal ner-

vous and ganglionic system divides into five separate subdivisions, each

of which may be operated in some degree of independence from the

others. The first of these is the Spinal Cord, the stimulation of which

from external sources, when not interfered with by the other ganglionic

centers, overflows at once to motor nerves and causes a muscle contrac-

tion. This sort of action is called Reflex. Next is the Medulla Ob-

longata. The motor action here arises from stimuli received from more

varied sources, and it affects not only external muscles, but glands, the
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visceral muscles, the circulatory system, &c. The action is more or

less indirect, and made up by the combination of several stimuli. It

may be called Excito Motor. Third is the Cerebellum, the balancing

and co-ordinating action of which has been called Automatic. Fourth

is the machine made up of the Basal Ganglia the optic lobes, thala-

mus, striatum, &c. The stimuli operating this machine are chiefly de-

rived through the senses, not only touch, which is chiefly concerned in

the reflex actions of the cord, but sight, smell, taste and hearing as

well. This action is therefore denominated Sensori-Motor. Fifth is the

cerebrum. The motor actions starting here arise from stimuli which de-

pend primarily on the senses as much as those of the centers below.

But the cerebrum is pre-eminently an organ of memory, and the sensory

stimuli become cumulative, their effects often lasting for many years.

These memories, and the new conceits that are formed out of them, con-

stitute our ideas, and they become largely concerned, with or without

the present or immediate sensory impressions, in forming the motor

stimuli of the cerebrum, from which circumstance these stimuli are

called Ideo-Motor.

While these terms are convenient for purposes of study, we must bear

in mind that they do not indicate any radical or essential difference of

principle in the classes of action they describe. All the stimuli are sen-

sory to begin with. The lower ganglia are influenced by but few of the

senses, the cord by only one or two. The higher ganglia are moved by
all the senses. The basal ganglia depend for their stimulations chiefly

on the sensory impressions of the moment, a very small proportion be-

ing derived from the memory of past ones. The impulses sent from

the cerebrum may be made chiefly from the memories of past sensory

impressions. Thus, all these machines depend on the same motive stim-

ulation of external forms of force by way of the sense organs, and the

difference in their actions depends on their susceptibility to be set in mo-

tion by a larger or smaller number of these sensory forces.

At birth, every cell of the brain is connected by nerve fibres with-

some certain sense organ. We have seen that the different sense organs

each have their definite patches of brain, and the practical constancy

and uniformity among the higher mammals and men of these connec-

tions, prove them to be hereditary through a very long line of ancestry,

antedating the human race.

The arms, legs, fingers, &c.
,
of a new-born infant are in a very in-

complete condition so far as use is concerned. They have not the power
to perform a vast number of movements which they afterwards get the

Ability to do. But this awkwardness of the limbs is shared by a cor-

responding awkwardness of the cells in the spinal cord and brain. In

fact, the cells and the limbs together constitute a single machine, and
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neither set would ever be or become operative without the other. A few

muscular movements are performed at birth, and even before, but the

greater part, even of reflex movements, have to be acquired by experi-

ence
;
that is, under stimulation from external sources of energy, by

way of the organs of sense.

If you touch the naked foot of a sleeping child gently with a feather,

the limb will probably be withdrawn, perhaps without waking the child.

The stimulus has formed a nerve current, which has gone up to the gan-

glions in the spinal cord, and has been deflected thence back to the mus-

cles of the same limb, and their contraction withdraws it. But although
this action is performed in unconsciousness and without involving the

cerebral cells at all, it must nevertheless be learned. For if the exper-
iment be performed upon a very young infant the foot will not be with-

drawn,- and if the irritation be persisted in, the result will be simply

pain or uneasiness, indicated by its crying. The crying is reflex, in-

deed, but it arises from a reflection from the medulla oblongata instead

of the spinal cord. This reflex action of crying, like that of sucking,

does not have to be learned. These were so thoroughly practiced by the

infinite line of our ancestry that through habit and heredity the parts

involved in these reactions are perfect at birth, and begin to operate as

soon as the proper external stimuli are applied. But the muscle move-

ments of the limbs, even those which are reflex, and much more those

which are purposive, must be acquired, although the hereditary machin-

ery is -so nearly complete at birth that it is soon made operative by a lit-

tie practice ; or, as we might say, a little more practice, since whatever

approach to perfection it has, results from ancient practice. It is only

after repeated applications of the stimulus to the skin of the new baby,

that the current is able to make its way entirely around the circuit. The

conducting line, consisting of the afferent nerve, the cells of the gan-

glion, and the efferent nerve, offers resistance probably in all parts, and

certainly in the cells. But this conductor is composed of plastic mate-

rials which yield more or less at every assault of the polar current, and

finally become its facile pathway. It is obvious that every attack of

the stimulating current upon the cells, differentiates them more and

more, and is able to penetrate further, and affect a greater number of

them. Further habit makes them more easily moved, so that a con-

stantly decreasing proportion of the stimulation is required to move the

cells, and a correspondingly increasing amount of it is transmitted down

the efferent nerve, increasing the force of muscle excitement and con-

traction. Thus, the difference between an inexperienced and a differen-

tiated cell is, that the latter is readily moved by the nervous stimula-

tion, while the former is not. This difference constitutes the physiol-

ogy of memory. While the cell remains readily movable, it has memory.
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When, from Disuse, it is no longer excitable, it has forgotten. Its ex-

citement while under stimulation is called its erection, or erethism, and

is, in fact, its remembrance.

If the foregoing definitions are correct, and we shall have further

proofs that they are, there is no difference in principle between the mem-

ories and recollections of the reflex centers and those called excito-mo-

tor, automatic, sensori-motor or ideo-motor. We
x
are apt to associate

remembrance with consciousness
;
but we shall see further on that at

least, remembrance is not in any wayfounded upon consciousness. Since

consciousness, or at least the most important consciousness, appears^to-

arise in the ideo-motor centers in the cerebrum, the habit of associating

it with remembrance leads to an ill defined inference that the latter is a

function of the cerebrum alone. But as there is no necessary connec-

tion between the two, the inference is entirely unfounded, and is, in

fact, false. The difference between the remembrance of the spinal cord

and that of the cerebrum, is one of degree and detail, not principle. In

all cases it consists in the re-erection of cells which have been erected

by a previous stimulation. In the case of the spinal reflex cells, there

is only one sort of stimulation which will produce their re-erection, and

that is the same external sensory touch impression that differentiated

and erected them in the first place ;
and the quantity or quality of their

memory is measured by the superior ease and facility with which they

yield to the stimulation now, as compared with their inertia and reluc-

tance when agitated the first time.

The memory of the cerebral cells is of precisely the same nature as

that of the spinal cells. But the cerebral cells have connections in all

directions with each other, and they are stimulated through these con-

nections from many original sources, although before a cell is re-erected

the stimulation doubtless takes the same form that was necessary to

erect it in the first place. At any rate, an ideo-motor cell may be re-

stimulated by an associated cell, of which there may be many, as well

as by a new sensory impression from the environment
;
while the spinal

reflex cell is restimulated only by the external sensor}" impression. Not

only are the memories of cerebral sensor}
7 cells liable to be aroused by

the action of associated cells, but the motor action, to which such stim-

ulation might lead, is equally liable to become, by the same sort of in-

terference, stronger or weaker, and to be diverted or deflected, and take

a route not taken before. The motor action of the spinal reflex cell is

little liable to any such accidents. As the revival of its memory is ef-

fected by a uniform sensory stimulus, so there is a sameness in the re-

sulting motor action.

The view of memory given here makes it necessary to distinguish be-

tween conscious and unconscious memories. Commonly, only the for-
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mer is recognized, so that the terms remembrance, recollection, &c.
,
are

taken to signify states of consciousness. I have used the word remem-

brance, above, to signify the renewal of a former activity of cells, re-

gardless of whether such activity is followed by consciousness of it or

not. To avoid coining a new word, recollection may be used to signify

an activity of memory of which we are conscious. By this use, a recol-

lection is the (conscious) sensation of a remembrance. To illustrate:

light is a sensation of sight ;
recollection is a renewal of the same sen-

sation in reduced intensity. Both are states of consciousness, but

neither of them is essentially a cause or a necessary link in brain dif-

ferentiation or restimulation. When they occur they are effects, light

arising from sensory impression, and recollection from remembrance, or

cell restimulation, occurring when such impression or remembrance

reaches a certain degree of intensity.

The cerebral cells, whose remembrance is liable to overflow to other

celis and restimulate them, are called organs of the internal senses, their

relationship to the other cells being similar to that of external organs of

sense. If, when a cerebral act is performed or suffered it is not done

consciously, it is not remembered, probably because an intensity of ac-

tion strong enough to differentiate and stamp a character upon the cell

is also sufficient to arouse sensation, while if it cannot arouse sensation

it is not strong enough to differentiate the cell. There are many partial

differentiations caused by faint sensory impressions, that are without

permanent effect, the cell relapsing to its former state. No memory fol-

lows these impressions, and yet a large number of actions are performed
under them, especially those which are habitual. Thus, a man in the

habit of winding his watch at a certain hour, will finally come to do so

almost unconsciously, so that an hour later he will be unable to say
whether he has wound it or not, and will try to do it again. Thus, the

same impression made in a state of inattention, or reduced conscious-

ness, is not sufficient to make a permanent alteration in the cell so as to

establish a memory, nor does it arouse a full-grown sensation of itself.

But we must remember that the state of attention is altogether due to

the (relative) force of the impression. If the stimulus remains uni-

form, as in the above example, it comes to have relatively less and less

power to arouse attention and sensation, because, as we shall see, sensa-

tion follows, and is due to the friction of the resistance of the nerves

and cells against the current energy ;
the amount of the friction indi-

cates the wear and tear, and that determines the amount of blood sup-

plied to repair the cells, and attention is simply our sensation of the in-

crease of the blood supply. Long repeated habit reduces the friction
;

and the reduction of the sensation of the impression, of wear and tear,

of blood supply, and of attention, immediately follow. At the same
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time the habit which tends to constantly reduce the keenness of the sen-

sation arising from a habitual stimulus, tends also to increase the ease

and rapidity with which the stimulus is followed by motor action, so

that under the force of habit, actions tend to become unconsciously au-

tomatic. The increase of this tendency, with its hereditary transmis-

sion, intensifies automatism into instwct. This process thus tends to

reduce the memory function of the cerebral cells, while it builds up that

of the ganglions in the lower brain centers and the spinal cord. The

more exactly each repetition of an automatic or instinctive action copies

the previous ones, the less of consciousness goes with the action, and

the slighter the memory of it that remains. The sameness of the mus-

cle movements in walking, have rendered them so far automatic in

adults, that on a smooth road a man may walk miles in unconsciousness

of the steps he takes.

The cell organs in the cerebrum, like those in the lower centers, are

liable to become so drilled by habit that their action becomes practically

frictionless, and they are therefore stimulated without arousing con-

sciousness. A large proportion of our mental action goes on thus un-

consciously, not counting that which makes up the motor stimuli of the

unconscious muscular movements. In this action, the cells which are

connected with each other directly or indirectly throughout the brain,

constantly influence and stimulate each other
;
that is, when one is ex-

cited, those in certain relationship with it share the excitement. When
the excitement is stronger, it extends also to others less intimately re-

lated, and so on.

The effect of the ramifications and intersections of memory tracks in

the cerebrum, is seen on many occasions. There are persons who when

they attempt to sing some particular air are liable, in the midst of it, to

switch off upon another tune. This happens when both airs are writ-

ten in the same time and meter, and have a strain common to both in

the same relative part of the piece. When this common strain is

reached, the unguarded singer (when singing by ear) is turned off, and

winds up on another air than that with whicti he commenced. Example:
"
Capt. Jinks

" and " The King of the Cannibal Islands."

It is curious to observe how the conversation of a company drifts

about from one subject to another, one thing "calling up" another ad

infinitum. The relationships of the subjects by which they thus call

each other up, are often apparently of the most irrelevant kind. The

weather we have here to-day reminds one of similar weather he experi-

enced once in Palestine or Mexico, and the thought transported to Mex-

ico, is suddenly changed from the weather to something else seen in

Mexico, a burro* perhaps. The sound of the name recalls to another

*A diminutive donkey ; pronounced the same as bureau.
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the circumstance of having seen such a beautiful French bureau in New

York, which suggests to another the question, why such an article should

be imported instead of being made at home, which question opens up
the tariff policy of the country, which leads to the discussion of the

general politics of this country, then to that of Europe, and so on with-

out end.

Our waking ideas are of about the same consistency and continuity.

They are changing constantly, like a series of dissolving views. Even

when some strong motive is holding us to a particular and persistent

line of thought, images foreign to the purpose are constantly being re-

vived and interposed. The stimulus which ought to be expended in

arousing apt and correlative images or recollections, is frittered away

upon diverging tracks, which never return to assist in the formation of

the purposive idea.

The prattle of children is also of this wandering and flighty nature.

But it is stimulated largely by sensations directly from without, instead

of those stored sensations in the internal sense organs of the cerebrum.

But the effect being much the same, the fact affords both a proof and

an illustration of the reality and the function of the internal senses.

The first stimulations which assail us in infancy are manifestly the ex-

ternal stimulations which reach our sensory cells through the external

sense organs. The process of storing these sensations in the cerebral

cells, continues during life, and in the revival of them, which consti-

tutes recollection, consists the phenomenon of internal sensation, the

cerebral cells being the internal sense organs. In old age, and as life

progresses, particularly with people of recluse and retired habits, more

and more, of the sensations which govern their actions and form the

basis of the new images composed in their brains, are furnished by these

internal senses. The observation of the external senses becomes less

acute, and they exert less influence.

The erratic nature of dreams is likewise due largely to this same en-

tanglement of the lines of memory. At any rate, this is certainly true

of all dreams that have an^ coherency or continuity, as many of them

have. Such dreams are much like the ordinary waking movements of

the brain, frequently changing the subject, and gliding from one image
to another, but yet preserving in each image its proper and rational

features. But there are dreams in which the images are all broken up,

and the parts thrown together in the utmost jumble and incongruous
confusion. The head grows out of the back, feathers grow from the

toes, people walk without feet on the water, sail on the land in boats,

fly without wings, are chopped to pieces by impossible dragons, without

injury or pain. These things all appear to happen without in the least

exciting surprise or any suspicion of incongruity.
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At the moment of the waking of some of the cells, others are still

in the insensibility of sleep. Those first stimulated and erected may lie

along a continuous and coherent track of memor}', arousing the whole

line, and giving a sensation of a complete memory, which, mingling
with other such lines, produce an image more or less complete. But in

most lines of memory, some of the details are faint, while others are

deep-set. If two persons undertake to relate the same incident, one

will reproduce details not remembered, or remembered faintly, by the

other. So, in the re-erections of cells at the moment of waking, we can

readily conceive that before the action of the stimulus has reached its

maximum, these faintly impressed cells may be passed by without being

aroused, the result being a confused lot of incomplete images jumbled

together without order or coherence.

In the semi-conscious state in which dreams take place, those cells on

which depend the standards of rational deductions and the moral senti-

ments, are usually still inactive and asleep. It is on this account that

neither the intellectual faculties are surprised, nor the moral sensibili-

ties shocked, by our dreams, as they would be often by such images if

presented in waking hours. The cells in question belong to a class

whose excitation has not been, in the first place, directly from the en-

vironment, but at second or third hand from the cells of sensor}
T im-

pression. It is their re-erection in sleep that constitutes what is called

unconscious cerebration. The only distinction between that and dream-

ing, consists in the class of cells restimulated, and the completeness and

coherence of the recollection.

Injury to the cerebrum deranges or destroys the memory, affecting it

in many different ways. Sometimes epilepsy or apoplexy destroys the

power of the reception of new impressions, so that the patient does not

remember anything that passes from day to day, whilst very old impres-

sions come up vividly. At other times, the old events are blotted out,

and the late ones are vivid.

We "are accustomed to talk loosely about the revival of a remembrance

through the will. Using the term as commonly applied, we yet find the

process is not by any means a direct and simple one. We do not call

up any idea by simply willing it, for this presupposes that we have an

idea of the idea we wish to recall, which if we had, no further recollec-

tion would be necessary. What is really done in recollecting is the fix-

ing of attention upon such outlying contiguous and associated or con-

stituent elements of the idea we want as are present in the memory, so

that the activities of these will overflow along the lines of association

by which they were connected in the first place with the ones now

wanted, and so re-erect them, or reproduce them by suggestion. Thus,

in trying to remember a quotation, as, for example, a verse of poetry,
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when we come to a gap in the memory of a word or a line, we go back

to the beginning, and recite again as far as we can, instinctively expect-

ing that what we do know will re-arouse that which has escaped us. It

is the same in a passage of music, in a tale, in a landscape, in a busi-

ness transaction, &c.

The process of suggestion is being constantly enacted automatically,

and ideas are incessantly arousing others with which they are connected.

It is upon the intrusion of an active stimulus from the environment that

this automatic "train of thought" is disturbed, and attention is concen-

trated upon some particular idea and its correlatives. In such case, the

external stimulus is itself the first term of a new series of suggestions,

which follow each other till the idea required is found, the reaction from

which extinguishes the first term and neutralizes the stimulus. It is

evident that the new train of stimulating suggestions is as automatic as

the first, the on^ difference being the immediate origin of the initial

stimulus. Upon first waking in the morning, cerebral activity begins in

a helter skelter sort of fashion, the heat of the circulation alone (prob-

ably) furnishing by its frictional arrest in the vascular tubes the neces-

sary nervous current to stimulate those cells which happen to be the

most mobile and susceptible. This mobility and susceptibility depend

directly upon the habit of the cells, and inversely upon their fatigue,

exhaustion, &c. The effect of the new incoming stimulus, which gives

a fixed direction to the flow of ideas, is produced by the flow of this

stimulus over the track which has been taken by similar stimuli in the

past, and the re-erection of some of the cells which were affected by the

former stimulus. This process determines the flow of blood to the spot

stimulated, and arouses that degree of sensation we designate as atten-

tion. Observe that attention is not the process, nor the cause of it, but

only an effect in sensation of the stimulation which causes the increased

movement of the blood, and probably of the movement itself.

The general position of the tracts of the cortex devoted to the differ-

ent senses, was pointed out in the last chapter. These tracts are hered-

itary, and at birth are of a more or less definite extent and limit. If,

in a young dog, the area in connection with the eyes be cut out, the an-

imal will never have any conscious impression of things seen, and no

sight memories. According to Munk, the first sensations ( of sight )
in

the young animal differentiate the cells in the middle of the area; so

that, if, after the dog has had some experience, the central part "of the

sight area be cut out, the memories of the things he has seen will be

totally destro}
T

ed, and irrecoverable. But the dog will not be blind, he -

can begin over again, and his sight differentiations will go on as before,

in the margin of cells still left in the sight area, and he may acquire a

respectable stock of new sight memories (but, of course, never recover
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the old ones). Until he does this, he does not know the things he sees,

although he might have been familiar with them before his mutilation.

He has to learn anew what a gun is, and what birds are, and how the

latter may be affected by the former. He will have to learn distances,

because at first all things will appear to be immediately in contact with

his eyes.

If all the sight area in the cortex be destroyed, the dog will still not

be sightless, but he will not remember anything he sees, and never be

able to acquire a conscious sight memory. His sense of sight will be

good only while his eyes are fixed upon an object, such as an obstruc-

tion in his path, and the influence of the stimulation will pass into such

motor, reflex or automatic muscular combinations as will cause him to

avoid the obstruction. But the moment his eyes are off from the ob-

ject, it will be forgotten.

In the above action of the lower ganglionic centers, we are bound to

recognize the unconscious memory function which the}
r

possess. The
avoidance of an obstruction implies a habit of previous avoidance, and

such an adjustment of the machinery concerned, that when the stimulus

is applied at the initial point, each part is successively brought into ac-

tion by the stimulus as it may have been modified and transmitted by
the part going before. The peculiar constitution of the machine, which

insures the repetition of its former action when it is restimulated, is its

memory. In short, its memory does not differ from that of a dynamo,
or a threshing machine. It is a better memory than that of the cere-

brum which arouses consciousness, because the parts concerned are fewer

in number, more definitely and exclusively fitted to each other, and of

less delicate adjustments. The organs of the cerebrum show the re-

verse state of facts; the parts related to each other are vastly numerous,
and connected in a vast number of ways, with great delicacy of adjust-

ment. This makes it difficult, if not impossible, to ever reproduce a for-

mer action of cerebral organs, with precision. In fact, almost every
restimulation of the cerebral machine, alters it more or less, which

alone insures a change in its memory. Thus, the most accurate cere-

bral memories are unreliable, and every time the machine is started, it

is liable to run in a more or less different manner. The essential feat-

ures of memory are the same in the lower brain centers and the cere-

liniiii. The element of consciousness, which appears in connection with

it in the cerebrum, does not contribute to the perfection of its action
;

on the contrary, it is an indication of its imperfection, because friction

is a measure of force lost in the operation of an imperfect machine, and

it is also a measure of consciousness.

As before observed, the inference that the principal cortical organs
arc located in man in the same parts of the brain as in the higher mam-
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mals, is confirmed by the effects of lesions and diseases of these organs.

Many cases have been observed in which diseases of vision were found

to be due to lesions of the occipital lobe. A common cause of a partial

loss,of memory is embolism, or thrombosis. That is, an obstruction,

usually in the form of a coagulated clot, stops up a small artery in the

brain, thus cutting off the blood supply of all the cells which lie be-

yond the obstruction, and which depend on that supply for materials to

repair the waste caused by the work done through them. The arteries

divide and subdivide as they pass outward from the great aorta, like the

branches of a tree, so that a clot which readily passes along the larger

branches will finall}' reach a twig too small for it to squeeze through.
The brain cells beyond the obstruction will at once be-

come functionless, and all the memories depending on

their re-erection will be lost until the obstruction be re-

moved. The larger the arterial twig is which is stopped

up, the larger is the tract of injured memories; thus a

plug at ( a ) will result in greater mischief than if it

FIG. 368. should get on to (6). Abcess, ecpiesma or fracture

with compression of the brain, effusion, &c.
,
are attended by injury to

some of the sensory or motor memories. A sudden blow upon the

head may produce momentary compression of the brain, with sudden

and temporary loss of all memory.
As mentioned in last chapter, the motor speech memories are located

in the Island of Reil. This is smooth in most animals, but in man and

the apes it is convoluted, and also to some extent in the porpoise. (See

fig. 267. )
The principal organs concerned in speech, are single and

median, which may perhaps account for the fact that they are usually

operated by the speech organ of one side only. In right-handed per-

sons that is the left side, and in left-handed persons usually the right

side. The faculty of ordinary speech involves, first, the memory of

words
;
that is, the conception of sounds as pictured in the memory,

and their perception as associated with definite ideas
; and, second, the

memory of the necessary movement of the muscles in the articulation.

The first part belongs to the department of hearing. The second, or

motor part of the faculty has its seat in the insula, or Isle of Reil.

Both parts receive their blood supply and nourishment from the middle

cerebral artery, so that injury to this is liable to effect the memory of

language, or its articulation, or both. In reading, the sight memories

are involved. The reader must have memories in his sight tract in the

posterior lobe, of the shapes and appearance of printed words in asso-

ciation with the faculty of the muscular movements necessary to their

articulation. The hearing memories may be atrophied, and yet the per-

son be able to read from a book, as deaf persons can often do. In writ-
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ing, still another association of memories is required ; namely, those in

the sight tract relating to the shapes of the letters and words, and those

in the motor tract for the arm and hand. (See fig. 362.
)

So that a per-

son might be deprived of the use of the Isle of Reil and the lower tem-

poral region, that is, he might be both deaf to the meaning of sounded

words, and dumb to their articulation, and yet be able to write.

We are likewise to understand that these general memory tracts are

cut up into subdivisions, each of which relates to a specialized subdi-

vision of the general function of the tract. Thus, in the motor mem-
ories relating to the arm, are included the memories of many thousand

special combinations of movement, which, on the whole, constitute its

skill and dexterity. If one little cell in this tract should be deprived

of its due nourishment, the memories of the motions, of which the func-

tion of this cell forms a part, and which may be numerous, would ev-

eryone become distorted and incorrect, or totally abolished as coherent

motor elements. But we are to remember that it is only the memory
of past or habitual movement that is lost. We still possess the ability

to learn the movement over again, provided there are other healthy un-

engaged cells in the tract, and provided there is external motive for the

repetition of the several actions which differentiate the cell in the first

place.

The following cases I take from Dr. Allen Star's article in the Pop?*-

Jar Science Monthly for September, 1884 : A man was brought into Belle-

vue hospital in New York, suffering from fever, headache, delirium and

stupor, which had developed after a blow upon the head. In addition

to these symptoms, he had a paralysis of the muscles on the back of

the fore-arm, so that he could not raise his left hand. The general symp-
toms indicated the presence of an abscess in the brain. To the surgeon
familiar with the anatomy, and with the physiological experiments upon

animals, the paralysis of the arm muscles indicated that the abscess was

situated in that part of the brain whose function it was to raise the

hand. He therefore sawed through the skull, over the supposed site of

the abscess, and although the hole which he made was only large enough
to admit his little finger, the abscess was found lying just beneath it,

and was emptied.

The following case happened in France : An intelligent gentleman,
while playing billiards, suddenly became aware of the fact that he could

see but one-half of the ball at which he was aiming. He had become

blind in the right half of both eyes. Soon after, on attempting to read,

he found, much to his surprise, that he could not read. He could see

the letters and words, but they conveyed no meaning to his mind, :md

appeared to him as so man}' forms, just as a set of Chinese letters do to

us. He had lost the power to recognize written and printed language.
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Singularly enough he could write as well as ever, but it was impossible

for him to read what he had just written. The memory of the motion

involved in producing a letter, remained, the memory of its appearance
was gone. Observe, therefore, that it was a portion of his sight mem-

ories that were gone, through sudden disease of a portion of the cells

in the posterior lobe, and, since there was blindness in the right half of

the eyes, the disease was located in the right hemisphere of the brain.

(See fig. 369.
)

The memory of the motion used in writing, served to

take the place to some degree of the lost memory pictures, for when

asked to read a word, he would bring up his hand to the page, and with

his finger trace the form of the letter, and then name it. It was evi-

dent that the only means he had of recalling a letter was by going

through the motion necessary to write it
;

in other words, by calling

into play his motor memories. As he was more accustomed to trace

written than printed letters, it took him a longer time to recall printed

words by tracing them, than written ones. But this was not his only

defect of memory. He found that many objects, formerly perfectly

familiar, were no longer recognized by sight. He had been well ac-

quainted with the streets of Paris, but on going out now he looked at

FIG. 369. Scheme of the Optic Tracts, showing
connection of the Organs of Vision, in the Cere-
brum, with the Retina. The lines indicate the
connections, being connected with the right
half of each eye, and O with the left half of each
eye. The Angular Gyri, A, A , areconnected wth
the central parts of the eye, especially the Mac-
ula Lutea (yellow spot). Each gyrus is connected
chiefly with the eye of the opposite side, but also,
to a minor extent, with the eye on its own side.

For position of the angular gyri.see fig. 360, A G.

f.
Right Eye.

'.-Left Eye.

f,

N". Optic Nerves.
Optic Chiasm.
T .Coptic Tracts.

A Right angular gyrus in cortex of cerebrum.

8.
Right occipital lobe of cerebrum.

.-Left

the houses and streets as those of a new,

unknown city, and he was unable to find

his way about. The loss of memory did

FlQ 369 not consist simply in a failure to recog-

nize objects seen, it involved his power to recall objects formerly well

remembered, places well known, faces, scenes of his childhood, &c.

His other mental faculties, perceptions and memories, were not impaired,

and he was not paralyzed, but he was put back as to a large proportion

of his sight memories. These memories were gone, but he still retained

the power of seeing, and therefore the power of acquiring a new stock

of memories. As to reading, he had been put back into the exact con-

dition of a boy just beginning to learn, and he was seen by Dr. Star

" in the wards of Charcot's great hospital in Paris, studying away at
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his alphabet like a school boy of six years.
"

It is important to observe

in regard to this case, that it confirms the opinion elsewhere expressed,

that mental operations may be carried on by one cerebral hemisphere

alone. * The fact that this man became blind in one-half of each eye,

proves that the whole of that part of the sensory sight tract in the oc-

cipital lobe of that side, was ruined, both as to the actual and the po-

tential areas. Because, if the potential area, or any part of it, had re-

mained, he would not have been blind on that side, but would have sim-

ply forgotten the meaning and relationship of one-half of the billiard

ball. But very evidently he had been accustomed to see the ball by
both hemispheres, one-half by each. The disease was located in the oc-

cipital lobe, and the angular gyrus of the right side. By consulting

the diagram (fig. 369) it is seen that the disease of the occipital lobe,

0, would destroy vision memories of the right side of each eye. Dis-

ease of the angular gyrus (A) on the same side would destroy the mis-

cellaneous memories originally stimulated by the central part of the

eyes, the yellow spot. It would seem in this case that most of these

memories were monopolized by the angular gyrus of the right side, so

that upon its failure the visual memories vanished. But he could see,

probably with the uninjured left side, and with it he could lay in a new

stock.

Another Case : In the same hospital, at the same time, there was an-

other gentleman who had suddenly lost his visual memory, so that he

no' longer recognized objects or faces, and could not recall the mem-

ories of the forms or colors of the most familiar things. The town in

which he lived seemed an unknown place, and he looked upon every-

thing as a stranger would. He did not know his wife and children ex-

cept by their voices, and he even forgot his own appearance, and being

in a large public gallery and seeing, as he supposed, some one in a door-

way, barring his passage, he stepped forward to ask the stranger to let

him pass, when, by the motions, he realized that it was his own figure

seen in a large mirror. This loss of visual memory extended to mem-

ories of his childhood, as well as to those acquired recently. In read-

ing a book, or adding a column of figures, it was necessary to do it

aloud so that the sound memories could help to make him understand.

While formerly he could remember easily what he read, he was now

obliged to read aloud anything he desired to commit to memory, and

thus to learn it by impressing his auditory memory. An interesting cir-

cumstance was, that in his dreams he no longer saw objects, but merely
heard sounds or words. He was an artist, and of course the loss of the

memory of all that he had ever learned of form and color, and all the

skill and taste depending upon remembered experience, worked an en-

*This opinion is held by Longet, who cites, in proof , cases of injury to one hemi-
sphere without impairment of intellect. See Austin Flint, IV, 857.
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tire change in his intellectual character. It does not appear from this

report that all the sight memories were lost, but there is nothing to show,

as in the other case, which of the hemispheres was injured. Most

likely, however, it was only one, and the few saved memories were in

the other.

1 ' Such a loss of visual memories may be temporary, as is well illus-

trated by the case of a city district messenger-boy, who found on several

occasions that he suddenly lost his way, and could not recognize streets

with which he was usually familiar, so that he was obliged to ask a po-

liceman to take him to his home, where, however, in the course of a few

hours he recovered his memory of places and of faces, which he had

lost. In this case, which may be regarded as one form of epilepsy, the

loss of memory can be explained by the hypothesis that a spasm of the

arteries occurred in the posterior part of the brain, just as such a spasm
in those of the face gives rise to a sudden pallor.

" The contraction of

the blood vessels expels the blood, and deprives the cells of their essen-

tial supply.

The law that the habit of use strengthens and improves an organ in

its function, applies to the brain as well as to muscles and sense organs.

The converse is likewise true, that is, that the disuse of the brain, or

any special part of it, leads to the loss or impairment of its functional

force, and to its anatomical degeneracy. See case of atrophy of an op-

tic nerve, no doubt accompanied by atrophy of the cortical center in

consequence of blindness, fig. 377. When an}
7 external organ or any

muscle is destroyed, or rendered through some accident, unable to per-

form its function, the brain cells with which such organ is connected,

will be left without anything to do. And this inactivity will, in course

of time, work the atrophy of such cells. "If, from a new-born animal

you remove an eye, the nerve tract leading to the posterior part of the

brain, and that part of the brain, will never be brought into use, and

hence they never develop to a normal size. If a child is born blind, or

loses his eyesight in infancy, the same is true, so that when in old age
he dies, the posterior part of his brain will be found small and shrunken.

"

(Dr. Star.
)

It is inferred that the hearing and articulating cells of the

deaf and dumb are atrophied. It has been proved in hundreds of cases

that disease of the articulating cells destroys the function of articula-

tion
;
so that the inference of a converse reciprocity is obviously well

taken. " It is known that if a limb be amputated, and the individual

live for twenty years or more, the part of the brain which formerly gov-

erned the movements of that limb, and which received sensation from

it, will be found shrunken and withered."

The fact that the protracted disuse of the brain cells finally involves

the loss of their plasticity, fully accounts for the circumstance that all
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sorts of facts are accumulated better in youth. It also shows the cor-

relation between large cerebrum and long period of youth, maturity

coming early to those animals whose capacit}
r for absorbing facts is

soonest exhausted. Protracted use of the cerebral cells, on the other

hand, tends to perpetuate their youth and plasticity, so that a person
who has been a student all his life can learn more at 50 than one who
has been no student can do at at 30.

In order to produce a sensation some molecular change must be made
in the cells of the cerebral cortex corresponding with the sense organ
under stimulation. If the cortical center for visual sensations, for ex-

ample, is for an}' reason not in working order, an object before the eye
makes its impiession on the retina, but produces no sensation, and, as

Ferrier observes, the apparatus is like a camera without the sensitized

plate ;
the cortical cells, when in normal condition, being comparable to

a chemically prepared sensitized plate, on which the energetic rays pro-

duce a chemical change.

Consciousness in the lump, and as we generally speak of it, is simply
an aggregate of sensations, some of which may be fresh from the ex-

ternal sense organs, but the bulk of them, especially in old and well de-

veloped brains, are usually the revivals of memories. The larger the

cerebrum the more do the memories registered in it enter into the stim-

uli which direct motor action. The cerebral influence is small in a fish.

Among the mammals it progressively increases up to man, in whose case

it has, from long race habit, become so disproportionately great, that the

loss of the cerebrum would make in his actions a far greater relative

difference than such loss would in any of the lower vertebrates. Fol-

lowing this habit of action there has come about a much greater depend-

ence of the motor organs upon the cerebrum for their control and di-

rection. In all vertebrates the loss or destructive lesion of the motor

centers of the hemispheres, is followed by complete paralysis of the

muscles as to purposive or cerebral stimulation, that is, volitional ac-

tion, and the possibilities of reflex action are all that remain. In the

case of man, these possibilities, relatively to those of his normal state,

are very small, while with the lower vertebrates they are large. A fish

devoid of his cerebral lobes, still performs many intricate and well co-or-

dinated movements. In the case of man, the cerebral organs have

gained such a relative preponderance over the lower ganglia, and so far

superseded them in many of the common activities, that their loss, or

atrophy, often makes him more helpless than the lowest animals.
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CHAPTER LXV.

THE INTERNAL SENSES.

By the Harmonic process of Telegraphy, invented by Elisha Gray of

Chicago, 1873, at least eight communications can be sent at once. "The

transmitting apparatus consists of a number of steel reeds, each tuned

to vibrate at a different rate, corresponding to some one note of the mu-

sical scale. One end of each reed is rigidly fixed, while the other is

left free to vibrate by the alternate action of two electro-magnets, a lo-

cal battery, and an automatic device for alternating the current of the

battery between the two magnets at each vibration, so that the move-

ment of the reed is rendered continuous as long as the current passes ;

but the rate of vibration of each individual reed must correspond rig-

idly with the note to which it is tuned. If a line is to be equipped for

eight simultaneous transmissions, the main battery is divided into eight

equal sections, which are so arranged as to be thrown alternately on and

off the line at each vibration of the reed connected with that section.

If, then, the first reed be tuned on fundamental C, it will make 128 vi-

brations per second, and by depressing the corresponding transmitting

key, the particular section of the battery will be thrown in and out of

the main circuit 128 times per second, and a corresponding number of

electric waves will pass through the linje. The next reed may be tuned

on D, which, in like manner, will produce 144 waves per second, and

so of the remaining six. At the receiving station a series of eight an-

alyzers are placed in the circuit, the current passing through them all in

succession. Each analyzer consists of an electro-magnet, whose arma-

ture is fixed at one end and free at the other, and so arranged as to form

a vibrating tongue or reed, which is tuned to the same note as the trans-

mitting reed to which it is intended that it shall respond. When the

transmitted vibrations pass through a series of analyzers, each arma-

ture takes up its own set of vibrations, rejecting all the others, and con-

sequently gives forth its own musical notes. The sound is greatly in-

creased and intensified by mounting each analyzer upon a sounding box,

or resonator, adjusted to its own note. The several transmitting keys

break up the continuous tone into the dots and dashes of the telegraphic

alphabet, which may be read from the sound of the analyzer as readily

as from an ordinary sounder. Indeed, by the addition of a secondary

spring attached to the analyzer, having a slower rate of vibration, it

may be readily made to operate the usual Morse sounder by opening and

closing the circuit. No difficulty is found in transmitting eight simul-

taneous communications over one wire to a distance of several hundred
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miles, each pair of operators sending and receiving at the same rate of

speed as in the ordinary single transmission. It is obvious that musical

tones may be perfectly reproduced at any distance by this method, and,

in fact, this has often been accomplished with remarkable success." (See

Johnson's Cyclopedia.)

There is, to say the least. :i striking and powerful analogy between

the action of this harmonic telegraph and the organic apparatus which

conveys external impressions to our sensorium. In the first place, the

senses are each adapted to be set in motion by the impact of some spe-

cial vibratory agitation ;
and In the case of the ear and eye at least, dif-

ferent divisions of the organ, viz., the arches of corti in the ear, and

the rods and cones in the eye, are adapted to be agitated by different

tones of the vibratory stimulation. The organs of ' '

general sensibil-

ity
"

in the skin, are also susceptible to different tones of heat. All

these organs correspond to the transmitting instruments of the Har-

monic telegraph above described, while the receiving organs in the sen-

sorium are analogous to its receiving instrument, and must be conceived

as being so tuned as to be susceptible to the influence of its correspond-

ing transmitter, and that alone.

The correspondence of the nerve to the wire as a conductor is equally

close and striking, for the nerve bundle, like the wire, will carry all

tones of stimulation, and will offer all of them to each of the receiving

organs. But only one particular tone of the many conveyed, is compe-

tent to set up a normal vibration in any one of the receiving organs of

the sensorium, the effect depending on the form and molecular constitu-

tion of the receiving organ.

While it has been shown to be probable that there is a degree of in-

sulation in the bundles of nerve fibres by reason of their cases, or neuri-

lemma, it is certain this is not absolute or complete, since the neuri-

lemma is itself a conductor if the current be strong enough. But if we

consider the exclusive nature of the receiving organs themselves, we

perceive that their normal functions are not dependent upon the perfect

insulation of their nerve fibres from those of their fellows. The case

is parallel to that of the resonators in. relation to sounds, explained in

chapter 39. No matter how many kinds of vibration assail the resona-

tor, it can only be made to respond to one particular tone, viz.
,
its own

fundamental. %

External objects impress themselves upon the brain in two ways ; first,

directly, as when they reflect to us some form of force, as heat, light, con-

tact, sound, &c.
,
second, indirectly, as when we get the impression of an

object, not from the object itself, but from something associated or con-

nected with it. Thus, words by association of their sound with partic-

ular things, awaken the same impression as the original things them-
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selves. We early find out that table is a word associated with a certain

article. The sound of the word is the audible expression of that thing,

just as the light reflected from it is its visible expression, and hearing

the word revives the impression of the article with which the word was

connected when we first learned it. So the table may stamp itself on

the brain in the several ways of light waves, indicating its form and

substance
;
vibrations from touch, vibrations of the olfactory nerves, if,

for instance, it be freshly varnished, &c.
,
vibrations from sound, got by

knocking, &c. Then, by the representative sound of the articulated

name table, and by the written or visible representative of the name,
the image produced by the direct modes of motion from the table itself

is reproduced by the sound waves of the pronounced name, or the light

waves from the written or printed name. Now, it seems all these vari-

ous modes of motion, conveying impressions of the same thing, make
their impressions and differentiations in different parts of the brain.

While, therefore, it must frequently happen that a single incoming stim-

ulus is able to arouse several distinct, and perhaps widely separated, re-

ceptive organs, so it must often likewise happen that the co-operation

of several intermedial organs is essential to the proper performance of

a motor function. This we have seen to be the case in speech; hearing
memories and the memories of the motor action of tongue, lips and

jaws, being involved, as well as the memories of the subject we are

speaking about. If we are reading aloud, the memory of the forms of

printed words, and the memory of the muscular movements of the eyes,

must co-operate with those mentioned. If we accompany the perform-
ance with gestures, the memory of the muscle movements of the hands,
head and back co-operate. After such actions have been performed a

number of times, a large proportion of those going to make up one defi-

nite series become unconsciously automatic. Thus, the person reading
aloud may pay little or no attention to his gestures, or the intonations

of his voice, which nevertheless automatically execute themselves while

his attention and consciousness are almost exclusively occupied with the

sense of what he reads. It is obvious, therefore, that in such case the

organs of the motor actions involved have become connected, through

previous habit, with each other, so that when the exercise of reading is

initiated, the stimulus which wa directed to it by the will, flows from

one to another, and causes all the parts concerned to act together. Ob-

serve they So not do this at first; the process has to be learned, and the

differentiation of the organs, and their attitude of co-operation with

each other has to be established by habit. Habit, then, in cerebral ac-

tion, as in all other organic action, tends to the establishment and differ-

entiation of organs. These are composed of cortical cells, which, when

exposed to the appropriate stimulus, move in a definite manner, and set
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up motion in definite muscles, or in other cortical organs. The muscu-

lar movements to which they give rise, constitute their "expression."

The organs thus formed must relate to everything which makes such a

mark upon the brain that subsequent appropriate stimulation is able to

revive a recollection of it. I take it that no organ exists in the brain

representing an action, event or thing, unless such action or thing can,

under some condition, be brought to recollection. Organs come and go,

that is, are made and unmade by use and disuse. The more things we

see and hear and reflect upon, the more extensive becomes the area of

the cortex, the thicker it gets, the greater the number of its fissures and

convolutions, the greater the number of the cells. And, as in old age,

the muscles shrink and the senses grow dim, so the cortex loses in its

area, thickness and consistency. Obviously, the whole, or parts of the

organs are lost, and those remaining are deteriorated in functional mobility.

What has been said heretofore leads to the conclusion that every new

stimulation which reaches the cortex from without, differentiates a por-

tion of it, so that a restimulation of that part gives a recollection of the

fact which caused the differentiation, and when such recollection can no

longer be revived, it is evidence that the effects of the act of differen-

tiation have been lost. It follows, then, that all organs thus differenti-

ated are organs of memoiy. But we are aware of actions going on in

the brain which arouse in us sensations of objects that do not, as a

whole, resemble any one thing, or combination of things we know of.

They contain imitations of the elements of things in the environment,

but under new arrangements, forming new combinations, not exactly like

anything we know objectively, and yet so real as to be able to effect the

same sort of differentiations in the cortical substance that are made by

original stimuli, and which can be restimulated and recollected after-

ward. These interior, or wholly subjective cerebral actions, we know

as works of the imagination ; dreams, inventions, ratiocinations, moral-

izations, musical compositions, &c. There is no originality in the ele-

ments of these new combinations, because these have all necessarily been

introduced from the environment. A vast number of these rearrange-

ments are constantly being formed in our brains, by far the greater part

of which, however, leave no permanent impression there, and presuma-

bly effect no lasting differentiation of cerebral substance. Those which

do, we call "original
"

ideas, and they are not forgotten, at least for a

time. The cortical cells erected by this sort of action must constitute

organs as real as, and like those formed by the original incoming stimuli

of light, sound, &c. The motive force concerned in their construction

is the very same, consisting of external energy transmuted into nervous

force. A great amount of this sort of action goes on in even' brain,

the most of which receives too little attention to effect a permanent dif-
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ferentiation of organs, or to receive expression. When ideas are

evolved which compare favorably with the standard of excellence set up
in the brain of the thinker, they are imparted to others, and accepted by
them in the same way they accept other ordinary external stimuli. Such

stimuli, when delivered to persons of ordinary intelligence, do not stop

in the mere differentiation of cells in the tracts of hearing or seeing

memories, because, when a person has read the ideas of another, or

heard them spoken, it is rare that he remembers the exact words of the

author or speaker to the same extent that he remembers his meaning
and the general drift of his ideas. These, to a greater or less extent,

serve as stimuli to arouse memories of ideas formed previously, and

there is an automatic rearrangement and co-ordination between the new

and the old, and new nervous elements are differentiated by the newly
directed nervous current

;
while the attention and the blood supply di-

verted from the mere words to the ideas expressed by them, the impres-

sion made by the words themselves, is too slight and brief to be perma-

nent. If man were a solitary being, a much larger proportion of his

organs would be devoted to the memories of original observations alone,

but as he is a social animal, the greater area of his cortex is, no doubt,

occupied by organs of ideas communicated to him by others. The prin-

cipal part of his education consists in cultivating, and practicing the

habit of appropriating, collating and condensing the ideas which con-

stitute the inheritance of the race. The organs differentiated by this

process occupy an intermediate ground between the Initial and Terminal

organs, and are ever ready to deflect, modify and qualif}
7

,
or neutralize,

the stimulations which entering by the former make their way towards

the latter. They influence the greater part of our purposive actions.

The nature of the physiological action, which results in the formation

of cortical organs of sense, cannot, of course, be determined positively,

but it can be estimated by probable analogies. It is certain that the

material for the nourishment and development of the cells is brought in

by the blood, and so instant is this dependence of the cells upon the

blood that their functions cannot be performed one second after the sup-

ply is stopped, as shown in fainting and epileptic fits, and when a stun-

ning blow is received upon the head, by which the blood is for a mo-

ment expelled from the cerebral arteries.

Next, we have reason to think that no cell growth occurs except dur-

ing the periods of *hyper8emia, or that state of slightly increased activ-

ity in the circulation which is brought on in states of attention. These

states of attention are brought on by the force of incoming stimuli.

The attention is, in fact, an incidental result, and is an indication of

the force, the other and principal effects of which are the distension of

* This word is not used in the pathological sense, in which it signifies an abnormal
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certain of the cerebral arteries, the increased supply of blood in those

arteries, and (as it appears) the immediate differentiation of old eells,

and the formation of new ones.

The eortical eells of the new-born infant are there by inheritance from

tlu-ir parents. They are precisety in the physiological condition of the

buds on a maple, or other deciduous tree, in the spring. Those maple
buds are formed in the fall, and remain undeveloped till the flow of sap

up the tree in spring supplies the nutrient matter, and the warm sun-

light furnishes the force necessary to cause its assimilation by the em-

bryo leaf. So the infantile cerebral cell is a bud cell, and remains in

an inchoate state until an appropriate nerve current, formed by the trans-

mutation of sunlight, or some other form of energy reflected from some

external object, stimulates it, and directs to it a suppl}- of the nutrient

blood. This action differentiates the cell, and forms it into a functional

or active organ, so that whenever it is stimulated in the future, its re-

action gives the sensation in memory of the object by which it was first

differentiated. As the child grows, there is a vast increase in the num-

ber of his cortical cells. These new cells are probably formed from the

old ones by budding, in a manner analogous to the budding of cells of

the saccharomyces cerevisiae (chap. 27), except that probably the process
is usually much more rapid, the only condition being the presence of

a superabundance of a healthy nutrient, and the stimulation of a ner-

vous current. Supposing a patch of cells to have become differentiated

by the sight of some particular object, say Minnehaha Falls. The next

time we see the Falls, I suppose the new sight stimulus is directed to

the same patch again, wherever that is, because the fact that it went
there first shows that towards it is the route of least resistance, for that

particular sort of stimulus. It is, without doubt, the hereditary route

which it takes, as the patch of cells to which it goes is the hereditary

patch for that sort of general stimuli, sight, sound, or whatever it may
be. Upon reaching its destination, those cells which the identical stim-

ulus differentiated before, are now only restimulated, and give a sensa-

tion of the memory of the place as we saw it before. But as it is im-

possible to see it twice precisely alike, there are now new elements of

stimulation which must cause the differentiation of fresh cells, if there

be any, or the budding of new ones from the old. So that every time

we see the Falls, the idea we get of them is a combination of former or

memory sensations, with new direct sensations. As there may be indefi-

nite repetitions of such process, an organ gets to be like a composite

photograph, which is made by superposing a dozen pictures upon the

same plate. The reflection from the organ is a composite reflection.

The most obvious difference we discover between reflex actions of the

spinal cord and purposive actions, is that the latter are due to more
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than one stimulation, and must have at least two, one of which modi-

fies the other. After the meeting of the direct stimuli at the common

point where their mutual interactions condense them into one, this one

stimulus goes forward as the purpose. A purposive action is therefore

at least one remove further from the direct stimulation of the environ-

ment than is a spinal reflex action, although depending upon the envi-

ronment just as much. The diagram fig. 370 will serve for illustration.

a O fri ^c
a, &, c. Reflex action.
x, y. Sense organs.
b. Brain cells.
c. Ganglion.
0. Simple automatic action.

FIG. 370.

It is evident that the purpose may be many removes from the original

stimuli, and may therefore be a very complicated affair, for the greater

its distance the greater the number of original stimuli which enter into

its make-up. It is not likely that in any complicated purpose all the

original stimuli are of equal weight. Some one may be the main spring,

and the others only modifiers which simply regulate the time when the

action shall be performed, or the manner or the intensity of its per-

formance.

FIG. 371.

FIG. 371. Diagram of Purposive action,

a, x,j/. Original stimuli. c. First purposive action.
b. Reflex cell.

c. Simple reflex action.
d. First modification.

pu
/.Modification of second degree.
/?. Second purposive action.
h. Modification of third degree.

i. Third purpose.

After two or more direct stimuli have entered into composition to dif-

ferentiate a common cell, such cell becomes a memory cell
;
that is, a

subsequent stimulation of that cell will reproduce the manifestation of

the same sort of action which came from it in the first place. This being
the case, it is obvious that after the cells at d, fig. 371, have become es-

tablished, they no longer depend upon the original stimuli, but may be

restimulated by any one of them, or by some other associated stimulus.

After a man has once seen the state-house, he need not see it again in

order to describe it; any associated stimulus can re-erect the memory
of it, which is then a power competent to liberate motor stimulation of
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speech, &c. So we may imagine the greater part of the original stim-

uli out of reach, and no longer directly operative, still the ganglions at

d will remain ready when aroused to form the motives at /, and after

the great ganglion at Ti has been formed, all the subordinate motives

which entered into it may be forgotten, and become obsolete; but let h

be stimulated anew by any appropriate motive, and it will discharge its

original characteristic energy upon i, that is, it re-enacts its original

motor performance. It is obvious that with education and experience

these ganglions of new and independent characteristics increase. In

early infancy all the motives are directly from the environment; all the

cells in use are of the simple character of those at 6, and the actions

are the direct reflex expressed b}^ c. But in later life as the ganglions,

several removes from the environment, are formed with their character-

istic possibilities of action, these enter more largely into our motives.

These ganglions represent possibilities of action which we properly

call our principles. They supplement and largely supersede the or-

iginal direct sense stimuli. When these principles are formed within

the brain, they become a set of standard potential stimuli, ever present

and ready to be thrown into activity when other parts, with which they

are normally connected, happen to be aroused. We carry these princi-

pal or standard potential stimuli constantly with us, and our actions are

constantly influenced and modified by them. It is as if we carried the

greater part of our environment inside of us. Almost every direct

stimulus from the external environment arouses one or more of them,

which then gets in its modifying influence to assist in the formation of

motor impulses, or in the establishment of new standard principles, or

the modification of those already established. The body of these es-

tablished standards, and the resultant quality and force of their mingled

influences, constitute our character, that is to say, the probable direction

which our motor action will take under a given stimulation.

The standard potentials must depend upon their respective patches of

definitely differentiated cells or ganglions, which may therefore, with pro-

priety, be called their organs, because whenever such patches are restim-

ulated, we get the sensation of the memory of such standards. These

standards relate to every definite idea, opinion and theory, upon every

subject which has ever made an impression upon us, also all settled

views of historical events and notions of propriety and behavior. There

are standards of morality and of opinions as to what acts may be con-

sidered selfish, religious, brave, cowardly, mean, noble, kind, cruel,

rash, cautious, fast, slow, workmanlike, awkward, musical, high, low,

harmonious, &c., colors, beauty, greatness. Then we have standard

ideas of things, what they are like. Everything we have seen, or ivad

of, produced its impression, and differentiated its organ. Few, or none,
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of these standards are absolutely correct or exact representations of the

things they stand for. The way we came to think ' '

brave,
"
for exam-

ple, was by having heard that term associated with a 'certain action
;

thereupon, whenever we afterward see or hear of such an action, we

think "
brave,

" and when we hear the word brave we think the action
;

that is, our standard Organ for "brave" is stimulated, and yields its

sensation of the memory. Obviously, no two people have exactly the

same standard for anything, as no two will tell in precisely the same

way, of a thing they both have seen.

Our first formed standards for qualities are concrete. Our first idea

of brave is the whole story of some heroic action. As heroic actions

multiply in our observation, we cease to be confined to the first one as

our standard. As the idea, ~brave, becomes associated with so many
observations, and ceases to be the peculiar property of any, it becomes

more and more an abstract idea, till, finally, reference to it awakens no

single instance of heroism, but the quality which is common to all the

instances.

Organs are connected with each other in all directions and in the most

intimate manner, so that it is always impossible to stimulate one organ

without at the same time exciting some other. When we see an object

that has ever been seen before, the transmuted stimulation of the light

from that object reaches the organ of the object previously formed, and

stimulates it afresh, causing a sensation of the thing in memory, and

the stimulation goes on to some associated organ, arousing its sensation

likewise. The object in the environment which initiates this disturbance,

is called the "
sign

"
of the second object whose organ is stimulated.

Thus, we say a cloud is a sign of rain. That is, if I see a cloud I think

of rain, because in times past when my cloud organ was differentiated,

a rain organ was at the same time differentiated in association with it.

And now whenever one of them is aroused, its stimulation overflows to

the other and arouses it. How much of it is aroused depends upon the

various ways in which the organ of rain is connected with other organs.

For in mature persons there is a perpetual tendency to develop new as-

sociations, and to form connections between organs at first not associ-

ated. And this arises simply from the fact that in nature there are no

departments. All things are united by a common chain, and as more

and more of external nature imprints itself upon our brain, the more

comprehensive our ideas become. We get a better focus upon nature,

and objects which at first appeared huge, dim and isolated, are resolved

into infinite details, and links of connection are discovered which before

were invisible. Divisions and departments are subjective, and exist in

our ideas because many of our organs are at first unassociated and un-

connected. If we analyze common ideas which we ordinarily treat as
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simple, we shall find them compound, and they grade off so insensibly

into their related and associated ideas that it is difficult to tell where one

ends and the other begins. In rain, the eye is impressed by the appear-

ance of a single drop which may be seen high in the air and traced in

its descent till it reaches the earth, where it strikes and bursts into many
fragments. Accompanying this drop are myriads of others, subjected

to the same conditions and coming to the same end. Behind these phe-

nomena we recognize the attraction of gravitation, which causes the drops

to fall, and the force of the wind, which gives them their slanting direc-

tion, and the idea of the parallelogram of forces is involved. Then there

are the other accompaniments and conditions that go to associate them-

selves with the falling drops, as the dull and dusky sky, the wet earth,

muddy roads, ditches and streams full of water, dripping trees, broken

shrubbery, prostrated fields of grain, washed-out bridges, delayed mails,

weather-bound travelers, thunder and lightning, and its effects in killed

stock, burnt buildings, and suspension of telegraphic operations; gen-

eral cessation of out-door work, loss of time and loss of wages. These,

and a thousand more details, may be included in, or associated with,

the general idea of rain, and the whole or any part may be restimulated

or recollected in consequence of a new sight of a cloud, the sign of rain.

It is obvious that in no two people would the revived series of rain as-

sociations be precisely the same, because no two have had the same ex-

perience with rain, or been placed in the same relationships to it. It

would not, for example, awaken in the brain of a savage any sensation

of suspended telegraphic communications, nor would he be reminded

of the law of gravitation, because no part of his brain has been differ-

entiated by such stimuli. The associations revived in the brain of a

sailor would be different from those of a farmer. In each case they

might influence motor action, but in each in a different way. It is, of

course, owing to the difference in the surroundings and influences to

which different individuals are subjected, that the fissures and convolu-

tions vary in their details, the organs and their expressions and mani-

festations varying in a corresponding manner.

There is no end to the objects which are "
signs

"
of something else.

Words are signs of objects in the environment, and of states of cere-

bral organs. Written words are the signs of spoken words. The hun-

ter recognizes signs of game in tracks and other indications. A flag is

a sign of nationality7

;
a motto, of sentiment. There are signs of pleas-

ure, of discontent, of sorrow, of weariness, of cowardice, of meanness;

signs of wealth, of poverty, of industry, of shiftlessness, of prosperity;

signs of war, signs of peace, and signs of the times. There are signs

of culture, signs of breeding, signs of morality, signs of depravity.

We artificially contrive and establish numerous objects to act as stand-
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ard stimuli for the purpose of arousing the ideas in the association with

which the}
r are established. Among such standards may be mentioned

portraits of friends, and all sorts of pictures, keepsakes, monuments

and ceremonies commemorative of events, holidays, saints' days, birth-

days, festivals and fasts, images of gods, saints, &c.

One thing is a sign of another when it causes the other to be remem-

bered. The relationship of sign and thing signified depends upon both

of them having differentiated memory organs in the brain in association

with each other, the stimulation of the one called "sign" being always,

or generally, sufficient to stimulate the other also. The sign may be de-

fined to be one of a series of related details, the aggregate sum of which

constitutes one general subject of stimulation, which ma}
T

usually be

expressed by a single general term.

A single depraved action is a sign of depravity, because such action,

or its equivalent, has in some time past made its mark in the cerebral

tissue, along with others of its kind, under a general class with which

there is the further association of the term "depravity." Associated

with the term are the ideas of the evil effects upon ourselves of such ac-

tion, and consequently the feelings of aversion which it arouses. The

formation of an organ which recognizes depravity in an action, is a pro-

cess of the gradual spread of cell differentiations from a center by stim-

uli of a similar and associated kind. The great majority of such stim-
* uli never could happen to the experience of any single individual. As
each of us has this organ, it is chiefly an artificial product, the result

of the accumulations of genera'tions, imparted to each individual in the

course of his education.

In early life the nuclei of the organs are scattered over the cerebral

cortex, first located there according to the directive influence of heredity.

These, by development and education, become organs of so many stand-

ard stimuli with which to compare the stimulus from any object with

which we become affected. This object is a sign of something repre-

sented by one ( or more ) of our organs, and we are accustomed to say
we compare this object with our standards, and place its memory along-

side of its natural associations. Sometimes there is doubt, and an ef-

fort of reason, as we call it, is necessary to accomplish the proper as-

signment. Further reflection will show us that " we " do not make
these comparisons, or direct the assignments of the new stimuli to their

appropriate associations. This action is purely automatic, and could

not go on otherwise than as it does.

As mentioned above, the stimulus goes of necessity to the cells which

have in the past been differentiated by the same sort of stimuli. If we
could imagine it to go somewhere else, no effect would come of it, for

the stimulus could arouse no action, and consequently no memory in
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organs with which it had nothing in common. Wo must conceive it,

therefore, as being able to affect on!}- unengaged ( negative ) cells and

those which have been previously affected by like stimuli.

The revival of cells already differentiated tends to intensify their dif-

ferentiation, and the differentiation of new cells by cognate stimuli tends

to extend the area of the organ. As every stimulus is more or less

compound, both of these results accompany the action of each of them;

that is, the organ is automatically strengthened and extended by its use.

The essential nature of the stimulus itself determines which of the or-

gans shall be influenced by it. Every object, therefore, which comes

within the scope of our observation, through the medium of an}' of the

senses, automatically sorts itself out and impresses the definite area,

which is alone susceptible to its influence; that is, the area which is al-

ready the seat of like impressions. We are constantly becoming aware

that such automatic classifications are effected, from the fact that the

new-comers stir up a recollection of the old, with which they are to be

associated. On hearing a story we often say,
< ' that reminds me of so

and so I once heard." Our sensation of the relation between the

standard organ and a new impression, includes a sensation of them to-

gether, and occupying definite relationships to each other. Thus, we

come to be aware whether a thing is moral, religious, brave, kind, &c.
,

by the consciousness of the sort of relationships it establishes with the

standard organs.

Wagner says :
' ' Among the convolutions of different individuals,

there are remarkable differences, so that one ma}' distinguish richly con-

voluted and poorly convoluted brains. These relate only to more nu-

merous divisions, and to bendings, &c.
,
of the primary convolutions,

which retain the same number and essential position in all normal brains

of whatever race. The most notable differences occur in the convolu-

tion of the frontal lobes. There are to be found brains of adults

which, in this respect, resemble the brain of a seven-month's foetus, of

which it may truly be said that in their outward configuration, at least,

the}' have remained in a foetal condition.
" As a rule, when the frontal

lobes are specialty complex in their convolutions, it is because they are

supported by well developed convolutions in the rest of the brain.

While the principal fissures and convolutions of the cortex are blocked

out before birth, under the influence of heredity, a vast increase in their

growth and development takes place before maturity is reached. Their

growth is due to the great increase in the number of cells. It is re-

markable that in these added fissures no two brains are exactly alike,

and, more remarkable still, the two sides of the same brain differ greatly.

Difference of education and experience in different individuals causes

the different degrees of growth and increase of the various organs.
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When a given tract expands as far as the brain case and the flexibility

of the adjacent organs will allow, it gets further room for growth by

doubling down into sulci grooves or fissures. Since these sulci occur in

the organs having the most vigorous growth, and since the growth is de-

FIG. 372.
FIG. 372. Brain of Prof . C. F. Gauss, the mathematician who died in 1854, aged 78.

Brain of average size, well formed and fully developed convolutions. Note the differ^
ence in the details of the opposite sides. ( From Quain, after R. Wagner.)

a, a, a. Superior, or first frontal convolution.
a ,a',a . Second, or Middle
a". Third, or Inferior
A, A. Ascending
B, B. Ascending parietal
b. Superior parietal lobule.
6". Inferior
c. First, or Upper tempero-sphenoidal convolution.
d. First, occipital
d . Second, or Middle occipital
d". Third, or Lower
I, I. Longitudinal fissure. r. Sulcus of Rolando.
p. External parieto-occipital fissure, appearing nearer the back end than it really is,

owing to the position of the brain.

termined by habit and education, and since these are not alike in any
two people, we must conclude that the difference in fissures and convo-

lutions between two brains is a sign of difference in education and habit

and their representative organs. The existence and increase of the fis-

sures is evidence that the organs begun in infancy from centers more or

less separated, have grown laterally till they have encroached upon each

other.

There is undoubtedly a means of communication between different or-
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gans, so that the stimulation of one may overflow to another and arouse

it. As observed elsewhere, our thoughts are constantly flitting from

one subject to another. There are two species of this flitting. In one

of these, we can, by analyzing a train of thought, discover connecting
links all the way through it, and we perceive how we got over from one

subject to another apparently very dissimilar one, by means of some el-

ement which was common to both. Thus, in a company let one describe

a comet as rushing through space like a whirlwind, another will be led

to think of the rush of an express train
; another, whose attention is ar-

rested by the idea of rushing, will be reminded of having rushed up to

a supposed friend on the street, and suddenly discovered him to be a

stranger ;
and another will remark that a mistaken rush like that might

be called a bull-rush. No two objects can be named which have not

some element in common. Gravity at least pertains to all, and common
colors to a vast variety. The same movements of muscles may be in-

volved in two actions belonging to very different categories. But (sec-

ond) it often happens that the thought appears to take a leap over a

chasm, and we are not conscious of using the bridge, if there be one.

The unconscious action of the cerebrum is doubtless accountable for

this, and this unconscious action depends upon an accession of blood.

The pressure of blood up one artery increases the pressure in all its

twigs. As these twigs may supply different organs, it is plain how as

soon as one of them by use becomes slightly fatigued, the fresh one

breaks out into conscious action, and our thought is, unaccountably to

us, transported to a foreign subject. External objects as they come

successively before oui* senses, give changing direction to the thoughts,

and this is especially the case with children. But when we are quite

out of the reach of these influences, these constant shiftings go on

through the interaction of the cortical organs alone. We see, therefore,

that while the organs may and do act alone, they constitute a family,

and may exercise great influence over each other. An undue excite-

ment spreads to many of them at once, and under their conflicting re-

actions the individual becomes "flustered," or "rattled."

While the organs may be single in their special functions, they are

always more or less associated in action; some of the associations being

essential to the complete performance of the action, whether it be one

of thought alone, or of one involving muscular movement, while others

are merely incidental and unnecessary. Thus, in the composition of an

argument, memories located in various parts of the cerebrum must be

revived, and in motor action many different motor memories must be in-

volved. Incidental ideas constantly show themselves which are of no

1 1 so to the argument, and incidental and useless gestures, movements

:i!ul tricks constantly accompany c\viy purposive motor movement. The
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greater the intensity of the action, the more of these incidental and un-

necessary accompaniments attend it. That is to say, a stimulus, if in-

tense, reaches further and affects more organs than when it is mild. All

these circumstances taken together go to prove the practical unity of the

whole cortex. It is one in the same sense in which the external world

is one. Built up as it is by the combined, intertwined and associated

energies that are reflected from the environment, it imitates that envi-

ronment in the intricate maze of connections by which every part is

bound to and associated with all the rest. Anatomists tell us that if

the cortex be examined microscopically no breaks of connection or

boundary lines are anywhere discernible, and < ' that beyond a slight dif-

ference in thickness, and in the number of alternate la}
Ters composing

it, the sheet of gray matter is as absolutely homogeneous as the rind of

an orange, or the plaster upon your wall.
"

Those tracts of the cortex which are specialized organs to sense im-

pressions, as sight, hearing, &c.
,
and to definite motor action of partic-

ular parts, as jaws, arms, legs, &c.
,
have become so established through

the direct connections which exist between these tracts and the corres-

ponding external sense and motor organs. These connections are con-

firmed to us and our posterity through the habit of the race and heredi-

tary transmission, and do not depend upon personal or individual edu-

cation and experience. The organs of perceptions and of ideas, on the

other hand, have not these exclusive connections in either direction, but

depending, as they often do, upon more than one class of sensoiy im-

pressions, they must be connected more or less completely wi-th all.

The ideas of an artist, we may suppose, are intimately dependent upon

sight memories, and those of a musician upon hearing memories, but

they are also dependent upon motor memories of jaws, tongue, and

limbs for their development and expression, so that the connections of

the organs of these ideas are not definite and fixed, and may, by educa-

tion, become formed in greatly differing ways. Where one generation

after another has been educated in the same ideas, no doubt the organs

of ideas do get more or less definite and settled connections, so as to be-

come, to some extent, hereditary and fixed organs, so that we find the

son "take after" the father in the bias and bent of his ideas, and con-

sequently his character, as well as in his features. It is these interme-

dial organs of ideas which are subject to the formative power of indi-

vidual experience and education. The formation of the organs proceeds

automatically, following the differentiation of the sense tracts, and vary-

ing according to the mode of that differentiation. They become a sort

of transcript of the part of the environment to which we have been ex-

posed ;
a transcript which the environment is constantly at work upon,

altering, adding to, expunging, and amending, day by day as long as

we live and have our senses.
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The internal sense organs, then, include all the cortex of the hemi-

spheres of the cerebrum. They are of various degrees of persistency

and constancy in their hereditary transmission, the older ones being the

truest and most persistent. First, the older ones are of course those

which relate to direct sense stimuli, as sound, sight, touch, smell and

taste', and those relating to the motor actions of limbs, eyes, jaws, &c.

These are common to all men, and most other mammals. Second, more

recent are those relating to articulation and language, and to those nar-

row and partial perceptions of the relations of things which restrict the

actions to the rude and savage arts of barbarous life, the practice of

which exhibits characteristics we designate as cunning, deceitful, cruel,

selfish, passionate, revengeful, superstitious. These, too, are common
to all men now in existence, and the most of them are shared in some

degree of development by most mammals. Third, more recent still in

their development are the organs of the wider perceptions of relation-

ship between ourselves and other men, aud our race and the rest of

the universe. Among these may be named geography, by which we

learn that our own home is not the center of the world, and probably

not the most important place in it
; history and tradition, b}^ which we

learn our relationships to the past and to other races, and thus discover

that human excellence is not confined to our own times or to our own

tribe
; mathematics, by which we are enabled to perceive and compare

the values of things according to their quantity ; labor, by which we

perceive the dependence of our comfort on the personal accumulation

and care of property ; religion, which is a perception of our state of

subjection to unknown forces and powers in our environment which we

cannot escape, and which thereupon under the influence of a false anal-

ogy we endeavor to conciliate.

The first and second classes of these organs are so fixed in our na-

ture by heredity that they are sure to be (Jeveloped in each individual,

even if he be left to struggle alone for his existence. People born in

civilization, if their development be not arrested or abnormal, possess

the potentiality of the third class of organs, and the degree of develop-

ment to which they attain depends upon the education and opportunity
which their relationships to other men permit. They depend, therefore,

upon social conditions and men's mutual intercourse, assistance and in-

struction. The body of the objective facts upon which these organs de-

pend, is too great to be accumulated by one individual, or one genera-

tion of individuals
; hence, while the principle of their development is

precisely the same as that of the organs of the first and second classes,

owing to the contingent and uncertain nature of our exposure to the ne-

cessary stimuli, the fact and manner of their development is, anteced-

ently, altogether problematical. The development of the first and sec-
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ond classes is assured by the direct action of the environing forces; that

of the third class is contingent upon the exertion of these forces through

society. It is to combinations of the perceptions of the third class that

we owe the development of our ideas of morality and duty. In the or-

der of time, therefore, it is obvious that the organs of such ideas are

the latest, and they are the most inconstant and uncertain; and in the

event of mental disintegration and insanity are usually the first to dis-

appear.

Fia. 373.

FTG. 373. Heads of the Peruvian race from Yucatan, Mexico. (Nott & Gliddon, Types
of Mankind.) In some divisions of this race in Peru, this form of head was natural, in
others artificial. (Did art imitate nature in this case, or did the artificial fashion from
long usage become hereditary and natural ? )

Little experimental proof can be furnished in regard to the location

of the organs upon which the purely intellectual states depend. Their

growth develops into fissures quite as much, perhaps more than into

convolutions, and probably some organs are chiefly in fissures, while

others are in convolutions. Some are upon the underside of the hemi-

spheres, and some upon their mesial surfaces. It is unreasonable, there-

fore, to suppose there can ever be any reliable science of bumps or

bumpology. Moreover, it is known that great distortion of the brain

FIG. 374. Artificially deformed skull
of ancient Peruvian, the bone showing
marks of the bandages used in the
compression. ( Types of Mankind.)

by artificial means does not es-

sentially affect the development
of the intellectual and social

faculties. The ancient Mexi-

cans and Peruvians were addict-

FIG. 374. e(^ to this remarkable fashion,

but it did not reduce the average bulk of their brain below that of the

other American tribes
;

viz.
,
76 to 79 cubic inches, and they must be

regarded as at least equal in intellectual and social development.
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The most notable difference between the brain of man and the brains

of the other mammalia, is in man's greatly superior development of the

frontal lobes of the hemispheres, prefrontal and postfrontal. There is

also a greatly superior development of the posterior lobes. As shown

by the experiments of the pl^siologists, the mastoid (middle) lobe is

nearly all accounted for as being occupied by centers of direct sensation

and motion, but when the frontal convolutions of monkeys and dogs

have been destroyed, they show signs of great mental deterioration.

Monkeys lose their interest and curiosity in their surroundings, and their

faculty for intelligent observation. In the case of dogs deprived of the

frontal regions of their hemispheres, they lose their memory, and are

governed in their actions chiefly by the sensory stimulation of the mo-

ment. According to Goltz, they are irritable and restless. They can

still smell, hear, taste and see, but their expression is stupid, and they

are unable to steadily inspect anything, or fix the attention. " If a bone

is thrown to the animal at some distance, it runs to it with great alac-

rity, but does not have the sense to stop at the right moment and sink

its head, so that it runs beyond the mark. Instead, however, of turn-

ing round and looking for the bone in a methodical 'way, the animal ap-

pears to forget what it was after, and runs on regardlessly until the bone

is lifted, and the animal's attention again attracted to it.
"

They will

eat meat thrown to them, as long as it remains in sight, but if they

happen to lose it, will not look for it, and seem to forget they had it.

Ferrier's experiments go to show that the frontal regions contain the

cerebral motor centers for the head and eyes. When these parts of the

brain have been destroyed, there has followed degeneration of motor

fibres leading downward through the internal capsule and foot of the

crus cerebri as far as the pons varolii. The fibres of the anterior pyra-

mids were not affected, so that the motor connections of these degen-

erated fibres belonged to the head and eyes, and not the limbs. It

would be absurd, however, to maintain that the frontal regions contain,

at least in the dog, monkey and man, nothing but the motor centers for

the mDvemeuts of the head and eyes, and that the great advance in this

part of the brain of man, simply gives him greater facility and com-

mand of these parts. It does that, no doubt, but it does much more.

Around these centers of motion lie, without doubt, those ganglia in

which are co-ordinated those stages of stimulation which are preliminary

to a final discharge in setting up the activities of those motor centers.

The motions of the head and e}
res are not so very numerous or compli-

cated, and in man not so very much more so than in the monkey ;
but

the purposes, motives, and varieties of stimulations which may lie be-

hind these motor performances, may be practical^ infinite. Where the

motives are but few, confined, as in the dog, cat, &c.
,
to matters of
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merely direct personal concern, this part of the brain is relatively small;

in man it is large, because the ideas which necessitate the directing of

the eyes, whose movements involve those of the head also, are vastly

numerous, and include almost every conceivable subject near or remote.

The stimulations which operate through these motor centers are all de-

rived through memoty centers; in short, internal sense organs lying in

these frontal convolutions. A great majority of the thoughts consti-

tuted by the action of these organs, overflow into motor action for the

directing of the eyes. Consider how many different ideas direct the

eyes in reading, almost as many as are to be got by reading. In writ-

ing, too, every idea expressed has its corresponding creating apparatus

in these frontal lobes. In every art and occupation this part of the

brain directs the eyes, and in turn is reinforced and enlarged by the sen-

sory stimulations brought back to it through the cortical sight centers.

As a whole, it is an immense center of attention, and the eyes become

the most important external organs of attention. It would be a mis-

take, however, to call this part, or any part, an organ of attention, since

this term simply designates a condition of readiness for business which

must accompany the activity of every sense, external or internal hear-

ing, feeling, tasting, smelling, judging, reflecting, comparing, &c.
,
as

well as seeing. But there is so much more of our attention associated

with 'direction of the eyes, and their fixation upon definite objects, and

in the stress of recalling the memories of such direction and fixation,

that our very idea of attention usually suggests the eye as part of its

necessary machinery. The very word idea means something seen, and

a man in trying to recover a lost idea, will often put his hand up' to his

forehead and say, "let me see." Attention is so constantly associated

with the position of the eyes that they must be taken into the account

wherever attention is required. If they wander about they take atten-

tion to the things they see, and so we close them, or direct their stare

into vacancy. In listening even we seem to be able to assist with the

eyes. The physical expression of attention, both objective and subjec-

tive, is a fixed or riveted gaze; if objective, at the object; if subjective,

into vacant space.

The large territory in the rear portion of the posterior lobe, must also

be reckoned as being occupied by internal sense organs founded upon
the sense of sight chiefly, but also to some extent upon that of hearing,

and probably to those in which both senses are concerned. The internal

sense organs, as a rule, no doubt occupy the spaces immediately adja-

cent to the direct sense cells through which their stimulation and differ-

entiation first came, and so they must be found in all parts of the cere-

brum. Those depending on sight are in the anterior and posterior ends

of the cerebrum
;
those on hearing, in the sides and posterior lobe

;
those
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on touch, in the convolutions of the mesial surface constituting the fal-

ciform lobe, and perhaps the hippocampus ;
those on smell and taste, in

the hippocampal lobule, or subiculum. (See figs. 366, 367.)

CHAPTER LXV1.

MACHINERY OF SELF-CONTROL,.

Carpenter classifies the motive powers which govern or dictate human

action, under three heads.
(
1

) Previously acquired habits which auto-

matically incite us to do as we have been before accustomed to do un-

der like circumstances, with little or no interference from motives of

pleasure or pain, or ideas of right or wrong. Since actions done under

the dictation of habit are done easily and without attention, friction, or

wearing effort, we naturally and automatically fall into their perform-

ance. The moral of this is, contract only good and useful habits.

Corolla^ : Educate the youth by the establishment of habits, moral,

industrial, intellectual, &c.
(
2

)
" Emotional states, which incite us to

particular actions by the expectation of gratification eitheV in the act it-

self or in some consequence which our reason leads us to anticipate

from it, or by the expectation of pain if the act be not performed.
"

Certainly the greater part of our voluntary actions are dictated in part

or whole by motives which involve a greater or less number of emotional

and personal elements. ( 3 )
" Notions of right and of duty, which so

far as they attach themselves to our actions, give them a moral and re-

ligious character.
"

It is evident upon reflection that there can be no

notions of "right and duty
" which do not involve considerations relat-

ing to self, or, in other words, elements of an emotional and personal

nature. So that this class of motives is, in the first instance, only a

subdivision of the second class. But it may happen that in the habit-

ual practice of the actions of this class, the personal and selfish motives

become obscured and lost to view, and then there is nothing but the

habit left, and the motive is reduced to one of the first class. In real-

ity, then, we may say there are but two classes of motives
;
the first

and second, as above.

In the great majority of moral actions, as they are taught us in our

youth, the selfish element is ignored. They are enforced upon us in the

first place by authority, and kept before our attention until they become

matters of habit
;
the only reason assigned as an apology for their ex-

istence Is that they are founded upon.
"

duty.
"

This serves to silence

inquiry when it does not satisfy it. Once arrived at the habit of enter-

taining moral feelings, and practicing moral acts, moral character be-

comes an instinct and a feature of hereditary transmission. Thus, we
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find people, not a few, to whom benevolence is an instinct, and who will

do a kind action because they like to, in fact, because they cannot very

well help it.

That which is called self-control consists in the 'habitual repression

of demonstrations of the emotions. The manner in which such habit

may be acquired, depends upon the principal of the substitution of one

sort of stimulus for another. The ingenuity of man has contrived

many sorts of machines, the parts of which exercise mutual control

over each other. Thus, in the steam engine, the movement of the pis-

ton through the cylinder, driven by the steam behind it, gives rise to

the movement of the slide valve in the steam-chest, which movement is

destined presently to cut off the motive force from the back end of the

piston, and by diverting it to the front end, reverse the direction of the

piston's movement. This is an example of the self-control of an auto-

matic machine. The governor and the safety-valve are other features

of the same machine, contributing to its self-control in other particulars.

When an infant is excited by something disagreeable, into a fit of pas-

sion, the nurse attempts its pacification by diversion. She calls its at-

tention to this, that or the other agreeable sight, sound or taste, in the

expectation that the stimulation from these will neutralize and counter-

act the one that raises the row. In children of a larger growth, the

counteracting, neutralizing and restraining stimulation may be in the

form of an idea presented by another person. The idea of the disap-

proval, anger or resentment of others whose good-will is essential or de-

sirable to him, will in many cases have a counteracting influence against

improper outbursts of passion. Such motives as these are ordinarily

the most potent, at any rate at first, toward the control of passion, and

they are certainly not at first literally motives of seZ/-control. But af-

ter these motives have been, by external means, called up a number of

times, in association with a fit of passion, it will after awhile come to

pass that by reason of this association between the fit and the motive

for its suppression, the action of the former will of itself suggest and

call up the latter
;
and this is all that can be meant by self-control. Of

course the reactionary motives may be in great variety, and may appeal

to either physical, selfish or moral considerations, but the principle will

be the same in all
; namely, that at a certain development of the passion

there will be an overflow of stimulation to the associated restraining

motive, which then coming into action will tend to withdraw attention

to itself. It is evident that the diverting action involves first the for-

mation of a new idea through the revival of an old one, which new idea

enters into the formation of a will to influence motor muscular action,

or to control still further modifications of ideas which will influence

motor action in the future. What we call moral self-control does not
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differ in principle from the control exercised over the muscular move-

ments by the internal senses. When a child first sees a hot stove he

perhaps has a curiosity to touch it, which, in common language, he can-

not restrain or control. But after he has experienced pain by touching
the hot stove, he is able to govern any further inclination to touch it

That is, the first stimulation of pain registered in the memory cells of

the internal senses in the cerebrum, forms a barrier to the reflex move-

ment invited by the sight of the stove. It needs no argument to prove
that the governing

" he
"

in this case is the ganglion that registers the

memory of the pain which accompanies the act. And its restraining

power depends upon the fact of the association of the sensation of hot

stove with the sensation of burned fingers. It is evident, then, that in

some way or other the stimulus from the memory cells, registering the

sensation of pain, interferes with and neutralizes that other stimulus

which tends to inaugurate movement toward the stove. Ever}- brain is

for itself the center of the universe, and the rest of the body is as much
a part of its environment as is any object outside of the body.

I have somewhere met with a stor}
T of a toper who was possessed

with what Tvas called an uncontrollable appetite for drink. One day, as

he was about to drink, a friend endeavored by every argument to dis-

suade him. "No," said he, "the appetite is too strong, I cannot con-

trol it. I feel that I must drink this if- 1 die for it.
" As he was about

to raise the glass to his lips, his friend, by a rapid movement, emptied
into it the contents of a small phial labled poison.

' ' Then drink and

die if you must,
" he exclaimed,

' ' the sooner it's over the better.
" But

the man set the glass down. He could now "control" his appetite, at

least so far as that glass was concerned. Did not the environment sup-

ply the motive ? That glass at first invited the man to drink it, but at

last it urged him not to, and the strongest impulse expressed itself

through his muscles.

It is evident that all cerebral action in which there is any association

of ideas, is in the nature of self-control in the same sense as spoken of

above
;
that is, one idea, or class of ideas, when stimulated or in activ-

ity, shares attention with those with which it is in association, and so

by its own action develops limitations to such action. All ' ' self-con-

trol
"
consists merely in the automatic repression or restriction of the

expression of one stimulation by the interfering limitations of another.

We may wish for twenty things almost at once, but we cannot perform

twenty operations at once in order to get them. In the nature of things

nineteen will necessarily wait for one, and one will therefore control the

expression of nineteen.

We may wish to do a certain thing, but postpone it to a more con-

venient season. The motive for postponing then controls the action as
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to time, Some other motive controls the manner of its performance.

Thus, if we fear the opposition of some person, we will perform the ac-

tion at some place beyond his observation or interference, &c. We form

many designs and resolutions which are by first one motive and then an-

other, remodeled, contracted, expanded, or finally undone and put aside

altogether. This is done habituall}
T

, incessantly, automatically, and so

rapidly that we are not conscious of very much of the action involved,

unless special attention is directed to it. Indeed, after a purpose has

been conceived we are entirely unable to predict what movements are

necessary to carry it into execution, what movements will go along as

collateral with it, or be developed from it as necessan^ consequents aris-

ing out of it, or be excited as opposers or modifiers. A person who
can do this to a limited degree, is recognized as a person of wisdom and

foresight. Every purpose is so liable to the interference of these ad-

junctive and cross purposes that they may all be said to exercise more

or less control over each other. Whichever of the impulses to action

happens to predominate at the moment, it serves to repress, obscure and

conceal all the rest.

It is obvious that the sorts of ideas whose expressions thus operate as

restraints to the demonstrations and expressions of others, are exceed-

ingly numerous. In fact, every one that leads to expression at all, is

of this sort, and thus exercises control in its turn, concealing other

ideas while it shows itself. The ordinary intercourse of social life fur-

nishes motives for the expression of certain conventional and habitual

ideas, and the concealment of others which are more or less antagonis-

tical to them. Protestations of regard and esteem often cover up ideas

and sentiments quite the opposite. A society lady though thoroughly

anno}
red by the presence of an unwelcome guest, will nevertheless ap-

pear complaisant and gratified. It is said "she controls
"
her feelings

of annoyance, and represses their expression. But suppose the "guest"

b.e a tramp, or some other person of no influence or consideration. She

no longer "controls" her feelings of annoyance, but speedily rids her-

self of the unwelcome presence. It is very obvious that the control

exercised in 'the first case is due to an influence which accompanies the

"guest." That is, the guest, an object in the environment, furnishes

both the exciting cause of the feeling of aversion, and the motive for

its concealment In the second case, the object in the environment fur-

nishes the exciting cause of the feeling, but no motive for its conceal*

ment, hence the difference of "
expression

"
in the two cases.

Politeness and policy are often controlling motives, and they fre-

quently give rise to expressions which conceal and restrain others more

true than themselves. Tact, artifice, finesse, flattery, lying, and all

sorts of deceit and stratagem, are expressions which may result from
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these motives, MIX! their assertion involves a concealment and control <>f

other motives and of their expressions.

We often hear of a struggle between policy and principle, and actions

are performed upon policy which are said to be contrary to principle,

and vice versa. It has been observed that a principle is a standard with

which to compare and co-ordinate new sensations. In order that such

comparison should result, it is essential that the new sensation shall

possess parts which sustain a particular sort of relationship to each

other. For example, we have a principle handed down to us from the

past, and erected in our brains by education and precept, that it is im-

moral to lie. No other sort of an action, except the telling of an un-

truth, can be tried by this standard. Now, in comparing every case of

lying which comes to our knowledge, with our standard, a little reflec-

tion suffices to show that equally the standard is tried by the action. In

saying that lying is immoral, we are, practically, comparing a number

of cases of lying with another and primary standard that of morality.

And we are then compelled to seek the elements which determine what

morality is. As we shall see further on, we call those acts of other

people moral which we suppose will not detract from our happiness, and

they judge our acts in the same way, and so the standard of morality

has been practically agreed upon. Now, in order to establish that lying

is immoral, a great many cases of lying must have been considered with

reference to their effect on the peace and happiness of men, and the ef-

fect having been found in general to be unfavorable, the resultant of the

sum of the sensations of all the experiences of lies ever had, is expressed

in the formula : it is immoral to lie. But this is only a resultant, and

represents the influence of the weightiest considerations. It expresses

the tendency or effect of the majority of lies, but not necessarily of all.

Each fresh lie may be compared with the principal standard which de-

termines morality by determining happiness, and then it may be com-

pared secondari^ with the principle which asserts a lie to be immoral.

If this particular lie tends to produce happiness instead of the contrary,

it is in accordance with moral principle, although it violates the subor-

dinate principle, and calls it in question. Evidently, if the majority of

lies in the experience of mankind were lies of benevolence, the subor-

dinate principle would never have been formulated as it is. This par-

ticular lie, then, which is under consideration, being found, as supposed,

to promote happiness, it tries the principle, and, as far as its influence

goes, tends to modify it. The fact that it does so, tends to show the

composite and mechanical structure of the principle. A principle, then,

may be described to consist of the sum of the condensations of a num-

ber of similar and homogeneous sensations or ideas associated together

in one mass, as if superposed one upon another in such a wa}- that a
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characteristic, common to them all, becomes the prominent feature of

the composite picture. This common characteristic is the one we see

the most of, and consequently give it the title of principle. But the

principle thus made up is manifestly nothing but the essential part of so

many cases of policy consolidated and expressed in one formula. Prin-

ciple, then, is somebody's policy. Whose ? But little argument is re-

quired to show that it originates with men in the social state. No man

in a solitary and anti-social condition, would interdict himself in the use

of any means of stratagem for his purposes of aggression or defense,

by the erection of self-imposed limitations. But men in society dis-

covered that relations of helpfulness to each other depended upon rela-

tions of confidence in each other
; lying destro}^ed confidence, and hence

their policy came to be settled into a principle.

The social organism looks approvingly upon the action of G-eo. Wash-

ington in refusing to lie about the hatchet, for his own benefit, but she

equally approves his having deceived Sir Henry Clinton for her benefit.

Encouraged by the applause which the social organization awards to all

who work in her favor, men will strain principles in doing for their so-

ciety, their party, or their country what they would be condemned for

doing for themselves. Principle, then, is the policy of society, which

she enforces between individuals, but which she reserves the right to

violate in her own behalf according to the dictates of her interest. (See

Rom. 3:7.) If we were to revise the formula in regard to lying, with

reference to this fact, we should make it read something like this : It is

immoral for an individual to lie to society to her detriment and for his

own advantage.

Recurring now to the question of the struggle which we say some-

times occurs between principle and policy, we perceive that it is a ques-

tion between two policies, one the policy in which the interests of soci-

ety are involved, the other involving the interest of the individual, re-

gardless of those of the society. There is no question that to the indi-

vidual his own interests are paramount to any others. But his personal

interests are closely involved with those of the society, and society

seeks by artificial means constantly to involve them still further. And
where they are not so involved, she, by punishments and resentments,

seeks to restrain the individual from preferring his interests to hers.

The following story was related of a negro, the servant of a Union

officer in the civil war. At the battle of Corinth he ran away, and was

not seen again till the engagement was over. Upon being questioned

as to his cowardly conduct, he admitted : "Yes, sah, I ran away at de

fust fiah, and would have run soonah if I had known what was coming.
"

"But," remonstrated the officer, '-how can we hope to succeed if men
act in this cowardly manner. Don't you understand the great principles
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involved in this contest?" ''Yes, sah, de principles is all right, but

what good'll dey do me if I git killed?
" "Is your life, then, of more

importance than the preservation of this great nation, and perhaps the

liberation of your race besides?" "Yes, sah, it is to me, sah," re-

plied the sable philosopher, and unless life in defeat promised to be in-

tolerable, he was right.

Society justifies her claims upon the individual by the consideration

of the great benefits and services she has conferred upon him, and the

ability she possesses of rendering him miserable, but compliance or non-

compliance with these claims rests at last upon the individual himself.

It is in his brain that the claims of society on one hand, and her re-

wards and punishments on the other, are balanced. The results shown

in his action, indicate the respective strength of the detachments of

these two forces which engaged each other in his brain. If his action

prefers the interests of society with subordinate regard for himself, we

sa,y he acts from principle ;
but if it prefers himself, with subordinate

regard for society, we say he acts from policy. And this conclusion is

not vitiated by the circumstance that policy and principle often coincide,

and that what may appear to be a line of principle in the action of an

individual, is in reality only a line of policy. And this leads to the fur-

ther question whether, since all the action is sifted through the individ-

ual, and receives its bias and direction from his personality, it is not all

likewise, so far as he is concerned, a matter of policy. The coinci-

dence between the interests of the individual and those of the commun-

ity are so close in nine cases out of ten, that a person pursuing his course

under the double impulse without analyzing it, does not realize how
much of either element there is in it. But let him analyze it, and he

will discover that among those nine cases out of ten, not one lacks the

motive of policy or self-interest, or would have been pursued if that

motive had been lacking. Now let us analyze the remaining tenth of

our actions, in which, I suppose, the interests of others form the prin-

cipal or exclusive motive
; as, for example, when we subscribe to a fund

to purchase an artificial leg for an unfortunate who has lost his natural

one, or to relieve starvation in some isolated settlement, or to help a

burnt-out or drowned-out community in some distant stute or country in

which we have never been nor expect to be, or when we, at imminent

personal risk, attempt the relief and rescue of persons in peril from fire

or flood or pestilential disease. Since such actions, equally with the

others, originate from stimuli which, arising from the environment, are

reflected from our organism with the quality and direction which our

personality gives them, it is evident that somehow that personality is

involved with the action. In a great man}- of such cases we cannot

discover that we are moved by what are called selfish or interested con-
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siderations. We do -not reflect that if we do these charitable actions we

shall cultivate charitable feelings in the breasts of others, by which we

may ourselves perhaps profit in case we need help in the future. Be-

fore we act, and whether we act or not, we are conscious of feelings of

pity and sj'mpathy, and these are feelings of more or less pain and un-

easiness, and we find them relieved when we perform the actions to

which they impel, and which are their natural expressions. We know

these feelings are automatic, because there is no consciousness of the

processes which occur between the sensory impression which informs us

of the object of sympathy, and the sensation of S}
7mpathy which it

evokes. The one inevitably and necessarily follows the other. The

automatic development of this feeling or sensation of sympathy, could

only occur after a relationship has been established between the brain

and the object which arouses the sympathy. All automatic actions de-

pend upon and presuppose a previous course of differentiation of or-

gans by, and their adaptation to, a particular and exclusive sort of stim-

ulation. Little ducks, although hatched and fostered by a hen, will, to

her great dismay, betake themselves to the first pond they come to, and

if restrained would no doubt experience a sensation of uneasiness. The

uneasy feeling, and the act which would relieve it if they were free to

do it, are automatic, and yet the little ducks never saw water before.

It is evident that the relation between the water and the ducks was es-

tablished in their ancestors, and inherited by them. The inherited con-

stitution of their brain is such that the stimulation of the water by way
of the senses arouses certain organs of the brain, which in turn com-

municate motion to the muscles, and if this motion is restrained, the

stimulation begets uneasiness.

Precisely like this is the automatic tendency we all have to go to the

relief of distress, and to be distressed ourselves in a degree directly in

proportion to the nearness of the object to us, and inversely in propor-

tion to the relief we are able to furnish. And we come by this auto-

matic tendency just as the little ducks come by theirs
;

viz.
, by inherit-

ance. Our ancestors lived in social relations for a great many genera-

tions. They called on each other for help, and rendered assistance and

succor when it was required. However mercenary and interested these

acts may have been at first, from long habit and cultivation, in relations

of intimacy and interdependence they have stamped upon the brain and

transmitted to us the physiological conditions which of necessity express

themselves in such acts. It is often observed that we become attached

to those to whom we render service. The action begets the feeling, as

the feeling would beget the action. So these ancestors of ours, com-

pelled from the necessities of the case to help each other, came to have

a care and anxiety to accomplish their task, which emotions we now
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translate as sympathy. This word, which signifies suffering with an-

other, expresses the literal fact. The pressure of the environment upon
the race has tended to consolidate it into a homogeneous whole. To
each one of us those next to us are pressed exceedingly close. We suf-

fer when they do, and can relieve ourselves only oy relieving them.

While it is true that our instinctive actions are not reasoned out by us

beforehand, nevertheless they have been performed innumerable times

by our ancestors, and whether they ever consciousl}
7 reasoned them out

or not, the logic of the events stamped and moulded their brains, and

heredity has transmitted the same kind of brains to us. To be re-

strained from going according to the bent of these inherited proclivities

is as surely productive of uneasiness and pain as would be the restraint

of the natural movements of the limbs. Every individual is born into

the world with a definite organization competent to be moved in various

ways by particular sorts of stimulation, and certain to be moved as

soon as it is exposed to them. There is at first no control or restraint,

but the stimulus which first gets access to the young animal, continues

to operate it till the particular tissues with which it deals are exhausted.

It is only after a certain amount of experience is attained that the con-

ditions of harmony and inharmony in cerebral interactions, which give

rise to pleasurable and painful qualities of sensation, begin to have an

influence in controlling the actions. The experience consists in the cul-

tivation and development in the individual, by stimulations from the en-

vironment, of certain activities, which, as they turn out to be in har-

mony or inharmony with the inherited bent, are productive of pleasur-

able or painful sensations. These sensations become subjects of mem-

ory, and as memories or recollections only, they enter into, or, rather,

they exclusively constitute the immediate stimuli concerned in conscious

voluntary action. Actions therefore tend to perpetuate their kind, and

we readily see how our movements of the present time are dominated by
those of the past, and how the present generation is ruled by those

which have gone before.

CHAPTER LXVII.

PLEASURE AND FAIN.

The intimate nature of pleasure and pain is still a matter not settled

to the satisfaction of the Philosophers. Prof. Bain quotes Kant as sa}
r-

ing that u
pleasure is the feeling of the furtherance, pain of the hin-

dnince of life." Following this view, Prof. Bain formulates what he

calls the luw of self-conservation, thus: "States of pleasure are con-

nected with an increase, states of >:iin with an abatement of some or
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all of the vital functions.
" In support of this he remarks,

' ' the pleas-

ures of healthy exercise and of rest after toil, the pain of fatigue, the

pleasures of nourishment and pure air, the pains of hunger, inanition

or suffocation, the pleasures of health generally, the pains of bodily in-

jury and disease.
" While he proposes this for the general law, he is

obliged to admit numerous exceptions.

But one real exception is fatal to the theory. There are many forms

of decay and wasting of the powers which are quite painless. Many
chronic ailments slowly undermine the constitution without giving any

warning whatever to the feelings. You may cut your finger only skin

deep, and suffer more pain from it than from a degeneration of the

heart, which is destined soon to prove fatal. If the law were true, there

ought, it would seem, to be a proportional correspondence between great

hurts and great pains, and little hurts and little pains. A rotten tooth

may ulcerate, poison the blood, and destroy life with little or no pain,

while, on the other hand, a slight and by no means fatal exposure of

the nerve to undue heat or cold or pressure, will produce a toothache of

exquisite agony. We may indulge habits of a vicious and destructive

kind, which are nevertheless too pleasurable to be broken off.

Bodily pain does not necessarily depend upon the state of the viscera,

or the condition of the members, but upon the relationship of the brain

to those parts. Pleasure and pain are qualities of sensation, and all

sensation is in the brain. Under the influence of anesthetics, all our

limbs may be cut off, and our body stuck full of pins without exciting

pain, because the brain is not agitated by the process. If the nervous

connection between a leg and the brain is destroyed by a local lesion,

the leg may be injured without limit, but there will be no feeling of pain

from it. Pleasure and pain then depend upon some state or agitation

in the brain cells, and any stimulus which is competent to produce that

peculiar state of brain cells, may be said to produce pleasure or pain.

To a person possessing musical cultivation, inharmonious sounds are

disagreeable or painful. Either of two sounds alonermay give pleasure,

while if sounded together they would give pain. We trace the pain in

this case not to the primary action of the vibrations themselves, but to

some incident of their association. The two separate agitations of brain

organs occurring together, leave a condensed impression in which the

two are blended in an inharmonious one. Evidently the element of pain

lies in the fact of the discord of the tones in which the brain cells are

agitated. Comparing these receiving organs with the receiving appa-

ratus of the harmonic telegraph, described in last chapter, it is easy to

see how two of them can be agitated at once, each one normally doing
its appointed work considered by itself. Thus, the C reed and the D
reed could be vibrated simultaneously, the one at the rate of 128 vibra-
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tions per second, and the other 144. They do not interfere with each

other in doing their work, which is simply to respond to the impulses

they receive from the other end, although taken together they are far

from constituting a harmonious whole. And so of the receiving organs

in the cerebrum. The actual agitations which they are fitted for, they

undergo whenever appropriately impelled, regardless of their relation-

ship with each other. It is the consolidation of these agitations into

one sensation that brings out the' fact that as a whole they are inhar-

monious, and we are warranted in the conclusion that in this case at

least a sensation of a whole composed of inharmonious parts is a pain-

ful sensation. In this example we have no trouble to trace inharmony
to the actual mechanical vibrations which occur in the objective instru-

ments which furnish the noise. These vibrations alternately reinforce

and neutralize each other, causing beats and interference in the sound

waves. But we must not be too hasty to conclude that this evident in-

harmony in the physical world necessarily produces sensations of pain

or annoyance in us. Whoever has heard the discordant racket which

may be produced by the simultaneous sounding of bells, gongs, drums,

&c.
,
and reflects that this is supposed to be music by one-third of the

people of the world, will admit that it does not. People whose musical

sense has never been cultivated ( nor inherited ) are not disturbed by dis-

cordant sounds.

We might mention many other examples of harmonious relationships

in our environment which tend to develop in us an appreciation of them

and satisfaction in them, such as harmony of color and symmetry in

form. When such appreciation or sense is cultivated, its violation gives

pain ;
but if there is no cultivation the fact of the union of inharmoni-

ous colors, or of unsymmetrical objects, produces no effect upon us.

What we call the cultivation of the musical sense, the color sense, &c.
,

depends upon the differentiation of brain cells by previous experience

and habit under certain associations, and is, in fact, the erection of

standards or principles, as set forth in chapter 65. Having got our

standard idea of what has given us pleasure in any particular depart-

ment, each new sensation is automatically compared with such standard,

and if it supports and reinforces the standard, it gives pleasure ;
if it

disagrees with such standard, and tends to detract from and subvert or

disturb it, uneasiness or pain results. It requires no argument to show

that this principle extends to all the customs and conventionalities of

life. We have our standard ideas of the correct thing in law, religion,

medicine, politics, education, fashions in dress, deportment, &c. Those

things we see in the environment which confirm and build up these

standards and the cerebral organs, of which they are the expression,

are pleasant, while those things which are not in harmony with them,
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and tend to disintegrate them, are unpleasant. The degree to which we

are affected depends upon the firmness with which the organs are estab-

lished, and this depends upon the amount of energy, time, use and

habit which have been expended in their erection and consolidation.

Those of recent origin may be disturbed and contradicted without so

much pain as those of older growth and greater intensity. In fact,

those of the most recent growth are often entirely subverted by new

sensations. Thus, in styles of dress and architecture there is a constant

evolution keeping pace with the growing development of standards of

taste in symmetry and grace.

But those ideas which have stuck to us longest, and have become

woven into our lives through constant use and habit, and have become

adjusted to and associated with other ideas, cannot be antagonized by
adverse sensations without pain. This generalization is not confined to

abstract or general ideas which are shared by many persons, but is true

also of those personal and special organs which each one has, peculiar

to himself, and growing out of his individual experience. Thus, we

say in general, a man loves his brother more than.anyone else loves him.

But this we find depends upon his habit of association with him. If

the brothers were brought up together in harmony, and have shared

their sensations with each other from childhood, as is most generally

the case, they love each other, and because we find it so habitually, we

regard it as the rule. If, however, they are separated in infancy, and

brought up under different influences of religion, habits and modes of

thought, there is but little in common between them, and therefore little

affection. Our interest in others depends upon the intimacy and har-

mony of our relationship with them, and pur pain at the termination of

such relationship is in proportion to such interest. We may suffer al-

most intolerable grief at the loss of a near relative by death, but if it

is another man's relative in a distant state, it hardly excites in us a mo-

ment's consideration. We suffer the pain of grief for everything we

lose in proportion to the intimacy with which we have been attached to

it, whether it be friend, property, influence or position. Such intimacy

is the expression of cerebral organs differentiated and built up by re-

peated sensations of harmonious relations. It is founded upon the su-

perposed and consolidated memories of these relations, each separately

in some way promotive of our satisfaction, and, in the aggregate, of our

happiness. Any sensation, which, coming into contact with such organ,

tending to add to it, strengthen it, and build it up harmoniously with

itself, adds to our happiness ;
while any sensation, which, coming into

comparison with such established organ, tends to antagonize it and undo

instead of furthering it, brings discord and, consequently, unhappiness.

The effect of rubbing two rough bodies upon each other, is to eliminate
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the points of friction and reduce them to correspondence and harmony.
And so we are to conceive the action going on in organ building. There

is certain to be a tendency in such action to produce a degree of correla-

tion, mutuality and symmetiy in the whole body of the cerebral organs,

the aggregate result forming the basis of character, as observed else-

where. Youth is the formative period, during which this process of

harmonizing and adjusting the organs to each other is most active, and

during which new sensations are received with less of a surprise to those

which have been previous!}' received. The griefs and disappointments

of youth are less intense, and more speedily recovered from, than those

of later years. In maturity the organs have become balanced with each

other, and by their automatic interactions have become mutually ad-

justed, correlated and consistent with each other, so that any disturb-

ance of one is apt to involve others. A great grief or disappointment

may quite undo a whole character, or it may so derange the symmetry
and balance of the organs as to produce insanit}

T
. We instinctively

state the material fact when we sa}
T the man is "unbalanced." We may

observe here that the disturbance of this balance may be effected by a

too great joy as well as by a too great grief, as we may disturb the bal-

ance of scales by either taking away from or adding to one of them.

In further confirmation of this theory, we have the fact that the dis-

turbance caused by the introduction of sensations of a disturbing char-

acter, depends largely on the abruptness with which they are introduced.

A man losing all his property at once may be shocked into insanity,

whereas, if he loses it piecemeal during a period of years, he becomes

gradually adjusted and reconciled to the new conditions. So we recog-

nize the necessity of "
breaking the news "

in cases liable to produce

excessive grief or joy. This expression again indicates, perhaps un-

wittingly, the fact that a great sensation can distribute its force and

secure equilibration between the organ directly affected and its associated

organs with less shock if it is " broken" and administered piecemeal.

On the other hand when a joke is perpetrated with the design of produc-

ing laughter, we endeavor to concentrate as much of Its force as possible

in its "point," so that the shock upon the organ or organs involved in

its perception shall be so sudden as to cause an explosion in motor ex-

pression, which in such case is laughter. If the story is awkardly re-

lated so that the idea which should come out suddenly and at once is

allowed to appear a part at a time, it may produce amusement but not

an explosion. A witticism, joke or pun in order to provoke laughter

must possess ideas which are in pleasant harmony, but whose harmony
is not obvious till the point is reached.

It was observed that pains arising from injuries to the body are felt

in the brain. The entire surface of the body and many of the internal
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organs are connected with the brain by nerves of sensation. These

nerves and the cerebral organs with which they connect, we have inherited

from our ancestors as much as we have inherited our other bodily parts,

and they exist in us at birth. They were developed together pari passu,

the bodily parts, the sensory nerves, and the cerebral receiving organs.

Their harmony and correspondence at birth are perfect. The process

by which this correspondence has been brought about, has gone on

during past ages in our ancestry and consisted in the constant associa-

tion of stimuli of a certain class and degree of force applied upon the

periphery of the body, with their corresponding cerebral centers. The

development of the cerebral centers of sensation is such as necessary to

bring them into correspondence with an average of the stimulations to

which they are subjected. . Having become so developed, any stimulations

which are within this normal average will harmonize with the cerebral

organ and tend to confirm and strengthen its function of sensitiveness

to such sort of stimulation, while any stimulation in slight excess of

such average will tend to change the organ and to make it sensitive

to the new tone of sensation. When this process is going on we have a

sensation of effort which is a more or less subdued uneasiness. But if

the stimulation be too great to be followed by a further differentiation

of the cerebral organ it is painful, because not having been built up by
such stimulation it is not in harmony with it. If the skin be violently

scratched with a pin it is painful, because the corresponding cerebral

organ has not been built up by stimuli as violent as that. Nor, neither

has the skin itself as an organ of sense been developed by such stimuli.

The}7 are both protoplasm, and what develops one will develop its cor-

respondent. They are complementary of each other and rise or fall

together.

As observed heretofore, the intrinsic constitution of protoplasm allows

of its differentiation only by stimuli within certain limits of violence
;

with reference to temperature for example, the limits for the simplest

organisms are the boiling point of water on one hand and its freezing

point on the other. With the higher organisms the limits of endurable

violence are greatly circumscribed. The blood of but few mammals can

with safety vary in temperature more than ten or fifteen degrees F. The

same thing is true of other sorts of stimuli. In order to affect us at all

they must be of a certain degree of force. If the force be too great the

effect is destruction instead of differentiation or healthy sensation. Sen-

sation can be aroused only by stimuli within the limits of the integrity

of the tissues involved. Gentle stimulus within those limits gives satis-

faction or pleasure according to the state of the tissues
;
forcible stimulus

begets a sense of uneasiness or disagreeableness, more forcible stimulus

of pain, violent stimulus of intense pain. The most violent stimulus
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being outside the limits, destroys the tissues, or stuns the sense organ

or nerves so that no sensation is conveyed.

If the sensation of satisfaction arises from the impact upon an organ

of the kind of stimuli by which it has been built up, we ma}' suppose

that this sense of satisfaction is the most intense when the organ is in

the best state for reflecting such stimulus. There are two conditions

requisite for pleasurable sensations
;
one is that the organ be fresh and

not fatigued, the other is that the attention be concentrated upon it, and

not distracted by other actions. The sense of fatigue arises when the

organ has become so far depleted and worn in its tissues through the

waste of action that it can no longer be stimulated by its accustomed

stimulus, or is moved by it in a sluggish and inadequate manner. After

the action is over, the restoration of the depleted tissues proceeds by
the assimilation of fresh matter supplied by the blood. This process of

rebuilding is negatively agreeable ;
that is, it gradually relieves the dis-

agreeable sense of fatigue. When the organ is fully restored and

rested, its stimulation by the appropriate object will give the greatest

pleasure it is competent to give, provided the attention, that is, the blood

supply, is directed to it chiefly or exclusively. If the' blood flow is di-

vided between this and too many other organs, it soon becomes ex-

hausted and fatigued again. We are glad to entertain a friend whom
we have not seen for some time, unless we should happen to have the

presence of some other friend we like better, or some pressing business

or occupation demands our attention. In such case, the visit will soon

become irksome, which otherwise would be enjoyable. The first action

of the organ under the stimulation compels a flow of blood to it, which

tends to supply the new tissue as it is required by the waste of the old.

If it could be forever supplied as fast as wasted, there would be no end

to our enjoyment of the action. But the supply is limited, and one or-

gan cannot monopolize it, so exhaustion and fatigue finally obscures

pleasure, and puts an end to action.

It is common to distinguish between bodily pains and pleasures, and

mental pains and pleasures. From what has gone before, it is obvious

that such distinction is unscientific. All pains and pleasures result

from agitations of the brain by stimuli from its environment, which in-

cludes not only every object accessible to us outside of the body, but

the body itself, too, with all its parts. The principle upon which our

sensations are painful or pleasurable, is just the same for all, whether

they are derived from conditions in the body, or from conditions in the

part of the environment beyond the body. If by bodily pains is meant

those consequent upon a vicious condition of the body, then it would

follow that the mental pains are those consequent upon an undesirable

condition of our outside relations, our political standing, our business
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affairs, our friendships, our bank account, and it would logically follow

that these things constitute our "mental" part. But if it be meant

that the body suffers in consequence of bodily ills, and the mind in con-

sequence of external ills, it is untrue, since the sensations from both

sources are generated in the same brain. The popular distinction of

bodily and mental in this connection, then, is incorrect, misleading and

unfounded in fact.

All upbuilding of cerebral organs is not pleasurable. When the brain

cells are sluggish and are differentiated only by repeated assaults of the

invading stimuli, the sensation developed is one of effort, and such sen-

sation is an uneasy and constrained one. Neither is the renewal of

worn-out tissue, the rebuilding or upbuilding of muscle, &c.
, any more

than negatively pleasurable. The most of it takes place during sleep,

and the more passive and insensible we are the better it goes forward.

Our enjoyments come from action, and action, whether confined exclu-

sively to the brain or accompanied by muscular movement, is accom-

panied by wear and waste of the parts, and consequently can not last

long at a time in any one direction. On the other hand, neither is an

''abatement of the vital functions" always accompanied with pain.

Some diseases of the kidnej^s, heart and lungs, undermine the constitu-

tion and reduce the vital force without pain. Consumptives usually

keep up their courage to the last moment. It is conjectured that in

some cases this painlessness may be due to a poisoning or deadening of

the function of the nerves of sensation by the disease in the parts af-

fected, in some such way as the nerves of motion may be poisoned by

curare, nicotine and conine. In some cases the progress of the disease

is so slow that the slight sensibility which might at first exist, becomes

dulled by the gradual adaptation of the patient to it. The loss

of blood is not accompanied with pain, doubtless because it involves but

little injury to nerves, and because it soon withdraws from the brain

cells the power of sensation by abstracting their nourishment and re-

ducing them to insensibility. Death often occurs from asphyxia by coal

gas and fire damp without any warning of a painful kind. Instances

have occurred in which persons in a state of syncope have inhaled am-

moniacal vapors which produced violent inflammation. If the patients

had been in their ordinary state, the irritation which these vapors gen-

erally produce would have warned them and caused their avoidance.

People often expose themselves to the influence of cold, malaria, and

zymotic infection without any painful warning, and if the}
r avoid these

perils they do it through some other stimulation than a sense of pain.

A remarkable case is cited by Carpenter of a tramp who one evening
came to a lime kiln which had been filled with stone ready for burning,

but had not been lighted. He laid down upon the platform at the top
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of the kiln allowing his feet benumbed with cold to extend over upon
the stones in the kiln. He went to sleep^ and the attendants not know-

ing he was there lighted the fire below, and gradually the heat increased

without awaking the man until one of his feet was entirely consumed,

the bone being calcined. He felt no pain and did not know of his loss

till he attempted to rise upon his foot when it crushed under his weight.

The nerve had doubtless become too benumbed to convey the stimulus

and arouse sensation. He survived the injury but a fortnight. ( Car-

penter's Physiology. )

Nevertheless, it is true that a large proportion of the derangement and

reductions of the vital functions are accompanied or followed by pain, be-

cause such conditions put them out of harmony with their natural and

habitual associations.

Likewise pleasure generally accompanies those processes which are

upbuilding in their tendencies, because pleasurable sensation being sen-

sation of concord and fitting reciprocity between an incoming stimula-

tion and the cerebral organs already differentiated by previous similar

stimulations, such new stimulation continues and confirms the work of

the former ones in further building up such organs. When the stimula-

tions originate in states of the body, they are to be taken generally as

indications of harmonious and healthy action of the physical parts, the

upbuilding of which is accompanied by the development of their corres-

ponding cerebral organs. But this is not invariable. A person may
get temporary pleasure from the indulgence of an abnormal appetite, for

which, however, he has to pay in the pain of disappointing normal ones,

which have been robbed for its development. Pleasure in vice happens

only after organs of vicious activities have been erected by habit or have

been inherited.

All sensations may be divided into three classes : the pleasurable, the

painful, and the neutral. It may perhaps be doubted if there be such

a class as the neutral, because although there is an immense class which

are not either particularly painful or pleasurable, yet upon close scrutiny

we might be moved to place them by a very small choice in one or the

other of those classes. However that may be, at any rate the neutral

class have little or nothing to do directly with our motor actions. These

actions, so far as they are the results of conscious volition, are gov-

erned by motives founded upon sensations of pleasure or pain or their

memories. Motives founded upon considerations of social, moral or

religious duty are not exceptions. It may be said that the chief busi-

ness of all sensitive beings is to avoid pain and seek pleasure, especially

the former.
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CHAPTER LXVIII.

CONSCIENCE, AND THE MORAL SENSE.

If all sensations were neutral in their character, that is, neither pleas-

urable nor painful in the least degree, they would lose their distinctive

quality of sensations, and be reduced to sensory impressions. As sen-

sory impressions, they are links in a series of motion, which, begin-

ning as an external stimulation, passes through the sense organ and

ends in reflex or automatic muscular movement. We usually attribute

such automatic action to the ganglionic centers below the cerebrum.

But if there be neutral sensations, that is, sensations which amount

only to a passive negative sort of consciousness of the sense impression,

they may contribute to a reflex action of the cerebrum, which differs in

no respect from the reflex or automatic action of the centers below, ex-

cept, perhaps, in being more complex in its details. There is a great

deal of this semi-conscious action, and there are all grades of it, down

to the point where consciousness is lost, and the action purely automatic

goes on in unconsciousness. But the stimulations which go to form

purposes, and carry out purposive actions, are largely, if not exclu-

sively, made up of the recollections of sensations of a positive nature,

either agreeable or painful. And the purposes are formed to perpetu-

ate or renew those actions productive of the agreeable sensations, or to

inhibit those which result in painful and uneasy sensations.

While there is no difference in principle between reflex and purposive

actions, the latter appear to attach themselves to us, and to become our

own. This is because the purposive actions get their stimulations from

the memories of sensations aroused in us by the external sensory stim-

uli. The sensation is a motion of the ether contained in tlje internal

sense cells, and it accompanies the first differentiation of these cells,

and the re-erection of them, which constitutes recollection. It is there-

fore an indication of a permanent alteration made in our brain tissues,

and this alteration is the only sort of stimulation that produces the ef-

fect of sensation in us. This, then, is no doubt the reason why actions

stimulated by sensations ( that is, purposive actions ) appear in subse-

quent sensations (or consciousness) as peculiarly our own, while the re-

flex, instinctive and automatic actions of the lower centers, do not.

These latter we speak of as being performed mechanically, involuntarily,

instinctively, &c.
,
while the former are said to be done intelligently,

voluntarily, consciously, &c. We have small feeling of responsibility

for the involuntary actions, because there is a sort of ill-defined, but

correcjb, sense of these actions being done through us, rather than by us.
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But there is a subjective sense of responsibility for our voluntary ac-

tions. Responsibility to what ? Obviously to new sensations
;
that is,

to consciousness. Nothing else does, or by any possibility can, concern

us. Prediction is recollection referred to the future. Every purpose

terminates with a prediction. In every case the prediction is of action

of such a character as must be productive of pleasurable sensations. A
purpose devoid of such a prediction is not possible in the nature of

things. The purpose is constructed with reference to the prediction as

its guiding sensation, the sensation of a present inharmony in the rela-

tions of organs constituting the wish or motive of the purpose. The

feeling of responsibility arises as a sensation of a possible inadequacy
of the purpose and its action to produce the predicted sensation. Such

a feeling arises, if, after a purpose is formed, and perhaps during its

execution, a hasty comparison of the present with some former action

takes place in whole or in part, by which new elements of an inharmoni-

ous kind are developed to affect and weaken the prediction, which then

becomes less firm and confident. When, on the other hand, the predic-

tion is strengthened, we cheerfully say we assume the responsibility,

feeling, however, so confident of the satisfactory natuie of the sensa-

tion to result, that its burden is light. The principle is the same in all

cases, regardless of details, which may be very complicated and far

reaching. If a hunter attack a grizzly bear, his prediction and sense

of responsibility will not end with his shot at the animal, but will in-

clude the action of the bear, and his own sensations after the bear gets

through with him. But no matter how far the action gets away, it must

at last come back to one's own personality, and (in his prediction) pro-

duce in him an effect in sensation, or else no feeling of responsibility

goes with it. Thus, a purpose originating in an uneasy sensation, has

an agreeable sensation for its end.

The conclusion that agreeable sensations constitute the only end and

motive of voluntary action in man or beast, accords with the universal

instinct of man. In all intercourse with each other and in all concep-

tions of other intelligent beings, as Gods, Angels and Devils, this notion

appears as a settled though not always well defined conviction.
(
See

Heb. 11 : 26 and 12 :2
;

Is. 43 : 7.) In striving to influence men we

know of no other motive to appeal to. Our pulpits, schools, laws,

punishments, rewards, advice, admonition, instruction everything by
which we expect to move or influence others and make them moral, ap-

peal to this motive.

It might be anticipated then that here will be found the basis and

constructive energy underlying Conscience and the Moral Sense.

In a very earty condition of the human race every man thought he

saw his interest in the plunder and at times even in the murder of any
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other persen not immediately connected with himself. Retaliation made

every one a victim as well as an aggressor. After a sufficient number

of ages of this sort of experience a perception of the unprofitable results

of mutual robbery and distrust would begin to bore its way through even

rather thick skulls, and a few families in a neighborhood would after

awhile, perhaps without any very definite agreement, he found to agree

not to rob or murder each other, but to put their forces together for the

plunder of more distant victims. There was nothing of sentiment or

far-away ethics in such first compact of government, but it was blank

selfishness guided by a small amount of experience and common sense.

Thus the first stage of law both civil and moral is ' ' Honor among
thieves." As the means of locomotion and intercourse increased, the

areas of the civil compacts would increase, neighboring tribes thus be-

coming bound to each other in nations, each nation a murderer, robber

and thief with respect to other nations, but its component parts keeping

the peace among themselves by virtue of the fi
%
rst principle,

' ' Honor

among thieves.
" The next stage of development is that in which na-

tions, gradually discovering the cost and general unprofitableness of mu-

tual plunder by violence, make efforts to avoid war by substituting

diplomacy. In other words, the age of violence is succeeded by the age

of finesse. Nations try to overreach each other by means of hostile trade

and tariff regulations, and by diplomatic palaver and treaty bargains.

This is the size of international morality to-day. Where men are packed

together closely their development goes forward faster than where they

are separated. So the moral law, as well as the civil law which is based

upon it, has reached a much higher development as between individuals

of the same nation than as between nations. But the steps are just the

same. We pass through the age of violence into the age of cheating.

Further development is the gradual suppression of the grosser and more

open forms of cheating. This is done by the cheated provided they are

sufficiently intelligent and have the power ;
and every step in the ad-

vance is a contest between the self-interest of the cheater and the cheatee.

At present our law and our morality allow of large classes getting great

amounts of property from those who originally earn and produce it.

This is accomplished under the general operations of what are called the

1 ' laws of trade
" and the "law of supply and demand." This is, of

course, a great improvement over sneaking into peoples premises and

stealing their property or holding them up and taking it by force. But

it is far from satisfactory, and is destined to undergo a vast development
in the future. The best development of moral sentiment like "the

quality of mercy, is not strained
" and cannot be enforced by civil

codes. Pity, kindness, sympathy, affection and love are sentiments

which have been developed by the intimate and mutual dependence of
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men upon each other in family and other circumscribed relations. These

qualities have been carefully preserved and augmented by natural selec-

tion. They are a part of our nature, inherited from the lower animals

with our physical form, but greatly enlarged by our own development.
It gives us as much uneasiness and unhappiness to thwart these faculties

as any others
;
so that in the construction of moral and civil law these

sentiments have their weight and influence, and find their expression in

our public and private charities, our poor-houses, hospitals, asylums, &c.

The civil law is the embodiment of the mutual concessions each man
has been compelled to make to the rest for the sake of the unmolested

pursuit of his own self-happiness. The moral law is the theory on

which the civil is founded, and from age to age it points out to men by
what new concessions, which they can make to each other or can compel
from each other, their stock of happiness can be increased in the long

run. Thus, the moral law founded in human selfishness, an,d wrought
out by human experience, becomes the highest and most refined expres-

sion of human self-interest. The moral code depends upon the fact

that men can accomplish their selfish purposes better by co-operation

and associated effort. This value of associated effort is appreciated by
other animals as well as by men. Beavers, muskrats, monkeys, wild

horses and cattle, wolves, buffaloes, and many others among the mam-

mals
; geese, ducks, pigeons, quails, martins, swallows, crows, turkeys,

cranes, penguins, and numerous others among the birds
; bees, ants,

wasps, &c.
, among the insects, and also most species of fishes, and sea

mammals, afford examples of race association for the purpose of mutual

protection and defense, or for concerted aggression and attack, or for

the construction and maintenance of public works for the common good.

The original prime object and motive of animal association is the ac-

complishment of individual ends and aims, and it of course at first

takes no account of the society as such. The association among such

animals as wolves and primitive men, probably began by the weaker in-

dividuals attaching themselves to the stronger. A powerful individual

by his superior ability would be able to more than supply himself, and

the weaker would hang around and follow him, read}' to appropriate

anything he might leave. From assisting at his banquets, stimulated

by his example and success, they would at length assist in his aggres-

sive enterprises, and put in a bite or a blow where they could. The so-

ciety thus formed has already a tacit and instinctive moral code. I

have never read that, wolves, however lumgiy, will attack cadi other un-

Im <lis:ililcd. although if they did they would be no worse than savage

men. or even civilized ones, who have often been known to kill and eat a

fellow to escape starvation. The stronger in these primitive societies al-

low the weaker certain undisturbed rights, but fighting and working for
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the individual good by means of the common good, are expected of all.

In some communities, both of lower animals and of men, the drones,

superannuated and enfeebled, or otherwise useless members, are killed

off. The killing of the useless males in the bee-hive, is well known.

A disabled wolf is dispatched and devoured by his comrades. In Pat-

agonia, when provisions are scarce, the community is reduced by killing

off some of the superannuated old women, rather than by killing the

dogs, who are regarded as the more useful to the society. In Caucasia,

when supernumerary female infants are born, they are quietly eliminated

by means of a little mud stuffed into their mouths.

The crystallized customs and habits of the members of the society as

they relate to each other, constitute such ethical or moral code as they

possess. These are liable to more or less change, which circumstances

will enforce from time to time, and they will often be violated and over-

ridden by the more powerful or more violent members. Whatever ob-

servances of a moral kind there may be between individuals of such

community, they are not applicable to any relationships outside of that

community. At first, all outside of the community are the natural en-

emies and natural objects of plunder to those inside of it, and have no

rights which the}
7 are bound to respect. The boundaries of the society

in the course of social development, tend to expand. The more vital

and important of the observances regulating the social life, are gradu-

ally extended, so as to embrace larger numbers. Beginning with the

family, the offices and sentiment of mutuality extend first to other fam-

ilies, whereby tribes are formed. Next, they are extended from a tribe

to its neighbor tribes, by which states are formed, then further exten-

sions consolidate states into nations, and nations into empires. Amongst
civilized men, nations and empires now form a family for certain ends,

and there are certain rules of conduct which are acknowledged as bind-

ing on all men. Thus, if a man commits a murder and escapes to an-

other nation, he is extradited, and returned for punishment. Thus,

each nation renounces the right of its citizens to murder the people of

other nations. The right to certain kinds of robbery and plunder is

also renounced by most civilized people.

But the very civilization which operates to extend the range of moral

obligation and opportunity, also extends the opportunity for all other

sorts of combination. All moral considerations, as well as the civil

code, do, and always must, reserve to the individual certain rights of

self-seeking and self-promotion. And now it is found that of these resi-

dual selfish ends many can be accomplished better by association and

combination. Consequently, we have in commercial and manufacturing

enterprises, great corporations, monopolies, rings, combinations and

trusts. The tendency of these rings is toward constant enlargement,
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and a constant increase in the number of people interested in and de-

pendent upon them
;
so that the course which their development takes

is precisely that which in the first place was taken in the consolidation

of people into communities for the mutual protection of themselves and

their possessions against those outside of the organization. There is a

constant tendency to the formation of rings within rings. Thus, in a

large railroad company, whose stockholders are scattered all over the

country, there will be formed a ring composed of a few of the influen-

tial stockholders, for the purpose of owning cars to be run upon the

company's road, another ring will own all the grain elevators along the

line, another will secure the coal mines, and another will form an ex-

press company. The stockholders owning these interests will operate

them at the expense of the other stockholders of the general company
outside of their rings, using the common road to their individual advan-

tage. As the general stockholders become aware of this state of things,

the}
7

begin to demand a share in these side enterprises, until finally they
become the property of the whole company. And so it goes through-

out, the tendency being the consolidation of many interests into a few,

of the few into one.

These enterprises all begin in the selfishness of individuals, which

prompts them to get something more for themselves than can be ob-

tained by outsiders. The struggle for life makes all men natural en-

emies, and any combination or association which they make is in the na-

ture of a truce, and an offensive alliance against the common foe, the

rest of mankind. The confidence and good faith between the members
of such combinations, which are absolutely essential to their existence

and success, form the basis of the moral law. And the principle is

the same, whether we regard a band of thugs organized to murder out-

siders, but bound in honor to stand by each other
;
a gang of thieves in

honor bound not to steal from each other
;

or a company of merchants

in honor bound to account to each other fairly for the "
profits" of their

business. Let the limits of each of these organizations be extended to

cover a nation, and we should have a nation free from murder, stealing

and dishonesty. We perceive, therefore, that morality depends upon
common interests. Common interests bring about social relationships,

the harmonious reciprocity of which constitute morality, and morality
ends with the advent of anti-social conditions.

Although we imagine we are civilized, our social relations must be re-

garded as being in a state of unstable equilibrium, extremely liable to

be disturbed. Each nation has a complicated and extensive 83
rstem of

laws and courts for the purpose of restoring equilibrium and affording a

field for the exercise of the anti-social instincts without too great a dis-

turbance of society. And when the equilibrium between two nations is
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disturbed, there being no such common field to enforce peaceful settle-

ment, they do not hesitate to invade, murder and plunder each other.

A law without penalties for its infringment would never be enforced.

Neither human beings nor any other sort of beings ever did anything

except upon the compulsion of motives direct or indirect. What is now

called moral restraint when it is traced back to its origin is found to be

the restraint of the sense of impending or threatened phj^sical injuiy.

Any sort of social intercourse shows men at once the liability of certain

injurious results to follow the perpetration of certain offenses. In fact,

the only way they could know that an act was an offense, would be by
the injurious effect which followed it. A society, however primitive, im-

poses physical penalties in self defense, and will tend to rid itself of

those members who will not conform to the law of the interests of the

mass. This process will act in the formulation of a moral code, written

or unwritten, and in the development of a feeling of restraint, or in other

words a moral sense, as soon as the community possesses intelligence

enough. But when that time arrives men also begin to take account of

their general relationships to external nature. They begin to see many
things they cannot understand and find themselves in the presence of

forces which they cannot escape or control. They naturally do the only

thing left them to do; viz., they try to conciliate these forces, and hence

the idea of religious obligation arises almost as early as that of moral

obligation. The essential element of all religion is the conciliation of

supernatural powers which if not conciliated would be hostile. The

hostility of these superior powers or gods, was at first supposed to be

shown in bad crops, storms, droughts, famines, pestilences, earthquakes,

defeat in war, &c.
, many or most of which disasters affect alike whole

communities. Hence, the conciliation of the beings responsible for

these disasters, naturally and necessarily became a duty of the whole

community as such, and this conciliation business naturally becomes a

function of the state. It is obvious that in such a matter it would be

illogical for the governing authorities to allow individuals to endanger

the public welfare by any dissenting action of theirs liable to neutralize

or thwart the beneficial effects of the public ceremonials. In a perfectly

natural way the idea became prevalent that individuals by their impiety

could do this. It is related of Jonah that when he was making his vo}'-

age from Joppa to Tarshish to escape from the Lord, a great tempest

arose in the Mediterranean Sea all on his account and it calmed down

again as soon as he was thrown overboard. We can easily perceive from

this how naturally the community would become interested in seeing

that every man should perform his religious duties. Furthermore,

every individual would be interested in making his neighbor contribute

his fair share of wealth to keep up the public sacrifices, to build the
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temples, &c. \Ve thus discover how it is that theology with its idea of

duty to the Gods has been fostered and developed as a subdivision of

the- moral law, and is not therefore by any means the origin of that law

as the Theologians would have us believe. It has been developed and

fostered by society for the supposed good of society, and so is on a par
with all the other duties which the society in its instinct of self preser-

vation exacts from individuals. Society once formed, the aggregate
interests embodied b}' its organization far outweigh (

in the general esti-

mation ) the interests of any individual. The idea has therefore been

alwa}-s inculcated that individuals ought to be willing to make sacrifices

for the good of the community. The idea of duty has always included

that of abnegation of self and preference of the community. It is noth-

ing more at bottom than the triumph of great interests over small ones.

It is the selfishness of the great mass making exactions from individuals.

Amongst the ancients this idea of self sacrificing duty was carried to

a far greater extent than we deem it necessary to carry it now. The

Romans said,
' ' Dulcte et propria est pro patria mori.

"
(
" It is sweet

and graceful to die for one's country. ") It was indeed sweeter to die

for it when the popular idea of duty demanded it, than to survive and

bear the reproaches and persecutions one would have to endure in con-

sequence. The public knew how to make it sweeter. Herodotus in-

forms us that when Leonidas and his 300 Spartans had resolved to die

in defense of the pass at Thermopylae, two of the men were absent in

the rear, on account of a disease of the eyes which they had. When
the battle came on, one of them, Eurytus, insisted on being led into the

fight, where he was killed with the rest. The other, Aristodemus, re-

turned home to Sparta, and there he was disgraced. No Spartan would

speak to him, or give him a light to kindle his fire. He was always

mentioned as the craven, and they never forgave him, although he

thought to wipe out his disgrace the next year by throwing away his

life in the battle of Platsea. Another of the 300, named Pantites, is

reported to have been sent away on an embass}
T to Thessaly, and so, by

no fault of his apparently, he escaped the slaughter. Yet, on his re-

turn to Sparta, he was held in such contempt that he hanged himself.

Sometime about 1869 or 1870, a white man, a miner, was killed about

eight miles below Missoula, Montana, and the murder was attributed to

the Indians. The son of Michelle, chief of the Pend d' Oreilles, or

Flatheads,
" was found near the place next day, arrested by the enraged

whites, and speedily hung. Before his death, his father saw him. and

the young man swore that he was innocent
;
but his father told him that

he could only be saved, or his death avenged, by a disastrous war with

the whites, and asked him to sacrifice his life for the good of dispeople:

told him to go bravely to death. There was good evidence afterwards
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to show that the murder had been committed by members of another

tribe, and that the boy was, as he claimed, innocent of the crime."

(Clark, Sign Language, 301.)

The notions of patriotism and loyalty to the country of our birth, and

of fidelity to the religion and customs of our ancestors, originating in

the instinct which caused men, in the first place, to crystallize into solid

and homogeneous communities, have come down to us as heirlooms.

They have been impressed upon the brain of so many generations that

they have become instinctive. The feeling which it requires an effort of

reason to overcome is, that what was good for the father is good enough
for the son

;
and that it is presumption, if not impiety, to endeavor to

attain to a wisdom above what is written. I once heard a minister de-

clare that a man who "went back " on the religion of his father, was no

man at all.

Grote says :
< ' The community hate, despise or deride any individual

member who proclaims his dissent from their social creed, or even openly
calls it in question. Their hatred manifests itself* in different ways, at

different times and occasions, sometimes by burning or excommunica-

tion, sometimes by banishment or interdiction of fire and water
;
at the

very least by exclusion from that amount of forbearance, good will and

estimation, without which the life of an individual becomes insupport-

able
;
for society, though its power to make an individual happy is but

limited, has complete power, easily exercised, to make him miserable.

The orthodox public do not recognize in any individual citizen a right to

scrutinize their creed, and to reject it if not approved by his own ra-

tional judgment. They expect that he will embrace it, in the natural

course of things, by the mere force of authority and contagion, as they

have adopted it themselves
;
as they have adopted also the current lan-

guage, weights, measures, divisions of time, &c.
" "Custom is King."

Every man is born to the customs of his race, and unconsciously ab-

sorbs their spirit from his very cradle.

In all societies the individual is so largely moulded by the social en-

vironment he finds himself in, that he gets from it the far greater part

of his ideas of behavior and morality, as well as the cut of his clothes.

What he fails to inherit from his ancestors in the way of moral bent

and inclination, is sought to be supplied to him by the education which

begins in infancy, and in which both state and church take an interest.

He is dominated by his social environment, constantly bent and con-

strained toward the average qualities of the mass. In a society of long

standing, men are brought to a degree of resemblance to one another.

The necessity for co-operation and social solidity have led society into

the adoption of various coercive measures to compel individual conform-

ity. Customs, which are often invested with a supernatural or sacred
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character in order to make them more binding, are, with savage tribes,

of the most absolute and imperative sort, as, for example, the taboo

formerly among the Pacific Islanders. Then there are the customs of

caste, as among the Hindoos. The customs of the more enlightened

races are almost equally rigid in some particulars, while they are more

liberal and rational in others. In some savage tribes, where it would

be a shocking fault to eat with a woman, it is no breach of etiquette to

go naked, while in a civilized commimit}^ to appear in public naked

would subject a person to a term in prison or a lunatic asylum.

The influences of our social life have thus made their marks upon us,

and stamped our brains full of the organs of these standards of duty
toward others. Whenever our acts are in harmony with these standards,

the resulting sensation is agreeable, and it is a sensation of duty per-

formed. When our acts antagonize these standards, the resulting sen-

sation is one of inharmony and uneasiness. The general class of sen-

sations arising from the agitation of these moral organs, is denominated

conscience. Conscience, then, constituting a certain definite restricted

class of sensations, is a subdivision of consciousness, under which term

are included all sensations of every sort. When sensations arise from

actions in harmony with these standard organs, they are agreeable, and

we say conscience is satisfied, or conscience approves. When the action
1

is inharmonious, tending to wear down and disrupt the standard organ,

the effect in sensation is painful, and we express it by saying our con-

science checks or stings us, or brings us remorse. The principle in-

volved is the same set forth in chapter 65. The violation of any habit

is productive of uneasiness, which is in proportion to the intensity of

the habit and the intimacy and number of its associations with other

habits. The consciences of some people are very tender, and easily

hurt, while others are tough and elastic.

As the drill and education by which the organs of moral sense are

differentiated, are by no means infallible, it follows that the organs may
stand for a factitious or made-up state of things which does not exist in

reality but only in the teachings we have received
;
so that with the

most sensitive conscience one may have totally false ideas of duty.

Conscience is therefore no sure guide, and tends to keep us in the old

tracks even after we have every reason to believe them wrong.
The ideas we have of good and bad, right and wrong, &c.

,
are de-

rived from sensations enjoyed or suffered. Those things are good the

stimulations from which fit into our already differentiated cerebral or-

gans in such harmonious manner as to produce agreeable sensations.

Bad things are those which produce unpleasant sensations. In order

that we may have such ideas, it is not essential that we should have ac-

tually experienced all the possible sensations. We may get the ideas
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from others who have experienced the sensations, or who, if they have

not experienced them, have imagined or reasoned them to be possible,

and cerebral standards thus erected by precept may be as firm as any.

The general idea of "
good

" and ' bad "
is supposed to have been orig-

inally based on the sense of taste. The standard thus obtained gives

the basis of comparisons which have been extended into other fields.

We speak of various actions as being in good or bad taste, as we also

speak of persons with delicate perception and execution of the propri-

eties, as possessed of "tact" (touch). We speak of sweet and sour

dispositions, bitter resentments, disappointments, &c. However, the

majority of our characterizations of the sensations of the internal

senses are necessarily drawn from those of the direct senses. Thus, the

internal senses consider and ponder a thing ;
that is, sit down beside it,

and weigh it.

The moral sense of any person is therefore chiefly the result of pre-

cept and instruction enforced by society upon him and upon his ances-

tors from time immemorial. Instruction and precept presuppose cere-

bral organs capable of being instructed. The expansion and develop-

ment of the moral sentiments depend upon a corresponding expansion

of intellectual force. We must be made to see something of the rela-

tionships between ourselves and other men before we can feel any senti-

ment of duty regarding such relationships. There can be no moral

feeling where there is no intellectual perception of social relations. In

the order of time the development of our moral feelings is the latest and

newest, and consequently in diseases of the brain, which, like alcohol-

ism, the opium habit, &c.
,
let down the general vigor of cerebral ac-

tion, the moral sense is the first of the faculties to suffer decay. An
uncontrollable appetite by habitually superseding considerations of duty,

finally sweeps them away.

When the individual suffers a loss of the wider social sympathies, he

likewise suffers a contraction of moral feeling. He seeks the society of

the criminal classes, and he comes to regard the limit of such society

as the limit of his moral obligations. A further disintegration of the

moral structure of the man, makes him deceitful and untrustworthy to-

ward his new companions. He no longer possesses the honor that is es-

sential to the association of even thieves. He is too narrow, suspicious

and immoral to associate with criminals. But when the superstructure

of morality is worn down to this extent, the intellectual foundation

upon which it stands is necessarily more or less involved. Moral feel-

ing depends upon a true perception of right social relations, and when

the moral feeling has permanently vanished, it is an indication that its

intellectual underpinning has become shaky, too. In other words, a

low moral condition is related to, and indicative of, a low cerebral state,
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cither imbecility or insanity : imbecility if it is congenital, insanity if it

sii|u>rvcnes Inter. And if other symptoms of insanity do not appear in

the same ^eneration, they are apt to appear in the next by heredity, be1-

cause the individual is on the down-hill, and is suffering intellectual de-

cay, and will most likely transmit an impaired mentality to his posterity.

A general unwinding of our moral natures could not take place with-

out a corresponding degeneration of our intellect, since if the intellect

were left to us it would become the basis of moral regeneration, and

again construct a code of action, duty and sentiment founded on social

relationships.

We may conclude, therefore, that the mere existence of animals

whose nature makes it possible for them to be helpful to each other,

necessarily causes them to associate together ;
and that this association,

of inevitable necessity causes a mutual understanding of reciprocal

duties between the individuals composing the association. In the case

of man, his superior intellect and his power of speech render his ability

for mutual assistance infinitely greater than that of any of the lower

animals, consequently his mutual relationships are infinitely more com-

plicated and far closer, and the perception of the relationships and the

duties they entail are of an infinitely higher order. But the principle

which underlies both cases is just the same. The causes of both are

natural and material. They have laid the foundation of the moral law

in lower animal life, and built it up by slow evolution to its present cul-

mination in man.

CHAPTER LXIX.

DISEASES OF THE INTERNAL SENSES.

There are but few if an}* purely intellectual states of conspiousness that

lead to motor action. In order to become motor they must as a rule

contain emotional elements. Each purely intellectual conception auto-

matically connects itself with those ideas which involve ourselves and

our relations to other persons and things, in short the emotional ideas.

As such unions are apt to form wills which lead to motor activities, it is

evident that if the intellectual ideas are based upon incomplete or par-

tial sensations and recollections, thej
T will be erroneous or only partly

true, representations of the objects to which they relate, and will there-

fore dictate actions which will be of that degree of oddity, eccentricity

or insanity, which necessarily and automatically
"
expresses

"
that cere-

bral state. The causes which lead to abnormal cerebral action are var-

ious, such as want of proper nutrition to the whole organ, either in

quantity or quality ; partial deprivation of nourishment by embolism or
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thrombosis whereby certain of the blood tubules are stopped up by a

clot and the parts of the brain beyond the obstruction thus deprived of

their blood supply ; special stimulation by intoxicants, poisons and

other agencies ;
mechanical injuries, extreme cold, old age, &c. The

quality of the blood often becomes impaired through general disease.

And it may be supposed that the quality and efficiency of the cells and

other nervous tissues themselves, likewise deteriorate through disease,

alcoholism, &c. Derangement of the digestive and sexual functions

reacts often upon the brain, producing hysteria, mental depression, and

in some cases irritability and changeableness of temper and disposition

to deceit. < In some cases recorded by M. Lallemand the most extreme

mental depression was engendered by the presence of ascarides in the

rectum.
"

( Carpenter. )

The forms which insanity takes are extremely varied. It may be that

the derangement is confined to intellectual processes, the emotions not

being specially involved. In such cases the recollection or some special

division of it fails first, so, that some important element that should enter

into the composition of ideas and volitions is wanting, leaving such

ideas and volitions incomplete and faulty. As one after another of the

memories fails, the connections and associations between ideas are de-

stroyed, so that the cerebral movement is reduced to incoherent and

unrelated ideas, which when expressed convey no sense. The will com-

posed of the incongruous stimuli of these disconnected ideas partakes
of their incoherent nature and is ready to fall to pieces and to be recon-

structed by every new stimulus or suggestion. There is consequently
no connected train of thought and no stability of purpose. The thoughts
are like dreams.

But derangement may affect the emotional department of the cerebrum

without the intellectual faculties being primarily involved. The constant

and unresisted stimulation of certain feelings causes the abnormal activ-

ity of the nervous elements involved to become habitually erethised.

People may become cross and irritable, passionate and violent; they may
become the chronic victims of excessive and self perpetuating grief or

sorrow, unless there be counteracting motives, either objective or sub-

jective. The objective motives are such as the environment supply in

resentment and forcible restraints imposed by society, or the diversion of

new occupations or surroundings. The subjective motives are those

supplied by one's own intellectual faculties and arise from the action of

certain of the internal sense organs. The control which the stimuli from

these exert upon the actions is what is denominated self-control (ch. 66).

To speak with precision, there is of course no such thing as seZ/-control.

The stimuli from the "internal senses
"

arise from ideas which have

been constructed from sensations derived from environment in times
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past. That is to say, the stimulus which causes a man to explode with

wrath to-day, is counteracted and moderated by stimuli to which he has

been exposed in days gone by.

An insane impulse is the impulse of any idea not properly neutralized

and balanced by others. When any part of the cerebral cells becomes

functionless from disease, embolism, or any cause, the rest receive un-

due stimulation, and give rise to dominant ideas. These may be inno-

cent hobbies, or they may be insane impulses, depending on what cells

are stimulated. There are whimsical ideas passing through our brains

every hour in the day, which, if allowed to govern our conduct, would

be called insane. In fact, the most of our thoughts and suggestions if

taken singly and carried into action would be insane. Looking over a

lofty precipice or high bridge is apt to suggest to everyone the possibil-

ity of falling over, and to many the idea of jumping over. If such

idea were not counteracted by others of a conservative nature, it would

become an insane impulse. Those who become, as it were, unwound

and let down morally are subject to the domination of unbalanced ideas,

which are therefore insane ideas, and result in criminal impulses.

In the case of emotional insanity it usually happens that some one of

the emotions is dominant. Its impulse is a constant incentive to per-

form some abnormal, improper or criminal act. The fact of insanity

presupposes the withdrawal or . weakening of those conservative and

subjective stimuli, which arise from the stock of correct and wholesome

ideas constituting the internal senses of every man who has been pro-

perly educated by exposure to all the influences of a healthy environ-

ment. These wholesome restraints withdrawn, the impulse constitutes

the controlling element of the will. As pointed out elsewhere, an emo-

tion can be worked off by muscular action. If, therefore, one of these

insane impulses should result in some eccentric, absurd or criminal act,

the impulse, for the moment, would be satisfied and eliminated from the

active stimuli, leaving the conservative and healthy ideas dominant for

the time being. The victim is then full of regrets, repentance, and res-

olutions of amendment. But after a time the collapsed brain cells,

which constitute the anatomical seat of the insane impulse, become

again distended and erethised by the constant!}' accumulating nervous

energy, the tension of which finally becomes too great to be restrained

by the conservative elements, and it goes off like a spouting geyser,

currying everything before it.

The insane impulse, whatever it may be, is in all cases to be regarded

as the abnormal outgrowth of a dominant idea. It is evident that those

reflex actions which involve only the spinal cord, can never become ex-

cessive or abnormal from use or self-abuse, since their action depends

upon external stimuli at every stage, and ceases the moment the stim-
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ulus does. The same is true of those actions the stimulus for which is

derived from the vegetative organism of the body. An animal which

is prompted to eat only by a sense of "
goneness

"
in the stomach, will

stop as soon as the sensation changes to one of fullness. But if his

motive to eat is the pleasant taste of the food, he may continue to stuff

to the point of uncomfortable and injurious distension; that is, until

the pleasure of the gratification of taste is counterbalanced by the pain

of plethora. The motive to eat for the gratification of taste, comes

from the cerebrum, and consists of the suggestion of pleasurable sensa-

tion arising from the memory cells of that sense in the cerebrum. It

is the same with all the other sensual gratifications, their stimulations

arising from the ideas originating in the cerebral memories. We thus

distinguish these from the vegetative appetites which arise from states

of the stomach, and other viscera, and the conditions of glandular se-

cretions. Thus, sexuality with the lower animals is a vegetative appe-

tite, and recurs periodically under control of the seasons, while with

men and apes it is largely a cerebral appetite founded upon ideas and

memories, and not limited by periodical states. It is obvious how ap-

petites and sentiments, which depend chiefly upon ideas, may be devel-

oped without limit. And when abnormally developed, they may be-

come abnormally influential in ruling the conduct.

An idea which has become extravagantly intensified, necessarily leads

to distorted views upon everything which is founded directly or remotely

upon it. It becomes a hobby or a mania, according to its force, and

warps or overpowers other ideas in the formation of the will. Thus,

when witchcraft was a prevalent idea, it became natural to attribute any

strange misfortune or malady to the evil influence of witches. Such

ideas may become epidemic, and fantastically influence the lives and

characters of nations of people. The universal belief in miracles, de-

mons, &c.
, during the middle ages, had such distorting effect. Indi-

vidual cases of the abnormal growth of ideas to an extravagant degree,

are not uncommon, and they often become instigators of immoral or

criminal impulses.

An example of impulsive insanity is given of a woman in an Edin-

burgh lunatic asylum, in 1850. ( Carpenter.) She was possessed of an

intense desire to strangle somebody, it did not make any difference

whom. She tried it on a number of persons, including her own nieces.

In other respects her ideas were sane enough, and she was perfectly

aware of the insanity and criminality of her impulse. The tendency

to the disease was hereditary. Her mother and sister both committed

suicide.

There is no doubt that in eveiy community there tire numbers of per

sons some of whose emotional ideas are in a state of chronic exultation
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or inflammation. Any occurrence in the environment which adds to

this condition, ma}' cany the excitement to the point of insanity. There

are often insane actions which result from the suggestion conveyed to

the brain by the performance of the action by another. Thus, the ac-

count of an incendiary fire in the papers, is very apt to be followed by
other incendiary fires, the first one "suggesting" the crime toother

persons who happen to be in such an emotional state that this sugges-

tive stimulus is just sufficient to determine motor action. Executions,

and other punishments for crimes, also frequently stimulate crime in

the same way. Suicide and homicide are often the result of sugges-

tion. " After the suicide of Lord Castlereagh, a large number of per-

sons destroyed themselves in a similar mode. Within a week after the

Dentonville tragedy, in which a man cut the throats of his four children,

and then his own, there were two similar occurrences elsewhere. After

the trial of Henriette Cornier for child murder, which excited a consider-

able amount of public discussion on the question of homicidal insanity,

Esquirol was consulted by numerous mothers who were haunted by a

propensity to destroy their offspring.
"

Delusions, illusions and hallucinations very often arise from disease,

and they also arise from the perverted and unsound condition of the

emotional cerebral organs. The feelings become involved with the in-

tellectual processes to such an extent that their suggestions become ele-

ments in the intellectual ideas. Ideas so formed are of course apt to

be delusions. To emotional people, the bearer of bad tidings is apt to

incur aversion. So will any person whose opinions are opposed to theirs.

An opponent in an argument is to them necessarily an enemy ;
and the

argument is, on their side, pretty certain to degenerate into personal

censure or abuse. The state of their feelings is to them the same as

intellectual convictions, and, in extreme cases, have all the weight of

positive, unquestionable facts.

When thorc is a general tendenc}
r to delusion, external suggestion is

often the means of determining and particularizing it upon some one

subject. In 1850 "the Queen's public visit to Scotland seemed to give

a special direction to the ideas of several individuals, who became in-

sane at that period, the attack of insanity being itself, in some instances,

Inn-ruble to the excitement induced by that event. One of the patients,

who was affected with puerperal mania, believed that in consequence of

her confinement having taken place on such a remarkable occasion, she

must have given birth to a person of ro}
ral or divine dignity. During

the religious excitement which prevailed tit the time of the '

disruption'

of tho Scottish church, an unusually large number of patients were ad-

mitted into the various asylums of Scotland, laboring under delusions

connected with religion ;
the disorder having here, also, doubtless com-
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menced in an exaggeration of this class of feelings, and the erroneous

beliefs having been formed under their influence." (Carpenter. )

The cure for derangements of the brain centers is the diversion of the

stimulus from the unduly excited parts. This is done by directing at-

tention to other things and especially by engaging in physical labor

which requires a degree of intellectual attention. Where the attention

is directed, there the blood flows and so is largely withdrawn from the

excited parts, and the implicated cells are allowed to collapse and by
rest to recover a healthy tone. In certain sorts of muscular work very

little brain supervision is required, and so the blood supplied to the brain

is greatly reduced and its excitement allayed. It sometimes happens

that disease cuts off the cerebrum from the rest of the system so that its

action and influence are suspended. The subject is then reduced to the

condition of those very low vertebrates that possess but little cerebrum.

His actions are those only which are co-ordinated in the basal ganglia,

cerebellum, &c. This condition is congenital in the lowest grade of

idiots, and also characterizes. cretins of the "first degree" who only

know enough to sit in the warm sunshine or by a fire, and to go to the

habitual place for food when hungry.

A case was reported by Dr. Rush of a man who was so violently af-

fected by some losses in trade that he was deprived almost instantly o*

his mental faculties
;
he did not take the slightest notice of anything,

not even expressing a desire for food, but merely receiving it when it

was put into his mouth. A servant dressed him in the morning and

conducted him to a seat in the parlor where he remained the whole day

with his body bent forwards and his eyes fixed on the floor. In this

state he continued for five years, and then recovered completely and

rather suddenly.

A sailor whose cerebral activity was destroyed for a year by a de-

pressed fracture of the skull, recovered it when the bone was raised to

its normal place and the pressure relieved. During the year he passed

the time in the same way as the man reported by Dr. Rush, and after

his recovery the period of his illness was a blank to him
;
he retained

no recollection of anything concerning it.
(
Abercrombie.

)

In these cases the cerebrum was cut off entirely from influence over

the motor actions and also was deprived of the function of forming ideas.

The latter function depends upon the access of stimuli from the senses,

and it might and sometimes does exist when the motor connections from

the cerebrum downward are partially or entirely devoid of activity. That

is to say, a man may be conscious of the possession of ideas without

any power to give them expression in muscular movement. This is true

in those cases of semi-trance in which the subject hears and understands

all that is said, perhaps even plans for his own burial, without the abil-
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ity to move a muscle in speech or gesture. When the cerebrum is cut

off entirely, both in the sensory and motor connections from the rest of

the cranio-spinal axis, the actions of the subject are no longer what is

called intelligent, but are to be classed as sensorial and automatic. As
shown elsewhere, the memories which are established by habit in the

spinal cord, the cerebellum and the basal ganglia, are chiefly if not ex-

clusively the memories of processes and not of special and distinctive

events. So that when the distinctive memories which belong to the

cerebrum are cut off, the movements are dictated solely by the direct

influence of the external stimuli acting along the habitual routes, and pro-

ducing the habitual reactions uniformly and without modification by
ideas. And there being no distinctive record in memory organs of the

actions, they are never recollected.

A remarkable case is reported of a young woman of Shoreham, Eng-

land, who fell into a river and was nearly drowned, in consequence of

which her cerebrum lost its influence upon her actions for a year.. She

parti}
7 recovered from the first shock of the accident, but ten days after-

ward was seized with a fit of stupor lasting four hours. When this was

over, she was found to have lost all her memories and mental faculties,

the power of speech, and the senses of hearing, smell and taste. The

senses of sight and touch were acute, and various reflex or automatic

movements were excited through them, but no purposive actions. Noth-

ing that she did was remembered, her cerebrum being out of use, and

no memory organs being differentiated. Her past memories and knowl-

edge of mother and friends were all swept away. Her appetite and di-

gestion were good, and she would eat anything put into her mouth, re-

gardless of its taste, that sense being abolished
;
she never voluntarily

fed herself, but if her mother started her by conveying the spoon to her

mouth a few times, she would keep up the operation by herself. But

she did not remember this from one meal-time to another, but had to be

started for each occasion. We are reminded by this of the performance

of the frog destitute of his cerebrum, mentioned in a previous chapter.

The two cases are no doubt the same. The stimulation to the self-feed-

ing action was in the hungry viscera, and, while the hunger lasted, they

would continue to furnish the stimulation to the muscles after it was

once directed there by being started
;
the associated movements follow-

ing each other in the definite rythm in which they were set going.

An automatic action which she took up of her own accord was pick-

ing at the bed clothes. This is common with the old and the insane,

who have lost their cerebral anchorage, the fingers being then operated

by the lower centers reflexly, and without object. Her attendants gave
her part of an old straw bonnet, which she picked into small pieces,

then she was supplied with roses, which she also reduced to minute
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fi-Mgments. After this, she began arranging the fragments she had made

into rude imitations of roses and other flowers, an indication, it would

seem, of a beginning in the construction of new memory organs in tho

cerebrum; since it is scarcely to be supposed that such memories could

be developed in connection with the lower ganglia. Next, she was

taught, by a little instruction, to make patchwork, and she pursued this

occupation every day without intermission, till stopped by darkness.

After this she was instructed in worsted work, in which she was equall}
7

assiduous. Her memory of her work never lasted over night, she be-

gan something new each morning instead of continuing "her work of the

day before, unless it were placed before her. She had a lover, who,

during the early part of her illness, came every day to see her. His

presence was agreeable to her from the first, but after a time she came

to anticipate his coming, and to show disappointment if he did not

come. So memory organs came to be formed with reference to him.

She gradually acquired a stock of memories on various subjects con-

nected with her experience and occupations at that time. But these

were grouped to themselves, and not connected in any way with the

cerebral memories of the period before the accident. They constituted

a new family and a second mental state entirely disconnected from the

first. At this period she was subject to emotional excitement, which

three or four times a day threw her into a condition of insensibility, ac-

companied by a spasmodic rigidity. She also fell into this state after

her attention and her eyes had been for a long time intently fixed upon
her work. Nearly a year after the accident, she found out that her

lover was paj'ing attention to another woman, and the jealousy aroused

thereby often brought on her fits of insensibility, and one of these at

last, of unusual severity, had the remarkable effect to restore her to the

mental life she had experienced before her accident. She awoke as if

from a sleep of a year, the events of which were now a perfect blank to

her, as she remembered nothing of what had taken place during that

time. She was restored to her former memories and stock of knowl-

edge, and to the faculty of speech, and the use of all her senses except

hearing. This, however, gradually returned to her. Whatever mem-

ories she had constructed during the year of her illness, were totally

unassociated with those belonging to the period before the accident.

The first spasm laid an embargo of paralysis upon all the cerebrum then

differentiated into memory organs, together with their nerve connections.

The final spasm raised that embargo and placed it on the memory or-

gans formed after the accident. We shall meet with further examples
of this sort. By comparing the actions performed by this patient dur-

ing the first half of her illness, with what is said in chapter 60, it ap

pears that a very considerable part of them may have been automatic
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:unl unconscious. Even the patchwork may have been performed by
the ganglia below the cerebrum.

In old age the cerebral cells become ' ' more or less infiltrated with

fatty granular matter
; they cease to be transparent and shrivel up.

They lose their susceptibility to be moved by stimuli, and if moved they

relapse easily, that is, they soon forget. Early memories are retained

by the aged, but recent impressions fade. They find it hard to learn

and retain new things, as names, new words and their meaning, as in a

foreign language ;
or to acquire a technical education. This decay of

the ability to learn new things, makes the passage of time seem more

rapid to the old. Each new sensation registered in the brain, is a sort

of time-keeper, and if no sensation were to be registered for a period

of years, we should not know that such a period had elapsed. When

people constantly dwell in the past, it is an indication that present

events are not making lasting impressions on their brain. Demented

persons who have spent many years in an asylum, will constantly dwell

upon the ideas they had before their entrance, and having little power
to remember sensations of events during their stay, imagine the time to

be much less than it really is.

It frequently happens that where there is an injury to the cerebrum

the memory of the events which happened just preceding the accident

are permanently obliterated. In such case it is probable that the blood,

which is directed by the stimulation to the organ under its influence, is

by the shock of the accident driven away with the plastic materials it

carries
;
so that the constructive process upon the organ is instantly in-

terrupted before its completion.

Sir H. Holland in company with a German inspector explored two

deep mines in the Hartz mountains one day and became greatly fatigued

and exhausted, so much so that he lost the power of speaking German.

Every German word and phrase escaped him, and it was not till he had

taken food and wine and been at rest for some time that he recovered

them.

A gentleman who suffered a blow upon the head, in consequence of it,

lost the memory of the Greek language which he had acquired, but his

memory was not affected in any other way.

A case is related by Carpenter of a lad who received a blow on the

head by which he lost the recollection of all the music he had ever

learned, but nothing else.

In another case a surgeon was injured in the head by a fall from his

horse. On recovering from insensibility he gave minute directions for

his own treatment, but was found to have lost all recollection of having

a wife and children, but this memory returned after three days.

There are various conditions in which the power of the will to operate
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the motor nerves is suspended. Some of these cases are referable to

hysterical paralysis in which the trouble is in the belief in the ability to

make the effort. Others which show the same practical results are

caused by the failure of the cells concerned in the chain of the trans-

mission of the motor impulse. In each of the cases the failure is due

to a deficiency of the blood supply to some particular set of the cells

concerned in the complicated process of forming and carrying out a will.

This might result from embolism or from tempora^ paralysis or con-

traction of the blood vessels. In one case the capacity of the artery sup-

plying the diseased part was contracted in size by a morbid deposit on

its lining membrane.

Maudsley observes that in cases of acute mania the patient is often

seen struggling to prevent the manifestation of his insane impulse. It

is said he has greater
" control of himself

" when he is watched or re-

monstrated with, which means that the watching, &c. ,
contributes a re-

inforcement to the conservative elements in his internal senses which

restrain the insane impulse. An insane impulse is often largely a reflex

or consensual impulse ;
that is, it is instigated directly by some object

in the environment, and if the patient is kept away from the object he

will not experience the impulse. If his impulse is to jump out of the

second story window, make him live in a one story cottage, &c. In

such cases the sensible idea suggested by the object is not overruled by
the restraining action of the internal senses. It is these internal senses

which regulate and moderate the energy of the lower ganglia. A fish

destitute of internal sense organs, will under the merely reflex stimulus

of the water swim on and on for no object, till exhausted.

What Maudsley calls congenital defects of the will would be more

properly named the inheritance of defective organs of internal sense
;
that

is defective organization of the cerebrum, either in the cells relating to the

memory or in the nervous connection between those cells, whereby they

are co-ordinated and made to modify each other. Children are sometimes

born having an incorrigibly, vicious and anti-social nature and totally

without conscience. They are almost always descended from an ancestry

tainted with some form of nervous or brain deficiency, epileps}
r
, insanity',

&c. In a large proportion of such cases, the functions lost or aborted are

those related to the social development of the race and which in the order

of evolution have been the last to make their appearance. It has been re-

peatedly observed that the latest accession of bodily differentiations and

functions is less firmly fixed than those of older habit, and in the case of

atrophy the most apt to suffer. There are great differences in different

stirps and families in regard to the particular line upon which their latest

differentiations have run. Thus while some exposed for generations to

the influence of social and reciprocal intercourse have become considerate,
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sympathetic and benevolent, mindful of the rights of others and imbued

with an instinct to put themselves into co-operative harmony with their

fellows
;
others whose ancestr}' have lived apart and relied upon them-

selves, and especially those whose ancestry lived in conditions of antag-

onism, as banditti, pirates, soldiers, adventurers, &c.
,
have inherited a

less social and co-operative spirit. Very few people can trace their ped-

igree more than five or six generations, and it is seldom practicable to

tell what sort of blood underlies the mild and civilized behavior which

appears upon the surface of modern society. When atrophy occurs

from any cause in any family, the polish lately put upon the surface by
the attrition of social intercourse is quickly lost and some of the ances-

tral conditions are laid bare. These conditions may be immoral or anti-

social to a greater or less degree ;
or the effects may involve deeper

strata and more remote ancestries, taking us back to the infancy of the

race. Maudsley tells of such a case. A boy of eight years, who, though

quick of perception, was unstable and unable to fix his attention long

enough to learn anything even a game of hoop. He was ingenious in

mischief and delighted to talk of playing malicious tricks, in the imag-
inative description of which he exulted in a braggart and grotesquely
dramatic fashion, chattering incessantly and running from one thing to

another. He had a minute memory of past events, but no regard for

the truth in relating them, lying simply for its own sake. He was fond

of talking in a ludicrously fierce and boastful tone of killing persons or

animals by whom he imagined himself offended. His father had been

insane and his paternal grandmother demented. There was also insanity

on his maternal side, and his mother was an unstable, excitable and in-

sincere person.
* The stock had evidently backslid in some lines, and

this boy was no doubt very monkey-like in some of his cerebral char-

acteristics.

But if we repeat in individual life the steps in progressive develop-

ment that have been taken by our ancestral line, there is a period in the

life of each when the character is of the anti-social, selfish and unmoral

nature, attributed to the brutes, although it is also true that the rudi-

ments of social and moral restraint are laid in brute society.

Children are, as u La Bruyere described them, naturally boastful,

scornful, passionate, envious, curious, selfish, idle, prone to steal, apt

to dissimulate, easily moved to immoderate jo\
r

,
or thrown into excessive

grief by trifles, not willing themselves to suffer, but eager and pleased

to inflict suffering.
"

This description applies also to some savages, but

not in all respects to all, nor to all the children of civilized races. But

the unselfish and moral traits, which owe their cultivation and develop-

ment to the social habit, are, as a rule, quite wanting in children, how-

ever civilized.

1 Body and Will, 249.
'
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It is not necessaiy to suppose the interposition of some foreign, super-

natural, or diabolical influence, in order to account for the freaks of in-

sanity, imbecility and mental perversion. Cases of this kind, where

they are congenital, are, without doubt, due simply to arrested develop-

ment. The imbecile is left, so far as regards certain cerebral condi-

tions, in a state through which other people pass. If a foundry-man

attempts to fill a mould with a deficient quantity of metal, the lower

parts of his casting may be perfect, while the top parts are defective, or

wanting. So the half-made-up condition of the imbecile brain, suggests

a deficiency of material and of the vital energy necessary to its assim-

ilation.

According to Maudsley, almost every kind of mental disorder begins

with a moral alienation of greater or less degree, which becomes more

pronounced and intensified as the disease advances. The patient is apt

to become coarse, indecent, unchaste, reckless in business matters, un-

candid, tricky, deceitful and dishonest. He loses his natural affections,

and is apt to look upon his best friend as his enemy. The offspring of

people who are mentally deranged, are very apt to show moral deterior-

ation.

In general paralysis we still see the same breaking down of the latest

centers as constituting the beginning of the disease. Its effects in the

beginning are very like those of intoxication in its earliest stages. It

is due to pressure of the blood upon the nervous system, especially the

brain. Sometimes there is effusion of the blood or of serum, some-

times a turgescence or swelling of the blood vessels. This pressure

prevents the participation of certain brain cells in the formation of

will, so that it is formed imperfectly, and, in regard to motor action,

perhaps not at all, as relates to certain divisions of the nervous system.

The demoralizing effects of alcohol and opium are well known. Per-

sons addicted to their influence are not very strongly bound by any
moral considerations whatever. Their wills are made up by motives,

among which moral considerations are not included. So we are accus-

tomed to say such persons have lost control of themselves. The re-

straining effects of the ganglia of the moral senses are left out, and

those of the selfish layer below remain in full control. So that the re-

gard for others, and for those relations with others, which constitutes

the substance of morality, is, for the time being, obliterated. Exces-

sive alcoholic stimulation may, and often does, permanently pervert the

normal nutrition of the nervous system and brain. When drunkards

become parents, they transmit a defective nervous and cerebral organiza-

tion. Their offspring are nervous and hysterical, weak, wayward and

eccentric, or they may have a tendency to insanity, or, in extreme cases,

they are congenitally weak-minded or idiotic. In Massachusetts, out of
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300 idiots, it was ascertained by Dr. Howe that the parents of 145 were

habitual drunkards. ' ' In one instance, in which both parents were

drunkards, seven idiotic children were born to them."

It happens quite frequently that the commissures, or some of them,

are deficient, reducing the brain, in this respect, to that of the marsu-

pial. A case is cited of a servant girl, in whom, after death, it wag

found that ' ' the middle portion of the fornix, and the whole of the

septum lucidum, were absent
;
and in place of the corpus callosmn there

was only a thin fasciculated layer of fibrous matter, one-fourth of an

inch in length, of which, however, the fibres extended to all the parts

of the brain into which the fibres of the healthy corpus callosum can

be traced. The middle commissure was very large, and the lateral part

of the fornix, with the rest of the brain, was quite health}'.
"

There

was nothing peculiar about the mental manifestations of this girl, ex-

cept a want of forethought and power of judging of the probable event

of things. Her memory, morality, temper and disposition were good,

and her information equal to that of others of her class.

Another case is on record

in which the anterior part of

the corpus callosum was de-

ficient, together with the mid-

dle and anterior portion of the

fornix, and the whole of the

septum lucidum. In this case,

there was marked intellectual

deficiency, accompanied by
dullness akin to stupidity.

(Carpenter. )

FIG. 375. Base of brain of an in-
sane woman, showing atrophy of
the front end of left hemisphere B,
accompanied by degeneration of the
right lobe of the cerebellum C.

Figure 375 shows the ap-

pearance of the base of the

brain of " a woman who, af-

ter the age of thirty, became

suddenly aphasic and hemi-

plegic on the right side. She

became insane, murdered her

two children, and was com- FIG. 375.

raitted to Broadmoor Asylum, where she died twelve years after the oc-

currence of the paralysis. The whole of the cortex in the front end of

the left hemisphere, together with the corpus striatum, had entirely dis-

appeared, and been converted into a cyst full of fluid." The pyramidal
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tract of the left side had undergone secondary degeneration, and with it

the right middle peduncle and right lobe of the cerebellum had become

greatly reduced." (Ferrier.)

FIG. 376.

FIG. 376. Same brain shown in fig. 375, seen here from the left side.
A. Right hemisphere. B. Atrophied Left hemisphere.

" It is stated by Foville that in acute cases of insanity he has usually

found the cortical substance intensely red, but without adhesion to the

membranes, whilst in chronic cases it is indurated and adherent
;
but

where the insanity has been complicated with paralysis, he has usually

found the medullary (fibrous) portion indurated and congested." (Car-

penter. )

Dr. Brown-Sequard, in experimenting with guinea-pigs, discovered

that after he had injured the spinal cord in a particular manner, he

could produce epileptic convulsions by slightly pinching the skin of the

animal's face. After the lesion in the spinal cord was healed in these

guinea-pigs, the tendency to epilepsy remained, and it was transmitted

to their offspring. This experiment was unsuccessful with any other

animals except guinea-pigs.

Epilepsy is a disease which affects the centers of the internal senses.

Precisely what this disease is due to is not known, probably overstim-

ulation and consequent weakening of some part of the nervous centers.

It weakens the memory, and may efface the conscience. It is apt to

engender a tendency to be suspicious and distrustful, surly, irascible

and indolent. These changes are generally temporary, but sometimes,

and especially in children, the moral character is permanently impaired.
"

( See Maudsley. ) Acute mania may produce similar effects on the moral

nature.

Hemiplegic paralysis is usuall}
7 attributable to some structural disor-

ganization of the nervous tissues of the sensory centers (optic thalami,

&c.
), produced by hemorrhage, softening, &c. Sometimes, however, it

is due to deteriorization, or poisoning of the blood, or its deficiency of

nutritive elements. A partial paralysis results from the presence of
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lead in the system lead poisoning. In these cases, and in most cases

of epilepsy and hysteria, the sensory ganglia are thought to be chiefly,

if not exclusively, involved, because there is not such confusion of

ideas as should be expected from a disturbance of the cerebral tissues.

Epilepsy, according to Dr. Todd, arises from defective nutrition of cer-

tain parts of the brain centers, which causes a gradual disturbance of

their polar state. This produces a tension of nervous energy, which

periodically becomes too strong for restraint, and discharges itself in

the epileptic paroxysm.

Chorea, or St. Vitus dance, is a disease in which the cerebral influ-

ence over the movements of certain parts, is much diminished, while

the parts are still left subject to the stimulation of the sensory (basal)

ganglia. The result is an irregular and ungoverned movement of the

muscles of the limbs, trunk or face. These movements do not continue

during sleep, and they are apt to be exaggerated by emotions. The

disease is usually preceded and accompanied by imperfect nutrition, a

depraved state of the blood, and torpor of the s}'stem.

Coma is a state in which the sensory ganglia are chiefly, if not ex-

clusively, involved. Their functions are more completely suspended
than in sleep, and no impressions are conveyed to them from the out-

side. The cerebrum does not appear to be involved generally, because

there is no confusion of ideas following the comatose state. In hyster-

ical patients sometimes the state of insensibility comes on suddenly,

even in the midst of a sentence, which is being uttered. On the return

of consciousness the person will go on and finish the sentence as if no

interruption had taken place, and in fact he is not conscious that there

had been an interruption. Coma is induced by narcotic poisons, the

same which in smaller and less intense measure would produce delirium;

also by exhaustion and a deficient supply of blood, and by concussion

of the brain. In all cases, the cause seems to be due to deficient blood

supply. Coma acts like sleep in affording an opportunity for the re-

pair of the brain tissues worn out by excessive mental action, or other

injury. There are many cases on record, of protracted sleep lasting

for many days and even weeks. Such cases seem to be allied to hysteric

coma, rather than to natural sleep. An unusual tendency to ordinary

sleep indicates a congested state of the brain, a deficiency of blood,

which tends to apoplexy ;
and it is said that apoplexy has been actually

induced by the experimental attempt to protract sleep as long as possi-

ble. ( Carpenter. )

The total disuse of an organ causes the atrophy of the nerve and

brain cells exclusively belonging to it. In fig. 377 is shown a wasted

optic nerve consequent upon permanent blindness in the left eye, while

the left nerve is nearly normal. In this case the wasting is traceable
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across the optic chiasm into the optic
" tract

"
(e). But there are, cases

in which the injury is communicated to the optic tract on the same side

as the atrophied nerve ( See fig. 369 ). The right side of each eje is

connected with the right side of the brain, and the left of each eye
with the left side of the brain.

Hysteria appears to be due to a letting down of some of the nervous

elements, probably from prolonged or undue erethism or excitement, so

that they no longer enter their influence in the formation of the will.

FIG. 377. Diagram of Optic Nerves, show-
ing atrophy following the destruction of an
eye. (Owen.)

a. Atrophied nerve, leading to lost eye.
6-. Nerve leading to the sound eye.
o. Optic Chiasm.
d. Optic Tract, more of which is connected

with b than with a.

e. Optic Tract partly atrophied in connec-
tion with a. ( See fig. 369.)

FIG. 377.

The elements thus affected to produce

h}
Tsteria are either some of those

which are concerned in the social func-

tions and relations, or are nearly con-

nected with them. The morbid ac-

tion requires for its stimulus the

presence of an audience. To this

audience the patient morbidly appeals for sympathy, admiration, &c.

To work upon her audience effectually, she will often resort to decep-

tion, first perhaps becoming deceived herself. Such patients will feign a

great variety of diseases, and pretend to various disabilities which exist

only in the imagination. The disease is, or includes, a letting down of

the machinery of the moral sensibilities, and is a process of the undo-

ing of some of the results of social evolution. When paralysis, or

blindness, or speechlessness is feigned, as is often the case, while there

is nothing at all the matter with the nerves of motion, the organs of

speech or of sight, the disease and the disability are still as real as if

these organs were visibly injured. The seat of the trouble is in those

cerebral ganglia which lie between the memory cells of sensation and

the nerves of motion
;
those ganglia which are differentiated after birth

and during the educational period of life, and which register those rela-

tionships in the environment that are ascertained by those cerebral inter-

actions which make up what is commonly called reflection. They be-

long to the class of ganglia which are described as being the seat of the

internal senses^ The healthy action of the internal senses is essential

to the formation of a properly balanced purposive will. When any of

these centers fail, therefore, from inadequate nourishment, it is the will

itself which becomes distorted, eccentric, and only half made up. The

w:int of a will is just as effectual a bar to the movement of a muscle as
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the paralysis of the nerve would be. Some of the plrases of this dis-

ease are fickleness, capriciousness, and instability of purpose, which are

due to fluctuation in the processes of the nutrition of the ganglia. The

ganglia are of fluctuating force, one moment spasmodically vigorous,

and the next relapsing into feebleness and inanition. (The remedy for

Irysteria is work at some outdoor manual toil. )

The decay of muscular vigor is shown in inability to sustain continu-

ous action. In like manner the degree of cerebral force is measured by
the vigor of attention. Hemiplegic patients, whose brains are partly

disorganized, and patients with dementia, quiekl}' tire of giving attention

to a speaker and can sustain a conversation only a short time. Esquirol

says, imbeciles und idiots have such very small power of attention, that

he often found it impossible to got them to keep their eyes shut long

enough to have plaster casts made, although they were as desirous as

he. On account of their defective attention their sensory impressions,

sight, hearing, feeling, &c.
,
are feeble, defective and inaccurate. The

construction of the cerebral organs is founded exclusively upon sensory

impressions. The delicacy of tactile impressions depends upon the del-

icacy and fineness of the skin. The muscular sense corresponds as to

delicacy with that of touch, the muscles, considered as organs of sense,

corresponding with the skin. The delicacy of the tactual sense is an

indication of the delicacy of all the other senses. Persons of coarse

skins are dull in their perceptions. Susceptible persons are called thin

skinned and vice versa. The delicacy of cerebral processes depend upon
the fineness of the sensibilities, that of the skin among the rest, and

they often rise or fall together. A case is reported of a young man of

good character and intelligent, who having become anesthetic in his skin,

suddenly became undisciplined and rebellious to the utmost extent, and

gave himself up to the worst tendencies even to the compromising of the

peace and honor of his family. When he recovered sensation he also re-

covered his usual rationalit}'. He had several relapses with the same effect.

The eye is a ver}* important regulator of our movements, which are

very uncertain and insecure when deprived of its guidance ;
and sight

forms the basis of an immense number of our internal sense organs.

By means of comparing new sight sensations with these standards, we

judge of distances, the direction of the movements of objects, their

forms, sizes, relative positions, &c. Sight also enters into acquirement

of knowledge by reading, by means of works of art, &c. So it is easy

to see what a hole would be made in the mind were it deprived of sight.

Hearing and the other senses are in the same way essential bases of

mental activit}- and cerebral organ construction. When the senses are

at fault, evil effects are sure to be entailed upon the cerebral organs and

the mental demonstrations arising from their action.
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Bouisson had for a patient a ' <

young man who had become insane in

consequence of a double cataract, with incoherence of ideas and com-

plete failure of spontaneity.
" He performed the operation of couching

in both eyes. In a few days sight returned, and in a few weeks his

mental condition improved so that he could take care of himself.

Another case is reported by Baillarger of a "patient who, if his eyes

were closed by another person, even without sleeping, fell into a great

disorder of mind. It seemed to him that he was transported through
the air and that his limbs were failing off." Another, a woman of 27

would, if her eyes were closed, see all sorts of objects, as fields, animals

and houses. "According to Dumont," out of 120 persons who are

blind, 37 are affected by intellectual disorders "
varying from hypo-

chondria to mania, hallucination and dementia," and not counting with

these any who were affected with appreciable lesions of the brain.

The embryo of the Taenia Solium is hatched from an egg taken into

the stomach. ( See page 190.) From there the embryo wanders through
the tissues and finally becomes encysted in some enclosed cavity. "Some
have been found in the eyeball, in the lobes of the brain, in the heart or

in the muscles. We have lately read an account of the effects produced

by one of these wandering worms on a man who died after suffering from

a peculiar disturbance of the mind. Two spirits seemed to haunt and

speak to him, the one a German the other a Pole. Filthy images were

called up before his imagination. At the post mortem examination cys-

ticerci were found to occupy the sella turcica near the commissure of the

optic nerves. One of these was alive, the others were calcified. Two
others in a similar condition occupied a lobe of the brain.

"
( P. J. Yan

Beneden, 218.)
' *

Kuchenmeister, who collected 88 cases of cysticercus of the brain,

found the cysts 49 times in the membranes, 6 of which were on the dura

mater, 11 on the arachnoid, 23 on the pia mater, 9 on the choroid

plexus. Fifty-nine on the surface of the cerebrum, 41 in the cortical

substance, 19 in the white substance, 18 in the ventricles and aqueduct,

17 in the corpora striata and anterior commissure, 15 in the optic thalami

and gray commissure, 4 in the corpora quadrigemina and pineal gland, 2

in the trigona olfactoria, corpus callosum and medulla oblongata, one

in the olrauy body, and 18 in the cerebellum. In the above, 18 per

cent, were without any symptoms, in 6 they were only trifling, in 5 epi-

lepsy alone was present, in 4 epilepsy with mental debility, in 15 epilepsy

with paralytic symptoms, in 24 insanity without epilepsy, of which 7

were without motor or sensory disturbances, 17 had lameness, cramps,

hemiplegia, paralysis and muscular twitchings, while out of .all only 24

had epilepsy.
" l

1 From a paper by Dr. R."Harvey Reed, of New Orleans.
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CHAPTER LXX.

THE WILL..

Dr. Sam. Johnson said,
' < We feel that our will is free, and that's the

end on't.
" When a little dog sees his reflection in a glass for the first

time, he feels very sure it is another little dog. Our sensations, it is

true, are all we have to go by, and yet a single unverified sensation may
fool us badly. Before it is entitled to full credence and influence, it

must be tried by its peers in the shape of other sensations. If they all

agree, we are bound to accept the verdict. They are not all agreed that

the will is free, as we shall see.

Carpenter, too, who has many excellent suggestions on this subject,

which I shall freely quote, nevertheless gives himself away by the re-

markable confession ' 'That the scientific investigation of the nature and

source of the will ' ' has seemed to lead to results which are inconsistent

with our intuitive conviction of freedom as well as with our scarcely

less intuitive notion of moral responsibility.
"

That < ' scientific investi-

gation
"
leads to such results, ought, it would seem, to cause some dis-

trust of these subjective or supposed "intuitive" notions. That it of-

ten does not, is evidence of the singular perseverance of habit in thought.
In regard to the freedom of the will, what our conviction really amounts

to, is, that when the will is formed for the movement of a muscle, such

movement will take place. From the observed uniformity of the result

we ought rather to argue its necessity than its freedom.

One says,
< ' See ! I can move my hand and bring it to rest, as I

please." How? < < By simply willing to doit." The language shows

the necessity of the hand to move when "I please," and also indicates

the will itself as following the " I please, "as a term in a series of three,

I please, will, and muscle movement. The position of the will in this

series indicates its contingent and conditional nature. If the pleasure
is different, the will is different. We are apt to confound the will and
the pleasure as one, but it is easy to show that in reality they are two,
and that the pleasure must precede the will, and if there is no pleasure
no will is formed. Pleasure is simply a general name for a class of

sensations, and sensations are the immediate or remote result of sensory
stimulations. The will is therefore under the domination of sensory
stimulations, and these in turn depend upon the environment.

Will merely determines the result, but is not concerned in the selec-

tion and combination of the muscular movements necessary to bring
this result about. Thus, a child can raise his eyelids ( if he have a mo-
tive to do so ) but he cannot tell whether in so doing he contracts one
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muscle or a dozen. In fact, he does not will to contract a muscle at all,

and does not know that the thing he does will to do, involves the con-

traction of a muscle. If he will at the same time to move a leg, there

is nothing in his consciousness to show that a different set of muscles

have to be contracted in this case; and although the action involves a

much more complicated adjustment and co-operation of muscular con-

traction, involving several muscles instead of one, he knows nothing of

this, and it is as easy to will one as the other. If we fix the eyes upon
a moving object, as a running horse for example, 'the eyes will roll in

their orbits so as to keep the image upon the retina. All we have

willed to do in this case is to see the horse. We are quite unconscious

of the slow and uniform contraction of the .rectus externus of one eye,

and the rectus internus occuli of the other, by which our will is carried

out. In fact, these muscles perform the operation as well for a monkey
or an Indian, who does not know of their existence, as for the anatomist,

who is competent to address them by their highly distinguished names.

It is the same in regard to the production of vocal tones,
' ' for we

cannot raise or depress the larynx as a whole, nor move the thyroid car-

tilage upon the crieoid, nor approximate the arytenoid cartilages, nor

extend or relax the vocal ligaments by simply willing to do so, however

strongly." ( Carpenter.) What we do will to do is to produce a given

tone. A conception of this given tone is in the brain first, and the will

is, to have this conception vocalized. The vocalization consists in the

reproduction of a series of muscular contractions in the same order in

which they have been produced before ( according to a cortical memory),
or in the order in which they have been produced before, modified by a

new stimulus from the environment; for example, the hearing of new

sounds, the new stimuli mingling their forces with the memories of the

old stimuli, and thus producing a new conception. This "conception"

consists, therefore, of a bundle of either potential or active stimuli, the

constituent elements of which are each singly competent to liberate

upon some muscle the nervous energy necessary for its contraction.

Whether it does so liberate it depends on further motive stimuli from

the environment. Thus, a man may have the conception of a song, but

he will not sing it unless he have an appreciative audience that wishes

it The real ultimate motive power in the creation of a will for the pro-

duction of vocal sounds, therefore, is in the sounds produced in the en-

vironment and projected upon the sense organs, and conveyed thence by
the nerves to fche sensory ganglia, and from them to the vocal organs,

producing an outcry, or they may be transmitted to the cortex of the

cerebrum, registering as a memory to occupy a potential position, ready
to become active upon a further reinforcement of stimuli. When this

further reinforcement does tike place, the aggregate compound stimulus,
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as then constituted, passes down the efferent nerves and is distributed

toward the same muscles that would have been affected if the same

stimulus had gone directly from the sensory ganglia to the muscles

without first going to the cerebrum. In but few cases, however, would

the stimulus returning from the cerebrum be as simple, or in any way

quite similar to the elements which compose it, although they all came

from the environment originally. No doubt all our vocalization, includ-

ing language, is the reflection through our organs, of sounds projected

upon us from the environment. The howling of dogs when a bell rings,

is an indication of the original tendency of sound to produce vocaliza-

tion.
(
See on Language. )

Muscle moving is to be attributed to the external stimuli, therefore,

whether directly by reflex action or indirectly through the cerebrum,

the will constituting merely one term of the series in the indirect stimu-

lation. The apparatus through which the so-called voluntary actions

are performed, are precisely those through which the automatic actions

are performed, the only difference between the two being not in the ac-

tion itself, but in the origin of its exciting cause. In the automatic ac-

tions the movement may be immediate, and result directlyfrom the simple,

efficient, incoming stimulus. In the voluntary actions, the movement is

not immediate, but is the result of the incoming stimuli after time has

been consumed by them in mutual limitations and modifications.

Some actions that are ordinarily automatic may be performed volun-

tarily ;
for example, coughing, winking, breathing, and the like. We

may do these things under the stimulus of will, but when we do, they

are performed by the same automatic machinery as when they are per-

formed irn'olimtarily. The will in the case of voluntary coughing, for

example, is the stimulating agent in the place of the local irritation in

the throat, which ordinarily starts the automatic action. There is an-

other class of stimuli which come also from the cerebrum but which are

not voluntary. These are the ideo-motor stimuli, or the stimulation by

ideas. The paroxysms in hydrophobia are brought on by the sight of

water, but they may also be excited merely by mentioning water by

name; the name exciting the idea. So vomiting has been excited by the

remembrance of a nauseous object which has provoked it before, and

yawning by seeing a picture of yawners. Carpenter mentions a case of

sea-sickness brought on by the sighf of a vessel tossed about at sea,

which recalled a former experience of sea-sickness in the subject.

On the other hand, there are many actions which beginning as volun-

tary become, through habit, automatic. The greater part of our mus-

cular movements come under this head. In infancy, these are learned

slowly and with care and attention, but after awhile they become easy,

and finally they do themselves. In walking we simply will to start,
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but the will has not only not the least authority over the methods of

muscular contraction, but we do not commonly even take cognizance of

the movement of limbs which results from these contractions. That is,

through habit the actions become more and more frictionless, and at the

same rate become automatic and unconscious. In ordinary walking, the

stimulus is the muscular sense, modified by the visual and perhaps other

senses. Every step taken after the start is made, liberates a stimulus

for another step. If the cerebral stimuli are not on the alert to inter-

fere at the proper time with this automatic, self-perpetuating stimulus of

the muscular sense, it will carry the subject beyond the intended stop-

ping place, a thing common in the experience of everyone. If nothing

else interferes, however, the muscular sense will itself finally be modi-

fied by the fatigue or exhaustion of the muscles, and this will become

a new automatic interfering stimulation.

We are totally unconscious of the formation of a will before it is

formed
;
that is, we do not know beforehand that we will have such a

will, and we are often unconscious of the process through which it is

derived. But we are conscious very often, though not always, of the

execution of the muscular expression of the will; that is, of the trans-

formation of the nervous energy of the brain centers into mechanical

energy through muscle contraction. As long as we are in health there

is nothing inside of us to interpose between the formation of the will

and the movement of the muscle, hence the conviction of the freedom

of the will to execute its conclusions. In other words, the first con-

sciousness we have of any will is after it is formed, and during its exe-

cution. We see the cause constantly and uniformly followed by its ef-

fect. We seldom trace the causes of the cause, and do not become con-

scious that there are any, except after a process of reasoning. If we

are not enlightened by this process, the will often appears to our con-

sciousness a first cause. And so it has sometimes been reckoned by meta-

physicians.
1 <

Although certain states of mind have a remarkable influence on or-

ganic functions, no change in their usual course can be determined by the

direct influence of the will.
" The only sensible effect which the strong-

est effort of the will can produce, is .the concentration of attention in the

direction of muscle contraction, or cerebral action.

It is essential to volitional action that a distinct idea should exist of

the object to be attained, also a belief of the possibility of attaining it

by the means employed. And other things being equal, the force of the

exertion is in proportion to the concentration of the attention to the

work. Emotional excitement may either intensify or paralyze the voli-

tional power. Dominant ideas are competent to modify the volitional

force the same way. A person in the hypnotic state, one of Mr. Braid's
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subjects, was known to swing a 28 Ib. weight around his head by his

little finger. His muscular development was very deficient and in his

ordinary state he shrank from the least exertion. His power in this

case came from the concentration of all his nervous energy upon the ef-

fort, which in this state can be done not because, as some say, the will

is set aside 1 and the man is governed by the idea suggested by the <

'pro-

fessor," but because that part of the brain is dull and passive, which in

its waking state would supply such elements of doubt and distraction as

would counteract and weaken the idea suggested by the professor. So

that the resulting will formed of these mutually cancelling and discord-

ant elements is, in the waking state, far weaker than in that of artificial

somnambulism. When this subject was assured by the professor that he

was physically incompetent to lift a handkerchief, he failed to do it after

apparently strenuous efforts. Here the only active idea the man had on

the subject was unfavorable to the formation of an efficient volition, so

it was not formed. When a person is under the influence of some over-

powering emotion which absorbs all his attention he is in a state some-

what analogous to that of the hypnotic subject who is engrossed by a

single idea. < An Old cook maid tottering with age, having heard an

alarm of fire, seized an enormous box containing her whole property, and

ran down stairs with it as easily as she could have carried a dish of

meat. After the fire had been extinguished she could not lift the box

a hairs-breadth from the ground and it required two men to convey it up
stairs again.

" The principle illustrated in this case is precisely the

same as that in the case of Mr. Braid's subject mentioned above. But

nobody will pretend the woman's will was set aside. On the contrary it

was astonishingly strengthened by an unusual stimulus. When we have

a doubt regarding our abilit}
T to perform something, it ma}

r

be, and often

is, modified by the expression of the opinions of other people in the na-

ture of suggestions which go to form strengthening or detracting ele-

ments of our will.

Again, a desire may fail to become an operative will. This happens
when the subject insanely or hysterically loses his belief in his ability to

do what he desires. He is like the hypnotic subject who thought he

could not lift a handkerchief and therefore could not.

Carpenter cites the case of a man who could not do so simple a thing

as" take off his coat when he wanted to go to bed, although he greatly de-

sired to do so, and had all his faculties about him except an efficient

will to move the necessary muscles. Once he could not for half an hour

pick up a glass of water he had ordered and wished to take.

In another case the inefficiency of the will was limited to the man's

going into or past vacant spaces. It took some minutes to pass through

1 Carpenter takes this ground.
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a doorway. Crossing a street was very difficult, and passing an unbuilt

space along the street an impossibility. These parties felt as if their

will was thwarted and held in possession by some other person.

We are liable to fall into the same error concerning the original juris-

diction of the will in the matter of directing the action of the brain as in

the matter of moving the muscles. We talk about concentrating our

minds upon a distasteful subject by a powerful effort of the will, &c.

We say the will can forcibly
< ' detach attention from the most attractive

subjects and direct it to others less attractive." Obviously from what

has gone before, the will can do nothing of the sort. Neither can any-

thing else do it.

We are not all made alike, and consequently the effects which the

will is competent to produce are different in different people. As a

rule, we say the will has power to cause the contraction of the muscles.

But in some people this power is of far greater force than in others.

We possess some muscles which nobody now has the power to contract,

and others which some men can contract and other men cannot. ( See

chapter 5. ) We likewise say we have the power to direct our attention

in some particular direction; but this power, too, is possessed in very

unequal degree by different persons. This is the power to direct the

flow of blood to one or another of the cerebral organs, and depends

upon the same sort of physiological basis as the concentration of force

in muscle action. In fact, the concentration of energy in voluntary

muscle action must be preceded by concentration of attention, and this,

as the illustrations above cited show, depends upon the intensity of the

motives, and their singleness, or freedom from opposing motives. The

concentration of attention consists in the singling out of a special ar-

terial branch or twig, and stimulating in it an increased supply of

blood, by which an increased action is stimulated in the organ, or patch

of the cerebral cortex, which depends for its sustenance upon such t\vig.

Such concentration necessarily involves, and to a certain extent depends

upon, deprivation of those organs not included in the scope of the

stimulation; so that attention includes the increased activity of one or-

gan or set of organs, accompanied by a decreased activity of the others.

The course by which the nervous stimulus reaches the blood-vessels,

appears to be by way of the brain organ itself, which is to receive the

benefit. The stimulus, which is primarily a sensation from the environ-

ment, reaches its appropriate correspondent organ, and, if strong, sends

on from it into its supporting blood-vessels a stimulation which liber-

ates a larger supply to the organ. The stimulation of the cerebral or-

gan is followed so rapidly by that of the arterial vessels upon which it

depends, that their action appears simultaneous, though it is doubtless

rapidly reciprocal. In those muscular actions which are performed un-
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consciously, and are denominated reflex, the stimulation, after passing

the sensory centers, goes directly to the muscles instead of going to the

cortical organs of the cerebrum. The first movement of the muscle,

under such stimulation, liberates a stimulus upon its co-operating blood-

vessels. This is instantly followed by an increase in the blood supply

to such muscle, which in turn promotes the increased energy of the

muscle for further action. So that there is the same coi respondence

and mutuality between the muscle and its blood-vessel as between the

cerebral organ and its blood-vessel, and both systems are equally de-

pendent upon the advent of a stimulus from the environment by way of

the sensory centers. That* which goes to the muscles without exciting

the cerebral organs, produces reflex actions. Such actions follow the

habit to which the part moving is accustomed. If a threatening ges-

ture is made near the eye, it will wink without the intervention of the

will. Although the gesture being seen, the stimulus is carried up to the

cerebral organs frojn the sense organ at the same instant that the motor

stimulus goes back to the muscle of the eyelid. The reflex muscle ac-

tion is as rapid in this case as the cerebral action, and the lid has been

snapped shut at the same instant that the cerebral organ has been af-

fected, and given rise to a sensation of the gesture. We recognize that

the cerebral or memory organs are not involved in the case by describ-

ing such muscular action as involuntary. But if the stimulus is not too

sudden and powerful, the action by way of the cerebral organ has time

to interfere and modify the motion of the muscle. Thus, if I walk

along the road and meet with an obstruction, I am conscious that cere-

bral action determines in what way I shall avoid it. The secretory

glands, too, like the muscles, as shown elsewhere, are subject to stimu-

lations either independently or in connection with cerebral organs.

Whenever the muscular action is modified by stimuli deflected from

cortical cerebral organs, we call it voluntar}
T

,
and in like manner and for

the same reason, whenever attention is directed in any particular way by
the deflection of stimuli from other cortical organs, we call that volun-

tary attention. (See page 498.
)

We thus perceive that no new or exceptional physiological principles

are involved in the mechanism of attention, but the same sort of sen-

sory stimulation arouses attention which arouses reflex muscular action,

and does it by the same process. The will, therefore, both in muscle

contraction and in the stimulation of organs of the cortex, in arousing

attention, is a direct .or indirect outcome of a sensory stimulus, and

would not exist without it. It is shown in chapter 73 that abstraction,

artificial somnambulism, &<., arc simply more intense and exclusive

states of attention. It is obvioush' inconsistent, therefore, to say that

the will is subverted and >ct aside by a suggested idea or sensory stiinu-
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lation in the case of hypnotism, when it is not in the case of ordinary

attention.

Common attention as well as hypnotism is a condition in which cerebral

activity is concentrated upon one organ, though to a less intense degree

because less exclusively. If the state of things is not brought about by
the will in the case of hypnotism, it cannot be thus brought about in the

case of attention. And if it be held that when a man is in the hypnotic

state his will is set aside and his further actions are not controlled by the

will, but by a dominant idea or by the suggestions of the operator, then

we must hold that when the attention of a man has been enlisted, his

further thoughts in that direction, or actions arising from them, are no

longer subject to his will, but that he is moved by dominant ideas or

sensorial suggestions. The mode of action is identical in the two cases.

Yet it must be maintained that if a man is ever under the domination of

motives which come from without it is when he is hypnotized, and if his

actions are ever governed by a will, and as free a one as a will ever gets

to be, it is when attention is purposely concentrated upon some line of

thought or action. It logically and necessarily follows that control by
a will is government by dominant ideas. In the case of hypnotism the

dominant idea is so conspicuous that we see it to be the real motive

power behind the will. In ordinary attention the dominant idea is more

or less out of sight.

The will then, is one link in the chain of stimuli, which beginning as

a mode of energy in the evironment, ends, so far as we are concerned,

as a muscle contraction or a cerebral agitation. It is that link which in

a special manner arouses consciousness and perception of its action and

its relation to the final action of muscle following it. It is indeed a

cause, but not a first cause. It is the last one of which we are conscious

of a train preceding and leading up to motor results. We are often con-

scious of the existence of other links in this chain of causes, or rather

we are conscious, after the fact, that such and such ideas have formed

a final stimulus sufficient and appropriate to move muscles. We are

conscious of the presence of that stimulus and of its relation as cause to

the motor muscle action. We call it will. We are not conscious, how-

ever, of the manner in which it becomes cause, or rather of the manner

in which a motor nervous current and a muscle contraction become effect.

Next, we are to remember that the vibratory stimulus which we thus

trace, is not the driving power by which all these cerebral changes are

made and the muscle of the limb finally moved. As in certain chemical

combinations which are promoted by sunlight, the sunlight alone is not

the motive force, so in these mechanical changes in organic tissue, the

sunlight furnishes a disturbing force by which the greater energies gen-

erated in the blood are started into activity. As observed in chapter 51,
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the muscle force when liberated is probably from six to ten times as

great as the cerebral energy which touches it off. And so for the same

reason we may infer that the cerebral action, after attention is aroused,

is of far greater energy than the stimulus from the environment which

sufficed to arouse the attention.

We are not conscious of willing to contract any muscle. We move

our limbs long before we know that such things as muscles exist. There

is a disappearance of the will after it is formed, and in disappearing it

is succeeded by a nervous motor current which stimulates the contrac-

tion of some muscles. But of this action we are not conscious. We do

not know what muscle is being contracted from any subjective sensation

we may have of it. If we find out, we do it objectively, through the ex-

ternal senses, by experimental inquiry and by analogical inference.

When the nervous stimulation disappears in muscle contraction, the re-

sult appears to us in the new position of the limb which has been moved.

Our knowledge of this, too, is gained objectively through the musclar

sense or the optical sense
;
we feel it or see it in its new position.

We thus trace the stimulating energy from the external sense organs

through the afferent nerves into the internal sense organs, and through

these into the motorial centers, thence through the efferent nerves to the

limbs. Our consciousness, such as it is, of each step taken in this chain

of sequences, is in each and every case subsequent to the fact. We be-

come aware of each stage of the progress of the stimulation after it is

over, not before
;
that is to say, of each of the stages of which we ever

become aware, for of some of them we get no sensation or other direct

knowledge.

( 1 ) We have no sensation of the first impact of the stimulus upon
the sense organ.

( 2 ) We have no sensation of the passage of the stimulus up the af-

ferent nerve to the sensory ganglia or to the cortical organs of the cere-

brum. (It divides and goes to both destinations, fig. 354.)

(3) The agitation of the cortical organ constitutes or involves sen-

sation, and here we get the first sensation of the fact that such a stimu-

lus has struck us. We call this an objective sensation. The stimulus,

upon reaching the cortical organs, disturbs the equilibrium of the polar

tensions there, and sets up a variet}
7 of movements, working toward a

readjustment which shall include the new stimulation.

(4) We may get sensations of these processes, and we name them

variously, as perception, comparison, discrimination, reasoning, emo-

tion
;
and following these, desire, determination, and, lastly, will.

( 5 ) After the formation of a will, so much of our stimulus as has

been engaged in it, disappears with the will, and with it disappears sen-

sation of its subsequent performance which is now motorial and effer-
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ent. It first takes the form of a nervous current clown the efferent

nerves, and lastly, ends in a stimulation of muscle contraction.

In tracing the stimulus from the sense organ to the muscle, as above,

I have, for the sake of simplicit}
r

,
mentioned it as one stimulus im-

pelled from one organ to another. The case is really much more com-:

plicated. Before the stimulus reaches us from the outside, it consists

of the movement of some sort of matter. If it is a sight stimulus, it

is the vibratory movement of the ether in a particular tone. When this

reaches the retina it ceases as such vibrations and is succeeded by the

motion of a different sort of matter
;

viz.
,
a molecular agitation of the

rods and cones of the retina. This agitation communicates motion of

another sort to the optic nerve. This motion, which is supposed to be

a molecular tremor of the material in the nerve, is rapidly propagated

along it from the retina to the brain, and is called a nervous current.

In the brain cells with which it connects, the tremor of the nerve is ex-

hausted in setting up their molecular agitation which is peculiar to them-

selves (a color perhaps), and depends upon their form and molecular

constitution and polarity. From cell to cell, through many of the in-

ternal sense organs, the motion reverberates, now a current as it pro-

gressively thrills the molecules of the connecting nerve fibres, and now

setting up polar tension in the cells and re-arranging their molecules. I

take it, the action is not precisely the same in any two cells, but each

one vibrates in the manner necessarily accompanying its peculiar struc-

ture and polarity, and consequently arouses a different sensation of its

agitation. Finally, as a result of all these cerebral interactions, an agi-

tation reaches and propagates itself along a motor nerve, once more a

current. All these organs move in a different manner from the rest,

but the motion of each is started by the motion of that next preceding

it. We see in this transfer of motion from one body to another in the

brain cells, merety an example and illustration of the mechanical trans-

fer of energy treated of in chapter 35. Such appearance of energy

anywhere must be by transfer. It cannot, without contravention of the

law of the conservation of forces, be supposed to come in any other

way, and cannot, in the nature of things, be supposed to originate from

nothing.

Maudsley remarks that ' ' a new organism is the product of precedent

organisms, and of the external conditions of the medium, but it is neither

the precedent organism nor the external conditions
;
nor is it merely the

arithmetical sum or mechanical compound of them
;

it is a new product

with properties of its own, distinctly autonomous.
" He then applies

this conception to the will. He says, "motives are necessary antece-

dents of will, but assuredly will is not motive, nor is it simply the sum
of the foregoing motives

;
it is a new product, the outcome of antecedents
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certainly, hut autonomous.
"

It possesses more, he says, than is con-

tained in its antecedents.

This sort of comparison will not do. We might as well try to com-

pare a ray of light with a pound of iron. It might do if the will were

an organ like a liver or a gizzard. But it is easy to prove that the will

is a mode of motion and not a thing. The admission that ' ' motives are

necessary antecedents of will
"

concedes that point, for while motives,

that is motions, are the necessary antecedents of motions, they are not

the antecedents of things. If, therefore, muscle moving, a mode of

mechanical motion, depends upon previous mechanical motion, and if

what it depends on is the will, it follows that the will is mechanical mo-

tion. If we look for the motives which go to make up the will, we find

them to be derived from unmistakable modes of mechanical motion in

the environment, as light, sound, touch, &c.
,
which give immediate rise

to afferent nervous currents. We have no warrant to justify a supposi-

tion that the intermediate terms of action whatever they are, which lie

between these initial forms of molecular motion, and final forms of the

same sort of molecular motion, are anything else than ^equivalent forms

of motion. If we should allow a stream of pure water to flow into a

barrel by the bung-hole, and then upon tapping it at the spigot should

get nothing but molasses, we would have a right to conclude that some

internal works transformed water into molasses
;
but if we should get

nothing but pure water by the spigot we should not conclude that the

water was turned into molasses upon entering the barrel and turned

back into water again upon leaving it.

Neither have we any reason or right to suppose that the molecular

motion which we plainly trace to its entrance into the brain case is there-

upon lost from the domain of physics. If we never saw any motor ex-

pression come from it, we would say it was dissipated as heat, which is

still, however, a form of molecular motion. Such a result happens
when we speak to a man in a sound sleep and get no answer. But when

we find a motor nervous current coming out of the skull, which is evi-

dently a sequel to one we detected going into it and is its physical coun-

terpart, we conclude that these two are connected by currents just like

them or their equivalents. If a boy dodges a snowball, it is because he

sees it, or at any rate if he did not see it he would not dodge it. There

Is no reason to suppose that the sight stimulus which is a form of phy-

sical energy mingles with an immaterial stimulus or stimulates an "im-

material substance," whatever that is, and that the subsequent physical

stimulation which goes down the efferent nerve and causes a "ducking"
of the head, is got by the reconversion of the force of this immaterial

substance into physical energy. We know there must be physical energy
in some form nil the way through. Kvcry force is made up by tin- coin-
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bination of antecedent forces and is exactly equal to the amount of those

forces consumed in its make up.

The will then is a mode of the motion of brain cells, or their materials,

communicated to them b}
r antecedent motion of others. It is the resultant

of these antecedent motions and in force cannot possibly exceed the sum

of them, but it may fall short of that sum because if there is inharmony
or opposition between them a part of this force may be wasted in heat,

and the result be a weak will, or irresolution as we call it. A match

may set fire to a powder magazine, but it does not represent the force of

the explosion. So the will may liberate a force much greater than it-

self
;
and this circumstance may have led to the idea that it is greater

than its antecedent elements.

The will being a motion of matter, and not a thing or commodity, it

cannot be made up into measurable and ponderable parcels and kept in

stock. The governing supply must be made up every instant for that

instant. Resolutions made yesterday of actions to be performed to-day

are of no force, and will cut no figure in to-day's action, unless the con-

ditions prevailing to-day are still such as to prompt such a conclusion of

the will. The ceaseless activity of the nervous currents compels a re-

adjustment of conclusions every moment. Even after the hand is raised

to strike, a new adjustment of the will may arrest the blow, or divert

its delivery to another object.

The will is made up at different times under different circumstances,

and thus results from a variety of motives. Sometimes it results from

a sudden and violent impulse, in which case only one cerebral organ

perhaps is involved in the modification of the sensory stimulus before

it is allowed to influence motor action. At other times the action is de-

liberate, and the stimulus has time to agitate and be reflected from sev-

eral cerebral organs before final motor action. We say of such case

that the action was "well considered,
"
or that the person had "con-

trol of himself.
"

Some of our actions we call "instinctive," or habitual. These are a

class of actions which have been performed so many times by our an-

cestors or ourselves, that under proper stimulation they are performed
without hesitation or keen consciousness of their performance. But the

most of our voluntary actions are the result of stimuli reflected from

the various cerebral organs of memory, almost always including some

of those of an emotional nature, and registering memories of pleasure

or pain. Certainly the great majority of our deliberate volitions are

colored by reflections from these organs. The few which are not, will

probably all be found in the classes above mentioned, as impulsive,

habitual, or quasi instinctive. All of them are to be regarded as sel-

fish volitions, since the}^ are formed under the influence of vibrations
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reflected from organs belonging to the self as distinguished from those

of another, and because these vibrations are necessarily in harmony
with the fundamental vibrations, or tone of the organs from which they

are reflected. If I were to stand in front of a brick wall and sing the

letter G in its proper musical pitch, the echo would return the sound

just as I made it, with the peculiarities given it by my vocal organs.

But if I make the same sound in the presence of a piano, a G string of

the instrument will respond and give back the sound in corresponding

pitch, but it will be a piano tone, and not a vocal tone. So the vibra-

tions which emanate from the cerebral organ are the vibrations of that

organ, and represent its peculiarities, regardless of the source of the im-

pact which set it going.

Our feelings are our own, and refer to ourselves, regardless of the

sympathetic note in the environment which sets up the emotion. If two

pianos are in one room, and the G of one be sounded, the response made

by the other will still be its own, although very similar to the sound of

the first. So the very close sympathy of our emotions with their cause,

has often deceived us to imagine them to be unselfish. That we have

organs so closely in sympathy with those of other men, is due to the

identity of environment surrounding them and us, as pointed out in

chapter 68.

If the will is made up of antecedent stimuli and reverberations of

stimuli from internal sense organs, of a part of which we are usually

unconscious, and of the whole of which we may be unconscious, as

shown in chapter 75, it may be asked how pleasure and pain can enter

into its composition unconsciously, since the very terms seem to imply
consciousness

;
and since, moreover, the stimulus of pleasure or pain in

order to influence will, must exist before it. It is obvious, upon a mo-

ment's reflection, that it is not the first sensation of pleasure or pain
that influences will, but the memory of such sensation in the past. If

a child deliberately puts its fingers on the hot stove, it. is because it has

no active memory of the perception of the connection between stove

and pain. But its present experience will instantly establish a cerebral

differentiation, the reflection from which will give the perception of the

painful relation between stove and Jiand, and cause the withdrawal of

the hand. If such perception were not established, the hand would

stay there and be destroyed ;
and this might actually happen to a very

young child, or to an idiotic, insane, or paralyzed person. The condi-

tion of the avoidance of pain is a perception of a cause in relation with

it. Now a perception of relations cannot existjn our brain till after the

sensations of the related things have been experienced. So it follows

that we are not influenced by the original sensations of pain, but by the

recollections of them.
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We do not avoid any pain which we actuall}
1"

suffer, but that which

threatens us in the future. It is through the reactions of the memory
organs of painful sensations, that the will is formed to restrain the ac-

tions which lead to their repetition. Since, then, it is not the sensation

but the memoiy which enters into the formation of the emotional voli-

tion, this sort of volition is upon the same footing as the intellectual and

ideational volitions. All depend upon the reactions of stimuli upon
cortical organs, any of which reactions may take place in unconscious-

ness, as is shown in chapter 75. Although we speak of emotional, in-

tellectual and ideational states, there are no definite boundary lines be-

tween them. They grade into each other, and are frequentty all in-
-

volved together.

Therefore, we find all sorts of cerebral reactions going on in uncon-

sciousness, including those relating to the avoidance of pain, an exam-

ple of which is seen in the avoidance of danger by somnambulists. The

actions we perform in unconsciousness, when they are subject to cerebral

modifications and influences, are necessaril}' preceded by that same term

of molecular cerebral motion which is immediately antecedent to the

motoi-ial or efferent nervous current, the same term which, when it is

manifested during consciousness, we call will. There is no impropriety,

when this term is active during unconsciousness, in designating it as un-

conscious will.

It is necessary to bear in mind the distinction between the will as a

term in the chain of cerebral stimulation, which culminates in muscular

action, and the sensation of the action of that term. I have used the

word will to signify the effectual action, and have no single word to ex-

press the sensation of it which may or may not be aroused. Commonly
the word will has been used apparently to cover both, which leads to

confusion. The distinction between the impressions made by external

stimuli upon our sense organs, and the sensations of those impressions

aroused in the sensory cells, was recognized by Carpenter. The very

same sort of difference exists between the impressions made upon the

cerebral organs, or internal sense organs, and their sensations, arid should

be distinguished. All of the processes which go on in these organs, it

is demonstrated, may go on in unconsciousness
;
that is, may happen

without arousing their corresponding sensations. So that we have un-

conscious activities in perception, ideation and will.

It has been shown that the performance of muscular actions requires

the co-operation of a guiding sense. That is, while muscular contrac-

tions could take place in simple obedience to reflex stimulation, they

could not take place intelligently under stimulus from the internal senses

and the will, without the continued presence of a guiding sensation.

" In learning to dance," says Hartley, "the scholar desires to look at
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his feet and legs in order to judge by seeing when they are in a proper

position. By degrees he learns to judge of this by feeling.
" So it is

tin- impression of a sense, first the visual, and after that the muscular

sense which supplies at each moment the guide for tin* next movement.

After long practice the "guiding sensation
"

ceases to become a sensa-

tion and sinks to a sub-conscious impression ;
and yet it still is sufficient

to guide the consecutive actions in the train to which it belongs, and

when the dancer takes the steps without thought or care, the action has

become instinctive.

Now it may be shown that the activities of the purely cerebral states,

which may not immediately culminate in muscular contractions, and

which are denominated intellectual, emotional and ideational, likewise de-

pend upon guiding sensations, the sensations, however, coming from

stimulations of the cerebral organs or internal senses, instead of the ex-

ternal sense organs. This may be seen by analyzing the process b}'

which a dormant memory is revived. First, there must be a disturbing

stimulus from the environment, which so connects itself with some one

of our cerebral emotional organs as to produce a motive or purpose. A
motive may be defined to be an incomplete or inharmonious cerebral state,

and being so, it is a more or less unpleasant state and demands or in-

augurates further activities amongst the cerebral organs, and will con-

tinue to do so as long as It is sufficiently strong, or until the inharmoni-

ous conditions are eliminated
;
that is, until the motive is satisfied. It

is supposed in the example proposed, that the revived activities of a cer-

tain memory are fitted to harmonize the elements and satisfy the motive.

The stimulation of the first organ, as above, produces in it an action

which overflows toward another, which its tone is competent to excite,

but which may perhaps not be the memory wanted, but something like

it or something related to it. This in turn arouses another and another, un-

til finally, perhaps, the one which entirely satisfies the motive is reached.

That such is really the process of recollection, may be proved by an

effort to recall a forgotten air or a forgotten verse. We repeat what we

do recollect of it, that is, restimulate so many of our organs of it as

readily respond to the stimulation
;
and if that does not have the desired

effect, we do it again, repeatedly. We instinctively expect that some-

how what we do remember will restore to us what we have forgotten, and

it usually does. If we cannot recall it in this way, after the exhaustion

of the effort in this direction, the motive, if still sufficient to compel at-

tention, will send the stimulation in the direction of the next least resis-

tance. It may occur to us that some easily accessible person is ac-

quainted with what we want to find out, or we remember the bx>k we got
it from, &c. , and thus, like water dammed up in one direction, the per-

sistent stimulus finds an outlet in another.
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Now this action of various organs thus brought into co-operation to a

definite end, each step or instalment of which action changes the rela-

tionship of our consciousness to the recollection required, is in the na-

ture of a series of guiding sensations. If a man has an appointment to

be at 301 Hennepin Ave. at 3 p. m.
,
in order to keep it he must have

the guidance of certain sensations. As he walks, each step taken sup-

plies, by the activity of his muscular sense, the data for the next. If his

muscular sense were paralyzed, the second step would not be taken, un-

less the visual sense should become a substitute for it, and if that, too,

were paralyzed, the journey would immediately terminate, regardless of

the fact that his motor apparatus might still be in good order. We do

not realize, without special attention, how dependent our physical move-

ments are every moment upon these guiding sensory stimulations. When
the man has finished his walk, every step of it will have been at least

temporarily registered in motions of his nervous tissues, the whole con-

stituting a series of motor acts alternating with sensory stimulations like

the endless thread of a chain-stitch seam. The thread cannot make a

new efferent excursion till it returns from the last one. At any point

on the journey if this thread could be traced and the stitches counted,

the position of the man with relation to his starting point could be as-

certained, and he could recover his starting point by retracing his steps.

That is just what is done in the processes of recollection requiring

effort. The organ of each separate step is restimulated by the passage
to it of the stimulus from its next neighbor. As each restimulated or-

gan reflects its agitation back to the organ representing the motive, if it

fails to satisfy it, it becomes the basis and guide of the next forward

movement of stimulation, and so on till one is reached which completes

the motive. Just as, after we have walked toward our destination for a

length of time, at the end of each step we are still prepared to take

another, conscious that each step, while it is not the one which is to

complete the journey, is forming a necessary preparation for a final one

that will.

In the foregoing I may not have correctly indicated the details of the

physiological processes, since our knowledge is in part inferential, but

I have, without doubt, pointed out the principles upon which all pur-

posive cerebral action proceeds ; for, as we shall see, it is all based upon

memory. The performance of a purpose to reason, to compose a poem,
or to solve a problem, is carried out upon the same general principles

as those which govern the recovery of a memory. Indeed, all such ac-

tion is nothing more than the recovery of memories.

The processes or motives which enter into the formation of the will,

are, of necessity, automatic, and they are often unconscious. To sup-

pose otherwise is to assume that every will is the offspring of a will that
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went before it. But, as before observed, we are never conscious in ad-

vance that our will is to be so and so, but after the processes have had

their action, and the will is formed, we may (or may not) become con-

scious of the result. If the processes are sufficiently slow in their ac-

tion, we may become aware of their presence, and influence seriatim and

separately. In each pause of this action, these elements of motion

may begin to crystallize into a will, which, however, before there is

time for it to act, may be set aside or superseded through the further

action of the antecedent motives. Our sensation during this sort of

performance we express b}
T

saying we " have half a mind "
to do so and

so. After it is all over, and definite results are reached, we say
< ' our

mind is made up," and we have such a "will," "intention," "purpose,"
&c. If the movement of the antecedent stimulus is rapid and violent,

the sensation of the result may be scarcely in advance of the motor ac-

tion set up by the will
;
or it may be simultaneous with it, the discharge

down the efferent nerves taking place at the same instant thai the stim-

ulation arouses the sensory function of the cells. Or the energy of the

stimulus may be so great as, by its violence, to overstimulate and stun

the function of sensation, so that we are not conscious of any will in

the matter, and only get a knowledge of our motor act after its accom-

plishment, through the external sense organs, just as any other spectator

would.

Where the will appears to be vacillating and changeable, there are

several causes, one of which is no doubt a sluggish temperament, the

inertia of the ganglion and cortical cells, and their slowness in being
moved by and transmitting moderate stimuli. Instead of the stimuli

acting in rapid succession, each one getting in its work on the problem
before motor action has time to flow from it, each stimulus is liberated

upon the work at a perceptible interval after the effect of those before

it is completed. The consequence is, that a motor action is started after

the effect of each stimulus, and before it can be consumated the new
motive intervenes to change the action, or, if it be completed, to undo

it. A person with such a brain is said to lack decision of character.

Where the cells are, from temperament or habit, pliant and responsive,

rf a new motive unlocks the latent stimuli in the brain, they rapidly
evolve a balance of forces which includes all the stimuli present, so that

the result once reached is not disturbed except by new and fresh stim-

uli from the external environment. Such a brain is marked by decision,

especially if not a comprehensive one, or in possession of many stimuli

bearing on the question in hand.

The brain which, under moderate stimulation, appears weak and un-

decided, may, however, under single and powerful stimulation, exhibit

sufficient decision and force. It is evident that if we are assailed by
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contrary motives which are nearly balanced, the decision will not be

very positive in either direction, aiid may be reversed more than once

before motor action supervenes to reinforce and finally fix the decision.

As long as attention is concentrated upon one motive, it may cause a de-

termination of the will in a corresponding direction, but as soon as such

a will is formed, and attention is no longer monopolized by the motive

out of which it grew, unless it be of a nature which proceeds to instant

execution, the opposing motive engrosses attention and forms an op-

posing will.

Decision of character depends further on the directness with which

the stimuli move from the stimulating agency to the part of the brain

to be moved. If the stimulus affects too many parts, they are apt to

antagonize and react against each other. It is the same as in the case

of the motor nerves, which pass into sympathetic ganglia, a part of the

motor energy is scattered off into out-of-the-way places and" gradually

reduced from work to mere heat. There must not be too many bearings

of a question come up for discussion, if a prompt decision is required.

The character of the Duke of Halifax, as given by Macauley, was one

of indecision, because of the very versatility and wit of the man, that

compelled him to see so many bearings of his subject, each of which

was forever answering, rebutting and neutralizing the others.

The history of Winnifred, Countess of Nithsdale, whose husband

took part in the Scotch rebellion of 1745, and was condemned to death

for it, shows not only the decision and preserverance of her own char-

acter, but that she understood that the elements upon which a purpose

must be formed, in order to be persistent, must not be opposed by others

of a distracting nature. She determined upon a plan for her husband's

rescue, by disguising him as a woman, in which it was necessary to have

the co-operation of two other women. These she surprised into her

service after all the other arrangements had been made, and pressed the

execution of the plot before they had time to realize the risk they were

incurring. They started for the prison in a coach, and she says,
' 'When

we were in the coach I never ceased talking that they might have no

leisure to reflect. Their surprise and astonishment when I first opened

my design to them had made them consent, without ever thinking of

the consequences.
" The plot was cleverly managed by this ingenious

woman, and was entirely successful.

A persistent purpose involves no principles not concerned in the for-

mation of will. It is, in fact, the continuous re-formation of a will by
the concurrence of all the stimuli involved at any time and every time.

And the purpose is persistent only in the event that the stimuli are per-

sistent. For example, A, who is in the clothing business in Minneap-

olis, hears that B, in Chicago, has a job lot to be sold at a bargain.
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He resolves to go to Chicago, to-morrow, to see, and if they suit, to buy
them. When the time comes to go a member of his family has become

dangerously sick and he is afraid to leave, and so postpones going till

next daj
r

. The motive to go is still the same, but is modified as to the

time. This may happen the second, third and fourth day, the purpose

to go remaining persistent because the stimuli which first formed it re-

main continuously the same. But on the fourth day, A learns that B,

tired of waiting for him, has closed out the goods to another man.

One of the chief factors that helped to form the purpose being now

withdrawn, the purpose itself summarily terminates. Dr. Adam Clark

spent twenty-five years in writing his commentaries on the Bible, and

fifteen more in printing and publishing them
;
a rare instance of a per-

sistent purpose. The motives which originally formed the purpose re-

mained the same for a time after the work began, so that if counter

motives had postponed it for some years, still it might have been com-

menced. But after its commencement the conditions which entered into

the construction of the motives began to change. The doctor gradually

discovered the task to be a much more difficult one than he had antici-

pated, and his own equipment and resources to be less adequate than he

had imagined. On the other hand, while the stimulus of supposed duty

and approval of conscience, mixed with the expectation of the approval

of his friends and society remained the same impulse to the continued

prosecution of the work; the real ability to do the work increased by the

habit of working, and the amount still to be done constantly decreased.

So that the balance of motives continued to be, on the whole, constantly

formed in favor of the prosecution of the work until it was finally com-

pleted. After its completion he speaks of it as "a labor which, were

it yet to commence, with the knowledge I now have of its difficulty,

and my, in many respects, inadequate means, millions even of the gold

of Ophir, and all the honors that could come from man, could not in-

duce me to undertake. Now that it is finished, I regret not the labor
;

I have had the testimony of many learned, pious and judicious friends

relative to the execution and usefulness of the work, &c.
" 1 In this

case, and obviously it is the same in most cases, the motives were de-

rived, in part, from stimuli which were only partial and incomplete

transcripts of objective realities. A partial truth is, in reality, an un-

truth. The brain seldom has a complete impression from every part of

an}' object in the environment, and of necessity, motives and wills are

based upon incomplete and tlu-ivl'oiv only partially true data.

The force of the will is not the same in all directions in the case of

any individual. An object, or class of objects, for the accomplishment

of which one man will put forth his most intense exertion, will com-

1 Clark's commentaries at tliu end of Muhichi.
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mand but a small share of the energies of another man. Of course no

new principle is involved in this. Those impulses which are single and

unopposed, form the strongest wills, other things being equal. Again,
those impulses which result from the harmonizing of the greatest num-

ber of cerebral organs by any given stimulation, will develop the strong-

est wills, other things equal. Those impulses which originate in the ef-

fort to prevent a threatened rupture of such relationships as have been

most habitual to our lives and to those of our ancestors, develop the

most energetic wills, other things being equal.

It is the hereditary and acquired habit of caring for and protecting

the }
T

oung, that has established so close a relationship between the fe-

male mammal and her offspring. The resistance of the rupture of such

relationships is often characterized by the greatest energy and vigor dis-

played by females of weak and vacillating will in other matters. So,

oftentimes, in the preservation of his life, the veriest coward may be-

come a hero, and surprise himself by the force of his action. That

such wills are often formed upon very sudden impulse, in an almost au-

tomatic and instinctive manner, is nothing against the general view of

the character and origin of the will here presented, but confirmatory of it.

The notion of free will is strongest in those who are vigorous, strong
and healthy. The organization is such as to call for activity. It is, in

fact, in a state of mobilization. It runs easily in response to the forces

appropriate to move it. The mental part, inspired by the physical, pre-

sents desires and feelings to correspond with it. The individual feels

like doing the things which there is energy for doing, from which we

may infer the energy inspires the feeling. Each individual is inspired

to the particular form of activity for which his bodily structure is ap-

propriate. On the other hand, when his powers fail, which means when
the machine decays and is difficult to be run, the buoyancy of feeling

decays with it. He no longer feels himself master. His idea of free-

dom is not so vivid. He wants to rest, and be at peace. He more

readily submits to the guidance of others. Death does not excite such

a feeling of abhorrence as formerly ;
often it is longed for and wel-

comed.

It was pointed out in chapter 68 that our sense of responsibility for

an action is, at bottom, a feeling of pain arising from the anticipation

of painful sensations liable to follow the action.

If a man must act according to motives which assail him from with-

out, the consciousness of the influence of these motives, and of the ob-

ligation or necessity he is under of yielding to them, constitute whatever

sense of responsibility he has in connection with his action. No sense

of responsibility attaches (at the time) to the acts of a man when

drunk or in a condition of somnambulism, or delirium or insanity, or in
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any condition in which the general run of motives do not arouse sensa-

tion in him, and so are inoperative in his case. We hold men morally

responsible to the extent we perceive them to be under the restraint of

cerebral motives.

Infants, idiots, the insane, the drunk, the untaught, &c.
,
we perceive

are incompetent to be controlled by the motives which govern those of

mature and clear intellect, and so we say they are not responsible to those

motives, and in governing those classes we endeavor to supply motives

which will restrain them. If they have intellect enough to be instructed,

we admonish them and let them go. If not, we punish them and let them

go. If the memory of these things is enough to keep them straight, we

say they are able to restrain themselves, and that they are responsible to

these motives of memory, or they are morally responsible. If such mo-

tives do not control them, we lock them up ; they are not morally responsible,

that is, no motives can be erected in their brain which are sufficient to con-

trol them, so we control them by physical force and make them responsible

to that alone. Under all circumstances they are bound. The free alone, if

there were any such, could be accounted to be irresponsible. No condi-

tioned being can be free; there can be, therefore, no irresponsibility in na-

ture. The feeling of responsibility which is possessed by man and all the

other animals which have a cerebrum and a memory, is proof that they

are not free. It is singular that the sense of responsibility which we feel,

should have been taken by anybody as a proof of our freedom. The

sense of responsibility is a sense of obligation to do something or to leave

something undone. It is an emotional sense and connects itself with va-

rious memory organs which express intimate relations of outward things to

ourselves. It is a sense which results from a perception of the way in

which certain external conditions will affect us with reference to our com-

fort or discomfort, pleasure or pain, happiness or unhappiness. It is

the sensation of a state or condition of the brain which follows such per-

ception, and precedes the will, the condition, and of course the sensation,

of it disappearing when a will is formed as a sequel to it. In other

words, this condition of the brain occurs in the great majority of cases

in which a motor will is formed and is then an element in its formation.

The sensation of it is a sensation of a striking of the balance of motives

and of the imminent presence among them of motives of personal lia-

bility and penalty.

The sense of responsibility is closely allied to the sense of duty, which

was mentioned in chapter 68
; undoubtedly the sense of duty could have

arisen, in the first place, only in connection with a sense of penalt}^ or loss

for neglected duty. But the practice and sentiment of duty might, after

much repetition, Become a matter of habit and finally a mattev of in-

stinct, and its originating cause be lost sight of. Thus, watch dogs,
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hunting dogs and shepherd dogs fall into their hereditary duties with a

sense of responsibility, no doubt, but of a different sort from that which

inspired their ancestors while they were acquiring, their habit. Then,

their motives were to please their masters and escape the corporal pun-
ishment they found to follow failure in their tasks. Now, their organs

having become differentiated to the automatic performance of these

operations, the sense of responsibility no longer depends upon the recol-

lection of corporal pain, but it is the uneasiness which results from the

presence of an appropriate stimulus for driving such organs, felt during
the time the organs are restrained or prevented by any other motive from

acting in response to the stimulation. That is, the dog no longer real-

izes a responsibility to his master and his whip but to his own conscience.

As with dogs so with men. The requirements of social intercourse and

mutual help and restraint, have produced in us organs whose functions

are to impel us to perform the duties exacted by these requirements.

When from any cause these functions are balked, the resulting inhar-

mony is productive of the uneasy sense of violated conscience; of duty

neglected or put aside. The habits of these organs, then, supersede and

stand to us instead of the direct impact of external stimuli, and we are

said to act from moral motives instead of physical motives.

Our feeling of responsibility, therefore, is a sensation of being bound,

instead of a sensation of freedom. We are constantl}
T driven by im-

pulses of greater or less force, which are usually the resultants of con-

flicting motives, and which are therefore decisive by so small a inajorit}-

that we are apt to think that we had equal motive to do something else.

A man will saj
r

,

'

'Why, I could have done that other thing just as well

as not, if I had thought of it,

"
or "I could have done so and so if I

had wanted to, but I did not want to." He did not want to because,

although a small motive would have changed his will, the motive at the

moment was not present, although it might have been among the inac-

tive memories of his cerebral organs. The knowledge that the elements

of causes, which are alread}' in the cortical organs, would, if they had

been in action, have altered the result, leads to the erroneous feeling, in

such cases, that the causes of the will, or at least of the action, are

dominated by self.

It is not reflected that these organs of the internal senses are only the

lurking places of the external forces, which are introduced from with-

out, in the first place, and placed there half in ambuscade. They look

so naturalized there, we are apt to forget their foreign origin. It is only

as long as we are conscious of other motives still in abeyance, which

have had no influence upon our action, but which would have had if

they had not been dormant, that this subjective feeling of freedom en-

dures. We feel, in such case, as if the will was contingent, and might
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have been different. But after all motives from external and internal

senses have had their influence in forming the will, we are then conscious

it could not be different; our sense of freedom vanishes, and we feel

ourselves in the grasp of an iron necessity that we cannot escape or will

to escape, because all the motives are concentrated in the formation of

that very iron necessity, the final purpose, and no antagonizing will is

possible. Luther said,
" Here I stand, I cannot do otherwise." He

knew he could not because he felt there were no unconsidered motives

in the background that could disturb the will already formed. And so

we all feel in the presence of a purpose which we know to be final. We
cannot do otherwise.

It is often said that we have no right to hold others responsible for

their acts or to punish them for wrong doing unless they are free. But
if we give this a little attention, it will be seen that we hold men respon-

sible, not in proportion to the degree in which we suppose them to be

free, but in proportion to the value of the motives to which they are ex-

posed and by which they are actuated according to our estimate of that

value as a binding force. Thus, if an insane man commits a theft, we

say he is not responsible, and we excuse him, because we recognize that

the ordinary motives which compel men to be honest are absent and do

not dominate his life. So far as these motives go, he is free. He steals

then because he is at liberty to do so, and though we do not blame him,

nevertheless we proceed to stop him by curtailing that liberty ;
and if

we cannot furnish moral restraint which will make him feel that he is

not at liberty to steal, we place him in confinement where he will see that

he is not. When a sane man steals, it is evident that he, too, has too

much freedom from the compulsion of moral motives, and we put him

in confinement, but for a purpose somewhat different. Imprisonment
in the case of the insane man is only for physical restraint, and will last

indefinitely as long as the man is insane. In the case of the sane thief,

it is for such specified term, as in the opinion of the law or the honorable

court, will be required to erect moral restraints in the man's brain. If

the man behaves himself after this, we say he has come under the in-

fluence of moral motives. And we thus define moral motives to be the

restraints imposed against the performance of certain acts by the mem-

ory of unpleasant results associated with them. In thus supplying arti-

ficial stimuli to form the will, we are imitating nature and giving an ob-

ject lesson like those learned by our ancestors before the advent of moral

instincts. Our punishments are founded upon the fact that all restraints

are painful, and they are designed to afford to the culprit a memory of

pain greater than the pain of the restraint of the crimal acts. But we
often learn to do the correct thing empirically without being able to give

logical or scientific reasons for it. Men have been punished, and prop-
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erly punished, when the reason assigned for it, very improperly, was

that they were to blame
; by which charge the idea is rather vaguely

conveyed that the criminal act was performed without motive. It used

to be said that criminal acts were done at the instigation of the devil.

Sometimes it is said they are done from motives, but they are wrong
motives

;
and the criminal has been thought worthy of blame for the

motives by which he was actuated. Blame is the expression of an un-

easy and inharmonious state of cerebral action produced in ourselves by
the acts of another ( or the acts of other organs in ourselves

).
If a

person is blameworthy for the motives which actuate him, then the per-

son entertaining the feeling which blames may be called to answer why
he has such feeling; and he often is, because it frequently happens that

what one persons blames, another commends. The person who blames,

justifies himself by the plea that he was compelled to by the motives, and

so also may the culprit justify himself. We cannot then logically blame

a man for the motives which operate him, nor yet for the state of feel-

ing which his action produces in us. But properly analyzed, this latter

is what we do, since our feelings, and not his motions, are the direct an-

tecedent cause of the expression of blame. But since our feelings are

the resultant sensations produced by the other man's action upon our

own organs of internal sensation, these organs of ours share the respon-

sibilit}
7 for our state of feeling, and may therefore be as much to

"blame "
as the motives of the other man.

On the whole, it is obvious that we cannot help the feelings prompted
in us by the acts of another, and that no more could he, under the cir-

cumstances, help the feelings prompted in him which led to the actions

which disturbed us. The actions on both sides are necessary, and could

not, under the circumstances, have happened otherwise. But the action

of the criminal in provoking the resentment, blame and retaliation of

society, tends to put a check upon itself, because the resentment and re-

taliation of society bring pain to the criminal, the experience and mem-

ory of which become motives in future for restraining the commission

of crime. A perception of this fact by society, causes the expression
of resentment and measures of retaliation to be reduced to certainty

and definiteness
;
and so the foundation of the criminal code is laid.

And so the effect is to supply the criminally inclined with motives to

restrain his criminal actions. It is evident that this procedure would be

absurd if men's wills were not subject to the control of motives. What-

ever theory of freedom we may think we entertain, we know as a prac-

tical fact, that all men are in bondage to motives of one sort or another,

and a large part of our intercourse with others is for the purpose of

binding them in some particular for our benefit. It is sometimes said

a man is free to choose. This is not quite true. He is free to take the
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thing he chooses, but his choice is decided b}
r the motives, and could

not be otherwise. Nor is it quite true that he is free to take the thing

hjB chooses
;
he is bound to take it. He cannot do otherwise than take

it, any more than his hand can refuse to obey his will. Nor can he pos-

sibly take a thing till he does choose to. He is the slave of the choice

born of motives supplied originally by the environment. As said above,

we practice on this fact however we may theorize. The social organiza-

tion has thrown around the individual every bond of control which our

present civilization has been able to invent, with a view to compel con-

formity to the social interests. The legislature, the school, the church,

the press, the courts, are so many agencies for the purpose of creating

the motives by which we prefer to see our neighbors governed. They

certainly would not exist if men were free from the influence of motives.

We know that men will succumb to the most powerful motives, and

there is therefore a sharp competition between them, and the fittest mo-

tives remain the effectual masters of our lives.

Our feeling of responsibility, then, is a feeling that we are under ob-

ligation or compulsion to do certain things, and is accompanied by a

sub-sense of impending penalty, and a more or less vague and ' fearful

looking for of judgment
"

if we fail. It is the very reverse of a sense

of freedom. In short, we are in the same condition as a steam engine.

When steam is admitted to the cylinder it is free to go, but by no means

free not to go. If it is free to go it is. also bound to go. We generally

excuse a man for doing that which he is conscientious in doing. Why?
Because somehow we feel he is under a compulsion, and could not do

otherwise. We therefore recognize that in obeying his conscience he is

not free.

CHAPTER LXXI.

THE EMOTIONS.
The distinction made between voluntary and emotional activities has

its chief use in rendering a large subject more manageable in our treat-

ment of it. But the distinction does not exist in nature. The cortex

of the brain is full of the organs of the memories relating to all of our

experiences and observations. Most of these connect themselves with

our personality in a pleasurable or painful manner, but some are nearly

indifferent, and give neither pleasure nor pain. These last seldom

become the bases of any of our actions, although they may intervene as

modifiers, as to time, place, mode, etc. The former ones are our

emotional organs and form the basis of 'the most if not all of our

actions. Of course our personality is involved vastly more in some of
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these memories than in others; and in this respect the organs range all

the way from comparative indifference, to a condition in which the

memory is a register of personal incidents, or relationships, of such a

violently inharmonious and unhappy nature, that their recollection pro-

duces extreme nervous agitation and painful excitement. Between

these two extremes there are the organs whose recollections furnish the

the stimulations for the great majority of our actions. These recollec-

tions are for the most part satisfactory and pleasurable in various de-

grees, and the stimulations arising from them keep in operation the or-

dinary activities of life. Any of the organs, even those ordinarily

giving pleasurable recollections, ma}r be stimulated to a painful degree

by sudden and violent agitations. We sometimes hear of a person

being killed by a sudden joy; as when a mother, plunged into the deep-

est grief by the supposed violent death of a son, is suddenly allowed to

see him alive and well. We may' suppose that the incoming stimulus,

which in its relations to many of the organs would be harmonious and

productive of joy, is in relation to the one registering the unhappy

memory radically and violently antagonistical, and therefore tends to its

rupture and disintegration. This, if done slowly, would do no harm,
and would give rise to pleasurable sensations, but performed with a vio-

lent suddenness it causes a lesion of cerebral or nervous tissue or of

blood vessels, or shocks the heart by an excessive and fatal nervous

stimulation. The converse is also true, in which the already differenti-

ated organ of pleasurable memories is suddenly antagonized by an in-

coming stimulus of a diametrically opposite sort. Antagonistical or-

gans of the most radical sort, may be and often are, introduced by a

gradual process in which a later so far subverts a former, that its re-

actions no longer produce a vivid sensation But when such antagon-
isms are too sudden and violent, mischief is apt to result.

Almost every person has one or more organs of grievous memory
which time and diversion of attention may soften and obscure,

but which cannot be entirely obliterated or buried. Whenever a

new sensory stimulation is of a nature to connect itself with one of

these, it fastens attention upon it and revives the painful memory.
There are some people whose lives have been so full of bitter griefs,

disappointments and reverses, that they are liable to be unpleasantly re-

minded and depressed by a great many sorts of stimulations, often even

those which usually give joy and satisfaction to people in good health.

These organs of painful memories may become so abnormally erethised

and excited that their influence upon the life and cerebral actions are

morbidly excessive and dominating, and the subject of them becomes

emotionally unsound. Those pursuits called purely intellectual, arc

always connected with our personality by sensations of satisfaction,
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and often of the most exquisite pleasure. They could never become

pursuits if it were not so. The organs involved with these, like others,

are liable to excessive development and morbid stimulation, and the

subject becomes a hobbyist, a crank, or a lunatic.

From the forgoing it is obvious that, as remarked at the beginning,

there is no natural separation of the emotional from the intellectual,

either in organs or their active expressions. Every organ in the cere-

brum possessed of a memory is an intellectual organ. It is likewise emo-

tional in the degree in which its recollection is also sensation. The

sensation is pleasurable or painful in the ratio of the harmony, or inhar-

mon}
T

,
with which the action is connected, with so much of our personal-

ity as may have been already developed. Therefore, no matter in how de-

liberate and well considered a manner a determination or will is arrived

at, sensations, that is, emotions, have constituted its motives. If an act be

performed under the excitement of a powerful and sudden sensory stim-

ulation which proceeds to rapid execution, but little time is left for the

interference of many of those organs in the cerebrum whose constitution

would ordinarily cause them to participate in the action. We often

speak of such an action as involuntary. But the simple fact of its be-

ing done rapidly does not make it so. It maj* not be well considered,

and be different from what it would have been if it had been well con-

sidered and modified by all the related organs ;
but hardly any volun-

tary action is the result of a will formed under the influence of all the

possibly related ideas in the cerebrum. Generally but a few and often

only one idea is the motive of a will. The will is formed by whatever

stimuli happen to be present and active, and those potential ones which

remain dormant in the background, of which there is in every case a

large number, though not the same in any two cases, have nothing to do

with it. When one motive is dominant, one motive is sufficient to form

a will, and that it may be overwhelmingly so, does not make the will

formed any less a will. Whatever is prompted by grief, hatred, malice

anger, revenge, fear, hope, caution, benevolence, malevolence, patrio-

tism, humor, defense, indignation, love, policy, is voluntary. Whether

11 ic will be formed suddenly or deliberately by one or more of these

motives, it is still a will, and the stimulation arising from its formation

takes the same track down the efferent nerves from the cerebrum. Prob-

ably the reason why it has ever seemed proper to make the distinction

of voluntary and involuntary between acts prompted by deliberate emo-

tional stimuli and the same stimuli* when sudden, has arisen from the

collision of the notion of free agency as thought to be illustrated in the

former, and the fact of necessity as plainly shown in the latter. When

it is understood that the so-called voluntary acts are just as necessary as

the others, this distinction will disappear.
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There are, indeed, muscular movements resulting from cerebral actions

which at first appear to justify the title of involuntary, in the ordinary

meaning of the term. Thus the squirming and laughing which result

from tickling, may be simply the reflex action of the lower centers

medulla, spinal cord, &c.
;
but if they result from merely pointing the

finger and raising the s uggestion. of. tickling, they are caused by reaction

from cerebral memory organs. Nevertheless, on reflection, we shall see

that such actions have no right to a classification independent from

other cerebral actions. There is no dividing line and no place for one.

There may be great differences in the facility with which certain muscles

respond when stimulations overflow from certain cerebral organs or com-

binations of organs.

There are, in fact, certain definite relations in some cases between a

certain muscle and a particular brain organ, so that it is an established

habit, that when the latter is stimulated, the stimulus passes on to the

former. In other cases, and generally in complicated and occasional

cases, the action is contingent and antecedently problematical, but it

is still worked out by the cerebral currents upon the lines of least re-

sistance, just as the more simple and definite cases are, and is just as

mechanical as they. In all cases, whether it arouses a sensation of .

itself or not, there must be the chain of nervous movements, long or

short, extending from the memory organ or organs, to the muscle, and

it must contain the link or links which, when we are conscious of them,

we call the will.

As observed in chapter 60, there is a class of actions which are co-

ordinated in the medulla oblongata, and executed in the various mus-

cles, especially those of the face, throat, &c.
,
which are called expres-

sions. The surplus stimulation accumulating in the medulla, overflows

to these muscles, and would alone give them certain sorts of tensions

and contractions which would constitute the expression of medullary
states or conditions. I suppose the face of a complete idiot reflects the

expression which stimulations from the medulla oblongata alone would

give. But this expression is interfered with by stimulations from the

cerebrum. The cerebrum, like the medulla, accumulates a surplus of

nervous energy, which likewise flows off and adds its influence to that of

the medulla, and modifies the expression of the face, &c.
, given by it.

It is easy to distinguish the expression of the lower centers from that of

the upper. We speak of an idiotic expression and an intelligent ex-

pression. But there are all degrees 'of intelligent expression, as there

are all degrees of cerebral development and excitement. We can per-

ceive the change in the expression of an infant as it begins to accumu-

late ideas. The stimulation which finds its outlet in muscular expres-

sion, comes from the same sources (the cerebral organs) which, when
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the excitement is stronger, furnish the purposive actions. When the

cerebral activity is at its lowest, the sensations are of the most subdued

kind, and we may be said to be in a sub-conscious condition. The ten-

sions and the currents are of the weakest kind
; yet the fact that there

is any muscular expression at all, is proof of their presence, and conse-

quently of the presence of those activities which constitute the revival

(in a very weak way) of the memories of the organs. In other words,

the state of consciousness which produces expression, is a state in which

there is gentle and general stimulation of the majority, or of a large

number of memory organs, and an overflow from them to the muscles.

This stimulation arises from the mere presence and pulsation of the

blood in the brain, and, as observed elsewhere, starts up as soon as the

circulation increases upon our waking in the morning, and continues

while we are awake. It does not entirety cease while we sleep, but is

greatly reduced. In this state of general consciousness, the subdued

excitement ma}' be spread more or less evenly amongst the organs, and

no memory made more prominent than the rest. But this state of

equilibrium is disturbed the instant a new sensory stimulation is re-

ceived from the environment. New tensions and currents are formed,
and centers of attention are established. The sensations of these new
activities are of proportional intensity ;

and the overflow currents which

may pass out to the muscles, throw them into contractions and tensions,

which constitute new modes of expression, and are, in fact, the true ex-

pressions of the state of the organs at the moment. We generally

speak of the former ordinary expressions as involuntary, and the latter

conditional ones as voluntary. But it is obvious that they both belong
to the same class, and are operated in the same mechanical way.

The average state of the organs of the cerebrum impresses itself upon

many of our muscles constantly, in giving them a subdued and moder-

ate tension, or more or less fixed position, which remains much the

same during life, except that it is subject to a slow modification corres-

ponding with the modification which takes place in the cerebral organs
themselves. This expression, as observed above, is especially marked

in the muscles of the face, although it is stamped upon the general

muscles of the body, giving peculiarities of attitude, posture and

gesture. As just observed it undergoes a gradual development or

change during life, as the cerebral organs change. If physiognomy
were an exact science it would be possible, by comparing a fac simile of

the expression of a man at twenty with another of the same man at

forty, to tell what his habits of life and thought had been during the

interval. It is easy for any ordinary observer to distinguish the differ-

ence of expression between one who has cultivated his brain and another

whose occupation has been chiefly muscular, or between an abstemious
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person and one of good stomach, or between a person subject to griefs

and disappointments and one with whom life has been agreeable. We
constantly judge the general character by the expression and speech of

a man as gloomy or surly, or kind or light-hearted, or simple or cun-

ning, or bold or cowardly, brutal or benevolent, sour tempered or sweet,

busy or at leisure, in prosperity or adversity, intelligent or stupid,

humble or arrogant. Besides the more or less constant and steady ex-

pression which the ordinary tension of the muscles gives, every stimu-

lation of the cerebral centers which control these muscles causes a dis-

turbance of the tension, and consequently of the expression, so that

we can often get an idea of the sort of organs under stimulation for the

time being, by the change in the expression. Thus we judge whether

a person is angry or pleased, or bored or grieved, or anxious or careless,

impatient or satisfied. We form our judgments not alone from the ex-

pression of the facial muscles but from that of the muscles of the

limbs which give attitude to the bod} and character to the movements.

If a man is humble or arrogant, positive or negative, mild or fierce, he

shows it in his carriage and posture; and the usual and natural posture

is liable to exaggerations or modifications when the organs are stimu-

lated. When a man is provoked to resentment, his rigid and indignant

attitude, his flashing eyes and scowling face, plainly indicate the fact.

We know very well what sort of difference in cerebral action is indi-

cated between the dog who makes himself as small as possible and re-

treats with his tail between his legs, and the one that stands rigid,

shows his teeth, and raises the hair on his back. The attitude of in-

dignation is caused by a state of certain cerebral organs and, as we sa}
T

,

is their expression. If the excited state of the organs becomes more

intense, the' result will probably be angry words,
' ' I have a great mind

to knock you down," and these are the natural expressions of that state.

If the excitement increases, the result may be blows, and there is no

reason why these are not the ^natural expressions of that state of ex-

citement. A blow is an act of the will, and it is in this case produced

by an excess of the same sort of stimulation which in less intense de-

grees produces the words, postures, and expressions we term emotional.

Thus emotion and will belong to the same catenation, and are not to be

reckoned as antagonistical principles, but as antecedent and consequent.

The emotion then is to be regarded as a will former, and the stronger

the emotion, the more vehement the will. I have seen a stoiy of a

timid little boy who was obliged to go to bed in a dark room. He found

by experience that he could frighten himself across the forbidding

tract which lay between the door and his bed, by the cry of, rats! under

the stimulation of which, he was accustomed to make the rush. Sol-

diers in battle likewise fortify their determination by emotional stimu-

lation, in the shape of battle cries, huzzahs, martial music, etc.
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Those forms of the expressions of the habitual feelings or emotions

which are usual and automatic, have become so through long habit of the

present generation, and of our ancestors
;
the effects of the habits of

our ancestors being transmitted to us in the shape of predispositions to

fall into the same habits. Thus, a feeling of obsequiousness, acting as

a stimulus, produces a tension on certain muscles of the face, eyes,

body, neck and limbs, producing that attitude and expression which we

speak of as humble and deferential. This attitude is assumed sub-con-

sciously as the automatic reaction of the brain we inherited from our

ancestors. This structure, modified by the use made of it in us, will be

handed down to our posterity as one of the bases of their instinctive

habits, and so on. The stimuli which are reflected from the various

centers of emotion when powerful may produce consciousness, and they

may be counteracted and neutralized by stimuli from other centers of

ideation, or they may burst forth in an uncontrollable manner in the

movement of limbs, or in tears, sobs, moans, outcries, laughter, &c.

These movements are to be regarded as the mechanical equivalents of

the tensions of the emotional stimuli, of which they are the usual and

therefore " natural
"
expressions. But the tension of these stimuli may

be worked off by other mechanical movements. A half-idiotic youth in

the lunatic asylum at Boston, was subject to violent paroxysms of an-

ger. It was suggested to put him at some fatiguing work, with a view

of moderating his passionate demonstrations. He was, willingly enough
on his part, set to sawing wood for two or three hours every day except

Sunday. The effect was that he was tame enough every day he worked,

his outrageous conduct breaking out onty on Sunday. When the task

was afterward appointed for that day too, there was no longer any
trouble with him. (Dr. Howe.

) Anger which usually manifests itself

by an explosion of oaths or personal abuse, violent gesticulations, flash-

ing of the eyes, tears, hysterical laughter, &c.
, may also, as in the

above case, find vent in sawing wood. Any other vigorous exercise

would answer, as rapid walking, &c. Some persons will slam a door,

stamp the foot, kick the dog, &c.
,
the principle being the diversion of

attention and blood from the excited organ.

The restraint of the physical expressions of the emotions, by main-

taining the violent excessive and prolonged erethism of the brain cells

inrolvcd, is productive of pain or uneasiness and an apparent effort on

the part of the stimulus to find vent. It is well known that pent up

grief may disastrously affect the whole nervous system, and through it,

the general vitality. Not a few instances of death from grief are on

record. But where the demonstrations of grief are violent, it is usually

short lived, however real it may be. Diversion is the best remedy for

painful tensions of the emotional organs. Because, first, the excitement
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of other centers by external stimuli divert to them the blood supply,
and second, by furnishing other outlets for the internal stimuli than

those of the emotions, the excitement of those centers is reduced. One

great emotion will neutralize a smaller one. Enemies be-

come friends when both are threatened by a common peril.

Wild beasts cease to fear men when confronted by some ter-

rible natural calamity.

Starvation is a mortal enemy of emotions. Deprived of

proper physical nourishment from the blood, all the brain

centers rapidly lose their force and activity. The sensations

expressed by pity, love, hate, anger, revenge, and all the

rest, disappear in the presence of hunger, and nothing so

quickly subdues a ravenous beast.

FIG. 378. Diagrams showing interruptions by sensory stimuli of auto-

matic movements of infants.

a, a, s, d- Periods in which the automatic movements were performed.
b, 6. Periods of musical sound during which attention was diverted to

the sound and the movements stopped.
c, e. Periods in which light was exhibited-

d. Light withdrawn.

In experimenting with infants, it has been observed that

their automatic or spontaneous movements have been ar-

rested by a stimulation of sight or sound and temporarily

suspended. The diagram, from Warner, shows this experi-

ment graphically. Several authors call this action of the

sound or light
"
inhibitory.

"
During the continuance of

the stimulation b/ the light or sound, the attention of the

child was fixed, that is, the circulation of the blood and the

accumulated nervous energy which before went to the mus-

cles, was now directed by the stimulus to the brain and went

to the differentiation of brain tissues. Such inhibition is not

a negative process, but simply divertive and directive, and

the term is not a good one for the case. If the cerebral hem-

ispheres be taken out of a live frog, leaving the optic thalami,

optic lobes, medulla oblongata and spinal cord uninjured,

reflex action can be got by irritating a limb, say a toe, by dipping it

into very dilute sulphuric acid. After a moment, the length of which

must be noted, the limb will be withdrawn. If the experiment be tried

of putting the toe in the acid, and at the same time stimulating the

optic thalami, or optic lobes, by touching with a crystal of rock salt, it

will be found that the reflex withdrawal of the toe will require a much

greater length of time. This, too, is inaptly explained as resulting

from the "inhibitory
"
action of the optic thalami, or optic lobes. The

fact is, I take it, that when these lobes are irritated a part of the energy
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and blood supply are diverted to them, and so much less energy is left

to operate the toe. This is the same in principle and operation as the

interfering effect of the will, or of an emotion upon another emotion,

or upon a reflex or instinctive action. If a lady feels herself about to

blush she cannot stop it by simply wishing to
;
that would only aggravate

the expression by directing more attention to it. But if her thoughts

could be diverted from herself to some external object, a new center of

attention would be established in the brain, and a new direction given to

the blood supply, and the blush relieved.

Some of the movements which follow from excessive emotions, are

those which tend to ward off, or counteract the cause which produces

the uneasy state, and we fall into them as a result of habit, very often,

when they do not help us directly, except in the way mentioned above,

of diverting the energy and reducing the intensity of the uneasy state.

In such cases the action has, through the habit of the organs, become

automatic, so that the excitement glides into a frictionless channel,

which, at some time in the remote past, might have been traversed only

by a purposive movement. But a large number of emotional actions

are not purposive, and never were. The facial expressions of children

under pain or pleasure, must be regarded as the effects of the overflow

of stimulations into channels of least resistance, indeed, but their gri-

maces and contortions could never have been purposive. At the same

time, however, it is easy to see how they might have been of service in

calling attention to their wants, and so, by selection, have become fixed

and constant. The effects of the emotions on the different secretions, of

course, were never purposive, and most of them are not under any sort

of voluntary control. The change in the color of the hair is one re-

markable example. There are many cases in which, under the influence

of terror, it has changed from black to white in one night, and one

case is recorded in which the hair of a criminal in India, brought out

for execution, changed color so rapidly it could be perceived by the eye.

Some effects on the secretion of the milk glands have been mentioned in

a former chapter. This secretion is very susceptible to disturbances of sev-

eral of the emotions, and so are those of the liver, the kidneys, the sali-

vary glands, the tear glands, the stomach and intestines. The heartand some

of the bloodvessels, too, are strongly affected by appropriate emotions.

It is reported that the facial nerve may become so paralyzed as to de-

stroy the expression, the tension of the muscles becoming, in part, re-

laxed, and the mouth drawn to one side. The ordinary automatic

movements of expression, and involuntary winking, do not take place.

Yet, there may be still voluntary power to contract the muscles of the

face, and to wink the eyelids. This would happen if the motor fibres

leading from the medulla oblongata to the face were to become paratyzed,
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while those from the cerebrum to the face remained functional.

The portion of the expression depending on the medulla, would be

abolished.

As before observed, we are born with our muscles each connected pri-

marily with a certain tract of brain. Indirectly, each muscle is connected

with every tract, since every tract is connected witli every other. The

number of motives by which a will is formed to move any limb, is prac-

tically infinite. The same movement of a leg follows any one of a

thousand purposes. Likewise the overflow of many different sorts of

emotion affects the same muscle and produces the same motor effects.

Tears for example, are produced by emotions of very different, and

even contrary, natures. Tears are shed from feelings of physical

pain, from grief,, disappointment, rage, vexation, joy, laughter, sympa-

thy, and also when there is no emotion; from a dazzling light, exposure

of the face to a chilly wind, coughing, vomiting, yawning, severe irrita-

tion of the eyes by foreign substances, irritation of. the nostrils and of

the fauces, inflammations, &c. If we consider in how many wa}
T

s, and

in how many parts of the body, we can suffer physical pain, from what

numerous causes we can suffer grief, rage or disappointment, and from

what numerous circumstances we can experience excessive joy or sympa-

thy, and by how great a number of circumstances we can be excited to

laughter, &c.
,
we shall see that the single emotional causes competent

to produce tears, are well-nigh innumerable. Add to these the mechan-

ical causes which act upon the same nerves through reflex action, as

mentioned above, and the list is greatly increased. The excessive stim-

ulation of a vast number of cerebral parts is propagated to the tear

glands and to the orbicularis, and a few other muscles about the face

and eyes, whose compression tends to the secretion and emission of tears.

( See fig. 66.) The same muscles are all subject to voluntary contrac-

tion. A good actor will, by purposive contractions of the facial mus-

cles, produce very deceptive imitations of the ordinary emotional ex-

pressions, even to the production of tears. The same sort of observa-

tions apply equally to many other attitudes and demonstrations of emo-

tion. They may become attitudes and demonstrations of intellectual

states, and consequently purposive. But the two run into one another

in such a complicated manner that they cannot be separated into differ-

ent categories, either in respect to their necessary origin in environal

causes or in their termination in muscular contraction. In short, there

is no radical structural difference in the manner in which the brain is

worked by different stimuli, nor in the outcome of that work as exhibited

in muscle contraction and expression. We are justified in characteriz-

ing the last step in the cerebral action preceding muscle contraction, by
the same term for all the stimuli. If we say purposive will, we may
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also sa}
r emotional will, since emotions lie behind all purposes. But all

such distinctions can be made only for the sake cf convenience of dis-

cussion.

It would be curious, if it were possible, to trace the origin of the dif-

ferent emotional expressions which have descended to us as matters of

involuntary habit.- We have seen all along how the different parts of

our bodies have been molded and shaped by the actions which the ex-

ternal stimuli have put upon them through the ages. A great many of

our present movements of expression seem to be quite useless and we

do not readily see why such and such movements and gestures should

follow such cerebral states. But in many cases it is possible to dis-

cover how these movements have once been useful, and having become

habitual, have descended to us and remain as heirlooms of a more or

less rudimentary character.

The corrugator muscles of the forehead (see fig. 66) by their con-

traction produce frowning. The contraction of these muscles occurs

when the eyes are exposed to too much light, and when it is necessary

to intently concentrate the vision upon something difficult to be seen,

and the seeing of which makes it necessary to exclude light reflected

from other objects beside the one looked at. In such cases the pyram-
idal and orbicular muscles are likewise often contracted, acting to the

same end, and the action may be reflex or automatic, or consciously

voluntary. But in all the cases the same physiological process of MI

increased determination of the blood to the muscles involved, takes

place preceding and during their contraction. We have seen that this

is the process which we call attention in voluntary actions, and since

the same thing occurs with involuntary actions we have what may prop-

erly be termed involuntary attention. We find a good example of this

involuntary attention in the case of blushing. It is likely that the

contraction of these particular muscles, the corrugators, first became

habitual through attention following visual stimuli, second, certain cere-

bral activities became associated with these visual stimulations, and ner-

vous connections became established between the contracting muscles

and cerebral tracts. Third, it would finally become possible for the

muscles to be automatically contracted by the overflow stimulation from

these connected cerebral tracts whenever the latter were excited, re-

gardless of the source of the excitation. Thus we find that the frown

caused by the contraction of the corrugators results from close atten-

tion and puzzled occupation of various sorts, physical or cerebral. To

be puzzled includes a strong and earnest cerebral attention. And in

some cases the overflow or excess of this, passes to the corrugators as

the habitual and easiest route. We are seldom merely puzzled or

baffled; there goes with this state, as a consequence of it, generally, a
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feeling of vexation, chagrin, disappointment, anger, or rage, so that

we say of a person, that he frowns with vexation, with anger, etc.

This explanation, then, involves the idea that a habit of organic action,

differentiated by one sort of stimulation, maybe kept up and continued

by another stimulus, if not too unlike the first
;

as a dog thrown in the

water will swim by nearly the some movements he makes in walking.

Frowning is not the only expression of anger, rage, and other emo-

tions of the sort; but various sorts of muscular actions, including

those concerned in the voice, follow these states. An infant displeased

or in pain, will yell at the top of its voice and work all its limbs vigor-

ously at the same time. The scream is preceded and accompanied by

frowning, and also by the contraction of the orbicular and other

muscles by which the eyes are compressed and the tears driven out.

In adults too the expressions do not stop at frowning when the emo-

tions are strong, but proceed to various kinds of muscular or vocal

demonstrations, differing in different people.

If any part of the body be gently spanked by repeated blows of the

open hand, there will be an increase in the warmth of the place ;
an in-

crease of the flow of blood thither, and a reddening of the surface.

These effects are of course more intense in those parts best supplied

with blood-vessels. The same parts are also, as a rule, best supplied

with nerves, and the effects of the blows in cerebral sensation are in

Irke ratio to the effects on the skin. Our internal sense organs in the

cerebrum are more intimately connected with these more sensitive parts

of the skin than with those parts less freely supplied with blood-vessels

and nerves. Or, in other words, our internal sense organs are intimate

with the different parts of the skin in the same proportion in which the

environment is intimate with them. The same '

principle applies to the

relationship between the internal sense organs and the different muscles;

they have influence and control over muscle contraction, whether it be

automatic or purposive, in proportion as these muscles are stimulated to

move the parts they are connected with, by either threatening or inviting

conditions of the environment. Thus, the muscles of the eyelid are

extremely active in avoiding threatened danger, while those of the ear

are seldom or never, moved. The environment furnishes no motive for

their action, consequently they are ignored by the internal senses.

The face is a part of the body necessarily much put forward and ex-

posed to the impact of the influences in the environment. It is, more

than other parts, exposed to the action of wind, sun and storm; in it

are situated the organs of sight, smell and taste, together with the vocal

organs, and all associated with a large number of muscles and nerves

necessary for their protection and successful operation, and it is the part

which represents the personality of the individual in his social relations,
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and is presented to and addressed by others. Thus, receiving the givat-

est attention from the environment, it likewise receives the greatest at-

tention from our internal senses, and the impact of the external stimu-

lations of various kinds upon the face and its belongings, passing up
the afferent nerves to the internal sense organs, provokes from them the

return stimulation of attention, purposive or automatic, which sends the

blood into the numerous capillaries of some part of the face or its mus-

cles. The face having thus, first, for- a long time been the outlet for

overflow or return stimulations provoked by the action of environing

stimuli upon itself, at last, through the facility thus attained, has be-

come an outlet for the overflow of excitation from man}* organs of in-

ternal sensation, which receive their original stimulation from the senses

of hearing or touch. In other words, through use or habit, the direc-

tion towards the face is one of the routes from the brain, of least re-

sistance for the flow of superfluous excitation, so that the action which

it sets up there indicates which cerebral organs are under excitement.

Among the many indications impressed upon the face is the flushing or

reddening which follows various kinds of cerebral emotion. The direct

physiological antecedent of the reddening of the face, is the expansion
of the arterial capillaries under nervous stimulation from the internal

sense organs, by which the quantity of blood directly under the epi-

dermis is increased, or it may be increased by the increase in the rapid-

ity of the general circulation through muscular activity and increased

waste of tissue, or from waste occasioned by disease. The reddening
of the face, more than other parts of the body, from so many different

causes, shows it to be, as stated above, a ready waste-gate of excitation.

The faces of monkeys redden from passion, showing that the differen-

tiation of the face, as an index of cerebral states, began before our race.

In man the face is reddened by the erection of organs, which produce

rage, fury, anger, puzzled vexation, injured pride, shame, modesty, mor-

tification, self consciousness, disappointment, joy, hilarity, amusement,

triumph, and many other forms of emotional demonstrations. But the

principle is the same in all. The easy overflow of stimulation toward

the face would not have become so much the rule had not the face have

become so much a center of attention, first, by the environment, and

second, by the organs of internal sensation. The different causes which

produce the reddening of the face, are usually betrayed by accompany-

ing circumstances. We can generally tell whether a person is red from

fever or anger, mortification or shame, &c. The reddening from self-

attention and shame is called blushing. As a rule, with civilized races,

blushing is confined to the face, unless the emotion is strong, when it

may overflow to the ears and neck, and sometimes even to the hands

and wrists. ' ' When the sympathetic nerve is divided on the side of the
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head, the capillaries on this side are relaxed and become filled with

blood, causing the skin to redden and to grow hot, and at the same time

the temperature within the cranium on the same side rises. Inflamma-

tion of the membranes of the brain, leads to the engorgement of the

face, ears and eyes with blood. The first stage of an epileptic fit ap-

pears to be the contraction of the vessels of the brain, and the first out-

ward manifestation is an extreme pallor of countenance."
(
Darwin on

Emotions. )

Darwin gives the case of a sick lady at an asylum, who, on being ap-

proached by Dr. Brown and his assistants, blushed deeply over her

cheeks and temples. When the doctor uncovered her chest to examine

her lungs, a brilliant blush extended over the upper part of it and a con-

siderable distance downward between the breasts. This is a curious in-

stance of a blush following a conscious attention in what is probably an

unusual direction. People of Malacca, who go nearly naked, have been

at times observed to blush, not only on the face, but the neck, breast

and arms, and even as far down as the waist.

Everybody has experienced, or observed, horripilation, or as it is

more commonly called, goose-skin. This is an elevation of the hairs, &c.
,

on the surface of the body towards an erect position and their slight

protrusion, giving the skin an appearance of being covered with pimples.

It sometimes feels like a cold thrill passing over the skin. It occurs

with a general chilliness preceding fever, and upon exposure of the body
to a chilly air, and it may be provoked locally by tickling an adjoining

part. It also occurs under the influence of certain emotions, as sudden

terror or surprise by something horrible or startling.

FIG. 379. Section through Human Scalp.

Ev Va II U 1^ <t"r K Ep. Epidermis.* & -i^^S^^ $r/~^ UL Transverse bands of the connective
tissue.

Uq Longitudinal bauds of same.
II Hair.
llz Root of Hair.
P. -Papilla of Hair.
lib Hair follicle.
Ma. Erector pili muscles, their contrac-

tion pulls up the hair in horripilation-
T Sehaceous or oil glands-
/S'- Sweat glands-F Fat body

The hairs ordinarily stand in the

skin in an oblique position. To

the hair-sac at the bottom of each

hair are attached minute fibres of

unstriated muscle called arrectorcs

pili (see fig. 379), which, when

FIG. 379 tneJ contract, pull the root of the

hair in such a way as to straighten it up. (
See Job 4:15.) This ac-

tion in man is entirely reflex and unpurposive, although when occasioned

by emotion, the stimulation passes through the cerebral organs. This,
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then, is another case of the overflow of stimulation of a certain class; that

is, coming from organs having certain connections to the periphery of

the body, and there ending in mechanical demonstrations in the unpurpo-
sive contraction of these unstriated muscles. Horripilation is common to

all the hairy mammals, to the birds, and to some reptiles. The erection of

the hair along the back, especially over the shoulders, and in some cases

over almost the whole body, and sometimes on the tail, has been ob-

served in monkeys, baboons, chimpanzees, gorillas, the hyena, cat, dog,

lion, bat and other carnivora, the peccary, hog, elk, goat and antelope,

horses and cattle, ant-eater, agouti and others. It is caused in these

animals by cold or by mingled rage and terror, or possibly by rage

alone. Abject fear has a contrary effect. The animal then shrinks

into himself as, much as possible, and tries to skulk away, but if it is a

case of desperation with retreat impracticable or unsafe, the hair rises.

In some, as in the dog, a simple resolution to fight appears sufficient,

and even when playing fight, dogs often get sufficiently in earnest to

raise their hair. With them it appears to have been so much the habit

that it has reached great facility.

The panniculus carnosus, or sheet muscle, which covers the bod}' of

quiulrupeds directly under the skin, has been mentioned in chapter five.

It is a striated muscle, and is generally subject to the purposive will.

In many cases the arrectores pili are connected with the panniculus, so

that the latter assists in the process of raising the hair. In such cases

the raising of the hair may be, to a certain extent volunta^, but it

could not be completely so, as long as the immediate connections with

the individual hairs are made by unstriated muscles. In some cases

the large hairs, such as whiskers, called vibrissce are connected with

the panniculus by striated muscle fibres. In such cases the movements

of the separate hairs are subject to purposive control. The hedgehog

(erinaceus) has voluntary control of his spines, which are connected

with the panniculus, and erected by its contraction. The porcupine

( hystrix ) also controls the erection of his long quils probably by the

same means.

In the order of development the unstriated muscle comes first. This

is shown in the embryology of the higher animals, the voluntary

muscles being first formed unstriated, and afterwards becoming striped.

The larvae of some crustaceans have unstriped muscles which become

striated in the fully developed tinimal. The striped muscles must,

therefore, have become differentiated from the uustriped ;
and it is

reasonable to conclude that where the muscles moving the hairs are un-

striped, their motion is due to emotional overflow, and, like blushing,

is uncontrolled by direct purpose.

But it is possible to produce emotional demonstrations from siinu-
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lated, or factitious emotions. Actors often "work themselves" into

such a realizing sense of the part they are performing, that .their dem-

onstrations of emotions are natural, the feeling itself being the play.

And the people in the audience allow themselves to sympathize with

counterfeit misfortunes, and to weep over what they know, and

even realize to be unreal sorrows. There is this sort of acting in the

play of dogs, in which, by going through the motions of fighting, by

biting, growling, and struggling, the fighting feeling is factitiously

excited and unpurposive horripilation is the result. In chapter 73 it is

shown how the emotional state is induced in hypnotic subjects, by caus-

ing them to perform the "expressions" or demonstrations usually follow-

ing such emotional state. The machine is worked backwards, and a

factitious sentiment is produced by mechanical movement. This is

practically the same thing that occurs when we see the acting in another

person, as at the theater, or when it is presented to us through the sense

of hearing, by speeches and sermons, or by seeing pictures and reading

books.

' ' Birds belonging to all the chief orders, ruffle their feathers when

angry or frightened." (Darwin. ) Everyone has seen a hen do this, and

it has been observed of the Owl, Swan, Cassowary, Hawk, Cuckoo,

Finch, Bunting, Warbler, &c. The game cock and the male Ruff ele-

vate the feathers around the neck when they are about to fight, and

sometimes the cock raises the feathers of the head. It is curious that

such a detail of emotional expression should have become developed in

two such widety diverging departments of animated nature as the birds

and mammals. But this development is traceable to the common an-

cestry of both; namely, the reptiles; for certain male lizzards when

fighting erect their dorsal crests, although it is thought the scales or

spines are not acted on . parately. When birds are endeavoring to hide

or get away from an enemy instead of fighting, their feathers fall, and

lie as close as possible to the body, reducing their bulk to the smallest

dimensions. Birds appear to have purposive control, to some extent,

of the elevation and depression of their feathers, but under the influ-

ence of sudden terror they are elevated by reflex stimulation from the

brain. The erection of- the neck feathers of the game cock must be in-

voluntary, for it is said by gaming experts that such erection is a disad-

vantage in fighting, and so these feathers are sometimes cut off. The

erection of the head feathers, too, is a sign of cowardice, so of course

that must be purely emotional, as no animal would voluntarily advertise

itself a coward.

Warner ingeniously and truthfully generalizes all the effects of forces

at work in organic nature, and even inorganic nature, as the expression

of such forces. The expansion of the mercury in a thermometer is an
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expression of the force of the lu-nt there is in it. The sensitive flame

in a tube dances up and down in obedience to aerial vibrations of a cer-

tain kind. A flame of a gas jet under heavy pressure, blazing up two

feet high, fell a foot at the sound of a chirp at the farther end of the

room. It danced in time to a waltz pla}'ed by a musical box. It kept

time to the ticking of a watch, trembled and contracted at the rattling

of a bunch of keys, and cowered down to almost nothing at the sound

of a hiss. But it could not be moved by the vowels o, u, or the labials. *

The telephone, telegraph, printing press, locomotive, water-wheel,

wheat roller, cotton gin, and every other tool and machine contrived by
human ingenuity, is competent to be moved by some application of ex-

ternal force, which force continuing through the machine in modified ex-

pression in the turn of each wheel and the glide of each band, presents,

in its last expression, the desired movement to which all the rest are pre-

liminary.

Amongst natural objects the form taken by the crystal as the result

of the operation of the polar forces that build it up, is a sort of expres-

sion in posture, or the position the parts are left in when the forces are

through with their action; as the posture of defense, or the posture of

humility, is the position a man is left in after motives of defiance or

abasement have gone through him. The growth of a crystal and of any

organism is an expression of the activity of forces, and we ascertain by
observation the sort of forces associated with such and such expressions,

and give the latter names to suit. Growth in a crystal is expressive of

polar action
;

in an organism, of polar vital action.

CHAPTER LXXII.

DOMINANT IDEAS.

All ideas, if they ever contribute to motor action, are, for the time

being, Dominant, whether the actions set up by them are upon the in-

ternal organs, as the heart, stomach, glands, &c.
,

or the muscles

of the limbs, &c. All ideas are never dominant at the same

time
;
some very seldom are, while some are exceedingly prominent,

and for a longer or shorter period, or, perhaps, for a whole lifetime

give color to the most of the actions. An Idea may be defined, in

this connection, to be the sensation of a relationship between two or

more cerebral memories, or the composite sensation of such mem-

ories, mingled together, forming the sensation of relationship. Thus,
a man has an idea that whiskey drinking is injurious. He gets it

from the memory of whiskey drinking in association with a memory
of misery, the association of the two in the objective environment, be-

1 Warner's Physical Expression.
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ing reflected in the cerebral organs in like relationship, thus setting up
the idea. The idea becomes a principle, as pointed out in chapter 65,

and subsequent agitations of it, in recollection, contribute their in-

fluence to various forms of motor activities, and also to new cerebral

arrangements. Every body is familiar with the various incantations and

hocus-pocus performances by which school bo}
T
s get rid of their warts.

Success depends, apparently, on the direction of the attention, involv-

ing a new direction of the secretions.

It has been mentioned that the flow of saliva may be brought on by
the mere thought of food, and likewise the discharge into the stomach

of gastric juice, has been caused by the sight of food. But the secre-

tion of saliva is arrested by a strong emotion, as in the case of detec-

tion of a thief among the household servants in India by holding rice

in the mouth. Tears, too, which are constantly and normally formed

for the lubrication of the surface of the eyes, are increased by any sort

of moderate emotional excitement, grief, anger, joy and tenderness.

But where the emotion is immoderate the secretion is checked, instead

of stimulated, that is, the over stimulation of the glands and ducts,

produces a violent contraction, probably something akin to a temporary
local tetanus. The gastric secretion is likewise suspended by great ex-

citement, and a sudden emotion takes away the appetite.

No secretion is more subject to the influence of emotions than that of

the milk. According to Sir Astley Cooper,
' ' The secretion of milk

proceeds best in a tranquil state oj mind, and with a cheerful temper.
"

Then it is abundant and wholesome. But grief, anxiety, worrying,

suspense, fear, terror, rage, and the like, all have an unfavorable effect;

some of them stopping the secretion, others rendering it unwholesome

and injurious to the infant. It rnay become even poisonous under ex-

treme mental excitement. ' ' A carpenter fell into a quarrel with a sol-

dier billeted in his house, and was set upon by the latter with his drawn

sword. The wife of the carpenter at first trembled from fear and terror,

and then suddenly threw herself furiously between the combatants,

wrested the sword from the soldier's hand, broke it in pieces, and threw

it away. During the tumult, some neighbors came in and separated

the men. While in this state of strong excitement the mother took up
her child from the cradle, where it lay playing in the most perfecf

health, never having had a moment's illness; she gave it the breast, and

in so doing, sealed its fate. In a few minutes the infant left off suck-

ing, became restless, panted, and sank dead upon its mother's bosom.

The physician who was instantly called in, found the child lying in the

cradle as if asleep, and with its features undisturbed, but all his re-

sources were fruitless. It was irrecoverably gone.
" A sad, cruel case

happened in the Maternity Hospital, Minneapolis, in 1887. An unmar-
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ried woman took refuge in the Hospital some months before her ex-

pected confinement, and had by her amiable qualities, won the good

opinion of its officers and inmates. "She had made a good recovery,
but when her infant was two weeks old her relatives learned of her

place of refuge, and of the disgrace that had befallen her. They came
to her, and so distressed her with their reproaches, that nursing her

babe threw it into convulsions, from which it died in a few hours,

although up to this time it had seemed perfectly healthy. This combi-

nation of troubles resulted in a shock which proved fatal to the mother."

In cases of hysteria the patient has convulsions, jerks, etc.
,
under

the conviction that she is under such control. On the other hand, they
often get the notion that the}' cannot walk or move, when their only dis-

ability consists in the conviction that they cannot. Almost all that is

necessary to the performance of the cure of many supposed cases of

paralysis, is to produce a conviction in the patient that a cure is about

to be effected upon the exertion of a certain effort on his part.
' ' And

thus it has been that many pseudo-miracles have been wrought on this

class of
patients by religious enthusiasts, and that many wonderful

cures have been affected by the supposed influence of mesmerism. All

that is wanted is that state of confident anticipation which is commonly
designated as Faith" (Carpenter). The curing of diseases by

"faith," by "charms," miracles, etc., is explainable on the theory
of the concentration of attention, by which there is a stimulation of

normal functions or an elimination of morbid deposits. Where diseases

are stimulated by terror, as they are often supposed to be in epidemics
of cholera and the like, it is probable that the reverse action takes

place, and that over stimulation of the blood vessels drives out the

blood, as in the case of blanching or turning pale, and fainting in the

presence of danger, and the stoppage of the heart, from the same

cause as shown in chapter 53.

In most cases of insanity the disease is due to the excessive domi-

nance of some idea. Nearly all the intellectual operations of our lives

are performed under the influence of our dominating ideas. If the

ideas are in themselves correct and sound, their excessive and untimel3
T

influence begets simply too much zeal and enthusiasm. The subject
" rides a hobby,

"
or he is a "bore," or a "crank." If the idea is

wrong or unsound its excessive influence begets insanity and mania.

The ideas which are thus dominant may be of a temporary character, or

they may endure throughout a lifetime. In the delirium of disease all

the ideas present are greatly inflamed and intensified. But it is evident

that all the ideas possible to the patient are not for the time being

present, that is, are not aroused or in a condition to be readily aroused.

If the}* wore, a condition of inflammation by exciting all parts alike
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would simply produce intense and rapid, but not abnormal, thinking;

and this is really the case in many instances of fever. But in delirium,

the disease has reached a stage in which a portion of the brain cells are,

through excessive stimulation, abnormally erethised, and their action

being unmodified by that of the rest of the cells, the balance between

different ideas is destroyed. Suggestions which happen to influence

the cerebrum at such a time are apt to have an abnormal power. All

sorts of sights and sounds near the bedside of the patient produce in-

tense effects in the imagination. A case is cited in which, during an

epidemic of fever in Edinburgh, many of the patients of a certain

doctor seemed to show a tendency to throw themselves out of the win-

dow. Investigation showed that one patient having first made such an

attempt, the doctor in question thought proper to caution the attend-

ants upon his patients, to use extra precautions against such attempts

on their part. When he gave such instructions in the hearing of the

patients, the idea of doing the thing took possession of them, which,

but for the suggestion, it might not have done.

There are many well authenticated cases of the "marking "of un-

born infants through the senses and nervous system of the mother. The

unborn babe is, in a certain sense, an appendage or outgrowth of the

mother, and is connected with her nervous and vascular system. Any-

thing, therefore, which affects the blood or excites the nerves of the

mother is apt to affect the child. In like manner it is, that any part of

the body proper, may, at any time, receive the effects of extreme emo-

tion. Thus,
< < a lady who was watching her little girl at play saw a

heavy window sash fall upon its hand, cutting off three of the fingures,

and she was so much overcome by fright and distress as to be unable to

render it any assistance. A surgeon was speedily obtained, who, having

dressed the wounds, turned himself to the mother, whom he found

seated, moaning, and complaining of a pain in her hand. On examina-

tion, three fingers corresponding to those injured in the child, were dis-

covered to be swollen and inflamed, although they had ailed nothing

prior to the accident. In four and twenty hours, incisions were made

into them and pus evacuated. Sloughs were afterwards discharged and the

wounds ultimately healed." Another case related by Dr. Tuke, is of an

intelligent lady, who, passing a public institution, saw a little boy in

whom she was interested, coming through the iron gate. She saw him

let go the gate and allow it to swing shut with great force, and she

thought it was about to strike his ankle, and crush it. Although this

did not happen, she instantly experienced a severe pain in the ankle,

corresponding to the one belonging to the boy, which she expected to

see injured. She had difficulty in walking home, a quarter of a mile,

and then she found a circle round the ankle as if it had been painted
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with red currant juice, with a large spot of the same on the outer part.

Next morning the whole foot was inflamed, and she was confined to her

bed with it for many days.
l The belief in witchcraft and the power of

spells and incantations which have been entertained by the superstitious

of both savage and civilized peoples, has always, no doubt, had much
to do with actually producing the effects anticipated. And it is well

known that many persons have, under the stress of vehement accusation,

acknowledged themselves guilt}' of the most unreal and absurdly im-

possible crimes. Among the North American Indians, the
'

medicine

men, or priests, were believed to be possessed of supernatural power,

and if they chose to exert it against an enemy, the victim, under the

conviction that he was bewitched, would probably reject all food, and

sink to death under the terror of his superstitious delusions. It is re-

lated that these medicine men sometimes tried their power upon each

other in a sort of duel. Each would take a seat opposite the other,

surrounded by the mysterious paraphernalia of his craft, and call upon
his gods, one after another, to strike his enemy dead. Sometimes one

"gathering his medicine," as it was termed, animated by a superior

will, would in a severe and authoritative voice, command the other to

die ! ' '

Straightway, the latter would drop dead, or, yielding in craven

fear to a superior volition, forsake the implements of his art, and with

an awful terror at his heart, creep to his lodge, refuse all nourishment,

and presently perish.
2

"Faith-cure,"
" Christian science

"
cuies, and the like, depend equally

upon the influence exerted through the brain upon the secretions of af-

fected parts. Many remarkable cures have been effected by these

means, and they have, by the superstitious, often been reckoned as gen-

uine miracles. During the "age of faith" in mediaeval times, such

cures were doubtless more common than in this period of skepticism. A
young woman, a scholar in a nunnery at Port Royal, was affected by a

bad case of fistula lachrymalis, or dropsy of the lachrymal sac, in which

disease the tear ducts leading into the nostrils become collapsed and

functionless, and the bones themselves, in consequence, become diseased.

It this case the diseased parts emitted a fetid odor and the surgeon had

concluded the only remedy was cauterization. Before this was resorted

to, it happened that there was exhibited in the chapel of the convent, a
"
Holy Thorn," and in a procession in its honor in which the girl took

part, upon the recommendation of the nuns, she applied the relic to her

eye as she passed before the altar, at the same time praying for relief.

A change for the better began at once, and within a short time a cure

was effected, the doctor having the good sense to let well enough alone.

1 See Carpenter's Mental Physiology.
J Brinton's Myths of the New World, 277.
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This cure, the reality of which was established by an examination by a

civil court, was set down by the faithful as nothing less than a miracle.

The beneficial effects of many patent medicines, and of other appli-

ances and modes of treatment, such as "touching" by the king for scrof-

ula, carrying a buckeye in the pocket for piles, or a potato for rheuma-

tism, depend upon the same principle. About the end of the last century,

Dr. Elisha Perkins, of Connecticut, invented the " metallic tractors,"

which consisted of a couple of rods of different metals, the points of

which were drawn over the affected parts. It was thought they pro-

duced some sort of galvanic effect, and at an}
T rate they appeared to ef-

fect cures, of which hundreds of thousands of cases were reported, chiefly

of pains and local inflammations. It was found, however, that wooden

points painted to resemble the metallic ones answered the same purpose,

and that, therefore, the cures were performed through the brain and not

by galvanism. As soon as that idea became prevalent the cures ceased,

and the bubble exploded.

The many disastrous failures of the faith-cure and Christian science

people, show that there is a limit to the influence of the cerebrum upon
the secretions, which cannot be ignored with impunity. Among the is-

landers of the Pacific, the chief restraint from any conduct which they

regard as criminal, immoral or even improper, is in their dread of the

tabu or tapu. This means the jurisdiction, guardianship or ban, of

some supernatural agency. Thus, a chief may put a tabu on a certain

fishing ground, which prohibits any one from fishing there. A man may
put a tabu on his yam patch or cocoa grove, which prohibits poaching.

The habits of life to minute particulars are prescribed by hereditary

tabu. It is, in fact, fashion crystallized into superstition. The penalties

for broken tabu are supernaturally inflicted diseases. If one eats tabu

fish, he is wasted by a slow disease
;

if he eats tabu cocoanuts or bread-

fruit, he is acutely sick next day, and in two da}^s he will die unless

cured by an application of the leaves of the tree from which the fruit was

stolen. This obviously involves confession of the crime, and operates

as a detective device. Of course the penalties are purely self-inflicted

and arise from such control over the vegetative viscera as is possessed by
the organs of the internal senses. Let the victim be convinced that he

has incurred such and such penalty, and it is exceedingly apt to occur

just that way. A story is related by Dr. Campbell, of a certain New
Zealand girl who was foolishly told that a yam she had eaten was tabu.

She was taken sick at once and died in two days. Trial by ordeal, as

practiced among the ancients, of which modern duelling is a survival,

was founded upon the same principle. One who felt himself in the right

and supported by supernatural assistance, was nerved to extraordinary

force and endurance, while one who knew himself in the wrong was in
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the same degree depressed and emasculated. (See Numbers 5 : 21
;

Mutt, 17 : 2<> : .Matt. : 22
;
Luke 17:10 and 18 : 42.)

The following is taken from a report in the Evening Tribune, of a ses-

sion of the Baptist Missionary Conference held at Minneapolis, Feb. 15,

1892: Dr. J. C. Clough, the Telugu missionary, followed in an in-

formal talk, in which he related a peculiar incident. He once called on

a native magistrate who would not allow the native converts to live in

peace. The magistrate refused to treat the natives with fairness, and

Dr. Clough invoked the wrath of God, telling him that his life would

be required in two months. Two days from that talk,
'

said Dr. Clough,
' that magistrate was attacked with a huge carbuncle on his neck, and

two months from that day his body was being cremated.
' ' The pre-

sumption intended to be conveyed by the above, appears to be that the

chief was "removed" by supernatural agency, upon the recommenda-

tion of the missionary. But perhaps the result might have been a con-

sequence of the superstitious te'rror of the magistrate himself. In

either case it was a mode of "
working off" an objectionable part}', veiy

superior to most of the methods in common use.

A great many ideas are handed down from one generation to another,

which are supposed to embody the wisdom gained by the experience and

observation of the ancients. Man}
T of these ideas exercise a dominating

influence over our actions and lives, and often continue to do so even

after they are proved to be wrong, because the average man finds it

easier to take the consequences of a wrong idea, if it did not kill his

father, than to pull up the deep-rooted habits of hereditary cerebral organs.

Our habits of belief give us peculiar conditions of receptivity. We
easily credit those statements which do not contradict what we alread}'

believe in. But if a new fact is inconsistent with our established opinions,

it is hard to be believed. ( See chapter 67. ) When the belief in mira-

cles was current, the most marvelous tales were accepted with little in-

quiry. Tertullian said,
" Credo quia impossibile est.

" " I believe (it)

because it is impossible.
" That is, since miracles are perfectly credible,

it is easier to account for an unusual event as a miracle than to disprove

it as an event. If the thing is impossible as a natural event, it is none

the less credible, because it is then a miracle. Belief in miracles and

the theological dogmas of the Trinity, of the fall of man, of baptism,

of the resurrection, of heaven and hell, &c.
, together with most of the

moral precepts, have come down to us as heirlooms from our ancestors.

They exercise a dominating influence upon us
;
and if anyone rebels, he

inaugurates a civil war amongst his internal senses, which may be long

in reaching a satisfactory peace.

Among the ancients, the opinion was more or less prevalent that wo-

men were essentially depraved. This is exemplified in the story of
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Adam and Eve. During the earl}- centuries of the Christian era, the

opinion was common to both Pagans and Christians. Cato said if there

were no women, men would hold converse with the Gods. Cicero's ideas

were about the same. Chrysostom, and other Christian fathers, believed

in the depravity of women, their 'malignitj
7

,
inconceivable subtlety, fri-

volity, and unconquerably evil propensities. This led to celibacy as the

only possible chance for men to be holy, and it also led to the habit of

ascribing the crime of witchcraft, of which there were many forms, al-

most entirely to women. (See Lecky's Rationalism.
)

The belief in witchcraft was implicitly entertained by all the world,

both Pagan and Christian, from time immemorial, until a century or so

ago, and is yet held by a few even in Christian lands. Hundreds of

thousands of people were condemned to death for this crime during the

middle ages in Europe, many of them upon their own confession. In

these days of free inquiry and discussion, we have no conception of the

tenacity with which the traditional ideas of this sort grasped and bound

our ancestors. Such men as John Wesley and Dr. Adam Clark believed

in witchcraft, and the former inveighed against the growing disbelief in

it, as an incipient form of infidelity.

When a man is born into the world, he finds everything prepared for

him. The ideas of the past are worked out and expressed in the forms

of everything he sees. From these forms the ideas are reflected into

his brain, and the representative standard organs are there built up in

close imitation of those of the preceding generation. His education

consists chiefly in becoming thus placed in touch with the ideas that

have been thought out before his time. He must adopt the language of

the community, their style of dress, their manners and deportment,

their tools, utensils and appliances, their money, weights and measures.

He must conform to the established laws and usages in regard to prop-

erty and trade, the magistracy and the courts, his social and domestic

relations, his courtship, marriage and divorce. He is almost certain to

acquiesce in the religious opinions of those nearest to him, and to im-

bibe their political bias. He is necessarily a patriot, and whether he be

an inhabitant of torrid Africa, or frigid Alaska, or desolate Patagonia,

or fertile India, he thinks his own land the most delightful, and his own

people the best. All this is because he is made of plastic protoplasm,

which is kneaded and moulded like dough by the influences of his sur-

roundings, then formed and stamped with the monogram of his environ-

ment, and finally baked into the statutory loaf of precisely sixteen

ounces, like all the rest. These traditional and hereditary influences

which bind us to the past, necessarily resist change and progress. But

the investigations of science bring to view new facts, some of which

contradict the notions upon which some of the hereditary ideas are
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founded, and gradually subvert such ideas and change the actions to

which they lead
;
others show new relations and possibilities of action

never before dreamed of. The invention of the compass enabled mari-

ners to sail out of sight of land, which before they were afraid to do.

The invention of the telescope led to the proof that the world was not

the center of the universe, and thus undermined the notion of its rela-

tive importance, and consequently of the importance of the human race,

its most valuable appurtenance. Thus, the dominant ideas are subject

to slow evolution and modification by the natural forces of the environ-

ment, just as the Gods are subject to the Fates.

The dominance of a general idea often leads to individual delusion.

When witchcraft was a common belief, individuals were often found to

fancy themselves bewitched, while it was no uncommon thing for a

woman to confess herself a witch. In times of religious excitement,

individuals often imagined themselves to receive impressions from a

supernatural agencj^, when in reality they are only under the influence

of a dominant idea, become highly personal and emotional.

When dominant ideas become emotional, they may become epidemic,

and affect large numbers of persons belonging to a particular commun-

ity or society. There are many examples of emotional epidemics aris-

ing most frequently from religious excitement, in which the excited emo-

tions have found expression in convulsions, dancing, and various phan-
tastic physical performances. The "dancing plague

"
is a form of con-

vulsion something like St. Vitus' dance, which has occurred in various

parts of the world, under different names, as Tarantismus in Southern

Italy and Northern Africa, and Tigretier in Abyssinia. In Scotland

they have had what they call Leaping Ague, which results from an c l irre-

sistible propensity to dance, tumble, and move about in a fantastic

manner "
with extraordinary energy. Almost all nervous diseases are

more or less due to an idea, which is proved b}^ the fact that they can

often be cured by a counteracting idea. Thus it is related that a factory

girl in a factory in Lancashire was thrown into fits by a mischievous

fellow who put a mouse down inside of her clothing. The sight of the

spasms caused an epidemic which spread among the other girls, till

scores of them had fits day after day. They got a notion that they
were caused by the emanations from a bale of cotton. This was

shown to be a mere whim. The cure was finally effected by shocks of

electricity accompanied by the assurance of its efficacy on the part of

the medical man. It was simply diversion from a dominant idea and

substitution of another for it.

Fits of hysteria once got to be epidemic among the Irish girls in a

hospital at Bristol, and were cured by threats of a shower bath to all that

indulged them. In a certain nunnery in Europe, one of the nuns got
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to mewing like a cat; soon the rest took it up and it became an epidemic.

In another nunnery one began to bite, and the rest took up that trick.

In one of these instances the epidemic spread into other nunneries

through Germany, suggested merely by the account of it which was

carried from one to another. It was cured by threats of punishment.

Boerhaave cured epidemic fits in an orphan asylum in Holland by heat-

ing a poker and threatening to burn the first girl who had a fit. At one

time in Scotland, they got fits in the churches, particularly in Shetland.

The minister in one case stopped them by threatening to duck in the

horse pond anyone who yielded to them. The convulsiormaires of St.

Medard in the last century were cured by being beaten with sticks.

Witchcraft, which had been a chronic delusion for several thousand

years, broke out in the latter part of the 17th century into an epidemic,

the violence of which, by causing a re-examination of the idea in the

light rationalism, finally destroyed its domination.

In the early part of this century, in Tennesse and Southern Ken-

tucky, there occurred a series of remarkable epidemics, in connection

with revivals of religious excitement. At the meetings at which there

were sometimes several thousand people, there occurred various manifes-

tations, which were called the Jerking, the Rolling, the Falling, the

Dancing, and the Barking exercises, also Visions and Trances. Al-

most any movement made by one seemed to act as suggestions to others,

and thus large numbers would engage in the most absurd pranks. One

lusty hunter started on a run to "chase the devil." He was immedi-

ately followed by numbers of others. Then the devil was imagined to

climb a tree, and some climbed after him. This they called < '

treeing

the devil." In the Jerking exercises, a multitude were often caused to

jerk their heads and other parts of the body with great violence, the

long hair of the women snapping back and forth like whip-lashes. At

one time it was estimated that 3, 000 people had the Falling exercise,

and were on the ground at one time.

The "force of suggestion" acts as a strong motive in shaping the

ideas and actions of others. We see this in the tendency to imitate

people who stutter, a tendency which it often requires strong counter

motives to resist.

The following story from Abercrombie shows how a false perception

may be "
catching.

" No doubt it was the imagination of one communi-

cated to the rest who were in a state of like superstitious preparation.
" A whole ship's company was thrown into the utmost consternation by
the apparition of a cook who had died a few da}-s before. He was dis-

tinctly seen walking ahead of the ship with a peculiar gait by which he

was distinguished when alive through having one of his legs shorter that

the other. On steering the ship towards the object it was found to be a
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piece of floating wreck.
" Such delusions are common. They originate

in the cerebrum, while pure illusions are probably due to improper re-

actions of the sensory ganglia.

But suggestion also plays an important part in all the ordinary ac-

tions of life, as in fashions, dress, manners, modes of thought, language,

&c. If a newsboy enters a crowded st-reet car it may happen that he will

run the gauntlet between the long seats without selling a paper. If, as

he is about to get off, a passenger calls him back and buys a paper, the

act becomes a suggestion, and probably half a dozen others will do the

same. In signing a subscription paper or a petition, the subscribers are

often moved by nothing else than the names already signed.

A.nother phenomenon of kindred sort is the automatic and uncon-

scious conversion of a suggestion into motor action in our own muscles.-

This is called Expectant Attention. If a person will hold, attached to

his thumb, a button suspended by a string, in such a position that its

oscillations would make it strike a glass tumbler, he will find that he can

not hold it quite still, even by the greatest effort. If he is not too

positive and skeptical, an assurance or expectation that the button will

strike the hour of the day will very likely be realized. The muscles

will be influenced by the conviction, and perform the oscillations through

an unconscious will. The number struck will tally with the performer's

idea of the time of day. The motions of the hand are governed by this

idea. That is, the will is insensibly dominated by that idea, and the

further idea that this number will be struck upon the glass. There is

nothing violent in this theory; it corresponds with what is ascertained to

be the operation of the will in other examples. The great majority of

our actions are miscalled involuntary, because they are performed with-

out arousing consciousness. But, after making due allowance for those

which are stimulated by the lower parts of the spinal axis, and the sen-

sory ganglia, in what are called reflex and consensual actions, there are

still a good many in the stimulation of which the cerebral ideas form a

constituent element. If the operator should close his eyes, so as not to

see whether the vibrations were regular or not, they would become irreg-

ular. In short, the result will accord with the idea of the operator.

The same explanation properly accounts for tin practice with the divin-

ing-rod, an instrument made of a forked hazel stick, by which subter-

ranean currents of water, and deposits of metal, are pretended to be

discovered. If the party using it has faith, the rod will point to the

place where he expects to find the deposits he seeks, or if he has no

opinion on that score, after his muscles have, for some time, been held

in one positon, they will begin to move spasmodically, whereupon the

operator, perceiving the twitching of the rod, has his expectation raised

that the performance is about to begin, which expectation becomes, of
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itself, an element in the development of further movements in the same

direction.

This divining-rod has been used from ancient times for the purpose of

giving answers to questions, asked of the supposed supernatural powers,

just as planchette and the tipping tables have been used during the pres-

ent generation. The motive power is in the muscles of the persons en-

gaged, and it is directed by an unconscious will, the chief element of

which is the expectant idea. < < The demonstration that the table really

is moved by the hands placed upon it, notwithstanding the positive con-

viction of the performers to the contrary, was first afforded by the very

ingenious indicator devised by Prof. Faraday, which showed that lateral

pressure is always exercised, however unconsciously, before the move-

ment commences, and if, by keeping their eyes upon the index, the per-

formers check the first tendency to exert such pressure, the table never

gives the least sign of movement." ( Carpenter.) Prof. Faraday agreed

with Carpenter as to the cause of the movement. The explanation here

given is consistent with the fact that the answers are often unexpected;

because there are in every brain a vast number of facts unremembered

until brought out by some appropriate suggestion. In the unconscious

cerebration of sleep, we are often startled by most unexpected results.

Yet an examination will show that the elements of every dream are al-

ready in the brain, and the action which has gone on there consists sim-

ply of their rearrangement.

A greater or less degree of abstraction, reverie or preoccuption ap-

pears to contribute to this process, especially to that part of it in which

the result of the motor will is transferred to its expressive muscular ac-

tion without arousing consciousness. This is generally attained by the

operators by a period of waiting in stillness, by monotonous music, &c.

Carpenter quotes from Rev. R W. Dibdin's lecture on table turning, the

following anecdote: A gentleman was talking (
as supposed ) with the

spirit of Young, the author of Night Thoughts, and upon requesting

the spirit to quote a line of his poetry, the table rapped out,
" Man was

not njade to question, but adore.
"

Being asked if the line was in Night

Thoughts, the table replied, "No." "Where is it then?
" The reply

was,
' Job.

" The Gentleman was not aware that he had ever seen the

line before, but he had. It is in a paraphrase on Job and was printed

at the end of Night .Thoughts in a copy which he possessed and had

read and "forgotten."

The insensible influence exerted upon the muscles by ideas, allows the

phenomenon of muscle reading. Suppose X hides a small object, and B,

a muscle reader, who calls himself a mind reader, undertakes to find it.

B takes the hand of X and they start together. The muscles of X,

under the insensible influence of his memory organs, are inclined to the
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very slightest and almost imperceptible degree, to lead the way and turn

the corners necessary to reach the place. B by yielding to these delicate

.mpulses realty follows X instead of leading him as he pretends to do.

If X is posted and is on his guard, the element of expectation will be-

come deranged and the experiment fail, unless B is a mind reader as

well as a muscle reader.

CHAPTER LXXII1.

REVERIE, SOMNAMBULISM, HYPNOTISM, SLEEP.

Attention appears to be the first stage of mental abstraction, of which

reverie, absence of mind, somnambulism and hypnotism are further and

more intense states.

The acuteness of sensations depends greatly on the attention they re-

ceive. No sensation is produced in sleep by ordinary impressions, and

it is the same when the attention is already engaged on something else.

On the other hand, impressions which are felt in a slight degree are

greatly intensified when the attention is directed to them
;

' '

thus, every-

one knows how much a slight itching of some part of the surface may
be magnified by the direction of the thoughts to it, whilst as soon as

they are forced by some stronger impression into another channel, the

irritation is no longer felt." In viewing a landscape we get no idea of

details unless the attention is directed successively to each one. If we

attempt to sit still by thinking to do so, and directing attention to it, we

shall find it difficult, but can easily be perfectly still for a long time

when the attention is held by an interesting discourse or spectacle.

Habit has much to do with the intensity of sensations. The general

law is that " sensations not attended to are blunted by frequent repeti-

tion, "but if attended to their effectiveness is increased by repetition.

The direction of the attention is the direction of the blood supply, and

when a stimulation comes, it directs the blood to the part of the brain

stimulated. If the stimulation is an undesirable one, it is, in part,

neutralized or resisted by the stimuli representing this undesirability, so

that the attention and blood supply are reduced. Subsequent stimula-

tions of the same sort, automatically arouse the antagonistic and neu-

tralizing elements which are now in the nature of associated stimuli, and

act upon the principle of automatic control set forth in chapter 66. The

oftener the process is repeated, the more complete is the neutralization

of each other by the antagonistical stimuli, and the less sensation and

attention they arouse. On the other hand, if the stimulations do not

antagonize the organs and conditions already formed, but agree, they

will be reinforced by them, and attention intensified by repetition.
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Where there is no special antagonism against an incoming stimulus, un-

less it be overpowering, it may fail of attention by reason of the preoc-

cupation of the brain. It is the degree of change that constitutes the

intensity of the sensation. If one hand be held in hot and the other

in cold water, and then both suddenly transferred to tepid water, it will

feel warm to one and cool to the other. We get used to noises, or

smells, or degrees of light or heat, which startle a person not accus-

tomed to them. Same is true of poisons and stimulants. A telegraph

operator will go to sleep alongside of his ticking instrument, and re-

main undisturbed till his own "call" is sounded, which, to uneducated

ears, is indistinguishable from the rest of the clatter of the instrument.

While we are assailed by an infinite number of stimulations, there is

not capacity in our small machinery to give them all attention. The

greater part of them glance off without appreciable effect, and a great

many that would have an influence are neutralized by others of contrary

qualities. Those stimuli which we have already assimilated, and which

have made us what we are, determine what new ones shall receive atten-

tion. What we are, determines what we shall be. There are different

degrees and modes of attention, as mentioned in the beginning.

Reverie is a state into which most persons are more or less liable to

fall. It is a condition in which the cerebral actions are not under the

control of any dominant idea, but rather of a particular class and spe-

cies of ideas, and in which each memory or idea is either directly or in-

directly a suggesting stimulus for the next. In this respect it is like

dreaming, and such cerebral actions are properly called waking dreams.

The persons to whom this state is most common are those of an emo-

tional and imaginative nature. And their thoughts are more apt to em-

brace subjects in which ideas of that sort are involved. While under

such general influence the sort of external impressions most attended to

are those which appeal to the esthetic and sentimental feelings, the

grand and poetic in nature and art, &c.

Abstraction, or " Absence of Mind," is usually reckoned a more in-

tense state of reverie. Almost everybody is more or less liable to it,

but to some persons it is easily habitual. When persons are in a pro-

found state of abstraction they are so engrossed by the ideas towards

which their attention is directed, that they are almost wholly oblivious

to external impressions, and the perceptions the}
7 do obtain are apt to be

distorted and false. The sort of ideas most common in states of ab-

straction, are of an intellectual and abstract nature, devoid, in general,

of emotional or personal elements. There are persons so addicted to

this habit that only the most forcible impressions of the senses can dis-

turb the tenor of their thoughts.

Remarkable and amusing stories are told of persons to whom abstrao
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tion is a natural habit. Prof. Dr. Robert Hamilton, of Aberdeen, was

one of these. He was an author of numerous works, written in a clear,

accurate, and scientific style, but the preoccupation of his attention was

so engrossing, that sense impressions were only half perceived by him.

If he met his wife in the street he pulled off his hat and < '

apologized for

not having the pleasure of her acquaintance ;
went to his classes in the

college on the dark mornings with one of her white stockings on the one

leg, and one of his own black ones on the other
;
often spent the whole

time of the meeting in moving from the table the hats of the students

which they as constantly returned
;
sometimes invited them to call on

him, and then fined them for coming to insult him. He would run

against a cow in the road, beg her pardon, call her ' madam,
' and hope

she was not hurt. At other times he would run against posts and chide

them for not getting out of his way." These performances were bad

enough, but Carpenter relates a worse one.

A story is told of a Philosopher who was addicted to the habit of

abstract meditations, that once being interrupted by a servant who
rushed in to tell him the house was on fire, coolly replied :

" Go and

tell your mistress
; you know that I never interfere in domestic

matters !"

A story of the mathematician Gauss, is still worse. His wife, to whom
he was deeply attached, was very sick. He was engaged in some ab-

struse calculations when the servant came to tell him his wife was worse

and wanted him. "I will come presently," he said with his lips, but

his brain kept right on with his figures. After a while the servant came

again, his wife was worse; same reply, same effect. The servant at last

came to announce that his wife was dying, and if he did not come at

once he would never see her alive again. He raised his head and calmly

answered,
" Tell her to wait till I come." This reply he had often, no

doubt, sent her before when his presence was required, and now it was

made automatically and with little or no consciousness of the import of

the message he had received.

Somnambulism is a state in which a part of the cerebral cells are

awake while others are not, so that the voluntary acts are one-sided antf

under the undue domination of some idea or class of ideas to the exclu.

sion of others, which if they were awake and active would give a differ-

ent and more rational and consistent direction to the thoughts and

actions.

The actions of the Somnambule, under the direction of a governing idea,

are what might be called eccentric, since they are dictated by only a

part of the ideas which should enter into the construction of the motor

will. When external impressions and suggestions are the governing force

as they sometimes are, these stimuli are not co-ordinated and balanced
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with the memories of others, but exercise an unlimited and consequently

undue influence, and produce eccentric acts and distorted ideas. The

actions are more directly reflex than in the ordinary state.

In somnambulism the actions and thoughts are not connected with

those of the waking state by memory, and after a person is roused

from this state he remembers nothing of what has taken place. But

upon entering the state a second time, it appears that in many cases, at

least, the actions which took place during the continuance of the first

occasion are remembered and form a new state of consciousness separate

from the waking one.

' 'A young lady was formerly known to the writer
"
(Carpenter)

<

who,
when at school, frequently began to talk after having been asleep an

hour or two. Her ideas almost always ran upon the events of the pre-

vious day, and if encouraged by leading questions addressed to her she

would give a very distinct and coherent account of them, frequently dis-

closing her own peccadillos and those of her school fellows and ex-

pressing great penitence for the former whilst she seemed to hesitate

about making known the latter." In ordinary sleep she could be

wakened by a loud noise but not when she was in the sleep-talking state.

If she were addressed on matters foreign to the present subject, she

paid no attention to them, but could be gradually led frjin one subject

to another by adroit leading questions. Sometimes, generally in fact,

the attention of the somnambulist is fixed so exclusively upon the ideas

automatically formed in his own internal sense organs that his train of

thought is not disturbed by external impressions, so that he may not be

conscious of anything said to him. If, however, something is said

which is in the line of his thoughts, it may have an influence in form-

ing and modifying the train of thought, and a bystander may thus, by

timely suggestions and leading questions and remarks, give direction to

the sleeper's flow of ideas. But if the external impressions are of a

nature foreign to the subject of the thoughts of the sleeper or of his

dominant idea, they are lost and no attention is paid to them. Re-

markable performances are related of somnambulists who have fallen

into the state while under the influence of a strong dominant idea.

Sometimes upon waking, no recollection whatever of the thoughts

or actions which took place during the sleep remain, but more commonly
there is a recollection of the occurrences as if they were dreams.

" The first degree of somnambulism generally shows itself by a pro-

pensity to talk during sleep; the person giving a full and connected ac-

count of what passes before him in dreams, and often revealing his own

secrets or those of friends. Walking during sleep is the next degree

and that from which the affection derives its name. The individual gets

out of bed; dresses himself; if not prevented goes out of doors,
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frequently walks over dangerous places in safety, sometimes escapes by
a window, and gets to the roof of a house; after a considerable inter-

val, returns and goes to bed; and all that has passed conveys to his

mind merely the impression of a dream. A young nobleman men-

tioned by Horstius, living in the citadel of Breslau, was observed by
his brother, who occupied the same room, to rise in his sleep, wrap him-

self in a cloak, and escape by a window to the roof of the building.

He there tore in pieces a magpie's nest, wrapped the young birds in his

cloak, returned to his apartment and went to bed. In the morning he

mentioned the circumstances as having occurred in a dream and could

not be persuaded that there had been anything more than a dream, till

he was shown the magpies in his cloak. Dr. Pritchard mentions a man
who rose in his sleep, dressed himself, saddled his horse, and rode to

the place of a market which he was in the habit of attending once a

week; and Martinet mentions a man who was accustomed to rise in his

sleep and pursue his business as a saddler. There are many instances

on record of persons composing during a state of somnambulism, as of

boys rising in their sleep and finishing their tasks which they had left

incomplete. A gentleman at one of the English Universities had been

very intent during the day in the composition of some verses, which he

hud not been able to complete; during the following night he rose in his

sleep and finished his composition, then expressed great exultation and

returned to bed.
" l

The Electro-Biological State or Hypnotism, is a state of induced or

artificial somnambulism in which the trend of the ideas of the '

subject
''

is directed by the suggestions of external stimuli. A person may enter

this state for a pre-conceived purpose, and this purpose will remain as

the governing stimulus or dominant idea of the thoughts during the con-

tinuance of the condition.

Hypnotism and mesmerism are nothing more than intensified varieties

of induced or artificial abstraction. In the less intense form the subject

remembers what has taken place, after he returns to his usual condition,

and his actions, while in the artificial condition, are connected to a cer-

tain extent with his ordinary ideas. But these have not their usual

weight and influence because almost the whole attention of the subject is

concentrated upon the dominant idea so that it has more power in form-

ing the will and in controlling the direction of the thoughts while atten-

tion is withheld from those antagonizing ideas which would tend to re-

duce its influence. The state may be defined, in short, as abstraction

in favor of a definite idea or of a very circumscribed class of ideas, as

reverie and absence of mind may be regarded as abstractions in favor

of a definite general class of ideas, and each of them is only a condition

1 Abercrombie v lectual Powers 238.
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involving a prolonged and more exclusive concentration of the same

attention which in our ordinary state is directed temporarily and by
turns to every sensation, purpose, and action of life. It is often re-

marked that we cannot do or think of two things at once. This is only
a popular recognition of the fact, that attention is necessarily exclusive,

and that when it is engrossed by one stimulus, the others are in abey-

ance and fail for the time of producing their effect. In ordinary life we
are surrounded and assailed by a multitude of sensory impressions and

suggestive ideas projected upon us from without. The one possessing
the greatest tension will first control our movements, and the moment
its tension becomes reduced below that of some other one in waiting,

that one, No. 2, will control till its tension is reduced, and so on.

We are also assailed- by ideas from within, constructed in the cere-

brum from perceptions of former sensations. These also may at any time

become stimuli and in their turn absorb the attention.

That person is the most wide-awake, versatile, and comprehensive
who is susceptible to the impact of the greatest number and variety of

these stimuli. But by reason of inherited peculiarities, strengthened or

modified by the habits put upon us by our environment, all of us have

become more susceptible to the influence of some stimuli than to that of

others, so that in the presence of these we are apt to be, to a great ex-

tent, oblivious of the existence of others. That is to say, we are in a

state of chronic abstraction as against those stimuli which fail to draw

our attention.

For obvious reasons we never know what these are unless some one

tells us. In any community all the people are exposed to practically

the same external stimuli, and by their social habit of reminding each

other of those which are liable to neglect some and to impress others too

strongly, the tendency is to the formation of communities in which

the individual components are very much alike, and the stimulating

agencies, both external and internal, which engage their attention and

regulate their actions, are practically the same for all. And likewise

those stimuli which are habitually ignored and neglected are practically

the same for all. And it is obviously due to this, that we are in a con-

dition of practical oblivion of the fact that we are all of us in a state of

abstraction as to the stimuli which in numbers, and doubtless importance,

greatly exceed the stimuli of which we ever become conscious.

The smaller the number of stimuli by which we are liable to be influ-

enced, the more concentrated and intense is the stimulation. Those

further stages of abstraction which go under the names of reverie, ab-

sence of mind, biology, hypnotism, somnambulism, and dreaming, simply

represent the condition after further reductions in the number of

stimuli
;

and they exhibit their increased concentration and intensity.

They do not involve any new principle whatever.
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When experiments were first made in Electro-Biology and Mesmerism,
an operator was supposed to be necessary in order to produce the mes-

meric state by imparting to the subject some of his magnetism. This

magnetic influence was supposed to be transferred to the subject by
means of "passes," or downward stroking of the hands over the head

and breast, or arms, or down the back of the neck and shoulders. Af-

ter a subject ha.d been in the biologized state a few times, it came to

him much more easily, and it was found that passes at a few feet dis-

tance, had the desired effect. Later, it was found that a subject could

be operated upon at a distance, on certain conditions. M. Bertrand ap-

pears to hive been the first to discover these conditions. He attempted
to mesmerize a lady upon whom he had often operated, by sending to

her a letter which he had magnetized by the usual passes. This he re-

quested a friend to place upon her stomach, and report results. The

lady went into the usual mesmeric or hypnotic state the same as if the

operator had been present. M. Bertrand then tried the experiment of

sending her a letter which he pretended he had magnetized, but in real-

ity had not. The effect was still the same, the lady readily dropping
off into the mesmeric state. He now got a friend to write a letter for

him, imitating his handwriting. This scheme also succeeded the same

as the others. These experiments were transacted over a distance of

one hundred French leagues. Other experimenters obtained like results.

Dr. Elliotson put one of his subjects into the mesmeric state by telling

her that he would mesmerize her from the next room. He seated her

near the door, which he closed after going into the next room
;
but he

made no passes, and even went on into a third room, paying the subject

no attention. She fell into the desired state, however, all the same.

Other experiments showed that good subjects who could be ' <

magnet-
ized

"
in two or three minutes, when they knew that the experiment was

being made, were not affected at all when the operator made his passes,

and exerted his "will power
"
behind a door or screen without letting

the subject know what he was doing. It was thus shown that the effect

produced by the operator was purely imaginary, and if the imagination

could be got to work without the operator, the effect would be just the

same. The concentration of the attention so as to induce the intense

stale of it, called hypnotism or mesmerism, is all that is required, and

this concentration can be effected by the subject himself. Mr. Braid ex-

jx-rimented with a gentleman of high litera^and scientific abilities, who

possessed an unusual power of concentration of the attention, and who

needed only to place his hand upon the table and fix his attention on it

for half a minute in order to place himself in a condition to be con-

trolled. Mr. Braid then positively assuring him he could not remove

his hand, he was entirely unable to do it.
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When it was at length discovered that the only principle involved in

the production of hypnotism is the concentration of the attention, it be-

came evident that the "subject
"
could induce it himself, and a second

party is not essential. Self-induced hypnotism is usually practiced for

a purpose, and the actions of the subject while in the artificial state, ac-

cord with this preconceived purpose, which acts as the dominant idea for

the timt being, and directs the course of the cerebral activities. A per-

son hypnotized has his powers much intensified and concentrated, and

as a speaker or writer can usually exceed his waking performances.

The number of persons who are susceptible to the states of extra-

ordinary and induced abstraction is limited, not more than one in twenty

being a suitable biological subject; yet no doubt the faculty of abstrac-

tion may be cultivated to some extent by everyone. The essential part

of the process is simply the fixation of the attention upon some one

idea. In the biological experiments this is done in the following man-

ner: The operator gives the subject a coin or some other bright object

upon which to fix his steadfast gaze, at the same time assuring him that

after a certain length of time, he will become "magnetized," or "biol-

ogized," and will be under the entire control of the operator. The ob-

ject of concentrating the gaze upon the coin is to abstract the attention

from all other external impressions, and also by its monotony to put to

sleep the ordinary automatic activities of the cerebrum. Most of those

trying the experiment fall asleep all over in the natural way; but as

above stated, about one in twenty will remain awake as to one idea, that

idea being the one associated with the sensory act of gazing upon the coin.

If now the operator assures this subject that he is duly "magnetized"
and under his control, the assertion is to the subject of the same value

as if it were a conviction of his own intellect, arrived at in the natural

way. His will is not laid aside if it were he could not move a

muscle, but the elements which usually enter into the composition of

his will, are so far asleep that they do not take part in cerebral actions,

unless called up by the suggestions of the operator and this adventitious

conviction confirmed by the suggestions of the operator under it, consti-

tutes the principal element of the will and remains uncontradicted, un-

balanced and unlimited by the ordinary perceptions and ideas of the

subject, as it would be if they were awake. This sleep may be of dif-

ferent degrees of profoundness. The perceptions, for example, may or

may not be involved. If they are involved, their power of classifying

sensory impressions is in abeyance, and such classification is now in the

power of the suggestion of the operator. Thus, if he says vinegar is

water, or a man is a cow, it will appear as truth to the subject, the as-

surance by the operator, delivered in a positive manner, making a

stronger impression than that obtained through the senses. But it
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often happens that the perceptions are not sufficiently dulled to be

duped by the declaration of the operator, or some of them are while

others are not. Thus the assurance of the operator may deceive the

perception of taste when it is unable to deceive that of sight, or vice

versa, etc. As long as there is any remnant of the dominant idea, the

operator can use it to build upon, and as it often happens that the cere-

bral memories of the subject begin to awaken and consequently to

counteract the influence of the dominant idea, the operator can gener-

ally reinforce the latter and maintain control by repeated and emphatic

assertions which serve to convine* the subject that he cannot success-

fully resist; that is, he brings back the attention which was beginning

to wander off. The most remarkable detail of this phenomenon is

what is styled the control of the memory of the subject by the opera-

tor. "The subject is assured that he cannot remember the most familiar

thing, his own name for example; and he is prevented from doing so,

not by the will of the operator, but by that conviction of the impossi-

bility of
"

doing it, which by absorbing the attention, diverts it from

starting the cerebral process necessary to the reproduction of the mem-

ory. The abolition of the conviction of personal identity is one of the

strange phases possible under this control of the memory. The subject

being assured that he is Mr. Smith instead of Mr. Brown is absolutely

unable to recall enough of the memories of his own life to identify

himself and contradict the conviction of the dominant idea. Here, as

in the other cases, it is not possible for the subject to disengage enough
attention from the dominant idea to restimulate the memory organs

which would establish his identity. On the contrary the conviction that

he is Mr. Smith may work itself out in actions and expressions, and

he will begin to talk and smirk and pose as he has seen Smith do.

The hypnotic subject can be made to fall into ordinary sleep by as-

surances and orders to that effect from the operator. Moreover, if the

time be set for the subject to awaken again spontaneously, he will be

very likely to do it. Evidently, in such case, the conditions of natural

sleep are artificially produced. Some persons naturally go to sleep the

moment they are ready. All they have to do is to undress and get into

bed at the proper hour, and within a very few minutes they are asleep.

The expectation of sleep, and the withdrawal of attention from all ob-

jects of thought, speedily reduces the blood supply, and puts the brain

in the necessary condition. The same principle governs the induction

of sleep when the subject is in the hypnotic state, only the conditions

are intensified. Again, the subject may be enjoined to sleep until the

operator gives some certain signal for his waking. For example, a sub-

ject is ordered to sleep till his name is called. He may be tickled or

shaken, and loud noises sounded in his ears without effect, but he will
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awaken if the agreed signal be given even in a low tone. This is often

paralleled in natural sleep, the sleeper oblivious to all sorts of loud

noises, is easily aroused by the mention of his name, or the giving of

an agreed signal. It seems that the avenues from the external senses

to the cerebral organs, are all closed except one, the one upon which

the expected stimulus is to come.

The several stages of the hypnotic state are, by Liebault, reduced to

six, as follows :

x

(
1

)
Is scarcely sleep, mere drowsiness

; patient wakes as soon as op-

erator's influence ceases.

(2) Eyes are closed; hears everything said; does not wake speedily;

is in "hypotaxic" or charmed condition, or suggestive catalepsy. The

arm placed in position is rigid if operator so dictates. The patient in

this stage often thinks he has not been asleep, because he remembers

everything.

(
3

) Sensibility to pain nearly abolished when the operator so assures

the patient ;
automatic movements started, cannot be stopped by patient.

( 4 ) Patient hears nothing except what the operator says ;
he may be

transferred to another operator.

( 5 ) Forgetfulness not quite complete, has confused recollection of

some things. Patient can be made cataleptic and totally insensible to

pain, and experience hallucinations and illusions of the senses. This is

the stage of light somnambulism.

( 6 ) Total amnesia
;
no subsequent memory whatever of what takes

place. Nevertheless the subject can hear and obey suggestions very

readily. This is the grade of deep somnambulism. In some cases

there is scarcely any suggestibility, all the senses being in abeyance.

The effects of suggestion made during the hypnotic condition endure

for a time after the subject wakes up, varying from a few minutes to

hours or even days. During this time it is felt by the subject as a

strong impulse to action. "For example a good somnambulist is hyp-

notized, and told that on awaking he will commit a certain act, that he

must commit it, and cannot offer any resistance to his desire to commit

it. Accordingly, when he awakes he executes the suggestion which has

been insinuated into his mind, either literally or with some slight modi-

fication, and not having any recollection of what has been told him, be-

lieves that his act is spontaneous. These cases afford the best illustra-

tion I know of the relativity of our freedom of will and of the truth of

Spinoza's saying that our consciousness of free will is but ignorance of

the causes of our acts. If the act which has been suggested is one

which might readily be committed spontaneously, the subject makes no

comment upon it. If, however, he has been told to do something ridic-

*Dr. C. A/Hei-ter, Pop/Science Mo., Oct. 1888.
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ulous he is usually a little ashamed of his act, ami looks .silly and em

harassed, or if asked why he did such a foolish thing he invents a justi-

fication of some kind, and these excuses are often exceedingly amusing.
"

Binet and Fere appear to conclude from their experiments, that the

suggestion made to the subject during his hypnotic state, operates as :i

strong impulse in the formation of a will. They found that it might en-

dure for some days after the subject was aroused. The impulse no.

doubt stands to the subject the same as a standard onj;aii, or principle,

which has been deliberately thought out and constructed from foregoing

stimulations. The impulse of the principle remains after the stimula-

tions which constructed it are forgotten. So it is that the suggestion in

hypnotism is forgotten, while the resulting conviction remains to act as

an impulse. Obviously it is possible to cause the most serious crimes

to be committed by hypnotic subjects who remember nothing of the sug-

gestion under which they act, and think the}' are free and the act their

own. This was tested by M. Liegeois, who caused a hypnotized wo-

man to fire a pistol at a gentleman and kill him as she supposed. She

acknowledged the murder, said she did it spontaneously because she did

not like the man, and denied that anyone had suggested it to her.

Among Dr. J. M. Charcot's experiments was one in which the subject

was presented with a blank sheet of paper which she was assured was a

portrait of the doctor. The positions of the features on the paper were

pointed out to her, and she soon came to see it was an excellent likeness.

This sheet was then marked inconspicuous!}* so the doctor could identify

it, and it was mixed with a score of others. The pack was then handed

to the subject to be looked over, and when she came to this sheet she

exclaimed: "Look, your portrait!" Then after she is told that she

will continue to see the portrait on that leaf after she awakes, she is

aroused, and sure enough, upon looking through the pack she finds the

right sheet and shows it with the same exclamation as before. The hal-

lucination of seeing the portrait is in keeping with other easily explain-

able examples of like nature
;
but the coupling it with a particular sheet

and identifying it among twenty just alike, looks mysterious. But the

fact is, no two sheets are exactly alike. Each one has its individual

specs, scratches, creases, and various sorts of marks, which are visible

to any one who pays attention, and it has its peculiar smell and feel to

anyone oi sufficient sensibility to perceive them. When the doctor as-

sociated the hallucination with a particular sheet, the exalted sense of

the subject would enable her to observe the distinguishing marks it

might possess, and thus to pick it out. If the sheet is turned wrong side

up, she detects it, and says the portrait is on the other side. An extra-

ordinary exaltation of sense would be required for that, yet there have

been examples of such exaltation that would soem to be equal to this.
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The hallucination in such a case as this, was made by Dr. Charcot to last

several days.

There are certain postures and gestures which are said to be the natu-

ral expressions of certain mental and emotional states. This means

that the relationships between the muscles and the brain cells are such

that when certain of the latter are in a particular state of excitement an

overflow of stimulation to the muscles causes them to assume a particu-

lar attitude. The converse of this is also true, namely, that if the atti-

tude be assumed by or imposed upon the muscles, there will be a ten-

dency to cause in the corresponding brain cells, an activity which con-

stitutes the corresponding mental or emotional state; that is, the machine

is worked backwards.

Thus, if you cause a man to adopt a haughty bearing and lofty atti-

tude, and dress him up in smart style to correspond, he will at the same

time become possessed with a feeling of arrogance or pride. In the or-

dinary conscious states such induced feeling is more or less counter-

acted, diluted or neutralized by the thousand and one other stimulations

by which we are assailed from the environment, but when a person is in

the hypnotic state and the influe'nce of these distracting stimulations is

cut off, this phenomenon can be observed in its full effect. There are

generally several sorts of muscular expression to accompany each gen-

eral emotional state, and to arouse the general emotional state in a

hypnotic subject, it may be necessary merely to place him in one of

these attitudes of expression in order to induce the emotion in his brain

and through it the other expressions of that emotion.

Thus if the hand of the hypnotic subject be placed upon the top of

his head often he will draw himself up to his full hight, throw back his

head and assume a look of lofty pride. But if the first position is not

sufficient to cause the rest, the operator has only to throw back the sub-

ject's head and straighten up his legs and backbone, when the required

emotional state will be induced and exhibited in the facial expression.

Experiments proving these facts, were first made by Mr. Braid, and

afterwards repeated and extended by many others. To make your

hypnotic subject fight, double up his fist and raise his arm. To make him

devout, put him on his knees and'clasp his hands together.
* ' Raise his

head while in prayer, and his lips pour fortH exulting glorifications as

he sees heaven opened and the majesty of God raising him to his place ;

then in a moment depress the head, and he is dust and ashes, an un-

worthy sinner with the pit of hell yawning at his feet. Or, compress the

forehead so as to wrinkle it vertically, and thorny toothed clouds con-

tract in from the very horizon, and what is remarkable, the smallest

pinch and wrinkle, such as will lie between your nipping nails, is a suf-

ficient nucleus to crystalize the man into that shape, and to make him
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all foreboding; as again the smallest expansion (of the skin) in a

moment brings the opposite state with a full breathing of delight. Raise

the head next and ask, (if it be a }'oung lady) whether she or some other

is the prettier, and observe the inexpressible hauteur and the puff sneers

let offfrom the lips which indicate a conclusion too certain to need

utterance. Depress the head and repeat the question, and mark the

self-abasement with which she now sa} s ' she is,

'

as hardly worthy to

make the comparison. In this state whatever posture of any passion is

induced, the passion comes into it at once and dramatizes the body ac-

cordingly.
"

Many various sorts of ideas can be induced by appropriate posturing

of the subject. If the hand be raised above the head with the fingers

bent upon the palm, the idea of climbing, swinging, or pulling upon- a

rope is excited. If the arm hangs down and the fingers are then bent

upon the palm, the idea of lifting may be suggested.

In making suggestions to the subject verbally, much effect may be

obtained by the particular tone and stress which the operator puts into

his words. Thus if he says, "there is an animal, what is it?
"

the

subject will answer, cow or sheep, etc.
,
or wolf or bear, etc.

, according
as the tone of the questioner indicates indifference or seriousness.

It is evident that in all these performances an extraordinary amount

of force is concentrated upon certain tracts of cerebral cells, leaving the

rest unstimulated and inactive. It is equally evident that the senses

are the avenues through which this force acts upon the cerebral cells.

In some of the cases last cited, the avenue was the muscular sense, in

others the auditory, &c. No new principles of action are involved over

those which govern the waking state. We are never so wide awake, but

that some of our cerebral tracts are dull and inactive, and probably
never so sound asleep, but that some tract is active or liable to be made
so by an incoming stimulus. The principles above will still remain in

force after we admit the existence of the psychical or mind-reading

sense, for such sense is still an avenue of physical energy like the rest.

The concentration of intensity, which in hypnotism is imparted to the

cerebral cells, is forwarded from these in motor activities of like propor-

tional force and vigor ;
so that the physical ability in any direction is

greatly increased for the time being. That it is the concentration of

force upon a narrow line of action to which this extraordinary power is

due, is further shown by the fact that it is developed in cases of great

excitement in the ordinary waking state. I once knew a boy at school

who was "
kept in

"
by the teacher and ordered to study his lessons.

As soon as the teacher left, the boy started to make his escape and was

discovered by the teacher, who instantly returned in pursuit, and the

boy, stimulated by the excitement, leaped a high tight board fence
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which the teacher could not do, nor he either in an ordinary state of

mind. It is related of a Kentucky pioneer, that when pursued by In-

dians upon one occasion, he suddenly found himself confronted by an

immense tree which had fallen directly across the path on which he was

fleeing, and the limbs of which made a barrier many feet high. His

pursuers thinking they now had him, gave an exultant yell and dashed

forward. Under the stimulus of this, he made a mighty effort and by

a miraculous leap cleared the barrier and by the time thus gained, while

the Indians were recovering from their astonishment and finding their

way around the obstacle, he made good his escape. Other cases involv-

ing the same principle have been cited above.

Carpenter well enough remarks that mental actions in the states of

natural and artificial reverie and abstraction, and the bodily movements

which are the expressions of those states,
' ' are to be regarded as essenti-

ally automatic in their nature, the course of thought being entirely deter-

mined by the play of suggestions upon the associations previously

formed." But as observed above, ordinary life differs from these

states, only, in showing a less degree of abstraction. There is abso-

lutely no definite boundary line possible. And certainly there is no

condition of finite existence actual or conceivable, in which the course

of thought is not entirely determined by the play of suggestions upon

the associations previously formed. If our actions are automatic in

one state they are in all the others. Since the condition of the brain in

the various emotional states exerts so much influence upon the glandu-

lar secretions and the blood, it is apparent that in the hypnotic and

biological states in which the emotions can be made more intense than

they ordinarily are in the waking state, the effects on the secretions

could be made proportionally intense. And whatever beneficial effect

upon the secretions there is to be had through the mental states, it is in-

tensified when the patient is in the hypnotic condition. Thus it is told,

that ' ' a lady who was leaving off nursing from defect of milk, the

baby being thirteen months old, was hypnotized b}
7 Mr. Braid, and

whilst she was in this state he made a few passes over the right breast

to call attention to it. In a few moments her gestures showed that the

babe was sucking (
in her imagination )

and in two minutes the breast

was distended with milk at which, when subsequently awakened

she expressed the greatest surprise. The flow of milk from that

side continued most abundant; and in order to restore symmetry to her

figure, Mr. Braid subsequently produced the same change on the other;

after which she had a copious supply of milk for nine months. "
Again,

a female relative of Mr. Braid was the subject of a severe rheumatic

fever, during the course of which the left eye became seriously impli-

cated, so that after the inflammatory action had passed aWay there was an
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opacity over more than one half of the cornea which not only prevented

distinct vision but occasioned an annoj'ing disfigurement. Having

placed herself under Mr. Braid's hypnotic treatment for the relief of

violent pain in her arm and shoulder, she found to the surprise alike of

herself and Mr. B. that her sight began to improve very perceptibly.

The operation was therefore continued daily; and in a very short time

the cornea became so transparent that close inspection was required to

discover any remains of the opacit}-.
"

Unconscious attention in this case.

In rare cases the pulse rate has been increased or reduced by sugges-

tion. In one case it was reduced from a regular beat of 98 to 92, and

after it returned of itself to 98 it was raised by suggestion to 119 per

minute. Once, bleeding at the nose was induced; and once a blister

was raised under the influence of suggestion, by putting eight postage

stamps on the shoulder and allowing them to remain while the sleep

continued, a period of 20 hours.

As stated above, the earlier experimenters in hj
T

pnotism came to the

conclusion that there was no magnetism connected with it, and that the

operator could produce no effect by his silent will. This is true in the

great majority of cases. The subject is governed by his own internal

sense organs; but these are influenced by the suggestions of the opera-

tor audibly communicated like any other auditory stimulation. But as

shown in chapter 79, there is good reason to believe that there are cer-

tain people who are sensitive to direct impressions upon their own

brains made by the cerebral activities of others. Their sensitiveness in

this respect is greatl}' intensified if they are h}
r

pnotized, just as it is in

relation to the ordinary senses. The suggestions which may enter b}
T

this aveuue become assimilated in the internal sense organs just like

other stimulations, and may become dominant ideas, just as if thej
r had

entered by the auditory sense.

Profound natural Sleep is a state of unconsciousness so far as ordi-

nary external stimuli are concerned, but an extraordinary impression

upon a sensory organ may force attention to itself and thus interrupt

sleep. Profound sleep is a state of total inattention. In all sleep

which is not profound there is some degree of attention some idea, the

organ of which is in a state of wakefulness more or less complete. A
person who is accustomed to watch by a sick bed, ma}' go to sleep as to

every idea not relating to the patient; but if the patient stir uneasily or

even whisper his name, he is instantly awake. So a person who desires

to awake at a particular hour may acquire a habit of partial wakeful-

ness as to that idea.

The physiological cause of sleep is the reduction of the flow of blood

to the brain cells. When it is reduced below a certain point, functional

activity of the brain cells is reduced below the point at which conscious-
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ness is aroused. Whenever there is consciousness, it implies work on

the part of the brain as to the subjects to which the consciousness re-

lates. For we are not conscious of many things at a time. There may
also be a certain degree of brain activity without arousing conscious-

ness. Brain work, including consciousness, is, like muscle work, done

at the expense of its own tissue, which is in part disrupted and wasted

in the operation. ( See page 497. ) When this waste has gone on to a

certain extent, the functional activity of the cells wasted necessarily

decreases, attention ends, and the blood supply to them is automatically

diminished. Repair begins as soon as waste begins, and it continues

after work and waste have ceased. This is a process the reverse of

waste. . From the same blood from which the elements of motion were

derived, the cells, by the chemical affinity of their now to some extent

nascent elements, take up the equivalents of the chemical molecules they
have lost. Consciousness is a form of work; consequently, when it

disappears it is an indication that work has ceased to a certain extent, if

not entirely. We know that a certain amount of brain work may go on

in unconsciousness, but ordinarily the most of the brain work ceases

with the disappearance of consciousness, because the supply of blood

necessary for its production has by that time become too limited.

The attention ends when, by reason of the exhaustion of the brain

cells, the incoming ordinar}
T stimulus is unable any longer to produce

their erection. They are, however, in the general conditions of health-

ful sleep, subject to erection by an extraordinary stimulation. But the

exhaustion may become too great for any but the most violent stimuli.

People upon whom torture is being inflicted, will often sleep in the in-

tervals of its torments. This is told of Indians at the stake, and of

Christian martyrs on the rack. It is also true of soldiers in the din of

battle. There are different sorts of predisposing causes to sleep, all of

which depend, however, upon the same principle of withdrawing the

blood supply from the brain cells. If the stomach be overloaded, the

muscular and chemical work put upon it is excessive, and an increased

supply of blood is directed to it, and to the related organs concerned in di-

gestion. This withdraws it from the brain and induces drowsiness or

sleep. Fatiguing work by the muscles operates in a similar way. The

hum of a mill, the gentle, monotonous beating of waves upon a beach,

the droning of a dullreader, or the perusal of a dull book, produce the

same result. In this sort of cases the monotonous succession of im-

pressions made upon the sensory ganglia, does not lead to the stimula-

tion of cerebral cells in the formation of ideas, because the attention is

held to the sensory impression by the continued repetition of the sen-

sory stimulus upon the cells of the sensory ganglia. So the accession of

blood to the idea-forming cells is diminished, and they may all sink to
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sleep, leaving those awake upon which the stimulus is active. But after

awhile these may become exhausted and fall asleep, too. Often they re-

main, however, in a state of partial wakefulness, because when a person

is asleep under a droning hum or monotone, he will be likely to awake

upon its sudden cessation.

It is in accordance with this same principle, that when a person has a

sense of fatigue from thinking steadily upon one subject, he is rested

by changing his thoughts to another. In the absence of a monotonous

sensory stimulus, a monotonous cerebral stimulus may often be substi-

tuted to induce sleep; for example, jthe persistent repetition of a formula

of words which does not call up active ideas, as the conjugation of a

verb, the recitation of very familiar verses, &c.

Sounds and disturbances to which a person is habituated do not inter-

rupt sleep like those which are new, unless such disturbance is associ-

ated with a desire to be aroused.

A person sleeping for the first time in a new place is apt to be aroused

by noises which do not disturb him after he is used to them. They are

stimuli not attended to, which provoke counteracting stimuli as shown at

the beginning of this chapter.

The reduction during sleep of the amount of blood going to the brain

was shown by the experiments of Mr. A. Durham, on dogs. When he

removed (under chloroform)
" a portion of the skull of a dog so as to

expose the cortical layer of the cerebrum, it was observed that as the

effects of the chloroform passed off, and the animal sank into a natural

sleep, the surface of the brain which had previously been turgid with

blood and inclined to rise into the opening through the bone, became

pale, and sank below its level. On the animal being roused, after a time,

a blush seemed to start over the surface of the brain which again rose

into the opening through the -bone. And as the animal was more and

more excited, the brain substance became more and more turgid with

blood; numerous vessels which were invisible during the sleep being
now conspicuous, and those before visible being greatly distended.

After a short time the animal was fed, and when it again sank into re-

pose those vessels contracted again and the surface of the brain became

pale, as before." The retina has been examined during profound sleep

and found to be paler and its arteries more contracted than while the

subject was awake.

Sleep is only one of several phenomena which depend upon a diminu-

tion of the supply of blood to the brain. A blow upon the head may,
in prize-ring parlance, put a man " to sleep;'' a fracture in which the

bone presses upon the brain preventing circulation, produces insensi-

bility.

In Hysteric Coma, suspension of sensibility occurs suddenly, upon
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the reduction of the blood-supply by contraction of the arteries by sud-

den stimulation from the vaso-motor nerves. In Asphyxia, as by inhala-

tion of carbonic acid gas, &c.
, by strangulation, and b}^ drowning,

insensibility, as well as the reduction of the other functions, is occasioned

by the stoppage of the supply of arterial blood, which supply depends

upon the contact of air with the venous blood in the lungs, but which

contact is prevented in the various modes of asphyxia.

So the absence of a blood-supply at once produces unconsciousness
;

but if the supply is partial, consciousness may be partial. And there

is reason to believe that in cases where there is a readiness and alertness

with respect to some special sort of stimulation, while the brain is deaf

to" all other sorts, the flow of blood to the alert parts continues without

cessation, and those parts therefore are not asleep.

Insomnia, or sleeplessness, is a condition in which the process of the

repair of brain tissue is interrupted. Consequently it is abnormal, and

indicative of destruction and disease. It is one of the characteristics of

acute mania, and often accompanies monomania. Loss of sleep, with

its corresponding opportunity for brain repair, is, of itself, enough to

cause brain disease.

Dreaming takes place when a part only of the brain cells have be-

come awake, and while the sensory ganglia are still asleep, or chiefly so,

to external impressions. We can not, however, be quite asleep to in-

ternal impressions, or else we never would be conscious of any of our

dreams. The absence of congruity and continuity is due to the absence

of a governing stimulus from without, and also to the partial sleep of

the cerebral cells. It is evident that the whole cerebrum may be awake,

together with such of the cells of the sensory ganglia as are related to

the internal senses, while the part of the sensory ganglia related to the

external senses are asleep, and to some extent the converse may be true.

In the former case a species of cerebration may go on, which is quite

connected and rational. There are numerous cases on record of mental

tasks commenced and labored upon or suggested during waking hours

and finished up as dreams.
(
See also chap. 75.)

It often happens that a stimulus may arouse the sensory cells relating

to the external senses, while the cerebral cells and the perceptions re-

main asleep. The actions which take place in response to such stimula-

tion are no more than reflex. Many dreams take place during the very

short time often occupied in the transition from sound sleep to complete

wakefulness. There are many examples to show that such processes

may be practically instantaneous. A dream, the scene of which covers

many distant places and extends through years of time, has been known

to transpire after a sound which caused the sleeper to awake.

Sensory impressions may partly arouse a sleeping person and may sug-
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gest trains of thought for the dream, and they may do this without arous-

ing consciousness as to the sensations themselves. Thus the dreams of

a person may be suggested by remarks by a bystander, which the

dreamer will not remember. A dreamy, semi-delirious state may be ar-

tificially induced by the use of certain narcotics, such as the preparation
of cannabis indica called hachisch. Under the influence of this drug
the emotions are largely under the control of external impressions.

These are greatly distorted and exaggerated and lead to false perceptions

and the most extravagant ideas. These ideas are pleasurable, provided
the sensory impressions which originate or color them are of an agreeable

nature. Hence, those who indulge the use of the drug, take care befoia

hand that they be surrounded by agreeable things.

CHAPTER LXXIV.

SUBJECTIVE SENSATIONS AND ILLUSIONS.

Subjective sensations are those which are excited in the brain by al-

terations not caused by external stimuli, but by some internal stimulus

upon the nerves of sense, or a disease or lesion of the brain. Thus,

persons may have for years a constant ringing sound in the ears, due

perhaps, to inadequate insulation of the auditory nerve from the beat-

ing blood vessels. Congestion of the nerves of common sensation pro-

duces "feelings of pain or uneasiness, a blow upon the optic nerve

causes a sensation of light.
"

In general, when nerves are stimulated

by abnormal causes within the body, the effects are, to produce the same

or similar sensations to those normally produced by the ordinary external

stimulus. Subjective sensations may originate in peculiar conditions of

the brain itself, or of the organs of sense, or of the nerve trunks.

They may properly be called subjective if their causes cannot be traced

directly to the environment, but depend on changes in the body itself.

There are often sensations in one place which are excited by causes

in operation in a very different part of the body. "Disease of the hip

joint is often indicated by pain in the knee, irritation of the ovary will

cause pain under the mamma, various disorders of the liver occasion

pain under the left scapula;"
" the sudden introduction of ice into the

stomach will cause intense pain in the supra-orbital region, and the same

pain is frequently occasioned by the presence of acid in the stomach

and may be very quickly relieved by its neutralization with an alkali.
"

In many cases there is no direct nervous connection between the dis-

ordered locality and the place where the symptoms are felt. The con-

nection is indirect through a common center, and in this center it must

be that an afferent stimulation from a part really affected, transfers

itself to adjacent cells, connected with parts not affected
;
the sensation

to them being the same as if it came from the part with which they are
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connected. The parts to which these subjective sensations of pain re-

fer, sometimes do become actually diseased after awhile, on account of

the habitually directed consciousness and attention to this part. (
Car-

penter. )
It has been remarked elsewhere that the sensation produced

at the central ganglion by an afferent nerve, is as if it were located at

the sense organ, and if the nerve be cut and the sense organ separated

from it, the sensation is still referred to the same place. "Thus,
after amputations, the patients are for some time affected with sen-

sations
( probabty excited by irritation at the cut ends of the nerves

)

which they refer to the removed extremities; the same has been no-

ticed in regard to the eye as well when it has been completely extirpated,

as when its powers have been destroyed by disease.

There is a close relationship between Subjective Sensations and Illu-

sions. The former may arise from disordered activities of various

parts, muscles, viscera, &c.
,
while the brain and nervous system are re-

sponsible for the latter. An illusion is the sensation of a memory re-

vived in such a way that it appears to be real and original instead of a

memory. In our ordinary condition, our consciousness is not usually so

concentrated upon any mental process but that there is a sub-conscious-

ness of our external surroundings, and of the fact that the things we

are thinking of, are things of the memory and results of past im-

pressions. As a general rule, to which there are explainable exceptions,

in cases of illusion this ordinary sub-conscious sense of our surround-

ings is in abeyance. We are "lost in thought
" and forget where we

are. The things we have in contemplation seem exceedingly real.

Our attention is narrowed down upon certain memory organs, and their

activities remain unconditioned and unrestrained, and the ideas remain

uncontradicted by stimulations from the present environment. As to

those things, for the time, we live wholly "within ourselves." We are

in a condition of abstraction, or partial hypnotism, and the memory
does not seem a memory, but the original activity itself, which preceded
the memory and laid the foundation for it. So, if under these condi-

tions, the thought wanders back to a sensory impression, one of sight

for example, the sensation we get is not one of a memory of something

seen, but is a sensation of actually seeing it now. In the ordinary

state, a person can "picture in his imagination" just how his absent

friend looked the last time he saw him
;

but the other memories which

crowd around, and the new sensory impressions which constantly assail

him, correct the tendency which this picture has to seem to be an orig-

inal impression and to show the friend actually present. When the per-

son is in a condition to be deceived by an illusion, these restraints are

removed, and the sensory impression is revived as if it were original in-

stead of a memory, and he sees the image of his friend projected in
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front of him as really as if the friend were there. Evidently in such

case the machinery is worked backwards. We saw in the last chapter,

examples of this backward motion in hypnotic subjects, where they are

caused to take on particular mental or emotional states, by being
made to assume the postures and muscular movements which those

emotional states ordinarily lead to, and which are expressive of them.

So, too, it is worked backward when the operator says to the subject
in a serious and alarmed tone,

" See that bear !

" The sensation ex-

perienced by the subject is the same as if the bear were actually in

front of him, and it is a true case of illusion. It is presupposed that

the subject has seen a bear in reality and therefore has the organs made

by bear stimulations coming through the eye up the optic nerve. These

organs are restimulated by what the operator says, the stimulation pass-

ing from the auditory sense indirectly to the sight memory organs.

Thus, these which are the last in the sight series are the first to be affected

by this stimulation. If it goes further, it must be towards the optic

nerve, and the retina of the eye, that is, backwards. An illusion of

seeing might be created in the brain when the eyes are closed. But

there is reason to believe, as we shall see, that the illusion may traverse

backwards down the optic nerve and retina, and be projected into the

space be^yond.

Those illusions of the cerebral organs which cannot be represented as

simple sensory pictures, are called delusions. The greater part of our

ideas and opinions, when acting absolutely alone and not co-ordinated or

limited by others, become delusions
;
which is due to the fact that there

are no independent and unrelated objects in the universe from which we

get our stimulations.

Sir Isaac Newton, from long and earnest attention to the study of

light and the spectrum of sunlight, produced such an effect on his brain

that for several months the spectrum appeared to him whenever he be-

gan to think about it, even in the dark.

From the subjective nature of an illusion, the same spectre is never

seen by more than one person, except in those cases in which there is a

real object associated with the spectral illusion and forming a basis or

nucleus for it
; as, for example, the case of the ghost of the sea cook,

seen by a whole ship's company, in chapter 72.

Violent stimulations are apt to erect in our internal senses, organs of

extreme sensibility which are liable to undue and abnormal excitement

upon being restimulated, and which easily become stimulated, especi-

ally when, through disease or general weakness, the rest of the organs
are not strong enough to counteract and contradict it. A lady,

< 'hav-

ing been frightened in childhood by a black cat which sprang out from

beneath her pillow, just as she was laying her head upon it, was ac-
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customed for many years afterwards, whenever she was at all indis-

posed, to see a black cat on the ground before her, and although per-

fectly aware of the spectral character of the appearance, yet she could

never avoid lifting her foot as if to step over the cat when it seemed to

be lying in her path.
"

(Carpenter. )

4 ' The Rev. P. H. Newnham tells us of three occasions during the au-

tumn of 1883, on which he saw and recognized in church the figures of

persons who proved not to have been there. In two of the three cases

the figure thus seen had peculiarities which made it quite unmistakable,

and was observed in the same place more than once during the service,

just as any real member of the congregation might have been. The

third case is this :
< I went as usual to the school about a quarter of an

hour before service, and either spoke or nodded to all the teachers pres-

ent. I particularly noticed one in whom I am much interested, sitting

with her class, nodded to her, and she smiled back again. Subsequently,

in church I noticed her again, and counted her (I always count my con-

gregations) twice over, once when I counted the entire number present,

once when I counted children and adults separately. It turned out,

however, that the girl had not been present. I think I was never so

surprised in my life. I made several inquiries, but there was no mis-

take. She had been detained at home, much to her vexation and an-

noyance, during the whole afternoon in which I had seen her in two dif-

ferent places, and had had my eye on her practically the whole time.
' " 1

The Rev. Prof. Turner, of Manchester, relates that he saw, one night,

suspended from the ceiling of the room,
' ' a large chandelier with some

ten scroll-shaped branches, and the jets shining brightly through the

ground-glass globes at the end of each. I at once recognized the chan-

delier as a duplicate of the chandelier which hung in the college chapel

connected with the Countess of Huntingdon's college at Cheshunt, where

I received my training for the ministry. I moved my head to see

whether the phantom moved too. But no, it remained fixed, and the

objects behind and beyond it became more or less completely visible as

I moved, exactly as would have been the case had it been a real chande-

lier.
" He woke his wife to look, but she saw nothing of course.

An English officer in India relates the following : "I had been taking

luncheon with some friends, and after it was over, my host proposed

that I and my fellow guest should accompany him to see some altera-

tions he was making in his grounds. After we had been out some little

time looking at these changes, a native servant approached me with a

message from my hostess, asking me to go into the house to speak to

her. I at once left my friends and accompanied the man back to the

house, following him through the veranda into the room where the

1 Phantasms of the Living, Vol. 1, page 475
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luncheon had been laid. There he left me, and I waited for my hostess

to come, but no one appeared, so, after a few minutes, I called her by

name, thinking she might not be aware that I had come in. Receiving

no answer after once again repeating her name, I walked back into the

veranda, where on entering 1 had observed a durzee ( or tailor ) at

work, and asked him where the man was who came in with mo. The

durzee replied,
' Your Excellency, no one came with you.' 'But,' I

said,
< the man lifted the chik ( the outside veranda blind ) for me.

'

'

No, your Excellency, you lifted it yourself,
'

the durzee answered.

Much puzzled I returned to my friends in the grounds, exclaiming,
' Here's a good joke !

' and then telling them what had happened, and

what the durzee had said, I asked them if the}
T had not seen the servant

who called for me shortly before. They both said they had seen no

one. 'Why, you don't mean to say I have not been in the house?' I

said. ' Oh yes, you were in the midst of saying something about the

alterations when }^ou suddenly stopped and walked back to the house
;

we could not tell why,' they both said. I was in perfect health at the

time of the occurrence, and 'continued to be so after it." (Phantasms,

499, Vol. 1.
)

Dr. Charles M. Smith, of Franklin, St. Mary's Parish, Louisana, re-

lates that a lady of his acquaintance, Mrs. P.
,

lost her life at Last

Island in the terrible hurricane of August 1856. "
Nearly two months

afterwards, on my way to visit a patient in the country, I met Mr.

Weeks, a brother of Mrs. P., and in the bugg}
r with him, a lady so

wonderfully like Mrs. P.
, that, but for my knowledge of her death, I

would have declared it to be herself. The carriage and horses used by
Mr. Weeks were easity distinguished by certain well marked peculiari-

ties from any others in the parish, and I saw these as distinctly as the

occupants themselves.
"

Dr. Smith bowed, and called Mr. Weeks by
name, but no notice was taken, and the buggy passed on.

Returning home an hour later, he made particular inquiry, and found

that no persons in the least resembling those he had seen had arrived

in the village, and he afterwards learned that Mr. Weeks had been at his

home, 30 miles away, at the time. "The conclusion seemed inevitable,''

he adds, "that the whole affair was an optical delusion.
"
(Phantasms. )

Illusions of hearing are not so common as those of sight, but they

sometimes occur. " A gentleman, recentl}* recovered from an affection

of the head, in which he had been much reduced by bleeding, had occa-

sion to go into a large town a few miles from his residence. His atten-

tion was there attracted by the bugle of a regiment of horse sounding a

particular measure which is used at changing guard in the evening. He

assured me that this sound was from that time never out of his ears for

about nine months. During all this period he continued in a very pre-
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carious state of health; and it was only as his health became more con-

firmed, that the sound of the bugle gradually left him."
(
Abercrombie.

)

Dr. Sam Johnson relates that he once heard the voice of his absent

mother distinctly call his name,
" Sam!

" " A lady, whom I attended

some years ago, in a slight, feverish disorder, saw distinctly a party of

ladies and gentlemen sitting round her bedchamber, and a servant hand-

ing something to them on a tray. The scene continued in a greater or

less degree for several days, and was varied by spectacles of castles and

churches of a very brilliant appearance, as if they had been built of

finely cut crystal. The whole was in this case entirely a visual phan-

tasm, for there was no hallucination of mind. On the contrary, the

patient had, from the first, a full impression that it was a morbid affec-

tion of vision connected with the fever, and amused herself and her

attendants by watching and describing the changes in the scenery.

"A gentleman, who was also a patient of mine, of an irritable habit,

and liable to a variety of uneasy sensations in his head, was sitting

alone in his dining-room in the twilight, the door of the room being a

little open. He saw distinctly a female figure enter, wrapped in a

mantle, and the face concealed by a large, black bonnet. She seemed

to advance a few steps towards him and then stop. He had a full con-

viction that the figure was an illusion of vision, and amused himself for

some time by watching ;
at the same time, observing that he could see

through the figure so as to perceive the lock of the door, and other

objects behind it. At length, when he moved his body a little for-

ward, it disappeared.
"

(Abercrombie.)

Although there was no "hallucination of mind" in these two cases,

nevertheless, it is probable the trouble was in some part of the cerebral

memory tract. A sort of delirium affected certain organs by which the

images were revived, while the rest of the organs, not being unduly

erethised, received true representations from the environment, and gave
true perceptions which contradicted and corrected the false ones given

by the other internal sense organs.

When we dream, a portion of the organs are thus excited, and give

sensations of more or less connected memories, and they seem to us

real, because the rest of the organs, including the external senses, are

dormant and do not furnish any corrective or contradictory perceptions.

In these two cases, the internal senses furnished the data for the spec-

tral illusions, while the external senses furnished true reports of what

there was in sight, which contradicted and corrected the others
;
and

that is why there was no "hallucination of the mind.
" And yet, what-

ever hallucination there was, was of some of the internal senses, and

not of the organs of sensation.

' ' The wicked flee when no man pursueth,
' '

because their * l

imagina-
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tions are haunted." There are cases on record of murderers being

haunted by the apparitions of their victims and driven to give them-

selves up to justice.

< ' A gentleman mentioned by Dr. Conolly, when in great danger of

being wrecked in a boat on the Eddystone rocks, said he actually saw

his family at the moment. In similar circumstances of extreme and

immediate danger, others have described the history of their past lives,

being represented to them in such a vivid manner, that at a single

glance the whole was before them, without the power of banishing the

impression.
" This is often related of persons who have been rescued

from drowning. The extreme erethism of the cerebral tissues extends

to all the memory organs, and everyone is so intensely aroused that it

would, if considered by itself, afford the elements of a vision. Persons

under the stimulating effect of opium, are apt to experience the same

sort of stimulation of organs that produces visions. Dr. Gregory,

upon returning by sea from a visit he had made to a lady, a relative of

his, in whom he was deeply interested, and who was far advanced in

consumption, took a small dose of laudanum to prevent sea-sickness.

As he lay upon a couch in the cabin, the figure of the lady appeared to

him, as vivid and as natural as if she had been actually present.
' He

was quite awake, and fully sensible that it was a phantasm produced by
the opiate along with his intense mental feeling, but he was unable, by

any effort, to banish the vision.
" Another case of Dr. Abercrombie's

was one in which the patient was afflicted by a painful disease, to deaden

the pain of which, the doctor gave him opiates. Under the influence of

these he had very remarkable visions, the subject of which was a mat-

ter which had been the talk of Edinburgh for some time. ' ' The

characters succeeded each other with all the regularity and vivid-

ness of a theatrical exhibition
;

he heard their conversation, and long

speeches that were occasionally made, some of which were in rhyme ;

and he distinctly remembered and repeated next day, long passages

from these poetical effusions. He was quite awake, and quite sensible

that the whole was a phantasm, and he remarked that when he opened
his eyes the vision vanished, but instantly reappeared whenever he closed

them." A great many cases -of visions have occurred to persons known

to be affected by epileptic or other nervous affections, and to persons

just "coming down" with sickness of some kind, when, as may be sup-

posed, the nervous system is first abnormally affected and carries to the

brain an unusual and unbalanced stimulation. "Dr. Gregory used to

mention in his lectures a gentleman liable to epileptic fits, in whom the

paroxysm was generally preceded by the appearance of an old woman
in :i red cloak, who seemed to come up to him and strike him on the

lic:i<l with her crutch
;

at that instant he fell down in a fit." Another
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case is reported of a man in Berlin, who, by strong emotional stimula-

tion, had been thrown into an excited cerebral state and was, during

several months, while awake, haunted by apparitions of men and women,
animals and birds. Another case was that of a saloonkeeper, who saw

a soldier tiying to force himself into the house in a threatening manner,
and upon rushing forward to resist him, found it was a phantom. This

vision was supposed to have had its origin in a quarrel which he had

some time before with a drunken soldier. After this he had numerous

visions of people dead and living, which ceased after medical treatment.

An American in Great Britain ' ' was seized with a severe headache, and

at the same time had distinct visions of his wife and family whom he

had left in America.
" Such phantoms are common in febrile diseases,

or upon their approach. In one such case, a lady saw a phantom man
enter her room, pass the foot of her bed, and disappear in a closet on

the opposite side.

A lady
' '

during a severe illness repeatedly saw her father, who re-

sided at the distance of many hundred miles, come to her bedside and

withdrawing the curtain address her in his usual voice and manner."

A farmer returning from market one night, at a time when typhus
fever was prevailing in the neighborhood, and he himself had been suf-

fering with headache and languor, saw a bright and peculiar appearance
in the road which his imagination pictured as the Saviour. He was

greatly alarmed, galloped home, was soon down with the typhus fever,

and died in ten days.

In another case, a lady returning from a party went into a dark room

and there saw a figure of death as a skeleton with an uplifted dart. With

this he seemed to strike her in the left side. She directly had a severe

fit of fever with inflammation in the left side, from which, however, she

recovered.

A gentleman in a mild fever, was, during several weeks, visited by
the apparition of an old gray-headed man of benignant aspect, who al-

ways entered the room by a door on the left-hand side of the bed, passed
the end of the bed, and seated himself on a chair on the right-hand side.

The visits were in general daily, a day being missed occasionally, how-

ever. The same gentleman at another tima while in health, saw a female

figure kneeling in the corner of the room for several seconds.

Dr. Abercrombie also reports the case of " a clergyman who, aged 56

and accustomed to full living, was suddenly seized with vomiting, ver-

tigo and ringing in his ears, and continued in rather an alarming condi-

tion for several days. During this time he had the sound in his ears of

tunes most distinct!}
7

played and in accurate succession. This patient

had at the same time a very remarkable condition of vision, such as I

have not heard of in any other case. All objects appeared to him inverted.
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This peculiarity continued three days and then ceased gradually, the

objects by degrees changing their position, first to the horizontal and

then to the erect.
"

Sir David Brewster, in "Natural Magic,
"

gives an account of Mrs.

A.
,
an intelligent lady of vivid imigination, who was the subject of a

number of remarkable illusions. Some of these occurred when she ap-

peared to be in ordinary health, but the most notable happened when

her health was weak from bronchitis and bad digestion. The first oc-

curred about the year 1820, when undressing after a ball, she heard her-

self called by name repeatedly and unaccountably. Ten years after, she

heard what she was sure was her husband's voice calling her loudly, dis-

tinctty and repeatedly to come to him. She opened various doors to find

where he was, but without success, as he was not near the house at the

the time, and had not called her. Shortly after this she saw the figure

of her husband, which stood by the fire, gazing at her, and afterwards

moved off to the window where it disappeared, after remaining visible

four or five minutes. The figure appeared so solid and real as to con-

ceal the objects behind it. A short time after this, January, 1830, she

saw the apparition of a cat, and she was so sure it was real, that when

requested by her husband, who was present and who knew it to be an il-

lusion, to touch it, she pursued it about the room till it disappeared un-

der a chair. She was convinced as to its true nature when the real cat

was brought from another room. A month after this she saw the ap-

parition of a friend who was in Scotland and in perfect health. She saw

the image in a glass as if the figure were looking over her left shoulder,

her eyes meeting those of the image. She gazed at it some minutes and

noticed its drapery, which was a shroud. On turning to look for the

figure behind her, she saw nothing, and it had also disappeared from the

glass when she turned to that again. Twice after this she saw appari-

tions of deceased friends; once the sister of her husband whom she

saw seated in a large easy chair holding a handkerchief in one hand; it

remained about three minutes. At another time she saw the figure of a

deceased friend move across the room and take a seat by the fire-place.

Knowing its illusory character, Mrs. A. crossed the fire-place and sat

down in the chair occupied by the figure, which then vanished. For

some hours preceding some of these visions, she had a peculiar sensation

in the eyes, which went off when the apparition disappeared.

In 1857, Mr. Adrian Stokes, of Liverpool, was one night awakened

by his wife calling out, "Oh! Adrian, there's Agnes!" Agnes was

her only sister, and she thought she saw her sitting on an ottoman at

the foot of the bed. She felt frightened at first, but recovering herself

she reflected that if the figure were real it would be reflected in a mirror

which was in view from the bed. Turning her eyes toward it, sure
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, enough by the light of the fire in the grate
< ' she saw the full reflection

of the form seated on the ottoman looking at a bunch of keys which

she appeared to hold in her hand.
" While endeavoring to call her hus-

band's attention to this phenomenon, it vanished. ( Phantasms of the

Living.)

The following story was told by Dr. Andrew Combe : "A gentleman,

a friend of his, has in his house a number of phrenological casts,

among which is particularly conspicuous, a bust of Curran. A servant

girl belonging to the family, after undergoing great fatigue, awoke early

one morning and beheld at the foot of her bed the apparition of Cur-

ran. He had the same pale and cadaverous aspect as in the bust, but

he was now dressed in a sailor's jacket, and his face was decorated with

an immense pair of whiskers. In a state of extreme terror she awoke

her fellow servant, and asked whether she did not see the spectre. She,

however, saw nothing, and endeavored to rally her out of her alarm,

but the other persisted in the reality of the apparition, which continued

visible for several minutes. The gentleman, it appears, keeps a pleas-

ure yacht, the seamen belonging to which are frequently in the house.

This, perhaps, was the origin of the sailor's dress in which the spectre

appeared ;
and the immense whiskers had also been borrowed from one

of these occasional visitors." ( Abercrombie. )

This story illustrates well how dreams are composed by the putting

together of fragments of various memories. It also shows the practical

identity in origin of ordinary dreams and of waking visions. In both

cases they may seem to the subject to be real, and in either case they

may be contradicted by the activity of either the external or internal

sense organs, so that the subject knows he is being entertained by a fic-

tion, though this oftener happens in the day visions than in the dreams.

When a person is awake he can test his vision by the external senses,

or by his judgment, or standard cerebral organs.

A person afflicted with delirium tremens sees all sorts of repulsive

creatures, such as toads, snakes, and slimy, creeping animals, or danc-

ing demons, or fairies
;
but unless he is pretty far gone, his judgment

informs him what is the matter, and he is aware of the illusion, not-

withstanding the realistic appearance of the vision.

It very often happens that the abnormal condition of the cerebral tis-

sues is not sufficient without an external guiding sensation to frame an

illusory, subjective sensation. But by having a real object for a basis,

the sensation of it may be so perverted as to construct it in a very illu-

sive form. In such cases the excitement of the organs involved may
be but little above the normal of mere attention, provided they are not

contradicted by others also active. Thus, to a timid person, an object

seen indistinctly at night may give a suggestion of something mysteri-
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ous or terrifying. A black stump becomes a prowling beast or a skulk-

ing assassin ; a white object is a ghost, &c.

Sir Walter Scott relates a story of a gentleman, who one evening was

reading an account of the life of a poet who had recently died, and

with whom he had been well acquainted. His emotions were consider-

ably aroused as a result of his reading. After a time he laid down his

book and went into an adjoining hall, which was dimly lighted by the

moon. There he saw right before him in a standing posture, the exact

representation of his departed friend. He paused long enough to ob-

serve the details of dress, posture, &c.
,
which corresponded with his

memory of them, and then, sensible that it was all a delusion, he walked

up to it. As he did so the apparition resolved itself into the various

materials of which it was composed.
" These were merely a screen oc-

cupied by great coats, shawls, plaids, and such other articles as usually

are found in a country entrance hall.
"

It is evident that in complete hallucination of vision (or an}*- other

sense), the centers of sensation must be stimulated to an extent equal to

that which usually arises when the stimulation comes by the ordinary

route of the sense organs, and yet not coming from any object in the

external environment.

If the hallucination is of a simple sensation, as of a flash of light, it

might arise from a stimulation of the retina or of the optic nerve by a

blow, a lesion, or other abnormal cause. But if it is a revived image
of a former sensation, it must arise from the restimulation of the cere-

bral memory organs, the internal sense organs.

But the halluciation at times consists of images newly made, like

dreams, from materials already in the memory, of course, but differently

associated, so that as a whole it is quite new. Such images are formed

as ideas of a complicated nature always are, by the powerful erethism

of parts of various memory organs; at the same time, such action result-

ing in the formation of new organs whose ordinary stimulation would

produce the sensation of a fancy, but whose extraordinary stimulation

might produce an illusion or hallucination. The hallucinations of the

insane are usually uncontradicted, and so take full sway of the patient,

causing him to adapt his actions to false conceptions of the condition of

his environment. The hallucinations of the sane are, sooner or later,

contradicted. Often the subject has in reserve, a sufficient number of

organs not involved in the production of the image in question, to set

up an idea inconsistent with the realty of the first one, and so he may
know at the time, that his vision is a hallucination. Or, after it has

passed off, and other ideas supervene, he becomes undeceived by them

as to the reality of the vision.

While the hallucination endures, it is so complete, that the excite-
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ment aroused in the cerebral organs overflows backwards along the optic

nerve to . the retina, and from thence, to all appearance, it is projected

into space, forming an image which appears to occupy the same position

that a real object would have to occupy in order to produce the same

sensation in the brain.

This position, or point of projection in space, is called by the French,

the point de repere. The hallucination is often initiated, or modified,

or influenced by some real object in the environment. Such object may
then occupy the point de repere, and the details of the hallucinatory

image be constructed about it, as in the case mentioned by Walter Scott,

and quoted above. When such real object furnishes a nucleus for the

hallucination, and forms a part of its structure, if the eyes are turned

away from it, that much of the image is torn away, and so the image

usually falls to pieces. But when the image is wholly constructed

within, and projected without through the sense organ, the external pro-

jection appears to share in all respects the conditions of an incoming
stimulation from a real object. Thus, it was observed by M Fere, that

a prism applied to one eye doubled the imaginary object. A magnify-

ing glass, placed in the line of the projection, increased the size of the

supposed object, while, if the glass were reversed, the object was dim-

inished. Equally remarkable, when a mirror is placed so as to reflect

the point de repere to the eye of the subject, the image of the imaginary

object may appear in the glass.

In two spontaneous cases cited above, the image was said to have

been seen* in a mirror. It is proper to state that the experiments

with prism, spy-glass, etc.
,
have been successful in some cases only, not

in all.

Those hallucinations or illusions which persist when the eyes are

closed, are no doubt to be explained as the sensation of the restimula-

tion, or the first construction, of an internal sense organ merely. But

those cases in which the spectre is projected to the point de repere, and

especially the cases in which the looking glass, spy glass and prism are

found to influence the conditions of the vision, require a further explana-

tion. The possibility of working certain sorts of machinary backwards has

been pointed out. The retina and the internal sense organ' stand to

each other in the same relationship as two electric d}
T

namos, connected

by conducting wires. If power be applied to either of the dynamos, it

will pass to the other and cause it to revolve. There is good reason to

believe that there is the same reciprocity between the brain organ and

retina, and that the application of energ3
r to either will set up motion in

the other. The two considered together constitute a single machine,

bound into one by the connecting nerves. If we suppose the dynamos
above to be driven by an overshot water-wheel, we might regard the
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three as constituting a single machine, and supposing power fo be ap-

plied to the end dynamo ( and leaving friction, waste, &c.
,
out of the

account), we can imagine that dynamo to drive the middle one, and that

to turn the water-wheel backwards and lift" the water back to its posi-

tion above the dam. And so I take it, we may add a third term to the

machine composed of the brain organ and the retina, and that will be the

medium which conveys the force to the retina from the outside when

the action is in the usual direction. That medium is the ether whose

vibration normall}
7 sets up the action in the retina, which, transferred to

the brain, causes the sensation of light. Worked the contrary way, the

excitement of the brain organ by causes within the brain, sets the re-

tina into activity, which in turn communicates the motion to the ether

beyond. There is nothing violent in this hypothesis. It accords with

analogy that the relationship well known to exist between the energy

of an excited retina, and that of the light-bearing ether, may be recip-

rocal. Granting that it is, and that the action of the retina origi-

nating in the brain behind it, may communicate actual motion to the

ether in front of it, the experiments with the spy glass, mirror and

prism become easily explainable. Otherwise it is difficult to see how

the action wholly in the brain can produce there the sensation of -

image which can be reflected in a mirror outside of it.

The sort of motion communicated to the ether by the eye is probably

of a nature similar to that projected from the pole of a magnet, which

makes an excursion as a positive current, and causes a return of a com-

plemental negative current, or vice versa. It is these rays of force or

energy thus darted forward from the eye that the prism, the spyglass

and the mirror deal with,, by refracting, converging or diverging ( mag-

nifying or minifying )
and reflecting them. It is by the return currents

to the eye of the subject that he becomes aware of the action of the in-

struments. The impressions he gets of the position, shape, size, &c.
,

of his phantom may also arise in part, or whole, from sight stimulations

from the neighboring objects. (
See Darwin's experiment further on.

)

This theory supposes that these lines or rays of force can be reflected

and analyzed like light. There is strong reason to think the polar en-

ergies and light are movements of the same ethereal substance. Ner-

vous energy as it is manifested in the nerves, ganglions and brain, and

projected from the body into the space around it, is beyond reasonable

doubt, a motion of the same substance. The mode of the motion may
not be identical with either light or magnetism, and yet possess qualities

and capacities belonging to both. If the organ of the cerebral fancy
can thus disturb the onvironiin-nt. by a ival physical motion like that of

light or magnetism, it might reasonably IK- anticipated that the motion

would or could be communicated to another person so that he could be
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affected by the same illusion. If these lines of force could be reflected

from a mirror it would seem possible they could be seen by a second

person. I have not, however, met with any report of such a case. The

scarcity of this sort of illusions with the necessary accompaniments of

mirror, second party on hand in the proper position, &c.
, may account

for this.

It would further seem possible to get a photograph from these lines of

force. Twenty years ago there was a great interest excited by what

was called spirit photography. Very much of it was palpably fraudu-

lent. If any were genuine, the phenomena would be accounted for un-

der this hypothesis : that the objects photographed were cerebral ideas

whose organs projected their agitations into the environment, develop-

ing lines of force similar to those which would have been reflected from

a solid body. For we are to remember that it is the rays of force that

do the business in photography, regardless of their origin, and if we

can prove the development of such rays by the action of the brain, the

possibility of their decomposing the film on the plate, and making a

picture of -something, can be conceded without difficulty.

But if the agitations of internal sight organs are ( under some condi-

tions ) competent to set up action in the environing ether, why not those

also of other organs ? From what was said in chapter 36 it would ap-

pear that wherever there is either polar tension or polar motion, there is

a field of force extending in all directions, across which, or in which,

the influence of induction is communicated. That the organs of the

brain are polar bodies, and the nerve currents, polar currents, hardly ad-

mits of doubt. It follows that they may be surrounded by fields of

force, across which the}
7 may send their inductive influence. ( See figs.

143, 144.) There are many facts going to show that this is the case.

The different sensations set up in us by the action of different brain or-

gans, may be supposed to indicate differences in pitch in the movements

peculiar to the organs. When these influences, projected into the envi-

ronment of the brain, come into contact with the brain of another per-

son which may be within the same field, the corresponding organs of

the latter brain are affected so as to take up a motion like that of the

first, so that a sensation is aroused in the second brain similar to that in

the first. As it is stated rather inaccurately in common language, there

has been a transference of thought. (See chapter 79.)

That illusions are due to an unequal stimulation of organs, is shown

where spectral illusions arise from the fatigue of overstimulation of a

part of the organs concerned. Darwin performed this experiment. Upon
a yellow paper, four inches square, he wrote in blue capitals the word

BANKS. Then, with his back to the sun, he gazed a minute exactly

on the middle letter. Then closing his eyes, he could see the word in
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yellow, on a ground of Hue. Then, opening his eyes on a yellowish

wall twenty feet off, the word was seen magnified, and in golden char-

acters. The cause of the illusion, as to the colors in such cases, is ex-

plained on page 440. The magnified appearance of the word is due to

another illusion. When the word was first seen, the visual angle, and

the amount of the retinal surface involved, was determined by its dis-

tance away, say five feet. When the eye rested on the wall, estimated

in a sub-conscious manner to be twenty feet distant, although the

visual angle remained the same and the same patch of the retina was

concerned in the vision, the letters would appear four times as big each

way. The estimate of distance unconsciously goes along with every

sight sensation. A man, 100 yards away, does not appear to get larger

if he approaches us, although at 20 yards the visual angle is five times

as great.

Abercrombie relates that a friend of his, after bending over a small

print of the Virgin and Child and looking at it intensely for some time,

raised his head and was startled to see the life-size figure of a female

with a child in her arms at the further end of the room. The upper

part of the body only was represented, and he at once perceived that the

illusion was due to the impression made upon the eye and brain by the

picture. The increased size was due to the projection of the image to a

distance. The illusion remained distinct for about two minutes, or un-

til the parts fatigued by the steady gaze had recovered.

Dreams almost always consist, in part at least, of illusions. Any im-

age which may be aroused is apt to remain for a moment unbalanced

and uncontradicted, so that it yields that unquestioned sensation that has

the realistic properties belonging to an objective impression. Such il-

lusions, as well as waking ones, are often shaped by objective stimula-

tions. External stimulations of the senses during sleep often form the

initiatory suggestions of dreams. The rays of the moon or sun shining

upon the sleeper may suggest images of a glorious, gorgeous nature.

But sounds especially are productive of suggestion. M. Alf Maury re-

lates l ' that when a pair of tweezers was made to vibrate near his ear,

he dreamt of bells, the tocsin, and the events of June, 1848."
' ' Schemer gives an amusing case of a youth who was permitted to

whisper his name into the ear of his obdurate mistress, the consequence
of which was that the lady contracted a habit of dreaming about him,
which led to felicitous change of feeling on her part.

"

< < The dream illusion of falling down a vast abyss, is plausibly re-

ferred by Wundt, to an involuntary extension of the foot of the sleeper.
"

The barking of a dog caused Sully to dream that a dog came and

licked his face.
(
See Sully's Illusions.)
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CHAPTER LXXV.

AUTOMATIC ACTION OF THE CEREBRUM.
A great many facts which have been presented in former chapters,

compel the conclusion that the cerebrum is automatic in its actions, the

same as the other ganglionic centers of the brain. The terms volun-

tary and automatic, do not describe opposing and contrasted relations

between actions. Voluntary actions constitute a rather small subdivision

of the whole mass of actions which, taken either together, or sepa-

rately, are automatic. The cerebrum, like every other automaton, con-

sists of mutually limiting and regulating parts, driven by an energy

or energies, supplied from without. Under the same conditions its

actions are the same. But the conditions arc seldom twice precisely

alike, so that the resulting actions differ, and become antecedently un-

ascertainable because we cannot see what the conditions are. In fact,

men have often been led to think there were no conditions, and so come

to the untenable conclusion that a being thus constituted is a sovereign,

and free.

The automatic action of the cerebrum is more readily perceived and

admitted in the case of people of genius, whose mental products and

physical movements are unusual, and therefore eccentric. They are

said to be people deficient in will, because they are liable to unusual

stimulations, and to perform actions not common to the general run of

mankind; who are supposed to have a will, because their actions plod

along after a stereotyped and uniform pattern, not liable to spurts and

eccentricities, and therefore of a nature to be predicted and anticipated.

The.poet Coleridge has been mentioned as a sample genius. One day
after reading the account, by Purchas, of the Kahn Kubla and his pal-

ace at Xanadu, he fell asleep from the effect of opium he had taken,

and in a dream or vision the words of the poem, beginning
" In Xanadu did Kubla Kahn
A stately pleasure dome decree/'

came to him, and he wrote them down as soon as he awoke. This is

certainly a plain specimen of automatic cerebral action. Coleridge

once sold a poem he had composed and could recite from memory, but

had not written down. He got his pay in driblets, but never could com-

mand resolution enough to write it out according to promise. This is

quoted as proof of a deficient will, with the false idea that people with

deficient wills are more automatic than others. As shown in chapter

70, the will is the resultant of motives, which in some cases reinforce,

and in others tend to neutralize each other. In the former case, the

will appears strong and positive ;
in the latter, weak and vacillating.
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The oririms which we inherit are very different in their degree of mobil-

ity, and our actions oftenest result from the stimulations of the most

mobile. We may distinguish among the organs two classes, which can

be called, respectively, the useful and the ornamental. We all have

both kinds. With the mass of men, it is the former that are the most

mobile, while with geniuses it is the latter. When a genius, with small

activity of the business faculties, under the stimulus of starvation,

makes a promise to perform a work, which is naturally an intolerable

task, as soon as his hunger is satisfied, the will, which resulted in the

promise, collapses with the disappearance of the stimulus which formed

it, and gives place to another sort of will formed by the stimuli then

present. If a man be descended from a manly and spunky race, the

promise itself becomes a motive of great force in the formation of the

subsequent governing will. The same observations apply to the or-

dinary run of men, that do to the so-called Geniuses
;
but in their case

the active brain cells are those relating to the common concerns of life

and business, or light amusements, and the sluggish and immobile cells

are those relating to the artistic and ornamental side of existence. The

natural tendency of the race brain is to blossom out into this ornamental

quality, and if, in the distant future, it shall come to pass, as it proba-

bly will, that a few business workers can support a majority of geniuses,

the business men will be reckoned as the eccentrics. The law of selec-

tion and survival of the fittest, will always, as it does now, regulate the

proportions of the classes to each other and to the means of support.

The value of promises, and the importance of observing them, arise

primarily and almost exclusively from men's business and social rela-

tions. It is therefore not wholl}
7 unaccountable that many who have in-

herited no business talent should be likewise destitute of a sense of

business honor. Mozart, was another of those so-called weak-willed

geniuses. His resolutions and promises were of little value if their

performance involved work. To compose music was not work with him,

but only to write it down. He was
^
the subject of every impulse. By

some fortuitous concurrence of antenatal causes he inherited an organ-

ization which automatically and instinctively composed music. This

congenital tendency ought to have been supplemented by the cultivation

of a habit of industoy. A well-formed habit is a "second nature."

This proverb seems to recognize the essential identity between habit and

congenital tendencies. Most certainly the latter are to be regarded as

the result of the habits of our ancestors.

A man's actions in life are governed in three modes, congenital

tendencies, acquired habits, and casual impulses. To the latter class be-

long those artificial stimuli which society has invented to act as restraints,

prohibitions, discouragements upon certain classes of actions, and en-
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couragements to other classes. If the external impulses become con-
.

stant the}* modify the habits, and when these are well settled they mod-

ify the congenital tendencies of the succeeding generation. It is said

of Mozart that the influence of his wife was a potent force in the guid-

ance of his actions.

Zerah Colburn, when a boy eight years old, was taken to England to

be exhibited. He had never studied arithmetic and could do nothing on

paper, but his mental grasp of the relations of numbers' was something

wonderful. He could multiply or divide numbers in his head as fast as

an ordinary person could write them down. He raised the number 8 to

the 16th power, the result consisting of fifteen figures. Numbers con-

sisting of two figures he raised to the eighth power. Being required to

find the square root of 106,929, he immediately gave it 327. With

equal facility he gave the cube root of 268,336,125 as being 645. Upon

request he gave the factors of 247,483, viz., 941 and 263, which are the

only ones the number has; of 36,083, he at once said it has no factors,

which is true. ^Vhen asked to multiply together numbers consisting of

more than three figures, he usually resolved them into factors and

worked with these separately. He found the square of 4,395, by using

its factors 293 and 15, first squaring 293, then multiplying by 15 twice.

The square of 999,999, he got by taking its factors, 37,037 and 27,

squaring the first and multiplying that twice by the last, getting 999,-

998,000,001. Some of his operations required some time. Thus, it

had once been supposed, that 2 raised to the 32d power, plus one

(
232

-f 1 ),
= 4, 294,967,297, was a prime number. Colburn, after

some weeks, discovered its factors to be 6,700,417 X 641.
(
This dis-

covery had also been made by Euler. ) Colburn could not tell how he

performed his work. His answers generally came too quickly to seem to

admit of being the result of ordinary methods. Yet the motion of

his lips and such hesitation as there was, indicated that some sort of

cerebral action was going on, of the nature of which he was unconscious.

But if we analyze the ordinary prgcess by which arithmetical " sums"

are worked out, we shall see that it contains the potentiality of Colburn's

phenomenal genius. Any person can ascertain that 8 times 9 are 72 by

counting nine sticks continuously from one to nine, then counting them

over again, calling the first one ten, and so on till they have been

counted eight times. A native of Australia who cannot count above six,

could not possibly learn to multiply 9 by 8. Our children learn the

multiplication table by rote, so that a knowledge that 8x9 = 72, be

comes secondarily a matter of memory with them, and they remember

that 72 is resolvable into the factors 8 and 9. In dealing with these

numbers and their multiples, it is no longer necessary to go below them

to their factors 3x3x2x2x2. They thus begin their processes
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above the point at which the Australian would be compelled to leave off.

They can multiply 8 by 9 in their head, but if they be required to multi-

ply 89 by 98 they cannot do it except by a process which practically

first ascertains the factors of those numbers, and reduces the quantities

to be handled within the limit of what can be done "in the head." so

that they multiply 89 by 98 simply by operations with 9 and 8.

Such prodigies are constantly turning up. The papers have lately men-

tioned a boy of only six years, in Michigan, who multiplies in his head,

quantities having four figures.

The Louisville Commercial, in Dec., 1889, gave an account of a

mathematical prodigy of the African race, Sam Summers by name, liv-

ing in Shelby County, Ky. He is a common farm hand, 34 years old,

cannot read or write, and does not know one figure from another. Yet

he gives correct answers to all questions in arithmetic that can be asked;
such as, multiply 597,312 by 13f ;

how many bushels in 70 bags of

wheat, each containing 3 bushels, 3 pecks, and 3 quarts? If, after see-

ing a flash of lightning, you count 20 beats of the pulse before hearing
the thunder, how far off is the cloud, allowing the pulsations to be 70

per minute and the velocity of sound 1,142 feet per second? All such

questions as these, and many others more difficult, he answers quickly
and alwa}

rs correctly.

Besides the mathematical genius, there are numerous other sorts, as

mechanical, musical, artistical, poetical, inventive, &c.
,
and lastly, that

unclassified specimen called the Odd genius. In all of them cerebral

operations go on, of which they are unable to give any account.

But while unusual actions attract more attention, they are not in fact

either more or less automatic than others.

As pointed out in a former chapter those actions which are performed
in consciousness are no less automatic than those done unconsciously,
and moreover those actions of which we become conscious, result from

cerebral activities of which we are not antecedently conscious. But

furthermore it is obvious that consciousness itself is an automatic activ-

ity, since in any given instance it is the result of a cerebral action

which must of necessity have preceded it. As an example of uncon-

scious cerebration in a conscious state, we have the familiar case in

which, after tr}
T

ing in vain, by every means we can think of to remem-

ber some name, date, occurrence, or quotation, we give it up, when a

little while afterwards the idea we could not catch, suddenly darts into

our consciousness. A person will often say,
" I can't think of that

name now, go on with the conversation and it will conic to me presently,
"

and it generally does. Another example <f this sort of cerebral activ-

ity is seen in the way in which we absorb the meaning <>!' a book we

read. If it be of a light and ordinary character and easily understood,
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we take it in as it were by sentences. If the meaning is a little ob-

scure, we scan the words and observe their separate meanings, and get

at the idea by words. If the words are new, we observe the letters of

which they are composed and build up the meaning of the writer from

the minutest elements. ' ' In like manner an expert calculator will cast

his eye rapidly from the bottom to the top of a column of figures and

will name the total without any conscious appreciation of the value of

each individual figure.
"

(Carpenter). After we have had a subject

under consideration for a time, then turned our attention from it, and

after an interval returned to it again, we find it presenting new aspects,

of the cerebral process for the attainment of which we have been en-

tirely unconscious. The subject has often become cleared of difficulties

in this unconscious process, which did not yield while conscious atten-

tion was directed to them. Emotional processes are automatic as well

as those denominated intellectual. Both attractions and aversions are

formed in an entirely insensible manner, and take complete possession

of a person before he knows it.

Numerous cases could be cited of intelligent cerebral action taking

place during the unconsciousness of sleep.

A gentleman related the following to Carpenter:
" My father, when

a student of divinity at Basle, was required in due course to compose a

discourse for public delivery on a given text of Scripture. All power to

grapple with the subject seemed gone from him
;
and he was for days in

a state of nervous agitation, unable to deal with the matter in any way

satisfactory to himself. The evening before the day of ordeal, he com-

posed something, and lay down utterly disgusted with his performance.

He fell asleep, dreamed of a novel method of handling and illustrating

the subject ; awoke, leaped out of bed to commit the ideas to paper,

and, on opening his desk, found they were so committed already in his

own writing, the ink being hardly dry."

A similar case is related of a student at Amsterdam, who was one of

ten to whom the professor, Van Swinden, gave the same problem in

arithmetic to work out. This student worked three successive nights on

the problem, and the third night, having covered three slates with

figures without success, his candle burnt out, and himself exhausted

with fatigue, he threw himself upon the bed and went to sleep. Next

morning, upon his writing table he found a paper in his own hand-

writing, containing the problem worked out in a manner much more

simple and direct than the method he had attempted while awake, and

the professor declared the solution was more simple and concise than

any which had occurred to him. No one had been in the room beside

himself, and he had done this work in unconscious sleep, and in the

dark, to boot.
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Another case is given by Abercrombie of a distinguished Scottish

lawyer who had been consulted in regard to an important case, and

studied it anxiously for several days without a satisfactory result. One

night, his wife observed him to get up and take his seat at a writing-

desk which was in the room, where he wrote a long paper which he

folded, and laid away in the desk, and then returned to bed. Next

morning he told his wife that he had dreamed out the problem he had

so long wrestled with, and said he would give an}
T

thing to be able to

recover the train of thought by which it was done. " She then directed

him to the writing-desk where he found the opinion clearly and fully

written out
;
and this was afterwards found to be perfectly correct.

"

It is said that parliamentary reporters have been known to fall asleep

while a member was speaking, and to continue to take down his words

for a short time unconsciously, yet correctly.

An anecdote is related of a person who was sent for, to visit a friend

who was dangerously ill at the house of a physician in a distant town.

On his wajr to the place he totally forgot the name of the physician

with whom his friend was. He read over a post-office directory, think-

ing that a sight of the name would stimulate the memory, but it did not.

But afterwards, when his thoughts were temporarily diverted to the sub-

ject of his breakfast, the name flashed into his consciousness. He had

seen the name in the directory without effect.

Dozens of cases like the above could be named, where things have

unaccountably disappeared and have been supposed stolen or lost, when

at last it will occur to the loser that he has himself laid the thing away
in a particularly safe and secure place, and so recovers it.

A civil engineer once hid his leveling instrument under a big rock ten

miles from town, but did not return to use it next day as he expected.

A week later when he did want to use it, he had totally forgotten hav-

ingf hid it, and after diligent search in usual and unusual places, con-

cluded it had been stolen by a circus troupe which had then departed to

the next town. He swore out a search warrant, followed the show, and

thoroughly ransacked the entire outfit, to no purpose. He had an assist-

ant who shared the lapse of memory and the worry of the search. At

last, when both were completely
"
beat," the remembrance of the rock

returned to the assistant with the suddenness of a flash.

Oliver Wendell Holmes says, "The tree you are sticking in, will be

growing when you are sleeping. So with every new idea that is planted

in a real thinker's mind
;

it will be growing when he is least conscious

of it. An idea in the brain is not a legend carved on a marble slab; it

is an impression made on a living tissue, which is the seat of active nu-

tritive processes."

Facts dumped promiscuously, as it were, into our brain, will, if left
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to themselves, become arranged according to the relationships which

the external objects, to which the facts refer, occupy toward each other.

So that the idea when formed by this automatic process of arrangement,
shall be a true reflection of the external objects just as they are, and

just as they stand with regard to each other.

The saying,
' ' I'll sleep on that proposition, and let you know in the

morning," and others like it, indicate a popular recognition of the fact

of the automatic and unconscious arrangement of stimuli into definite

ideas. Numerous cases can be cited of thinkers, composers of litera-

ture, inventors, &c.
, who, recognizing the principle, habitually conform

their work to it. When they come across something difficult, they first

get all the facts possible, and conclude what aspect of their inter-rela-

tionships it is they want worked out, and then they leave the matter to

the automatic solution of the brain; sometimes a solution is soon

reached
;
at others, it is necessary to make frequent inquiries of the

brain what progress has been made, in order to stimulate and keep up to

the mark its unconscious attention to its task.

A will being made up of various stimuli, some of which influence the

actions in one direction, and some in another, obviously when one set is

silent or inactive, the will is formed in accordance with the other set.

As only a small number of the motives which form the will, are at any
one time present to the consciousness, it follows that when those mo-

tives of which we are conscious, are divided in direction so as to neu-

tralize each other, the action may be instigated and impelled by motives

of which we are unconscious. Accordingly, we often find that we have

done things which we never had any conscious intention of doing. If

any person will observe the gestures, movements of hands, feet, body,
muscles of the face, eyes, &c.

,
that he is constantly making, he will

soon see that those of them which are involuntary, and for which he can

assign no reason of which he was antecedently conscious, constitute a

vast majority of the things he does. And it very often happens that a

person makes gestures and movements quite different from those which

were necessary to carry out his conscious intentions, and even against

them. It is evident that in all such cases it is an under-stratum of

stimuli, or, in other words, an unconscious cerebration which governs
the acts, and consequently such acts appear to our consciousness as if

they were prompted and carried on by some power foreign to ourselves,

which has obtained control of our nervous organization. Unconscious

muscle movement is a necessary and logical consequence of unconscious

cerebration. The movement of the muscles by which planchette is

made to give intelligent and often unexpected answers, is, when hon-

estly manipulated, always unconsciously directed by ideas, of the pos-

session of which the operator may be conscious, or which he may have
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forgotten. Mnsdc reading also depends upon the principle that the idea

which moves the muscle can form the motor combination necessary to

stimulate the contraction without arousing consciousness of it. Even
when we are on the alert to prevent it, our muscles of expression are

wry apt to betray us from the unconscious stimulation of cerebral

senses. Our brain is full of unconscious or passive memories of detail

which we use every hour, and could not do without. B}
T these we go

ahead and do everything, and yet we are generally unable to tell how.

Who can tell how lie played a Jews-harp, what muscles he moved when
he sp'oke, or wrote, or sung, or how widely his mouth opened when he

called to his friend across the street ? Yet the memory of all these de-

tails of muscle movement are in the brain, or else we could never (in
one trial) make the right motion to produce the effect.

A story is told of a swan which came daily at a certain hour and

tapped at the door of a cottage where it received food
;

also a dog
which was accustomed to be washed regularly, once a fortnight, to its

great dislike, and which got to running away on the washing day to avoid the

ordeal. We hear of horses, dogs, and other animals thatknow when Sunday
comes. These cases show an instinctive measurement of time, that is a

measurement by means of habit. We may say the swan got hungry about

that time of day, and its hunger prompted the action. True, but to be

hungry at a particular time of day is largely a matter of habit. Men
of regular habits of occupation generally get hungry at the same time

daily. This involves physiological processes which follow the same

routine daily. There must be a regular succession of actions in the

stomach, glands and intestines, which together complete a cycle ;
and

when it is completed, the first term of a new C}
rcle is reached, namely a

condition of the stomach which arouses sensation. The automatic suc-

cession of the actions afford an unconscious measurement of time.

That is. we are not conscious of the measurement while it is going on

but only when it is completed. That the organs do thus measure time,

is proved by the further fact that they can be habituated to a new rou-

tine. Thus some people eat three meals a day in summer and only two

in winter. After the change is made to the winter rule there will for a

while be a sensation of "goneness" about noon, but after a time this

is postponed to suit the new routine. Idiots are usually strongly bound

to habit and subject to the unconscious measurement of time, by the

automatic routine action of organs, and become uneasy unless the same

habitual performances are gone through with every day at about the

same time. Sometimes a pretense of doing it will satisfy.

When a person upon going to sleep charges his brain to wake him at

a certain hour, as many persons have the power to do, provided the at-

tempt is fortified by habit, we are bound to conclude that some sort of
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tally is kept in the consecutive action of the cerebral cells. The same

is true in those cases of Ir^pnotism in which the subject is commanded

to sleep till a certain hour, and obeys punctually.

Akin to the automatic measurement of time, but even more remark-

able, is the automatic registration of direction. All kinds of animals,

from snakes up can keep tally of direction so that they cannot often be

lost. This facult}' is prominent among those races of men who use- it a

great deal, such as our Indians and Half Breeds. Peter Bottineau,

after tramping with a survej^or
1 for ten miles through the woods,

avoiding swamps by wide detours, was requested by the surveyor to set

the instrument in the direction of the point from which they had started.

He did so, correct!}
7

,
as the line they ran back proved, although none of

the rest of the party had thought him right by 20 or 30 degrees. He

could give no account of his knowledge of the direction to the place

except that he knew ' ' because he had been there.
'

We all possess a great number of buried memories which are never

aroused till we are assailed by some violent stimulation. A case is re-

lated of a woman who, while delirious with a fever, continued to repeat

sentences in Latin, Greek and Hebrew. After her recovery she said

she was entirely ignorant of those languages ;
but it was ascertained

that she had once been the servant of a clergyman who was in the habit

of reading and reciting aloud in those languages, in her hearing. She

must have imbibed those memories in a semi-unconscious manner, and

they remained dormant until extraordinary conditions gave them activ-

ity and motor expression. Our consciousness never extends at an}" one

time to any considerable number of our ideas, seldom even to all those

related to the subject which may engage our attention. After a will is

made up, it is liable before it can be executed to be altered by a belated

stimulus from a half asleep cerebral organ, one which may have been in

unconscious abeyance for a long time.

We are seldom ready to say what our idea or opinion upon any matter

is, and if we give an expression, we immediately become aware of its in-

completeness or inaccuracy, from new considerations which flow down

from the internal senses and reveal their existence to full consciousness

for the first time.

No doubt the feeling of inspiration which has come to a great many
people in times past, has arisen from the unconscious automatic action

of the internal senses, the results of which have come into the conscious-

ness with a startling suddenness, which made it seem like a revelation

from some other intelligence.

A gentleman related the following to Carpenter :
" When at school, I

was fond of trying my hand at geometrical problems. One baffled me.

1 Lewis Harrington.
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I often returned to it, in fact kept by me an elaborate figure. Some

years after, and when the problem had not been touched by me for

some time, I had been sitting up till the small hours deciphering a

cryptograph for one of my pupils. Exulting in the successful solution,

I turned into bed
;

and suddenly there flashed across my mind the

secret of the solution of the problem I had so long vainly dealt with,

this secret being a slight addition to my elaborate figure. The effect on

me was strange. I trembled as if in the presence of another being who

had communicated the secret to me."

Dr. Bushnell is quoted as saying :
' ' There are two sorts of influence

belonging to man; that which is active and voluntary, and that which is

unconscious
;
that which we exert purposely, or in the endeavor to

sway another as by teaching, by argument, by persuasion, by threaten-

ings, by offers and promises, and that which flows out from us unawares

to ourselves." These insensible influences come honestly from our real

character, while those exerted in consciousness and with a purpose, re-

present motives in which there is a large admixture of stimuli direct

from the environment and our social conditions, and which we have not

yet, and may never incorporate in our character.

It is his subjection to these two sorts of stimuli that enables a man to

be a hypocrite. He may perform praise-worthy acts from motives of a

temporary and superficial nature, instead of from principle.

Oliver Wendell Holmes says : (Mechanism in Thought and Morals)
"Our definite ideas are stepping stones; how we get from one to the

other we do not know
; something carries us, we [ i. e.

,
our conscious

selves] do not take the step. A creating and informing Spirit which is

with us, and not of us, is recognized everywhere in real and in storied

life. It is the Zeus that kindled the rage of Achilles, it is the Muse of

Homer
;

it is the Daimon of Socrates
;

it is the Inspiration of the Seer;

it is the Mocking Spirit that whispers to Margaret as she kneels at the

altar
;
and the Hobgoblin that cried,

c Sell him, sell him,
'

in the ear of

John Bunyan ;
it shaped the forms that filled the soul of Michael

Angelo, when he saw the figure of the great law-giver in the yet un-

hewn marble, and the dome of the worlds yet unbuilt Basilica, against

the black horizon
;

it comes to the ^least
of us as a voice that will be

heard
;

it tells us what we must believe
;

it frames our sentences
;

it

lends a sudden gleam of sense or eloquence to the dullest of us all
;
we

wonder at ourselves, or rather not ourselves, but at this Divine Visitor

who chooses our brain as his dwelling place and invests our naked

thought with the purple of the kings of speech and song.
"

Many a prophet and seer has thought he recognized in this voice within

him, a veritable message from a supernatural power, and has honestly and

undoubtingly given to the world, as a divine oracle, that which in reality
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was nothing more than the product of his unconscious cerebration, the

interacting of his internal senses.

It is true enough that the elements of this wonderful voice come from

our environment and originally are not u
o/" us. But the meeting of

these elements took place in our brain, and for the first time in the uni-

verse, by their interactions in our cerebral sense organs, was that voice

developed and built up, like our audible voice, with its peculiarities of

timbre, its clangs and harmonics, which make it different from any
other voice that ever was or ever will be. If anything about us is of us, if

the expressions of our faces are ours, then so is that internal voice.

"We are all of us like two persons secretly connected with each other.

The one is the small part of our internal senses which is in conscious

activity at this moment reinforced and modified by new sensory stimu-

lations. The other is the great body of our internal senses which work

away in silence. Neither of these remains the same for two consecu-

tive minutes. The activities of the first are recognized in a succession

of sensations
;
those of the last flash into consciousness only upon the

stimulation of a special occasion.

Sometimes when a man does something unusual and unworthy, it is

said of him, or by him, that " he was not himself
" on that occasion.

The fact was, he was one of the selves which constitute his entirety, but

not the one he commonly prefers to exhibit. Under the overpowering
influence of unworthy external stimuli he may have acted in a manner

which gives offense to his inner better sensibilities
;
or in the temporary

absence of usual worthy external stimuli, the internal bad character has

had a momentary chance to assert itself and instigate an improper act.

When a man acts in an insane and outrageous manner, we sometimes

say
" he is beside himself," as if we instinctively recognize the fact that

there are two of him, and that the one "beside" him, freed from usual

restraints, is now asserting himself.

We conclude then that all action of the cerebrum is automatic or re-

flex
;
the definition, reflex, applying to those actions which involve but

little or nothing more than the direct motor apparatus of the cerebrum

skipping the modifying influences of most of the cells of memory regis-

tration
;
and the term automatic properly applying when the action does

receive in considerable part the modifj^ng influences of the cells of

memory registration. It is obviously difficult to draw the line between

the reflex and automatic action of the cerebrum. Both sorts originate

at first in sense impressions from the environment. Some of these im-

pressions carry their influence into the memory cells,' and there it stops

in the re-erection of old memories or the differentiation of new ones.

Some of them go on to motor action of muscles. The very same sort of

an impression may at one time do one of these things and at another

time the other one. It may do both.
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The automatic action sometim'es originates when there is no apparent
external stimulus, the immediate stimulus being a memory of a former

impression, or a new mental state brought about by the condensation

and co-ordination of several former impressions. This is perhaps the

most realty automatic cerebral action, but it is obvious that this action

is not essentially different from the other
;
the pause or break that takes

place between the incoming of the external stimulus and the outgoing
of the motor stimulus, is occupied by invisible, intangible and uncon-

scious operations, which are the necessaiy links in the chain of causa-

tion from the original sensory impression to the final motor action.

Automatic action may therefore be properly defined to be delayed and

modified reflex action. The greater the delay, the more automatic it

appears.

The cerebrum is indeed the reflection and representative of the < ' with-

out.
"

It has been well named the microcosm, for it possesses in its struc-

ture the potentiality of reflecting the nervous equivalent of every ray of

energy which has been darted upon it from the macrocosm without.

And its reflected energy is directed upon the same motor centers, which,

during its inactivity, are moved 'directly (reflexly) by the stimuli from

the environing macrocosm.

I have in this chapter taken no account of the telepathic sense, or the

telepathic acquirement of ideas ( the subject of chap. 79 ), because an

idea injected into the brain by telepathy becomes a part of the sum of

environing stimuli domiciled there, the same, as a sermon poured in at

the ear, or a printed tale, or an acted drama taken in at the eye. It

matters not to my argument how much we may be influenced by tele-

pathic stimulations, or whether we are influenced by them at all. The

actions resulting from such influence would be ours in the same sense

that actions influenced by an eloquent oration would be, or for that matter,

by any other motive big or little, worthy or unworthy. It does not

alter the case of the automatism of our action whether it be instigated

by a Zeus or Daemon outside of us, or the potent suggestions of an

empty stomach inside.

CHAPTER LXXVI.

REASON AND INVENTION.

In studying the nature and essence >i Reason, we need not look for

any principles in addition to those already set forth. All nervous and

cerebral action is merely the continuation of motion begun in some form

in the environment, and continued through the organism* modified by
the reaction of the internal sense organs or other parts of the nervous
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system. Reason, in the ordinary sense, is merely one aspect of this

nervous action, as instinct is another aspect. In the wider sense, all

the cerebral processes above mere sensory impressions and reflex ac-

tions, are reasoning processes. There is no physiological dividing line

between perception, ideation, instinct, invention, prediction, &c.
,
but

these may all be included under the head of reason. All the processes

which lead to volitions, and which excite the emotions, are essentially

reasoning processes. All those in which new incoming stimulations are

automatically shunted upon the tracks traversed by similar stimulations

which assailed the brain in former times, are reasoning processes. This

particular aspect of them is called perception, and it involves the auto-

matic comparison, in some particular, of the new stimulus with one or

more old ones. It needs no proof that perception is automatic. If a

savage is brought into the city, and for the first time hears the sound of

a bell, he does not know what it is. Let him see the swinging of the

bell, and hear its peal at the same time, and the association of the two

as objective realities, will cause in his brain a differentiation of two cells

or organs sustaining to each other a relationship corresponding to the

sight and sound of the bell. If he hears the bell again to-morrow,
there is an automatic comparison of the sound with that heard before,

and the perception is completed that it is the sound of the bell. Now
this, although automatic and unavoidable, is as true reasoning as the

most complicated examples we could name. Our brain having become

differentiated to the various sounds of bells, musical instruments, steam

whistles, voices, and cries of men or beasts, the click of telegraphs,
and the ticking of clocks, by this process of reasoning we are able to

identify any one of them. We instantly say, "There goes the bell,"

"I hear Smith's voice," "I hear the clock strike," &c. The perception
involved in the expression

" I hear the clock strike," includes the asso-

ciation of a new sensation with a revived memory, hence a comparison
followed by identification, and a sense of the relation of cause and ef-

fect. We have, therefore, in this simple perception the elements of sev-

eral departments of reason, some of them the highest, and yet such

reason is exercised hourly by every robin and every mouse.

All reasoning includes a perception of the relationships of things.

Perception is usually a comparison of a memory more or less old, with

one arising from a sensation just now experienced ; although sometimes

the term is used to express a new comparison of memories both of which

are old. In any case perception is based upon memory, and therefore

reasoning is based upon memory. No animal can possess reasoning

powers, if it be destitute of internal sense organs, or memory organs.

And, on the other hand, it is equall}' certain that any animal possessed
of memory is endowed with reasoning faculties. The possession of one
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memory implies the possibility of two,- and two memories of related

things or of the same thing, involve perception and comparison. The

simple fact that objects in nature are associated with each other, in-

voh es the necessit}' that the sensations of those objects impressed in the

brain should be in like manner associated. The ability to see a tree

includes also the ability to seo the ground it stands on. The sensations

of these two contiguous and related things being constantly formed to-

gether in the sensorium, it may happen that an}^ stimulation which

revives the memory of one, will overflow to the associated organ and re-

vive the memory of the other. The two memories taken together con-

stitute a single rational idea
; rational, because the sensations and their

memories trul}' represent the relationship which the objects bear to each

other. When this relationship is not truly represented in sensation, or

memory, the idea is incorrect and unsound. It is in fact irrational,

whether its defect arises from partial or false impressions on the sense

organs, or from a partial or total failure of the revival of the memory of

the sensations. Reason, therefore, is the nervous equivalent of such of

the modes of energy as are reflected from objects in our environment,

and assail our sense organs. It is the reflection of the environment. It

is, so far as it goes, an imitation of external nature. The completeness

of the imitation obviously depends upon the number and variety of the

sense impressions obtained from the objects imitated. Thus, a person

from seeing a tree and the ground it stands on, may get a correct idea

of the fact that the tree depends upon the ground for its mechanical sup-

port, but without further sense impressions he will know nothing of the

roots or of the flowing sap, and if he be color-blind, he may not perceive

any difference in color between the leaves and the bark. Our perception of

all things, must, in the nature of things, be limited and incomplete in

number and variety, and yet in many, and we flatter ourselves in most

cases are correct as far as they go.

But it is evident that the greater number and variet3
T of sense impres-

sions we have of any object which serve to furnish us with associated

ideas of its related parts, or of its relationship with other objects, the

more comprehensive, correct, and rational will our ideas be of such

object and its relations. One of the essentials of a comprehensive view

of associated objects, is a capacious place for the -storage of the sense

impressions. The cerebrum constitutes this storage room in all the ver-

tebrates.

The relative size of this organ in the various animals is a fair gauge of

the number of memories which, under proper exposure to sense stimula-

tion are possible to them, and consequently of the number of rational

ideas of which they are capable. An animal with a limited cerebral

capacity has fewer memories in association with each other than man
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possesses, but these associated memories may as truly represent the

particular association of the external objects for which the}
7

stand, as do

the associated memories of man. The lower animal may perceive that

A is related to B, C is related to D, and E to F. The man may per-

ceive these relationships, and may observe further that A is related to

C, and D to E. Thus any simple perception is truly an act of reason,

and it may be simply reinforced and not set aside when new perceptions

are added to it. Consequently the acts of animal reasoning may be

true, as far as they go, just as man's may be true as far as they go.

Those of the animal are few, compared with those of man, while man's

actual perceptions are few compared with those which are possible ;
and

those of one man ma}^ be few compared with those of another.

It is true that man knows but little compared to what is knowable, but

knowledge is a mere delusion if the fundamental principles, we sup-

pose ourselves to have discovered and verified, are to be subverted as

soon as we learn a little more. These immutable principles which we
have discovered are not numerous, but it is not unreasonable in us to

stand by them, carefully discriminating between what are really princi-

ples and what may turn out to be merely details and particulars.

Maudsley says that '
'it is absurd to suppose that there is nothing out-

side of human experience different from human experience, nothing be-

yond the actual or possible reach of human faculties," and equally so to

dogmatize and affirm positively what that outside something is. True, and

yet it is perfectly legitimate to judge all departments of nature by the

general principles which we find in that department of it accessible to us.

Thus we may confidently assert, that there is no part of the universe in

which two and two make five, or in which the inscribed angles of a trian-

gle are not exactly equal to two right angles, or in which dimensions of

bodies are more or less than three.

Every human idea is founded upon elements derived from human en-

vironment. The elementary stimuli are but partial and distorted repre-

sentations in many particulars, and the ideas founded by them may be

more or less incomplete or incorrect
;
but whatever they are, they never

rise above their source. Our ideas are all ideas of natural things, no

matter how distorted and false, and when we imagine they bring us into

the presence of the* supernatural, we may know that we are being de-

ceived, and every idea of the supernatural we can possibly have is cer-

tain to be false; that is to say, it is in reality an idea derived from na-

ture and represents only relationships of things in nature.

The idea of Cause and Effect is involved in the greater number of

animal perceptions. The timidity of animals has arisen from the ob-

servation of effects unfavorable to themselves, resulting from certain

phenomena. Wild horses, deer, and other animals run before a prairie
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lire, not on account of physical pain inflicted by the fire, but from ter-

ror of pain anticipated. Anticipation can arise only from memor}'.

They anticipate injuiy only because it has been experienced from the

same cause in the past either by themselves or some of their tribe.

Here is a definite idea of cause and effect. A savage man perceives

this relation of fire to the destruction and pain of his body, and his per-

ceptions go further, for he can produce fire by violently rubbing two dry
sticks together. He perceives the relation of cause and effect between

his exertion and fire. The modern civilized philosopher and chemist

has carried his observations still further, and will tell you that the heat

which sets the sticks on fire is a new form of the motion of rubbing,

and that the blaze is the result of the union of oxygen with the disin-

tegrated carbon of the sticks. The conclusions of the last observer do

not invalidate those of the former ones. They simply extend to relation-

ships not perceived by the former observers. The recognition of Cause

and Effect arises when we experience, several times in succession, a

group of sensations, always occurring together, which bear to each

other a constant relationship of antecedent and consequent. The repe-

tition of the experience gives sensations of uniformity and constancy,

and hence necessity, and these are involved in the recognition. It is

easy to fall into error when sensations of things not really related occur

together in our sensorium, and it is equally easy to miss such relation-

ships when the sensatiofns are separted a little from each other. Thus

every savage can perceive the connection between sunlight and the sun,

and moonlight and the moon, but further observation is required to con-

nect moonlight with the sun.

The perception of cause and effect is by no means a peculiarly human

faculty, but it is a property of every animal brain
;
the extent and

variety of the perceptions depending directly upon the size of the cere-

brum. As all our perceptions are founded upon sensations, it follows

that the final proofs of the truth of a conclusion of reason are derived

through the senses, and are in fact sensations. The onty guarantee we

can have that any sensation is a correct transcript of an external object,

is the supporting testimon}" of more sensations. A skillful painter can

represent a ball on canvas so that from a certain standpoint the eye may
be deceived into reporting it a ball. But if the point of view be

changed, or if the sense of touch be brought in to make the test, new

sensations are aroused which correct the first one. It is so in all reason-

ing. All demonstration consists finally in an appeal to the senses. It

may not always.be necessary to carry the appeal so far. It may be

sufficient to go only a& far as the memory of things.

The science of geometry, for example, is founded upon a lot of ax-

ioms and postulates ;
an axiom being defined as a self-evident truth, and
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a postulate as a problem whose solution is self-evident. A theorem in

geometry
" is a truth requiring demonstration." Axioms and postulates

are things which are perceived as soon as seen. For example, it is an

axiom that the whole is greater than a part ; another, that a straight

line is the shortest distance between two points ; again, that things

which are equal to the same thing are equal to each other, &c. These

propositions are seen to be so, and the seeing is the end of the demon-

stration. Nothing can go beyond it. The demonstration which a the-

orem requires, is such a picking to pieces, or analysis, that the parts

can be seen. It is a reduction of the theorem to axioms. For example,
let It be demonstrated that in any triangle the sum of the three angles is

equal to two right angles. Let X, fig. 380, represent any triangle ;

then the angles a.

-|-
b

-|-
c equal two right angles, or 180 degrees. Pro-

duce the sides C and D so as to form the external angle d opposite b,

and draw E through 0, parallel with the side C, and produce the side A
to B. All the angles which it is possible to construct about a given

point, as 0, must together equal the circle, or 360, or four right angles.

and any straight line, as A B,

0, passing through 0, must split

)C / the circle exactly into equal

parts, so that the sum of the

angles about such point on one

side -of such straight line will

l equal 180, or two right angles,

therefore c -|- e -|-/= two right

angles. The lines C and E be-

FIG- 380. ing parallel, the}
7 must meet A

B at the same angle, so that the angle a = the angle / ;
C and E also

meet D at the same angle, consequently the angle d = e . But d is equal
to its opposite angle 6, so that b e. Consequently a, b and c being

equal to /, e and c, they are equal to two right angles ;
which was to be

proved. Thus, this theorem, not obvious at first, as a whole, is found

to involve a number of propositions, each of which is

obvious to most perceptions. But if one should hesi-

tate to admit some of the assumptions, as, for exam-

ple, that the opposite angles, d and b, are equal, that

proposition becomes a theorem, and may be further re-

duced. Let a figure (
381

)
be constructed by drawing

two straight lines across each other so as to form op-

posite angles. Then will the sum of the angles g and, FlG 3gl
d equal two right angles ; g plus b will likewise equal two right angles ;

g -f d therefore equals g -j- b. Now, if g be taken from each of these

equal quantities, the remainders will be equal ;
that is, the angle d will
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equal 6, which was to be proved. If any question is raised as to such result

of taking away y, the geometer says the proposition is an axiom, that when

equal things are taken from equals, the remaining things are equal, and he

cannot prove it any further. But if you cannot see it in the present form of

statement, it may be illustrated in some other wa}
r

. If a boy has five mar-

bles in one hand, and an equal number in the other, and you take two

from each hand, he will have still an equal number in each hand. This

is obviously no reduction of the proposition, but only another view of it,

and if the student cannot perceive it in some such form, his cerebral

equipment is not adapted to the apprehension of mathematical percep-

tions. And this, I take
it,

is equivalent to saying that the sensation

made by one of the equal qualities is not retained in the sensorium long

enough to allow the second one to make its sensation during the con-

tinuance of the first, and so the duplex, or rather compound sensation

which constitutes perception is not experienced. Scarcely any normal

human brain would be unequal to so simple a perception. It is almost,

if not quite, as simple, and of the same sort as a perception of motion

in a moving bodj
T

. We see the body in a certain place, and before the

sensation caused by such view is dulled by the relapse of the erethism

of the cells involved, a new stimulation supervenes, of the body in a

new position. It is the lapping over, or superposition of each of these

slightly differing sensations before its predecessor has faded out, that

gives the perception of a new
Duality, a continuously changing relation-

ship which a single instantaneous sensation could not give.

This will be more readily appreciated when it is considered that a

wheel revolving so rapidly that its spokes cannot be distinguished will,

if illuminated by an electric discharge, appear as a wheel standing stock

still. In this case the duration of the electric spark is too short to ad-

mit of more than one sensation, and there being no succession of sensa-

tions there is no perception of motion. It thus appears upon analysis

that every perception, and finally every act of reasoning based upon per-

ception, may be traced to simple sensation and sense impression.

J. Stuart Mill says,
' ' A 11 inference is from particulars to particulars.

General propositions are merely registers of such inferences already

made and short formulae for making more.
" " There is a petitio principii

in every syllogism and nothing is really proved by one. Thus to say,

all men are mortal, Socrates is a man, therefore Socrates is mortal,

the conclusion is assumed in the premise and included in it,

not proved by it.
" What we really do in such a form of speech is

not to piove something, but to predict something. A prediction is

simply a recollection in association with an idea of futurity. Our pre-

diction that Brown will die is the recollection of the death of other

men applied to our idea of Brown. .Our recollections of Brown's life
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thus far are similar to the recollections we have of other men in regard
to the general essentials of existence. But we recollect further that

other men have finally died and this recollection we use to piece out the

recollections of Brown's unfinished history. As he is still living this

last part of the tale is of something still to come, and is therefore not

only a memory but also a prediction. Every act of ours involves a pre-

diction. The present act is an imitation of an act or parts of acts that

have been performed before. The recollection of the former act is the

guiding manual for the production of the present one, and it is predic-

tion as to the parts of the new act not yet carried out. It has been re-

marked by somebody that prediction is the highest form of reasoning.

The ability to tell what is to happen from data derived from the past

and present when it has been applied to unusual things, has often excited

admiration and wonder, and seemed almost to justify the apotheosis

which many have been willing to accord to Human Reason. The case

of the discovery of the position of the planet Neptune in 1847 by
the astronomers Le Terrier and Adams has often been pointed to as a

superlative example. The planet Uranus was discovered by accident.

The path of every planet is more or less disturbed by the influence of

the other planets of the system. When the orbit of Uranus was fully

marked out for it by the astronomers, due allowance having been made

for every influence they could think of within the solar system, it was

found by observation as it slowly plodded around its 84 year track,

that it deviated considerably from the caculated path. Having ex-

hausted inquiry within the then known system without finding the dis-

turbing element, the astronomers naturally concluded it must lie with-

out. And knowing that planets disturbed each other's orbits in the

manner in which this was disturbed, they concluded there must be

another planet outside of the orbit of Uranus. There was nothing at

all extraordinary in this conclusion except the magnitude and dignity of

the subject under consideration, although for that matter a man may
shoot a whale as easily as a squirrel if he is not afraid to try. If a

half-breed trapper finds one of his traps demoralized, the bait abstracted,

and the neighboring ground indented by strange and unfamilar tracks,

he comes to the conclusion that some new animal outside of the circle

of his acquaintance has been there and done the mischief, and he con-

trives some new apparatus by which to ensnare him, and perhaps lies in

wait all night besides. From a comparison of the operations of the

animals he knows with those of the unknown, he conjectures the char-

acter, nature, and strength of the latter.

So our astronomers, being familiar with the performances of certain plan-

ets of their acquaintance, naturally attributed to an unknown planet, per-

formances which were every way like theirs, but which none of them were
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in a position to execute. There was certainly in this conclusion nothing

to excite surprise in any one having an inkling of the general facts of

the case. It seemed more wonderful that the mathematicians were able

to calculate the position of the stranger in the heavens with such ac-

curacy that it was actually found within one degree of the place indi-

cated. But here again the most obvious analogies were followed. Ac-

cording to Bode's law, the new planet should be almost twice as far from

the sun as the planet Uranus, and in making their calculations the astron-

omers assumed the correctness of the law. It was afterwards shown that

in this case Bode's law signal!}" fails, since Neptune is not so far from the

sun by 758 millions of miles as Bode's law would make it. It was,

therefore, after all, mere luck that this enormous error in their assump-
tions did not throw the calculators entirely off the track. They hap-

pened to take their observations at a time in the revolution of the planet

when the assumed distance gave it nearly the same direction from the ob-

servers as the correct distance would have given.

If the discovery had remained to be made 40 or 50 years later, when

the planet was in a different part of its orbit, the assumption of the errone-

ous distance would have thrown them wide of the mark, because the

relative positions of the planet, then due to the assumed orbit and to the

real orbit, would have differed far more. So that the discovery after

all was, as remarked by some mathematicians, the result, to a large ex-

tent, of a happy accident.

Invention involves prediction, and both rest upon memory. From the

memory of things experienced and seen, particularly those things which

have recurred often and regularly, we predict future recurrences. And
the more facts we have in memory relating to anything, the more con-

fident we become of the predictions we make concerning it. A savage

will predict a to-morrow and a next year, purely from the experience of

yesterdays and years gone by. He cannot give any other reason for it.

But a man of science makes a like prediction based on a more extended

knowledge of related facts. He knows better than the savage the past

repetitions of the days and years, for he has the testimony of recorded

history going back far beyond the traditions of savages, and he has, be-

sides this, the observations of himself and others of the phenomena of

the motions of the earth on its axis and in its orbit, and these, he per-

ceives, are indissolubly associated with the recurrence of da}
r and season.

Discovering nothing likely to disturb or terminate these motions, he

may be more confident than the savage in predicting the indefinite re-

currence of the daily and annual periods. Knowing from past obser-

vation that certain phenomena are always seen together, we come to

regard them as related, and when one appears we are reminded of the

other, and look for its appearance also.
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When our perception becomes sufficiently acute and comprehensive to

recognize which related fact is subsequent to and dependent on the other,

such perception enters into the composition of the will in procuring the

things we want. A beaver will build a dam in order to have a pond.
A man will work for a dollar, which he can neither eat nor wear, in or-

der to have it to exchange for food or clothes. A buffalo will travel

miles to reach a spring of water, and a cow will lift a gate off its hinges
in order to gain access to the garden. In the will lying before all such

acts, there enters a perception of things in their relation of antecedent

and consequent, or cause and effect. As observed above, prediction

or prophec}^ necessarily enters into the formation of every will. All

our acts are based on a conviction that there will be a certain state of

things in the future. If we make our plans for to-morrow, we thereby

predict that there will be a to-morrow, and that there will be a state of

things into which our intended action will fit. In fact, our intended ac-

tion is based on the prediction, together with some emotional motive.

It is in reality the outcome of these, and stands in relation to them as

the effect of a cause.

All our reasoning processes, based as they are upon memory, are also

processes of imitation. That is, the train of reasoning, whatever the

subject may be, is a reproduction and expression of the memory of

things seen or otherwise impressed upon the internal sense organs.

Such imitation is seldom or never perfect, even when we wish it to be,

and to the extent that it is imperfect it becomes invention. The facts

as they stand in external nature or the environment, constitute the orig-

inal pattern for imitation in the organs of internal sense. The faulty
and incomplete copy of this pattern which we get in the brain, does not

long remain the same, and if we try to recollect it, we can seldom get a

perfect reproduction of it, even when there is strong motive for doing
it. That is, we did not see the thing perfectly in the first place ; and,

secondly, we cannot remember perfectly how we did see it. The mem-

ory of one thing is almost certain to become involved and confused

more or less with that of another, the outcome of which is something

Original. Thus, we are more or less original when we do our best not

to be. When we are indifferent to the outcome, as in the ordinary run

of our waking thoughts, or when engaged in light conversation, or, most

of all, when dreaming, the indiscriminate mixture of images produces
the highest degree of originality. When there is a motive or purpose
for the production of some special end, such motive becomes an element

in the cerebral action, and fixes attention on such details of the chaotic

mass of images and scraps of memory aroused by our cerebral activity,

as harmonize with it; thus forming a new and coherent series, to which,
as a whole, we give the title of invention. Obviously no single detail
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of such invention is original. It is an imitation
;
a copy of something

seen in nature or art. But, as a whole, the invention may be original

in the sense that the details of it were never before in the same relation-

ship to each other. It is obvious that in the falling together of unre-

lated images, there will at times be formed a combination useful and

worth preservation. It is well known that many inventions, and some

of them of the most useful kind, have been purely accidental. In fact,

it is hardly asserting too much to say that they are all, in some sense,

accidental. The most that an inventor with the most earnest purpose

can do is to put himself in the way of the accidents.

There is an implement for digging post-holes, the " invention
"
of

which is an illustration in point. The old-fashioned wagon wheel hubs

were bound at their outer end by a wide, thin band or thim-

ble of iron. Such a band had accidentally come off an old

hub, and was for a long time kicked about the barnyard, till

finally its sharp edge becoming pressed into the ground, it

was quite buried. In cleaning up the yard, it was observed

and pulled up, bringing with it all the earth inside of it, thus

leaving a cylindrical hole in the ground six inches in diam-

eter, and five inches deep. Here was an obvious suggestion.

If the band could be again sunk in the bottom of this hole

and pulled up, it would bring up five inches more of clay,

and thus the hole could be sunk indefinitely. Accordingly,
a handle was rigged to the band, and a patent for the ' < in-

vention
"
taken out. Subsequently, the band was accidentally

cracked longitudinally, and being used awhile in that con-

dition, and afterwards mended, it was discovered that the

crack improved it, giving an elasticity, which allowed it to

hold its load better, and to be emptied more easily. The

enterprising inventor would be entitled to an additional pal-

ent covering the crack, though I do not know whether he applied for it

or not.

Nature is constantly exhibiting object lessons and throwing out hints

of new methods by which man can lighten his work. But the new thing
to be done must be exceedingly like an old method, and the step be-

tween the two must be extremely short, or else it will entirely escape
observation. Take the art of printing, for example, an art that has

made 100 years of the life of the race of more value than 1,000 without

it. For thousands of years men had been writing. Nature had fur-

nished numerous hints of the way they might shorten the labor of this

writing. Savages pursued their game, or gained knowledge of their

enemies by reading the printed characters they left on the ground in

foot tracks. Every horse and camel printed as he walked. Dirty, or
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smirched hands had innumerable times left their shapes on other objects.

It was at last discerned that an illiterate king could print his name
with a seal, when he could not write it. With such hints before their

ej'es for two thousand years, men nevertheless, continued to copy their

books with slow and costly manual toil.

When we consider how great their need was for this art, when we

consider that all the mechanical principles necessary for its performance
had long been familiarly known, that those required to be applied were

few, and their application exceedingly simple, we must be far more

struck b}
r man's stupidity than by his fertility of invention..

Cotton has been cultivated certainly for five or six thousand years,

and has been almost the only material for clothing possessed by numer-

ous nations. It has always been a most serious task to separate the

cotton fiber from the seed. For the five or six thousand years in ques-

tion, men did this by hand, and to pull the seeds out of two pounds of

fiber made a day's work for an active man or woman. Men had pos-

sessed saws for at least as long a time, and were familiar with their use

and- action in pulling out woody fiber from a board, or stick of wood.

But it seems never to have occurred to anyone during all these ages,

that they might reduce their labor in getting their clothes several hun-

dred per cent, by applying the saw to pulling the cotton fiber away from

the seed. It only needed that the saw teeth should draw the fiber

through a crack too narrow to allow the seed to follow. So obvious

and simple is this, since Whitney has shown it to us, that we can only
be astonished at the dense and costly dulness of perception that so long

ignored it.

Numerous examples might be cited to prove that all new inventions

are adaptations of old instruments, or at least, of old principles, to new

purposes ;
and the amount of the modification of the instrument is sel-

dom very great in any one case or by any one individual. And it may
be truly asserted that every new association of ideas, under the influence

of which experiments and adaptations are made, is brought about by
causes extrinsic to the inventor and so far as he is concerned, purely

accidental.

The growth of all machines is an evolution, and if they be great and

complicated their growth is slow, and passes through many stages of de-

velopment ;
and they receive improvements and alterations from many

hands, and usually but small ones from any one.

Original scientific discovery is accomplished simply by the investi-

gator putting himself in a condition to see whatever there is to be seen.

He does not know beforehand what that is to be. So far as he is con-

cerned, the discovery is accidental.

A few individuals have made what are called extensive discoveries of
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scientific facts. But if we compare the work of any one man with the

aggregate of discovery, we shall see that it is infinitessimally small.

The great aggregate of human knowledge is due to the vast accumulation

of minute contributions from individuals of many races and many genera-

tions. Each student to-day, thanks to the art of printing, has before

him the results of the investigations of those who have gone before, and

of his contemporaries in every part of the world. Having knowledge of

all these, he need not waste his time in fields which have already been

explored. If ever}' one were compelled to begin at the beginning, and

to get his knowledge direct from nature, we should forever remain in a

state of barbarism. The scientist of to-day has but two hands and two

eyes, just as his savage ancestor had, but he has the help of 10,000 eyes,

hands, and brains to supplement and reinforce his own. If the scien-

tist writes a book on his favorite hobby, it is usually a very small one if

it contains no more than his original discoveries.

But whatever these original discoveries are they cannot be anything
more than the formation in his cerebrum of perceptions of things in

nature. All the scientist does is to put himself in a position to be a

mark for the reflections- of energy, in the shape of light, sound, odor,

&c.
,
from the body to be examined, and in saying he "puts himself"

in such a position, we really mean that he is put there, by the reaction

of some external stimulus upon his internal sense organs, which organs, as

we have seen, are themselves the product of former external stimuli. So

that after all, discoveries are simply manifestations to consciousness of

external energies, and are in fact such external energies in new forms.

The author too is called an inventor. The man who has mastered a

library is a learned man, and that means simply that a number of other

people have told him the things they have seen, or heard, or found out.

A man gets the credit and applause of his neighbors if he has spent his

time in listening thus to what the rest of mankind have ,to sa}
T of their

experience and observations, and they call him learned, though he may
never have made an original discovery. If the learned man should

write a book, it will consist chiefly of elements drawn from that library,

modified by opinions and observations gathered from his personal con-

tact with the men of his own times and place. Obviously in all this he

has created nothing whatever, neither the ideas he has got from his

books, nor those obtained from his neighbors, nor yet those facts, if

there be any such, which have impressed themselves upon his senses

from environing nature. Nevertheless these facts ma}
T be original in

the sense that they were never before observed and recorded, and the

book may be called original if the parts of it are so arranged as to give

rise to ideas not before entertained. But as already observed, the origi-

nalitv is due to extrinsic influences.
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Precisely the same observations apply to the so-called invention of

the Novelist. He copies with greater or less accuracy a certain class of

facts seen in connection with human action and character. He is in

the same position as the inventor of machinery, except as to the class

of external objects to which his attention is subjected. His invention

consists in new arrangements of detailed facts, forming a new group

representing something possible or impossible as a whole, but not in

actual existence.

The Artist, again, is another imitator of external objects, reproducing

his imitation in his own peculiar way. If he is an inventor as well, his

productions consist of copies of actual details, placed in new and fac-

titious relations to each others Such relations may result from the ac-

cidental revival simultaneously of the memory of unrelated ideas, as it

happens in dreams and unpurposive waking fancies, or they may be

formed in accordance with a definite stimulus from the environment and

result in a coherent purposive original creation, so-called.

Imagination is a process of reasoning which consists in taking parts

of different ideas and from them constructing new ideas, which, while

they are not true in fact, may be true in potentiality. They are facti-

tious. Writings of fiction, studies in painting, sculpture and other art,

belong to this class. They differ from dreams, in being under the dom-

ination of some persistent external stimulus which selects and preserves a

consistency and congruity between the parts, not usually found in dreams.

Works of fiction are preceded by more or less complete conceptions of

what is to be done. Conception is the name of the sensation of the sub-

jective process and the result of the 'analysis and synthesis going on in

the brain, which may end in the motor activities required for the produc-

tion of a work of art. But many a conception ends subjectively and is

never realized in any objective form. It remains as a new combination

of ideas of external things. It may relate to any subject, as art, morals,

science. It is to conceptions formed often in the most haphazard way
that we are indebted for discoveries in science and machanics. Such

accidental conceptions are very much like those accidental combinations

in mechanics which prove to be useful, like the post-hole digger de-

scribed above, and which thereupon become valuable "inventions."

When one part of a compound idea becomes stimulated, the stimulus

naturally overflows to the associated parts, and these present themselves

likewise.

Association includes the parts related in memory, such as relative size

of one to the other, similarity or difference of form, texture, composi-

tion, color, relative position of parts.

Comparison is that kind of association, which, ignoring contiguity,

brings into a single idea two things, which, by possessing some common
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quality of form, texture composition, &c.
, suggest each other. Also

when one body thus suggests another, it produces a further suggestion

of the things which accompany it, and these things will be apt to be-

come suggested by the second body as if attached to it. Thus the Chip-

peway Indian, who was accustomed to salt and to brown sugar, thought
the white sugar he was presented with was salt, and imagined the donor

was playing a joke on him in persuading him to eat it. White granula-

tions, to him, were associated with a saliue sensation. Comparison takes

place when several memory organs are stimulated at once, by which

process parts of each revived idea are brought into relation with parts

of other ideas. These new combinations give rise to new sensations,

which will be sensations of the contrasts, or of the resemblances of the

parts of old ideas thus brought into relationship.

Abstraction is that subdivision of comparison by which one quality of

an object is considered apart from other qualities, and by which qualities

and relationships become apparent, which are common to many other

bodies.

Language, which is an expression of ideas, constantly deals in com-

parisons, and its stud}' shows to how great an extent our ideas consist

of comparisons. We use the word head to signify the top end of a

man, and by comparison we appl}
r the word to a great many other cases,

as the head of the bed, coffin, street, river, mast, procession, &c. As

the head is the governing part of the body also, we apply this idea in

another lot of comparisons when we say head of the state, church,

army, &c. Cap is a cover for the head, which is the subject of com-

parison when we speak of a cap of snow on the mountain, a cap sheaf

on the shock, the cap timber of a trestle. We cannot describe our sen-

sations except by comparisons. Thus, occur means to run against ;
and

and when a person says a thought occurs to him, he compares it with

something which runs against him.

Identification by comparison is the observation of similarities extend-

ing to all the parts and activities
; as^in

the case of Franklin and his

lightning. An obvious similarity in the noise and flash between the

electric spark and lightning, suggested as also belonging to lightning

the other qualities that belong to electricity, such as capacity to be

stored in a Leyden jar, &c.

Classification and Induction consist in considering together those

things which resemble each other in some essential particular, as in the

classification of quadrupeds to include all that go upon four legs. &c.

Judgment is one of the subdivisions of comparison, and consists of

the allotment of a new fact to its proper relationship in one of the lines

of sequences or standards described in chapter 65. There is implied in

judgment a hesitation in the automatic harmonizing or classifying of the
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new fact with its standard, such as to allow of a continuous sensation

of the process. It therefore involves attention.

There is no generic difference between a Judgment and a Prejudice.

The former degenerates into the latter in proportion as the number of

standards to which the new fact might be referred, is diminished.

Where there is but one standard to which the fact can be referred, such

reference is a foregone conclusion, and its assignment occurs without

much friction or hesitation, and while it is a judgment it is also a preju-

dice. It is a prejudice, likewise, when any one standard in a constant

state of attention monopolizes references, which in divided attention

might be directed to other standards, and operate perhaps as a sus-

pended judgment, at least temporarily.

Generalization is a process by which the properties common to sev-

eral objects, serve to suggest those objects as belonging to a class or

genus. It is akin to classification.

The physiology of these various processes is essentially the same

throughout, and consists in the automatic direction of attention and

blood supply to the several organs. In all probability the excitement

of one organ is often transferred to others, and also a stimulus from

the environment may divide upon entering the cerebrum, and be di-

rected to several organs at once. In either case the result is the simul-

taneous excitement of several organs with the production of the new

sensations arising from their interactions.

There are certain intellectual convictions which seem to be common
to most people, whether they are actively conscious of them or not.

We believe in the reality of our existence, and in the reality of the ex-

istence of those things outside of us that arouse sensation in us. We
believe that changes do not happen without cause. We connect our

past with our present experience, and believe in our personal identity

extending through both. We believe in the stability of the universe,

ani the perpetuity of natural causes and effects. We believe we can do

as we please. As these beliefs .are common to all, they have been

called Intuitive. Some of them at least are the results of unconscious

reasoning processes, and from the uniform effects upon all brains, of

the general forces of nature, they are common to men and brutes. We
are mostly agreed, likewise, in the desirability of a knowledge of the

True, the Beautiful and the Good. But on comparison, we find such

knowledge is not axiomatic, since we disagree as to what constitutes it.

I define Truth to be knowledge of things as they are, ideas of Beauty
as the perceptions of harmonies which give us pleasure, and Right and

Goodness as qualities which, in our estimation, might contribute to our

interests. Even if we all agreed upon these definitions, however, our

greatly diverse opportunities for observation would lead to various opin-
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ions as to the things which are true, and our diverse inheritance of taste

and habit of life must always make us differ in our ideas of the things

that are beautiful, and of those which contribute to our interests.

The brain is a machine for reflecting the conditions of its environ-

ment. It is a machine built up by such of the forces in the environ-

ment as it reflects. We call the reflection of these forces reason. It

follows that the original of reason is the interaction of the natural forces

in* the environment itself. These forces must be able to work out a rea-

sonable result in the external world before a picture to be appreciated in

consciousness as reason or reasoning, could be produced on the reason-

ing machine, namely the brain, or indeed before such a machine itself

could be produced. A reasonable result in the operation of environing

forces can mean nothing else than the necessary result of efficient

causes. If no two things in nature ever did occupy towards each other

the relationship of cause and effect for example, there never could have

been an organ built up sensitive to the fact of such a relationship.

Nothing exists in nature except through the operation of efficient cause,

therefore everything in nature reasonably exists. Some authors have

used the term Supreme Reason to indicate the original cause of things.

There is indeed no generic difference between the efficient causes in the

environment, by which one physical result will occur, only on condition

that it has been preceded by a certain other one, and the efficient causes

b}
r which a certain state of brain tissue will exist, only on condition

that a certain other state has immediately preceded it. To this chain of

physical action in the cerebrum, we give the title of reason. Perhaps
it is best to confine the title to this sort of action. Yet it is well to

keep in mind that reason thus defined, is only a subdivision or specific-

ally designated department of the great universe of cause and effect

from which it is physically inseparable. The term supreme is not ap-

plicable to this department of nature, but neither is it applicable to smy
other

;
and if it be admissible to use it at all, it must be understood of

the great aggregate of Kinetic Energy throughout the universe including

cerebral action. For there is no warrant for an assumption that there

is any original source of energy known to us, or that any one link in

the chain of cause and effect that is accessible to us, or imaginable by

us, is more original, more important, more necessary, or more dignified,

than any other. Where every one is necessary the possible inferiority

or superiority of any one is inconceivable. Since reason is the form of

energy which follows and imitates other forms, and is in a certain sense

a reflection of other forms, it follows that reason could not be a first

cause of tilings. It would be as reasonable to say that the image in

the looking-glass was the creator of the body that was reflected.

The organic world is full of examples of the adaptations of instru-
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ments to the forces which work them. These adaptations are in some

cases so striking as to appear purposive. Take, for example, the adjust-

ments of the ear-drum, and other parts of the ear
;

the otoliths, the

eustachian tube, the chromatic scale of the arches of corti, &c
;
the re-

tina with its rods and cones, the lenses, the muscles for moving the ball,

the pulley for altering the direction of the pull of the superior oblique

muscle of the eye, &c.
;
the synovial lubricating arrangements for the

joints, the sphincter muscles, the heart, the brain, the teeth, in short,

every part concerned in motion, or related to movement.

There is not the slightest doubt, that all these adjustments and arrange-

ments are the result of the automatic action of various modes of ener-

getic movement. Even their use is in some cases automatic, and often

beyond the purposive control. That remarkable "
pulley

"
muscle, the

superior oblique, is an involuntary muscle, and its contractions wholly

automatic.

In what does the difference consist between these natural contrivances,

which have been built up through use without the intervention of a pre-

conceived purpose, and those artificial contrivances, such as a beaver's

dam, a spider's web, a bee's honey-comb, a birds' nest, a man's house or

locomotive ?

The natural contrivances are self-reproductive. Generation succeeds

generation, repeating practically the same physical forms for ages. Even

in th6 minutest details, they are usually liable only to extremely slow

changes.

The products of these several parts, whether they be mechanical

movements or sensations of some sort, likewise remain constant one

generation after another, and they may be supposed to become changed

only after some change has taken place in the machinery for their pro-

duction.

Artificial works, although not self-reproductive, are also, nevertheless,

produced in manj
T cases without material change for a great many suc-

cessive generations. Although no two bird's nests are precisely alike in

details, yet for a thousand generations the nests of any particular species

continue to be repeated after practically the same plan. The same is

true of the beaver dam, the honey comb, the spider's web, and of ninety-

nine out of every hundred of the contrivances of man. These artificial

works, depending on the brain for their execution, remain as a constant

production so long as the brain continues to be handed down without

change from generation to generation.

We cannot fail to see the parallel here between what we call artificial

productions and natural secretions. Tears, synovia, mucus, milk, urine,

&c.
,
are called secretions. They are articles of a foreign non-vital char-

acter produced by the action of certain organs called glands. They are
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manufactured articles, made from other substances. A spider's web,

"a bird's nest, a beaver's dam, a Hottentot's hut, a locomotive, are called

artificial works. They are articles of a foreign, non-vital character, pro-

duced by the action of certain organs called brain and muscles. They
are manufactured articles made from other substances.

The action of the gland in the production of its secretions is auto-

matic, but so is the action of the brain, and either of them is set going

by the stimulation of a nerve current. It may be said that the activity

of the gland results in chemical, and that of the brain ill mechanical

change. But there is good reason to believe that chemistry is only a

branch of mechanics. Since then the same mechanical agency operates

both the organs, and both are automatic
;
their products must sustain

a common relationship to the rest of nature. They are equally natural
;

and we conclude that the so-called artificial work is a natural product,

art is a subdivision of nature, and reason a mode of motion.

CHAPTER LXXVII.

ANIMAL INTELLIGENCE.

In studj^ing the comparative anatomy of the brain, we found a won-

derful correspondence running through the brains of all the vertebrates.

This correspondence is the more striking if the attention be confined to

a single class, as the mammalia for example. The correspondence of

anatomical structure argues a correspondence of function. And judg-

ing' from the general analogy of part with part, we are led to expect a

similarity of function in each part compared with its analogue in the

brains of different animals. The cerebrum having been ascertained to

be the part whose reactions constitute the phenomena of intelligence,

we have that much reason to conclude that intelligence may be looked

for wherever there is a cerebrum. Allowance must be made, of course,

for the size of the cerebrum, and it cannot be expected that reactions

of as great number and variety can be obtained from a small as from a

large cerebrum, other things equal. But one intelligence is precisely

like another, as far as it goes. There is no- difference between horse

sense and man sense, up to the limit of the horse's capacity. I knew a

horse once who knew enough to work a pump-handle up and down in

order to get a drink of water. He got but a little at a time, because as

soon as he saw a little water in the trough he stopped pumping and

drank what there was, then pumped some more, and so" on, showing his

foresight to be qualitative, though not to a great extent quantitative.

It is true he did not know anything about the internal construction of

tin- pump, or why the water came when the handle went down. But he
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knew the fact that it did come, and that furnished him a reason for

pushing it down. Half the human beings who use pumps, reason no

further on the subject than that
;
and even when they do, their reason-

ing, pushed as far as possible, ends at a barrier where the only solution

attainable is, "this thing is so, just because it is.
" In other words,

my senses tell me it is so, but they do not show any antecedent cause

for it. For example, we may trace the origin of energy to the attrac-

tion of gravitation, but all we can tell about gravitation is that it exists.

We utterly fail to see any cause behind it. The only difference between

the reasoning of the horse and that of the man, is that the former

sooner reaches the limit beyond which his senses disclose no further re-

lationship of cause to the visible effect. His intelligence compared with

that of man, is simply as a less quantitj^ compared with a greater.

It has long been customary to attribute all the actions of the lower

animals to instinct. If by instinct we mean a powerful tendency to do

a thing according to a hereditary habit in the face of a strong and ob-

vious stimulation toward a variation from the habit
;
and if by intelli-

gence we mean a disposition that allows extraordinary or unusual stim-

ulations to modify, influence or control the actions, then we must concede

that the actions of all animals, including men, are in part instinctive,

and in part intelligent. There are extremely few actions which it is

within the bounds of possibility to perform twice exactly alike. Con-

sidered in detail, no two bird's nests are precisely alike. The weaving

together of the straws, sticks, leaves, feathers, hairs, rags, papers, and

what not, that go to compose the nest, is in no two alike
;
and they nec-

essarily vary in the detail of attachment to the crotch of 'the tree, or

other locality in which they are placed. The general principle of a se-

cure receptacle for the eggs, in shape to prevent them rolling out, and

in thickness to retain warmth, runs through all, just as a man's house

generally includes walls and a roof; but in material and other detail

there is great latitude. In sortie cases, even where long experience and

habit have established a uniform method, we find examples of variation

when the circumstances appear to demand it, in the case of other ani

mals as well as ourselves. For example, "our common cliff swallow,

known also as the cave swallow and the <

Republican,' formerly built

against the face of a cliff, and, as a protection against the weather, the

nest, instead of being open at the top, was bottle-shaped, the entrance

being through a kind of neck at the side. Now that the country has

become populous, however, this swallow has taken to nesting under the

eaves of barns, where it is shielded from the rain by the overhanging

roof. Little by little, therefore, the wise bird has given up its more

elaborate method of construction, till now you may see, side by side,

nests that are simple mud saucers, nests that are built in the old-fash-
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ioned buttle method, nnd lu-sts half way between the two extremes,

showing plainly that a process of adaptation is going on. A Pennsyl-

vania newspaper lately reported a clever piece of work by a pair of

these same eave swallows. They had built a nest in the old style under

the eaves of a barn, and when it was done, an English sparrow took pos-

session. The swallows made frantic efforts to dislodge the intruder,

but could not drive her out. Then they went deliberately to work and

plastered up the neck of the bottle with mud, burying the sparrow

alive, after which they built another nest close by, and occupied it as if

nothing had happened." (Youths' Companion, Dec. 27, 1888.)

A story, something like the above, is related in Ballou's Monthly, as

follows:

' ' The '

Cow-Bunting,
'

of New England, never builds a nest. The
female lays her eggs in the nests of those birds whose young feed, like

her own, on insects and worms, taking care to deposit but one egg in a

nest. A cow-bunting deposited an egg in the nest of a sparrow, in

which was one egg of the latter. On the sparrow's return what was to

be done ? She could not get out the egg which belonged to another,
neither did she wish to desert her nest, so nicely prepared for her own

young. What did she do ? After consultation with her husband, they
fixed on their mode of precedure. They built a bridge of straw and hair

directly over the two eggs, making a sort of second story in the house,
thus leaving the two eggs below, out of the reach of the warmth of her

bod}
7
. In the upper apartment she laid four eggs and reared her four

children. In the Museum at Salem, Massachusetts, may be seen this

nest, with two eggs imprisoned below.
"

Romanes, from whose work on Animal Intelligence I shall liberally

quote, recites many cases of adaptation of instincts to new conditions

by the use of intelligence, especially in cases of bees, in changing the

shape of their cells, and the direction of the combs
; building from be-

low, or from one side, propping up and securing falling comb, &c. Cer-

tain humble bees, when prevented from gathering moss to cover their

nests, tore up a piece of cloth, carded it with their feet into a mass

which they used as moss. Some bees used grafting wax off trees, in-

stead of their own propolis ;
also oatmeal. Other bees, which naturally

tunnel into hard banks to make their cells for the deposit of eggs, will

at times avail themselves of holes ready made, as a straw in a thatched

roof, a shell, &c.
,
which they will partition off to suit. Such intelligent

variations of instinct might, if practiced long enough in their turn, be-

come instinctive.

A spider lost all its legs but one, and was compelled to adopt the

habit of catching its prey by "stalking," because it could not build its

web. Afterwards its legs grew out, and it built webs again.

Birds modify their nests to suit circumstances, taking those of men's

make, as wrens, one kind of owl, one Bluebird, the Pewit, Flycatcher,
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and House Sparrow. "All our Swallows have been modified by human

agency excepting the Bank swallow." The Paradise Duck of New

Zealand, when its nest on the ground was disturbed, built a new one in

a tree, and carried its young down to the water on its back. Similar

conduct was observed in the wild ducks of Gruiana.

Palm Swifts, of Jamaica, always till 1857, built their nests in palm
trees. Then two palms containing the nests of a colony blew down, and

then the swifts drove the swallows out of the assembly house and built

there, where they remained thereafter. Their nests were there less elab-

orate, because less exposed than in the trees.

A hen which had reared three broods of ducks, was in the habit of

flying out to a stone in the water and have her brood swimming around

her. Afterwards when she hatched a brood of chickens she flew out to

the stone and called her chicks as she had done the ducks. Another

hen which had raised ducks, when she afterwards had chicks, tried to

teach them to swim and pushed them off into the water for that purpose.

Another hen hatched a peacock, having to set a week longer than usual

for that purpose. Afterwards she took care of him, combed his head,

&c., she standing on a seat and he bending his head with satisfaction, for

18 months, never laying any eggs during that time.

A cat deprived of three of her five kittens, took as many young rats,

and afterwards losing the other two kits, took two more rats, suckled

them and took care of them, they reciprocating. A cat reared a leveret,

another reared a puppy.

These are cases of intelligent adaptation.

Humble bees and common bees visited a patch of kidney beans
;
the

latter at first sucked the flower, but the former bored with their mandi-

bles small holes through the under side of the calyx, and so got at the

nectar more directly. The other bees soon caught on to this and sucked

at these holes, too, though they did not bore for themselves. The above

actions include observation and imitation.

Dogs learn by experience how to fight strange animals, as for example,

a Badger. Dogs learned from each other in the Falkland islands how

to attack wild cattle.

Many birds learn the tunes of others. (One was taught the Marseilles. )

Mocking birds, Parrots, Jays, Jackdaws and Starlings, all imitate, es-

pecially when obliged by confinement to hear particular tunes. Those

that are quick at attaining, also quickly forget, being like mankind in

that as well as other respects.

Puppies reared with kittens often imitate their way, leaping at prey,

washing their face, &c.

Strange cattle and young lambs without their mothers are poisoned by

plants, which are avoided by those experienced. So they learn poisons
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partly by experience. Imitation is stronger among the more inirlli^rnt.

animals, monkeys, children, feeble minded people, &c.
;
the most intelli-

gent, however, using more original reason. Learning to speak is chiefly

imitation. Actions which are in part instinctive, are purposely educated

in their young by old animals. Young hawks are practiced in swooping
down on prey by the old ones dropping dead mice and sparrows for them

to catch, which at first they generally miss. Old birds generally help to

teach the young to fly by imitation, though it is also instinctive.

An Eagb hatched out two goose eggs ;
one gosling died, and the

other it raised, feeding it on flesh, contrary to its nature, and which it at

first refused. To run, jump, chirp, scratch, and cuddle together (
as if

under a hen
),

are instinctive to a chick four hours old
;
but chicks do

not know how to drink till taught by imitating older ones.

There are artificial and acquired instincts. The cat and dog have

been made tame by artificial culture and selection. " Where there is no

opportunity for the exercise of pure instinct, it will languish like all

the natural senses." Wild foxes, jackals, wolves, &c., and the cat tribes,

taken and tamed, are never broken of their desire to attack sheep,

poultry, &c.
,
and young dogs have to be taught also, but when grown,

the civilized dogs do not interfere with domestic animals, a case of di-

verted or modified instinct. But cats are not so well educated about

birds (pigeons and canaries), so their old instinct crops out against

them while it discriminates in favor of fowls. In some places, as in

the Polynesian Islands, dogs from being carnivorous have become

strictly vegetarians. In changing the instincts of dogs, only those af-

fecting men's interests have been modified. Others they still hold,

such as covering excrement, rolling in filth, turning round and round to

make a bed, hiding food, &c. < ' Most carnivorous animals in their

wild state have an idea of property as belonging to captors." From,

this the dog's idea of his master's property, and himself as part of that

property, has been developed. A dog went along with a donkey with

apples in baskets on his back and prevented the donkey from reaching

around and getting them as he tried to do.

Ourangs and other ape tribes are polygamous, the males contesting for

the headship of the family, the 3
T

oung and strong driving off the old

ones, who thereupon betake themselves to a solitary and misanthropic

style of life. Each one will appropriate a certain district for himself

and not allow any one else to trespass. Other animals have their holes

and dens, and birds their nests, which they defend against aggressors.

Remarkable, too, is the cultivation of an instinct of faithfulness by se-

lection, together with love of approbation. It was an interesting case,

that of the Scotch "Collie" or shepherd's bitch, that was delayed in

bringing home her sheep by having to give birth to a litter, but brought
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the sheep in (late) all right, and one pup in her mouth, and went back

after her other puppies one at a time, the last one dead. Instincts cross

b}
r
crossing breeds (same in human beings).

The dung beetle in sheep districts uses sheep pellets, for the deposit of

its eggs instead of making them itself; an adaptation to local circum-

stances. Certain ants in a part of Siam, subject to inundation, make

their nests in trees. There are cases of bees becoming carnivorous.

Wasps are naturally carnivorous.

The ring plover in Norfolk and Suffolk formerly were shore birds,

but the sea having receded several miles, the birds have remained

where they were, and changed their habits to correspond. Cattle in

Africa and United States have been known to suck bones, from which

a carnivorous habit might possibly arise. Probably the Pig has so be-

come partly carnivorous. The Bear has changed from being carniv-

orous to become in part a vegetarian.

In Ohinitahi the mountain Parrot has partly changed from a

honey eater to a flesh eater. They will attack a sheep and pick a hole

in him, and suck his blood. If he lies on the injured part, they will

tear open another hole, and often he dies.

There are Rabbits on the Island of Sor that do not burrow. Hyenas,
in the uninhabited parts of South Africa do not burrow, but do in the

inhabited parts.
' ' Several mammals and birds usually inhabit burrows

made by other species, but when such do not exist, they excavate their

own habitations.
"

Beavers of Europe and Oregon go single, and do

not associate in colonies, or build dams, or huts. "Wild canines do not

bark, but growl. European dogs, when conveyed to Guinea, in a few

generations cease to bark, and go back to the growl of the native dogs.

Certain cuckoos deposit their eggs in the nests of other birds, chiefly

magpies and crows. Some also colonize and build big basket-like nests

for the whole flock.

Observe the educated instincts of the Shepherd dog, the retriever, and

the silent pointer, a sub-breed of the noisy hound. A young pointer

will imitate other pointers when he does not see the game himself. Some

point without teaching, but most require a lesson or example to imitate.

It is instinctive, because the young dog cannot be supposed to know

why he points.
' ' The habits and propensities of the springing spaniel

would never have been acquired but for the art of shooting birds on the

wing."

Many birds with well-webbed f-eet seldom or never go near the

water, as the Upland Goose, of South America, certain Ducks, Sand-

wich Island Goose, &c. Other good water birds have only partial webs,

or only a slight fringe of web around each toe
;
is the Water-hen, the

Grebe (thoroughly aquatic), and others of the Crex and Passa genera
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that swim well and are always about the water. Yet the Corncrake of

one of these genera is not at all aquatic, though possessing the fringed

toes.

These cases show the adoption of new habits which have not been

practiced long enough to entirely modif}' the anatomical structure built

up by their former habits.

.The foregoing examples showing the gradual modifications of instincts

under the stimulation of changed environment, at the same time clearly

point out the ultimate identity of the origin of instinct and intelligence.

Actions, when they are modified by casual and unaccustomed stimula-

tions, we call intelligent. But if such new stimulations continue to ex-

ert their influence regularly, the actions follow as uniformly, and we then

call them instinctive. Memory, the basis of intelligence, is found to be

exercised by animals of the simplest structure.

In children, power of memory and association is shown early. In the

ninth week B's baby associated the bib with the bottle and stopped cry-

ing when the bib was put on, and at the tenth week put the bottle to her

mouth herself. At eight months Fryer's baby associated all bottles

together.

A limpet ( gasteropod )
knows its home and goes back to it. A razor-

fish avoided a place where it had been alarmed. A snail, the Helix

pomatia, leaving a sick mate crawled over a garden wall, and next day
crawled back again. But the highest memory of a mollusk is in the

cephalopod Octopus, one of which remembered an encounter with a Lob-

ster. They also learn to know their keeper. But the Echinodermata and the

Hermit crab could learn nothing by association. But a lobster "mounted

guard upon a heap of shingle, beneath which it had previously hidden

some food.
" Ants and bees remember for months places where they got

honey or sugar. They will also return to nests and hives they deserted

the year before. Sir John Lubbock taught some baes to know the dif-

ference between an open and closed window. Observations were made

by Messrs. Bates and Belt, of "sand wasps carefully teaching themselves

( by taking mental notes of landmarks
)
the localities to which they

intend to return, in order to secure the prey which they have temporarily

concealed.
"

Beetles, earwigs, and house-flies also have memories. Fish re-

member their spawning place from year to year ; they learn to avoid

baits
; they remove young from a nest which has been disturbed, and

they have associated the sound of a bell with the arrival of food. " Ba-

trachians and reptiles are able to remember localities and also to identify

persons." Turtles also migrate to a shore annualty to deposit eggs.

Birds remember nests and persons from year to year. Some acquire

words and phrases, and upon forgetting, have made efforts to recollect
;
a

memory in all respects the same as humam. A horse remembered a road
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and stable eight years after
;
a dog, the sound of his master's voice five

years after, and the sound of a clinking collar three years after. An

elephant remembered his keeper after running wild for fifteen years.

The faculty of memor}
r of necessity produces imagination, and there

is plenty of evidence of its possession by the lower animals. It is shown

in the wariness of animals, their apprehension of danger involving imag-

ination. It is shown in the cunning and stratagems of animals, as in birds

feigning lameness to invite pursuit ;
and in foxes obliterating their tracks

by wading in a stream, and by doubling on their tracks, &c. Romanes

mentions the case of a crab that took out a shell that had fallen into its

hole, then seeing three others near the mouth of the hole ready to fall

in, moved them off out of such risk.

Imagination is shown in dreaming, and it is known that elephants,

horses, dogs, and Canary birds, Eagles. Parrots, &c.
,
dream. A Parrot

is mentioned that talked in its sleep, and a watch-dog that was a som-

nambulist. Like men, the lower animals are liable to affections of the

brain which cause delusions. In hydrophobia they see phantoms, and on

various occasions dogs have been known to be the victims of illusions

shown by the gazing at vacancy, snapping and growling. An ape is

mentioned that had a sun-stroke, in consequence of. which it became

subject to delusions.

Many animals become strongly attached to persons and places, so that

when away they suffer in mind. Occasionally we hear of a dog dying

of grief, upon the loss of its master. A dog is mentioned that refused to

eat after his mistress went away. Many horses are much more free to

go, when returning towards home than when driven away. They are im-

pelled by the imagination of home comforts. Many animals return

home from long distances. Pigs, cats, dogs, pigeons, &c., do this,

and even snakes, toads, and frogs. A tame snake, taken in a close

carriage from Madras to Pondicherry, over 100 miles, found its way
back. They show in this, not only memory of the home, but a won-

derful faculty of direction.

Some animals, dogs, in particular, appear to be superstitious. That

is, they act at times as if they fancied an inanimate object to be a person

with life and will. Thus, a dog playing with a stick, accidently hurt

himself with it, when he dropped it in great alarm and ran off, as if he

thought the stick actuated against him by maglignant motives. An-

other dog barked at a parasol moved by the wind, and another was

astonished and alarmed at seeing a dry bone it had been playing with,

drawn off by a fine thread, and ran away. Another dog was alarmed by
the behavior of a soap-bubble, and scared out of the room when it finally

burst. Another that heard thunder for the first time when 18 months

old, was badly scared, and equally so when he heard artillery practice at
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at a distance, thinking it the same. He would always run home when he

heard it, and never got over it. He was affected the same way by apples

being rolled upon a floor in the apple room, but got over that when

shown the cause. I know an intelligent dog who is in the habit of visiting

a neighbor's premises every day and is familiar with the place. One day
last winter coming over as usual, he suddenly spied a large snow-ball

that had been rolled up, and left in the yard. He was startled by the

unusual object, and sprang back several paces. Then he barked at it

several times, without provoking any hostile demonstrations from the

ball, and so ventured a little closer and barked again, and so on till

finally, being satisfied of its harmlessness, he went up to it and made

its acquaintance, dog-fashion.

In Uruguay, dogs are trained to take care of the sheep in the follow-

ing way : The pup is separated from its mother when very young, and

made to suck an ewe three or four times a day, and a nest of wool is

made for it in the sheep-pen. At no time is it allowed to associate

with other dogs, or with children of the family ; moreover, it is gener-

ally castrated. Brought up thus, it learns to consider the flock as its

family. It stays with it and defends it just as it would the master's

house if it were brought up there. When it is away from the flock it is

cowardly, like any dog away from home; but if pursued by other dogs,

when it reaches the flock it turns around and defies any number of

them, and they respect his rights here as one on his own ground and

supported by his family, for the sheep look to him for protection, and

close up in his rear as they would to the leading ram. The shepherd

dog comes to the house daily for meat, and skulks back again as soon

as he gets it, often pursued by the house dogs. They are easily taught

to bring in the sheep to the pen at night, and to take them out in the

morning. (Darwin, Cruise of the Beagle.)
There are several species of crabs, called Hermit crabs, which take

possession of the shells of mollusks, get into them and crawl off with

them on their backs. Certain species of the crabs always use certain

species of shells. In some cases the large claws, or pincers, are well
'

adapted, when drawn back, to form an operculum or lid to the shell,

answering much the same purpose as the operculum of the original

owner. One of these species of crabs, allied to or identical with the

Birgos latro, on the Keeling Islands, grows to a monstrous size, and is

remarkable as a cocoa-nut eater. He begins on a cocoa-nut "
by tear-

ing the husk fibre by fibre, and always from that end under whic-h tin;

three e}'e-holes are situated
;
when this is completed, the crab com-

nuMiccs hammering with its heavy claws on one of the eye-holes till an

opening is made. Then, turning round its body, by the aid of its pos-

terior and narrow pair of pincers, it extracts the white, albuminous sub-
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stance.
" " These crabs inhabit deep burrows which they hollow out be-

neath the roots of trees, and where they accumulate surprising quanti-

ties of the picked fibres of the cocoa-nut husk, on which they rest as on

a bed. The Malays sometimes take advantage of this, and collect the

fibrous mass to use as junk." (Darwin, Cruise of the Beagle, 492.)

The species of these crabs called the Purse crab, is found on the Car-

oline Islands. It grows to from 18 to 24 inches long, and can raise it-

self to a hight of nearly a foot above ground. It climbs the cocoa-nut

tree, cuts off two or three nuts with its strong claws, and throws them

down. It pulls off the husks, and breaks open the nut like the crab

described above. But sometimes it breaks the nut by seizing it with its

big pincers and striking it against a stone.

The skill and versatility of the Beaver are of a high order. The con-

struction of their works is adapted to the locality, and some of them

are rery extensive, requiring the co-operation of many workmen for a

long time. The liability of their dams to accident from floods, requires

their knowledge of hydraulics to be adaptive, as no two cases are pre-

cisely alike. Their skill in working out the details of a dam, are often

entirely human. They will cut down a tree a foot in diameter, cutting

in such a way as to cause it to fall across the stream. Then they will

cut enough stout sticks to make a slanting floor when laid side by side,

reaching from one side of the stream to the other, one end of each

stick resting on the large cross-log. Then they will cover the slanting

floor with grass, leaves and earth to make it water-tight. If a break oc-

curs they do not lose their heads but know just how to stop it up.

The ape tribes are, next to man, the most intelligent. They possess

a great faculty for imitation, and a desire to do what they see other

folks do. Imitation is an exceedingly human faculty, the greater part

of our actions and ideas being copied by the rising generation from the

retiring one. But the ape is also liable to those new original ideas

which arise by the breaking up and reconstruction of old ones in the

cerebrum. An orang is mentioned that learned how to open his cage
door by turning the key or latch. He reached it by means of a sus-

pended rope to which he clung. His keeper tied knots in the rope so

as to make it too short for his purpose, and then he climbed the rope

above the knots and untied them. When presented with a bunch of keys,

he tried them one after another to unlock the door he wanted to open.

The following anecdotes prove the possession, by different animals,

of such reasoning powers as are competent to work out purposive ac-

tions, just as they are worked out in a human brain.

Wm. Livesay, in Jefferson Co., 111., many years ago was much
troubled by crows, which as soon as his corn was up, swarmed down

into his clearing, and guided by the tender spears just visible above the
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ground, dug up anil devoured hill after hill of the sprouting grains.

One day, gun in hand, he cautiously approached the field to get a shot

at one he spied diligently at work pulling up his corn. Another crow

sat upon a tree evidently as a sentinel, for he at once began to warn the

other of his danger by earnest caws. But the other was too much ab-

sorbed in his work to heed the warning, and dug away industriously,

while the sentinel redoubled the vigor and anxiety of his cawing.

Finally, just as Mr. L. was about taking aim at the offending bird, the

sentinel darted down upon his heedless friend, and giving him a sharp

prod with his beak, they both flew off and made their escape. St.

George Mivart, in his ''Origin of Human Reason," declares that ani-

mals do not make signs, "for a sign is a token or device addressed to

eye or ear, depicting by an external manifestation, some newly arising

combination of ideas." In the light of this definition I hold the fore-

going crow made signs. We shall have other examples. Lubbock

mentions the case of a crow which was able to count four. The

owner of a field in which she was accustomed to commit her depreda-

tions, was anxious to shoot her, and to deceive her, two men were sent

to the watch house, one of whom remained, while the other went away ;

but she appeared to know that one from two leaves one, and so she kept

at a safe distance. Next day three men went, and two came away, but

still her arithmetic told her one was still there, and it was only after at

least five had gone that the sum got too big for her to manage, and she

was induced to venture within range. The crow, however, is not alwa}
Ts

good in arithmetic. A Connecticut farmer, Mr. Brown, was greatly

troubled by crows digging up his corn. He built a rail pen in the field

and concealed himself therein with a shot gun ready to shoot the in-

truders as soon as they came. But the cunning birds knew he was

there, and he waited for some hours in vain for them to come within

range. No sooner had he left, however, than down they swarmed again.

Mr. Brown then went to the pen again accompanied by his hired man.

In a short time the latter went back to the house, and the birds v now

thinking the coast was clear, sailed down into range of Mr. Brown's

gun which quickly got away with ten of them. "Ah," chuckled he,

"
ye are cunnin' critters but ye can't count wuth a cent." (Youths'

Companion, Oct. '88).

A crowd is often liable to be misled by the incompetent. The above

disaster might have been due to the heedless impulsiveness of untaught

youngsters. If they had been influenced by an educated old head like

that told of by Lubbock, the calamity would have been averted.

Charitable Blue Jays. A gentleman in Wisconsin, one day last July

or August, observed jay-birds carrying food, and could not for some

time imagine what they did with it as it was past the time for feeding
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the young. Somewhat later he was pleased to discover that the}
T were

feeding and otherwise caring for an old and partly blind and helpless

companion. He caught and examined the old bird, whose feathers were

faded, his claws much worn, his bill dulled, the wings and tail ragged.

After his liberation he flew back to his companions who were waiting

near by in sympathetic interest. During the next eight days he observed

them feed him, attend him and warn him of danger, directing by their

voices which way to fry. They guided him regularly to a spring not

far off, where he daily took a bath with some of his companions always

standing guard. (Youths' Companion, Dec. 6, 1888.)

Bird Courts of Justice. 1
A. tourist in the Alps saw a flock of 60 or

70 ravens occupying a circle, in the middle of which was one which ap-

peared to be on trial. There was much clatter of tongues and wings

by the surrounding crowd, but they paused occasionally in order to per-

mit the accused to reply, which he did most vociferously with intense

energy, but all his expostulations were speedily drowned in a chorus of

dissent. At last the verdict seemed to be reached, and was instantly

executed by the whole flock pouncing upon the unlucky culprit and tear-

ing him to pieces.

Two cases are given of the punishment of female storks for supposed

marital infidelity. One case occurred at Smyrna. A French surgeon

stole all the eggs from a stork's nest and replaced them with hens' eggs.

After they were hatched, the male stork suddenly disappeared, return-

ing after two or three days accompanied by a large number of others.

They assembled in a circle, the supposed delinquent female in the

midst. After some discussion the whole flock attacked her and tore her

to pieces. The other case happened near Berlin. The stork's nest was

in a chimney of a mansion. The owner took out the solitary egg and

replaced it with a goose egg. The stork did not notice the change, and

hatched the egg. Then the male bird rose from the nest, flew around

several times with wild screams. He disappeared, returning in four

days with about 500 storks. They held a parley, one bird about 20

yards away apparently haranguing the rest. All this time the female

had remained in her nest, but in evident fear. The discussion contin-

ued several hours, several different birds addressing the meeting. At

last they broke up, and all flew toward the nest. The leader, probably

her husband, knocked her out of the nest, and the rest destroyed her,

the gosling and the nest.

A correspondent of the London Spectator relates two anecdotes of

ducks, illustrating sagacity and sympathy, or, as he calls it, courtesy.

He had, among 50 or 60 fowls and ducks, a solitar}' little old bantam

hen, which became blind, and was so persecuted by its mates that it

Popular Science Monthly, Oct., '88.
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took refuge in an obscure place where it had nothing to cat, and would

have starved but for a tender-hearted duck who twice every day carried

and deposited before the hen as many grains of barley some 20 or 30

as her beak would hold. The duck performed this humane office for

about three weeks until the hen died. The other story is of five ducks

which were constantly bullied and driven away from the common feed-

ing place by an arrogant and domineering rooster. At last, on one oc-

casion having been driven into a corner, they there held a consultation

and entered into a conspiracy ;
after which, returning they surrounded

the rooster, and making a concerted attack ' '

fairly hustled him clean

out of the yard. To see the surprise of the cock as he jumped from

side to side to avoid the pressure of the attacking party, was ludicrous

in the extreme. The victory was complete ;
from that hour the ducks

were never again molested." (Popular Science Monthly, Oct., 1884.
)

Birds are fond of music and color. Some adorn their nests and select

their companions, foods, fruit, &c.
,
with reference to the color sense.

The sparrow enjoys the music of other birds. They have been known

to gather about a robin when he was singing. Mr. Fish says :
" A

friend sends me an account of a Bobolink that, placed in a cage with

some canaries, exhibited great delight at their songs. He did not sing

himself, but with a peculiar cluck could always set the canaries singing.

After a while he began -to learn their song, note by note, and in the

course of a few weeks mastered the entire song." The goose is also

fond of music, an air on a fiddle will set a whole flock wild with delight.

He relates a story of a gander that was set to dancing a lively jig by an

air played on an accordeon, the gander keeping good time with the music.

4 ' For several minutes he kept up the performance, to the great delight

of the company. The experiment was tried several times for a week

or more, and the tones of the accordeon never failed to set the old gan-

der into a lively dance." (Pop. Sci. Mo., Sept. 1884.)

The fellowing story of a Dancing Goose is from the Macon Telegraph :

' For several weeks the employes of the gas works, as well as the

electric light works in the same neighborhood, have been seen to stop

every evening on quitting work and surround a lot of little colored chil-

dren who daily congregate on the square near the railroad embankment.

Monday a Telegraph man determined to see the cause of the gathering,
and on proceeding to the locality found the little colored children en-

gaged in <

patting,' with all their might, an old gray goose in the center

of the circle dancing, first on one foot and then on the other. The gan-
der seemed to enjoy the dance, and, though it may read like a ' fake

'

was keeping most excellent time to the rude music of the children. For

an hour or so the goose will dance to the patting, always stopping when
the children cease their music and seems always ready to resume.."

The keeper of a Scottish estate, who was one day strolling about the

fields with a gun, saw a Kestral, or Hawk, flying towards him against
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the wind b}
r a slow, labored and tortuous flight, as if it had been wounded,

or was struggling with an unwieldy burden. After a little the bird

lit on a boulder, and was earnestly engaged for five minutes at some

occupation the man could not then make out. He then resumed his

flight, this time much more steadily and directly, and when he came

within range of the spot where the keeper was concealed, he brought
him down, and with him a plump partridge which he was carrying, and

which was nearly destitute of feathers. Going back to the rock, the

keeper found all the missing feathers belonging to the partridge,

and it now became apparent that the hawk, impeded in its flight by the

action of the wind on the limp and pendent feathers of the partridge,

deliberately stopped on the rock and pulled them out.

A curious incident that occurred recently on one of the bridges cross-

ing the river Limmat, which flows through the city of Zurich, illustrates

the sagacity of the gulls, or terns, which frequent the Swiss lakes. A
gentleman was in the habit of feeding the birds with the refuse of meat

of which they are very fond; and one day as they clustered eagerly

about his head, his hat was accidently knocked off, and fell into the

river. The lookers-on laughed at the mishap, and a boat was about pull-

ing off into the stream to secure the lost article, when, to the surprise of

every one, a gull was observed to dart down upon the floating hat.

After several ineffectual attempts, it succeeded in rising with the hat in

its beak. It flew straight toward the bridge, and dropped the well-

soaked hat at its owner's feet amid the enthusiastic applause of the by-

standers. ' ' Those who believe that animals have the facult}^ of reason-

ing, will find their faith strengthened by this anecdote. Instinct could

never have led a gull to retrieve a benefactor's lost hat.
"

(Youths' Com-

panion, Nov. 28, 1889.)

A Boston naturalist and his son Walter, eleven yenrs old, were fish-

ing at Lake Quinsigamond. Having caught some fish they put them in

an open basket, and placed the basket in the edge of the water, with

its rim about four inches above the surface of the water to prevent them

jumping out. But when the boy went back to see the fish next morn-

ing they were found to have all jumped out. He then proceeded to

catch another lot, and moved the basket to a hole he made in the sand

some distance from the water. The water in the sand filled the basket,

and in it he put his fish and waited near by so he could observe results.

* ' By and by,
"
says he,

' ' I saw one of the fish flop out of the basket and

land on the sand. By and by another one flopped out. After awhile

they had all jumped out and were floundering around on the sand. 1 let

each one stay there in the sun quite awhile but not long enough to suf-

focate, and then when all were pretty thoroughly punished, I put them

one by one back into the basket. After every one had jumped out I
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was curious to see whether they would jump a second time. Two of

them did leap out again, and I let those stay out on the hot sand a

little longer than I did the first time. Then I put them back into the

basket. No more tried to jump out and I was sure that they had

learned their lesson. So I took the basket and pulled it along through
the water to the same place where we had it before, and sunk it there.

"

The following morning he visited his basket and found his fish all there.

' ' He had, it was plain, succeeded in conveying it to the intelligence of

these fishes, by an experience very unpleasant to them, that they had

better not leap out of the basket. As this story is a true one, it seems

to prove that the fishes have a considerable degree of intelligence.
"

A Reasoning Lobster. This story is told in the Bulletin of the U. S.

Fish Commission. "The sagacious Crustacean's home was under a

rock in Buzzards Bay, in water about five feet deep. The author care-

fully adjusted a noose over the hole, and baited it with a piece of Menhaden.

The lobster passed its claw through the noose to get the bait, and the noose

was drawn upon the claw, but slipped off when the animal had been

pulled half out of his hole and he escaped. The noose was fixed again,

but this time, instead of putting out his claws as before, the lobster

first put his feelers through the noose, felt the string all the way around,

and then pushed one claw under the string and seized the bait. The ex-

periment was repeated several times, but every new setting of the trap

was met in the same deliberate way, as if by one who had thought
the matter out."

There is plenty of evidence that animals have some way of making
themselves understood by their associates. An example in point is fur-

nished by an English paper, of a couple of thirsty cows which pre-

sented themselves at a cottage gate, showing by their uneasiness that

they wanted something. Although strangers, they were supplied with

water and went off. In half an hour they came back with three others

who were likewise thirsty, and when they were likewise supplied, the

whole five went off with evident tokens of satisfaction.

A Tale of Two Dogs. A gentleman, accompanied by two fine speci-

mens of the water spaniel, went down to the landing of the Newport

ferry at the foot of Lawrence street. Somehow, he became separated

from the canines, or rather they failed to follow him aboard. The boat

had got out into the stream, when the dogs caught sight of their master

and discovered he was fast leaving them
; standing on the edge of the

float, both set up a vigorous }
r

elping which attracted the attention of the

b}'standers. Suddenly, the older and larger dog plunged into the river

and began to swim rapidly toward the Kentuck}
r shore. He had gone

about 100 yards when he seemed to became aware that his brute com-

panion had not followed. Turning round, he swam back toward the
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spot where the younger dog stood. As he drew alongside the float, he

made no effort to get aboard. The two began to bark at each other, to

hold an animated conversation in the dog tongue, as it were. The older

dog, as he floated by the side of the landing, barked encouragement to

the more timid animal, and apparently was urging the latter to jump
into the water. This barking duet lasted some minutes, and the young

dog seemingly convinced by his companion's assurance, grew bold, and

suddenly bounded into the river. The first dog gave a delighted yelp,

and both turning their noses toward Kentucky, began to swim straight

across, side by side. Both continued to bark until they reached the

shore, and could be heard on both sides of the river. The people on

the ferry on the Kentucky shore saw the strange race, and, with the

people on this side and on the bridge, watched it to the end. The dogs
landed opposite the barracks where they were awaited by their owner

who, with several other gentlemen, had hurridly walked down the bank.

There was no limit to the delight of the two animals as they rushed

up to their master. The river at that point is nearly half a mile wide.

The action of the dogs seemed to indicate that they had a language of

their own, and the paternal manifestations of the older brute were most

interesting to see.
"

(Cincinnati Enquirer, Oct., '89.)

The people of Assam tell the following stories of the wild dogs of that

country which hunt in packs. When a pack goes out to hunt, an old

dog goes in front and searches for fresh scent of a deer, and ascertains

approximately the locality of the game. He then returns to the pack,

and disposes it around the game in a circle a mile in diameter. He then

goes in and drives the deer out toward the circumference of the ring. It

is here intercepted by the other dogs, and so driven from side to side

of the ring which is constantly contracted until the deer is surprised

and baffled in all directions, and finally exhausted and captured by his

wily antagonists, whose combined wit is thus more than a match for the

superior activities of the deer.

The Virginia (Nevada ) Chronicle is responsible for the following

story of coyotes, the name given the small prairie wolves common in all

our new states in the west :

' Residents in the vicinity of the Philadelphia brewery have been

robbed of over 500 chickens in the past few weeks, and until recently
were unable to ascertain the identity of the thieves. A watch was set

and it was discovered that they were coyotes. The full-grown animals

could not get into the chicken-houses, but detailed their cubs to crawl

in through the holes left for chickens to enter. Once inside, the cubs
killed the chickens and pushed them through the holes to the full grown
coyotes waiting on. the outside, who bore them away to their rendezvous

in the adjacent hills and ravines in that vicinity, which are swarming
with these animals, and at night the air is vocal with their howls, the

treble cries of the cubs forming a strange accompaniment to the deep
bass of the older contingent."
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An interesting story is related by the London Globe of a dog near

Manchester whose wealth}' and indulgent master gave him a penny every

day with which he went to a bake shop and bought a biscuit for his

lunch. At one period the dog all at once became impatient for lunch

time to come around, and by evident signs begged for his penny before

it was due. It afterwards came out that on these occasions instead of

going to the baker's, he went to a tripe seller's, where he bought and paid

fora "tempting skewering of paunch." This he took to an empty
house in the neighborhood, in the cellar of which a sick and wretched

stranger dog had crawled for shelter. To this poor tyke, the benevolent

dog gave his meat every day for a week or more. Why did he not take

him his biscuit, instead of transferring his custom to the tripe man ?

Did he ascertain that meat hit the stranger's case better? If so, how?

The following is told by an English paper.
' ' An elephant attached

to Wornwell's menagerie, was treated in Gloucestershire by a druggist

for internal spasm. The animal recovered, and duly departed from, the

town. This was in 1870. But in 1879, when the druggist stood at his

shop door to watch the menagerie again enter the town, the elephant

crossed the street, advanced to the man of drugs, placed his trunk on

his hand, and grunted agreeably to show her remembrance of past kind-

ness. At night, on visiting the menagerie, the elephant drew the drug-

gist's attention to her side, to which a blister had been applied nine

years before. In 1881, the elephant again entered the town. Recog-

nizing her chemist friend in the audience, she lifted him gently off his

feet by means of her trunk, and drew his attention to one of her fore-

legs. The keeper explained that the limb had been lanced by a veteri-

nary surgeon, and that apparently she was comparing notes of the differ-

ence between the gentle blister of her friend, and the procedure of the

surgeon. It is not often that services are so long and gratefully remem-

bered either by quadrepeds or by
< the paragon of animals

'

himself.
''

Cat Sagacity. A gentleman living near Allegan, Michigan, relates

an interesting story of feline sagacity. Some person owning a cat and

three kittens, and desiring to be rid of them, took them in a bag to a

wood near the gentleman's house, and dropped them. In a short time

the mother cat was seen to approach the house with a kitten in her

mouth. Reaching the door, she dropped the kitten, and returned to the

woods from whence she soon returned with another kitten, but instead of

leaving it where the first was left, she took it to a neighboring house,

then, returning to the woods brought out the third, and last kitten, and

left it at still another neighbor's. The old cat then disappeared, and

was not seen again until it was time for the kittens to be fed, when she

visited each house, nursed the- kittens, and then disappeared again. This

course of procedure she followed until the kittens were weaned, when
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she disappeared, and has not been seen since. Was it reason, or instinct

that caused the mother cat to distribute the kittens to different homes,

so that all might be adopted and the lives of all spared? (Youths'

Companion, Oct. '89.)

The observation of the ways of animals leads to the conclusion that

they exhibit the following mental qualities :
' '

Surprise, fear, sexual

and parental affection, social feelings, pugnacity, industry, curiosity,

jealousy, anger, playfulness, affection, sympathy, emulation, pride,

resentment, esthetic love of ornament, terror, grief, hate, cruelty, be-

nevolence, revenge, rage, shame, remorse, deceit," cunning, sense of

the ludicrous, ideas of duty and loyalty to a trust, and probably super-

stition.

CHAPTER LXXVIII.

INSTINCT.

All organic action being reflex or automatic, the rapidity of the re-

sponse to a stimulation, depends upon the perfection of the adaptation

of the machine to its stimulating force. Practice and habit constitute

the education of the organic machine and develop it
;
that is, cause it to

work more readily and easily, and with less expenditure of en*rgu, and

less friction. If two men see the same object, as a work of aic, or a

machine, or a book, one will get from it a great many more ideas than

the other; that is to say, more cerebral organs will be excited or con-

structed in his case. For this reason, then, simply that his brain is the

more easily set going, we call him the smarter man. If a person is set

to work upon a task which is to be repeated a great number of times,

such as the manufacture of a particular article, the first one he makes

will require a long time and be botched and clumsy. But after making
a great many, the time required will be much less, and the product

much neater and more workmanlike. Moreover the effect on the work-

man himself will become different. At first he has to give the work

the closest attention] every detail is watched and he must concentrate all

his mind upon it, and not think of anything else. But after awhile it

becomes so easy that it is performed with very slight attention, the eyes

need not be fixed constantly upon the work, and the thoughts may some-

times wander off to other things. Now, as we have seen, the degree to

which the attention is enlisted is an index of the amount of blood

consumed in the action, and of the vividness of consciousness, if any
be aroused by it, and therefore of the amount of energy consumed in

the work. The constant tendency of the habitual energies is to reduce

friction and consciousness, and to perform the function with a con-
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stantly diminishing expenditure of force. This tendency is promoted
and clinched by natural selection. When the action comes to be per-

formed from nearly frictionless habit, and in unconsciousness, it i> in-

stinctive. Instinct expresses the net results upon the organism of a

long line of superposed habitual actions. At one end of such line 4 of

habit is reason and consciousness, at the other end, unconscious instinct.

Between the two extremes there is every possible gradation. The mo-

ment we begin the repetition of actions, we begin the establishment of

instincts. After awhile an action will become semi-instinctive; that is, it

will be performed in preference to another which is equally as reason-

able, and it is liable to be preferred to one much more reasonable. A
Mexican farmer, who all his life had used an antediluvian plow, with

wooden mold board and a straight stick for a handle, was induced to buy
a modern American plow, and the first thing he did with it was to saw off

the bent parts of the handles. The formation of the instinct is the

crystallization of the reason which started the habit in the first place.

So that the cerebral action, which necessarily precedes the muscular

action, is started b}
T its accustomed stimulus, and performed with the

minimum of attention
;
and consequently there being a minimum of

blood supplied to the organs involved, they are not in cpndition to be

influenced or changed by other stimulations, or considerations. In

other words, the reason for the instinct has become so strongly fixed,

that reasons against it cannot affect it. We say the person will not

listen to reason. He cannot.

As we grow old our habits constantly tend toward this crystallization

into instinct. When an} action comes to be performed without con-

scious supervision, it is instinctive. We sometimes see an old lady

knitting, and at the same time reading. Attention to the knitting is

not required except in turning the corners, the movements in making
the stitches having become instinctive. So a person may learn to play

a number of tunes on an instrument so that the performance of any one

may be instinctive. An amusing case in point was that of the lady

who, while playing the piano for a social dancing party, fell asleep

from the effects of a little too much "refreshment," and continued to

play while entirely unconscious. She could be set going on any other

tune with which she was familiar, by piloting her fingers through the

first strain of the piece. This is instinct pure and simple ;
more so

than we generally get it. Upon anatysis, we shall find that both our

own actions and those of other animals are usually mixed, being in

part reasoned and in part instinctive. If the lady in the above anec-

dote had remained awake, she might still have done her playing instiiv-

tively and unconsciougly, her attention being engaged with the m
ments of the dancers, or anything else

;
and the company would nr
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have suspected that her playing was instinctive. So it is with the greater

part of our actions. We can seldom do at once two things which both

require attention, but we can do one requiring some attention, and at

the same time several instinctive actions that require little or none.

When a lady reads, her attention is directed to her book, but she may
at the same time knit with her hands and rock the cradle with her foot.

From this mixed nature of our actions, and the performance simultane-

ously of instinctive movements and those requiring attention, we fail to

realize to how great an extent the former predominate over the latter.

But they certainly do predominate, especially in old people.

But instinctive actions, or those tending to become such, are not con-

fined to those which terminate in muscular motion. Muscular motion

involves not only tke muscle, but also its corresponding brain cells
;
so

that the brain organ shares the instinct with the rest of the apparatus.

But, as pointed out elsewhere, a great deal of the activity of the in-

ternal sense organs stops short of direct muscular movement. It ends

in the establishment of the organs of ideas, which become standards or

principles that influence and shade many of our actions, and direct the

bent of new thoughts. These principles are liable, from long and un-

contradicted attention, to become instinctive, and to be thrown into ac-

tivity by very slight stimulations, and so influence other actions in an

insensible manner. They color most of the actions of our lives, be-

cause almost every stimulation which comes into the brain, sets them

going, and their reactions are cast with those of the rest in forming new

ideas. Thus, ideas of honor mav be instinctive, so that whatever stim-

ulation comes to form new activities, these ideas interfere to give them

their bias. Religious dogmas, and all sorts of superstitious notions,

ideas of propriety and deportment, whimsical and odd notions, tricks

and eccentricities, become instinctive.

A large proportion of our actions are mixed. A series of details

which, taken together, may be called one act, will be purposive in part

and instinctive in part. Thus, the Mohammedan notion of the duty
and benefit of a pilgrimage to Mecca, becomes, in later life to most be-

lievers, an instinct. If strong an.d convincing arguments were pre-

sented the believer to prove the futility of such journey, and his opin-

ion were changed thereby, he still would find it impossible to rid him-

self of the feeling. If he should undertake the pilgrimage thus insti-

gated by a conviction grown to an instinct, the details of the prepara-

tions and of the journe}
7 would be worked out in small part by purpo-

sive actions, and in great part by instinctive ones. The3
T are inter-

spersed between each other. The carrying out of any large plan in-

volves a great number of separate acts, the most of which, as the steps

in walking, the motions of the hands in sawing, hammering, sewing,

and the like, are all instinctive.
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Instincts are transmissible by heredity. Those only parth" formed

transmit blind and ill-defined tendencies. A child may inherit a defi-

nite instinct for strong drink, or a vague indefinite instinct for adven-

ture, which might be satisfied by adventure as a sailor or a soldier. It

is seldom that one inherits opinions, but he inherits such form of cere-

bral organs as will be likely to develop in him the opinions of his parents,

especially the more important ones, or principles. The reason of this,

in part at least, is that specific opinions do not often become so fixed in

the feelings and emotional nature as to be instinctive, till late in life,

usually after the inheriting generation is born. So that what is trans-

mitted is the tendency which the parent has in youth and middle age,

to become what he does become in old age. A great many of our acts

become" instinctive very early, but they are not perfect until they re-

ceive a few lessons. We soon learn to dodge or duck the head to avoid

a threatened blow or passing missile; we throw up the hands to screen

the face and head, and throw them out before us if we are suddenly

tripped up and in danger of falling, and we instinctly run when startled

and confronted by sudden dangers of certain sorts. These are not in-

stinctive to the new born infant; but because its inherited organization

is adapted to them, it has only to be exposed a few times to the proper

stimulation to cause them to become instinctive
; just as the pointer

dog usually requires a few lessons to lubricate and limber up his instinct

for pointing. The instincts by which successive generations of particu-

lar families te?jid to fall into the same occupations, as sailors, fishermen,

musicians, mechanics, thieves, beggars, &c.
,
are of that partial incom-

plete sort which consist of strong tendencies, and will come into work-

ing order upon the first exposure to the appropriate stimulations, but

which may be kept in the background indefinitely if such exposure be

avoided. Sometimes, however, such instincts will assert themselves

against education, the influence of friends, and the most obvious con-

siderations of interest. Sucking, crying, and movements of limbs are

instinctive at birth, and need no further education to become operative

at once. But these are instincts which we outgrow, and which like the

thymus gland, belong to childhood and become rudimentary (considered
as instincts) when we reach maturity. . Most of our instincts we grow
into some time after birth. Among these are the sexual instincts, love

of adornment and dress, language, modesty, and those mentioned

above, relating to the opinions, principles, and occupations of adult

life. Children are instinctively cruel, wanton, and destructive, in their

small way, torturing insects and other small animals, breaking windows,

&c. These instincts which we inherit from our savage ancestors aro

usually outgrown and we grow into others of a contrary nalinv, lusrd

upon the wider experiences of civilization. We thus illustrate in our

individual lives, the evolution of civilization from savagery.
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The instincts of the lower mammals are much more mature at birth

than ours. A calf six hours old can walk without teaching, and is

from one to two years ahead of the human infant in that respect. If

the latter were prevented from trying to walk till three or four years

old, it would probably be able to do it in one or two lessons, like the

calf. That is, an instinct under construction at birth is sufficiently fin-

ished to be operative three or four years after. The instincts of the

other animals are like those of men, in the fact that some are mature

and operative at birth, and others come into operation later in life. This

is simply that the reactions from the stimulating forces of the environ-

ment are different, as the organs become different in the course of growth.

We are accustomed to speak of the actions of the lower animals as

instinctive, and our own as governed by reason. It is no doubt true

that a greater proportion of theirs is instinctive than ours, but it is a

minority in either case that is directly reasoned out. If a farmer ap-

pears at the gate of the pasture with a measure of oats, and calls his

horse grazing within, a conscious reasoning process is set up in the

brain of the horse, in which the oats on one side are weighed against

contrary inducements. If he concludes to obey the call, the stimula-

tion sets up the instinctive motions of the legs required to take him.

Analyze all the actions of horse or man and we find them composite

like this. The turning or governing points are apt to be reasoned
;
that

is, determined by the strongest of antagonistic motives after a struggle

between them, which takes time, and commonly arouses consciousness.

The filling in between these governing corners is performed by the in-

stincts, which may be defined as so many questions settled, which, there-

fore, are no longer open to argument, and which may proceed to action

without arousing consciousness of themselves.

We are apt to overrate the amount of reasoning which enters into hu-

man action, because we are liable to think of the works of man as the

works of a man, or as the ordinary functions of any human brain. Of

course we know better the moment we reflect. The small contribution

which any one person makes to the common stock of ideas, is not

enough to make him an exception to the rule that a large part of both

ideas and actions are instinctive. The greater part of the ideas which

finally become instinctive with us, are not reasoned out by us in the

first place, but are imparted to us as part of our education. A great

many are drilled into us in youth, and often become so firmly fixed as

never to be questioned or questionable in after life. The possibility of

doing this is at the bottom of the struggle for the control of the educa-

tion of the youth in this country and Europe. Where these introduced

instincts relate to duty and obligation, they constitute our conscience, and

their occasional violation causes that uneasiness called remorse, while
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their frequent violation begins that subversion of them called searing

the conscience, which ends by the substitution for them of entirely new

habits of thought.

Although every instinct is or has been reasonable, there are many
thut never were consciously reasoned out. They are results of the auto-

matic reactions of the lower centers, the basal ganglia, cerebellum, me-

dulla, &c. It is to this class that most of our earliest instincts belong,

and they constitute the principal part of the instincts of the inverte-

brates. The}' include all those muscular combinations that are neces-

sary to us in our common activities of walking, handling, seeing, eating,

&c.
,
and to other animals in swimming, climbing, leaping, flying, &c.

They in general have to be learned, although some are nearly perfect in

a very few lessons.

The mental instincts of animals are largely acquired like those of

man. The young of mammals and birds are taught by their elders in

many accomplishments and movements in hunting, &c.

Instincts are not only built up by habitual stimulation, but when the

stimulation becomes changed, the instinct is liable to be undone. In-

stincts which r-re too firmly grounded to yield to such changed stimuli,

become impediments and hindrances. Geology shows the extinction of

vast numbers of species brought about by conditions changed too sud-

denly to allow the modifications of the instincts to suit. On the other

hand, it shows innumerable instances in which the geological changes
were slow enough to allow the modifications of animal instinct to keep

up. When instinctive habits are of little importance, either as aids or

hindrances, they may survive a long time after they have become use-

less. This is illustrated by the persistence of wild habits in animals

after their domestication
;
such as the hiding of their nests by fowls,

the hiding of her new born calf by the cow, the turning around of the

dog before tying down to sleep. &c. Dogs will turn around thus a num-

ber of times and* scratch the surface, no matter if it be a carpet or a

pavement, as if they were tramping down the grass and scooping out a

hollow in the ground, in the manner of their wild ancestors. A semi-

idiotic dog, probably a reversion toward an ancient type, was observed

to turn around on a carpet thirteen times before lying down. Jackals,

fennecs, and other allied animals in the zoological gardens, turn around

in their straw, and make their beds as they would do in prairie grass, or

leaves in the woods.

It is well known that cats bur}' their excrements of both kinds. A
kitten was seen scraping ashes over a spoonful of pure water spilt on the

hearth. Dogs, wolves, and jackals have not this habit at present, but

there is reason to believe their remote ancestors had, for they all make

a pretense of covering their excrement by scratching with all four feet

as if to heap up u mound of earth
;
and they do this on a pavement.
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Wild habits also survive in tame birds. "The sheldrake (Tadorna)
feeds on the sands left uncovered by the tide, and when a worm-cast is

discovered it begins patting the ground with its feet, dancing as it were,

over the hole, and this makes the worm come to the surface. Now Mr.

St. John says, that when his tame sheldrakes came to ask for food,

they patted the ground in an impatient and rapid manner. This, there-

fore, may almost be considered as their expression of hunger. Mr.

Bartlett informs me that the flamingo and the kagu (rhinochetus ju-

batus) when anxious to be fed beat the ground with their feet in the

same odd manner. So again, kingfishers when they catch a fish always

beat it until it is killed, and in the zoological gardens they always beat

the raw meat with which they are sometimes fed, before devouring it."

(Darwin, Emotions 47).

We often speak of the instincts of animals as unerring ;
but this is a

mistake. If a man wishes to jump a ditch, he instinctively estimates

its width and regulates the force necessary to carry him over. If it is

a little too wide and he has to make a run for it, he instinctively esti-

mates the length of the run, and regulates his steps so as to bring the

right foot upon the spot from which the spring is to be made. In such

things as these the instincts of other animals are like our own, some

better and some worse. But in the more complicated instincts which

include cerebral memories, and involve many organs, the lower animals

are by no means infallible. For example, the instinct of a rattle-snake

encourages him to attack a hog, with invariable disaster, to the snake.

The migratory instinct which has been fastened upon large numbers

of birds, fishes, and mammals, including some races of men, by the

changes in the seasons, is complicated with conscious memories. A
bird from Spain will find the same nest in an English hedgerow that it

occupied last year. The instinct of direction in Indians and half-

breeds has been mentioned. Wrangel observed the remarkable per-

fection of it among the natives of North Siberia in finding their way
through a labyrinth of ice hummocks, and continually changing direc-

tion without getting lost. The wild goose in going north travels in the

night and across the ocean. Still this instinct is not unerring either in

man or other animal. The Indian packers of an engineer's outfit in

northern Wisconsin all got lost one cloudy day. European birds get

lost and reach the Azores sometimes, and North American birds lose

their bearings and stray to Ireland. Swallows often get lost. Fishes,

too, get off the track. Salmon frequently get into the wrong river,
" many Tweed salmon being found in the Forth." Certain sheep in

Scotland and Spain want to migrate every spring, as no doubt their wild

ancestors did.

The instincts of insects are similar in their nature to those of other
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animals. ' < One solitary wasp, sphex flam pennis, which provisions its

nest with small grasshoppers, when it returns to the cell, leaves the vic-

tim outside and goes down for a moment to see that all is right. Dur-

ing the absence of one, M. Fabre moved the grasshopper a little; out came
the sphex, soon found her victim, dragged it to the mouth of the cell,

and left it as before. Again and again M. Fabre moved the grasshop-

per, but every time the sphex did exactly the same thing until M. Fabre

was tired out. All the insects of this colony had the same curious

habit. But on trying the same experiment with a sphex the following

year, after two or three disappointments she learned wisdom by experi-

ence and carried the grasshopper directly down into the cell." (Lub-

bock, Senses of Animals.
)

Another species of sphex, tacJiytes nigra,

which usually
' < makes its own burrow and stores it with paralyzed

prey" for its own larvae, will occasionally take possession of the burrow

and provisions of another sphex, and appropriate them to her own pur-

pose. There is a caterpillar that usually weaves a little silk web to at-

tach the chrysalis to. But if such a caterpillar be placed in a box

with a piece of muslin stretched across for a lid, she will omit her web,

and attach the chrysalis directly to the muslin.

The above are examples of instincts modified by intelligence. In

most actions, as observed before, we find both of these elements.

" The larva of a beetle ( cionus scrophulariaa ), when bred on the scro-

phularia, exudes a viscid substance which makes a transparent bladder,

within which it undergoes its metamorphosis, but the larva when natur-

ally bred, or transported by man onto a verbascum, becomes a burrower,

and undergoes its metamorphosis within a leaf. In the caterpillars of

certain moths there are two great classes, those which burrow in the

parenchyma of leaves, and those which roll up leaves with consumate

skill," yet they belong to the same species. These cases of contingent

instinct show that instincts are reactions against stimulations in the en-

vironment, and must differ either intelligently or instinctively when the

stimulations differ. Many birds which are quite tame to man in a state

of nature, are very wild in countries that are inhabited, showing a

change in their instincts by the presence of man.

Darwin also found a sort of water lizzard which has been driven to

live on land by the presence of sharks and other enemies inhabiting the

water. It lives on water plants, but remains out of the water as much

as possible. When he threw one into the water it scrambled out again,

being less afraid of him than its aquatic enemies.

Edible bird's nests vary greatly in structure. The collocalia, the bird

which makes the edible nests, belongs to the same sub-family with the

swift They have salivary glands that secrete a sticky, mucilaginous,

brittle substance, by which they fasten together the parts that compose
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the nest. Some varieties stick the nest to a wall or chimney, and the

amount of saliva used is greatly Araried in the different species, being

small in the European species, larger in the North American, and largest

in the Asiatic genus.

The houses of muskrats and beavers vary in structure according to

the necessities of the case.

Some bees when near the sea burrow in sand banks; the same species

when in wooded districts bore holes in posts.

Some insects have different ' ' instincts under different circumstances,

or at different times of life.
"

The force of heredity is curiously shown in hybrids, where the in-

stincts of both parents are exhibited in the offspring. A case is given

of a young dog, the son of a springing spaniel and a setter, that raised

a partridge in silence, as its male parent would have done, and a couple

of hours later started a woodcock with barking, as its female parent

would have done.

It often happens that a person will fall into some queer trick or habit

which is seldom graceful and is apparently useless. One man in medi-

tation will sit and twist and tug at his beard, and the more intently he

thinks, the harder he will twist. Such habit begins through the over-

flow of superfluous excitement upon an easily moved muscular combina-

tion, producing an automatic trick. Sometimes such tricks become so

instinctive as to be hereditary. A case is related of a gentleman who

had a trick in his sleep, when on his back, of slowly raising his right

arm up above his forehead, then dropping it suddenly, bringing the

wrist heavily down upon the bridge of the nose. He would keep this

up for an hour at a time and several nights in succession, and repeat

after an interval of several nights. This trick was quite faithfully in-

herited by a son, in whom it appeared after he had reached maturity.

A daughter inherited it in a modified form, bringing the hand, instead

of the wrist, down upon the nose, and striking it rapidly. Her spells

were at intervals of some months.

Akin to the above is the inheriting of hand-writing, which depends

on the exact repetition in the child, of the cerebral organs necessary to

produce the characteristic muscular combinations. In a family named

Cobbe, the same characteristic writing was transmitted through five gen-

erations, one member writing it with his left hand. With a little prac-

tice almost anyone can learn to write backwards with his left hand.

When such writing is held up to a looking-glass it can be read forward,

and will be found to have the same peculiarities as that executed by the

right hand. This fact is held to prove that the brain is responsible for

the instincts of the hand-writing rather than the muscles.

Norwegian ponies are trained to obey the voice, and are very docile
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when they understand, but are very hard to train to the bit, the race

not having inherited that disposition.

A cat, taught to beg like a terrier, transmitted the trait to its kittens,

which did the same, though scattered to several owners before they ever

saw the act performed.

Tameness results when the environment of the animal includes man
and his surroundings. Both tameness and wildness are instincts, and

may be lost, or acquired by hereditary use. Rabbits are very wild

when wild, and very tame when tame.

The young of wild and tame ducks hatched in the same nest, show

their instinctive wildness and tameness as soon as they are out of the

shell. Of habits far gone in the process of crystallization into instincts,

there are many both of race and family. The tendency of all long estab-

lished human societies is to fall into grades and castes. We can easily

imagine that the four castes which obtained in India, if never disturbed,

would, in time, have become instinctive, so that the feelings of each in-

dividual would be a sufficient indication of his social status.

Instinctive, w partially instinctive modes of thought are accounted

for in the same way that physical instincts are, that is, a certain struc-

ture of brain being inherited, the action most natural to that brain is

the action that differentiated and formed the brains from which it is

descended. So a religious habit of thought in an ancestral line may be-

get a religious tendenc}
7

,
or instinct in the descendants. Such instincts

have often been
citec^as

evidence of the reality of a relationship existing

between ourselves and a supernatural being. But obviously they prove

only that the ancestors thought there was such a relationship ;
which

thought differentiated organs that became hereditary.

Among the human habits which may be regarded as instinctive, are

the feelings of superstition, which dominate all savage and semi-savage

races, and to which even civilized and enlightened races are frequently
liable to lapse, and which are strong in all recently civilized barbarians

;
as

for example, the African race in America, the Sandwich Islanders, &c.

The aversion to work on the part of the males of some of our wild tribes

of Indians, in spite of precept, example, and education is, no doubt, in-

stinctive, as well as the industry of the women.

In discussing mental phenomena under the various titles which we

give them, of reflection, instinct, automatism, intelligence, consciousness,

&c.
,
we must not lose sight of the fact that these terms serve only to

point out pecularities, aspects, or subordinate qualities attending the

manifestations of the forces of the environment in their assaults upon
the brain. They all result from these assaults and are all simply new
forms of the energy. They are movements, depending for their

peculiarities on the peculiarities of the things that move, but they are
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not things either in motion or still. Thus, derived from a common ori-

gin, they are of a common nature in their essential working qualities.

CHAPTER LXXIX.

TELEPATHIC TRANSFER OF BRAIN ACTION.

From the facts set forth in the chapters on Polarity and Electricity,

we have reason to conclude that there is a Field of Force surrounding

every body in which electric tensions are generated ;
and that, practically

means every body in existence, by no means excepting organized bodies.

There is the strongest reason to believe that the analogy between mag-
netism and nervous force is the same as that between the vibrations

which produce red and those which produce blue
;
that is, they are dif-

ferent tones of the same sort of motion. In addition, therefore, to the

magnetic field adout an organized body, there is also by analogy the

nervous field, or rather, perhaps, the field of nervous tones. If the body
radiate heat, there is a field of heat tones and there is also the field of

the tones of the color which the body reflects. It might be reasonably

anticipated that when two organic bodies are brought near to each other,

so that their fields of force overlap or infringe, the disturbance thus

caused in the field of force would react upon the nervous currents and

tensions in the interior of the body itself, disturbing and rearranging

them. This inference is strongly supported by^numerous facts to be

hereinafter cited. The disturbing forces, it must be inferred, constantly

produce their effect even when there is no consciousness of it. But del-

icate as these forces are, their operation is, nevertheless, often sufficient

to produce the most startling effects upon consciousness. However,
there is reason to think that in the case of man, the subtile influence

which is almost constantly at work, produces effects in a silent and im-

perceptible manner entirely unperceived by consciousness. For, after be-

ing exposed to the influence of a certain presence for a time, it often

happens that we suddenly become aware that new feelings have been

produced in us, such as aversion or attraction, love or dislike, &c. And
this happens when it cannot be attributed to the effects of any oral com-

munication, although there is generally a possibility of the influence of

the expression of the countenance and actions of one person upon the

imagination of another, even when no words are spoken. But after

making allowance for that, too, there is reason to believe in a residual

influence independent of the ordinary senses. It has often been re-

marked that a person sitting in an audience has been influenced to turn

around when a friend sitting some distance back has strongly concen-

trated his attention upon him. Thoughts of a person who has not been
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in in i IK I for some time and whose presence is not expected, linvo sud-

den I v sprung up, and often soon been followed by the appearance of the

person thought about. This has happened so frequently as to give rise

to the honu-ly proverb. "Think of the Devil and he is sure to appear."

In such ctiso we may suppose the visiting person has perhaps unwittingly

sent before him thoughts of the friend he is going to see, and thus

aroused in him a reciprocal impression*. There is strong indication from

some of the cases to be cited, that the influence from one nervous sys-

tem to another is sometimes projected over a considerable distance, the

parallelism between nervous and electric action remaining, in this re-

spect, as well as in regard to the fields of force. This has been named

Telepathy and it may be spontaneous or purposive.

Comparatively recent investigations b}' the Psychical Research Society,

and other inquirers, seem to point to this conclusion, that there is such a

thing as the disturbance of the cerebral conditions in one brain by the

activities of another, directly, without the mediation of either of the

five senses. If A has in his brain an organ which gives him the sensa-

tion of a certain fact that he wishes to communicate to B, the ordinary

process is like this. A current passes from A's organ down the nerves

to the tongue, lips and larynx, whose movement communicates motion

to the air which, striking on the auditory fixtures of B, creates a current

into his internal senses and builds up an organ similar to the one in A,

from which the movement started. Now this operation goes on every

minute in the day. We are constantly building up in each other's inter-

nal senses, organs as near like our own as we know how to make them

b}
T word painting. Again, two things which are each like a third thing,

must be like each other. If two men see a statue, the object will differ-

entiate an organ in each brain, and the two organs must be much alike.

The same is true, if the two hear the same musical instrument or inhale

the same odor, or touch the same surface, or taste of the same dish.

From the fact that these paired organs, one in one brain, and one in

another, were formed by nearly identical stimulations and can be re-

agitated by the same, it would seem antecedently credible that if some

element extended from one to the other to act as a vehicle, the vibra-

tions resulting from the activity of one might communicate a similar ac-

tivity to the other
;
as the vibration of a string in one piano may cause

the vibration of its corresponding string in another. As to the vehicle,

we have convincing evidence that the universal Ether is universal, and

bridges the distance between every two brains, however long or short it

may be. In telegraphing to and from running trains, the air alone is the

conductor over a space equal to the distance of the telegraph wires from

the track. This is usually from 30 to 50 feet, but instances have been re-

ported in which the experiment was successfully conducted when this

distance was 400 feet. This is remarkable considering the greatness of
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the inertia of even the most delicately constructed electric instruments.

The disturbance of the tensions must be enough to enable the straining

ethereal element to carry with it the heavy metallic armature. The del-

icacy of the adjustments of the cerebral receiving organs must be in-

finitely finer than this.

The following is told and vouched for by Abercrombie : "A lady in

Edinburgh had sent her watch to be repaired. A long time elapsed

without her being able to recover it, and after many excuses she began
to suspect that something was wrong. She now dreamed that the watch-

maker's boy, by whom the watch was sent, had dropped it in the street

and injured it in such a manner that it could not be repaired. She then

went to the master, and without any allusion to her dream, put the ques-

tion to him directly, when he confessed that it was true."

Another singular case which Abercrombie cited as true, is as follows:

A young man at an acadamy a hundred miles from home, dreamed that

he went to his father's house in the night, tried the front door but found

it locked, got in by a back door and went to the bedroom of his parents.

He then said to his mother whom he found awake,
' '

Mother, I am go-

ing on a long journey and have come to bid you good-by.
" On this she

answered under much agitation,
"
Oh, dear son, thou art dead." As was

afterwards ascertained his mother dreamed the same dream at the same

time, the particulars of someone trying first the front door, then enter-

ing by the back door, of the person whom she then recognized as her

son approaching her bed, and using the same language, and her reply

being the very same as in the son's dream. The dream gave the mother

much alarm, but nothing unusual happened to either of the parties.

This curious occurrence cannot be explained as a mere accidental co-

incident. In fact. I cannot imagine any possible explanation which

does not involve the projection of nervous influence to a distance. We
may suppose a high degree of sameness or identit}

r between the two or-

ganizations, which is sensible to us under the name of sympathy. All

organizations which have been exposed to the same stimuli are obviously,

to a certain extent, identical in constitution, so that whatever form of en-

ergy is able to excite one of them, will excite the other, if by any means

it can reach it; and whatever form of energy is developed in one, if by

any means we may suppose it projected into the field of force belonging

to the other, it will develop in it a movement precisely like that which

took place in the first. The two nervous organizations stand to each

other in the very same relationship as two connected dynamos, one of

which is driven by a steam engine, while the other is operated by the

current from the first, and in turn drives some sort of machinery, as a

printing press or a street car.

The following is another instance :
< '

Columbus, Ohio, Jan'y 3.
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Something impelled John Pembridg.e, an employe of the machine works,

this morning, to leave his work and go home. He says he does not

know wh}* he did. so as he was not sick. Arriving at his home, where

a grown daughter, his only child, kept house for him, he found her

dead. He had left her in her usual good health in the morning. The

cause of her death, and its premonition by the father, are mysteries.
"

The following cases are furnished b}' the authors of ' ' Phantasms of

the Living.
"

Mrs. Severn, wife of Arthur Severn, writes from Brant-

wood Coniston, under date of Get, 27, 1883, that one summer morn-

ing, about 1880, she awoke at seven o'clock with a start, feeling as if

she had received a hard blow upon the mouth, which drew blood, and

with such impression she pressed her handkerchief to the part. After

a few seconds, upon removing the handkerchief she was surprised to

find no blood, and so concluded it had been a very vivid dream. About

two and a half hours later, her husband returned from an early sail upon
the lake, during which, on account of a sudden squall, he had received

a blow upon the mouth from the tiller, which gave a rapid whirl as the

boat was turned by the squall. The wound drew blood, which he

stanched with his handkerchief. Upon comparing notes it was per-

ceived that the wound must have been inflicted about the time the lady's

dream occurred, and no doubt it was at the same instant.

On the evening of the 25th of March, 1880, at 8: 30 o'clock, Mr.

Richard Wingfield-Baker, of Orsett Hall, Essex, England, died from

the effects of a fall he suffered while hunting with hounds that day.

The same night, but several hours later, his brother, Frederick Wing-

field-Baker, living at Belle Isle en Terre, Cotes du Nord, France, had a

dream, which he relates as follows : "On the night of Thursday, the

25th of March, 1880, I retired to bed after reading till late, as is my
habit. I dreamed that I was lying on my sofa reading, when, on look-

ing up, I saw distinctly the figure of my brother, Richard Wingfield-

Baker, sitting on the chair before me. I dreamed that I spoke to him,

but that he simply bent his head in reply, rose and left the room.

When I awoke I found mj'self standing with one foot on the ground by

my bedside, and the other on the bed, trying to speak to and to pro-

nounce my brother's name. So strong was the impression as to the re-

ality of his presence, and so vivid the whole scene as dreamt, that I

left my bedroom to search for my brother in the sitting-room." Three

days after this he received the information of his brother's death.

(Phantasms, 1-199.) The circumstance of the postponement for some

hours, of the consciousness of the impression, is plausibly explained

by the authors of Phantasms. The impression is doubtless made at the

moment in which the event happens, but the succeeding automatic cere-

bral processes by which the undefined impression is transformed into a
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definite idea or image, is carried on, as it always is, in unconsciousness,

and remains in abeyance while the consciousness is occupied by the

more aggressive images derived through the ordinary senses. When

night comes on, and the senses no longer transmit impressions to the

brain, the suppressed telepathic image emerges into consciousness in the

shape of a subjective vision or a vivid dream.

Jan'y 3d, 1856, the steamer Alice was tied up to the shore of the

Mississippi, just above New Orleans. Her commander, Joseph Collyer,

had retired for the night, but being suddenly warned of the near ap-

proach of another steamer coming up the river, he rushed out upon
deck in his night clothes. At that instant the upward-bound steamer,

named the "Red River," collided violently with the Alice, and caused

her flag-pole to fall over. It struck Mr. Collyer on the head, splitting

his skull and killing him instantly. His parents resided at Camden,
New Jersey, more than 1,000 miles from the scene of the accident.

Yet, about the"moment it happened, as nearly as could be ascertained

afterwards, his mother, feeling uneasy, sat up in bed, and upon looking

round the room, as she says,
' to my utter amazement saw Joseph

standing at the door looking at me with great earnestness, his head ban-

daged up, a dirty night-cap on, and a dirty, white garment on, some-

thing like a surplice. He was much disfigured about the eyes and

face.
" She was of course much alarmed, and felt sure, as she told the

family, that they would hear bad news from Joseph. It was thirteen

days, however, viz., on the 16th of Jan'y, before the slow mails of

that day brought them the fatal news. Mrs. Collyer's account of her

vision is dated March 27, 1861, or five years after the occurrence. If

it is to be explained as a transference of a mental state from Joseph
as the agent, to his mother as percipient, it must be observed that prob-

ably the lad}
7 may have unconsciously incorporated with her recollec-

tions of the vision, some things that she learned afterwards. This is

especially probable in regard to the bandage around the head, which, it

is said, was not put on till some time after the accident. (Phantasms,

1-204.)

In 1883, two friends, who are known by the initials N. J. S. andF. L.
,

respectively, were employed together in an office. Their friendship had

lasted for eight years, and was of a very warm and intimate character.

On Monday, March 19th, F. L. complained of being unwell, and during

the week received some medical treatment; on Saturday he was not able

to come to the office, and that night, a little before nine o'clock, he died

at his home from rupture of the aorta. Saturday evening N. J. S. was

sitting at his home. He had had a headache, and mentioned to his wife

that he was unusually warm. Immediately afterwards he saw his friend,

F. L.
, standing before him, dressed in his usual manner. ' ' He looked
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with a fixed regard at N. J. S.
,
and then passed away. N. J. S. im-

mediately informed his wife what he had seen, and asked her the time.

It was 12 minutes to 9. It could not be known precisely at what time

F. L. died, as he was alone, but it was between 8:35 and 9.

Under date of Nov. 1884, Mrs. Bettany, of Dulwich, Eng., writes the

authors of Phantasms, as follows. (Vol. 1, p. 194). "When I was a

child, I had man}
T remarkable experiences of a physical nature, which I

remember to have looked upon as ordinary and natural at the time.

On one occasion (I am unable to fix the date, but I must have been

about 10 years old) I was walking in a country lane at A, the place

where my parents then resided. I was reading geometry as I walked

along, a subject little likely to produce fancies or morbid phenomena of

any kind, when in a moment I saw a bedroom, known as the white

room in my home, and upon the floor lay my mother, to all appearance

dead. The vision must have remained some minutes during which time

my real surroundings appeared to pale and die out
;
but as the vision

faded, actual surroundings came back, at first dimly, and then clearly.

I could not doubt that what I had seen was real, so instead of going

home, I went at once to the house of our medical man, and found him

at home. He at once set out with me for my home, on the way putting

questions I could not answer, as my mother was to all appearance well

when I left home. I led the doctor straight to the white room, where

we found my mother actually lying, as in my vision. This was true,

even to minute details. She had been seized suddenly by an attack at

the heart, and would soon have breathed her last but for the doctor's

timely advent. I shall get my father and mother to read this and

sign it. Jeanie Gwynne-Bettany.
"

' ' We certify that the above is correct.

S. G. Gwynne,
J. W. Gwynne."

Some cases are recorded in which there are two percipients moved by
the same agency. (The percipient is the person who receives the im-

pression or sees the vision, while the agent is the person from whom it

comes. )

Sarah Eustance, of Stretton, Eng., died on July 3d, 1866, aged 45.

Twelve or 14 hours before her death, she expressed an intense longing

to see once more her brother-in-law, John Done, to whom she was much

attached, and whom she familiarl}' addressed as "uncle," and his

niece, Rosanna, who lived at a distance of 12 or 13 miles. At the

time indicated, Mr. Done, who had been asleep, awoke, hearing a voice

distinctly call him, "Uncle, uncle, uncle!" He, thinking it was Ros-

anna who had called him, went to her room, and found that she too, luul

been awakened by some unknown influence, and heard a voice call dis-
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tinctly
"
Rosy, Rosy, Rosy !

"
She supposed it was her uncle Done, who

had called her, as they two were the only occupants of the house that

night. ( Phantasms of the Living. )

This seems to be a proper place to observe, that in many cases of tel-

epathic transmission, there is much more in the vision, or hallucination

of the percipient, than could have been in the consciousness of the

agent. In the case of Mrs. Bettany, for example, it is quite unlikely

that the details of her mother's situation and surroundings in the

" white room" would all have been present to the mind of the mother,

and so become a part of the transmitted impression. In general, in

cases of vision, it is not possible that the agent is often thinking about

the clothes he has on, much less those he may have worn in former

years. Yet it is often in these latter that he appears to his percipient.

The fact is, the vision is made up oftentimes chiefly, or largely, of ele-

ments which were already in the mind of the percipient, and yet could

not have at the time been in the mind of the agent. It is inferred,

therefore, that the actual transmission may consist of a single one, or of

only a few vibrant elements, which serve to arouse in the brain of the

the percipient the disturbance of a mere point of cerebral substance.

From this point the disturbance spreads into the related memory organs,

and there is at once an image constructed on the same principle on

which dreams in common are formed. It is not often that the percipi-

ent sees the agent ( in imagination) as he really is at the moment. In

the case of the appearance of F. L. to N. J. S.
,
cited above, the spectre

appeared in his ' ' hat with a black band, his overcoat unbuttoned, and

a stick in his hand." The sick man was seen by his brother at about

8:40, within a few minutes of his death. He was then sitting in his

bedroom, where he had been for some time under treatment, and prob-

ably was not attired with hat, overcoat, and cane.

These accessories were supplied from the memory organs of N. J. S.

The transmitted impression from the agent F. L.
,
amounted only to a

suggestion, and initiated the disturbance in the brain of N. J. S.
, which,

overflowing to the related organs, aroused their action, and a new image
was constructed, embodying the instant impression with the former im-

pressions, and, as it were, redating the result of the latter. Immediately
after the vision, N. J. S. announced the same to his wife, and said

further, that F. L. was dead, for he had just seen him. The conviction

that he was dead, seems to have been the result of his own reasoning,

rather than a part of the original impression. It has happened so often

that visions of this sort have occurred at the time of the death of the

agent, that every one is familiar with such coincidence, and, immedi-

ately upon the occurrence of such vision, would be likely to infer a

death. The case related by Abercrombie, of the simultaneous dream of
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mother mid son, in which the mother exclaimed :

'

Oh, dear son, thou

art dead !

" shows the tendency to form this inference whether there is

any ground for it or not. Cases are cited in " Phantasms "
in which

the percipient, upon seeing the agent, has concluded as a matter of

course he was dead, when it was not so.

In the case last cited above, in which the agent felt a strong desire to

see two persons, each person felt the effect of that part only of the

agent's longing which concerned him or her, Mr. Done hearing his

name only, and Rosanna hers. Obviously, the different organs of the

brain each developed by and attuned to a particular pitch, are restimu-

hited only by vibrations in their proper pitch, and supposing that in the

above example the same series of tones came to both the percipients,

some only of these tones could affect one of them, while others would

affect the other.

It cannot, in the nature of things, be otherwise than that we are all

of us constantly assailed by the mental exhalations of other people,

and it is hardly possible that we escape being sometimes influenced by
them. It is a matter of at least plausible conjecture that sometimes

when we are in a passive state, either waking or sleeping, our thoughts
receive unconscious influence from these wandering stimuli. While

there are instances of the transference of ideas of a happy nature, such

as a wedding, it is remarkable that the great majority, in fact almost

all the observed cases of spontaneous telepathy, relate to death, illness

or accident. From this, the authors of Phantasms infer that pain is

more vivid than pleasure. It may be suggested that when in pain, es-

pecially hopeless pain, the agent is in a condition demanding and long-

ing for help and s}
T

mpathy. The mind goes out of itself to seek for

the support which fails within. On the other hand, I take it, we as

percipients are more impressible- by painful than by pleasurable emo-

tions. We are more passive and negative toward them because our at-

tention is ordinarily not occupied with our own pains, but our own pleas-

ures. This would not be true if pain on the whole predominated over

pleasure in our lives. Lastly, the pleasurable impressions we may
chance to get, may fail of interpretation by being confounded with our

own, and unrecognized as having an extraneous origin.

The experiments made by the Psychical Research Society, of London,
are of very satisfactory and convincing nature, settling beyond reasona-

ble doubt the fact of purposive thought transference. The two princi-

pals concerned are the Agent, who concentrates his mind on the idea he

wishes to transfer, as the name of a person or a card, a color, a picture

or whatever he pleases, and the Percipient, or reader of the thought of

the agent. The agent must expend considerable energy in keeping up
the necessary concentration. The percipient must become as passive as
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possible, and thinking his own thoughts as little as possible, must as-

sume a condition of expectancy, awaiting the impression from the agent.

If there are several persons in the room the effect is better when they

assist the agent by concentrating their attention upon the same idea.

This operates to strengthen the force of the impression and at the same

time to eliminate the element of distraction which might arise from the

presence of other impressions. If the percipient is blindfolded, the dis-

tracting impressions which he might get from things seen are eliminated.

He may be still further insulated if his ears are stopped. Children and

females generally make the best percipients. Generally the best effects

are obtained when the agent and percipient are close together or even in

contact. Contact is made by the hands, or by the agent touching the

head, neck or some other part of the percipient. A connection be-

tween the two with a stick or piece of wire is sometimes better than

nothing, though a great number of successful experiments have been

performed without visible connection of any kind. ' ' Practice makes per-

fect" in this sort of exercise as in every other. There is reason to be-

lieve that the faculty is possessed in some degree by almost every one,

but it is much more highly developed in some than in others. The fact

that it can be cultivated involves also the reverse. It ma}r be lost by

disuse, and the conjecture is ventured here, that since the development
of articulate language, there has been such a loss to the human race.

The experiments made by the P. R. Society consisted of the attempted

transference of various sorts of ideas, embracing in short, ideas of all

classes
;

viz. :

( 1 ) Ideas of direction and locality. These I take it are among the

easiest to transfer, and consist in hiding objects which the percipient is

to find, and in thinking of localities to which he is to go, &c.

(2) Visual impressions; the formj3 of objects, such as drawings or

pictures, figures, alphabetic and geometric characters, cards, &c. The

agent makes these characters, or keeps his attention fixed upon them by

looking steadily at them or otherwise, when the percipient is, or should

be, able to describe them or reproduce them on a slate or paper. The

transference of the idea of a color comes under this head.

(
3 ) Other sense impressions ;

as smell, taste, hearing, &c.
,
sounds

of words, names, sentences, tunes, &c. In the transference of many
sensations there will of necessity be a blending of different senses, to a

greater or less extent. For example, when the agent draws a card from

a pack, he naturally is himself impressed by its appearance, form, color,

&c., visual impressions, and also by its name, which is an auditory im-

pression aroused by association. The .transfer to the percipient is there-

fore two mingled impressions.

(4) Impressions from the internal senses, (a) Emotional, as pain,
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pleasure, anxiety, fear, &<. (I) Intellectual
;
as concrete ideas, such

as dramatic and historical scenes, apparitions, &c.
,
and abstract ideas.

The success had in the purposive transfer of ideas of all the above

classes in the experiments of the P. R society, is sufficient, indepen-
dent of the hundreds of spontaneous cases which they have collected,

to fully justif}
T the conclusion that such transfer is real. Of course, not

all, nor even a majority of the experiments have been successful, but so

large a percentage have been, that the results are unaccountable on any
other theory than that of telepathic transference.

In 497 trials tabulated by the experimenters, in which playing cards,

numbers and words were thought of by the agent, and guessed by the

percipient, the results were as follows, two guesses being allowed when

the first was unsuccessful :

Cards: 260 trials
; guessed right on first trial 29 times, on second

trial 18 times, total, 47.

Numbers, &c. : 187 trials; guessed right first time 41, second time

17, total, 58.

Words: 50 trials; guessed right first time 25, second time 10, total,

35
; grand total, 140 successes in 497 trials, or 95 correct guesses at

first trial in 497, or nearly 20 per cent. The probability of obtaining

such result by the operation of mere chance, is not one in thousands of

millions of times. It happened at one time that there were nine com-

plete, and two partial successes in fourteen trials, at another time there

were eight correct guesses in succession.

In experiments for the transfer of taste, strongly tasting substances

were selected, such as vinegar, mustard, Worcestershire sauce, wine,

aloes, alum, nutmeg, pepper, ginger, &c.
,
and these were tasted in an-

other room by the agent, who afterwards touched the percipient, in

some cases through a hole in a partition, the parties being in separate

rooms. The proportion of correct answers was large, and in some cases

there appeared to be a transference of smell as well as taste impressions.

The two senses are intimatel}
7
"

related, taste being often at fault when

not supported by smell. During experiments in tasting, for example,

the agent smelled eau de cologne, and the percipient, though expecting a

taste sensation, experienced and reported the effect of cologne. Pain

impressions were likewise in many cases strikingly transferred.

The following table of 20 trials shows the method and its results. The

percipient, a lady, was blindfolded, and seated with her back to the

agents, of whom there were three or more, and who inflicted on them-

selves, simultaneously the same pain on the same part of the body.
1. Back of left hand pricked. Rightly localized.

2. Lobe of left ear pricked. Rightly localized.

3. Left, wrist pricked.
"

Is it the left hand?" pointing to the back near the little finger.

4. Third finger of left hand tightly bound round with wire. A lower joint of that rin-

ger waslguessed.
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6- Left wrist scratched with pins-
"

It is in the left wrist like being scratched."

6. Left ankle pricked. Rightly localized.

7. Spot behind left ear pricked. No result.

8. Right knee pricked- Rightly localized.

9. Right shoulder pricked. Rightly localized.

10. Hands burned over gas. "Like a pulling pain; then tingling like cold and hot al-

ternately." Localized by gesture only.

11. End of tongue bitten.
"
It is in the lips or the .tongue?"

12. Palm of left hand pricked.
"
Is it a tingling pain in the hand, here ?" placing her

finger on the palm of the left hand.
13. Back of neck pricked.

"
Is it a pricking of the neck?"

14. Front of left arm above elbow pricked- Rightly localized.

15. Spot just above left ankle pricked. Rightly localized.

16. Spot just above right wrist pricked.
"
I am not quite sure, but I feel a pain in the

right arm, from the thumb upwards to above the wrist-"

17. Inside of left ankle pricked- Outside of left ankle guessed.
18. Spot beneath right collar-bone pricked. The exactly corresponding spot on the left

side was guessed.
19- Back hair pulled. No result.

20. Inside of right wrist pricked- Right foot guessed-

Thus in 10 out of 20 cases the percipient localized the pain with

great precision ;
in six the localization was nearly exact, and with these

FIG. 383. Original by the

agent, Mr- Guthrie, who also

drew 385, 387, 389, 391 and
393-

FIG. 384. Reproduction of

383, by Percipient, Miss Ed-

wards, who also drew 38G,

388, 390, 392, 394-

FIG- 385. Original.

FIG- 386- Reproduction of

385.

FIG. 383- FIG 384.

wemay include No. 10, where

the pain was probably not

confined to a single well-de-

fined area in the hands of all

the agents ;
in two, no local

impression was produced ;

and in one, the last, the an-

swer was wholly wrong."

In the transference of ideas

of drawings, some of the ex-

periments were very curious.

Drawings shown in figs. 383

to 394 inclusive, represent FIG. 385. FIG. 386

the whole work of a single sitting ;
the percipient sitting witli her back

to the agent, and not in contact at any time during the experiment.

There was of course special care that the percipient should get no

knowledge of the nature of the originals through the ordinary sen PCS.
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In fig. 398, the reproduction of 397, there is shown the singular phe-

nomenon of inversion. There were a number of such cases. The same

phenomenon was stated by Washington Irving Bishop to occur to him

4 in certain dases. Thus,

_ I I in a public exhibition

I of his "mind-reading"

\ 6 1 Powers at Minneapolis,

I \ M the committee, as

I ^^^m^^^ "agent,
" saw on a bank

% J note the number 215,-

^^^^T 298.85, which Bishop

reproducedas 215,268.-

58. This was a re-

I ^^^^^^^ markable reproduction.^^^^ ^^ ^
In regard to the change

FiG.387.-Original. Reprod^ctfo^of 387- of Position in the last

two figures, and the inversion of the figure 9, making 6 of it, he ex-

plained
" that things came to him inverted like the picture in a camera.

"

Other of Mr. Bishop's performances were as follows : A gentleman,

having written a name upon a piece of paper, and inserted it in an en-

velope, went into the foyer of the theater and took hold of a copper

wire, the other end of which was

wrapped around Mr. Bishop's

head, who soon wrote upon the

blackboard with chalk, the name
which had been placed in the en-

velope, and in a style of chirog-

raphy almost a fac simile of what

was written. A committee-man

then thought of a tune, and Mr.

Bishop immediately played it on

the piano.

Another feat of Mr. Bishop con-

sisted in driving, blind-folded, a

carriage through a busy thorough-

fure, for about a mile, and finding
* *-OArf.i.

Repr
F.o.

390.^^
an article that had been hidden by the committee, they accompanying
him. He also found articles secreted in different parts of the theater,

when giving his exhibitions. In such cases he always took the person

along with him who did the hiding, which suggests a possibility of mus-

cle-reading.

Another person giving public tests of mind-reading, is J. Randall

Brown, of Minneapolis. From a newspaper account I take the follow-
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ing : One of his earliest public tests was given at the Bijou theater,

New York. An insulated copper wire was extended from the theater to

the Fifth Ave. Hotel. Prof. Cromwell, at the latter place, placed the

end of the wire against his forehead, and Brown did the same with the

other end, on the stage of the theater.

With his eyes blind-folded he then wrote

down Prof. Cromwell's thoughts on a black-

board. When Prof. C romwell came over

to the theater, he acknowledged the writ-

ing to be a correct record of his thought.

Another test was given by means of a wire

between Philadelphia and Wilmington, 28

miles, Brown at Philadelphia reading the

thought of ex-GrOV. Pollock at Wilmington.

The telegraph test was first suggested and

practiced at Yale college.

FIG. 393. Original- When
this was drawn, Miss Edwards
almost directly said, "Are you
thinking of the bottom of the

sea, with shells and fishes?" and

then,
"

Is it a snail or a fish?"

Then she drew fig. 394.

FIG. 394. Reproduction of

F.G.393.
393 '

FIG. 394.

FIG. 395. Original by Mr. Gurney. FIG. 396. Reproduction of 395 by Miss Relph

The following newspaper statement gives a recent example of the con-

veyance of mental impressions to a person in the hypnotic state :

"Paris, June 21, 1890. An elaborate series of hypnotic experiments
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have just been concluded on Gabrielle Bompard, the alleged accomplice

of Eyraud in the murder of M. Grouffe. The theory has been put for-

ward that she was hypnotized by Eyraud, and made unconsciously to

play her part in the tragedy by enticing Grouffe into her room, which he

never left alive. It has been found that she is remarkably susceptible

to hypnotic influences. While hypnotized she

unhesitatingly obeyed every verbal command,
and not only that, but with equal fidelity she

obeyed the unuttered thoughts of the doctor

when he was in another room far away from hers.

He even went into another building, and there

thought out a number of most unusual, extraor-

dinary and difficult acts, every one of which she

instantly performed. Dr. Bronardel, who con-

ducted these experiments, declares her the most

remarkable hypnotic subject he has ever met.
"

This is pretty strong, but a hypnotic subject 397 < inal (Guniy)

may be in a very superior condition to act the 39
fMSs

e
Reiph

C
)

ionof 39?<

part of percipient.

The "Society for Psychological Research "
reports the following :

Dr. Dusart had as a subject a hysterical girl of 14, who was very

susceptible to hypnotism. He found he could influence her actions

simply by his silent will. He made more than 100 experiments with

uniform success. < ' On one occasion Dr. Dusart left without giving his

usual order to the patient to sleep till a particular hour next morning.

Remembering the omission, he gave the order mentally, when at a dis-

tance of 700 meters from the house. On arriving next morning at

7:30, he found the patient asleep and asked her the reason. She re-

plied she was obeying his order. He said,
' You are wrong ;

I left

without giving you any order.
'

4

True,
'

she said,
' but five minutes

afterwards I clearly heard you tell me to sleep till eight o'clock.
'

Dr.

Dusart then told the patient to sleep till she received the command to

wake, and directed her parents to mark the exact time of her waking.

At 2 p. m. he gave the order, mentally, at a distance of seven kilo-

metres,
1 and found it had been punctually obeyed, This experiment

was successfully repeated several times, at different hours.
"

The Literary Committee of the same society, in report of May 28, 1884,

relate that a person, Mr. B, as an experiment, on the 22nd of March,

at 10:30 p. m., secretly determined to impress a distant friend, Mr. A,

whom he had previously been able to affect, but whom he had not lately

seen, so that the friend should, at midnight, that is after Mr. B was

asleep, see an apparition of Mr. B, and also receive a touch on the

1 Four and one third uiik-s.
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head. Mr. A afterwards related that : "On Saturday night, 22nd of

March, 1884, I had a distinct impression that Mr. B was in my room.

I distinctly saw him whilst widely awake. He came towards me and

touched my head." The committee say they have received a report of

another successful experiment of a similar kind.

The same report gives an authenticated case of an apparition which

was seen by two persons at once. 1 Mr. James Weld, living near

Southampton, in 1842, sent his youngest son Philip, to the Catholic

college of St. Edmunds, near Ware, in Hertfordshire. April 16th,

1845, he was rowing on the river Ware, with one of the masters and

some companions, and accidentally fell overboard and was drowned. At

the same hour, as it afterward appeared, Mr. Weld and his daughter Kath-

erine were walking out, and they both suddenly saw a distinct apparition

of Philip, standing on the path on the opposite side of the turnpike road,

between two other figures, one of which represented a youth dressed in

a black robe. They started to walk towards the figures. Mr. Weld

says, ''Philip was looking with a smiling, happy expression of counte-

nance, at the young man in a black robe who was shorter than himself.

Suddenly they all seemed to me to have vanished
;

I saw nothing but a

countryman whom I had before seen through the three figures, which

gave me the impression that they were spirits.
" The figure in the black

robe was afterwards identified as the effigy of St. Stanislaus Kostka, a

Jesuit saint, to whom Philip was piously devoted, who is also reputed

to be the especial advocate of drowned men. He was probably in the

mind of the drowning youth at the time of his death. No further ac-

count is given of the third figure. The committee's theor}^ of this case,

is that of telepathic transfer of Philip's mental impressions to two per-

cipients at once, both in rapport with the agent.

Itwas suggested above, that the human family may have lost something

of the power of mind-reading. There appears certainly to be a faculty of

mind-reading to a certain extent, amongst the lower animals. The sub-

ject is obscure and has not received sufficient investigation, but it appears

tolerably certain that many animals have a silent method of transferring

their ideas to each other. An anecdote is told of a certain horse and a

dog who had formed a warm friendship for each other. They lived on

a farm, and every morning the master of the animals drove the horse

with a small market wagon into a neighboring town. The dog however,

was never allowed to go. On the road between this farm and the town

there lived another dog, who was of an exceedingly ugly and vicious

disposition, and who never lost an opportunity to assail and annoy the

horse every morning as he passed by. One day this annoyance was un-

usually irritating, and after the return of the horse, he and his dog
1 See page 830. Chapter 74 was in type before I saw this account.
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friend were observed to be in close communication for a long time.

Next morning the dog started to accompany the wagon to town, and no

orders nor threats of the farmer could keep him from following at a

safe distance. When they reached the neighborhood of the ill-bred

dog, he bounded past the wagon, and before the ugl}
T beast could begin

his customary attack, he assailed him in so vigorous a manner as to

send him off howling with pain and terror. This done, he started back

home of his own accord. The offending dog never troubled that horse

again. Was there not some sort of thought transference from the

horse to the dog, and purposive plan laid out by the latter? In what

language was this confab carried on, if it was not simple impression ?

A story from Wiltshire, England, is told in the Spectator. A lady

visited a country place, which had a deer park, separated from the

house by a lake 150 yards wide in the narrowest part. There were also

two dogs, with which the visitor became well acquainted, a large collie,

called Jasper, and his close friend, Sandie, a Skye terrier. One after-

noon the visitor and the dogs started out for a walk. Coming to the

lake the lady got into the boat and pushed off without considering the

dogs. The big one swam after her, and when about half way over,

they were startled by a wail from Sandie, who was running up and

down the bank afraid to venture. Jasper looked appealingly into the

lady's face and swam around the boat, but as she took no action he

made for the shore, where there was a moment's silent pause, after

which Jasper took a position half in and half out of the water, where-

upon Sandie scrambled onto his back, his front paws resting on Jas-

per's neck, who then swam across the lake, and landed him safely in

the deer park.

If the lower animals possess this power of thought transference, it is

easy to see how such power would be lessened by an increase of ideas.

We have seen that in hypnotism the aptitude of the percipient is greatly

intensified by the simple process of temporarily reducing the number of

ideas present to his consciousness, and in like manner the effectiveness

of the agent depends on his power of excluding from his consciousness

all ideas foreign to the one he wishes to transfer, and distracting from it.

Amongst the lower animals the distractions from a variety of ideas are

greatly reduced, and to the extent to which this reduction in number is

carried, do the ideas remaining become instinctive, because the fewer

they are the oftener they come into use, and the more firmly they are

fixed. To the extent to which the ideas are instinctive, therefore, are

they exclusive and persistent. This persistency is shown in such ac-

tions as that of the sphex. which went through the same maneuver of

going down into her nest forty times in succession, when the sequence

of her instinctive movements were disturbed and set back that often.
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Whenever an instinct is disturbed by a distracting stimulation, so as to

cause a hesitation or balancing to take place before a will is made up
and action initiated, the process is reasoning. Obviously, therefore,

as instinct is supplanted by an increase of the reasoning faculty, the

conditions must become less favorable for the successful transference of

mental impressions. Furthermore, the more complicated and detailed

the idea to be conveyed, the less complete and satisfactory will be its

transference. And this would lead to a supplementing of this mode of

communication with signs addressed to one or more of the senses; in

short, the adoption of language. In time, this method has, through its

superior qualification for the conveyance of ideas, almost superseded

the direct method. The latter may be said to be the language of in-

stinct, while articulation, or other sign language, is the language of the

intellect. Those animals which are in a middling position, whose ac-

tions are largely instinctive, and who yet possess a considerable degree

of intelligence, it may be conjectured use both mediums of communica-

tion. Such are the great body of the mammals and birds.

CHAPTER LXXX.

LANGUAGE.
It has already been observed that the ordina^ senses of animals are

as sharp as those of men, and in many cases sharper. From what was

said in last chapter, it even seems probable that they are endowed to a

much greater extent than we are, with a telepathic sense. It might be

asked, then, why, since all intelligence depends on the senses, are not

the lower animals as intelligent as man? Intelligence arises from a con-

version of the ethereal motions of the environment into ethereal motions

in the brain. Consequently, other things equal, it is in proportion to

the character and the amount of the environment, no two environments

being the same or equal. A man living in a great city has a greater

environment than one living alone on a small desolate island. So it is

>bvious that by means of language the environment of the individual

.s increased. The advantage of this is so great that it far more than

offsets even a large deficiency of sensory acuteness. Language is a

vast acquisition even to a savage, for it extends his environment so as

to cover that of his neighbors for a great distance around, and he may
be told what goes on in the next tribe at the same time that he sees

what goes on in his own, and a traveler may bring him knowledge of

far distant countries. This advantage is increased a thousand fold in

the case of the civilized man, by means of writing and printing. The

environment of a man who avails himself of the use of a great modern

library, is practically the whole earth, and part of the sky.
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Language arises from the expression in muscular motion of conditions

in the brain. We have seen that such conditions are constantly and au-

tomatically giving rise to such muscular motions, as inevitably as a

wii id causes the flutter of a flag. As we know which way the wind

blows when we see the flag flutter, so a savage, or even a wild beast,

knows something of the "state of mind "
of another when he sees his

actions. Thus, all actions become signs of mental conditions, whether

they are purposive or not. But it is only when signs nro used f.n- the

purpose of conveying an idea of the state of the mind, that they prop-

erly become language. The associated activities of animals, their fam-

ily, social and tribal relations, all arise from, and depend upon, the ex-

change of the indications of their mental states. The processes of

such an exchange would therefore necessarily become a matter of evo-

lution, and a subject of selection. The competition in such selection

would be between the different motions which are forced upon the parts

of the body by the internal state
;

the limbs, the head and neck, the

e}*es, the jaws and the voice. For many obvious reasons, or, in other

words, from many obvious causes, the voice has been preferred among
the birds and mammals, at least, and it has undergone more or less de-

velopment in nearly all of them, as an instrument for the indication of

internal states.

I think it can be shown that the purposive expression natural to idea-

tion, as distinguished from mere emotion, is imitation. That is, it is

natural to imitate the objective force which produced the idea. The au-

ditory ideas are naturally expressed by the voice in imitating the sounds

which originally produced the ideas. The sight ideas are naturally ex-

pressed by the limbs and body, especially the arms and hands, in pro-

ducing an imitation of the visible objects from which they arose. Ideas

of smell and taste are expressed by the muscles of the nose, face and

lips, the imitation being in this case a reproduction of the facial move-

ments, grimaces and expressions, caused by the stimulating objects in

the first place. Original language would therefore be made up princi-

pally of imitative sounds, chiefly vocal, of gestures imitative of visible

objects or movements, and of facial expressions imitative of those caused

by subjective states of feeling. Accordingly we find children at first

imitating the sounds they hear. A cow to them is a moo, a sheep is a

baa, a rooster is a coo-coo-coo-a, a locomotive is a chu-chu, &c. The

sound associated with an object is imitated to describe it, provided it is

easily done. A little girl of my acquaintance just learning to talk, once,

at the table, accidentally upset a cup of molasses. Her father in dip-

ping it up again used, in a half chiding way, the exclamation of goshee!

f/os/tccf The term was at once innocently incorporated into the child's

vor. titulary, and thereafter when she wanted the toothsome sweet she

always called for "goshee."
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S. N. Rhoads, in American Naturalist for March, 1889, advances the

opinion that the songs of birds are founded on imitations of other sounds.

" The Mocking-bird, Catbird, Shrike and Jay, are studied and artistic

imitators of their feathered associates, indicating the perfection to which

bird language has developed as an art
;
but if we would seek examples

of the primary instinctive exercise of the mimetic faculty, the notes of

the Prairie Bluewing and Yellow Warbler, the Grasshopper warbler of

Europe, the Yellow-wing and Savannah Sparrow, together with most of

those of the ardeidse, anatidse, rallidse, and some of the better known

strigidae and faliconidae, aiford a better illustration.
" Some of the above

closely mimic the noises of the insects in their neighborhood. The yel-

low-breasted rail imitates the croak of the tree frog. The bittern and

green heron imitate certain species of frogs, while the frog himself orig-

inally took his lesson from the rush of waters playing in and out of con-

fined places. The long and short billed marsh wrens and the winter

wren, sing in harmony with the noises of their aquatic surroundings, the

bubbling of moving water, and the "
prattle of woodland rivulets."

1 ' The same may be observed of the dipper, kingfisher, aquatic thrush,

blue-yellow-back warbler, seaside finch, swamp sparrow, and others.
"

The pteroptochos albicollis, a bird in Chili which stays about the bushes

on the barren hills, is called the "
Tapacolo,

" which means " cover your

posteriors.
"

Its tail stands up more than erect, tilting over toward the

head. It is very sly and crafty, It has five different cries for different

times of the year,
' < some of which are like the cooing of doves, others

like the bubbling of water, and many defy all similes."
( Darwin.)

Words which have been formed in imitation of sounds in the objective

world are called onomatopoetic, literally to make names. Obviously

only a part of a language can be onomatopoetic, since only a part of our

environment gives us sensations of sound. Expressions which convey
the ideas of the shapes, sizes, appearance and qualities of many things,

their states of motion and rest, &c.
,
can be produced by various gest-

ures, and are naturally so produced. Even now in the most highly

civilized communities, gestures are not entirely superseded by words,

though they are ordinarily used as accompaniments and emphasizers.

The western sheep ranchers educate a certain breed of shepherd dogs to

obey signal gestures, which are, however, simple and so natural as to be

easily taught to the intelligent dog. A beckon with the hand means

come, a repelling motion yo, a wave of the hand to the right or left

means move in tho direction indicated. A dog at the distance of half a

mile or more will move as commanded by these signs, frequently stop-

ping ar.d looking back for further instructions. There are many cases

on recom of dogs, by natural gestures and physical demonstrations, so-

. liciting the attention of their masters for a special purpose. In mofe
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than one case the dog has by running forward, then stopping and look

ing back, whining or barking, or by tugging at the garments of his

master, given him to understand that he wanted him to go with him to

the relief or rescue of some one.

The Indian Sign Language, which is used by our western Indians over

an area of nearly a million square miles, and by numerous tribes, is

about as copious as most of the Indian spoken languages. It is indeed

largely conventional, and many of the signs are arbitrary, but many of

them are such obvious imitations of nature that an uninstructed person

catches the meaning without difficulty.

The sign language has undergone growth and modification, and is do-

ing so yet, and man}
T of the signs have no doubt received the same sort

of alteration that vocal words and written characters have
;
that is,

there have been short cuts and simplifications made, by which the imita-

tion of nature, which characterizes the original or root sign, has become

obscured
; just as our letters have lost their resemblance to the objects

of which they were originally pictures.

The sign language has been in use from time immemorial. The Indi-

ans that attempt to account for its origin, think it was a gift from God,

just as some civilized people yet regard written language. The Sioux

Chief, "Iron Hawk," said to Capt. Clark that while God gave to the

whites the power .to read and write, he gave to the Indians the power
to talk with their hands, and to make distant signals with the mirror,

blanket and pony. The deaf-mutes in some of our schools for that

class, are taught a sign language very similar to that of the Indians,

and in many cases the signs are exactly the same. Of course the deaf-

mute Indians, of whom there are a few, use the sign language exclu-

sively. The sort of language we use is purely a matter of education

with us. The child imitates his parents, and will learn the language

they use, whether it be Russian, English, or Hottentot
; or, if they are

deaf and dumb, it will learn their sign language. Capt. Clark says :

' ' I have seen the little three-years-old child of a deaf-mute Indian, hold

up its tiny hands and carry on a conversation (without any attempt at

vocal speech) which would have done credit to any child of that age."

The children of Dr. Kitto, a deaf-mute, made signs to him (but not to

others) before they were able to talk. Laura Bridgeman, the famous

deaf-mute and blind girl educated by Dr. Howe, talked in her sleep

with her fingers, and frequently talked to herself when awake, probably

unconsciously.

Gesture signs are doubtless as old as vocal signs. The emotional

movements are as old as emotional cries. The expressions of the horse

with his ears, his neck, his nostrils, and his feet, are as old as his

whinny and his neigh ;
and the dog indicated his mental state by the
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movements and pose of his tail and limbs, as early as by his bark mid

whine. When expressive signs are used by a dog, or other intelligent

animal, they are seldom exclusive!}
7 vocal. It is the same when the ex-

pressions first become purposive. The vocal speech of the savages is

poor, and was still more so in the beginning, and the necessity they

were under to supplement and illustrate it by gesture speech, is not

easily appreciated by those accustomed only to a complete vocal lan-

guage. Clark expresses the opinion that in the earliest stages of pur-

posive language, gestures were in greater requisition than articulate

sounds. The final triumph and "survival
"
of the latter, however, in-

dicates their title to be called the " fittest
"

in the long run. The sign

language has become, like the vocal languages, largely metaphorical,

because advanced ideas are not expressible without the help of meta-

phor. The following description of some of the Indian signs I take

from Capt. Clark's "Indian Sign Language:"
Grass: Hold arms straight down in front of body, turn the backs of the hands down,

and allow the fingers and thumbs well separated to point upward like spears of grass.

Trees: Same as for grass, except that the hands are held^as high as the shoulder. For
one tree, after making the sign for trees, hold up index of right hand.

Grow: With the right hand near the ground, back down, point upward with index,
rest of the hand being closed, then raise the hand in slight jerks.

Mule: Hold the hands on each side of the head, palms in front, then throw the hands
back and forth by twisting the wrist. Deaf mutes use the same sign.

Horse: Hold the left hand on edge, breast-high, pointing outward, then place right

index and second fingers astride of left index.

Ride: With hands in position for horse, make vertical motion to imitate the canter or

lope.

Dismount : Make sign for horse, then lift right hand, carry to right and lower it ; repeat
for more than one.

Water: Make sign as if drinking out of the right hand, tipping it toward the mouth
like a cup.

Fish: Make sign for water, then with right hand on edge, waist-high, move it forward
with waving motion.

Bird: Hold hands breast-high, palms outward, then flap them forward and down-
ward, slowly or rapidly, according to the bird represented.

Fire: Hold right hand down in front, palm up, with first three finger nails pressed

against the thumb, then snap the fingers upward, raising hand a little, repeating a few
times.

Parturition : Hand is held open with palm inward, close to the body in front, then
moved downward and outward on a curve,

Female: Make motion of combing hair on each side, with fingers made into a comb.
Male: Right hand, back up, is held in front of body, index pointing forward and up-

ward, rest of hand closed.

Daughter: Sign for parturition and female.

Son : Sign for parturition and male.

Day: Hold open hands, breast-high, in front, four inches apart, pointing to front, backs

up. Then with each hand describe a sweeping curve to right and left simultaneously,

gradually turning the hands over and bringing them nearly to starting place, palms up.

Cloud: Hold the open hands in front, and higher than the head, backs up, edges touch-

ing, then sweep the hands apart to right and left, each describing about one-fourth of a

circle, ending a little below the level of the shoulders. Often one hand only is used.

Heart: The edge of the right hand, with index finger and thumb pointing downward,
and back up, is pressed against the region of the heart.

Sun: A circle is made by index and thumb of right hand but not closed by an inch.

Move hand in a nearly vertical orbit from east to west. Time of day is indicated by
thrusting hand as above, toward a position of the sun on such orbit.

Winter: Close the hands and hold them a little apart, in front of the neck, fore, rms
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nearly vertical, then give tho hands a. shivering motion. This is also a sign for year.

The same sign, with the addition of drawing in the shoulders and shivering? the arms,
stands for cold.

Exterminated or wiped out : Hold left hand palm up, then draw the right hand palm
down over it from left to right, and passing some inches beyond.
Bald: Touch the hair of the head, then make sign for wiped out.

To Hide: Hold left hand in front of left breast, back up; then pass the right hand, back

up, under and a little beyond the left.

/Hi-: The conception of this sign is going under. The left hand is held in front on

edge, back out, and the right closed, except the index, is passed under it close, so as to rub.

Perhaps, Doubt, &c.. are conceived of as two hearts, and signs represent that idea.

Lie : Conception is of two tongues, or a forked tongue. The index and second finger of

right hand am spread apart, the rest of the hand closed, then hand is moved past the

mouth towards the left, and then downward a little. Also used for mistake.

Tliink, is conceived of a something drawn from the heart; the right hand closed, ex-

cept index, is moved horizontally from the heart to the front.

Good, is something level with the heart, and sign expresses that idea.

Generous: Signs are made for heart, and for good or big.

Excite, is conceived of as a heart in a flutter. Sign for heart, then with hand and
fingers all pointing up, make tremulous, waving motion.

Sad, is heart laid on the ground. Make sign for heart, then sweep the hand from this

position to right and downwards, tiiming up the palm and partly compressing the hand.

Mean : Signs are made for heart and small.

Glad, is daylight in the heart, and the signs are for heart and day.

Mean, Selfish, &c., are expressed by compressed heart ; signs are for heart and .ww?Z.

Gloomy: Make sign for clouds, then lower the hands near to the head, the conception

being that clouds press down upon one ; much used to express despondency.
Crazy or foolish, is brain in a whirl, and sign represents that idea.

Bad, is something suddenly thrown away. Closed hands are held up and suddenly
opened and thrown outward with repelling gesture. A little variation from this expresses
Aim ii tinned-

Ashamed, is expressed by gestures representing the drawing of the blanket over the

face. Open hands, backs outward, are held before the face, then made to pass each other

partly by twisting the wrists.

Mn^n : Make sign for night and for sun.

Month: Make sign for moon and for die. The moon dies. Sometimes the sign for

wiped out is usod instead of die.

Thunder: Make sign for bird and for fire.

Hunacr: Cuts one in two. The edge of open right hand, back down, is pressed against
the stomach, then drawn back and forth to represent sawing.

Iii the foregoing I have abbreviated the directions to save room. In

practice the minute observance of details is of the same value as correct

spelling in writing. Nothing can exceed the beauty of some of the

metaphors employed, nor the grace with which the wild red men execute

the gestures as I have seen them do. Capt. Clark has performed an ex-

ceedingly valuable work in preserving what will soon be a dead language.

The sign language, like vocal languages in their infancy, endeavors

to imitate the object to be represented as far as practicable, and is both

natural and ingenious in seizing upon some obvious characteristic in the

thing itself or in our relationship to it
; as, for example, in the signs

for " mule " and " horse
"

respectively, and in those for bird, fire, rain,

snake, snow, water, fish, &c. When the direct imitation of the object

is no longer possible, resort is had to metaphor as in all vocal languages.

Thus, gladness is sunshine in the heart, because sunshine produces glad-

ness in the heart. A bad thing is something we suddenty hurl from

us. Lowering clouds produce in us a sense of gloominess, hence clouds
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pressing down, form an appropriate metaphor to express such feeling,

however produced. Perhaps, or doubt, is having two hearts. The

Aztecs use the same conceit in their verbal language ;
ome signifying

"two" is combined with yolli "heart," forming the verb omeyolloa "to

doubt." The sign language exhibits, as the vocal languages do, the pau-

city of original simple ideas, and the tendency in language construction

to make the most of these by expanding and compounding. Capt. Clark

gives the signs for about 850 expressions ;
but of these about 400 only

are simple expressions, or roots as they might be called, the rest being

compounds. Thus the sign for night is simple, and so is that for sun
;

but the conception of moon is that of a sun shining at night, and the

gesture expression is a compound of night and sun
; just as the German

for glove is hand-shoe and for thimble is finger-hat.

Sign language is to be considered as picture writing in the air, and from it

to picture writing is a short and obvious step. The first writing is always

picture writing. Whether in the old world or the new, in Egypt or in

Mexico, or among the savage redskins, the original conception of writing

is a representation of the thing itself as exactly as possible. The idea of

substituting symbols or arbitrary characters to take the place of these

pictures, probably did not occur to the Egyptians until picture writing

had been in use for thousands of years. But still the Egyptians had

accomplished this and invented an alphabet at least as early as the 5th

dynasty, say 4,250 years ago. A document on papyrus written at this

period is still in existence. From this ancient alphabet the Phenicians

derived theirs, and gave it to the Greeks, and from them it passed to all

Europe. With the Egyptians, alphabetic writing did not supersede the

pictures. The hieroglyphics continued to be used and studied by the

privileged classes, as scholars now study a dead language that has be-

come sacred.

The hieroglyphic writing contained direct representations of things

as far as possible. The picture of the sun's disc meant the sun, the

crescent, the moon; a male and female figures signified man and woman
when separate, but when drawn together meant mankind. The Egyp-
tians were under the same necessity as our Indians to resort to trope

and metaphor to assist their expression of ideas of which no picture

could be made. Thus, heaven and a star stood for night ;
a leg in a

trap for deceit
;
a pen and inkstand for writing, and to write as well as

a scribe
;
a man breaking his own head with an ax or a club meant the

wicked, suicide being considered the most wicked act possible. Again,

the sun represented a day, the moon a night; a }
Touth with his finger to

his mouth, a child
;
a man armed with bow and quiver, a soldier

;
a man

pouring out a libation from a vase, or ( later ) merely the vase itself, a

priest. The ground plan of a house, instead of a full picture, became
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the sign for house. An egg signified a child or son
;
a face meant be-

fore ;
the front half of a lion was used to signify the beginning, and

his latter end (hind'quarters and tail) meant the end. (Rawlinson. )

The pictures of things gradually degenerated from true representations

to mere conventional s}
Tmbols. Later, these s^'mbols, or degenerated

pictures, became letters, each symbol standing for the first sound ut-

tered in pronouncing its name. The Egyptian names of the letters

would naturall}' be the same as the objects the pictures were made to

represent in the first place. But when the Phenicians took the Egyp-
tian alphabet, they gave the letters new names drawn from their own

language, much as our nursery books rename them for the children's

benefit, as A stands for apple, B stands for berry, C stands for cow, &c.

In the Phenician, A stands for aleph (bull), B for beth (tent), G for

gimel ( camel ), D for daleth ( door ), &c. By renaming them thus, the

connection between the letter considered as a picture, and its name, was

lost. The letter A never resembled a bull, nor B a tent. The Pheni-

cian mem was the new name for M. Mem means water. The Egyptian
name was mulak, an owl, and originally was a picture of an owl

;
but

all the bird disappeared in the course of time, except its two ears, rep-

resented by the two upright points of the letter, and the beak, shown in

the middle downward point.
l

The course of the evolution of writing has imitated more or less

closely the evolution of speech. Writing is, in fact, a sign language,
an attempt to reduce all the expressions of the brain to visible signs,

while spoken language is an attempt to reduce them all to audible signs.

Originally, the expressions are mixed audible and visible, the latter be-

ing a species of writing in the air (gestures). In the development of

spoken language we may first attribute the ground-work or basis to the

principles of onomatopoeia and the imitation of natural sounds, includ-

ing our own automatic interjectional expressions, &c. Next, there

would be added words expressive of action, which words would be new

adaptions of those already in use.

Language is the expression of conditions produced in the brain by
external stimulations. It began at a time in the history of the race

when mental conditions were of the most simple and rudimentary kind
;

before involved, general, or abstract ideas could have been developed.

Words that express such ideas, therefore, could not possibly have been

among the first to come into use.

Philologists attribute the origin of the great body of words to a com-

paratively very small number of roots. This is undoubtedly correct.

But in trying to ascertain which words are roots, it is extremely easy to

make a mistake and get the cart before the horse. As ideas grow from

1 Isaac Taylor,
" The Alphabet."
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specific to abstract and general, language must have taken the same

course. Thus, infants of all nations have named their parents Pa and

Ma, and such words have been adopted by the elders. This is undoubt-

edly the course of nature. Words must at first have been involuntary

articulations, and without definite signification, until by their accidental

or natural association with objects, they became attached to them in the

mind. There is in the Aryan stock a foot pa, which signifies to nour-

ish
;
and from this root are said to be derived such words as pap, pa,

papa, parent, father
; Latin, pater ; Sanscrit, pitar, &c. This statement

would imply that men first got the abstract idea of nourishing and be-

ing nourished, and then with great discrimination applied the word they

attached to that idea, to objects which they found concerned in the busi-

ness of nourishing. In the history of language we do come to a -period

when this sort of thing is done
;

but it certainly could not have been

done at the very first. Thus, parent may have come from pa, but the

first signification of pa could not have been to nourish or to bring forth;

but the word simply attached itself to a visible, tangible object, the

mother or father. The idea of that object being a nourisher would oc-

cur later, and when it did occur, the idea of nourishing in general ( or

begetting ) would be associated with the first one that had been named,
and his name would be applied thenceforward to the idea.

Pa and ma are the words which, with their derivatives and corruptions, stand for

father and mother in most of the languages of the earth. Amongst the different African

languages the following are used for father: papa, paba, baba, pa, fa, fafe, fafa, ba, da,

'dadye, wawa, dada, nda, ada, bawa, ata, inba, babi, tada, oda, abba. For mother the fol-

lowing are used: ni, ne, nana, na, mana, kara, ba, nde, nga, ma, noe, de, iya, yeye, ye,

nene, ayo, nna, mo, meya, nno, onyi, onya, ya, aye, am, bina, mama, mma, ondsunei, om-
sion, aai, nya, inya, kunyun, ua, yuma, inna, ina, ene, ama, omo, omma. Among the

non-Aryan nations of Asia, there is again the same remarkable agreement. In Turkish
father is baba, and so it is in parts of India, and in Java. In Thibet dhada is father, and
ma is mother. Other words used for father in different parts of Asia are, mama, ama,
bapa,pha, aba, apa, babai, abo, appa, amma, ma, &c. In Chinese it is fu. Words for

mother ai'e,ma,ana,deda,eme,ibu,ama,ami,ani(,yu,enya, appe, avve,amo, &c. In

Chinese it is mu.

In almost all languages the words for father, mother, baby, &c.
,
are

clearly derived from the sounds whi^h babies automatically speak when

they first begin to articulate. 1 Lubbock's idea that pa
" to nourish

"
is

a derivative of pa the noun, is certainly more probable than the con-

trary view. Dr. Noah Webster attributed the adoption of the words

for father and mother so nearly alike, among remote and unrelated na-

tions, to the fact that such words are simply the most easy, and there-

fore the earliest automatic articulations of children; and he says that if

all such words were lost they would speedily be replaced without any
communication or convention for that purpose.

Savages have few or no general terms. Thus it is said the Brazilian

tribes had "
separate names for different parts of the body, and for al,1

1 See Lubbock Origin of Civilization.
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the different animals and plants with which they were acquainted, but

were entirely deficient in such terms as 'color, tone, sex, genus, spirit,
'

&c. The Choctaw language has names for the black oak, white oak and

red oak, but none for oak
;

still less for tree. The Tasmanians, again,

had no general term for tree, though they had names for each peculiar

kind
;
nor could the}

r

express qualities, such as hard, soft, warm, cold,

long, short, round," &c. (Lubbock.)
There are tribes of Mongolian or Turanian origin which have no word

for river, though they have names for every river and rivulet they are

acquainted with
; they have no word for finger, but names for the

thumb, ring-finger, &c. No word for berry, but many names for cran-

berry, strawberry, blueberry ;
no word for tree, but names for birch, fir,

ash, and other trees. In Finnish the name given to the thumb finally

became the general name for finger, and the name of a certain kind of

berry, the waterberry ( empetrum nigrum ), became the general name
for berry. (

M. Miiller.)

The gesture language of our western Indians has no sign for the gen-

eral idea fruit, although there are signs for berries of different sorts,

apples, cherries, &c. There is no sign for "animal," nor for "game,"
nor for "meat," though there are signs for specific kinds of them all.

There is no sign for rich, but to say that a person "has many ponies,"

conveys the idea that he is rich.

These facts go to prove, that, as observed above, there are at first no

abstract ideas, but that such ideas arise from the superposition upon one

another, and the final condensation of a large number of concrete or

specific ideas
;
the quality common to them all not appearing till this

synthetic process is accomplished. It is certainly impossible that terms

conveying abstract ideas could have been the first to come into existence

or to sustain the relationship of primary roots. Inability to comprehend
abstract qualities includes imibility to count or perform mathematical

operations. Man}' savage tribes cannot count more than two. Those

who are able to count a considerable number, do so at first by the help

of some objective bodies. Almost universally the fingers and toes stand

for numerals at first. Some of the Australian tribes have but two nu-

merals. On the Lower Murray, ryup is one
; politi, two

; murnangin,
hand

; ryup murnangin, one hand, is five
; politi mnrnangin, two hands,

means ten. In Labrador, tallek, a hand, means also five, and the term

for twenty means hands and feet together.

"The Zamuca and Muysca Indians have a cumbrous but very inter-

esting system of numeration. For five they say 'hand finished
;'
for six,

' one of the other hand,
'

that is to say, take a finger of the other hand
;

for ten they say 'two hands finished,' or sometimes more simply
'

quicha,
'

that is,
' foot.

'

Eleven is foot-one
; twelve, foot-two

;
thir-
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teen, foot-three, and so on
; twenty is feet finished, or in other cases

'man,' because a man has ten fingers and ten toes, thus making twenty.

Among the Jaruroes the word for forty is '

noenipume
'

i. e.
,
two men,

from noeni, two, and canipume, men."

The natives of Guiana for five say "my one hand," and for ten my
two hands. From ten to twenty they use the toes. Twenty is "one

man." Forty-five is expressed by saying
" two men and one hand." The

Caribs for ten use words meaning the fingers of both hands, and for

twenty the words meant fingers and toes. The Abipones for four use

words meaning the "
fingers of an Emu."

(
It has four toes.) For five,

ten and twenty, they use words meaning fingers and toes. The Malays
and Polynesians use for five, a word which in one of the languages

means hand. For six, the Zulus say "take the thumb."

According to Humboldt, the word pencha, in Persian, is hand, and

pendji is five. The Sanskrit for five is pancan, derived from pane,
which means spread out, as the digits of the hand. Five in Greek is

pente-, in Armoric, a Celtic dialect,. it is pemp ; Welsh, pump-, German,

funf\ Saxon, fif. So it appears our five means hand. The word '

'digits,
"

which we apply to the numerals, means fingers, and the characters I, II,

III, are pictures of fingers held up ;
V is the whole hand raised, the

left prong representing the thumb, and the right the other four fingers.

The two hands, or ten, are represented by VV or X, and IV and VI
are pictures of a hand with a finger subtracted or added. The Sanskrit

character for five probably represented a hand also. The surmise of

Lubbock that the decimal system of numerals arose from the fact that

we have ten fingers, is quite' probable. He says either 8 or 12 would

have been more convenient than 10, since 8 can be quartered by whole

numbers, and 12 can be divided by 2, 3, 4 and 6.

There cannot be words for which there are no ideas, although the re-

verse may in some degree be true. Inchoate or partially developed

ideas, may remain without expression and dumb if no necessity for

their expression arises. For example, in the Hawaian dialect ' ' black

and blue and dark green are not distinguished, nor bright yellow and

white, nor brown and red. This arises from no obtuseness of sense,

for the slightest variation of tint is immediately detected by the people,

but from sluggishness of mind. In the same way the Hawaians are

said to have but one term for love, friendship, gratitude, benevolence,

esteem, &c.
,
which they call indiscriminately aloha, though the same

people distinguish in their dictionary between aneane, a gentle breeze
;

matani, wind
; puhi, blowing or puffing with the mouth

;
and hano,

blowing through the nose, asthma." ( M. Miiller.) We thus see that

words do not appear till ideas require them. And no matter what the

brain capacity, ideas do not spring into existence till the brain is acted
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upon by the environment. The social life of the Hawaians rendered

the distinction between love and friendship unnecessary, while the dif-

ference between a breeze and a wind, as navigators they could not ig-

nore. As rapidly, therefore, as the environment creates ideas in the

brain, will new words be coined, or old ones be newly adapted or trans-

ferred from another language. But since ideas are at first of objects

audible, visible or tangible, we may. be sure that the first words were

nouns. There are man}" obvious qualities, relationships and actions of

things which appear to us simultaneously with the things themselves.

Thus, when a savage sees a wild horse he cannot help seeing that he

runs, and in seeing the moon he will also see that it is round and that

it is bright. If he undertakes the domestication of the hor%e, he will

need and soon invent a name for him, and that name will be, or soon

become, the name not only of the animal but his action, too. But he

will probabl}* get along for some time without any name for the moon,
and still longer without a name for the abstract qualities of roundness

and brightness. Suppose
1

kar, or Aar, to be the word adopted by our sav-

age for the name of 'his horse. As running is the most characteristic

thing about a horse, as soon as attention is directed to similar action in

other objects, the same name will be applied to it. Of any animal that

runs, it will be said it does like the kar, it Tears. In Latin this is cur

( curro ). The word will thus be extended to apply where movement

renders it appropriate. A body of water in motion is now called a cur-

rent, and a wind is a current of air. After awhile money passing from

hand to hand is currency, or current money, and we finally rise to such

expressions as current opinions, current topics, the current of time, cur-

rent events. In the meantime a wheeled vehicle is invented/and as it

is intended to go like a horse, it is called currus, from which we get cur-

ricle and car, also curriculum, a race course, and later a course of study

in college. The word course itself is from the same root, and means

to run, to pursue ;
and as a noun it has been applied to a great number

of things as a track or path ;
the movement of anything, as a ship,

an animal, and the earth in its orbit. We say course of conduct, course

of descent, of an argument, of duty, of law, of medicine. We say

course of stone, course of brick, the courses of a dinner. Of anything

which should run after another, we say it will follow of course. From

the same root we get courier, one who runs to carry the news, &c.

Next, as men's ideas increased, they were expressed by new applications

of such words as they possessed as long as that process would answer.

Thus, we get concourse, a running together, hence a meeting, a crowd
;

discourse, a running about ( in speech ) ; discoursive, applied to reason-

ing ;
and discursive, moving about. Then we have ex-current, excur-

1 This is an Aryan root, meaning to run.
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sion and excursus, all implying running out; and incur, to run against;

incursion, a running into
; occur, occurrence, &c.

, running up to
;
and

recur, recurrent, &c.
; running back. Now all these derivatives, and

many more, have been built upon that Aryan root kar, and whenever

the idea of running in any direction is sought to be expressed, some

new application is apt to be made of this root or some of its derivatives.

I have assumed kar as an original name of the horse rather for the sake

of an illustration than as a statement of a known fact, although it ap-

pears not at all improbable. The Teutonic form of kar is har and hor1

,

from which we have Anglo-Saxon hors, Middle English hors, Icelandic

hors and hross, Dutch ros, German ross, Middle High German ros and

ors, Old High German hros, all .meaning horse. Anglo-Saxon horse

is swift, Middle High German rosch, swift. Another form of the Aryan
root is kal. In Sanskrit, kal is to drive

;
char or chal, to move. In

Greek, keles is a race-horse, or riding-horse ; kello, to run swiftly or to

drive
; bou-kolos, a cattle driver. From the same is the Latin curro, to

run
; celer, swift

;
Breton karr, a chariot

;
Irish carr, a cart

;
Breton

and Welsh gar, the shank of the leg ; English bucolic, pole, monopoly,

current, celerity, car, carol, garter, garotte, horse, calash, rush. There

is another Aryan root ok (Teutonic form ah), to pierce, to be sharp, to

be quick. From this root is derived the Sanskrit name for horse, acva
;

also the Greek ippos, horse
;
and akros, pointed, extreme

; akone, whet-

stone
; akon, javelin ; akme, the edge ;

Latin acus, a needle; acer, sharp;

acuere, to sharpen ; acies, edge \ EQUUS, horse
;
Gothic ahana, spear

of grain, &c. ; English acacia, acme, aconite, acrobat, hone, hippopota-

mus, acid, acute, ague, aglet, EQUINE, eager, edge, egg, ear, axe.

(Skeat.)*
It is reasonably certain that the Aryans were acquainted with

the horse, and had words both from kar and from ak, to run and to be

quick, before their dispersion. They had two names for the horse, the

Northwestern division retaining har, which, I conjecture, was the orig-

inal name, and the Asiatic and Southern divisions taking up akva. The

Greeks kept both names.

The cow is an animal that was known to the Aryans before their dis-

persion took place, and the name is found in the Aryan languages gen-

erally. In Saxon, cow is cu
; Dutch, koe

; German, kuh
; Swedish, ko]

Danish, koe
; Latin, ceva

; Hindoo, gaj or gou ; Persian, koh
; Pahlavi,

gao ; Sanscrit, go is cow and gau an ox. In Greek, gaulos is a milk-

pail. These words are said to be derived from the Aryan root gu, mean-

ing to low or bellow. In Sanscrit, gu means to sound
; godama is a

cowherd, and gopa means a king. According to Max Miller, the "king"
was first the head of the cow-pen or owner of the herd, then chief of the

tribe. Goshtha, at first the cow-pen, came also to mean an assembly.

1 Skeat's Etymological Dictionary.
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Gofra meant the herd and afterwards a family, tribe or race, &c. Xow
it is to be observed here that the,word for Mfaw is the same as that for

cow. It is not described as the bellowing animal, but simply as the

Cl bellow." May not this word be an original one and founded upon

onomatopoeia?

We see how in the coinage of new terms the tendency has been to

saddle upon nouns the function of verbs and other parts of speech.

Lately the nouns telegraph, telephone, &c.
,
were introduced, and im-

mediately were followed by the verbs to telegraph, to telephone, to wire,

&c. To telescope a train is a late performance, both in mechanics and

language. Hundreds of words do duty both as nouns and verbs, &c.

In England a coachman is often called a whip, so that ' ' see the whip

whip the horse with a whip" would be correct English. We "stand the

stand in the hall,
" chant a chant, bolt with a bolt, bribe with a bribe,

answer with an answer, plow with a plow, &c. There are hundreds of

words that perform these double duties. We distinguish in such cases

between the verb and noun by the help of other words; but in the begin-

ning of language this was not done, the distinction being left to in-

ference, as when we say "rats "
to a rat terrier, leaving the dog to fill

up the sentence. When the ancient herdsman of few words addressed

his cow-boy with the s}
Tllable gu, it would mean a whole sentence accord-

ing to circumstances
;
as "I see the cows

;

" " the cows bawl
;

'' " the

cows have come
;

"
"go milk the cows

;

2 ' " the cows are in the turnip

patch ;

" "drive the cows to pasture." From the single word the boy
could figure out the rest.

Max Miiller observes that the Chinese ta ma}
T be rendered great, great-

ness or greatly ;
li is a plow, to plow, or an ox, the plower. The Egyp-

tian anh is life, living, or livel}".

Thus, no doubt, after names had been obtained for a few sensible ob-

jects, the same names would become adjectives and verbs, expressive of

the most obvious qualities or actions characteristic of the objects.

As to the origin of these first or root words, as before remarked, a

large number are imitations of sounds occurring in connection with the

object. But the words thus adopted are to a great extent the result of

intelligent purpose; that is, the sound arouses conscious sensibility

and suggests imitation, although no doubt the greatest number of

original words, those which became roots, were involuntary, and so far

the result of whim, freak or caprice as to be in effect accidental. I

once knew a little boy who was born deaf without any other defect plvy-

sical or mental. As soon as he became old enough to run about, he be-

gan to articulate. No doubt he meant something by his words, but so

far as I know no one took pains to find out what. At the age of four

or five he had adopted the word pug-ge-dy which lie repeated with great
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volubility whenever he met someone he knew. He was sent to school

and became well educated. Pug-ge-dy was the easiest articulation in

this case for organs already formed for articulation, and no doubt ex-

pressed some state of the boy's mimd. It illustrates what took place at

the beginning of language; such vocal organs as were then possessed be-

ing set in motion by conditions of the brain and uttering the cries they

were fitted for.

It is said of certain villagers in the desert parts of Africa, that often

all the able bodied adults are obliged to be away from home for weeks

at a time, on long expeditions, leaving the children in the care of a few

infirm old folks. These youngsters, left largely to their own devices,

construct language in their own way.
' ' The more voluble condescend

to the less precocious, and thus from this infant Babel proceeds a dia-

lect of a host of mongrel words and phrases, joined together without

rule, and in the course of one generation the entire character of the

language is changed.
"

(Miiller). This "condescension" to the "less

precocious
"

is significant of the absence of plan or premeditation, and

the adoption of the haphazard articulation of infants likely to occur

in the earliest formation of language, among people whose mental con-

dition never got much beyond that of infancy. Occasionally children,

from bashfulness or some unaccountable whim, refuse to learn their

mother tongue and invent a speech of their own. Horatio Hale, in an

address before the " American Association," discusses this subject and

gives some examples
J

. In one case near Boston, twin .boys adopted a

language of their own, refusing to learn their mother tongue till they

were sent to school at the age of six or seven. For a week they were

mum, watching and listening to the rest; they then began to talk

English and gradually forgot their own language. Another case de-

scribed in the Monthly Journal of Psychological Medicine in 1868, is

that of a little girl at Albany, N. Y.
,
who at two years of age began to

talk in a language of her own, and constructed a considerable vocabu-

lary which was afterwards acquired by a brother 18 months younger than

herself, and they used it freely between themselves, though the boy
used some English words to converse with his parents.
Lubbock observes :

" Many names of animals, such as cuckoo, crow, peewit, &c., are evi-

dently derived from the sounds made by those birds. Every one admits that such words
as bang, crack, purr, whizz, hum, etc., have arisen from the attempt to represent sounds
characteristic of the object it is intended to designate. Take again the inarticulate hu-

man sounds, sob, sigh, moan, groan, laugh, cough, weep, whoop, shriek, yawn ; or of ani-

mals, as cackle, chuckle, gobble, quack, twitter, chirp, coo, hoot, caw, croak, chatter,

neigh, whinney, mew, purr, bark, yelp, roar, bellow; the collision of hard bodies: clap,

rap, tap, knap, snap, trap, flap, slap, crack, smack, whack, thwack, pat, bat, batter, beat
>

butt; and again, clash, flash, plash, splash, smash, dash, crash, bang, clang, twang, ring,

ding, din, bump, thump, plump, boom, hum, dnim, hiss, rustle, bustle, whistle, whisper,

murmur, babble, &c. So also sounds denoting certain motions and actions : whirr, whizz,

puff, frizz, fly, flit, flow, flutter, patter, clatter, crackle, rattle, bubble, guggle, dabble

1 See Popular Science Monthly.
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grapple, draggle, rush, shoot, shot, shut, &c. Many words for cutting and the objects cut

or used for cutting, &c., are obviously of similar origin. Thus we have the sound sh r

with each of the vowels; share, a part cut off; shear, an instrument for cutting; shire, a
division of a country; shore, the division between land and sea, or as we use it in Kent,
between two fields; a shower, a number of separate particles ; again scissors, scythe,

shread, scrape, shard, scale, shale, shell, shield, skull, shoist, shatter, scatter, scar, scoop,

score, scrape, scratch, scum, scour, scurf, surf, scuttle, sect, shape, sharp, share, shave,

sheaf, shed, shoal, shred, split, splinter, splutter, &c."
The Tutuco (ctenomys brasiliensis) is a curious small gnawing animal witli the

habits of the mole. Its name Tutuco, is an imitation of the sound it makes while bur-

rowing under ground. The Tera-tero (vanellus cayanus) which resembles the English

peewit, is a South American bird ( Patagonia and Buenos Ayres), named from the sound
it makes. (Darwin.) The Momot is a bird, and the Quagga a quadruped, both named
from the sounds they utter.

The sound of st seems to be a natural exclamation commanding silence or stillness, as

in
"
hist

" and "whist." Perhaps it is in imitation of the hiss of the serpent which chal-

lenges a halt. From stillness to fixedness is an easy transition, and at any rate we find a

large number of words of Teutonic and classic origin, containing the sound st and im-

plying the quality of fixedness; as stable < adj.), stall, (from which we get stable, the

noun) stack, stab, staccato ( Italian ), staddle a staff, stage; stagger to cease to stand

firm, stagnant and stagnate, staid, stain (a spot), stamp an imprint, hence the verb

stamp; stand, stallion, stair, stake, stalk, stamen, stump, stupid, sturdy, stick, stem,

stone, strong, and fifty more.

Where we cannot finally trace original words to obvious imitations of

natural sounds, we can only account for them as whimsical, capricious

or accidental. A whimsical word may be an imitation according to the

fancy of one person, when another might see little or none in it. Mar,

for example, is an Aryan root, meaning to grind. Now it is quite pos-

sible that the person first using that word might have done it through
an impulse of some grinding sound, of which m-r-r was, in his fancy,

some sort of expression.

So tup, to strike, may have been the whim of someone, an expression

he would use 'to accompany the gestures by which he might attempt to

convey the idea of a blow. Just as it is natural for a dog who wishes

to convey an unusual idea to his master, to accompany his expressive

movements with the voice in little, inarticulate whines and barks, so, no

doubt, it was equally natural for man, possessed of the power of artic-

ulation, to accompany with articulations of some sort, his gesticulatory

efforts to convey ideas. If he was trying to show in pantomime how

one savage struck another, he might accompany the action by the mono-

syllable tup, for example, as likely as by any other. This is the Aryan
rookword for strike. We find it in the Greek tupto, to strike

;
in the

English tup, a ram
;
and tup, to butt as a ram.

But we are to consider that it is now out of the question to get down

to the real beginning of language, especially to the real original root-

words of the Aryan languages. The roots we find in these languages

may be many removes from the original words. Passing from mouth

to mouth without any standard of accuracy or purity, words could not

possibly long remain the same. In the changes which the root-words of

the Aryan tongues underwent before they became Aryan, and while they
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still formed the scanty body of the jargon of the wild savages who were

the ancestors of the Aryan race, it would be no wonder if many of

them lost such traces of onomatopoeia as they may have had in the be-

ginning. Consider again the root tup, to strike
;

it is also written stu,

stup, stud and tud. We have still another form, which was in use a

few generations ago, then dropped, and now lately revived. It is cer-

tainly onomatopoeic. It is the word thud, meaning the sound of a

heavy, soft body falling on a hard surface
;
for example, as the reporter

might state it,
' ' the man fell from the seventh story to the pavement,

with a sickening thud.
"

So might some such sound have reverberated

through the cranium of an ancient savage, and imitated itself through

his vocal organs as tud.

A larger number of abstract words than we might at first suppose,

may have been suggested by natural sounds, since there is scarcely any
sort of physical action which is not at some time or other accompanied

by some sort of sound. But to whatever imitations of sounds, whether

constant or occasional, or to what fancies, or temporary freaks, or sud-

den whims, language is indebted for its original stock of words, we can

at this late day hardly feel sure of any, except such as are yet mani-

festly onomatopoetic.

The Aryan tongues are adapted to express the advanced ideas of civ-

ilized people, and therefore are as much bej'ond the savage languages

they sprung from as civilization is beyond savagism. As ideas of things

change, their names and the manner of speaking of them change. The

gas which accumulates in wells sometimes, used to be called choke-damp.
That significant name is now almost superseded by the equally signifi-

cant carbonic acid gas. The first describes what it can do
;
the latter

tells what it is, and could not have been applied till chemistry had

found out the facts of its composition. We call our Earth " the Globe"

about as often as anything else, but this name could never have been

applied till men learned its true shape. As far back as civilized lan-

guages can be traced, we find proofs of this process of renaming so as

to express the growing ideas of things.

Our word moon is traced to an Aryan root ma, to measure. Sanscrit

for moon is mas, for month it is masa; I measure is mami, a measuring
stick is ma-tram, which in Greek becomes metron, and in English is

meter. In Greek, moon is mene, month is men. In Latin, month is

mensis. In Gothic, moon is mena, and month is menoth. In Anglo-

Saxon, moon is mona, and month is monadh. ( M. Miiller. ) Thus, the

moon is a measurer, and the time she (or rather he) measures is a

month. But certainly no one will pretend that men refrained from giv-

ing a name to the moon until they had become familiar with its period-

ical movements, and had instituted festivals and observances timed by
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them. This name superseded \\ hundred M! least that the1 moon had

borne before men know or cared for it as a measurer. To a savage its

function of lighting is vastly more obvious than that of measuring
time. Our Indians called it the night sun. Again, we are informed

that thunder is derive'd from the root tan, which means to stretch, and

expresses that tension of the air which gives rise to sound.
"

(M.

Miiller.) In Sanscrit, thunder is tanyu, in Latin it is tonitru, from which

our own word is easily derived. From tan also comes the Greek tonos,

our tone, tone being produced from stretched strings. From the same

tan comes the Latin tendo, to reach out
; tennis, thin

; tener, tender,

and our words thin and tender, the last meaning stretched out, and

hence delicate. Now, no savage ever lived who first conceived of thun-

der as an air-stretcher. Lightning might early have been thought of as

a streak ( as we often speak of it even now
), and the word tan used to

express that sense as something like a string extended or stretched

across the sky ;
and this would imply that thunder and lightning were

not at first distinguished from one another. But it is easy to see that

even in this to us rather obvious expression, there is too much general-

ization implied for an original term. The first names could not be gen-

eral names, or names of classes of things. If some particular line or

mark had been called a tan (a stretch or streak), this term would not,

at first, through the comparison of such mark with another of a dis-

tinct kind, be also applied to it. We say streak of lightning, and this

expression implies that we have compared lightning with a streak of

something else, and it also implies that before it was possible to say
st rc-iik of lightning we had possessed one idea of some streak, and an-

other idea of lightning, and the third idea, arising from the union of the

other two, did not occur till long afterwards.

Ovis, the Latin name for sheep, is also found in Greek, Sanscrit, Teu-

tonic, Lithuanian, Slavonic and Celtic. It was therefore a common name

in the original Aryan tongue before the dispersion. It is said to come

from the root aw, to be pleased or satisfied. In Sanskrit, av is to

please ;
Latin avere, to desire

; avarus, greedy ; ovis, pet animal, &c.

Also auris, the ear, and audire, to hear. Gothic awi, is sheep, ewe
;

awso, the ear. In English, cesthetic, audience, avarice, ave, uncle, ear,

ewe. ( See Skeat.
)

But there is another word by which the same ani-

mal is designated; viz., in English, sheep; in Saxon it is seep ;
Ger-

man, schaf'; Dutch, schaap. These words are derived from the root

.sV.v//),
to cut ( hence to castrate). In Polish, shop, and in Bohemian,

skope, mean a wether or castrated ram. In Polish, skopowina is mutton;

in Russian, skopitc is to castrate. Italian for mutton is castrato. A later

form of tkap is kap, from which comes the Greek koptein, to cut
;
also

the Latin, capo-, Dutch, kapoen ;
Danish. L-<ipun, and English, capon.

all meaning a castrated rooster.
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It is obvious that sheep is a later name for the animal than ovis. It

occurs in only a portion of the Aryan tongues, which indicates that it

came into use after the dispersion, and it was adopted after the introduc-

tion of castration. It is therefore not an original name
;
but neither is

ovis, for it must have come into use after the domestication and petting

of the sheep, and there must have been a name for the animal during

the ages it ran wild.

Many root words, and probably most of them after having given rise

to derivatives, have themselves become obsolete and lost. This is espec-

ially the case with imported words, derivatives often being imported

while their primitives are left behind and forgotten.

In Sanscrit the word for cat is marjara, which is derived from the

root mrij, to clean. So the name in Sanscrit means the animal which

cleans itself. ( Miiller. )
It is not possible that this was the original

name for cat. Savages who probably had but small discrimination be-

tween cleanliness and dirtiness anyway, would not be likely to have post-

poned naming the cat till a general term for cleaning up had been in-

vented. The fact is ( I have no doubt) that the word cat is a far older

word than marjara. It cannot be traced to any antecedent root, and is

found in many languages. In Irish it is cat
; French, chat

; Dutch, Teat;

Danish, kat
; Swedish, katt

; German, kater or katze
; Latin, catus

; Span-

ish, gato ; Polish, kot
; Russian, kots

; Welsh, cath. It also occurs in

Turanian and Semitic languages. In Turkish it is keti
;
in Basque, catua,

and in Arabic kitta or kaita is a male cat. It was doubtless a word be-

fore the Aryan was distinguished from the Semitic. "We sometimes

speak of the cat as a mouser in much the same way as the early Sanscrit

people may have spoken of it as the animal that cleans itself the mar-

jara ;
but with us, mouser has not superseded cat as marjara appears to

have done with them.

The term mouser is from mouse, and this is said to be from the Aryan
root mus, to steal. Mouse in Dutch is muis

; Icelandic, mus
; Swede,

mus
; Russian, muish

; Latin, mus
; Greek, mus

; Persian, mush. In

Sanscrit musha means a rat, a mouse and a stealer
;
and mush is to

steal. I fail to discover any way to prove that the term mus was used

to signify to steal before it was used to signify a mouse. Men had ex-

perience of both thieves and mice before they possessed articulate lan-

guage ;
and which got a name first must be left to conjecture. My

guess would be that the mouse, or- rather the rat (as intimated in the

Sanscrit ), first received the name, which came afterwards to be applied

to the more abstract and involved conception of thief and stealing. The

word rat, by the way, is perhaps a later name for an animal which was

first called mus. There is an Aryan root rad, which means to scratch,

and hence to peck and gnaw. Rat is supposed to be derived from that
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root. Rat in Danish is rotte
; Swedish, ratta

; (rerman, ratte and ratz.

In Sanscrit, rada is a tooth
;
in Latin rado is to scratch, rodo to gnaw,

rostrum a beak ( to peck with ), and in English we have also rodent, a

<rn:iwiii animal. Of course in this instance it is possible rad may have

first been the name of the animal and afterwards received its general sig-

nification
;
or it might be the animal was first called mus and afterwards

renamed rat in recognition of its characteristic propensity for gnawing.
After the terms rad and mus had come to receive a general signification,

either would be a suitable name for the rat, and that one would gain the

day which was on the whole the fittest and most appropriate.

Max Miiller observes that in ancient dialects there was a superabund-

ance of synonyms, and a "struggle for life" between them. He says

any feature of a thing
' c that struck the observing mind as peculiarly

characteristic could be made to furnish a new name. The sun might be

called the bright, the warm, the golden, the preserver, the destroyer, the

wolf, the lion, the heavenly eye, the father of light and life." He also

makes the almost incredible statement that there have been counted no

less than "5,744 words relating to the camel," ( certainly not all in use

at the same time ). Such a redundancy of significant and poetical names

could not occur in the beginning of language, but would prevail as soon

as a moderate degree of civilization had been reached. Then a struggle

for existence would take place between the different words applied to the

same thing. This struggle goes on yet and alwaj'S will. A great many
words are constantly being coined and put upon probation. For ex-

ample, we no longer hear of a "
dandy ;

" he has become a dude,
"
he

makes a "mash "
instead of an impression ;

there is no longer a "grog-

gery," but he may frequent a 'saloon." The word "
groggery,

" which

has been overthrown by "saloon," was short lived, not having endured

more than two generations.
" Skedaddle" is a word which flickered

during our civil war and then went out. The dictionary contains a sur-

prising number of words which are either obsolete or almost so, but

which were in common use a few generations ago. A great many words

have been introduced by the "best writers and speakers
"
which never

met with much encouragement. A large number of classical words

have thus been introduced which were probably never assimilated, such

as algid, cold
; alimonious, nourishing ; allegiant, loyal ; arride, to

laugh at
; conject, to throw together ; dinetical, whirling round

; ful-

(fun/. lightning ; gnathonic, flattering ; nocument, harm, &c.

The following obsolete words have been taken at random out of many
hundreds to be found in the dictionary, some of Saxon origin, but

most of them Latin :

Ohfcmperate, to obey ; naufrage, wreck ; obequitate, to ride about ; postnate, subsequent ;

in-nditor, a traitor; rcfocillate, to refresh ; resile, to recoil ; rixatian. a quarrel ; scclcrat, a

criminal; secunddtion, prosperity ; sicker, sure: singult, a sigh ; sollar, a garret ; sopition,
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sleep ; strepent, noisy ; subtiliate, to make thin ; impester, to vex ; indagate, to search out ;

indign, unworthy ; jument, a beast of burden ; loring, instructive discourse ; malaxate,
to soften; moliminous, very important; meticulous, timid ; reclude, to open ; won, a dwell,

ing ; wis, to think ; swipper, nimble ; spane, to wean ; rede, to counsel ; seely, fortunate ;

munite, to fortify; mugient, bellowing; gast, to frighten; gemote, a meeting; ethelt

noble; depectible, tough; costrel, a bottle; azyme, unleavened bread.

A study of the obsolete words is exceedingly instructive as showing
how language dies piecemeal, and is sloughed off like the hardened

scales of the skin. We also see the fertility of invention by which

new words are constantly being added or introduced, and the resulting

struggle for existence. It is curious to observe, too, how words may be-

come obsolete in one sense, perhaps their principal and appropriate

sense, and still hold their existence by doing some other duty. Thus,

formerly knave meant a boy, then a servant, and the beginning of one

of the epistles of Paul, which now reads, "I, Paul, a servant of Jesus

Christ" is rendered in an old version, "I, Paul, a knave of Jesus

Christ." Prevent, which formerly signified to "assist" by "going be-

fore
" now means to effectually hinder. Meddle used to mean simply

to mix or mingle; now it is restricted to mixing in an intrusive or

officious sense. Miser formerly signified merely a wretched or afflicted

person, now it is applied only to a rich person wretched from stinginess

and greed. Pretend means literally to hold out a thing as if at arm's

length, and probably was first used with reference to material things

onl}
r

,
but this sense of the word is entirely laid aside. Captivate for-

merly signified to seize a prisoner as in war. This meaning has fallen

upon the word capture, and now captivate is almost exclusively devoted

to moral seizure. The radical meaning of buxom is to bow or bend,

hence obsequious, obedient, &c.
, applied to wives and young women.

But this meaning is now lost, and the word applies to quite different

qualities. Renege formerly signified to deny or disown; now the word,

somewhat modified, is confined to a false denial of suit in a game of

cards. Wang used to be a shoe-string, and whang a leather thong.

Now whang alone is used for the leather strings by which the sections

of leather belting in machinery are fastened. Then again we may ob-

serve that many words have lost their relatives, which to all appearance,
had as good right and prospect of life as they. Thus we no longer use

munite, to fortify, but retain muniment and munition; prow (adjective),
for valiant, is obsolete, but prowess (the noun), for valor, still flourishes;

serr and serry, to crowd, have gone out; but serried still does a restricted

duty in describing dense ranks of soldiers; mure, a wall, has gone, but

we still use immure, to inclose with walls. We have mercy, but no

longer mercify; we have minority but no longer minorate', we say
" we

had as lief," but the comparative lever, has been cast aside for rather,

the comparative of rath, while rath itself is now seldom or never used.

Icon, an image, is obsolete, but we keep iconoclast, an image breaker,
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iconodasm, &c. Sess, a tax, is out of use, but we retain nssess, to im-

pose a tax. We still retain tinder, meaning an inflammable substamv,
while we have discarded the verb tind to kindle. We have cast aside

wis, to think, while retaining wise, wit, and wisdom. Wry, to twist, is

out of use, while wry ( the adjective ), twisted, we retain. We have

discarded won, a dwelling, and worte, to dwell, but have retained de-

rivations of ivone, viz., wont, and wonted, meaning accustomed or used.

Since 1611, 388 words or senses of words used in the Bible have be-

come obsolete. This is about one out of every fifteen. Details like

the foregoing might be multiplied indefinitely. Their study shows how

words spring up under the influence of the various objects in the en-

vironment, in accordance with the manner in which they affect us, and

the ideas they produce in us; how, as gradual changes are produced in

our ideas by new experiences and impressions, their expressions in

words change correspondingly, new ideas requiring new words or new

applications of old ones. New words are obtained by importations from

other languages, or b}' modifying old words. Very rarely indeed, is a word

coined or invented, and when it is, it must necessarily be an imitation of

nature or of another word. Since man's dependence upon his envi-

ronment has always been as it is now, it is reasonable to conclude that

the growth and modification of language has always proceeded as it is

now doing. The history of 300 years is enough to furnish us the prin-

ciples involved in that of all the past.

Since language is the expression of ideas, its development has neces-

sarily proceeded in the same order as the development of ideas. The

first ideas must be of the simplest and most obvious, uncompared and

unclassified facts. After the internal sense organs have been stored

with these facts, further development of ideas throws these facts to-

gether, forming comparisons, generalizations, and classifications. Fol-

lowing this order, words first expressed single things, next they ex-

pressed qualities and motions, and lastly the relationships of things to

each other by their qualities.

It has been shown that we cannot have any idea except of sensible

things, and that ideas which we have, or suppose we have, of super-

sensible things, have in reality been derived from sensible objects. Lan-

guage follows and illustrates this fact. All the words which we use to

i' x press ideas of things which are beyond the immediate reach of our

senses, are words which originated with reference to tangible and visible

things. Thus, the word spirit comes from the Latin spirare, to draw

breath, and from the same source we get aspire, inspire, transpire, re-

spire, &c. From the root an, which in Sanskrit means to blow, comes

the Sanskrit ////////. tho (Ircok anemos, the Latin anima, wind
;
the Latin

<> n< mas, mind
; English animate, animal, &c. The Sanskrit dhn means
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to shake. From this root comes the Greek thyein, to rush, to move vio-

lently ;
and thymos, the mind

;
the Sanskrit dhuli, dust

;
and dhuma,

smoke
;
Latin fumus, smoke

; English dust, to fumigate, to fume, &c.

From the root ma, to measure, are derived the Greek mimema, an imi-

tation, i. e.
,
a repeated measuring ; mimos, a mimic

; mimo, an ape (be-

cause he imitates ); the Latin imago, image, picture, dream
(
for mim-

ago); imitor, to imitate (for mimitor}; and of course the English

words mimic, imitate, image, imagination, &c. So, in order to imagine

a thing, all we do is to measure it over and over. To apprehend is to

grasp at a thing, to comprehend is to grasp it together. To adhere to

one's opinions is to stick to one's opinions. To conceive is from con-

cipio, from con and capio, to take and hold together, to instil is to drop

or pour in, to disgust is to create a bad taste, to disturb is to throw into

disorder. Tribulo is Latin to thresh grain ; tribulum, the machine for

doing it, consisting of a drag, or dray studded with iron teeth. From

this comes the English tribulation, applied to a condition of the "mind.
"

Tribulo is related to tero, to grind ;
and tritus and contritus, ground,

bruised, &c.
,

from which we have in English, contrite,
< ' broken

hearted for sin;" and contrition, penitence. From the same root is at-

trition, sometimes applied to an imperfect repentance. It is called

slang to say a person is " all torn up
"

in his mind, but it is expressive

in much the same way as contrite, "all ground to pieces," or "dragged
under the threshing-machine," as in tribulation. The Latin pendeo
means to hang ; hence, pendo, to weigh, and penso, to weigh in the

mind, and the English pensive. From pendo is pondus, a load or weight,

a pound ;
also ponderous, and ponder, a mental operation. From pen-

deo we also get suspend and suspense. We "
suspend judgment," and

we are in a state of suspense ;
that is, hung up in our minds. From

the root lubh comes the Sanscrit lobha, desire
;
the Latin libido, violent

desire
;
and libet, it pleases ;

German belieben, to be pleased with a

thing ; English believe. From the same root comes love. ( Miiller. ) So

that belief is that which pleases and that which we love. This indi-

cates the history of the human conception of belief. We commonly

speak of belief as intellectual assent, but to the early framers of lan-

guage it was rather emotional assent, and this definition would often fit

the case yet.

The word curro, to run, ( from the root kar or har ) has furnished nu-

merous words for the expression of our super-sensible ideas; Thus,

when we incur a risk, or incur the displeasure of somebody, we literally

run against the risk or the displeasure. When our opinion concurs with

that of another, it literally runs with it. When something occurs to my
mind, it runs up to it. When your thoughts recur to the past, they run

back to it, &c. We thus see tlje impossibility of having ideas independ-

ent of sensible things.
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From a common root are derived the Latin ango, to choke or throttle;

angina, the quinsy; angor, pain, vexation; anxius, thoughtful ;
and the

English anxious, anguish, anger; all applicable to mental states, the pri-

mary sense being to press or squeeze. The Greek name for spirit, pneuma,
is that which also means wind, blast, a tempest, &c. Hence it was used

to signify breath, then life, then mind, then inspiration; and when it was

necessary to have a word to designate the third person of the Christian

Trinity, He was called the Holy Pneuma. John 4: 24, Pneuma o Theos.

"God is a Spirit." Likewise in the old testament the Hebrew ruach,

wind, is used to signify the Spirit of God. It is thus used in the second verse

of Genesis, while in verse 8 of chapter 3, le ruach haiyom (evening breeze)

is rendered in our version,
" cool of the day.

"

The American Indians had a pretty general belief in a future state,

and an immortal part or soul. This soul some thought was in the bone,

and their word for soul corresponded with that idea. In the Iroquois

language, esken is bone and atisken soul, that is, that which is within

the bone. In an Athapascan dialect, yani means bone, and i-yune

is soul. The Lower Pend d' Oreilles were destitute of any idea of

future state, spiritual existence or anything of the kind, and therefore

had no word for soul. When the Catholic Missionaries undertook to

teach them Christianity it was necessary to clothe the conception of

soul in such language as they could understand, drawn from material

things. The half-breed interpreters solved the difficulty by telling them

they had a gut that never would rot! This is a sufficiently materalistic

dress in which to put the conception, but after all, the names given to it by
more cultivated races, are equally those of material things. In the

Aztec and related languages, ehecatl means wind, and also shadow and

soul. Among the New England tribes, chemung meant both shadow and

soul, and in the Quiche, of Central America, natul meant the same

things, and so did the word tarnak in the Eskimo tongue. In the

Mohawk, atonrion means to breathe, and atonritz stands for soul. 1

In the Welsh language is the word cas which signifies to separate, to

drive off. From this signification it passes in Welsh to mean also to

defend, a castle, hatred and envy, also hateful and odious
; casnawr, a

hater, a persecutor ; casnori, to persecute, to chase. In English, from

the same root come cast, to throw or to pour, guess, gust, gush, gas,

aghast( ?), ghastly, ghost. There are also many words from the same

root in other European languages. Thus a guess is something thrown

together, and the word preserves the same idea of it that is contained

in the word conjecture, from the Latin conjicio, to throw together. In

gush and gust the idea of pouring forth and passing is expressed, and

in gas and ghost this idea is but little modified. By apparition is meant

See Brinton's Myths of the New World, p. 234.
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simply an appearance, but as we had other words meaning the same

thing, apparition caine gradually to be applied exclusively to a ghostl}*

appearance. Specter, another word for ghost, means simply some-

thing seen, from the Latin specto, to behold.

I take it that, in such cases as the foregoing, no one will claim the

more involved and mystic applications of a word to be the original.

No one supposes that the Mohawk first named his soul atonritz, and

afterwards from some fancied resemblance called his breath atonrion.

So I hold that generally the root word is the one which expresses the

simplest and most obvious idea, and the others, the derivatives. The

philologists in tracing Aryan speech to roots, have often given us terms

expressive of abstract ideas for roots. Undoubtedly the top story of

language has, to a great extent, been erected on abstractions, but the

ground floor certainly was not. My contention is, that before any word

had a general or abstract application, it had a special one. In some

cases the derived words can yet be traced to words which are at the

same time roots. Thus gu, as shown above is both a root and a word.

So are probably cat and dog, and perhaps horse and su (sow). In San-

skrit su means to generate; samtri. the sun; and savitri, a mother; sunu,

a son. Greek us, a sow or pig; uios, a son. Latin sus, a sow; suinus,

belonging to swine. Anglo-Saxon, su-gu, ?<-,
sow

; swin, swine
; sunu, a

son. English, sow, swine, son, sun. In the foregoing the obvious

root word is su, the sow. From the prolific qualities of this animal

comes the obvious application of her name to the sun, the great mother

of all, and to mother and son.

Skeat gives 461 roots for the Aryan tongues, which number is doubt-

less too small, as a good many words still remain to be accounted for.

But of the 461 over 90 are homonyms, the same word or root being used

to designate more than one conception. The root ar, for example, is

used for four conceptions, viz. :

(
1 ) ar, to plow ; Latin, arare, Gothic,

arjan, Anglo-Saxon, erian, to plow ; English, arable, ear
; Aryans,

(people who plow}. (2) ar, to go ; Sanskrit, ri, to go ; Greek, ornis, a

bird
; Latin, orior, I arise, alacer, quick ; English, ornithology, proselyte,

origin, order, altar, earnest, run, &c. ( 3 ) ar, to drive or to row
;
San-

skrit, aritra, a rudder
; English, oar, row, rudder, &c. ( 4 )

ar or ra,

to gain, acquire, fit
; English, aristocracy, harmony, arithmetic, arms,

art. Very likely these four were originally identical, traces of a com-

mon conception prevading them all. This is also true of other hom-

onyms. If it were true of all, Skeats' list of Aiyan roots would be re-

duced to about 300. Probably it would be safe to say that all the

Aryan tongues have been constructed on a basis of not over 500 or 600

original expressions. The great expansion of the vocabulary which has

taken place in all languages above the savage type, has been accom-
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plished by combinations of the roots, which in all cases form their foun-

dation. This combination in its first stage or aspect is called "
agglutin-

ation.
" The principal root in the combined word is preserved without

mutilation, as arc also to a greater or less degree the other words which

have been tacked to it as modifying and explanatory adjuncts. As soon

as words are built up in this, or in any other way, they become subject

to phonetic corruption, which has been carried to the greatest extreme

by the active peoples speaking the Aryan languages. People in a hurry
will cut short their pronunciation of words. They do it now and always
have done it. We see it in the rustic abbreviations of 'backer, 'tater,

'lasses, and those common to all classes, by which words ending in ing
are snipped of their final g. A vast list of words mutilated in that way
could be produced ;

such as Naples for Neapolis, Woorster for Worces-

ter, Coblentz for Confluentes, York for Eboracum, Carthage for Qar-

tachadashat,
* &c. Words adopted from one language into another are

usually mutilated, as shown in the following words as they appear in

French after adoption from the Latin, and in English after adoption

from the French. Thus, Latin scutarius, is in French escuier, and in

English squire ;
historia becomes histoire, story ; Egyptianus, Egyptian,

Gypsy ; extraneus, estrangier, stranger ; capitulum, chapitre, chapter ;

dominicella, demoiselle, damsel; paralysis, paralysie, palsy; sacristanus,

sacristan, sexton. Hydropsis in Latin is dropsy in English. (Miiller.)

It seems like a great change from one of these Latin words to its deriv-

ative in English, from scutarius to squire, for example; but the Latin

words themselves represent a change as great or greater. The original

root elements of which they are made up have become so clipped, re-

duced or otherwise distorted, and the fragments so welded together that

it is often difficult even for the expert philologist to restore the word.

By this welding process pronouns have become incorporated with verbs,

the auxiliary verbs with ther principals, prepositions with their nouns.

Languages that have got into this condition are called inflectional lan-

guages. The word loved, is love-did, or did-love. The Latin, habeo,

habes, habet
; Gothic, haba, habais, habaith, ( I have, thou hast, he

has, ) contain the root and the pronouns, completely incorporated.

The Latin scutarius, from which we get our squire, is a maker or car-

rier of a shield, and is from scutum, a shield. Scutum is a cover or

protection, and is from the root sku, (a) cover. From the same root

comes cutis, the skin, scum, sky, and many others.

With the 500 or 600 Aryan roots have been constructed vocabularies

reaching, with their phonetic variations in the different Aryan languages,

several hundred thousand words. In Chinese there are about 450 roots

or separate sounds, which are raised to 1,263, by various accents andin-

1 This word as well as Neapolis means Newtown.
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tonations. With these the Chinese vocabulary of about 42,000 words

has been produced. Hebrew has about 500 roots, and the old testa-

ment is said to contain 5,642 words. F. C. Cook has formed a list of

about 250 words, which he claims are substantially identical in Egyptian,

Semitic, Aryan and non-Aryan languages. From this he argues the

original unity of language and of the human race. A consideration of

the foregoing facts shows us how language has become developed to

vast proportions from very small beginnings, in a perfectly natural and

necessary way. It required no antecedent purpose to start it or to keep

it going after it was started. Beginning in gestures and cries which ex-

pressed states of feeling, it grew to express ideas as soon as ideas were

formed. As soon as we realize that muscular contraction in limb, jaw,

or larynx, is a result of a condition produced in the internal sense or-

gans by some cause in the environment, we have laid the foundation of

the science of language. The enormous superstructure erected upon
this foundation may well arouse admiration and astonishment, but it

should not bewilder our understanding for a moment. Language proper

begins with the first animal which makes any sort of a signal, visible or

audible, for the purpose of arousing the attention of another. It is

difficult to determine precisely the stratum of animal development in

which this first occurs; but we are bound to admit it as well established

at least in all animals which possess the isle of Reil, since it is settled

that in the case of man that is the part of the cerebrum superintending

articulation. Most of the higher mammals have a greater or less de-

velopment of this region. (See ch. 58). The apes are better developed

here than any other animal except man, and it is well known that they

have calls and signals with definite significations. One, for example,

will invade a garden or orchard in the capacity of a scout, the rest

waiting outside till he is satisfied and gives the signal that the coast is

clear, whereupon they all swarm in.

Dr. R. L. darner, of Roanoke, Va.
, writing in the New York World,

June 8, 1891, gives an interesting account of his researches in the lan-

guage of monkeys. He assigns the most advanced language to the

Capuchins, although every monkey tribe possesses a dialect of its own.

He says, "the Simian tongue has about eight or nine sounds, which may
be changed by modulation into three or four times that number. They
seem to be half way between a whistle and a pure vocal sound, and

have a range of four octaves, and, so far as I have tried, they all chord

with F sharp on a piano. The sound most used is very much like "u,"

"oo" in shoot, the next one something like "e" in be." He has not

observed them use a, i or o, but has discovered faint traces of conso-

nant sounds in words of low pitch. The languages of the different

races are fundamentally different, the more sociable and gregarious
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tribes possessing the most copious. But each language breaks up into

dialects in different communities, as it obviously must. The words are

monosyllabic, ambiguous and collective, having no negative terms ex-

cept resentment. The words refer to the most common things in their

lives, as food, pain, &c. Strange monkeys when shut up together will

come to understand each other's language, but will not usually attempt
to speak it.

It is not possible that any two communities of monkeys have the

same language. Those having the same forms of vocal organs would

utter the same sounds, but different families disconnected from others,

would establish different applications of them. Thus, one of Mr. G-ar-

ner's monkeys had a word for milk, which he recognized when uttered

by Mr. Gr.
,
but that was probably only his meaning of the word, and a

monkey of another family, while necessarily using the same sound, would

attach to it some other meaning. He finds the language of the chim-

panzee to be poor, probably because though intelligent it is an unsocial

animal.

Birds, too, have genuine language, as shown by their actions. Hen
talk has been, in part, translated into English. The vocabulary is not

extensive, but it answers the purpose. By one signal the little ones

are called to the protection of the mother's wings, by another the}
r are

called to dinner, by another the}' are warned to scatter and hide from

the hawk, &c. This is genuine language under its strictest definition.

(See also cases in chapter 77.
)

CHAPTER LXXXI.

THE EGO, OR PERSONALITY.

It is said that when persons are on the point of drowning, and also,

in some cases, when under the overwhelming terror of a great impend-

ing danger, an entire picture of their whole history flashes in one in-

stant into their consciousness. They remember everything that ever

happened to them, or that they ever did. The reason of this, no doubt,

is, that at that moment every memory cell in the brain is stimulated,

and gives its characteristic and usual recollection. Under ordinary

conditions, by no possible effort could a person direct attention to more

than one or two memories at once, although he might have a rapid suc-

cession of them. When all the memory organs are stimulated at once,

as in the cases named, the subject experiences for the moment, a con-

sciousness of his whole personality, or the whole of that portion of it

that ever becomes the subject of consciousness. This being the case,

.t follows that in ordinary states our consciousness at any one time can
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relate to only a part of our personality. To our consciousness, there-

fore, our personality does not appear precisely the same for any two

consecutive periods of time. We see ourselves piece-meal, and as at-

tention wakes up first one memory and then another, we experience the

sensations the}
T are qualified to give, some pleasurable, some painful,

and some indifferent. We thus appear to ourselves through our feelings,

and to others through the expressions of them, different at different

times, in accordance with the sort of memories that are active. The

sum of our feelings at any one moment constitutes all there is of our

conscious ego at that moment, but they usually include a sub-conscious-

ness of other memories not active, which contain elements competent to

reconstruct the conscious ego and make it feel like another one. As

these other memories become active, and their recollections attach

themselves to the already active consciousness, the successive states of

the ego are linked together, giving a feeling of continuity, and binding

all into a single one. These different sensations and recollections con-

sidered together constitute the total conscious personality. This is con-

stantly being added to as we accumulate additional ideas, and it like-

wise suffers constant loss and decay through forgetfulness. A person

living to old age has usually forgotten much more than he can remem-

ber, and the sensations which it is possible for him to recover, are but

a small part of those he has had. He has died piece-meal, and at the

last there is not much of him left to die. The feeling of identity which

one has, that is, the conviction that he is the same person to whom such

and such things happened yesterday, last week and last year, depends

upon his ability to connect his present sensations with the memory of

those past events. When these memories are totally obliterated, he is

no longer able to identify himself as having been concerned with such

events, and his conscious personality has suffered death to that extent.

But the obliteration of memory will not take place as long as the

brain cells, which were impressed with the original sensations, remain

healthy and intact. But as soon as a part of the brain is destroyed or

atrophied by disease, the memories which were registered in it are lost,

and the subject no longer identifies the facts to which the memories re-

lated, as belonging to his personality. A hole has been made in his

conscious personality, and the part that is gone can never be recovered.

Such destruction of brain tissue will entail loss of the feeling of conti

nuity and identity, by which the memories belonging to it had been at-

tached to the rest of the personality. And such loss by disturbing the

balance of tension, and the mutual restraints which the different organs
exercise upon each other, leads to abnormal and deranged action among
the organs that are related to those destroyed, though not actually shar-

ing in their destruction. The sort of consciousness resulting from such
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broken and damaged brain is fragmentary, discontinuous, and neces-

sarily false, as to its conception of facts, in some respects at least.

Even when the brain is complete we are liable to get wrong sensations

of things, and of their memories, and much more so when it is dis-

rupted. So that our consciousness may be wrong in respect to our

identity and continuity, just as it may be in anything else. Thus we
see there may be a great difference between our real identity, and our

consciousness of it. Identity and continuity of existence do not then

at all depend upon the continuity of the consciousness, or upon con-

sciousness in any way, but upon continued bodily existence, which con-

tinuity may be proved by witnesses when the subject himself is incom-

petent through forgetfulness, disease, or insanity, to trace his identity

by means of his memory. More than that, consciousness or at least a

persuasion of identit}" is not conclusive of such identity, since in many
instances of insanity the subject believes himself to be another person,

and in his speech, manners, and actions he imitates the party he im-

agines himself to be. Yet a disinterested person who has known this

subject, will testify to his identity as being very different from what he

fancies it to be. No amount of change which takes place in us cuts

any figure in disturbing our identity. We change from day to day, and

in maturity and old age we are no more like our youthful selves than

we are like another person. In short, if identity depended upon a con-

tinuance of form, thought, feeling, &c.
,
all identity would soon be lost,

and we should be somebody else every daj
r
. But it depends upon con-

tiguous succession, and requires only that each state, experience, and

molecular arrangement, be founded upon one that went before, and it is

due to its reaction against some new phase of energy from the environ-

ment. Identity, therefore, in reality, relates to the body alone, and con-

sciousness depends upon cerebral conditions.

The feeling of personality is a union of sensations from the divers

parts, associated together so as to form a consolidated, single sensation,

the ego or I. It is a true case of e pluribus unum. This feeling grows

up in the same way in which knowledge of external objects does. The

infant, at first, 'sees all things, including his own parts, as objective. In

the course of time, as the perceptions of relationships and correspond-
ences come to be developed, this one of the ego appears among the rest.

He begins to connect the different parts of his body together into a sin-

gle thing or person, in consequence of che habitual association of sen-

sations derived from those parts. But even after this he is some time

in learning himself as a first person. He still regards himself as a

third person. He says,
" Tommy wants a drink." Doubtless he is as-

sisted in the formation of his notion of himself by the manner in which

- he is addressed by others, and regards himself as a third person, partly
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because others do. But later on he discovers that the object he calls

" Tommy
"

is not, as a whole, related to his sensations as other objects

are, but that somewhere about it is the home of these sensations. The

different parts of the body, considered separately, are still regarded as

objective, and continue to be through life, but still as belonging to the

part that holds the sensations. We speak of our head, hand, foot,

brain, mind, body, blood, &c. As we speak of our different parts al-

ternately, we seem to regard the part spoken of as an external object,

and all the rest as the ego. It is in this spirit that the feeling of self-

control arises, as shown in chapter 66. Thus, a man will say,
" /only

succeeded by a great effort in restraining myself from attacking that

man." Here he puts for the "I" those motives of prudence, or that

discretion which is "the better part of valor," and for the "myself,"
that part which felt the provocation, indignation and resentment. The

latter appears temporarily as the objective part of the man. If, on the

contrary, his indignation became strong enough to control his action,

he would describe it by saying,
' ' I became so angry at that man that I

just went for him.
" The ego fathers the action, whatever it may be,

and it thus appears to keep company with the will.

Those things with which we are in habitual contact, and which con-

stantly pertain to us, come to be identified with us and to enter into our

personality. We speak of the acts which we are accustomed to perform

constantly as our " habits ;" that is, our clothes. In this we instinc-

tively recognize the intimacy which exists between ourselves and our

clothes. We are, in a measure, renewed when we change from old

clothes to new, from the rough, work-day suit, to the "Sunday clothes;"

and our feelings and deportment toward others are largely influenced by
what they have on. A king in his robes of state, inspires a very dif-

ferent feeling from that towards the same man in a tinker's dress, work-

ing at a bench.

Maudsley observes that a foreign body, an artificial tooth for example,
with which we are in constant sensory contact, becomes, in feeling, a

part of ourselves, while a paralyzed or much numbed part of the body
comes to 'be felt as a foreign body. ,

So that an artificial tooth may be

a truer part of the ego than a paralyzed finger. The condition on

which this is so, is, no doubt, that the artificial tooth is useful to us,

and enters into our active life, while the other does not.

It is obvious that every sensation we get from our environment enters

into and modifies our conscious personality. In fact it is sensations and

the ideas constructed and compounded from them, which together consti-

tute the conscious personality. This feeling of 1 myself, must be

different in different individuals, because the sensations have been

different. While both savage and civilized men have the five sen-
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scs alike, the sensations they get through them are largely different

owing to the difference in the environments. The personality of a man
with a white skin, red hair, and blue eyes, differs from that of a man
with a red skin, black eyes and hair. The differences which appear

upon the surface indicate differences in the intimate nature of the cere-

bral, nervous, muscular and other tissues of the bod}*. These differences

are in turn due to the differences in the exposure of the two, and of the

races from which they have descended. But the differences which have

made their mark on the outside in too obscure a manner to be readily

observed, are yet vastly numerous and important, and depend on the

immediate experiences of the individual. If one of two sons of savage

parents be sent to a civilized city to be educated, while the other re-

mains with the wild tribe, the personalit3
T of the two will rapidly diverge.

In that of the wild one will be incorporated the impressions of the un-

cultivated desert, prairie and mountain, and of the wild game roaming
thereon

;
of the comfortless, smooky teepee and its dirt}

7

surroundings, of

the dogs and ponies, of the barbarous dress, trappings and ornaments,

of the scanty domestic appliances, meager cuisine, primitive, unpolished

manners, uncleanly habits; conversation carried on in a language poor
in words and construction, on subjects relating only to the chase and the

commonest actions of a barbarous people, personal anecdote, individual

achievement and mythical legend, the scanty and meager traditions of a

small tribe of barbarians. The personality of the educated one will

comprise impressions as much more numerous than those of the other,

as the circumstances, activities, paraphernalia, literature, and ideas of

civilized life exceed those of savage life. Dwellings commodious

and elegant, cultivated lands, vast factories and shops, complicated
and infinitely varied sorts of machinery and appliances ; great public

works, buildings, bridges, railroads, streets, telegraphs, tunnels
; great

stores of the accummulated products of labor, exquisite works of art,

libraries filled with the experiences, learning and wisdom of the whole

race for a hundred generations ; schools, colleges and churches, theaters,

museums
;

all these and thousands of other things, with their m}rriads of

details, are so many object lessons making their impressions on his plas-

tic brain, and thus constructing the curious mechanism whose reactions

upon nervous energy are his sensations, which together constitute his

conscious personalit}
r

. Now if we imagine each of these two diversely

formed persons to be presented with a book on some scientific or histori-

cal subject, such book forms a stimulation which will affect one very

differently from the other. The wild one will be unable to read it or

get ideas from it at all, except such as its external appearance, binding,

&c. , give. The disturbance to his personality as already constituted

will be very small, practically nothing. The personality of the other
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will receive modifications and additions. The ideas contained in the

book will be compared and collated with others already composing the

mind, and the mind will be changed ;
that is, the brain will receive new

impressions and be re-formed in some respects so as to give a different

reaction from former ones. The personality of the educated man has

become so different from that of his wild brother that it is competent to

be affected and altered by a class of stimuli which cannot disturb the

latter. And the further this alteration goes, the larger does the class of

stimuli become that are competent to effect further alterations. As we

express it, the mind is broadened by culture, by education, by books,

by travel, &c.
,
while without them it remains narrow. And these terms

'broad and narrow are not figurative ; they express in general terms ac-

tual quantity. There is really more mind where there are more ideas,

and vice versa, and if there are no ideas there is no mind.

The infant begins life with a brain inherited from its ancestors, but

without a mind. As impressions are made upon the brain through the

sense organs, and sensations are roused, the mind begins; each impres-

sion increasing the differentiated area of the brain, and the possible re-

actions in memory and sensation which constitute the mind. We some-

times hear it said that persons have inherited such and such mental

characteristics or traits. This is inexact. Mind can no more be in-

herited than a wave of the hand, a cough, a laugh, or a snore, and

while it is true that a child may have the same gestures, the same voice,

the same gait in walking as his parent, we understand that he has them

because he has inherited bodily parts so exactly counterparts of those

of his parent that their reactions are necessarily identical. If a man
makes two windmills just alike, he will expect their movements to be

alike. And so if two brains are alike, their movements, that is, their

mind, will be alike under the same stimulation. That the minds of

parent and child are so very often not alike is due as much to the un-

likeness of the stimuli to which they are exposed as to the unlikeness

of the organs as originally inherited. If any two people were at the

beginning exactly alike in all respects, and then were exposed to pre-

cisely the same environment, their development would be the same, and

the feeling of identity would be alike in each. They would believe

alike, see all things in the same light, have the same tastes, preferences

and aversions. The}^ would be alike in personal appearance, gesture,

feature, and dress. Accordingly, we find the people of any particular

section of the earth, to have a resemblance to each other. And the

longer such people have inhabited such country, the more close and

striking their similarity.

It is easy to distinguish a Negro, an Indian, a European, or a China-

man in a crowd. It is generally easy to distinguish a German or an
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Irishman. But it is less easy to distinguish a Bavarian from a Prus-

sian or an Austrian. In other words, we find less difference between

people having the same origin and nearly the same environment, than

whore these conditions are different. And if we continue to narrow the

inquiry, we find children of the same parents to bear a closer resem-

blance to each other than to others, and if it be a case of twins, we are

sometimes unable to distinguish them from each other. Not only do

the\' look alike but they act alike, and their opinions are apt to be alike.

We sa}
r of them,

"
the}' are animated by the same spirit." And this ex-

pression indicates that we instinctively regard them as having similar

minds, which is really the fact, and that involves a common feeling of

identity to a considerable extent. Each one knows how the other is af-

fected by a given stimulation, from the manner in which he is himself

affected. We thus reach the conclusion that the ego and the feeling of

personality are built up by the forces in the environment, and are mat-

ters of development and habit.

Whether I think another person feels just as I do or not, is a matter

of inference from what I know of his surroundings and education. I

feel that I am myself John Brown (sa}
r

); my feeling of identity con-

sists of the linking together in my memory of what can be recalled of

all the sensations that have ever been there, sensations of all the ex-

periences that this organism has ever been subjected to or influenced by.

John Smith never had precisely the same experiences as I have. His

aggregate of sensations give a resultant feeling of identity different

from mine. This series of sensations is associated with the name of

Smith as a habit, so that the entire association of sensations, including

that of the name, forms a single ego, similar to many others in many
respects, yet unique and on the whole, unlike any other in existence.

Since all sensations, from whatever quarter, enter into the composition

of the conscious ego, it follows that when there is a failure of sensation

of any sort, there must soon be a reduction of the ego. Diseases of

the senses then become diseases of the personality. The minds of per-

sons born blind arid deaf, are very different from what they would have

been if the senses of sight and hearing had been active. None of the

conceptions of color or sound can enter into the composition of the ego,

and a great many of those relating to form must be wanting, too. If a

person loses these senses after having acquired a stock of the sensa-

tions, he will no doubt make the most of the stock on hand, and the

ego remains, to a large extent, crystallized and unalterable as to such

mentality as is based upon them, except that he will probably lose some

of them through failure of memory. But it is remarkable to what ex-

tent the sense of touch compensates for the loss of sight and hearing.

The wonderful case of Laura Bridgman illustrates this in a striking
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manner. Although the other avenues from the outer world to her brain

were closed, the stimulations which it became possible, under Dr. Howe's

admirable system, to project upon her brain through the sense of touch

alone, were enough to form there ideas of a vast variety. It is not, in-

deed, possible that her ideas were like those of other people upon most

subjects. But neither can we suppose that the ideas of people with

like senses are precisely alike, even when they are supposed to agree.

As Locke long ago observed, we have no means of knowing that the

color two people agree in calling yellow, appears anything like the same

to each. All we can say is that as it appears to one to-day, it will ap-

pear to-morrow, and he will continue to call it by the name taught him

at first, and the two persons will agree upon the name without the

slightest means of knowing that it appears alike to each. If this is

true of a simple sensation, it is still more so of ideas made up from

many sensations. And to a still greater degree is it true when the ideas

of a person with five senses are compared with those of a person having

but one. In fact, it is nearly impossible for two people to get precisely

the same idea of a thing even when both are supposed to see it under the

same light, and from the same point of view.

The sense of touch shown in Laura Bridgman's case to be of so com-

prehensive a nature, is one which can least be spared consistently with

the integrity of the ideas which go to make up our personality. Luys
mentions the effect of anesthesia, or failure of the sense of feeling, in

a number of cases. " An anesthetic patient, described by Michea, said

that his body had been changed, and that he had been transformed into

a machine. * You see,' he said,
' that I no longer have a body.

' An-

other insisted that he was dead from head to feet." " The elder Foville

reports the case of an old anesthetic soldier, who said he had been long

dead." His name was Pere Lambert. He claimed he had been killed,

and that a machine had been made to resemble him. He spoke of him-

self as that. Another, a lady, said she felt nothing surrounding her,

that she was in space, and her body had no weight.
' ' The surgeon

Bandologue, at the last period of his life had lost consciousness of the

existence of his body." He claimed he had no head, and did not know

where his hands were. He could feel his own pulse when his right

hand was placed over his left wrist, but did not know it was his unless

told. These cases depend on partial or total anesthesia, or insensibility

of the skin to touch.

The knowledge a person afflicted with such a disease gets of himself,

is through the sense of sight, and he sees his own parts as he would

see those of another person. It requires a train of reasoning to con-

vince himself they belong to him, and it is a matter of inference, not

of feeling, that they do. This indicates that the sense of personality
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is chiefly, if not exclusive!}', an acquired habit. There ma)' be a small

basis of heredity in it which is nothing more than the acquired habit of

our predecessors stamped in our tissues, but it is chiefly the habit of

associating the sensorium with the skin by means of touch sensations,

that has finally come to identify the two as a consolidated unity. But

when such association is broken up, this feeling of identity is destroyed,

and the patient looks upon his personal parts as foreign. They consti-

tute to him, as they do to any other observer, a machine, or a " that."

There are also cases of derangement of the sense of personality,

arising from direct disturbances of the brain. "In the congestive

period of general paralysis,
"
the brain receives too great a supply of

blood, and too much stimulation. The tissues become abnormally
erected. The patient may then have too exalted an opinion of himself

and his importance possibly thinks himself king, prince or pope, and

possessed of boundless wealth, &c.

Then, there are the diseases of the other extreme, in which the blood

supply to the brain is arrested, and torpor and stupidity result. In a

patient affected with melancholia and prolonged stupor, ending with

death, Lnj's found the cerebral substance totally deprived of blood.

Loss of consciousness in epilepsy is due to local or general stoppage of

circulation of the blood within the brain. When it is general, total un-

consciousness ensues
;
but when local, the stupor is partial, like som-

nambulism, and the patient may act in a strange manner, and perform

extravagant or even criminal acts unconsciously.

All diseases of the internal sense organs constitute a greater or less

disturbance of the ego. In fact, they cause its reconstruction on an in-

ferior plan.

Maudsley thus sums up his conclusions from such phenomena as

these :
' < The lesson of them is, that the consciousness of self, the

unity of the ego, is a consequence, not a cause
;
the expression of a full

and harmonious function of the aggregate of differentiated mind-centers,

not a mysterious metaphysical entity lying behind function and inspiring

and guiding it
;
a subjective synthesis or unity based upon the objec-

tive synthesis or unity of the organism. As such, it may be obscured,

deranged, divided, apparently transformed. For every breach of the

unity of the united centers, is a breach of it
;
subtract any one center

from the intimate physiological co-operation, the self is pro tanto

weakened or mutilated. Obstruct or derange the conducting function

of the associating bonds between the centers so that the}' are disso-

ciated or disunited, the self loses in corresponding degree its sense of

continuity and unity. Stimulate one or two centers, or groups of cen-

ters, to a morbid hypertrophy, so that they absorb to them of the men-

tal nourishment" ( blood) "and keep up a predominant and almost ex-
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elusive function, the personality appears to be transformed. Strip off

a whole layer of the highest centers that highest super-ordinate organ-

ization of them that ministers to abstract reasoning and moral feeling

you reduce man to the condition of one of the higher animals. Take

away all the supreme centers, you bring him to the state of a simply
sentient creature. Remove the centers of sense, you reduce him to a

bare vegetative existence when, like a cabbage, he has an objective but

no subjective ego.
"

CHAPTER LXXXII.

MULTIPLE EGO-SEVERAL PERSONS IN ONE.

It was a common notion amongst the aborigines in various parts of

America and in Madagascar, that each man has several souls. Pulsa-

tions observed in different parts of the body, seemed to them to indi-

cate so many different seats of life. The inconsistencies and contra-

dictory impulses governing the actions of men, also lend countenance

to this notion. The Feejians believed everyone possessed of two

spirits.
1

St. Paul says,
< < For what I would, that do I not

;
but what I

hate, that do I." "Now then it is no more I that do it, but sin that

dwelleth in me." "So then with the mind I myself serve the law of

God, but with the flesh, the law of sin.
" 2

The Irish soldier who ran away at the first fire, excused himself by

affirming that while he himself was as brave as a lion, he had under

him a cowardly pair of legs that could not be restrained from running

away.
There is a sort of insanity which appears in two opposite phases,

which alternate with each other. In one of these, the patient is af-

fected by great elevation of spirits. He is confident, elated, egotistical,

free and open with his private affairs, unreserved, prodigal, full of in-

flated schemes, extravagant in his ideas, and unrestrained in his deport-

ment. In the other phase he is equally depressed, gloomy, and apa-

thetic. He is reserved, diffident and silent, lacks energ}
7 and confidence,

and is oppressed by a feeling of incapacity and inability to plan or

carry out anything to a successful issue. In these two states the phy-
sical condition of the individual is as different as are his feelings and

deportment. In the one he has an animated, buoyant and vigorous ap-

pearance, the skin is fresh and smooth and soft, and the eyes bright,

the pulse strong, and digestion good. In the other, he looks like a dif-

ferent person ;
his eye is dull, skin wrinkled, pulse weak, digestion

poor, and even his hair may become more or less gray. If the patient

1 Lubbock, Origin of Civilization, 247 2 Romans 7, 15.
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be a woman, menstruation is liable to cease. In general, the patient,

while in one of these states, repeats the actions that he performed when

in the same state before, and behaves and feels as he did then. But

they seldom have an}- clear recollection, in one of these states, of the

things done and felt while in the other. In this respect, however, there

is great difference in different cases. This style of insanity is by

Mandsley called alternating insanity.

The phenomenon called double consciousness is in its effects similar

to that just described, although I think the causes may be very differ-

ent in different cases. Insane results might come from too little or too

great a stimulation, atrophy or hypertrophy, of the same brain cells

which, under normal conditions, furnish sane effects, or they might
come from the atroph}" or hypertrophy of a part onty, leaving the rest

normal, the result of which would be an unbalanced action. In such

cases there would be an imperfect memory on the part of the patient,

while in his normal condition, of things done in his abnormal, and vice

versa, because the same brain cells are more or less involved in both con-

ditions. But there is another condition of double consciousness in which

the acts are not unbalanced, extravagant or insane in either state, but

in which the memory of each is independent of that of the other state,

and things done in one are totally foreign to the other, not forgotten for

the reason that they never were known to that state, the memorj- of

them belonging to a set of cells for the time being inactive, and, as it

were, locked up.

A number of examples are given by Abercrombie, which illustrate

the forgoing statements. One is the case of a porter, who, in a state

of intoxication, left a parcel at a wrong house, and when sober could

not recollect what he had done with it. But the next time he got drunk

he recollected where he had left it, and went and recovered it.

Wilkie Collins' story of "Moonstone," is founded on the known fact

that acts performed unconsciously while under the influence of a drug,

may be performed a second time if the conditions are again all the

same.

Another case is mentioned by Abercrombie on the authority of Dr.

Pritchard. of "a lady who was liable to sudden attacks of delirium,

which, after continuing for various periods, went off as suddenhr

,
leav-

ing her at once perfectly rational. The attack was often so sudden

that it commenced while she was engaged in interesting conversation,

and on such occasions it happened that on her recovery from the state

of delirium, she instantly recurred to the conversation she had been en-

gaged in at the time of the attack, though she had never referred to it

during the continuance of the affection. To such a degree was this

carried that she would even complete an unfinished sentence. During
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the subsequent paroxysm, again she would persue the train of ideas

which had occupied her mind in the former."

A case is related of a young lady who became somnambulistic during
a long illness which was complicated with severe s}*mptons of hysteria.

While she was in the somnambulistic state her thoughts ran a great deal

upon a deceased brother. While in one of these spells she got posses-

sion of a locket containing some of his hair. With a view of diverting
her morbid thoughts her attendants attempted to take this away. But
she resisted and kept the trinket, which she hid under her pillow, and

then fell into a natural sleep, during which the locket was removed.

When she awoke she remembered nothing of the contest or of the

locket, except that she retained a vague, and to her unaccountable,

feeling of antipathy against one of the persons who had tried to get
the locket away from her. But a few days afterwards she fell into the

somnambulistic state again and immediately began to search for the

locket under the pillow, and expressed surprise that it was gone, saving
she put it there only a few minutes before. The time that had elapsed
since her last fit of somnambulism, she was, in this state, totally un-

conscious of. In this, and all the subsequent periods of somnambu-

lism, she retained an active antipathy to the person first mentioned who
had crossed her regarding the locket, until after a considerable time her

thoughts became diverted from her brother and ran in some new channel.

It is not always possible to make such examination of the brain of

an insane person as will enable the doctor to connect the disease with

lesion of the brain, but this has been done so often as to establish the

principle that the character of the individual depends upon the integ-

rity of his brain and changes with it. This has been illustrated by
cases already cited in chapter 69. Some more will now be given.

' ' The Crowbar Case.
" l One of the most remarkable cases on record

is that of Phineas P. Gage, of Cavendish, Vermont. He was foreman

of a gang of workmen in a stone quarry, and at the time of the acci-

dent, on the 13th of September, 1848, was charging with powder a

hole drilled in the rock. He was sitting upon a shelf of rack above

the hole, the powder and fuse had been adjusted, and he was tamping
it down with an iron tamping bar. This bar was round and compara-

tively smooth, three feet, seven inches long, one and a quarter inches in

its largest diameter, and at one end tapering for about a foot to a point
one quarter of an inch thick. While looking around, he allowed the

iron to strike fire upon the rock, and an explosion followed which sent

the bar obliquely upward through his head, and high into the air so as

to fall several rods behind him, smeared with blood and brains. The
iron entered by its taper end the left cheek, and passed obliquely up-

1 From a Lecture by Dr. Burt G. Wilder.
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ward and backward so as to emerge in the median line on the top of the

head at the back part of the frontal bone, near the coronal suture.

G-age was thrown upon his back and moved his extremities convulsively

a few times, but spoke in a few minutes. He was carried some rods to

the road, and then rode in an oxcart three-quarters of a mile, supported

in a sitting posture. He got out of the cart with little assistance, and

an hour afterward aided only by Dr. Harlow,

walked up a long flight of stairs and got upon
his bed. The wound bled profusely; the brain

protruded through a hole in the skull two inches

wide by three and a half inches long, and shreds

of brain hung upon his hair. While searching

for fragments, the doctor passed the two fore-

fingers into the two openings so as to meet
;

but

this was scarcely felt by the patient. His mind

was clear for two da}
T

s, but he was then more or

less delirious for about ten days ;
then he had a

lucid interval followed by a serious relapse when

his life was despaired of. But on the 28th day
he was very clear in his mind

;

he had been in bed, how he was injured, and the crowbar - Sept. is, 1848.

circumstances attending it. On the 56th day, less than two months

after the injury, Gage was improving in every respect ;
sat up most of

the day; ate and slept well
;
walked up and down stairs and into the

street. On the 64th day he caught cold from exposure r
but the relapse

lasted only a few days and he improved steadily until three and a half

months after the injury, when the opening on the top of the head had

closed over. In April, 1849, seven months after the injury, his condi-

tion was as follows :
' ' General appearance, good ;

stands quite erect,

with his head slightly inclined toward the right side
;

walks steadily ;

his movements are rapid and easily executed
;

vision of the left eye
lost

; partial paralysis of left side of face; has no pain in head, but

says it has a queer feeling which he is not able to describe. Is unde-

cided whether to work or travel
;
but his former emploj'ers, who regarded

him as their most efficient and capable foreman, considered the change
in his mind so marked that they could not give him his former place.

"

"The equilibrium or balance, so to speak, between his intellectual facul-

ties and his animal propensities, seems to have been destroyed. He is

fitful, irreverent, indulging at times in the grossest profanity (which
was not previously his custom), manifesting but little deference for his

fellows, impatient of restraint or advice when it conflicts with his do-

sires, at times pertinaciously obstinate, yet capricious and vacillating,

devising many plans of operation which are no sooner arranged than
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they are abandoned in turn for others appearing more feasible. A child

in his intellectual capacity and manifestations, he has the animal pas-

sions of a strong man. Previous to his injury, though untrained in the

schools, he possessed a well-balanced mind, and was looked upon by
those who knew him as a shrewd, smart business man, very energetic

and persistent in executing his plans. In this regard his mind was

radically changed, so that his friends said he was no longer Gage. He
was accustomed to entertain his little nephews and nieces with the most

fabulous recitals of his most wonderful feats and hair-breadth escapes,

without any foundation except in faucy.

After trying various occupations he went to South America in 1852,

four years after the injury, and during the next eight years was occu-

pied in caring for horses, often driving a coach and six. During the

year 1860 his health failed somewhat, apparently from hardship and ex-

posure, and he removed to San Francisco. His health improved some-

what, but in February, 1861, while sitting at dinner he fell in a fit, and

soon after had two or three fits in succession. He had no premonition

of these attacks, or any subsequent ill feeling ;
had been plowing the

day before the first attack. He got better in a few days, and continued

to work in various places ;
could not do much, changing often, and al-

ways finding something that did not suit him, in every place he tried.

On May 20th, 1861, he had a series of convulsions, apparently epilep-

tic, lasting until the evening of May 21st, when he died 12 years, 8

months, and 8 days after the date of an injury which had destroyed the

anterior and part of the middle lobe of the left cerebral hemisphere.

Unfortunately his brain was not examined, but the openings in the skull

well indicate the extent to which one-half of the brain was destroyed.
5<1

There is nothing to show in the above case, that any part of the

memory was impaired ;
not even the memory of motor speech, although

it is highly improbable that the Isle of Reil, on the left side, escaped in-

jury. If it did not, we are bound to conclude that in this case the

motor organs of speech were operated from the right side alone after

the accident, and that before the accident it at least participated in the

speech function. He lost by the accident a part of his moral sense
;

that is, he thereafter failed to perceive the real relationship between

himself and others, shown by his irreverence and want of deference,

his profanity, impatience of restraint and advice, disregard for the

truth, obstinacj^ wilfulness, &c. He also lost his persistence of .pur-

pose, and became fitful and impulsive. In short, he became in many

respects as a child, or an untutored savage. From this we may learn

that the moral and stable elements of character are acquired, and de-

1 The account of the above case is published in the reports of the Mass. Med. Society,
Vol. 2, No. Ill , page 330. The skull and the identical bar which was blown through it,

are preserved at the Warren Anatomical Museum of Harvard University.
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pend upon the differentiation of certain tracts of cortical substance in

the anterior and middle lobes of the brain. In the case of Gage, this

acquirement appears to have been made chiefly by the left side of the

cerebrum, and when these tracts on that side were destroyed, he would

become, in a measure, destitute of the faculties represented b}
r

them,

until the corresponding tracts in the right hemisphere could by educa-

tion become differentiated to perform the same functions. After his

injury he was in the condition of one whose moral education had been

neglected till he had reached maturity, and then commenced with a half

brain in the unfavorable condition of being stiffened and inflexible from

long disuse, and hardened b}
T

age.

It is a quite common opinion that the chief seats of the higher intel-

lectual and moral faculties are generally in the anterior portion of the

left hemisphere, and that the right hemisphere is decidedly in the back-

ground as to morals, refinement and culture. The case of Gage seems

to lend countenance to this theory. It does seem reasonable that the

centers for civilization and culture should be in the neighborhood of the

organs of speech, since the evolution of the former has depended upon
and kept parallel with that of the latter. But there are numerous ex-

ceptions to the rule that the speech centers are exclusively on the left side.

1 At the battle of Bazeilles. in the last war between the French and

Prussians, F
,
a French sergeant 27 years old, was wounded by a ball

which fractured the left parietal bone. A few minutes afterward he be-

came paralyzed, first in his right arm. then in his right leg, and then

became senseless, and remained so for three weeks. His right side re-

mained paralyzed for a year, and then he recovered so as to show but a

slight weakness on the right side. Three or four months after he was

wounded, he became subject to periodical, abnormal mental conditions,

which lasted from 15 to 30 hours, and occurred after intervals of 15 to

30 days, continuing this alternation of normal and abnormal states for

the four years up to the time the account was published. In his normal

periods the subject was in good health, intelligent and kindly, and ac-

ceptably did duty as a hospital attendant. His abnormal spells began

by a feeling of compression about the forehead, after which for some

hours he had a dull, heavy feeling, and then without any outward sign

he passed into his abnormal state. In this state it appears that he was

totally devoid of conscious sensation of every sort, hearing, tasting,

feeling, smelling and seeing. Dr. Mesnet thought he could see under

certain conditions, but the reported facts hardly seem to warrant the

conclusion. But the sense of touch, paradoxical as it may appear, was

more than ordinarily acute, so that although when punctured with pins,

1 This account is condensed from that of Dr. Mesnet, published in the Jonnial des

Debuts, Aug. 7, 1874, and by Prof. Huxley in his Automatism.
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or shocked with electricity, he gave no sign of sensation, he could

walk about, eat, drink, dress and undress himself, make up cigarettes,

light them with a match, and smoke one after another, and write intel-

ligent letters. He would eat or drink anything given him, even the

most nauseous. It is scarcely doubtful that he did all these through
touch impressions alone, which acted in part reflexly through the lower

ganglia, spinal cord, medulla oblongata, &c.
,
and automatically and yet

unconsciously through the cerebrum. The operation of writing letters,

for example, required the action of some of the customary internal

sense organs.

On one occasion he was walking in the garden under some large trees.

His cane, with a bent head, was put into his hand, which appeared to

impress his brain that it was a gun, and led to a train of associated

memories connected with picket duty. After seeming to listen he called

out,
" Henri !" then, "here they come, they are at least 20. Let us go

at them, we will get the best of them.
" Then he went through the mo-

tion of loading his gun, threw himself on the grass in the position of a

sharp-shooter, pointing his gun, and with it following the movements of

his enemy.
' ' The ex-sergeant has a good voice, and had at one time been em-

ployed as a singer at a cafe. In one of his abnormal states he was ob-

served to begin humming a tune. He then went to his room, dressed

himself carefully, and took up some parts of a periodical novel which

lay on his bed, as if he were trying to find something. Dr. Mesnet,

suspecting that he was seeking his music, made up one of these into a

roll and put it into his hand. He appeared satisfied, took up his cane,

and went down stairs to the door. Here Dr. Mesnet turned him round,
and he walked quite contentedly in the opposite direction, toward the

room of the concierge. The light of the sun shining through a window
now happened to fall upon him, and seemed to suggest the footlights of

the stage on which he was accustomed to make his appearance. He

stopped, opened his roll of imaginary music, put himself in the atti-

tude of a singer, and sang with perfect execution, three songs, one

after the other, after which he wiped his face with his handkerchief,
and drank without a grimace a tumbler of strong vinegar and water

which was put into his hand.
"

' '

Sitting at a table, in one of his abnormal states, he took up a pen,

felt for paper and ink, and began to write a letter to his general, in

which he recommended himself for a medal on account of his good
conduct and courage. It occurred to Dr. Mesnet to ascertain experi-

mentally how far vision was concerned in this act of writing. He
therefore interposed a screen between the man's eyes and his hands

;

under these circumstances he went on writing for a short time, but the
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words became illegible, and he finally stopped, without manifesting any
discontent. On the withdrawal of the screen, he began to write again

where he had left off. The substitution of water for ink in the ink-

stand had a similar result. He stopped, looked at his pen, wiped it on

his coat, dipped it in the water, and began again, with the same effect.

On one occasion he began to write upon the topmost of ten superim-

posed sheets of paper. After he had written a line or two, this short

was suddenly drawn away. There was a slight expression of surprise,

but he continued his letter on the second sheet exactly as if it had been

the first. This operation was repeated five times, so that the fifth sheet

contained nothing but the writer's signature at the bottom of the page.

Nevertheless, when the signature was finished, his eyes turned to the

top of the blank sheet, and he went through the form of reading over

what he had written, a movement of the lips accompanying each word
;

moreover, with his pen he put in such corrections as were needed in that

part of the blank page which corresponded with the position of the

words which required correction in the sheets which had been taken

away. If the five sheets had been transparent, therefore, they would,

when superposed, have formed a properly written and corrected letter.

Immediately after he had written his letter, F. got up, walked down to

the 'garden, made himself a cigarette, lighted and smoked it. He was

about to prepare another, but sought in vain for his tobacco pouch,

which had been purposely taken away. The pouch was now thrust be-

fore his eyes, and put under his nose, but he neither saw nor smelt it,

but when it was placed in his hand he at once seized it, made a fresh

cigarette, and ignited a match to light the latter. The match was

blown out and another lighted match placed close before his eyes, but

he made no attempt to take it
;
and if his cigarette was lighted for him

he made no attempt to smoke. All this time the eyes were vacant, and

neither winked nor exhibited any contraction of the pupils. From

these and other experiments, Dr. Mesnet draws the conclusion that his

patient sees some things and not others
;
that the sense of sight is ac-

cessible to all things which are brought into relation with him by the

sense of touch, and, on the contrary, insensible to things which lie out-

side this relation. He sees the match he holds and does not see any other.
"

In his normal state he is perfectly honest, but in the other he is an

inveterate thief, stealing and hiding things with much dexterity, his own

things among the rest. In the above performances the automatic, in-

stinctive action of the cerebrum was enlisted, just as in somnambulism

and in cases of hypnotism. Any stimulation competent to arouse one

of the organs of a series of associated memories, would extend to the

whole series, and become expressed in the corresponding motor per-

formances, as in the case of the songs, the picket scene, the writing,
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&c. And it appears that in this case the sense of touch alone was suf-

ficient to start such trains of association. It shows the intimate mix-

ture of stimuli from different senses in the same train of associations,

that the motor action of F. in writing his letter included looking it over

after he had written it, although he certainly did not see it objectively.

It is such a case as that pointed out on page 688
(fig. 371), where an

organ formed at d by the united action of several stimuli setting up
motor action at / and g, is restimulated by a single stimulation, and

gives off the same motor action, which, in this case of F.
,
included the

motion of the head, lips, &c., just as it had happened in former move-

ments directed by the same brain organ. The same is probably true of

the case of writing with the water. The touch impression being differ-

ent when the water was used, it would stimulate the same train that un-

der the usual conditions would direct an inquiry with the eyes. In the

case of the screen, too, no doubt its presence was detected ( as in the

case of the blind) by the touch sense of the change in the air next the

face, and this impression conveyed to the brain centers would work, as

in the ordinary habitual circumstances, to raise the unconscious convic-

tion of inability to write under such conditions, and tfyus defeat the

formation of the unconscious will to attempt it. In the case of the

singing, too, no doubt it was the new touch impression ( heat ) of -the

sun's rays, and not sight that touched off the organs.

Vhis whole abnormal state of F. is explained on the supposition that

the injury at the side of the head extended far enough inward to involve

the corpora quadrigemina and the optic thalamus, or parts of them,

rendering them liable at those periodical seasons, to functional failure,

perhaps from want of blood, something in the na*are of a partial coma.

(
See page 743.

)
The parietaF portion of the cerebrum affected at the

same time, must have contained organs having an influence upon the

conduct, since while they were off duty there was no restraint to the im-

pulse for taking and secreting things.

Writing is performed by hypnotized subjects in much the same way
as it was done by F. Mr. Braid's subjects would write with mechanical

accuracy with a screen between their eyes and the paper, and he had

one subject who would put the final touches on a whole sheet of note

paper by going back over it to cross the t's, dot the i's, &c. If the pa-

per with the writing" on it were removed, the marks would come in the

proper relative positions on the blank sheet below. Sometimes he would

feel for tne corner of the paper with his left hand, and so be guided in

taking a fresh start.

Cases of double personality are now known to be not so very rare.

The case of Mary Reynolds, which I give in some detail, will serve as a

sample of this sort of phenomena. This account I have abridged from
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a manuscript narrative written by her nephew, John V. Reynolds, D. D.
,

pastor of the Presbyterian church at Meadville, Pa.
,
of which narrative

I took a cop}' in 1858. The same manuscript was used in the prepara-

tion of an article which appeared in Harper's Magazine for May I860.

Mary Reynolds was born in England, about the *year 1793. Her

father Wm. Reynolds, emigrated with his family to this country and

settled about the close of the century in Venango County, Pa.
,
which

was then an almost unbroken forest. When Mary was about 18 years

old she became subject to attacks of convulsions. One of attacks was

so severe as to leave her blind and deaf, in which condition she re-

mained five weeks. Her hearing returned suddenly, her sight gradu-

ally. One morning, twelve weeks after that severe attack, having gone
to bed the previous night apparently in her usual health, though still

feeble from the effects of that attack, she slept so soundly that she

could not be aroused. When she did awake some hours after her usual

time, she had lost all recollection of her former self and life. She had

forgotten everything she had ever known. Her father, mother,

brothers, sisters, were unrecognized; she had no knowledge of them.

She had forgotten how to read and write, she did not know the use of

any article about the house, she did not know herself, nor that she had

had any previous existence. In a word, she was as if she had then for

the first been brought into existence, as to memory of the past not dif-

fering from the newly born infant. All that was left her was a dim-

inished stock of words. She had not forgotten how to speak. But

until taught the proper application of the comparatively few words of

which she had command, her power to speak them was of no particular

value. She immediately began as a child to learn her surroundings and

made rapid headway. In this, her second state, her intellectual powers

were as good as in her first, her memoiy was excellent though of course

it belonged exclusivel}
7 to her second state, and gave her no account of

anything which happened during her first 18 years. She learned very

rapidly and in a few weeks picked up a good knowledge of her surround-

ings and of the ordinary activities of a countoy life. She became

acquainted with her family and friends and most of the persons she had

known in her former state. After she had been in her second state

about five weeks, she awoke one morning and found herself again in

her first state. The change had taken place during sleep and in entire

unconsciousness. Her memory began again where it had left off five

weeks before. The five weeks were a blank, she knew nothing of what

had occurred to her during that time except as informed by her friends.

She counted it as so much time lost out of her life. Her friends re-

joiced as if the}' had received her back from the dead, and hoped that

this remarkable experience would never be repeated. But after a few
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weeks (time -not definite!
3- stated) she again awoke in her second state.

Then her whole life, with the exception of the former five weeks passed in

the second state, was again a blank. Her memory now served only for

that five weeks of her second life. She took up the line of thought
and of the manner of looking upon life and its affairs, and of progress
in the acquisition of knowledge where it was broken off at the close of

the five weeks when she awoke in her natural or first state, and pursued
it onward as though it had not been interrupted. After this she

changed frequently from one to the other during the next 18 years, or

until about the year 1829, more than three-fourths of the time being

spent in the second state. There was no regularity as to the length of

time that either state continued before it was superseded b}
T the other.

Sometimes she continued only a few days in her second state, at other

times a few weeks or even several months. The . transitions always oc-

curred during sleep. In passing from her second to her first state

nothing special was noticeable in her sleep, but when passing from her

first to her second state her sleep was so profound that she could not be

wakened and it often continued eighteen or twent}
T hours. She usualty

had some premonition or presentiment of the change sometime before it

took place, and the anticipation gave her acute mental pain, especially

when she was about to pass from her first to her second state, for she

"feared she would never revert so as to know again in this world as she

then knew them, those who were dear to her." Her "feelings in

this respect were not unlike those of one about to be separated from

loved ones by death.
" Her last change took place about the year 1829,

leaving her in her second state in which she continued till the close of

her life in Jan. 1854. During this last period of 25 years, she of

course had no recollection of the events of her childhood, nor of the

interrupted links of Her first state between the years 1811 and 1829.

During the early periods of her second state, she exhibited character-

istics of a childish nature, sometimes bordering on insanity. She dis-

liked any industrial pursuit, and spent her time in rambling about the

fields and woods. She ate and slept but little, sometimes going without

either food or sleep for two or three days. She was impatient of re-

straint, and took strong prejudices against her friends who tried to con-

trol her. She was destitute of fear, and ran considerable risk in her

rambles, as the woods were infested with wolves, bears, rattlesnakes,

and other animals. Once, on horseback riding along a path, she en-

countered a bear, which she afterward, described as a singular black hog
which stood erect on its hind legs, grinning and growling at her, and

greatly frightening the horse. She refused to allow the horse to turn

back, and was about to dismount and drive the bear away with a stick,

when it fortunately saw fit to retreat, occasionally turning about and
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growling. At another time she encountered a rattlesnake, which re-

treated under a log heap. She seized its tail, but lost her hold, and

then reached into the hole after it, without success. One person, a

brother-in-law, was, during this period, able to control her. She felt

obliged to obey his orders, literally, but would cunningly evade them

when she could. One morning, having commanded her not to ride over

the hills that day, she took advantage of the phraseology of the order

as soon as he was out of reach, by riding through all the hollows and

ravines in the neighborhood. She gradually outgrew these eccentric-

ities, and developed in this her second state into a well-rounded and

properly balanced maturity. Of course, in each of her states her sur-

roundings, her acquaintances and friends were nearly the same, and the

moral and religious influences to which she was exposed were almost

identical in each. Yet it is remarkable that her character and disposi-

tion in the two states differed so widely that no person would imagine

the two characters could belong to the same person. All her acquire-

ments in her second state were made under very different circumstances

from those of the first. Although in her second state she had totally

lost the power to read and write, which belonged to her first, yet when

an opportunity to learn was given her a year or two after her first

change, she learned to read in easy lessons in one day. And she also

soon learned to write, but when she first began, she reproduced the copy
set before her, proceeding from the right hand toward the left. Her

chirography was, and always remained, totally different in the second

state from what it was in the first. In her first state she was quite des-

titute of the imaginative faculty. In her second, her imagination was

quite active, and discovered itself in a disposition to write poetry, in

writing which, though not of a high order, she was very ready. In

her first state, her reasoning powers were moderately good, but perhaps

slow ;
in her second, they were far more active and lively, probably not

quite so reliable in their conclusions. In her first state she was steady

and patient of application ;
in the second, more impulsive and impa-

tient. In her first state she was quiet, serious, sedate, and of almost a

melancholy disposition, and she looked upon the remarkable condition

into which she had fallen as a severe affliction from the hand of Provi-

dence, and dreaded a relapse into the opposite state, lest she should

never recover from it, and nevermore know as such the friends of her

youth, nor her parents as she wished to know them, as the guardians

of her childhood. In her second state she was cheerful, even immoder-

ately gay in spirits, frolicsome, fond of fun and jokes, ardent in her

friendships, extravagantly fond of society. While in this state she al-

ways dreaded a return to the other, heeause she regarded the state she

was then in as a happy and joyous phase of life, and understood the

other to be a dull and stupid one.
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There was one department of her memory belonging to her first state,

which, though lost like the rest, appears to have been rather suddenly

recovered, and that was her knowledge of the Bible. One Sunday,
soon after she had fallen into her second state, she wanted to'go with

the rest of the family to church at Titusville, for which she saw them

getting ready, although she did not then know anything about the

church, or what preaching meant. To her great dissatisfaction she was

not allowed to go, but the following night she had a very vivid dream,
in which was pictured a great, green plain covered with a throng of peo-

ple dressed in white. There was also a fine river, and there was de-

lightful music of people singing as the}^ passed to and from the river.

In the middle was a platform, to which a preacher of majestic bearing

ascended, and from which he delivered a sermon. She even remem-

bered the text, Rev. 3-20. She also in this dream thought she saw a

sister who was dead
;
and in subsequent dreams she often seemed to

see this sister and another particular friend also dead, neither of whom
were known to her at all in the waking hours of her second state.

After this remarkable dream, which evidently marked a refunctioning

of that particular patch of brain relating to this special memory, she

was able to quote the scripture she had been familiar with in her first

state, and this long before she had learned to read in her second state.

The following anecdote illustrates her condition : Her brother John,
afterwards father of Dr. John Y.

,
had settled at Meadville, and was

living in the family of Mrs. Kennedy, then a widow, to whom he was

afterward married. Miss Nancy Dewey was also an inmate of the same

family. Over a year after Mary's first change, and while she was in

her second state, she stole away on horseback from her home in Ven-

ango Co. and made her way to Meadville, nearly 30 miles, to visit her

brother John, to whom she was much attached. Her friends, finding

out where she was, allowed her to remain a few weeks. She and Miss

Dewey soon got to be great friends, and one day, in a rollicking mood,

they contrived some practical joke to be perpetrated on John during the

night. During the night, however, Miss Mary had a relapse into her

first state, sleeping soundly as usual. Miss Nancy also failed to wake
till morning. On awaking, Mary perceived that she was in a strange

place. She knew nothing of her surroundings, nor of her room-mate

Nancy, nor of the joke they were to have played on John, of which

Miss Nancy at once commenced to speak. She dressed herself, and, in

a state of silence and uncertainty, waited for something to turn up
which would show her where she was. As soon as she saw her brother,
she knew she must be in Meadville. He soon perceived the state of af-

fairs and introduced her again to her friends. After her return to Ven-

ango, which happened soon after, she roomed with a sister, and one
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night amused her with the exclamation,
" Come, Nancy, it is time to

got up ;uid play the trick on John." She was now back in her second

state, and her mental activities recommenced where they were broken

off that night in Moadville.

During the last 25 }
Tears of her life, nothing extraordinary happened

to her. At one time she taught school, and gave satisfaction. She

was a consistent member of a church. During her last years she lived

with her nephew, Dr. John V. Reynolds, and superintended his house-

hold affairs in an acceptable manner. In accordance with a wish she

often expressed in the phrase,
" sudden death, sudden glory,

"
her death

was sudden. In apparently usual health, she was engaged about some

domestic matter, when suddenly she raised her hands to her head, ex-

claiming,
"
Oh, what is the matter with my head !" She fell to the

floor in a state of insensibilit}', and was at once carried to a sofa, where

in a few moments she breathed her last. Her tombstone in the ceme-

tery at Meadville bears her favorite phrase : Sudden Death, Sudden

Glory.

There is much in this case to countenance the theory of the second

place occupied by the right hemisphere. Supposing the left hemisphere
to have been the organ of the first person, it had received all the educa-

tion for the first 18 years of the lad}
r
's life, and when it came to be in-

hibited, the right side was brought to the front, and exhibited its in-

herited instincts to be very different from those of the other side
;
and

while in many respects more desirable, they belonged to a less restrained

and mature age of civilization.

The alternate shifting from one side to the other, of the spasm, which

caused the inhibition of first one hemisphere and then the other, has

many parallels in other cases, and can often be accomplished artificial!}'

by the use of metals or magnets, and in such cases seems to be due to

some disturbance of the magnetic and nervous fields of force surround-

ing the nervous system. But the details of the action have not been

ascertained.

Dr. Brown-Sequard gives an account of a boy whom he met at

Notting Hill, London, who had two mental lives. Generally once a da}'

and about the same hour he would suddenly become motionless in the

position he happened to be in, whether standing or sitting, his head

would droop forward, his eyes close, and for one or two minutes he

seemed to be asleep. Then he would start up again and appear bright

and alert. But as it was ascertained, during this brief sleep he was

accustomed to pass into a second mental condition totally severed from

the first. The time he remained in this second state lasted from one to

throe hours when he again passed through a brief period of sleep, and

emerged again in his first state. His memories in the two states were
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totally distinct from each other, but each was complete and continuous,

considered by itself. If all the periods between his abnormal naps had

been numbered continuously, his first state would be represented by the

odd numbers and the second state by the even ones; like the two sides

of a street which has all the odd numbers on the left and the even ones

on the right. Once Dr. Brown-Sequard was present when he experi-

enced one of his transfers to his second state. His first person was

well acquainted with the doctor, but when his second person woke up, he

asked his mother to introduce him to the strange gentleman. After

this introduction both persons knew the doctor, but neither ever remem-

bered any incident that happened to the other. Dr. Brown-Sequard

says he has seen three other cases of that kind and infers they
' { cannot

be extremely rare.
"

Another case of double personality is reported from Paris, a law}
Ter

named Emile X. He probably inherited a defective nervous organiza-

tion, his father being eccentric and dissipated, and his mother a nervous

invalid. He received a good education and was admitted to the bar.

" He is affected with serious hysteria, which manifests itself in him by

unconsciousness, disturbance of sensibility, and temporary paralysis of

limbs. If he only looks fixedly at anything, or hears a sudden violent

noise, or experiences any strong and sudden emotion, he falls into a

hypnotic sleep. One day, at a cafe, looking at a mirror he fell into

this condition." Another time when pleading in a law court, and look-

ing fixedly at the judge, he fell into a trance and had to be roused be-

fore he could proceed. When he gets into these second states he re-

members other events that happened at other times in these states, but

sometimes nothing of his experiences in the first state and vice versa.

His second state appears to be a more lawless and irresponsible condi-

tion than the first, and in it he performs eccentric and wayward actions and

gets into scrapes. He travels off to distant places, pays visits, gambles,

&c. Once he visited an uncle living near Villars, and there he broke
' ' many things, tore up books, and manuscripts, contracted a debt of

500 francs, and was charged with swindling," and condemned by de-

fault. Once on one of his trips, he left his overcoat and a purse con-

taining 226 francs, and on returning home and being then in his first

state, he could not remember what he had done with them, but upon

being mesmerized or hypnotized he was able to tell where he had left

them. The periods he passed in the second condition vary in duration

from a few minutes to several days, sometimes twenty. His second

state appears to be a hypnotic state, and it is probable that it varies in

profoundness, sometimes cutting off more of his normal memories than

at others, so that while in his normal state he remembers nothing done

in the abnormal, yet probably in the latter he retains some memories
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of the former. A violent excitement or altercation is liable to bring on

the change.

The following I condense from an account of the remarkable French

patient, known to the doctors as Louis V. which was written by Fred

W. H. Meyers, and published in Proceedings of "
Society for Psychical

Research," also in 19th Century, 1886 :

"Louis V. began life in 18G3 as the neglected child of a turbulent

mother. He was sent to a reformatory at ten years old, and there

showed himself, as he has alwa3*s done when his organization has given

hi in a chance, quiet, well behaved and obedient. Then, at 14 years old

he had a great iright from a viper, a fright which threw him off his

balance and started the series of psychical oscillations, on which he has

IK-CM tossed ever since." His first symptoms were epilepsy and hyster-

ical paralysis of the legs, and at the asylum at Bonneval, whither he

was sent, he worked at tailoring steadily for a couple of months. Then

he suddenly had a hystero-epileptic attack, with 50 hours of convul-

sions and ecstacy, and when he awoke from it he was no longer para-

lyzed, no longer acquainted with tailoring, and no longer virtuous. He
had forgotten everything which had happened since his viper fright.

His character had become violent, greedy, and quarrelsome, and his

tastes were radically changed. Before this attack he had been a total

abstainer; he now not only drank his own wine, but stole the wine of

the other patients. He escaped from Bonneval, and fora few years had

a rough time, occasionally relapsing and getting into a hospital or asy-

lum, and was at one time at Bicetre in charge of Dr. Jules Voisin.

He became
(it seems) a private of marines, committed a theft and was

convicted, but being regarded as insane, was sent to the Rochefort asy-

lum. His condition there is thus described :

" There is paralysis and

insensibility of the right side, and (as is often the case in right hemi-

plegia) the speech is indistinct and difficult. Nevertheless he is con-

stantly haranguing anyone who will listen to him, abusing his physi-

cians, or preaching with a monkey-like impudence, rather than with rea-

soned clearness, radicalism in politics, and atheism in religion. He
makes bad jokes, and if anyone pleases him he endeavors to caress him.

He remembers recent events during his residence at the Rochefort asy-

lum, but only two scraps of his life before that date
; namely, his vi-

cious period at Bonneval, and a part of his stay at Bicetre.
"

This

strangely fragmentarJ
T

memory is the remarkable circumstance in his

case. " The physicians of Rochefort were familiar with the efficacy of

the contact of metals in provoking transfer of hysterical hemiplegia

from one side to the other. They tried various metals in turn on Louis

V. Lead, silver and zinc had no effect; copper produced a slight re-

turn of sensibility in the paralyzed arm. But steel applied to the right
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arm transferred the whole insensibility to the left side of the body.
"

' '

Inexplicable as such a phenomenon certainly is, it is sufficiently

common (as French physicians hold) in hysterical cases to excite little

surprise. What puzzled the doctors was the change of character which

accompanied the change of sensibility. When Louis V. issued from the

crisis of transfer with its minute of anxious expression and panting

breath, he was what might fairly be called a new man. The restless

insolence, the savage impulsiveness, have wholly disappeared. The pa-

tient is now gentle, respectful and modest. He can speak clearly now,
but he only speaks when he is spoken to. If he is asked his views on

religion and politics, he prefers to leave such matters to wiser heads

than his own.
" But it is found upon questioning that he has passed

into a different state. He now knows nothing of Rochefort, and does

not remember that he was ever a soldier. His memory of things is

confined to two short periods of his life, not the same ones he remem-

bers when his other side is paralyzed. He thinks he is at Bicetre, and

expects to see Dr. Voisin to-day, Jan. 2, 1884, as he did yesterday.

And it seems that by various means this man can be transported into at

least six separated and partial lives, in which his memory embraces

some portion of his past life, and his character, for the time, corres-

ponds with that which predominated then.

In his fifth state, which is brought on by placing him in an electric

bath, or by placing a magnet on his head, he appears completely cured.

He has no paralysis or defect of sensibilit}^
< < his movements are light

and active, his expression gentle and timid. But ask him where he is

and you find that he has gone back to a boy of 14, that he is at St. Ur-

bain, his first reformatory; his memory embraces his years of childhood,

and stops short on the very day when he had the fright with the viper.

If he is pressed to recollect the incident of the viper, a violent epilep-

tiform crisis puts a sudden end to this phase of his personality.
"

The doctor's theory of this case is, that " A sudden shock falling on

an unstable organization, has effected in this boy an unusually profound
severance between the functions of the right and left hemispheres of

the brain. It is not unusual to see the right side of the body para-

lyzed and insensible in consequence of injury to the left hemisphere,
and vice versa

;
and hysterical cases are not unusual in which there is

no actual traceable injuring to either hemisphere in which the defects in

sensation and motility rapidty shift, as one may say
' at a touch,

' from

one side of the body to the other." In the case of Louis V. there can

be little doubt that the changes that took place in his character and

memories were due to the alternate shifting of a spasm of inhibition

from one hemisphere to the other, the savage and unruly character ap-

pearing when the right side was in activity, and the gentle and civil de-
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portraent manifesting itself when the left side was in operation. This

corresponds with wnat appeared in Gage's case, and also with the cir-

cumstance in the case of Sergeant F.
,
that he had a disposition to steal

when not balanced by the sound action of the left side.

But it appears in the case of Louis V. that there is a further subdi-

vision of the hemispheres, and that he has six personalities instead of

two. This would happen if different patches of brain cells were peri-

odically, alternately, deprived of blood by nervous derangement. We
have already met with cases of such partial inhibition in cases of

aphasia and loss of special memories, both temporary and permanent.

(See pages 679, 680.)
Felida X. is the name by which a French patient is known, who, like

Mary K, had a first and a second state, the latter much superior to, and

more desirable than the former, for while in it she is free from the ner-

vous pains and inferior, morbid, moral state which troubled her child-

hood. In her second state she is cheerful and active in her attention to

duty, to her children and her shop, and if this is her abnormal state it

is a great improvement on the normal one.

In the lunatic asylums
< ' we find duplicated individuality in its gro-

tesquer forms. We have the man who has always lost himself, and in-

sists on looking for himself under the bed. We have the man who

maintains that there are two of him, and sends his plate a second time,

remarking,
* I have had plenty, but the other fellow has not.

' We have

the man who maintains that he is himself and his brother, too, and when

asked how he can be both at once, he replies, 'Oh, by a different mother.
' '

The right side of the brain (and left side of body) is more subject

to paralysis than the left. Among 121 cases of paralysis cited by

Brown-Sequard, 97 arose from disease of the right side of brain, and

24 from left. The left side of brain is the biggest, and gets the most

blood. There is no left-handed race on earth. Parrots, even, generally

perch on the right leg. "Cases have occurred in which the left side of

a child's brain has become diseased before the child has learned to talk.

In such cases, the child has learned to talk as well as if the left side of

the brain had been sound." ( The parents of such children have been

right-handed. ) Not only so, but the movement of the limbs was learned

and practiced just as well, showing that one side was competent to as-

sume the whole duty. These children were, however, left-handed.

It is rare that the leg is as much affected by paral}'sis as the arm,

which seems to indicate that the leg is partly connected with both sides.

Adults who have lost the power of speech from disease of the left

lr:iin, m:iy still recover it by practice, evidently by educating the right

side, just us in case of paralysis of right arm, the left has been edu-

cated to become dextrous.
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There are many cases on record in which one side of the brain has

become so diseased as almost to destroy it, without producing any ver}
r

noticeable deficiency in mental action. It follows, in such a case, that

all the mental functions are assumed and carried on by the sound hemi-

sphere. If one eye or ear is injured, we can still see or hear with the

remaining organ ;
and there can be no doubt that one hemisphere alone,

if properly educated, is able to carry on all the functions of mentality ;

and there is reason to believe that in most individuals one hemisphere

actually does the greater part of the work. Again, a sudden injury to

one hemisphere, even when apparently slight, may produce very serious

results, while a chronic disease, which produces a much greater displace-

ment, may extend so gradually that tliQ uninjured parts may have time

to take up the functions abandoned by the diseased portions, so that

little or no functional disorder is exhibited.

Some years ago, Dr. Brown-Sequard, advancing the idea that most

of .our work is done with a half brain, proposed a system of education

which should bring both halves into active use, and claimed if this were

done, our mental powers would be nearly doubled. This theory might
be tested to some extent by observing whether ambidextrous people are

smarter than others.

In chapter 73, examples under the head of abstraction, &c.
,
were

given, showing a considerable part of the cerebral activity concentrated

upon a single line of thought engrossing the attention, while all the

cerebrum not thus engaged lay in a dormant condition, so that it could

not be fully aroused by an ordinary sensory stimulation. The absurd

replies given in such cases, showed nothing but unconscious reflex cere-

bral action
;
as a sleeping boy will mechanically and unconsciously say

"yes" when ordered to wake up, and yet sleep on. It was pointed

out that these states of abstraction are simply more pronounced condi-

tions of ordinary attention, and that our ordinary daily experience in-

volves the division of the cerebrum into two parts, an active and a pas-

sive one. The active one absorbs the attention, conscious or uncon-

scious,
l while the other is in an unconscious and quiescent state. The

active portion is generally much the smaller, consisting of only a few

organs at a tinte, and not exactly the same for any long time in succes-

sion, except in cases where a person is occupied upon a narrow line of

work of long continuance. There is a more or less complete severance

between the active and the inactive part, and the latter being deprived
of attention, and the power to act, is said to be "inhibited." In ordi-

nary states, the line between the active and the inhibited organs is shal-

low and wavering, but in the more intense states it becomes more defi-

1 As explained elsewhere, the essential part of attention is its power of directing the
now of the blood to wasting parts. When the parts are wasted in unconsciousness, this
directive agency remains in action unconsciously, which accounts for its apparently
paradoxical designation.
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nite and fixed, and the banishment of the inhibited organs more corn-

complete.

When we consider the conditions in hypnotism, it is seen that the in-

hibition is more positive than in an}
r

waking state. But there are dif-

ferent degrees in hypnotism. Some authorities reckon six ( see page

808). Edmund Gurney
1 makes but two, an "alert" stage and a

"
deep

"
stage, the boundary line between the two being near that be-

tween the third and fourth, on page 808. In the alert stage most of the

memories belonging to the waking state can be called up, and after the

subject has come back to the waking state he can remember most of the

things done in the "alert," stage. In the deep stage, too, he can re-

member a few of the most general circumstances of his waking life, but

when awake he can never recall anything done in the deep stage. To

,
this there may be a very rare exception now and then. Again, a cir-

cumstance taking place in either state which cannot be recalled when

the subject wakes up, may be remembered by him if he be again thrown

into the stage in which the thing happened. But a further remarkable

fact is that none of the memories of the alert stage can be recalled

when the subject is in the deep stage, or vice versa. Mr. G-urney, how-

ever, found a brief moment while the subject was passing from the

alert to the deep stage, a mere knife edge as he designated it, in which

memories of both could be recalled, but on the opposite sides of this

narrow boundary are two separate personalities entirely independent and

distinct from each other, except in respect to the memories belonging
to the waking state, which might be common to both. Moreover there

are subdivisions in these stages of hypnotism, and different degrees of

inhibition in relation to different organs. A subject may, by the asser-

tion of the operator, be made to believe he is some other person. But

this belief requires that the memories of his waking state be inhibited

or put to sleep, otherwise they will contradict and expose the delusion.

If this inhibition be partial and incomplete, the delusion will be asso-

ciated with doubt. A subject of Mr. Gurney was told a white hand-

kerchief flourished in his face was a ghost, and in terror he ran away,

yet after awaking he remembered that -though he was frightened, as at

a ghost, he was dimly sensible of its being only a handkerchief. In

this alert stage the uninhibited organs mingle their influence with the

new organs erected by the suggestion or command of the operator, and

co-operate with, or counteract them, as the case may be. A republican

subject, ordered to go into the street and raise a shout for Cleveland,

would demur and resist, and yet go and obey. I have known such a

case. A subject in such case often feels as if there were two of him,

and there are. One is the body of his organs acquired in a normal

1 In Proceedings of Psychical Research Society.
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way, and built up by the gradual process of assorting and assimilating

the stimuli as they come in, and naturalizing them to become a part of

the self. The other is the new immigrant idea suddenly introduced by
the operator, which is not assimilated nor made a part of the self, and

cannot be except upon the disintegration or inhibition of some already

there. In the waking state a new idea thus introduced takes time to be-

come a part of the self by the re-arrangement or subversion of those

already there that are inconsistent with it, or if it is not strong enough
to do that, it is itself cast out as a delusion. But in the alert hypnotic
state this process of assimilation is or may be suspended as to a delu-

sory idea, and yet the idea may have differentiated its organ and may
remain as an irreconcilable foreign person. In the deeper state, when

the delusion is strong enough to monopolize the whole attention, all the

normal organs of the waking self that are contradictory to it are inhib-

ited, deprived of their blood supply, and put to sleep. The strange de-

lusory organ, which is no part of the ordinary self, is alone left to run

the whole machine. And since there is no co-ordination between this

organ and the rest, when they wake up again the memory of this strange

organ cannot be recalled. The different degrees in hypnotism, then, re-

late to details of the inhibition of blood from the normal cells. This is

no doubt accomplished through the action of the nerves upon the blood-

vessels, the nervous action originating from the original impact upon the

external sense organs, and being thence propagated inward to the brain.

It appears to act in two complementary modes, one in the expansion of

certain blood-vessels, admitting the liberation of material for the con-

struction of the new organ or organs ;
the other, in the contraction of

other blood-vessels, causing the cutting off of the supply to organs al-

ready there, and reducing their activity.

The impressions made upon the subject when in the deep state,

although not connected with the memories of his waking hours, never-

theless possess their own independent control over his movements when-

ever their activities relate to muscular motion. Commands given the

subject when asleep, to be performed when he wakes up, are certainly re-

membered by the new organs concerned; that is, those differentiated by
the stimulus of the command; and they go on and relieve the nervous

tension in which they are left, by setting off the muscles in the per-

formance of the action commanded, often to the surprise of the other

fellow, the normal one, who cannot account for his action, and never

imagines it is not his. See case mentioned on page 809. Such cases

show the deceitfulness of our subjective notion of having a free will.

The new person created in the brain of the subject in deep hypnotism

by stimulations from an operator, is just exactly as real a person as

the original normal one, or first person, who was created by miscel-
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laneous stimulations from all the environment. But the new person is

much smaller. He has only a few ideas; only those the operator has

given him. The operator is his whole environment, and as the creature

cannot rise above his creator, whatever the operator says to him, goes.

The operator's command is the law of his being, and comprises his

sense of duty and his moral code. After all the commands of an

operator that are required to be obeyed after the first person wakes up,

liave been obeyed, nothing more is heard of the second person; his

activity is ended, and unless the hypnotic condition is again brought on

and more suggestions and ideas added to him, he will remain asleep till

death ends botL him and number one. The second person, like

the first, but better than the first, possesses the obscure power of meas-

uring time. Somehow he counts the days when so ordered, and conse-

quently so constructed, for in such case the order is the stimulation that

constructs.

Professor Beaunis, on July 14th, 1884, hypnotized Mile. A. E., at

Nancy, and said to her, "On January 1st, 1885, at 10 a. m., you will

see .me, I shall wish you a happy New Year, and then disappear."

Accordingly on New Years day, 171 days after the order was given, at

10 a. m.
,
the lady heard a knock at her door. She said, "Come in,"

and to her surprise she saw Prof. B. enter, and heard him wish her a

happy New Year; then saw him immediately go out again. She was

surprised, also, to see he had on a summer suit; it was the same he wore

when he gave the order. She looked out of the window to see him go
but saw no more of him. This hallucination when thus worked out be-

came incorporated as part of her first person; it was in fact, objective

to it the same as any other act worked out in the waking state. It was

a hallucination of the senses in the waking state. But the antecedent

reckoning of the time was performed entirely by the second person, as

in her waking state she knew nothing of the order given in the h}-p-

notic state. The professor was in Paris, and she in Nancy, on the day she

thought she saw him, but she could not be convinced it was a delusion.

The second person built up by the operator chiefly or wholly through
the sense of hearing is, as observed above, necessarily a narrow person,

composed of only a few organs; but if the first person could be inhib-

ited completely, without involving the senso^ organs and their avenues

to the brain, it is apparent how new sensory stimulations could go on,

if time enough were allowed, and build up a second person ever}" way

equal to the first, and perhaps even superior to it. That this has actu-

ally occurred in nature is proved by the cases of Mary Reynolds, Felida

X.
,
and others mentioned in this chapter. The part of the brain com-

prising the first person in those cases became totally, or almost totally,

sunk in profound oblivion, while the environing stimuli continuing to
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work on the vacant territory of brain not before occupied, built up a

second person, separate and distinct from the first. It is obvious that,

if in these cases the first person had not been inhibited, the stimulations

which went into the construction of the second, would have gone to the

first, and have been assimilated with it, and the whole have formed but

one person. So we have here an absolute confirmation of the con-

clusion arrived at before, that the (conscious) personality is nothing

more than the aggregation of the sensations of the environal stimuli.

Wherever we can get together an association of two or more sensations,

we get a sensation of personality, and if we can, in any individual, get

anywhere from two to six (or more) different aggregations of brain or-

gans, each aggregation disconnected from the rest, we find a separate

consciousness of personality going with each one, and the individual is

the tenement of two or six or seven persons, as the case may be. It is

well if, as in the case of Felida X. and Mary R.
, only one of these per-

sonalities is awake and active at one time. If, as it no doubt happens
in some cases of insanit}

T
,
two or more of these persons are active at

once and endeavoring to operate the same nervous and muscular appara-

tus, the result might well resemble the antagonisms of seven devils or a

legion of them. To make such an individual sane }
TOU have only to

"inhibit
"

all of his persons except one.

Since every idea that enters the brain is at first a foreign element, its

sensation is in reality that of a new personalit}', and remains so till it

is co-ordinated and assimilated with the first one, mutually modif}'ing

and being modified by it. The foreign immigrant to a new country,

finds himself in the sudden presence of an avalanche of new ideas, which

can be only partially absorbed in his lifetime. I once heard a Scotch

gentleman, naturalized in this country, relate with much amusement,
how his little son, born an American, came home from school one day,

where he had been studying the history of the revolutionary war, and

told his father with great glee and exultation how ' l we whipped the Brit-

ish.
"

Fancy the "naturalization" of the father, a "Britisher," ever

leading him to feel himself one of the " we "
as the boy did. A dif-

ferent environment makes a different person. When two are inhibited

from each other, they may exist side by side in the same brain. When
there is no inhibition, they are superposed one on the other, amalgam-
ated and consolidated into one, as far as their elements are assimilable.

It has been observed that the inhibition in hypnotism is due to the

withdrawal of the blood supply from the inhibited parts. When a sub-

ject begins to fall into the hypnotic state, his whole brain is in process
of being inhibited

;
that is, the blood flow is reduced to all of it, ex-

cept the one avenue that connects him with the operator. This, I take

it, is like a person going into a profound, natural sleep with a single
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idea "on his mind," such as that he must wake at five o'clock, or when

called by a particular signal. Mr. Grurney thought the operator pos-

sesses a special hold upon the subject consequent upon his particular

nervous organization fitting into that of the subject and creating a pe-

culiar rapport between them. No doubt this comes to be the case after

the habit of controlling the subject has gone on for a considerable time,

and mutual adaptations have been established, as in the case of Dr.

Dusart and his subject, mentioned in chapter 79
;
but this Irypothesis

does not appear to be necessary to account for the essential facts.

After the inhibition is complete in the alert stage, except as to the av-

enue reaching to the operator, the suggestions of the operator admitted

thereat proceed to remove the inhibition of those organs, which in the

normal state they would naturally associate with or antagonize, without

disturbing the rest. This results in the contradictory and phantastic

performances of a double personality, in which the two are turned loose

ut the same time, the small fraction of the normal organs that are

awake, constituting one person, and the suggestions of the operator,

the other. In the deep stage, few or none of the organs of the normal

state are aroused, and the second person, the creature of the operator,

alone remains in activity.

A remarkable possibility in hypnotism is the inhibition of sensibility.

For example, a lady with a painful abscess on her thigh as big as a hen's

egg, which she cannot allow -to be touched, is hypnotized, and told that

when she wakes up the doctor will empty the abscess, and that it will

not hurt her the least bit. She is then brought back to the normal con-

dition, and the doctor proceeds leisurely to squeeze out the abscess, the

lady looking on smilingly, without a particle of pain. Delusions usu-

ally contain elements of inhibited sensibility, in some form or other.

The subject does not see, hear, or feel what he is told he cannot. This

undoubtedly implies that sensibility is a sequel of nervous action, which

is inhibited like other nervous action when its blood supply is cut off.

This is nothing new, however, for we have all along had plenty of evi-

dence that consciousness depends on the nutrition contained in the

blood. We have also had plenty of evidence of an activity of the

brain organs, which includes all their functions except sensibility or con-

sciousness. In normal states the failure of sensibility is due to the

failure of blood at a particular place, from various causes, often by
its simple withdrawal to other parts, as when one part monopolizes it at

the expense of the rest, as in reverie and abstraction
;
also when the

blood becomes impoverished by hunger, &c. (see page 737); or in spe-

cial parts when benumbed with extreme cold, when the circulation is

greatly reduced. In hypnotism, while the immediate cause of the loss

of sensibility is still the same, that is, deficiency of blood, the cause of
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the inhibition is probably different. Whereas, in the normal state we

withdraw attention from organ A by attending to organ B, as may hap-

pen to a soldier wounded in the excitement of a desperate charge ;
in

the hypnotic state a new organ C is erected in antagonism to A, and the

plus activity of A is nullified by the minus activity of C. This new

organ C is a new person which is erected when all the normal ones are

asleep, and from which all the rest are permanently inhibited, except A,
whose sensibility it is destined to strangle. So when the lady with the

abscess wakes up, she leaves that part of organ A whose action consti-

tutes consciousness of its function, in the lethargic embrace of C. The

influence of a new person thus created, does not often last long after

its function is performed and its tension relieved.

Some of the effects of the application of magnets in hypnotic experi-

ments made by Binet and Fere, have been related by them in their work

on Animal Magnetism. When a subject is made by suggestion to see

an imaginary object with the right eye, for example, if a magnet be

held near the left side of the body, the hallucination will be transferred

to that side, and the left eye will appear to see it instead of the right.

In case the imaginary object is seen by both eyes, if the magnet be

brought near, the hallucination will be abolished altogether. The same

is true in the case of hallucination of hearing. If, by a suggestion of

the operator, a real object becomes invisible to the subject, bringing

the magnet near will neutralize the suggestion, and the subject will

again see the object. If the subject by suggestion is made to perform
a movement with one hand, the influence of the magnet will cause the

movement to be taken up by the other hand, and discontinued b}
r the

first. Thus, the right hand can be restrained from writing, and the left

made to continue it. These experiments appear not to have been re-

peated in very many cases, but if a magnet has this power of changing

polarities, reversing them apparently, it affords a suggestion of similar

reversals arrived at in some other way, as being at the bottom of the

transfer of inhibitions from one locality to its complement, in case of

double personality.

CHAPTER LXXXIII.

CONSCIOUSNESS.

Consciousness, as we think of it in the general lump, is made up of

single sensations. Whenever we are conscious, we are conscious with

regard to some definite thing or things. Consciousness is not an ab-

stract qualit}*. We may experience several sensations at once, one of

which is more distinct and intense than the rest, but the aggregate of
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them, constitutes our consciousness for that moment, and when a new

direction of the attention brings forward new sensations, the conscious-

ness becomes different. So it is not the same for any two minutes. A
great many different names have been given to various sorts of mental

action, such as perception, ideation, judgment, volition, &c.
,
and the

general term, thought, which covers all these and many more. It was

pointed out on page 760 that these mental processes can all be carried

on without arousing any consciousness that connects them with the

waking state, and that therefore, we should recognize these processes as

distinct from sensations. Thus we have sensory impressions which are

not sensations but which may give rise to sensations, and likewise we

have perceptions, volitions, and thoughts in general, which are not them-

selves sensations, but which may give rise to them. When a sensation

is experienced, whether it be of sight or sound, or of a purpose or a

thought, we are conscious of such sound or purpose or thought. It

matters not whether the sensation is got as the result of an impact of

energy from the external senses, or of one from the internal senses; the

physiology of it is just the same. The distinction between conscious

brain action and unconscious brain action has usually been ignored, so

that the terms used, being applied indiscriminately to one class or the

other, produce confusion. Sensibility, feeling, sensation, pleasure and

pain, knowledge, &c.
,
which are all sensations and depend upon a com-

mon form of energy, and are all covered by the general term conscious-

ness, have not been sufficiently distinguished from impression, percep-

tion, ideation, reason, and will, all covered by the terra thought. Con-

sciousness and thought, used as thus defined, principally though per-

haps not exclusively constitute the mind. Consciousness and thought,

then, are different and distinct functions of the nervous tissues, although

the former, when it is in activity, is a sequel to the latter and is therefore

associated with it, so it is easy to recognize the thoughts that occur

during the activity of consciousness, while it is equally easy for those

not so associated to escape observation.

It was pointed out in last chapter how sensibility may be inhibited in

a particular case without inhibiting the physiological process which pre-

cedes and normally gives rise to it. This shows the fact that the functions

are really two, and that though so intimately connected "as antecedent

and consequent, the latter may be suppressed without the nullification of

the former. It is true that this appears to be the case in the uncon-

scious cerebration discussed in chapter 75, but it is supposed by some

writers that at the time the brain action takes place there is a conscious-

ness of it which lapses before it can be connected with the general con-

sciousness of ordinary life, so it is forgotten. While it may not be

easy to prove this view incorrect in particular cases, the facts in hyp-
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notism mentioned above do prove conclusively that it is not necessarily

always correct. It is without doubt correct in regard to those separate

personalities existing in a single individual naturally, as in the cases of

Mary R and Felida X.
,
&c.

,
and in hypnotic subjects in the deep stage.

But with these examples of inhibited sensibility before us we are sup-

ported in the conclusion previously arrived at, that the greater part of

mental action, our thought, is not in any way associated with conscious-

ness, and goes on habitually without ever giving rise to it. On the

other hand consciousness arises from the simplest forms of mental

action, that is, sensory impression, when the more complicated mental

functions, such as reason, volition, &c.
,
are not necessarily brought

into activity.

What is it? When we consider the relationship in which conscious-

ness stands, with reference to the forms of physical energy that

we are acquainted with, we are compelled to see that it is itself

a form of physical energy, or in other words a mode of motion.

The first proof of this is its origin. It arises as the continuation

of such material impulses as those which produce light and sound,

smell, taste, and touch; all these being names for consciousness or sen-

sation arising from the impact of moving matter outside of us striking

upon our sense organs. When we say we see a light, we express the

the fact that a motion of ether outside of us by beating against the eye

communicates motion to ether inside of us, and that motion is the sen-

sation of light. When a bell rings it produces vibrations outside of

us, and these produce inside of us another sort of motion in the ether

of the auditory centers, which motion is sound; and so of the other

sensations. Different sensations arise from different sorts of motion

possible to the ether and the different rates of vibration possible in these

several modes. Thus red is not the name of something outside of us,

it is the name of a sensation. When ether, vibrating at a particular

rate, strikes the eye, the ether of the optic centers of the brain is made

to move in a particular way, constituting (not "giving rise to") the

sensation red. A " form of-energy
"

is simply a motion of some par-

ticular sort of body in some particular manner, and a change in its

form takes place when a transfer of the motion is made from one body
to another. Red is a form of energy peculiar to a certain body, namely,
a patch of brain cells in the occipital lobe, and when these cells are de-

stroyed there is no longer the motion called red. Sensation then, is no

exception to the law that the motion of a body changes or ceases when

the form of the body is changed. A flute is an instrument in which a

portion of air is partitioned off from the body of the atmosphere, and

thrown into vibrations which are fast or slow, as the tube of air is made

short or long by fingering. It gives no vibrations unless energy is ex-
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pended upon it in the shape of a current of air. The function of the

brain cell is silent also, unless the energy of a body outside of itself is

expended upon it. Each single cell is probably adapted to produce a

single tone of motion so that a fluto represents eight or twelve cells to-

gether, constituting a group of elementar}' organs.

The functions of the different tissues of the body are carried on, in some

degree, by the disintegration and consumption of the tissue itself. The

energy of muscle contraction is finished by the decomposition of parts

of the muscle itself. The same appears to be true of nerves, and is

certainly true of brain cells, so that all sorts of brain action, including

consciousness, involves the wear and tear of the cells themselves, and

so demands and brings to them an increased supply of blood to furnish

material for renewals and repairs. Even a sound made near a sleeping

person, which does not wake him up, will increase the flow of blood to

the brain. (See pages 517 and 815.) But the function of sensation or

consciousness is further proved to be a mode of physical energy by the

fact that it is one term in a series of plrysical actions, each of which is

set going by one which preceded it, and upon its termination inaugurates

another to succeed it. If sensation were simply a sort of ornamental

function blossoming out from the other mental action, and never of it-

self doing any work, the case would not be so clear as it is. But, as

we saw in chapter 70, the sensations are potent factors in the inaugura-

tion of motor nerve action. In fact, pleasurable and painful sensations

(re-experienced through memory) constitute the entire force behind the

will in purposive actions.

It was shown in chapter 70 that the formation of the will is followed

by an efferent nerve current towards a muscle. Unless the will

were itself a mode of nervous energy, this could not happen, since no

new motion can come into existence except as the consequent of an an-

tecedent motion. The will, therefore, is a mode of motion, and, by the

law just mentioned, must be preceded and initiated by other motion.

We found the will to be made up by, and to be, in fact, the resultant

of, other energies called sensations
;
these sensations consisting of recol-

lections of pleasure and pain accompanied by other sensations of ideas,

or their recollection. The former comprise the more energetic and ag-

gressive stimulations, and the latter act chiefly as modifiers in restrain-

ing or accelerating, and in selecting time, place and means. But, at all

events, these sensations are genuine nervous stimulations, and are as

certainly terms of physical energy as are the stimulations from luminous,

sonorous or odorous bodies. Thus, whether we approach consciousness

from the afferent side or the efferent side, we reach the same conclusion.

It arises as a sequel to the expenditure of energy, and it transfers its

energy when a will is formed, and when it is not, the sensation is turned
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into heat. Thus, it is a term in a series of molecular physical move-

ments, and is therefore itself a form of physical motion.

As observed above, our consciousness consists of separate sensations,

each of which relates to a definite nervous action that preceded it. We
have a sensation of an impression of the impact from a luminous body,

another of a perception of what the body is, another of an idea of the

cause of it being luminous, &c. Thus, the sensation is always in asso-

ciation with, and subsequent to, aj^ther mental act; and when it is

called up in recollection, the recollection of its related mental act is apt

to be called up too. This is more especially the case with objective sen-

sations in their relation to their ideas and perceptions, the sensation of

the idea and the idea itself, often appearing to us identical. But also

in the case of subjective sensations, such as the feeling of hunger and

plethora, sea-sickness, giddiness, feebleness, and the like, we ordinarily

fail to disconnect the sensation from the nervous action which precedes

it; but in this case the sensation alone is recollected, while the antece-

dent action is obscured, as a rule, although it may be brought out again

in rare cases, as when a person becomes nauseated from the revival of a

memory of excessive disgust. This would be a case of reverse action

in the nervous machinery, such as we have observed in relation to illu-

sions, &c. The back action of the nervous machine in the production

of the nausea, reverses the action of the muscles concerned in swallow-

ing, if carried to an extreme. ( See page 611.)

There is no difference in principle between subjective and objective

reactions. To the organs of sensation in the brain, all other ganglia

and nervous machinery are objective, regardless of whether they are

close by them in the cerebrum, or down in Jthe medulla oblongata, or

even in the great ganglions and plexuses of the sympathetic system

among the viscera.

The distinction which thus shows itself between the sensations on one

side, and the impressions and other nervous actions on the other side,

indicates that their functions are separate, and carried on in separate

organs ;
and that the former, although consequent upon the latter, are

not merely subdivisions or incidents of them. We thus conclude sen-

sations to be motions of matter, thus distinguishing that they are not

properties of matter, for a property is a constant and stolid condition

of a body, which remains until the environment changes the body it-

self. For example, a piece of spring-steel of a particular shape, pos-

sesses a property of elasticity, which, when the spring is snapped,
causes it to vibrate for a time, until friction gradually changes the mo-

tion to heat. Elasticity is its property, vibration its function. The

function of sensation comes upon stimulation, and goes as its activity'

is dissipated into heat, or communicates activity to other nervous ele-
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iiu'iits, as nerves or ganglions. Like the vibratory motion of the

spring, it may be regarded as the vibratory motion of a particular por-

tion of elastic matter arranged in a suitable shape. Probably an in-

strument like an open flute would be a better simile than a spring. For

the form of the cell containing the ethereal substance, whose motion is

sensation, must govern the form of the portion of this substance which

is, in each particular instance, detached and set off from the general

mass. Form, in a vibratory mass, is of essential importance to the

quality of its vibrations. It is of equal importance, to the movement
set up in any sort of instrument or machine. As we have seen all

along, the organs concerned in the performance of any sort of organic

function, are subject to modification by the action upon them of the

force by which they are operated, and this generally means a differentia-

tion and development of the organ, increasing its facility and thorough-

ness of function. Examples of this are found in the development of

the highly contractile muscle from inertly contractile protoplasm ;
of

the ocellus from a pigment spot, and the eye from the ocellus
;
of the

four bones of the ear from the columella, of wings from paddles, &c.

Following this analogy, we may be assured that the function of sensa-

tion has undergone modification through the development of the mate-

rial apparatus whose motion it is. If we have a mass of steel in a

solid lump, it possesses elasticity, and if we strike it with a hammer,
the hammer will bound off, and the steel itself be set to vibrating in a

slight and subdued manner. If the shape of the mass be changed to

form a rod, its elasticity causes it to vibrate in a different manner, and

more freely, and at a smaller expenditure of antecedent force.

This sort of development has taken place in regard to organs of sen-

sation. Undoubtedly those animals which have a better general devel-

opment, also have more sensitive organs of sensation, and a greater

number of them. They would necessarily become developed in approx-

imately the same proportion.

Like any other function, sensation becomes more acute and vivid by
action

;
so that the oftener the organ of a particular sensation is re-

erected by recollection, the more real and vivid the recollected sensation

of the image, idea or thought of any kind, becomes. Thus, if we wish

to retain in memor}' a poem, an oration, the circumstances of an event,

or anything of the sort, the oftener it is called up, the more indelibly

does it become impressed ;
that is, the organ involved is stimulated to

perform its normal function in greater force, with less expenditure of

antecedent energy ;
in other words, with less effort. But there is an ap-

parent exception to this in the very different effects ordinarily resulting

in the case of recollection of highly emotional sensations. Extremely

pleasurable sensations are made more intense by their frequent recall, not
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only in regard to the vividness of the recollection of the incidents and

circumstances leading to the original enjoyment in the first place,

but also in regard to the sensation of the enjoyment itself. The more

we dwell upon it, the more we enjoy it, and the happiness of one day be-

comes the happiness of a lifetime
;
as 'a thing of beauty is a joy forever.

"

But with grievous and unhappy memories the case is apparently differ-

ent. While the recollection uf the incidents and circumstances leading

to an unhappy event do not fade from memory, and may be kept bright

and vivid, the pain attending the recollection constantly diminishes in

all well balanced and healthy people. The reason is, that sensations of

pain indicate a state of inharmony or collision, in which one set of or-

gans are in antagonistical relations with others, the two opposite sorts

tending by their adverse actions to undo or neutralize each other.
(
See

page 711.
)

It is the same process which was discussed in the last

chapter under the title of inhibition. The organs of painful memories,

being in a condition of inharmony with the other organs previously

built up in the brain, the latter automatically by their activities tend to

inhibit the former, and so gradually reduce their vividness, while the

memories of the events themselves, so far as they may be considered

without connecting them too closely with our personality, remain with-

out being antagonized and inhibited by the others. The possibility of

this sort of discrimination is confirmatory of the view here taken of the

distinction between thought and sensation, and the existence of sepa-

rate organs for the latter. If sensation were merely a part of the func-

tion of thought, it is difficult to see how it could be inhibited without

inhibiting the thought itself. But here we have satisfactory evidence

of the inhibition of sensibility by a gradual process operating upon

principles essentially the same as those of the rapid process by which it

can be made to take place in hypnotism.
When a grief or pain is overpowering, attention is forced to it, and

it cannot be neutralized by the adverse action of the other organs. It

becomes a dominant idea, and the subject becomes dejected and melan-

choly, perhaps insane.

Sensations of pleasure and pain are in one sense sensations of per-

ceptions or comparisons. If we hear a wonderful statement of some

things purporting to be fact, but which contradicts everything else we

know, there is an automatic comparison between the alleged new fact

and our standard organs, and since it cannot reinforce any one of them,
it is rejected or inhibited as to its pretension to be true. So that al-

though we afterwards remember the story, we fail to remember it as be-

ing true. A similar comparison automatically made in the case of

stimulations that relate to things which intimately concern ourselves, at

once settles the point whether they harmonize with the general run of
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the former stimulations which made us what we are, or not. If they

do, the sensations which arise as the sequel are pleasurable, while if

tbey do not harmonize, the sensations are those of uneasiness or pain.

In all cases the intensity of the sensation is in proportion to the num-

ber of our standard organs with which the new stimulation is compared,
and the extent to which they disagree.

Self-Consciousness. From the foregoing it will appear that there can-

not be self-consciousness in any single organ, because consciousness

arises only as the sequel of stimulations, and no organ can stimulate it-

self. To really do this would be to originate energy from nothing. If

it be supposed that energy communicated to an organ might pass from

one part of such organ to another part of the same organ, then the

second part would become a seat of consciousness of the first part,

which would still not be se7/-consciousness, and would be equivalent to

making two organs out of one. A sensory organ is the seat of sensa-

tion aroused by impact upon it of stimulation coming from without it-

self, either from an external or an internal sense organ. The environ-

ment of every sensory organ is composed in large part of other such

organs, and the stimulation which one of these transmits to another,

arouses in that other a sensation of a condition in the sending organ.

The function of some of the organs is analytical; that is, receiving a

compound stimulation, they split it up, sending its components in differ-

ent directions. Other organs are synthetical, that is, receiving stimuli

from different quarters of a similar or comparable nature, they allow

them to come together in the formation of new .combinations. The in-

teractions of these stimuli constantly discharged from organs to organs,

arouse alternately in every locality of the brain, sensations of the con-

ditions in other parts. It is this mutual, rapid interchange of sensa-

tions referring to other parts, that gives rise to the sense of self-con-

sciousness. We are conscious Of action in first one part, then another
;

that is, one part is conscious of action in another alternately, and,

doubtless to a certain degree, mutually ;
but no part is ever conscious

of its own action. The stimulus which enters, differentiates or else re-

erects the organ if it had been differentiated before, and as the differen-

tiation or re-erection constitutes the sensation, the amount of the energy

consumed in the process is its measure of intensity. The sensation is the

modified continuation of the stimulus, and is the vibration of the ethereal

substance belonging to the cells of the organ. During the continuance

of this vibration, which endures for a moment after each wave of stimu-

lation ends, the sensation endures. Thus, this motion of the cell which,

considered as an object by a second person is a vibration, is to the person

experiencing it a sensation. A sensation ends when the vibration dies

out by the friction of its movement which is thus reduced to heat It
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also ends when it gives rise to an efferent current or shock to another

organ, or entejs into some combination in the formation of a will
;
and

that same sensation will never be experienced again ;
but another very

much like it may be experienced if another pulse of stimulation should

be sent from the same quarter and strike the same organ. Or, if the

receiving organ be again stimulated by the overflow of excitement from

an organ with which it is related, other than the one from which it re-

ceived its first differentiation, the effect is recollection, the physiology
of it being the revibration of the ether of the organ in the same pitch,

but in reduced amplitude. It is these revived sensations, that, entering

into the combinations forming the will, give purpose to most of our

voluntary actions. In order to have a continuous sensation or con-

sciousness of one object, we must have a continuous flow of stimula-

tions from such object. Thus, as long as we keep our eyes fixed upon
an object, vibrations of the external ether reflected from the object,

flash against the retina at the rate of five or six hundred trillions per

second, and the current up the optic nerve is kept going continuously.

But the moment we take our eyes off, the current stops, and if we con-

tinue to have any sensation of the object it is only restimulated memory.
It seems, then, that the motion of the sensory organ, which appears

to the thought as simply a quiver of a subtile substance, appears to the

feeling as a sensation. This is, however, after all only such contrast

as appears between the different senses, such as a touch and a taste of

the same object, both perhaps effected through the same tongue, or

sight and sound, or even between two tones, as red and blue, &c. It is

as impossible to tell in what way these differ from each other, as in

what way they differ from thought. All of them considered as objects

are only various modes of molecular motion of a material substance.

The only knowledge we can get of a sensation is to experience it.

There is no possible waj
r in which we could convey to a blind man an

idea of green. This is one of our sensations, and is a sequel to waves

of ether g^-Wo of an inch in length. But if we should tell that to the

blind man, what idea of green would be conveyed to him? Even if we
knew exactly the sort of movements which take place in the cell itself

when such movements are sensation, we could not thereby get the

slightest idea of the nature of the sensation. If two persons each

look at a green leaf, and each says that he experiences the sensation

green, neither one knows that his sensation is like that of the other

person. If A cannot be X, he cannot experience sensations that are

the same as those of X. Sensations can be described only in terms of

sensation, and if X appears to be like A, the latter may describe his

own sensations by telling X they are like his. They may be supposed
to be similar, but they are necessarily not precisely alike. Every sen-
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sation is a result of the function of an organ peculiar, personal and

unique. The conscious personality of every individual is simply the

mass of his sensations considered as an aggregate. The only explica-

tion or interpretation of an}
r

problem possible to any person is the asso-

ciation and comparison of such problem with his already erected stand-

ard internal sense organs. This is not possible until the reactions

from the problem stimulate sensations in his brain. If the problem as

a whole cannot arouse sensations that are comparable or assimilable in

the man's brain, it is picked to pieces, and separate sensations of the

different pieces are introduced. But when the problem is a sensation

to begin with, as, for example, green, it is already introduced and com-

pared with standards of green previousl}* in the brain. It neither ad-

mits of nor requires an}
r

picking to pieces, for it is alread}
r

comparable
with the standards, and is of as low terms as possible. If the sensa-

tion is compound, and a reduction is required, the pieces are separated,

and each dispatched to its own place ;
but each piece, after such reduc-

tion, is still a sensation, and cannot be reduced to anything more simple.

If we compare what is said here with the conclusions reached on pp.

848, 849, we shall perceive that a simple sensation is of a more ele-

mentary nature than an axiom. An axiom is defined to be a self-evi-

dent truth. Truth is simply the correct reflection of the environment in

consciousness (page 858), and therefore is sensation. A self-evident

truth is a perception, which consists of the association and mutual sup-

port of two or more sensations. A perception is a new compound sen-

sation formed by the superposition, one upon another, of two or more

simple sensations. An axiom as defined, therefore, is a compound sen-

sation, and the original sensations which underlie it are more simple

than it is. A simple sensation is not self-evident for the reason that it

cannot be its own subject, as pointed out above, in considering the

question of self-consciousness. But a single sensation is absolute

truth. It neither requires to be supported by evidence, nor is it com-

petent to receive such support. A perception because it is often an at-

tempt to construct a whole picture from partial and limited materials,

ma}7 be far from truth. But the sensation is the absolute mechanical

equivalent of the antecedent energy consumed in its production. It is

the ultimate fundamental element in the conscious personality, and it

cannot be reduced or accounted for in the personality. Any further re-

duction or analysis of it disintegrates the personality. Red in the per-

sonality is onl}
7
red, nothing more nor less. Its antecedent form of

energy lies outside of the person, and a further pursuit of it takes us

across the boundary which separates the person from his creative en-

vironment. It thus becomes obvious why there can be no subjective

simplification of sensation. It is itself the lowest term of the subject.
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The axiom is the lowest term of perception that can exist, as perception.

Analyze it further and we get no longer perceptions but their antece-

dent elemental sensations. The sensation being simple it cannot be an-

alyzed, but traced to its antecedent cause we have no longer sensation

but another form of molecular motion.

If all bodies were of a uniform nature, constitution and form, there

is no reason to suppose that there would be different modes of motion.

When a cannon is discharged, the force of the explosion drives the ball

in one direction and the gun in the other. But the characters of the

movements of these two are in striking contrast, owing to their differ-

ence in form, mass, &c. So the same wind causes the fluttering of the

flag at the mast head, the whistling and roaring music of the rigging,

and the undulations of the briny waves, the differences in motion ob-

viously due to the differences in the bodies moved. And in each case

we know that the several motions represent an amount of energy ab-

stracted from that of the moving wind, the force of which is reduced

by that much. So when we see a molecular motion outside of the

body setting up a different sort of motion inside of it, we are justified

in concluding that the cause of the change in the form of the motion is

the difference in the form of the body moved. In other words the rea-

son why a peculiar undulation of ether sets up the motion called red, is

because the small quantity of ether in the brain cell is under different

conditions from that outside. And the further deduction is legitimate,

that when protoplasm is organized into the peculiar forms of nervous

and ganglionic tissues, it is susceptible to the motions called sensations;

and further still, that the action of external molecular energy upon pro-

toplasm tends to thus organize it.

It is easy to see that there are great differences in degrees of sensi-

bility. The tissues involved, like those involved in muscle movement,
are wasted by the exercise of their function, and are repaired by renew-

als from the blood. As in the case of the muscles too, the renewals

may exceed the losses and the tissues grow into better working condi-

tions. This, as observed in the case of the muscles, is no doubt pro-

moted by the greater energy that characterizes the chemical reactions

when the elements are in the nascent state, as they are after being forci-

bly freed from a former combination. ( See page 498. )
It is also pro-

moted, as pointed out by H. Spencer, by an increase in the capacity of

the blood vessels, which takes place on account of the extra amount of

blood demanded and forced through them during continued and steady
moderate work, by which increase the quantity of blood delivered will

continue to be greater, and thus the organ so nourished gain in size and

force. The same law of gain from being operated, governs in the case

of the nervous and brain cell tissues, as we all know by experience, and
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by observation of the increased facility of brain action generally, includ-

ing the sharpening and quickening of the sensations by use. The fact

of such improvement in sensibility and therefore in consciousness by

use, puts this class of functions and their organs upon the same ph\ Bio-

logical basis as the muscular, vascular, visceral and osseous systems and

argues for them the like e\olution and specialization from the most

elementary beginnings. Judged by these analogies, we should be led

to suppose that the essential basis of sensibility resides in a diffused and

nebulous condition in tissues both animal and vegetable, and possibly in

elemental bodies, as phosphorus, perhaps. The conception is, that sen-

sation is a particular tone or scale of tones of some sort of motion of the

Hln-r. Such motion takes place in portions of the ether, of a certain den-

sity, that are cut off from the general mass and shut up in cells of dense

matter of particular form and size. Whenever matter is organized in

such a way that it contains such molecular interstices, the contained ether,

if of the requisite density and agitated by stimulations of a proper tone,

becomes sensible
;

that is, the motion set up in it is sensation. In un-

organized or poorl}
T

organized bodies in which there are few or no ner-

vous pathways, we may suppose that the stimulation from the outside

is largely consumed by friction in getting at the enclosed spaces so that

the agitation set up in them is in small amplitude and of a feeble and

subdued nature. In the lowest organisms, such as amoeba, monera,

&c.
,
the sensibility is confined to such as can be aroused by touch and

light, ajid is scattered . through the tissues. In plants it is also con-

fined to touch and light, but to a certain extent specialized in the roots

and leaves. The forming and shaping of the spaces which in organized

bodies become cells, are due without doubt to the action of the exter-

nal energy, and the tendency of this action would be to develop these

organs in the parts most accessible to it. Thus it is that cells sensitive

to touch are found in the roots of plants, and that those sensitive to

light occur in the leaves. The sensibilities become, in all organisms (to

the extent to which they occur), elements for the direction of the motor

energies will formers. This puts them in an intermediate relationship

between the external energies that cause them, and the motor parts

whose action they govern, and leads to the aggregation of their cells in

ganglions in intermediate positions.

At first there is no separation or distinction between the functions of

sensibility and kinetic impression. By kinetic impression, in this con-

nection, I mean those impressions made upon bodies both organic and

inorganic, by radiant and other forms of molecular motion, whereby
molecular changes (

other than sensibilit}
T

) are wrought in the bodies.

Examples of this action are given in chapters 42 and 43. The chemical

and other physical changes produced by light and heat in inorganic
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bodies, we commonly suppose are not accompanied by sensibility (al-

though it would be difficult to prove it ). But at the other extreme, in

the highest organism, man, we find precisely the same rays of light and

heat produce these chemical and other physical effects and at the same

time set up sensation. This shows that between these extremes there

has occurred an evolution of organs so differing in character, that the

energy which results in the organism from the impact of the suns rays

on the outside, is split up, part of it arousing sensibility and the rest

effecting other sorts of changes in brain cells and other tissues. If a

beam of light strikes the face it tans the skin, a chemical effect
;

it also

raises the temperature, a physical effect
;

it contracts the pupil of the

eye, a mechanical effect
;

it excites the rods and cones sending currents

into the brain which subdivide, some going to the organs of sensation

and producing a sensible effect
;
while others rearrange organs in the

internal sense region and produce a mental effect. A different pair of

sensible and mental effects are also produced by currents sent to the

brain from the heated skin, a secondary effect. Now these various ef-

fects of the apparently simple energy are not exhibited until various

sorts of organs have become differentiated. But this differentiation be-

gins and makes progress before it shows itself on the outside, and the

distinction between impression and sensibility may become sketched

out further down in the scale of being than we are apt to imagine. All

intermolecular spaces are filled with ether, and its agitation by any ex-

ternal force has some effect upon the body enclosing it. Such effect

under certain conditions is in the direction of organization, so that we

may say that ether ensconced in denser matter and subject to the in-

fluence of external energy, furnishes conditions which include the poten-

tiality of sensibility as well as impression. Both of these functions are

performed distinctly, as it appears to me, in all animals possessed of

ganglions and nerves, and especially all that exhibit signs of pleasure

and pain ;
and among these may be included all that make an effort to

get food. We have evidence of impression being expanded to thought
in molusks and articulates, and certainly whenever the memory is ex-

hibited it is sufficient evidence that this differentiation has been accom-

plished; for recollection is thought. In all probability there has been a

a pari passu specialization of thought, and sensibility from mere im-

pression, so that we shall find an approximate correspondence between

the two wherever they occur; but not necessarily an exact one, because

it is possible for the development of either to proceed in a limited de-

gree independently of the other.

As there is a progressive development of sensibility from lower to

higher organisms, so there is reason to believe there is a different de-

gree of it in different tissues of the same organism. In the inverte-
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brates there appears to be by no means so complete a centralization of

the function as in even the lower vertebrates, while in the mammals and

man it is generally assumed that it is concentrated exclusively, or

almost so, in the brain. In the brain are located the chief centers of

memory and thought. The greater part of our consciousness is made

up of sensations of thought and memory. The organs of such sensa-

tions are probably located in the neighborhood of the organs from

which they receive their stimulation, that is in the cerebrum. So also,

the organs of direct sensation for sight, smell, taste, hearing, and

touch by the tongue, have their organs of sensibility in the brain.

It has been pointed out (page 270) that the process of differentiation

is one in which one portion of an organism, or organ, is selected by the

kinetic agency to receive the bulk of its stimulations, while the rest of

such organism remains without attention or stimulation of that sort, the

effect being that such specially stimulated portion becomes improved in

its function, while the neglected portion loses such responsive pliancy as

it may have possessed. Supposing that sensibility was originally in-

H IK led with impression, and that its seat was in the locality in which

the impressions were made, that is, in the external sense organs, the

process of differentiation has separated the functions, and while allow-

ing the kinetic impression still to pass through the sense organ, analyzes

it after it gets through, one part going to form an organ of sensibility,

and another to form an organ of an idea. That such differentiation

might in the course of time become perfect and absolute, is proved by
the example of the function of contractility, which, in the lowest or-

ganisms, belongs to all the parts alike, but which in the higher has be-

come greatly varied, some parts, as certain muscles, being extremely

contractile, while others are inertly contractile, and still others, as nerves

and bones, not contractile at all. That sensibility may have likewise

become separated from its original associations in different degrees, is

antecedently probable, and appears to be indicated by the facts.

There are two sides to the body, each of which is exposed in its own

way to the influence of kinetic agencies, namely the inside and the out-

side. We are but little conscious of the operations which go on in the

inside, and of many of them we are not conscious at all. This means

that such sensibility as accompanies these operations has its seat in the

plexuses and ganglions of the S3
r

mpathetic system, rather than in those

of the brain. The great semilunar ganglion and solar plexus situated

behind the stomach are no doubt centers of sensibility as well as gov-

ernors of visceral motor action. The solar plexus is sometimes called

the " cerebrum of the abdomen." This is a case of local self-govern-

ment. Although there is nervous connection between these centers and

the brain, still except in special cases there is no transfer between them
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of either motor control or sensation; so that we, or the general person-

ality represented in the brain, have in general no sense of what sensi-

bility there is in those centers. But if something extraordinary happens
down there, as a blow upon the pit of the stomach, the sensation aroused

there overflows up to the brain and agitates the sensory centers there.

There are a number of subordinate plexuses which are tributary to the

solar plexus, and which, perhaps, act as brains for the special organs

with which they are in association. Thus, as we go away from the cen-

tral controlling ganglions, we find sub-ganglions in special control of

smaller districts and subject to the central authorities in all matters that

require the co-operation of other parts. Likewise we may suppose that

sensibility thus subdivides, and that the action of the smallest collec-

tions of nervous elements are regulated by small and special sensibili-

ties, having their seats in the same ganglions. It would seem there-

fore that the brain is not the center for the special control of the vege-

tative functions, and by analogy may be supposed to be not the center

for all the common sensibilities of the vegetative system; and by no

effort can it either control it by the will or find out its condition through

sensation.

With the outside of the body the case is different, although the prin-

ciples are the same. The brain belongs to the outside in a special man-

ner. It is developed from the outer skin in the first place, and the sense

organs and muscles are likewise products of the first and second layers
1

,

the whole constituting the outside half of the body. The 'differentia-

tions which have concentrated sensibility in the brain, place it in a far

more intimate relationship with the outside than the inside, and far

less, in proportion, of the original sensibility remains to the tissues of

the outside. As observed above, all the sense organs located about the

head have their ganglions inside the cranium. If any sensibility re-

mains not concentrated in the brain, it is in the ganglions of the spinal

cord. These ganglions constantly change afferent stimulations into

motor ones, and do this when disconnected from the brain. But unless

they are connected we get no sensation of either the afferent or efferent

stimulations. Yet it is maintained by some writers 2
,
that the sensibil-

ity is there, but is as if it were the function of another person, because

it is disconnected or "inhibited" from the rest of the personality.

We have seen that there are direct connections between the spinal gang-

lions and the cerebrum, from which it might be inferred that the brain

has assumed the function of sensibility in part at least, for these local-

ities. Whatever stimulation there may be in the extremities or any-

where on the skin, we are liable to become sensible of it, and if it

be at all unusual, as a scratch, bruise, blow, &e.
,
we are pretty sure to

1 See table X, page 64. 2 See G. H. Lewes, Problems of Life and Mind.
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feel it. There is nothing violent in the supposition that the whole sensi-

bility of the skin has been transferred to the brain, leaving only motor

reflex functions in the ganglions of the spinal cord. On the other hand

it is not inconsistent with the dynamic theory to suppose that some sen-

sibility still remains in the spinal ganglia, since, wherever the seats of

sensibilit}^ now are, they have been formerly diffused to various parts of

the body, and the question whether their removal to the brain, which has

gone on in the past and is no doubt still going on, is yet complete or

not, appears to me to be of subordinate importance. If we do not admit

the principle of differentiation and transfer at all, then we should have to

hold that sensibility still resides equally in all the tissues, which is ob-

viously not so. If we do admit it the conclusion follows tffat it may
all become transferred.

It was observed above that sensation is motion in different tones, that

is, that unlike sensations are different rates of movement. This ap-

plies obviously to different tones that belong to the same character of

movement. But there may be two modes of molecular motion, the un-

dulatory like that of light, and the pulsatory like that of sound; so that

probably we may have two sensations at the same rate or pitch, totally

differing in character, as sound and warmth. There may be other pecu-

liarities in vibratory motion besides these,- which vary our sensations.

The senses of smell and taste and the muscular sense have peculiarities

which appear to require a different classification.

The conditions which produce sensation are those consequent upon an

arrest of motion, and as motion cannot be quenched or annihilated, all

that is meant by
" arrest

"
is its change from one form to another. The

differences that occur in sensations are due to differences in the form

of the motions arrested, and we have a vast number of sensations be-

cause there is an equally vast number of tones and various modes in

which bodies move.

We often speak of heat being the result of friction and of being a

mode of motion. This is true, but the idea we usually associate with

the expression is decidedly mixed. The friction of two bodies rubbed

together produces a rise of temperature in the bodies. If we touch

the bodies, the state of their temperature, which means the rate of

their molecular vibration, sends an agitation to the brain which is there

arrested by a new friction and given the new form called heat. Thus

we have friction representing arrested energy with a rise of temperature

of so many degrees as its measure, in the environment; and we have

friction of arrested energy in the brain measured by a quantity of heat.

Thus the heat is sensation and its seat is in the brain and not in the ex-

ternal object of high temperature. I know I am insisting here on what

everybody knows, but I am sure but few realize that heat is a motion of
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their own, and not a motion of the hot body; and that it is in fact a

part of their awn minds. In like manner we say we have a sensation

of red or of a sound, &c.
,
as if an object we looked at were red, or the

sound pertained to the sonorous bod}'. These are also parts of our

minds. We do not have a sensation of red, but we have a sensation

7*ed, and it is a sensation of ethereal undulations of a particular rapidity

and length. So white, cold, hot, bitter, sweet, sour, &c.
,
are motions

of our own brain, and do not belong to objects in the environment, al-

though they are the sequels of the motions of such objects.

The intensity and quantity, then, of any sensation is in proportion to

the friction of the incoming stimulation that represents the amount of

it that is arrested and reduced to the new form of motion, sensation.

The process is generally accompanied by an increase of temperature in

the brain tissues, which increase may give a secondary sensation of

heat. This rise of temperature is due in part to the arrest of tones of

stimulation which do not arouse sensation, and in part to the additional

quantity of blood which is thrown into the brain upon every stimulation,

which establishes a temporary center of attention there. (See page

670.)

Where the same stimulation continues to be monotonously repeated

for a considerable time, sensation of it ceases after a time, in spite of

the continued action of the stimulus. If the organs upon which the

stimulations play, were not wasted by the action upon them, the

consciousness would continue. But they become unable after a time to

be moved, and go to sleep, and although they are doubtless soon re-

paired, and although the stimulus keeps on, they are apt to sleep until

the stimulus stops and then a sensation is again aroused. Thus a per-

son sitting quiet in a mill will be put to sleep by its drowsy hum, but if

it stops, he will awake with a start. So, as observed by Bain, a watch-

maker is not aware of the continuous ticking of his clocks, but would

be quickly startled if they all suddenly stopped. We are strikingly re-

minded by this action, of the performance of the galvanic current in-

duced in a secondary coil upon the opening and closing of a primary,
as shown on page 332. We are probably not entirely unconscious of

the monotonous sound even when we seem to be, but keep a sub-conscious

reckoning of it as we do our natural sleep. After waking we have some

sort of notion whether the nap has been long or short. So the absence

of sensation of sound during stillness is different from the absence of

sensation produced by monotony. Yet we seem to have a sensation of

silence as if it were a positive quality.

The sensation of black as a color is also due to the same principle.

White, yellow, red, &c.
,

are real sensations originating in real mo-

tions of ether in the objective environment. But black is simply silence
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as to color, and affects us only by contrast or stoppage of real sensa-

tions.

CHAPTER LXXXIV.

THE MIND.

The mind consists of three forms of nervous action; viz., conscious-

ness, thought, and reflex action. The nature of all these has been dis-

cussed in former chapters. They are all forms of motion' and not

things. Reflex is the term applied to nervous action which does not in-

volve either consciousness or thought. This action is explained in

chapter 59. It was shown in chapter 75 that much of the brain action

is performed in unconsciousness, and in chapter 82 it was shown how
there can be a suppression of sensibility as to nervous actions which

usually give rise to vivid sensation. It was pointed out in chapter 71

that emotions, that is, sensations strongly involving the personality, are

always dominant elements in the formation of the will. Without them

there would be no will, and if they were different the will would be dif-

ferent. The processes of thought, reason, &c.
,
that accompany the

emotions in the formation of the will, onty modify and regulate the en-

erg}
T

,
but furnish only a small part of the original impulse. Thus sensa-

tions are in a measure separated from thoughts and furnish independent
nervous stimulations, the result of the movement of their own peculiar

tissues.

These three varieties of motion all belong to the same species and are

physiological equivalents of the physical energy expended in their crea-

tion. We have no difficulty in perceiving the purely mechanical nature

of reflex action, and even of perception, reason, will, and the processes

of thought generally. They are all seen to consist of the interactions

of the purely physical nervous energies, which as automatically work

out a result as leaven does in a batch of dough. Even sensations con-

sidered objectively are seen to belong to the same class of phenomena
and to be potent and active forms of the same energ3

T

, alternately con-

sequent and antecedent in many series of movements. It is only
the subjective aspect of these that is irreducible, because its reduction

must consist in the disintegration and destruction of the inquiring agent

itself, namely the sensation, as if a man should dig out his own eyes

for the purpose of looking at them. [See last chapter. ]

It has been pointed out that one-fifth or more of the blood goes to the

brain, and the rest goes to the stomach, muscles, &c. The functions

of the blood relate to purely physical operations, and the large propor-

tion consumed by the brain show its functions to bo physical. It is,
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therefore, to be classed with the stomach and muscles as one of the

physical organs. It matters not what sort of a mental process goes .on,

we observe that it requires in every case the expenditure of blood. If

we take a run of a few rods we find the circulation of the blood greatly

accelerated, which means that the violent exertion has rapidly oxidized

the tissue involved, mostly muscular and nervous. But an acceleration

of the circulation may take place through purely mental excitement.

Horror, fright, anger, rage, and all the more violent emotions instantly

increase the circulation, when it is obvious that the expenditure of tissue

is that of the brain alone. The fact is the same with all the milder

emotions, love, admiration, hope, joy, &c.
,
to a less degree of course.

All the intellectual operations in like manner wear out brain tissue

which has to be replaced from the blood. The heating effect of mental

work and worry caused by an extra flow of blood is recognized in the

slang threat of " making it hot
"

for an antagonist, and the designation

of the witness' chair in legal slang as the "sweat box." It is also

seen in exciting mental games as of chess and cards; in the latter, how-

ever, more especially when accompanied with considerations of pecun-

iary value arousing emotions. In all sorts of gambling and speculating

the waste of brain tissue is great. The difference in the circulation of

the blood between sleep and a state of wakefulness, is of itself enough
to show the most passive sort of mentality to be a state of physical ac-

tion, the mere attention of wakefulness, however passive it may be, re-

quiring a greater expenditure of blood than is necessary in sleep. The

brain is a machine by means of which the forces in the environment

operate the muscles of the body. The movement imposed upon this

machine by these forces constitute the mind, and the mind is therefore

a necessary link in the chain of causation beginning in the sun and

elsewhere, and ending, so far as we are concerned, in the movement of

leg, arm, lip, tongue, eyelid, &c. The brain is divisible into two parts,

much the larger of which is used in forming mind, while the smaller

motor part is driven by the mind when formed. If a machine gets

damaged, broken, or worn out it fails to turn out a satisfactory product,

and so as we have seen, when the brain is damaged its products are im-

perfect or fail altogether. If the part of the brain operated % the

mind gets out of order, the force of the mind cannot drive it. This

happens in cases of disease in which the subject has full sensibility

without the power of executing a will, as in cases of defective cerebel-

lum, &c. (page 623.
)

But if that part of the brain is diseased whose

function it is to form the mind, then the mind is erratic, and the sub-

ject is insane. A common opinion is that the mind (or soul) is an in-

telligent Person to whom the brain -is a rather unhandy and clumsy

tool, disappointing and exasperating at best; and that when the Mind
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is no longer under the compulsory penance of using it, it will be able

to get along far better. Some advocates of this opinion say that the

soul is always sound and sane, but that when the brain is out of order,

the work done through it is of an abnormal nature.

By remembering that only a small part of the brain is used by the

mind, viz.
,
that part devoted to motor functions, we can readily sepa-

rate the resulting actions and distinguish that some of them are indeed

due to a bad apparatus in the hands of a sane person, as in the cases

of animals deprived of the cerebellum. But we also distinguish the

cases in which the person and the purpose he forms are insane, when

there is no lack of ability to carry the purpose into execution. In the

case of the insane woman (fig. 375) who had lost the civilized part of

her mind-forming brain, it is easy to see that the mind itself was de-

fective, and why it was.

If a man should attempt to build a fence, in the absence of impor-

tant tools, as a saw, a spade, and a hammer, he would substitute some

other tools or do without. He could dig holes with a stick and lift the

dirt out with his hands; he could drive nails with a stone, or in the ab-

sence of nails, he could tie the boards to the posts with wire or bark;

in the absence of boards he could lay up a worm fence of saplings or

rails; in the absence of these he could erect a barricade of " brush."

In any event the thing he made would be a fence of some sort. It

would not come out a chicken coop, a wheel-barrow, or a foot-bridge.

This is a sane purpose behind poor tools.

The development of bees, although involving mental results, is a

purely physical process and depends upon conditions of food, and the

cell or nest in which the development takes place. Compare the differ-

ence in development between a worker and a queen. They are both

born from the same sort of an egg and the difference which arises be-

tween them is created by difference in treatment. The eggs from which

the queens are hatched differ in no respect from those which produce

workers, but they are deposited in a different sort of cells. These

cells are larger; their form is not hexagonal as the others are, but an

oblong spheroid, and they are not built among the other cells but at-

tached to them across their external openings. They stand vertically

with the mouth down. Four days after the egg is laid in one of these

royal cells the grub or larva is hatched. This royal worm is fed by the

workers on a peculiar, rich jelly of an acid character which is elaborated

in the stomach of the worker. In about five days the royal maggot or

larva commences forming a web about herself which she completes in

24 hours. The cell is closed up by the workers. Inside the web or

cocoon the maggot is developed into the pupa, and finally becomes a per-

fect quoon in about 17 or 18 days from the time the egg is first laid.
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Her cell is then more securely fastened up by the workers and she re-

mains imprisoned until the departure of the reigning queen with a

swarm, or some other casualty makes it necessary to release her.

The development of the worker from the egg to the larva is just the same

as in the case of the queen. In about four days it assumes the form of

the maggot. It is then fed for a time upon the jelly-like food, and

after that upon bee-bread, which is composed of a mixture of pollen

and honey. At the end of about eight da}*s from the deposit of the

eesr, the larva has grown so much as to fill the cell. The workers thenOO" O

close up the cell and the worm undergoes its metamorphosis into the

pupa and thence into the perfect fly, during the next twelve days. Its

whole development takes about 20 or 21 days, when it cuts away the

cover of its cell and comes out.

Now it is proved by observation and experiment that if maggots
hatched from the worker eggs be transferred from the worker cells into

royal cells, and fed and treated in the same way as the royal maggots

are usually fed and treated, they will develop into queens instead of

workers. The full significance of this is very great. It proves that

first, the development of the form and structure of the insect depends

upon the quality of its nourishment and the size and form of its environ-

ing case. The development of the queen includes the greater elonga-

tion of the abdomen and formation of two ovaries in it for producing and

holding the eggs. The development of the worker requires three or four

days more time, but instead of ovaries there are formed the pollen bas-

kets on the hind legs, and the abdomen is shorter than in the queen.

Second, the instincts of the insects agree with, and without doubt de-

pend upon, these peculiarities of bodily form. The queen could not

gather honey, nor the workers mature the eggs for the next generation

since they have not the construction necessary for such functions. It

is a perfectly legitimate conclusion therefore that in this case both the

physical and mental make up of the animal depends exclusively upon

physical causes. The operations of the bee are governed through its

mind whether it works in consciousness or not; and the origin of

the mind and its actions are in principle the same as in all animals.

Various circumstances occur in the life history of all races, including

man and the individuals composing them, to fix their physical structure

or to modify it as the case may be; and whatever it may be, such struc-

ture is as inevitable a result of the operations of its environment upon
it as is that of the bee; and the functions which are destined to be per-

formed through it are equally as fixed and inevitable a result of the

further operations of such forces on such structure. We do not expect

to "gather grapes of thorns or figs of thistles."

In all of our so-called mental or psychical processes, especially those
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of a complicated nature or of nnv occurrence, we are conscious of more

or less delay before a conclusion is reached. If the ether of our nervous

mid cerebral tissues were anything like as nimble and responsive to the

impact of force as is the hypothetical ether whose undulations arouse in

us the sensation of light, the time required for an external stimulation

to pass through our nervous and cerebral apparatus producing sensation,

perception, and final!}' expression, would be so short as to be immeas-

urable. But the material of our nervous system has no such mobility

as that of the free ether, and measurable time is required for all our

mental processes, even those which are most habitual and the nearest

being frictionless. The time required is greater in some persons than

in others, and in the same person it is greater for some sorts of stimu-

lation than for others; it is usually shorter with women and longer with

children than with men. The time is shortened by practice, habit mak-

ing the tissues concerned more mobile and responsive to the stimulation.

According to experiments of Prof. Exner, the usual time required for a stim-

ulus to produce a response in muscular expression is for toneh sensations

about one-seventh of a second; hearing, one-sixth; sight, one-fifth; taste,

from one-sixth to one-fourth of a second. The differences are due to the

different lengths of nerve to be traversed, and the different activities in

the co-ordinating ganglia which lie between the afferent and the efferent

nerves. The sight ganglia appear to be slower in making up their co-

ordinations than the other ganglia, since it appears that although their

nerves are the shortest, the time they require in the aggregate is longer

than the others, except taste. After making allowance for the time oc-

cupied by the stimulation in traversing the nerve up and back, Prof.

Exner found that it took the ganglia of sight from the one-twenty-first

to one-eighteenth part of a second to turn the stimulation from an affer-

ent to an efferent current, the action being the closing of the eyelid

after a sight stimulation. The more complex the object seen, the

longer it takes to accomplish the co-ordination; the fact being that a

complex object is in reality several objects, and sight stimuli are, there-

fore, usually less simple than those which affect the other senses. In

these experiments when the co-ordination was complicated by presenting

two different stimuli at the same time, one of which was to be ignored

and the other responded to, the hesitation became from twice to four

times as long. Of course the general drill of education furnishes bet-

ter equipped ganglions for unexpected stimulations. In an old man of

76 of an inactive mental habit a certain stimulation took almost a whole

second for its co-ordination. After six months' practice the time was

reduced to less than one-fifth of a second. Romanes mentions the case

of Houdin, the great conjuror, who became so exceedingly rapid in ab-

sorbing and condensing sight stimuli, that on one occasion ho ropoatod
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the names of all the books in a library after a single momentary glance
over the titles on their backs.

It is evident that the greater the number of stimuli which assail the

brain at the same time, the greater is the number of ganglia that are in-

volved
;
and habit and practice being equal, the greater the time em-

ployed, the greater the friction, the more vivid the consciousness of the

process and its results, and the more intense the pleasurable or painful

emotions which may happen to follow. In reflex actions where the

stimulation is simple, the friction is at a minimum and not sufficient to

arouse a consciousness, a certain amount of time is nevertheless essential

to produce the result. Where the stimulation creates perception and

arouses consciousness still more time is required. Where there are sev-

eral stimulations of diverse and perhaps antagonistical nature, the time

ma}r run into hours or days, during which the ganglia involved arc un-

dergoing constant readjustments, the attention is strained and (ordinarity)

consciousness is at a high tension.

In what has gone before I have set forth what appears to me to be the

logical conclusions in regard to the nature of mental phenomena. It

will be profitable now to contrast these conclusions with radically differ-

ent ones reached by some of the most renowned thinkers. And first, I

shall quote from Prof. Huxley's lecture on Animal Automatism, de-

livered at Belfast, in 1874, and a lecture on Sensation, delivered March

7, 1879. Then I will quote the views of Prof. Bain.

Prof. Huxley says in "Animal Automatism:" "It is quite true that

to the best of my judgment the argumentation which applies to brutes

holds equally good of men
;
and therefore that all states of conscious-

ness in us, as in them, are immediately caused by molecular changes of

the brain substance. It seems to me that in men as in brutes, there is

no proof that any state of consciousness is the cause of change in the

motion of the matter of the organism. If these positions are well

based, it follows that our mental conditions are simply the symbols in

consciousness of the changes which take place automatically in the or-

ganism ;
and that to take an extreme illustration, the feeling we call

volition is not the cause of a voluntary act, but the symbol of that

state of the brain which is the immediate cause of that act. We are

conscious automata endowed with free will in the only intelligible sense

of that much abused term, inasmuch as in many respects we are able to

do as we .like, but none the less parts of the great series of causes and

effects which in unbroken continuity composes that which is, and has

been, and shall be, the sum of existence.
"

The italics in the forgoing are mine and mark the passage to which

exceptions must be taken. It is radically wrong itself and being a

fundamental proposition it leads to a brood of other errors. - The nu-
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merous phenomena of unconscious brain action pointed out in chapter

75, make it extremely easy for any one to conclude that consciousness

is a sort of ornamental function, nice on some accounts, but productive

of such a frightful lot of misery as to render it an even thing whether

we should not be better off without it, especially since as a business

function it appeared to cut little or no figure. But the fact is, as has

been pointed out, consciousness is a business function of the highest

order. I believe that all our actions, except those exclusively reflex, are

dictated by
" states of consciousness," or as I prefer to express it, sen-

sations. Even in somnambulism the subject is careful to avoid danger,

und he must do it from the force of habit established while he was

nwake to sensation. But our waking actions are manifestly dictated

with reference to their probable effects on us in painful or pleasurable

sensations. (See page 771.
)

What is it that induces a child to handle

a pretty coal of fire just once, and ever afterward induces him not to?

What is it that enables the majority of people to resist the fascinating

impulse to caress a buzz-saw?

Where Prof. Huxley says that the "feeling we call volition is not the

cause of the voluntary act," he is right, but unfortunately this is not

an " extreme illustration." It accords with what is said (pp 760-763)
in regard to the distinction between the will and the sensation of it

which supervenes after it is formed. But we are to remember that the

will is on the motor side of brain action, or at any rate on the boundary

line, and is a part of the mental action inaugurated by the mind. The
sensations which run it are on the other, the afferent, or mind forming

side, and this feeling of a volition formed, does not get around to that

side until after that will has been formed and perhaps executed. Of
course it takes no part in the formation of that will, but becoming in-

corporated immediately with the other sensations which go toward the

formation of mind, it may have an influence in subsequent formations

of the will. Thus clearly we must distinguish between the sensations

which precede and form a will, and tne sensation which succeeds and

informs us that such a will has been formed. If in walking you cast

your eyes down, they may watch the motions of your feet without inter-

fering, the sensations they convey being those of a spectator and subse-

quent to the fact; but if you see an obstruction, that sensation is ante-

cedent to a will which causes the feet to move so as to avoid it.

We will now examine some passages in the lecture on "Sensation,"
before alluded to. Prof. Huxley calls attention to the obvious truth

that the terms we apply to smell, such as musky, fishy, balmy, &c.
,
re-

late to our sensations and not to the odorous body. Muskiness denotes

nothing but sensation, is a mental state and has no existence except as

a mental phenomenon; and it is as absurd to suppose it resides in a plant
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or other body, as to suppose pain resides in a thorn bush when a thorn

pricks the finger. The same is true of other sensations. Lavender-

smell, clove-smell, garlic-smell have no existence except as states of

consciousness. It is then explained that smell is due to the exceed-

ingly attenuated particles of the odorous body that are thrown off into the

air and carried by it into the nasal passages, where it excites the organs

of the Schneiderian membrane, and sets up a nerve current into the

olfactory lobe and cerebral centers of smell. (See chap. 49.
)

Following observations like the foregoing, the lecturer goes on to say:

"None the less however, does it remain true that no similarity exists

nor indeed is conceivable between the cause of sensation and the sen-

sation. Attend as closety to the sensations of muskiness or any other

odor as we will, no trace of extension, resistance or motion is discern-

ible in them. They have no attribute in common with those which we

ascribe to matter; they are in the strictest sense of the words immaterial

entities.
"

I agree that sensations are immaterial. All forms of motion are im-

material, whether they are movements of brain, or limbs, or cannon balls,

or planets. But they are not entities if that word means beings or

things. Of course none of the properties of matter are found in modes

of motion, whether we speak of the molecular motions of radiation

considered objectively, or the representatives of these motions in the

sensations light and heat. Both the objective and the subjective ways
of considering sensation were discussed in last chapter, and need only

to be mentioned here. Considered objectively we have the same cir-

cumstantial evidence that sensation is a mode of motion, that we have

that it is a mode of motion in a hot body that gives us the sensation

heat. That is, the oscillations of the hot body are entirely comparable

in principle, though not in species, with the vibrations they are instru-

mental in setting up in the brain, and for want of two names and a

keen appreciation of their distinctness, we commonly call them both heat.

If we attempt to get any better insight into the machinery of sensa-

tion from the subjective side, and try as we do in objective cases to gettwo

or three different views of the same sensation for the purpose of compari-

son, we find after every effort, that we have simply revived in memory the

sensation we are trying to investigate, and so at last we get back to the

starting point and find that the sensation of a sensation is simpty a

repetition of the same sensation. As sensation is the only instrument

we possess for becoming acquainted with anything, even a sensation, all

our explications must be in terms of sensation at last. We can explain

one only by a comparison with another. (See chap. 83.
)

Whether a

sensation feels to us like a motion of matter depends on circumstances,

and on what we should imagine u motion of matter should feel like, no
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two of us probably having the same idea of that. The impact of a

violent sensation does convey to us the impression of physical motion.

We feel stunned by a very loud sound, and we say of a very bad

smell, it is enough to knock one down. We also feel dazed and stunned

by a sudden piece of bad news. If we were not allowed to experience

the sensation of sound before reaching adult age, I think the sensation

would appear to us very different from what it now docs, and would con-

tain a large impression of physical agitation. We do not know that

such impression is not all there is in the sensation as experienced by
the simplest organisms, Coelenterata for example. The tones of motion

which give us the sensation of sound are those of such rapidity that a

definite sensation of one stroke has not time to occur before the impact

of the next. The tones below those made by 16 strokes to the second,

appear to us simply so many detached blows of a ponderable body,

while such idea is entirely eliminated from those above that pitch, an

effect due solely to a mechanical cause. In the case of heat and light

the principle is the same, but exhibited to a much greater degree, their

pulsations being almost infinite compared with those of sound. Where

the pulsations are, so far as our sensory apparatus is concerned, practically

superposed upon each other, the effect may be compared to a pressure

^ajiher than a blow, in which case the different sorts of sensation would

^present different sorts and degrees of pressure. Now we could not

36sibly have any antecedent notion of what we ought to consider as a

'\trace of resistance or motion "
in a sensation. The manner in which

the sensation behaves may for aught we know be precisely that which

should indicate to us motion of the particular sort of matter involved.

Extension we do not look for in sensation since it is not a thing or sub-

stance any more than is the motion that gives rise to heat and light.

But where any sort of phenomenon has a beginning and an ending in

time, it is certainly not an entity, but the motion of something. The

very terms beginning and ending imply motion.

We often fail to recognize the difference between the sensation and

the objective movement which produces it. We are very apt to think

of light for example as objective, and imagine that our sensation of

light is something else and different, whereas the fact is, that light is

the sensation itself. Various degrees of heat and various tones of light,

as red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet, are in reality so

many sensations, and all of them the subjective sequels of the same

sort of vibrant energy, viz.
,
solar radiation, each sensation representing

a different rate of vibration. Why one of these sensations should bo

heat and another one gieen, we cannot possibly know. All we can say

is that the mode of motion comimmirtited to certain of our tissues we

call heat, and that communicated to curtain others, green. That it is a
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mode of motion, we have no reason to doubt. We know that motion

can no more be lost or cease to be, than that gold can be annihilated.

It may be locked up temporarily, as potential energy, but it can never

become anything else than energy, either on a strain or in motion. It is

transferred from one body to another, each body in turn moving accord-

ing to its peculiar constitution, and ceasing to move only when its mo-

tion is communicated to another. In this way we are able to trace the

vibratory motion of the ether to the eye, where it ceases in that form,

and is succeeded by a molecular vibration, called a nerve current, which

passes to a cell in the sensorium, and is succeeded there by the motion

called green, or blue, or whatever it happens to be.

Again, the lecturer observes :
' 'The sense organ, the nerve, and the

sensorium taken together constitute the sensiferous apparatus. They
make up the thickness of the wall between the mind, as represented by
the sensation, 'muskiness,

' and the object as represented by the particle

of musk in contact with the olfactory epithelium," in other words, be-

tween the sensation and the object from which it was reflected. Then

he goes on : "It will be observed that the sensiferous wall and the ex-

ternal world are of the same nature
;

whatever it is that constitutes

them both is expressible in terms of matter and motion. Whatever

changes take place in the sensiferous apparatus are continuous with and

similar to those which take place in the external world. But with the

sensorium matter and motion come to an end, while phenomena of an-

other order, or immaterial states of consciousness, make their appearance.

How is the relation between the material and immaterial phenomena to

be conceived?
"

Three hypotheses have been proposed.
11 The first is that an immaterial substance of mind exists

;
and that

it is affected by the mode of motion of the sensorium, in such a way as

to give rise to the sensation. The second is that the sensation is a di-

rect effect of the mode of motion of the sensorium, brought about with-

out the intervention of any substance of mind. The third is that the

sensation is neither directly, or indirectly, an effect of the mode of mo-

tion of the sensorium, but that it has an independent cause. Properly

speaking, therefore, it is not an effect of the motion of the sensorium,

but a concomitant of it."

The lecturer holds that neither of these can be proved, but prefers

the second one as the simplest. Yet he says the third cannot be refuted,

and of the first he observes,
' ' An immaterial substance is perfectly

conceivable. In fact it is obvious that if we possessed no sensations,

but those of smell, and hearing, we should be unable to conceive a ma-

terial substance. We might have a conception of time, but could have

none of extension, or of resistance, or of motion, and without the three

latter conceptions, no idea of matter could be formed. Our whole knowl-
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edge would be limited to that of a shifting succession of immaterial

phenomena. But if an immaterial substance may exist it may have any
conceivable properties, and sensation may be one of them.

"

I agree that the sense organ, the nerve, and the sensorium, and the

changes that take place in them, are to be described in terms of matter

and motion of matter, and that these changes are continuous with and

in principle similar to those which take place in the external world. It

is doubtless true too, that " with the sensorium matter and motion come

to an end "
so far as psj'chical phenomena are concerned. But it is by

no means to be admitted that this ending of the motion that constitutes

the function of the sensorium, is succeeded by the appearance of ' '

phen-

omena of another order or immaterial states of consciousness." When
the motion of the sensorium has ceased, the " state of consciousness"

has ceased. It is true that the state of consciousness is immaterial be-

cause that term, "state of consciousness," describes the motion of the

sensorium, and that is immaterial indeed, though neither more nor less

so than the motion of a falling stone, or of a ticking watch, or of a

waving flag, or of a ringing bell, or a pulsating atmosphere, or of a

beam of solar radiation. All motion is immaterial. The motion of matter

is just exactly as immaterial as the motion of any conceivable or in-

conceivable immaterial substance. So we are not called upon to answer

the question
' < How is the relation between the material and the imma-

terial phenomena to be conceived?
"

I take it, all phenomena are to be

described in terms of motion and that therefore there are no material

phenomena. If, however, by the expression
' < immaterial phenomena

"

be meant the phenomena of an immaterial substance or existence, then

the question arises, has the existence of any such substance been.proved,

or if it is merely h}
T

pothetical, does such hypothesis in any way help the

solution of the problem of consciousness.

Consider the first of the three hypotheses mentioned above; viz.
,
that

there is an immaterial substance which is set in motion b}
T that motion

of material substances which ends in the sensorium. That is to sa}
r

,
a

motion of matter beginning in the environment continues to be a mo-

tion of matter in some form or other through the sense organ, the

nerve, and the sensorial cell, then it ceases as the motion of matter, and

is continued as the motion of a substance or existence, or entity which

is not matter; and this motion, or the way in which this substance is

affected, as Prof. Huxley has stated it,
"
gives rise to the sensation."

Now if the ' affection
"

or motion, and I cannot conceive of any sort

of affection which is to be described in any other way than in terms of

motion, if this motion of the immaterial substance is not itself sensa-

tion, but merely "gives rise" to it, then we are left to imagine another

remove still, and something else beyond this first instalment of imma-
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terial substance. But if we ever do get there we are bound to find sen-

sation to be a motion of something, and unless we are willing to throw

over the well ascertained law of the conservation of energy to accommo-

date an hypothesis, we shall have to admit it to be the continuation and

dynamic equivalent of a motion of matter. And if this is the case we

are under the further necessity of recognizing the phenomenon as still

being within the domain of physics, regardless of the designation
' ' im-

material
"
or any other name we may choose to give it.

It is true we talk of " states of conciousness,
" but we must not mis-

lead ourselves by such language to imagine this is a permanent condi-

tion of rest, into which we can get ourselves, and in which we remain

motionless for an indefinite time. When we are conscious we are con-

scious of some definite thing. Consciousness of a definite thing is a

sensation, and vice versa. A sensation relating to anything endures

only so long as force or energy is reflected from that thing, or its repre-

sentative in our internal sense organs, upon the sensorial cells. The

moment that motion stops, sensation stops. I think it is not necessary

to repeat the proofs of this given elsewhere, but assuming it proved

that sensation is motion, the inquiry narrows down to the question, how

the motion can be transferred from the material substance of the sensor-

ium, to the hypothetical immaterial substance, the motion of which is as-

sumed to constitute sensation? Can we suppose that the impact of a

material substance against an immaterial one can communicate motion to

the latter? Can we conceive of such an impact at all? The onl}
T con-

dition on which we may conceive it possible, is that the immaterial body

being at rest, offers resistance to the impact of the material body, and

receives motion from it equivalent in its kinetic energ}^, to that which

has been lost b}
r the material body. If there has been no resistance,

there can be no loss of energy on the part of the material body and

therefore no transfer of motion, and no sensation at all would be the

result. If we find resistance as a property of this hypothetical imma-

terial substance we shall be compelled to denounce it as masquerading
under a false title, for resistance is a property of matter. But if the

difficulty in conceving how motion can be transferred from the material

to the immaterial substance be supposed somehow to be obviated, we im-

mediately encounter another and similar trouble in accounting for the

whereabouts and disposition of the energy after it ceases to be sensa-

tion, for we know it soon does so cease.

On the theory that the molecular motion of the material belonging to the

sensorial cells themselves, constitutes the sensation, this difficult}'' does

not occur, for sensation being therefore a form of energy, it is convert-

ible into heat, which is another form, but which is simply the molecular

motion of matter. But we cannot allow this disposition of it, if we

accept the immaterial theory. It cannot be dissipated as heat in the
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immaterial body, since such body has no material molecules, nor can it

be that it is transferred back again as heat from the immaterial to the

material bod}', for that implies impact and resistance, which can occur

only between material bodies.

Furthermore we have found that these sensations are links in a chain

of causation, and that they are not merely stub tracks that run out into

the wilderness of myster}' and stop there, having in this process, in

some unaccountable manner, in defiance of the laws of physics, made

away with and totall}' annihilated a quantity of energy. On the con-

trary these sensations act like other forms of physical energy, and on

disappearing ( often ) transfer the energy that constituted them to other

movements in the construction of a will, leading on to motor impulses

and muscle contraction. So that if it is supposed to be the motion of

an immaterial substance that constitutes mind, we incur the impossible

task of accounting for its physical impact upon the tissues that set up
the efferent current.

It is probably true, as Prof. Huxley says,
" that if we possessed no

sensations but those of smell and hearing, we should be unable to con-

ceive a material substance." But we would certainly be no better able

to conceive an immaterial one, than we are now. Sounds and odors do

not emanate from immaterial substances. All we can s&y is that those

two senses alone cannot give sensations from which adequate ideas of

anything can be formed. It is true, that with these two senses alone,
' ' our whole knowledge would be limited to that of a shifting succession

of immaterial phenomena.
" But that is what our knowledge is limited

to anyhow, with all our senses in full blast. If by "immaterial

phenomena
"

is to be understood the phenomena of immaterial things,

then I maintain that if the senses of smell and hearing, taken alone,

tend to give us an idea of immaterial things, they are simpty deceiving

us, because odor and sound do not emanate from immaterial things, are

not reflected from such things, do not represent such things, and have

no connection with them in any manner or form. But it is purely an

assumption that these senses, acting alone, would produce such an idea,

and I deny it. An animal, having only these senses, would have no ab-

stract ideas at all, and very few concrete ones. If he got an idea that

there was any thing from which the sound or smell emanated, it would

be to him simply a thing, no question of materiality or immateriality

could possibly arise. Furthermore, I deny that an immaterial sub-

stance is at all conceivable. All conceptions are made up, ultimately,

from sensations, and every sensation is the result of the reflection of

energy from material bodies. It is not necessaiy to repeat the argu-

ments given elsewhere in proof of this. Every work of reason or im-

agination, every poem, every dream, every "sum'' in mental arithmetic,
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every problem in conic sections, is a production reflecting relations real

or possible, between material objects, and possible to be put together

only through the means of sensations, following sensory impressions.

It is needless to say that no sensory impression ever followed the im-

pact of energy, reflected from an immaterial substance; simply be-

cause, by its definition, any substance, which reflects energy, is a ma-

terial substance. If no conception can contain any elements of energy,

not reflected from material bodies, then all conceptions must be of ma-

terial bodies, and a conception of an immaterial substance is, therefore,

impossible.

The description of an immaterial thing is made up of negative defi-

nitions, den}
T

ing to it every qualit}
r

possessed by ponderable matter as

extension, weight, visibility, &c.
,
and of positive definitions assigning

to it qualities, which belong to the motions of matter, such as force,

quantity, &c.
,
and especially those motions of the nervous system,

which we call love, hate, consciousness, &c. The definitions then really

make it, not a thing, but a motion of a thing. A thing does not come

and go, as consciousness does. "When a particular brain cell is ere-

thised, there is consciousness. When the excitement of the cell is over,

the consciousness is gone, while the cell is still there. The thing re-

mains, while its motion, a non-thing, has ceased to exist. But having

assumed, absolutely without proof so far discoverable, the existence of

an immaterial substance, what then is known about its properties?

"If an immaterial substance may exist, it may have any conceivable

properties, and sensation may be one of them.
"

Since assumptions

don't cost anything, you may as well assume a plent}' while you're as-

suming. But if after compelling yourself to believe you are thinking

of an unthinkable immaterial substance, }^ou have still got to assume

that it is endowed with sensation, I do not see what has been gained.

This assumption could have been made in the first place, in regard to

the sensorium if nothing better than assumption presented itself.

The immaterial substance may have sensation for one of its proper-

ties, and then again it may not. I do not pretend to say that it is con-

ceivable how a mode of motion of brain elements is a sensation. I

only contend that the facts indicate quite positively that it is so, and

being so it is just as conceivable as most other things we are obliged to

accept, as gravitation, chemism, the construction of water, and of flame,

growth, &c. And it is just as conceivable as the notion that movements

of an immaterial substance could constitute mind. My principle ob-

jection to the immaterial conjecture is not so much that it is inconceiv-

able, as that it is utterly baseless and unsupported by a single fact in

any part of the universe accessible to us. Then why lias it been con-

sidered necessary to make this violent and unnatural assumption which
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does nothing whatever toward the explanation or elucidation of the sub-

ject, but simply gets rid of it by banishing it to the obscure regions of

mystery and myth? The notion of an immaterial substance originated

before there was any adequate idea of the nature of energ}', and its

relation to matter, before the discovery of molecular motion, and

when all matter was thought of and spoken of as dead. It was not con-

ceived possible that this dead matter could ever get itself into motion,

but must have been started by some powerful, personal being. With

such notions of matter it could not be conceived that sensation or con-

sciousness could in any way be connected with it. But ideas of matter

have undergone a radical change within the last two or three generations.

When matter is mentioned now, our thought of it is no longer confined

to iron by the ton, or gravel by the wagon load. We have become

familiar with the chemists' conception of atoms and molecules, a mole-

cule of water being according to the estimate of Sir W. Thompson, less

than one, two hundred and fifty millionth ( 2SO O p 000 ) Part of an inch

in diameter *, and with the physicists' conception of the activity of these

molecules when under the influence of force applied from without.

The conception too of the existence of an all pervading ether as the ve-

hicle of the energy which creates in us the sensations of light and heat,

is familiar to all. Then we are under the necessity of conceiving of

the matter whose motion constitutes the phenomena of electricity and

magnetism supposed by many to be the same all pervading ether.

We very soon exhaust our powers of imagination when we attempt

the conception of these indisputably material entities and their motions.

J. P. Cooke says of the molecules of a gas that they are as real as the

planets. Thompson says they are < '

pieces of matter of measurable

dimensions with shape, motion, and laws of action, intelligible sub-

jects of scientific investigation." All the enormous energy of the

sun's radiations has for untold ages been whisked away to every part of

the universe, the portion falling upon our pigmy earth and her sister

planets, being but an infinitessimal part of the whole. Yet inconceiv-

ably vast as it is, it has all passed from particle to particle of this ether,

a substance which delivers the impact of its motion to our senses of

sight and feeling at the speed of 186,000 miles per second, but which

when at rest has never manifested itself to a single one of our senses;

and it allows the earth to rush through it at the rate of more than

1,100 miles a minute, without causing a perceptible retardation to its

motion. If we attempt to give ourselves a realizing sense of the facts

and figures relating to this substance ether, we at once find our compre-

hension too narrow to reach around them. Thus according to the table

on page 383, we find that the length of the w:w of this substance which

1 Thompson estimates the no. of molecules of \\\\\ tfits in :i euiiie iiieli at 100,000,000,-

000,000,000,000,000,01- 10- ; 23d power of 30.
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gives us the sensation we call red, is so short that it takes about 37,000

of them to make an inch. This we can conceive of because if fine

steel were ruled as closety as that we could see the spaces \>y means of

a powerful microscope. But in order to give us the sensation of red it

must move, for when it is at rest it gives no sensation, that is, it is

black. There are 11,784,960,000 inches in 186,000 miles. This num-

ber multiplied by the wave length of red, gives 435 trillions, (or 435

millions of millions) as the number of undulations caused to take place

in this substance one after another, but all within one second of time,

by the energy of the molecular motion of some incandescent body. It

is easy to say 435 trillions, but we can not conceive of that number of

units within that time, nor within a lifetime. Our sensation of an im-

pact at this rapidity upon the retina is red, and conve}
rs no idea of a

number of units. Neither sensation nor conception, except of the

most vague and inadequate sort, can be affected by such an agent, ex-

cept in the mass.
'

The ray of the extreme violet which is at the other

limit of our color octave, is produced by 871 trillions of vibrations per

second, or double those of the red ray. Here the susceptibilities of the

materials of our sight organ fails. The rays above the violet produce

no sensation in us, and conception of them totally fails. We know

that such rays are there, and we learn through their action that delicate

as the molecular balance of our retina seems to be, there are chemical

adjustments in unorganized matter of a far more delicate nature, since

they can be disturbed by these ultra violet rays which cannot affect our

sense organ. (See page 398.) For an}
r
thing we know, the reactions

set up by the ultra violet rays in chemical compounds are of a more

subtile and delicate nature than those we call sensation. Certain it is

we do not need to climb outside of the domain of physics to find ma-

terial substance of an inconceivably refined constitution; and phenom-
ena strictly immaterial.

I now quote again from the lecture on automatism :
" I am utterly

incapable of conceiving the existence of matter if there is no mind in

which to picture that existence.
"

Since there is no contingency about

the fact that we do have a Conception of the existence of matter, I

suppose the above declaration is equivalent to saying that this concep-

tion could only have an existence in connection with mind, and so is

proof of mind. The idea seems to be that the conception is a picture,

and the mind is the object or substance upon which it is drawn. As I

have defined mind, conception is mind, but as considered in the quota-

tion, conception becomes an act of the , mind, for certainly the word

"picture
"

is not intended to imply a permanent impression or imprint

upon a mind substance like a photograph. If conception is understood

to be an act of the mind, it is motion of the mind, and since the con-
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ception is a conception of matter, this motion of the mind is due to an

impact of matter upon mind, which set it going. It may seem a little

more realistic to use concrete instead of abstract terms, so instead of
"
matter,

"
let us say "ship." Now sunlight striking the ship is re-

flected to the retina, there converted into a nerve current which runs

into the brain, finds the mind, and sets it going; and this going is the

act of the mind, and is a conception of the ship. Now the main thing
to be considered here, is that this " mind "

is set in motion by the im-

pact of physical energy, and it must therefore be a physical body, and

further that its motion being the movement of a physical bodj
r must

therefore be a form of physical energy. The conception of something
else is another form and so on. If in the above quotation we substi-

tute for "mind," the word "
ether," or some other, expressive of the

idea that the substance in question is subject to physical law, we get a

sentiment that accords with known laws. There is nothing in a name,

provided it is understood, but if " mind "
is used to mean the substance

that moves, and conception, thought, emotion, etc., are its acts, then

some other word must be used to express the aggregate of these acts.

Webster defines mind to be (chiefly), "intention, purpose, design, in-

clination, will, desire, opinion, memory, &c. This is the sense I have

given it. Surely love, purpose, memory, &c.
,
are not things; they are

acts or movements, and together properly constitute the mivd, while the

substance that moves, the material ether of the cells is the soul. An
immaterial mind or soul considered as a subtance, is an exceedingly
thin substance on which to make a literal picture of a ship, or in which

to set up any sort of motion by the impact of a material substance, or

from which to look for impact competent to set up motion in a material

body. Ether is thin enough, and it satisfies the condition of being

competent to receive and deliver blows. If any one objects that he

cannot conceive that the motion of ether could be an idea, he will have

to show that it is more conceivable that the motion of an immaterial

substance could be an idea. He must do more, for he must show that

an immaterial substance is capable of being set in motion by physical

energy, or any other sort of energy, if there be any other.

It may be considered a proof that an idea or conception is a mode of

motion, and not a state, that it endures only during the continuance of

tho physical motion that sets it up. Thus, if we gaze at a red brick, a

nerve current at once starts toward the brain and keeps running as long

as we gaze, and as long as it runs we experience the sensation red.

But the moment the eyes and attention are directed to another object,

the current running to the "red" cells of the brain ceases, and the sen-

sation of red instantly vanishes.
'

And if it comes into consciousness

again it does so from being restimutated by energy from another quar-

ter, as the internal sense organs, producing a recollection.
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Now it has been said that nerves and cells, and the current of ner-

vous energy can be described "in terms of matter and motion," while

(the sensation) red cannot. At first sight this may appear so, especi-

ally if we fail to reflect that we are by no means acquainted with all

the "terms of motion." For a thousand generations men knew that

if a blacksmith should pound a piece of cold iron it would get hot.

They would have described the operation of pounding in ' ' terms of

motion," but they never suspected that the heat imparted to the iron

could be described in terms of motion too. It did not look anything

at all like what they had been accustomed to regard as motion of mat-

ter. And in truth it has no resemblance to the waving of a flag, or the

falling of a stone, or the flight of an arrow; and the proof that it is

energy, or the motion of matter is circumstantial. We see energy con-

sumed in getting the iron hot and with proper contrivance we can get

energy out of it as it parts with its heat. It is in just such a way that

we get at the conclusion that there is the progressive molecular agita-

tion of the nerve fiber which we call current, ending in a cell agitation

which we call red. We see energy consumed, can trace its movement

and perceive its manifestation as sensation red. I admit sensation red

does not seem to us at all like many other sorts of motion. It has

little resemblance for example to the stroke of a bell-clapper. But the

vibration of the bell following the stroke of the clapper does not much

resemble it either. This is followed by the vibration of the air which

does not seem like red, nor like the stroke of the clapper. And lastly

in this series is the sensation sound, which has no resemblance to stroke

of clapper, or to' sensation red. But we feel sure that sensations sound

and red do belong to the same genus of phenomena. They are both

motion of the same sort of substance whatever it is. So the stroke of

the clapper and the current up the optic nerve are both motions of mat-

ter, but they strike us as being no more like each other than either is

like red or sound. We do no violence to any fact we know in relation

to them when we describe all four of these phenomena in the same

terms of motion. Thus they are imponderable and absolutely destitute

of density. Although inseparable from matter, they are not matter.

There is one positive attribute they all possess in common, and that is

quantity. (Matter also possesses an attribute we call quantity, but the

two can scarcely be said to be alike). Each one supervenes and subsists

upon the disappearance of an antecedent form of motion, and is one of

an infinite series in time, and part of definite quantity, which as a

whole is indestructible, and which cannot be increased or diminished.

There is this difference between sound and movement of the bell-clap-

per, that the former is part of our own personality while the latter is

not. We may get more than one sort of sensation from the movement
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of the clapper because we can bring more than one sense to bear upon
it so that we can get an idea of it; that is we can compare it with some-

thing else having points of resemblance or difference. But the sensa-

tion sound is the movement of some of our own tissues, and as shown

above, since these are the ultimate terms in the series, so far as our ego
is concerned, we can get no idea of sound. All we can do is to get its

repetition (in memory), by the reagitation of the same tissues, and when

this is done we have the same sensation in reduced volume that we had

at first, and so all we can say about it from such test is that sound is

sound. We might objectively examine such tissues in another brain,

and while they were to their owner such sensation, they would be to us

merely a vibratory quiver; just as a deaf man might inspect a ringing

bell and see its motion and feel its vibrations without the least concep-

tion of sound.

Our ideas of what constitutes motion are largely matters of habit.

We now regard heat as motion, with no more question than we do the

waving of a flag. But it was not so with our ancestors. They thought

of it as a substance, and called it caloric.

The third proposition mentioned by Prof. Huxley requires to be no-

ticed; viz., that sensation originates independently of the motion of the

sensorium, but it is a concomitant of it. Something like this seetns to

have been the opinion of Prof. Bain. He says the mind and body are

inseparable, and he appears to believe that mind and body grow up to-

gether, being linked to each other from the very beginning, a unit

which he calls mind-body. He says, without the physical alliance

"we should not have mental states at all." Prof. Bain sees and

states the facts, but he is barred from any intelligible explanation of

them by the persistent fetish of an immaterial mind considered as a

thing or substance. He saw the two together as he supposed, but

realized the impossibility of accounting for the union of two things

utterly destitute of common bonds, belonging, as they seemed to do, to

entirely different kingdoms, and amenable to entirely different sorts of

laws. He says,
c ' We have every reason for believing that there is in

company with all our mental processes an unbroken material succession.

From the ingress of a sensation to the outgoing responses in action, the

mental succession is not for an instant dissevered from a physical succes-

sion. A new prospect bursts upon the view, there is a mental result of

sensation, emotion, thought, terminating in outward displays of speech

or gesture. Parallel to this mental series is the physical series of facts,

the successive agitation of the physical organs, called the eye, the re-

tina, the optic nerve, optic centers, cerebral hemispheres, outgoing

nerves, muscles, &c. While we go the round of the mental circle of

sensation, emotion, and thought, there is an unbroken physical circle of
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effects. It would be incompatible with everything we know of the

cerebral action, to suppose that the physical chain ends abruptly in a

physical void, occupied by an immaterial substance; which immaterial

substance, after working alone, imparts its results to the other edge of

the physical break, and determines the active response, two shores of

the material with an intervening ocean of the immaterial. There is in

fact no rupture of nervous continuity. The only tenable supposition is

that mental and physical proceed together as undivided twins.
" 1 This

states the case extremely well, and but for the bias of a preconceived

notion of an immaterial stuff, ought to have suggested the truth to its

writer. As this incongruous notion had to be injected into every solu-

tion that was attempted, it instantly rendered the whole matter insolu-

ble, and practically Bain leaves the question just where he found it.

He says,
* ' There is an alliance with matter, with the object or extended

world, but the thing allied, the mind proper, has itself no extension,

and cannot be joined in local union." "The only mode of union

that is not contradictory is the union of close succession in time."

"We are entitled to say that the Sc^me being is by alternate fits, object and

subject under extended and under unextended consciousness; and

that without the extended consciousness the unextended would not

arise*" That is, without the cerebral and nervous organization which is

the "extended and material mass," we would not have 'the power of

becoming alive to feeling and thought, the extreme removefrom all that is

material.
" This last sentence expresses the truth, although its true

import was completely missed by its author. There is certainly an in-

separable connection between the material nervous, and cerebral elements

and their functions of feeling and thought. But when we come to un-

derstand that feeling and thought are simply motions or agitations of

the subtile and refined materials which compose these elements, not only
does the difficulty of comprehending how material elements can be

joined to immaterial phenomena vanish, but we see that there is no pos-

sibility at all of the latter being separated from the former. According
to the dynamic theory, all motion is the motion of physical bodies.

The character of any particular mode of motion depends upon the pe-

culiar constitution or form of the matter to which motion is imparted.

Long as the earth has existed, there was never on it the motion we call

walking, till an animal came into existence possessed of legs. There never

was the peculiar motion we call ringing, until a metallic instrument was

constructed of such elasticity and peculiar form that it rapidly recovered

its shape after being distorted by a violent blow. There never was the

motion we call sound, until an organization of peculiar nervous ele-

ments and construction had come into existence. As sound is sensa-

1 Bain, Mind and Body.
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tion, it follows that the rise of sensation depends, like other modes of

motion, on the constitution and form of the matter concerned in its

production.

Each sensation being motion, and a continuation <-f antecedent mo-

tion, it necessarily ceases the moment the antecedent motion stops. When,

the sensation is revived as memory, it is still in consequence of an ante-

cedent motion or stimulation coming from another part of the brain or

nervous ganglia, and it stops at the instant such stimulation stops.

The mind being made up of sensations, and the secondary products of

sensations (as shown in previous chapters), it disappears whenever the

stimulations adapted to produce the sensations cease. When a man is

asleep, his mind has nearly all disappeared. The machineiy is there

in the shape of the brain and nervous system, for the reproduction

of the mind just as soon as the energy is applied again to the machine.

The mind may be compared to an electric light, the brain to the dynamo

by which it is produced. When force is applied to drive the dynamo,
the light flashes into existence. When the dynamo is still, there is no

light. So when the brain is still, there is no mind. To make the com-

parison more exact however, the brain is a multitude of dynamos, each

one when running producing a different colored light, that is, a different

sort of sensation. They are never all running at once, rarely more

than one or two at the same moment, so that in reality only a small

amount of mind is in existence or on exhibition at one time. Of the

rest we can only say that the potentiality of it exists in brain colls fitted

for its production when the proper force is applied, but, until it is ap-

plied, it no more exists than does the electric light while the

dynamo is at rest. In fact the principle which underlies mental action

is precisety that which governs the motions called light and electricity,

and the immediate agent whose motions constitute them all is the same

universal ether, its different manifestations depending upon the differ-

ent forms of ponderable bodies with which it is associated; viz., carbon

points for the light, the iron dynamo for the current electricity, and the

brain for the mind.

The comparative natural history of mind no doubt corresponds with

the comparative anatomy of the brain and nervous S3
rstem. Of the

three departments of mind, we trace reflex action to the lowest of the

animals, and some plants. The lower departments of thought, such as

perception^ are found in all animals possessed of external sense organs;

eyes, auditory and olfactory organs. Sensibility, too, must be attributed

to animals very low in the scale of being. The sort of sensibility that

is common to almost all animals arises from the conditions of the vege-

tative S}'stem, especially the stomach. Animals may have sensibility

from this cause before they possess acute sensations relating to the en-
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vironment outside of the body, that is, the objective sensations. It

might be rash to assume that the simplest animal that eats does so from

the stimulation of an unpleasant sense of "
goneness.

" But we know

we do so ourselves, and when we observe the other mammals eat, they

exhibit every indication of being actuated by the same motive. They

appear to endure the pains of hunger, and enjoy the comfortable sense

of satiety. As we descend the animal scale, we find the fishes eagerly

pursuing their prey, or cunningly lying in wait for it, undoubtedly ani-

mated by a similar impulse, thus exhibiting not only sensibility, .but

foresight, imagination, and reason. The higher genera among the mol-

lusks, such as the octopus, express themselves in their actions as the

.fishes do. If we go lower the actions become less demonstrative, but

with the lowest, the stomach, or body cavity, is a hung^ receptacle for

whatever food comes in its way, and a center from which come im-

pulses to set in motion whatever machinery of limbs the animal pos-

sesses, for the apparent purpose of keeping this receptacle supplied.

The physiological basis of the sensation of hunger is without doubt the

unsaturated chemism of the elements that compose the tissues of the

wearing parts of the body. This physiological basis exists in every

animal from the amosba up to man. In the former, and in other simple

animals, this unsatisfied chemism is perhaps all the force there is for the

acquirement of food. An amo3ba, a sponge, or a rhizopod to which

a supply of food is simply a lucky accident, and which therefore does

not make an effort, absorbs its food probably without sensibility or pre-

vious sensation of hunger. But somewhere in the scale of life, and not

very far above the lowest, the sense of hunger does accompan}r the un-

satisfied chemical state of the tissues. It is superadded to it and ap-

pears somehow to grow out of it, or at any rate it is developed in rela-

tion to it, and in all animals that are active in pursuit of food it be-

comes the chief incentive to exertion. The pleasurable and painful

sensations which arise in connection with the animal or outer part of

the body, such as those due to temperature, pressure, contusion, &c.
f

are of later development; while those relating to companionship, care for

the young, and the emotions, anger, attachment, rage, fear, &c.
,
are still

later. There is a gradual development of sensibility in relation to more

and more of the animal activities as we ascend the scale, the sensibility

without doubt following close upon the development of the activity.

We may divide subjective sensations into two general classes, which

may be styled the positive and the negative; for it is apparent upon re-

flection that the state of the tissues in which the chemism is unsaturated,

has its antithesis in a condition in which it is satisfied and in which any
further stimulation produces repulsion instead of attraction, that is,

nausea or disgust instead of hunger. While hunger is probably the
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first developed of the positive sensations, it may also be regarded as a

type of all the rest. Unsatisfied chemism, which as observed above is

the essential antecedent of hunger, is a condition in which the poles or

bonds of the molecules remain unengaged and ununited. (See fig. 403.)

I conjecture that it is the energy of the polar forces of these unen-

gaged bonds that expends itself in setting up the positive sensation;

the sensation being the reflection into the nervous ganglia of this un-

satisfied attraction, an attraction without an object at hand to be at-

tracted. The principle is the same for the other forms of positive sen-

sation, the difference being in details. There are numerous subdivisions

of hunger. We may be hungry for something sweet or something sour,

substantial or delicate, dry or wet, or some special thing, as potatoes or

beef, or kraut or beer. These different sorts of hunger depend upon
the fact that different sets of tissues are involved, some being deficient

in and demanding one element, and some another, the energy of the

deficiency or demand transferred to a nervous ganglion becoming the

sensation of that particular want.

All sorts of desires naturally range themselves alongside of hunger,
as belonging to the class of positive sensations. Earliest among these

are the desires for sexual companionship, for shelter, for clothes, and

then for wealth generally. Following these come desires for power,

fame, distinction, intellectual and esthetic gratifications. Mixed with

these desires and scarcely separable from them are such sensations as

love, sympathy, affection, pity, piety, hope, aspiration, joy, anticipa-

tion, gladness, which are more or less compound. Sometimes the terms

are used without discrimination. Thus if a man has no wealth he may
desire it. If he has enough he may love what he has, and not desire

any more. A swain desires his sweetheart but loves his wife. A
mother loves her children, after they are born; before that she desires

them. It often happens that the two sensations are expressed by one

word and not properly distinguished. But love is akin to the sense of

satiety or satisfaction that follows the removal of the conditions of

hunger. If one continues to eat after he is satisfied, the result becomes

disgust. Love follows desire, as the object of desire comes within

reach, thus becoming in part incorporated with our personality; the de-

sire, a hunger, being gradually appeased as the unengaged bonds of the

tissues involved are one by one saturated. A so-called love known to

be hopeless by the one who entertains it, is not love at all in the proper
sense of the term, but infatuated desire. Love then appears, as desire

is satisfied, and does not reach its full estate till desire is entirely elimi-

nated.

The man who spends his life in scrambling for wealth, after he al-

ready possesses a fortune, can hardly be said to love wealth so much as
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desire it, since his appetite is never satisfied. He is like a man with a

tape worm, who gets no satisfaction from what he eats, but constantly

desires more. If the money maker were forcibly restrained from seek-

ing more, after he has enough, his attention would be turned to the as-

similation, and the enjoyment and love of what he has. An excess

of the conditions that produce pleasure or satiety, brings a pall. Too

much of that which creates love causes a "sickish sweet," and finally a

disgust. Love, joy, and gladness, indicate states of satisfaction,

bounded on one side by desire, and on the other by disgust.

As hunger is the type of the positive sensations, so nausea is the type

of the negative ones. The physical basis of these is repulsion instead of

attraction. Tn electricity two bodies that at first attract each other in a

short time come to be charged alike and then they repel. If they are

charged alike in the first place they repel from the first. This illus-

trates if it does not state the identical case of the basis of the negative

sensations, these sensations being the reflections of conditions of re-

pelling or antagonistical movements in certain tissues. The sensations

that come under this designation are such as disgust, dislike, aversion,

hatred, anger, rage, melancholy, sorrow, dread, alarm, fear, fright,

terror, panic, &c. Those sensations that represent satisfaction and

balance in the polar condition of the tissues are pleasurable, and on

one side of these are the sensations that represent unsatisfied attractive

bonds, and on the other those representing repelling elements. Both of

these are in a greater or less degree uneasy and painful. (See chap. 67).

The final tissues involved in these sensations in rnan and the higher

mammals appear to be those of the brain, or at least those are the ones

which together form the seat of the general consciousness; and although

the conditions of the tissues of the body generally, such as the muscles,

the stomach, the sexual glands, the liver, heart, kidneys. &c.
,
consti-

tute the bases of very many of the sensations both pleasurable and

painful, there are many others which arise only from conditions in the

internal sense organs of the brain and the manner in which they are af-

fected by new incoming stimulations from the environment, as pointed

out on page 712. The organs of thought are a part of the environ-

ment to the organs of sensation, so that their states, as before observed,

furnish a large share of the stimulations by which organs of sensation

are set up in the first place, and revived in recollection afterwards.

CHAPTER LXXXV.

THEOLOGICAL, CONSIDERATIONS.

If the conclusions reached in the foregoing chapters are correct, I

think it must be admitted that they subvert the theory of the immortal-
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ity of the soul. If the mind is simply an aggregate of phenomena, the

sum of the motions of something, of course it ceases or dies whenever the

substance of which it is the motion ceases to act. And this must be

true whether we consider the soul material or immaterial. The motions

constituting mind cannot be supposed to exist after the dissolution of

the thing that moves, any more than the waving of a flag, or the tick-

ing of a watch continues as such after the flag and watch have been de-

stroyed. The effects of all of our acts go on in other forms of motion,

because being a part of the sum of all physical energy, the}
r cannot be

lost. But for the very reason that our acts do thus pass into other

forms of motion, they cease to be our acts. If the movements that

have been made b}
r our hands no longer exist as such, neither is it possi-

ble that the movements that have constituted our minds from day to day

any longer exist. And as any future movement of the hands depends

upon the continued integrity of the hands themselves, so any future

manifestation of mind depends upon the continued integrity of the or-

ganism whose motion it is. As we have seen that mental phenomena,

during life, depend constant!}
7 and absolutely upon the integrity of the

brain tissues, and that when a portion of the brain is destroyed or dis-

eased a certain definite sort of mental action thereupon ceases to be

performed, the conclusion appears obvious and inevitable, that when

the brain is all gone, there is an end to all possibility of any further

mental action. When the body and brain are dissolved, it certainly

looks as if the machinery for the production of mind were totally de-

stroyed. A disinterested observer could hardly reach any other con-

clusion. But we are none of us disinterested; and when a conclusion

is greatly against our wishes, and our habit of thought, we natural^

struggle against it. And so while appearances are decidedly against

the theory of immortality, the sanguine believer in that doctrine will

find reasons for disregarding them. For example, the ether which is

concerned in mental operations, and which is supposed to conform, in

the shapes it takes, to the cells and tissues with which it is involved,

and the motion of which constitutes chiefly, or exclusively, all conscious-

ness and thought, might be supposed to grow into a greater or less de-

gree of consistency, density, and persistency, during life, so as to

maintain its thus acquired constitution, through and subsequent to the

catastrophe of corporeal dissolution. Tt might be supposed that this

psychic post mortem person would still be in active communication with

other such persons, and with others still in the body, by means of the

telepathic sense, which would supply the loss of the ordinary corporeal

senses. (See chap. 79). This sense might be supposed to become

vastly more effectual, from the fact that the distances between the com-

municating persons could be reduced to zero, and thus the power, both
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of absorbing sensations, and conveying impressions, be greatly en-

hanced. It is true that this post mortem person would be deprived of

the force which, while he was in connection with the body, was sup-

plied to him by the consumption of brain tissue, made good as fast as

exhausted, by fresh accessions of new blood, which in turn, was peri-

odically replenished by substantial meals of bread and beef; and so the

sanguine speculator would be under the necessity of discovering some

other source of energy to keep him in activity. Such a theory as this

might prove interesting, or even fascinating, but the pl^sical difficulties

in its way must be considered insurmountable. The same difficulties, or

even greater ones, follow the theory of the immortality of the soul, when
the soul is conceived of as an immaterial substance. There is no possi-

bility of considering any sort of phenomena in connection with an im-

material soul, or making it an object of scientific investigation. So

that any notion of it we get is purely fanciful, and any account of its

mode of existence or means of support, entirely out of the question.

There is much vagueness and confusion in the use of the terms soul

and mind. I have all along used the latter word to signify the aggre-

gate of the active phenomena, the sensations, thoughts, and reflections.

I shall use the term soul to mean the part of the body concerned in the

production of these phenomena, and whose motions are such phenom-
ena. The soul then, is a thing or entity, while the mind is its motion,

and is not a thing. The soul considered as a material thing, must be

seen to be subject to the accidents of matter, liable to waste and re-

quiring repair, or at least when functioned to be in alliance with other

matter, the brain cells, that are thus liable. As an immaterial thing

there is no way of considering it at all, either in connection with the

body or out of it. Nevertheless a vast number of people have, or think

they have, an idea of the existence of the soul apart from the body,

some calling it material, and others immaterial. The Doctrine of im-

mortality has become the fashion, and to reject it is now commonly

regarded heresy. Formerly the doctrine of immortalitj
7 was associated

with that of the resurrection of the body, but was of subordinate im-

portance, because the soul of the dead, though in some sense alive, was

supposed to remain in a state of inactivity or sleep, until the resur-

rection, when it would be revived and rejoined to its body. Now the

notion of an active immortality has come to the front, and the doctrine

of the resurrection of the body is ignored or denied.

It would be difficult to show that the theory of the independent ex-

istence of the soul has any vested rights as a doctrine of the bible. It

is in fact a heathen idea. It was held by some ancient Greek philoso-

phers and poets, and from them was adopted by the modern deistical

speculators, and is now held by the heathen in many parts of the
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world, and by the modern spiritualists. Of late years it has crept into

the church, and the whole body of Christians have become inoculated

with it, and the}' seem to have become half ashamed of the doctrine of

the resurrection of the body, as grotesque, crude, uncarm}% and absurd,

and of lacking in esthetic, attractive, and desirable qualities.

Many of us can remember when sermons on the resurrection of the

dead, pictured the dead bodies coming out of the earth and the sea,

where they were buried, and the fragments of dismembered bodies fly-

ing through the air to meet e*ch other; the soldier's leg from one dis-

tant battle field where he left it, and his arm from another, &c. The

bible does not teach the resurrection of the soul, but of the body. St.

Paul calls it a spiritual body, but still a body. "We that remain shall

be changed, and the dead shall be raised," said he. Enoch, Elijah, and

Jesus are said to have ascended to heaven, whole, not leaving their

bodies behind. The creed says,
' ' I belive in the resurrection of the

body.
" Not the continued life of the soul, and permanent death of

the body.

That the resurrection cannot be proved scientifically is nothing against

it from the bible standpoint. Revelation is addressed to faith, not

reason. There is no faith, and no religious merit in believing a thing

that can be proved by sufficient secular testimony, or scientific demon-

stration; any infidel can believe that way. Tertullian showed the true

spirit of faith in the declaration,
" Credo quia impossibile est.

" He
also had the true conception of the soul, denying the doctrine of its im-

materiality and incorporeality. See Lecky, Rationalism, 1-342.

The discoveries of modern science have, without doubt, had a great

effect in modifying the views of Christians, especially Protestants.

There has been a disposition to make the doctrines of the church con-

form to science, and the creeds, or at least private views, have been con-

strained to assimilate science and revelation into a harmonious system,

in oblivion of the obvious fact that there can be neither harmony nor

inharmony between two things which cannot possibly be brought into

comparison or relationship with each other. The real inquiry for Chris-

tians to make is, what are the doctrines that have been revealed. Hav-

ing ascertained these, an attempt to prove them true and scientific is

equivalent to a denial of them as revelations. A revelation that can be

proved is no revelation at all, but a science. If the doctrine of the

resurrection is a revelation from the Almighty, then the dead will be

raised with their bodies, which of course includes their brains and ner-

vous systems with all the powers and faculties thereby implied, and thus

the aspiration for life beyond the grave be realized. If Christians will

stick to this faith without attempting to turn it into knowledge, the sci-

entific probability that there is no organization of soul, separate from
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that of the rest of the body, need not disturb them. But the habit of con-

sidering the doctrine of the immortality and continued activity of the

soul, as a dogma of revelation, and then finding it called in question by
natural facts, has had a tendency to produce a wavering of faith; and

so Christians have undertaken, by searching amongst the sciences, to

find facts to brace them up. They want to substitute knowledge for

faith, which is precisely the thing they cannot, as Christians, do. The

promises, and Christian doctrines, they treat as if they were old

scientific discoveries that must be colfcited with all the new scientific

discoveries, and they seem to be in constant dread that they will fail to

correspond with, and be confirmed by them. The only hope for Chris-

tianity as a system of theology, is in its miraculous origin, and in the

miraculous and supernatural character of its terms, articles and tenets.

If they are not miraculous or supernatural, they are human. If

they can be bolstered up, or weakened by scientific discovery, they are

human, and weakly human at that.

The apostles' creed embodies in brief the articles of the Christian

faith; here it is:

"I believe in God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, And in Jesus

Christ, his only Son, our Lord ; Who was conceived by the Holy Ghost, Born of the Vir-

gin Mary ; Suffered under Pontius Pilate ; Was crucified, dead, and buried ; He descended

into hell ; The third day he rose from the dead ; He ascended into heaven, And sitteth on
the right hand of God, the Father Almighty; From thence he shall come to judge the

quick and the dead. I believe in the Holy Ghost, The Holy Catholic Church, The Com-
munion of Saints, The Forgiveness of Sins, the Resurrection of the Body, And the
Life Everlasting. Amen."

At one time it was possible to find human testimony for or against

the clauses in this creed, relating to the birth, crucifixion, and resurrec-

tion of Christ. But no other part of this creed did ever condescend to

place itself upon the plane of human knowledge. If it did, by what

warrant could it claim a superhuman origin? It would not be entitled to

such claim if its allegations could be verified, or its revelations dis-

covered by the wit of man. Especially are the clauses that concern

this argument, viz.
,

u The Resurrection of the Body, and the Life

Everlasting,
"
outside of the limits of scientific inquiry. Every body

knows, and always has known, that in the course of nature dead bodies

do not rise again, and thereafter continue to live. It is simply the as-

sertion of a supernatural miracle, and its acceptance is an act of faith,

and never can be anything else. Science has nothing to do with the

supernatural. Her province is the discovery of law, and miracles are

all. contrary to law. To the extent that any part of Christianity can be

scientifically verified, it ceases to be religion, and becomes science.

At the close of the middle ages Christianity became corrupted with hea-

then philosophy, and became a heathen Christianity. The science of the

19th century bids fair to demolish this philosophy, and now the tendency

seems to be toward the adoption of a scientific Christianity. But it is
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safe to predict that within a century the church will have done with

science, and every other modern and foreign accessor}', will resign the

pride of worldly knowledge, and be content with her ancient super-

natural faith and humble morality. Such a position is unassailable.

All human knowledge, all scientific discovery is subject to, and even in-

vites investigation and criticism, and confirmation, correction, or rejec-

tion. A religion that submits itself to these conditions, descends from

the supernatural to the natural, ceases to be a divine theolog}', and be-

comes a human science. And no theology as a human science can

stand a day.
The language of St Paul in relation to the resurrection of the dead, in 1 Cor. 15 :44, is

not correctly translated in our version. He says, It (the body) is sown a u
psychic body,"

(soma psuchikon, not phusikon, as it would have been if he had meant to say physical or

natural body), and it is raised a pneumatic body (soma pneumatikon). The English ver-

sion in our bible conveys the idea that the physical body is sown, but another sort of

body, not physical, is raised. But the fact is, soma means the physical body, and the
text declares this body to be accompanied in life with a psuche or soul', it is a som&psu-
chikon, pyschic body, and as such it is buried or sown. In the grave the psuche is lost or

transformed into the pneuma or spirit, and when the time for the resurrection comes, the
soma is to be brought to life, and accompanied by this pneuma, it is to be raised a pneu-
matic body or "spiritual body." It is the same body, soma, that is

" sown " and raised,

and this can mean nothing more nor less than the physical or obviously natural body.
A correct translation of the idea would be as follows-

"
It is sown a physical body with

a soul ; it is raised a physical body with a spirit." As if some objector might say that

the soul and spirit are the same, St. Paul immediately adds,
" There is (such a thing as)

a psychic body (soma psuchikon) and there is a pneumatic body (soma pneumatikon).
For thus it is written he created the first man Adam, a living soul (psuchen zosan), the
last Adam a revivified spirit (pneuma zoopoioun)."

The doctrine of the resurrection of the material body was generally

believed by the mass of Christians till within the last half century.

This doctrine was agreed to by the Unitarian materialist, Joseph

Priestly, in England. In the year 1777, he published "Disquisitions

relating to Matter and Spirit," in which, on page 49, he says:
"
Man,

according to this system (of materialism), is no more than we now see

of him. His being commences at the time of his conception, or per-

haps at an earlier period. The corporeal and mental faculties, in being
in the same substance, grow, ripen, and decay together; and whenever the

S}'stem is dissolved, it continues in a state of dissolution till it shall

please the Almighty Being who called it into existence, to restore it to

life again.
" 1

Priestly claimed that this doctrine was in accordance with

the teachings of the bible, which everywhere show ' < death to be a state

of rest and insensibility.
" The heresy of Priestly for which he suffered

the obloquy of the orthodox, consisted chiefly in his denial of the existence

of the soul as a separate person or entity. Why this should be considered

important by a church whose creed regarded the soul as essentially

functionless and inert without its body, it is difficult to see. In 1843,

Dr. Courtenay, English Bishop of Jamaica, published a book " On the

Future States
"

in which he says,
" The death of the body will cause a

1 Quoted by Huxley's Essay on Priestly.
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cessation of all the activity of the mind by way of natural consequence,

to continue forever, unless the Creator should interfere;" and he main-

tained that in the grave
' ' man lies spell-bound soul and body, under

the dominion of sin and death," and that there is to be no activity, nor

sensation of happiness or misery till after the resurrection of the dead. *

Sometime in the fifth decade of this century, George Bush, Professor

of Hebrew in the New York University, published a book to prove the

continued existence of the soul after death, and to disprove the doc-

trine of the resurrection of the body. He believed that at death a spirit-

ual body is developed or disengaged from the physical bod}*, and lives

on forever, while the physical body decays and is resolved into its elements

never to be revived or recover its identity. Phis was regarded as rank

heresy by the orthodox; and an answer was written by Calvin Kings-

ley of the Methodist "Alleghany College," and published for the

Methodist Episcopal church in 1847. In this answer which may be re-

garded as an authoritative announcement of the creed of the M. E.

church on this subject, Mr. Kingsley tries to prove that the identical

body which dies, will at the time of the general resurrection be raised

from the dead, and that this resurrection will be miraculous, and en-

tirely out of the common order of nature, and depends for its reality on

the fact of the meritorious death and corporal resurrection of Christ.

During the last 40 years there is no doubt that opinions similar to those

of Prof. Bush have steadily gained ground, and are largely held by
church members and others who vainly imagine they believe the bible.

The spread of these opinions has been no doubt largely stimulated by
the Spiritualists who claim to be possessed of experimental knowledge
on the subject of the future state. The assurance with which this claim

has been put forward, as based upon scientific facts, has proved too se-

ductive to many Christians whom the realistic fashion of modern

thought has made ashamed to carry about with them a blind faith, un-

supported by provable facts. They have in man}' cases without really

knowing it, abandoned their faith and taken up what purports to be a

natural science instead, and they look for immortality, not because it

has been supernaturally promised, but because they suppose it to be a

natural and necessary condition of human existence.

But the abandonment of a dogma founded on a revelation, for an-

other, or even for the same one, founded upon human knowledge or

speculation, is not only a discrediting of the revelation, but of the

power or Person, by whom the revelation was supposed to be given.

All revelations must necessarily be attributed to a personal being or

beings. The doctrine of the resurrection having therefore been con-

sidered a revelation from a personal God, the subversion of the doctrine

1 Huxley on Priestly.
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considered as a miracle, and the substitution for it of a dogma founded

on observations of nature, must logical!}- and necessarily lead to the

overthrow of the idea of God being a person, and finally to the aban-

donmentof worship and adoration. But in some of the Liberal churches,

Peoples churches, &c.
,
the old habit of worship not easy to be got rid

of at once, has curiously and absurdly become transferred to a vaguely

imagined power, essence, or creative energy which is somehow supposed

to be at the head of affairs. But if any abandon the personal God of

revelation they will not, by searching, find God in any place accessible

to human wit.

Men's conception can by no possible means get above the natural;

as shown elsewhere a conception of a supernatural is not possible. Not

only so, but we must always fall far short of a full comprehension of

nature. Natural phenomena maj^be divided into two classes; things

we know, and things we do not know. We do not worship anything

we understand. The phenomena not understood are those which have

always been attributed to supernatural agency. Plagues, famines,

storms, earthquakes, eclipses, lightning, and other such unmanageable
or inscrutable phenomena have at one time or another belonged to this

catalogue. It has been considered impious to clean up for the purpose

of warding off a pestilence; or to put up a lightning rod for the pur-

pose of steering the thunderbolt; or to take medicine to cure sickness;

under the belief that pestilence, lightning, and sickness were the per-

sonal weapons of a supernatural power, an attempt to thwart which

was deadly sacrilege. Our knowledge is like a clearing in the midst of

a dense and interminable forest. Originall}
7
"

very small, every genera-

tion has industriously and painfully widened it until a man at this close

of the 19th century finds himself unable to see across it. Within

these wide and constantly widening limits, no phenomenon has been dis-

covered which can be referred to a supernatural source. Every discov-.

cry has shown the connection between phenomena and natural causes;

and reasoning from analogy, which is our only resource, we are bound to

conclude that there is no warrant for supposing that in the parts of na-

ture yet unexplored we shall ever find a clew that leads to the super-

natural. The causes which remain as yet undiscovered we may reason-

ably conclude are of a piece with those which have been found out.

The civilized and enlightened Liberal Christian of this closing decade

of the 19th century, who has found out that light, heat, and electricity

are not caused by a worshipful personality, but who yet bows down be-

fore the phenomena of consciousness and mentality, and invokes super-

human agency in the regulation and rectification of the human "heart,"

and the illumination of the human "mind," is like the Idolater ridi-

culed by the Prophet Isaiah in his chapter 44, verse 15, who burnt part
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of a tree to warm himself, and made the rest into a God, and wor-

shiped it. This modern man has taken Jove's thunder-bolt from his

hand, and harnessed to his street car; and all the forces of nature

which he understands he presses into his service, but of ' ' the residue

thereof he maketh a God, even his graven image; he falleth down unto

it, and worshippeth it, and prayeth unto it, and saith, Deliver me for

thou art my God."

There is no scientifically discovered God, and there never can be. A
God can never be known to mankind unless he chooses to make a direct

and special revelation of himself. A being making a revelation to men

is necessarily a personal being; and the catechism is neither logical nor

inspired in describing him as being "without body, parts or passions."

The conclusions that it appears we must arrive at, must be such as

can be neither supported nor disproved by scientific research.

(
1

)
If we are to have a future state of existence, it is because it has

been so determined by a Personal Being superior to and outside of

natural causes and effects.

(2) The continuation of our identity is to be accomplished, if at all,

by the continuation or reconstruction of our bodies, that is by a resur-

rection.

(3) If we are to know anything about this provision for our future,

it can only be through a special, direct, and miraculous revelation.

Whether there has ever been, or is likely to be such a revelation, it

would be out of place to discuss in this book which treats only of

natural agencies and operations.

CHAPTER LXXXV1.

ENERGY AND ETHER.

Origin of Energy. There is a distinction between energy and

force. Energy is simply the motion of material bodies, large or

small. Force is the measure of energy, its degree or quantity. We
say the motion or energy is of great force or little force. Energy as we
see it displayed about us shows us no final or ultimate origin. Behind

each form of motion we simply find another form. We might suppose,
if we burn a ton of coal under a boiler which puts heat into the water,

which drives the molecules apart in the form of steam, that the energy
of the steam originated in the coal. In one sense it does. But the

coal only gives out energy which was packed away in it ages ago by the

expenditure of the energy of sunlight and heat. Coal is made of trees

and plants. And trees can only be built up by the energy of sunlight.

The green side of leaves is covered with the small cells called Chlo-
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rophyl, which are the mouths by which the tree eats. Its proper
food is pure carbon. Its only supply is in the atmosphere where the

carbon is mixed with oxygen in the shape of carbonic acid gas. The

plant of itself cannot separate the carbon from the oxygen, but the agi-

tation of the sunlight upon the gas loosens the hold of the carbon and

ox}
r

gen upon each other, and then the carbon molecules are absorbed by
the leaf and carried into the sap of the plant. Trees, grass, and

weeds formed in this wa}' ages ago, and washed into lakes, or growing

up and falling down in marshes, thus became formed into beds, and

being buried under vast deposits of rock and earth, have finally become

coal. The heat made by burning this coal under a boiler is energy that

the sun projected upon this earth 80,000,000 of years ago, and has

been locked up in that coal all that time. The heat and light which are

now given off are simply a continuation of the energy of these ancient

solar radiations waked from its long nap and resuming its activity.

The force exerted by the man who shovels this coal into the furnace is

likewise a continuation of the energy of sunlight. The muscles and

brains of the man have been built up from materials taken from the

bread and beef he has eaten, and these have been formed from the

wheat and grass, which have grown by help of the sun's rays in the

same way as the coal plants did 80.000,000 3
r

earsago. Thus all muscu-

lar and mental energ}' of man and beast is onl}
r a continuation of solar

radiation in new forms. Then there is wind power and water power, and

these too are products of the sun's rays. (See page 322.) We also

have electricity produced by the action of the sun ( page 338
),

and

when it is produced artificially, it is still derived from the sun through
coal or wood fuel, or by means of water power. Thus all the motion

on earth, except that resulting from the attraction of gravitation, is only

the motion of the sun's radiation, arrested and deflected into new forms

and modes. All except gravitation. The sun gives a boy the power
to throw a ball up into the air, but it comes down again by the force of

gravity which appears to be an affection of every particle of matter in

the universe, and is independent of the sun. The sun has it in common
with all other bodies, and it is this power by which all the suns are able

to hold their tributary planets to their allegiance and to establish the

compromise orbits in which they travel. The force of gravity depends
on the distance apart of the attracting bodies, decreasing according to

Newton's law, in proportion to the square of the distance.

Thus a wagon load of sand weighing 2,916 pounds at the earth's sur-

face will weigh only 729 pounds at a distance of 4,000 miles, and at

216,000 miles, it would weigh just a pound. At 240,000 miles, which

is the distance of the moon, it would be attracted by the earth with the

force of 0,81 of a pound. At 93,000,000 of miles ( the distance of
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the sun ), the earth's attraction for it would be only ^ of a grain, and

if it were on the opposite side of the earth's orbit, its weight from the

earth's attraction alone, would be reduced to -^ of a grain. At the

distance of the nearest fixed star, it would be immeasurably small.

But if allowed to fall to the earth from such a distance, the force of its

blow would turn it into gas as well as a part of the earth receiving the

blow.

Thus the force of attraction diminishes with the increase of distance,

and at an infinite distance, if that were possible, it would be nothing at

all. But bodies falling under the force of gravity acquire greater ve-

locity with the distance they fall, and when they strike the earth,

the energy of the blow is increased in proportion to the square of

the velocity so that if a body goes at double speed, its energy is in-

creased fourfold; at triple speed, ninefold, &c. So it is easy to under-

stand that an enormous energy is created or rather made kinetic, when

bodies meet as the result of attraction from long distances.

Now if we were to suppose all the suns and planets in the universe to

become stagnated, motionless and cold in the positions they occupy at

this moment, and all matter to be suddenly deprived of the property of

the attraction of gravitation, and every other form of attraction, we

might, with some propriety, apply to matter the term dead. But now

suppose it to be instantly re-endowed with that one property or affection

of the attraction of gravitation; and at once all would be motion. The

creation of attraction would be the creation of force, and the positions

which the different bodies occupied with reference to one another would

be potential positions. As pointed out ( page 326
),

all potential energy
tends to run down to zero, and convert itself into kinetic energy, so that

worlds would fly toward each other with a constantly increasing velocity

and force. The larger ones would become centers toward which smaller

ones would tend with inconceivable force, and the shock of the col-

lisions which would result, would convert the motion thus arrested into

heat, great enough to turn the material of the solid bodies into gas, ex-

panded into many millions of times its original bulk. Such an aggre-

gation of gaseous matter is what astronomers call a nebula, of which

there are many examples in the heavens. A nebula contains all the

possibilities of a solar system. The energy developed by such a tre-

mendous collision is enough to last while planets are formed, and while

on them organic beings are slowly evolved through the tireless ages.

The energy we live on, of which our sun has yet a great store, may
have been born from such a collision. All its various forms could

have arisen from that one catastrophe. We have seen how every form

of motion may arise from other forms and be converted into other

forms.. Heat, light, magnetism, electricity, nervous energy, ehemism,
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and a thousand various modes of work have all been derived from the same

source, the force of gravity converted into energy. The conditions for

the production of energy, then, seem to be ponderable, matter, that is,

matter endowed with attraction, in masses great or small, placed at dis-

tances from each other. The greater the masses, and the greater the

distances, the greater will be the energy which they develop; the de-

velopment of the energy depending on the diminution of the distance

by the motion of the bodies toward each other; and when they come to-

gether the greatest energy possible to that combination is developed.

When the distances apart are the greatest, the potential energy is the

greatest, and the force of attraction the least. When the bodies have

rushed together, and distance is annihilated, the kinetic energy is the

greatest, and the force of attraction the greatest. Thus potential and

kinetic energy are reciprocal, one being exchanged for the other, and so

are distance and force.

When masses big enough to form a solar system have rushed to-

gether from distances great enough to generate energ}' of heat sufficient

to thoroughly disintegrate them and disperse their atoms in the form of

an incandescent gas, the foundation for a solar system may be said to

have been laid. Supposing the first effect of the collision and the sub-

sequent dispersion to have been to set the entire mass spinning around

a common center, as such collisions seen in whirlpools, whirlwinds, cy-

clones, &c.
, always do, the next effect would be a shaping of the mass

into a spheroid which would soon become flattened at the poles or points

of little motion, and greatly elongated through the equator or parts

having the greatest centrifugal motion. The radiation of heat into

space would allow attraction to draw the particles closer together, and

thus reduce the bulk of the mass, which would be accompanied by an

increase in the rapidity of rotation. The external part by thus acquir-

ing a different motion from the central part, would tend to become inde-

pendent of it. Thus a vast shell of gaseous matter very thin at its

poles but of great perpendicular thickness in its equatorial parts, would

become detached from the rest, and from its attraction for the material

directly below it, in competition with the central nucleus which would

draw it the other way, there would result a vast space between the shell

and the central mass comparatively free from matter. The continued

shrinking of the central mass would cause it to disengage a second shell

in the same manner as the first, and this operation might be repeated a

number of times. In the case of our solar system there appear to

have been nine of these spherical jackets cast off. In the process of

forming a planet from one of these hollow spheres, the swiftly moving

bulky equatorial parts would gradually draw to themselves the smaller

and slowly moving parts about the polar ends, a process which would
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soon convert the spheroidal shell into a ring. These operations would

tend to produce in different parts of the ring, regions of unequal dens-

ity, the denser parts becoming nuclei, toward which the others would be

attracted; that is while all parts of the ring were rapidly pursuing their

way around their orbit, the distances apart of the condensed nuclei in

the ring would not remain the same, and in the course of time the

principal part of the matter of the ring might be absorbed in the form-

ation of a single globe or planet. This globe might then repeat the ex-

ample of the body from which it was formed, and thus cast off one or

more shells which, passing through the same process form themselves

into secondary globes or satellites.

Or the great ring, instead of becoming consolidated into a single

globe, might become formed into numerous nuclei which all continue to ,

revolve about the central sun independently of each other, forming thus

a number of . globes.

Or the ring might remain homogeneous and not form nuclei at all but

gradually become contracted into dense matter, still preserving its annu-

lar shape. On the supposition that our solar system has been formed

from the matter cooling gradually from an incandescent condition, nine

of these gaseous shells have been formed in succession, the outer one

comprising the material from which the planet Neptune and his moon
were formed, the second one tyeing that of Uranus, the third Saturn,

the fourth Jupiter, the fifth the Asteroids, then in succession, Mars,

Earth, Venus, and Mercury. In the cases of all the planets, except

the asteroids, the shell became a globe; and in the cases of all except
Venus and Mercury, these globes each threw off secondaries or satellites

as follows: the Earth one, Mars two, Jupiter five, Saturn eight,

Uranus four, Neptune one. Where a planet has more than one satellite,

they are at different distances from their primaries as the planets them-

selves are from the sun. Besides his eight moons Saturn has two enor-

mous rings; that is, Saturn has thrown off ten rings in all, and the

outer eight of them have become globes, while the inner two have

remained rings which have become exceedingly flat and thin. The ring

thrown off by the sun between the orbit of Mars and that of Jupiter did

not become formed into a single globe like the rest, but in cooling off

collected around a vast number of nuclei which, instead of consolidat-

ing into one, have remained separate and independent. Two hundred

and forty or more have been discovered, the largest being 1,400 miles in

diameter, and the smallest probably less than a dozen, and there are no

doubt thousands still smaller. The great width of the ring is shown by
the fact that the distances of these planets from the sun range all the

way from 210, 000, 000 to 300,000,000 of miles, showing the ring to

have been at least ninety millions of miles in thickness from its inner

to its outer edge.
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That the solar system has been evolved from a state of incandescent

gas in sonic such manner as this, is rendeied probable by numerous

facts. All the planets revolve around the sun in the same direction.

Their satellites also revolve around the primaries in the same direction,

with one explainable exception, and the sun and planets also revolve on

their axes in the same direction. They also revolve in nearl}* the same

plane, and their orbits are all nearly circular, thus differing from those

of comets which are extremely eccentric, and which have a separate

history of their own. There are, in the distant regions of space, vast

numbers of nebulous bodies in various stages of condensation which

are proved to consist of hot gases, and no doubt exhibit the preliminary

conditions of future solar systems, and' are examples of the former

state of our own. This " nebular theory" of the evolution of the solar

system, which can be merely mentioned in this place, is so extremel}'

probable, and so well accounts for the facts, that it is the commonl}
7 ac-

cepted theory of astronomers generally.

The energy generated by the collision which produced the disintegra-

tion of the materials that have formed our system is, in considerable

part, being lost by radiation into distant space. We may suppose it

keeps on going till intercepted by other bodies, which it is certain to be

sooner or later. It cannot possibly get beyond the limits of the ether,

because it is the motion of the ether, and if it could not be delivered tc

other bodies capable of absorbing it and turning it into other forms of

motion, we should have to conceive of the ether as forever remaining in

a state of vibration; that is, there would be perpetual light and heat

after all solid bodies had become too cold for further radiation. It is

possible to conceive of a state of equilibrium like this, but since the in-

finity of past duration has not been sufficient to establish it, it must be

concluded to be an impossible condition.

The energy not radiated away from the solar system takes all the dif-

ferent forms that are known to the physicist, the chemist, the biologist,

and the psychologist, some of which we have been considering in the

foregoing chapters.

We are informed by the astronomers that the comets, some of which

come from regions far beyond the known limits of the solar system, are

subjected to enormous extremes of heat and cold. Some of them

approach the sun so closely that if they were composed of the most re-

fractory materials we know of, they would be reduced to an incandescent

vapor. The heat they encounter is vastly greater than that of our hottest

furnaces. As they recede from the sun they gradually lose their heat,

and in the distant* parts of their orbits encounter the intense cold of

space.

Our solar system, the sun with his whole family of planets, is proved
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to be in motion toward the constellation Hercules at the rate of over

20, 000 miles an hour, at which rate we ought to get there within a

couple millions of years. In all probability our system travels upon a

vast elliptical orbit like that of a comet, which, after periods of per-

haps some millions of millions of years, brings us near enough to its

great glowing focus to turn the solid matter of our system into an in-

candescent gas; in which condition we are allowed to rush forward upon
the outbound portion of our orbit with ample leisure before us in

which to cool off and re-enact the evolution of a solar system, with its

rings and planets and moons, with all their possibilities of revolution

and rotation, of land, water, and air, and of plants and animals.

All the motions of the heavenly bodies from a two-ounce meteor or a

fifty-pound comet to Sirius, weighing fourteen times as much as our

sun, are due to the attraction of gravitation. It thus appears that the

Force of Gravity alone, operating in the reduction or annihilation of

distances between bodies, is the cause directly or indirectly of all the

forms of motion and energy with which we are acquainted.

There is no limit to human curiosity, and so we are not satisfied

merely to know that gravity begets molar motion, and molar motion

when arrested produces heat, light, sound, electricity, and other forms

of molecular motion; we want to know how gravity operates.

If a cannon ball were carried up from the earth toward the moon it would

get lighter and lighter, till at length a point would be reached where it

would not weigh anything at all. Carried further, it would begin to

have weight, and it would have to be supported to keep it from falling,

not toward the earth, however, but toward the moon. At a particular

point, therefore, the ball has changed its allegiance from the earth

to the moon, and now apparently wants to go there. What has the

moon done to inform the ball of her whereabouts, and inspire it with

a desire to rush to her? Evident!}
7 she has done something, for if she

were moved away you might continue to carry that ball in the same

direction to the spot she had occupied 240,000 miles from the earth,

and it would still have weight which, though diminished, would cause

it to fall back to the earth as soon as liberated. When the moon at-

tracted the ball away from the earth in our hypothetical case, it looks as

if she threw out something like a lasso, or noose, or net, and drew it in,

with the ball in it. And I take it this is precisely what she did do,

and this is what the attraction of gravitation is. It involves a motion

in two ways, a reaching out, and a pulling in. Before the ball could

move toward the moon, some sort of connection or relationship must be

established between the two. Otherwise we should be compelled to sup-

pose some force, extraneous to both, to stand behind the ball and ad-

minister an impulse in the direction of the moon. But in that case
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why should the impulse be in the direction of the moon in preference to

some other direction? We find as a matter of fact that these prefer-

ences in direction are always settled in favor of the direction towards

the greatest mass, provided distances are the same, and so we are bound

to suppose a relationship of some sort between the attracting bodies to

determine this question of mass, and cannot evade it by interpolating a

third party or source of energy. If there is such third party, the rela-

tionship would have to be conceived as existing between the attracting

bodies and it. So the conception of a third party does not help us.

In any theor}
T of gravity we attempt to frame, we are therefore bound

to include the conception of a mutual interchange of communication

taking place between two bodies, preliminary to the mutual pull they
exert on each other. We cannot conceive otherwise, how, for example,
in our hypothetical case above, the ball could reach a decision as to the

relative mass of earth and moon, unless it were subjected every moment
to an influence which every moment varied as the distances between the

bodies varied, it being the fact that bodies weigh less to each other as

their distances apart increase, and more and more as the distances

diminish. That this communication is going on thus momentarily, is

proved by the fact that no matter whereabouts on the road between the

earth and moon the ball is liberated, it begins its fall towards one or

the other at once. Assuming the mass of the earth to be 81 times as

great as that of the moon, and their distance apart to be 240, 000 miles,

the point between the two at which their attractions for the ball

would be exactly equal, would be 24,000 miles from the moon, and

216,000 miles from the earth. If the best surveying party that ever

staked off a railroad, were to measure these distances, and try to locate

this point, they could not be sure of it within many chains, or be able to

guess on which side of the true spot the}
7 had placed it. But if the

ball were to be set free it would be found to have the exact tally.

Place it where you will, its apparent intelligence as to the direction of

the heaviest mass is never for a moment at fault. Wherever it may be,

it seems at every moment to be thoroughly posted, and never gets lost

or ' 'turned around.
" There is only one possible interpretation to this,

and that is, that as a part of the machinery of gravitation, every body
sends out an influence which, reaching other bodies, is the equivalent of

a notification or intelligence of their whereabouts and their magnitude.

The sort of attraction or influence at a distance about which we have

found out the most, is magnetic attraction. As explained in a previous

chapter, a magnet appears to shoot forth a vast number of "lines of

force,
"
as they are denominated, which, upon reaching a definite dis-

tance from the magnet become deflected, and return to it, and other

bodies caught in those return currents are drawn by them back to the

magnet, a process which constitutes "magnetic attraction."
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Then again in galvanic processes such as electrolysis, there seems to be

a progressive movement of a substance from one place to another, a

current in the true sense of the term. But in the radiation of light

and heat, while there is not supposed to be a bodily movement of the

ether in the form of a current, there is an advance of an undulatory
movement of the molecules, beginning at the luminous body and spread-

ing in all directions. So that a streak of light is a progressive succes-

sion of local molecular movements. Something similar to this has been

suggested as the mode of the propagation of electrical attraction. A
body positively electrified begins its inductive operations upon the mole-

cules of ether next to it. by driving off the positive electricity in them

to their further end, and attracting the negative electricity in the near

end. The repelled positive electricty performs the same operation upon
the next molecules, and so on. In case ponderable bodies are involved,

the end next the original attracting positive body being nearer than the

repelled end, the balance is in favor of attraction, and so the body
moves toward the attracting body. It may be observed further that as

the repelled electricity is always on the peripheral portion of concentric

spherical shells, it must be less intense area for area, than the inner or

attracted electricity. (See illustration of sound page 374). So that

as between attraction and repulsion the balance is always in favor of

the former.

Electrical repulsion takes place after a negative body has been at-

tracted and held awhile in contact with a positive body, the presumption

being that positive electricity is transferred to the negative body until it

becomes more positive than negative, when the two being alike, repel.

We do not see this repulsion as between permanent magnets and the

bodies they attract. The armature of a horse shoe magnet is drawn to

the poles and remains there for years. There is repulsion however, if

poles of separate magnets having the same name are brought near each

other. But it takes work outside of the bodies concerned to bring

about such presentation of opposing poles. Thus there appears to be

no difference in principle between electricity and magnetism in this re-

spect, but the differences depend upon the bodies involved. No body
becomes either electrified or magnetized unless work is expended upon it.

The work expended upon most bodies in electrifying them by friction is

soon expended in processes of repeated repulsion, or in the recovery of

its former neutral condition by the electrified body. When work is ex-

pended in setting up magnetic action in a piece of steel, however, it is

like setting a top to spin in a vacuum; it runs fora long time before

the force is wasted. The attractive force of the magnet is limited to

to the amount of energy expended in making a magnet of it, and if it

be loaded with a weight which the snmo quantity of energy could raise
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with a windlass or some other mechanical contrivance, it will hold it up,

but will fail to hold an}
r

more, and when that which it thus holds up is

pulled away from it, there will be restored to it as much force as was

required to pull away the weight.

Now in looking among these phenomena of electrical energy, it is

not difficult to discover those which are comparable with the phenomena
of gravitation. Gravitation is like magnetism in the fact that its at-

tractive force always overpowers its repulsive force. But compared
with magnetism it is effective at an infinitely longer range, while mag-
netism is of vastly greater force at short range. The rapidity of elec-

trical induction is practically the same as that of light, and probably
the propagation of the influence of gravitj^ is the same; but we have no

means of making gravity cease and begin, as we have in the case of

electrical phenomena, and so we never can find out how fast its influence

travels. At any rate, however, no planet or sun has yet been found to

travel fast enough to get away from its influence.

Now if we conceive every atom of ponderable matter to be a perma-
nent magnet endowed with a power of attraction similar to that of mag-

netism, and with a power of induction like that of electricity, we have

the substantial conditions of gravitation, and it becomes a sort of cross

between magnetism and electricity. We have already attributed the

phenomena of electricity and magnetism to movements imposed upon
an imponderable ether, the same substance to whose movements in a

different way, are attributed the phenomena of light and heat. In sup-

posing gravity to be another form of motion of ether, we must con-

ceive it as being the earliest and most elementary form. By means of

heat we can destroy the magnetism of a steel magnet and it is not re-

stored by simply being cooled off. But gravity cannot be annihilated

by any means at our command. The force of gravity may be less or

more, according to the distances apart of the attracting atoms, but it

always remains and becomes appreciable when the distance is sufficiently

reduced. We perceive then, that while as forms of motion, magnetism,

electricity, heat, light, nervous action, &c.
,
are in some degree^ equiva-

lents of each other, and can be exchanged for each other, one entirely

disappearing often in giving rise to another, gravity is subject to no

such accident. When a body becomes magnetic or electric it does not

lose its gravity. So that while the force of gravity comes and goes,

the property never does. Compare this fact again with magnetism.
The magnetic particle may not lose its property of attraction for a long

time, although its force varies under the same conditions that affect the

ponderable particle. Thus while gravity becomes a mode of energy

quite as intelligible to us as magnetism, and presenting many parallels

with it, its endowment appears to be perpetual instead of temporary

like that of the magnet.
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But have we any warrant for assuming gravity to be perpetual and

therefore an original and necessary affection of matter? The alterna-

tive to this assumption is that it is an acquired affection like the mag-
netism of the magnet; and if acquired, then it must be like magnetism,
the result of work done. And so we should reach the important con-

clusion that gravitation is the result and expression of work dove on im-

ponderable matter. That is, matter previously imponderable receives

an energetic impact that sets up in it the motion gravitation, that abides

with it thereafter indefinitely, and thus renders it ponderable. But such

expressions as perpetual, indefinite, permanent, &c.
,
are after all only

relative. A permanent magnet will wear out in time, and the product
of any work must in the nature of things be liable to become undone.

That which has a beginning is liable to have an ending. And if gravi-

tation is a result of conditions and the expenditure of work, it is not

inconceivable that the work may in time become undone and matter

again become imponderable.

But how can we conceive of work being done on imponderable mat-

ter? We certainly have no experience of anything of the sort, but

still I believe we may conceive of matter possessing rigidity and elastic-

ity, and consequently resistance without ponderability. Such a body

might receive an attack and be affected by it, but it is difficult to see

how such a body could make an attack.

A conception which appears to satisfy the conditions of original ex-

istence is that of matter in an extremely attenuated condition, yet pos-

sessing rigidity and elasticity, and endowed with a certain quantity of

motion. From this state of things there would be differentiations in-

tensifying and specializing motion in some parts, and reducing it in

others, so that we should get matter endowed with energy in different

quantities, and becoming ponderable in different degrees.

The least ponderable remains as ether, and becomes the vehicle for

the transportation of the energy arising from the arrest of the motions

of the matter endowed with weight. The substance ether is not to be

understood as of uniform constitution everywhere, but it differs in den-

sity, being more rare in the interplanetary and interstellar spaces, and

more dense in the intermolecular spaces, and in the close vicinity of

ponderable bodies. There can be little doubt that many of the forms

and tones of the various molecular energies depend upon these local

conditions of the ether as to density, contiguity to other matter, free-

dom, confinement in the interstices, or intermolecular spaces of ponder-

able bodies. It is the movements of the condensed ether under differ-

ent conditions in the different bodies, machines, and organs with which

it becomes involved, that constitute the phenomena of gravity, electric-

ity, magnetism, chemism, heat, light, sound, vitality, nerve action,

sensation and mentality.
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Some thirty years ago, Prof. Tymlall suggested that there is a condensed ether which
surrounds the atoms, and that it may be the "

vehicle of electric currents." Prof. Cooke
also believes in the condensed atmosphere of ether surrounding individual molecules of

ponderable matter. It is said that Faraday was the first who adopted the idea that elec-

tricity is the motion or tension of ether contained in or attached to solid or ponderable
bodies.

Ether and Sound. In treating of sound in chapter 39, I have fol-

lowed the account of it usually given by ph}~sicists in which no reckon-

ing is made for any part which ma}' be plaj*ed by the ether. It has

been observed in a great many cases that a certain rate of the vibration

of ponderable elastic substances accompanies each pitch of sound, and

a table of these rates is given in chapter 39. It has been shown that

the aerial vibrations are conveyed to the ear drum and cause it to vibrate

and to set the hammer and other bones in motion, which in turn com-

municate the jar to the lymph inside the canals and cochlea, and to the

hairs and otoliths. All this motion of ponderable matter goes along

from the sounding body to the very terminal fibers of the auditory

nerve. But there it appears to stop; and the motion which goes on

from there in to the brain is different. It is now a nerve current which

is beyond doubt a mode of polar or electrical movement, being to the

nerve fiber what the galvanic current is to the conducting wire. Now
this is not essentially a motion of ponderable matter, but of the more

or less condensed fluid ether, contained in the conducting nerve fiber.

Now let us inquire how this motion of the ponderable matter upon its

termination as such in the ear, is succeeded by motion in the nervous

ether. It is conceded by all, that the interstitial spaces of all ponder-

able bodies are permeated by the ether. Now when the elastic air is

vibrating forth and back under an impulse from a sonorous body, I sup-

pose the enclosed ether partakes of its motion, and in the mutual em-

brace with the heavy body, it is urged in all directions, and among
others towards the ear. But it, like the heavy body, is elastic and

mobile, and when the pulsations of both have reached the crista acustica,

and those of the ponderable body are quenched in heat, supposing that

to be their destiny, those of the ether, end in setting up the current in

the fluid contained in the nerve. It is like the conversion of the tidal

swell of the sea into the rushing flow of the tidal wave up the Bay of

Fundy, or some other estuary. According to this hypothesis then, the

jostle or pulsatory movement of the ether, the condensed ether sur-

rounding the molecules and contained in the interstices of still more

condensed ponderable matter, is the immediate antecedent cause of the

current in the auditory nerve! But yet this jostle or pulsation of ether

is accompanied up to the very entrance to the nerve by a like jostle or

pulsation of heavy substances, the air, the ear drum, the bones, the

fenestra ovalis, and the lymph. We seem bound to conclude that this par-

ticular sort of motion of ether depends on its affiliation or alliance with
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heavy matter. And further it is proved that this sort of motion cannot

be taken on by the uncondensed ether which pervades space, and whose

undulations cause light and heat, by the fact that sound cannot cross a

vacuum. There being no ponderable matter in the vacuum, there is no

condensed ether, consequently no pulse.

It is said that the velocity of sound is increased by the elasticity of its medium, and de-

creased by its density. In gases the velocity increases with temperature. In general
terms the velocity in gases is directly as the square root of the pressure they are under,
and inversely as the square root of their specific gravity. The following are velocities of

sound in feet per second, in the substances named: lead, 4,030; gold, 5,000; copper,

11,000; iron, 16,822; cast steel, 10,354; alcohol (at 20 centigrade), 4,218 feet; ether (0c),

3,801 ; sea water (20 c), 4,768 ; fresh water (15 c), 4,714 ; oxygen (0 c), 1,040 ; carbonic

acid, 858; hydrogen, 4,164; air, 1090.

Now the question arises, is the movement of the pulse through the in-

terstitial ether, invariably accompanied by a corresponding synchronous

vibration of the ponderable body? Is it not conceivable that the vibra-

tory pulsations of the enclosed ether may in some bodies outrun the

capacity for vibration of the body enclosing it?

It is stated that the velocity of sound in a steel rail is fifteen times

as great as in the air, so that at a point 1,090 feet from the place where

a sound originates, it would be heard 225 times as loud by way of the

rail as by way of the air. The physical basis of loudness is amplitude,

and amplitude is the fulness or wideness, or in the case of sound we

may say the longness of the movement of the matter engaged in pro-

ducing a wave. The length of the wave of the small octave C, having

132 vibrations per second, is in air 8^- feet and its amplitude is the dis-

tance which the further end is driven away from the sounding body at

each pulsation. That is, a ray or spoke of air so long, is driven end-

wise a certain distance, which distance constitutes its amplitude. Now
in steel the length of this wave or spoke, for the same sound, is nearly

124 feet. The amplitude in the example given above is 225 times

greater than in the air. Are we to understand that the molecules of

124 feet of the steel rails are driven endwise against each other, so that

the end one in each wave moves 225 times as far as the molecule of air

at the end of an air wave, when both are started by the same impulse?

It does not seem reasonable. Again, a sound just loud enough to be

conveyed by the air a distance of 1,090 feet, or about one-fifth of a

mile, will be conveyed by the steel rail about three and one-tenth miles.

Now when we are told that under the impulse of the sonorous stroke all

the air is vibrated to a distance of one-fifth of a mile only, while all the

particles of steel in the conductor for a distance of three and one-tenth

miles are vibrated by the same stroke, it does not look reasonable.

Again, one may hear the chirp of a cricket in the next room, although

separated from it by a brick wall a foot thick. Does the vibration com-

municated to the air by the cricket jar the bricks and mortar of the

masonry? Numerous experiments and observations do indeed show
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that a jar is communicated to the air when a sound is made. Mention

has been made of the transfer of vibrations through the air to piano

strings, resonators, and the like. Prof. Tyndall exhibited an interest-

ing experiment as follows. A sort of drum is made by stretching tis-

sue paper over a hoop, and on its surface is sprinkled a light layer of

sand. A second instrument is made by taking a stick a yard long, and

attaching each end of it to the center of a thin bronze disc, the whole

resembling two wheels joined by an axle. Now holding the stick in

one hand in such position that one of the discs faces the paper drum,
rub it up and down with a rosined rag. The shudder given to the

stick is communicated to the discs, and thence to the air, and finally to

the paper drum which starts into musical vibrations, accompanied by a

a dancing movement of the sand which is soon shaken into concentric

rings occupying the positions of no vibration. Again, if a cannon be

fired in the neighborhood of a house, the concussion of the air is apt to

break out the glass on the side next to the gun. Sounds are most com-

monly, though not always, originated by a stroke or blow made by one

ponderable bod}
r upon another. The vibration of one or both the strik-

ing bodies certainly takes place, and may be communicated to a third

body, provided it possesses a like fundamental. But it is important to

observe that when the fundamental of the third body is not the same

it will still convey the sound through its molecules, although it will not

vibrate; while if it have the same fundamental it will vibrate and
" reinforce" the sound, as it is called. If you strike a brick wall with

hammer it gives a dull sound which is due to its fundamental, but

when you hear the cricket through it, I hold the sound is not conveyed

by the vibration of the bricks and mortar, but by that of the enclosed

ether. A study of the telephone may throw some light on this subject.

The construction of the telephone involves the principles, (1) that

there is a magnetic field about every magnet, (2) that the state of the

field is affected every moment by the activity of the currents in the

magnet, and (3) that under certain conditions the current may be made

to fluctuate in strength. The telephone consists essentially of a trans-

mitter and a receiver connected by a wire. In the Bell telephone these

two are just alike/ and a description of the transmitter answers for the

receiver too. (See fig. 400.
)

There is a tube of wood or hard rubber,

one end of which is closed by a thin iron plate two inches in diameter,

and called the diaphragm. This is placed near the mouth when it is

talked to or near the ear of one listening. Inside the tube is a straight

cylindrical steel permanent magnet, one end coming forward almost,

but not quite far enough to touch the diaphragm or disc. Around the

forward or disc end of the magnet is a small bobbin wound with a coil

of fine insulated wire, the ends of the coil terminating in the wires
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marked c in the figure which run back to the bind screws d, where they
connect with the main circuit No battery is required in this instru-

ment, the magnet of the transmitting instrument inducing the needful

current to act upon the magnet of the receiver. According to S. P.

Thompson the theory of this instrument is as follows: " The magnet a

FIG. 400.

Figure 400. Section of a Telephone, a. Steel magnet. 6. Bobbin of wire on the
end of a. c. Wire from the bobbin to d. d. Binding screws forming connection with
the general circuit, e The vibrating diaphragm. /The external wooden or rubber
case, fir. The mouth piece with hole at the bottom opening on the diaphragm.

induces a certain number of lines-of-force through the coil b. Many
of these pass into the iron disc. When the iron disc in vibrating moves

toward the magnet pole, more lines of force meet it; when it recedes

fewer lines of force meet it. Its motion to and fro will therefore alter

the number of lines-of-force which pass through the hollow of the coil 6,

and will therefore generate in the wire of the coil, currents whose

strength is proportional to the rate of change in the number of the

lines of force which pass through the coil." (See ch. 36 for explana-

tion of ' < lines-of-force. ")

Dr. Konig showed that if the diaphragm be removed, and a tuning

fork set in vibration near the end of the magnet, the disturbance of the

lines-of-force takes place the same as with the vibratory disc, and a fork

of the same pitch, or differing by octaves, when placed near the magnet
of the receiving instrument from which the disc was also removed,

took up the vibration and gave its fundamental sound. Moreover if

the circuit be broken so that the vibration of the fork does not set up
currents it will continue to vibrate a much longer time than when the

circuit is closed and it is encountering resistance and doing work. In

short we see here the same principle as that involved in the action of

the dynamo. The telephone is in fact a sort of dynamo. But it is a

dynamo of such delicacy that its currents are generated and fluctuated

by exceedingly small disturbances of the field of its magnetism.

It is commonly explained that this disturbance is due to and exactly cor-

responds with the vibrations of the disc or diaphragm of the transmit-

ting instrument. But now the question arises, is this vibration of the

heavy body the real final cause of the disturbance of the magnetic field, or

is it not rather caused by the accompan}
r

ing movement of the condensed
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ether belonging to and about the disc of the telephone, or the rotating

armature of the dynamo? The magnet is a body which constitutes the

home, harbor or den of a quantity of partially condensed ether. At
the time the steel was magnetized this ether was set to moving with a

wonderfully persistent motion, the movement being partly inside the

magnet, and partly in the field surrounding it. Now when an armature

or a diaphragm containing a quantity of similar ether having a like fun-

damental tone, is pushed into the field of the magnet, that half of the

motion of the magnetic ether that is outgoing resists the push and sends

the ether of the armature back upon itself, making the momentary
short current or jerk. When the armature is pulled away again, its ether

being caught in the return or ingoing half of the ether of the magnet, the

pull is resisted, and a short current or jerk takes place in a direction op-

posite the first. The magnet loses none of its force by this operation,

but the alternating jerky currents are at the expense of the energy that

moves the armature. The action with the armature is like a man in a

boat alternately pushing and pulling himself from and to the wharf, and

thereby creating currents in the water. The currents are at the ex-

pense of his own energy.

Since there is ether in all bodies it might be asked why any other sub-

stance might not do for an armature as well as iron. Iron is best

adapted for the armature of a dynamo probably because its ether is of

the density and tone best adapted for encountering the resistance of the

ether of the machine, and the rest of the circuit. At all events the es-

sential point is that the current is set up by the ether introduced into

and withdrawn from the circuit, and not by the iron which goes along
as its carrier. If this is the case, it is reasonable to suppose that other

means might exist for setting up the motion of the ether in a circuit

beside flourishing an iron armature through it. The metallic disc of

the Bell telephone, as observed before, does not touch the magnet but is

supposed to shake itself within the magnetic field, the ether attached to

it alternately encountering the outgoing and ingoing currents of the

magnet, and delivering the motions to the ether of the wire in the cir-

cuit. But it appears that the agitation may be communicated from a

vibrating body to the air, as in the case of the microphone, and then as

may be inferred, it is the ether contained in the air which disturbs that

of the circuit.

In the case of the microphone, figure 401, the ticking of a watch or

the perambulation of a fly on the instrument, is supposed to agitate the

air and cause the spring to vary the pressure by which the buttons of

carbon are held together, and so by making the connection alternately,

more complete and less complete, the current is made to vary. The

same principle is involved that governs in the case of the dynamo, and
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the Bell transmitter, the pressure in this case operating to cast into the

circuit, or take out of it a greater or less amount of the ether. The deli-

cacy of the microphone is so great that the footsteps of a fly on the

sounding board are heard at a distance much louder, than with the un-

FIG. 401.

Fig. 401. Microphone. It consists of a bottom piece and a thin upright sounding
board of pine. A. Button of carbon attached to the sounding board. B. Button at-

tached to a steel spring c which is fastened to the base board, and presses the two but-

tons together. R. Receiving telephone, connected in circuit with a small battery.

assisted ear near by. The ordinary theory of the propagation of sound

in solid bodies, involves the hypothesis of the change in the shape
of the molecules under the sonorous impact. This is shown in

figure 402. The action of the microphone is usually explained on

the theory that the molecules of the carbon buttons are alternately

shortened and lengthened, thus varying the resistance to the current,

which passes more readily through the compressed than through the

elongated molecules.

^N AX /-N
FIG. 402. Showing supposed change in shape of

r~) O O O O molecules of solid body under the impact of sonorous
>L ^>. ,X f^. ,-->. t impulses.
^} C-) CJ \~) C_-/ a. -Normal shape of molecules.
/"\ r\ r\

jr\
O _ 6. Shortening and widening under the condensed

c. Lengthening and narrowing under the rarefied

FIG. 402. pulse '

In experiments cited in Journal of Franklin Institute, volume 107,

page 402, a microphone was used as a transmitter, and a metronome

(of regular beats) for a sounder, and a Bell telephone for a receiver.

Take off the diaphragm and mouth-piece of the ( receiving ) telephone and

replace it with a glass plate. Then apply the ear and listen to the

strokes of the metronome, and mark their force, then raise the edge of

the plate by degrees and the sound differs but little, even when the

glass is on edge, so long as it touches the case; but if it is raised clear

from the case, no sound is heard; but touch the case again and it is heard.
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" With a plate of iron the strokes transmitted are much stronger and

have a particular sound which diminishes rapidly in proportion as you
raise the plate," and enfeeble the influence of the magnet on the iron;

when touching the case edgeways it becomes like glass or wood, or other

non-magnetic substance. It is inferred then that in the receiver ' the

iron diaphragm is subjected to a double influence, that of the magnet and

the case in which it is fixed."

Du Moncel attributes the effects of the telephone to molecular vibra-

tions of the magnet, which are strengthened by the iron diaphragm and

rendered more sensible to the ear. " By raising the mouth-piece and

the iron diaphragm of the telephone, and holding it firmly in the one

hand, and with the other drawing a violin bow lightly upon the edge,

you obtain a sharp sound that can be heard clearly in the receiving tele-

phone. A small ruler placed crosswise before the instrument and pass-

ing beyond it some centimeters, produces a sound when struck at the

end with the bow, so that when it is shortened the sounds are elevated,

and give those of an ascending gamut, which immediately come to the

ear at the receiver." The grave notes which shake the instrument, and

the hand, are not heard in the receiver, while the sharp ones are repro-

duced there easily, and ' ' the reason perhaps is because the vibrations

from the sharp sounds approach to the character of molecular vibra-

tion.
"

Strokes made on the magnet, the coil, or the case, were heard

in the receiver. ' ' The effects from the telephone are too usually attri-

buted to the sensible vibrations of the iron plate moving backward and

forward from the magnet, representing the well-known and habitually

accepted action; but the molecular vibrations which are performed, so

to speak, atom by atom in the immovable plate, play a more important

part, and without them articulate speech would be impossible.
"

Now, in explaining the foregoing, I think everj'one will admit that the

electric current which runs through the wire from transmitter to receiver,

consists of a movement of the ether contained in the wire and not the par-

ticles of the wire itself. No sort of movement communicated from par-

ticle to particle of the iron wire could be imagined to be ^competent to

get around the world in a few seconds. This movement of the current

ether in the wire then communicates motion to the ether in the receiving

diaphragm, to the case of the instrument and to the air, and finally to

the ear. In the auditory nerve and ear we recognize the motion as cer-

tainly molecular and ethereal. Having thus ethereal motion in the

wire of the instrument, and in the ear, and having, (as all agree) an

unbroken succession of ether from the instrument to the ear, there is cer-

tainly nothing violent in the chiim that this ether itself is the real ve-

hicle of the movement from l)(\irinnin<r to end; the motion "from atom

to atom "
in the receiving plates mentioned above being in reality a mo-
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tion from one molecular space to another, and communicated from the

spaces in the metal or other hard parts of the receiving telephone to

the spaces in the air, and thence to the ear, &c. It is nothing against

this view if this movement of the ether carries with it a greater or less

movement of the ponderable matter, the wood of the case, the air, the

ear drum, &c.
,
with which it is so intimately associated. A pretty

good illustration of the manner in which I conceive the ether to be as-

sociated with ponderable matter may be got by filling a tooth brush

with water. If turned over on its back the water will stand amongst
the bristles to their full height, and it is easy to see how a jar commu-

nicated to the water would affect the bristles as well, and vice versa.

According to this hypothesis, then, sound depends upon a peculiar

jostle or thrust of more or less condensed ether of a consistency only
found in association with ponderable matter. This motion may be com-

municated to it, and commonly is, by the motion of the ponderable mat-

ter it belongs to; and it may be synchronous with vibrations of such

matter, or it may outrun and become independent of them, going at a

rate and to a distance not possible to vibrations of the ponderable body;
for example (I should say), as in the case of sounds conveyed by the

earth; or it may arise, as in the experiments mentioned above, as the

sequel of current electricity, such current being periodically and sud-

denly arrested in part, and its influence on the ether in the magnet, and

its field, being reduced to the ejaculatory motion which results in sound.

It is in accordance with well-known laws of mechanics that we may
conceive "the ether confined in the intermolecular spaces of ponderable

bodies to be subject to reactions against the impact of force, different

from those of free or interplanetary ether. If you take a pine stick

one inch square and one foot long, and stand it on one end, it will

easily bear the weight of a man placed on its top. But if you make
the stick 50 feet high, supporting the top with guy lines to prevent fall-

ing, it will bear scarcely any weight without springing to one side in

the middle;
"
buckle," as it is called. But if its "buckling" be pre-

vented by means of numerous guys, it will sustain the weight of a man
the same as tne shorter piece. If blows be substituted for weights in

the experiment, corresponding effects will be observed. And so we

may conceive that when the ether confined in the intermolecular spaces

of ponderables receives a thrust, it has less chance to buckle than where

it is not thus supported. This consideration coupled with that of an in-

creased density in the intermolecular ether, accounts for the greater wave

length of sounds in such bodies as steel, copper, water, &c.
,
without

the necessity of including the movement of the ponderable particles

themselves, when the finest microscopic observations fail to discover

any such movement.
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( Sound travels in hydrogen about four times as fast as in air, which

is generally explained to be because hydrogen is so much lighter than

air. Air is 14 times as heavy as hydrogen. But it travels faster in

water than in Irydrogen, and water is 11,160 times as heavy as hydro-

gen, and it travels in iron about 15 times as fast as in air, while iron is

81,500 times as heavy as hydrogen!)

A comparison between the action of the telephone and that of the

natural ear shows not merely analogy but virtual identity. But it is

the same if we consider any sonorous body. When a bell rings, the

stroke of the hammer sets up a vibration in the metallic particles of

the bell, and at the same time the ether of the hammer hurled into the

field of that of the bell creates a corresponding disturbance there.

Both these disturbances carried side by side through the air, reach the

auditory nerve. It is hard to tell just what becomes of the energy of

the vibrations of the ponderable bodies, whether they assist the action

of the nerve or are reduced to heat; but it is reasonably certain that

the movement of the ether terminating in the final cells of the auditory

ganglions of the brain constitute there the sensation of sound. Thus,

it is the pulsatory motion of the ether in the bell that sets up a corre-

sponding motion of sound in the brain; as it is an undulatory motion

of the ether reflected from the outside of the bell that sets up the corre-

sponding sensations of sight by which we learn its form. If the bell

be hot, as when first cast, we get a knowledge of that also by the undu-

lations set up by its agitation in its surrounding ether, and the possible

participation of the intervening air in this effect is seen to be incidental

and not essential to our sensation of heat.

Ether and Smell. I propose also to introduce this hypothetical con-

densed ether into the theory of smell, taste, touch, and chemical reac-

tions generally. Smell depends upon the fact that infinitessimal par-

ticles of a volatile body are cast off, and riding through the air, alight

on the pituitary membrane, and there set up a chemical action which

produces a nervous current to the brain, which ending, in turn, becomes

the sensation of smell. Now on the hypothesis that each particle is

surrounded and permeated by its quota of condensed ether, we may
suppose a repulsive movement of a chemical or electrical nature to

drive off a portion of this ether which carries off with it the delicate

I article of its volatile associate. Upon reaching the pituitary mem-

brane, the adventitious ether sets up a disturbance of that belonging to

the organ, which results in a current up the olfactory nerve. The oper-

ation here is apparently analogous to that which results in sound. We
have oLe action of a connected succession of the ethereal substance all

the way from the odorous body to the olfactory lobe.

In Touch and Taste too, the same principle is involved, the disturb-
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ance of the ordinary state of the ether of the tissues beginning at the

surface of the skin and the taste papillae respectively.

Chemism and Ether. The theory of chemical attraction is not yet

settled, and there are various opinions. The opinion expressed in

Cooke's chemistry is that the atoms or molecules of the elements are

polar, in much the same way as metals and other bodies are magnetic

or electric. With some molecules the polarity is inherent and perma-

nent, and with others it can only be induced by causes outside of them-

selves. The last, answer to bodies called neutral in respect to electrical

attraction. Steel can be made into a permanent magnet, iron cannot.

But if polarity is induced in iron by the steel magnet, it becomes a mag-

net while under this influence of the steel, but ceases to be one as soon

as such influence is withdrawn. In like manner Prof. Cooke supposes

the action of chemical polarity is inherent in some bodies, and induced

in others. "Again, different substances are susceptible to chemical

polarity to very different degrees, and the susceptibilit}
T varies under

different conditions. The chemical activity of a substance then depends

on the degree of polarity inherent in its molecules. The active quali-

ties of acids and alkalies show their molecules to be strongly polarized,

while the inert character of most elementary substances is explained by

the neutral condition which their homogeneous structures would natur-

ally produce in their molecules. For example, suppose every molecule

of sulphuric acid, H
2
S0

4 ,
or of hydrochloric acid, HC1, or of sodic

hydrate, NaOH, is naturally polarized, while on the other hand the

molecules of zinc, Zn, magnesium, Mg, hydrogen, H-H, and of oxygen,

0-0, are normally neutral. As soon, however, as we place zinc in con-

tact with dilute sulphuric acid, the .metallic molecules become polarized

by induction to the degree of which they are susceptible under the in-

fluence of this acid. A powerful attraction is thus developed in which

the familiar chemical action is the result. If magnesium is treated in a

similar way the action is more energetic because, as we suppose, the

molecules of this metal are susceptible to a higher degree of polarity,

and the force developed is proportionally stronger. On the other hand,

with metallic copper, there is no action under the same conditions be-

cause the molecules of the metal do not acquire a sufficient degree of

of polarity to determine chemical change.
"

Atoms of the different elementary substances are recognized hy clier*

ists as possessing a different number of points of union or {/oles, by

which they are attached to other atoms. These points are called bonds,

and the atoms possess these bonds from one to seven or eight i: num-

ber. Atoms are classified according to the number of their bone.A. nad

graphically shown in figure 403. The names, from the Greek, sig

numbers which allude to the bonds or poles.
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Hydrogen, fluorine, &c., are monads. A hydrogen atom therefore

cannot be joined directly to more than one other atom. Oxygen is a dyad
and has two bonds so that one oxygen atom may be attached to two hy-

drogen atoms, forming a molecule of water, the formula being H.,0,

and graphically expressed H-O-H, showing two bonds to the 0, and one

to each H.

6 0x7
Fia. 403.

The number of bonds or poles possessed by an atom is tbe measure of what is called its

valency, which indicates the number of other atoms with which it can be directly

joined. Thus H F, H Cl, H Br, and H I are molecules of Hydrogen fluoride, Hydrogen
chloride, Hydrogen bromide, and Hydrogen iodide, in which one monovalent atom of

Hydrogen is joined to one atom of Fluorine, Chlorine, Bromine, and Iodine, respectively.
H2O, H2S, H2 Se, H2 Te, stand for molecules of Hydrogen oxide (water), Hydrogen sul-

phide, Selenhydric ucid, and Tellurhydric acid, in which two atoms of monovalent hy-
drogen are joined to divalent atoms of oxygen, sulphur, selenium, and tellurium, respect-

ively. H3N, H3P, H3As are molecules of Hydrogen nitride (ammonia), Hydrogen phos-
phide (phosphine), and Hydrogen arsenide (arsine), which are composed of three atoms
of Hydrogen, and one each of trivalent nitrogen, phosphorus and arsenic. H4C and HiSi
are molecules of Hydrogen carbide (methane) and Hydrogen silicide, composed of four

atoms of Hydrogen and one each of tetravalent carbon and silicon, respectively. The
graphic expression of one of these formula would be made by a tetrad atom, having a
monad atom impaled on each of its four poles ; thus H

H r-H

A
In the possession of multiple poles of chemical affinity, molecules

imitate the masses that exhibit multiple poles of magnetic attraction.

Multiplicity of polarity is no doubt due to the shape of the body, a

mass having four poles has no doubt four corners.

Again there is a great difference in the force of chemical attraction

Some elements have a strong affinity for one another, others have weak

affinity for each other, and still others have no affinity for each other at

all. Oxygen forms a strong affinity with phosphorus, potassium, &c.
,

nitrogen and carbon form weak affinities with hydrogen; chlorine :md

iodine, &c.
,
have weak affinities for each other, while oxygen and

fluorine, hydrogen and chromium, hydrogen and sodium, &c.
,
have" no

affinity for each other at all. In this too we find the parallel between

the magnetic? attraction of masses and the chemical attraction of mole-

cules, no two bodies being alike in their electrical characteristics, jind

neutral bodies being indifferent to each other. The theory was pro-

posed by Berthollet, and has since been verified that chemical action

depends on the mass of the elements engaged, as well as upon affinity.

As he stated it, "Every substance which tends to enter into combina-

tion acts in proportion to its affinity and its mass." He regarded th : s

as evidence that chemical affinity is essentially the same as gravitation.
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But the force of all polar attractions are also in proportion to the mass

of the polarized matter engaged. That what is called mass-action re-

sults from a sort of magnetic polar force rather than gravity, seems to

be proved by the phenomenon of equilibrium which occurs in many
cases. If, for example, alcohol and acetic acid be brought together,

they begin to unite in the formation of acetic ether and water. But

when this process goes on for a time it stops, because the ether and the

water already formed become a bar to further action.

In a voltaic cell constructed by inserting in a vessel partly filled with

dilute sulphuric acid, a plate of zinc and another of platinum, the top

ends of the plates being connected by a wire as in figure 404, the acid

FIG. 404. Voltaic Cell. The globules represent molecules
of sulphuric acid H2 SO4 , their shaded ends being the sul-

phur, negative to the unshaded hydrogen ends.

is regarded as a permanent magnet, while the

metals are neutral bodies. As soon as the metals

z ^ are placed in the liquid, the magnetism of the

FIG 404
ac^ induces tensions in the metals, and when

the metals are joined at the top by a wire, these tensions give rise to

currents (see page 331). As in this case the magnet is a fluid, it

travels to the attracted body instead of the attracted body to it. And
so we find the hydrogen portion of the molecules of the acid torn off

and carried to the platinum plate where they remain in the form of

small bubbles, or escape to the air, or enter into composition again;

while the sulphur portion of the acid is pulled the other way and unites

with the zinc, forming zinc sulphate (white vitriol), ZnS0
4 ,
which re-

mains in solution in the fluid.

According to Ohm, this movement of ponderable matter through the

fluid is continued through the metals by an oscillating movement of

lines of atoms, thus forming a continuous circuit of moving matter re-

turning upon itself. The current doubtless has an effect on the mole-

cules of its conducting wire, but the movement of such molecules is

certainly not electricity. The essential movement is that of the ether

in the acid to begin with, which secondarily sets up the movement of

the ether in the metals. The ether in the acid is in motion from the

time the acid is manufactured, and is the result and continuation of

the work done on it then, just as the action of the steel magnet results

from work done on it.

It is interesting to observe that sulphuric acid occurs free in nature

in certain mineral springs, and in some rivers. It is said the Rio

Vinagre in South America discharges about 84,000 pounds daily.

Oak Orchard Spring in New York contains about 36 grains to the quart.

It is found in the saliva of certain mollusks, some having as much as

3 per cent, of it. It is also represented in various minerals, sulphates
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of iron, calcium, barium, and strontium. (Barker's Chemistry p. 152.)

Compare this fact with what is said on page 232 in regard to the prop-

erty of sulphuric acid as a ferment. The fermenting power both of

the sulphuric acid and the soluble ferment is due to their polar energy.

Moreover the occurrence of the acid free in nature suggests its probable

agency in the evolution of organic, from inorganic life.

That chemical affinity is not an original inherent property of matter,

is proved b}
T
its dependence on heat. An affinity which a body has at

one temperature is completely lost at another-. Thus sulphuric acid at

certain temperatures will, from certain compounds, drive off and take

the place of phosphoric acid or boracic acid. But at very high tem-

peratures either of these is more powerful than sulphuric acid, and the

latter is evaporated and driven off while the former remain to enter

into the combination.

But at extremely high temperatures all chemical attraction is nulli-

fied, and all bodies pass into the condition of gases. If steam be

heated to a temperature of 3,000 C, it ceases to be steam, and the hy-

drogen and oxygen no longer remain united, but are resolved into their

elementary atoms, or into hydrogen molecules and oxygen molecules.

While thus dissociated, the hydrogen has been separated from the oxy-
'

gen through a porous partition, but if the gases are allowed to cool to-

gether they will reunite at a lower temperature. Liquids and solids

likewise undergo dissociation as well as gases. Some liquids become

dissociated by simply warming, while boiling effects the dissociation of

many liquids and solids. When any body is made volatile, it is dissoci-

ated. Many bodies of all three kinds, gaseous, liquid and solid, renew

their combinations upon cooling after they have been dissociated by
heat. We may suppose that the shapes of the elementary atoms have

not been destroyed, and that when a reduction of temperature takes

place again, a part of the heat is absorbed in giving motion to the ether

belonging to them, and thus re-establishing their attractive affinity.

11 The valence of elements decreases with the increase of temperature."

Thus at the ordinary temperature phosphorus unites with chlorine to

form phosphorus-pentachloride PC1
5 ,
and phosphorus is then said to be

quinquivalent. But if the temperature .be raised, the phosphorus be-

comes trivalent, PC1
3
and Cl being formed from the first named com-

pound, the increase of heat nullifying two of the polar bonds. Great

heat is the antagonist of chemism. At very high temperatures all

chemical bonds are dissolved. But the "valence of an element may be

constant towards some elements and variable toward others. Thus the

valence "of the members of the chlorine family towards hydrogen and

towards most of the so-called metals is constant, while towards oxygen
and towards hydrogen and oxygen together, it apparently varies between
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one and seven. The valence of sulphur towards hydrogen is constant, but

towards oxygen and towards hydrogen and oxygen varies from four to

six, and towards chlorine from two to four.
"

Different sorts of bodies are very differently affected by the same

temperature. A temperature low enough would make every body a

solid, and one high enough would make every one a gas. At the ordi-

nary temperature as observed by Gage, every solid may be regarded as

frozen matter, every liquid as melted, and every gas as matter in a state

of vapor. Air, that is oxygen and nitrogen have been frozen under a

great pressure, and alcohol has been frozen.

We thus reach the conception that these different states of bodies are

due to, and are an indication of different degrees of energy that have

been expended upon them. When the earth was first formed, so much

energ}' had been expended upon it that it was all in a state of incan-

descent gas. A great part of that energy has been radiated away, and

that which remains of it affects chiefly the interior of the earth, which

is still, no doubt, in a molten state. But the condition of bodies on

the earth's surface is largely determined by the action of the sun. If

it were not for that, all the water on earth would soon be ice, and even

the air would be frozen into chunks. The water is mostly fluid and

partty vaporous, and the air is gaseous, because the sun's energies

drive the molecules of these bodies apart, and it is by a constant exer-

tion of these energies that they are kept in the same average state from

age to age. We are to understand then that a body is solid because its

particles or molecules are comparatively close together; although in the

most solid of bodies the spaces are of far greater extent than the mole-

cules of the body. The reason that the spaces are as large as the}' are

is that the energy applied to the body sets up a motion among its mole-

cules, and they, by their activity, drive each other apart to distances cor-

responding with the degree of energy of their movements. In liquids the

activity of the molecules is greater, and the intermolecular spaces nre

greater. In gases the activity of the molecules is still greater and the

spaces still larger. It is estimated that the spaces in a gas are 1,000
times more extensive than the mass of particles of the gas. These spaces
increase with the temperature, and the temperature is likewise a meas-

ure of the outward pressure of a gas, and the pressure is due in turn to

the velocity of the movement of the particles or molecules. This ve-

locity is very great and it has been calculated for a number of gases.

At zero centigrade the velocity of ox}^gen molecules is reckoned at

1,512 feet per second, nitrogen 1,614, hydrogen 6,048. When the tem-

perature is reduced nearly to that at which these gases are liquified,

these molecular velocities are considerably reduced, but are still great.

For oxygen at 119c the velocity is 1,135 feet per second, nitrogen at
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146, 945 feet, and for hydrogen at 220c is 3,126 feet 1
. The num-

ber of particles in all gases at the same pressure and temperature is pre-

cisely the same. The number in one cubic centimetre of air has been

estimated at twenty-one times the cube of a million (21,000,000,000,-

000,000,000). As the activities of the particles cause them to collide

with each other from four to ten thousand million times per second, the

average length of the path the}- traverse before the}- strike and rebound

from each other is very short, less than the ten-thousandth part of a milli-

metre ( 2B4
1

ooo
of an inch). Knowing the number of molecules to a

given volume, it becomes possible to calculate the absolute weight of a

molecule, and this has been ascertained to be for hydrogen somewhere

near
i ooo ooo ooo 000 o-ooTooo-ooo ooo

of a gramme.
The transportation of the energ}

r

by which these molecules are driven

and kept asunder, is by means of the ether. A hot body, as the sun,

communicates its motion to the ether, which delivers it to the molecules

of the gas. It must be therefore, that it is the ether among the mole-

cules which first receives the agitation, and whose consequent motion

compels that of the molecules themselves. It may be conceived, in

fact, that the undulations continue into and through the body of the

gas, and that the momentum of the energy thus communicated by these

undulations to the ponderable molecules keeps up the motion for a time

after the original energy has ceased to act. In a balloon of gas, subject

to an ordinar}
7

temperature, we ma}
r

suppose the undulatoiy movements

to penetrate in all directions, and hence the motions of the molecules

to be in all directions as is required by the fact of the equal pressure of

the gas on all sides.

We may suppose that the different selective affinities in chemical

combination are due to the agreements in the vibration of the ethers of

the bodies involved, the force of the attraction being greater in propor-

tion to the harmony of the vibrations. In the case of neutral bodies

we may suppose their ether is at rest, but from the shape of the bod}'

it is connected with, it is endowed with a fundamental of its own which

causes it to become active when operated upon by a force of its own

pitch; and when thus active, an attraction occurs between it and the

body exciting its activity. In this respect as well as others the parallel

between chemism and magnetism is close.

Catalysis or Contact Action of platinum and other substances was

mentioned on page 233. This action, which is due to the mere presence

of a third body that does not itself appear to undergo any change, pro-

motes a union which otherwise would be sluggish or impracticable. It is

usually explained that the presence of the third body, as the platinum,

causes the condensation of gasee so that their particles are brought

1 See Lothar Meyers' Outlines of Theoretical Chemistry p. 166.
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closer to each otner, and thus within reach of each other's attractive

influence. Thus hydrogen and oxygen may be mingled together with-

out being chemically combined, but if platinum be then introduced

they combine in the formation of water. Now if the molecules of the

gases are held apart by their activity, or the force of their velocities, it

must be that the platinum in some way reduces this activity. A ready

explanation is that the fundamental pitch of the ether of the platinum
is such as to interfere with the vibrations of that of the gases, b}

T

which they are checked, and the molecules thus allowed to fall closer

together. After thus getting within reach of each other's attraction,

they fall the rest of the way and the energy of their vibrations is

turned into heat, a large quantity of which is evolved when water is

formed.

There are some reactions in which a third party is employed, in which

it is shown to have taken an active part, and yet come out just as it

went in, without having, on the whole, either gained or lost. The

third body in such cases is called a carrier. It was pointed out on page
178 that the red blood corpuscles are carriers of oxygen from the lungs

to the interior tissues of the body. There are numerous other carriers

of oxygen; nitric oxide NO is a carrier in supplying oxygen to the sul-

phurous oxide S0
2
in the manufacture of sulphuric oxide S0

3
. The

NO takes oxygen from the air, becoming nitric peroxide N0
2 ;

then it

is exposed to the action of S0
2 ,
which gets away the acquired oxygen,

reducing N02
back to NO, and becoming itself S0

3
. The addition of

water H
2

to this makes H
2
S0

4 , sulphuric acid. Sulphates and other

compounds of iron, copper, manganese, and other metals likewise take

up oxygen from the air but give it up to solutions of sulphurous oxide,

and may be made to repeat the operation indefinitely. There are bodies

too that carry chlorine in the same way, by taking it from one and giv-

ing it to another. The probable action of the carrier in such cases is

much the same^as in catalysis. The carrier first reduces the velocities

of the body to be carried, which reduction brings it within reach of the

attraction of the third body. Thus sulphurous oxide is unable to take

free oxygen from the air, but can take it after nitric oxide has taken it

and altered its rate.

Chemical action is accompanied by either a development or disap-

pearance of heat; and in many cases a change in temperature enables

a combination to take place which would not be possible otherwise.

Some examples are given in chapter 37. As in gravitation the produc-

tion of heat results from the collision of bodies, so without doubt the

falling together of molecules in chemical combinations is one cause of

heat. But this heat is also mixed up with heat from another source;

namely, that resulting from the reduction of the velocities of the mole-
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culos when combination takes place. When heat disappears incheini< >al

action it must bo that it is converted into some sort of work which does

not increase temperature. Cheating solid bodies it was pointed out at

page 401, that part of the heat is used up in giving now positions to

the molecules of the solid, and so does not appear as temperature. In

the case of gases, heat disappears in giving greater velocities to the

molecules of. the gas; and according to Meyer (p. 167), when they

lose this motion, heat results. If this is correct, and it appears to be,

then the movements of the molecules of the gas do not constitute heat.

If they did there would be no increase of heat when these motions are

arrested. The fact appears to be that when the molecules of a body
are dispersed into a gaseous form by a force, there is a division of the

effects of the force just as there is when a solid body is heated
;
that is

a part of the energy is manifested in an increase of temperature and a

part in this violent oscillation of the molecules spoken of as their ve-

locities. What kind of motion is it then that gives the phenomena of

temperature? It must be the motion of the surrounding and inter-

molecular ether that constitutes temperature both in the solid body and

the gas. When a body is spoken of as having such a temperature, it

is the same as saying that its molecules which are in a state of vibra-

tion are constantly losing a part of that motion which is communicated

to the adjacent ether, by the undulation of which it is radiated off as

temperature. That is, it does not become temperature till it becomes

the motion of ether instead of that of the ponderable molecules.

To sum up, then, in regard to the ether, we recognize it as the connect-

ive medium between separated ponderable bodies, as the vehicle of the

influences that pass from one body to "another, and as the real and essen-

tial agent both immediate and remote, in the greater part if not all the

motions of the ponderable bodies. It is the active agent in the produc-

tion of the phenomena of gravitation, electricity, magnetism, chemism,

heat, light, sound, nerve action, vitality, and mentality. It is the uni-

versal agent of Energy, and the medium in all motion and phenomena.

It may with propriety be called the Soul of Things.

CHAPTER LXXXVII.

FORCE AND FORM.

It was pointed out in last chapter that the motion of ponderable mat-

ter is not heat or temperature, but that this sort of motion (tempera-

ture), appears when that of the ponderable body ends. A molecule when

it is considered by itself is a mass as truly as a planet is. The motion

of a planet through empty space is not heat, and does not give rise to
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it unless it hits something ;
but if it hits another body, as when the

earth hits a meteor, the amount of mass motion that is stopped

by the collision goes on as heat. But the heat is not all got out

of it till all the mass motion is stopped, and that means, when all

the separate molecules have ceased to move in whole or in part, and

have delivered their motions to their environing ether. The hotness of

the body continues in a decreasing degree during this deliver}
7

,
and

ceases when it stops. So we see the hotness is not in the ponderable

particles but in the ether. A consideration of this idea will help us to

understand the remarkable fact stated on page 337, that the electric

arc does not heat. The heat arises when the motion of the mass,

whether it be that of a big one or only a molecule, is stopped or

diminished. According to the table of specific heats given at page

403, the atoms of all solid bodies without regard to their weight are

heated to the same degree of temperature by the same amount of heat.

The same is true in regard to gases. Equal volumes of all simple

gases contain the same number of atoms, and gases in equal volume

have the same specific heat. But equal weights of gases differ in the

number of atoms they contain, and they differ inversely in the same

proportion in their specific heats as shown in the following table, in

which the specific heat of water is 1.00, and that of equal weights and

equal volumes of the other substances are placed opposite their names.

Equal Equal Atomic Atomic
Weights Volumes Weights Heats

Air 0.237

Oxygen - - - 0.218 0.240 16. 3.488

Nitrogen - - 0.244 0.237 14. 3.416

Hydrogen - - - 3.409 0.236 1. 3.409

Chlorine - 0.121 0.296 35.6 4.295

Bromine Vapor - - 0.065 0304 80. 4.400

In a true gas the particles are not supposed to have any attraction

for each other on account of their distances apart, and in oxygen,

nitrogen, and hydrogen, there is none of sensible amount. But bro-

mine is a vapor when above the temperature of 63; below that it is a

solid. Chlorine can be condensed to a liquid by a pressure of only

four atmospheres ;
so in these two there appears to be still a degree of

cohesive attraction, which a part of their extra specific heat is required

to overcome.

Now the explanation given of this uniformity of atomic heats is that

when a light atom has a certain amount of heat expended on it, it is

set to move off at a certain rate of speed, and if it were not stopped it

would continue its flight indefinitely in a straight line. When the same

amount of heat is expended on an atom weighing for example sixteen

times as much, it too will be started off on a straight flight, but at only

one-fourth the rate of speed ;
the energy remaining the same, tb

velocities are inversely in proportion to the square root of the masses
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moved. Thus, as pointed out page 1,036, hydrogen being one-sixteenth

as heavy as oxygen, it has four times the velocity. But these atoms are

not at liberty to fly off indefinitely, they immediately come into collision

with each other and with the sides of the vessel containing them, and

every time they thus collide they lose a part of their velocity, and the

part so lost is transferred back to the ether and appears as heat. These

heats thus given up are the same for the light atoms as for the heavy ones,

because they make up in the number of their collisions what they lack in

the force of them. The subjection of a gas to an additional quantity

of heat causes the atoms to increase their velocities and their energy of

motion, and consequently the expansion of the gas.

We see here the mechanical relationship between the imponderable
ether and the ponderable atom. The undulations of the ether are of a

force sufficient to hoist the atom or molecule, as a tedder flirts a wisp
of hay, or a cotton-gin a wisp of cotton. And the atom is a piece of

ponderable matter small enough to be thus flirted and hustled, and that

too, at a rapid speed, but still at a speed that bears exact physical re-

lationships to the weight of the atom and the force of the undulations,

of the same kind and in the same mathematical proportions, as the re-

lationships borne by the speed of a cannon ball, are to the weight of

the projectile and the force of the explosive. It is here, upon these

vanishing points of ponderable matter that the energy communicated to

and propagated by the elastic ether takes hold, and through them

establishes and controls the movements of the universe of ponderable

matter.

Th^ following is a list of the elements not mentioned on page 403. The two lists

make in all 73 elements, and comprise all thus far discovered. The figures are the

atomic weights, hydrogen being 1.

Barium Ba 136.86 Nitrogen N 14.01

Beryllium Be 9.08 Norwegium Ng 145.9

Calcium Ca 39.91 Oxygen O 16.96

Caesium Cs 132.7 Rubidium Rb 85.2

Cerium Ce 141.2 Samarium Sa 150.0

Chlorine Cl 35.37 Scandium Sc 43.97

Chromium Or 52.45 Strontium Sr 873
Decipium Dp 159. Tantalum Ta 182.0

Didymium Di 146. Terbium Tr 171.0
Erbium Er 166. Thorium Th 231.96

Fluorine F 19.06 Thulium Tu 170.4

Gallium Ga 69.9 Titanium Ti 48.0

Germanium Ge 72.32 Uranium U 239.8

Holmium Ho 162.0 Vanadium V 61.1

Hydrogen H 1.0 Ytterbium Yb 172.6

Lanthanum La 138.5 Yttrium Yt 89.6

Niobium Nb 93.7 Zirconium Zr 90.4

In the transfer of energy in the shape of heat to the atoms or mole-

cules of true gases in which there is entire freedom from cohesion, no

doubt nil the motion of the actually impinging heat rays is turned into

the mass motion of the individual molecules. But in the case of the

partly condensed vapors, and the liquids and solids, far less of the
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movement of the ether becomes mass motion, and much more is em-

ployed in changing the state of the ether in the body actgd upon. The

undulatory movements of the external ether come into collision with

those polar movements of the internal ether that constitute chemical

and cohesive attraction, the result being more heat, or the development
of electricity; or the elevation of the temperature may promote chemi-

cal changes not before possible. Probably in all cases cohesion of the

molecules for each other is counteracted, and in nearly all the intermo-

lecular spaces are increased. Solid bismuth, and ice at about the

freezing temperature, are exceptions, as they both contract on being

heated. The purely mechanical nature of all these movements becomes

the more apparent as they are examined, and the continuity of move-

ment from the imponderable to the ponderable takes place evidently not

only witnout a break but without the necessity of supposing a form of

motion not familiar among ponderable and visible bodies. As the dif-

ferent behavior of the atoms under the impulses of heat is due to dif-

ference in their weight which varies from hydrogen 1, to uranium about

240, so there are differences in their chemism, cohesion, &c., due to

theirform, and the way in which their pieces are put together. For we

are not by any means to consider the chemical atoms as the ultimate

condition of matter. Such weighty atoms as those of gold, platinum,

tungsten, mercury, lead, bismuth, thorium, &c.
,
must contain much

more matter than those of hydrogen, lithium, boron, carbon, nitrogen,

&c. In all probability gravitation is an actual measure of quantity in

matter. If we should suppose that bodies are endowed with gravita-

tion in different degrees, as they are with chemism and magnetism in

different degrees, it would follow that the weights of bodies as they

might be carried up from the earth, would vary in different ratios, and

the law of gravity would vary in different parts of the universe.

The most reasonable hypothesis is that there are gravitation atoms

much smaller than the chemical atoms. Let us call them atomicities.

They are elemental forms of ponderable matter, whose dissolution, if

that were possible, would reduce them to the imponderable ether.

They are all alike as to shape, size, and the quantity of matter they

contain. Each is surrounded by a definite sphere of the elastic im-

ponderable ether which is endowed with a polar motion that constitutes

for the atomicule its attraction of gravitation. This endowment and

this motion are still not original states or conditions, but the matter of

the atomicule and its sphere all in motion, are specialized particles of

the infinite and eternal ocean of ether
;

as the little whirlpools along

the margin of a flood arc specialized portions of water. And as the

circular motion of the water is a continuation of part of the current of

the flood in such new form as the constitution and conditions of the
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matter involved necessarily cause it to assume; so the motion imparted
to the sphere of the afnmicule when it is specialized must take such

form as the shape of the body compels. We cannot think of the re-

flections of force from even an atom without admitting the influence of

the form of the body in shaping the direction and manner of such re-

flection.

The different chemical atoms are made up of the gravitation atoms

or atomicities, some containing but few. and others many. Thus the

chemical atoms have arisen as aggregations and specializations from the

gravitation atoms and have their various form?, and are surrounded by
their own spheres of ether whose motion imparted to them at the time

of their aggregation and by the force to which such aggregation is due,

constitutes their polar chemical attraction.

Ever}7 Fixed Star visible to us is reasonably believed to be a sun

surrounded like our sun by a system of planets. The number of

these suns is like that of the grains of sand on a sea shore. The un-

assisted eye can count several thousand, but the telescope reveals them

by the million. They are particularly abundant if we look in the direc-

tion of the milky way. This is an immense ring that goes entirely

iround the sky, and entirely around us, so that we are well in towards

the middle of it. There is reason to believe however, that this ring is

in realit}
f a flattish disc, like a pie, of small thickness compared to its

extent, and when we look toward the milky way in any direction we see

this disc of stars edgeways, and so the number in that direction is in-

conceivably great ;
but if we look at right angles to the plane of the

milky way we see through the disc the thin way, and the number of

stars is less. Now as the sun and planets together constitute our solar

system, so the disc of the milky way with- all the stars belonging to it,

including our sun and planets, and all the stars visible to us, constitute

our Stellar System. It is perfectly legitmate to sa}
T

ours, because as

great as it is there is reason to believe that throughout its vast extent,

matter and its properties are everywhere substantially the same as in

our little solar S3
rstem. The universal ether puts us in touch with the

whole of it, and enables us by means of the telescope to observe the

motions of distant stars to be in accordance with the same law of

gravity that keeps us from being flung off the surface of the earth
;

and by means of the spectroscope we discover that there ar^ to be found

in bodies whose light has been years on the way to reach us, jnany of

the same elements that we dig up in our fields and mines. Certainly

our stellar system is one family; and the cause that imposed not only

ponderability but also chemism upon the materials of our sun and

planets, was a catastrophe that involved the entire stellar system ;
and

no doubt it will take another equally vast and far reaching to undo
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those effects. The chemist has not been able to permanently disinte-

grate an atom of any one of the 74 elements that are no doubt common

to the whole system.

But there is no reason to suppose these atomic conditions and prop-

ties to be confined to our little stellar system. All magnitudes are com-

parative, and our stellar system big as it is, is small compared with the

Universe. Outside of our stellar system, and separated from it by dis-

tances equal to a million times its diameter, are other stellar systems,

up and down space, in all directions thousands of them. The ether

stretches away to all of them
;
for otherwise we never could see them

;

and there can be no doubt that weight and chemism, atoms and ele-

ments go with it, built out of and upon it, as the stratified rocks of the

earth's crust have been derived from mother granite.

How far does the ether extend beyond the most distant nebulous

stellar system that our telescopes reveal? Space is infinite. We can-

not comprehend infinity, but we can conceive of it, while in this case

we cannot conceive of limits. Is ether likewise unlimited? Or has it

a border or sort of tough selvedge which binds it all around, and

from which are reflected back the waves of the vast web within?

Is it here that the eddies of the billows rolled back upon themselves

form the gravitation atoms? Or are these the products of the clash of

vast waves rolled together in the mid-ocean of ether ? Or may we im-

agine the final margin of the ether to be without selvedge or binding,

and like the frayed edges of a web, to become worn and snapped off by

the undulations of the mass within? Do the particles thus snapped off

thereafter constitute independent atoms, and does the force expended in

their severance become to them their polar energy of gravitation?

Would they thus be drawn to each other across constantly lengthening

chords of the spheroidal universe of ether, till finally their aggregated

masses would plunge through it in all directions? If the ether is un-

limited may not the process of the evolution of the gravitation atoms

or atomicules, the creation of " cosmical dust," the erection of new

nebular and stellar and solar systems, be still in activity to continue

thus forever? Has this process been going on forever in the past? Or

did it have a beginning? If it began at a certain time, why did it not

begin sooner? Are the collisions and smash-ups that happen between

ponderable Bodies,
such as we see when a meteor strikes the earth, ever

great enough to reduce the ponderable bodies to -ether? If so might

we not conceive the process of making and unmaking of stellar S}
T
S-

tems to have gone on during all time past, and to continue for all time

to come even with a limited area of matter?

But how came ether to be in existence in the first place, and being in

existence, how came it to be in motion? Did it always exist, or was it
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made? Did a Creator make it? If so, what did he make it out of,

and where did he get his material? If he set it in motion, where did he

get the energy? Is the energy he had in the beginning, reduced by the

amount communicated to moving matter, and he therefore that much
weaker? Can he lose energy to matter and recover it again from mat-

ter as a man does? Could he do this without being matter himself?

How did He come into existence, and when?

Do the operations of the attraction of gravitation require to be

watched in order to render them effectual?

The last question is an easy one, and so we answer it. Certainly not;

gravitation will cause bodies to fall toward each other, night and day,

just the same whether any one is looking on or not. As asserted in the

last chapter, all the motions of every sort that we are acquainted with,

have arisen directly or indirectly from the force of gravity. They are

all continuations and extant reverberations of the energy of fallen

bodies. If the body will fall without supervision the consequences of

the fall will occur equally without outside interference, and we may
legitimately conclude that every motion that we know anything about,

because it is only an echo and rebound, is as necessary and inevitable

as the blow or fall of which it is a continuation.

In foregoing chapters it has frequently been pointed out that the dif-

ferences in forms of motion depend upon the character and form of the

body to which the energy is applied. This must hold good from the

minutest particles to planets, suns, or even stellar systems. A new

distribution of energy in the solar system would cause a new adjust-

ment of the position of the planets. On the other hand the forms of

bodies are determined by the action of the force upon them or upon the

materials from which they are formed.

If we break :i piece of ice, a piece of wood, apiece of cast iron, a piece

of steel, a piece of sandstone, we find the surfaces of the several frac-

tures all different, and these differences evidently depend on the way in

which the particles are joined together by "cohesion," and this in turn

must depend on the shape of the particles, and this again upon the ele-

ments involved, and their polarities. The difference between the cellu-

lar and fibrous tissues of plants, arises from difference in the form of

the cells. The cells of a moss for example, are spherical, those of a

hemp are long and tubular, which is sufficient to account for the differ-

ence in texture and toughness of the two plants. A piece of pine

splits easily the long way of its cells, but not the cross way, which it

would do if the cells were no longer than they are wide. If the cells

of the wood were all the same length and placed so their ends \\viv

even with each other, at these ends there would be places of easy break-

age. But they lap past each other or break joints, consequently the
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cells cannot be separated crosswise by a straight line. So that owing

entirely to the shape of the cells and the position which they occupy
toward each other, the cohesion of the wood is very much greater

lengthwise than crosswise. When iron is rolled it becomes stringy and

tough in the direction of the rolling and brittle across the "grain," its

molecules or particles are forced into a shape and position analogous to

that of the wood cells, and like the wood its cohesion is much stronger

in one direction than in the other. Those qualities of bodies which de-

pend upon the relative position of their particles toward each other, are

the effects of some sort of energy to which they have been exposed.

Thus steam, water and ice are three forms of the same substance under

various forms of condensation depending upon temperature.

The difference in the effects upon light in its passage through crystals

was pointed out (on pp. 397-398) as due to the peculiarities in the

molecular structure of the crystals. We have refraction, reflection, ab-

sorption, selective absorption, plane and rotary polarization, and other

phenomena obviously due to the way in which the molecules of the

body are put together, and consequently the form of the intermolecular

spaces. The undulations of the ether when they reach the crystal from

a luminous body obviously communicate motion to the ether in the

body. If this motion is propagated through the body, and communi-

cated to the ether beyond, the body is transparent. When a part of

the motions of a beam are absorbed and a part transmitted, or reflected,

the body appears of the color of the transmitted or reflected rays.

The molecular constitution of bodies also governs the manner in

which they are affected by heat (see pp. 400, 401) as well as the qual-

ity, that is, the wave lengths of heat they emit when hot. Instead of

rays in a continuous progressive series of wave lengths the body may
emit a selected assortment or discontinuous series, missing some here

and there.

Form also governs in regard to sound, as pointed out pp. 375 to 378,

and in chap. 86. The different shapes of the various instruments of

music cause the different sorts of sound when acted upon by appropri-

ate forms of energy. Different lengths of strings, or reeds, or pipes,

give sounds of different pitch, etc. Not only the mass-form of the in-

struments, but also the molecular arrangements of their materials are

concerned in the production of variety in sounds, causing harmonics,

&c. A silver bell has a very different sound from that of an iron or

copper one.

It happens in many cases that the application of energy to a body
results in changes in the body itself, as well as in giving new forms or

directions to the motion when reflected from it. Considerable hills or

dunes of sand on some sea coasts are moved by the action of the wind
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which raises the sand on the windward side of the hill and blows it

over the crest where it settles in the still air under shelter of the lee

side. The hill thus gradually proceeds across the country, the wind

following it up. Similar action is caused by water currents, that change

channels, thereby changing their own direction.

Analogous to this is the action of the molecular energies, such as

magnetism, chemism, nervous energy, mentality, &c. All of them

tend to work alterations in the instruments upon which the}
r

operate

and thus to cause modifications in the phenomena or functions resulting

from their operations.
' ' When a steel or iron bar is powerfully magnetized, it grows a little

longer than before, and since its volume is the same as before it at the

same time contracts in thickness. Joule found an iron bar to increase

by i~-^z f its length when magnetized to its maximum. This phe-

nomenon is believed to be due to the magnetization of the individual

particles, which, when magnetized, tend to set themselves parallel to

the length of the bar. This supposition is confirmed by the observa-

tion of Page, that at the moment when a bar is magnetized or demag-

netized, a faint metallic clink is heard in the bar. Sir W. .Grove

showed that when a tube containing water rendered muddy by stirring

up in it finely divided magnetic oxide of iron was magnetized, the

liquid became clearer in the direction .of magnetization, the particles

apparently setting themselves end-on, and allowing more light to pass

between them. A twisted iron wire tends to untwist itself when mag-
netized. A piece of iron when powerfully magnetized and demagnet-
ized in rapid succession grows hot, as if magnetization were accom-

panied by internal friction.
" l

The molecular structure of metals controls their conductivity of heat

and electricity, the resistance being much greater in some metals than

in others, but practically the same for heat that it is for electricity.

When ;i current of electricity is sent through a poor conductor, the re-

sistance turns the electricity to heat. As Prof. Tyndall pictures it, the

current exhausts itself by knocking against the obstructing molecules

in struggling to get past them. In the case of the good conductor the

molecules lie in positions to allow of easy movement to the ether, and

so the current gets b}' without disturbing them or heating them. It is

settled that the conduction of electricity in a perfect conductor is the

same as that of light in ether; viz., 186,000 miles per second. (See

page 345).

Attention was called tit the beginning of chapter 37 to the influence

of the form of the molecules of bodies on their chemical reactions.

This is without doubt to be attributed to the directive influence of form
1 S. P. Thompson, Electricity and Magnetism, p. 93.
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upon polar currents. ( See page 500). The currents of a molecule of a

certain shape will be changed when the atoms of the molecule are re-

arranged to give it another shape, although the atoms remain the same

in number and kind. This is illustrated by the change in the valency

of bodies by change in temperature mentioned on page 1035. The

valency depends on the number of bonds, which depends on the polar

currents, and finally these depend on the shape of the molecules.

The apparent differences in property between the different forms of

allotropic, isomeric, and polymeric bodies (see chap. 37) are obviously

due to differences of molecular forms caused by energy in the shape elf

heat, light, electricity, &c. These agencies likewise effect changes in

bodies that alter their power of absorbing light and heat and cause al-

terations in the wave lengths of the light they emit when made in-

candescent.

This is shown in spectrum analysis ( see page 404). When a solid

body is heated to incandescence, and its light passed through a narrow

slit and a prism, the spectrum it gives will be continuous, the colors

running from red into orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet,

fading from one to another without gap or break. In this case it is ob-

vious that the body is emitting waves of light of all or most of the

lengths in the 44th octave, and this must mean that the particles of the

body are then in such a variety of shapes and held together in so many
various ways, that the ether of the spaces in and' about the particles

vibrates in all those different tones. Now as the dispersion or separation

of the molecules and atoms becomes great enough by the elevation of

the temperature, or the action of electricity to turn the solid body into

a vapor, the spectrum changes. It becomes discontinuous, there being

only a number of lines across the spectrum, some being of one color

and some another, and separated from each other by colorless spaces.

This is also the character of the spectra of those bodies which are gases at

the ordinary temperature. Between these two sorts of spectra most

bodies show an intermediate spectrum composed of bands. The band

spectrum is produced by a temperature less intense than that producing
the line spectrum.

The explanation of these differences in the spectra of the same body
at different degrees of temperature is that the particles of the body are

in different states of aggregation, both as to compactness and form.

When a body is cold its aggregation is greatest, all its particles hang-

ing together, as in a chunk of pig iron or piece of platinum. There

is even at the ordinary temperature a certain degree of separation be-

tween the particles, entailing upon them a degree of activity which is

constantly being given up as heat, and as constantly renewed by fresh

accessions from the temperature outside. The waves of this tempera-
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ture are probably those of the 27th to the 29th octaves, far below the

visible octave. I conjecture, that at these low temperatures the imme-

diate subdivisions of the solid body are not molecules but aggregations

much larger than molecules, composed in fact of many molecules held

together by cohesion. These aggregations may be called moles
;
a terra

ineuuing masses. These moles then are of great variety in size and

shape, and they generally maintain their organization up to the tem-

perature of white heat. At red heat temperature those of them that

happen to possess the proper fundamental pitch vibrate in the red tonos.

that is waves of the lower end of the 44th octave; or rather they vi-

brate at such rates as to communicate such motion to their ethereal

spheres. When the body is subjected to the temperature of white heat

all the moles set up vibrations in their ether, and the result is the radi-

ation of light in all the wave lengths of the 44th octave. When the

temperature is raised above this some of the moles are resolved into

their constituent molecules, and this process increasing with increasing

temperature, the variety of these aggregations is constantly lessened,

the spectrum showing discontinuity as they are broken up.

It would seem reasonable to suppose that if all the particles in a

bodj
r were of the same size and form, their activities would give rise to

the same sort of radiation, that is light of the same color. That it

does not, is proof of a difference in their modes of activity, and this in

turn may be accounted for by the hypothesis of the moles in various

shapes and sizes. The different states of a body under the different

temperatures may be considered as quasi allotropic, isomerlc, or pol}'-

ineric. (pp. 348-351). But even in the gaseous state and incandescent,

every body still emits waves in different lengths, a.nd so marks lines on

the spectrum in various numbers from four in hydrogen to many hun-

dreds in iron. The spectrum of nitrogen is changed completely by

change of temperature at high degrees, and this has been explained by

supposing nitrogen to be liable to various allotropic states. ( Roscoe. )

This has also been found to be th case with other gases. Another ex-

tremely Important fact is that gases when greath' condensed give con-

tinuous spectra. When hydrogen was placed by Lockyer in a vessel

connected with an air pump, and then some of it pumped out so as to

make the residue rarer, its lines across the spectrum became narrower.

On the other hand when more hydrogen was pumped into the vessel so

as to make it more dense, the lines began to widen, and continued to

widen as the pressure was increased, until finally they touched each

other, forming a continuous spectrum. (The ordinary spectrum of hy-

drogen consists of four bright lines, one very bright red line, one bright

greenish-blue line, one dark blue or indigo, and one violet line that

only comes out when the temperature is high. See table p. 383). In
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the case of magnesium vapor, increase of pressure widens the lines of

its spectrum and also increases their number. In general, increase of

pressure in vapors and gases causes a widening of their spectrum lines.

Increase of the temperature of solid bodies increases the kinds of light

they emit, but such increase in the temperature of a vaporous or gaseous

body does not change the quality of the light. When pressure is in-

creased molecules are pressed into moles
;
and in vapors that are upon

the point of condensation into liquids or solids, the moles are in the

greatest variety of size and form. When temperature is increased in

solids the moles are in process of disintegration back to molecules.

The fact that hydrogen marks four disconnected lines for its spec-

trum, makes it exceedingly probable that the molecules or moles of

hydrogen are of four forms, and that the atom is really compound.
The atom of hydrogen is much lighter than that of any other element.

Most of the elements also mark more lines on the spectrum ;
and so it

should be inferred that the atoms of all elements are compound. This

is the view taken by Mr. Lockyer a number of years ago, and which

he supported by many arguments drawn from spectrum analysis. As

pointed out above, this view is demanded by the fact of the differences

in the atomic weights of chemical atoms, making it necessary to recog-

nize the gravitation unit or atomicule. It is confirmatory of the views

given here that compound bodies give spectra of their own, and as pe-

culiar and characteristic as those of the so-called simple bodies. The

spectra of such compounds as iodide of strontium, or chloride of stron-

tium, or bromide of strontium, consist of fluted or channelled spaces

and bands, and these increase in number as the bodies are made more

dense, just as in the case of simple bodies.

As observed before, the temperature at which the combinations of

atomicules in the formation of the chemical atoms originally took

place, was greater than the chemist is now able to reproduce, and so the

chemical atoms have not been undone.

We have every reason to infer that there is no difference between the

atomicules in their mass and form, and consequently in their reactions

against force. But as soon as they are combined together in the forma-

tion of different shaped bodies, their movements under the impulses of

force become different. This is a reasonable inference, and is abun-

dantly supported by the facts of allotropism, &c.
,
mentioned in chapter

37. In such cases it is evident that new properties or reactions are

brought about by a change of form, and occur as soon as such change
is effected.

It is from want of recognition of the essential qualities of form and

size of the body moved, in all cases of motion, that has led to the no-

tion of discontinuity in the causation of things. The instant a change
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is effected in the molecules or moles of a booty, that instant it becomes

to all intents and purposes a new body. But it is not therefore some-

thing made from nothing. If two different bodies be consolidated into

one, the result is also a new body, and the form may be totalty differ-

ent from that of either of the constituents, and the properties and reac-

tions totally changed. A man may tear down a brick house and with

the materials construct a bake oven, an arch bridge, or a smoke stack; or

he may take some pig iron and melt it and make it into a steam-chest,

a cook-stove, or a gas-pipe. Without changing the material, a simple

alteration of form makes a radical difference between the functions or

reactions possible to the body; and this consideration applied to chem-

ical elements leads to the conclusion that since change of form alone is

proved to be productive of change in chemical properties, therefore

form alone constitutes the difference between bodies
;
and that when re-

duced to their simplest forms, viz., atomicules, all bodies are alike;

and that therefore before bodies are differentiated from the original

ether, all matter is alike.

The change of reaction and function that supervenes upon a change
of form is often of the most radical and extreme nature. The change
of form ma}

T take place very suddenly and quietly under the impulse of

external energy. But still it is surprising that any of these changes
however swift and magical, should nowadays mislead an}

T one to intro-

duce the supernatural into his notions of their causation. But

still they do. Mivart says,
" Universal and persistent continuity in na-

ture does not exist." He gives as examples of "interruptions" the

separation of the embryo from the bod}
r of the parent, and the impreg-

nation of an ovum "wherein there is and must be an instant before and

an instant after the contact of the ultimate sexual elements." He
holds with Wallace that a " new cause or power" must have "come
into action" "at the origin of life and sensitivity as well as at the

origin of man himself." He and Mr. Wallace also agree
" in affirming

the active am>ncy of immaterial principles in bringing about the phe-

nomena of nature, organic and inorganic. But if the necessary inter-

vention of an intelligent immaterial agency be accepted to account for

the origin of any part or power of the material world, whj
r not also for

the origin of man? "

It seems to me the effect of the above view is to introduce the super-

natural and miraculous into every chain of causation where any link of

such chain may happen to be obscure to our apprehension. For if this

notion is admitted anywhere it must be everywhere. If every apparent

"interruption" in the continuity of causation like the above, is to be

bridged over by a supernatural intelligence, it must officiate at the birth

of every individual, because the distinction of race is got only by the
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distinction of individuals. Every son differs from his father, and the

break which separates races from each other is narrowed finally to that

which separates father and son. Kace distinctions are purely artificial,

adopted for our convenience, and do not exist in nature. Traced back-

ward from son to father we reach in all of them the common protoplas-
mic origin, where all organic nature is tied together. But equalty are

the distinctions of organic and inorganic artificial. We cannot discover

any break in causation between the two. That new modes of action re-

sult whenever a body is placed under the influence of new forms of

energy, or when a new body is formed by combinations of older ones,
is a statement that covers all departments of nature, joins them all to-

gether, and obliterates all artificial boundaries between them.

Whenever a chlorophyll cell takes a molecule of carbon from the car-

bonic dioxide in the air and incorporates it with the tissues of a plant,

it transports a particle of matter over the imaginary boundary between

the inorganic and the organic. Analyze a human body, and there is

not a particle in it that has not been thus transported. There has been

no change in the constitution of matter by this transportation ;
no al-

teration from an inorganic matter to an organic matter. A cow may
eat a plant, and one of the molecules of carbon contained in it, pass

through her milk-glands and become after awhile part of a pound of

butter
; next, it may become part of the brain tissue of a man

; and,

later, it is worked off and burnt
;
that is, in the blood it meets its old

companion, oxygen, .again, and with it forms carbonic dioxide, and then

is carried into the lungs and dumped back again into the air from which

it came. In all this round, the molecule has not for a moment lost its

identity or its nature. It has formed part of first one body and then

another. But there is nowhere any break in causation with reference to

its transpositions. The forms of the bodies it has belonged to have de-

termined the several modes of reactions and functions in which this

molecule has been concerned. Even as a single molecule it is an or-

ganism, as pointed out on page 347, and is liable to be operated by cer-

tain forms of energy, and to react in ways peculiar to its constitution.

What is said here of this element is true of all. In their simplest
forms they are simply organized, and react in a correspondingly simple
manner against simple forms of energy. As they become involved in

complicated combinations in the formation of more complex organisms,
all the conditions become more varied^ and the reactions more involved.

But no change of principle takes place from beginning to end. It is

not possible to designate any change that takes place in form or func-

tion as resulting from causes disconnected from physics, or to show

that such changes may take place in the absence of previous physical

causation.
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The union of the sexual elements in the formation of a new bod}*,

mentioned by Mivart as a sample miracle, is as explicable as an}' other

chemical reaction. Take, for example, the formation of hydrochloric

acid, or muriatic acid, as it was formerly called, mentioned on page
409. Hydrogen is the lightest of all gases, and is without odor, color

or taste. It is scarcely soluble at all in water, as 100 parts of water

will take in only about \\ parts of the gas. C'hlorine is a yellowish-

green gas of suffocating odor, and astringent taste, about 2 times as

heavy as air and 35 times as heavy as hydrogen. It is fairly soluble

in water, one volume of water dissolving three volumes of the gas.

When equal volumes of these two gases are united, they form muriatic

acid which is a colorless pungent acid gas. This gas, considering its

constituents, is astonishingly soluble in water, one volume of water ab-

sorbing no less than 4^0 volumes of the gas at 15. This solution is

the liquid acid. Here then we have by the expenditure of force upon
two bodies, a product totally different in mechanical structure and

therefore totally different in function from either of them.

Again consider water, formed of two volumes of hydrogen and one

of oxygen. Oxygen is a gas 16 times as heavy as hydrogen, so that it

composes eight-ninths of the water. It is also one-half of silica

(quartz, sand, &c.
, )

and one-third of alumina (clay).
' '

Fully J of the

weight of all minerals, -f of the weight of all animals, and A of the

weight of all vegetables is oxygen
"
(Barker). It is the supporter of

all animal and vegetable life
;

all human life would cease inside of 30

minutes if oxygen were suddenly eliminated from the air. Oxygen

supports our lives by slowly burning us up. As the product of this

combustion and that of burning wood, coal, &c.
,
is carbonic dioxide

(C02 ),
this gas may be called burnt carbon. In like manner water is

burnt hydrogen. Both the gas (C02 )
and the liquid are used to put

out fire because neither of them can be burnt any more thoroughly than

it is
;
and a man can be drowned with equal facility in either. Water

is more than 11,000 times as heavy as the same volume of hydrogen,

and nearly 700 times as heavy as oxygen, showing both an enormous

condensation of the materials and change in molecular structure in the

formation of the liquid from the gases. The properties, reactions, or

fuw -lions of water differ as radically from those of its constituent

u'asr*. as its new molecular constitution differs from theirs, and we have

no hesitation in affirming; because it so differs.

Again take a pair of common seidlitz powders ;
dissolve each sepa-

rately in half a tumbler of water. The two solutions give no indica-

tion by their quiet and demure appearance, of the hubbub they will

raise when the contents of one jjlass arc poured into the other. The ef-

fervescence that then takes place is caused by the escape of carbonic
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dioxide (C0a),
which is produced by the oxygen of the acid powder,

burning the carbon out of the bicarbonate-of-soda powder. Each of

the bodies used here being a compound, the reaction is a little more

complicated than the former examples, two bodies being produced in-

stead of one. But hardly anybod}^ will be likel}
7 to contend because

there was an "instant before and an instant after the contact
"
of these

elements, between which instants bodies of new forms were constructed

from the old ones, that there was therefore a discontinuity of causation,

and the interference of some agency outside of natural forces. The ob-

vious conclusion is that the body formed by the combination of others is

usually of a form or quantity differing from that of either of its consti-

tuents
; consequently the currents about it which constitute the machin-

eiy of its attractions and lie at the bases of its functions of gravity,

chemism, magnetism, &c.
,
are made to differ in quantity, or take new

directions
;
while all these new conditions entail certain changes in the

manner in which the body will react against the impact of force from

without.

It is true that it is often difficult to trace the manner or determine the

cause of a change, in terms of matter and motion that we are familiar

with. But the difficulty is not mended by assuming that the natural

manner and cause had come to an end and ceased to exist, and that

thereupon supernatural powers had stepped in and caused a new start

on. the other side of the break. Such an assumption might be admissi-

ble as an alternative proposition to stand its chance with a counter as-

sumption that the break in natural causation is apparent only, and not

real
; provided it could be shown that there are occasional cases in

which supernatural agency can be proved instead of being merely as-

sumed. An assumption that cannot give references of this kind is an

assumption without character. It may ask and receive toleration, but

it has no logical claim to consideration or confidence. We have abun-

dance of instances in which natural causation can be traced and proved

through surprising and remarkable changes ;
and assumptions that re-

fer to these as analogies have a claim to attention and comparison. But

an assumption of supernatural agency has no analogy with anything
unless it be another equally improvable assumption.

A vital organism is a synthesis or composition of several bodies

which, considered separately, give reactions that are to be classed as

chemical or physical; and which in the bodies so associated occur in

such a way as to mutually support and perpetuate each other. Such

synthesis is the result of the actions and reactions of energy in its al-

ternate transfer from ponderable bodies to ether, and from ether to

ponderable bodies. The vital organism is a target for every form of

energy darted through its environment, and in its growth, development,
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and evolution it is a product of such forms of energy. Made up itself

of a combination of ponderable and imponderable matter, it is a spe-

cialized portion of the great universe which in whole and in part is

everywhere of like composition. When the reactions of the several

portions of a vital organism no longer support each other, there is

nothing to hold them together and they fall apart. But the dissolution

of the partnership that constitutes the organism does not involve the

death of the ultimate pieces. The energies that place the particles in

the organism with such marvelous adjustment ;
that cause their actions

and reactions while in such combination and which finally remove them

these energies never rest. The molecules never die. The end of one

combination is the beginning of another. There is no pause nor inter-

regnum. But the dissociation of the particles of the organism is ac-

companied by that of the various forms of energy to whose aggregation

we give the name vitality. There is no vital force considered as a single

mode of motion. Vitality ends as vitality, when the organism ends as

an organism.

While we cannot conceive of energy ever beginning from a state of

no energy either as the result of an accident or of a fiat, we readily per-

ceive the influence upon the details and particulars of its phenomena
exerted by the forms of the bodies in connection with which these phe-

nomena occur. The ether is admitted to be the universal vehicle for

the conveyance of energy between ponderable bodies not in contact

with each other. When one such body is in motion the force of that

motion is communicated to the ether, which in turn communicates it to

other bodies at a distance. This it may do by one of the three modes

of movement possible to itself, viz.
,
the undulatory, the pulsatory or

the current. The sort of motion communicated to the ether by the de-

livering body is such as the form of the body itself causes it to affect,

and the sort of motion set up in the receiving body depends upon the

nature of such body as to shape, size, and the qualities that determine

its fundamental pitch. A mode of motion or a tone that affects one

body will have a different effect or no effect at all on another. The re-

actions of the many different kinds of bodies against the thousands of

tones of impact possible to be delivered by the ether, together consti-

tute in themselves and cause in other bodies all the phenomena of mo-

tion we are acquainted with, each sort of motion receiving a name sig-

nificant of the body moved or the kind or tone of the motion.

A gun does not furnish the force by which the bullet is driven, but

it is essential to the effectiveness of the force; and its form, weight,

position, &c.
,
determine the quantity of force that may be used and the

direction the bullet will take. Powder burnt in the open air would pro-

duce a very different effect. Fire-crackers, Roman candles, rockets,
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pistols, shot-guns, mortars, bomb-shells, torpedoes, cannon, &c.
, repre-

sent different forms of bodies related to gunpowder and its gas when it

is exploded, each causing a different effect due to its peculiar form and

constitution. In like manner the ponderable bodies constitute the bases

of the action of the ether; and their form, structure, and molecular

constitution determine the manner and force of its manifestation. Its

impact sets the individual molecules of bodies in motion, and its currents

around all particles establish their gravity and chemism. Its motion in

magnets is magnetism. Its motion in batteries and conducting wires is

electricity, galvanism, &c. Its motion in the nervous S}
Tstems of animals

is nerve action
;

in their brains and ganglions its motion is mentality of

various kinds, depending upon the class of cells from which its re-

action takes place. From one it is warmth, from another heat, another

light, or red, or green, or blue
;
from others it is sounds in hundreds of

tones and hundreds of qualities, as those of bells or voices, or breezes,

or brooks. In short it is sensation of all kinds. From others its mo-

tion is the result of the reduction and consolidation of sensations, con-

stituting the forms of mentality known as perception, ideation, reason,

&c. In short its reactions from brain cells constitute Mind.

The brawi itself constitutes the soul the seat of mentality. Ether

appears to be the common carrier of energy, transferring it from

one end of the universe to another. '
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ABBREVIATIONS.

Br. brain
;

Dev. development ; Dijf. differentiation
; Ef. effects

;

Exp. experiments ; Opt. optic ; Quo. quotation. Words in italics are

definitions of the preceding word. This * refers to page in which sub-

ject is explained.

Abercrombie, Intellectual
Powers 796, 822, 890

Absorption of heat 400
Abstraction 800 I

Universal 804 ,

Acoelomi 36 I

Acorn worm 36

Acrania, without skull .56 i

Acrogen, growing at top,
79,881

ACTION OF THE GLANDS 519
ACTION OF THE HEART. 510

Actinophrys 70
Actors .780
Adaptation not essentially
progressive 317
of stimulus to organ. 713

Agarics- _...-.. .-; 201

Agassiz, Louis, on origin
of Vorticella .251

Age of faith 791

Ague cake 265

Air, dust from 249

germs in 249
not abundant. 250

Alalus *58
Albinos 130
Alcohol 218
Alcohols, list of .352
Aldrovanda 523
'Algae *72

changed to fungi 245
Allantois, sausage 19, 44

Alligator, contests of 115

Allotropism of antimony. .350

Boron, 350 ; Carbon . 349

Chlorine, 350; Oxygen. 348
Phosphorus .348

Selenium, Silicon 349

Sulphur .349

Alps 240

Amblystoma 137
Amnesia 662

Amnion,Dev. of-. 43
Amnionsac .17

Amoeba 10, 70
formed from bacteria. 247

Amperemeter . .,346

Amphibians in Carbonif-
erous 84

Amphigastrula 14

Amphioxus .42

nerves of 572

Amplitude in sound 374

Amputated limbs
sensation of .509

Amygdalin 229
Amylobacteria 252
Anabolism .312

Anastomoses, connections
between vessels. 545

Anatidae, chicks. .906 (

ANATOMY OFTHE BRAIN. 552
Anecdotes of bees 864. 867

\

birds. 864,871
COWS. 865
crows 870, 871

dancing geese. 873
ducks 873

|

Anecdotes of elephant . . . 877
shepherd dog. 865
storks 872

Anesthesia 938
Animal a locomotive vege-
table ..192

ANIMAL INTELLIGENCE.. 861
Animal layer .36
Animals domesticated 117

exterminated by man . 117
mental qualities of .878
having chlorophyl 182

Anodonta *76
Annals Nat. Hist 251
Anomalies -279

aortic arch 283
epiphyal bone 280
hands and feet 292
pancreas. &c 287
skin muscles 284

supra condyloid 281
veins 284

Antelope in Dakota 110
Anterior commissure 587
Anthropoid, manlike

( apes ) 12
are bimanous 8

cranial ridges 371
Antrum of Highmore 473
Ants, siave-makers .186
Aorta 513
Apes and men

bones of limbs 3
brain 6, feet 7
hair5, hands 6
muscles, nates ... 5
vertebrae 4

Aphasia 662
Appendicularia 37, 38
Appendix vermiformis .*48

Apples 107

Apteryx, wingless .107
Arbor vitae .561

not in fishes 574
Ardeidae, herons 906
Arenicola *73
Arrectores pili, hair rais-

ers-. .784
in many animals 786

Art, part of nature 860
Artemia. 133
Arteries .-21,22
Artist, an inventor 856
Aryan, plowman 928

roots 929
Ascarides, parasitic
worms .730

Ascidian, adult 39
gastrulation 32
larva 38

Ascidians, life of 188

Aspergillus( mould) 205
Asphaltum 410
Atomicules 1042

compose atoms 1043
formed of ether 1042
how made? 1044
all alike 1051

Atoms, action of ether
upon 1041

Atrophy. .,.. 367

Atrophy of nerve 368
Attention 687, 700, 752, 799

directs blood. 753
involuntary 781

Auditory ganglion 554
Auricle, little ear, cham-
ber of heart .. 22, 513

Austin, A. C 290
Author, an inventor 855
AUTOMATIC ACTION OF
THE CEREBRUM 832

Automatic actions 667
Automatism of genius 832

of memory 837, 838
Axiom 847

compared with sensa-
tion 973

Axolotl, development into
amblystoma 131, 137

Azimuths of waves 387

Bacteria, alter starch 234
condensed to larger or-
ganisms 246
in beer 215
origin of - 243

Bain on monotony 980
Mind and Body. 1000

pleasure 709
views of 999

Barramunda 40
Barnacles 77

history of 100, 187
Barnard on light 388
Basal ganglia. 626

.a complete machine 636
Bastian, Beginnings of
Life 236,243

Beaonis. Prof, case 961
Beaver, invention of 870
Bechamp, fermentation.. 224
Bees, development of 983

royal worm 984
Begonia, spores of 242, 360
Bell animalcule 31
Bell gastrula, animals de-
veloping by. 30

Bernstein, Five Senses-. 430
Bert, rat grafting 363
Bessy, slime moulds 213
Bigemina 627
BILATERALISM 145
Bilateralism in radiates. -142

of limbs, nostrils, kid-
neys, genitals. 146

bladder, tongue 147

glands 148
brain and cord. 150

Binet & Fere, Animal
Magnetism 964

Bird, first one with feath-
ers 89'

Birds, brain of 583
courts of 872
imitative songs .906

improvement in Terti-
ary times 93
language of 931
one hmctionless ovary 156
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Birds, spinal cord of 582
Bishop, mind reader 899
Bjevkness, experiments- -.342

Black, a negative sensa-
tion 980

Black tongue 264
Bladder gastrula 30
- urinary 24
Blame, logic of 770
Blaserna, on sound 381
Blastula * 29
Blind spot of eye 439
Blind fish. 454
Blood of Anqdonta 76
Blood, a carrier of oxygen 219

development of 40
iron in 178
red corpuscles of 178

Blushing 779
on breast 784

Bodes law 851

Bodington, Mrs. 638
Body, an incident of sex. 310

resurrection of 1007
Bonds of atoms 1033
Bones, formation of 157

Bottineau, Peter 840
Brachiopods *73
Brain, blood vessels of 566

comparative weights- -599
a deficient one 289
development of 20
two parts of, viz 982
mind forming 982
mind using 983
not symmetrical 151

Brain of agouti
amblyopsis
cat
chick
chimera . - -573

chimpanzee 600, 601
cod ..577

dasyure 586

dolphin 593, 594
foetus 542
gar fish 574
hoofed animals. 594, 595
horse 555, 556
kangaroo 591

lamprey 572, 573
lemur and orang. . -598, 599
lizzard ..581,582
man .553

monkey and man . -596, 597
mudfish 578

ornithorhynchus. . .586, 589
pike fish 575
plants 551

rabbit, pig, &c 600, 601
shark 575
skate 575
stoat, coati, fox 591
sturgeon 573
turkey 582
turtle 581

Brain, the. See Cerebrum.
sensory tracts 649
motor .651
hearing centers 657
sight centers 657, 675

Branchipus, change in. ... 133
Brewster's Natural Magic 825
Bridgeman, L 907, 937
Brinton, Myths of New
World 791, 927

Brown, mind reader 899

Brown-Sequard 953
case cited by. 953
on education 958
experiments 742

Bucephalus, ox-head ..... .292

Budding 361

Bumpology 648
Burro ., 671

Dynamic Theory.

Buttenvort 522

Camel in America 95
Cancer, theories of 167, 366
Canyon of the Colorado

Cerebrum, organ of envi-
ronment e
relative value of 6

structure of 5__
Ceteosaur, whale lizzard.. 89
Chalk sponge _ 30
Cl

,
hamel eon, one lung of.. 155

Capillaries. 511 I
ribs of. 16ft

Carbonic acid gas 217 !
unable to swim. 156

( CO2 carbonic dioxide ) .218

CA RBONIFEROUS C O A L
AGE 82

Carpenter on Ferrier 651

grafting .365
will 751

Carpenter's Mental Physi-
ology 537,791,812
Human Physiology

365, 511,606
Carpozyma 217
Carriers in chemism 1038
Case of abscess in brain -677

atrophied brain 741

cysts in brain .746
disease of brain 678, 679
cretins 734

Champlain epoch- 96
Charcot. Exp
Chemical affinity 1035

conditional 1035
Chemical carriers. .... 1038
Chemism and ether 1032

Berthollet on 1033
bonds in 1033
Cookeon 1032
and heat 1038

Chicken-pox 258
Children are savages 739
Chloroform 665
CHLOROPHYL 176

an active organism 176
animals having it- -182, 212
a maker of starch 177

emotional patients 733 I requires light 178, 179
'

yellow and blue 180English woman 735
d ; sease of fornix 741
of Holland 737
i nsane woman 732
rept'd by Maudsley -738" Rush 734
of sailor. 734

tramp : 717
Cat, sagacity of 877

tale of 344

Catalysis. 1037

Caudagalli, cocktail 80 r
Caudate nucleus 560, 566 ! Chromatophores,
Cause and effect 846 I _ bearers.

no break in 1052

Cells, division of .299
form in 1045
in cortex 570
limits of growth 298

CELLULAR PLANTS, IN-
FUSORIA, AND THEIR
TRANSMUTATIONS 243

transformed into other
organisms ............... 251

Cholera .................... 263
in sewage............... 268
endemic, sporadic. ..... 263

Chorea .................... -743
Chorion .............. 11, 17, 18
Christian science...... .... 791
Chromate of potash ....... 411
CHROMATIC FUNCTION.. .419

cause of.

color

Chyle, white blood of
worms, &c ............... 41

8
ilia, vibratile ............ 488
irculation, cause of. . . . . 510
before hearts ........... 510
with defective heart.. -511-

Civil law, basis of ......... 721
Clark, Adam .........

_. 765
Cephalopods, head-footed *75 Clark, Capt. Sign Lan-

nautilus, sepia 75
orthoceras, octopus 75

Ceratodus 40
begins in Mesozpic 86

Cerebellum, functions of. 617
a complete machine. - .626
cortex of 560
organ for balancing 625
organ of action 572

'* ** AfL-V+-/*.1V

908
Clavicle, the first bone os-

sified 158
in birds 161, in moles,
in quadrupeds 162

Climate depends on 105
effect of 127
in the sea 253

Cloaca *23*u_;i/iuu oi4 ^ i"w-'*

dexterity 618 Clothes, - -

early development of- -619 ! Coal age 82
and eye 620

;
plants 82

and ear 621 CO2 , burnt carbon 1053
Cochlea.... 460
Cockles

not concerned in sexu-
ality. 624
deficient in two cases.. 623
of bear, dog, man 618
of fishes 576

Cerebral organs of cat 655
dog 656

monkey 657
man.... 659

Cerebro-spinal fluid 566
Cerebrum 562, 639 by age.

76
Cod, development of. ..... 34
Colburn,Zerah ............ 834
Coleridge .................. 832
Colloids. ................... 353
Columella of ear .......... 467
Color-blind people ........ 442
Color changed by food. ... 131-- by seasons ........... 180

action of, consumes
blood 652
action of reflex-..-664, 842
automatic 843
cortex of 569
direct connections with
the sense organs 649

and muscles 651
machine of itself. 650
of fishes 578
organ of consciousness 663

.130-- by fright ............. 130

hereditary .............. 422
lost by seclusion ........ 423

marking insects ........ 421

primitive of race...... 419

Coloring matters in ani-
mals...................... 418

Colors due to climate ..... 417
Ccecum of animals........ 140
Coelenterata ............... 31
Coelomi .................... *36



Collyer, case of 802

Coma 743,815
Comb of goatsucker 291
Combs Constitution of
Man 111

Comets. 1017

spectra of .407
Commissure, middle. 558
COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
OF THE BRAIN. 572

COMPARATIVE DEVELOP-

Index.

Crabs, respiration of 173

triangular ;>_'

Craniota, having skull 56
Cray fish , cord of. 608
Creed, Apostles' 1008
Cretaceous period 90
Cretinism. 48
Crinoids 77
Crista acustica 459
Crookes, Radiometer 415

. Crowbar case 942
MENT. 27

{

Crura. leys. 561

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY i Cryptogamic, set-ret mar-
riage of plants 201

347
303

OF THE EVE 444

Comparison -856

Comprehensive types 103
< "onauction, resistance to 334
Conductors, list of. 335

Coniomycetes 205

Conjunctiva *264
CONSCIENCE AND THE
MORAL SENSE. - 718

Conscience, a division of
consciousness 727
no sure guide 719
instinctive 882
not free 771

subversion of 883
CONSCIOUSNESS 964

is concrete 965, 968
and thought 065

physical motion 966

depends on blood. 967
a function of organs .968

differentiation of. 969
not describable. 972
diffused in nature 975

Conservation and Correla-
tion of Forces 486

Consumption 262

Contagious diseases com-
mon to men and mam-
mals. 3

two kinds of .256

CRYSTALLIZATION
Crystalloids
Crystals of camphor and
iodine 413
ice 35'

snow 358

-growth of 356, 357

polar energy 355

repair of 356

Cuckoo, habits of 185

Culture, effect of on sav-
ages 114

Cuterebra, parasite on
squirrels 194

Cuvier, Animal Kingdom
87, 124

on camel 371

Cycads in Mesozoic *85
Cypris. 187 I

Cysticerci, effects of 746
Cystidians 77

Dana, Geology 66, 79

Dandy fever. 259
Darwin quoted. 114, 115, 119.

371.
Cruise of the Beagle. 869
on illusion 830
on twining plantsContinents, primitive 102, 104

Contraction of muscles- .498
|

insectivorous
Contractility 486 Decussation op. nerve

of amoaba. 487
cilia 488

protoplasm. 487,489

spinal axis
Deer, case of.

181

525
602
603
371

Conversation, incoherent 671
Convolutions 693
Coracoid bones 159

in mammals 161

Corallines *73
Cornil and Babes. 224
Cornu, a horn 563

anterior 663

posterior 564
descending.. 563

Corona radiata 566
Corpus, a body
Corpora, bodies.

Corpora striata 558 of barley.
-635

Deformity and darkness . .417
Delusions .819
Dendrite 357
Descartes, on Conarium. 637
Desor 66
Dessication, effects 136

axolotl, snake 137

Development, habit 138
human 35
worm stage 36

DEVONIAN, AGE OF
FISHES 80

Dextrose *218
Diastase, a ferment. . . 192, 218

.637

fmicrons of.
of birds
lesions* of
in fishes.

Corpus ca I losum
dentatum of olives. 554

cerebellum 561

striatum, a concentrat-
ed organ 637

Correlation of parts.
Cortex, bark

of cerebrum

...230

No. of cells in

organs of.

Corti, organs of.

Coulomb.
Cow
Cow-bunting
Cow-pox
Coyotes
Crabs, short-tailed

Catalytic action _':::'.

in digestion 122, 123
Diatoms, remains of 92

DIFFERENTIATION. 268
of organs. -'7'-'

Diffraction. 388
Digestion imitated by the I

chemist 225
__. ferments in 226
370

!
Digger Indians no

6.34 Digits, five normal r>4

5<>4. fififi as counters 914
Dinosaur,570

.647

Ml
345
916
863
-258
87(1

- a "link".
Diplozoon, double animal 197

Dipueusta, double bret.nl,-

ci-x. 175

Diphtheria, 259
.... Direction, sense of 810, 868
90 I Disease and hypnotism- .813 ,

1059

Disc gastrula 33
Discina *74
Discoidal cleavage. *30
DISEASES OF THE INTER-
NAL SENSES 729

ascarides, &c 730
Disuse, effects of 107

Divining rod 797
Dog, tale of ;><_'

Dogs of Assam 876
deprived of cerebellum <;_'.">

of Uruguay. 866
anecdote 875

Dolphin, hand of _".)!

DOMINANT IDEAS 7*7
emotional '. 795
epidemic. 7!>fi

government by 7!4
Dominant types 116
Double personality 960
Draper, experiment of 385

on muscle. ..497

Dreaming. 816
of animals 868

Drowsiness in summer- . -128

Dry land, first in Devonian
times. 80

Duboise-Raymond, on
muscles 494, 500

Ducks, bare breasts in

Spring 124
Duke of Halifax 764
Duodenum 227
Duplex lunacy 957
Dusart's experiment 901
Dust from air 249
Duty to custom. 7-_'<>

notions of 701

Dynamo 328, a33
Dyne 345

Dysentery 2G.r

Ear of anodonta in the foot 76

cray fish 465
crocodile. 468
fish 467

-jellyfish 464
invertebrate 466
of man 455
of mollusk. 466
development of 21
like telephone 1031

Ear bones 468, 470
of marsupials. 469

monkeys 471
Earth , crust of 65
Earthquakes, daily 65
Eating 648
Echidna 52
Edentates, toothless. 99
EFFECT OF BODIES ON
LIGHT AND HEAT 387

EFFECTS OF HEAT AND
LIGHT ON INORGANIC
BOD ES 409

EFFECTS OF LIGHT AND
HEAT ON ORGANISMS . . 416

EFFECT OF TEMPKRA-
TURE 125

Ego. 931
ELECTRICITY 324

atmospheric, &c 338
- engraving by 341
- sources of. 337

Electric accumulators 334
- brush, glow, &c 335
cuts 533
cm-rents in muscles 500

3 people.
ELECTK ic ORGANS r.-ji;

of eel

malapterurus. 530- plants 533
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Electric torpedo........... 827
Elements, tables of. -403, 1041

Emasculation.. ............ 644
Embolism ............... *676

Embryo, development of. 15

impressibility .......... Ill

EMBRYOLOGY.............. 9

Emile X., case of ..........954
Emotion, effect on secre-
tions ..................... 788

Emotions .................. 771
affected how ........... 780
cerebral expression 774
diversion of. ............ 778
effects of violent ....... 772
heart affected by ....... 779

inseparable from voli-
tions ..................... 773

medullary expression. 774
worked off. ............. 777

Emulsin ................... 229
Encrinites.. ................ 85
Endemic diseases ......... 264
ENERGY ................... 318
ENERGY AND ETHER 1012

Energy in coal............ 1013
in collision. ............ 1014
conservation of. ........ 319
different modes of ..... 319
in gravity. ............ 1014

origin of ............... 1012

potential ................ 320
sun's rays .............. 1013
unit of ................ ..323

Engraving by electricity. 341
Entoconcha ........... 186, 188
Entoderm ............ ..15, *16
Entomostrachans ......... *78
Eozoa .................... 70,71
Eozoic AGE ............... 70

plants .................... 521

Epithelium, ciliated ...... 488
of smell. ................ 472
of taste.................. 480

Epizootic .................. 262

Equiseta .................. -83
Erethism .................*669

Erysipelas ......
;
.......... 263

Ether and chemism. ..... 1032-- smell............... 1031
the soul ................. 997--- of things ......... 1039--- universe ......... 1056
wave lengths of ....... 383

Euglena, developed from
alga ............. ........ 250

Eulalos .................... *58

Eulima, parasite .......... 195

Eurypterus ................ 78
Eustachian tube .......... 21

Evagination ............... 369
Evolution. ................. 8
Excito-motor ............ . .667

Exner, on nerves........ 985
Exoderm ............... 15, *16

Expectant attention ...... 797

Expression in face ........ 775

by attitude ............. 776
in muscles ............. 775
of cerebrum ........... 774
medulla oblongata ..... 774
flame in tube ........... 787

Eye of bird ................ 445

comparative anatomy. 444

comparative size .. .602

development of ........ 20
of cuttle fish ........... 448
insects .................. 447
mole ........... ........ 454
mollusk. ................ 452
oil globules in birds 445

pike fish ................ 453

Dyna'ttt ?V Theory.

Face, and attention 782
Facial nerve in express'u..779
Faith cure 789

Falciform, sickle-shaped-.660
lobe 701

Folconidae, hawks. 906
Falx cerebri, sickle of
cerebrum 562

ETarre, Arthur 290
Felida X., case of 957
Female cell 306
Fermentation 223

of blood by yeast 219
Ferments, alcoholic. 218

on fruits and grapes- 242
-- lactic. 221

organic 213
of plants 526

-- vinegar 221

Fern, development 206
Ferrier's Functions of the
Brain. 509, 608, 651, 665

Fink, H. T 439
Fish culture ill- intellect of. 874
Fishes, immigrants in
America 101
in Cretaceous. 90
living on land 173

Tertiary 92
oldest remains of 80
in old red sandstone- . . 81

Fissure of Sylvius 562
Fittest not always the
highest 119

Five, meaning of 914
Flat-fisbes, brain of 579

description 152, 153

unsymmetrical 151

Flimmer ball *3l

Flint, A., medicine. .257, 679
Fluorescence 398
Food, ef. of change. ..131, 139

Foods, list of 225
Foot of shell fish 76
FORCE AND FORM 1039

Force, field of 328
lines of 327

Fore brain 20
Fornix of brain *564
Form of energy 966
Form, essential nature of 1046

Forty-fourth octave 382

Fossils, number of 103
Fraunhofer's lines 383, 405

Frog, calf of 500

deprived of brain- -607, 613

development of 84
diastase in 231
hand of 52
renewal of legs. 361

-thumb 124
Frontal lobes, organs of
attention. 699

Frontal sinus 472

Frowning. 781

Fruit, develop torulae -238

cells of, cause fermenta-
tion 237

Fucoids *73
Function forms the organ 317
FUNCTIONS OF THE BASAL
GANGLIA 626

FUNCTIONS OF THE CERE-
BELLUM. 617

FUNCTIONS OF THE CERE-
BRUM 639

FUNCTIONS OF THE ME-
DULLA OBLONGATA 610

FUNCTIONS OF THE SPIN-
AL CORD 605

Functions lost by disuse - . 183

FUNGI, Cookeon.... 200

Fungi on bon,e 208
nitrogen in 204
no chlorophyl in.. 201

parasitic 200, 208
spores of 200
variability ..244

Fungi compared with al-

gae. 211
212

554
.554
554
930

Gabrielle Bompard. 901
Gage, P. P., case of 942
Gage's Physics 375

on matter 1036
Ganglia 501, *548
Ganglion cells 502, 503

of olivary body
posterior pyramids .

vagus nerve
Garner, monkey talk
Gases, velocities in 1036

Gaskell, on heart 518
Gasteropods *74
Gastric juice 226
Gastrula *14
Gastrulation, man 13
Gauss, absent minded 801

brain of 694
Geddes and Thomson, Ev-
olution of Sex.. 297, 304, 312,
314.

Gelatine in photo 412
Geniuses 834, 835
Geological record 104

changes. 106

Geotropism, turning to
earth 551

Germ, a fragment of pa-
rent 359

disc, shield *16
Germs of disease 266

Gibbon, music of 471
Giifard injector 340
Gill arches altered 63

in embryo 21

suppression of 40
body 36,37
openings 21

Gills changed to lungs 172

Gizzard changed 139
Glanders. 262
Glands, peptic, salivary,
Peyers, Bruners, &c 226,
227.

Peyers in typhoid 260
Glands of plants 522

of drosera secrete, di-

gestive juice .525

Glass, effect of light on. . .413

Glochidia ......*76

Glosso pharyngeal, neu-
cleus of 554

Glucose 218

Glucoside, like glucose 224

Glycogen *228
in foetus 231

Goby, land fish 173

God 1011,1012
Goitre 48,266
Goldschneider, expenm'ts
on touch 428

Goltz, experiments. 613

Good, meaning of 727

taste 728

Goose-skin 784

Gordon 's Electricity 344

Gout, theory of 168

Grafting, root 360

in animals 362

Graphite, origin 71

thickness 72

Gravitation. 1019
- a cause of change 105



Gravitation, force of.

origin of
result of work.

Gray's telegraph
Grease pox
Grief, inhibition of
Grote, quotation
Growth, an expression.
Guiding sense. 6J

Gulls, anecdote.
Guruey, Ed., on hyp-

H

-.1018
1021
1022

...682

...258

...970

...726

...787

S, 760
...874
...959

HABIT. 315

changed by environm't 110

dev. of lungs due to 175

due to force. 317

effect of 108

in sensations 799

Habitual action 615

Hachisch 817

Haeckel's Evolution of
Man 56

Hags, brain of 572

Hairy cover lost by man- .184

Hallucinations 827

Hami Iton, anecdotes. 801

Hands, difference in 154

Harmonic telegraph 682

Harmonics. 377

Harelip. 148

Harpers annual 112

Harrington, Lewis 840

Hay infusions produce
bacteria. 242

Head and tail. 141

Heart beats after separa-
tion from body 515

controlled by medulla
oblongata 616

coronary arteries 515

dev. of, mammal 22

force supplied by blood 515

muscles of 514

nerves of 512, 518

unsymmetrical. 154

pump-like 517

Heart of frog 512

gasteropod 75

man 513

mollusk. 512

HEAT AND LIGHT GEN-
ERAL THEORY OF RADI-
ATION' ... 381

Heat made latent 402

motion of ether, not of
ponderables 1039

HEARING, AND THE EAR. .455

Hebrew roots 930

testament words 930

Hepatic veins, belonging
to liver 513

Heredity in idiocy Ill

Hermaphrodite *13

human embryo. 25

animals, list of 297

Hermitcrabs 869

Herter, C. A., Dr ..808

Heterocercal tish, unequal
tuilc.d. 86

Hibernation l'-3

Hieroglyphics 910

giggs,
P. Electric Light.. 336

ind Win-- 20

Hippocampus major ..564
minor 666

Hogs, razor-back U8
Hofn.cs, 0. \V 837,841
Holoblastie *29

Holy thorn 791

Hotnooercal fi*h,

tailed.
Honor among thieves.

Index.

Hood gastmla 30
animals of 33

Hops in beer 215
Horace Greely's advice. . .107

Horn silver 410

Horripilation 784

Horse, cerebellum of 624

geological history of . - . 94
.. pumping 861

>Houdin 985}
Howe, Dr ..777 '

Human egg 12, 27

embryo 28

eye 436
heart, development of. 38

race, increase of 108

Hunger, unsatisfied chem-
ism 1003
a type of desire 1003

Hunter, J. grafting 366

Huxley-Biology 209
-- Invertebrate Anatomy 369

Man's Place in Nature 3
on automatism 613, 945
on ear 467

organic particles 369
on Priestly. 1009
Vertebrate Anatomy. . . 148

views on mind 986, 994
and Youman'sPhysiol.229

Hybrids 293

Hydra, differentiation of .273
produced from frag-
ments 360

Hydration *218

Hydrogen storms. 407

Hydrophobia 264
Hypera3mia. 652

produced by will 653

Hypertrophy 366

Hypnotism, Bertrand on . . 805
Braid on 812
Charcot 809

Liegeois 809
six stages of 808
will in 806

Hypoaria 574

Hysteria 744

Iceland spar 390
Ichneumon fly 199

Ichthyosaurus *88
- pectoral arch 162

ribs of 166
Idea *700
Ideas are persons 962

cause epidemics 790
in disease 789

Identity, is in body. 933
Ideo-motor actions 667
Idiots inattentive 745
Illusions 817

from disease 822

typhus 824
Illusions of sight, 820, 821, 831

Imagination -856
Immaterial substance not
conceivable 993

Immateriality of motion 991

Immortality of protozoa .. 310
of soul 1006

Brush on 1010

Courtenay 1009

Kingsley 1010

Priestly 1009
Tertullian 1007
not a Bible doctrine 1006
St. Paul on lot)1

.)

Impregnation of egg 4r,

Incoherency of ordinary
conversation. r.Ti

dreams tvii'

of thoughts (;:_'

Indian medicine men .791
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Indians, American 110

Digger 110
notion of soul 927

Indo-European speech . . 67
Induction 331, *335

in a vacuum 335
Infants' movements 778
Influenza 264
Infusoria . 248

vitality of 125
Inhibition of grief 970

of organs 958

sensibility .963

Injuries wrought through
imagination.. 790

Insanity, duplex 940
Insects in Devonian 80

in Jurassic 89
INSTINCT 878

in habit 879

hereditary 881
human 882
of insects 885

lizzards 885
in music 879
modified. 863,886
not unerring 884

Instincts of sphex 885
survival of in domesti-
cated animals 883

Insulators. 334
Intellectual pursuits are
emotional 772

Interference 389

Intermaxillary bone *26
double in Vert 148
in infant 148

Intermedial organs 648
Internal capsules 556,636

senses. 682

Intestines of cat, bear. ... -141

INTRODUCTORY 1

Intuitive ideas 858

Imagination 369
Invention 851

of beaver 870
cotton gin 854

depends. on memory... 851

of printing.. 853

post-hole digger. ... 853
Iiivertin 234

Involuntary attention 781
Iron chloride 411

affected by light 413
Iron in chlorophyl 245

grain of 1046
effect of magnetism.. 1047

Iron Hawk on signs. 907
Isaiah 1011

Island of Reil. -544, 594, 661

in apes 5

organ of speech 560
Isomerism 348, 351

Itch 257

Jacob on selection 117

Jasper and Sandie 903
Ja\vs, development of. 26
Jerks 796
Johnson, Sam, illusion of

hearing 822- on will 747

Joke, point of 713
.Innah 724
.Ionic's experiments 1047

Judgment 857
Jurassic age 88

Kangaroo 53, 87
young of 585

Kar.. 915
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Katabolism 312
Kidneys *23

anomalies of 288
Kindness, dev. of 721
Kirschwasser. 238

Lamel li branchs *76
in Cretaceous 90

Lamina cinerea, ash-col-
ored leaf 567

Lamprey 41
Landois & Sterling on
muscles 496

Langley, spectimm 384
LANGUAGE 904

is comparison 857
imitative 905

of birds 931
of monkeys 930

Lanugo of embryo 50
Latent heat 401
Lateral ventricles 563
Laureutian age. 72

Lecky, History of Ration-
alism. 794

Leconte, Geology, 83, 88, 89, 95
Leeches in India 172
Lenticular nucleus.. -560, 636
Leonidas. 725

Lepidodendron *83
Leprosy 266
Leptothrix buccalis 266
Lerneans, fish-lice 188

disparity of sexes 197

Lesion, a hurt 635
Letourncau on chloryphyl 177

Levulose, left-handed, gin-
cose 218

Lewes, Problems of Life
and Mind 978

Lichens, variable 245
Light and heat, effect 011

organisms 416
essential to plants, 122, 178

example 181
octave of 382
turned to electricity by
selenium. 409

Limbs and brain 667
dev. of 26

Liebig on ferments. 223

Limestone, origin of . . 71

Limpet, eye of. 451

Lingula *74
oldstock 253

Lithography 412

Liver, not symmetrical. . . 150

Lobes of cerebrum 563

Lobster, reason of 875

Lockyer, spec, analysis 1050

Locomotion, dev. of. 275
Loudness .374

Louis V., case of 955
six lives of 956

Lov.e, end of desire 1003

Lub'bock, Animal Senses, 428

451, 465, 638.

Origin of Civilization, 912
940.

Luciani, experiments of. -625

Lungs, development of . . . 39

developed from gills 17

dev. from swim-blad-
der in fishes- 174

of new infants 291

Luther 769

Luys, on anesthesia 938
emasculation 644

optic thalamus 631

Lymph... *4

hearts of frogs 4

Lyell, on Niagara 66

Dynamic Theory.

M
M, origin of letter 911
MACHINERY OF SELF-
CONTROL - 701

Machines grow 854
Macula lutea 439
Madeira islands, beetles

f. 119

Magnet 3271

electro 330

Magnetization of light 396

Magnets, effect of 964

Magosphaera, life of. 309
Malaria 265
Male cellj holoblastic 306
Mammae in males 290

supernumerary .50, 289

Mammals, age of. 91

bird-like - 587
brain of. 585

change in 93
first of. 86

Owen's classification-. 585
Man 2

a destroyer 117
in America 96, 97

Marsupial bones 53, 87

from pelvic plates. . 169

fishes 169

Marsupials 86, 87
first mammals in Amer-
ica. 101

Marsupium, a pouch
Mary Reynolds 948

double life. 949

Maternity hospital 788

Matter alike 1051

Maudsley, Body and Will,
614, 739,756

on the ego 939
on the will. 754

Max Shultze, on eye 439

Marsh on the horse 95

McNamarra, Cholera in

India 263
Measles 258

Measurements, electric- -345

Meatus, a passage. 21

Medulla oblongata- - -21, 543,

*553.

centers for coughing. - -611

emotional expres-
sions 614, 617

reflex actions 610, 616

respiration. - 610

sucking 612

swallowing, vomit-
ing ..-611

Medullary tube 17

Melaneemia, blood pigm't 265

Membranes of brain . .566

Memories, incoherency of 672

painful 772

revived, how 673
MEMORY. .666
- loss of 737

nature of 675

of cerebral cells 669

spinal 669

Menstruation. 123

Mental states induced by
their expressions 810

automatic 811

Meroblastic *29

Mesnet.Dr 945

MESOZOIC-REPTILIAN
AGE 85

Mesoderm *16

Meyer, L., chemistry 1037

Meynert's scheme. 650

Mice, musical 472

Michelle, son of 725

Micrococci, little grains,
in typhoid 260

Microphone, Hi lie, sound 102r
Midas, brain of 594
Mid-brain. 20
Mill on syllogism 849
Mildew 204
Milk sickness. 265
Mind 1,2, 981

ceases when brain is

still 1001

formed by the brain ..982,

987.

heredity of 936
natural history 1001

three parts of. .981

wears out brain 982
Mineral kingdom not sep-
arable from organic -347,
1052.

Minneapolis 788, 899

Missionary, neat removal
of an adversary of 793

Mivart's opinions 1051
Molecules and sound 1028

velocities of 1036

weight of 1037
Moles 1049
Monads 247,249
Moiiakow, optic thai .631

Moneron. 9, 70

growth of 269

Monkey in America. 97

language of. 930

Monotony 980

Monotreme, one hole-- .40, 87,

*88.

Moonstone, the 941

Morality 705

depends 011 723
Moral law of brutes. 721

the selfishness of so-

ciety 721

Moral sense. 728
based on intellect- -728

destroyed by disease 729
Morula. --*29

Mososaurs *91

Mosses, variable 245

Motion, forms of, clue to. 321
immaterial 991

-- molar -318
-- molecular 319

Moulds, recent 252
Mountain fever 260
Mozart 833

Mucedines. white moulds 203

Mucor, r, change in 217
Mucors. 203

act like yeast 220

changed 220
Mucous 18

Mud fish .39, 40

Miiller, Max .914,923
Miillerian duct 24,25
MULTIPLE EGO ; SEVERAL
PERSONS IN ONE 940

Mumps. 261

Mmik on brain.. 674

Murdock, Electricity and
Magnetism 325

Muriatic acid 1053

MUIT, sheep-pox 258
Muscardine ... 257

Muscle reading. 798

Muscles, contraction of.. -486

disease effects- 501

face 46

wanting 289

frog, vitality of. 494

jellyfish.... 489

man's soon die. 494

number of 491

organs of sense. 501

physiology. 486

sarcolemma 492

smooth 493
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Muscles, sound in
stimulated, how?
stri ated

in fish
ten sion of
tetanus
varieties of

Muscular sense 431

Music of birds
Musical mice

muscles
Must
Mushrooms, agarics.

classification
in carboniferous.

Myrmecobius
Myrosin
Myxomycetes, moulds . . .

494
.492
494
.499
.496
.491

, 633
471
472
-496

*217
-L'Ol

.201

. &3
. 86
229
.213

Names of fissures 590
of convolutions. 590

Narwhal, horn of 155

Nasturtium. 107

Nates, human only 5

Nates, optic lobes 557
NATURAL SELECTION OF
SPECIES 105

Nausea, a type of repul-
sion 1004

Navicella, dev. from neri-
tiua 136

Nebular theory. 1015

Neptune, discovery of 850

Nerve current 505

Nerve fibres 502
connected with mus-

cles. 507
size of. ..-509

- vitality of. 507

Nerve, poison of. 507

Nerves, afferent 490
anomalies in. 289

cranial. ""542,545

development of 277

effect of mind on. ... 549

efferent 490
- of fishes 580

of mammals 602

sympathetic r>4.
r
>

Nervous action in plants 550

NERVOUS SYSTEM 534

development of . 42

crawfish .538

frog 539

man -

r
>4()

mantis 537

pond muscle .536

primitive worm 59
sea squirt 535

star fish

sympathetic 534, 545
worm 535

Neurilemma. 501

Newton's illusion 819

rings ...-390

Niagara, age of 66

Nicol prism 393

Nipplos. extra ---289

Norwegian flimmer ball.. 35

Notoclmrd *W
Nott and Gliddon, Types
of Mankind 698

Nucleated cells. 9

Nucleus amygdale. -"Vii

caudatus. 560

leuticularis 560

pontis 561

Nulliporea
Numeration by digits. . - 913
N u in in u 1 i t e s, m o n e y
stones 92

Occipital condvies "61
Ocellus of beetle 446
Oid, termination, similar

to, as ovoid, egg-like
Olfactory grooves *25

lobe 474
in fishes 579

tract of cerebrum 602

Olivary body *653
Ouchidium, eye of 449

touch organ 433

Onomatopoeia. 906, 918

Ophthalmia 264

Opium, effect of 823

Opossum. 102

Optic chiasm 602
lobes 574,628

amblyopsis 576
functions 628

nerve, atrophy of 744

fishes. 579
thaiamus, bed 558,628

fishes. 577
lesions of 631

sensory organ 629

Optic tracts, scheme of .. .678

Organ of smell 661
ORGANIC FERMENTS. 213

Organic remains 80

Organs of brain 647
in cat. 655
come and go 685
connected 695

co-operate 684- in dog 656
formed by habit 696

hereditary 697
instruments of motion
not qualities 647
man 658

monkey 657
on mesial face 660
reflect the environm'nt 685

Organs, standard 689
tone of 683

ORIGIN OF SEX. 294

Originality 852

Ornithorhynchus, b i r d-
beak. 52
none fossil 99
one ovary not good. 156

young of 585
Osmosis 172

OSSEOUS SYSTEM 156

development of 25

by habit 164

soft in infants 158

Ostracoid, like an oyster *77

an old stock 253
OUR RELATIONS. 2

Ova, passive 311, 312

Ovary, egg-organ 25
Owen, Comparative An-
atomy. 572
on contractility 486

Owl, no color sense 445

Oysters. 90
Ozone in muscle action- -497

Pa and Ma <!_>

Pacinian body 4i'4

Packard, (Juide to Study
of Insects 447

Pain due to discord 711

Pallium, cloak. *76
Pancreatic juice. 231

Papillae, birds 434

frog 434

Papillon on chlorophyl ... 181

on grafting 364
on odor 475

Papillon on taste 484

Paralysis. 742
Parameoiom 247, 249
Parasites in dogs 191

mice 190

competition of 193
PARASITISM AND SOCIAL
RECIPROCITY. 183
essential to progress-. .199

Parrots, right-legged 957
Parthenogenesis *13

of plant louse 127

Pasteur, quoted 235, 237
on vibrio 223

Patriotism, duty of 725
Pea sausage 412
Pearls ..168
Pebrine 257
Pectoral arch of bird. 160

man 158

frog, lizzard 160
monotremes 161
mud fishes 160

Peduncles, feet. 556, 561
of cerebellum 555

cerebrum . 555
pineal gland 558

Pellicle, little skin 246
Pelvic arch 165

fishes. 170

megatherium 166

Penguin 119
Penici Ilium, mould 205

Pepper, System of medi-
cine 167

Pepsin 226
PERIODICITY 121

lost in even climates. . . 127

Peronospora on potato 203
Personality, or ego 931

conscious, the 932
diseases of 939
double 960

feeling of. 933
made by environment 9

V
37

Peruvian heads 6*98

Petroleums 352
Phantasms of the Living 820,

891.

Phillyrin. f29
PHYSIOLOGY OF NERVES
AND NERVE CELLS. --..501

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE MUS-
CLES -486

Photography, processes of 410

Phrenology 639
chart of 640
erroneous in principle- 646

Pigeons, selection of 117

changes in 118

Pigments of the skin 419

Pigment spot, euglena... 448
Pineal eye 637

old sight organ 638
in reptiles. 639

Pineal gland 561, 577
"
seat of soul" 637

history of 637
Pisiform bone 291

Pitcher plant 521

Pituitary gland. 562
membrane (smell). 20

Placenta. '

development of. 43
deciduate.discoidal. in-

deciduate 44
lirst occurrt-nct' in Ter-

tiary age. !'.'{

Planchette. 838
Plante, Gaston, on elec-

tricity 330, 339

Plants, brain of .v.i

classification 7:

first on land
sensitive to light 549
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Plasmodmm 303
Pleasurable sensation, the
end of volition 719

PLEASURE AND PAIN 709
Pleasure due to harmony
in brain action ..710

Plexus, cardiac , 545
solar 545

Plica polonica 208
Pliosaur 88
Pneuma, spirit 927 1009
Pneumonia, pleuro 262
Point de repere. 828

reflection of 829
Polar actions, list of 372
Polar globules of ova 306
POLARITY IN ORGANIC
ELEMENTS 360

Polarization 392
rotary 395

Policy and principle 705

Polygamy of seals, &c 116

Polymerism 351
Ponderable body the base
of ethereal operations 1055

matter, the body of the
universe 1056

Pons varolii, bridge of
VarollUS 543, 544, 555

Popular Science Monthly 153,

^ 279, 419,677,808,872
Portip mollis, soft part 21
Position of energy 324
Posterior cornu 598
Posterior lobes of brain -592,

700.

Potato disease 203, 208
Potential, low in battery 333

magnetic . -*326
Pouch et, experiments of.. 246
Powell, Survey of Colora-
do River 67

Prediction essential in vo-
lition. 719

Premaxillaries 148

Priestly on soul. 1009

Principles, the policy of
society 689, 705, 706

Prism, effect on light 387
Effect on illusions 828

Prochorion 11

Productus in Devonian ... 80
Proligerous, fertile 246

Protampeba 9
Protective colors, &c 121

Proteids, isomeric 226
Protococcus. *72

compared with fungus 211
locomotive 188
naked at times 209

Protomyxa, first mould. -213,
303.

Protoplasm, first made
composition of 9

- in plants 9
Protozoa, first animals 10

fission of 58, *70
Prussic acid 229
Psuche, soul 1009
Psychical Research So-
ciety. 889

Pterodactyle, win g-fi n-
gered *89
coracoid of 161

Pteropods, icing-footed-.. 74
Ptyahn, i

"

Dynamic Theory.

Qartachadashat 929

Quadrigeinina,/ow twins,
sight organs 557, 627

Quadrumana, four-handed
5,8

QUARTERNARY OR POST-
TERTIARY PERIOD

'tyalin, spit 226, 230
Puerperal fever 264
Pulmonary, of lungs 513
Pulvinar, pillow of optic
thalamus, bed 558

Pulvinus of sorrel *550
Punishment 769
Putrefaction. - . 223
Pyramids, anterior. - ... .*553

decussation of 553

posterior 553

Rabbits, new breed of 118
Radiate animals 142

Radiation, theory of 381
Radiometer. 415

Rallidse, rails. 906
Rays 81
REASON AND INVENTION 843

Reason, a mode of motion 861
an act of memory 845
founded on senses 847
imitation 852
mixed with instinct 880
of lower animals 846

physiology of 845
Recollection 670

renewal of 673
Red nucleus .557

sea 209
snow 209

Reflex actions 667
Refraction 388

double 390
Reil, band of 557

see Island of 1061

Relapsing fever 261

Religion 724
and state. 724

Remembrance 669
Remittent fever 265
Renal capsules 23
Renewal of parts 296

Reproduction by larval
forms 126
of axolotl. ..126

REPRODUCTION OF VEGE-
TAL CELLS 234

Reproductive organs, de-

velopment of 24

Reptiles, brain of 580
classification 294
in cretaceous 91

Respiration 172

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM... 171

Responsibility 719, 766

feeling of 767
a bondage. 768

Resonators 378
Restiform bodies 553

ganglion 554
Retina 437

REVERIE, SOMNAMBU-
LISM, HYPNOTISM,
SLEEP. 799

Rhizocephala, root head- -193

effect on crab 193

inglorious end of 194

Rhoads, 011 bird songs. 906

Rinderpest. 262

Rings, monopolies 722
within rings 723

Rods and cones 438
number of -443

Romanes, quoted. .863
Roscoe Spec. Analysis 444

Rosenthal, muscles 494
nerves 508, 527

Roseola 259

Rotary polarization 395
RUDIMENTS 46

air bladder 55
bones of lialis 55
digits 54, 55
ear muscles 46,47
intermaxillary 49

Rudiments, male mammae 49
male uterus. 49
marsupial bones 53
panniculus *47
platysma *47
tail 50
thymus gland 47
thyroid

'

48
See also Chap. 32 268

S

Saccharomyces. *213
growth of 214
minor, yeast 215
spores of 215

Sacculina 186
Sacculus of ear 21
Salamander of Alps 137

spinal cord 606
renewal of parts . . .361

Salmon, contests of 115
Sand dunes 1046
Saurian, lizzard 88

extinction of. 92
Scala media 462
Scapula, carnivores *162

ungulates 162
Scarlet fever 258
Schmankewitsch, exp 133
Schneiderian membrane 473
Schiitzenberger on Fer-
mentation 215

Scrotum 25
Sea acorns 188

animals in fresh water 134

snails, origin of 74
Sedentary animals 189

marine 136

Sediments, rate of 66
Seidlitz powders 1053
Selachii *81

Selection, artificial a
branch of natural... 118, 119

of freaks. 112

by struggle 112

protective resem-
blances 121

sexual. 115
Selenium turns light to
electricity 409

Self-consciousness. 971
Self-control 701

of a machine 702

Semper, Animal Life 125

Sensation, a link in physi-
cal action 971
an affection of ether. -976

ultimate term 973

compared with axiom 973
differentiation of. ..... .975
in plants and animals-- 975
physical 974
tissues wasted by 974

Sense of friction 426

pressure, warmth . . .426

organ of gnat 433

Sensibility in brain -678, 1004

grows fromchem ism.. lOOi

inhibition of 963
in solar plexus. 67?

in spinal cord. 678
Sensitive plant 550
Sensori-motor acts 667

Sensory tracts of brain... 674

Septicsamia 257

Septum, partition 514
in heart 38
lucidum 565

Sergeant F 945, 948

Serpent, bones of 170

Sewers, disease in. 267
Sex cells, union of more
than two. 311

Sex, difference in 308

equality of 308



Sex, origin of 294

polarity in 301

theory of ..300
transmission by germ
plasma 305

segmentation. 305
Sexes, differentiation of . 106

disparity of 116
due to habit 313

SBXUAL AND ARTIFICIAL
SELECTION 115

Sexual elements both
from one cell 306

Shark. 81, *82
cerebellum of 573
change in teeth 88

Sheep 921
'

stomach of 140

Shepherd dogs 906
Shepherd, Dr., on anoma-

lies ...279

Shells of shell fish 168 !

SIGHT, AND THE EYE 434 >

Sight, a photographic pro-
cess ..443

dev. by 44th octave. 435
differentiation of 441

effect on sanity. 746
value of. 745 !

Sigillaria *83 !

Sign language 907
j

aptness of 909 i

deaf mute 907
Indian 908
of shepherd dogs 906

Signs. 691
Silence a negative sensa-
tion 980

Silk worm, diastase of 231
Silver chloride 410
SILURIAN, AGE OF MOL-
LUSKS 73

Species in 78,79
Skeat, Etymological Dic-
tionary. 916

Skeleton of Gorilla 165
Skin 423

organ of tact 745
Sleep 813

blood used in 815
cause of. 813
consciousness in. 814

during torture 814
time for repairs 122

Sleep-talking 802
Sloth, limbs of 166
Small pox 257
MELL 472
mell and ether 1031

Smell, a chemical sense.. 479
delicacy of. 475
delusions of 476
evolution of 477
in animals ..475
nerves of. 473

- organs of. 474
in cerebrum 661

Snail, exp. with 134
how affected by tem-
perature 126

peculiar marriage of. . .198

respiration of. 173

Snakes in Tertiary 99
limbs of. IBS

lungs of 155

Snellius. law of 388
Snow crystals 358

red 209
Solenoid 329
SOLUBLE FERMENTS DI-
GESTION 225

composition of 229
Somnambulism 801

duplex 942
Soul 1006

Index.

Soul, after death 1005
- a gut that does not rot 927- ofthings 1039

universe 1056
SOUND 372

beats in 381
- convergence of 375
due to ether 1023
harmonics in 377
new theory of 1023

pitch .-376

timbre 377

velocity 1024, 1031

vibrations 373 I

wavelengths 373
j

Space, infinite 1034

Species, hybrid. 293

migration of 101

selection of 105, no
sexual. 115

Specific heat 403, 1040

Spectral image 825
reflection of 826
theory of 828

Spectrum 1048
analysis. 404

Lockyer on 1050
differences in, due to
forms of moles 1049
of hydrogen 1049

Speech organ in cerebrum 661

Spencer, H., on cells 294
hip joint 362
improvement of organs
by use 974

physiological units. 368

Spermatozoa, seed ani-
mals. 11

,

activity of 312 I

figures of 12
j

Sphex, care for young 199

Spinal cord. 540, 541

amphioxus 572
Clark's column of . . .610
functions of 605
reflex action of 606
section of 609

Spirillum 261

Spirit. 927
Spirit photography 830

Spleen, anomalies of 288

enlarged 260
renewal of 361

Splenic fever 257

Spontaneous generation
an incorrect term 256

Spore. *201
size of 202

Sporadic 259

Squirrels, flying 169

Star, Dr., Pop. Sci. Mo- . . -677

Starch, a product of chlo-

rophyl 177, 192
Stars 1043

motion of . . .408

spectra of 406
Stellar system 1043

Stimuli, courseof in brain 571

Stomach ; of cetacea 141

habits of 839
of herbivores 139

St. Paul 940
on resurrection 1009

Strains bridge. 164

compression on bones ir>7

tension on muscles. l.~>7

Strata, 20 miles thick 6T>

age of 67
Striated bodies
Strigidae, owls 906

Stroll, exp. of 344

Struggle, effects of on an-
imals 110, 113

for existence 108

of plants HO

1065

St. yitus dance 743
Subiculum cornu 661
SUBJECTIVE SENSATIONS
AND ILLUSIONS 817

Sulci, furrows 661

Sully, Illusions 831

Sulphate of quinine in
fluoresence . .414

Sulphuric acid, a magnet 1034

digestive power of . -225
occur renceinna-

ture 1034

Summers, Sam 835

Sun, elements in 406
Sun-dew 525

Sun-pain 416

Supernatural interference
not proved 1054

Superstition instinctive. -887
Supreme Reason 859

Swan, anecdote of 839
Sweat iglands 520
Swim-bladder, the ante-
cedent of lungs 39

Sylvius, aqueduct of 557
fissure of 562

Symmetry often wanting 150

Sympathetic nerves 546
of hags.v 604

Synaptase 229

TABLES
Alcohols 352
Animal Kingdom 60
Animal Parts 64
Brains of Horses 624

Diathermancy. 400
Electric Conductors. .335

Electric Potentials 338
Elements 403
Elements ;

10H
Fissures of Brain 590
Folds of Brain. 590

Geology 68, 69
Li mbs, Man and Ape 3
Mammals. 61

Mammals, Owen ..585
Metallic Conductors-..345
Organ Systems 64

Pedigree of Animal
Kingdom 62

Apes 63
Mammals 63
Man 61

Vertebrates 62
Petroleums 352

Phrenology 640
Silurian Species 79
Sizes of Nerves- 503
Sound Pulses 373

Spectrum Lines 406

Specific Heat of Gasesl040
Solids 403

- Touch Circles 429

Vertebra, Man and Ape 4
Vertebrates. 60
Wave lengths, Light-- .383

Work of Muscles 495
Table tipping. 798

Taboo (tabu). 727, TW
TABULAR REVIEW .-;

Tail of ape 4, 145- bird 144

dinosaur 144

tish 14.-5

man 50,145
1 1 iaii x cat H"'

sea mammals 14:*

Tapacolo. 906

Tapeworm, tenia sohuml9l
Tapir-like animals in Ter-

tiary. 03
TASTE 4



1066

Taste in birds 274
buds. 482
chemical 484
four kinds 484
of galvanism 484
a modern sense. .. .484

Dynamic Theory.

nerves of
organ in brain
papillae.

Taylor, B., in Lapland - -

Taylor,!. The Alphabet 911

Trairp, case of 716
Tracnea, windpipe 23
Trees, metallic 357
Trematode worms 198
Tribulation 926
Trichina 189

485 Tricuspid valve *513
701 Trilobite *77
482 an immigrant 100
130 i end of 86

True, Beautiful, Good 858

Ventricle, lateral, of brain 558
third, of brain 558

Ventricles of brain. 566
Venus fly trap. 523

nervous action of. -524

Vertebrates, first of in De-
vonian 80

Vesicular, composed of lit-

tle cells 558
Vibrios cause putrefac-
tion 223
change in constitution

of. 255
Villi, hairs 19, 228

.
I
j.rue, Jjeauiiiui, JJTUUU.

Taylor, I. Origin of the I Tuber cinereum. 562
Aryans 417 i Tumors 367

Tears. 780 ! theory ..167

regmentum, cover 555 Tup 919 I Vinegar ferment. 222
TELEPATHIC TRANSFER ! Turk's saddle. 562

j Virginia creeper 550
OF BRAIN ACTION 888 ! Tympanum, drum 21
sense 843 I Tyndall, on ether 1023

Telepathy 889 i experiments of 1025
cases of. 890, 896 i Floating Matter in Air 235
in hypnotism 889 i

on light ..399
of animals 902 i Typhoid fever 260

I contagion
1025

' Typhus fever
-' may -

may arise without

.1029 arise without

purposive
theory of

Telephone
Du Moncel on
like the ear 1031
Thompson on 1026

Teliost fishes 81
Tellor, Diseases of Ani-
mals 262 : Uncinate gyrus.
'emperature, effects of... 125 Unconscious action

260

contagion 261

Teniasolium, tape worm 191
effect on brain. 746

Terrace epoch 96
TERTIARY AGE OF MAM-
.MALS 91 I

attention.
Undulatory theory of ligh t

Units, of electric measure-

.958

Tertullian ...........

on soul ...... ....... . 1007
TESTIMONY OF GEOLOGY 65
Testis, posterior opt. lobe 557

male organ ............. 25
of birds- .............. 124
shrews .................. 124

Tetanus of muscles. . .... .496
Tetter ...................... 208
Texas cattle fever. ....... 261
THE EGO, OR PERSONAL-
ITY ................... 931

THE EMOTIONS. .......... 771
THE GEOLOGICAL LESSON 97
THE INTERNAL SENSES. . .682
1 HE MIND ................ 981
THE WILL ................ .747
THEOLOGICAL CONSIDER-
ATIONS.... ..... ....... 1004

Theorem. ............ ......848
Thompson, molecules..... 995
Thompson. S. P., Electri-
city and Magnetism . . . .1047

land ............. *47
land. ............ *48

Time and stomach ........ 839
Tongue, of birds .......... 486

fishes.................... 485
gasteropod...... ...... 75
man- .................... 481

-reptile... ................ 486
woodpecker ............ 486

Topaz, spoiled by light- . .413
Torpor of Alligators ...... 123
mammals ............... 128

Tortoise, bones of ........ .170
Torula in cider ........... 244

has no spores ........... 224
TOUCH ..................... 423

circles of................ 429
development of ........ 277

Touch educable .......... 435
pfiiieral in skin ......... 423
illusions of......... ..... 431

- organs in cerebram 660, 701
- in invertebrates ..... 433
-

papilla?. ................. 424
- pecialized.............. 423

ment- .345

Thymus gla
Thyroid gla

G. C. S 345
Universe 1044

Upbuilding, pain of 716

Uredines, rusts 206
Ureters, development of-. 24
Urinary system 40
Uterus pi. uteri. 25

double in marsupials,
&c. 146
human anomalies 290

Utricularia *521
Utriculus of ear.. 21

Uvula, peculiar to ape and
man 5

Vacuum, a good insulator 334

conveys heat 379,386
induction 335

Vagus nerve of fish 574
Valency of atoms -. 1033
Valve of Vieussens 561
Van Beneden, on Para-
sites 190, 198, 746

Varioloid, like variola 258
VARIOUS MODIFYING
AGENCIES 131

Vasa vasorum, vessels of
vessels. 511

Vascular, pertaining to
vessels 18

system, dev. of 40

Vegetal cells. 234

Vegetative function of
first importance 128

layer of Baer 30
Velocities of molecules
not heat. 1039
of molecules of gases 1036

Velpeau on uterus 290
Ventral bones, how
formed. 167

of crocodile 167

ichthyosaurus 166

Ventricle, little belly 513
of heart, dev. of 22

fourth, of brain 554

Viscous ferment. 221
Vital functions, abate-
ment of 716

Vital organism 1054
Vitality depends on or-

ganism. 1055
ends with it 1055

Vogel, H. Chemistry of
Light and Photography

410,414
Voice "within". 842
Volger, estimate of age of
strata 67

Volt 346
Voltaic cell 1034-

Pile. 531
Vorticellse 247

W
Wagner, quotations.
Wallace's opinion

693
ace's opinion ....... 1051

Warner's Physical Ex-
pression ............. 778, 787

Washington, G ............ 706
Water, effect of when
salty .................... 132-- of volume of ......... 134
is burnt hydrogen. 1053

currents, effect of 135
Water-brash plant ....... 208
Watts' Chem. Die 234 355
Wave-lengths of light 383

sound .......... 373
Waves ..................... 379
medium of .............. 380

Weld, P., case of .......... 902
Welwitschia ............... *83

Wesley on witches .....

White fish, young .....

Whooping cough
Wilder, Dr.B.G

-794

34,53
261

942
747
763
754

-758
.761

749
758
759
751

Will, the.
a decisive one
a link
a mode of motion
a motive essential to,

a term in a series.
a trigger
an unconscious one -

defeated by ideas
formed by ideas. .750, 755
in hypnotism 751

Maudsley on. 756
not a first cause 750
not directed to muscle
contraction 748
not free 771

of a feeble woman 751
Wilson's Evolution 138

Wilson on develovunent-- 45

Wings of insects lost 53
Wine fermentation 238

clue to spores 238
Winnifred 764
Winter spores 210
Wish-bone 101

Witchcraft. 704

Wolm'au bodies 23



Wolfs jaw 148
f

Women, supposed deprav-
ity of 794

\\nol on unborn infants-- 50
I

Worm, chaetopoda - 142
made up of separate
animals 142

Wormiana ossa. . .367
Worms cestodes, neina-
todes, tape worms. 190

Worship 1012

Wright, Caleb, on India-. 194

Index.

Y
Yeast cells differ in differ-
ent liquids. 255

Yeast plant 219
affected by poisons. .220

digested by its own
ferment. 220

imitated by acids. . 220
- respiration of 219

Yelk sac, bag of nutrition
for embryo 17

1067

Yellow fever 262
fatalities 263
at Memphis. 267

Youman's chemistry 181

Z
Zona pellucida, transpar-
ent yirdle 11

Zoophites, pfantf animals, 73

Zymase, ferment 218, *225
ZYMOTIC AND GERM DIS-
EASES 254
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